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£4ME TO

OUR

SHOW. .

.

Uomorrow 3 Jriendlu cAudience . .

INTENTLY FOLLOWING every

word, 2,000 boys and girls sat in on a

WLS broadcast July 9— a program

familiar in their homes from babyhood.

It was WLS Dinner Bell Time, America's

pioneer farm service program.

Bl T THIS PARTICULAR DINNJER

BELL belonged to them. They were the

2,000 4-H Club members from every

Indiana county, attending the annual

4-H Round-up on the Purdue Univer-

sity Campus.

SEVENTEEN OF THEIR COUN-
jjpv were represented on the stage in

Purdue's huge Music Hall, as WLS and

Prairie Farmer awarded the gold, silver

and bronze plaques honoring these

seventeen counties for outstanding

achievement in 4-H work— calf-raising,

cooking, clothing design, and all the

other facets of practical farm living

touched by the far-reaching

4-H program.

In the audience were dozens

who had contributed to the win-

ning of these annual WLS awards

—and hundreds more quietly stat-

ing their determination to be hon-

ored next year.

And in this broadcast, with its 2,000

studio visitors, is the explanation of

how WLS has become "one of the fam-

ily in Midwest America," a part of the

lives of the people in Indiana and Mich-

igan, Illinois and Wisconsin.

This and complete weather service,

market reports, news, down-to-earth en-

tertainment exemplify the quiet, neigh-

borly way WLS serves these people;

today's and tomorrow's friendly,

receptive audience for

program on WLS.

Some of the Indiana 4H Club boys and
girls with Ihe plaques awarded July 9 al

Purdue, (above) Pari of Ihe audience for

WIS Dinner Bell Time

50,000 watts, 890 KC, American Affiliate, Represented by JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY, Affiliated in Management with

KOY, Phoenix, and the ARIZONA NETWORK - KOY, Phoenix • KTUC, Tucson • KSUN, Bisbee -Lowell -Douglas



Eha Maxweii says, Mere's how to make your

customers or your wife (or anyone else)

lov/e you all through 1947"

SEND THEM A SUBSCRIPTION TO

4 A Ml Y- 1 I II

I

-M0\ I II ( L I It

• •

fya box of delicious

candy each month
[ EXCEPT JUNE, JULY, AUGUST J *v

from leading confectioner

LIMITED MEMBERSHIP! GUARANTEED DELIVERY! ORDER NOW!

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS PRESENT for those important clients

and business associates ... a new, different, impressive gift that

will rate you "ace-high" all year 'round! Yes, every month (except

June, July, August) a beautiful box of famous candy will be sent

to each person on your list. Every box is a specialty, a real taste

treat . . . shipped fresh from where it is made. A Candy-of-the-

Month Club subscription is a constant reminder of a_.
your thoughtfulness throughout 1947! Subscription cost 3>ll#/ J
represents current retail prices of these candies, plus postage, handling | J
and insurance.

A colorful gift card bearing your name
is mailed before Christmas to each one
on your list, announcing that you hove

presented him with a subscription to the

Candy-of-the-K\onth Club.
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Brown & Haley's Almond Roca Tacoma
Liberty Orchards' Aplets Cashmere

Country Store's Nut Clusters Beverly Hills

Allie Adams' Chocolate Caramels Dallas

Jacobs' Pecan Pralines New Orleans

Putman's Opera Creams Cincinnati

McNally-Doyle's Cocoanut Balls Cleveland

Princesse de Conde's Chocolates New York

D. Kopper's Swiss Chocolates New York

We reserve the right to substitute candies.
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The Battle (or Ears

Wednesday and Thursday nights art the

battle grounds on which the networks

are lighting tor audiences, with Niles

Trammel! warning NBC stations that

1946 1947 will no1 I" 1

a walkawaj for the

senior network, ABC is making its play

for Wednesday night with the morning

still under control. MBS has the juvenile

programs but it'll be fighting for the

audiences with ABC which has a Bock

promotional program under way (see page

29), even if the programs with established

audiences are at Mutual.

AFRA Scale Increase

AFRA American Federation of Radio

Vctors will be asking for as high as

50 per cent scale increases when the

present contracts expire. Although

this seems like a real hike it will

actually only affect the programs

that pay scale minimums, which are

only the smallest part of the network

airings. The settlement will never-

theless he for less than 50 percent.

Downey Did It First

It all depends upon who does a

thing. While there's a great fuss

about Bing Crosby going network

via transcriptions (October 16), it's

been ignored that Morton Downey
has been going over the Mutual

network via e. t.'s for some time

without the network falling apart

or the Downey rating doing any

flipflops.

Nevertheless what happens to the

Philco-Crosby show will determine

in part just what Bob Hope and a

number of other stars will want to

do, come the end of their present

contracts. The subject of trans-

scriptions is a touchy one at both

NBC and CBS. What happens to

the show will have a bearing on

what ABC will be in the future also.

The Burl Ives show on Mutual for

Philco is also transcribed. That
fact hasn't even raised a ripple.

George Washington Hill's Bequest

The only indication that George Wash"
ington Hill had <hv<\. as far as the Frank
Morgan and Hit Parade broadcasts during

the week ol Ins death were concerned, was
that the Hit Parade didn't use its therm .

"Happy Days are Here Again." It was
Hill's personal ordei thai the programs
not be disturbed bj requiems « hen he died.

II. had made that tail clear, long before

there was any llutt. ring .'I di ath's V

TBA Awards

II'. \ awards were admittedly the most

intelligent evei made in the field. The
ical award went to the three men who

dev( loped the image orthicon camera
which has made most outdoor scanning

possible and which will eventually reduce

the lighting problem at studios to a mini-

mum. Program awards went to John

Royal who master-minded the Diuis-Conn

TV presentation; to Standard Brands (Don

Stetler, ad-manager' for its Hour Class on

WNBT; to Paul Belanger (CBS) for his

dance programs; and Klaus Landsberg

(W6XYZ) for his scanning of Your Town.

Third group of awards went to A. T.&T.

men lor their work on the coaxial cable

National Radio Week

National Radio Week has been penciled

in for November 24 30 by the advertising

committee of the Radio Manufacturer's

Association and executives of the National

Association of Broadcasters.

Keeping up with what's happened
and why

New Names for WEAF, WABC
Both NFC and CHS have decided to take

the whiskers off their key stations and tab

them for what they are. key outlets for

the networks. Thus WEAF will become
\\ NBC, and WABC becomes W CBS. Pro-

gram facts are that WCBS is. after 10 A.

M., as near 100 per cent network as it's

physically possible to be, but that WEAF
is moving towards local identification as

fast as its manager James Gaines can

regulate the drift. Both Gaines and Arthur

Hull Hayes insist that the name change will

have nothing to do with the local service

job that the stations will do. It'll COSl

each network over $100,000 for promotion

and physical changes to effect the renam-

ing of their pioneer stati

Program Analyzing

Current research trend is towards finding

out what makes programs tick just as much
as finding out who's listening. Captain

Schwerin has been doing for \BC ion a

contract basis) what CBS has been doing

for some time with its Stanton-Lazarsfeld

program analyzer. Both methods of what

is tabbed haven't come up with any re-

volutionary improvements in program rat-

ings although Harta Herzog, Lazarsfeld's

wife, has used the analyzer at McCann-
Erickson to consistently increase the ratings

of that agency's shows. More recently

Ernest Walker has been delivering to

agencies and sponsors "laugh graphs"

of their comedy shows with Index figures

which point the quick finger at what's

wrong with the risibility ticklers.

Research's wonderful. Somebody
ought to do something with it be-

sides pay for it.

The Radio Set Situation

While combination FM-AM-Phono-
graph sets are being bought as rapidly

as they are available on the market,

just as TV home equipment is, the

midget sets that were first released

at prices around S30-S40-$50 are not

selling and manufacturers like Emer-
son are switching their production

plans to sets at around S20 and in the

higher brackets. Although R. C.

Cosgrove of the Radio Manufacturers'

Association claimed 8.660,000 radio

receivers manufactured by September

first, government tax figures prove

that half that figure is nearer cor-

rect. And plenty of those 4.000.000

sets are still on dealers' floors. It

isn't that the demand isn't there but

rather that the demand for "good"

sets is high and the demand for

small sets is for those at a lower price

range than have been made available

thus far.

New Transcription Net?

Although the Keystone Broadcast-

ing System (Michael Sillerman hasn't

skyrocketed but built slowly though

firmly, it hasn't stopped other tran-

scription networks from dreaming. Latest

is Ray Green's Transcription Broadcasting

System. TBS is said to involve 160 stations

all of which are promised 30 programs a

week, sustaining or commercial. It's to be

a big city counterpart of KBS's one-station

town formula. KBS doesn't worry about

sustainers. It does us job for spo;

and permits the stations to do their own

programing. TBS' starting day is still a

question mark.

The Sarnoff Prediction

RCA's prexy, David Sarnoff, promised

electronic wonders at the banquet in honor

of his K)th year with the company. Among
the wonders to come was a "wave length for

m turn to pan 73)

SPONSOR
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412 HOOPER POINTS!
Did You Get Yours?

Again WOW has declared an EXTRA DIVIDEND in HOOPER POINTS to its advertisers. All NBC shows

on WOW, Day and Night, except three, have an Omaha Hooper ABOVE the national average!

Seventy-two clients who used WOW during the 19-45-40 Fall-Winter period collected a total of 412.6 PLUS
Hooper points. The ratings on Locally produced shows were equally high.

These Hoopers prove that WOW does a better-thati-avcragc job for all advertisers. Wire or phone your nearest

John Blair man, or Johnny Gillin at WOW, for current or next fall-winter availabilities.

RATmOSOrTOPl

Comp
.re-XM^MWOW>*.^

NATL
AVERAGE

n£* pro-am name
2<?5

1. Bob Hope
29 (

2 .
Fibber McGee&

Molly ^
3. Red Skelton ^
4. Charlie McCarthy ^
5. Fred Allen

2 1.6

6 .
Jack Benny 2Q?

7. Mr. District Attorney ^
8 .

Eddie Cantor ^ y

9. Bing Crosby ••••
)8()

10. Jack Haley
l?0

,,. Abbott and Costello ^
12. Amos 'N' Andy ^
13. Great Gildersleeve .... ^
14 .
Wh or

Consequences ^
|5. Bandwagon

)5 ,

WOW
RATING

WOWS
PLUS

RATING

8.2

16 . Kay Kyser (First Halt-Hour)

•From Omaha CM Fall-Winter^ ,d Section a\ Hooper both from

On 72 NBC Day and Night shows WOW has a Hooper
higher than the national average. On 39 shows WOW's
plus is better than 5 Hooper points. On 9 shows WOW's
plus is better than 10 Hooper points. On only three shows

the Omaha Hooper is below the National average by an

average of less than one-tenth of a Hooper point.

RADIO STATION

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
590 KC • NBC • 5000 WATTS

Owner and Operator of

NBC IN NORTH PIATTE

^^5 P^
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The Month 2

Applause 4

Wag's 6

Mr. Sponsor: 8

Cameron Hawley
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New & Renew 33
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Commercial Reviews 46

Measured Publicity 49
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OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Published monthly by Sponsor Publications, Inc.

Executive, Editorial, ar d Advertising Offices: 40 West

52 Street, New York 19, N. Y. Telephone: Plaza 3-6216.

Publication Cffices: 58C0 North Mervine Street,

Philadelphia 41, Pa. Subscriptions: in the United

States $5 a year; in Canada $5.50. Single copies 50c.

President and Publisher: Norman R. Glenn. Sec-

retary-Treasurer: Elaine C. Glenn. Editor: Joseph M.
Koehler. Associate Editor: Frank Bannister. Ait

Director: Art Weithas. Advertising Director: Charles

E. Maxwell. Advertising: Edwin D. Cooper (Pac-

ific Coast), Alfred Owen. Circulation: Milton Kaye.

COVER PICTURE: Sponsors are grist to the mill of the

HucksUr-in-reverse, Henry Morgan. His first network

bankroll, Eversharp Schick Razor, however, will give him

only one opportunity in each program to razz the boss.

Those Borden Calves

It seemed like just a special publicity stunt,
Borden's sending three calves, a bull, and two
heifers to Greece in connection with the CBS'
Country Pair program. It wasn't. It was a well-

integrated cooperative publicity plan to help the
Greek War Relief whose "Give an Animal" campaign
had arrived nowhere quickly. The result, and Hal
Davis of Kenyon and Eckhardt's publicity depart-
ment must receive plenty of the credit along with
Bill Lewis, the agency's v. p., and Stu Beabody of

Borden's, was that the relief organization received

$300,000 directly through the program.

Above the Call of Duty

When a station representative plows back some
of its profits into a public service study, that's

news. Gene Katz iKatz Agency) sold his organiza-

tion the idea of doing a dictionary on public service

programing by local stations. The dictionary has
had to be postponed for the time being, but the

local commercial public service facts that the Katz
survey revealed isee page 56) alone justify, to the

sponsor, the survey being made.

Dykeing the Commercial Flood

There was plenty of speculation as to what
Brigadier General Ken Dyke was going to do when
he came back to the XBC fold in September. Xo
one believed that his job was what the announcement
said at the time of his appointment^ to improve
the level of advertising on the air by working with

agencies, sponsors, and the network's executives

But that's just what Dyke is going to do after he's

traveled around the country for 60 days and arrived

at a solid basis for making recommendations. It's

a job that has to be done. Our deep bow to

NBC for accepting the responsibility.

Tolerance in Strange Places

Tolerance promotion crops up in the most amazing
places. First Sinatra went all out for it, with '"The

House I Live In" and more besides. Then Superman
(MBS) took to fighting something bigger than

giants and started the kids thinking along the lines

of •'one world." Mr. District Attorney also eased

in, among the things that the I). A. was fighting,

racial intolerance and hate. More lately. Bernice

Judis, WXKW genera] manager, was sold on doing
20-secord spots selling tolerance by her program
manager, Ted Cott. She's making them available

free, to even ere through The Institute of Demo-
caratic Education. She's using them herself on
YYXKYY and expects to follow with spots on safety

and other needed public education.
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SPONSORSHIP

He guarded

five presidents

thirty years . .

.

STARLING
of the

WHITE
»»

HOUSE
• 2nd best seller five

weeks after publication

• Sears Roebuck People's

Book Club (this fall)

• Featured in Omnibook,

Life, Time, Coronet

Exclusive Radio Rights

PAUL F. ABLER

Zlc£ve4<Ud4*Uf

385 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK 17 • PLAZA 5-7100

Bing's record-making contract to

transcribe his shows recalls the off-

the-record prayer of a prominent

transcription company producer: "Oh,
Lord, forgive us our transcriptions."

And those who transcribe against us.

We're watching that "treat-instead-

of-a-treatment" cigaret commercial

theme with trembling and trepidation.

Imagine a barren world in which

toothpaste merely cleans, without

also polishing the teeth, aiding the

gums, and concealing the breath.

And oh, how dreary and desolate to

find gum which provides only the fun

of chewing without also relieving

nervous tension, assisting the diges-

tion, and exercising the gums. Foods

which are simply good without also

being good for you! Products with-

out plusses,devoid of extras! Oh gosh,
O. G.

One-word description of some radio

commentators: hysteriannouncers.

Breathes there a man with soul so

dead as the expression on the face of

a prospective sponsor listening to an

audition?

From the number of "who-dun-its"

on the air, would you draw the con-

clusion that mystery loves company?

Familiaradio: "And now . .
." "But

first . .
." "You know . .

." "Say,

folks . .
." "Mighty fine . .

."

We once had occasion to check an

ad-lib radio interviewer's program and

counted, by actual and painful count,

6,433,748 "mighty fines." Ques-

tion: What do you do for a living?

Answer: I'm a stenographer. Inter-

viewer: Well, that's mighty fine.

Q.: And where do you live? A.: I

live in Brooklyn. INT.: Say, that's

mighty fine. Q.: Are you married?

A.: No. INT.: Oh, that's mighty

fine. And so on and on and on and

on and on. And on.

Shortly after "The Hucksters" be-

came the Book-of-the-Month, our

doctor leered at us and ribbed us

about the advertising rack—business.

"But, Doc," we defended, "haven't

there been similar books about the

medical profession, and couldn't you

yourself write a juicy one from your

own experiences?" Looking about

him furtively he shut the door of his

private office and whispered, "Sh,

I'll tell you a few of 'em that are

pips."

Speaking of spot announcements

which we weren't but which we like

to, a prospective sponsor was listening

to various audition treatments of a

very strident selling slogan. Said

prospect was duly impressed but

whispered to the agency exec: "Say,

if we're going to irritate the public,

can't we irritate them pleasantly?"

That's what radio needs, more pleasant

irritation.

This next item, "Ode to the Give-

Away Programs," is inspired by, but

NOT to the tune of, "South America,

Take It Away."

For a program with a rating

You'll be loving, never hating,

For a certified and absolute success,

SPONSOR* GIVrTlT"AWAY!

For a sooper-dooper Hooper,

And a customer recouper,

For a program that your C.P.A. will

bless,

SPONSOR, GIVE IT AWAY!

Give 'em diamonds, give 'em furs,

Give 'em horses, give 'em spurs.

Give 'em honeymoons, complete with

bride or groom.

SPONSOR, GIVE IT AWAY!

Give 'em wardrobes, give 'em hats,

Give 'em houses, give 'em flats

With the Chippendale and Phyffe for

ev'ry room.

SPONSOR, GIVE IT AWAY!

After all, you want a show

Which is guaranteed to go,

So, you've simply got to give unto

the end.

SPONSOR, GIVE IT AWAY!

Give the very blood of life,

Give your children, give your wife:

You'll be lonely, but you'll hit a

proven trend.

SPONSOR, GIVE IT AWAY!

Next month, same time, same station,

same SPONSOR.

/. J. (Wag) Wagner is known in Chicago ad circles, and beyond, as

a quick man with a quip. He's vp of the Olian Advertising Co.

SPONSOR
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New KSO Transmitter

Piercing the Central Iowa skies soon will be KSO's new 550 foot

combination AM-FM tower, as construction proceeds on the

station's new transmitter and building. Work is going ahead on

the ultra modem building which will house both the new 5 kilo-

watt AM and 50 kilowatt FM transmitters. RCA has completed

the new KSO AM transmitter (type BTA-5F) and it is on

display in the RCA booth at the NAB Convention this week.

With the installation of this new equipment, KSO takes yet

another progressive step toward providing Central Iowa listeners

with better reception and better entertainment . . . yes, and more

responsitv promotion for advertisers, too. In Des Moines and

Central Iowa, your best buy's KSO.

&0
DES MOINES, IOWA 5000 WATTS

Basic Columbia Outlet in Central Iowa

Murphy Broadcasting Company, Kingsley H. Murphy, President

George J. Higgins, General Manager Heodley-Reea* Co , National Representatives

rs:o

Architect's Drawing of New KSO Transmitter Building, Des Moines, Iowa

NOVEMBER, 1946



300 Million

is a lot

of money!
Do local businessmen think

that Washington is going to

boom? They certainly do!

The best indication that

they have solid confidence

in Washington's future is in

the fact that they intend to

spend $300,000,000 in the

next two years improving

their own facilities.

That three hundred million

does not include the building

of thousands of new homes

and apartment units.

To reach this stable steady

market with radio . . . put

down theWWDC call letters.

That's the entertainment

station, the one they listen to.

WWDC
the big sales result

station in Washington, D. C.

represented nationally by

FOR JOE & COMPANY

i ameron Ilawlov
Armstrong Cork advertising boss, who docs eveything

but lay the linoleum

CAMERON HAWLEY is right so often that he finds himself pushing

around people with whom he works. That's because he doesn't

realize that they can't keep up with him —few people can.

He wanted the ideal formula for his daytime air show, so he took

three days off, listened to everything on the air, and came up with tin-

Armstrong Theater of Today. He didn't want the usual movie or Broad-

way fodder, and free lance material was dream stuff unrelated to today's

living, so he, himself, wrote the first script, "Welcome to Agnes," and he

kept right on writing most of the scripts up to December 1945. He

didn't want the usual run of daytime emoters so went out and snared

Elissa Landi to star in the opener and he's been snaring box-office names

ever since. (He's seen above with Helen Hayes who did his "Piper's

Grove" for Armstrong. ) His approach to advertising on the air is to latch

on to a quality slant and then feed Mrs. Listener "ideas" . . . ideas that

will make her home more beautiful and livable with Armstrong linoleum.

His yacht, he felt, was taking him away from mental contact with tin-

people to whom he's selling floor covering, so he bought himself a farm to

raise Aberdeen Angus cattle. Since he hopes to keep the boat and the

farm, his co-workers feel that he's liable to have the first seagoing barnyard

in the history of the sea and cattle husbandry. He couldn't, as Armstrong

ad-manager, pay himself for the scripts so he doesn't write the plays any

longer. It seems that the Saturday Er, ning Post and a few other magazines

buy all the wordage he can turn out^and although he carries his type-

writer wherever he goes, it still won't travel, not even for him. more than

60 words a minute. . . .

He's discovered at last that he can't do everything, but most ad-men

don't believe it Tiny expect to find him actually laying the linoleum.

SPONSOR
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Parade

The NBC Parade of Stars is now starting its fifth year of audience building.

The NBC Parade of Stars material has been in the hands of alert station promotion men

since the first of August. TMS M&B&T %$1B& tsETS TBS WOBM

The NBC Parade of Stars fall network showcases, originated 3 years ago, were heard in

high-Hooper times Sunday, October 13 and Monday, October 14—a three-and-a-half-hour

sampler of the best in broadcasting. Irrjitatiorj Is trjc Sheerest Flattery

The NBC Parade of Stars, more than ever, is decked with brilliant innovations

and extravagant trimming—plastic bandboxes, new on-the-air promotion, listener-tailored

space advertising. Yrm Can't Judge a Rnnk hg lis Enuer but . .

.

The NBC Parade of Stars remains—basically—proven, effective promotion of

The Greatest Shows in Radio, frfie End Justifies the Bleaas

The NBC Parade of Stars is made possible by advertisers, talent, stations and the network,

all using all media, m UMOM THERE IS STRENGTH

More listeners is the goal—more for advertisers, more for talent,

more for the independent affiliated stations, more for . .

.

AMERICA'S NO. I NETWORK

...the
A Service of Radio

Corporation of America



"the best location in the nation"*

* A bow to Ihe Cleveland Elec-

tric Illuminating Company
which has helped to attract

more than 100 new Industrie*

to Northeastern Ohicwfl

this a still richer andfl

market place. ^Il^

Things are happening in Cleveland and North-

eastern Ohio . . . "the best location in the nation" for

industry and for record-breaking sales during the coming

year . . . Employment has soared beyond the half million

mark . . . new retail businesses are blooming (68 (

{ more than in

1940)... More than one million convention visitors in Cleve-

land's Sesquicentennial Year have put fifty million more dollars

into circulation . . . another one hundred twenty million is

going into city-county face lifting, harbor improve-

ments and new subways . . . And here, folks have a

-: ^^^ habit of tuning to W GAR. for the Friendly

\l/^^ Station is the "favorite station" in "the

best location in the nation. "-

Free Speech Mik» Soyj:

^ "There always are plenty of the good things of life

\ '"S'vx tor people who stay free . . . free to live, to work,

fo worship, to speak as they please."

Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives

1* SPONSOR
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SPONSOR is the trade magazine for the

man who foots the broadcast advertising

bill. As such, its objective is to do a job
for the sponsor. That job, as we see it,

boils down to this:

to give the sponsor what he needs to under-

stand and effectively use broadcast adver-

tising in all its forms

—

to sort out the four broadcast advertising

mediums—AM, FM, TV, FAX—in their

present-day perspective

—

to make every line of editorial content vital

and vivid to the sponsor—

to look at broadcast advertising issues fairly,

firmly, and constructively

—

to promote good broadcast advertising

—

advertising that is good for the sponsor and

good for the listener.

PUBLISHER
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Bab-O, first Duane Jones Advertising Agency account, is still number one among the agency's package goods clients seen above

BAB-O AIMKK
ft Or I OF IO I OK ItltOAIM'ASTIM.

DAVID IIARUM and Lora Lawton
(two daytime serials) sell over 400,-

000 cases of Bab-0 each month. 12

months a year. And the advertising bill,

per case, is 38 cents. Those cents, how-

ever, add up $1,800,000 for each 52 weeks,

while all other media top a budget of only

$200,000.

Today, and everybody involved is will-

ing to give broadcasting a deep bow for

the accomplishment, Bab-0 leads the

household cleanser field in dollar volume.

In ]<)3<>. pre-Harum and Lawton. and pre-

Duane Jones as the Bab-O advertising

agency man firsl as account executive at

Blackett, Sample and Ilummert and later

as head oi his own agency), Bab-0 ran

seventh ill Its held.

One premium offer completed during

October brought in 300,000 labels and
an equal number of quarters Both labels

14

and the quarters are important. The latter

"self-liquidated" the cost of and the han-

dling of the premium, a "Bond of Love"
costume piece of jewelry, which was a

replica of an Egyptian Scarab pin said to

be over 3.500 years old. The former, the

labels, were the "proof of purchase" that

every sponsor hopes to have placed on the

line to prove that advertising is not a

questionable expense but a legitimate part

of the cost of doing business.

Bab-O's development, like all planned

growth, was no accident. I 'art of its suc-

cess is based upon the formula developed

by the founder of the business. B. T. Bab-

bitt, who discovered that premiums suc-

ceed when everything else fails. Back al-

most 100 years ago, when he packaged soap

for the firsl time, lie found that wrapped

soap was suspect to both the kitchen and

the parlor Milady had to see the clerk in

the general store cut off a piece of soap

from the long bar or else she was suspicious

of the product. So Babbitt offered "panel

pictures" in full natural color for 32 soap

wrappers—and Babbitt's Fine Soap was a

success. Some of the editions of the panel

pictuas. among them the little girl and

kitten, seen em the next page, ran as high

as 100.000 copies. The other part of its

modern day growth is credited to broad-

casting and daytime serials. Pne>r te> 1936.

Bab-O used national newspapers and

glamour radio programing. The roto-

gravure sections of the newspapers carried

giant-sized advertisements of a body beau-

tiful concealed tor the' most part only by

a bath towel, stepping forth from a very

mexlern bathtub. The radio programs

brought top names of the entertainment

world to a variety program headed by

'Little- Miss Bab-O" Mary Small at the

age of 1- .

SPONSOR



It was all very satisfying to the vanity

of the sponsors -big names and important

looking space in key newspapers, but there

was always a question deep down in the

key executives' minds—did it sell package

products like Bab-O. The questions loomed

very large in the minds of the Mendlesons,

Leon, Sam and Alan, present heads of the

Babbitt organization; in the mind of L. J.

Gumpert, sales manager, when Duane
Jones, stuttering, round-faced, diffident ad-

vertising agency man , walked in and tried

to sell the Babbitt organization on giving

his organization its "worse markets" to

prove his de-glamorizing ad-treatment for

package products. He was so ingenious,

he undersold so perfectly, that he had a

couple of Bab-O markets that were in the

red, before Babbitt executives knew they

had given them to him. And before every-

one knew what had happened he had the

entire Babbitt account.

Then came the revolution. He sold his

new clients on giving three-quarters of the

country back to the Indians, and concen-

trated Bab-O advertising in the East and

Northeast, the area of greatest population

intensity and potential market. For this

market he decided upon daytime radio,

bought in 1936 the rights to the great pub-

lishing success, David Harum, and a new
daytime serial was born. The Harum homey
philosophy was the ideal antidote to the

over-glamourized copy slant that, scattered

over the nation, had likewise produced

scattered results.

After a few what Jones calls softening

up months, Bab-O decided to check and
discover if anyone was listening. A horse

with the unlikely name of Xanthippe was
added to the Harum air family -and the

audience asked to rename him—on the

back of a Bab-O label. Four hundred thou-

sand entries came in. The winner, just for

the records, was Town Talk.

Then came the first premium offer, a

self-liquidating premium, flower seeds, the

first use of seeds for this purpose. Nine-

teen stations pulled 275,000 dimes and

Bab-O labels, with a media cost of 3.9

cents per inquiry. Offer after offer followed

the seeds but never with a greater fre-

quency than every three months. Best

premium pull was silk stockings, which hit

a yet to be topped return on which not

even Duane Jones will give figures. Top
sentimental offer was Blarney stone pen-

dants and charm bracelets. Jones sent to

Ireland, had 10 tons of stone dug up from

the grounds of the Blarney Castle, and

had the stone chipped and made up in the

costume jewelry. It set the advertising

trade listeners talking—they still talk about

it—'but it didn't top the silk stocking

response.

The premiums touch off Duane Jones'

theory that it's essential to sell package

goods and household products with "rea-

son why" copy, but it's just as wise to use

glamour premiums to "tease 'em into

buying."

As networks and Bab-O sales grew, sta-

tions were added to the David Harum chain.

However, it wasn't as simple as that. No
new market was added until Bab-O could

have a "front seat" in that market. That
meant plenty of spot announcements in an
area prior to each local station joining the

chain. It meant plenty of dealer selling

—

dealer merchandise to stimulate retail co-

operation with the advertising stimulant.

It meant sampling on a large scale—sam-
pling in place of any "three products for

the price of two" technique which pre-

ceded the Duane Jones entry into the

Bab-O picture . . . and the sampling is

carefully done, almost always under the

supervision of the advertising manager
(now Robert Brenner) himself and fre-

quently with Sales Manager Gumpert, as

well, hitting each local area.

It's almost as important as advertising,

points out Gumpert, to educate the retail

merchant to put the product where the

customer doesn't have to break her back

reaching for it.

In 1942, there was more money in the

advertising kitty and the Babbitt Board
of Directors would have loved a little flash

to their advertising —but Jones came up
with a suggestion of more of the same—of

a second daytime serial first on a second

network and later on NBC also . . . and

he won his point.

If the Bab-O organization started look-

ing at Hooperatings, instead of sales, the

present management might be out on the

street looking for jobs. Lora Lawton re-

cently tagged a 3.2 and David Harum a

B. T. BABBITT'S ARTICLES OF EVERT DAT USE
PUT UP IN CASES TO MEET THE WANTS OF FAMILIES.

2 ^iif3Pl||l

Lrs
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B. T. Babbitts Lion Coffee. nismu bitimt u>or-

- B. T. Babbitt's celebrated SOAP POWDER

J
\ -

SOAP

itHOLD

B. T. Babbitt (left), founder of the company that bears his name, B. T. set the pace generations ago, just as the Duane Jo"""

started premium selling. The girl and the kitten picture (right) is Babbitt combination leads in household cleaner selling today. The

typical of the colored pictures that ran into editions of 100,000. Harper's Weekly (center) is an example of pre-premium advertising
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Dudne Jones, whose underselling to clients

and hard-hitting heme selling to the consumer
have helped build Bab-O, not to mention
a $12,000,000 ad agency billing for himself

2.7 and it was during this very period that

they drew the 300,000 inquiries for that

scarab pin.

This is the same factor that has cropped

up time and time again on programs with

ewife appeal. Programs like Martha

Dean WOR, -V Y. . which have tremend-

ous Belling power, never have established

ratingB in the rarified atmosphere of the

l op I en Even programs with high sponsor

identification, i e., listeners who Know who's

paying the broadcast bills, very often fail to

deliver Bales which compare with the rating

and the sponsor identification figures.

Duaiu Jones, wet-nursed in the Lord

and Thomas (now Foote, Cone and Beld-

ad-school and brought up in the

Blackett, Sample and Hummert package

goods college, has proven that for Bab-O

and plenty of other small unit sale prod-

ucts, daytime serials, where the shows

carry the casts not the casts the shows, are

best buys.

The star on the Bab-O shows, and that

goes for all Duane Jones placed broadcast

business, is the product. That doesn't mean

that Jones goes overboard with commercial

selling on the Bab O programs. He'll be

the first to admit, that that is one way to

chase listeners away from air selling. And

the reason that he buys time for his clients

is to entice listeners to the selling factor on

the program. His use of premiums is two-

fold. First, it's to make them buy the

product, sampling without a give-a-way.

N cond, it's to make them listen carefully to

what the announcer has to say about the

advertised product.

The Jones-Bab-O formula on premiums
is never by-passed, no matter how great

the temptation. The rule's simple "Never

permit a premium to be a tax on the sale

of merchandise." Premiums must be self-

liquidating, with a maximum of 15 per

cent of a client's budget being ear-marked

for premiums or special promotions.

There's an extra special factor with re-

spect to Bab-O premiums that indu

that it's the little things that count. The
slightest squawk from a dissatisfied pre-

mium customer brings a personal letter from

ad-manager Brenner. It doesn't matter

what the objection of the writer is. she

really receives personal attention. That's

a rule of both Brenner and sales-manager

Gumpert. Dissatisfaction can snowball and

can hurt an advertiser to such an extent that

business will be off as much as 50 per cent

without the advertiser knowing the reason.

Naturally no premium satisfies every woman
who sends in her Bab-O label and cash.

Even if she likes what's she's receiving "at

Bab-O's first daytime serial, David Harum, was heard in a concentrated market to start (red area). The network grew as sales and ability to mer-

chandise expanded. Today David Harum crosses the nation, reaching shaded portions. Lora Lawton (Bab-O's second serial) also hits well out
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LITTLE MISS BAB-O'S RADIO SURPRISE PARTY"

Glamour on the air and in the roto sections was the pre-Duane Jones Bab-O copy appeal. Neither

the "body beautiful" nor the top names of their time featured in the Mary Small program
did the job that the factual "it dissolves grease" produces on David Harum and Lora Lawton

c:>st or less," the gift may arrive broken

or the product itself may be defective. It's

too easy to tag a letter writer as a crank and

forget it, Bab-0 execs point out. On the

other hand an answered squawker often

turns into the firm's top booster.

Not all giveaways come up with a sock

per-inquiry pull. There were a number of

offers that didn't begin to justify them-

selves. There was that "dollar-value" lip-

stick, for 25 cents and a Bab-O label, that

nobody wanted. Women don't buy lip-

sticks sight unseen. Milady doesn't fall

for etiquette offers on the air either and a

condensation of Emily Post's book that

was selling for $4 couldn't pull enough

quarters and Bab-O labels to pay for the

editorial work on the digested version.

Jones also discovered that while B. T.

Babbitt might have started the premium
trend with a "pretty picture" offer, a beau-

tiful "seascape" reproduction today was
only a "moderate pull." Culture and
kitchen products don't drive tandem.

A favorite premium device and one with

which the networks are not too happy is

working the premium into the daytime serial

story itself. A heart appeal character

fingers her pin followed by a memory story

explaining how that pin came into her pos-

session . After a number of episodes in

which the pin figures prominently, lo and

behold, the sponsor of the program has

received so many letters about the pin that

he decides to have replicas made for all

listeners who send in a label and 25 cents.

Reason for the network frown is that unless

the device is very carefully handled the

stunt cheapens the serial, loses listeners, and

brings protests. Technically the device of

easing the giveaway into the story increases

commercial time without having the in-

crease apply against the regular alloted

percentage of advertising wordage. Jones

has used the device and he states he can

take it or leave it.

Frank and Anne Hummert still produce

the David Harum and Lora Lawton shows,

as they did when Jones first sold Bab-O

on sponsoring them. Other advertisers

have changed their daytime sagas, but

Jones permits the same shows to run along

in their accustomed Hummert fashion, hav-

ing the story lines changed to meet the

times. The titles and the appeal remain

the same. Harum currently has added an-

other three stations to reach its highest net-

work, 93 stations, with Advertising Mana-
ger Brenner watching sampling in Chicago

and San Francisco recently, to make cer-

tain air advertising was being implemented

by promotion . . . and the longer the

shows are on the air the tighter the com-

mercial copy becomes. Only last month a

survey revealed that twice as many women
remembered "Bab-O dissolves grease" as

recalled the multiple claims of Old Dutch

Cleanser.

Singlenesss of claims was one of the key-

stones of George Washington Hill's success

in selling cigarettes. However, one of the

most difficult jobs in advertising, most ad-

vertising men stressed, is to convince a

client to use one major claim in his air and

black and white copy. In theory the adver-

tiser is always ready to go along with picking

out a "top claim" and selling it by repetition.

When it comes to okaying copy with that

single claim, 9 out of 10 insist on "sneaking

in" secondary claims and thus confusing

the man or woman who listens or reads. It's

a human trait to want to tell "the whole
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The men who are responsible (or Bab-O's top spot in dollar sales among household cleansers

are shown to the left. Sam Mendelson, chairman of the board and executive vice president,

is at top. Another Mendelson, Alan, Babbitt president, is directly below. Third in the

panel is L. J. Gumpert, sales manager, who has sold the Bab-O advertising on the firing line.

Robert Brenner, advertising manager, is number four on the successful Bab-O sponsor team.

story." but Duane Jones and Bab-O have

proven. as did G. W. Hill, that it doesn't

pay off. Tell one story Tell it tune and

time again and it will be believed, dive the

story the factor of truth and you have an

unbeatable combination, like Djane Jor.es,

Babbitt, and broadcasting.

Although it should be the simplest thing

in the world to ascertain the number ol

cases that products like Bab-O and its

number one competitor, Old Dutch Cleanser,

sell, that bit of information is held the most

confidential of all the "trade secrets."

As one Bab-O exec phrased it. "we don't

want to give any firm anything to inspire

sales drives."

Of the Jones-Babbitt-broadcasting trio.

the factor that's due to change most in the

next few years is broadcasting. At the

moment it's only audible entertainment

plus audible advertising. Before Bab-O's

next 20,000.000 cases (5 years) clean up

the homes of the nation, broadcasting will

also include FM, TV and Fax 'see The Big

Four, page 22) From an advertising point

of view. FM is no great problem. It will be

simpler to integrate into any firm's mer-

chandising plans because an exact undis-

torted coverage area will be known and sales

plans can be designed to cover each area

where a station can be heard.

TV, next of The Big Four to come, how-

ever, adds visual appeal to sound and that

is still, programwise and advertising wise

an uncharted land. Duane Jones knows

that, so last month Bab-O telecast its first

show in association with the American

Broadcasting Company and WABD (Du-

Monti. Bab-O used a tested program.

Ladies Be Seated (It had been telecast over

WRGB, Schenectady] and added a pre-

mium for the usual Bab-O label and 25c.

Despite the fact that the program had

the toughest TV competition on the air,

Standard Brands Horn (>lass. it pulled over

four per cent of the sets in use in actual

premium requests. The air selling wasn't

as smooth as it might have been but

Walter Ware. Duane Jones TV director,

hasn't stopped smiling yet. The returns

proved to the Babbitt organization that

they'll be able to hurdle the visual air

problem when the sets-in-use justify their

etherizing pictorially. It also justified a

typical Duane Jones party.

Every time Duane Jones throws a party

for a client, an ad-friend out of his past,

or a staff member whom he's just upped to

a position of authority, he sings a para-

phrase of a song out of his cap and gown
days:

"They say that the evens

They ain't got no style;

They got style all the while,

All the while

For the word "evens" he substitutes the

name of the guest of honor.

One of these days he'll throw a party

for daytime serials and premiums and he'll

sing "his" song soirething like this 'with

a bit of a stutter here and ther?)

—

"They say that Serials

They ain't tot no style, but

Premiums ha\e style all the while.

All the while."

And his entire organization will, with a

bow to B. T. Babbitt who started Jones in

business for himself, tell the world. "Let's

not talk advertising, let's talk arithmetic."

for it's simple radio arithmetic that's sell-

ing package goods for Bab-O and all the

31 accounts that make the Duane Jones

billing SI 2.000.000 plus.

The Blarney Stone pendant (left, above) turned the spotlight on premium practices of Duane
Jones and Bab-O. Though not the business promoter that less romantic offers have

been, the Egyptian "Bond of Love" scarab pin, pulled 330,000 labels and quarters
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Grand Ole Opry is one big family. Red Foley (upper left) became one of the family when following Roy Acuff's exit he joined the t.cupe

PROGRAMS do not have to suffer

"Hooperdroop" doss of audiences)

when stars take a walk. Lux Theater

held its audience when Cecil B. DeMille

was forced to exit. The Sealtest Program
didn't nosedive when Joan Davis, inspired

by a nice new $17,500 contract, left Jack

Haley for her own CES show on Mondays.
Even when fictional characters shift, as in

the case of Sherlock Holmes being replaced

on the Fetri Wine MBS airing by Gregory

Hood, ratings can be sustained.

When Roy Acuff. star for seven years on
the Grand Gle Opry. decided that he wanted
mere than folk-music men ere usually paid

(peanuts) and turned in his notice to the

R. J. Reynolds Company, the tcbaccc organ-

ization had more than usual star aches.

Acuff was almost a religion in the mountain

music territory. He h^d sold thousands of

song books, controlled a flour company
featured on the Opry as the Acuff Flour

Mills and had his own hillbilly orchestra

which travelled with him wherever he

—but program rating doesn't sag. Reynolds Tobacco had aches

when Acuff left (hand Ole Opry but it's building with Red Foley

played. A juke box just didn't snag its

share of nickels unless it had plenty of Acuff

difes, and they still say he could have be-

come governor of Tennessee, if he hadn't

decided not to run.

So when William Esty and Company, the

advertising agency handling the Reynolds

account, was told the sad news, it had

trouble, real tall corn trouble. A leasonable

facsimile of Acuff, even one better than the

original, wouldn't work. The circuit-rider

hold that the exiting star had on "his

people" wouldn't disappear just because he

was playing one-night stands throughout

the country to collect upon his national

reputation. Something new had to be added

to the Prince Albert section of the Opry that

had hit 13.1 in December. 1945. just as it

had in December of the previous year.

So Esty's Tom Luckenbill went to work,

with modern tools, to solve a back-country

problem. With plenty cf help from his

sponsor's organizaticn. he had a section of

the Grand Cle ( pry audience checked,

surveyed, p; t under the microscope and

taken apart, to see what made it tick.

radioly sre; king.

At first, figures came up to haunt the

program truth seekers. The dir-lei = wanted

Opry just as it was. sans change.

The first gl« m of light came on the hori-

zon when figures began to show that 126 per

cent of the Opry fans wanted more music.

That indie ited one thing. The new star

would have to be bzs cally a singer.

Further light on tie situation came when

the kind of music desired was tabbed as

being no more than 30 per cent of any type

—ballad, comic, or psalm. This meant that

(Please turn to page 47)
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TIh» Ayer IVx ,n l'oiiii-ol-S;il<*

Storecasting supplies the missing factor essential for a

definitive test <>/ the impact of broadcast commercials

CI MMERC I \I. impact is being tested

m terms oi actual -ales through a

formula being developed bj Matthew
ChappellforN W.Ayer. The study is being

made for the Vyei organization itself and

tl.i \ 'k n> t passing the bill along t" a client.

Figures developed from the project arc in

- hands, hut (hey are not yet corn lated

or evaluated. However, uiil.nut being

weighed they reveal substantial point-of-sale

information in relation to oral selling.

Tlie lest was made at the Baltimore

Markets in Philadelphia with the co-opera-

tion ni the storecasting division of National

Wired Music. It grew out of a request of

tie head ui the Baltimore chain to Ayer's

Warner Shelly for a checkup on the effec-

tiveness of storecasting. There's nothing

m w about wind music, storecasting, and

corrmercials in grocery stores. A & P tried

and discarded it years ago. Muzak, grand-

pappy ol the music-by-wire business, tried

a commercial wired music service for bars

and grills without success. But storecasting

is more than store music. It will be an in-

creasing merchandising factor as giant

markets become bigger and clerk selling in

the stores shrink. The Baltimore chain

wanted a test. Would it increase sales?

Would it be a merchandising plus? And
would it increase the per-person sale?

Shelly was intrigued with the idea, sold

Ayer on it and looked for a research man who
would also be impressed with the possi-

bilities. Chappell was suggested, called in

licked his chops in anticipation of being

able to test advertising effectiveness through

the end product 'sales and took over. By
this time Hay McClinton, radio chief of

\\ri. was in the picture. He saw at once

that what was coming up was not simply a

study of storecasting but a test formula for

.in commercials, and he declared himself in

on the prom I

The tests took 30 weeks. The first 20

were used to establish a control set of stores

in which the commercials would not he

heard, and a group of stores that would he

guinea pigs, Five different types of ccrr-

mercials for each of seven products were

d lor live weeks each. Inventories wen
chicked, double-checked and rechecked

through actual store auditing as well as

deliveries. The check-ups wen made in

stores which were operating under

the ( ontrol group as

well a- tin ston - in which the commercials

were actually heard. The control and test

groups were matched for normal sales

potentials as far as humanly possible The
loud speakers in the stores were tinned mi

and the ten week project was under way.

Without slide rule work certain factshave

been uncovered. Storecasting doei increase

store business foi the products advertised.

It gives manufacturers merchandising in-

formation not available through any other

source. And since it has been proven to

mercl andise through sound, it naturally is

an ideal test medium for air commercials.

Int. i vu-v ers through* m th< stores not only

observed reactions hut saw customers go

right ovtr to the shelves and pick up the

product which they had just heard adver-

i.s d. The impact was as immediate as that.

All research is suspect until it has ;

checked. As Warner Shelly puts it. a ]] that

has been done thus far is to research a re-

h method. Nothing will be available

in detail until everything has been rechecked

by further investigation in the same field

and cross-checked by research in contiguous

fields.

Results however have answered the charge

of Thurman Arnold that advertising pro-

motes monopoly. Every fact thus far un-

covered has proven that an entire industry

profits when one of its brands does an ag-

advertising job. Typically a break-

fast cereal commi rcial, featured in the store-

casts, sold almost as much of the number two

brand as it sold for itself. This case was

admittedly extreme, because the products

involved are very similar, although their

tradenames are not. All other cases show

increased product sale as well as adver-

tised brand name sale but not to the same

extent as with cereals.

The case for building product use as well

as brand name acceptance via advertising is

only a sidelight on the Ayer-Storecast study.

It is vital though and a comprehensive

report on the subject will be made in a forth-

coming edition of Sponsor.

< I III>

1925
cials sold

pany as

Although the commer-

the Cities Service Com-
"operators of public-

utilities and oil properties," Wall

Street and the investing public-

looked upon the Cities Service

Quartet over WEAF and three

other NBC stations as window-

dressing for stock sales. The
program was a pleasant presenta-

tion of "instrumental and vocal

music by the mixed quartet."

SERVICE

1946 Service

features

H.gh-

a 37-

Cltles

ways in Melody

piece string orchestra, soloists, the

Cities Service Singers
i
Ken Christie

Choir), and Instrumental novelties

by members of the orchestra under

Paul Lavalle. In the public mind

Cities Service is an important

factor in the gas, oil, and solvents

business. It still purveys "pleas-

ant" music on the air over 72

NBC stations.
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If you're preparing to open new markets—or

strengthen old ones— better investigate flexible Spot

Broadcasting today! For with Spot Radio you need

to select and use only the markets that interest you.

And in these markets you buy the best times

on the best stations—choosing the type and length

of program that best fits your audience. You are

never limited to restricted networks, one time of

day or one copy appeal.

No wonder then, that now— as more and

more products return to market—more and more
advertisers turn to Spot Broadcasting. They know
that because of its complete adaptability to all of

today's rapidly changing conditions, Spot Radio

keeps advertising in perfect timing with markets.

A John Blair man can tell you all about it. Call

him today.
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THE BIG FOUR
Th« k ;mI\ rerl isiiiu dollars slill yo lo %>l. lull all lh< k interest ilocsn'l

BROADCASTING ison the move. The

much touted fall depression just

didn't arrive at stations or at the

networks. Frequency modulation and

television receivers are at last coming off

production lines and facsimile test airings

under way in 1<> areas throughout the

U. S. A and Canada.

The Big Four is still headed by standard

broadcasting AM and there's certain to

be no great challenge to its leadership for

another 12 months. The Federal Com-
munii ommission's decision on clear

channel 5().<)iHi-watt stations iv scheduled

to i>< a straddle, with only the trans-

22

mitters on the Atlantic and Pacific being

forced to share their frequencies and then

at a distance which should not materially

alter their coverage. The circulation

picture of the networks and independent

stations will not differ very much from that

claimed at present. The networks will

continue to add stations to consolidate and

protect their coverage. With all chains

using the same basis for audience claims.

the reports of the Broadcast Measurement

Bureau . comparisons will be easy to make
and the ideal lor which all nets are shooting,

blanket coverage of the V . S. A., will have

to be BMB fact

Mutual expects to hit its "complete

coverage at the lowest cost" with 425

stations. AEC is striving for more wattage

for its present stations and expects to he

able to make its programs available to

every radio home in the nation with around

Stations. Both NBC and CBS networks

have bein growing slowly but surely during

the past six months. The growth is their

hedge on the FCC ruling limiting clear

channel stations. Both of the senior net-

works (although neither will admit I

figures) have set their sights at 200 stations.

They have done this, not because the BMB
ballot type of survey would show anything

SPONSOR



but solid network coverage, but because

their standards of what constitutes cover-

age is higher at the start of the first industry-

wide listener measurement than the meas-

uring organization's.

Despite the increase in number of AM
stations, the possibilities of a fifth network

are still nebulous. Until the American

Broadcasting Company and the Mutual

Broadcasting System build themselves into

the NEC-CBS class, a new network,

unless it is designed to fill a need which has

not even been researched yet, will have an

overwhelming job ahead of it. It will

require millions, and with TV on the verge

and FM actually getting underway, money
will flow into these two new broadcast

outlets rather than a competitive AM web.

Televisicn (TV) is ready to go, despite

the fact that station operators have dis-

covered that it's going to cost millions to

get into the field and build an audience

that will justify a sponsor's putting his

advertising budget to work with pictures.

Present status of TV is reported upon in

detail in "Television and the Sponsor

Now" on page 26. It's the number two

facet on the broadcasting diamond. CBS's
presentations on color in video have had

the net result of forcing license applicants

out of the field unless they were willing

to take great chances. Television color is

not here, for even if the new tube being

developed on the West coast is found

practicable it will take from two to four

years to set standards for it and to get

stations operating. Color is the great plus,

it's not the basic entertainment. It will

enable the medium to sell better but it

won't revolutionize pictures that fly through

the air into the heme.

The same thing is true of frequency

modulation (FM). It's a better, finer man-
ner of transmitting sound into the home.

It will make the enjoyment of bio. dc?.sting

available to certain sections of the nation

which have never before been able to hear

it without a background of noise that took

away most of the enjoyment of listening.

FM will enable stations to deliver to a

sponsor an exact unvariable coverage

picture. It will permit an almost infinite

number of stations to serve an almost

infinite number of areas which now take

their radio from a remote point. In quality

of a delivered signal into a home it's tops.

Technically it has what it takes. What it

does program-wise to justify its existence is

still a big question mark. No live music

may be heard over frequency modulation

stations at present—and FM is the best

carrier that music has ever had. No live

instrumental music may be heard over a

TV outlet either. This is a union problem.

It has not retarded the growth of TV, for

TV has been able to reverse the motion

picture formula and impose a live person on

a recorded song and make it appear as

though the star were singing herself.

Motion pictures do it by having the voice

matched to the picture, TV by having the

picture matched to the sound.

Automatic relay stations may make it

possible to cover the U. S. without A. T.

& T. wire charges. This would make an
FM network less expensive to operate and
deliver a higher quality program, techni-

cally, at a lower cost per thousand. The
Westinghouse plans to link a network of

TV and FM stations through the strato-

sphere, with transmitters in airplanes, is

still in the Buck Rogers stage but it ap-

pears to be more than a Glenn Martin

dream. This would also reduce the cost of

delivering the programs and tests are con-

tinuing with the sanction of the FCC.
The final big gun in the four facets of

broadcasting. Fax (facsimile), is very

much in the experimental stage—operation-

ally. It has however passed through the

experimental phase technically in the field-

testing area of its develor-ment. Both

J. V. L. Hogan (Radio Inventions, Inc.)

and Captain William (i. II. Finch have
transmitting and receiving equipment in

the field and a number of newspapers are

cooperating with both of them in turning

0U1 Fax four-column newspapers that

ccme through the air (four pages each

15 minutes) with the clarity of good
printing. The field of Fax is being tested

also by the networks as part of their daily

operations, idea being that last-minute

changes sent to stations via Fax can avoid

the errors which occur through the use

of Morse code or the conference call (Mut-
ual Broadcasting) routine.

The cost of Fax receivers will be com-
paratively inexpensive (they add about

563 to the cost of a good frequency modu-
lation receive! I. Fax will start as a.i

integral part of FM station operations with

many licensees expecting their first prof.H

from Fax sharing their FM band rather

than FM operations themselves. Moduplex
cpsrations, the sending of both Fax
signals and regular FM programs on the

same wave band at the same time, has

not yet been okayed by the FCC, but that's

not because it isn't feasible but because

thus far any station moduplexing creates

problems for the non-duplexing stations.

The commission doesn't want to issue any

rules which would force regular FM stations

to go to the expense of installing special

shielding and other electronic equipment

just in order that some other station can

use its waveband for a dual purpose. In

other words at present an FM licensee

must use his waveband for Fax or FM,
not both at the same time.

At present only AM, of the four broad-

casting facets, is a profitable advertising

medium. TV is the current program and

commercial experimental medium. FM
receivers are beginning to move off the

production line, and the Fax status is

that of being field-tested, electronically and

program-wise.

AM
Better coverage, better mea-

surement of circulation and

top promotion and pro-

graming mark the present

status of standard broad-

casting. Local competition

will be stiffer with licenses

now past the 1000 mark.

TM
Receivers and transmitters

for the new band are at

long last coming off the

production line. The static-

less, high-quality, intensive-

coverage medium will get

again started proving itself

as a factor in broadcasting.

TV

Television is in the area

of experimental program

and commercial develop-

ment. Despite its many

false starts it is the medium

that holds its fans against all

other entertainment fields.

Its pay-off is in the future.

TAX
The broadcast medium that

combines the advantages

of black-and-white adver-

tising with the accessi-

bility of radio is getting

its field test baptismal. It's

1 5 monthsaway from becom-

ing commercial in the hcrr.e.



Monthly Tabulation of Advertising by Categories
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COMPET] I K)\ nevt buy words, and

iiu fa< i thai old tirrn iki Bulova

and Benrus corn< red bt si spol

time tations, are major

us why watchmakers are seeking a

program way to sell time. But it's nol

alone because choice station break avail-

abilities are few and far between that

manufacturers are turning toward qi «

vays. Years of consumer watch-

dentification with Bulova and Benrus time

in the air is a potent factor making watch-

makers think of new air ways to sell.

Ad-councils of tour sponsors in the field

agree on time-tested, popular formulas,

hut with a different formula in each case:

quiz show, news and sports, popular songs,

and music. There is in these and all cases,

even Bulova. a willingness to experiment.

A one-time shot doesn't usually pay

oil. It lacks the snowball effect of repeti-

tion. But tin- Elgin Co. sells it- tim< p

with a terrific impact on two CBS air

parties at Thanksgiving and Christmas.

The Elgin, a traditional American watch,

is tied in as a part of the American tradi-

tion of which these two holidays are a part.

Longines-Wittnauer, plugging the Lon-

gines as "the world's most honored watch,"

achieves recognition of its advertising

claim with transcriptions of "the world's

most honored music," conducted by Michel

Piastro. It impressed the idea in a recent

series "The World's Most Honored Flights."

Use of television—adding eye—to ear-

appeal—is frankly experimental. TV time

signals thus far reveal no new approach

Ad-men through TV time signals are

hedging against the day when more sets

are available.

Beauty and accuracy still have basic

ear appeal. But the war and G. I.'s have

made new buy words—sweep secondhand,

waterproof, shock-proof cases im|)ortant.

The air age has called for words with air-

ways. Once the punch was delivered by-

"railroad time." Now it's "Clipper (lights,

timed by Gruen." Nearly all air lines have

a watch tie-in.

Swiss watchmakers are gunning for our

markets. And ad-men of war-br;rn domestic

firms are planning to try the air way of

selling. They hear the bywords on the air

today as the buy words of tomorrow.

SPONSOR AGENCY PROGRAMS SPOT TV

Benrus Watch Co.,

New York

J. D. Tarcher,

New York
News and sportcasts on

about 1 stations

Time signals on about 100
stations

Time signals 1 0-1 5 limes weekly on
WNBC-TV (NBC) New York;

WCBS-TV (CBS) New York

Bulova Watch Co.,

New York

Biow Co.,

New York
Time signals on more than

250 stations. Masterpieces in

Miniature (1 min. transcrip-

tions). Used by jewelers on
more than 300 stations

Time signals on WNBC-TV (NBC)
New York, Mon. and Thurs.

Elgin National Watch
Co., Elgin, III.

J. Walter Thompson,
New York

Two Hours of Stars. On
CBS Christmas and Thanks-

giving

Spots on WNBC (NBC) New York

4 times weekly; WCBS-TV (CBS)

New York twice weekly; WABD
(DuMont) New York twice week-

ly,- WPTZ (Philco) Philadelphia 4

times weekly; WBKB (Balaban &
Katz) Chicago 3 times weekly

Gruen Watch Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio
McCann-Erickson,

New York

Harmon Watch Co.,

New York

Lester Harrison Inc.,

New York
Kiernan's Corner (news),

WJZ New York Mon.
thru Fri. 6:06-6:15 pm

Time signals on 67 stations in

major markets

Harvel Watch Co.,

New York

A. W. Lewin,
New York

It's Harvel Watch Time.

ABC, Sun. 1-1:15 pm.
Started Sept. 15 for 52

weeks

Spot announcements on 3

stations

Helbros Watch Co.,

New York

Wm. H. Weintraub
4 Co., New York

Quick as a Flash. MBS,
Sun. 5:30-6 pm. Started

Sept. 1 tor 52 weeks

Longinei-Wittnauer,
Watch Co., New York

Arthur Rosenberq,
New York

Symphonette (30 min.

transcribed musical show).
On about 1 50 stations

Time signals on very small

number stations
Time signals on WABD (DuMont)

New York, TWT9:30 pm

Rensie Watch Co.,

New York

Weiss & Geller
New York

Flight With Music (15 min

transcribed show with sing-

er Marian Hutton and guest

singing stars each week).
Current on 30 stations

Waltham Watch Co.,

Waltham, Mass.

N. W. Ayer & Son,
New York

Time signals on WNBC-TV (NBC)
New York, Fri. 8 pm,- before and

after main boxing events at Madi-

son Square Garden,- WABD (Du-

Mont) New York, time signals

TWT 9 am, WPTZ (Philco) Phila-

delphia Wed. sign-on, sign-off



. . . WHERE and WHEN
It's Needed Most!

If we were an advertiser we'd make plans, right now, to

go after a good slice of Fall business in this productive

area . . . with the help of CKLW. We'd remember that

this station is a live-wire . . . with heads-up programming

around the clock . . . and 5,000 day-and-night watts at

800 kc, to give you concentrated COVERAGE for your

Fall and Winter schedule WHERE and WHEN it's needed

most. We'd remember too, that CKLW has the lowest

rate of any major station in this market ... for coverage

per watt . . . results per dollar. Yes sir, all things considered,

it's a change you'll welcome and a dollar value return you d

be wise to line up with now.

In The Detroit Area, It's

5,000 WATTS
AT 800 KC.

DAY AND NIGHT CKLW MUTUAL
BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

J. E. Campeau, Managing Director

ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INC., Natl. Rep. Canadian Rep. : H. M. STOVIN, Toronto
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Tills franohlee la a flrat refusal on the bsst
available times on the American Broadcasting
Television air for one year from... (date). ..to
...(date)..., and an Indication that no other
... (client). ..has exercised Its option on a
first refusal basis.

Tills franchise may be exercised on all owned
and operated stations of the American Broad-
casting Company, either on a local basis or as
a Television Network at such time as It
becomes available.

Jleieuition and thz

S,p,an&a>t tadaif

THERE arc lour reasons for going on

the television air, three with fairly

solid foundations and one that's pure

blue sky. That azure sky is the painted

background foi all claims that products can

be sold in any volume through a television

program today. It will be at least 18

months before there are enough sets in

hoines. even in Metropolitan New York, to

justify paying for time, not alone pro-

giaming.

Good reason number one is that taking

a chance now will assure the chance taker.

if he kti'i s at it. of tying onto a preferred

tune period for the future. That doesn't

mean that the telecast time that is con-

tracted for now will be the exact slot for

which the sponsor will have a priority but

that he will have "first call" in most cases,

wlun time is allotted in the television era.

The actual contractual phrasing changes

with each station but the thought behind

all the legal terms is the same—today's

video ad-gambler is preferred. (Phrasing

of a typical "preferential clause" is shown

next to the headline of this report.

Good reason number two for "television

now" is that it's an inexpensive way to de-

(Please turn to page 62)

Dr. Donald Horton, head of CBS television research, leads a panel through an analysis. (Insert is a typical parag.-aph fro-n a p:o3;am report.)

mm



United States Rubber dealer meeting (above) is entertained by the Cleveland Air Race pictures

as they were scanned for ABC. (Right) a typical video tie-in advertisement. (Left) Henry

Morgan tries to sell Adler Shoes via TV over WABD (Dumont), New York. (Below) an

NBC—TV window display for Brooks Brothers. It really sold windbreakers and sweaters
SM

Tomorrow thousands will CO
to Hawaii bi) CUPPER



The New Trend in Radio Advertising

Revolutionary

Profitable

Perfection

AVAILABLE

Top Radio Programs • Leading Stars

Musical • Comedy • Drama

Greatest Audience Coverage

Bing Crosby Enterprises, Inc.

proudly presents

The First in a Series of Transcribed Programs

PHILCO RADIO TIME
starring

BING CROSBY
October 16, 1946, and Every Wednesday

for further Information

Everett N. Crosby

Bing Crosby Enterprises, Inc., 9028 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46, California
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BLOCK promotion, is admittedly not

the answer to the reaching of more

kid ears, although it has worked

effectively with adult programs. The 6 to

12-year-old audience either is at the radio

by 5 (in the case of the Mutual Broadcast-

ing System they have to be there at I

"eastern time" for the 6-show skein) or

they're not. They can't be "block pro-

moted" to listen unless they're at the

receiver at the time the programs are

actually on the air. The adult ear is keyed

to listen at any time and can be sold a

block of programs any time. The elementary

school age listen when there's something

"super" they want to hear. They have to

be brought to the dial by means other than

air promotion, although once they're ready

to hear one program of a mood sequence

(programs addressed to the same audience

and of the same type i they can be held by
cross plugging (programs plugging each

other).

The 1946-47 plans of the American

Broadcasting Company and the Mutual

Broadcasting System, over which practi-

cally all of the commercial network pro-

grams addressed to children are broadcast

(with the exception of "Let's Pretend"

(CBS) ), are trail blazers for local opera-

tions throughout the country—-and they're,

to a limited degree, local in their operations

too.

AEC has adopted a technique used for

years by manufacturers of new products

who desiie a door -opener to the public

purse. The web has purchased one-third

page to run a great prize contest. In full

color in Puck, the comic weekly (Novem-

ber 10th i, and in the Metro Group comics

(Novembei 24th). The combined ciicula-

tion of both syndicated newspaper sections

is 18,000,000, when the special newspapers,

not in the regular groups but bought by
ABC as part of the deal, are included. These

ads, in typical kid premium fashion, teas-

ingly, show six prizes which are junior's oi

his sister's for the best writing in 50 words
or less of the end of the sentence. "I pi

(name of program ) because . .
.." There

an 100 of each of the prizes from the first

Huffman bicycles) to the fifth award (Uni-

flash Cameras), with 500 of the sixth

awards (Wearever Zenith Pen and Pencil

sets). There are 100 Gruen wrist watches,

100 Philco radios, and 100 Don Budge Ten-

nis Rackets (each of the last with 3 balls).

The young listeners are asked to tune in

the AEC Adventure Hour, which includes

Terry and the Pirates (Quaker Oats), Jack
Armstrong (General Mills), Sky King (Peter

Pan Peanut Butter), and Tennessee Jed
i Ward Eaking—Safeway Stores). After a

week they're asked to select the program
they "prefer," write and say why, in "less

than 50 words."

The formula is duck's soup—it's that

easy; but millions of package products have
been sold by the device, and normal ex-

pectations are that it will bring thousands

of small ears to the ABC kid four. And the

comic selections aie only part of the pro-

motion. Each program will sell the idea,

featuring one of the prizes. Spot announce-

ments, slanted so that half are for juvenile

ears and half are for the parents, are sched-

uled all over the lot.

No product mentions are included in the

promotion. The contest job is to get more
listening for the four programs—-with the

programs themselves having the job of

selling product. Selling the progra

i "i ili. 1-page, - -color liver supplied

i" si i indh idual stations imprint

then call letters on I and it

itional mini

handbills, use suggi

copj for car cards and dash carcK I

sponsors ol the lour programs are making

available window sti for their deal-

counter throw-aways, and display

all stressing the programs and

prize contest, not products. The point-of-

sale advertising promotion is geared to go

right along with the national prize build-up

of the entire hour.

And to avoid the promotion's falling

apart, come the time for making the awards,
;

t's planned to announce 100 prize winners

daily, with 25 winners informed on each of

the four programs, starting with the 100

camera winners on January 13th and end-

ing with the 100 bike awards on the 17th.

That's a solid impact way to keep them
listening to all four programs and at the

same time avoid cluttering up the programs

with too much verbiage.

And the promotion doesn't end with the

network announcement of the gifts. The
presentations are to be made by the local

stations in the areas where the w ;nners

live. This gives the local station manager

an opportunity to arrange an extra one-

time program for a key dealer of an on-the-

air presentation, with plenty of fanfare,

which adds to the overall program pro-

motion.

The entire exploitation budget is cut up

five ways with each sponsor and the net-

work bearing 20 per cent of the cost.

(Actually the station chain will pay more

than one-fifth mathematically but the plan

was okayed on the five-way basis.) The
agencies and the men who pay the bills

feel that each is buying a program build-up

(including time, advertising, prizes, and

(['lease tti rti to Pay

Reaching the young idea through contest advertising in the nations Sunday newspaper comics is catching juvenile audiences at their source

J*t«n t» tt>« four r»dm pmen
ih* right. See r«dx> [,-•*-.<n
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The words and accent vary, but the survey indicates that the

copy slant remains constant in this ever changing ad-world

Tin- difference is microscopic. The words

that are aired and the phrases that come
in life through printer's ink all come from

tin same edition ol Webster's International

in the offices ol the advertising agencies.

I in ad-appeal that's sung with minor

variations, is identical with the invitation

to buy which rolls off high-speed pressi s.

Maybe the superlatives sound different

when Ben Orauer puts his business-like

mikeing to work but the intent differs not

a hairline from the same words set in art

in the Saturday Evening Posl. And a recent

survey underlines the fact that agencies

play the same theme in all media.

A typical mid-season fortnight of broad-

casting was chosen foi the comparison test

(January 6th to 20th). Commercial for

commercial, the copy was matched against

that appearing in national publications.

Network and national spot copy was

matched with advertising appearing in the

Saturday Evening Post (January 26th), Col-

lier's (February 2nd), Life (January 21st),

Time (January 21st . Anurican Magazint

(February), and Woman's Home Com-

panion (February).

Air commercials were selected for the

survey from each day of the week, except

Saturday. Fifteen sponsors using radio and

magazines showed practically no difference

in their copy. Ten out of the 15 used ex-

actly the same superlatives

Camel's slant in the magazines headlined

"More Doctors Smoke Camels," and

stressed "costlier tobaccos." On the Abbott

and Costello broadcast (January 10th) the

medicos' implied endorsement was punched

far less than it was in print. The way it

came out of the loudspeakers was: "Doc-

tors, too, appreciate the rich full flavor of

Camels." Abbott and Costello also gave

fullsome praise to Camel's "costlier to-

baccos."

Chesterfield's printed ad-selling stressed

its current A B C copy slant (Always

milder. Better tasting, Cooler smoking and

thej used the same bid for patronage on

local disk-spinning sessions throughout tin

nation as well as on the Supper Club net-

work airings The supplementary invita-

tion to buy body copy i also established

the same note, "the right combination of

the world'- besl tobaccos, properly acid
"

While tlie survej indicated that air cops-

showed verj little inventiveness, it also

proved, as far as a pilot stud) can prove

anything, that broadcast advertising, ii it

ened at all, erred on the side of modify

ing all-inclusive product claims. Fire-

stone's magazine claim of "Always the

leader in Extra Quality and Extra values

. . . the only tires made that are safety

and mileage proven on the speedway for

your protection on the highway" was cut

down, on the Voice of Firestone, to simply

"extra quality," "extra value," "utmost
safety in service."

Sal Hepatica's printed "gentle, speedy"
became on Mr. D. A. —"see how much
faster you feel better when you drink a

sparkling glass of speedy Sal Hepatica."

That's not a great change but the "claims"

are shaded despite the handling by the

program's smooth announcer.

The anti-commercial clique will find lit-

tle solace in the Oxydol's air advertising

when they contrast it with its far-reaching

claims which run in magazines. The soap's

printed appeal states that it produces the

"whitest wash ever. Oxydol is far ahead of

other type soaps in preventing 'dirty gray-

ness." On the air. Ma Perkins carries the

wordage, "a wash so clean it's white with-

out bleaching."

Continuity clearance departments at sta-

tions and networks watch carefully, and
while in print Philip Morris is "America's

Finest Cigarette," on the air that all-

inclusive "finest" is hedged with "popular

price," BO that the announcer tells the world.

or at least that part of k that's tuned in.

that Philip Morris is ••America's Finest

I opular Price Cigarette." While that

Covers a great deal oi ground it's nothing

like Philip Morris' claims in its magazine
copy.

Sixteen advertisers who are not using

the air had their copy checked in the sur-

vey to uncover whether their use of super-

lative s was just as colorful as that of those

who used both air time and Space. General

opinion was that, without the restraining

influence of that "clearance" department,

the adjectives had the tendency to run a

little wilder.

Packard became "America's Number One
Glamour Car."

Simmons' Beautyrest is proclaimed "The
World's Must Comfortable Mattress."

Fleischman's Gin flourished itself as

"making America's most delicious Mar-
tinis" while Park and Tilford was "the fin-

est tasting whiskey of its type in America."

Adjectively speaking, national network

ad-copy as well as national spot-air copy
was checked as being more restrained than

its type sister. However, inventiveness was
indicated at the same time as being just as

good as the copy used on newsprint and in

"slick" magazines ... no better.

Typical of what's "off base." according

to the men who know most about advertis-

ing copy at the networks and stations, is

that "original copy" slants are seldom

produced with the air in mind. Typically,

they point to the reaction of the copy

writer at a leading Four A agency, who.

when asked if he wanted to see how the

producer, who had sold a show to his

agency, had integrated advertising into the

program, stated. "You write the program,

I'll write the advertising."

"Yes. who is il?"
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EXPONENTS^ ENERGETIC

J. W. KNODEL
Chicago

IB \ear- an tidvertish

Director oi \alinnal Sa
member 1945 NAB Sales

Committee; K year- ma
alive firm. \\ ' j years a* V
Chicago manager; 9 years Ht

Photo by Bachroch

e: executive. 1 yea
,. Field Enterprises

Managers' Execuliv<

station Represent

together again,...

October 2'2. 1946 is a Red Letter day in the history of radio

station representation. On that day, .1. \\ . Knodel, for the

past year Director of National Sales of the Radio Division

of Field Enterprises, Inc., and for the previous eight years

prominentl) identified with radio station representation,

joins this companj as Executive Vice-President. Simultan-

eously, the name of the company will be changed from

Lewis II. Avery, Inc., to Wery-Knodel, Inc.

Somewhat immodestly, we admil that the first year ol

business of Lewis H. Avery, Inc., was even more successful

than we had dared to hope. Now. fortified with the extensive

experience of Hill Knodel in advertising and selling, we look

forward confidently to the provision oi even greater service

to radio stations, advertising agencies and advertisers. Our

constant aim and objective remain- ... to bring the business

of radio station representation out of the doldrums ol pas-

sivity into the realm of aggressive activity.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

Lewis II. \\ itv— President

.1. W. Knodel—Vice-President
B. P. Timothy— Secretar\

Arthur 11. McCoj —Treasurer

David H. Sandeberg—Directc

W J JD
WHAN
WS Al
KDAL
KILO
W JEF
WFBC
KHON
WKZO
WDGY

-CHICAGO, ILL.

-CHARLESTON, S. C.

-CINCINNATI, OHIO
-DULUTH, MINN.
-GRAND FORKS, N. D.

-GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

-GREENVILLE, S. C.

-HONOLULU, HAWAII
-KALAMAZOO, MICH.

-MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

K L O—OGDEN, UTAH
WPOR— PORTLAND, MAINE
KOI N—PORTLAND, OREGON
WHBF—ROCK ISLAND, ILL.—QUAD CITIES

KROY—SACRAMENTO, CALIF.

K ALL—SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
WDAR—SAVANNAH, GA.

K M A—SHENANDOAH, IOWA
K X E L—WATERLOO, IOWA
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Your SALESMAN in Cincinnati!

EARL
SEAMAN

A friendly, sincere voice started selling to Cincinnatians over WSAI
on September 30. The voice belongs to Earl Seaman, whose show reaches

WSAI listeners twice daily.

Broadcast from 7 to 8:30 a.m., Monday through Saturday and from

1:45 to 2:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, this program of recorded

music and the homely, to-the-point words of Earl Seaman has what it

takes to make people go places and buy things.

Convinced that the law of averages will never be repealed, he en-

forces it in what he says on the air to build audiences and sales for

advertisers. His remarks are developed from research into topics which

are of proven interest to women and they are presented in the sure,

unhurried manner of the man who has something to say.

Nothing succeeds like sincerity in selling, and sincerity is the key

to Earl Seaman's handling of commercials. He accepts no products that

he does not personally believe in. Those that he does advertise benefit

from his individualized description of their merits based on personal

experience.

Participations in the morning "Earl Seaman Show" are now available

to advertisers. The afternoon "Earl Seaman Show" is likewise available

—in combination with the morning program—for a sales campaign of

impact plus frequency which will equal real results in the market which

is Greater Cincinnati.

A MARSHALL FIELD STATION

Represented by Lewis H. Avery, Inc.

American Broadcasting Company WSAI
115 EAST FOURTH ST., CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
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new and renew

THE MONTHLY CHECK LIST (TEAR ALONG PERFORATION AND FILE)

New- On Netwo^Uu

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM (start and duration)

All-America Football Conference

American Cigarette and Cigar Co.

Frederick-Clinton MBS

Foote, Cone & Belding NBC 140

G. Barr Co.
Campbell Soup Co.

Arthur Meyerhoff
Ward Wheelock

MBS
CBS

88
141

Canada Dry Ginger Ale J. M. Mathes CBS 146

Carnation Co Erwin, Wasey & Co. CBS 61

Champion Spark Plug Co.
Cole Milling Co.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet

Cudahy Packing Co.
Eversharp Inc. (Schick^Razor)
Gallenkamp Stores
General Foods

General Petroleum Co.

Hastings Mfg. Co.
Horwitz & Duberman

Lewis-Howe
Luden's Inc.

Miles Laboratories
National Board of FirelUnderwriters
Parker Pen Co.
Phllco Corp.

Prince Matchabelli Inc.
Proctor & Gamble
Prudential Insurance Co. of America

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

R. B. Semler

Standard Oil Co. of Calif.

Triangle Publications
Trlmount Clothing Co.

U. S. Army Recruiting Service
Wlldroot Co.
Wildroot Co.

MacManus. John & Adams ABC
J. Walter Thompson
Ted Bates

Grant Advertising
Biow Co.
Bruce Eldridge Advertising ABC:
Benton & Bowles

Smith & Drum

Keeling & Co.
Sterling Advertising

Roche, Williams & Cleary
J. M. Mathes

Walter Wade
McFarland-Aveyard
J. Walter Thompson
Hutchins Advertising
Hutchins Advei tising

Morse International
Pedlar & Ryan
Benton & Bowles

Wm. Esty & Co.

Erwin, Wasey & Co.

BBD&O

Al Paul Lefton
Wm. H. Weintraub & Co.

N. W. Ayer & Son
BBD&O
BBD&O

ABC
MBS
NBC

220
48

50-88

MBS
ABC
ABC
MBS

275
204
12

270

NBC

MBS
MBS

7 Pacific
stations

306
26

ABC
CBS

160
146

NBC
MBS
CBS
MBS
ABC
CBS
CBS
NBC

143
309
151
262
204
48
114
132

CBS 150

ABC 204

NBC

MBS
MBS

122
64

MBS
CBS
NBC

185
151

Eddie Dooley's All-America Football Forecast, Thurs. 1U-

10:15 pm; Sept. 5 for 15 weeks
The Fabulous Doctor Tweedy, Wed. 10-10:30 pm; Oct.'2

for 52 weeks
The Shadow. Sun. 5-5:30 pm; Sept. 8 for 39 weeks
Robert Trout with the News 'Til Now, Mon. thru Frl. 6:45-

7 pm; Sept. 30 for 52 weeks (expanded to full network)
Sparkle Time. Fri. 7:30-8 pm (rebroadcast 11:30-11:55 pm ;

Oct. 4 for 52 weeks
Lone Journey, Mon. thru Fri. 2:30-2:45 pm; Sept. 30 for

S2 weeks
Champion Roll Call. Fri. 9:55-10 pm; Oct. 4 for 52 weeks
Smi'in'Ed McConnell, Sat. 10-10:15 am; Oct. 5 foi 52 weeks
A Day in the Life of Dennis Day. Thurs. 7:30-8 pm (88

stations); 9:30-10 pm (50 stations)
Nick Carter. Sun. 6:30-7 pm; Sept. 15 for 52 weeks
Henry Morgan. Wed. 10:30-11 pm; Oct. 16 for 52 weeks
Patsy Novak, Sun. 8:30-9 pm (PST); Sept. 29 for 52 weeks
Buck Rogers, Mon. thru Fri. 4:45-5 pm; Sept. 30 for 52

Mobil Touchdown Tips, Mon. 6-6:30 pm (PST); foi 13 weeks

Michael Shayne, Tues. 8-8:30 pm; Oct. 22

Judy 'n Jill 'n Johnny, Sat. 12-12:30 pm; Oct. 12 for z>2

weeks
Pot O' Gold. Wed. 9:30-10 pm; Oct. 2 for 52 weeks
Hoagy Carmichael Sings, Sun. 5:30-5:45 pm; Oct. 20 for

52 weeks
Quiz Kids. Sun. 4-4:30 pm; Sept. 29 for 52 weeks
Sat. 3:30-4 pm; Nov. 3

Information Please, Wed. 10:30-11 pm; Oct. 2 for s2 weeks
Burl Ives, Fri. 8-8:15 pm; Oct. 18 for 52 weeks
Philco Radio Time, Wed. 10-10:30 pm; Oct. 16 for 39 weeks
Stradivari Orchestra. Sun. 2:30-3 pm; Oct. 6 for 26 weeks
This Is Hollywood, Sat. 10:15-10:45 pm; Oct. 5 for 52 weeks
Jack Berch Show, Mon. thru Fri. 11:30-11:45 am; Sept. 30

for 52 weeks
Vaughn Monroe Show, Sat. 7:30-8 pm (rebroadcast 9-9:30

pm); Oct. 12 for 52 weeks
New Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, Sat. 9:30-10 pm;

Oct. 12 for 52 weeks „ .
Standard School Broadcast, Thurs. 10-10:30 am; for 26

weeks
It's Up to Youth, Wed. 8:30-9 pm; Oct. 2 for 58 weeks
The Warden's Crime Cases, Sun. 1-1 :15 pm; Oct. 20 foi a2

weeks
Game of the Week, Sat. 2:30-5 pm; Sept. 28 for 10 weeks
Sam Spade, Sun. 8-8:30 pm; Sept. 20 for 52 weeks
King Cole Trio Sat. 5:45-6 pm; Oct. 19 for 52 weeks

{Fifty-two weeks generally means a 13 week contract with options for 3 successive 13 week renewals. Ifs subject to cancellation at the end of any 13 week period)

Renewal* On Network*.

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM (start and duration)

Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co.
American Home Products

American Tobacco Co.
Brown Shoe Co.

Cary Salt Co.
Club Aluminum Products Co.
Coca-Cola Co.
D. L. & W. Coal Co.
Eversharp Inc.
General Foods

Bert S. Gittlns Advertising NBC
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample CBS

Foote, Cone & Beldlng NBC
Russel M. Seeds Co. NBC

McJunkin Advertising MBS
Trade Development Corp. ABC
D'Arcy Advertising MBS
Ruthrauff & Ryan MBS
Blow Co. CBS
Foote, Cone & Belding CBS
Benton & Bowles CBS

MBS

154
143

151
63

81
33
257
33

153
144
141
295

National Farm & Home Hour, Sat. 1-1:30 pm; 52 weeks
Romance of Helen Trent, Mon. thru Frl. 12:30-12:45 pm;

Sept. 16 for 52 weeks
Our Gal Sunday, Mon. thru Frl. 12:45-1 pm; Sept. 16 for

52 weeks
Jack Benny, Sun. 7-7:30 pm; Sept. 29 for 13 weeks
Smilin' Ed McConnell and His Buster Brown Gang, Sat.

12:30-1 pm; 52 weeks
The Shadow. Sun. 5-5:30 pm; Sept. 8 for 39 weeks
Club Time, Mon. 10:45-11 am; Oct. 14 for 13 weeks
Spotlight Bands, MWF 9:30-10 pm; Sept. 9 for 29 weeks
The Shadow, Sun. 5-5:30 pm; Sept. 8 for 39 w_>eks

Take It or Leave It, Sun. 10-10:30 pm; Sept. 15 for 52 weeks
Kate Smith Sings, Sun. 6:30-7 pm; Oct. 6 for 52 weeks
Kate Smith Speaks, M-F 12-12:15 pm; Sept. 23for52weeks
House of Mystery, Sun. 4-4:30 pm; Oct. 6 for 52 weeks



SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM (start and duration)

GrOTC laboratories

Helbros Watch < ...

Inn rnational llurMMir ( o.
I i a la-Howe ( So.

MiK •> Laboratories

Pet Milk Co.

Radio Corporation of America
Kalston Purina Co.

Revere Copper & Brass Co.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
W. A. Sluaflir Pen Co.

K. R. Squibb & Sons
Stirling Drug

Swift & Co.

Teen-Timers Inc.
I . S. Rubber ( !o.

Wander Co.

L. E. Waterman & Co.
Western Auto Supply Co.
Whitehall I'harmacal Co.

W m. H. W ise & Co.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.

Russel M. Seeds Co. MIC

William Weintraub MBS
M. < ami- 1 r ii kson NBC
Roche, Williams & Cleary Mil.
Wade Advertising NBC

Gardner Advertising CBS

i Walter Thompson NBC
Cardncr Advertising MBS

St. Georges & Keys MBS

William Kstv & Co. CBS
Russel M. Seeds Co. NBC

Ccyer. Cornell & Newell CBS
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample NBC

J. Walter Thompson;
Mi ( .mn-l.rii kson
Buchanan & Co.
Campbell-Ew aid

Hill. Blackett & Co.

Charles Dallas Reach
Bruce B. Brewer & Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan

Iluber Hoge & Sons
Ruthrauff & Ryan

ABC

24-70

292
150
143

32-140

71

126
147

157-222

286

150
147

150
143

204

NBC
CBS

90
145

MBS 122

ABC
NBC
NBC

191
28
69

70

ABC
CBS

204
145

Reveille Roundup. MWF 7:45-8 am (25 stations): 8:45-9 am
(70 stations): 9:45-10 pm (24 stations); 52 weeks

Sun. 5:30-6 pm; Sept. 8 for 61 weeks
Harvest of Stars. Sun. 2:30-3 pm; Oct. 6 for 52 weeks
A Date With Judy. Tuts. 8:30-9 pm; 52 weeks
News of the World. Mon. thru Frl. 7:15-7:30 (TT. 32 sta-

tions; MWF. 140 stations)
Saturday Night Serenade, Sat. 9:45-10:15 pm; Oct. 5 for

52 weeks
Mary Lee Taylor. Sat. 10:30-11 am; Oct. 26 for 52 weeks
RCA-Vii tor Show. Sun. 2-2:30 pm ; for 52 weeks
Checkerboard Jamboree. Sat. 1-2 pm; Oct. 5 for 52 weeks

(1-1:30 Farm Food Div., 222 stations; 1:30-2 Cereal Food
Div.. 157 stations)

Exploring the Unknown. Sun. 9-9:30 pm; Sept. 8 for 52
weeks

The Bob Hawk Show. Mon. 7:30-8 pm; Sept. 30 for 52 weeks
Sheaffer Parade Starring Carmen (Savalarro, Sun. 3-3:30
pm; 52 weeks

Academy Award. Wed. 10-10:30 pm; Sept. 25 for 52 weeks
Backstage Wife. Mon. thru Frl. 4-4:15 pm
Stella Dallas. Mon. thru Frl. 4:15-4:30 pm
Lorenzo Jones. Mon. thru Fri. 4:30-4:45 pm
Young Widder Brown. Mon. thru Fri. 4:45-5 pm
Each for 52 weeks
Breakfast Club, Mon. thru Frl. 9:15-1:45 (EST); Oct. 28

for 52 weeks
Teentimers Club. Sat. 11-11 :30 am; for 52 weeks
New York Philharmonic Symphony, Sun. 3-4:30 pm; Oct.

6 for 28 weeks
Captain Midnight, Mon. thru Fri. 5:30-5:45 pm; for 67
weeks

Gangbusters. Sat. 9-9:30 pm: Sept. 14 for 52 weeks
Circle Arrow Show, Sun. 10:30-11 am; Oct. 6 for 52 weeks
Front Page Farrell, Mon. thru Fri. 5:45-6 pm (69 stations);
52 weeks

Just Plain Bill, Mon. thru Fri. 5:30-5:45 pm (70 stations);
52 weeks

William Lang, Tues. 11:45-12 am; Sept. 17 for 52 weeks
Gene Autry Show, Sun. 7-7:30 pm; Sept. 22 for 52 weeks

( H here no exact renewal dale is indicated, the show is a continuous operation and renewals a matter of form, printed for the record)

A/eiv and Renewed On ^eleiuAian

SPONSOR AGENCY STATION PROGRAM (start and duration)

Alexander Stores

Borden Co. (Reid's ice
cream)

Botony Worsted Mills

Bristol-Myers (Ipana,
\italis)

Bulova Watch Co.

Chi rn< w Agi nry
(for clients)

Elgin Natloi al Watch Co.
1 in stone Tire & Rubber Co.
Ford Motor Co.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
I i iiiius-H ittnauer
Watch Co.

U, S. Rubber Co.

Waltham Watch Co.

W illiam Warren

Doherty. Clifford &
Shintuld

Alfred Silberstein-
Bert Goldsmith

Doherty. Clifford &
Slu ii field

Blow Co.

WABD New York (DuMont)
An ABC account.

WCBS-TV New York (CBS)

WNBC-TV New York (NBC)

WCBS-TV New York (CBS)

WNBC-TV New York (NBC)

Chernow Agency WABD New York (DuMont)
An ABC account.

J. Walter Thompson WNBC-TV New York (NBC)
Sweeney A James WNBC-TV New York (NBC)
J. Walter Thompson WABD New York (DuMont)

WCBS-TV New York (CBS)

Play the Game, Tues. 8-8:30 pm; Sept. 10, 10 weeks (new)

Weather reports. Sun. & Thurs. 8:30 pm; Sept. 15, 52 weeks
(new)

Time signals. Sat. 8:45 pm, & preceding football games; Oct.
5. 26 weeks (new)

Syd HoS cartoon. Sun. 8:30-8:45 pm; Sports Almanac, films
of sport events. 8:45-9 pm; Sept. 8. 52 weeks (new)

Time signals. Mon. 8 & 11 pm; Thurs. 8 & 10 pm; Sat. 1 :I5.

5 pm; Sept. 5, 26 weeks (renewal)
Powers Charm School, Thurs. 8-8:30 pm; Oct. 3, 13 weeks
(new)

Time signals. Sun. 8, 10 pm; Oct. 6. 26 weeks (renewal)
Educational films. Mon. 8-8:15 pm; Sept. 30. 26 weeks (renew)
8 professional football games. Yankee Stadium; Sept. 12 (new)
Collegiate football; sports at Madison Square Garden other

than boxing; Sept. 28. 52 weeks (new)
10 Army football games. West Point. New York; Oct. 5 (new)
Time signals, TWT 9:30 pm; Sept. 30. 52 weeks (renewal)

N. W . Ayer & Son WNBC-TV New York (NBC)
Arthur Rosenberg WABD New York (DuMont)

Campbell-Ewald WNBC-TV New York (NBC) TV Quarterback, football discussions by Lou Little, Fri. 8-

8:15 pm; Sept. 27, 13 weeks (new)
N. W. Ayer & Son WNBC-TV New York (NBC) Time signals. Wed. 8,9:15pm. Fri. 8, 11 pm;Sept. 18. 26 weeks

(new)

Aeiu /Jaencu Ap.pxUnt+ne*tti

SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

Aberle Inc.. Philadelphia Women's stockings
Adam Hat Works. V Y. Men's hats
Airadio Inc.. Stamford. Conn. Radio receivers
American Chicle Co., V V Chewing gum
Hates Fabrics Inc., N. V. Bedspreads, draperies, sheets
Bridgeport Film Studios. Bridgeport. Conn. Film processing.
( laussner Hosier] Co., Paducah, Ky. Hosiery
M.irj Chess Inc., N. Y, Cosmetics
Colin Hall Marx Co., V Y. Cohama fabrics
Kaj Daumll Inc.. Chicago Toilet goods

to Chemica l Co., Vrcadla, Fla. Insecticide

M. II. Hackett Co.. N. Y.
Biow Co., V V.
Sherman & Marquette, N. V.
McCann-K.rii kson. Sao Paulo. Brazil
James P. Sawyer Aasociatea, N. Y.
Posner Advertising. \. V.
Prater Advertising. St. Louis. Mo.
Rov s. Durstine, V V.
Foote. Cone & Belding. N. V.
Hill Blackett & Co., Chicago
McCarthy Advertising, Tampa. Fla.

(Please turn to page ', ',)



AMERICA'S

FAVORITE OF MILLIONS

IN BOOKS— Philo Vance books
broke all publishing records.

IN POCKET-BOOKS—now read
by new millions in 25c pocket-books.

IN MAGAZINES—read by millions

in American-Scribners-Pictorial Re-
view and more.

IN PICTURES— 12 big budget mo-
tion pictures, top stars, top budgets,
top audiences.

YOU GET:

1. AMERICA'S TOP DETECTIVE

2. WITH A PROVED RECORD OF
NETWORK SUCCESS

3. WITH A HUGE WAITING
AUDIENCE

4. A TOP SHOW THAT YOU CAN
SPONSOR WITH PRIDE

5. AT THE MEREST FRACTION OF
ITS COST!

Based on S. S. Van Dine's famous character as depicted in

"The Canary Murder Case", "The Benson Murder Case",

"The Greene Murder Case" and many more, this thrilling

new half hour detective show means more listeners per

dollar. Currently sponsored by leading regional sponsors . .

.

a large cigar manufacturer ... a famous brewer ... a

West Coast gasoline company, etc.

Write for availabilities.

h o i i y w o '



Tests prove conclusively that Lum and Abner do better commercially when their country store broadcasts originate at a local station

Rural Sales are made in lliinil ll.iilri\

SaVS Mih's I jiImm.Hoi irs

MILES LABORATORIES, as a rule,

isn't given to change. Once they've

i ImKrd a device, program, adver-

tising approach, or medium, they ride along

with it until the gold in each particular hill

is worked out. True, there's been a consid-

. rabl« diffen nee internally on the approach

thai a number of programs have taken.

No Miks' program, however, continues on

the air lor any length ol time alter its selling

vitality has been sapped alter it costs too

much per packet of Alka Seltzer. One-A-

Day Vitamins, I>> Miles Nervine oi Miles

Anti-Pain Pills,

This year there has been plenty of change

in the Miles broadcast advertising picture.

Quiz Kids has moved from Sunday evening

on the American Broadcasting Company to

afternoon of the holy day on NBC. The

National Barn Dance has been replaced

with Roy Rodgers' western corn .... and

more chances are m the works.

The immediate reasons for the changes

aie trade secrets at the moment, but the

over-all plan, one that's been in the works

for a long, long time, is to reach the greatest

audience, unduphcated audience, lor the

Miles products,

Miles takes nothing for granted. Every

change is checked, pie-tested. They use

Nielsen. Hooper, and other research organ-

izations m the usual ways and m many un-

orthodox fashions which have not as yet

been reported upon. Miles has for years

had its greatest sales in the rural areas. It's

Historical Almanac. 10.000,000 copies a

year, was 52 years old before the paper

shortage killed it. It sold, so the Beardsley

family believed Miles is headed by a num-

ber oi Beardsleys), products like Nervine

and the Anti-Pain Pills in a way that no

other vehicle did. However both these
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products, research developed, were gather-

ing dust in thousands of drug-stores through-

out the country until a new program, never

heard on the networks or in the big cities, a

one-minute daily Miles Historical Almanac,

was placed on 130 stations (handled through

the Keystone Network). Now both of these

products are going so well (according to good

Washington sources') that they are under

investigation by the Federal Trade Com-
mission. There's no dust on Nervine or the

Anti-Pain Fills and it took the radio version

of the Miles Historical Almanac to dust 'em.

The one-minute broadcast is doing a good

part of the job that millions of printed

Almanacs did. Credit Charley Beardsley

himself for seeing this possibility and having

it checked for Miles' use.

It is checking and double checking that is

responsible for any changing in the Miles

broadcast pattern. It was some years ago,

actually in 1941, that the sales promotion

department came up with the amazing in-

formation that although Miles sold basically

in rural markets there were hundreds of

markets which only received secondary or

tertiary service. So a test rural market and

a test rural group of stations were selected,

and the Nielsen Drug Index research organ-

ization was hired to make an inventory

check in a panel cross section of drug stores

before the first broadcast and after 26 weeks

on the air. Result showed that the rural

station cities were 28 per cent ahead of all

other markets after the 26 week local in-

town station broadcasts. The check was

made not against previous sales in these

markets but against current sales in all

markets.

Not the Program

No, the secret wasn't the program, be-

cause it was simply an off-the-line transcrip-

tion of the regular Lum and Abner program,

heard four times a week on AEC. Even if it

could be claimed that the Lum and Abner
program is closer to the heart of the small

town than any other place, that still would

not be the answer because some of the

stations surveyed were, according to O. B.

Capelle, "In towns blanketed by wired

networks."

Coverage from within, as contrasted with

super-power coverage from without works

best, if the Miles checkup can be projected

generally, with programs primarily of rural

appeal. To feed everyone, sophisticate and
general store owner, with the same kind of

fare, doesn't make sense. More than not

making sense, there is a certain home-town
pride which makes a localite tune-in his in-

town station in preference to one in a remote

city, programs notwithstanding.

And the figures, the Miles figures, prove

this, beyond the 28 per cent increase which

Nielsen brought forth on the original drug-

store inventory survey. Shortly after Lum
and Abner was brought to the one-station

towns via Keystone Broadcasting, Miles

aired a free picture offer. They expected

50 requests from each of the 130 stations.

That would have brought in 6,500. Actually

62,500 requests came in. or almost 500 per

station, according to a station check-up.

Miles' own figures are 101,666 picture

requests, which is nearly 900 per station.

The difference between the station figures

and Miles' is no doubt accounted for by

requests coming in direct, etc.

Miles Proves In-town Coverage

Contrasting the in-town stations' share

of audience vs. an entire network's share

underlines the fact that Miles was correct

in going rural via rural stations. The net,

and Miles is perfectly happy with the job

that ABC is doing for it, had a 13.2 share

of audience for the Lum duo. During the

same period the rural stations running

Lum and Abner on e.t.'s garnered a 45.2

share of audience, a better than 3-to-l

ratio (special Hooper check).

Nationally the sets-in-use figure (in the

Hooperated 32 cities) was 14.1 while in the

rural station cities the sets-in-use figure

was 22.6 or one-third higher than in the

area on which all present rating index

figures are based.

Also, based upon a projection acceptable

to the sponsor, the cost per thousand

listeners was .377 as against the ABC net-

work cost per thousand of .971.

The breakdown ran like this:

ol prodw i nil the di uggi >l h< [ves w;i

checked over a two-week period in s< pi

ember and another two-week period in

January 1946. The fact that another

headache remedy (Bromo-Seltzen was

using the same rural stations didn't detrai I

at all from the continuing sales-impact ol

the Miles story. During the survey period

Alka Seltzer was up 103 per cent, while

Bromo Seltzer was up in sales 69 per cenl

Bromo Seltzer was using 11 one-minute

announcements a week, while Miles was
continuing Lum. Of course the latter had
been on the air in the area over four years,

while Bromo Seltzer had just finished its

first 26 weeks when the second check was
made.

The two inventory indexes came up
this way:

BROMO SELTZER
IHit Sale . Change
$.12 —46
$.30

| 16. (,

$.60 +4.0
$1.20 23.o
$2.00 325.0

RURAL NET
116 stations 110
15,094,831 ears 106,087,500
$580.00 time $3,505.20
10.2 rating 3.4

$.377 cost per M $.971

$.30

$.60

\l k A SELTZER
188.0

+ 98.0

And since time alone doesn't give the

complete picture, the making of the e.t.'s

of Lum and Abner cost $500 over and above

the $3,000 the program cost on the net-

work.

Since most of the check-up took place

shortly after Miles decided to go rural in

its air advertising placement as well as in

its program appeal, the continuing impact

of their rural advertising was open to

question ... so another check-up was

ordered from Nielsen in September 1945.

Following the usual routine, the movement

Some of these increases are more im-

pressive percentage-wise than they are in

dollar volume. For instance the 325 per

cent increase of sales in the $2.00 Bromo
Seltzer size meant very little sin;e the

"before the survey index" of this price

bottle was less than 1 per cent. .87. and the

increase of 325 per cent only brought it up
to 3.74. On the other hand the 16.6 increase

on the BS $.30 size brought a sales index

of 8.06 to 21.33, which is really something

in dollars and cents.

The Miles story—-the entire story—
must wait until the current changes in

programing become established—but its

formula of going to rural stations for a

rural audience has been on the firing line

for over four years—and it works. To
again quote O. B. Capelle, sales promotion

manager of Miles, "a representative of an

excellent publication that reaches small

towns brought me a consumer study they

had just finished among their subscribers.

... his survey showed that 59 per cent

of his readers had some kind of vitamins

in their homes and One-A-Day led all

the other brands with 23 per cent of the

total, while the next advertised brand

scored 10 per cent . . . and we had

never used a line of advertising in his

paper."

Even the competition proves the rural

station point.

For years Miles Labs, reached rural markets through powerful
but remote stations. When the great drug house won! to

the people through their in-town broadeasters. the pieture

ehangeil. I'p went the Miles rating iu Nielsen Drug Sales Index
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CONTROVERSY
Iin < (MiniMiri.il Aspects

IDEAS as well as products can be -^>l<l

<>n the air, but not on all networks and

both cannot be sold on the same pro-

gram on any of the four broadcasting

chains.

Generally, the rules that govern the sale

of products are clear and concise. Good
taste must be observed, claims must be

substantiated and specific products are

barred on some networks. But on the sale

of time for the discussion of controversial

ideas, each network has established its own
set of rules and regulations to cover almost

all requests for the purchase of such time.

Broadcasts falling into this category in-

clude commercial time sold for the discus-

sion of current issues of public interest, re-

ligious broadcasts, and the solicitation of

memberships or funds.

Several years ago the radio industry

thought it could cope with the question by

including a prohibition against the sale of

commercial time for controversial issues in

the code of the National Association of

Broadcasters. Time and experience proved

that specific problems should be met as

they arise, and that each network must

formulate its own policy.

The four networks American Broad-

casting Company, Columbia Broadcasting

System, Mutual Broadcasting System, Na-

tional Broadcasting Company all take a

consistent stand on one issue: time bought

for the sale of merchandise cannot also be

used foi the discussion ofcontroversial issues.

Operating policies of the networks in

meeting other requests for the purchase of

time lor controversial issues differ. Clause

12 of the CBS Standard "Facilities" con-

tract reads, "There shall be no use of

broadcasting time except for direct or in-

direct advertising of goods or services."

ABC will sell time for controversy, as

far as possible, between 10 and 11 P. M .

but reserves the right to decide whether

the individuals or organizations seeking to

purchase the time are qualified to discuss,

and have a recognized interest in, the

subject.

The general policy of the Mutual Broad-

casting System states, "The sale of tme
for discussion of controversial issues will

be determined upon the merits of each re-

quest and the acceptability of the material

submitted for broadcast.

An elastic policy marks the attitude of

the National Broadcasting Company which

has nothing in print on the subject of spon-

sorship of controversial issues. The net-

work feels that stating its practice in black

and white would make the policy look final

and the network does not wish to bind

itself by word shackles on the subject.

It is the feeling at NBC that sponsored

controversy is not an integral part of net-

wot k operation but there is nothing "in

the book" to prevent it—except the exer-

TIME was when the sale of time for anything except the sale

of merchandise or services was taboo without question.

Today in a world full of conflicting ideas and a Federal Com-

munications Commission which is anything but static
/

ideas

have, in the opinion of a large segment of the people, a paid

place in the ether. As far as possible, this is a report to sponsors

on where they stand on the four major networks . . . ideawise-

cise of the responsibility that goes with the

operation of a network and its stations as

NBC and the FCC see it.

Sponsored broadcasts for the solicitation

of memberships will be accepted by the

American Broadcasting Company but the

network states that it will not accept as a

sponsor any membership group whose basic

principles attack, deride, or misrepresent

the varying elements of race, creed, or

color. The network also stipulates that on

such broadcasts contributions may not be

solicited.

Commercial time for the broadcast of

religious programs will be sold only by the

Mutual Broadcasting System and then to

only one of the three major faiths in the

United States—Catholic. Jewish, and Prot-

estant. The regulations: religious spon-

sored programs must be heard on Sundays,

not later than 1 P. M.: are limited to a

half-hour in duration; and may not intro-

duce discussions of any political or contro-

versial material. No commercial announce-

ments which involve any solicitations of

funds will be accepted on this type of

broadcast.

There's no firmly "closed dcxir" to spon-

sored controversy at any of the 4 networks.

Rules there are. but the dictum, like the

law of the land, as interpreted by the

Supreme Court of the nation, is subject to

change with the times.
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THANKS FOR THE REMINDER

BUT I'M ALREADY SOLD ON

FRED 8. COlf.

HAVEN'T MISSED A SHOW

SINCE HE FIRST STARTED

YES, THERE'S A CARNIVAL OF SALES IN

Monday through Saturday 10:0O A.M. to 12:00 Noon

When women start talking about a radio program...

that's the show for your sales message! And New England

women are talking about and listening to "The Carnival of

Music'' presented every day from 10:00 A.M. to 12.00

Noon on WHDH.

Tops with New England listeners for years Fred B. Cole

continues to supply a program that delivers — entertain-

ment for listeners — sales for you.

Get them talking about your product. Tell them when

they're in the mood to listen. Join the Carnival of Sales on the

"Carnival of Music."

For fvrirttr dtloili, writ* or i.e a John Blair man.

6 ST. JAMES AVE., BOSTON, MASS. • 5000 WATTS • 850 ON THE DIAL

Represented by John Blair & Company
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complex but if you know the ropes

it's simple. Weed and Company men

know the ropes and know the people.
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WEED AND COMPANY
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK • BOSTON • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • HOLLYWOOD
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signed and unsigned

THE MONTHLY CHECK LIST {TEAR ALONG PERFORATION AND FILE)

£fuo*Uo4. PeMQHHel Change*

NAME

Morey L. Booth
Richard C. Bouton
V. R. Burtch

Charles H. Butler

Donald N. Givler

Paul R. Kennedy

Joseph F. Le Sac
Frank C. Meunier

Stanwood Morrill

Paul W. Pearson

Quentin D. Pierce

Robert W. Rich

John L. Rogers

Russell E. Vreeland

Joe G. Wick

FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Assistant advertising manager,Pepsodent Co.

Army
Sales manager, Grove Laboratories

Account executive, Stockton, West, Burkhart,
Cincinnati _

Vice president. Grocery Store Products Sales Co.,

New York
Sales promotion manager. Equitable Gas Co.,

Pittsburgh
Phoenix Hosiery Co. (before Army)
Sales promotion manager, General Petroleum

Corp., Los Angeles
Executive assistant, Lambert Pharmacal Co., 5>t.

Louis
Assistant sales manager. Consolidated Cosmetics,

New York
General sales manager, Northwestern Yeast Co.,

Chicago
, ,

A. W. Lewin Co., New York, copy chief

Product advertising manager, Vick Chemical Co.,

& copy group head, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Grove Laboratories, St. Louis

Advertising manager, David G. Evans Coffee Co.,

St. Louis

Advertising manager, Wheatlcy Mayonnaise Co., Louisville
Advertising manager. Lime Cola Co.. Montgomery. Ala.
Advertising, sales manager, cola syrup division, Vess Bever-
age Co., St. Louis

Advertising & merchandising manager, United States Shoe
Corp.

Advertising & merchandising manager, all brands of
Grocery Store Products Sales Co.

Advertising & sales promotion department, Servel Inc..

Evansville, Ind.
Advertising & sales promotion manager. Phoenix Hosiery Co.
Advertising & promotion manager. General Petroleum
Corp.

Advertising & merchandising director, Lambert Pharmacal
Co.

Sales manager. Prince Matchabelli. New York

Director sales & advertising. Consolidated Oil Chemical
Corp., Chicago

Advertising & sales promotion director. Chateau Martin
wines & Champagnes

Advertising manager, Plough Inc., Memphis

Vice president charge of advertising & sales. Grove Labora-
tories

Advertising manager, Airline Food Corp., New York

Adue^UiUtf Ayzney P&tixuuiel Gltan^el

NAME

Leith F. Abbott

George H. Allen
George Andrew

Robert Ballin
Irvin H. Baltzer
John W. Barndollar

Frank C. Barton, Jr.

S. Heagan Bayles

Joseph F. Beck
M. C. Borland
Yves Bourassa
David Dunning Brown

L. F. Cain

R. J. Christopher

George Clarke
Wiley G. Clarkson. Jr.

John P. Cohane

Philip H. Cohen

Jerry Coleman
Robert T. Colwell
Roy H. Compton
Robert W. Conley
Joseph E. Connor

Jack Daly

Al Davidson, Jr.

FORMER AFFILIATION

Director promotion, public relations, KALE, Port-
land, Ore.

Account executive, McCann-Erickson, New York
Director traffic & production, J. M. Mathes, New
York

Vice president, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood
Account executive. The Conner Co., San Francisco
National advertising manager, The Pittsfield

(Mass.) Berkshire Evening Eagle
Manager radio department, Benton & Bowles, New
York

Vice president & radio director, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York

Vice president. Federal Advertising
J. Walter Thompson, San Francisco, copy head
Radio director, Spitzer & Mills, Montreal
Account executive, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chi-
cago

Advertising & sales promotion, Sealright Co.,

Fulton, N. Y.
Vice president & sales manager, Multi Products

Inc., Chicago
Account executive, MBS, Chicago
Advertising & merchandising manager. Transit

Grain. Ft. Worth. Tex.
Vice president & account executive, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York

Radio department, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York

Account executive, Eavis & Beaven. Los Angeles
Vice president, J. VVi It ;r Thompson, New York
Schipper Associates, Los Angeles
Vice president, The Conner Co., San Francisco
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New Yoik

Charge San Francisco office, Lasky Co., San Fran-
cisco-Oakland

Kenny Delmar Productions

NEW AFFILIATION

gnnSHMMMMM

Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, Northwest representa-

tive in Portland
Fuller & Smith & Ross. New York, account executive

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, same
capacity

Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood, head radio division

Conley. Baltzer & Steward, partner
Badger & Browning, Boston

Federal Advertising, New York, director of radio

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, partner

Duane Jones, New York, media director

Hannah Advertising, San Francisco, partner
French Advertising Services partner
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, executive staff

Hartman Advertising, Syracuse, account executive

Cummings. Brand & McPherson, Rockford, .111.. In charge

new Chicago office

Grant Advertising. Chicago, account executive

Jim McMullen Advertising, Ft. Worth, local and national

accounts ., ,__
Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, vice president, director

of publicity _ _ „ . , , _-
Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Bayles. New York, head of

radio production
Coleman-Jones Advertising. Los Angeles, partner

Sullivan, Stauffer. Colwell & Bayles. New York, partner

Kudner Agencv, Los Angeles, account executive

Conley, Baltzer & Steward, San Francisco, partner

Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Bayles, New York, head ul

merchandising on food accounts
Elliott and Daly, San Francisco-Oakland, partner

Wortman. Barton & Gould. New York, director new radio

department



NAME FORMER AFFILIATION PRESENT AFFILIATION

John S. Davidson
Clifford Dillon
Bruce Dodge
Wallace i. Kiiioit
Ted Planer
MUton A. Forland
s. RobiTi Freed
(.ail I), (.onion
Fran* Hermee
Marky M. Hogan

Kd Holley, Jr.
Harold V Hopkins, Jr.
Dale Joins
Dorothy 1 ,umh
William P. Leeter

Sherman S. Lurie
Gertrude N Man ea
Frank MInehan

Ploretice A. Neighbor*
leery Norton
Robert I.. Nourse, Jr.

Daniel J. O'Meara

John II. O'Rourke
Marcel Pare
Harold k. Puraell

Robert Reuschle

Norman Rosen
Hal \ Sal/man
Thomas Santacroce

Lou Schwerln

Ted Selbel
George L. Service

Tom Shut r

Jaul Smallen
Richard W. Smith
Homer Morgan Snow

William M. Spire
I

c E. Staudlnger

Donald I). StaufTer

George SteOman
Kenneth Striker

GOman Sullivan
Raymond F. Sullivan

Harry Torp
John J. Van Nostrand, Jr

Gil Verba
Harry Walker

T. Newton Weatherby

Luther II. Wood

Jim Wright
ka
Robert E.IZeh

Account executive. Federal Advertising. New York
Copy group head. J. Walter Thompson, New York
Producer, Blow Co., New York
Partner In Lasky Co., San-F'ranclsco-Oakland
Ruthraufl & Ryan
Armed Forces
Young Si Knl. i. am New York
Account executive. McCann-Erickson, New York
Sales staff. Newsweek
Account executive, Barnes-I base Advertising, San
Diego

AAF
Assistant promotion manager, Chicago Sun
Advertising manager. J. J. Sugarman interests
McCann-Erickson and Hazard Advertising, New York
Army

Account executive, H. C. Morris Inc., New York
Charge of media. Small & Selffer, New York
Media director. Pedlar & Ryan, New York

Spaccbuyer, Coodkind. Joke & Morgan. Chicago
Radio director, Pacific Coast Advertising
Pacific Coast manager, Ruthrauff & Ryan, vice

president, Esslg Co.
Head merchandising department, Ruthrauff &
Ryan. New York

Frei lance radio producer
Assistant director production. CBC, Montreal
Sales promotion manager, Moore Business Forms,

Inc.. Niagara Falls
Timebuyer, Young & Rubicam, New York

In charge of television. J. Walter Thompson
Hal A. Salzman Associates, New York
New York divisional sales manager, Pepsodent

Manager contact & service media, Julian G. Pollock.
Philadelphia

Devoe & Reynolds (paint, varnish)
Advertising manager, Freedom-Valvoline Oil Co.,
Freedom, Pa.

Producer, announcer. MBS
Partner, Mihic 8c Smallen, New York
Criswold-Eshleman, Cleveland (before Army)
Advertising, public relations director, Lear Inc.,
New York

Vice president, account executive, member of plans
board, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York

Executive vice president & director, LaRoche St.

Kills, New York
Vice president, radio director, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York

Radio director. Dancer-Fltzgerald-Sample, Chicago
McCann-Erickson. New York

Account executive, McCann-Erickson, New York
Vice president, account executive, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York

Media director, LaRoche & Ellis, New York
Chief radio editor, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York

Announcer, KOA, Denver
W. P. Coleman Co., Los Angeles (publishers' repre-
sentative)

Vice president in charge of sales, advertising, pro-
duction; treasurer, Emerson Drug Co.

Vice president, account executive, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York

Radio director, Kaster, F'arrell, Chesley & Clifford,
Hollywood

Croup head. J. Walter Thompson. Chicago

Federal Advertising. New York, client service
Sullivan. Stauffer. Col well & Bayles. New York, copy chief
Blow Co.. New York, radio head
Elliott and Daly, San Francisco-Oakland, partner
Pedlar 8c Ryan, New York, media director
Pacific National Advertising. Seattle, account executive
Lennen & Mitchell. New York, account executive
(.ran I Advertising, New York, member copy and plan board
Federal Advertising. New York, media director
Raymond Keane Advertising, Los Angeles, head radio con-

tinuity and newspaper copy
Klitten 8c Thomas, Los Angeles, junior account executive
Ivan Hill, Chicago, account executive
Coleman-Jonea Advertising. Los Angeles, partner
R. T. O'Connell. New York, account executive
Steller-Mlllar-Ebberts Advertising, Los Angeles, account
executive

Lewis Advertising, Newark, N. J., account executive
Fain & Lent. New York, account executive
Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Bayles. New York, media

director in charge radio & space advertising
Coodkind, Jolce & Morgan, media director
George L. Lynn Advertising. San Francisco
Dorland International-Pet tlngell & Fenton. head Los
Angeles office

Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Bayles. supervisor cf mer-
chandising on drug accounts

Feiner 8c Co.. New York, radio director
French Advertising Services, partner, new firm
Melvin F. Hall Advertising, Buffalo, associate 8c account
executive

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, timebuy-
ing and station relations

Richard & Cumber, account executive
Small 8c Selffer. New Y'ork, executive vice president
Dancer-Fltzgerald-Sample, Chicago, merchandising man-

ager in New Y'ork
F'ien & Schwerin, Philadelphia, partner

Schactcr, Fain & Lent. New York, account executive
Venable-Brown Advertising, Cincinnati

Ruthrauff & Ryan. New York, executive staff (radio)
Jaul Smallen. New York
Criswold-Eshleman. Cleveland, account executlv •

The Gravenson Co.. New Y'ork. account executive-

Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. New Y'ork. similar
capacity

Warwick & Legler. New York, vice president & director

Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Bayles. New Y'ork, partner

William Kester & Co.. Hollywood, radio director
McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles, account executive for
Broadway Department Store

Federal Advertising. New York
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, partner

Walter Weir Inc., New York, charge of time and spacebuying
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. New York, charge of
Hollywood office

W. W. MacGruder, Denver, vice president charge of radio
Lockwood-Shackleford Advertising, Los Angeles, account

executive
Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. New York, charge of

financial matters, consultant on marketing, sales prob-
lems

Sullivan, Stauffer, (kilwell & Bayles, New Y'ork, research
director

Kaster, F'arrell, Chesley & Clifford. New Y'ork. radio director

Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, vice president, account
executive

A/a* A<fe*tC4f /Ifijzouttmetttl (Continued from Page 3i)

SPONSOR PRODUCT ,or service) AGENCY

Detergent Corp. of America. I'erre Haute. Ind. Soapless detergent
Don Juan (Canada) Ltd., Toronto Cosmetics
I'awcctt Publications Inc., N. Y. Mechanix Illustrated
Ford Chemical Corp., N. Y.

.

Sulphur Solution (antiseptic).
(.as appliance Manufacturers Association, N. Y'. Automatic gas ranges . .

General Plywood Corp.. Louisville. Ky. Plywood
Globe Bottling Co. Soft drinks
Ilaeger Potteries Inc.. Dundee. III. Pottery
Jantzen, S. A.. Argentina Bathing suits
I. orr Laboratories. Pan rs. ui N J. Nail polish
M-G-M Records Recordings
Parfuma Adrian. IS ^ Perfume
Parfuma Hartnell, N. Y. Perfume
Kilter it Suss man. Newark. V J. Food products
\l Kosenfeld Inc., N. Y. Perfume
Rubsam «c Horrmann Brewing Co.. N. Y. Beer and ale
Signature Recording Corp. Recordings
Spun Aluminum Products Co., N. Y. Aluminum products
Sun Spun Sales Corp.. NY. Bedspread*
Swiss National Travel Office .Travel
Trimnum Clothing Co.. Boston Clothes
Tlmken Roller Hearing Co.. Canton. (>. Hearings
Utica and Mohawk Cotton Mills Inc., Utlca N ^ linens
Waco Product* Co., 1 Ian ford. Conn. Electrical specialties

Dd I Webb Product* I l."s \ngcles Metal products
/iglcr Canning Cooperative. Tlmbervillc. Ya Canned goods

Anpfinger Advertising, St. Louis, Mo.
Grant Advertising of Canada, Toronto
W ikon, Haight & Welch, N. Y.
Raymond E. Nelson. N. Y'.

Donahue & Cor, N . Y.
Russel M. Seeds. Chicago
Itrisai her. Van Norden 8c Staff. Los Angeles
Howard II Mink. Rockford. 111.

McCann-Erickson, Buenos Aires office
Baker it Husking. N. Y.
Donahue & Coe. N. Y.
Walter Weir. N. Y.
Walter Weir. N. Y.
Lewis Advertising. Newark
Spadea Inc.. V 1

Paris & Peart. N. Y.
Gravenson Co.. N ^

Hamburger Co.. N i

Hirshon-Carficld. N. Y.
Maxwell Dane. N. Y.
William 11. Weimraub it Co.. N, Y.
B. B. D. it ().. V 1

Anderson Davis it Platte. N. \.
Wilson. Haight & Welch. Hartford
Frank Oxarurt Co., Los Angeles
Justin Funkhouser it \ssociates. Baltimore M I



\ „ INTRODUCES ^

Nudge your memory a moment! That dream of a

house in the country. Remember? . . .

And even if you don't remember . . . never adventured

into that wondrous dreamland . . .this is a lively situation-

comedy program that radio advertisers and the people

in your town want . . . want mighty bad. For figures

prove that listeners show an overwhelming preference

for situation-comedy shows .

In offering A HOUSE IN THE COUNTRY, NBC Radio-

Recording sets a new high in good fun. From the moment the

program opens and voices cordially say, "Come In". . .

pandemonium breaks loose with hilarious situations, excru-

ciating problems and, of course, love eternal ... all striking

a delightfully familiar note in the lives of us ordinary folk.

A HOUSE IN THE COUNTRY is fastly paced . . . expertly

acted by outstanding network talent . . . cleverly written by

Ray Knight, one of radio's top comedy scripters . . . and is

for rent right now to advertisers everywhere on a syndi-

cated basis . . . Write today to NBC Radio-Recording,

builders and designers of A HOUSE IN THE COUNTRY,
for audition records and complete details.

. . . new situation -comedy show

. . . fresh as country air

LYLE SUDROW

JW"<fl is Young Husband,

Bruce Marshall

PATSY CAMPBELL

is Young Wife,

Joan Marshall

RAY KNIGHT

is Butcher,

Mr. Brown

ABBY LEWIS is

Telephone Operator,

Clarabelle Hopkins

ED LATIMER

is landlord,

Mr. Pattison

BUD COLLYER

and HUGH JAMES

are announcers

52 half-hours for l-a-week broadcast

'
. . Radio-Recording Division

A Service of

Radio Corporation

of America
KA Building, Radio City, New York • Chicago • Washington • Hollywood • Son Francisco

DISTUIBUreO IN CANADA THROUGH Alt CANADA UADIO fACtlltlCS, TORONTO, ONTARIO
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SONGS BY SINATRA
CBS. Wednesdays 9 9:30 pm est

Program: Taking Frank Sinatra's third

airing of the new season as a sample. Old

Gold has hit the jackpot. Sinatra hasn't

lust any of the appeal that has endeared

linn to tin- hobby soxers but he's added a

touch of nostalgia without reaching for

greyed temples. He turns over to the Pied

Pipers songs that the listener wants to

hear, but which in his style might be a bid

for the kid trade. Sandra Gould serves as

an ideal foil for the Sinatra "boy meets

girl" interlude and Andre Previn. 16-year-

old pianist, also fences with The Voice

delightfully. It's given to Previn to lead

Sinatra into reminiscence routine and that "s

swell. It's okay for a 16-year-old to kid

Frankie by tagging him "old man" and

it's okay for Frankie to fake having been

part of the "turn of the century." The

half hour, despite its appeal which now

runs the 16 to 60 span, passes like 10

minutes. It's that smooth. Two things

were less than good on the program caught.

First . a gagged routine that led into the Pied

Pipers singing "Doing What Comes Natur-

ally" went sour and was sour. Second, the

orchestral interludes under the baton of

Alex Stordahl were stage waits. Stordahl

is neither hot nor sweet, smooth nor jump.

He's been lost somewhere in between the

old and the new Sinatra. That's a never

never land.

Commercial: There's a lesson in the way
I.(imen and Mitchell, ad agency on the

account, handles the selling on this pro-

gram. Opening and closing are simply

sponsor credits. The first advertising

came at 6 minutes after the opening. It

was handled smoothly by Martin Mueller,

with an assist from Sinatra and without

too much of an "artist plug." The second

commercial is eased in at about 20 minutes

and while there's plenty of selling, it

mgs, and since it's in the middle of the

program it isn't tuned out while the aud-

ience is waiting for the next airing. What
has becoi hnoxious on the Red Barbel

sportcasting becomes top advertising on

this show. When Sinatra thinks something

•'I it's a "treat instead of a treat-

ment " When he signs oil lie asks his

listeners to "Old Gold with us, next Wed-
nesday " Credit the ad-handling on this

tra show as beinj id as the

program, which is very near tops

Time: Wednesday night is set to be the

battle ground for listening. Frankie is

on, however, before the going gets too

rough. His competition is Duffy's Tavern

NBC which is nothing to sniff at, but

which has yet to hit a top rating.

Promotion: Sinatra usually breaks into

the news somewhere or another. The
agency's planned showcards. which pre-

sented F. S. as a happy family man with

his wife and two children, had to be shelved

for obvious reasons. CBS will do a little

extra on the show this year since it also

is in there battling for its share of Wednes-

day night listening.

Credits: Mann Holiner produced for the

agency, Lennen and Mitchell. Frank Wilson

is credited with doing the scribbling.

Marvin Mueller announces, and Alex

Stordahl handles the musical responsi-

bilities.

LITTLE WOMEN
KCMO, daily 5:45 6 pm, est

Program: There isn't a single daytime

15 minutes on the networks which compares

with the simplicity and honesty of this

quarter hour conversationally spent with

Martha Hull and her two daughters. Niki.

age 8 and Joy, age 12. They kick around

everything and everybody and do it with

a zest that holds the ear. Daddy got the

works on this episode.

Commercial: The moppets do a grand ad

lib selling job, without missing a sales

point. Mother has to keep their commer-
cials from going overboard every once

in a while, which makes the kids' enthusiasm

for the products more contagious. They
can give Martin Block and Art Godfrey

selling points.

Time: There's nothing like Little Women
<m the air. As a matter of fact it's a type

of program that's without competition.

However. Mutual has Tom Mix on KCKN
with plenty of kid pull and Boh Trout

(CBS hits the area on KMBC There's

local news August Vogt onWDAFandon
WREN Max Falkenstein Despite these

four shows ., [., i,, .;
js : , ^,„, t l -lot for this

Monday-through-Friday children's quarter

hour. There's a question, however, as to

its logical audience. It listens better for

adults than for kids. The 'atter may swing

towards it as the little ladies get going

with subjects on which the younger genera-

tion has ideas of its own.

Promotion: Although this series only started

on August 5th, it has built quickly. Front

page readers two lines of copy at the bottom
of newspaper front pages-, regular one-

column-by-3-inch ads. and on-the-air bul-

letin board announcements, have been

used frequently. The clients on their part

use snipes on their billboards and window

streamers.

Credits: The program is a KCMO package.

The material is ad-libbed by Martha Hull

and her two daughters Niki and Joy, but

it's transcribed so that questionable
'

wordage doesn't get on the air. Fresh-

nut Peanut Butter sponsors the program

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and

Arctic lee C ream on Tuesday and Thursday.

Agency Beaumont & Hohman.

TIME FOR TEEN-

WTAG, Thursdays 4:30 .', /mi. est

Program: The formula of this package is

good. The program is broadcast from the

teen shop of the sponsoring department

store, Denholm & McKay. The features

Teener's Bulletin Board, For Men Only.

For Girls Only, Personality of the Week.

Teen Problem Clinic, and the Miniature

Drama enacted by boys and girls from the

local high schools are all good teen draws.

What's missing is ease. Nora Antoun. m.c
carries a teacher quality in her voice and

the entire session is too set. Even the

musical selections lack bounce and while

it's understandable that the department

Store wouldn't want bobby s,,X' is tearing

down the place, one solid swing number

should tear the gloom from the atmosphere.

Time: Four-thirty Thursday afternoon, at

first flush, doesn't sound like good broad-

east teen time. However since the broad-

cast naturally has to come from the store.

such things as closing hours and other

factors forced this choice. It permits

time enough for the cast to arrive from

school and have a run-through before going

on mike. Competition is mostly soap

operas and that means Time For Teens

should get its audience.

Commeicial: Like the program itself the

selling was too stodgy. The teen-age girls

were oh-so-correct m their choice of words

of approbation. There wasn't a "super"

in the car load. Again the formula was

there but kids recognize, even quicker

than adults, the false selling note

Promotion: Iiie station, having its tie-up

with the Worcester Telegram-Gazette,

used advertising aplenty for the show.

Courtesy announcements following shows

with a teen-age following were employed

frequently. Denholm & McKay used

window and store cards generously, and

the natural device of cards on the high
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school bulletin boards is in the works

Credits: Nora Antoun docs this show

almost by herself. She writes it, directs

it, and acts as moderator. Tom Russell

announces, Roy Hendrickson plays the

piano, and on the program reviewed

Marjorie Harding sang, Brian O'Connell

and Nancy Beck acted in the Miniature

Drama, and Stuart Richmond was the

Personality of the Week.. Once the show

loosens up, it should sell for the sponsor.

PLAY THE GAME
WABD (DuMont) 8 8 30 pm est

Program: Charades are a natural fcr

television. That's beyond question. In

this scanning New York University's

Professor Harvey Zorbaugh has presented,

with himself as M. C, the ideal mixture

of home and studio audience participation.

It's 100 per cent visual. The titles, words

or ideas to be acted out by the notables in

the studio are sent in by the audience. The

home audience is given a number of oppor-

tunities of winning $$$ by guessing what

the charade actor is trying to pantomine.

At other times they know what the player

is trying to do and are thus able to enjoy

the mental agility or the dumbness of the

studio players. At still other times they

are placed on the same basis as the studio

panel of judges and thus are able to match

their wits with specialists. All the regular

players, Charlotte Adams, Willard Mullins,

Alan Chidsey. and Irene Wicker are relaxed

and as real as though they were charading

at home. Mullins (N. Y. World-Telegram

cartoonist) gives an added pictorial varia-

tion to the charades, since he doesn't act

them out; he draws them.

Commercial: The selling of Alexan-

ders' Department Store, the sponsor, is

scanned in the middle of the half hour. It's

pictorial, but the performers weren't as

relaxed as the charaders. The idea of having

a young husband walk past Alexander's

Department Store in the Bronx, see a coat

in the window that he thinks would look

well on his sweetie, go into the store and

get all the information on the coat is

okay, but the boy has to be good. He
seemed at sixes and sevens and the sales

girl not the sort of a clerk whom the viewer

would like to have sell her a coat. On the

plus side, however, the girl modeled the

coat well, knew all its sales points and the

cameras were closeup everytime she was

making a styling or a needlework point.

Using a store window enabled Alexanders'

to employ billboard type advertising. The
in-store demonstration permitted direct

product selling. Bringing the home to

the sales floor of a department has plenty

of point. It should sell.

Time: Telecasting this at 8 P. M. will

be a little expensive for any selling directed

at women only. However, for milady who
wants to ease hubby into "laying it on the

line" lor a new coat it'll help, unless he

walks into another room during the com-
mercial.

Promotion: Alexanders' manager isn't too

sold on spending money for TV at this

time, so hasn't used in-store sales tie-ups

with the program as yet. However the

president of the store (he bought the

program due to the fact that his wife's

a friend of the Mrs. Zorbaugh who assists

her husband on the show) is getting his

results by entertaining the key men of his

sources of supply each telecast. He points

out at each banquet that Alexanders' is a

store that looks ahead and goes beyond the

narrow confines of department store mer-

chandising. The dinners and subsequent

telecast viewings (he takes them over to

the studio to see the program), has resulted

in a better than normal flow of merchan-

dise to the store. This has paid off better

than the $500 per airing that the program

cost him. It's a promotional twist that's

in keeping with the times, when getting

merchandise to sell is more important than

selling it.

Credits: Dick Goggin directed for ABC
whose show it is. Goggin hasn't shown too

much imagination in the past but he really

made the charades part of everyone's

home and handled his camera selling better

than effectively. His directing proves that

intelligence plus experience does add up and

that the latter is a must in video as it is

in any other entertainment field.

A STAR WALKS . . .

(Continued from page 19)

the program could be musically slanted

away from the type of songs that Aci ff sang,

without offending the listeners. That was a

plus since if the new star didn't sing the

typical Acuff tunes he wouldn't offend the

Acuff followers.

From the sponsor's point of view it was

necessary to find a man to take over the

singing M. C. slot who wasn't tied up with

any other manufacturer's product. Acuff

never had produced a top "sponsor identi-

fication" record for Frince Albert. That

was because Acuff sold plenty of other

things on Grand Ole Opry besides smoking

tobacco. With Acuff moving out the

Reynolds and the Esty organization looked

for a man who was not identified with any

product or service.

First check-up was made in the juke-

boxes of the blue grass country. The singer

had to have records in the boxes and they

had to have received a fair amount of play.

Then came a personal mouth-tc-mouth

survey, with an Esty exec spending his

vacation in the mountain-music territory.

Final double check was made among the

other fo'k-music sessions on the air.

Out of it all (and much more besides)

came Red Foley, now star of the Grand

Ole Opry Prince Albert half hour. Red's

discs weren't tops in the nickel-a-tune

players, but he earned plenty of money for

the music machine operators. He had been

born in Blue Lick. Kentucky, and had bi i n

mii radio since 1930 when he joined the

Cumberland Ridge Runners on \\'LS as bari-

tone soloist. Later he aired with the Renfro

Valley Barn Dance program on WLW but in

1938 he had returned to the National Barn

Dance on WLS.
He had written a number of successful

folk tunes, among them "Old Shep." Song

wnting seems to be another must with folk-

music stars.

Red's no Acull and he doesn't try to be.

However, althc he only started in April, he

hit a 12.1 for his sponsor in May and on the

September 15th rating he had a 10.2, was in

the "First Fifteen," and was expected to

hold a good part of the audience of Judy
Canova who is building fast on NBC right

ahead of Opry.

More important even than the fact that

Red Foley is holding the Acuff audience, and

adding to it, is the fact that he's developing

an easy manner of sneaking in Prince Albert

credits, in a way that doesn't offend even

big-city sensibilities. The S. I. (sponsor

identification) figures don't show any size-

able jumps as yet but that's because of two

reasons. First, the entire east isn't measured

for S. I. due to the fact that the show is

aired at 10:30 and a great section of back

country where Opry fans reside (and it has

a big following in the larger cities) is in the

East. Second, the new approach to handling

the continuity which Reynolds is developing

hasn't been set yet. The program is being

tightened more and more and the agency is

working closer with Red Foley and the Opry

cast on every airing. Last S. I. was 34.6.

Foley's record sales have jumped in the

past few months. He's building his own
musical unit. This is a must since all the

other units are touring all week long and get

back to WSM, Nashville, where the Opry

originates, only on Saturday, thus giving

Foley only a few hours to rehearse. A folk-

music singer requires a musical backing that

is as much a part of him as, in Foley's case,

his guitar. Besides, Red isn't getting the

kind of folding money that a big-time net-

work star usually is paid and he too, will

also have to collect upon his reputation by

touring the gold-laden Smoky Mountain

country. He'll be selling his pictures, his

song books, and his records, all of which.

will not only bring in the shekels but will

build those sales of tins of Prince Albert

tobacco.

Tom Luckenbill, radio head of the Esty

ad-organization, had a great deal to do with

building the Lux Theater formula when he

was with J. Walter Thompson some years

ago. He's doing that building job for Rey-

nolds Tobacco products with time-tested,

rating-building ingredients.

. . . and so another star has taken a walk

and another sponsor has held his audience

and is building towards a greater acceptance,

higher program rating, and lower media

selling cost, simply because nothing was

taken for granted, show or advertisingwise.
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Station Web Local National Total

KSTP NBC nw, 288 598 ;

WCCO CBS 19 311 'A 329 '/2

WTCN ABC 187 1301 : 317 ,

WI.OI. MBS 26 \'z »-
: 71 V*

VVDGY 71 Vi 71 Vl
WMIN 56 y4 56 J/

4

WLS 6 6

KSTP's barn dance traveling unit pro-

motion accounted for 88 inches in weeklies,

Th<» Monllilv I'ii i»I i«i iv Yardstick

MIXXEAPOMS-ST PAUL
JUST as KSTP and WCCO slug it out

in the Twin Cities for air dominance,

and seesaw between first and second

place in listening popularity practically

every time a City Listening Report is issued,

just so do they shift back and forth in their

snaring of publicity lineage.

In a normal week, however, they share

a bone that hasn't too much meat on it.

Just such a normal week was the first to be

checked by Sponsor in its local publicity

report to the man who pays the broadcast

advertising bill. In 49 issues of daily papers

and 78 weekly papers there were only 182

inches of publicity. Thirty-eight dailies

had radio material in them. Eleven were

blank. Thirty-one weeklies had air lineage

and 47 were devoid of even a smell of broad-

casting. Six stations and the four networks

shared the publicity. Adding up the pub-

licity which was obtained by the networks

themselves for the stations network's pro-

grams and the local stations themselves

placed the stations in the following order:

Station Publicity Inches

KSTP (NBC) 83 "/«

WCCO (CBS) 48

WTCN (ABC) 21 Vl

WDGY 19 .

WLOL (MBS) 5'/2

KUOM 2 'A

WMIN
While the stations ran in the order just

tabulated, the networks ran somewhat

differently. That's because KSTP landed

as much space with its traveling barn

dance as it landed with its regular air shows.

Thus the network picture
| straight network

publicity with no station mention, and net-

work program mentions associated with

stations) in the Twin Cities during the

week established the following order:

bought locally for the most part. Actually in

big town dailies KSTP and W( CO adver-

tisingwise can be declared a draw. The
former bought, or had 1 i its pro-

grams during the period double checked

209 ini hi - while VV( ( boughl

lines and it is possible that the agate line

rule slipped }i of an inch in the measuring.

The week selected fcr the check-up was
picked at random, just as each week used

for successive check-ups which will be made
in different cities for subsequent issues,

will be. The publicity index finger in the

November issue will point at Cleveland,

Ohio and Atlanta, Georgia.

wrm "«S4t**8»

WIBW is thenar
powerful selling force

in KANSAS
-

O

Net Publicity Inches

CBS 47

NBC 423/4
ABC 21 'A

MBS 5'A

NBC's record was helped by two local

stories breaking during the period. Fred

Allen visited Minnesota and Bob Hope
hit the area in a talent hunt promotion.

It was the small town weeklies that gave

CBS the edge, with the breakdown showing

CBS exclusive stuff running 34^ inches

against NBC's 25 inches in the weeklies.

In the dailies it was NBC that had the

edge with the tabulation giving NBC llH
against CBS' big town tabulation of 12H
inches.

In any area where newspapers are

apathetic on the subject of broadcasting,

it's vital to see what the stations have done
with advertising to counteract the lack of

news space in the press. In the check-up

that follows local, national, and total

figures are indicated. The rank order is

based upon the totals, not any breakdown.

'NCE again, Dr. F. L. Whan of the University of Wichita sur-

veyed over 10,000 Kansas homes to learn their radio habits, prefer-

ences and reactions. Here are a few facts of which we're pretty

proud:

WIBW is the "most listened to" station

in Kansas.

WIBW is rated "best for news" and
leads 3 to 1 over nearest competitor
for best jarm news.

WIBW is THE farm station, with over

90% of Kansas farm men and women
listening to our farm programs.

Your copy of this survej is on its way to you. You'll find it

cram -full of valuable, usable information on listening habits, eco-

nomic status, program preference, hours of listening, etc., as well

as some down-to-earth facts on the public's reaction to commercials

. . . just another W IBW service in the interests of better radio for

both listener and advertiser.

WIBW ^ <wl6o4-
COLUMBIA'S OUTLET FOR KANSAS

WIBW. To pel.

REPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.

KCKN, Kama. City

NEW YORK, CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY, SAN FRANCISCO
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THE held oi television research is wide

open Stations are using postcards,

agencies are using "panels." and
i. I. Hooper has tried, for the Louis-t onn

"iirmediate recall." The A. C. Niel-

son organization claims that the audimeter

attached to a viewing set is the only an-

swer, while other researchers continue to

point out that equipment turned on in the

home cannot and will not prove viewing.

V W, Ayer searching for the research an-

swer has just commissioned the Hooper org-

anization, the Psychological Corporation,

and a third group to study the medium
jointly and individually.

TV research is still in the area of re-

search under the microscope. Along these

lines the C. E. Hooper organization, which

has picked up the diary study method of

studying listening from CBS and Industrial

Surveys, has extended its investigations into

the possibilities of using the diary (a

special edition
I
to uncover a viewing pat-

tern. Since there can be no question but

that sound alone must compete with

sound and pictures, it's essential that
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advertisers in TV not only know who's

viewing but what, if anything, is of more
importance than television.

The first complete diary returned to the

Hooper organization covered the period

from Thursday, October 3 to Wednesday,
•<i 9. It represented the viewing and

ling oi a business couple. The man of

the family filled in the report, which is,

minus the page headings and blank sp.

reprinted on these two pages. Friday

evening's report is printed without being

cut down so that the format can be noted.

The diary report starts with Thursday

afternoon rather than evening because the

crucial Brooklyn-St. Louis baseball game
was being telecast, and any baseball fan

with a TV receiver was at his receiver.

The diary keeper was at his set from 1:30

to 1:30 and he liked what he saw and

heard. In the evening, when Mrs. Tele-

vision Diary Conductor joined her husband,

they listened, as they did practically eveiy

day, to the music that backed the test

pattern (prior to the scanning . enjoyed

Lew Lehr's Detect and Collect. (ABC over

WARI ), thought Standard Brands Hour
Glass (WNBT j only fair, enjoyed the Fight

Film, and caught the end of Dennis James
in the Carr and Stark production, Cash
and Carry, WABD.

Friday, with only WABD and WNBT
(now WNBC-TYion the air. the diarist

tuned and stuck with the NBC station,

except for the wrestling on DuMont. The
factor of repetition, which has been very

nicely ignored by program producers,

counted against Television Quarterback

and the James Beard cooking series,

although the latter's not being good was
blamed upon the snaring of a bankroll.

Saturday afternoon was the football day

m the life of the male member of this

family of viewers. Saturday night brought

the lady of the family to viewing and the

comment on busy telephone lines on
participation shows, King's Party Line in

particular, is something for builders of

telephone shows to weigh.

Sunday again brought family viewing

from 8 to 10 P. M. with Face to Face

getting a "no" because ot monotony.

NBC's dramas get a special bow. This week

it was the Ed Sobol's production of Benja-

min Kaye's "The Curtain Rises" that held

the diary family at the receiver.

The rest of the week's diary is self-

explanatory. It's printed here without

cutting despite the fact that a single diary

like a single listener study means nothing.

except that a diary does reveal what the

member of the panel land in this case his

wife feels about TV.

This is the first TV diary study. It

opens the door to diary television research

and all TV research at the source of the

viewing the home.

Results of excursions into TV research,

diary as well as other methods, will be a

continuing study of Sponmik
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Audience preference of video versus sound is diary -tested

It's the man of the family who runs the video

receiver in the home. The family viewing

pattern differs from the listening picture and
it's that difference that requires researching
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Bands, which lor years were without

mercial standing on the air. with

the exception ol the Coca Cola Spot-

light Hands program, are once again prime

favorites of program builders. That's

because both the Vaughn Monroe and

Benny Goodman summer replacement shows

hit nice ratings. The Tommy Dorsey

musical experiment on WOK. on the other

hand, hasn't done much good for Dorsey

or for popular music, and Norman Living-

ston, whose baby the pop music cycle at

the station was, is no longer the Bamberger

station's fair-haired program boy.

Unanswerable question which still faces

all program builders is how disc jockey

(record spinning i sessions throughout the

country still are tops for audiences when

live versions of the same music on the air

fall short of the top drawer.

Both senior networks have been watching

their programs more carefully than ever

during the early Fall months. First Niles

Trammell told ad-man Milton Biow, and

sponsor Philip Morris, that the Villa

Vallee program would not be acceptable on

the network. Then Rudy Vallee's rep-

resentative. Biow, and the Morris organiza-

tion came up with the suggested return ol

the Vallee original Fleischmann's Yeast

show, and NBC permitted Vallee to go on

the air. The program thus far hasn't

been highly rated and its continuance has

not been sanctioned indefinitely.

CBS stepped in on the Joan Davis program

when its promotional organization, headed

by Miss Davis' husband, was preparing

to put into circulation U. S. currency with

serial numbers that had been recorded. It

planned to give zeal rewards to the persons

who happened to have the folding money
when listening to Davis Tea Room broad-

casts. That was a little too much roulette

lor Bill Paley, CBS chairman of the board

and network program boss. NBC also

stepped in on the Wildroot King Cole Trio

program and said "no" until the sponsor

went out and added guest talent to the

program roster. This season it requires

talent to stay on the major networks.

Edgar Kobak. MBS prcxy. in Mr. Sponsor

Asks:—-(see page 64 1, advises advertisers to

"put the money in the program, that's the

tx ^t kind of promotion."

If the Arthur Oiodfrcy" Talent Sunt pro-

gram ( BS is sold to a bankroller there

will be three title suits on the hands of

A. G. and the network. A number of

stations throughout the country had talent

scout programs on the air as long as 10

years ago.

The Frank Fay (Harvey) delivery is

being copied by a number of "comedians"

even before the first Fay-Phil Baker show

makes its bow.

Radio Directors' Guild is going to have a

banquet at the Waldorf-Astoria and will

make awards to the best performers of the

year. Odds are that a number of directors

will be looking for new stand-bys after

the announcements are made.

Classic line of an unbiased critic. Seymour
Peck of PM, was proudly uttered when the

suggestion was made that since I'pton Close

was going to be in town soon, it might be

wise to get at the truth of the way he

thought by an interview him. Peck's retort

sublime was, "I'd rather picket him."

Voice most often heard on network pro-

grams that come from th. coast is that of

John Brown, who plays in everything from

a Joan Davis opera to Date with Judy."

There should be some other swell players

who become hysterical at the flick of a

director's thumb.

B< tty Garde came back to a top part in

broadcasting, after her rest from "Okla-

homa," with a key role in the Henry Mor-

gan show. Garde's as good as Morgan, in

her own way.

Shift of top programs is changing the living

of hot radio fans. Overheard recently out

in the West where listeners really listen

was this matter-of-fact remark: "I don't

care if Wednesday is date night. I can't be

annoyed when I've so many important boy

friends to hear." She meant Sinatra,

Crosby. Henry Morgan, to mention a few

Wednesday night, 1946. names.

K;ilr Siniili

Don't Let 'em Die on Opening Nights

When Abbott and Costello made their debut on my show, the/ fluffed

many of their lines. So did the Aldrich family and the veterans in "It Pays to

be Ignorant" cast. Henry Youngman and even yours truly, Kate Smith, went

up in our lines.

Don't give an artist a chance in the first place, Mr. Sponsor, unless you're

willing to ride along with him, long after that first night. We all have

butterflies in our stomachs, when the "on the air" sign flashes. If we didn't

we wouldn't be performers—so give performers more than that first chance—
you II be surprised how often they'll come through for you later.
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7
But we have been so busy producing our two new musical transcribed open-end shews, that we
have had no time to prepare pretty pictures and beautiful layouts to advertise them in this issue.

Instead, we ask you to listen to them in Room 804 at the Palmer House, during the NAB Con-

vention. We guarantee you something new and different in syndicated programs when you hear

"The family Album'
Starring Gene Jones, The Girl Friends, Don Hicks, and Hal Freede. Gene (who does a daily

CBS show) sings all the old favorite tunes with a new zest, aided by The Girl Friends. Don
Hicks at the piano contributes some startling and unusual modern arrangements for the vocalists,

which would easily land some of these old time favorites in any "hit parade." And Hal Freede

really makes the Hammond "talk." Room has been left for opening, middle and closing com-

mercials—but the middle spot is an instrumental number so it may be used as such if desired,

instead of fading behind commercial. 78 quarter-hour programs are available, and we expect

to produce 260—possibly more. The other series in production is

"Gloria Carrol Entertains
a

Too bad we can't show you a picture here of lovely Gloria. She not only makes you gasp "Hubba,

Hubba"—her singing is also out of this world. Let the bobby-soxers swoon. We guarantee that

Gloria's sultry, seductive voice will drive the male audience positively nuts! With her, as she

sings the best of all the show and popular songs, is an instrumental trio as hot as the center of an

atomic bomb, which has been estimated at something like ten million degrees Fahrenheit. Piano,

bass and guitar—with each man playing as though he had six hands! Also 78 quarter-hours,

with 260 anticipated.

P.S. If you are not going to attend the NAB Convention, we suggest that you write or wire

our distributors for audition samples and costs for your market.
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IN ROOM 804 AT THE PALMER HOUSE DURING THE NAB CONVENTION, YOU WILL ALSO FIND: THE TWO MOST SUCCESSFUL

CHRISTMAS TOY DEPARTMENT PROMOTIONS AND PROGRAMS IN THE WORLD ("ADVENTURES IN CHRISTMASTREE GROVE"

and "SANTA'S MAGIC CHRISTMAS TREE"); the ONLY half-hour transcribed version of "A CHRISTMAS

CAROL," signed last season by more than 100 stations and sponsors; "CONGRESS ON THE AIR," the ONLY
program of its kind, live or transcribed; "THE THEATRE OF FAMOUS RADIO PLAYERS," hollywood-produced

half-hour dramatic series with radio's top dramatic network talent; "EAT-ITORIALLY SPEAKING," some-

thing new in a food show; and other proven programs that help stations to sell time and produce results for

sponsors. also—a new portable playback machine, light, compact, excellent tone quality, plays 33 1, 3 and 78

rpm, up to 16-inch discs. remember room 804 at the palmer house.
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Net Showcase

The Greatest Show in Town (CBS and

the Parade of Stars (NBC opened the two

networks' annual tournament of roses.

The webs in gala broadcasts throw b< uquets

at the talent and the talent throws garlands

at the chains. The NBC showcase hit

disaster when the World Series sixth game
was played on the same afternoon (October

13 that the first of the two network

Parades started marching. Both CBS'
and NBC's shows were smoother operations

this season and there's strong indication

that by next year they'll get the audience

they deserve instead of a less satisfactory

dialing aud'ence.

WLIB Theat.e Newscast

station tie-ups with movie theaters are

not news away from the big metropolitan

centers. However, when a station makes a

tie-up in New York that's different. The
Thackerys' WLIB is serving Brooklyn's

RKO Albee Theater with special one-

minute newscasts three times a day. Station

has been doing everything but wash the

streets of Brooklyn in a public service way.

Pekor Cometh

The annual tour, in which the CBS
public relations department goes to the

stations of the networks to find out what

the net can do for the stations and how the

stations can improve CES and their own
public relations, has started again. This,

despite claims that Charley Pekor, the

CBS traveler deluxe, was going to tour no

more.

Virginia Vale s Radio Exclusive

In entire sections of the country the only

radio news that reaches the readers of

weekly newspapers ccmes from Virginia

Vale's Western Newspaper Union column.

That AFM $100,000

The SIOO.OOO that the American Federa-

tion of Musicians appropriated at their

convention in Chicago in 1945 is still in

tlie AFM treasury. President James Pet-

rillo thinks it'd be a waste of good, hard

earned dollars to use a sum like that just

t" sell himself and t!. organization to the

American public IK said, "Whj I might

beforced to do something lor my boys that

would wi. e out $100,000 in one minute."

!iis legal advisors joint out. while

he's beirg -wed by the I
v \ foi violation

ol the Lea act is no time to "attempt to

build public sympathj
"

TBA Publicity Okay

Television Broadcasters Association land-

ed real space in the New York dailies and

the wire services on its recent Convention.

New York Times even had FCC Commis-
sioner Denny being delighted but not quot-

able.

TV at the Iowa Fair

County f urs beget stations more
publicity in rural areas in one week than

any other device, except the visit of the

local station's Barn Dance troupe. KRN'T.
for instance, made a deal with Inter-

national Harvester to install an RCA
traveling television unit in the IH booth at

the Iowa State Fair. ABC. KRNT's
network, paid $1,000 of the costs and every-

body but RCA received a whale of publicity.

RCA got the cash and expects to get TV
equipment business from KRNT and ABC.

Publicity in Action

NBC's latest check-up on the news space

that Syd Eiges, Tom Knode and staff had
obtained in the New York dailies put it,

by a solid margin, ahead of the competition.

NEC doubled the picture space of the second

big space stealer. The Twin Cities,

Minnesota, is the subject of Sponsor's

first publicity check-up in the field. The

quantity of publicity that's put in the mail

and the amount that gets into print are two

different things. Only the latter is import-

ant and only the latter is the basis of

Sponsor's "Publicity in Action" reports.

It s the Shavaton

Eversharp's Schick Razor programs.

Tonight on Broadway CBS and the

Henry Morgan Show (ABO. have audience

participation commercials. At each broadcast

five men who kxik like they need a shave

are asked to compete in a Shavaton. Four

other razors besides Stuck are used. Thus
far the Sluck razor wielders have won every

time. Ted Husing reports the Shavaton

on Tonight on Broadway. The sport

reporter on the Henry Morgan show is still

not a regular salesman on the program.

Publicity and the Ad Agencies

Publicity and promotion are the step

children of advertising at even the bi.

of the agencies. Foote, Cone and Belding.

a typical example, had, up to recently, just

one client with a publicity budget. The
other accounts just weren't interested.

And what goes on at F. C. &. B. is duplicated

at a number of agencies whose stock in

trade is still buying publicity in mat pages

and radio columns, thus keeping Ferns.

Lilley. Alber and a number of other inde-

pendent press agents in entertainment

money.

Morz Space for Kate

Kate Smith has added Carl. Zanzibar,

Erbe to h?r publicity handlers, which means,

that Kayted (the Ted Collins-Kate Smith

operating corporation I
has three space

stealers working to gather space for a much

reduced, in girth. Kate Smith.

I dm .Minn \\ iiiioul JllSli<'«'

A station representative had arrived nowhere quickly in selling a sub-

sidiary of American Home Products, his one-station town outlets. He had

turned on his complete battery, only to run up against a stone wall. Finally

the AHP advertising man explained to the rep that 75 per cent of their busi-

ness was done in 38 markets, all well covered by their network programs.

That was all the salesman needed. He asked for a list of the markets and

went to work and proved that while the wholesalers of the products were

located in the 38 cities, they actually served thousands of small towns, with

some of the jobbers covering as many as four states. Back to the advertising

man went the rep and laid the marketing facts of life right on the line. The

ad-man was impressed, checked the information and finally had to agree

that one-station towns had something.

Did the time peddler make his sale?

No.

The ad-manage'- simply added a number of supplementary market stations

present network programs.

Nobody loves 'em when they're right.
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PUBLIC service on local stations is

worth while commercially in two v..

In one case the pay-off is direct

igh theadv actually Bpons

a community gestun In the other case

public service is profitable because it

develops a bond between the station and

the ana ii serves. The greater the bond.

reater the audience oPthe station and

the better job it docs for the man who

paj s the bills.

Recentlj The Katz Agency, station reps

\vh<> are noted for going beyond straight

time selling, decided to publish a dictionary

ol public si rvice programing. The idea was

to present a book that would enable stations

to have at (heir finger tips all the known
variations on "service in the public interest"

theme. Each station was asked to list its

outstanding public service program with

full details on what it was, what it had

accomplished, and all details that con-

tributed to making it a topper. The book,

it now develops, may never be published

because the programs submitted fell into

too few classifications.

However, despite the limitations of the

survey, it uncovered the fact that there is

plenty of public service being broadcast

via commercial programs, and in many
cases the commercial local public service

program is the one that has done the finest

community service.

Thirty-seven stations reported that their

number one public service program was a

farm show. Eleven of these were commer-

cial. Of those that were sustaining, only

3 were available for sponsorship, the balance

being "withheld from sale" because of a

number of factors which ranged from the

tact that the presentation revolved around

the "county agent" who was unavailable for

sponsorship to the station's wanting a

sustaining record of service. While feed

and milling companies logically predominate

among sponsors of farm programs, they are

by no means alone as sponsors of this

type of air service. At KFRE, Fresno,

California, for instance, the Saturday

program is jointly sponsored by a bank, a

milk co-op. and a cottonseed oil company.

At WRY. Oklahoma City. Oklahoma, it's

the local gas and electric company that

pays the bills foi the Save the Soil

Proving that the non-sponsorship of a

count i- a local problem. Your

: is underwritten on KDLR,
Devi l \ I)., bj a clothing sb

machine supply house, and a drug

firm. In Buffalo, N. Y .
it's the Buffalo

Housewrecking Company that pays the

bills lor hall oi the WGR Farmers' Musical

:iiac.

Veteran job and (|uestu>n programs have
been top commercial programs wherever

they have been offered tor sale. Among the

23 job programs selected by their origin-

ating station^ as top-flight public scrvi, . fo]

vi I < rails, 'i were underwritten. Over KIEM,
Eureka. California, a wholesale fish firm

found it profitable to pay for Jobs For
Veterans. Twelve Vancouver. Washington,
merchants conbined to pay for a 3-time-

a-weeker, Yets Unlimited. At WQAM,
Miami, Florida, an appliance company paid

tin bills for Veterans Available, and thus

reduced availability.

There was plenty of imagination used by
tin stations m these ex-service man broad-

casts. A public service company on KYOR.
Colorado Springs, was behind The Veteran

Starts a Business. The mayor of Rock
Island bought a G. I. job show on WHBF,
after he heard the first broadcast. KNOW,
Austin. Texas; WTAG, Worcester, Mas-:

KALE, Portland. Oregon: WCSC, Charles-

ton, S. C: KFRO, Longview, Texas; and
WBAB, Atlantic City, N. J.; all producing

top-notch job-getting shows and made them
better by having them promoted by firms

who had a personal interest in the shows

because they sponsored them.

The same was true with the Vet Question

programs, where the stations submitted as

top-drawer material 25 programs of which

10 were underwritten and 15 were withheld

from sponsorship. Of the 15 there were
bids from sponsors for 7. In many i

as in the case of the Free State Brewery of

Baltimore, the advertiser accepted sponsor-

ghip credits as satisfactory and sold no
products. The results in this case, as

reported by the station. WITH, were more
than okay. The check list of sponsored

programs that answered veteran questions

includes:

S I VI ION SI'()\S()K

Men's clothing store

Anderson Jewelry

San Diego (.as tfc Electric

KLPN
Minot. V I).

KDYL
Salt l.ake Qt3
KCI5
San DiegO, Calif

WK.NE
keen. V H.

WCED
DuBoia, Pa.

WRNL
Richmond. Va.

KFJZ
Ft. Worth. Tex.

\\IN(,

Dayton, Ohio

K.THT
Houston. Tex.

[Please (urn to page 58)

Participating

DuBois Auto Sales

National Biscuit

T. E. Mercer

Coca Cola Bottler

Banks and Insurance Co's.

"QUOTES"
"If you don't hear from that big delicious dinner you

ate, everything's fine." (tums)

Pot of Gold, ABC, October 9, Roche, Williams & Cleaty

" The size and shape ofyour pocketbook have nothing to

do with the size and shape of your feet." (thom mcan)
Harry Clark (News), CBS, September 25, Neff-Rogow

"Don't work on your way to work." (AMERICAN TRANSIT
association)

Spotlight on America, MBS, October 4, Owen & Chappell

"Bumper to bumper service." (PURE oil)

H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC, October 7, Leo Burnett Co., Inc.

"You can be a woman that men notice—or—you can be
just a woman." (ivory soap)

Mystety of the Week, CBS, Septembet 25, Compton Advertising

"I'm here to groom hairs, not split them." (vitalis)

Alan Young Show, NBC, Octobet 4, Young & Rubicam
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WFII

OH/OS3 R D

•'market
MORE LISTENERS - MORE SALES - LESS COST

WFMJ
Yoiinustown

HOOPER STATION LISTENING INDEX OCT. '45-FEB. '46

WFMJ A B C D
ALL

OTHERS

Mon.-Fri.

8 A. M.-I2 M.
47.0 19.8 8.1 17.0 4.0 4.1

Mon.-Fri.

12 M.-6 P. M.
27.6 22.7 17.3 22.3 5.1 6.4

Sun.-Sat.

6 P. M.-IOP. M.
25.7 42.0 22.6 — 5.9 3.8

Sunday

12 M.-6 P. M.
34.8 20.0 12.6 17.9 6.1 10.5

Total Rated

Periods
30.9 30.3 17.5 19.8 5.3 5.2

S00N-5KWon 1390KC
COMPLETE NEWS REPORTS

PRESS ASSOCIATION
UNITED PRESS

HEADLEY REED CO.
National Representative

NOVEMBER, 1946

WFMJ
AFFILIATEABC NETWORK
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is fully as hard to

break as a bad one.

For almost a quarter

of a century Maritime

Province radio listen-

ers have been develop-

ing the good habit of

listening constantly

to CFCY, "THE FRIENDLY

VOICE OF THE MARI-

TIMES. " This is a

habit which Bureau of

Broadcast Measurement

proves it is hard to

alter.

CFCY, according to BMM

figures, has more

listeners than any two

other private stations

in the Maritimes.

Thousands of apprecia-

tive listeners write

every month to CFCY,

thanking us for an en-

joyable and well bal-

anced programme. Pre-

sented on a strong and

efficient transmitter,

your sales message

will cost less and

produce more sales per

dollar on CFCY, Char-

lottetown. (K. S.

Rogers, President and

Managing Director.

)

Represented in U. S.

by Weed & Co
.

; in

Canada by All-Canada

Radio Facilities.

LOCAL PUBLIC SERVICE
Continual from i>u. i

Tin some problems with tilt-

sponsorship of veteran question programs,

where the vets asked questions which put

the sponsors on the spot. In at least two

cases the advertiser- stepped out from

under. There was the ease of the Lone

Mar lee Delivery Co., who dropped The

Voice of tin Veteran over \\o.\i , San
Antonio, Texas. The station agreed with

the bow-out, in fact was happy to avoid

the agency's or the sponsor's requesting

right of censorship on the show. Another

exit was at KYCA, PreSCOtt, Arizona,

where the Whipple Request Program was

without a sponsor for a like reason.

There's a record of almost 100 per cent

success in the sponsorship of "What's

Doing in Town Today" type of program,

usually known as a Bulletin Board. Out

of the 29 programs reported in the Com-
munity Bulletin Board division, 16 were

sponsored. 12 were withheld from sponsor-

ship. There were plenty of bids for 5 out

of that 12.

Not all the bulletin boards were devoted

to things to do in town. There is a Stork

News on WO.M1, Owensboro. Kentucky,

sponsored by an Owensboro Ice Cream and.

Dairy firm, and a County Mews Program,

Calling Clark County, sponsored by mer-

chants in local communities over KVAN,
Vancouver. Washington.

The bulletin boards, those that were

exhibited as the station's best public

service and which were good enough to run

the gamut of sponsorship, were set up on:

STATION SPONSOR

KWII. Ferguson's Men's and
Albany. Oregon Women's Wear
WAGM Summer's Fertilizer

Presque Isle. Me.

WFVA Alex R. Klotz

Fredericksburg, Va.

WRRF Furniture store

Washington, N. C.

WRRN Montgomery Ward
Warren. O.

KRBN Marshall Furniture Store

Bozeman, Mont.

WSFA Sweetheart Soap
Montgomery, Ala.

KROS Excelsior Laundry

( llnton, la.

WLAP
Lexington. Ky
W MBI)
Peoria, 111.

KARM
Fresno, Calif.

k<;ov
\ aldosta, (.a.

W PAG
Ann Arbor. Mich.

wsbt Gilbert's Men's Outfitters

Smith Bend. Ind.

WHIG Belk's Department Store

Greensboro, N. G.

w i \i Farm Machinery

lau Claire. Wise.

In the field of community promotion, a

held in which a number of big and small

stations have delivered unusual service,

half of the top programs submitted were
s|)onsored. The others, those which had no
billpayers, were in many cases public

Bervice packages which obviously should

not have a s|)onsor. Typical of these latter

were th< WCAU Philadelphia, Pa.) Cam-
paign for Better Drinking Water, and the

Let George Do It of KAI.L Salt Lake City]

which set out to correct city ills.

However, there were many community
promotion jobs done by advertisers. These

included

:

Martin's Blue Grass

Fashions

Central Illinois Light Co.

Mahon Furniture

Luke Brothers' Department
Store

( .rein's ( leaner-.

PROGRAM and STAT
Rot kford Radio Council
WROK Rockford. Ml.

Magic VaUej Memories
Kill I nin Falls. Idaho

Orchids for the Clerk

u vsk. Layfayette, Ind.

Historic Site Ahead
KD\L. Duluth. Minn.

Norfolk on the Job

KGH, Norfolk. Va.

Know Your Community
W IlkC. Columbus ().

I Recommend
wjls. Beckley, w. Va.

ION SI'ONSOK

Central Illinois < taS

and Klectric

\ acation Resorts

(lark Floral Shop

Friemuth's Dept.

Store

Southern Bank

LazarUS Dept. Store

Participating. 16

merchants

58

Generally speaking, in-school educa-

tional programs are not sponsorable. from

CBS' American School of the Air. to the

school program broadcast by KNET.
1 'alt -tine. Texas. Thirty-seven stations

submitted their public school programing

as their best contribution. There were WBZ
The Westinghouse Boston, Massachusetts,

station, the Philadelphia and Ft. Wayne

stations. WKY and WOWO. of the same

management, as well as WCAE (Pitts-

burgh. Pa. in the big station-metropolitan

class. And there were KSLM. Salem.

Oregon. WAIAJ. State College. Pa., and

WDZ. Tuscola, 111., representing the smallei

stations.

Not even in-school educational programs,

however, were without their commercials.

The Rich Department Store in Atlanta

has done a terrific job with a daily program

which has highlighted what a sponsor can

do without laying it on thick with adver-

tising. Although Rich's program was sub-

mitted only by WGST as an outstanding

public service, the program is sponsored

over WALB. Albany: WGAU, Athens;

WRDW. Augusta: WMAZ. Macon: WRC.A.

WTOC, Savannah: and \\ PAX. Thomas-

ville. All. naturally enough, are in Georgia.

Basically, the reports made to the Katz

Agency from over 500 stations indicated

that sponsored public service is good for

the people who listen, for the station which

airs it. and for the sponsor who buys it.

There's a dollar and cents public spirit

credit that accrues to an advertiser who

pays the bill and promotes his public

service program. This report does not mean

that the stations should be relieved of

their responsibility of serving their public

through sen-ice. but that it's good business

for a bankroll to peel off for something that

doesn't seem commercial on the surface.

As long as it's a good show and a good

service it's sponsorable.

SPONSOR
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JOHN ROBERT POWERS
<=r4-meuca a <=Jctemal cAutltotitu

on c=SemiMne pyeaulii

IN NEW YORK
THE WJZ POWERS CHARM SCHOOL

(participating)

Monday through Friday—2:15 to 2:30 p.m.

COAST TO COAST
THE ABC POWERS CHARM SCHOOL

(Co-op)

Contact your, nearest WJZ, ABC spot salesman

or local ABC affiliate jor jurther information.

Results on WJZ Powers Charm School (participating)

One advertiser sold $17,000 worth of books at a cost of less than 20% of retail

sales, generally costs 40%.

3.500 women sent a dollar in advance for Powers (iirl Bulletins.

232 women in one week requested sponsor's invitation on an initial $10.00 sale

which later averaged $45.00 per sale.

66 women in one week requested specific information on a $125.00 specialty item
at an advertising cost of $250.00. Agency says terrific.

More than 75.000 women have written to the program in six months time.

Resu'ts on ABC Coast to Coast (Co-op)

Department stores, specialty shops, jewelers, furriers and other retail outlets

reporting great success with this program's first broadcast in June, 1946.

Tel evision

The ABC Powers Charm School is also televised b\ the American Broadcasting
Company each Thursday evening from 8 to 8:30 p.m. and is sponsored by Chernow,
Inc.. on behalf of its 106 fashion accounts.

Write, wire or phone Jor additional information on other live, transcribed and

televised programs conceived and produced by:

J{ay,e-J/La%tin &icductien&, Jnc.

36 West 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y., Murray Hill 2-8198-9
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V'KTWOKKS no longer sell their publicity

departments while selling time, but know-
ing what a broadcasting chain's public relations

department can and will do for a sponsor's

am is still important. It's every network's

job to do everything within its power to build

a good press for the shows that it carries. The
I • tter an advertiser and his agency works with

the web build-up men, the easier it is for a

program to build an audience. Publicity won't

make a bad show, but it sure as hades helps

build a good one, and it often makes a mediocre

airing earn its way. Not every network is as

well equipped, with man power or budget, as

its competitor. . . but each of the four tne<

it- best. If a sponsor is foresighted enough to

add a photogenic girl to a cast, it'll win his

bankrolled time more acceptance than a cast

that's geared for microphonics alone. If he gets

his guest stars booked far enough in advance.

tin \ 11 reap a bigger harvest of listeners than

they ever will when they're announced the day

before the broadcast. This report on network

operations is as valuable as a sponsor makes it.

NETWORK PUBLICITY OPERATIONAL CHART
PUBLICITY ART1

.

SERVICES
CBS MBS NBC

Publicity Director Earl Mullin George Crandall Jim O'Bryon Sydney H. Eiges

Assistant Art Donegan Arthur Perles Frank Zuzulo Thomas E. Knode

Internal Publicity Regular meekly meet- When special events Meetings held imme- Weekly meetings to

Department meet- ings to discuss pub- are to take place on a diately after signing discuss problems and

ings
licity problems. show, meeting is held of new show to dis- plans for new pro-

for exchange of ideas. cuss publicity possi- grams and premieres.

bilities, lay out cam-
paign, plan release

dates for stories, ideas

for magazines and
syndicates.

Joint meetings with Writer assigned to Writer, magazine, Writer and publicity Publicity department

clients, advertising new commercial show trade, fashion, pic- director meet with and agency meet to

agencies, independ-
meets with sponsor ture editors meet agency to discuss formulate publicity
and agency to discuss with agency to fa- plans for program. and promotion plans.

ent press agents publicity and promo-
tion plans.

miliarize themselves
with program format
and to explore pub-
licity possibilities.

Daily News Report

—

Released to major Released to major Released to 575 publi- Released to more

containing advance, daily newspapers and daily newspapers and cations. Late correc- than 2.000 publica-

premiere, biographi-
important weekly important weekly tions sent by confer- tions. Also contains
publications. publications. ence call, wire and future book, carrying

cal, and news stories teletype. program details for

on new and continu- as much as 3 to 4

ing commercial months ahead. Daily

corrections by mail
or wire to 600 news-
papers.

Editor Henry Lewis Hank Warner, copy Jack Doyle, press desk Leo Hershdorfer. copy
editor. head. editor.

Photo facilities ... Free lance photogra- CBS studios. Harold Stein studios. NBC studios.

Editor
phers.

Bert Schwartz. Walter Siegal, mana-
ger, photo division.

Gerry Foster, editor. Sid Desfor. editor.

Trade publicity

Editor . Jack Pacey. Michael J. Foster. Mike Jablons. Josef Dine.

Jim Miller, assistant.
...

Clip Sheets Weekly Picture Sheet, Picture Page with Weekly "Flash Fea- Weekly News Fea-
with glossies and mats, to 500 publica- ture Service." resem- tures glossies to 500

mats, to 500 publica- tions. Glossy pub- bling newspaper syn- publications: mats to

tions. licity pictures re- dicate mailing with 200 0. Mats and
leased weekly. cartoons, quizzes.

sent to 450 publica-

tions. Glossies and
mats to special list

of publications.

photos accompanied
by feature storiss.

Editor Bert Schwartz. Joe Sage. Jack Skinner. Leo Hershdorfer.
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PUBLICITY
SERVICES

ABC CBS MBS NBC

Fashion pictures used
in clip sheet. Special
mailings on stories.

Weekly Woman's
Page, with fashion
pictures and column,
sent to 350 publica-

Fashion pictures used
in "Flash Feature
Service." Special
mailings on stories.

Bi-weekly fashion
service, in which NBC
stars model simple
fashions which aver-

Editor Nancy Phillips.

tions. Also special
mailings on stories.

Helen Brattrud. Gerry Foster.

age woman can copy,
sent in mat form to
1000 publications;
glossies to about 500.
Special mailings on
stories.

Dorothy Collins.

Magazines and syn-

dicates— placing
feature and picture

stories in local and

Nancy Phillips, wo-
men's magazines.

Dorothy Lefler, mag-
azines.

Ethel Kirsner, syndi-
cates and special arti-

cles.

Jim McLean.
Al Kastner, assistant.

national publica-
tions .

Column Contact — George Fleming, gen- Ethel Kirsner, Mike Jablons.

works with radio
and syndicated col-

umnists, placing

eral magazines and
columnists.

column contact man
writes special person-
alized letter to major
radio editors, with ad-

news and gossip vance news of forth-

items about shows coming programs.

and shows gossip and informa-
tion not easily availa-

ble to editors far from
New York, Chicago
and Hollywood.

Exploitation — tie- Writer assigned to All publicity depart- Bob Wilson, also as- Sam Kaufman.

ins with stores,
theatres, movie
companies, window

each show responsi-

ble for exploitation

ideas.

ment members re-

sponsible for ideas on
assigned shows.

signed to columnists.

displays, national
organizations

Music Program stories in

daily releases. Spe-
Weekly music round-
up sent out with re-

Program stories in

daily releases. Spe-
Weekly music round-
up sent to music edi-

cial mailings on im-
portant stories.

leases. Special mail-
ings on important
stories.

cial mailings on im-
portant stories.

tors, critics, journals
with complete details

of all music programs
about 10 days in ad-

Editor Harold Strickland. Margaret O'Connell.
vance.
Leonard Meyers.

Religious news Program stories in

daily releases. Spe-
Program stories in

daily releases. Spe-
Program stories in

daily releases. Spe-
Program stories in
daily releases. Spe-

cial mailings on im- cial mailings on im- cial mailings on im- cial mailings on im-
portant stories to re- portant stories to re- portant stories to re- portant stories to re-

ligious publications. ligious publications. ligious publications. ligious publications.

Food, science, edu- Mailings to special Mailings to special Mailings to special Mailings to special

cational, women's
page, sports stories

lists when newswor-
thy stories occur.

lists when newswor-
thy stories occur.

lists when newswor-
thy stories occur.

lists when newswor-
thy stories occur.

Teletype service to Service maintained to Service maintained to Service maintained to Service maintained to

newspapers and syn-
dicate offices

ten New York dailies

and to syndicated
news services.

ten New York dailies

and to syndicated
news services.

ten New York dailies

and to syndicated
news services.

ten New York dailies

and to syndicated
news services.

Teletype service to Chicago, Hollywood. Chicago. Hollywood. Chicago. Hollywood. Washington, Chicago,

other cities of net- Hollywood.

work

Special Services Road man promotes Personalized editor Weekly newsletter to

new show by personal service in Hooper cit- station publicity di-

calls on station pub- ies — serviced with rectors with informa-
licity departments special material for tion on forthcoming
and local newspapers.
Special feature sto-

local placement.
Publicity Depart-

programs. ''Your
Weekly Reporter,"

ries sent to editors ment available to 15-minute program,
on "exclusive in your sponsor and agencies utilizes radio for pub-
city" basis for Sun- for special services. licity. All programs
day release. and stars receive fre-

quent mention.

Cther personnel ... Judy Cortada, public

service ; Bud Stirnson,

night coverage; Stan

Michael Boscia, man-
ager of operations;

Charles F. Pekor, as-

Elaine Newlin, pro-
grams; talent; Win
Goulden, sustaining

Stephen De Baun,
NBC-UN writer; Ar-
thur Oppenheimer,

Warren, news and sistant to the di- programs and de- assistant copy editor;

special events; Dick
Osk, features, re-

write ; Kay Burr, John
D'A iutolo. Jack
Forbes. Ed Barnes,
general.

rector. partments; Dan
Schwartz, night cov-
erage (3 times a
week).

Helen Leaf, Roselle

Hubel, Henry Moore,
Priscilla Campbell. Al
Cammann, Betty
Foulk; writers;
Dwight Worthy, night
press supervisor.

Television publicity Don Giesy. Jim Kane. Allan Kalmus.
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TELEVISION AND SPONSOR
I

( ontintud I

velop a formula for selling through video.

oe expects that sorcery will deliver

advertising results in any medium without

experimentation. "Test runs" are inexpen-

sive now. And networks and stations have

regularly established plans foi making the

tests make sense. The American Broad-

casting Company works with Richard Man-

ville. in surveying the audience. The Co-

lumbia Broadcasting System, under the

direction of Dr. Donald Horton, conducts

"pan. s" on practically every show-

produced on \\ CBS TV formerly WCBU .

Audience reactions are. therefore, avail-

able for study in developing an approach

to getting that dollar, via pictures that fly

through the air. (A typical panel being

questioned by Dr. Horton is seen at the

bottom of the page together with an ex-

cerpt from a program repoit.

The real reason why so many leading

sponsors and new sponsors have used the

pictorial medium is none of the foregoing.

Today television is a magic selling word,

and the by-product of presenting a video

program is promotion . . promotion that

produces cash returns for savings large

enough to pay off and justify being in the

medium.

Dual Purpose Pictures

If the program is basically built of mo-

tion pictures then these very pictures have

been found to be the best "entertainment"

that a big corporation can offer its sales

meetings. U. S. Rubber uses every- motion

picture taken for its video program for the

sales promotion and has found that the pic-

tures cost them 25 per cent of what they'd

cost if they were especially taken for pro-

motional use. The tag "shown in televi-

sion" adds a news value that isn't available

any other way.

Any product that's "been shown on tele-

vision" is more saleable. .Video is the only

advertising medium which adds a "fashion

appeal" to the products presented through

it. In many cases (like Aquatogs) it's the

keystone of a visual advertising cam-

paign . . . and it works. How a sweater

and windbreaker were given the "televi-

sion touch" is shown in the Brooks Broth-

ers show window on the bottom of the

second page of this report. A window in a

John David men's store on Fifth Avenue.

York, stopped better than 7.000 pairs

of eyes in one day.

Every television window, even though

all of them with receivers used in the dis-

plays have been static without any shows

being seen on the face of the tubes, has

been rated "tops" in their display appeal.

Magic Ad-Word
I only does television add an extra

fillup to show windows and in-store dis-

plays but when the magic word of video is

added to newspaper and magazine adver-

tising, readership surveys indicate that it

adds as high as 100 per cent readability

the word alone well displayed adds at

least 10 per cent in reading interest.

Still Magnetic
Despite the multiple false starts, air pic-

tures are just as magnetic as they ever

have been—when their by-products are

used. Howevei there is no direct sale im-

pact from the actual scanning of programs.

That's because in Philadelphia there are a

maximum of 100 sets in actual working

order, in Chicago there are less than 500,

in Los Angeles there's only a guess but the

maximum is said to be less than 75. In

Schenectady, home of General Electric,

there are less than 200. Washington. D. C.
has a few sets but 50 would be a high figure.

Metropolitan New York has about 5,000

sets around town, with a maximum of

3,500 receivers in working order, many of

which are located in veterans' hospitals.

Even if any program had 100 per cent of

the receivers in any area tuned to it. the

sample would be so small, that "results"

could be but a dream.

That it's going to be a great selling me-

dium, black and white or color, can't be

questioned. There's nothing wrong with

the medium that 100,000 receivers won't

cure.

PIED PIPER CONTESTS
Unitedfrom Pagi 29

publicity) at about five cents on the dollar,

even though they're paying a little under

four times that if the percentage of actual

cash outlay alone is figured. That's be-

cause of the free air promotion, the station

work on the selling, and the point-of-sale

impression, which can't be estimated in

cash.

The only factor that can't be reported

upon before the ABC Adventure Hour fan-

fare is sounded is the actual rating (listen-

ing) increase that will accrue to each of

the programs.

MBC promotion of its children's show
line-up is simplicity itself. Mutual feels

that it has the programs—Superman, Buck
Rogers, Captain Midnight, Tom Mix, Hop
Harngan, and The Adventures of the Sea

Hound and expects that they'll grab the

audience competitively without too much
build-up. It's the Edgar Kobak 1 President

of MBS theory that the right program
requires promotion only before it hits the

air. After it's made its microphonic bow,

"the program," says Kobak, "must itself

have what it takes to win an audience."

MBS will start its 194(> 47 promotion

with Hallowe'en. The feeling is that this

holiday is one that permits the youngsters

to let themselves go—with the approval of

dad and mother. Masquerade parties are

planned in most Mutual station cities, with

awards for the best "Superman" costume

as well as the best costumes for any or all

the other characters who appear on the air

at MBS kidtime. Wagons will tour the

towns filled with Buck Rogers. Captain

Midnights, and a host of other characters

who will come to masked life for the eve-

ning. The idea is to take over the fun-day

and make it a Mutual kid show rumpus.

The general MBS moppet promotional

plan started with plugs directly after the

Gillette World Series broadcasts, with the

idea that MBS hits its top audience during

the games and that's the time to reach the

short pants if not the petite female of the

species.

Mutual will follow this with a promotion

built around a "typical American boy"

and how he listens—to MBS kidshows.

It's expected that the t.A.b. will serve as a

focal point around which agencies, sponsors,

and network will build a continuing appeal.

Kid show promotion on the part of ABC
and MBS will spark hundreds of like local

promotions throughout the nation—they've

gone to the juveniles to promote listening.

That's where kid listening begins.
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Wlewmys
O F HOLLYWOOD

N. A. B. Convention — Chicago

October 20-24

VISIT OUR DISPLAY AT THE

PALMER HOUSE. .SUITE 861

You'll Want These Shows! They'll

Build Audience! Sell Merchandise!

Starring

WARREN WILLIAM
and an All-Star Hollywood Cast Including

Lutcne Tuttle, Howard Culver, Will Wright,
Carleton Young, Peggy Weber, Perry Ward,

John Brown, Dorothy Scott, Hal Sawyer
Stories behind strange wills that run the gamut of

human emotion. A half hour series — delightfully

entertaining . . .

Suberbly directed by Robert Webster Light.

AMERICA'S FAVORITE

SINGING GROUP
with Bob Nolan

Singing the songs all America loves! Folk songs,

ballads, westerns, spirituals and barbershop harmo-
ny! You're hearing them on the network— you've
seen them in over 100 movies — now get this

quarter-hour strip for your station.

Starring

MARVIN MILLER
with

WARREN WHITE— Newest Singing Sensation
DEL CASTILLO at the Whispering Hammond

IVAN EPPINOFF & his Romantic Violin

Your call to romance! The relaxing show— pro-

duced by Jack Holbrook in % hour strips. MOON
DREAMS puts your audience in a buying mood!
It will be the bright spot on your program schedule.

•

WRITE OR WIRE FOR FREE* AUDITION PLATTERS
•Free for a 30-day period. After which time you will be billed at $2.50 per platter which—upon the

return of the platters to Teleways of Hollywood— will be refunded or credited to your account.

FIPVUHYS RADIO PRODUCTIONS, INC., OF HOLLYWOOD*»* WM*EJ£— 8949 SUNSET BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIFORNIA



"How far should a sponsor go in publicizing,

promoting, and advertising a radio program?"

Joseph Allen,

v.p. in charge of Adverlising

Bristol-Myers Company

The Picked Panel answers:

A network president, and an independent

radio station manager as well as a network

advertising boss, an advertising agency v. p.

and a noted researcher join the first panel

to answer MR. SPONSOR'S question,

with no holds barred.

The sponsi >r

v, l.o rolls the

dn ms for a pre-

miere broadcast

and then lets

the promotion

torn toms die

away inthenight

is almost certain

to be losing

money on his

original invest-

ment. Promotion is the fire insurance

needed on a million dollar property, and

I've seldom met the man who let his in-

surance lapse after the first week of opera-

tion.

At CBS and currently. Kenyon & Eck-

hardt, my policy has been to urge our

clients to promote their shows while they

were on the air. Budget-wise, promotion

represents but a small fraction of a yearly

cost figure for time and talent. I will cite

just one example, a program called County

Fair, which is sponsored by the Borden

Company. Tin publicity and promotion

budget on the show runs about three per

cent of total cost. To date, the Borden

Company has received more than $750,000

of measured free space on that show, in-

cluding two spreads in Life, nine stories in

Time and Newsweek, and layouts in

many other major publications.

Any sponsor who doesn't gamble for that

kind of return on a small investment is ill-

advised. Promotion is the payoff for pro-

grams and good programs need good

promotion

!

William Lewis,

Vice-President,

Kenyan & Eckhardt

Obviously a

sponsor should

spend for pub-

licity, promo-

tion and adver-

tising as much

as his budget

warrants in a

local situation.

However, the

national sponsor

ordinarily cannot probe the local adver-

tising, promotion and certainly not the

local publicity factors. He has bought

radio time on a listener circulation or per-

formance basis and stands on that basis.

However, many sponsors have given

promotion aids, advertising aids to the

local program in the same way they have

given sales aid to the product in the local

stores. It has paid off.

When a sponsor buys a long established

program, obviously he needs less promotion

than for a new program built to his local

specification.

How far sponsors should develop the

local situation, promotion, ad and publicity-

wise should be determined by the radio

station in that area, which knows the local

newspapers, bill posting and other factors

involved.

Bernice Judis,

General Manager,
WNEW

I have no bus-

iness trying to

answer this

question. Our

job is to meas-

ure the audi-

ence. But WC

would never
have gotten
anywhere stick-

so here goes.

If the radio program has merit it should
ing to that point of view

be hacked continuously with every form of

promotion, as is every form of entertain-

ment and information with which it com-

petes for the public's time and attention.

The reason is basic

:

A "Table of Contents" directs the public

what and where to read in magazines and

new spapers. In radio you need to know not

only what and where but when to find the

program you want to hear. Radio provides

no "Table of Contents."

Newspaper logs (not provided by radio

but by a competitive medium' are fre-

quently incomplete and are inaccessible to

all of the people some of the time and some

of the people all of the time.

Obviously the problem of what, when and

u In re is solved for the individual when a

fixed listening habit is formed. But there

is no well-conceived, well-produced pro-

gram outside the "First Fifteen" on which

the potential audience which can be tapped

is not larger than the actual audience re-

vealed by the rating.

Until sponsors and networks get together

and periodically produce a schedule, or

program log, for the listener to hang on the

tuning knob of each of his radio sets,

network program promotion of one form or

another has to carry the whole load.

C. E. Hooper,
C. E. Hooper, Inc.

How far a

sponsor should

go in 'publiciz-

ing, promoting

and advertising'

hisown program

is a matter of

judgment and

objective. What

is the competi-

tion? Is it a new

show? What is the reasonable expectancy

rating-wise? These are important factors

for a sponsor to consider. And they are.

of course, dependent upon the product

. . . which is the program. All the

promotion in the world won't get a good

rating for a mediocre show
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certainly not a consistent rating. A new

show, or a tried show in another time period

on the same or another network—these

may need more promotion than the top

show that has been in the same time-slot

on the same network for a period of years.

New competition, as I have said, cannot be

overlooked regardless of the age or quality

of the show.

Like everything else, 'how much promo-

tion' depends on a lot of factors and it is

not easy to generalize. But there is one

generalization that can be made: the net-

work provides the facilities, the station

provides the signal strength. It is up to the

sponsor to provide the program and as

much promotion and advertising as is nec-

essary, depending on factors enumerated

above, to support the over-all promotion

efforts of the station and the network. A
good show can always get more listeners

and more and more sponsors are utilizing

major media to get those additional lis-

teners."

Charles E. Hammond,
Promotion and Advertising Director,

National Broadcasting Company

Promotion
and publicity

can deliver the

"first" audience.

From then on

I

it's up to the

2 program to hold

i^^^H and deliver its

1^ own audience.

^ ifg The more that's

put into the air

show, the bigger the audience, the better

the rating and the sales which broadcast

time will produce. Promotion and publicity

cannot improve a show. It can sell a good

show but never a poor one.

Publicity and promotion can and should

be a continuing operation to inform the

public of the fact that the program is on the

air. The listener relations job is never done.

Generally speaking the money that pays

off best is that which is spent on the air

show itself. That's the best kind of promo-

tion, publicity and program advertising

that can be done.

Edgar Kobak,
President,

Mutual Broadcasting System

A.M. Don Hollenbeck onWjZ, New
York, razzes a Marlin Blade

transcription.

P.M. • Don Hollenbeck is fired.

NextWeek • Don Hollenbeck is making

e.t.'s for Marlin.

\ '

t(tdCaKOfix>lL&
IS HALF A STATE!

• Central Indiana is ONE BIG CITY! More than

half of the state's citizens live within fifty miles

of Indianapolis which is easily accessible to

them by automobile, train and bus.

Like their Indianapolis cousins, these Hoosiers

listen to Indianapolis radio stations, buy mer-

chandise in the city's stores, throng to the famous

Circle to attend the legitimate theatre. Market-

wise, they are an important part of the enormous

Indiana family influenced by the Capital City.

WFBM has been serving Indianapolis and

central Indiana for more than 24 years. WFBM
was the first radio station in the state, and it is

still first in popularity in Indianapolis. (Hooper

Index for June-July). WFBM's primary coverage

area coincides with Indianapolis' 50-mile trad-

ing area.

WFBM
BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Represented Nationally by Katz Agency
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MONTHLY TABULATION OF NETWORK CONTESTS AND OFFERS
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Sponsor

aiina noN co.

CABY SALT CO.

COLGATE
PALMOLIVE-

PEET

EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL MILLS

HASTINGS MFG. CO.

HUNT FOODS. INC.

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER CO.

KELLOGG CO.

MANHATTAN
SOAP CO.

PET MILK SALES CO.

PROCTOR 4 GAMBLE

PURE OIL CO.

QUAKER OATS

REVERE COPPER 4
BRASS CO.

RONSON ART METAL
WORKS

SCULL. INC

TEEN. TIMERS. INC.

WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC CORP.

WHITEHALL
PHARMACAL CO

WILLIAMSON
CANDY CO.

WOODBURY CO.

Product

Carnation
Milk

Carnation
M.Ik. Fr.sk.es
Dog Food

Cary Salt

Household
Appliances

Softasilk
cake (lour

Breakfast
Tray. Gold
Medal flour.

Gold Medal
flour, cereals.

Betty
Crocker soup*

Tomato
Sauce

Institutional

All-Bran 4
Pep_

Sweetheart
soap. Bin -

White (rinse)

Oil 4 gasoline
products

Institutional

Ronson
Lighters

Dresses 4
Cosmetics

Household
Appliances

Kolynos
toothpaste

Oh' Henry

Woodbury
Beauty Crean
A Pn *,H»r

Program

Carnation
Contented

Hour

Lone Journey

The Shadow

Can You
Top This?

This Is Your
FBI

General
Electric

House party

Right Down
Your Alley

What's Ooin'
Ladies?

Harvest of
Stars

Breakfast in
Hollywood

Strange
Romance of

Evelyn
Winters

Mary Lee
Taylor

H. V. Kalten

Ladies Be
Seated

Twenty
Questions

A Present
from

Hollywood

Ted Malone

Give 4 Take

True
Detective
Mysteries

Day &
Time

Mon thru Fri

12:30-12:45 pn

Monday
10-10:30 im

Mon thru Fri
10-10. lb am

Sunday
5-5:30 pm

Saturday
9:30-10 pm

Friday
8:30-9 pm

MWF
4-4:25 pm

Mon thru Fr
1:27-1:32 pm

Mon thru Fri
2:32-2:45 pm

Mon thru Fr
10:25-I0:29an

Sunday
4:30-5 pm

Mon thru Fri
2-2:25 pm ,

Sunday
2:30-3 pm

Monday
10:30-11 pm

Mon thru F
12-12:30 pn

Mon thru I

7:45 8 pn

Mon thru
3-4:30 pn

Sunday
9-9:30 pm

Saturday
8-8:30 pm

Sunday
3:30-3:45 pm

MWF
4:30 5 pn

Sunday
4:30 5 pm

Sunday
9:15 9 30 pn

Offer

Baby Book

Fnskies Book

Card listing

Social Security
benefits

Booklet "Planning
Your Home for
Better Living
Electrically"

Free booklets on
homemaking

5 water-proof
paper place mats

Booklet -Better
Meal Planning for

Happiness '

Gas Range to
"outstanding

mother of week
Gift to

letter
nfl

Booklet "Soil—

A

Foundation of
Health" and others

Replica of "Caesa
&. Cleopatra" love
token clip worn by
Vivien Leigh

movie

Up to S250 cash
plus bonuses

Booklets "Easier
Cooking for 2, 4 o
6:*' "Your Baby"'

Constance Bennett
Complete Beauty

Booklet "So You're
Going to Drivi

and others

Electrical House-
hold Appliance

Booklet on subject
of each broadcast

Lighter to sender
of subject used.
Two table lighters
if questioners are
stumped. Grand
prize, table lighter
with matching sil-

ver plate cigarette
chest

Item from movie
set of picture re-
viewed on program

Twelve Teenttmer
dresses (one for
each month of

ni prizes.
one dress each

$5 to $50 cash

Pair of Forget-me-
not Perfume Ear-

rings

$100 reward from
"True Detective

Mysteries"

Terms

Send i">c and Kolynos
label to program

Write sponsor or station

Write sponsor

Net

Write letter -entry of
100 words or mi on new
uses of Cary Salt. Ad-
dress sponscr at stat 10ns

Jokes sent to program
and used win $10, plus
$5 each time studio
laughter at other jokes
fails to top senders'.
Jingles about product.

if used, win $10

Postcard to sponsor at
station

Send name to Betty
Crocker at sponsor

Send 25c and Betty
Crocker picture from
Better Breakfast Tray

to sponsor

Send 10c to sponsor

Awarded to listener
submitting question
used on air. Send entry

to local station

Write letter- en try about
outstanding mother

M. C.

Send bos-top and 10c to
M. C. at sponsor

Send letter "B"
1 from

Blu -White package with
25c to program

Send program 6 state
ments to be answered
yes or no: send 9 bio
graphical identity clues
to famous personality.
Judge selects winners

Write

Send unusual questions
to M. C. Premiui
awarded if used on a

Free from Pure Oil
dealer

Send audience partici-
pation stunt to pro-
gram. Judge selects

winner daily

10c each: 13 tor $1.
Address sponsor

Send subject about
which 20 questions may
be asked to program.
Wins premium .f used

Complete m 25 words or
less. "I like Boscus tea
because ..." Send

entry to sponsor

Look at week's Teen-
timer styles m local
shop Write entrylet-
ter to 75 words on style
favored and why Ad-

dress sponsor

Prizes for original poems
selected for Malone's
Between the Bookends
page m Radio Mirror.

Send to program

Sample of
products

Send 25c plus Kolynos
carton or line from
tooth powder cap to

program

Notify FBI and Tru«
Detective Magazine of

information leading to
arrest of e r . m , n a I

named on broadcast

ne to sponsor

Duration

Offered 22
Aug 2-4-a
Sept: will
continue

1/ Sept 45

3 Apr 45

NBC

NBC

Offered 2-19-
21-23 Aug 2-

13 Sept: will
continue

30 May 38

2? May 46

24 Aug '46

Sept will

continue

Send
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Taylor-Howe-Snowden

NOVEMBER, 1946

KADA—Ada, Oklahoma

KVSO—Ardmore, Oklahoma
KCRC—Enid, Oklahoma

KBIX—Muskogee, Oklahoma

KSWO—Lawton, Oklahoma

KTOK—Oklahoma City, Okla.

KGFF—Shawnee, Oklahoma

KOME—Tulsa, Oklahoma

KGGM—Albuquerque, N. M.
KVSF—Santa Fe, N. M.
KANS—Wichita, Kansas

KGNC—Amarillo, Texas

KTBC—Austin, Texas

KFDM—Beaumont, Texas

KEYS—Corpus Christi, Texas

KROD—El Paso, Texas

KFYO—Lubbock, Texas

KTSA—San Antonio, Texas

KRGV—Weslaco, Texas

KSFT—Trinidad, Colorado

SOUTHWEST NETWORK
KROD—El Paso, Texas

KAVE—Carlsbad, N. M.
KSIL—Silver City, N. M.

GENERAL OFFICES:

Amarillo, Texas

New York San Francisco

Chicago Hollywood

Dallas Seattle

CONCENTRATION" OF EFFORT . . . T.H.S. knows its markets ... its people

. . . its climate ... its productivity ... its industries ... its peculiarities . . . and its

broadcasting facilities and effective coverages. That's why T.H.S. provides an in-

valuable service to YOU—T.H.S. concentrates its efforts ... its knowledge ... its

services. And that's why you should always let T.H.S. assist you or your agency

when preparing schedules for these rich, responsive, permanent markets. Facts, up-

to-the-minute data, furnished without obligation to you!
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He sells merchandise, not casts or programs

MORE damned than any other commercial program man, Frank
Hummert never-the-less delivers more sales per program dollar

than any other stopwatch holder. It doesn't matter whether it's

David Harum (see Bab-O Ad-$SS, page 4) or Manhattan Merry Go
Round, there's never an attempt in the Hummert factory to make the

program or its stars the product being advertised.

Frank Hummert and his wife Anne keep their fingers on the plots as

well as the Hooperatings of each of their shows. They show very little

disposition to worry because their evening program babies seldom if ever

(except in the summer,) turn up in the "First Fifteen." The Hummerts,
on the other hand, want their daytimers among the "Top Ten" serials.

Hummert points out that broadcasting delivers the most accessible

entertainment package in the world and that accessibility is as important

as the program itself. He has held on to key airtimes like the 9 to 10 p.m.

Sunday slot for years, although his programs have seldom retained the

audiences delivered to them by previous programs. A 14.5 Edgar Bergen

rating becomes a 9.5 when it reaches Manhattan Merry Go Round. How
well Hummert has his exact audience measured is indicated by the fact

that he holds the 9.5 for his second Sunday night tune show, Bayer's

Album of Familiar Music.

Hummert is a businessman as a radio producer. When AFRA (the

radio performers' union) was founded, Hummert. more than any other

producer, was responsible. His production line technique had aroused

the actors. Yet when the union was formed and the closed shop set. his

costs didn't go up perceptibly, because he had been paying better than

average scale to his "regulars" all the while. He didn't require as much
rehearsal time as the next producer, because once each character was set

all the lines fitted the characters as perfectly as the clothes they wore.

AFRA is still trying to find a way to make serials pay actors more.

Hummert goes right on depending on human frailties to build his

audiences and people his productions. When he comes to the conclusion

that the dialers, his dialers, are ready for better things through their

loud speakers, he'll provide them. His production job. he reasons, is to

produce audiences to be sold.
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NBC STATION FOR WINSTON-SALEM, GREENSBORO, AND HIGH POINT

Represented by Heudlex-Reed Co.

MIT
WINSTON -SALEM

• PIONEER FM STATION OF THE SOUTHEAST
• From Mt. Mitchell on the Crest of the Blue Rid tie Mountains





rst of WEAF's great new shows

i^ince 1828, Webster's Dictionary has

defined jinx as: "a charm; a spell . .
."

Now WEAF offers you the 1946 JINX:

personified charm; audience spellbinder.

She's Jinx Falkenburg—most famous of

the "fabulous Falkenburgs". . . Conover

model . . . movie and radio star. . . sports-

woman . . . USO trouper . . . housewife.

Her husband is "Tex" McCrary—
former editorial chief of the New York

Mirror . . . now executive editor of "The

American Mercury". . . author . . . star

of newsreel features . . . recently Lt.

Colonel, United States Army Air Forces.

They make an Ail-American couple, and

combine their individual popularity and

talents each weekday at 8:30 A. M. on

the new WEAF hit feature, "Hi! Jinx."

For a breezy half-hour, listeners join

them in "covering" and "discovering"

the most fascinating city in the world

— New York. In a lively interchange of

worth-while ideas, the unsophisticated,

highly publicized young pair discuss the

problems of the times . . . visit with

their famous friends . . . devote one ses-

sion each week to the youth of the New-

York area. It all spells a fast-paced

vehicle for sales.

"Hi! Jinx" is available. Sponsors may

buy units of three or more 15-minute

broadcast segments a week on this, the

first of a series of great new WEAF
shows for America's No. 1 Market.

Write, phone or wire to WEAF, or your

nearest Spot Sales representative.

¥

MLj

NBC's Key Station New York

I 50,000 watts - GEO kc.

Represented by NBC SPOT SALES



to the man

who has

something

to sell to

sponsors

and their

advertising

agencies

in

1947

is tailor-made

for your advertising message

Maximum readership and minimum waste circulation is yours when you

advert se your station or broadcast advertising service in SPONSOR. Three

out of every four copies go to sponsors, radio-minded account executives.

radio directors, and timebuyers. Monthly circulation guarantee during

1947 . . . 8,000 to 12,000. For advertising rates write Advertising Director,

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS Inc., 40 West 52 Street, New York 19. N. Y.

AT THE NAB CONVENTION: ROOM 851 PALMER HOUSE



THE MONTH
{Continued from page 2)

everyone." Almost as though inspired by

Sarnoff the Federal Telecommunication

Laboratories demonstrated its Pulse Time

Modulation method of using one frequency

to transmit 8 programs, thus making

possible 8 times the number of stations on

the air without increasing the number of

wave bands allotted to sound broad-

casting. What with FM permitting an

almost unlimited number of broadcast

stations and the FCC building towards

1200 standard broadcast licenses within

the year, the new technical development

(It's been in the works for a number of

years) may mean a different broadcasting

picture in the not-too-far-away future.

That Lynch Closed Circuit

Christopher Lynch, the new Firestone

tenor who was brought from Ireland for a

Firestone Hour build-up, really received

the gold-plated works when he was pro-

moted over the NBC closed circuit (not

broadcast) program. He sang with the full

Firestone orchestra playing for him. It

was no sloubt the first time that anyone paid

for a full orchestra for a closed circuit

presentation. His first air broadcast was

greeted, for the most part, by raves. There

was nevertheless the usual carping news-

paper critic who wrote that it was a shame

that Lynch should have been brought over

to America for broadcasting. His voice

was, said the critic, too good for a radio

tenor.

Why?

Net Says "No" to Sponsor

If a product demonstration is included in

a commercial, nobody can be permitted in

the NBC studio during the airing but the

cast. This was brought forcibly to a

sponsor's attention this past month, when

he wanted to bring a party to the broadcast

of one of his daytime serials—-and he

couldn't do it. There was a "demonstra-

tion commercial" scheduled and the net

answer to the request was a polite "no."

Idea back of the policy is obvious. Air

product demonstrations sometime look like

sleight-of-hand and the network doesn't

want anyone to get the idea that anything

is "faked" when broadcast.

Five for Crosley?

Crosley Radio Corporation (a division

of AVCO) has its sights set at buying the

maximum number of stations permitted

by the FCC. With WINS (New York) as

its second baby (WLW, Cincinnati, is its

first, of course), and KSTP (St. Paul, Minn. I

scheduled as its third, if the FCC so wills,

Crosley is looking around for number four

and five, with both already within its sights.

Naturally no one at the holding company is

talking, nor is anyone at Crosley open for

conversation on the matter. The stations

are in the KSTP category, not the WINS.

NOVEMBER, 1946

That Milestone Volume

The historical tome of the broadcast in-

dustry for which Arthur Church (KMBC,
Kansas City) is paying the bills, is ready to

bow before its critics .... everybody in

the business. Sponsor, which happens to

know just how big and tough a job Art

Church and his staff have done, will give

a year's subscription to the first agency or

sponsor staffer who finds an error of

fact in the volume. Incidentally, Sponsor

doesn't have any expectations of paying "i\

Alaska Net

Alaska will have its own network soon,

with the net officials planning to tic in with

one of the four networks within the states.

(Continued on page 74)
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CBS Live Color Televison

CBS nted it> live-color camera

during the month. The press saw the

demonstration over a closed circuit instead

of off the air and the camera held a fixed

position, NBC's live-color demonstration

about a year ago had models moving and

the demonstration was off the air even

though it was a directional beaming and not

an a6tual broadcast. CHS' live color was

brighter than its Bret presentation due

to the fact that there were more frames

pictures per minute 1 48 instead of 40 > and

other sharpening of techniques.

NBC Video Chain

WNBC TV i' former! v UNBT is set as

the key station of the NBC video chain.

First station to be joined with it regularly

via land lines i coaxial cables is WPTZ.
\\ RGB. GE'a station in Schenectady, is

joined to tin NBC web via relay stations.

This has enabled GE to double the number
of hours the station's on the air and Philco

will also give many more hours service to

set owners in the Quaker City. RCA is

using Philadelphia as a test city, giving it

far more than its share of receivers as they

come off the production lines, and they aNo
have RCA engineers checking dealers' an-

tennas. Deal also has RCA engineer^

installing the sets when they're sold until

such time as the manufacturer feels safe to

turn the job over to dealer service men.

air Features, Inc.

in association with

Frank and Anne Hummert

are pleased to announce the

formation of

Featured Radio Programs, Inc.

and the appointment

of

Edward M. Kirbv
President and General Manager

Live Pro-cram- Transcriptions

( )ONSULTA1 EON

providing a new, hand-tailored program and pro-

duction service to meet the individual needs of

radio stations networks and advertising agencies.

247 I'ark Aveni i:

New York Ciiv Wickersham 7 •>
00

The Harry Wilder Coup

Both Harry Wilder and the International

Ladies Garment Workers Union plan to

make certain that they'll get FM sets in

their station areas quickly by contracting

with a manufacturer for a sizeable block of

sets. Wilder will start a campaign to sell

the sets and is certain to be able to place

them in Syracuse, where his station will be

located, without much trouble. Off-the-

record deal has the ILGWL" sets sold before

the manufacturer has turned them over, the

union having arranged for the "subscrip-

tion" sales in advance among its members.

First station man to try this set sale tie-up

was Leonard Asch, who owns WBCA in

Schenectady. Being an ex-GE man he was

able, when he first set up his station, to buy

a block of receivers at a low price. It put

his station on the map. Reason for ILGWU
and Harry Wilder doing the same thing is

obvious. Morns Novik is a consultant for

both of them.

Fax Slated for Hotels First

First large-scale use of facsimile will be

its commercial applications. Both Radio

Inventions. Inc. 'John V. L. Hogani. and

Finch Telecommunications, Inc.. will have

installations in hotel lobbies, clubs, and

restaurants long before any quantity get

into homes.

BMB Trims Its Sails

Practically all station maps have been

sent out by BMB and the network cover-

age books are being set up now. With the

technical work proceeding on schedule, the

mental work got out of hand this past

month and all the "uses" of BMB station

coverage figures which had been discussed

at clinic meetings were announced as being

without official sanction. A BMB figures-

mean-everything rally which had been

scheduled for the NAB convention was cut

down to research size and everything is

under control with the exception of indi-

vidual use of BMB figures (see editorial,

page

Wide Open Spaces for TV

Television City, which is being built in

the Bronx. New York, will have on its lots

at least one of the N. V. stations that will

receive a license. ABC will be TV-located in

Queens Sunnyside New York., around the

first of the year. The network is certain to

have its maximum 5 licenses for stations

within the next GO days, the first net to be so

"gifted."

Television Needs Programing.- Kobak

Edgar Kobak. President of MBS. the

only network that hasn't yet gone into

television, warned the TBA Television

Broadcasters Association in their second

annual meet at the Waldorf-Astoria in

New York Oct. 10, 11 that unless emphasis

is placed on programing there won't be

an audience for the medium.
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IT'S YOUR!

'

BMI CONTINUES ITS AMAZING GROWTH

• BMI, which had enough music for the entire

needs of hroadcasters in 1941, today has

increased its repertoire of performable
music by more than 400%.

• BMI service, too, continues with amazing
progress. To the broadcaster, the perform-
ing artist, to every user of music, BMI
consistently adds Extra Service.

BMI— Broadcast Music, Inc.— was established,

maintained and operated by and for the broad-

casting industry.

It is managed by a Board of Directors elected

by the broadcasting industry and functions

solely in your interest as a broadcaster.

Every bit of music in the BMI catalogue is

your music . . .

Every service provided by BMI to broadcasters

is your service . . .

Every BMI song performed on radio is your

song . . . ___

When you attend the NAB Convention of 1946, make it

a point to consult with your BMI people. ROY HARLOW
and his staff of BMI Field Men—RALPH WENTWORTH,
GLENN DOLBERG, AL MARLIN, LINN PATTEE, JIM

COX—those men who are working for you, the broadcaster,

will be there with you.

&«
ire

. 1A*
to

B>
vX **£*-

QcW
21

BROADCAST MUSIC INC.
, NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD
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SPEAKS
THE Broadcast Measurement Bureau

has weathered the first storm since it

became a going operation. Its decis-

ion to stop suggesting "ways" of using

BMB measurement figures and to stop

suggesting that cost-per-thousand BMB is

a valid way of selling station time, is well

taken. Nobody suggested that there was
anything wrong with BMB's research or

its objective during the organization's

recent conferences which decided that

BMB should stick to research and skip

research promotion. However, in a state-

ment issued October 10th, BMB infer-

entially surrendered its birthright, the

control of the use of its data. It stated:

"BMB neither approves nor disapproves

of any specific manner in which its data

are used. While certain uses seem at this

time to be valid and other uses obviously

invalid, there is an area of disagreement

with regard to many possible uses, whose
validity is subject to further experimenta-

tion and testing after all reports are avail-

able."

The BMB must not permit the indis-

criminate use of its figures which this

statement makes possible. It is the job

of any research organization to make
certain that the conclusions at which it

arrives are not distorted, twisted, or per-

verted. If there are areas in which there

are disagreements as to the proper use of

data, then it's the responsibility of the

research organization to probe the validity

of the specific use and endorse or prohib ;
t

the proposed use of the figures or their

projections.

The control of BMB is in the hands of

representatives of all who are interested

in broadcasting; the stations, the networks,

the advertising agencies, and the adver-

tisers. If they permit themselves to be

rubber stamps as they were in the case of

the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting,

if they permit the officers, no matter how

capable, to control BMB policy, they are

blank-checking the industry into another
research failure. It happened once. It

must not happen again. BMB is sound.

It must be kept so.

NOW is the time to get acquainted
with all the broadcast advertising

mediums.

AM, still the big attraction, is no longer

the whole show. FM, TV, and Fax share

the billing, if not in dollars at least in

attention, and no advertiser who is thinking

about tomorrow's business can afford to

forget it.

Sorting out the four broadcast mediums
is a big assignment. AM itself is problem-

beset. Add to this the complexities of its

three contemporaries, each embryonic,

dynamic, and different, and you really

have something.

The situation calls for straight and un-

prejudiced thinking. Sponsor was founded

with this in mind. This issue, and the ones

that follow, carry carefully-gathered facts

and figures on each facet of broadcasting

advertising. When necessary, the relation

of one medium to the others is explained,

with black-and-white mediums frequently

included in the process.

Sponsor will keep the sponsor abreast

of the unfolding scene; often ahead of it.

That's the sort of job that requires a

maximum of cooperation. Reader con-

tributions will be more than welcome.

They help do it better.

MO WEST 52nd

The switch of Lone Journey from NBC
to CBS should inspire a Sponsor report

on why advertisers change networks.

Award winner Sandra Michael and her

brother Peter still write the show.

William R. Harshe,
William R. Harshe & Associates

Editor's note: Network shifts are the basis

for a special SPONSOR study.

Editor's note: It's because of both reasons,

as noted in SPONSOR review of the pro-

gram on page 46.

Although networks and most stations feel

that it takes a long time for a show to catch

on, Little Women, which is heard daily

at 5:45 P. M. est over KCMO has already

collected a real listening audience. Maybe
it's be ' and the sensors are pro-

moting it. or maybe it's just because it's

a worthwhile program,

I-:. K II VRTENBOWER,
(mi, ml Main;

KA MO

The problem of copyright protection of

broadcast material, both for the sponsor and

the writer, is growing daily. Agencies are

loath to look at new material and ideas with

the result that new commercial ideas are

stolen and there's no way to prove them

right or wrong. It's going to take the com-

bined efforts of sponsors, advertising agen-

cies, and networks to move congress to

action on protection of unprinted material.

Maybe Sponsor can do some thing about

it lor the industry.

Arthur Henley,
Script Writer,

Honeymoon in New York .VBC)

Editor's note: There have been a number of

drawn out court cases on radio copyright.
Action will no doubt follow a detailed report
on the subject. Such a report is in the "future"
folder of SPONSOR.

| j

The thought has struck me that it might
be advisable for us to send your trade paper

on a yearly basis as a Christmas gift.

Phil Lalonde,
General Manager,

CKAC

Publisher's note: Naturally, we agree heartily.

There's no inside story to Cavalcade.
Many of us, both at the agency and in our
own organization, have "sweated it out"
for many hours. Also, Cavalcade is only

part of our educational effort, which is so

coordinated that it is impossible to give

credit to any one activity.

Wn i [AM A. Hart,
Director oj Advi rtising,

E. I. DuPont Nemours

Editor's note: The Cavalcade of America and
what it has contributed to the present public
acceptance of DuPont is a broadcast epic.

We hope eventually to tell the DuPont story.
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Shortly, in this space ive hope to call your attention

to developments here at WINS during the initial weeks

of ownership by the Crosley Corporation. We ivill list

a number of responsible and representative advertisers

whose confidence in the future of the station is being

expressed in the tangible form of contracts for time and

for programs.

A 50,000 Watt transmitter has already

been installed and is being tested. A new
rate card has been issued to take effect

November 1, 1946. In some respects at

least it represents a rather unusual, but

we hope, sound concept of Independent

Station rate structure.

No deletions have been made in the WINS
staff, rather every effort has been, and will

continue to be made, to strengthen it.

The station will stand on its own, with all

the help we in Cincinnati can give it, but

WINS will not be run by remote control.

New York is a big market . . . we know
full well that we are dealing in terms of

years, not months, of sound and construc-

tive growth before either WINS as a

station or our company as the licensee

can consider that our obligation to the

people of New York is being fully met.

CROSLEY CORPORATION
CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION



RIDE THE CREST OF THE WAVE WITH

VCAWV CLEVELAND'S

WJW rides the crest of the wave of listener acceptance in Cleveland—a wave of enthusias-

tic acceptance built by better programming! In the industrial heart of the nation—the 7th

largest . . . 5th richest . . . 3rd most densely populated area in the United States— Cleve-

land's Chief Station has more daytime listeners per dollar than any other regional station.

Local top-raters like Pappy Howard's Cleveland Clambake have attracted a large listen-

ing audience! And for the advertiser who wants prestige—wants his product presented

with quiet dignity — WJW offers vou Stan Peyton's memorable "This is Goodnight".

BASIC MAJf
ABC Network lMf . 1

VMS 850 KC

WV 5000 Watts
CLEVELAND, O. ^V^V 1 ^^f DAY AND NIGHT

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY B 1r HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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PROTECTING the INTERESTS

OF OUR PEOPLE

WLS helps find a

stolen truck. ..quickly

"I want to thank you from the depths of my heart for your promptness and

cooperation," writes Mrs. Alex Kedas of Westville, Illinois.

The farm family truck had been stolen and they needed it. At 10 a.m., Mrs. Kedas called

WLS. At noon, the stolen truck was described on WLS Dinnerbell Time.

Mrs. Kedas continues:

"Before your program went off the air, the whereabouts of this truck was

reported to the sheriff of Kankakee County by one of your listeners."

Undamaged, the truck was located near Manteno, Illinois,

100 miles from Westville, and returned to its owners.

More dramatic than the day to Jay assistance and entertainment

WLS gives its audience, this story of a stolen farm truck

points up the long-established fact

WLS SERVES THE PEOPLE OF MIDWEST AMERICA
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OPENING AND CLOSING COMMERCIALS DIMIN-
ISH: Check on CBS within past month
indicates that over 30 programs have
dropped opening and closing commercials
and now do their selling at 8 to 10

minutes after sign-on and 8 to 10

minutes before sign-off. Network dis-
claims credit for change-over.

DISK LISTENERS 80% IN MIDDLE ECONOMIC
GROUP: "WOV-Pulse of New York" survey
indicates that neither top nor bottom
income group listens much to disk
jockeys

.

THREE-COLOR TUBE: Although RCA elec-
tronic color, as shown to press, uses
three tubes in one unit, laboratories
have an experimental tube with three
units in one glass housing. It may be

years, however, before it's unveiled.
It's nothing like the Thomas color tube

which has four units in one and uses
shutters. RCA also has an adaptation of

the image-orthicon tube which will work
in studios. Image-orthicon which has
made outdoor coverage possible day or
night through its infra-red sensitivity
doesn't work too well indoors.

CCNY AWARD ENTRIES DOUBLE: Despite the
industry's feeling that there are too
many awards. City College's entries from
agencies and sponsors are twice last
year's (

'46 is Competition's third year) .

John Gray Peatman continues as "Awards
Chairman.

"

MBS AMERICAN FORUM GOES INTO OPINION
RESEARCH: First of the forums to go
direct to the people on subjects dis-
cussed is Ted Granik's "American Forum
of the Air" which will poll listeners
while program's on air. Lightning tabu-
lation will air home audience's views
before forum signs off.

CORNELL U. SURVEY BEING STUDIED: Though
it's years since Cornell made study
about "retention," i.e., how long sub-
ject remembered things he had read under
specific circumstances, three agencies
are digging into report. Research check
proved that rest after reading or hear-
ing something increases many times the

subject's ability to remember. Highest
retention factor was indicated when sub-
ject slept after reading or listening.
Study "proves" that one commercial after
another tears down impact of each bit of
selling, but that "rest" in between
builds up ability to absorb.

FOUR SPONSORS BEFORE DETROIT TV OPENING:
American Broadcasting Company, which is

battling WWJ to be first to operate
television station in Motor City, has
already signed four sponsors: U. S.

Rubber, General Mills, Chevrolet, and
Campbell-Ewald Company.

CROSBY DISKING RUNS OVER: Reason for

Crosby's transcribed shows' sounding
less than 100 per cent is said to be

fact that Bing Crosby, for years beset

by stop watch, feels that now is time to

rebel. His recording dates have run

three minutes overtime. After dates

shows must be dubbed onto master disk

for pressing and three minutes cut out

in process. Technically this is bound
to make quality less than perfection.

Though program has once dropped to 12.2

its rating on last two reports was 15.4.

Bolstering show is tough, since Petrillo

has increased recording rate for

musicians 50 per cent and that extra

comes out of the Bing pocket.

HOOPER ADDS HARTFORD AND SAN ANTONIO:

Rating organization drops Des Moines and

adds two new cities. National rating

now covers 33 towns. "Sample" in San

Francisco and Oakland has been increased.

DECEMBER, 1946
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MUSICAL PURISTS OBJECT: Some long hair
journalists are yelling their heads off
about the announcements which sell com-
mercial radio and the business of adver-
tising to NBC Symphony listeners. The
advertising industry on the other hand
is 100 per cent behind idea. Charles
Hammond, NBC advertising and promotion
head, scripts campaign as labor of love.

TWENTY DOLLARS PER OCCASION: There's
nothing fancy or complicated about the
rate for participation on the Joe
Gentile-Ralph Binge "Early Morning
Frolic" on CKLW. Show runs for three
hours every 6 to 9 a.m. except Sunday
and the time tab per "occasion" as the
station calls it, is 820, no more, no
less and with no extra clauses.

DUCKING THE PEABODY QUESTION: There
were plenty of agencies who reported
"no comment" on the Stuart Peabody
(Borden vp) question on "Commissions on
Commissions" (page 34) . AFRA rules on
"hidden fees" for artists' representa-
tion could have answered some of S. P.'s
points, but it's likely that few radio
staffers at agencies read rules.

ALCOHOL GETTING THE AIR WORKS: With
individual stations all over the nation
doing a top "Alcoholics Anonymous" pro-
graming job (KLZ just released a nice
new pink elephant promotion), CBS's
series on the drinking evil is the last
word in putting that ole debil rum where
he belongs. Fact that a prohibitionist
is suing Columbia because it sells
Cresta Blanca wine and won't sell him
time has nothing to do with the air
series, which had been planned long
before suit, though its announcement
came suspiciously close to suit time.

NORMAN CORWIN'S ONE WORLD: The round-
the-world flight sponsored by the Wilkie
Memorial and the Common Council for

American Unity just didn't land atten-
tion on Norman Corwin's return. Maybe
the fact that he didn't get near Marshal
Stalin might have something to do with
it or maybe the lack of unity at the

U.N. was something that Corwin couldn't

top as news. However, his report to the
people over the CBS chain is something
that's worth waiting for. Corwin on the
air will do a great deal to sell the
one-world idea and give a little more
public service feel (as he's always
done) to CBS.

PHILIPPINE PRIMARY AREA: KZRH includes
in its primary area, states Bert Silen,
its prexy, Australia, South China, and
Dutch East Indies. As proof he has a

mail count of 500 letters a month for
Australia alone. Station broadcasts 18
hours a day in English, Chinese, Philip-
pine dialects, and Spanish. It's
affiliated with NBC.

EVERY NETWORK LEADS: Every chain has
at least one time during the daytime
when it leads all other webs in business
and listeners. Morning is ABC time.

American's mornings are sold out and 93
per cent of the accounts are renewal
business. CBS shares with NBC daytime
serial hours. Comes children's hour and
MBS takes over, although ABC is contest-
ing Mutual claims. MBS takes over the

cloak-and-dagger period on Sunday after-
noon between 4:30 and 6 p.m.

WCOP'S DOOR PRIZES IN DECEMBER: Now
that the Cowles' Boston outlet, WC0P,

has studios in the grand manner, it's
playing host during December to the Hub
public. Prizes for studio visitors will
include market baskets full of WC0P
advertised products. The 5,000th door
opener is receiving a special special
basket. There were 1,000 agency and
sponsor guests at red carpet opening.

HOTEL TV: Hotel Pennsylvania in New
York is the first hotel to install tele-
vision receivers in guest rooms. Not

all rooms have air picture sets yet but

will in time. Television has been an

added attraction in this Statler hotel

cocktail lounge since October 4.

A special demonstration of coin-oper-
ated receivers planned for last month
flopped since receivers wouldn't work

—

however, another firm expects to have a

coin-operated set ready for distribution
by the first of the year.

SPONSOR
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Radio has been ribbed by experts before. Wag Wagner, vice president

of OHan Advertising Company, has a better background than most.
He takes it as well as gives it. His "Whizz-z-z—best nickel candy
there iz-z-z!" and "Atlas Prager—got it? Atlas Prager

—

get it!"

are among the most-ribbed (and resultful) radio commercials on record.

CHRISTMASTIME:

Thanks to radio! With a/1 of iti

tedium,

It's still a veryjhappy medium.

According to an agency friend," An
advertiser never likes a radio program

until he buys it, then he hates it."

We can vouch for it: the writers of

radio jingles see spot announcements

before their eyes.

The pulling-power of radio: We once
went along, for moral support, with a

high-pressure radio-station salesman

who had sold a retail store a series of

programs to advertise a "sale of the

century." \& hen we entered the store

it was fillec—with clerks—not a cus-

tomer in sight. Undaunted, the high-

pressure salesman said, "Well, Mr.
Sponsor, how's the program doing?"
Dolefully the sponsor answered, "A
fine program you sold me! ONE man
came into the store!" Battered but

still punching, the salesman countered

with, "Well, that's breaking the ice,

anyway." To which the sponsor re-

plied, "Yeah, he was a man from the

Better Business Bureau!"

But you must admit that radio is an

ever-growing factor in education:

"Be's you got Sponsor's Crackers in

your house?" "Sure I are, every-

body do."

Radiodious comparison: Kicked

around like a sustaining show.

Radio slips that pass in the night:

did you hear, oh, DID you hear the

ad-lib answer of the winning con-

testant on that quick-shaving com-

mercial? He was asked, "How do
you feel?" And he quipped,

"Bloody!"

The radio account-exec's prayer:

Now / lay me down to sleep,

And may our Hooper rating keep,

So in the morning when I wake,

The sponsor's call won't make me
shake.

AND NOW; for the first time in any

publication, we present the most

amazing and startling free offer in

history. A complete course in one

easy lesson on how to write radio

commercials! All you've gotta do to

get this course is to tear off the cover

of this issue of SPONSOR, or better,

just tear up this column and a reason-

able facsimile and send it in to the

publishers along with a contract for

twelve full-page ads. Just listen to a

sample of this sensational course.

Chapter 7: How to write an opening

or lead for your commercial: Always

start out with "Here's good news for

candy lovers"—unless the product is

beer, in which case you start with

"Here's good news for beer lovers."

But maybe it's ice-cream. Then you

say, "Here's good news for ice-cream

lovers." Of course, if it's wedding

rings, you just say: "Here's good

news for lovers."

Chapter 2: Repeating for emphasis,

or in case nobody's listening. Ex-

ample: Announcer No. 1: Sponsor's

shaving cream is the only shaving

cream that shaves your whiskers,

soothes your skin, wipes your face,

and kisses your wife goodbye.

Announcer No. 2: Yes, Sponsor's

shaving cream is the only shaving

cream that shaves your whiskers,

soothes your skin, wipes your face,

and kisses your wife goodbye. ,

Wife: Dear, did you hear what they

said?

Husband: Yes, Sponsor's shaving

cream is the only shaviog cream that

shaves your whiskers, soothes your

skin, wipes your face, and kisses your

wife goodbye.

Announcer No. 3: Right. Sponsor's

shaving cream is the only shaving

cream . . . repeat until the end of the

commercial, the untimely end of the

program, and the end of this here

now colyum.

SPONSOR



Now Available for Sponsorship

"It's usually considered in bad taste for a

reviewer to use superlatives in describing a

show. Sometimes, however, such a course of

action cannot be helped, as in this first tele-

vised version of the n.k. "Lights Out" radio

spine-tinkler . . . the program was tops from

start to finish and undoubtedly one of the

best dramatic shows vet seen on a television

screen . .
."

-VARIETY

Now Available foi Sponsorship — For com-

plete details write: Sales Department

NBC Television

\ \Tlo\ it BROADCASTING COMPANY

30 Rockefeller Plaza, Veu York 20 • New York

A Service of Radio Corporation of Amei.ct,
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Published monthly by Sponsor Publications Inc.
Executive, Editorial, ard Advertising Offices: 40 West
52 Street, New York 19, N. Y. Telephone: Plaza 3-6216.
Publication Offices: 5800 North Mervine Street,
Philadelphia 41, Pa. Subscriptions: in the United
States $5 a year; in Canada $5.50. Single copies 50c.

President and Publisher: Norman R. Glenn. Sec-
retary-Treasurer: Elaine C. Glenn. Editor: Joseph M.
Koehler. Associate Editor: Frank Bannister. Art
Director: Art Weithas. Advertising Director: Charles
E. Maxwell. Advertising Department: Edwin D.
Cooper (Pacific Coast—157 North Hamel Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif.), Alfred Owen. Circulation: Milton Kaye.

COVER PICTURES: With the switch of Martin Block
(lower left) to KFWB on the Pacific Coast, the New York
disk-spinning field has opened wide to names. Ted Husing
is at WHN (lower right) and Bea Wain and hubby Andre
Baruch (upper right) arc jockeying at WMCA. Al Jarvis,

the original Maki Believe Ballroom man (upper left), is

out to prove at KLAC that tin West Coast belongs to him.

NO LISTENERS BUT . . .

FM could have languished were it not for the handful of

station owners who continued to broadcast even when there

was no one to listen (three set owners were supposed to have

been available in New York at one time to hear transmissions

on the new band and there were four stations programing

for those three receivers .

It takes plenty of belief in a medium to keep going without

income and at times without even any idea of when the in-

come will start rolling. That's true not only of FM operators

but of TV station men as well, although the latter were never

down to anything like three sets. In some station areas

there were, however, as few as 100 TV receivers, and even in

New York the receivers tuned for the new waveband were

down to a few hundred at one time.

MAKING BMB RESEARCH MEAN SOMETHING

It's station members who are fighting to make the BMB
more definitive in its reports. In the past it has always been

the buyer, not the seller, who wanted his media information

in a more usable form. What agencies and sponsors some-

times don't stop to realize is that broadcasting, like few other

forms of advertising, has lived most of its life in a fish bowl

and that its research is far in advance of all other media

research. Stations and station representatives want to keep

it that way. They're not waiting until the buyer of time starts

asking questions. They're asking first. A little hand for

Hans Zeisel, of McCann-Erickson, (page 20) who instead of

being critical of Broadcast Measurement Bureau figures used

McCann dollars to uncover some of the answers.

FAX PROGRAM EXPERIMENTATION

FAX, like broadcasting before it, has become aware that it

won't come of age unless it starts at once to tackle program-

ing. Both Captain William G. H. Finch and John V. L.

Hogan are developing program formulas on their test opera-

tions and expect to make the results available to stations.

Facsimile is embryonic as an advertising medium, but it's

not ducking the problems.

THEY'RE KEEPING IT CLEAN

The battle between those who believe that network trans-

mission of recorded programs means the end of the chains as

they arc known today and those who are pro web-transcrip-

tions is being fought fast and furiously. The anti-disk con-

tingent pouts when Crosby's transcriptions get a good rating

and purrs when the rating sags. But the battle has been

kept clean and no matter what the outcome the industry

won't suffer because of this intramural fracas.

SPONSORS' TV CONTRIBUTION

Three sponsors are contributing to giving TV a lift along

the tough program road ahead. Standard Brands. Ford, aid

General Motors Standard Brands is already a nnjor con-

tributor with its Sunday night Face to Face and its Thursday

m<jht //<>!<> (,7uss; so is Ford with its sponsorsh p over CBS
andDuM »ntol sports and other events. In January Chevrolet

joins S. B. and Ford with an hour show on DuMont's WABD
and isscheduled to use time on everj commercially-operating

telecaster. Pioneers saying it with cash rate some applause.

SPONSOR



Eisa Maxweii says, Mere's how to make your

r CUSfomerS Or yOUr Wife (or anyone else)

\o\/e you all through 1947."

SEND THEM A SUBSCRIPTION TO

I Win -01 Till -MONTH (III!

LIMITED MEMBERSHIP! GUARANTEED DELIVERY! ORDER NOW!

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS PRESENT for those important clients

and business associates ... a new, different, impressive gift that

will rate you "ace-high" all year 'round! Yes, every month (except

June, July, August) a beautiful box of famous candy will be sent

to each person on your list. Every box is a specialty, a real taste

treat . . . shipped fresh from where it is made. A Candy-of-the-

Month Club subscription is a constant reminder of a_.
your thoughtfulness throughout 1947! Subscription cost SIU/ J
represents current retail prices of these candies, plus postage, handling I #
and insurance.

A colorful gift card bearing your name
is mailed before Christmas to each one
on your list, announcing that you have

presented him with a subscription to the

Candy-of-the-Klonth Club.
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Brown & Haley's Almond Roca Tacoma

Liberty Orchards' Aplets Cashmere

Country Store's Nut Clusters Beverly Hills

Allie Adams' Chocolate Caramels Dallas

Jacobs' Pecan Prolines New Orleans

Putman's Opera Creams Cincinnati

McNolly-Doyle's Cocoanut Balls Cleveland

Princesse de Conde's Chocolates New York

D. Kopper's Swiss Chocolates New York

reserve the right to substitute candies.

932 A
PI. ose

"ibo

tlve ^YCorrCu^ C£u\r, \avc.

AMBASSADOR BLDG ST LOUIS I , MO.
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Years ago, since we first received authority to transmit, CKLW has primarily

been an instrument of the community . . . recognized by listeners and competing

stations alike in The Detroit Area, as the PUBLIC SERVICE Station. Our program

building routine keeps PUBLIC SERVICE foremost . . . our alertness in countless

emergencies of local and national scope have won for us two national honors . . .

FIRST awards for PUBLIC SERVICE! We're proud that day in and day out. our

staff of artists and announcers have helped make this station the great but still very

personal thing that it is to thousands and thousands of families in this, America's

Second Market. This is important too: our highly developed facility of influencing

people through PUBLIC SERVICE makes us a mighty potent means of selling both

progress and products to The Detroit Area's more than .4.000,000 radio homes! We'll

crackyour sales problem, too, if you'll phone CAdillac 7200 . . . wire, "rite, or contact

our able representatives.

In The Detroit Area, It's

5,000 WATTS
AT 800 KC

DAY AND NIGHT CKLW MUTUAL
BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., N. Y. Rep. H. M. STOVIN, Toronto Rep.

J. E. CAMPEAU, Vice Pres., and General Manager

SPONSOR



Martin L. Strauss and "Take It or Leave If'

left a trail of aspirin-eating managers behind them hut

together they've built a business

EVERSHARP, INC.—$1.75 a share in 1940, $58 a share

during 1946.

Take It Or Leave It and Martin L. Strauss did it.

Four hundred Eversharp dealers in 1940, 30,000 in 1946.

Take It Or Leave It and the hard-hitting sales staff of Ever-

sharp did it.

Eversharp net sales in 1940, $2,001,674; net sales in 1945-46

(fiscal year ending February 28, 1946), $29,471,493; more than

$40,000,000 in net sales expected for the current fiscal year.

Take It Or Leave It, Maisie, and Henry Morgan, added to

the most aggressive selling of radio advertising in the history

of broadcasting, did it.

DECEMBER, 1946

Somewhere in between the Eversharp success and the Mar-

tin L. Strauss (Eversharp president) success is the story of

ad-agency man Milton Biow, who saw the possibilities of a

quiz crap game, risking winnings on each toss of a question.

I Ie bought the idea from the Atlanta. Georgia, listener who had

suggested it to a local station manager, and called it Take It

Or Leave It.

Biow auditioned literally hundreds of announcers for the

mc role and finally decided to use Bob Hawk, who was work-

ing for him in his own stable on a Philip Morris program called

Guess Three. Hawk was gaga about the idea from the first

time that Biow told him about it between the office and the
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FOURTEEN KARAT GOLD THROUGHOUT
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VERSHARP presents . . . for the one occasion that demands
a truly beautiful and distinguished gift ... a gift to be

treasured throughout the years . . . the new Eversharp

"ommand Performance" pen and repeater pencil set . . .

in fourteen karat gold. May be beautifully engraved with

i "TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT" with Phil Baker, CBS. Sun. Night*

and Ann Sorhern in "MAISIE" - CBS. Friday Nights

_attdum tiure/M//naif/
(7 C/ / .-.i—~»

Plush ad jobs join the air shows to sell the $125 solid gold set

elevator. It was Hawk who suggested the seven step-ups in

money from $1 to S64 and it was Hawk who brought to the

show the idea of placing the questions in categories; and it was

Hawk who brought the show to a 14 rating within the first year.

Take It Or Lean It was sold early in 1940 to Martin Strauss

for Eversharp while he was taking it easy in Palm Springs,

California. The Mutual Broadcasting System, feeling that it

would get the business, cleared a coast-to-coast network, filled

the roof studio on top of the New Amsterdam Theater (N. Y.)

i typical quiz audience, and piped the show to Strauss.

The audition was successful. He bought the show . . . and

placed it on a CBS network of 27 stations.

With the purchase of the program and the spotting of it

directly after the Texaco Star Theater with Fred Allen, the

fun began. Martin Strauss and his sales manager Larry Rob-

bins barnstormed the show and although it was aired in only

27 cities, it was promoted, through personal appearances, in .~>8

towns. Strauss is a terrific salesman. He turned every ticket

for the show into a pen sale. If a department store wanted

an allotment of tickets, it had to agree to take plenty of pens

and do plenty ol pen promotion. Bob Hawk was booked for

personal appearances in everything from a class jewelry shop to

the station two doors from the corner. Five personal

appearances in a day was nothing unusual for Strauss to set

for Hawk until one day Hawk folded up 1<> minutes before air

time and almost didn't Take It Or Leavi I; that Sunday night.

In some towns the ticket distribution problem was so hectic

that station managers left town for the week. In one spot a

department store claimed that it had been promised 1.000

ti d with only 20. It fumed and it fumed

10

and finally "solved" the problem in its own department store

way. It printed 1.000 facsimiles. What that did to local studio

facilities that week made history on the police blotter- of

the town.

As a matter of fact, the Strauss sales caravan made history

in practically every town it visited. Station staffers, warned
in advance, filled their pockets with nickels and conducted

their businesses from nearby telephone pay stations until Strauss

and Taki It Or Leave It left town. It was useless to attempt to

use the station phones, everyone wanted ticket-.

In Philadelphia the program went on the air only after Hawk
had warned the mob that filled the aisles and overflowed onto
tin stage, that any coaching would force him to have the

coach escorted politely from the broadcast. With the very first

question there was a hilarious resounding voice in the first

row that insisted on answering despite continued warnings from
Hawk that "once more" and the heckler would have to go.

j

Finally Hawk was about to order the man with the voice

escorted out when he happened to take a good look. It was
Strauss himself— he sometimes has a quaint sense of humor.

While the tour tore up a number of studios and increased

the quota of aspirin used at each station, it proved what an
intensive promotional campaign tied up with a broadcast pro-

gram can do. When the razzle-dazzle started there were, as

was indicated at the outset of this report, just 400 Eversharp

dealers, When it had swept through the 58 cities and returned

to New York to rest there were 1.900 dealers. From 4

4.900 took just six months of the blood, sweat, and gut-s of*

Strauss. Tom Emerson domestic sales vp>, Larry Robbins. andfl
Hawk, and '26 weeks of Take It Or Leave It, in person and on
the air.

A year after Take It Or Leave It had started selling Eversharp

pens, there came the first rift. Neither Bob Hawk nor Biow
had signed the two-year contract that had been drawn up be-

t w ten Hawk and the advertising agency. According to Hawk there

were too many "if" clauses and no increase of stipend after

a year. So he decided that he was worth more dough and asked

for it. Biow tried to sell him on the idea that he wasn't worth

Typical capacity-house person" airins was this Bob Hawk ***



Martin L. Strauss II—he isn t happy unless promotins something

"' n le Bellevue-Stratrord in Philadelphia where they sat 'em in the aisles

the increase and failing ;it thai t> for a considera

dI time. Haul, played along with Biow until he sold

himself to anon Reynolds 1 I

and then turned m I.

Biow assured Hawk that the latter was out of his mind t<.

leave such a hoi program Hawk left anyway. The nexl week

Biow announced that Takt It Or Leave It had attained "big

time stature" and had brought in the well-known Broadway

comedian, Phil Baker, to take over the mc role, and the pro-

gram continued it> upward climb. Less than a year- later Hawk
offered $10,000 for the Takt It Or Leave It program and received

the answer that he expected from Biow. "Are you nuts?"

While the program was building, the Eversharp organization

hadn't forgotten to develop merchandising approaches to fo

tain pen and automatic pencil selling. The program consistently

has a higher sponsor identification than practically any pro-

gram on the air with the possible exception of Lux Radio Thea-

ter and Fibber McGee and Molly. That's swell to Strauss

but he knows that "reason why copy" is also a must and so

almost from the beginning there was the $5 pen, "guaranteed

not for years, not for life, but guaranteed forever." That ap-

peal has been used all through the past six years, even though

a repair charge of 35 cents has been added to the copy, and the

price tag on the pen has gone up and up.

At the end of the first year of broadcasting (1941) the Ever-

sharp organization faced a decision. The corporation was in

the red for approximately the amount that the program had cost

them. It was a temptation to drop the program. Philip Mor-

ris, Biow's biggest client, was ready, willing, able, and even

anxious to pick it up had Strauss dropped it. He didn't. It

was a turning point in the Eversharp history, for while the net

sales in 1940 were very little higher than they were in 1939

(actually only $7,326 higher), the business doubled in 1941,

jumping from $2,108,000 to $4,130,391. and increased at the

rate of approximately $2,000,000 a year for the next two years.

In 1944 Take It Or Leave It hit its all-time high with a 23.8,

a rating that few programs attain, even those whose budgets

run over $20,000 a week for talent alone. That's many times

what the $64 Question program costs. By this time it was on

the full CBS network. The $64 Question was part and parcel

of American language and Eversharp felt certain that the

time had come to up the price range of their pen and pencil

line. There had been only an $8.75 topper when Eversharp

became the Strauss baby. Now it was time for a $64 gold pen

and pencil set and Raymond Loewy was called in to design

one worthy of the price tag. It went into production pronto and

just as pronto sold off the jewelers' shelves. America was ready

for class merchandise and had the money to gift its friends ex-

pensively. Once while Larry Robbins. sales vp, was resting up for

another romp around the country, an executive for a big manu-

facturing organization asked him if it weren't possible to have

Eversharp make up a "really expensive" solid gold pen and

pencil set. When Robbins got back to Chicago he asked his

midwest sales manager to check and see how many sets he

thought he could sell at an estimated retail price of $125. To-

gether they figured they could place 1,000 and they called

them Command Performance. Nothing very original in the

title, since the G. I.'s overseas were hearing "Command Per-

formance" broadcasts every week, the President of the U. S.

has for years been seeing an annual drama presentation as a

"Command Performance." But five times the estimated 1,000

$125 sets were sold the first season they were marketed and

they have since become an integral part of the Eversharp line.

Now the Eversharp business started really going places: it

jumped from $8,947,056 net sales in 1943 to $20,860,838 for

1944 (the fiscal period ending February 28, 1945). It was second

in dollar volume in the pen business, being only $457,212 behind

Parker which had taken the lead away from Sheaffer which.

11
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in turn, had been the number one money pen the previous
year. The relative 1943 standing was:

Sheaffer

$17,090,635

Parker

$16,049,24.?

Eversharp

$8,947,056

It was now necessary to add a program to give Take It Or
Leave It a lift. Not that it wasn't doing a top job, but it's one
thing to do a job for an organization with net sales of S8.947.056
and still another to carry singlehanded the advertising load
for a $20,860,838 operation.

So Maisie with Ann Sothern began to sell Eversharp. It

didn't start off with a bang. A couple of authors filed suit on
the title and the idea and it took a little time to clear that up,

but the program successfully carries its share of the load.

Every organization makes a few mistakes. Eversharp an-

nounced its ball point pen (it calls it a CA, capillary action,
pen) a number of months before it was anywhere near ready
to deliver, and Reynolds Pen, a small Chicago outfit, rushed
its product onto the market and sold hundreds of thousands
at $12.50 before the Eversharp CA was ready. That put a
special burden on Eversharp airshows to sell when it was
ready) the Eversharp CA set, pen and pencil, at $21.50 a set.

The program did just that. They also sold the $25 all-gold-

filled retractable CA pen and the S100 all-gold retractable CA
Eversharp was in. The business for 1945 put it first in dollar
volume among pen firms. It hired Carl Byoir as public rela-

tions counsel. Byoir had handled the Reynolds pen press rela-

tions so knew the underwater pen promotion theme. To Loewy
as designer the organization added H. Hugh Willis, former

Larry Robbins, sales vp, pays off with greenbacks at a sales promotion meeting Designer Loewy gave Eversharp its modern look

12
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research executive for Sperry Gyroscope, as director of re-

search, engineering, and product development. It is his job

to make sure that CA pens once sold stay sold and don't bounce

back to the factory. It is also his job to produce a better razor

now that Eversharp has purchased the Schick Injector razor

business and is giving it the typical Strauss rush act. In March
1946 when the Strauss organization took over the Schick razor

there were 800 accounts. Today there are 9,000 and by the

end of 1947 it's expected that there will be 25,000 direct ac-

counts selling Schick.

The reason why Eversharp stepped over into the razor blade

business is fundamental. If Eversharp is a good name for a

pencil, it's better for a razor. After Take It Or Leave It has sold

listeners on pens and pencils and they've bought and used them,

they're ready to be sold something else. The program hasn't

been used to sell Schick razors—yet, but the consumer accept-

ance which it has built up for the name Eversharp makes it

much easier for the programs selling Eversharp Schick razors

and blades. Even though the first Schick program, Tonight on

Broadway, flopped in so far as getting real listeners is concerned,

it sold Schick razors. There were too many different ideas on

Financier Bard (left) backs Eversharp. (Right) researcher Willis

what this program was supposed to be, even before ii hit tin-

air. For the test it unit only on an Eastern CBS net rork of

60 stations, and Eversharp dropped it like a hotcake when
Henry Morgan became available on ABC with what seemed
to be an acceptable program idea. Turn, lit on Broadway, never-

theless, wasn't a total loss. On this program Buffi developed the

Shavathon, the audience participation commercial, which is

just screwy enough to "belong" on a Henry Morgan broadcast

This commercial device pits three Schick razoi users, picked

from the audience, against three non-Schick users, to prove
that Schick is faster, better, etc. A Schick user wins practically

every time. Not so long ago though a competitive razor user

won, and Ted Husing, who describes the Shavathon just like

any other "epoch-making" competition, announced thai he had
to admit that a competitive razor had won the Shavathon. A
second later he was back with a correction, saying that the

competitive razor hadn't won after all but had been disquali-

fied. Everyone listening thought it was just another commer-
cial fake. It wasn't. The so-called winner hadn't shaved at all.

He had just lathered up his face and, without bothering to

insert a blade in his razor, had taken off the soap with the holder

alone. Everyone working on the show wondered how the Biow
producer who watches over the contest had caught the faker.

Fact was that he had been suspicious of the entrant from the

very start and had twisted the latter 's razor so tight it would

Marshall Field store window



have taken an Atlas to open il and insert a blade with any de-

ft In n that contestant came in first, the pn

knew that something wasn't according t<> Hoyli and it

wasn't, l -nil wonderii

stunt was a frame i>\ a competitive razoi or whether the guy

was just a hungry actor out of work.

He' in started out with a sock rating for the 1"

11 p. in., an ll.l. which i- better than most shows mi AB( It

hits 175 stations and mon will 1" added as Schick distribu-

tion grov

Anothei reason tor Eversharp's adding Schick to its prod-

ucts is bas'c to merchandisers. The entin Strauss opera-

tion is a dun t-selling om There's not a jobber or a distributor

in the picture. The drali i- an contacted by Eversharp -alts,

nun directly at least once a month and in big cities oftener.

There are 107 salesmen covering 107 territories. It takes more

time and energy to open new accounts than it does to sen in

them alter they're sold. The dealer saturation point was rap-

idly being approached by the pen and pencil line. So tin new

product gives the salesmen more incentive. The Eversharp

formula is based upon paying "more money in the aggregate

01 per man against its total business than any sales organiza-

tion in America."

ires prove that. The salesmen's earnings ;-nd number of

salesmen for the past five years are:

Year

1942

194.1

1944

1945

and up to a month ago they had been paid in

1946 $1,405,265 1(17

To keep that up, 'to make Take It Or Leave It continue to

produce sales at a minimum cost per sale, more products that

Nuniher
Recompense of Men
$ 391.339 75

667,123 75

597.728 75

1,111,890 97

Typical Eversharp thinking was their turtle stunt. To indicate a

point that retracted they strapped a pen to a turtle and tickled him

can be sold the same dealers that are a Uing the pens, pencils

and razors are in the works. And the Kversharp Schick, now

at $1.25, has a gold-plated initialed brother which is

selling for $10.

This is the era of $125 pens and pencils and $10 razors and

it's the oyster for the Martin Strauss type of promotion.

And there's a woman in the case, too. Mrs. Martin L.

Strauss is very happy furnishing her remodeled home in

Great Harrington. Vermont, with the help of one of America's

great decorators, but she still watches over the Eversharp pro-

grams. It's Mrs Strauss who still calls Bill Paley, Chairman

of the Board and program boss of the Columbia Broadcasting

System, about Eversharp airings. Radio credits a good portion

of the Eversharp broadcast savvy to the Strauss lady. They

also say that it's Mrs. Strauss who is responsible for Ever-

sharp's turning into a top-ranking business instead of a cor-

poration that was being built to resell as a stock promotion.

No matter what they say. one thing is certain—it all wouldn't

have happened if an unknown radio listenei down in Georgia

hadn't had a brainstorm, the brainstorm that turned into

Take It Or Leave It.

The Ted Husing-reported Eversharp Shavathon sells plenty of Schick razors even if there is a ringer in the line-up once in a while
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a SPONSOR monthly tabulation

Contests and Offers

SpOnSOr Product t> D*V * rtxt m.
Closing

Program
Time

Off.r T.rm. N.t Dit.
(If Set)

ABC NETWORK

DERBY FOODS
Peter Pan

Peanut Butter;
Canned meats

Sky King Mon thru Fri
5.15-5:30 pm
(rebroadcast
7:15, 8:15pm)

100 bicycles
100 wnstwatches
100 table model radios
100 tennis racquets
100 candid cameras
100 pen 4 pencil sets

Write 50 words or less on "1 prefer (name of
program) because" ; send entry-letter to sponsor

ABC Dec 10. 1946
GENERAL MILLS Wheaties Jack

Armstrong
Mon thru Fri
5:30-5.-45 pm
(rebroadcast
6:30, 7:30 &

8:30 pm)

QUAKER OATS Purled
Wheat & Rice;

Sparkles

Terry 4 The
Pirates

Mon thru Fri
5-5:15 pm

(rebroadcast
6, 7 4 8 pm)

WARD BAKING CO. Bread i.

cake

Aunt Jemima
Pancake Flour;

Muffets

Magnificent
Doll (motion

picture)

Tennessee
Jed

Mon thru Fri
5:45-6 pm

(rebroadcast
6:45 pm)

AiC NETWORK

QUAKER OATS

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Ladies Be
Seated

Mon thru Fri
3:45-4 pm

(rebroadcast
4:45 pm)

All expense-paid trip to New York Listener in each designated city who first identi-
fies from description on program the "Mag-
nificent Doll" on street of his city wins trip

ABC Dec 12. 1946

AMERICAN HOME FOODS G. Washing-
ton Coffee

Surprise
Party

Tues & Thurs
3-3:30 pm

Steel all-purpose kitchen knife Send 25c in coin &. 1 G. Washington label to
sponsor

CBS

AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE Institutional

Aspirin

Fred Waring
Show

American
Melody Hour

Tues & Thurs
11-11 :30am

Tues 7:30-8 pm

Recipe for Fred Waring Stew Write sponsor NBC

BAYER CO. Gold-plated horseshoe pin with rhine-
stones

Send 25c & top from Dr. Lyons Tooth Powder to
Box 15. New York

CBS

CARNATION CO Carnation
Milk

Carnation
Contented

Hour

Monday
10-10:30 pm

Baby book Write sponsor or station NBC

CARTER PRODUCTS Arrid; Carters
Pills; Nair

John J.

Anthony
Mon thru Fri

1 :45-2 pm
"The Ten Commandments of Wedded

Bliss"
Write John J. Anthony, Box 17, New York 7 MBS

CARV SALT CO. Cary Salt The Shadow Sunday
5-5:30 pm

$100 gold wrist watch each tor man &
woman

Write letter-entry of 100 words or less on new
uses of Cary Salt. Address sponsor at stations

MBS

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE Ft EI Palmohve
Shave Cream

Can You
Top This?

Saturday
9:30-10 pm

$11 cash Jokes sent to program and used win $11. Sender
loses $2 each time joke is topped (up to $8)

NBC

G. N. COUGHLIN CO. Chimney
Sweep

Your Sports
Question Box

Sunday
1 ;15-1 :30 pm

$5 or $50 Send to Leo Durocher, ABC, New York, a ques-
tion on any sport or game. Each question used
wins $5; sender of best question of week wins $50

ABC

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. Household
appliances

GE House
Party

MWF 4-4:25 prr Booklet. "Planning Your Home for
Better Living Electrically"

Send 25c to dealer, or to Art Linkletter. Box 4.

Hollywood
C8S

GENERAL FOODS Grape Nuts
Flakes, etc.

Portia Faces
Life

Mon thru Fri
5:15-5:30 pm

2 silver-plated teaspoons by Inter-
national

Send 25c &. Grape Nuts Wheat Meal box top to
sponsor

NBC Dec 31, 1946

Post Raisin
Bran; Bran

Flakes

Kate Smith
Speaks

Mon thru Fri
12-12:15 pm

Gold-plated sword pin chained with
heart

Send 25c with Post-Tens top to sponsor CBS

GENERAL MILLS Softasilk
Cake Flour

Gold Medal
Flour, cereals,

Betty
Crocker soups

Betty
Crocker

Mon thru Fri
2:40-2:45 pm

Booklet. "Better Meal Planning for
Happiness"

Send 10c to Betty Crocker at sponsor

NBC

Betty
Crocker

Mon thru Fri
10:25-10:29 am

ABC

HUNT FOODS. INC. Tomato
sauce

What's Doin'.
Ladies?

Mon thru Fri
2-2:25 pm

Gas range to "outstanding mother of
week." Gift to winning letter writer

Write letter-entry about outstanding mother
to mc

ABC

LEWIS-HOWE CO. Turns A Date With
Judy

Tues 8:30-9 pm Date book Write sponsor NBC

MARS. INC. Candy Dr. 1. Q. Monday
10:30-11 pm

Up to $250 cash plus bonuses Send program 6 statements to be answered yes
or no: send 9 biographical identity clues to
famous personality. Judge selects winners

NBC

MILES LABORATORIES Alka-Seltzer;
One-A-Day
Vitamins

Quiz Kids Sun 4-4:30 pm Zenith portable radio: Zenith console
radio-phonograph

Send questions to program. If used, listener
gets portable; if Quiz Kids are stumped, listener

gets radio-phonograph

NBC

PET MILK SALES CO. Pet Milk Mary Lee
Taylor

Sat. 10:30-11 am Booklets. "Meals Men Like": "Your
Baby"

Write sponsor or program, local station CBS

PROCTER li GAMBLE Crisco Young
Dr. Malor.e

Mon thru Fi I

1:30-1:45 pm
Crisco cook book Send 10c to sponsor CBS

QUAKER OATS Aunt Jemima
Pancakes;

Muffets; etc.

Ladies Be
Seated

Mon thru Fri
3-3:15 pm

(rebroadcast
6:30-6:45 prr.)

Electrical household appliances Send question to program. Judge selects winner
daily

ABC

RALSTON PURINA CO. Farm feed &.

cereal products
Checkerboard
Jamboree

Sat 1-2 pm

Sunday
9-9:30 pm

4 teaspoons by International Send 1 Instant or Regular Ralston box top &.

50c to sponsor
MBS

REVERE COPPER I BRASS CO. Institutional Exploring the
Unknown

Booklet on subject of each broadcast 10c each, 13 for $1. Address sponsor MBS

RONSON ART METAL WORKS Ronson
Lighters

Twenty
Questions

Saturday
8-8:30 pm

Lighter to sender of subject used. Two
table lighters if studio contestants are
stumped. Grand prize, table lighter
with matching silver plate cigarette

chest

Send to program subject about which 20 ques-
tions may be asked. Wins premium if used

MBS

U. 1. RUBBER CO. Institutional New York
Philharmonic

Sun 3-4:30 pm Copy of intermission talk on science Write sponsor CBS

TEEN-TIMERS. INC. Dresses &
cosmetics

Teentimers
Show

Saturday
11-11 :30 am

First twelve prizes Teentimer dresses
(one for each month of year); nine

prizes, one dress each

Look at week's Teentimer styles in local shop.
Write entry-letter up to 75 words on style favored

and why. Address sponsor

NBC

WANDER CO. Ovaltine Capt.
Midnight

Mon thru Fri
5:30-5:45 pm

1946 Mirro-Flash Badge: Secret Squad-
ron Handbook

Send Ovalttne label to program MBS

WESTINGKOUSE ELECTRIC
CORP.

Household
appliances

Ted Malone MWF
11:45-12 am

$5 to $50 cash Prizes for original poems sent to program
selected for Malone's Between the Bookends

page in Radio Mirror

ABC

J. B. WILLIAMS Shaving
Cream;

Lectric Shave

William L.
Shirer

Sun 5 :45-6 pm Free month's supply of Lectric Shave Write sponsor, local station CBS

WILLIAMSON CANDY CO. Oh! Henry True
Detective
Mysteries

Sunday
4:30-5 pm

$100 reward from "True Detective
Mysteries"

Notify FBI and True Detective Magazine of in-
formation leading to arrest of criminal named

on broadcast

MBS
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FASHIONS IN MUSIC

Radio Station Will'. HaTTtsbUTg, Pa., Mon-
day through Fndav. 5:30 5:45 p.m., est

PROGRAM: This easy-to-take half hour

of organ and the instrumental trio called

The Stylists has the quality that years ago

made George Shackley's Moonbeams on
WOR (N. Y.) such an audience-holding

program. However, it's not a time-to-go-

to-sleep show as was Shackley's but is

sprightly and up-to-the-minute, which it

has to be to sell style. Wordage is kept to

a minimum and to the musical point and
Hill Erdossy, who gives voice to the pro-

gram's words, is smooth without being

unctuous. There are few indeed such

musical pauses in a day's hurried fretful

programing.

WAVE
IS

CANNY,
ABOUT
NANNIE (Ky.)!

or u? In« >"•»" u """ T"""
,„ v,rv h»r<l " ""*

?•
;,r„ k>.», -";«•

Pav,, or »a
covering

„ v\i i- dedicated i«>

, ,;//«• Trading Area.
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from the Nannie

touisvatr^

COMMERCIAL: Although the handling of

the advertising is okay, the copy isn't as

smart as it should be. by far. Interesting

was the selling by national trade name of a
line of fur coats (Delsonj and the Frances
I )' nny line of luminous cosmetics, neither

of which appears to receive much play in

metropolitan centers.

TIME: Competition is a juvenile serial

which does okay for itself with a 4.8 rating

and another musical program which lands

a 2.3. Fact that Fashions in Music has

a 9.3 (WHP usually does better than net-

work ratings) proves that although the

housewife may be starting dinner in Harris-

burg between 5:30 and 6 she'll still listen

to something she wants to hear.

PROMOTION: Aside from the usual

build-up that the Redmond boys (station

heads) give their programs (the station is

not a "put-'em-on-the-air-and-let-'em-nde"

operation) and some point-of-sale displays,

the program alone has done the job during

the 20 months that it's been broadcast.

CREDITS: Mitchell Grand handles the

musical end of the program personally and
that's good. The sponsors. Bowman De-
partment Store, leave most of the detail to

the station and Ann Dunn who writes the

continuity.

THE OLD SALT

Radio Station WCOP, Boston, Daily, 7:40-

7: 15 a.m., est

PROGRAM: Weather is hot news in New
England, noted for its nor'easters. Ralph
M. Barker, who handles this wet-and-dry

tip-off by direct wire from Cape Ann, is

one of Boston's better-known prognosti-

cated. He has a nice direct way of fore-

casting, with his first words "heavy coats

today, raincoats tomorrow.'' that is a cut

ahead of the usual line of weather informa-

tion. This is as hot a five-minute show as

anyone would want to buy.

COMMERCIAL: The Four-Way Cold

Tablet spieling is not made part of the

weather reporting which, considering its

heavy-handed selling, is as it should be. A
minute opening and a half-minute closing

is a lot of commercial to get into live

minutes. Only a weather report like this

could take it and survive

TIME: The hour at which anyone would
want to know about the weather is natur-

ally before going forth to earn the family

dollar. Seven-forty hits the early risers as

well as most of all the other risers except

the night-life contingent who wouldn't be

interested anywaj .

CREDITS: This is a WCOP station package
and it's ample proof of what a station can
build to serve a sponsor in five minutes.

SHOWTIME
Radio Station WFAA, Dallas, Sundays

3:30 1 p.m., est

PROGRAM: The broadcast reviewed was
No. -'il of the Interstate Theater's weekly

Showtimt series. The half-hour can stand

up with the average network variety show,

from Maurice Stine's orchestra of 26 men
to the handling of the motion picture plugs

by Jack Mitchell (announcer i and John
Paul Goodwin Cmc;. Stine's orchestra-

tions are not stock versions of the hit tunes,

but specials that give fullness and variety

to the unit that makes for good listening

If at times he overdid a good thing and
played a number in practically every major
and minor key, it wasn't too often. Maybe
down in Dallas they like a tune milked,

as he did Bob Hope's theme. Thanks for the

Memory. The Plainsmen, who go under the

program name of Showtimers. handle

their vocalizing assignments with plenty on

the harmony. Lee Marion the swoon con-

tributor was off base with Surrender en
the program reviewed but the Ewing Sisters

did a twell job with The Glendale Bus.

Terry Lee's handling of Somewhere in the

N ght was nice if not quite full enough.

Feature musical spot in the half-hour was
"movie medley time" in which a half-

dozen tunes torn as many pictures were
handled by the en ire cast. Even Terry

Lee and Lee Marion were sock in this

section of the production. They do better

apparently when not asked to su tain an
entire number. Maurice Stine proved with

the medley that he need make no apologies

to any baton waver in the business. This

program, as noted No. 261 in the Showtime

series, wa a regular airing and not a

special, such as was 262 in which Woody
Herman and his entire touring cempany
were featured.

COMMERCIAL: Few motion picture

circuits buy airtime to sell their wares,

counting instead on a deal (screen time for

airtime. Interstate has found hat Show-
lime brings 'em in and pays off. The -ales

talk on the pictures scheduled to be shown
at Interstate Houses -ounded much too

much like it was lifted intact from a movie
trailer. The curse is almost taken off the

plugs for a long list cf features by having

the announcer. Jack Mitchell, and the mc,

John Paul Goodwin, alternate in the spiel-

ing. The entire produ.tion has the quality

of a commercial since it's good entertain-

ment and entertainment is the best way
to sell entertainment Fact that it's

broadcast from the Palace Theater in

Dallas is also a plus for the live audience

appears to be having a good time. That
sells too.

TIME: Three-thirty on Sunday afternoon

is not cream movie-going time so the pro-

gram doesn't keep them out of the theaters

(Phasi turn to page 19)
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THE MONTHLY CHECK LhST {TEAR ALONG PERFORATION AND FILE)
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SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM (time, start, duration)

Derby Foods Needham, Louis & Brorby ABC 233 Sky King; Mon thru Fri 5:15-5:30 pm; Oct 28; 52 weeks

Central Foods Benton & Bowles MBS 91 Juvenile Jury; Sun 1 :30-2 pm; Dec 8; 52 weeks

Richard Hudnut Kenyon & Eckhardt CBS 64 Jean Sablon; Sat 7:15-7:30 pm (rebroadcast 12:45 am);
Nov 9; 52 weeks

Manhattan Soap Co. Duane Jones CBS 155 Rose of My Dreams; Mon thru Fri 2:45-.? pm; Nov 25;
51 weeks

Ralston Purina Co. Gardner MBS Folk music, ballads; Mon thru Fri 12-12:15 pm; Jan 6;
52 weeks

Raymond Laboratories & Roche, Williams & Cleary ABC 233 Affairs of Ann Scotland; Wed 9-9:30 pm; Oct 30; 52 weeks

Hudnut Sales Co.

Union Pharmaceutical Co. Abbott Kimball ABC 9 (Pacific) Dorothy Dix; MWF 3:45-4 pm; Nov. 4

Wine Growers Guild Honig-Cooper ABC 70 (approx) 10-10:30 pm; Jan 4; 52 weeks

(Fifty-two weeks generally means a 13-week contract with options for 3 successive 13-week renewals. It's subject to cancellation at the end of any 13-week period)
•

fienauaU Oh Afetwo*Ju

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM (time, start, duration)

Campana Sales Co. Clements NBC 20 Solitaire Time; Sun 11 :45-12 noon; Nov 3; 52 weeks

Chesebrough Mfg. Co. McCann-Erickson CBS 154 Dr. Christian; Wed 8:30-8:55 pm (rebroadcast 11:30 pm);
Oct 23; 52 weeks

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Ted Bates NBC 139 Can You Top This?; Sat 9:30-10 pm; Jan 4; 52 weeks

Ted Bates NBC 139 Judy Canova Show; Sat 10-10:30 pm; Jan 4; 52 weeks

Electric Auto-Lite Co. Ruthrauff & Ryan CBS 153 Dick Haymes Show; Thurs 9-9:30 pm (rebroadcast 1 am);
Oct 10; 52 weeks

General Motors Corp. Kudner MBS 360 Henry J. Taylor; Mon & Fri 7:30-7:45 pm; Dec 20; 52 weeks

P. Lorillard Co. Lennen & Mitchell CBS 141 Frank Sinatra Show; Wed 9-9:30 pm; Oct 23; 52 weeks

National Economic Council Jim Duffy MBS 65 Upton Close; Tues 10:15-10:30 pm; Nov 19; 13 weeks

Southern Cotton Oil Co. Fitzgerald NBC 8 (Pacific) Noah Webster Says; Thurs 9:30-10 pm; Oct 17; 52 weeks

Texas Co. Buchanan ABC 233 Metropolitan Opera; Sat 2-5 pm; Nov 16; 18 weeks

Westinghouse Electric Corp. McCann-Erickson NBC 194 Ted Malone; MWF 11:45-12 noon (13 weeks); Mon thru
Fri 11:45-12 noon (13 weeks); Dec 30; 52 weeks

Whitehall Pharmacal Co. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample CBS 51 Mr. Keen. Tracer of Lost Persons; Thurs 7:3"-8 pm; Oct
24; 52 weeks

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample MBS 85 Real Stories From Real Life; Mon thru Fri 9:15-9:30 pm;
Oct 23; 52 weeks

Ruthrauff & Ryan CBS 52 Ellery Queen; Wed 7:30-8 pm (rebroadcast 12:30 am);
Oct 23; 52 weeks

Young People's Church of the Air Erwin, Wasey & Co. MBS 200 Young People's Church of the Air; Sun 9-9:30 am; Dec
1 ; 52 weeks

( Where no exact renewal dale is indicated, the show is a continuous^operation and renewals a matter of form, printed for the record)
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A/ecu and Renewed 0*t ^eleoiLi&n

SPONSOR AGENCY STATION PROGRAM (time, start, duration)

m. i.imic r Store* W illiam Warren

Young & RubicamBristol-Myers (Ipana.
\ iralts)

Brooklyn National League Direct
Baseball Club (Dodgers)

Chevrolet Motors Di\.. Campbell-Ewald,
General Motors Corp. Detroit

Chicago Tribune Direct

Firestone 'lire & Rubber Co. Sweeney & James

General Mills Knox Reeves

I lirshon -GarfieldIlirshon-Carfield (for
Natura Yarn Fabrics and
other clients)

Frank 11. l.ee Co. William H. Weintraub

I.yt ton's (men's store)

Sears. Roebuck & Co. Benjamin Kshleman

Standard Oil Co. of New Marschalk & Pratt
Jersey (Esso Marketers)

Television Associates Direct

WABD New York (DuMont)
ABC account

W I' I / Philadelphia (Phllco)
NBC account

WCBS-TV New York (CBS)

WABD New York (DuMont)

WNBC-TV New York (NBC)
W PTZ Philadelphia (Phllco)
NBC account

WBkB Chicago (Balaban &
kat/) ABC account

WABD New York (DuMont)
ABC account

WTTG Washington. D. C.
(DuMont)

WBKB Chicago (Balaban &
Katz) ABC account

WNBC-TV New York (NBC)
WRGB Schenectady (Gen-

eral Klectric) NBC account
WPTZ Philadelphia (Philco)
N I5C account

WBKB Chicago (Balaban &
Katz) ABC account

Play the Game, Tues 8-8:30 pm; Nov 12; 8 weeks (renewed)

Geographically Speaking (educational film). Sun 8:15-8:30
pm; Dec 8-Jun 29, 1947 (new on network)

All home games starting with 1947 schedule (new)

Chevrolet Presents (film). 1 hour Sun evg; Jan 12; 26 weeks
(new)

Trees to Tribune. 30-min film show. Thurs Dec 15 only
Voice of Firestone Televues. Mon 8-8:15 pm; Nov 4 (new on
network)

Hockey games. Wed 8:30-11 pm; Nov 20-Mar 12. 1947 (new)

Badminton by Video. Thurs 8-8:30 pm; Nov 14; 7 weeks,
with option for 7 addtl (new)

Drew Pearson, 30-min news & predictions; about Dec 15;
15 weeks

Hockey games. Sun 8:30-11 pm; Nov 24-Mar 9. 1947 (new)

Sears Visi-Ouiz. Thurs 9-9:30 pm; Nov 7; 4 weeks (origi-
nates on WPTZ Philadelphia (Philco) (new on network)

Newsreel, Mon & Thurs 7:30-8 pm; Nov 4 (new on net-
work)

Stump the Authors, Fri 9-9:30 pm est; Nov 29; duration
indefinite (new)

A/eiu /l<jeruuf, AfifuUntme+tti

SPONSOR PRODUCT (or seivice) AGENCY

Sweetser, Byrne & Harrington, New YorkAdler & Adler, New York Dresses

Ayerst. McKenna & Harrison (div. of American Home
Products), New York Pharmaceuticals Brecse. Enloe & Elliott-Smith. New York

H. L. Barker & Co. (cosmetic div.). New York Cosmetics S. Frederic Auerbach. New York
Bermuda Trade Development Board. Hamilton.
Bermuda Travel J. M. Mathes. New Y'ork

Berry's Leather Goods. Pawtucket Leather goods Ben Kaplan. Providence. R. I.

Blade Master. Inc.. New York Razor- blade sharpener Moss & Arnold. New York
Borman Sportswear Co.. Johnstown. N. Y Men's wear Theodore J. Funt. New Y'ork

Brock-Hall Co.. New Haven (chain) Dairy products Albert Woodley. New York
Canada Dry Ginger Ale. New York Port wine Erwin. Wasey & Cxi.. New York
Colonial House Candy Stores, Irvington. N. J Candy Lewis Advertising. Newark. N. J.

Peter Eckrich & Sons. F't. Wayne. Ind Luncheon meats Westheimer & I'm.. St. Louis
David G. Evans (x>ffee Co., St. Louis Coffee Glen R. Stocker & Associates. St. Louis
F'ala Sportswear. New Y'ork Women's sportswear Seidel Advertising. New Y'ork

N. M. Gerber & Co.. Baltimore Children's play clothes I. A. Goldman. Baltimore
(.lobe Bottling Co.. Los Angeles Beverages Brisacher. Van Norden. Los Angeles

Gran* Watch Corp. of America. New York Watches Kiesewetter. Wetterau & Baker. New York
Eleanor Green, San Francisco Women's dresses Hugo Scheibner. Los Angeles

Herbert's Restaurants. Los Angeles (chain) Food Tullis. Los Angeles
House of Delicacies. New York Onion soup Emil Mogul. New York
l\> Products. New York Hair nets S. F'rederic Auerbach. New Y'ork

Jergens-Wood bury . Cosmetics Orr Agency. New York
Kent K lot lies. West New York, N. J Women's, misses' suits and coats William N. Scheer. Newark. N. J.

Korell Co.. New York Dresses Adrian Bauer. Philadelphia

< larl II. kraus Elevator Co., Chicago (Stitch-Masterdiv.). . Sen irg machine accessory Liebcr Advertising. Chicago

Lawrence Laboratories. Brooklyn * Shampoo J. M. Korn & Co.. Philadelphia

Lincoln Warehouse Corp., New York Storage Court land D. Ferguson. Washington, I). C.

Lorston & Thomas Studios. Newark. N. J. (chain) Photographs William N. Si heir. New ark. N. J.

Ma gar Home Products. New ^ ork Mothproofer Roy S. Durst ine. New York
Molly Malone. Int.. \i w York Dresses Theodore J. Funt. New York
Mennen Co., Newark, N. J. Pharmaceuticals Grey Advertising. New York
Myrna Knitwear, Inc., New York Children's, men's knitted wear fiiailiMMW. New York
Nisili's Milk Product*, Stw ^ ork Milk products, baby food, soluble coffee Compton Advertising. New York

(Please turn to page SS)



COMMERCIAL REVIEWS
(Continued from page 16)

It actually has been proved to increase

Sunday night movie-going for Interstate.

PROMOTION: All the motion picture pro-

motion devices are used to sell Showtime,

from trailers to lobby displays. Newspaper

advertising and window cards are also

part of the program build-up. Since stage

and music names are always booked for

the airing when they play the Interstate

Circuit, there's an air of expectancy about

each program which makes foi good pro-

motion.

CREDITS: Conrad Brady, motion picture

publicist for Interstate, prepares the con-

tinuity on this show and while the com-

mercials are (as noted befcre) too "trailer-

ish" it's still productive. Agency is Segal

Advertising Agency of Houston, Texas.

VISI-QUIZ

WPTZ, Philadelphia, Philco TV, Thurs-

days, 9-9:30 p.m., est

PROGRAM: As entertainment this must

be rated low in the visual quiz scale. Don
Saxon handles the quizmaster chore as

though he were still a nightclub mc. That's

sour when it comes into the home. None

of the contestants were amusing, which

throws the burden of making any quiz

a show right back in the interlocutor's

lap. Basic idea of having the home audience

send in their names so that the studio

audience member who is to act out the

question can pick out of a jar the name of

the person who is to answer the question is

okay. Also the idea of having duplicate

prizes for the studio and home participants,

which both get if the quiz answerei (who

is called on the phone at home) gets the

answer right, is fine. But if the performer

who carries the burden on the show isn't

good there's still no program. Just, how-

ever, to underline the fact that television

set owners are fans, according to viewers'

program-rating cards, 62 per cent of the

Philadelphia area viewers tune this show

and 84 per cent of these call the show

"excellent" or "good."

COMMERCIAL: Sears, Roebuck & Co.

achieves a 100 per cent advertising impact.

The contestant, to obtain his or her prize,

has to open a giant Sears catalogue. When
the prize, which is an item from the cata-

logue, is seen and the camera dollies in

to telecast a close-up of the prize, an

invisible announcer tells all its sales

points. Variation was lacking in Don
Saxon's sending of the member of the studio

audience over to the catalogue but in

spite of repetition, the viewing of the

prizes held viewers' attention.

TIME: There's nothing on the visual air

in Philadelphia but WPTZ, so picture com-

petition is nil. Sound broadcasting at

9 p.m. Thursdays while not having top

rating shows has three that do hold their

audiences, Dick Haymes, Kraft Music
Hall, and the second half of American Town
Meeting of the Air. As noted before, tele-

vision set owners are fans and unless it's

Bob Hope or Fibber McGee or a like

attraction they stay viewing good, bad,

or indifferent picture fare.

PROMOTION: Every member of the

television audience in Philadelphia and

trading area received an announcement of

this show when it first hit the air and 98

per cent of the set owners sent in their names
and phone numbers in order that they might

participate in the show. Naturally this

can't be done in New York and Schenectady

where the show is now being seen via NBC.
It'll be interesting to discover the appeal of

a visual quiz where the audience watches

another area participate without being able

to do so itself.

CREDITS: Ernest Walling, new program

manager of WPTZ, directs the program.

The show is a package designed by Raymond
Aarons of Benjamin Eshleman Co., Sears'

Philadelphia ad-agency, with Raymond E.

Nelson, acting as video consultant.

T-DAY
WNBT, New York, NBC TV, Sunday

9 9:30 p.m., est.

PROGRAM: A consumer showing of any
new line, whether it be television receivers,

as this was, or fashions, has to be staged

and well produced no matter how great the

talent. This wasn't. NBC should know by

this time that while Edward Sobol is

television's number one dramatic producer,

his handling of variety shows consistently

touches bottom. T-Day was no exception.

Sobol did absolutely nothing with what

the agency, J. Walter Thompson, handed

him, and the interplay between Ben Grauer,

as the NBC tour guide, Cathy O'Donnell.

movie starlet, and Robert Merrill, Met
opera star, was writing at its television

worst. Also, in order not to steal any

audience away from radio programs, they

used a teaser approach from 8 to 9 p.m.,

which did not use the guest stars' names
(Edgar Bergen, Bob Hope, Earl Wilson,

and Peter Donald.) As several in the

audience at NBC viewing of the evening's

television fare said, "Put up or shut up."

COMMERCIAL 1 There were so many good

sales points for the new RCA television

"Eye Witness" table models that it could

have been a commercial writer's paradise.

A video receiver that doesn't require

vertical or horizontal aligning is manna
from heaven, and since every home re-

ceiver that was tuned to the program had to

be set for both horizontal and vertical

position as well as for clarity and bright-

ness, the program could have been used

with the greatest of ease to sell not only

viewers who didn't have a receiver them-

selves, but even those who did. Practically

all the sales points were glossed over.

Since it would also have been possible to

show sets in action, instead of just blank

tube faces, everyone wondered who planned

the show and who wrote the continuity.

Commercially this was a waste of time,

just as it was as entertainment.

(Please turn to page 35)

Th» Hhrijtian Science Monitor

"Well. If It isn't the quiz kid!"
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SHARE OF

AUDIEM
BROADCAST
MEAS I'll E > I EXT
BUREAU
FIGURES

VIA

A BROADCAST Measurement Bu-

reau Index figure of 10* for any

county covered by a radio station

may actually mean that as few as 17

families in every 10,000 in that county

listen to a station in the daytime and as

few as 61 in every 10,000 at night.

This was indicated in a survey by Hans

Zeisel of the McCann-Erickson advertising

agency. The Zeisel figure excursion, which

was inspired by Marion Harper. Jr., re-

search vp of the agency, was undertaken

to develop a relation between BMB figures

and a station's share of audience. In the

two station areas in which the study was

made, the BMB figures were compared with

share-of-audience figures uncovered through

the use of diary studies in the same area.

When a station had a BMB of 10 in the

daytime it had 1 per cent of the listening

audience in the sunlight hours. When a

station had a BMB of 10 at night it had

2 per cent of the evening listening audience

(See chart on next page.) A national

rating index indicates that the daytime

listening during the period checked by

I'MH was 17 and the nighttime was 30.5.

It's simple mathematics to ascertain what

these figures mean in terms of actual

average listening to the stations in question

in their PMB-10 counties (daytime, 1 17

100's which is 17 in each 10.000. and night-

time 2/30.5 100's or 61 in each 10.000

families

What Zeisel has done is check the diary

studies to develop the relationship between

20

the once-a-week listening which is the

basis of the BMB figures and average

listening in the same area as projected

from the diary reports which give lull

information on family listening from 6

a.m. to 12 p.m. Zeisel's figures, of course,

hold good only for the two areas which

were surveyed since few areas are alike in

station availability to listeners. In one

area it's possible to listen to as many as

20 stations (N. Y.) while in other areas

five would be more than the actual static-

free outlets. It's natural that a once-a-

week listening figure in New York might

mean less actual listening to any one station

COMPARING

rtV0Sr/lff<WSMS*M£/t/?64
150.000 R adio Fomi res

Station X Station Y

BMB Families 120.000 60.000

BMB percentage 80? 40%

Time Cost S400 5150

Number of

families per !I00 30.000 40.000

Station Share

of Audience 24% 4%

Shore of Audience

per HOO 6% 3^

than the same once-a-week figure in an

area where station availability is low.

What the McCann-Erickson study has

done is to bring into the forefront of

audience research thinking the necessity

of accepting the BMB figures for what they

are, a standard yardstick by which all

station maximum listening (down to 10

per cent for any one county is measured.

It also highlights the fact that the time-

buyer still needs further figures in order to

purchase time adequately. He requires

some formula such as that uncovered by

Zeisel to give him an average share-of-

audience figure.

Why he needs the figures is adequately

illustrated in the chart on this page, which

indicates that a low cost per BMB 1,000

can mean a much higher cost per 1.000

listeners. The timebuyer needs plenty

more than a BMB once-a-week figure when

he's picking stations.

And that, as the McCann-Erickson re-

searcher pointed out in a recent speech,

at the annual Pulse of New York dinner.

will require the cooperation of all the known
sources of audience measurement.

The share of audience problem is far n

difficult than any tackled by the ABC
(Audit Bureau of Circulation!, the printed

media equivalent of BMB. ABC simply

delivers a "paid" circulation figure and

makes no attempt to inform the advertiser

whether or not his copy is read. SOA on

the other hand attempts to deliver to a

prospective advertiser a hearing-expectancy

percentage figure.

Given a program that is not outstandingly

either good or bad. SOA is supposed to

represent what part of the homes with their

radio receivers turned on will listen to that

program. That is equivalent to telling a

black-and-white advertiser what share of

the "paid circulation" (AEC figure he buys

will turn pages and read his message. This

is a figure that printed media have never

attempted to deliver to advertisers.

The fact that an Average Share of Audi-

ence expectancy can be arrived at is a long

step forward in removing from BMB the

stigma that it is delivering figures to and

for stations at a level so low as to be useless.

Since any agency or advertiser can request

figures of a station at any level of BMB that

is desired and since every county in a sta-

tion's area is labeled as to BMB percentage,

the advertiser and the agency will have at

their call the base figures with which to

compute the SOA information desired.

Researchers generally admit that listener-

ship surveys have, for at least the past 10

years, been far more to the point than any

other medium research. Every day they

gel better. The objective is still informa-

tion for the client on "how much it costs

him to sell on the air." All radio research

has its sights set on this objective, and it

isn't so far away as the first BMB study

would make some advertisers think.

* HM H figure* me.in the percentage of t lie bomei

with radio in .my county who listen om-e a week or

more to t tic station.

SPONSOR



Approximate Relationship Between
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FASHION is visual. The higher the

fashion the more difficult it]should be,

theoretically, to sell on the air. That's

been said over and over again and just as

often as it's been said the six Wieboldt

Stores, Chicago, have proved that like

most advertising bromides it's a fake.

They've proved it with Melody Lane,

a program costing $100,000 a year, over a

single station. WBBM, right before a

network chiller, Inner Sanctum, and right

after a local sportscast, Harrington Sport-

raits. That's to make the proving more

difficult since neither sports nor blood and

thunder are supposed to soothe the feminine

style heart.

And to top everything Melody Lane is

on the air right at the Windy City dinner

hour, 6:30-7 p.m., est.

The six Wieboldt stores in Chicago have

had a price complex (featuring the price

tag and not the product) most of their

lives. Being basically interested in fashion

merchandise, they woke up one day with

the knowledge that price as a sales factor

in women's fashions had become passe.

I, ike Ohrbach's in New York and count-

less other style stores throughout tin- nation

tiny had the problem of making their label

something that wouldn't be taken out of

dresses and off coats, but would be worn

with pride.

Anyone could have used the newspapers

to do their upgrading job, but the store's

promotion manager, Myrtle Green, and

sales manager. William White, decided

that they'd like to try it via broadcasting

where they wouldn't compete with every

other style-conscious store in Chicago.

They bought Caesar Petrillo and an orches-

tra of 25 men. two vocalists, Louise King

and Bill Leach, a trio, the Melo-dears,

added an mc. Kin Konrad. and Harvey

Carey as announcer. Then they decided

to make Myrtle Green the program hostess

and stylist (they call her June Marlowe .

and top it all on every broadcast with a

Yesterday's windows at Wieboldt s sold price; radio dressed them with a fashion appeal

guest artist, someone appearing in town

at a theater or night club.

The program idea is to fairly ooze class,

but Wieboldt 's realize that the most

distinctive program in the world wouldn't

do any more on its own than find itself a

class audience. So instead of thinking in

terms of the program's being the end in

itself, they use it just as the show window-

around which to build a consistent fashion

promotion.

The program accordingly carries hot

high-fashion information for its feminine

listeners ... a single high-fashion item

is advertised on each weekly broadcast.

A display window in each of the six Wie-

boldt stores features the single high style.

The window is known as the Melody Lane

window, the style, the "Fashion Star."

Sales staffs of the Wieboldt stores are

gathered together on Tuesday morning

for a special fashion show and for informa-

lon on the item broadcast the previous

night. They are thus equipped to merchan-

dise effectively what has gone over the air.

(A retail sales survey had proved pre-

viously that inability to give information

about an advertised product or a style

hint is the most costly training error made
in department store merchandising. > The
"Fashion Star" is displayed with proper

identification on the selling floor and every-

thing possible is done to make anyone
buying the item feel that it's number one

on the style parade.

(Please turn to pag,

Intelligent three-way merchandising helps make $100,000 Melody Lane profitable plus
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COWAN

PRODUCTIONS

more big new shows now in production

that promise big listener loyalty.

R.F.D. AMERICA THE VIRGINIAN HIRED -OR FIRED?

This great new original show idea has proved

sensational in test broadcasts. Built around a

flexible format, it's sure to fit any sponsor's

needs. Find out now how well "R.F.D.

America" can work (or you!

Available now for Radio—the Tsame famous

Western that sold 1,300,000 copies as a

novel, made three movie hits, seven Broadway
plays! With this thoroughly established popu-

lar appeal, "The Virginian" is sure-fire for

high Hooperating!

Want to hire a high rating builder? Here it is!

For "Hired—or Fired?" is a terrific new show
idea that adds another hit to Cowan's unbroken

record of great productions! It's ready now for

immediate presentation so get the facts!

LOUIS G. COWAN, inc.
250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N.Y.

Telephone: Circle 6-4864



Monthly Tabulation of Advertising by Categories

a»i:< i:>im:it: urn 4.s

SPONSOR

Alkint Co.

AmtricanHomt Prod-

uct! Co. (Whitehall
Pharmacal Co. Div.),

New York

B. C. Remedy Co.,

Durham, N. C.

C. A. Briggs Co.,

Cambridgt, Man.

Briitol-Mytri Co.,

New York

California Fruit

Growcrt Exchange,
Lot Angtlts, Calif.

Carltton A Hove/ Co.,

Lowtll, Man.

Carter Products, Inc.,

Ntw York

Emtrion Drug Co.,

Baltimort, Md.

Ex-Lax, Inc.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Fotter-Milburn Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Grove Laboratorits,
St. Louii, Mo.

Knox Co.,

Lot Angtltt, Calif.

Dr. L. D. LtGtar
Mtdicint Co.,

St. Louii, Mo.

Lewis-Howe Co.,

St. Louii, Mo.

AGENCY

Diaries W. Hoyt,
New York

Danccr-Fitzgereld-

Samplc, New York

Sullivan, Stauffer,

Colwell A Bayies

Ruthrauff A Ryan,
New York

Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample, New York

Harvey-Massengale,
Atlanta, Ga.

Horton-Noyei,
Providence, R. I.

Doherty, Clifford A
Shenfield, New York

Young A Rubicam,
New York

Foote, Cone * Beld-

ing, Los Angeles

John W. Queen,
Boston

Ted Bates,

New York

Sullivan, Stauffer,

Colwell & Baylei,

New York

BBDAO,
New York

Joseph Katz,

Baltimore

Spot Broadcasting,

New York

Street & Finney,
New York

Duane Jones,
New York

J. D. Tarcher,

New York

Robert B. Raisbeck,
Hollywood

Simmonds A Sim-
monds, Chicago

Olian, St. Louis

Roche, Williams A
Clcary, New York

PRODUCT

Flem-O-lyn Cough
Remedy

Anacin

Heet Liniment

Anacin

Anacin

Anacin; Hill's Cold
Tablets

Bisodol

B. C. Headache Remedy

H-B Cough Drops

Sal Hepatica

Minit-Rub

Sunkist lemon & water

laxative

Father John's

Liver Pills

Liver Pills

Bromo-Seltzer

Ex-Lax

Doan's Pills

Doan's Pills

Cold Tablets; Vitamins

Cold Tablets

Cystex; Mendaco

Poultry, dog A stock

medicine

Nature's Remedy; Turns

Nature's Remedy; Turns

PROGRAMS

Our Gal Sunday (CBS), MTWTF
12:45-1 pm

Hollywood Jackpot (CBS), MWF
4:30-5 pm

Real Stories From Real Life (MBS),
MTWTF 9:15-9:30 pm

Romance of Helen Trent (CBS),
MTWTF 1230-12:45 pm

Ellery Queen (CBS), Wed 7:30-8
pm (rebroadcast 12:30-1 am)

Bob Burns Show (NBC), Sun 6:30-7
pm, 11-11:30 pm

Just Plain Bill (NBC), MTWTF 5:30-

5:45 pm
Front Page Farrell (NBC), MTWTF

5:45-6 pm

Mr. District Attorney (NBC), Wed
9:30-10 pm ; 12:30-1 am

Alan Young Show (NBC), Fri 8:30-

9 pm 11:30-12 midnight

John J. Anthony (MBS), MTWTF
1:45-2 pm (Eff. Dec 30, Gabriel

Heatter, MWF, replaces Anthony)

Jimmy Fidler (ABC), Sun 9:30-
9:45 pm

The Policewoman (ABC), Sun 9:45-

10 pm

Inner Sanctum (CBS), Mon 8-8:30
pm

Reveille Roundup (NBC), MWF
7:45-8 am,- 8:45-9 am; 9:45-10 am

Danger, Dr. Danfield (ABC), Sun
3-3:30 pm

Alabama Jubilee (KBS), 1 5-min. c.t.

1 weekly, 70 stations

Bulldog Drummond (MBS), Mon
8-830 pm

Pot O' Gold (ABC), Wed 9:30-

10 pm

1-min. spots 3 weekly, 2
stations

Participations A spots on
over 300 stations

Live spots, 28 stations

1 -min. c.t. spots 3 weekly,
75 stations (KBS)

Spots on approximately 80
stations

Spots on limited number
stations in key markets.

May expand in 1947

Spots and participations on
over 200 stations (incl. 1-

min. e.t. spots 7 weekly,

188 stations, KBS)

1-min. spots 3 weekly,
180 station. (KBS)

1-min. e.t. spots 3 weekly,

75 stations (KBS)
Listen Here, Ladies

(WOR), Thurs 1:30-1:45

pm

1-min. e.t. spots on 200
stations

Spots on approximately

140 station*

Spots on about 75 stations;

local programs on about

75 stations

Spots in limited number of

key markets

I

1



SPONSOR PRODUCT PROGRAMS

Ludtn't, Int.,

Raading, Pa.

Maryland Pharma-
tautltal Co.,

Baltimora, Md.

Mllat Laboratoriai,

Elkhart, Ind.

Muitarol* Co.,

Cltraland, O.

Pharmato, Int.,

Nawark, N. J.

Pitrtt't Propriatarias,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Plough, Int.,

Mampnit, Tann.

Potter Drug a\

Chamital Corp.,

Maldan, Matt.

R. Sthiffman Co.,

Lot Angtlti, Calif.

Stott * Sown*,
Bloomfitld, N. J.

Stack & Kadt,
New York

Sarutan Co.,

Jartay City, N. J.

Smith Bros.,

Poughkaaptia, N. Y.

E. R. Squibb & Sons,

New York

Starling Drug,
Ntw York

Unitad-Raxall Drug Co.,

io» Angeles, Calif.

Vitk Chtmital Co.,

Ntw York

J. M. Mathei
New York

Joseph kati

,

Baltimore

Wade, Chicago

Erwin, Waiey,
New York

Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York

Duane Jones,
New York

Lake-Spiro-Shurman,
Memphis

Atherton & Currier,

New York

Philip J. Meany,
Los Angeles

Atherton & Currier,

New York

Erwin, Wasey,
New York

Roy S. Durstine,

New York

Sullivan, Stauffer,

Colwell & Bayles,

New York

Geyer, Cornell &
Newell, New York

Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample, New York

Sherman & Mar-
quette, Chicago

N. W. Ayer & Sons,
Hollywood

BBD&O, Los Angeles

Morse International,

New York

Cough Drops

Rem

Alka-Seltier; One-A-Day
Vitamins

Alka-Seltier; Nervine

Alka-Seltier

Nervine; Anti-Pain Pills

Musterole

Feen-A-Mint; Chooi

Golden Medical
Discovery

St. Joseph Aspirin

Cuticura Liquid

Asthmador

Scott's Emulsion

Pertussin

Serutan; Nutrex

Cough Drops

All products

Bayer Aspirin

Phillips Milk of Magnesia;
Bayer Aspirin Cal-Aspirin

Phillips Milk of Magnesia

Haley's M.O.; Campho-
Phenique; Bayer Aspirin

Cal-Aspirin

Phillips Milk of Magnesia,

Phillips Milk of Magnesia
Tablets

Bayer Aspirin

Haley's M.O.

Phillips Milk of Magnesia
Tablets; Bayer Aspirin;

Campho-Phenique; Fletch-

er's Castoria (& others ac-

ceptable to network)
All acceptable drug

products

Dr Caldwell's Syrup

Rexall Drugs

Rexall Drugs

Vaporub; Va-tro-nol;

Cough Drops

Hoagy Carmichael Sings (CBS), Sun
5:30-5:45 pm

News of the World (NBC), TTh
7:15-7:30 pm; MWF 7:15-7:30 pm
Roy Rogers (NBC), Sat 9-9:30 pm
Lum 'n Abner (ABC), MTWT 8-

8:15 pm,- 8:30-8:45 pm; 11-11:15
pm

Lum 'n Abner (KBS), 15-min. e.t. 4
weekly, 1 30 stations

Queen for a Day (MBS), MTWTF
2:30-3 pm (alternates 15-min. seg-

ments with another sponsor)

Double or Nothing (MBS), Sun
9:30-10 pm

Programs on limited number stations

5-min. newscasts on 9 stations; 15-

min. newscast on 1

Victor H. Lindlahr (MBS) MTWTF
11:45-12 noon; Gabriel Heatter

(MBS), Fri 9-9:15 pm

Academy Award Theater (CBS),
Wed 10-10:30 pm

American Album of Familiar Music
(NBC), Sun 9:30-10 pm

American Melody Hour (CBS), Tues
7:30-8 pm

Waltz Time (NBC), Fri 9:30-10 pm

Manhattan Merry-Go-Round (NBC),
Sun 9-9:30 pm

Backstage Wife (NBC), MTWTF 4-

4:15 pm

Stella Dallas (NBC), MTWTF 4:15-

4:30 pm

Lorenzo Jones (NBC), MTWTF
4:30-4:45 pm

Young Widder Brown (NBC), MT-
WTF 4:45-5 pm

Bride & Groom (ABC), MTWTF
2:30-3 pm (rebroadcast 6-6:30 pm)

Zeke Manners Show (ABC, Pacific

Coast), MTWTF 7:45-8 am pst

Durante-Moore . Show (CBS), Fri

9:30-10 pm

Bob Garred (CBS Pacific Coast), TTS
7:30-7:45 am pst

5, 1 0, * 1 5-min. local news & variety

shows on approximately 1 25 stations

E.t. spots on 51, live on 4
stations

Live & e.t. spots on limited

number stations in key
markets

Spots on app.oximately
400 stations

Miles Historical Almanac,
1-min. e.t. daily, 130

stations (KBS)

E.t. spots & participations

(& a few live), & small

number newscasts & musi-

cal periods on 103 stations

Limited number of spots in

key markets

Spots on about 232 sta-

tions (95% el.)

E.t. spots & small number
live participations on 35

stations

1-min. e.t. spots 5 weekly,
75 stations (KBS)

1-min. e.t. spots 5 weekly,
68 stations (KBS)

Live & e.t. station breaks

on 85 stations

Live spots, 2 stations
*

Participations & news on
about 8 stations

1-min. e.t. 5 weekly, 210
stations (KBS)

Spots in limited number of

key markets

Spots in limited number of

key markets



This is no fairy tale Nila Mack and hei assistants looked like this . in 1934 "Let's Pretend' does the selling job for both

CHILDREN DON'T LISTM JIMI

ENTERTAIN the moppets and sell the

parents. That briefly is Cream of

Wheat's air-ad problem. And the

past few (two plus) years have proven

that Let's Pretend, the CBS 16-year-old

fairy tale session, has done the job for

the breakfast food organization.

The only reason why the Minneapolis

manufacturers of the cereal that baby

doesn't cry for bought the CBS-Nila Mack
fairy tale session was that they were un-

ceremoniously kicked off their twice-a-week

sponsorship of ABC's Breakfast Club (May,

. when Kellogg bought the program

across-the-board (five times a week). Broad-

casting was an integral part of Cream of

Wheat's advertising budget and had been

for many years, so everyone at the com-

pany and at their agency (Batten, Barton.

Durstine and Osborn- ran hither and yon

to find a show that fitted the bankroll and

would sell. Let's Pretend was suggested.

but it had been running at CHS for about

14 yi ' ining and who ever heard of

buying an old horse that couldn't be sold

in all that time? However there wasn't

much choice. The sponsor wouldn't go

for an untested program. They had sj*>n-

Mothers go for stories of never-never lamls

and quiet. "Let's Pretend' 7 soothes wild

injuns so Cream of Wheat sales ronl iniie up

sored Jolly Bill and Jane, Alexander Wooll-

cott, and Buck Rogers, besides the Breakfast

Club, and were committed to a policy of

buying an audience as well as an air show.

They were given 24 hours to take Let's

Pretend or leave it, for although no spon-

sors had been really interested until then

in what critics called the best juvenile

radio series (it had received award after

award), the moment that Cream of Wheat
started even thinking about underwriting

it two other sponsors (Pepsi-Cola and

Borden's) wanted it.

So Cream of Wheat bought it. with fear

and trepidation. It started out in a manner

that justified the "f. and t." Nila Mack
would have nothing to do with a middle

commercial as such. She would not have

the mood of her fairy tales broken by any

"Eat (.Ham of Wheat," "less than a penny

rving." "the great American Family

cereal," spieling . . . and without a mid-

dle commercial why buy a half hour

(actually it's 25 minutes)? Into this

situation stepped the BBD&O radio de-

partment and Ed Cashin (Minneapolis

manager of BBD&O i with a solution. Why
not have the live audience play a came -

a commercial game with a Cream of Wheat

tag line, a game that would have the pre-

bobby soxers giving with the sales points

of the product?

And Nila finally agreed that while it

wasn't the best thing for her chai

"pretending" the advertiser was entitled

to something, the game might go in the show.

A typical session has Gwen Davies she's

been on the show since before \9'M leading

into the audience participation, which is

a "supply the last word of a nursery rhyme"

formula. "Uncle Bill" Adams, who played

everything else on the air before he became
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The "Let's Pretend" poster catches the mood of the ever-young, ever-old fairy

tales. Without a Cream of Wheat credit, it brings mother, junior, and sister to

the radio each Saturday at 11:05 a.m. est. The broadcast commercial, not the

poster, sells the product. As program producer Nila Mack expresses it, in

the upper right, this is just as it should be, "right on the nose" (studio slang

for okay timing). Bonus to sponsor is the following which the program has de-

veloped in hospitals, one of which is being visited (lower right) by Miss Mack.

DECEMBER, 1946
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Scoffers may pooh-pooh youths' escape through fairy tales, but these kids at a "Let's Fretend" broadcast really are out of this world

a kiddie-hour uncle, delivers the rhyme,

something like this:

"Little Jack Horner

Sat in a corner

With something good to eat.

Each taste was a joy—
He shouted "Oh Boy!

I sure love my. .
."

and the audience shouts

—

"CREAM OF WHEAT!"

Then Bill Adams gets in a straight plug

or two, not enough to smother the program

mood but long enough to get across to

mother why she should buy the product.

Then there's another jingle with the

audience shouting out the sales point and

so on until the sponsor gets his complete

message across to mother, with the aid of

the live kid audience . . . and the juve-

nile mood is only fractured, not destroyed.

Let's Pretend is a perfect example of a

program that pays off for the sponsor not

alone through direct advertising but through

the good will that its sponsorship creates.

Not only do the half and quarter pints

find escape through the twice-told legends

but paretits feel a pleasant glow towards

the Cream of Wheat Corporation for its

paving the bills. Parent-Teacher Associa-

tions endorse the program and write C of

\\ about their approval. More important.

they ask for advance schedules of the fairy

tales and see to it that the libraries feature

books of the stories to be told.

Merchandising ol the program by the

sponsor ties in very little Cream ol Wheat

Btufl with the program. The poster which

Torn Connolly's department at CBS (pro-

gram promotion) got out as part of hisl

fall promotion brochure on the show didn't]

have a mention of the product, yet the]

agency and the sales department of Cream
of Wheat made sure that it was displayed

in thousands of retail outlets. Still, only

a small segment of the retailers received

the posters, since generally speaking it is

the company's thinking that the radio show-

should sell, and the company's printed

advertising should sell, with each carrying

its own sales weight. True, dealer news-

paper advertising copy distributed by

Cream of Wheat in mat form does carry

an underline, "Listen to Let's Pretend on

CBS, Saturdays at 11:05 est," but that's

as far as tie-in copy goes. In "food panel"

reports by BBD&O to key executives of

the big retail chains, reports which carry

"commercials" in the form of a few words

about what BBD&O clients are doing

advertisingwise, a plug has been inserted

for the program. These sessions are BBD-
&0's "public service" operation. The panel

makes a continuous study of store mer-

chandising and how to correct bad habits.

It permits the agency execs to tell

these retailers a little about the adthink-

ing of food product manufacturers and

processors, especially about the firms

BBO&O handles.

Actually Let's Pretend has. practically

unaided, increased Cream of Wheat p

8

share of the cereal market, a market that

started regrowing in 1930 when Wheaties

and a numlxr of "new" breakfast food

products were introduced on the market

with plenty of advertising. Up to that

year the breakfast food market had been

idling for over a decade with practically

no market growth. As more cereals began

to buy advertising their aggregate share

of the consumer dollar began to grow and

Cream of Wheat not only held its relative-

position but actually increased it.

The "secret" of the success of Let's

Pretend (it has held better than one-third

of the sets-in-use) lies in the universal appeal

of fairy tales and Nila Mack's straight

handling of them. One day when Miss

Mack was late and jumped into a cab across

the street from her home in a dash for

rehearsal, the cabbie turned to her and

said, "Lady, last week while I was listening

to your program I got a call and had to

turn it off just as the good-for-nothing king

was selling that sweet princess down the

river. He did get the works and she got

free, didn't she?" As far as this motorized

cowboy was concerned the king and the

princess were real people . . . and he's

just one of thousands of adults who not

only recall that they listened to the program

as youngsters but who still find escape

through it.

. . . And just so the memory continues

all through the year, Columbia Records

have just pressed sets of records for albums

of the top tales from Lei's Pretend

in Boots. Cinderella, and Jack and the

Beanstalk. The albums have special

credits on both the outside and inside

covers to Nila Mack and the program.

The sale of kid disks has gone up and up

during the past few years and Let's Pre-

tend has found another way of making the

legends of childhood mean Cream of Wheat

down through the years.
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on your

660
dial

55

Since the days of crystal sets,

W,E, A and F have been call letters

of the station which now is WNBC.

WNBC has had a distinguished

career since it went on the air,

August 16, 1922. Its power then

was 500 watts—and a modest num-

ber of fans listened with earphones

clamped on their heads. Now its

power is a full 50,000 watts—and

literally millions hear the greatest

shows in radio.

"This is NBC . . . The National

Broadcasting Company''''

In 1926 WEAF was purchased by

the Radio Corporation of America,

and incorporated by its parent

company under the name of the

National Broadcasting Company,

Inc. It became the first station of

America's Number One Network

—Number One in length of service,

and Number One in listener popu-

larity through all the twenty years

since its founding.

". . . to provide the best

programs''''

In announcing the operation of

WEAF by NBC, promises were

made:

".
. . the purpose will be . . . to provide

the best programs available for broad-

casting in the United States."

".
. . the new broadcasting company will

be an instrument of great public service."

For two decades, the American

radio audience has associated the

fulfillment of these ideals with NBC
programs.

Now it is fitting that the first station

of NBC is made standard-bearer in

name as in performance.

"You are tuned to 660 . .
."

Today, circumstances have made
it possible more surely to identify

a great station with a great network.

Now, after the famous three chimes

that are the signal for NBC pro-

grams, listeners will hear the ob-

viously right name for the first of

152 stations broadcasting them:

"You are tuned to 660 .. . WNBC
. . . the National Broadcasting

Company in New York."

DECEMBER, 1946

WEAF fe nowWNBC

November 2, 1916, marked a new identification for a ureal station.

For more than 24 years, the name oj that station was 11 F //•'.

Now WEAF is WNBC . . . to help the radio audience identify

more easily, more quickly the source ofgreat XBC programs.

It's WNBC for the greatest shows in radio . . .

\ *
\ '

and where they're heard— at 600 on the listener's dial. V~^V'''

FORMERLY WE EW YORK

REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES 50,000 W.
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Trolley car priies brought thousands of entries

to Mutual s "Who is Kilroy7 " promotion.

Mrs. Harold Coffman, formerly of the European

underground, and James J. Kilroy, each has a

genuine full-size trolley car now.

Ten per cent of Dundee, Michigan, turned out

to witness and participate in a recording

session of "Meet the Missus," WJR daytime

top-rating show. Show was staged for

Ladies' Tuesday Club, but everybody got into

the act.

One thousand lists of kids will be used for

mail promotion which has been started by

WTCN, Minneapolis-St. Paul. Average is

three names per list, with ages recorded as

well. List resulted from one mailing of the

Northwest Homemakers Testing Bureau

(WTCN listener group).

WKRC uses key as a symbol to tie station to

products advertised over it. Key has letters

WKRC for notches "Key Notes" is name of

house organ which sells the idea.

Second Annual Laugh Week, April 17, will

be the basis for plenty of air promotion.

George Lewis, ex-Mutual and WHN, heads

up "foundation" promoting idea.

WTAG taps student interest in radio end

forms club with representatives from the 13

High Schools in Worcester county. No faculty

supervision—this is the kids' own club.

Every facet of broadcasting will be pert of

club activity.

Ed (KMBC) Shurick's epic of broadcasting's

25 years is basis of "Magic in the Air" film

being shot in Hollywood.

ABC is using Crosby cue as network break

line. It's phrased "Remember Bing's back on

ABC the American Broadcasting Company."

Auto prize pulls better than any other award
which has been tried in Canada. CKAC
offered it in a "Man Hunt" promotion.

There were 860 entries day correct answer

came in (29 days after hunt started).

Contract signing on air employed to give

more drama to Chevrolet's purchase of an hour

show over WABD (DuMont). Chevy's brass

was in Washington, D. C, and DuMont's in

New York, and two-way video was used so

both saw each other as they signed.

WHN Sports Calendar goes into 50,000
copies of MacFadden Sports magazine each

month.

First Denver Post column on radio has Ken

White writing criticism, fan stuff, and pre-

views of programs to come. He's also a

newscaster on KOA.

One hundred fifty-nine cash and carry cus-

tomers of Lucky Stores located around but

not in San Francisco bought 20 cans of Lucky

private brand goods to pay $1 for a pair of

nylons last month. Station was in San Fran-

cisco and sponsor wanted to be certain that

the outlying areas listened.

Home armchair sleuths are latest device to

bring the listener into Ellery Queen show.

Nikki Porter (Ellery's air assistant) pops the

whodunit question over the phone to two
listeners picked at random.

Programs really travel America to create per-

sonal contact between listener and show.

Present traveling trend tops wartime G. I.

camp presentations.

Fc-rm photo contest is being conducted by

W.'Z on its 5:45 to 6 a.m. "Farm News."
There'll be $1,000 in prizes.

Canada and Florida listeners are winners in

contest for WOR's most distant daytime

listeners. They're still using mail to prove

impact. A "Better Half Matinee" stunt pro-

duced letters from 21 states and two Canadian

provinces.

Kid Record News is give-away on WHN's
"For Children Only" program. Interest in

kid disks is topping even adult disk appeal

now and this mimeographed bulletin really is

pulling inquiries.

YMCA promoting script contest with theme

"Help international peace." Helen J.

Sioussat, in charge of talks over CBS, is on

the jury, from radio.

NBC leads Plain Dealer poll with 8 out of

first 15 programs going to that network.

Programs in order of popularity were: "Fibber

McGee and Molly," Fred Waring, Radio

Theater (CBS), Metropolitan Opera (ABC),

"Information Please" (CBS), Bing Crosby

(ABC), "Theatre Guild" (ABC), New York

Philharmonic (CBS), "One Man's Family,"

Fred Allen, Bob Hope, "Voice.oi Firestone,"

"America's Town Meeting" (ABC), NBC
Symphony, and "Telephone Hour."

BBD&O "Promotion Pegs" goes direct to

stations with ideas on how to promote

agency's clients' programs. Agency's Bill

Maloney feels that "ideas" sent to stations on

regular basis will pay off.

"House in the Country"

Biggest Transcription Promotion

in NBC History

House in the Country program pro-

motion by NBC-Radio Recording

topped anything done to date by

that division. Usual transcription

build-up is to tease agencies and

stations to send for audition record-

ings. The HIC campaign teased the stations and agencies but didn't wait for them

to write in for the audition.

Three teaser cards were mailed. 1: "You're on the list for— ,"
2: "We're sending

you—," and 3: "Move right in when you receive— a House in the Country.'"

Then the disk was mailed in a multi-colored folder in which the e.t. itself was placed

as part of the selling of the 'older. This is the first time that NBC or any other tran-

scription organization has sent out 900 auditions, without fee or request.

The NBC executives feel that the program is its own best advertisement and so Bill

Seth, transcription promotion boss, was able to sell them the biggest single recording

budget in the history of the organization.
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signed and unsigned

THE MONTHLY CHECK LIST {TEAR ALONG PERFORATION AND FILE)

Spastic* Pe/tiOHttel Cka+ujeA

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Robert H. Ames

John Bennett

Chester F. Craigie. Jr.

Simon A. Goldsmith
David A. Goode

Paul Gosman

Libby Jupin

Alexander W. Macy
Frank J. Maher

Grover C. Mayer
Robert J. Piggott

Dorothie E. Schlect

Fdith Steiger

Capital Airlines (PCA). New York, assistant to ad-
vertising & public relations director

Hutchins Advertising, Toronto, manager

J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, public relations
department

Reiss Advertising, New York, media director

Sales Affiliates, sales promotion manager

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., New York, sales promo-
tion manager

Goldman & Walter Advertising. Albany, N. Y.

International Silver Co.

Parks Aircraft Sales & Service, East St. Louis,
assisttant o president

Army

Ohio Tool Co., Cleveland, advertising director

Revlon Products Corp.. New York

NEW AFFILIATION

Capital Airlines (PCA), advertising manager. New York

Philco Corp.. Chicago, advertising and sales manager,
midwest division

Encyclopaedia Britannica, Chicago, advertising manager

Decorative Cabinet Corp., New York, advertising manager

Pierce Watch Co., New York, advertising & sales promotion
manager

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.. New York, manager advertising &
sales promotion department

Standard Furniture Co. (Albany, Troy. Schenectady).
advertising manager

Ollendorff Watch Co.. New York, advertising manager

Cupples Co. (razor blades, etc.), St. Louis, advertising

director, head market research

Raygram Corp.. New York, advertising manager

Grove Laboratoi ies, St. Louis, advertising manager

Cleveland-Sandusky Brewing Corp., Cleveland, advertising

director

Parfums Corday. NewtYork, advertising & publicity director

Ado&UUUuf, A<jeHcy P&tiXHwtel GhcMfeA

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

George H. Allen

Bernard Barol

Julian Boone

Ronald C. Bradley

David D. Brown

Lyle Bryson

Richard W. Canning

Howard Carraway
Miriam Doggett

Harold Doring
Paul F. Ferwerda
Walton R. Gardner
Lawrence Giles

Austin T. Grant

Marjorie Greenbaum

Charles H. Heppenstall

Walter W. Holt

Jack L. Israel

DECEMBER. 1946

Kudner Agency, New York, account executive

Abner J. Gelula & Associates, Philadelphia, account
executive

ABC Spot Sales Div., New York, sales promotion
manager

Emporium (department store), San Francisco

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, account ex-
ecutive

Cosmopolitan Magazine, New Y'ork, advertising
department

Makelim Associates, Chicago, vice president In
charge publicity & public relations

Free lance announcer-writer-producer. New York

Schuyler Hopper, New York, art director

Marschalk & Pratt, New York, account executive

Reuben H. Donnelley, New York
Safeway Stores, New York, vice president & director

WWJ, Detroit, news commentator

R. H. Macy & Co.,New York, copy chief

Ralph C. Coxhead, New York, advertising manager
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, account
executive

Abner J. Gelula & Associates, Philadelphia, account
executive

Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York, account executive

Barol & Israel, Philadelphia, partner

Ferwerda-Boone, Inc., New York, vice president

Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, New York, assistant account
executive

Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, account executive

Gunn-Mears Advertising, New York, account executive

Makelim Associates, Hollywood, head new office

Wilson-Carraway, Ft. Worth, partner

I. L. Chamberlain & Associates (new agency). New York.

account executive

Doring & Schmitt (new agency)

Ferwerda-Boone. Inc.. New York, president

Decora, Inc., Chicago, account executive

Harrington & BucLlty Advertising. San Francisco, board

chairman
Powell Advertising, Detioit. vice president & account

executive

Foote. Cone & Belding, New York, account executive,

women's division

Seidel Advertising, New York, account executive

Duane Jones, New York, account executive

Barol & Israel. Philadelphia, partner



NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

T. King-llcdinger

George M. Knvacs
Phil Lane
Robert I.eder

GUberi K. Lesser

William P. Letter
RupiTi Lucas

Malcolm MacPheraon

Don Manchester
Raymond P. Marcus

Jeanne McEwen
1 Howard Mima Jr.

John II. Murphy
Wilton C. Neil

William L. Newton
Thomas E. O'Connell

Robert M. O'Donncll
Robert W. Orr
I. \. Patrick

J. Porter Reilly

Stuart J. Rice Jr.

John S. Rost
An Ryan
Hal \. Sal/man

Frederick E. Schmitt

Marion Schuckman
Mob Seal

Kdmuud J. Shea

Albert Sparks

Joseph Tanknos
Ken Watson
Jay C. Williams
Louis II. Wrede

Kenneth Young

Albert Frank-Guenthcr Law. New York
Bellco Plastics. New Vork. advertising manager
Manson-t;old Advertising. Hollywood

Kmil Mogul Co., New York, vice president

West-Marquis, Los Angeles, account executive

Young & Kuliii am. New York, program manage-
ment staff

Benjamin Eshleman. Philadelphia

Foote. Cone & Beldlng. New Y'ork

Blow Co., New York, on Eversharp account

Nachman Sc Co., New Y'ork, account executive

P. F. Collier & Son, New York, advertising manager

Makelin Associates, Chicago, vice president &
account executive

Navy
Own agency

Hill Advertising, New York
1. 1 nnen & Mitchell, New York, vice president

Army-

Army
Hut/ler Advertising, Dayton

KMI'C, Hollywood, account executive

Hal. A. Salzman Associates, New York

Schuyler Hopper, New York, account executive

Rosemarie de Paris, New York, advertising manager
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood, writer-producer

Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass., spot radio time-
buyer

Patjens Advertising, New York, account executive

J. Walter Thompson, New Y'ork, account executive

Board of Trade Development Corp.. Chicago
Scientific Ameiica (a pub), New Y'ork

Campbell-Ewald, New York, radio department,
before AAF

McClure & Wilder, Warren. Ohio, account executive

Rea. Fuller & Co., New York, account executive

Hugo Scheibner. Los Angeles, account executive

George Elliott Advertising. New York, account executive

Arnold <oii.m New York, vice president & account executive

Stcller-Millar-Ebberts, Los Angeles, account executive

Young & K ill. i. .mi Chicago, radio director

Justin Funkhouser & Associates. Baltimore, account
executive

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Chicago, account executive

Magazine Repeating Razor Co., New York (Eversharp sub-
sidiary), advertising manager

Seidel Advertising, New York, account executive

Creen-Brodie, New York, account executive

Max Jacobs Advertising. Houston, Tei.. account executive

Makelin Associates, Hollywood (new office)

Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York, account executive

McDonough, Lewy & Wegeman. Cleveland, head radio
department

Fuller & Smith & Ross. New York, account executive

Orr Agency (new). New Y'ork

G. M. Basford Co.. New York, account executive

Madison Advertising, New York, media director

llav Nash & Associates. Rochester, N. Y'.. account executive

Max Jacobs Advertising, Houston. Tex., account executive

Steller-Millar-Ebberts. Los Angeles, radio director

Small & Seiffer, New York, executive vice president

During & Schmitt (new agency)

Henry L. Davis, New York
Foote. Cone & Belding. Los Angeles, radio director, motion
picture division

James Thomas Chirurg, Boston, radio director, media
department

Victoria Advertising Cm.. St. Louis, account executive

Lloyd, Chester & Dillingham. New York
Pat Patrick Co., Glendale. Calif., account executive

Coodkind. Joice & Morgan, Chicago, account executive

Edward Hamburger, New York, account executive, copy-
writer

Campbell-Ewald, New York, director television department,
associate director radio department

Aeo< A<f&nC4f AfLpXHHtmesUl (Continuedfrom Page 18)

SPONSOR PRODUCT (ot service) AGENCY

J. J. Newberry Ck>., Los Angeles (chain) Variety goods
(). D. Chemical Corp. , New York Synthetic detergent
Pen n -Crete Products Co., Philadelphia , ., Paints and finishes

Plastic Treasures Inc., New York Toys
Prior Clothes. New Y'ork Topcoats, suits, overcoats

(Juarrie Corp., Chicago World Book Encyclopedia

John Rissman & Son, Chicago Windbreaker jackets

Roberts Paint Corp. (and affiliates). New Y'ork Paints
Sarnay Products, New > 01 k Proprietary

Shedd-Bartu8h Foods, Detroit Packaged foods

Sherry-Dunn, Hollywood Perfumes, colognes

Shetland Co., New York. Women's suits, coats

Slatkln Furs, Brooklyn Furs
Snug-Fit Foundations. New York Foundation garments
Stork Laundry & Diaper Service. Buffalo. N. Y Laundry service

Togs for Tiny Tots, New York Children's sportswear
War Assets Administration, New York office War surplus materials

Del E. Webb Products. Los Angeles Colored aluminum clothespins

W lima Gowns, New York Dresses

Wohl & Verst, New York Girls' coats

Zip Co.. Chicago Soft drink

Allied Advertising. Los Angeles

Emil Mogul. New York
Ecoff & James. Philadelphia

Lester L. Wolff. New York
Theodore J. Funt. New York

Henri. Hurst & McDonald. Chicago

. E. T. Howard, New York
Cayton. New York
Rodman Advertising. New York
Zimmer-Keller, Detroit

Abbott Kimball. Los Angeles

Robert Isaacson Associates. New York

Robert Isaacson Associates. New York

M. B. Pearlman Co.. New York

Ellis Advertising. Buffalo

Robert Isaacson Associates. New York

Kudner. New York
Frank Oxarart. Los Angeles

Lew Kashuk Advei tising. New Y'ork

Robert Isaacson Associates. New York

Kalom Chicago



iBmnr in mam.
"Electronic color" eliminates hurdle to television

receiver-buying by consumers . . . Network

TV starts . . . WCBS-TV issues first rate card

THE threat that color in television

would mean the obsolescence of all

video receivers in the home has been

laid to rest. At long last television re-

ceivers are finding a ready market. This

market has already been proved, for RCA-
Victor dealers in every area where there

is regular television programing have a

backlog of orders that will keep the factory

going producing the $350 table-model

receiver for months and months ahead.

(Other models are not being promised at

this time.)

Farnsworth, General Electric, Philco,

Stromberg-Carlson, DuMont, and a host

of small manufacturers, are either selling

receivers already or have plans past the

thinking stage. This speed-up of picture-

receiver production is no accident. It's

directly traceable to the first presentation,

during October, at the RCA Laboratories

in Princeton, New Jersey, of electronic

(color. Two things stand out as a result of

this RCA presentation. A home receiver

without moving parts will be available

for color television. And electronic color

will not mean the scrapping of black-and-

white home receivers but will simply

require the purchase of an adapter, at

an estimated cost of from $25 to $50.

This adapter will not make the reception

of color possible but will permit the color

pictures to be received in black and white.

The introduction of electronic color does

not mean that color television is heie now.

It is the General Sarnoff (RCA President)

prediction, as it was last December, that

it'll take at least four more years (it was
five last year) before color is practical for

the home. With this CBS doesn't agree.

It will fight for what its competition calls

nechanical or sequential color. In this

nethod a color wheel revolves in front of

the scanning and receiving tube. It per-

nits each of television's primary colors,

3lue, green, and red, to be sent and re-

eived one after the other, sequentially.

JBS however has stopped predicting when
:olor will be available on a practical basis

or the home. It has even gone so far dur-
ng the past month (November) as to

ssue a rate card for its black-and-white
Revision station WCBS-TV. The card
loes not establish any charge for airtime
is such, but quotes fees for "use of facili-

ies and services," which run from studio
osts of $60 for 15 minutes to $150 for

in hour and $37.50 each additional quarter-
lour.

I
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Color television, RCA way, is achieved by
transmitting three primary colors and super-
imposing them as shown on the home screen

CBS, NBC, and DuMont are operating

commercially in New York, Philco in

Philadelphia, DuMont in Washington,

D. C, Balaban and Katz in Chicago, and

Paramount and Don Lee in Hollywood.

All of these stations and GE's WRGB in

Schenectady, which airs commercial pro-

grams but is not actually operating on a

"sell-time basis" (it has no commercial

manager as do all the other stations),

are doing twice the job of programing

that they were a month ago. GE, which has

been on the air continuously for six years

with pictures in its home town and which

felt that Schenectady had been conditioned

100 per cent to the medium, received the

'.I its lit. in November when ;i

television set in a department store wini

caused a police call. The display tied up
traffic completely. Television is still broad-

casting's magic medium.
Wtwork operations (NBCj are un

\va\

.

Even motion picture producers stai

relaxing their anti-television stance in

November when Universal released four

of its Crime Club films to DuMont's \\ AI'.I >

at the same tunc they urn- being shown
in RKO and Loew Circuit theaters.

As indicated in the report on Television

and the Sponsor Today in the November
issue of Sponsor, there is nothing wrong
with TV that 100,000 receivers in the home
won't cure.

These 100.000 receivers are on their way.

They won't be mass-market sets lor the

"installed" price will still be over $400.

With the obsolescence factor being elim-

inated, and that means obsolescence both

of home receivers and station transmitters

(RCA stated that adapters for transmitters

would be just as simple, although naturally

not so cheap, as adapters for home sets),

the most effective advertising and public-

service medium is rapidly being shifted

from first to second gear.

Even doubting-Thomas advertising agen-

cies no longer are pouring sand in the wheels

of progress and during November three

of the top 15 billing agencies added a

television executive to their staffs.

Obsolescence as a hurdle word for

television is obsolete. Everyone expects

color to come but it no longer necessarily

means the obsolescence of millions of

dollars of equipment. The business of

pictures that fly through the air is about

out from under the barrel.

"Are you one of those seven out of eight people icho suffer from

stomach distress? Then try Virgo pills. You simply svcallow two

of these pills tzith a glass of . . Now -u-atch -xhat happens . .
."

> orker
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4fe.Spa«l30x.Asks :

"Radio advertisers today may be called upon to pay an advertising agency

commisson of 1 3 per cent not only on the basic cost of talent, but also on a pack-

age commission, which in turn is on top of several assorted agents' commissions,

many of them buried. Commissions on commissions are inflationary and un-

sound, and dangerous both to radio and to talent. What is the solution>"

Stuart Peabody
vp in charse of advertising

The Borden Company

The Picked Panel answers:

First let us dispel

the notion preva-

lent in some quar-

ters that the radio

department of an

advertising agency

is the fount of all

knowledge, the

panacea of all ills,

and the incubator

of all creative abil-

ity. All claims to the contrary, it just isn't

so. No one has a monopoly on genius or

talent. It should make no difference that a

radio program is born in an advertising

agency, a package producing organization, a

talent agency, a network, or created by an

individual. The deciding factor should be

the program itself and the best is often

found through competitive submissions.

And now. the answer. The function of an

advertising agency is not necessarily to

create a radio program. If it does, so much

the better, but its main job is to find the

program best fitted to the advertiser's

particular needs. In doing so, it is entrusted

with the spending of only as much as is

necessary to do the finest job ... to

achieve the greatest r< suits. To put it

another way, the agency is the bargaining

agent for the advertiser, charged with the

responsibility of dealing expertly with the

creators and owners of a radio property.

You see. I believe that each group has

a definite function in the scheme of tilings

. . . artist's agent, program creator, and

owner . . . each serves a specific purpoa

and is entitled to be paid for its work.

Likewise, the advertising agency's com-

mission is well earned if it finds a suitable

ram for its client within the budgel

outlined, handles all numerous supervisory

matters such a^ the overall policy, script,

commercials, public relations from

-tan to the actual broadcast and

nd . . . right up to the results of

the program in terms of the advertiser's

purpose ... be it direct sales or of an

institutional nature.

I am sure Mr. Peabody does not think

that there is only one profit involved in an

industry. From raw material at the source

to finished product in the hands of the

ultimate consumer, there are many groups

who contribute their mite to the industrial

pattern and all are entitled to a fair com-

pensation. Our entire economy is con-

structed upon this foundation and if we

are to have faith in the efficiency of our

system of free enterprise, then there is

nothing inflationary or unsound in it.

It is true that there are often "hidden

charges." I agree with Mr. Peabody that

these should and can be eliminated. In-

deed, that should be one of the aims of the

advertising agency as the watchdog for

the advertiser. Careful scrutiny of cost

items should reveal to the experienced

buyer any "hidden commissions" or dupli-

cation of charges. Experience will enable

the purchase of a program within the pre-

vailing standards of costs. Radio pro-

graming is no different from any other

business. You get what you pay for.

Payments to a writer or an actor 'who pays

an agent a commission) or to a producer

of a package program who adds a charge

for his entrepreneurship) or to the various

contributors that add up to a successful

radio program do not mean "commissions

on commissions"; they only mean payment
for value received.

David 11 \\ e Hu pern,

Vice President,

Owen tC- Chappell, Inc.

Advertis
agencies should be

package producers

for then clients.

That they can't lx\

as broadcasting is

constituted today,

is obvious to any
student of commer-
cial programing.

However, even
though package producers have proved

their worth and arti-N' representatives also

earn their salt, we must all of us avoid the

pitfalls of "extra" costs. My own opera-

tion, and naturally I know my own best,

enables me to produce a high-rating show
for an agency frequently at less cost than

they could do it themselves. I own my
programs. I produce and direct them, but

nowhere in my costs will anyone find fees

for direction or production. The package
show producer instead of adding "hidden

costs" must find ways to cut corners, to do

a better job for less. If he doesn't, then

Stuart Peabody is correct in feeling that

something has to be done to avoid paying

commissions on costs that could be elim-

inated.

There is a growing feeling at advert is

agencies, and networks, that program costs

have grown way out of line and that "extra

charges" involved in the production and

presentation of shows are partly responsible.

The answer as to whether or not this is true

is found in what a program costs per sale of

the sponsor's product.

Hi Brown.

Independent producer

What any spon-

sor buys is a pro-

gram which he
hopes will reach his

audience. The price

he pays for his

broadcast show is

important only in

relation to the audi-

ence that he reaches

with it. If each

member of his cast has an agent, who is

paid live per cent, plus a press agent who
i- working'on a percentage basis, and if the

writers have agents and press agents too,

then these "commissions" are being paid by

the talent, not by the sponsor. Tl

true unless we are to assume that every

part of the business of promoting a per-

former is commission paid by the adver-

which is untenable.

The advertising agency is the sponsor's

representative in every form of advertising.

It i- paid, by tradition. If) per cent rather
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than a fixed fee. Naturally the l.> per cent

is upon everything that it buys for an

advertiser. It can't be 15 per cent of an

invoice less a network salesman's com-

mission, less the artists' representatives'

commissions, less the package producers'

commission.

Maybe the "fixed fee" operation may be

the best. Fifteen per cent, however, is the

generally accepted form of agency recom-

pense, and even with the fixed fee basis

many sponsors would still feel they were

paying commissions.

What a program delivers in sales is the

important factor in advertising. If it sells

at a low cost per sale, it's doing its job, no

matter what costs are included.

Charles C. Barry,

National Program Director,

American Broadcasting Company

Like most of the other independent

stations in America, WOV builds its own
shows and sells them as packages, time

and talent. There are no "hidden" com-

missions in this type of packaging, unless

the sales cost can be held to be a hidden

factor. However, sales commissions are a

part of the structure of the American way
of doing business and are often far more

economical than paying foi sales that are

not delivered.

The "time and talent" form of operation

permits of a minimum of extra costs, as

most advertisers who have bought such

local operations have discovered. Packages

on local independent stations must deliver

on a cost-per-sale basis. We deliver 01

else lose business. We deliver through au-

diences developed by the station, not the

advertiser—there is nothing between us and

our audiences and sponsors. Commissions

are not a local station problem.

Ralph N. Weil,

General Manager,

Station WOV

COMMERCIAL REVIEWS
{Continued from page 19)

TIME: As yet sound broadcasting is not

a competitive factor with television since

80 per cent of those who have picture

receivers are fans and listen to a radio

station only when there's nothing on the

visual air. There was no TV program to

be seen this Sunday evening at 9 but T-Day.

PROMOTIONS: Newspaper advertising car-

ried the T-Day message and there should

have been considerable viewing. If there

was it was promotion foi television in

reverse.

CREDITS: Credits is hardly the word for

any information on who did this show.

Phyllis Merrill wrote it. Sobol as mentioned

'previously takes the responsibility for

NBC's side of the production. Robert
Cilham, J. Walter Thompson vp, is tagged
with the title "producer." If RCA couldn't

have scanned a good show it should have
saved cash and had WNBT sign off at

0, as it frequently does on Sundays.

RETAI l ficuedm jwIuamxi
ARE CURVING SHARPLY UPWARD!

• Retail sales volume is jumping by leaps and

bounds in Indiana. Recent figures released by

the Department of Commerce indicate in-

creases as high as 243%, for some types of

business, over sales of a year ago.

WFBM, the oldest radio station in Indiana,

has the ear of the big Hoosier market. Located

in Indianapolis, in the center of the state geo-

graphically and population-wise, WFBM has

a strong voice in deciding how Hoosier dollars

are spent. It's the medium to use to sell Indiana.

WFBM
BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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had advertising which did not carry the

local station call letters, a total of five

inches of such space. Paid space looked

like this under the slide rule:

ADVERT IM\c l\< ill s

NEWSPAPER affiliation pays ofi in

ill. South just as it paysofl thn

out the rest ol the rial ion, no matter

how the newsmen on the papers feel about

it. First in publicity in the Atlanta, < Georgia,

area, in a week in September selected at

random, was \\ SB. pioneer station in the

owned bj the Atlanta Journal. The

other stations in the city got practically

no space despite the fact that K< daily

issues and 24 weekly papers were checked

for this regular report ol "publicity in

action."

Fan news in the broadcast field still

rates near the top in reader interest, as

reported in another feature in this issue,

but publishers continue to give it the absent

treatment except in Cleveland, Ohio (the

second area placed under the Sponsor

public-relations-in-print slide rule for De-

cember).

WSB is credited with 60 inches of publi-

city on national programs in the rating

n eek ; of these, 40 ,' 2 inches were on NBC
programs sans local call letters and 19}4

additional inches on net programs with

local station credit. When figures for

WAGA, the second station in this rating,

are matched to these, it's more than ap-

parent what a newspaper affiliation in the

territory served by Atlanta stations means

—

WAGA and its network ABC together

rated just IIJ4 inches; the other two

"major" outlets in the city ran like this:

\\(,ST-CBS, 8K; WATL-MBS, 1.

I Presenting the entire picture of the area

in tabular form brings forth the crying

towels:

PUBLICITY INCHES

If Mutual space figures in these weeklies

.oinbiiied with the m-town stations'

tabulation it would put MBS in second

place with 50J I
inches. A^'airi it's under-

lined that each area tabulation is basically

a metropolitan center area study and small

town stations within the trading area of the

opolitan center are included only in

order to complete the picture. WMOC is

m Covington; WBHF in Cartersville;

WGGA in Gainesville. All are in Georgia.

Atlanta advertising' shows a different

picture, with the CBS station first during

this random week, simply because of the

fact that the Rich Department Store ran

a full page ad for its in-school program
over WGST. That's plenty of inches

(160, to be exact). Only NBC programs

Station Nei ,<K-j| Vuional Total

WGST ens 11,0 56 '/j 216Vi

WSB MIC 20 52 Vt 72 'A

H \(. V ABC 24 a 37

W.VII. MBS 4'/j - 4'/>

The out-of-tow n stations advertised thu

H<.(.\ MBS 141 _ 14!

WMOC MBS - - -

WBHI MBS - - -

As in Minneapolis-St. Paul (November

SPONSOR), many of the advertisements

that appeared for the NBC and C Bv

stations were exactly the same size.

There was plenty of other publicity in

the weeklies but very little radio space.

Industry press relations experts feel that

NAB publicity men might well undertake a

newspaper educational job.

(I.IVIIWH. OHIO
Cleveland, Ohio, is different. It has three

dailies each with a radio editor and each

with an editor who has earned plenty of

respect at the home offices of the networks.

When they get away from it all and have

a good time in New York, the red carpet

is rolled out for each of them.

One of the papers, The Plain Dealer,

owns one of the stations. WHK, but the

station still has to work to win space.

No outlet gets much space for its local

efforts with the exception of WHK, which

can't depend too much on the programs

fed to it by its network, Mutual, although

even MBS tops in lineage the space which

WHK gets on its local efforts.

First during the random week selected

for measuring is WGAR, the local Columbia

outlet. Spotlight has been turned time and

time again on the John Patt operation which

stations not in Atlanta but in the area publicity-wise is sparked by Mannie Eisner.

Station Nil Local National Total

WSB MIC 3 60 63

\v.\c.\ ABC - 11% 11 V*

WGST CBS 3% 4 3
/4 8'/j

WATL MBS - 1 1

covered by Atlanta, all of them with news-

paper affiliations, come up like this:

WMOC MBS 35 34 69*

Ulilll MBS 13V4 15'/> 29 V*

WGGA MBS bV* - 6'/4

t of this is pre-opening publicity.

Practically all of the out-of-town stations'

space was found in the newspapers owning

-tations, and while the space was im-

pressive, the limited circulation of the

papers and the local character of the sta-

tions do nut permit of their being placed

in the metropolitan publicity sweepstakes

It maj be noted, however, that Mutual 's

"coverage from within" formula has never

been better demonstrated than in this area

where a station ui one issue of a weeklj

garnered more lineage than any Atlanta

station collected in dailies and weeklies.

Close behind it comes WTAM. the NBC
owned and operated outlet in the area.

Actually it was Fred Waring's appearance

locally which hiked the NBC lineage for

the test week considerably, as a personal

appearance by a star always does. Sitting

111 third place is the Bill O'Neil station.

WJW. The opening of the Henry Morgan

show (WJW is an ABC outlet) tagged con-

siderable lineage since Morgan's the radio

editor's sweetheart. Right behind WJW
came WHK, the station with the local

newspaper affiliation, which had nothing

special to snag space with during the week

If it had been the week that Queen for a

Day had visited the city, the slide rule

would have had plenty more to do and the

relative standings would have been very

different The week checked was, as are

all weeks "which SPONSOR endeavors to

slide rule, just an average week. Actually

if any network could have been said to

have a real edge on this week it was CBS
which rated considerable space for its TV
color demonstration as well as for the fact

that Frank Sinatra stepped in for Rags

Ragland at the Copacabana (N. V.) on

the latter 's death. If the NBC Fred Waring

space and the CBS-color television-and-

Frank Sinatra space were eliminated from

the tab, although there wouldn't be any

justification for doing so since every week

something or another happens, the NBC-
CBS race in Cleveland might have resulted

in a dead heat.

The Cleveland standings were:

PUBLICITY INCHES

Station Net 1 ... ..1 National Total

\\(,\K CBS 5'/4 U6V4 121*
WTAM NBC »V* 105 113%
WJW \nc 8'/i 78 'A 87 y4

WHK MBS 34 44 M 78 V,

Because Cleveland itself was an excellent

publicity measuring place, it was not

necessary to measure out-of-town wo
or dailies. Since, too. other towns are so

near Cleveland, even a 50-mile measure-

ment would have to include too many

factors to be definitive.

There was practically no advertising in

the papers, so no report of paid linea.

included for Cleveland. All publishers in

this area know that radio fanfare is good

reading. Even the Cleveland Shopping

runs a full column of radio n

using for the most part personality material

on the stars. Biggest aadio space grabtxrs

in all papers are glamour pictures of the

young ladies who mike for a living.
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•I. Carlisle MacDonald
In the Grand Manner of

U. S. Steel

NO COMMON space-grubber is J. Carlisle MacDonald; his public

relationing has always been on a grand scale. So it is befitting

that when U. S. Steel wanted to sell its story on the air Mac-

Donald (he's Steel press-agent and assistant to the chairman of the board)

turned to the number one cultural theatrical group in America, the Theatre

Guild, for an hour show. Its prestige was in keeping with Steel.

He also insisted that the voice of U. S. Steel be American Broadcasting

Company's keenest reporter, George Hicks, a yen that was a throwback

to the days when MacDonald covered the world (the world was Europe

when MacDonald pounded a typewriter). The air problem that faced

Mac, after Steel had acquired Hicks and the Guild, was slightly on the

mundane side. It seems they wanted to sell merchandise as well as public

relations. The latter had to do with grand gestures like industrial rela-

tions, stockholder relations, and problems like the reemployment of vets

—

all that was MacDonald's type of press-agency. But he surprised most

of his associates at 71 Broadway (Steel's New York headquarters) by

delivering through George Hicks solid selling stuff for Steel subsidiaries,

as well as good public relations.

He's not nearly the stuffed shirt he sometimes appears to those who
meet him for the first time. He's given the agency, Batten, Barton,

Durstine and Osborn, and the Theatre Guild, more freedom than an agency

and a producing group usually receive on a big program. When news-

paper radio editors in their last poll voted U. S. Steel's Theatre Guild of

the Air second among their dramatic favorites, that was more important

to him than the fact that the program hadn't as yet made the"First Fifteen"

in rating. Editors mold opinion. If they listen they hear U. S. Steel's

story and that's a special form of public relations.

Remember the

story about. ..

THE ELEPHANT

THE MOUSE

Keep your eye on WWDC in Wash-

ington! It's the station with the big

sales wallop. There's only one reason

for its power . . . people LIKE the sta-

tion and its programs. We have sales

success stories galore . . . we'd like to

show them to you.

Keep your eye on

WWDC
Coming Soon-WWDC-FM

Represented Nationally by

FORJOE & COMPANY
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These identical twins illustrate station text that nothing changeth

TRADE NAMEG
OVERBOARD

With clients and listeners to please

juggling call letters was no sma.

chore to two veteran New York station

Niles Trammell and Tom Dewey team up to make first WNBC break



\V

Margaret Arlen, Commentator, is a top name behind call letters

RADIO stations have yens to change their names as often

as a maiden lady. That broadcasters give way so seldom

to temptation may be traced to the fact that changing

a trade name is fraught with more consequences than tying

a Jover's knot. Every time a station changes hands one of the

new owners is certain to feel that the station should be linked

by call letters with its newspaper affiliate, grandpappy. or the

chamber of commerce. Changing a million dollar trade name,

and many stations have call letters (a broadcasters trade name)

which have cost a million or more to establish, is just as much
a problem as would be the rechristening of Dodge, Frigidaire.

or Wheaties. Yet two of America's great stations, stations which

had spent millions during the past 15 years selling their trade

names, decided during the past year to adopt new tags. When
WABC and WEAF did that, they were risking the advertising

investments of hundreds of manufacturers in the latters' key

markets. The changes, made on Saturday November 2, affected

most of America's great air sponsors.

Why the changes were decided upon is immaterial at this

(Please turn to page 43)
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It took Slick Airways lo get Texas' first FM station on the air Assembling special airshipped antenna of KTHT-FM

FM is what the FCC ordered
Stations race to get on the air as receiver

manufacturers increase set trickle to sizableflow

Advertising brush-off no longer easy

A I A FRTISING can't take FM (fre-

quency modulation) or leave it

alone. If broadcasting is included

in the promotion picture of a manufacturer

then FM is in that picture and to stay.

Actually, by the thinking of the Federal

Communications Commission, FM is des-

tined to take over the major load of broad-

casting to the American people. This is

net crystal-balling but the official stand of

the FCC. Charles R. Denny, acting head

of the commission, warned station operators

recently that even stations "who may be

relying on their higher power to shelter

them from FM . . . may find it won't

work that way." In further urging that

standard broadcasting (AM) station oper-

ators get into FM quickly Commissioner

Denny drove home the point that eventu-

ally FM will "take over" by assuring the

station operator that he wouldn't be forced

to sell his AM station just because be

operates an I- M station (the FCC duopoly

rule states thai no station operator maj
own two stations in one market : He under-

lined the coming elimination of AM in

many markets by continuing, "th< AM
broadcaster who goes into FM will continue

to operate his AM station until FM re-

plat es AM in that area

40

The FCC has made it clear that only in

areas in which FM cannot render adequate

service (vast rural areas where it is un-

economical to operate stations that give

intensive rather than broad coverage i will

broadcasting as it is known today continue.

This being so, FM can't be brushed off

by adveYtiser or agency. Sixty-six stations

are in operation, 564 more authorized, and

307 applications pending.

The retarded set-manufacturing situation

(as indicated in Tin Biz Four in last

month's issue) is rapidly being cleared up.

Strombeig-Carlson's Roy H. Manson gives

SPONSOR a factual report on FM status

Dr. Ray H. Manson, president of Strom-

beig-Carlson. one of the leading set manu-
facturers, reporting on the FM receiver

situation, gives a clear picture o' how many
sets will be available for FM listemn ; by

the end of 1947. He states that by January

I, 1947, the estimated total for 1946 of

new-wave-band FM receivers having reached

the field will be 155 000. He confnues.

"This production picture is due for a rapid

change in the near future ... It can be

expected that industry production will be

stepped up gradually during the first half

of 1947 and at a much higher rate during

the last six months of next year. A good

guess as to the production rate in Decem-

ber, 1947, on present indications, is that

FM-AM receivers will be going into

the field at the rate of about 4 million sets

per year."

Dr. Manson also explains that the over

395,751' FM receivers now in the hands of

the public which are equipped to hear only

the old-band FM are in mest cases still

without a satisfactory method of being

converted to the new band. States Dr.

Manson. "A number of adapters or con-

verters using vacuum tubes have been

designed but, so far, have not met with

favor by owners of the prewar . .

FM receivers. However, recently, there

has been announced the so-called Dnscoll

Adapter which is a simple antenna device

which can be attached to the prewar FM
receivers and. in some favorable FM re-

ception locations, allows the majority of

\ I'll as, turn to pail, 46)
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Canadian border listeners can take their choice of United States or Dominion stations. Surveys show that they stick to their local outlets

Canadian Stations Preferred

—say Canadian listeners

IN-TOWN coverage has been found to

increase program listening to any

advertiser's message, although many
advertisers still feel that north-of-the-bor-

der listening can be obtained in a major

way through U. S. stations. This has been

disproved once again by a border-station

survey conducted in Canada for a leading

U. S. food manufacturer.

Survey was conducted in Vancouver,

B. C. ; Windsor and Toronto, Ontario;

Montreal, Quebec; and a number of smaller

Canadian towns. The report indicated

that only in Windsor (across the river from

Detroit 1 did any considerable number of

families regularly tune U. S. stations.

An "opinion" double check to the factual

survey indicated that the reason for the

tuning in Windsor can be traced to the

number of residents of that town who make

their living in Detroit and the close economic

link between the Motor City and Windsor.

Ntond town to listen in any degree

to U. S. stations is Vancouver, B. C, but

in this Western Canada metropolis the

pattern of in-town station listening begins

to uveal itself. Where shows are heard

from a Vancouver station as well as a U. S.

station (located in Seattle it was found that

less than 10 per cent of the listening to

tin program in Canada came from sets

tuned to Seattle transmitters. There was

no "opinion research" double cheek made
in this area to uncover why even that 10

per cent listened south of their border,

but as far as the food manufacturer was

concerned, 90 per cent of a program's

audience coming from an in-town station

was ample evidence of the fallacy of cover-

age from across the border.

In a further study of border-town listen-

ing habits, the food organization's survey

indicated that wandering ears were fewest

in towns in the province of Quebec. This

is no doubt traceable chiefly to the dual-

language situation which keeps the French-

speaking population tuned to its own
stations; however, even the English-speak-

ing part of the province appeared to listen

to its own in-town or national stations

rather than U. S. airers.

Listening to U. S. stations is highest w hen

for some reason or another the programs

heard over the two Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation networks are outstandingly

"cultural," although there was a particu-

larly outspoken minority which plumped for

the cultural and informative level of

Canadian radio versus the "commercial-

ization of the Yanks." A number of listen-

ing diaries kept by this vocal minority, by

the way, showed an amazing percentage of

tune spent in hearing popular U. S. net-

work programs aired by the CBC.

A coincidental telephone survey made
following the release by the Bureau of

Broadcast Measurement (Canadian version

of the Broadcast Measurement Bureau

of its first coverage report indicated that

although there was fringe listening (as

shown in the BBM figures it indicated

dialing to specific programs, not consistently

to specific stations. This coincidental BBM
check-up also indicated that remote listen-

ing is unstable and that the only certain

deliverable audience is that which ? close

to the home of the transmitter.

Further proof of the impact of in-Canada

stations has been found in the "opinion

survey" which is conducted by a number of

big corporations in Canada. The tabbing

is done because of the constant knowledge

that a great section of Canadian opinion is

pro government ownership of industry.

The corporations underwriting this opinion

research want to know just what the voters

think of them. They find that organizations

using Canada's air almost always lead the

favorable opinion group —be they Canadian

or r. s.

As a result of the survey, the food

company which paid the survey bills

itself eliminated all consideration of

Canadian coverage by I'. S. stations

except in the Detroit and Buffalo-Niagara

areas, and even in these service areas

counted upon the "Yank" stations' deliver-

ing only "supplementary" coverage. The
memo from the organization's research

director to its advertising director starts

off with. "This research study indicates

that the only certain way to reach a Cana-

dian audience is to broadcast in the town in

which you want to make sales—or else

the nearest Canadian town in which there's

a broadcasting station. You can 'influence'

people through U. S. stations near the

border but this influence cannot guarantee

sales."

It seems simple but it cost S-5.000 for

this food company to discover that "Cana-

dian Stations Preferred" is more than a

catch-phrase with Canadians.
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TRADE NAMES OVERBOARD
(Continued from page 39)

time. The claim in both cases is that the

new names will more closely relate the

stations to their networks and that a net-

work^ key station should be recognized as

such by its call letters. So WABC has bi -

come WCBS and WEAF has become WNBC.
What is important is what the change-

over meant to commercial programs on the

two stations. It's also important to discover

what it cost each station and what was done

promotionally to make the change-over

painless—to the men who pay the bills.

Each station's approach had a theme as

different, advertising-wise, as any two plans

could be. How effective both plans were is

indicated in a special survey made ex-

clusively for Sponsor. WNBC's Sunday

audience (November 3, the day after the

change-over) was actually 19.8 per cent

higher than it had been the previous week

when it was still called WEAF. WCBS'
November 3 audience was 9.8 per cent

higher than it had been on the previous holy

day. One week later, November 10, the

Sunday rating for both of the stations had

lost most of the previous week's upsurge,

allowing for the normal seasonal increase in

listening. However, each gained a greater

percentage of the seasonal increase than

any other of the nine New York stations.

Briefly, both promotional campaigns were

successful, WNBC's a little more so than

WCBS' both in critical acceptance in the

consumer and trade press and in results

achieved. WNBC, under the direction of

James Gaines, manager of the station, de-

cided to sell itself under its new call letters

with a maximum nostalgia and a razzle-

dazzle program (one hour and a quarter).

WCBS decided to make use of the change-

over to sell its public service. Its program

(half-hour) was, for the most part, a recap

of what the station had done during the

war for the war, with Arthur Godfrey, ace

salesman of the airways, doing the selling.

Neither station lost listeners because of

the trade name change. Each gained some-

thing for the actual cash outlay, around

$40,000 plus, because each took the oppor-

tunity of doing program promotion at the

same time it was selling a trade name.

WNBC did it with smash, full two-column

and full-page ads, selling the programs the

station brings its audience. The station

paid for it all, but every star program on

WNBC received paid space, as well as

considerable publicity lineage. WNBC's
on-the-air change-over promotion was

straight, without the showmanship which

marked its Hail and Farewell. In the latter

Governor Dewey (N. Y.) turned station

announcer, handling the actual station

break, and Niles Trammell. NBC president,

handled the actual station identification the

first time it was tagged WNBC. Dewey
stuttered once and thus snagged news-

paper attention which he wouldn't have

received had he been a "perfect announcer."

(Please turn to next page)
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Within our primary coverage area are 19.35% of

the Total Population of Canada, 25.28 % of the

Total Retail Sales in Canada, 23.55% of the Total

Food Sales in Canada, 32.57% of the Total Drug

Sales in Canada based on the latest Dominion

Bureau of Statistics figures. Coverage according to

preliminary measurements of R.C.A.

'n the United States: Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc., New
RECRUITING STATIONS York, Los Angeles, Chicago. In Canada: Horace

N. Stovin Co., Montreal and Winnipeg,- Metro-

politan Broadcasting Service, Toronto.
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Once produced at $100 a point

ARTHUR PRYOR, B. B. D. & 0. vp, kicked him out

of his office when he first tried to sell Pryor a program,

yet he now has the top-rated show ("Inner Sanctum," 13.2)

in the B. B. D. & 0. stable.

He grew up in show business as a borscht circuit comic,

yet all his successes are daytime strips or whodunits, without

a laugh in a carload, except those smooth sex smacks in

•'The Thin Man."
His favorite show, the socially-conscious non-profit,

"Green Valley, USA," brought him more headaches than

his most bankable operation, "Joyce Jordan," on which he

does nothing but collect royalty rights. CYUSA is still the

show he'd like most to sell.

He makes most of his 1946 income tax cashables from

mystery programs— "Bulldog Drummond," "Thin Man,"
and "Inner Sanctum"- but he's refused 25 times to do an-

other thriller-diller.

He has consistently delivered Hooper points at as low

as $100 a point but there is a limit and when Lambert
and Feasley insisted, after an AFRA (actors' union) scale

increase, that he continue to do "Grand Central Station"

for $750, he just naturally said "nuts" and stepped out.

He's been using the same casts for years—because they

know what he wants and give it to him.

He's the number one independent producer of air shows.

who actually watches over each program. He's Hi Brown.

\\ CBS's program, as noted before, was a

recital of its public service, but its daily

on-the-air promotion used plenty of show-

manship, with original jingles, handled by

I )mah Shore, Jack Smith, and Elsa Miranda,

singing out the change on the air until

November 16.

WCBS' promotion generally has been

completed, its money having been well

spent on three-and-one-half-inch one-column

ads for each of the programs on the station

in every daily newspaper in all its primary

market- WNBC is following its major

Bplurge with salutes to a number of towns

in that station's primary service areas. First

is a bow to Bayonne which has produced

eight first-page 5torie8 in the Bayotmt Timet

and cards in every retail shop in Bayonne.

Salutes to individual towns within a station's

service area have been a successful audience-

promotion device all over the country. That

it's just hit New York is indicative of the

fact that there are hundreds of sock pro-

motion ideas which have been proved time

and time again far away from a metropolis.

HIGH FASHION WIEBOLDT'S
I
I 'nuti inn it from i agi .'.'

>

The day after the broadcast a five-

column newspaper ad headed by the Melody

Lane program trade-mark features "The

Fashion Star of the Week" but even it

isn't too commercial in its approach.

Program ads in Sunday papers have no

product tie-up. How far Wieboldt's have

grown from selling the price tag is indicated

in the fact that a coat priced at $455 was

the "star" one week and an over-arm hand-

bag at $12.50 was featured another week.

As a matter of record the entire fashion

end of Wieboldt's has been upgraded three

times during the period that Melody Lane

has carried Wieboldt's story into the homes

of Chicago over WBBM.
Even the ticket handling for the broad-

casts is different. The tickets are in the

form of invitations which are sent out each

week not to new customers nor charge

accounts but to those women who during

the week have received attention in the

society columns of the metropolitan and

neighborhood newspap* i

The cast entertains, before each fashion

season, at a series of "Fashion Previi

which use 20 models to present the styles

of the coming season. Style-conscious

customers whom style shows can't reach in

person are sent two-color brochures of pro-

gram notes, and pictures of stars and gu

It's all too style-conscious for words,

but for those who are interested in crass

monetary facts, every style item featured

on the show is sold out between broad-

casts, and Wieboldt's. needing more from

their suppliers than the latter are willing to

give most stores, use the program as a reason

why they deserve "extra consideration."

Style-conscious promotion?

St ll-conscious promotion?

Yes but don't let Wieboldt's know.
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The New Trend in Radio Advertising

Revolutionary

Profitable

Perfection

AVAILABLE

Top Radio Programs • Leading Stars

Musical • Comedy • Drama

Greatest Audience Coverage

Bing Crosby Enterprises, Inc.

proudly presents

The First in a Series of Transcribed Programs

PHILCO RADIO TIME
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT

starring

BING CROSBY
Produced By Bill Morrow and Merle McKenzie

for further Information

Everett N. Crosby

Bing Crosby Enterprises, Inc., 9028 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46, California
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FREQUENCY MODULATION
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the FM channels in the new 100 mi band

t< be tuned in on the range of these

rhe adapter, designed by
ill. Acting A-M-iant Manager

of FM Station WHFM, is being supplied

: tromb rg-( ai Ison c ompany l< r use in

'favorabli locations" in areas being served

in the Hi u LOO mc FM transmissions

Dr. Manson was a pioneer in the field of

FM receiver manufacture and the industry

looks upon the information to which lie has

access as being the most an man in the

business.

Down in Texas, the typical pioneering

spirit that paced broadcasting originally

was demonstrated by Roy Hofheinz's

KTHT-FM, whose stall was able to put

the FMer on the air 17 days after it re-

ceived its conditional grant from the FCC
and on y two days after permission had

been granted it to operate commercially

on reduced power with a special antenna

'August 22 of this yean. Transmission line

was picked up in Atlanta, Georgia. A 250-

watt FM transmitter was picked up n

New Orleans, Louisiana, and reconditioned

pending the arrival of KTIIT-FM's own
1,000-watt transmitter. The transmitter

building was built "from the ground up"
in three days and nights, and they chartered

a Slick Airways' plane to make a special

flight to New York to pick up the vital

27-foot antenna. What this saga means to

the advertiser is what it exemplifies of the

drive behind the men behind the station.

Having licked the technical difficulties,

the station staff next went to work licking

the problem of producing listeners and FM
acceptance in Houston and south Texas.

Special displays of FM sets tuned to

KTHT-FM were set up at most dealers'

and through the drive 1,500 receivers

were in Houston homes within a few- weeks

after the station hit the air. That number
is doubled now. The results were so satis-

factory that one-third of the commercial

time of the station has been taken by a

dealer-distributor group. With this business

as a start, Station Supervisor John Stephen

went after a number of "institutional

advertisers." At the initial rate of $17.50

per hour he sold out the entire six hours

that the station is on the air (3 to 9 p.m.).

No spot announcements were sold, no

sponsor was permitted to buy less than an

hour, commercials were limited to one each

15 minutes. Sponsors include a furniture

store, a bank, and a public utility.

\i present there are no live programs

on KTHT-FM. No phonograph records are

used, however, the programing being re-

stricted to transcriptions (e.t.'s . especially

those which are produced so as to permit

the station to make use of FM's full-

range reproduction. Emphasis is on music,

the time being divided equally between

popular, old favorites, and classical. \N hal 's

on the transcriptions, rather than names,

motivates programing. Each e.t. is audi-

tioned to make certain that it meets the

(requeues response characteristics of FM
good full rounded music i, which is more
than three times that normally trans-

mitted on standard AM channels. What
WTHT-FM proved with amazing speed is

that FM acceptance can be achieved

quickly* by a station even though limited

receivers are available and transmitting

equipment is at a premium.

Other stations may not have been able

to move with the celerity of KTHT-FM
but 1 1 1 1 \ also are proving that FM is

here. Down in Becklev. West Virginia,

WCFC'S new S 100,000 studio-transn

building is "rapidly nearing completion,"

and they expect to move in around the

lirst of the year. They went on the air

August 15, with a temporary authorization.

Unlike KTHT-FM. WCFC turned down
requests for time. They wanted to prove

an audience before they went commercial.

WCFC took the selling of FM for its job

and to quote them, "Sets without FM do

not sell well in Beckley and the adjacent

area."

The technique which KTHT-FM and
\\t FC have established -"selling of FM
to the audience" -is the one that Leonard
Wli. owner of W BC \. found so successful

in Schenectady, on the old waveband.

Every new FM station promoted aggres-

sively has sold the listeners in its area on
this type of broadcasting. For instance,

\\ RCM, first FM station in New Orleans,

.'lit on the air sustaining in May of this

year. On November 1 it became a com-
mercial operation and "has sold a sub-

stantial amount of advertising." New
Orleans is noted for being a highly com-
petitive market for broadcasting, but FM
is news to listeners and it's selling despite

the competition.

The broadcasting picture is changing

rapidly, so rapidly that as one advertising

manager observed, "the usual rule of thumb
which has been applied to advertising

generally just won't answer the FM
questions."

AMEIIICAX TOBACCO COMPANY
I •P^»» Tobacco comes to the

air fWEAF) on July 14. 1923 with

the American Tobacco Company's
sponsorship of Nathan Glantz and

his dance orchestra to sell the then

frowned upon "coffin nails." On
September 25, 1923 B. A. Rolfe and

his Lucky Strike Dance Band take

over to play music that only

George Washington Hill can dance

to. A tradit'on starts.

5 l!!Hi Jack Benny, now sell-

s ing Lucky Strike, regains rating as

< No. 1 air com>c for the first time

5 since he "Jello-ed again." American

Tobacco is now spending more than

82,000,000 a year to sell LS/MFT
on the air. with Benny on 151 NBC
stations and Your Hit Parade on

155 CBS outlets. ATC sponsors

Frank Morgan for Fall Mall on HO
NBC stations too.
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Circulation breakdown: November 1946 Issue

72.7%
National sponsorsand prospective sponsors- 46.39c

Advertising agency account executives,

radio directors, timebuyers 26.4% .

Station and net work executives 20.9%

Miscellaneous 6.4%

sponsor's circulation guarantee is 8,000 to 12,000 copies each

month during 1947. Three out of every four copies go to national

advertisers and radio-minded advertising agency executives. For

additional facts and figures write to Advertising Director, sponsor

publications, Inc., 40 West 52 Street, New York 19, N. Y.

ADVERTISING RATES
Space 1 time 6 times 12 times

One page $250 $235 $220

Two-thirds 180 170 160

One-half 140 132 122

One-third 97 91 85

One-sixth 50 47 44
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SPEAKS
Project S

THIS is the second issue of Pro ji

It differs from the first in a number of

ways, all of which we hope you will

see as improvements. Other changes will

come with other issues. With a job as vital

and dynamic as ours—namely, to speak for,

of, and to the man who pays the broadcast

advertising bills -we can't afford to be

static.

The first issue brought a great number of

congratulatory wires and letters. Since none

are being printed, we take this opportunity

to thank SPONSOR'S well- wishers. There
were brickbats. t<x». With some we agree.

Of others we can only say, "Wait and Bee."

In Vol. 1. No 1, SPONSOR stated what it

stands for. We think our Credo is worth

repeating:

"The job. as m set it, boik down to this- to

give tht sponsor what he needs to undt rstand

and effectively use broadcast advertising in

all its forms—
to sort out tin lour broadcast advertising

mediums —AM, FM, TV, FAX in their

present-day j>< rspective—
to main every lint of editorial content vital

and vivid to the sponsor—
to look at broadcast issues fairly, firmly, and

constructively—
to promote g,ood broadcast advertisit

advertising that is good for the sponsor and

good for tht listen* r."

An NABA?
THIRTY million dollars of broadcast

advertising were represented last

month at a meeting at one of New-

York's most noted clubs. The meeting had

been called by telephone (no letters were

written and each of the eight men attending

understood that the entire meeting was "off

the record." The purpose of the confab was

the possibility of forming a new association

whose interests, like those of sponsor,

would be the broadcast advertisers'.

There were no violent objections to the

jobs that the AAAA (American Association

of Advertising Agencies) and the AN V

(Association of National Advertisers i wen-

doing. A number of the men. those who

had called the meeting, had come to the

conclusion that there were problems in-

volved m the future of commercial broad-

casting that could best be met by a national

association of broadcast advertisers. The
meeting was not inspired by any broad-

caster and the men present were not officials

in any other advertising association.

No final decisions were reached at the

meeting. As a matter of record none of the

men attending had the authority to commit
bis company to participate in a new group

such as was under consideration. Reports

of the meeting have been made to tht top

executive of each of the corporations repre-

sented and the next meeting will be held

after the first of the year.

Among the problems which brought the

group together were AFRA (American

Federation of Radio Actors), the tendency

of unions to fight their battles with the net-

works by attacking advertisers on the net-

works, the emergence of television as an

advertising medium, network transcriptions,

and a host of other aches which have beset

or w ill beset the broadcast advertiser.

The broadcast advertiser up to now has

not considered himself apart from other

national advertisers and there are a great

number of advertisers who see nothing but

trouble ahead if they should decide to draw

apart at this time. I lowever, it is important

to radio that he is beginning to think as an

articulate group and that he no longer is

willing to drift. Frankly, the final decision

of the group is of secondary importance, for

if they do not decide to function as an

independent association they will naturally

function as a group within the ANA. The
radio advertiser is coming of age.

lO WEST .~>2itd

We found sponsor to be an extremely-

interesting magazine and one which fills a

new place in the trade.

Kendall Foster,
William Esty ami Company

We have a big job to do and we hope that

the "new" place we fill will be a vital one.

We will continue to do the job that's

SPONSOR'S and SPONSOR'S alone.

I hope that you will continue to be frank

and direct in your approach to the sponsor's

angle of radio advertising. Too often

writers forget the business angle and become
submerged in personalities, surrounding
their comments as we say with tluti

Joseph w Fi i ghum,
Tin Coca-Cola Company

We are staying clear of fluff and puff.

Nice job. sponsor was the missing link

in the field of broadcasting

[os pii K u/.

dent,

The Joseph Kat: Company

With your permission. I intend to include

some of the information (from the Bab-0
story in the November issue ) in a talk I am
making before the senior advertising class

organized by the Toronto Advertising and
Sales Club.

A. A. McDermott,
Horace N, Stovin & Company

We're happy to have you spread the good
Bab-O word.

The article on comparison of radio pub-
licity in the Twin Cities was interesting.

If the week prior to your survey or the

week following had been used, we would
have been an easy number one. while this

week. WLOL with it- Queen For A Day
program originating from here would have
been an easy number one.

Carl Ward.
Radio Station WCCO

Our research department picked a random
week and that's the way the cards will

always fall.

I was particularly interested in the net-

work publicity schedule and will find it

useful here.

Wells Ritchie.

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

The network schedule is required reading in

many agencies and sponsors' offices too.

Our Executive Board discussed the

article on Duane Jones and we are very-

much impressed with its factual content, as

well as the interesting manner in which
this article is written.

Ralph Wali erstein,

Director National Sales & Advert

WMBG

It's the first of a number of "facts and figures''

stories that will be in every issue.
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WINS
NEW YORK

1 HE MANAGEMENT of WINS acknowledges the vote of confidence in our future which has

been expressed in the tangible form of contracts for time and programs by the following

advertisers and their agencies. We assure both present and prospective clients that we will do

everything in our power to merit and maintain this faith.

NATIONAL

Allenru
Arrid

Balpine Bath Oil

Benrus Watches
Bromo-Seltzer

Charcoal Gum
Chiclets

Columbian Insurance

Diamond Crystal Salt

Ex-Lax

4-Way Cold Tablets

Griffin Shoe Polish

Groves Cold Tablets

Ipana Tooth Paste

La Boheme Wines
Lummis Peanuts

Nature's Remedy
Meadow Gold Ice Cream
Metropolitan Life Insurance

Mission Bell Wines
Mounds My-T-Fine

Pabst Beer

Pepsi-Cola

Poligrip

Rayve Shampoo
Raz-Mah

Rel

Rem
Rit

SlMONIZ

Stanback

Tums
T. R. C.

Willard Tablets

Woodbury Dry Skin Cream

LOCAL

Baltimore Gospel Tabernacle

Bellerose Church
Empire Diamond & Gold Buying Service

Gospel Broadcasting Company
Keensight Lens

Lutheran Laymen's League

Madison Loan Company
New York Daily Mirror

New York Technical Institute

New York Telephone Company
People's Church
Peil's Beer

Sherman Bow Ties

Tucker Furs

Williams Used Cars

It is our sincere desire to provide New York listeners with an expanded and improved program

service. To this end we have already added additional experienced program personnel and

made many changes in our program schedule.

On October 13 we began an inter-change of programs with WLW by direct wire and we are

now receiving reports direct from the WLW-WINS Washington Bureau. Other services and

innovations will be added ... all based on sound, tested principles of good radio programming

and station operation.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION



CLEVELAND'S STATION

TAKES THE GAMBLE

OUT OF TIME BUYING

WJW's daytime dialers give you an ace in

the hole in the Cleveland billionarea—more

daytime listeners per dollar than any other

regional station. The facts are stacked in

the time buyer's favor— for WJW gives you

this large audience built by bright local

stars and better local programming— gives

you the opportunity to hold the winning

hand. Why gamble in the great Cleveland

market when \\ J\\ offers vou a sure thing.

ABC Network lflf

-

1
Mil 850 KC

mm 5000 Watts
CLEVELAND, O. ^g^ 1 ^g^g DAY AND NIGHT

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY B 1r HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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NANCY EVANS . LARRY DOUGLAS Your radio

audience will thrill to hear these glorious voices

featured in solos and superbly blended in duets.

HIS ORCHESTRA The prestige of Wayne King and his world renowned orchestra brings added
prestige to sponsors His matchless showmanship ... his greot group of musicians ... all add
together to the grandest hoH hour of music on the air.

FRANKLYN MocCORMACK Hit r

matic voice serves os a perfect inl •p"

soothing music of the Waltz King
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JANUARY 1947

Networks, with exception of MBS, will adjust rates in 1947. No
real revisions were made during war years. MBS had rate increase
in August 1946. Individual stations throughout U. S. also will set
new rates during year, with Westinghouse setting trend. Most rate
changes will give protection for one year to present users of
facilities

.

-SR-

BBD&O will inherit retail business of United-Rexall sometime in
1947. This will increase spot business of agency, now biggest
placer of spot, by some $2,000,000. Spots will be set for Liggett,
Sontag, Lane, Renfro, and other United-Rexall drug chains.

-SR-

NAB researchers estimate that 34,800,000 out of 38,120,000 families
in the U. S. had at least one radio receiver in use as of January
1, 1947. Other sets in use (restaurants, clubs, hospitals, auto
radios, etc.) build the receiver total to over 60,000,000. 1946
estimate was 3,000,000 less.

-SR-

With networks thumbs down on additional detective and mystery pro-
grams, trend is toward using whodunit formulas in different cloaks.
Programs being built include adult westerns, typical of which is

''The Westerner,' 1 with Jay Jostyn (''Mr. D. A.' 1

). Railroader and
truckman series also in works. All retain whodunit features but
settings change.

-SR-

WNAX has just released diary study comparison between 1945 when it

was CBS and 1946 when it was ABC. Indicative of what aggressive
local programing can do is fact that despite network shift station
continues first in area. Combined nighttime ratings of five NBC
stations in area produced one point more listening for NBC than
WNAX alone.

-SR-

Increase in sustaining scale for actors (AFRA) will eventually mean
increase in scale on commercial broadcasts. While this will not
affect nighttime airings, most of which are overscale anyway, it

will hit daytime serials, many of which have performers at scale.

All costs seem destined to go up in 1947.

-SR-

Recent Coca-Cola survey revealed that Latin-American advertising of

U. S. products is still based on American art and air formulas em-

ploying Spanish or Portuguese headlines and copy, and even these

are frequently uninspired translations of North-of-border selling.

So ineffectual are these efforts that local advertisers are lifting

products (imitating non-copyright features) and taking business
with convincing South American ad-language. Since most export-

JANUARY 1947
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SKELTON

TURNABOUT ON

COMMERCIALS

WHITE COLLAR

UNION ORGANIZING

AT MBS, ABC

ONE NET-BUILT

SHOW
<

IN "FIRST

FIFTEEN"

FCC

GRANT-SPREE

IN 1946

WHY

LAGUARDIA

QUIT ABC

ILGWU GOING

IN FOR

COMMERCIAL FM

advertising, departments of domestic agencies operate in red.

(J. Walter Thompson a notable exception) they don't worry about
losing business. But advertisers are taking stock now ancl that's
reason for recent sponsor surveys.

-SR-
Red Skelton, who usually kids his sponsor's commercials (Raleigh's
903) did a defense of radio commercials in a December broadcast,
even "903" which was being roundly razzed in trade press and else-
where. Said Skelton at sign-off: "Let's give all sponsors a break.
It's (the commercial) the cheapest box-office admission in the
world for good entertainment."

-SR-
White collar union (UOPWA) which has CBS signed, though not on
closed-shop basis, now is hard at work on MBS and ABC. Insiders
at union admit MBS will be first asked to hold NLRB election.
Sponsors employing CIO unions may expect pressure shortly if
negotiations don't flow smoothly.

-SR-
"Suspense" is only network-built program to reach top listening
status in years. CBS produced and nursed it. In December it was
fourteenth in Hooperating. Sponsor is Roma Wine Company.

-SR-
1946 was the big year in FCC grants. By year's end there were some

1,500 AM stations operating or building; over 500 (mostly 250-watt
daytime locals) granted during year. FM picture showed 600 con-
ditional grants and construction permits, with stations crowding
onto air as year lapsed; about 100 are now operating. TV, plagued
by uncertainties on part of applicants, showed disappointing 40
grants. 1947 looks like even bigger FCC business with nearly 1,000
carryover applications pending and many more to come.

-SR-
Ex-Mayor LaGuardia's shift to MBS was not based on unwillingness oi

ABC to continue paying New York's firebrand $1,000 weekly. Mayor
learned he was not heard in Washington nor Chicago—only 42 of
ABC's over 200 outlets were taking him sustaining—and LaGuardia
likes an audience. On MBS he is being offered to local sponsors
and W0R will carry him (W0R sat in on three-day meeting that
brought him to Mutual).

-SR-
Union operation of broadcasting stations hasn't been commercial
until now, but International Ladies Garment Workers Union is going
into radio as business, though with plenty of public service.
Union has set deal with Raymond M. Wilmotte, Inc. to design and
erect six FM stations which it expects to be granted shortly. Ide;

is to make engineering on all stations identical, thus permitting
interchange of personnel, etc. ILGWU bought ground in center of

St. Louis December 27 and has local unions and non-profit organiza-

tions buying stock in project. Millinery, doll, musician, and
department store unions chipped in for New York station. In Bosto

local co-op added its mite. Having established plan for getting
sets into hands of members of unions backing each station, ILGWU
will thus deliver extra listeners for any FM station in six areas
organization hopes to serve.

SPONSC
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Br. and Mrs. Music"

lome to town ! i
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12 Noon to 2:00 pm 4:00 to 5:30 pm

"MR. AND MRS. MUSIC" present radio's pioneer develop-

ment in recorded muSie showj^r-disc-jockeying, if you please)

.

It's entirely different from anything you've heard, or bought,

in the past . . . original in,itself
.

, . npt a carbon copy or facsimile

of any other program. • "•
r ' — -

As a husband and wife record-spinning team, singing star

Bea Wain and her commentator husband Andre Baruch dis-

pense with the chatter of the breakfast table to talk across the

turntables about their most familiar topic—music. They present

America's top tunes, bands and vocalists on records, of course!

But "Mr. and Mrs. Music" give recordings a brand new appeal

with such unique features as . .

.

RECORDS COME TO LIFE with guest appearances by popular

band leaders, singers, composers and other famous personalities.

BEA WAIN SINGS with instrumentalists and during highly-

publicized audience shows in the WMCA Theatre.

RECORD MAKERS "ON THE SET"-Bea and Andre visit

recording studios to interview stars making tomorrow's hit discs.

INTRODUCING THE "BETTER HALF" as Bea and Andre

interview husbands or wives of well-known music-makers.

Thanks for your barrage of spot announcements launching the

show - Frances Langford, Jon Hall, Milton Berle, George Jessel,

Kate Smith, Ted Collins, Ralph Edwards, Joan Edwards, Ella Logan,

Jean Sablon, Jack Smith.

"Mr. and Mrs. Music "go to town . .

.

in the year's strongest bid for dominance of New York's daytime

audience. The show boasts the name talent, the production,

the novelty, the hard-hitting promotion* and advertising send

off which has made it a great show from its first broadcast. Bea's

sultry personality and Andre's master salesmanship combine

for perfect commercial balance.

"Mr. and Mrs. Music" is available in quarter-hour strips—

periods which will sell fast, for we thought of the advertiser

when we set the price— and the price is right! But that's merely

part of the story. You should have all of the details. Check

WMCA Sales or your Free and Peters representative.

Y :,;>.*

First on New York's dial mmi
Represented by Free & Peters
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how to sell.

RESEARCH EDUCATION

Trend on the part of rating organizations C. E. Hooper. A i

Nielsen of stressing the limitations of program rating informa-

tion is invaluable to the industry. Rating figures for years have

been projected to the nation as though they were actually pro-

gram circulation indices Vctually they represent, at the most.

relative popularity in telephone home- in 33 cities I Hooper and

relative popularity in areas covered mot the nation by Nielsen

auduneten recording machines attached to radio receivers in

the home As long as the figures are used for what they are

no harm can be done and both Mr. Hixiper and Mr. Nielsen

have been spending plenty of cash to explain Hooperating and

Nielsen ratings there are a number of the latter to the industry

The industry needs this education, just as it needs the restrain-

ing rem> which the Broadcast Measurement Bureau is now hold-

ing on its Iigures Research is never any better than the use to

which it is put.

COLOR NO LONGER BATTLING BLACK-&-WHITE TV

t BS lias dropped its early approach to television, i.e., that

color would make obsolete everything black and white. During

December it unveiled a video receiver that would receive both

its sequential color and black-and-white television. It also

showed the Federal Communications Commission a fully elec-

tronic tube that would receive CBS color video in the home,

eliminating all moving parts in its home receiver, just as Radio

Corporation of America had done previously with its form of

tinted visual entertainment. Thus CBS inferentially endorsed

Obsolescence Is Obsolete, Sponsor's report to the industry on

television in its December issue.

Both major factors in the television research field have cleared

the way to air-picture development under present black-and-

white standards. Many of the stations which dropped their

black-and-white applications are reconsidering their decisions

and several have already reentered their applications. Du.Mont

is actually putting full steam behind its production of sets and

transmitters. Its position in the color controversy is linked with

RCA's since it is DuMont's basic patents which RCA is devel-

oping lor its simultaneous-broadcast all-electronic system of

color.

For the first time since 1938 the way is clear for TV to become

an industry. Thanks to CBS. it's a battle of color systems, not

a battle oi CBS vs "television now."

*BT RAISES THE CASH FOR NEGRO YW-YMCA

With all the negatives with which the South has been pelted

recently, it's encouraging to see a radio station devote time on

every program in its 20-hour day. for seven days, to help a local

negro YW-YMCA. The station was WBT, Charlotte. North

Carolina, and its time donation was to help raise $78,000 to

eradicate the deficit in the $250,000 building fund of the organi-

zation Charles Crutchfield. manager of the station, didn't

stop with giving tune to the cause. He built special programs to

appeal to charitably-minded listeners, and hired a staff of special

fund-raising experts to help him gather in the needed thousands.

That s public service at its best. It's what makes commercial

time on a broadcasting station worth the buying. It's carrying

on a local tradition of service which is unusual for a station

as powerful as WBT with us 50,000 watts . . . but it's what

built the station into the million-dollar operation that it is.

SPONSOR
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MORE THAN YOU PAY FOR

^SM's 50,000 watt Clear Channel power beamed into our vast coverage

sea has introduced this station's talent to literally millions of people all over

te country.

Proof of this is the box office appeal of our stars. Our figures over the last

s/eral years show that WSM talent annually averages 2,000 personal appear-

aces in more than half the United States. To see these performances almost

ce million people pay a half-million dollars every year!

(And this figure does not include the quarter-million people who come
Nashville from all 48 states to witness the Grand Ole Opry — nor the

1 5usands of visitors who comprise daily audiences for WSM shows in our

v
on studios.)

These statistics give a graphic picture

—

But, there are no figures which can represent the enormous amount of

gxi will these personal appearances create. Good will that is transmitted

t'the advertisers who sponsor this WSM live talent.

The final result is worth thousands of dollars. But the cost to the adver-

ti;rs?

—

Not one red cent.

Smart sponsors look to WSM for the maximum return on their every
,

#

i^ertising dollar.

'

7^e Sedf i*t ^notidcottuty'

NASHVILLE
•

HARRY STONE, Gen. Mgr.

JACK HARRIS, Asst. Gen. Mgr.

WINSTON S. DUSTIN, Comm. Mgr.

EDWARD PETRY & CO.

National Representatives



It happened on NBC

STORY OF A ROYAL FAMILY * The doings of the

Barbour clan arc as familiar to American families as their

own domestic histories. Birth, death, marriage, romance,

comedy, tragedy— these arc the raw materials of family life

everywhere, and they arc the threads with which the story

ol One Man's Famih is woven.

The bewildering offspring of l
;ann\ and Henry Barbour

now have equally bewildering offspring of their own. I is

teners who wen' parents when they Inst heard One Man's

Family have now become grandparents. Listeners who were

in their teens when they first became Harbour fans

gone through the war listening to One Man's Faniih a

Iceland to I wo lima—and now ha\ e ( ome home to < I

families ol their own. Youngsters who were not

when the Barbours came to NBC are now (lose I rieil

Pinky, Hank, [oan, Penny and Margaret— todays
j

set ol One Man's Family. And while Father Barbour'$|l

yes" m. i\ be a little more weary, it is balanced bv littlol

4. net's (harm, and adolescent Pinky's struggles to intj

the working of the adult mind.

AMERICA 'S .XO. 1 .\ET\M
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k i 1932, Carlton E. Morse envisioned a radio program

i '1 would reflect the American way of life in millions of

mg homes. In March of that year he introduced One
Family over a San Francisco station. One month later

series moved to the NBC Pacific Coast Network. In

133 it went coast to coast. Today it is broadcast over

sftions of the NBC Network every Sunday afternoon at

istern Time.

Wng its fourteen years on NBC, One Man's Family has

m1 at least fifteen national awards as radio's outstanding

dramatic serial. Under the sponsorship of Standard Brands,

it has helped make Royal Desserts and Fleischmann's Yeast

household words throughout the country.

How to grow a family tree? Plant it with the skill and

craftsmanship of a distinguished author and a fine cast of

characters. Give it roots in the powerful facilities of the N BC

Network. Let it thrive with other great shows heard on \ B( '.

The result: a program which for more than fourteen years

has been pleasing millions' of families, who in its story see

a reflection of their own way of life.

snriol

am.l Aatrica

. . . the National Broadcasting Company



Remember the

story about ..

.

THE BEAR

AND THE BEES?

it* t\*\.- —

Bees or bears . . . independent or net-

work, you can bet that in Washington

D.C.,WWDC is putting on the bite. The

big bite that means big sales at low

cost for advertisers. We'd like to show

you some of our sales success stories

before you even make up your list.

That will be the clincher!

Keep your eye on

WWDC
Coming Soon- WWDC-FM

ktprtltnltd Nationolly by

FORJOE & COMPANY

Harvey Fir€»sloii«». Jr.
A music lover who doesn't meddle with his radio program

HE'S as definite as any top executive, in or out of the rubber

business, yet he doesn't interfere with his broadcast program.

Voice of Firestone (NBC).
Beyond insisting on the broad policy that the music appeal to the

lovers of both good popular music and chamber music, he permits

Howard Barlow, conductor of the program, to run the airings.

Although the program's opening and closing themes are composi-

tions of his 72-year-old mother, Ida Belle Firestone, she has never

made a suggestion on how the program should be run. The themes

are part of the program because Harvey Junior liked them . . . and

thought them "good" music. They had to be transcribed from Mrs.

Firestone's playing since she can't write a note.

His daughter Elizabeth has never made a program suggestion

despite the fact that she's a Julliard School of Music graduate and

recently was the featured piano soloist on the Firestone program.

Elizabeth received her recognition not from the Voice of Firestone but

from Xavier Cugat, who introduced her composition, Night, in 1940.

Harvey Junior is a music lover but was never given the opportunity

of learning to play an instrument since dad put Harvey Junior's nose

to the grindstone the day after he graduated from Princeton.

His advertising department sometimes thinks they spend too much
money in radio (20 per cent of the budget), but H. F. has a keen

memory and knows that radio redeemed Firestone from the stigma of

cheapness in 1928 when they marketed a low-priced line to compete

in the mail-order brands.

He knows that it's tough to bring women to buy other items

besides gas at a filling station (75 per cent of Firestone dealers are

filling stations). And he knows that the Voice of Firestone brings 'em

in and sells the "works."

He keeps peace in the Firestone family, which can't be too simple

with the business controlled by mother. Ida Belle. Harvey Junior, and

his four brothers.

SPONSOR
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new and renew

flea* On NetwosJu

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM (time, start, duration)

Beaumont Co.
Brown Shoe Co., Inc.*

Chemicals. Inc.
General Foods Corp.t
Grove Laboratories, Inc.

John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance

House of Delicacies, Ltd.

Mall Pouch Tobacco Co.t

Benjamin Moore & Co.
Serutan Co.*
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co.
Shontex Co-1

Southern Oil Co.

Studebaker Corp.
H. H. Tanner & Co.
Ton!. Inc.

J. D. Tarcher CBS 9 Pacific

Leo Burnett NBC 155

Garfield & Guild CBS 11 Pacific

Young & Rublcam MBS
Duane Jones CBS 6 Pacific

BBD&O ABC 58

Emll Mogul CBS 11 Pacific

Walker and Downing MBS 45

St. Georges & Keyes ABC 18.?

Roy S. Durstlne MBS 290
Russel M. Seeds CBS 155

Robert B. Raisbeck NBC 25 Mountai
& Pacific

Kenyon & Eckhardt ABC 81

Roche. Williams & Cleary CBS 13 Pacific
Mason-Gold CBS 18 Pacific

Foote, Cone & Belding CBS 155

Melody Trail, MWF 12:15-12:30 pm pst; Dec 2; 13 weeks
(91 stations added Dec 7 for last 38 weeks of contract)

Smilin' Ed McConnell. Sat 11 :30-12 noon
Meet the Missus, Kri 1:45-2 pm pst; Dec 20; 12 weeks
McGarry and His Mouse, Mon 8-8:30 pm; Jan 6; 26 weeks
Call of the Range. Mon 4-4:15 pm pst; Nov 4; 21 weeks
Boston Symphony. Tues 8:30-9:30 pm; Jan 21, 1947; 14
weeks (season)

Meet the Missus, Wed 2:30-2:45 pm pst; Nov 13; 13 weeks
Fishing and Hunting Club of the Air. Mon 10-10:30 pm;
Dec 23; 52 weeks

Betty MooreJ. Sat 10-10:15 am; March 1. 1947; 13 weeks
Gabriel Heatter, TTh 9-9:15 pm; Dec 10; 52 weeks
The Adventurers Club. Sat 11:30-12 n; Jan 11; 52 weeks

n Mystery Is My Hobby, Sat 9-9:30 pm; Dec 21; 52 weeks

Edwin C. Hill -News, MTWTF 3:30-3:45 pm (replaces Try
'n Find Me. same time, same sponsor); Dec 9 to Mar
7, 1947 (duration of present contract)

Bob Garred—News, MWF 7:30-7:45 pst; Dec 2; 30 weeks
Free for All, Sat 11 :30-12 noon pst; Dec 21; 52 weeks
Give and Take, Sat 2-2:30 pm; Jan 4; 52 weeks

Expanded network.
fProgram. network, or sponsor change.
Program has been on the air before but Is returning to the networks after a sizable absence.

(Piflv-tvn) week* generally meant a 13-week contract with aptinns for 3 successive 13-week renewals. It's subject to cancellation at the. end of any 13-week period)

(le+t&wak On Network*

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM (time, start, duration)

American Tobacco Co.

Borden Co.
Bristol-Myers Co.

Colgate-Palmolive-Pcet Co.

Continental Baking Co.. Inc.

Curtlss Candy Co.

E. I. DuPont de Nemours &
Co.. Inc.

F. W. Fitch Co.
Harvel Watch Co.
Kellogg .Co.

Knox Co.

Lever Brothers Co.
Lyon Van & Storage Co.
Manhattan Soap Co.. Inc.

Mutual Benefit Health & Acci-

dent Assn.
National Dairy Products Corp.
Peter Paul. Inc.
Radio Bible Class
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

Richfield OH Corp. of New York
Standard Brands. Inc.

Sterling Drug. Inc.

Tillamook County Creamery
Assn.

John H. Woodbury. Inc.

(Andrew.Jergens Co.).

Foote, Cone & Belding NBC

Kenyon & Eckhardt CBS
Young & Rubicam NBC
Doherty. Clifford & Shenfield NBC
Ted Bates NBC

NBC
Sherman & Marquette NBC

Ted Bates CBS
C. L. Miller CBS

BBD&O NBC

L. W. Ramsey NBC
A. W. Lewln ABC
Kenyon & Eckhardt MBS

ABC

Robert B. Raisbeck ABC

Ruthrauff & Ryan
BBD&O
Duane Jones
Arthur Meyerhoff

McKee & Albright
Brisacher, Van Norden & Staff CBS
Erwln. Wasey
William Esty

Hixson-O'Donnell
J. Walter Thompson

Dancer-Fitzgerald -Sample
Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner

Robert W. Orr

153

154
132
132
138
138
69

47
143

143

153
63
215
200

214

46

NBC 149
CBS 11 Pacific
CBS 75
MRS 299

NBC 71

CBS 12 Pacific
MBS 205
NBC 145
NBC 148
MBS 40
NBC 144

144
144

ABC 195
NBC 7 Pacific

ABC 202
194

Jack Benny, Sun 7-7:30 pm; Dec 29; 13 weeks (automatic
extension)

Count v Fair, Sat 1 :30-2 pm; Dec 7; 52 weeks
Duffy's Tavern, Wed 9-9:30 pm; Dec 25; 52 weeks
Mr. District Attorney, Wed 9-30-10 pm; Dec 25; 52 weeks
Can You Top This?, Sat 9:30-10 pm; Jan 4; 52 weeks
Judy Canova Show. Sat 10-10:30 pm; Jan 4; 52 weeks 1 *
Colgate Sports Newsrcel, Frl 10:30-10:45 pm; Jan 3; 52

Grand Slam. MTWTF 11:30-11:45 am; Nov 25; 52 weeks
Warren Sweeney—News, Sat & Sun 11-11:05 am; Dec 28;

52 weeks
Cavalcade of America. Mon 8-8:30 pm; Dec 23; 52 weeks

Fitch Bandwagon. Sun 7:30-8 pm; Dec 29; 52 weeks
It's Harvel Music Time. Sun 1-1:15 pm; Dec 15; 52 weeks
Superman. MTWTF 5:15-5:30 pm; Dec 30; 52 weeks
Hollywood Story, Galen Drake, MTWTF 11:30-11:45 am;
Dec 30* 52 weeks

Breakfast in Hollywood .'MTWTF 11:15-11 :30jam; Dec 30;

52 weeks
Danger. Dr. Danfield, Sun 3-3:30 pm; contract extended

to 52 weeks (original was from Sep 8 to Mar 2)

Amos 'n' Andy, Tues 9-9:30 pm; 52 weeks
Meet the Missus. Thur 2:30-2:45 pst; Dec 5; 52 weeks
Evelyn Winters. MTWTF 10:30-10:45 am; Nov 18; 52 weeks
Gabriel Heatter. Sun 10-10:30 pm; Jan 12; 52 weeks

lack Halev-Eve Ard<-n. Thurs 9:30-10 pm; Jan 7; 52 weeks
Bob Garro'd—News. TTS 7.-30-7:45 am pst ; Nov 12; 52 weeks
Radio Bible Class. Sun 10-10:30 am; Dec 29; 52 weeks
\bbott & Costello Show. Thur 10-10:30 pm; 52 weeks
Crand Ole Opry. Sat 10:30-11 pm; 52 weeks
Arthur Hale. TTh 7:30-7:45 pm; Dec 31; 52 weeks
One Man's Familv, Sun 3:30-4 pm; Jan 5; 52 weaks
Fred Allen Show, Sun 8:30-9 pm; J n 5; 52 weeks
Bergen and McCarthy. Sun 8-8:31 ^m; Jan 5; 52 weeks
Bride ar.d Groom. MTWTF 2:30-3 pm; Jan 6; 52 weeks
Bennle Walker's Tillamook Kitchen. Frl 9:45-10 am psr;

Dec 7 ; 52 weeks
Walter Winchell. Sun 9-9:15*pm; Dec'll; 53 weeks
I ouella'Parsons Show. Sun 9:15-9 30 pm ;T)ec 1 1 ; 53 weeks
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Acut a*u£ Renewed, Oh. <
Jele4u44X^t

SPONSOR AGENCY STATION PROGRAM (time, start, duration)

Atlantic Refining Co.
Hi rdin Co.
Bristol-Myers Co.

Elgin Watch Co.

Culf Oil Co.

Soars. Roebuck & Co.
Standard Oil Co. of New

Jersey

N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.
Young & Rtihicam
Young & Rublcam

J. Walter Thompson

Young & Rubicam

Benjamin Eshleman
Marschalk & Pratt

•Previously sustaining.

WPTZ Philadelphia (Phllco)
WNBT New York (NBC)
WNBT NOT York (NBC);
WPTZ Philadelphia (PhUco);
NBC account

WBKB Chicago (Balaban &
Katz)

WNBT New York (NBC)

WPTZ Philadelphia (Phllco)
WNBT New York (NBC);
H P 1 / Philadelphia (Phllco);
NBC account

Basketball, Wed and Sat nights; Dec 21—March 15 (new)
I Love to Eat. Frl 8:30-8:45 pm; Dec 13; 13 weeks (renew)
The Brlstal-Myers Show Tele-Varieties (replaces Geo-

graphlcally Speaking). Sun 8:15-8:30 pm; Dec 8;<13
weeks

Time spots (1 mln). Sun 8:30 and 10:30 pm; Nov 24-Feb
23. 1947 (new)

You Are an Artist,* Thurs 9-9:10 pm; Dec 12; 13 weeks
(new)

Matinee for Youth, Fri aft (children's show—new)
Y'our Esso Television Reporter (newsreel), Mon 7:50-8 pm:
Dec 9; 52 weeks

Aecu Aywtcy /IpypxUnitne^iti

SPONSOR PRODUCT (or scivicc) AGENCY

New York . . Furniture Moss & Arnold. New York
Furs Alaska Advertising. Anchorage

Radio Supply, Inc., Anchorage Radio, electronic equipment Alaska Advertising. Anchorage
ood Corp. of America, New York Food products J. C. Proctor. New York
m Home Foods, Inc., New York G. Washington Coffee W. Earl Bothwell. New York

Pancake syrup Rldgway, St. Louis

Admiral Chrome Furniture Co.
Alaska Fur Factory, Anchorage
Alaska Radio
Allied Food
America
American Syrup & Sorghum Co., St. Louis
Anderson's Ready- to-Serve Frozan Foods, Buellton,

Calif. Creen split-pea soup Makellm. Hollywood
Apex Foot Health Products Co.. New York .Arch supporters F

.
rank Klernan Ni» Virk

Apex Products Corp., New York Novelties, toys Booth. \ ickery & Schwinn. New York

Apparel, Inc.. Mebane, N. C Children's dresses Houck. Roanoke. Va.

Fred Astalre Dance Studios Corp., New York Dancing instruction J. Walter Thompson New York
Audio Devices. Inc., New York Recording blanks, master disks Booth. \ ickery &. Schwinn. NOT lork

Barbara-Joan Togs. New York Teen-age apparel Moss & Arnold, New York
W. F. Barton & Son, Oakland, Calif Hatchery equipment manufacturers' -__-.._-. J ,. ,„

agent Ad Fried. Oakland. Calif.

Beleganti. Inc.. New York Women's shoes Norman D. Waters. New York
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia Hotel Abner J. Gelula Philadelphia

Casa Manana Corp., Los Angeles Ballroom Tullls. Los Angeles
Cleveland-Sandusky Brewing Corp., Cleveland Beer and ale H. Grlder Cleveland

Coburn Farm Products Corp., New York Butter and eggs Modern Merchandising Bureau
Croft Brewing Co.. Boston Beer 5*22 £• Loudon

-
B
"l\"

n
. . u ,

Dand S Sales Co.. Philadelphia (mailorder) General merchandise \ ldeor Enterprises. Philadelphia

Amelia Earhart Luggage. Newark, N.J Luggage Al Paul Lefton. New York**,

Farmer Tarleton's Turkey Ranch, Pike, N. H Turkeys V7in* Da*!s -
N

,<:
w ^ ork

.

Anne Farrell. New York Toys '''"dsa
,

y '

,

N<? Ha
u
ve

"u ^""v l.

Fueloil and Oil Heating Council. New York Heating and fuel oil S. Frederic Auerbach. New York

Gallowhur Chemical Corp., New York Insect repellent Buchanan & Co New York
claddings Dept. Store, Providence General merchandise Spadea. New York
Glass Craftsmen, Los Angeles Plastic novelties Jere Bayard. Los Angeles

B. F. Goodrich (Shoe Products Dlv.). Akron Shoe products Griswold- Eshleman. Cleveland 3
Walter A. Hewitt Candy Co., Los Angeles Candy Davis & Beaven Los Angeles ^
Kent Luggage, Inc., New York Luggage Arnold Cohan. New Y ork

Kerr Glass Mfg. Corp., Santa Ana. Calif Class jars Dan B Miner. Los Angeles]

Koral Labs.. Inc.. Mt. Vernon, N. Y Toothpaste L H. Hartmari. New York

Lander Co.. Inc.. New York Toiletries Relss Advertising. New York

Joseph Magnin Co.. San Francisco Women's apparel Harrington & Buckley San Francis*..

Mastro Plastics Corp.. New York.... Clothespins H- B. LeQuafte. New Y ork

McFarlane Wholesale Meat Co., Salt Lake City Meat Cooper & Crowe. Salt Lake City

Miami Air Commuters. Buffalo Transportation Ellis Advertising. Buffalo

Minerva Corp. of America. New York Radio sets Herbert Chason Co Nov. Y ork

Mvrtlc Sportswear. Inc.. New York Slacks and skirts Lew Kashuk. New Y ork

Philip Morris* Co.. Ltd., Inc., New York .
Bond Street. Revelation smoking

tobaccos Cecil & Presbrey. New Y ork

Muscle-Rub Co., Philadelphia Liniment Jasper. Lynch & Fishel New York

National Superior Fi.r Dressing & Dyeing Co., Chicago Fur dressing and dyeing Kimner & Kuttner. Chicago

Natalie Nicoll. San Fr : clsco Women*! clothes Abbott Kimball. San Francis

New York

goles

( Pli a r turn In pnyr ', ',)



Radio has been ribbed by experts before. Was Wagner, vice president of

Olian Advertising Company, has a better background than^most. He takes

it as well as gives it. His "vVhiti-i-i—best nickei candy there ii-z-il",

'Atlas Prager—jot it? Adas Prager—get it!", and Paradise Wine Song

are among the most-ribbed (and resultful) radio commercials on record

Hap/.v New Year, a bright new show
For all the Jolts in radio.

Off with the old, on with the new,

That's the timely thing to do:

THE OLD:
Edgar Bergen. Fred Allen, Jack
Benny, Fibber McGee and Molly,

Bob Hope. Eddie Cantor. Walter

Winchell
. . .

THE NEW.
Edgar Bergen, Fred Allen, Jack
Benny. Fibber McGee and Molly,
Bob Hope, Eddie Cantor, Walter
Winchell . .

"What's Wrong with Radio?" The
discussions on that subject still go
on, and on and on.

So leave us call upon our muse to
muse about it.

"What Is Wrong W ith Radio?"

What is wrong with radio?

The critics mull this question.

Many say the status quo

Augments their indigestion.

What is wrong with radio?

We crudely answer "Nultin"-—

Because if youse don't like the show

Just switch a little button.

So don't lake radio to task,

Withhold your harsh decision—
Besides, it's almost time to ask

"What's wrong with television!"

According to the crickets, the

troubles with radio are: the com-
mercials, the singing spots, the soap

operas, the whodunits, the corny

gags, and in general, anything the

public likes and everything that

makes radio pay off for the sponsor.

Ho, hum, let's have another con-

gressional investigation.

After the experts get through dis-

secting the ills of radio, we suggest

they start on the subject "What's

Wrong with People?"

'Twas the night before Christmas

and all through the house,

Not a creature was stirring, not

even a mouse,

But oh, the radio, oh, them Jingle

Bells, that Winter Wonderland,

that While Christmas, that

Santa Clans Is Coming to Town

in every kind of musical con-

veyance

The other night we attended a

Sinatra broadcast from which all

those under 21 years of age were

barred. Now, we've been over 21

for some little spell, but as we en-

tered that radio theater, our steps

faltered, our shoulders drooped, and

we felt like Old Father Time him-

self. We noticed a few youngsters

in the audience, but they probably

got by the Age Inspectors at the

door because their worried looks

belied their youth.

A Song For

Sinatra

Gone are the days when my fans were

young and gay.

Gone are the swoons, tin fainting

dead away.

They made me rich, well-heeled with

golden rocks.

And though they're gone, they're not

forgotten, bobby sox!

I'm croonin', no swoonin' . and my

head is bending low.

I hear them screamin in my dream-

in , no, Frank, no'

And so to {each and all of you, a

happy forty-seven.

May you enjoy upon this earth the

things that you call heaven.

May talent options all be picked up,

Sponsors' programs all be slicked up,

Sales and profits all be pushed up,

Ranting haters all be shooshed up.

Winston-Salem

for the

TRI-CITIES

REPRESENTED BY

HEADLEY-REED
COMPANY
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It's taken a heap of mass selling

to build General Mills into one

of the great food companies of the

world and to place its products

high on the shopping lists of millions

of housewives.

For the past fifteen years, Amer-

ican BroadcastingCompany facilities

have been used to mass sell General

Mills products by radio to the fami-

lies of the nation.

Today General Mills sponsors

three complete weekday programs

on ABC. Convinced beyond doubt

of the effect that advertising over

ABC has on national sales, General

Mills renewed all three programs for

another full year.

If you have a product you'd like

to sell to more people from coast

to coast—whether it's a cigarette,

a car or a coughdrop—why not fol-

low the example of General Mills

and other leading American manu-

facturers — and ship it to market

via ABC, America's mass selling

medium ?

NEWS: U.S. food advertisers now invest more of their advertising dollars

in the American Broadcasting Company than in any other

American Broadcasting Company
AMERICA'S MISS SELLING MEDIUM

12 SPONSOR
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Johnson's Wax
54.9%

Brand A
11.3%

. . an industry now
Fibber McGee and Molly built it

jai

CLEOPATRA started it . . . selling wax. But it

took centuries for the birth of wax as an industry.

While there may be some who question that S. C.

Johnson founded the U. S. wax industry in 1880, there are

none who can prove it was a real business before that time

. . . and if Johnson didn't start it, one of his now lesser

competitors! did at about the same time. Prior to Johnson

Brand B
4.9%

-

Brand C 2.6%

Brand D 2.5%

Brand E 2.4%

Brand F 2.2%

Brand G 1.1%

Brand H 1.0%

All Others

17.1%



(.•;kI) Furniture company made its own wax and most fre-

qi entlj it had a beeswax base. Tins was almost identical

with what ( leops tra used on the Nile.

Wax is a preservative. During the war practically all ma-

chinery sent overseas was wax coated for protection. And
today plenty of fruit is being coated with a special wax

to assist in keeping its natural freshness.

Johnson Wax is not beeswax, although it is a "true wax."

It comes from the tarnauha palm, which grows in northeast

Brazil. (During the war synthetic waxes had to be developed

due to the inability to transport the raw material from South

America, but most producers of commercial waxes have

gone back to natural bases now.)

In 1
Q 30 Johnson, looking for new worlds to conquer,

started eyeing broadcasting. It didn't know how radio would

-ill a service type of product and it stepped into the water

very hesitantly. It bought lid Weems and his orchestra

and started selling wax on a few stations. Nothing much

happened and the agency, Needham, Louis & Brorby, tried

a second time with Tony Wons and his House by the Side

of the Road. Tony had a great following and the Sunday

afternoon show did sell some wax, but there was no click.

Radio, Johnson officials decided at about this time 1 1935

could sell plenty of wax and they wanted to do a real job.

They traveled to New York, heard over 75 auditions, and

went back to Chicago (where the agency home office is still

located) without a program. As a last resort some agent in

the Windy City suggested that they listen to a small-town

vaudeville team. Jim and Marian Jordan, who had been on

radio station WMAQ for seven long years sustaining,

the last four years in a five'a-week serial called Smackout.

the Crossroad Store of the Air. The serial was written by a

frustrated cartoonist, Don Quinn, who still writes their

material. Phil Leslie helps with the scribbling these days.

Jim Jordan played a small town Baron Munchausen who

told the tallest stories in the corn country and Marian played

the wife constantly called upon to be his buffer.

There was plenty wrong with the program from the Johnson

point of view but Jack Louis, agency contact for Johnson

i he's married into the business also since Mrs. Louis was Miss

Johnson), and Bill Connolly, Johnson advertising manager,

felt that they had found the basic ingredients for a successful

show that would reach Johnson Wax sales prospects. Jack Louis

bought Jim and Marian Jordan and Don Quinn and they

started to build a program. The program in name and

content belonged to Johnson Wax and for years it was the

least costly of any top-ranking show on the air. Louis

named th- program. Fibber McGee and Molly, although he

states that any one of a hundred other names would have

been just as successful. Louis and Connolly lived with the

program for years from its first Johnson airing in 1935 on a

Blue network ol 2d stations.

Jim and Marian in their first broadcast serial, Smackout,

played all the characters on the show. That wasn't carried

o\cr to Fibber McGee and Molly, which instead started out to

build a number of subsidiary characters although Marian

still plays "little girl" today . One of these char.:

Gildersleeve, has branched out with a program that rates

(Upper left) Ted Weems and orchestra were first on air for Johnson

(Middle left) Tony Wons (learning Italian) did wax selling too

(Bottom left) The Jordans, smalltown duo, became Fibber and Molly

14
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much higher (15.6, November 30, 1946, Hooper) tliiin Fibber

and Molly did after 15 months on the air, 7.0.

At the start everyone had a hand in Fibber McGcc and

Molly. Agency employees were offered $25 and $50 for an

idea, and the office boy and office porter increased their

earnings by submitting plot ideas that were used. Ad-man

Connolly and agency-man Louis rode herd on every episode

and watched the listening grow. By April, 1937, the rating

thermometer said 12.8. In 1944 it hit a 30.4 which made

Fibber and Molly the highest rated comedy team on the air.

Not only did Fibber McGee and Molly become the highest

rated comedy team on the air, but they proved that putting

comedy shows back to back builds audiences. For years radio

had thought that no evening was complete unless there was

some music, some drama, and some variety shows on a station.

With Fibber McGee and Molly followed by Bob Hope sponsors

discovered (later CBS proved it with listener diary research

studies) that mood sequences, such as a parade of variety

shows, a group of comedy shows, or a chain of dramas, helped

each show in the sequence. Year after year Hope and the

McGees trade firsts in ratings all through the season. Now
also Red Skelton profits from following Hope, although Red

is on the air at a time, 10:30-11 p.m. est, that supposedly

doesn't have top listening. Fibber and Hope also prove that

any night that has top programs is a top listening night.

Early in broadcasting Friday night (the evening before pay-

day) was the most desired. Then Thursday with a host of

top shows, including Bing Crosby's Kraft Music Hall, became

the night. Now it's Tuesday for comedy shows (NBC),

Monday for dramas (CBS), and Sunday for variety programs

(NBC). No one program could have made these top listening

nights— it's the combination of programs in the same mood
placed back to back on the air. Likewise a successful program

is not the result of any single creative talent; it's a chain of

such talents.

Fibber McGee and Molly, as the Jordans and writer Quinn
will be the first to admit, resulted from the labor of love that

Louis, Connolly, and many other agency and client staffers

put into the program. However some four years ago S. C.

Johnson and Son, being the type of organization that it is,

presented to the Jordans all rights to the name Fibber

McGee and Molly and for the first time since 1935 the Jordans

Sound man's delight, closet of junk that crashes with every opening,
is one of many trade-marks that have built Fibber McGee and Molly

Don Quinn, who scripts Fibber McGee, explains to Molly one of his
gags—a self-explainer for a guy with a broken arm and a tired tongue

A production get-together with Bill Connolly, Johnson ad-manager,
conferring with Frank Pittman, producer, and Jack Louis, agency exec
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JLY NEWSPAPERS EVERY WEEK DURING

ITOBER JOHNSON'S WAX PROMOTION!
Y«, local NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING ... IN
ADDITION to Johnton't F.bber McC««" radio *nd
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sell Johnson's Wii to your customers throughout
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icr while making up the week end shopping hit'
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Publication advertising consistently headlines Johnson Wax's radio

couple—not to plug broadcasting but because Fibber McGee and

Molly stop page-turners and increase reader attention as high as 50 c
/c

owned themselves. Long before that they had fallen in love

with California while out there doing a number of special

broadcasts and moved to the Pacific Coast. The characters

were so well set before they switched that it mattered not

where they broadcast from, they'd be the same; Jack Louis

and Bill Connolly had established with Quinn and everyone

the Fibber McGee and Molly pattern.

Johnson Wax had built a program which in turn had built

its sponsor into a corporation with branches around the

world, with a factory that rated an entire section of Fortune

magazine, that is selling more than 50 per cent of all the wax

sold in America.

They had also built a salesman beyond compare, Harlow

Wilcox ... a salesman whose air spieling has endeared

him to all who dial Fibber McGee and Molly. Wilcox never

kids the product or the sponsor. His opening and closing

commercials are straight yet they're listened to as faithfully

as the program itself. Even in the middle, the integrated

commercial, Wilcox doesn't kid sponsor or Johnson Wax,

the laughs are at the salesman himself, not at what he's

selling. When Fibber tries to belittle what the selling has

to say, with "We know all about that ." surveys prove

that the dialers are with Wilcox not with McGee. The

commercial identification of the show is 74. S with only 0.4

of a per cent of the listeners getting the sponsor's name in-

correct. Only Take It or Leave It with Phil Baker selling

Eversharp every minute, Bob Hawk, selling Camels for R.

|. Reynolds Tobacco Company, and Lux Radio Theater,

with the product name in the program title, have higher

sponsor recognition, the former with a 78.9, Hawk with

an Si, and Lux with an SS.7.

SPONSOR
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In spite of the tremendous following created by Fibber

McGee and Molly for Johnson Wax in all its forms, and in

spite of the 50 per cent of the total wax sales, there's still

plenty of competition. Johnson salesmen are not order takers.

Simoniz, for instance, is real competition for Johnson's Carnu

—in fact waxing of cars was called simonizing long before

Carnu was a real factor in car care.

Fibber McGee and Molly are more than the air program

despite the fact that they've been used for personal appear-

ances practically not at all. Johnson brass feels that adver-

tising should advertise and that the salesmen should sell.

In fact advertising manager Connolly can recall only twice

that Mr. and Mrs. Jordan have tied up with sales promotion.

That was some years ago in a closed circuit sales meeting

and this year when they visited Racine, Wisconsin, for the

60th Anniversary of the Johnson organization's founding.

But the duo are in every piece of Johnson advertising that's

printed. Often, as in the case of the black-and-white October

schedule, they headline the copy (above) with a typical

Fibber McGee and Molly crack, and when Johnson Wax goes

into comic strip stuff (page 16) it's the air characters who
inhabit the panels. Floor and shelf displays which Johnson

uses to implement the air advertising use pictures of Fibber

and Molly practically all the time. Yet despite the all-over

use of Fibber and Molly, the consumer seldom calls for

Fibber Wax.

Because some broadcasters feel that Fibber McGee and

Molly is a low-cost show now, it's well to establish the fact

that it isn't—except in the cost per dollar of sales. In other

words, building your own show saves money on the way up
to the top and saves money even when you're there, but it

JANUARY 1947

can't keep the program at its low starting cost. As the show

grows in popularity the cast and writers have to be recom-

pensed accordingly. Although the program costs less than

half as much as a Bing Crosby or Bob Hope airing, it isn't

the less-than-$4,000 package that it was when it started.

The last step-up has put Fibber McGee and Molly in the

$12,000-plus class, more than three times what it cost right

after it had been on the air two years.

Johnson Wax will be spending $900,000 for radio this year

and around $600,000 for printed advertising In trying to

impress grocers that they ought to place emphasis on their

wax merchandising, Johnson points out that twice as many
consumer dollars are spent for wax as, for example, cleansers,

with the dealer profit margin on wax far greater than on

cleansers. Johnson's yearly statement also indicates that

there's a greater manufacturing profit margin per dollar on

wax than there is on cleansers—about 35 per cent more if

B. T. Babbitt (leader in the cleanser field) figures are used for

comparison. It's therefore interesting to point out that

Johnson will be spending some $300,000 less in advertising in

1947 than Bab-0 will (see November Sponsor\

Fibber and Molly's broadcasts haven't sold only Johnson

Wax, as a matter of record they've sold everybody's wax.

The wax industry itself has tripled in the last six years and

while Johnson sells almost five times as much wax as the

next highest selling brand, that brand is selling more, in

dollar volume, than it did six years ago. Like many other

firms that are leaders in their industries Johnson Wax has

helped carry its brothers' burden. Ninety-one out of every

100 families use wax in their homes today. That's a great

accomplishment. Less than 10 years ago the figure was half
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Functional Johnson Wax administration bulletins which broadcasting helped to build is as dramatic as Fibber McGee and Molly are amusing

of this. The fine selling job has also created a new problem

since the only way that the wax business can grow now is

through increased and diversified use, not through new

customers. Johnson realizes this and is putting a sizable

slice of its net income back into research. From this research

department came Drax (an unappealing trade name if there

ever was one), water repellent with which more and more

fabrics are being coated. Plans are in the works to market

Drax via Fibber to the public but full production is tied up

by fabric processors for the next six months. From new prod-

ucts will come change of copy for Fibber McGee and Molly's

Wilcox to sell. The wax industry expects that.

And while the program formula seems casual, it isn't.

Actually it's blueprinted second by second, line by line.

No other situation comedy would have dared to drop a

quartet like the Kings Men singing songs for no good reason

righl in the middle of sequences. It's unorthodox program

building but it's Fibber McGee and Molly. Don Quinn, who

has built the entire 7" Wistful Vista menage, bases all his

plot sequences on the collar button formula
—"man has

collar button, man loses collar button, woman finds collar

button, man gets collar button and the 'I told you so'."

That's a twist on the Hollywood hoy-meets-girl formula and

it works. Practically any Fibber McGee airing can be re-

duced to this I, 2. J, and 4. It is the exception that proves

the rule (see Ten Commandments for Comedy, page 29- that

situation and gag comedy can't be mixed successfully.

It's moved a long way from the tall-story teller that Jim

Jordan was in Smackout. Fibber doesn't spin tall tales

although losing that collar button does get him more involved

than his tall tales did . . . and it always takes Molly to

get him out of the collar-buttonless condition he finds himself

in just before the final commercial.

The Johnson air success story reverses most others. When
an advertising manager or agency man says that he's too busy

to spend the time to build a program and watch over it. it's

remarkable that he doesn't trip over Mayor La Trivia.*

One factor must not be discounted in weighing the Johnson

air success. Jack Louis and H. F. Johnson are not Johnny-

Come-Latelies. They think of tomorrow as part of today.

The agency staff members are not pressure operators. The

Johnson executives have been with their organization most

of their business lives; Bill Connolly is in the 20 year club

as are the salesmanager and most of the other executive^ It

helps long term thinking not to have a swordpoised overhead.

Building a show. Fibber McGee and Molly, built a business,

S. C. Johnson, and an industry, WAX and there

have never been any "ready-made" shows like F. M. & M.

* \ Don Quinn-FiM>fr M, Get an./ Molly character who really sti

nothing trivial.
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It AIN'T NECESSARILY SO
... what they say ahoiil

COMMERCIALS
by MATTHEW X. CHAPPELL, Ph.D.

MR. WILLIAM PALEY, in his

Chicago speech (before the NAB),

'focussed attention on what he

asserts is the rising tide of public aver-

sion to radio commercials, and asked the

industry to take steps to change the con-

d it ion.

He pointed out that when a commercial

arouses antagonism it is directed against

"radio," not against the sponsor. This

could lead some advertisers to the con'

elusion that maintaining satisfactory

public and governmental attitudes to-

ward broadcasting is the broadcaster's

problem. But American broadcasting is

an organization of three interdependent

parts: public, advertisers, and broad'

casters. This organization operates

against a background (but not very far

back) of government.

In any organization a threat to, or

sickness in, one of the interdependent

parts is a threat to the effectiveness and

existence of the whole. The bell tolls not

for the broadcaster, but for the organiza-

tion: public, advertiser, broadcaster

The sponsor's interest in improving the

situation must inevitably be quite as

great as that of the broadcaster. The
solution of the problem will probably

require both to sacrifice certain rights

and advantages that they have exercised

in the past.

In approaching the problem of build-

ing better public acceptance of com-

mercials, the industry must first recog-

nize its own abysmal ignorance. Here

are a few of the things we do not know:

1

.

What parts of the public have

become disturbed over commer-
cials?

2. What part does the number of

commercials play?

3 . How do spot commercials affect the

situation?

4 . What percentage of commercials is

judged by listeners to be disgusting

or in bad taste?

5 . How does length of commercials

influence antagonism?

6. Are any of the above important

causes of whatever aversion to

commercials exists?

7. Is the public aversion to commer-

cials increasing, decreasing, or re-

maining at about a constant level?

To cap our ignorance of the causes of

listeners' antagonism, it is necessary to

ask only one other question:

With what validity can people report

the causes of their emotions?

Anyone who has worked with mass

resentments knows the answer to this

one. Causes of emotions and the forms
in which they are manifested are sepa-

rate and distinct.

So in the reports of listeners we must
go beyond the charges which manifest

their emotions. When tFVey say there are

"too many commercials," this does not

necessarily mean that number is actually

the source of difficulty. Under some
conditions, one a day may be too many.
The words "disgusting" and "bad taste"

inflate the ego. Through them one
asserts that he is of that high caste which

is capable of deciding what is and what is

not "good taste."

Possibly all the conditions which are

reported by listeners to be the causes of

their emotion may contribute in some

part to its development; but it would

be well to look elsewhere for the basic

causes—to examine the structure of

commercial broadcasting in the light of

human tendencies to become emotional.

The fundamental cause of anger,

observable in a new-born baby, is inter-

ference with activity in progress. If you

prevent the baby from moving its arm
or leg by holding it, he explodes into a

display of wrath. Call it frustration or

(Please turn to page 39)

LISTENING PATTERNS (RATINGS) OF 3 POPULAR RADIO PROGRAMS AT 5-MINUTE INTERVALS DURING BROADCAST

BOB HOPE ONE MAN'S FAMILY CAVALCADE OF AMERICA
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i Indicates commercial announcement *When program followed Edgar Bergen.
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HUCHIMG the 9*e.

'MiddliMasses"

Talent exceeds lime cosl but

Sari *n Klmer stands aeiri ti*si

- - il Nells Ifteerwoml Coffee

TJ UCKSHOT just won't do the job. To

|j sell the "middle masses," a program

must be aimed directly at them and

must sell a single product.

Although participation in home economics

airings are consistently successful, they are

the buckshot type of programing, spraying

their advertising attack over a broad ex-

panse. It's true that hundreds of these

shows sell millions of dollars worth of prod-

ucts each year. It's the belief of most

merchandisers nevertheless that participat-

ing announcements do only an immediate

selling job without creating brand iiarm

acceptance. This attitude is, to say the

least, debatable and w ah a drop of the hat

Mother Parker (Food Fare, WEEI, Bos

ton., Martha Dean WORi, New York .

Ana Sterling (KOMO. Seattle, Wash.

argue the point. And they're just thru <>i

t hi hundreds of "or!-'' who conduct

and home participating sessions whcrcvei

- tdio is heard and who do a top-draw cr job

of selling. I
There is. hov. «.:, another kind of air

selling that can't be- ignored -the kind of

King that lenvi - a pleasant, lasting k , ::.

aroma—not for the program alone but for

roduct that sponsors it as well

national way it's the feeling tha

casiooed toward? Johnson Wax when Fibber

20

l II J& kJ' 'lilt.

but fo?tae

ell. In a

lat i> oc-

McGet and Molly is mentioned, or toward

1 luPont when Cavalcade oj Amt rica is talked

about. It's not assayable in immediate
-ali s alone and it produces sales frequently

years alter a campaign is ended. It's like

the continuous good-will produced by the

floial-arrangement book and film built for

Coca-Cola. Four years after the last adver-

tisement on the booklet was published the

Coca-Cola organization receives over 100,000

requests for the booklet per year.

It s tins feeling that can sell an entire line

of products although the commercials men-
tion only one. Normally this building of a

program-product identification takes time.

Nevertheless it has been known to have

been achieved in 13 weeks when the thinking

and the follow -through behind the program

have been adult. An "over-night" job,

but hardly typical, was accomplished by

the Bluffton Grocery Company of Bluffton,

Indiana, with a program called Sari 'n

Elmer. Bluffton had been using Tin WOWO
Home Forum Fort Wayne for a number of

and had obtained "considerable re-

sult? from participation, but only in relation

to the money expended." It wanted to

Spend more money to do a bigger and better

job. Its problem was manifold. 1. It

wanted to sell the great "middle mass

2. It wanted direct results, results that

would be apparent to the retailers to whom
Bluffton sold. 3. It wanted a show that

would compete with big network programs

and shows that were being produced and

transcribed locally with a sizeable budget.

4. It wanted a show that would produce

sales for its private brand. Deerwood, and at

the same time not force the selling down

listeners' throats.

Since integrated commercials of nec< -

had to be part of the selling that Bluffton

wanted, it was practically impossible to find

a daily transcribed show that met their

needs. They auditioned news programs and

news digests and although there was plenty

of feeling in the Bluffton organization in

favor of the news digest, which included

entertainment as well as news, it was dis-

carded from the available ideas becau-

was felt that "it would not enjoy continuity

and therefore would not build up a loyal

listening audience that would stick Irom

day to day throughout the week and y<

.

That left Bluffton nothing to do but

produce their ow n program. They talked to

a pair of characters who were working

around WOWO but not together. Sh

SPONSOR



Wayne was playing in a number of shows
and knew how to reach the "middle masses"
since she had done it in the theater for years

with Olsen and Johnson {Hellzapoppin

She had a script (everyone in radio has one
in his or her trunk) written around a rural

general store but so corny that not even the

most rural of Bluffton grocer customers
could think the store was patterned after

his. It took a little convincing of Bluffton

merchandisers that the show wouldn't jump
up and hit Bluffton products in the face

rather than sell 'em, but in the end they
were sold because the store was so old-

fashioned and so far back in the dark
general-store ages that it just couldn't be

construed to be anything but what Bluffton 's

merchandising manager calls "mythical
"

The other character at the station was
Skeets Cross, comedian and ex-script writer

for WOWO's Hoosier Hop. Skeets and
Shirley worked up an audition script and
called it Sari 'n Elmer. That was only the
beginning. They had to do the program for

not only Bluffton "brass" but for the entire

Bluffton sales organization, and after they
had sold both the boots and the brass, the

script was sent to NBC in Chicago for

checking. Bluffton knew what they liked

but they weren't taking any chances, with-
out a "big-time" okay. NBC's midwestern
division liked the program . . . and so it was
scheduled for 12:15 p.m. Monday through
Friday on Westinghouse's WOWO.

Bluffton didn't expect the program to take
Foi t Wayne and its sales area by storm all by
itself. Newspaper advertising on the pro-
gram was scheduled (below) and spot an-
nouncements were placed on WOWO both
on the Home Forum program, on which
Bluffton was discontinuing its participation,

and scattered throughout the program day.
Window streamers and store cards were sent
to retailer customers to sell the program.

(Please turn to page 45)

Window display that ties in all Deerwood products to coffee. (Below) Typical advertisem ents
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most of it goes unanswered

TWO-THIRDS of the program

mail ol radio's biggest buyer of

airtime is tied into big bundles

and warehoused, unanswered, to gather

dust for five years. Yes, Procter and

Gamble is currently satisfied to answer

just one out of every three letters that

come to its 29 programs. The only lis-

teners who rate answers are the gimme

gang. If dialer-writers don't want some-

thing, their letters are simply put through

a routine of scanning and tabulation, then

stored awa)

.

This is the sponsor who lays $15,000,-

000 on dotted lines annually to bring his

-.ales message to radio audience-'

P. c\ G. spends thousands each year

22

in doing a public relations job. Yet

P. & G. has been content for the last

five years to ride the crest of war-born

high product demand, and wide turnover

in listener and consumer groups. The

big soap firm can show a rising sales curve

and steady listening indices to disprove

any charge of mishandling letters and

losing listener interest. Nevertheless

P. & G. officials are partially nullifying

their public relations efforts by allowing

listener frustrations to pile up in the un-

answered two-thirds of the program mail.

With the nation once more in a competi-

tive dee economy, P. & G. and other

sponsors with a laisse: faire attitude

toward audience mail may well be riding

for a listener fall when the backlog of

annoyed-audience reaction piles up.

Many advertisers who do answer mail

feel their job is done when the mail is

acknowledged by postcard or impersonal

form letter. Smart-minded ad agenc)

executives insist that this is only part ot

the job. It is the exception rather than

the rule for an advertiser to handle his

audience mail to his own best advantagi

Usually, the job falls to untrained

typists and receptionists who have to

decide whether the mail contains pub-

licity, copy, radio, or promotional ideas,

and whether or not a letter deserves an

answer. The same advertisers, when

(Please turn to page 49)
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CR IMl PAYS
Blue Coal

Balm Barr

Carey Salt

-and

plenty of

others

too

A laugh sinister . . .

A corny slogan . . .

That was The Shadow, when Street and

Smith, publishers of pulp fiction, bought

air time on CBS to sell their Defi

Story magazine in 1931.

The Shadow was just an mc dreamed

up to give an extra touch of showmanship

to a whodunit half hour. In no time flat

"The Shadow knows " was on the

lips of listeners and before the year was

out the formula had beccme part of the

Blue Coal Mystery Hour on CBS. A-

much as anything else it was the super-

lative acting of Frank Readick, who

doubled as The Shadow and the leading

character in the mystery play itself, that

made dialers tune in the regular Sunday

afternoon airing. They put a mask on

him. dressed him in a long black hooded

cape, and brought him up the service
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FRANK READICK

elevators at Columbia to give him mysti-

glamour. Nobody "knew" who The

Shadow was, and that mumbo-jumbo was

continued for a long, long time.

The D. L. and W. Coal Company, a

subsidiary of the Glen Alden Coal Com-

pany, tried out The Shadow to sell Blue

Coal and then dropped him for a while.

They played around with Peggy's Doctor,

a daytime serial (MWF) on NBC, only

to have it attain a less than 1 (CAB)

rating. They tried Little Italy, another

daytime serial, on CBS and sold no

coal with it, and didn't do much better

with Jack and Loretta Clemons on NBC
in the morning. Even Phil Spitalny,

before his all-girl Hour of Charm days,

failed to reach Blue Coal prospects. It

wasn't until they brought back The

Shadow, by this time grown from the

laugh and the slogan into a super-crook,

that real radio success came to the first

trade-marked coal in history.

The Shadow had by now (1934) a maga-

zine of its own, rushed out by Street and

Smith because another publisher had the

same idea. Until S. & S. had published

a magazine by that title anyone could

have lifted the name for his own publica-

tion. Another actor, Jimmy La Curto,

JAMES LA CURTO

had stepped into Readick's shoes. The

laugh and slogan were growing up.

The partial network idea—Blue Coal

was buying only New England and a

number of eastern seaboard stations

—

became distasteful to CBS and the pro-

gram moved to Mutual at the same time

on Sunday afternoons. It was still on

the air only for the fall and winter months

and Ruthrauff and Ryan, who have been

the advertising agency handling the

D. L. &W. account since before the coal-

with-the-blue-color idea was born, sold

The Shadow for the summer of 1938 to

B. F. Goodrich, with Orson Welles as

The Shadow at $75 a week, for which

Orson signed a photograph of himself

"gratefully yours." Goodrich didn't

do so well with Awesome Orson and The

Shadow returned to seasonal operation.

Blue Coal continued its sponsorship and

began its phenomenal growth in the coal

field, a field that has shrunk at almost the

same pace that Blue Coal has grown.

The Shadow of course only delivered the

audience, and only with one or two cam-

paigns has there been any association

between program and commercial copy.

One of these, however, was outstandingly

successful—the "Don't Take Chances"

BRET MORRISON

^

*^—

BILL JOHNSTONE

STEVEN COURTLEIGH

ORSON WELLES

JOHN ARCHER



campaign which logically tied into any

mystery show and especially a crime

thrilller. The second tie-in between

program and commercial appeal, in

printed media as well as on the air, was

the "know the coal you buy" slogan.

That was a natural tie-in with "The

Shadow knows

Concurrently with Blue Coal's spon-

sorship of The Shadow, D. L. & W. de-

veloped another fictional character who

also has become very real on the air and

in print. John Barclay, home heating

authority, delivered his first closing

commercial in 1935 and has been hand-

ling the closing commercial all through

these 1 1 years. He established a new

tradition in the coal business, a tradition

of service. He told listeners, for example,

how to get more heat per ton of coal out

of their furnaces. When a Blue Coal

dealer sends a heating authority into the

home to check equipment, he's a "John

Barclay-trained heating expert."

Barclay also has grown with the pro-

gram. He was pictured in early adver-

tising as a tired-looking "expert." This

year he has had a glamorizing—he's a

smart-looking, hard-hitting modern engi-

neer and his voice has been given the

same going-over that his pictures have.

While the John Barclay" service type"

of advertising is the regular closing com-

mercial on The Shadow, opening sells the

idea of trade-marked coal and the middle

commercial is devoted to product sales.

During the war the middle commercial

sold conservation and at times made

deep bows to the men who mine the coal.

Especially was this true when the hard

coal miners stayed on the job while the

soft coal men walked.

During the years that D. L. & W. have

sponsored The Shadow, he has dropped

his cloak of invisibility and Superman

abilities. He has also ceased to be the

supercrook and is now, at least impliedly.

a strong arm on the side of the law.

"Crime doesn't pay" and an en-

tourage of assistants plus the girl friend,

Margot, have been added to the story

line. The character who climbed walls

and ate bullets as he fought both crimi-

nals and the law has been replaced with

sort of a mass-appeal Thin Man.

Down through the years as long as

Mutual programs have been rated, the

cloaked crook turned crime fighter has

gathered ratings that would make many

T\\eJ>ee& I

D. L. & W. tried tear-jerker, "Peggy's Doctor,

a nighttime-show sponsor purr. From

1
Q40 on the Hoopers run like this:

Year Months Ratint

1940 January -February 11.2

1941 January -February 14.7

1942 January -February 14.1

194.? January- February 16.

S

1944 January -February 13.1

1945 January -February 1 < 1

In 1
Q45 other sponsors, eyeing the job

The Shadow was doing for Blue Coal,

Plenty of "Shadow" promotion is used every year. There's window poster (top left), the

advertisements in "Shadow Comics" (second from top), a new Shadow-Blue Coal blotter

(third down). D. L. & W. has even patented a pencil and memo pad giveaway (bottom)

SPONSOR



blue coal' Radio Show ! !

!

"> nd that the tears wet Blue Coal without selling, despite fact that stars Rosalind Green, James Meighan, and Allan Joslyn were featured

moved in and bought sections of the

nation which were open for sponsorship.

Their ratings show up like this:

Sponsor Year Months Rating
Acme
Carey
Blue Coal
Grove

1945
1946
1946
1946

February-
January- February
January-February
January-February

6.9
9.6
10.3
9.2

while as 1946 ended they were:

Sponsor Year Month Rating
Ban-
Carey
Blue Coal

1946
1946
1946

December
December
December

9.7
8.1

12.6

The Shadow's story isn't alone the story

of Street and Smith and the D. L. & W.
Coal Company. It's the story of in-

numerable local sponsors who have, from

time to time, bought the show on et.'s.

Back before actors or writers received

anything extra if a show was recorded at

the same time as it was being broadcast,

Street & Smith had the program tran-

scribed. These, along with other e.t.'s

tied up with S. & S. magazines, Dr.

Savage and Love Story, were distributed to

stations without charge. In 1938 Charles

Michelson of Michelson and Sternberg,

exporters, bought 26 weeks of the records

for Australia and the publishing firm

came to the conclusion that maybe

the disks could be sold- -and Michelson

snagged himself a contract. He was to

represent Street and Smith in the sale ot

all air rights to The Shadow except the

Blue Coal territory.

Some of the stations who bought the

e. t.'s at that time are still broadcasting

the program. Among them are KTAR
i Phoenix, Arizona) for Thomas Brothers,

auto supplies; KTSM (El Paso, Texas)

for Union Furniture; and WDNC (Dur-

ham, North Carolina) for West Durham
Lumber Company.

Besides the transcribed version of the
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.im it was opened t«n sale on Mutual

stations, and the hist to sponsoi The

Shadow live on the network outside ol the

East was ivt Milk on KIIJ (Don Lee in

Los tageles (Then some sponsors

bought tlu show regionally. There was

a cand) companj that had it foi a while

in the Northwest; Perm Furniture bought

it in Altoona, Johnstown, and Lewiston,

parts ol Pennsylvania that were soft

coal-minded and therefore were not part

ol Blue Coal's market. Grove Labora-

tories bought The Shadow in eight mar-

kets for its Cold Tablets in 1939 and this

convinced it that it should buy all it could

ol the program. Grove did its best

regional job with The Shadow in 1945-46

but had to drop the program due to

problems within the Grove organization.

When the problems had cleared, The

Shadow had a new regional sponsor and

Grove turned to other fields (mostly spot

broadcasting).

Before Grove Laboratories bought

The Shadow Acme White Lead and Color

Works bought a 50-station section of the

Mutual network to reintroduce its Linex,

a combination varnish-polish product

which hadn't been ready when it was

originally marketed and had flopped on

its first presentation. Linex was nation-

ally distributed and although The Shadow

did a good job for Acme it wasn't avail

able on a national basis. So Acme shitted

to Nick ( 'arta another Street and Smith-

inspired program i which didn't do as

well for it. Nick Carter is sponsored by

( )ld Dut( h Cleanser now.

When Anne bowed out, Carey Salt

bowed in. In the meantime Balm Barr

had taken the Grove Laboratories

stations; and the fall l'Mo line-up is

Blue Coal, Balm Ban , and Carey Salt

Carey, the midwest subsidiary of Inter-

national Salt Company, has been worried

ever) so often about the "blood and

thunder'' of The Shadow, the executives

being religious folk as are most of the

residents of Hutchinson, Kansas. Three

letters came in recently just three

lamenting the effect of the program on

the younger generation but before the

Carey brass had many seconds in which

to worry, Street and Smith promoted a

letter from New York Police Com-
missioner Wallender for the program

commending its "crime doesn't pay"

aspect and everyone breathed more

easily in Hutchinson, Kansas. The

Carey Salt commercial recently reminded

all and sundry in the Middle West not to

forget their financial pledges to the

"Church Canvass." That too made
Kansas happy.

Despite any distaste for the crime

element in The Shadow, Carey Salt

doesn't hesitate to merchandise the

program to the hilt. They've just com-

pleted a "best letter'' contest which

awarded a $100 men's and women's

wrist watch weekly and have started a

"Farm book" offer. Each of the 75

Carey salesmen tarries a merchandising

portfolio, patterned after the Blue Coal

merchandising screen-like presentation.

This folder is "sold" to every jobber

salesman in the 22 states reached by

The Shadow for Carey i map below).

The "Shadow'' ring, the G-Man finger-

print set, and the spatula-paring knife,

which have been part of Carey-5/wdou'

merchandising plans, are shelved for the

time being. Material shortages and the

heavily oversold condition of Carey's

Hutchinson and Winnfield salt refineries

are the dual reason for this.

Carey business has increased fourfold

in the last few years. The Shadow does

the job for them because it reaches the

entire family. That includes the farmer

and Carey Salt is sold for farm uses

practically as much as it's sold for table

use in the Middle West. It includes ma
and that's good for table salt business.

Of course junior and sister are bonus

(Please turn to page 50)

The Carey Salt-Shadow network covers midwest and southern agricultural markets where Carey sells table salt and others used on the farm



Only

AVERAGE

PROGRAMS

PROFIT

from Rebroadcasts

do, thus duplicating the performance of

the shows in the top third. There is an

indication in this that listeners who want

specific shows will listen at any time.

The lowest third apparently is com-

posed for the most part of shows that

appeal to specific audiences, audiences

that will listen—regardless. Typical of

these programs is Policewoman with its

6. 1 . Typical of the programs that repeat,

but which theoretically wouldn't lose

anything if they didn't, is Twenty Ques-

tions, with a 4.7.

The "repeat or not repeat" question

cannot be determined on one survey.

However, the amazingly higher ratings of

the shows in the average group that re-

broadcast for the Pacific Coast is proof

positive that repeats are justified for these

programs. The fact that the shows that

go coast-to-coast with one miking in the

top and bottom groups do better than

the shows that repeat also means some-

thing—that repeat performances aimed to

hit both coasts at prime listening hours

are expensive luxuries for them.

This fact is made even more apparent

ill the case of the Walter Winchell and

Jack Benny airings, which not only do a

repeat for the West Coast but also an

heard on the Pacific with the first broad-

cast, in the November 30 report from

which the current "repeal study"

was made, Winchell without the second

broadcast rated 21.8 and with the- dual

airing he hit just 22.7. That means that

the second airing added only 0.9 to his

listening index . . . and there's no

proof that he wouldn't have had that

0.9 on his first broadcast if listeners knew

that the only time they could hear him

was at that hour . . . certainly he'd

have had some of it.

In the case of Jack Benny, the pro-

gram gained 2.2 points from its dual

presentation, being upped from 25.7 to

27.9.

(Please turn to page 37)

REPEAT broadcasts,* long a fetish

with sponsors, who feel they de-

liver bigger audiences, actually

do deliver more listeners if the program is

"average." If the program is a top-

ranking commercial or falls within the

lowest one-third in rating, repeat broad-

casts mean less than nothing ... in

size of audience.

Actually, top programs without repeat

airings rank 13.4 per cent higher than

programs which spend money for late

transmissions on the Pacific Coast.

Typical of the programs without repeats

is Kraft Music Hall which had a 14.3

November 30 Hooperating. Just as

typical of the programs with repeats is

Blondie which had a 13.7 during the

same rating period. Top programs

("top third) ranged from 29.4 to 1 1.4.

The "average" show, hanging in rating

from 11.1 to 7.8, requires a repeat for the

West Coast. Sponsor's check-up re-

vealed that during the period covered

the middle group of repeated shows ran

63.2 per cent higher than the programs

that tried to reach their maximum audi-

ence with one coast-to-coast airing.

Crime Doctor, heard in the East at 8:30

p. m. est and in the West at 8 p. m. pst,

rates 10.6, while Saturday Night Serenade,

which is heard sans a repeat, rates an 8.2.

In the lowest one-third, the shows that

do not repeat for the West run 10.6

per cent higher than the segments that

*A "repeat broadcast" is a rebroadcast, for West
Coast audiences, of a program heard earlier in the
East and Middle West.

The Ten Commandments tor domed)'

by Ernest Walker
Audience Response A nalyst

1. Thou shalt not wait until quality and quantity weaknesses develop
into habits.

(A radio program does not fail in one broadcast. Its death is

heralded long before its rating reaches zero.)

2. Thou shalt not mix characterization, situation, and gags in undue pro-

portion.

(The successful program producer predetermines the extent

to which each of these three ingredients shall be used.)

3. Thou shalt not expect funny lines to be written.

(Lines only become funny when they arc delivered by an
actor whose characterization has been so set that for him to

deliver them makes them funny.

4. Thou shalt not rush new characters into a program and expect belly

laughs.

(Ample time must be allowed in each program to establish

in the listener's mind the characters who weren't there before.)

5. Thou shalt not expect situation comedy without suspense.

(// suspense is strong then the gag requirement is low (two

to three laughs a minute). If a situation is weak (no sus-

pense! then it's gag comedy and from three to five laughs a

minute are required

.

6. Thou shalt not permit situation laughs to fall below 60—70* per cent

of maximum volume.

7. Thou shalt not permit gag comedians to sell their material at less than

70—80* per cent of maximum response.

8. Thou shalt not permit more than 12 seconds to lapse between gags,

nor more than 22 seconds between situation laughs.

9. Thou shalt not tread the dangerous ground of mixing situation and gag

comedy.
(Situation building requires time and alien gags are scattered

in a situation, thus delaying suspense build-up, both situation

and gags are frequently .'

10. Thou shalt not forget to keep a running check on the auantity of com-

edy in a program, the quality of the comedy, the performers' comedy
ability, and the comedy timing.

(No one thing constitutes the success in broadcasting. Es-

pecially is this true in comedy.)

*100 per cent is the maximum volume that can be recorded on

the Walker or any other sound meter.
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Monthly Tabulation of Advertising by Categories

JAMAI.Y: AUTOMOTIVE
SPONSOR

American Oil Co.,

Baltimore

Atlantic Refining Co.

Philadelphia

Champion Spark Plug
Co., Toledo

Chrysler Corp. (De
Soto Div.), Detroit

Cities Service Co.,

New York

Continental Oil Co.,

Ponca City, Okla.

Electric Auto-Lite Co.,

Toledo

Firestone Tire and
Rubber Co., Akron

Ford Motor Co.,

Dearborn, Mich.

General Motors Corp.,

Detroit

General Motors Corp.

(Chevrolet Motor
Div.), Detroit

General Petroleum
Corp. of Calif.,

Los Angeles

Gulf Oil Corp.,

Pittsburgh

Hastings Mfg. Co.,

Hastings, Mich.

International Har-

vester Co., Chicago

Pennzoil Co.,

Oil City, Pa.

AGENCY

Joseph Katz,

Baltimore

N. W. Ayer,
New York

MacManus, John and
Adams, Detroit

BBD&O,
New York

Foote, Cone and
Bclding, New York

Geyer, Cornell and
Newell, New York

Ruthrauff and Ryan,
New York

Sweeney and James,
Cleveland

J. Walter Thompson,
New York

Kudner, New York

New York
Campbell-Ewald,

Smith and Drum,
Los Angeles

Young and Rubicam,
New York

Keeling,

Indianapolis

McCann-Erickson,
New York

Fuller, Smith and
Ross, Cleveland

PRODUCT

Amoco Gasoline, Oil

Atlantic Gasoline Oil

Champion Spark
Plugs

De Soto cars

Cities Service Gasoline
and Oil

Conoco Gasoline, Oil

Auto-Lite batteries,

spark plugs

Firestone Tires

Ford

Autos

Chevrolet cars

Mobilgas, oil

Gulf Gasoline, Oil

Casite, Hastings Piston

Rings

International Harvesters,

tractors, farm trucks

Pennzoil Gasoline and
Oil

PROGRAMS

Professor Quiz (ABC), Thur 7:30-8
pm 86 stations

College football (in season), 90 sta-

tions in east, south, midwest
Football telecasts (in season), WPTZ,

Philadelphia

Basketball telecasts WS nights WPTZ

Champion Roll Call (ABC), Fri 955-
10 pm

Highways in Melody (NBC), Fri 830-
9 pm, 72 stations

Dick Haymes Show (CBS), Thurs 9-

9:30 pm

Voice of Firestone (NBC), Mon 8:30-

9 pm
Voice of Firestone Televues, WNBT,

Mon 8:15-8:30 pm

Ford Presents Dinah Shore (CBS), Wed
9:30-10 pm

Madison Square Garden Events,

WCBS-TV, weekly

Henry J. Taylor (MBS) and 11 inde-

pendent stations, MF 7:30-7:45 pm

Feature Films, WABD, Sun 8-9 pm

Mobil Touchdown Tips (NBC), Mon
6-6:30 pm pst, 7 Pacific stations

We the People (CBS), Sun 10:30-11 pm
CBS Television News, WCBS-TV,

Thurs 8:15-8:30 pm

I Deal in Crime (ABC), Sat 8:30-9 pm
Michael Shayne (MBS), Tues 8-8:30

pm, and Don Lee Network, Wed 7-

7:30 pm pst

Harvest of Stars (NBC), Sun 2:30-3 pm

Half-hour e.t. programs, 17 stations in

3 eastern states

Local sports, one Miami
station

National spot campaign,

1 5 sec e.t.'s

Newscasts, 2 stations

Live spots and local

programs 164 stations

Spots, one station



SPONSOR

Phillips Petroleum Co.,

Bartlesville, Okla.

Pure Oil Co.,

Chicago

Richfield Oil Corp.

Los Angeles

Richfield Oil Corp.

of N. Y.

Shell Oil Co., Inc.,

(lew York

Sinclair Refining Co.

New York

Skelly Oil Co.,

Kansas City

Socony-Vacuum Oil
Co., Inc., New York

Standard Oil Co. of
Calif., San Francisco

Standard Oil Co.

(Ind.), Chicago

Standard Oil Co.

(N. J.), New York

Sun Oil Co.,

Philadelphia

Sunset Oil Co.,

Los Angeles

The Texas Company,
New York

Tide Water Associ-

ated Oil Co. (Eastern
Div.), New York

United States Rubber
Co., New York

Western Auto Supply
Co., Kansas City

AGENCY

|l_ambcrt and Feasley,

New York

Leo Burnett,

Chicago

Hixson-O'Donnel
Los Angeles

Hixson-O'Donnel
New York

J. Walter Thompson,
New York

Hixson-O'Donnell,
New York

Henri, Hurst and
McDonald, Chicago

Compton,
New York

BBD&O,
San Francisco

McCann-Erickson,
Chicago

Marschalk and Pratt,

New York

Roche, Williams and
Cleary, Philadelphia

Hillman-Shane-
Breyer, Los Angeles

Buchanan,
New York

Lennen and Mitchel
New York

Campbell-Ewald,
New York

Bruce B. Brewer,

Kansas City

PRODUCT

Phillips "66" Gasoline
and Oil

Pure-Pep Gasoline,
Tiolene Oil

Richfield Gasoline, Oil

Richfield Gasoline

Shell Gasoline, Oils

Sinclair Gasoline and
Oil

Skelgas (gasoline)

Mobilgas, oil

Gasoline and oil

Gasoline, Oil

Esso Gasoline and Oil

Blue Sunoco Gas, Oil

Sunset Gasoline, Oil

Texaco Products

Tydol Gasoline,

Veedol Oil

U. S. Royal Tires, tire

cords, tubes

Accessories, Davis Tires

PROGRAMS

Kaltenborn Edits the News (NBC),
MTWTF 7:45-8 pm est, 34 stations

Richfield Reporter (NBC), SMTWTF
9:30-9:45, 10-10:15 pm pst, 14

Pacific stations

Arthur Hale (MBS), TThS 7:30-7:45
pm, 40 stations

Alex Dreier (NBC), MTWTFS 8-8:15
am pst, 25 stations

Victor Borge Show with Benny Good-
man (NBC), Mon 9:30-10 pm

Mobilgas News Service, 6 eastern

stations

Standard Hour (NBC), Sun 8:30-9:30
pm pst, 1 8 Pacific stations

Standard School Broadcast (NBC),
Thurs 10-10:30 pm pst, 21 Pacific

stations

Esso Reporter and Esso Weather Re-
porter, 49 eastern markets

Your Esso Television Reporter (NBC),
Mon 9-10 pm

Lowell Thomas (NBC), MTWTF 6:45-
7 pm est, 31 stations

It Couldn't Happen (CBS), Thur 8:30-

8:45 pm pst, Pacific

Eddie Bracken Show (CBS), Sun 9:30-
10 pm

Metropolitan Opera (ABC), Sat 2-5 pm
Regional 15-min newscasts in Texas

and Montana

Boston Blackie e.t.'s in 1 2 midwestern
markets

New York Philharmonic (CBS), Sun
3-4:30 pm

Television Quarterback, WNBT, Fri

8:15-8.30 pm
Serving Through Science, WABD-

Dumont, Tues 9-9:30 pm
Occasional Tele-films, WABD-ABC,

time not scheduled

Circle Arrow Show (NBC), Sun 10:30-
1 1 am, 56 regional stations

Local newscasts, spots, 24
midwest stations

Spots, one station

Spots, 10 stations

Local news and sports-

casts, 38 stations

Local newscasts, 6 stations,

e.t. spots and chainbreaks,

90 stations

Spots, 32 east, midwest
stations

137 news, sports, local

programs, 21 stations

Spots in 22 eastern mar-

kets

News and sports, 7 sta-

tions; live spots and chain-

breaks, 2 stations



New York Central commuters have been conditioned by broadcasting to breakfast at Nedick's in the terminal concourse

radio sells

A LOSS LEADER
for Nedick's

LOSS leaders have built grocery

chains and department stores, so

it's not too surprising that they've

built an orange drink chain too. What
takes the Nedick's tale off the beaten

path is that they sell the breakfast that

loses them a cent and a half with every

sale via words that fly through the air.

Back in 1934, the Coney Island-born

drink-stand chain was about bankrupt. A
group of businessmen, headed by Morris

Wertheim. A, \\. Rosenthal, and R. T.

Johnson, bought the business at bargain

counter figures and plans were born to put

the drink stands back in the black.

Those plans started with shopping for a

medium-sized agency that knew its way

around radio.

First one, then another, agency had the

account. Together they added up to

zero in sales increase. The money behind

tin. new Nedick's trio wanted something

done, and done quickly, otherwise

Nedick's would continue a vv liitc elephant.

Then Max Geller of the Weiss and Gcller

agenc] landed the account and things

began to happen.

Bread had done it . . . milk had done

it . . . candy had done it. So why not put

Vitamin B-l in an orange drink? Nedick's

agreed to take the chance, and a vitamin-

plus orange drink was born.

Nedick's and B-l bowed onto the kilo-

cycles with a modest spot campaign.

Geller had a series of spots transcribed,

and started placing them on New York

stations at times when the sidewalk trade

would hear them. Radio executives

laughed knowingly when they heard the

transcriptions—the B-l copy, Nedick's

big selling point, was preceded by a

cuckoo-clock sound effect. Geller was

too busy holding up the sales curve to do

any smiling—the sales had started to

climb . . . and climb. The white-elephant

orange drink business began to look like

it was solid gold.

Nedick executives, Weiss and Geller,

Vitamin B-l , and radio teamed on a sell-

ing job that trebled the business between

1941 and 1946.

With radio ringing cash registers,

Rosenthal and Geller went shopping for

another good air gimmick. They decided

on the "Ten-Cent Breakfast," and agreed

to offer it at a loss. Again came the

razzing from the hucksters. But the

customer who came to breakfast for a

dime turned into the man who came for

lunch and evening snacks of hot dogs

and hamburgers.

By this time, the Nedick's radio spiel

was reaching listeners programwise. After

making a counter survey of the people

who plunked down their dimes at the

drink stands, Geller and Nedick's decided

on a public-service type of radio fare

consisting mostly of sports, sportscasts.

and newscasts.

From April 1945 to September 1946,

for instance, Nedick's used the CBS
World News Roundup over WABC now

WCBS), New York. This didn't prove

to be the right business answer, and

Nedick's cancelled. Currently, the story

is principalis' sports. The B-l message

and the Ten-Cent Breakfast are sold to

audiences with college basketball games

from Madison Square Garden over WHN.
This series started during the 194 :

season, covering more than 30 games

This year, it is running from December

1946 to March 1947.

The games are promoted heavily by

Nedick's. Every Nedick stand has

posters plugging the thrill-by-thrill ac-

count of the games, and a schedule give-

away is at the stands for the asking.

Bill Stern sells B-l and hot dogs on

WN'BC in a five-minute sportscast a<

the board at 6:40-6:45 p.m. Stern, who

started selling Nedick's last September 2.

is an old Geller salesman, having worked

on the old Twenty Grand show for the

W. and G. account. Axton Fisher To-

bacco, back in 1940. Ten-cent cigarettes,

unlike ten-cent breakfasts, were dead

Please turn to page -
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They

Subscribe

to • • • • • • • •

Carnation Co.

Walgreen Co.

N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.

Gruen Watch Co.

Leaf Gum Co.

Buchanan & Co., Inc.

Biow Co., Inc.

General Foods Corp.

Ralph H. Jones Co.

Miles Laboratories, Inc.

Imperial Oil Ltd.

McCann-Erickson, Inc.

Canada Dry Ginger Ale, Inc.

Seeman Brothers, Inc.

BBD&O, Inc.

Grove Laboratories, Inc.

Pedlar & Ryan, Inc.

United States Steel Corp.

Speidel Co.

Interwoven Stocking Co.

Hutchins Advertising Co.

Buchanan-Thomas Advertising

Co.

Duane Jones Co., Inc.

Roche, Williams & Cleary

Vick Chemical Co.

Borden Co.

Atherton & Gresham

Benrus Watch Co.

General Mills, Inc.

H. M. Dittman Advertising

Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.

L. H. Hartman Co., Inc.

McFadden Publications, Inc.

Paramount Pictures, Inc.

Maxon, Inc.

Devereux & Co.

Alfred D. McKelvy Co.

Adam Hat Stores, Inc.

J. D. Tarcher & Co., Inc.

S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc.

Tullis Co.

Ford Motor Co.

J. Walter Thompson Co.

House & Leland

E. I. duPont de Nemours &

Co., Inc.

LaRoche & Ellis, Inc.

Olian Adv. Co.

Wade Advertising Co.

Oakleigh R. French &

Associates

Stanback Co., Ltd.

Baker & Hosking, Inc.

Mayers Co.

Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Inc.

Helbros Watch Co., Inc.

Foote, Cone & Belding

Joseph Katz Co.

Mutual Benefit Health &

Accident Assn.

Schenley Distillers Corp.

Gardner Advertising Co.

Willard Tablet Co.

Procter & Gamble Co.

Garfield & Guild, Advertising

Ward Baking Co.

Marschalk & Pratt Co.

Falstaff Brewing Corp.

Scripto, Inc.

Bulova Watch Co.

Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.

Abbott Kimball Co., Inc.

Gillette Safety Razor Co.

Ex-Lax, Inc.

* A cross-section of the top-flight radio-minded advertisers and agencies who subscribe to SPONSOR

'!'' •

ICULATION BREAKDOWN
November 1946 Issue

ii n,j| sponsors and

pspective sponsors. . . 46.3 c
/c

\d rtising agency ac-

c int executives, radio

d:ctors, timebuyers. . .26.4%.

it n and network

e cutives 20.9%

i llaneous 6.4%

72.7%

pojor's circulation guarantee is 8,000 to

2,(j0 copies each month during 1947. For
hu and data write to sponsor publications
nc 40 West 52 Street, New York 19.



MAGA*

MILLIONS oflines roll off presses

each week about radio pro-

grams, and the products that

make them possible - millions of lines un-

seen and unheard-of by sponsors and

agencies. At the networks the story of

station publication activities is being

noised about but. in most cases, it's stil

in the rumor stage. Yet the effect of

these station organs is greater in many
areas than the combined impact of the

printed radio word of all the newspapers

in the area served by the broadcaster.

SPONSOR
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These direct lines to listeners fall into

four general categories: retailer bulletins,

program logs, fan newspapers or maga-
zines, and home service magazines.

Retailer bulletins, or "briefs," tell mer-

chants and dealers which products are

sponsored on what programs and which

new programs are to be utilized for a

given product in the area. Through these

briefs retailers and dealers are advised in

advance when a new product is to be

featured on a show, permitting them to

stock the item before the radio-inspired

demand materializes. These briefs, which

in most cases go to grocers and druggists,

also build good-will with sections giving

capsuled news and facts on market condi-

tions, trends, and successful selling ideas.

They are reproduced inexpensively and

mailed free every month to leading busi-

JANUARY 1947

ness men of the community. Station

WING, Dayton, Ohio, produces a typical

monthly bulletin which goes to 1,000

grocers and druggists. Variation of the

idea is the four-page tabloid-size news-

paper which gives program and other

news about food and drug products adver-

tised on a station, but doesn't include

general market or selling tips. Typical

is the Food and Drug News which KGO,

San Francisco, sends monthly to 3,000

retailers and dealers in its area. Some

papers, like the Merchandiser of WOAI,

San Antonio, are published quarterly.

Program logs may not look so interest-

ing as the business publications, but de-

tailed monthly schedules such as that of

WQXR, New York, place sponsors before

thousands of readers. WQXR's schedule

is a booklet which goes to 38,000 sub-

scribers for $1 a year. More than 5,000

copies are picked up at studios monthly

at 10c. a copy. Sponsor ads run free.

It's routine for most stations to issue

simple weekly or monthly (or both) pro-

gram logs without sponsor identification

which go to agencies, advertisers, news-

papers, and others. But more important

to advertisers are those printed for cer-

tain groups which contain information

other than listings. Example of the

special log is Listen and Learn, a four-page

folder which KMOX, St. Louis, sends

monthly during the school year to 1,000

schools and educators. Obviously its

potential impact, through the combined

influence of teachers and others, is far

beyond the thousand who actually re-

ceive the brochure. Five hundred thou-

(Please turn to page 46)
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"What can be done to regulate incongruous

station break commercials so that they don't

destroy the mood sequences of programs?"

Henry H. Reichhold

president

Reichhold Chemicals, Inc.

The Picked Panel answers:

To begin with,

it's purely a sched-

uling matter, and

the station's re-

sponsibility. Any
good timebuyer, it

^^ goes without say-

^ ^B ing, tries to get

r ^k maximum circula-

£ I

tion for his ac-

counts; and while

he checks adjacent advertisers for product

conflict as a matter of course, he can

hardly be expected to get very far into

such intangibles as "mood sequence."

I've found station representatives and

stations themselves extremely helpful in

preventing too much of a clash. It

doesn't take the intelligence of a Daniel

Webster to know that it's bad selling to

drop a lush perfume spot into the middle

of a hillbilly show. The representative's

assistance has been in passing along the

information about some of the local shows,

so that you can determine the general

suitability for your client.

To be perfectly frank about the whole

thing, I think that the question's pretty

academic. Radio has a sophomoric

tendency to take itself too seriously where

things like "mood sequence" are con-

cerned. I don't see any tremendous ad-

vantage in, say, a solid block of comedy

shows, just because they are comedy

shows. People have a tendency to lose

interest in anything after awhile, and an

overdose doesn't mean that it's a correct

dose. Maybe a good, bouncy commercial

spot between, say, two symphonic pro-

grams is a good idea—it's a change of

pace, anyway.

The sponsors of the shows themselves

don't bother too much about "mood

sequence" on their individual programs;

36

they interrupt them for selling messages,

seldom geared to the program material,

and then, like as not, toss in a hitchhike

or two for good measure.

As far as I'm concerned, I don't care

whether they're laughing or crying, or

how long they've been doing it, just as

long as there are enough of them and

they're my client's logical buying audi-

ence.

I don't care whether or not it's a tearful

Hooper— I only avoid the fearful ones.

Raymond E. Nelson
President

Raymond E. Nelson Incorporated

The question of

regulating station

break commercials

is only part of the

larger question of

improving radio

commercials.
There can be little

difference of opin-

ion but that there

is room for im-

provement, not only as a measure of relief

to a long-suffering public but as a means

of increasing the effectiveness of the

sponsor's message. Advertising agencies

dislike to be told—and with reason—that

they do not know their business. It is

easy, obviously, to make destructive

criticism. Yet, with all respect for the

brains, ability, and achievement of the

advertising profession in publicizing

American goods and services. I submit

that repetitious announcements having

little or no relation to program content are

both needlessly irritating and wastefully

ineffective. The incongruous station

break commercial is a conspicuous of-

fender in this respect.

Argument between sponsor and station

management as to which of them "owns

the air time is irrelevant. Congress

settled that when it created the FCC as a

licensing body in the public interest. The

responsibility for good programing— and

I stress that that means all programing,

sustaining, commercial, spot announce-

ments, and package shows—is partly that

of the advertiser but chiefly that of sta-

tion management. The station, not the

advertising agency or the advertiser, has

been granted by the FCC a free license

to a valuable franchise for the use of the

air waves.

Cooperative effort is needed to improve

radio commercials. A joint committee

comprising membership from both the

advertising and the radio crafts might

study this problem with profit to all

concerned. Station WMCA would be

happy to cooperate to the utmost of its

ability in such a project.

Nathan Strai S

President

Station WMCA

The station

break is an ana-

chronism dating

back to the d

when plenty of

cushion was re-

quired between

programs. Today

with split-second

timing only a mo-

ment is needed tor

station identification. The rest of the

station-break time reallj belongs to

adjacent sponsors. Until broadcasting

companies return to their rightful ow;

there is little that can be done about that.

The problem of the program commercial

is to hold attention, that of the station or

chain break commercial is to get atten-

SPONSOR



tion, while the listener is talking or about

to twist the dial.

That's the reason for the strident,

interrupting devices of gongs, whistles,

ricocheting bullets, and assorted sound

effects. That's the reason for the shout'

ing and irritating repetitions by the

announcer, the banality of most musical

gimmicks. Probably the best regulation

is self-regulation. The AAAA or the ANA
or both might award Oscars in reverse—
demerit citations each year for the most

obnoxious, banal, and generally irritating

spot commercials, as revealed by an

opinion poll of the long-suffering public.

The press would certainly publicize this

with glee. And why not have Wakeman
and Henry Morgan make the awards in

a special broadcast.

Lloyd C. Coulter
vp in charge of radio

McCami'Erickson, Inc

Many sponsors

break up the mood
of their own pro-

grams with com-

mercials that are

not well integrated

with the program

content. Many
commercials with-

in a show, includ-

ing cowcatcher

and hitchhike spots, are noisy, loud, and

not in keeping with the rest of the broad-

cast. In other words the mood of many
commercial programs is frequently broken

long before the station break is reached.

Some sponsors and their agencies do

strive to keep the commercial and pro-

gram content in keeping with each other.

In that case it's up to the individual sta-

tion manager to set up a policy which

avoids objectionable spots between two

programs. Any such policy could not be a

general one. It is almost impossible to

set a series of patterns throughout the

country. Each case must be handled on

its own merits, depending upon the

sponsor's product, copy, and adjacent

program content.

Adam J. Young, Jr.

Station Representative

AVERAGE PROGRAMS PROFIT
(Continued from page 29)

Although it seems logical that an
airing at peak listening hours in each

time zone should produce more listeners,

the slide rule proves that it doesn't with

the top and bottom thirds (programs).

To collect upon rebroadcasts, the pro-

gram has to be—just average.
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IT ISN'T

BEING

SN00TY-

<m Station WFBM
• Distinguished Company— that's about

the best way to describe your fellow spon-

sors when you join the clients of WFBM.

WFBM is proud of the fact that the

city's best stores are on the station. The

three largest Indianapolis department

stores buy more time on WFBM than on

any other local station. Also, to WFBM
goes the lion's share of local Building

and Loan, tire dealer, furniture store and

theatre radio advertising.

Your messages will be heard by good

company, too. WFBM, the first station in

Indiana, has been recognized as the

"prestige station" for twenty-two years.

WFBM
BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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in sports contracts

EIGHTY per cent of ;ill contracts

for sports broadcasts are indi-

vidually negotiated by the agency

in sponsor with each station. That's

because sporting events ar j basically local

or regional in their appeal and with few

exceptions a coast-to-coast network just

doesn't add up to good commercial

sportscasting.

Ninety per cent of commercial sports

airings are handled over independent

stations rather than network affiliates

because these stations are in a position to

cancel out schedules at the expense of

regular contract advertisers while net'

work affiliates are not in position to do

that on a regular basis. And sports re-

quire solid blocks of time—time with

cushions on both ends of the time block.

Time consumption of sporting events

differs with each type of event. The gen-

eral rule, throughout the nation, is for the

following blocks to be set aside for each

type of event:

Sport Time Block

Baseball »"/j hours
Basketball 1 hour per ftame*
Box in ft Vi hour
Football 2 hours

Hockej Vi to 1 hour

•

'ire ust ally broadcast in a two-hour

block.

tOn/y the feature bout is broadcast in this tintt and

when prelims a't included the time block may run as

high as tuo hours.

Despite the time blocks it is generally

understood that if a contest runs over the

scheduled time, there will be no extra

charges, nor will there be a rebate if a

contest runs short. Exception to this

unwritten rule is the National Broadcast-

ing Company which handles sports in

1 5-minute units.

There is no standard contract for

sports so stations generally use their

regular facilities form and add plenty of

riders. There is one set of clauses where

the advertiser controls the event to be

broadcast and an entirely different set

where the station has the event and the

sponsor buys time and contest in one

package. In the first case the advertiser

is frequently in the driver's seat and can

and does demand a specific announcer,

and protection on both sides of the airing

against competitive advertisers and in

some cases against any sponsor in those

spots, i.e.. both the warm-up and the

afterpiece have to be sustaining.

Where the station has contracted to air

the sporting event itself and has sold it

to a sponsor the riders run the entire

gamut from full protection as mentioned

previously to multiple participation. In

the latter case a number of advertisers

are really paying the bill despite the fact

that only one pays for the blow-by-blow

account and the two others pay for the

framework in which the event is placed

on the air. In some ways this type of

contract, where the station controls the

broadcasting of the event, is a simpler

document than the paper which is signed

between the station and the sponsor when

the advertiser holds a personal contract

with the college, school, or sporting club.

That's because the latter type of contract

usually provides for the underwriter's

paying line charges and other special fees

in addition to the time charges.

In both forms of contract the station is

usually caught holding the bag if "an act

of God" cancels the contest scheduled to

be broadcast. Only in unusual circum-

stances does the sponsor pay anything

when the program is rained out. The

maximum payment l
in contracts checked)

ran to 50 per cent of the time charge.

Contract provisions on airing commer-

cials have changed of recent years and no

longer does the average radio-wise agency

write commercials and insist that they be

aired verbatim at specific intervals. The

tendency today is to outline the copy-line

for the commercial; and let the sports-

caster work them in at what he feels is

the proper frequency and with the proper

integration with what's happening on the

field, or in the squared circle. This makes

for less listener irritation and frequently

Please turn to page 46

i u .
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asters, wiu ...c.-i or ic-uiuuv . . aame program, harmless from any and all lia.

s, costs or expenses, including lawyer's tees, arising; from or occasioned by the broadcasting oi

5. This indemnity agreement is intended to include, without limiting the foregoing, claims for
of character, business or property, and infringement of copyrights and/or violation of trade or i trills.

The" Broadcaster shall not lie held responsible for failure to broadcast for any periods where such failu
(\w to governmi nt regulations, storms, strike-, lockouts, power, transmission or mechanical difficulties, or a
cause whats ever beyond its control. The Broadcaster will endeavor to present programs at the exact tin
iled, but do. s not guarantee that a given program will lie broadcast at the specified time. If for any reasot '

'rOi •
• complete the program in its entirety, the Advertiser shall receive a pro rata refund

>rge for time. The Advertiser agrees that in the event of the omission or postponement of any broadcast
•dcaster shall not he held responsible for any damage beyond tlie cost of the particular broadcast omitte

ied.

ter reserves the right to defer advertising programs falling on national hob' 1 -

-"'innal or local expediency or public interest, or for special event'
•> nroportinnate refund for the program not b r
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DR. CHAPPELL
{Continued from page 19)

any other name you like, but throughout

life we tend to react with anger when un-

j

completed activity is interrupted. And

the more intent we are on the activity,

the more we tend to he irritated by inter-

ruption. If the interrupting event is

cither meaningless to us or is in itself

unpleasant, the tendency to anger is

strengthened.

If, now, we examine the structure of

broadcasting in terms of this basic prin-

ciple, we find cause for listener resent-

ment rampant. Listening is an activity.

The better the show, the more intense the

activity is and the greater becomes the

probability that anger will be evoked if

it is interrupted with a commercial. If

the commercial is of real interest to the

listener, the effect of the interruption

may be counteracted, in part. If it is

of no real interest there is no counter-

action. Frequently, commercials are

introduced by design into that part of the

program where listening is most intense.

The result is maximum irritation.

Some very good dramatic shows de-

signed for women, and listened to in-

tently by both men and women, inter-

rupt the action with complete disregard

for the men. Men are non-existent to

them. True, the men are not going

to buy the products or try the "lather

cocktails" or "patch tests," but they are

listeners, and their emotions, ungrateful

and irrational as they may be, will toll

the bell.

It appears from these considerations

that it might be possible to reduce

listener aversion to commercials con-

siderably if, in those programs where

the commercial cannot be integrated

or where the total listening audience

is not given real interest in them, com-

mercials were presented before the action

starts and after it stops.

But, you may object, that might be

sacrificing advantages the advertiser now

rightfully enjoys. Possibly. We rarely

get something for nothing. But it must

be noted that how real this advantage

actually is, is one of the things nobody

knows. Mere number of listeners is not

the answer. The number in a receptive

state of mind is. The real advantage

may lie in an opening and a closing com-

mercial with no interruptions.

There is nothing new or revolutionary

about any of these thoughts. The de-

signers of Cavalcade of America, who in

many ways have manifested in radio the

pioneering spirit they exalt in their pro-

gram, have presented for years a half
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hour of drama uninterrupted by com

mercials. And their pioneering in com

mercial production has resulted in their

holding their full audience through a long

closing commercial.

In view of the complexity of the

commercial problem and the possible

relation of interruptions of listening to

listeners' emotion, it would he well to

considci tin- 1. 1 toi < . urlulh I
i

starting on a witch hunt for "disgusting"

and "bad taste" commercials or jumping

to conclusions that "spots" are the cul-

prits, that all commercials should be

"inside" programs, or that they arc too

long.
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OPEN HOUSE
Radio Station WCCO, Minneapolis, Minn.,

Saturdays, 9:30 J<> p.m. est

PROGRAM: Taking ;i columnist-commen-

tator and turning him into a quiz master

isn't the easiest job in radio but WCCO has

done it with their number one newscaster,

Cedric Adams, and built a topnotch audi-

ence participating program around him.

Cedric doesn't talk down to his victims and

his stature isn't diminished by the studio

crowd's calling him Cedric which gives you

some idea of just how good Cedric is.

Second plus for the show is that the prizes

are all products for sale at the sponsor's

(Sears)—that gets away from the free-

plug-for-the-prizes that haunts so many
quiz-program builders. Extra added bit of

good programing is the strip-tease routine,

in which the contestant undresses a manikin

(wooden) as each question is answered

correctly. Each garment so taken off the

dummy belongs to the quiz participant.

During the broadcast reviewed, the young
lady undressing the girl manikin took its

girdle right off. The questions (all the way
through) are well planned and at least one

of them makes use of the vocal talents of

Bob Larkin, the singer on the show. It's a

top-drawer job, production- as well as

program-wise, with a special bow to Wallace

Olsen, musical director of the station, who
leads the orchestra and does a couple of

songs, instrumentally, during the pro-

ceedings.

COMMERCIAL. Because the gifts are all

on sale at Sears the plugs are painless.

Frank Butler, who handles the commercials,

is smooth and there's no question but that

the show sells. In the press they featured

Sears' Infant Sleepers at $1.10 and at the

same time on the air Dr. Denton's at $1.65.

Two thousand of the latter were sold and

many newspaper ads that were sent in with

mail orders carried a notation "we want the

sleeper advertised on 0{>,n lions, if it is

available." The Open lions, type of quiz

is the answer to any department store's

problem of selling without over-spieling.

TIME.- Tins has only been on the air for

Sears since October 5 so proof of the time

pull isn't at hand yet. Previous sponsor,

Butternut Coffee, hit as high as 1 1. 1 for the

January-April period. It's early in the

morning but the audience is filling the

studm bj
l| am., a half hour before broad

-

casl time.

PROMOTION: Nothing unusual has been

done to sell the program, though air time

40

has been used, newspaper space bought, and
store-wide promotion has been utilized by
Sears. Since it's producing everything

that's expected ol it now. there seems little

use for the station to over-extend itself at

this time. (A merchandising program has

been planned and will go into the works
when needed. -

CREDITS: This is a station-built program
which proves what can be done with local

shows. Everything's as smooth as could be

desired with Wallace Olsen, Bob Larkin,

Frank Butler, and Cedric Adams all due for

deep bows.

THE EARLY MORNING FROLIC
Radio Station CKLW. Detroit-Windsor.

Daily, 6-9 a.m. est

PROGRAM: This show is 13 going on 14

and it's as fresh as it was in 1938 (five years

after it was first heard i when the boys, Joe
Gentile and Ralph Binge, started going to

town commercially. It has everything that

every other rise and shine program has but

you'd never know it. The time, the weather,

and the commercials bear no resemblance to

any other known form of madness. The
belly laughs are not extra-added attractions

but the commercial basis of the program.

If anyone else but these two attempted a

skit in which they try to bring a 12-foot

monster to life and fail to move him until

they dose the Frankenstein conception with

Dr. Caldwell's laxative, he'd be barred from

the air. With Gentile and Binge i that last

name is real -not a gag) it even entertains

families like A. G. Ruthven's (he's U. of

Michigan prcxy .

COMMERCIAL: This is one across-the-

board series (daily that is. with the excep-

tion of recorded musical interludes that are

whisked on and off. 100 per cent commercial

and not even the Federal Communications
Commission has thought of squawking. The
boys are apt to shock their sponsors in

everything but the cash register -where

they still ring the bell, with such things as

downhill eyeglasses ("They make the job of

mailmen, salesmen, and policemen seem
downhill all day-long.") Spots are sold on a

$20-a-time basis and the waiting list is long

and drooling.

TIME: Earlj morning competition is usually

run-of-the-mill and while there are some

good get-'em-uppers in Detroit this show is

really stiff competition. It nol only gets

its audience but it holds it.

PROMOTION: Dick Jones, commercial

manager of CKLW, doubles as press agent

and promotion man extraordinary for this

show. There's been a steady flow of copy

about Gentile and Binge in the newspapers

(they're always doing something that's good

copy Time, Vogue. Band Leader, and

Libi rty are just four of the national publica-

tions that have stopped being national long

enough to plug the Gentile-Binge combina-

tion . . . and that of course means CKLW
too.

CREDITS: Joe Gentile and Ralph Binge are

the duo to whom all the credit belongs,

although J. E. Campeau, who graduated

from salesman to manager of the station,

has backed the boys up every time (since

1938 that they needed it -you can't be nuts

before the mike without a station manager
who's nuts with you.

COMPANY'S COMING

Radio Station WOW, Omaha. Monday

through Friday, 12:30-12:45 p.m. est

PROGRAM: This, a light zany 15 mil

is far better than the writing on the pro-

gram. It is planned to reach the home
while mother is cooking. Russ Baker does

the scripting but he's better as mc and

Ray Olson, two-time Davis Award Cup
winner, is delightful as is the singer-stooge,

Morton Wells. The format is just a couple

of guys between a couple of songs by a

three-piece musical combine and one of

three singers who slip in and out of the

program on different days.

The quality of the "humor" may be noted

in a typical routine which had Russ Baker

trying to steal a bone from a dog fit had

some meat on it), ending with a line to the

effect that it could definitely be stated at

that time that the "program was going to

the dogs."

COMMERCIAL: Most of the advertising is

straight yet the show simply screams for

some light-comedy sales treatment of the

sponsor's "Ever Fresh" line of frozen and

ready-to-cook poultry products and butter.

Highlight of the selling is the cooking hint,

which is very nicely handled by Russ Baker.

It's serious but there's a wee smile in it as

Baker does it

TIME: Noon is a good time to talk food, if

you can catch your audience. Company's

Coming has an Omaha rating of 10 which

at lunch time means it has caught on.

CREDITS: The boys who do this show are

top staff members of WOW. Russ Baker

is head of the station's newly organized

television department. Ray Olson is pro-

duction manager of the station. The

sponsors, C. A. Swanson and Sons, fee!

they have a happy buy in Company's

Coming, which is a swell title even if it

shouldn't happen company come) at noon.

TELE-VARIETIES

WNBT, New York. NBC-TV, Sundays.

8:15-8:30 p.m. >st

PROGRAM: The lirst scanning of this

- I tecember 8 indicated what every-
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one knew m advance. There's no program

without talent, and vaudeville before the

video camera must be even better than it

is across the footlights. The second pro-

gram dropped the "don't buy nanus"

routine and came up with both Senor

Wences, star magician and ventriloquist

(the headliner) and Bob Hawkins, im-

personator. Opening spot was given to an

acrobat, in this case a baton twirler. Connie

Stevens, who was okay if you like the

prancers who lead the bands. Wences was

slightly terrific before the camera. His

stunt of turning his fist into the head of a

dummy and using it as his Charlie Mc-
Carthy was grand. His talking head in a

box was just as good as it is in the night

clubs. His juggling while being heckled by

the dummy and the head without a body

was why families leave their homes to go to

theater and club. Fred Coe, the director,

was right in there with the cameras and

although some of the juggling, being of a

vertical nature, couldn't be caught quickly

enough the camera handling was good.

Most of the impersonators who have been

on television thus far have been between-

the-act stage waits. Bob Hawkins isn't.

Someone must have told him that on

camera you have to look like as well as

sound like the performer that you're imitat-

ing. He did. While few of the stars he

presented were away from the beaten path

of impersonators, they were fun . . . from

Bing Crosby to Frank Morgan. Where
there's real talent, the camera sees it and

scans it, ergo without performers with

ability there'll be no looking just as without

sock artists there's no listening.

COMMERCIAL: Bristol-Myers' Minit-Rub
selling has grown up. Instead of only

slightly amusing commercial film cartoon

strips, there was well written continuity and
a dramatized sneezing proposal with a

Minit-Rub 'moral . . . sneezing ne'er wins

fair lady nor snares attractive male.

PROMOTION: None at the moment.

TIME: Tele-Varieties has plenty of radio

competition, with Charlie McCarthy right

smack against it. It's good enough to stand

that competition.

CREDITS: First show was a Wes McKee
(Young and Rubicam) mistake. Second
show was under his supervision but Y & R's

John Heiney did the production. Fred Coe
although a youngster is still an NBC-TV
director that can handle anything well . . .

and does.

LET'S CELEBRATE

WNBT, New York, NBC-TV, Sunday (De-

cember 15), 9-9:30 p.m. est

PROGRAM: Everything was here but a

polished scanning. Although it was an-

nounced that image orthicon cameras were

being used to lessen light requirements in

the audience section of the studio (this was
an audience participation program) actually

everyone involved technically knew that

these cameras are not good indoors. They
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wire used because there wasn't

light in the new studio, not experimentally.

The audience looked like Times Square on

VJ day.

All tlie stunts were really visual and swell

fun, from the wife who had to puncture all

the balloons which puffed up her husband

in a size 50 union suit, to the boy who was

given the Borden cow, Elsie, to take to tin

Diamond Horseshoe. Typical of what was
wrong from a video production point of

view was the fact that when the boy's heart

really sank down to his shoetops. there were

no close-ups.

Mel Allen, mc, came through as the per-

fect drunken host at a celebration, which

wasn't what was intended at all. Frank

Fay should sue him for infringing the

Harvey copyright.

COMMERCIAL: Using Elsie the cow in a

gag sequence helped put across the Borden

commercial without much pushing. Since

the same stunt employed dancers with

Elsie masks, the cow-milk selling was visual

and fun.

TIME: Nine p.m. Sundays is in New York

not a bad hour to p :
i on I

patio nin l troadi a I
i

that time an nol top audience pullers, and

so they'll look in, it thi . havi a

PROMOTION: This program was played

up by agency and network as "expi

mental." It wasn't.

When the tie-in with the forthcoming

March of Dirm campaign was dragged in

by having mc Mel Allen telephone a jxjlio

victim i who however is never seen), they

reached into the empty-idea pocket and

came forth with the Calvary Brothers,

slow-motion pantomimists. They enter-

tained the youngster, who had a TV re-

ceiver at his bedside. It was okay for the

about-to-be-operated-upon youngster but it

was zero as general entertainment . . . and

it didn't help the polio campaign.

CREDITSAVes McKee of Young and Rubi-

cam produced the show, Ray Harney wrote

it, and NBC's Ed Sobol directed it. Since

the cameras weren't suited to their job, let's

blame them instead of the human element

this time.

TWENTY YEAR CLUB

GE \ I H A I MILLS
1"2«l» Betty Crocker started

selling menus and cooking informa-

tion for General Mills, via recipes,

on September 20. First network

used was WEAF and 12 other

stations. Betty Crocker was first

enacted by Adelaide Finch (there

have since been more than 50 others

who have played the role). General

Mills was later to be the first major

sponsor of a daytime serial {Betty

and Bob) and the number one

cereal-flour firm in the nation.

Iff47 Eleven programs" (nine

coast-to-coast and two Pacific Coast

shows) sell 13 General Mills prod-

ucts. Of the over-$8,000,000 bud-

get, radio gets $6,500,000. Betty

Crocker is heard on both NBC and

ABC, and daytime serials and

children's programs sell plenty of

cereals. The corporation's favorite

program (nearly 13 years old and

pictured below) is Hymns of all

Churches.
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LOSS LEADER

ducks in 1940, and the- shew expired

quietly. But Cellei didn't forget Stem's

neat job, and bought him again when

Nedick's wanted a sportscaster.

Nedick's also < ai i ies tin. vitamin gospel

to listeners on WCAU's Headlines ai

Home, and with a transcribed sports show

on WTTM Trenton. One newscast is

used on a Washington, D. C, station, but

Nedick's is said to be shopping for sports

in that market.

Nedick's has consistently spent the

biggest chunk ol its advertising dollar in

radio, and with business having trebled in

the last fiv< years lias nuwr had to revise

its advertising budget, which is figured

on I
'

•_> per cent of next year's sales ex-

pectancj

.

Geller has things pretty much his way.

There's no ad-manager at Nedick's.

Having tried to tell two agencies how to

run things and flopped on sales, the boss

trio now believes it best to let the agenc

handle the radio end.

Geller's advertising approach undersells

for Nedick's. On the WHN basketball

series, commercial copy is merely out'

lined for Connie Desmond and Marty
Glickman, who ad-lib mentions of B-l.

the Ten-Cent Breakfast, and the all-beef

frankfurter. Result is a brand of sales

talk keyed to surrounding action, differ-

ing from the usual line ofsports-show copy

which is written in the air-conditioned

sanctity of an ad-agency . . . and sounds it.

Nedick's isn't particularly worried

today about its competition, most of

which comes from wildcat stands, small-

chain operations, and the "Chock Full o'

Nuts" chain in New York. Nedick's sells

its service in Philadelphia, Jersey Cit) .

Newark, Baltimore. Boston, Brooklyn,

Washington, D. C, and through 43 stores

in New York City. Radiowise, the

competition is even less.

Radio has made Nedick's synonymous

with drink stands in New York. There

was even a Nedick's stand on stage during

the recent Broadway production of On the

Town, and stock movie shots often have

the sign somewhere in the background.

Yet another trick is up the Geller-

Nedick sleeve. A promotion campaign is

in the making for a new soft drink, a

carbonated version of the Nedick orange

drink. N'edick's hopes to tap the millions

ol consumers who listen to Nedick pro-

grams in areas where there are no

Nedick's stands. Nedick's. not content

with being the orange drink vender to the

New York walk-in trade, is out to follow

tlie Coca-Cola tradition "bottle it."

K\OW Till: PRODI FCEB

He Lives With His Program

T TF'.S a one-show producer. He follows the theory that a
*- *- producer should live with a show from idea to airing.

Frank Telford flutters over the Molle Mystery Theatre like a

mother hen, selecting scripts, conferring with writers, hand-

picking casts (mainly from newcomers . . . and sweating it

out on coffee-and-benzedrine.

The pay-off is indicated in both rating and sponsor identi-

fication figures. The audience is now deliveied to Molle and
Double Danderine at a cost of less than $200 per point. De-

spite the success of his show, now running 5.1 points over the

average of his opposition, he puffs twic? as much when re-

minded that in 1933 he was All-City halfback at Detroit's

Northwestern High.

Telford got his first break in radio after kicking around for

several years in theater stock companies. He did everything

from acting, writing, and sound effects to polishing micro-

phones on several WXYZ shows, including The Lone Ranger.

He tried to sell Uncle Sam the idea of airing an anti-Hitler

series in 1940. No dice. December 8, 1941, saw him back in

Washington, this time with a better reception. His docu-

mentaries You Can't Do Business with Hitler and This Is Our
Enemy did a top-notch wartime job selling anti-fascism.

Young & Rubicam bought him early in FM4 to do produc-

tion on We the People but he was shifted to Mystery Theatre

soon after. His CBS show The Fighting Senator was a flop

commercially last summer—he didn't really care so long as

he was panning intolerance and civic corruption.

Duffy's Tavern is his favorite listening. For months Tel-

ford knocked himself out trying to hear it because Duffy's

was aired the same night as Mystery Theatre. Duffy's moved
finally to another night, and peace, as far as it can be found

by an ad-agency executive, descended on the Telford menage.

He's the perfect example of what can happen when an

agency picks the right man. gives him one job . . and a free

rein in doing it.

Seen with Ann Rutherford
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signed and unsigned

BfUMtA&i Pe/U&utel GUcutXf&L

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

John H. Connor

John C. Doorty
Elmer C. Dvorak

Harold N. Elterlch

Haynes Flnncll

E. J. Frank

Bryant H. Gardner

K. N. Halverstadt

Gilford R. Hart

Gerry Olinger Htnkle

Alfred Howard

J. Peyton Kane

Allen C. Kaye-Martln

Emery M Lewis

Harold S. Luther

Charles Allison Monroe
Howard K. Richmond
Edward F. Schmidt

Joseph R. Sheehan
Jane Talcott
Del Wakeman

Joe Wells

Gallowhur Chemical Corp.. New York, assistant
to president

RBD&O. New York, account executive
A. E. Rlttenhouse Co.. Inc.. Honeoye Falls. Now
York, sales and advertising dlreotor

Grant Advertising (Intl. Div.), New York, vp

William B. Remington

Procter & Gamble. Cincinnati, media director

White Labs., Inc., Newark, N. J., advertising
manager

Joseph Magnln Stores, San Francisco

Retail Furniture Advertising Inst., advertising
manager

S & W Fine Foods, Inc., San Francisco, adver-
tising manager

Kaye-Martin Prodns., New York, president

Brown and Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louis-
ville, vp in charge sales, advertising

General Food Sales Co., Inc. (General Seafoods
Corp.), New York, merchandising manager

J. Walter Thompson, New York
Bloomlngdale Bros., Inc., New York
American Home Foods, Inc., New York, adver-

tising dept.

Butler Bros.. Chicago
Magnavox Co.. Fort Wayne. Ind.. advertising and

sales promotion manager
Wells Advertising. Inc., Dallas

Gallowhur Chemical Corp.. New York, vp In charge sales
and advertising, merchandising and sales promotion,
plastic specialties

Shulton. Inc., New York (soap manufacturer)
A. F.. Rlttenhouse Co., Honeoye Falls, vp In charge sales
and advertising

Bristol-Myers Co. (Intl. Div.), New York, advertising man-
ager

Union Oil Co. of California. I.os Angeles, advertising and
publicity head

Na-Churs Plant Food Co.. Marlon, Ohio, advertising
manager

The Chemical Corp., Springfield, Mass.. advertising and
sales promotion manager

Procter & Gamble. Cincinnati, manager radio and media
divisions

White Labs., Inc., Newark. N. J., vp In charge advertising

Lilli Ann Co. (women's apoarel), San Francisco, advertising
and art director

Hamilton-Ross Industries, Chicago, advertising and sales
promotion manager

S & W Fine Foods. Inc., San Francisco, director advertising.
sales promotion

MacLevy Corp., MacLevy Slenderizing Salons, New York.
advertising and merchandising director

Brown and Williamson Tobacco Corp.. Louisville, execu-
tive vp

General Food Sales Co.. Inc. (General Seafoods Corp.), New
York, advertising and merchandising manager

Liebman Breweries. New York, advertising manager
Elizabeth Arden, New York, advertising director
American Home Foods. Inc.. New York, assistant advertis-

ing manager In media selection, planning, administra-
tion, budget control

Rose-Derry Co., Newton, Mass.. advertising manager
Macy's, New York, women's apparel advertising manager
Ekco Products Co., Chicago, advertising director '

H. L. Shaw & Sons, Inc., Portsmouth, N. II., advertising
manager

AduenttiiHCf AtjetiGy P&tixuutel GUaHXj&L

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

A. D. Adams
Scott B. Anderson Jr.
Norman F. Best
William J. Bona
Jean Brehme

Clarke R. Brown
rhomas M. Brown
Edward R. Carroll

Horace Cleveland

Lee Cooley
Walter Covell
John J. Daniels

Henry Dorff

Everett E. Doten
Louis Einstein
Joel H. F.ttlngcr
Blaine Faber

Free lance radio writer
Pittsburg (Calif.) Post Dispatch
Royal Air Force
W. W. MacGruder, Denver
Associated Advertising, Los Angeles, account

executive
Lake-Splro-Shurman. Memphis
Luber-Finer. Los Angeles, advertising manager
American Broadcasting Co., New York, produc-
tion department

J. M. Mathes. New York, account executive

Ruthrauff & Ryan. New York, radio department
Bo Bernstein. Providence. R. I., radio department
John C. Dowd, Boston, account executive

Grey Advertising, New York, account executive

Army Air Force
Los Angeles Examiner, advertising salesman
Kuttner & Kuttner. Chicago, account executive
Para Tl Corp.. New York, secretary anH arl\rt-

tlsing manager

Hickey-Murphy-St. George. New York, account executive
Ad Fried. Oakland. Calif., account executive
Erwln. Wasey. Seattle, media and research director
Gray & Co.. Denver, account executive
Harry J. Wendland. Los Angeles, account executive

Ollan Advertising. St. Louis, media director
Vnderson \dvertising. Los Angeles
Roche. Williams & Cleary, assistant to head of New York
radio department

J. M. Mathes. New York, vp and account executive in charge
of textiles, home furnishings, and apparel

McCann-Frickson. New York, television director
Bo Bernstein. Providence. R. L, account executive
Cory Snow. Boston, business manager and account execu-

tive
Alfred J. Silberstcin-Bcrt Goldsmith, New York, account

exert'tive
Ingills-Miniter. Boston, account executive
Raymond Kean" \gency. Los \ngeles. account executive
Tester Harrison. New York, account executive
Rarlco. v ev* York, account supervisor
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NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

\\ eslcy Farmer

John M. Parrel]

C. II. Ferguson
Ufred G. Freeman
Nam Fuller
I il.i I'. Gilbert

Jack Gregory

Gall Hall
Betsy Hatch
George R. Holt
Mark Isaacs
Haddon W. Ivlns
Adam K. Johnson

George E. Kelly

William I.yddan
Malcolm C. MacDonald

Angus Macintosh

Charles McDowell
Sherman M. McFedrics Jr.

R. K. Messer

Donald Murphy

\. W. Neally
Seamus O'ilanrahan
Stuart Potter
James A. Richardson

Henry P. Rltz

E. G. Schultz

Stuart Stevens
O. II. Sutter
Hal D. Thomas
Harry L. Tlmmlns Jr.

Nathan A. Tufts

James H. Turner

Helen Bridge I'nderhill

Harry W. Walker Jr.
Welles R. Wiley

Dave G. Wolaver
Robert B. Wolcott Jr.

Harry Woodworth

Army

Calkins & Holdeo, Chicago, account executive

BBD&O. San Francisco, vp In charge
Malco Co., Minneapolis, advertising director
Sherman & Marquette, New York, radio director
Franklin Bruck, N<w York) Paris & Peart. New
York

Allied Advertising Agencies, Los Angeles, copy-
writer

Gall Hall Advertising, Hollywood, president
Abbott Kimball New York, account executive
Scott-Telander, Milwaukee
Army
O. S. Tyson, New Y'ork
Smith. Bull & McCreery, San Francisco, account

executive
Allegheny County (Pa.) Parks, director

Hill Advertising. New Y'ork. account executive
Paris & Peart, New York; T. A. Ncwhoff. Balti-
more; account executive

Charles McDowell and Staff, Boston
Union Oil Co., I.os Angeles, advertising and pub-

licity chief
Glaaaer-Galley, Los Angeles, general manager
and radio director

Relncke, Meyer & Finn, Chicago, account ex-
ecutive

BBD&O, San Francisco, vp and account executive
Pacific Shipper. San Francisco, editor
Campbell-Mithun. Chicago, account executive
Knollln Advertising. San Francisco, account ex-
ecutive

House & Leland, Portland, Ore., account execu-
tive

House & Leland, Portland, Ore., account execu-
tive

Stevens. Lander & Y'oung. Los Angeles
Ten-ill Belknap Marsh, Now Y'ork
KOMO. Seattle
Charles H. Burger, New Y'ork. vp

Ruthrauff & Ryan. Hollywood, vp and director of
radio department

Mitchell-Faust, Chicago, vp and account execu-
tive

St. Georges & Keyes, New^York, account execu-
tive

W. F. Coleman Co., Los Angeles
Sunset F'lectric Co., Seattle, advertising and sales
promotion manager

Howard Swink, Marion, Ohio
Hixson-O'Donnell, Los Angeles, publicity director

BBD&O, New York, account executive

liotsford. Constantlne & Gardner, Los Angeles, account
executive

Western Advertising, Los Angeles, member of planning
hoard

BBD&O. San F'ranclsco, West Coast manager
Melamed-Hobbs. Minneapolis, account executive
Sherman & Marquette. Hollywood, radio director
Norman D. Waters. New Y'ork, account executive

Allied Advertising Agencies, Los Angeles, account executive

Stevens-Hall. Hollywood (new), partner
Advertising House, New York, account executive
L. W. Ramsey, account executive
Doremus, New York, account executive
Mihic & Smaller!, New York, account executive
Ford & Damm, Sacramento, in charge of new branch

W. Earl Bothwcll. Pittsburgh, copy chief and account
executive

Booth, V'lckery & Schwlnn, New York, account executive
S. R. Leon, New„York, account executive

Ward Wheelock, Philadelphia, radio director (Philadelphia
office only)

Wood, Brown & Wood. Boston, account executive
Foote, Cone & Beldlng. Los Angeles, account executive

Rem Productions, (new), head

G. M. Basford, New Y'ork, account executive

BBD&O, Los Angeles, general manager
O'ilanrahan Pacific Agency. San F'ranclsco (new)
Stuart Potter. Chicago (new)
James A. Richardson. San Francisco (new)

Schultz & Rltz, Portland, Ore. (new)

Schultz & Rltz, Portland, Ore. (new)

Stevens-Hall. Hollywood (new), partner
Julius J. Rowen. New Y'ork
Alaska Advertising, Anchorage, radio director
Sudler & Hennessey. New Y'ork. sales director, and Arranz
& Sudler, New York, account executive

W. Earl Bothwell, head, West Coast branch (new)

Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago

Young & Rublcam, New Y'ork, account executive

Lockwood-Shackclford. Los Angeles, account executive
West-Marquis, Seattle, account executive

Lee Donnelley, Cleveland, account executive
Hixson-O'Donnell, Palm Springs. Calif, (new branch), office
head

Morse International, New York, account executive

A/eiv A<fe*tG4f /IfijitUntmettti (Continued from Page 10)

SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

Roberts Dairy' Co., Omaha Dairy products Stuart Potter. Chicago

Rockmore Co.. New Y'ork Boys' sportswear Robert Isaacson. New York

San Benito Co., Inc.. New Y'ork Tiara Champagne Thompson. Sava & Valenti. New >, ork

Seaboard Mfg. Co.. Inc., New York. . Work clothes Robert Isaacson. New York
Seventh Army, Atlanta Recruiting Eastburn & Siege], Atlanta

Six O'Clock Co.. Nonistown. Pa Pic-crust and muffin mixes Duane Jones. New Y'ork

Spertl. Inc. (drug and cosmetic dlv.), Cincinnati Drugs and cosmetics Ruthrauff & Ryan. Cincinnati

E. R. Squibb & Sons. New York Dental cream BBD&O. New York
Sich park Hats, Philadelphia Men's hats Morton Freund, Philadelphia

Sylmar Packing Corp.. Loa Angeles Chopped ripe olives Davis & Bcaven. Los Angeles

United Inventors and Sell ntists of America , I.os \ngclcs World Inventors* Exposition. July 1917 Makellm. Hollywood

Van Cleef & Arpels. Inc.. New York Jewelers Edwin Bird Wilson. New York

Video Television. New York . Sen ice anil installation Makclim. New York

Th« Walker Co.. Mlddleboro. Mass. Heating pads, ice bags I iiuls.iy Advertising. New Haven
War Assets Administration (Region 2). Albany. N. Y. Surplus property Kudner \gen. v. New York

Arthur Wlnarlck. New Y'ork Hair tonics Blow, New York
Y'ucca Village, Palm Springs, Calif. Desert development, real estate Peck Advertising. Loa \ngele«



Publicity in Action

WORrESTEK. MASSACHUSETTS

A ONE-NEWSPAPER-PUB-
LISHER town, without an

NBC local outlet, that's Wor-

cester, Mass. If a public relations expert

happens to have a program on CBS, all's

well in his heaven. If on the other hand

his client is an ABC or MBS time user,

woe is the space grabber. If his retainer-

payer is an NBC sponsor he has an

alibi—that's all.

Fifty per cent of the newspapers in the

area served by Worcester stations, ex-

cepting those in Worcester itself, ignore

broadcasting in a big way. Twenty-five

per cent run logs only, 12 per cent run

only network logs (sans station identifica-

tion), and another 13 per cent run logs

with an occasional INS (International

News Service) or other syndicated radio

column. In some logs Boston stations

get an important play; in others, with the

exception of WBZ, they are forgotten.

Boston stations most frequently men-

tioned are WBZ, WEE I, WNAC, WHDH
and WCOP.
Not every weekly and daily in the

Worcester environs was checked in this

survey so that the report is a "rank

order" study rather than a fractional-

MIDDLE MASSES
{Continued from page 21)

. . . And in order to make certain that the

retailer would be conscious of the program

the continuity was planned in such a way
that one retailer's store was and is mentioned

in each commercial section of the show.

All this brought an early commercial

acceptance fo the show and it helped to sell

Deerwood coffee from the very start. That

was the major job given the program ... to

sell Deerwood coffee and through the Deer-

wood name the other products that carry

this Bluffton brand name. It's done that—
Deerwood Coffee is sold out almost as fast

as stocked in the Fort Wayne trading area.

V. S. Bauman, the man behind the show,

has his own ideas about broadcasting. Un-
like many other local or regional advertisers,

he is basically program-minded. His slant

is, "Too many radio advertisers make the

mistake of buying the time instead of the

program."

He also points out that the talent cost for

the Sari 'n Elmer show exceeds the time cost.

Deerwood Coffee still is the single con-

i
tinuous commercial on the program, for the

' Bluffton executives go hunting every so

-often and they realize that buckshot seldom

j
brings down the doe . . . although they spell

,it dough in the "middle masses."

inch tabulation of actual space gathered

by the stations and networks.

usually used to offset negative press ac-

ceptance by stations. This is not true to

any degree in this area— the advertising

linage looks very much like the publicit)

tabulation.

\l>\ I R I ISI\<. INCHES

PUBLICITY INC I IKS Station- Nil

1 .oral N.t Mum Total
Statlon- Met WTAG-CBS 28 K»,y, 114%

Local Net Alone Total WORC-ABC 7 20 2 V, 29 V,
WTAG-CBS 49'/, 44 44* 137% WAAB-MBS 1, ll> 22
WBZ-NBC i III 5 18 WBZ-NBC
WORC-ABC s 2 10 WNEB <»• t
WAAB-MBS 5 7 12

A nnouncing the pending opt
*I9>/2 inches of this is on CHS C I r TV. station.

It has been indicated in previous re-

ports that paid'space (advertising) is

Publicity and advertising-wise,

good to be on WTAC in Worcester.

its

Shirtsleeve Scientist

This farmer is a good example. He's

planning a long-range crop rotation,

contour and strip planting that will

increase soil fertility, control erosion

and conserve moisture. It is the use

of sound, scientific methods that has

increased his yields and made him

wealthier than ever before.

\s a farm station, WIBW keeps

The modern, scientific farmer

who makes up the bulk of WlBWs

five-state audience is a far cry from

the "by heck" characters of the

comic strips.

abreast of the newest agricultural

methods^and findings. We take the

lead in telling our farm audience their

uses, limitations and local value.

Because we do this so thoroughly, we

enjoy the farmer's respect and confi-

dence . . . which is so quickly trans-

lated into SALES- FOR fcWIBW

\DVERTISERS.

A IV „-.», » w COLUMBIA S OUTLET ?C5 "iNSASBEN LUDY
WIBW, Topek* *

REPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS. INC

» KCKN. Bmmi City

NEW YORK. CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. SAN fRANC!SCO
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THEY'RE PUBLISHERS TOO
' ontinuedfrom pagi

sand would be nearer the numbei it

actually affects. Listen and Learn com-

bines the regular monthly station schedule

with notes on educational features and a

special educational log. Pictures of CBS
stars arc also used in the four-pager.

Another type ol special log is the

weekly schedule of news, sports, and

weather reports sent weekly to farmers

and ranchers. KGHL, Billings, Montana,

calls its mailing News and Weather.

Program schedules offer numerous

possibilities for sponsor as well as station

tie-ins. An example of these is the com-

bination used by WHO, Des Moines,

which prints its weekly schedule on the

back of a throwaway listing specially-

priced articles available at the Jack Sprat

Food Stores. It goes into 275,000 homes

every week. WCCO, Minneapolis and

St. Paul, was one of the first to use this

idea while Sam Kaufman was sales pro-

motion manager. KSTP in the Twin

Cities has taken over the WCCO deal

now.

In many areas the sponsor's only

medium for giving listeners detailed in-

formation about his show is the station

fan magazine or newspaper.

The KMA Guide of Shenandoah Iowa,

which goes to 20,000 families at $1 a year,

is an example of a monthly fan magazine

which is sold. It takes advertising.

Typical of the tabloid-newspaper type of

fan paper is Mike Notes, an eight-page

monthly publication of WDAY, Fargo,

N. D., which also is $1 a year. Started

this past October, its circulation is

already 5,600.

Some stations go in for package publi-

cations such as the deal which Harry S.

Goodman, New York transcription firm,

has worked out with the American

Broadcasting Company and 14 affiliates.

It enables the stations to reach listeners

with program information in a slick, pro-

fessionally-produced eight-page magazine,

The WAAA* Listener, every month at co-

operative prices. Local copy is sent by

each station to Goodman in New York,

and he uses it for half of the stations

edition of the magazine. The WTHT
Listener (Hartford, Conn.) sells for 50c

a year, but the majority are given away.

Listen (no connection with Goodman's

Listener) is an example of a tabloid fan

paper published by a station in coopera

tion with a sponsor. WSAZ, Huntington.

and the three stations of Evansville on

the air, Evansville, Ind., WGBF iNBQ,

i h edition ol I rto.« n Kv it- sta-

WEOA(CBS),andWMLL(FMi, use the

same general formula for their two publi-

i ations. This is because name and format

are the property of The Creasy Co.,

Louisville, Ky., which owns the two local

food chains concerned in the deals.

Triangle Food Stores pays for publication

of the WSAZ four-page Listen except for

the schedule page, and, similarly, United

Retail Merchants of America for eight-

page Evansville Listen except for schedule

pages. The back page of each paper is an

ad for the food chain or a member store.

(This is an expansion of the single-page-

log throwaway, which gives readers addi-

tional information about programs and

their sponsors on the back of a price list.)

In a promotion tie-up with local the-

aters in the area, free tickets are given to

persons whose names appear scattered in

the editorial copy of the WSAZ Listen.

This is featured on Triangle's daily

broadcast. Participating theaters have

exclusive right to advertise in Listen and

do. The other paper has a similar theater

tie-in but in its case the names appear in

the advertisement on the back page.

Listen is distributed free to 25,000 homes

through 1 10 Triangle stores in Hunting-

ton's area, while in the Evansville area

it goes to 20,000 homes through 135

URMA stores.

Mrs. America doesn't live for daytime

serials alone, as the women's director of

any station can and does testify. She

not only listens loyally to her favorite-

heroine in search of happiness but also to

her home service broadcasts, and she

reads the latters' printed magazines and

bulletins. Simpler types are usually sent

free on request; others cost something, $1

being the usual top for a year's subscrip-

tion. There's a tremendous variety in

presentation, etc., but most home service

magazines include articles and notes on

homemaking problems other than cook-

ing, plus fan articles.

An example of the personalized, homey

slant is Kitchen Klatter, another KMA
organ. It's as intimate and old-fashioned

as its title implies. Forty thousand

readers not only pay $1 for the 12 issues,

but write for it. There's a preponderance

of pictures, news, letters, and stories by

and about listeners. Kitchen Klatter sells

advertising.

In contrast to Klatter' s homely slant is

the sophisticated treatment and modern

layout of WEEI's Food Fair (Boston),

which goes monthly to 5,000 for $1 a

year, with a thousand more mailed free

to agencies, advertisers, etc. It accepts

advertising which is free) only from

sponsors of the Food Fan program. The

magazine ties in with retailer displays of

Food Fair products and with the Food

Fair demonstration booth in Faneuil

Hall. A Boston firm has just published

the magazine's Grandma Sez articles in

book form at $2.

Occasional publications based on per-

sonalities or feature material on a pro-

gram are issued by stations. In some

cases, as that of the WLS, Chicago,

Family Album, the publication becomes a

grand annual "reminder of favorite pro-

grams. The Album, with its pictures of

stars, station personnel, and stories about

their activities, was first published in

1929 and has sold 40-60,000 copies every

year for 50c each.

Station publications are good station

business and when their millions of lines

about radio and its programs are really

tapped by sponsors, agencies, and the

networks, anything is liable to happen

—

and probably will.

TIME IS FLEXIBLE
(Continuedfrom pagi

gives the sponsor many more times the

sponsor identification than he'd receive

if he tied the station down contractually

to a tight commercial time schedule. It

does make checking very difficult but

sports sponsors want their checking at

the point-of-sale. If the broadcast sells

products, it's good. If it doesn't, the

number of commercials broadcast have

nothing to do with the case. Some adver-

tisers, like Atlantic Refining, which

sponsors the leading football games in the

East, key their broadcasts to point-of-

sale by having the listeners pick up sports

schedules or forecasts at dealers.

One thing that sports sponsors have

learned is that with very few exceptions

listening indices of stations have very

little bearing on who listens to sports

programs. If the event's a big one, fans

will listen to any station that can be

tuned in in their area, and have been

known to listen through static that would

make any other kind of listener tune

another station quickly. There arc

ceptions where stations have developed

sports identities—for example, WHN,
New York. As long as the station has

power to reach the territory which the

sponsor is out to reach, it is the average

agency's feeling that the program will do

the rest— if the events are top-drawer

sports. However, when day-by-day,

week-by-week sports programing is sched-

uled, the station and the station's audi-

ence do mean something. That's where

the contract haggling begins . . . and the

riders come out of the salesmanager's

drawer.
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a SPONSOR monthly tabulation

Contests arid Offers

Jponsor Product Program
Day &
Time

Offer Terms Net
Closing

Date
(If Set)

UMCAN MEAT INSTITUTE Institutional Fred Waring
Show

TTh
11-11 :30 am

Recipe for Fred Waring Stew Write sponsor NBC —
CARNATION CO. Carnation

Milk
Carnation
Contented

Hour

Monday
10-10:30 pm

Baby book Write sponsor or station NBC —

CAREY SALT Carey Salt The Shadow Sunday
5-5:30 pm

$100 gold wrist watch each for man A.

woman
Write letter-entry of 100 words or less on new

uses of Carey Salt to sponsor at stations
MBS —

6ATE-PAIM01IVE PEET Palmotive
Shave Cream

Can You
Top This?

Saturday
9:30-10 pm

$11 cash Jokes sent to program and used win $1 1 . Sender
loses $2 (up to $8) each time joke is topped

NBC

CONTI PRODUCTS Castile
Shampoo &

Soap

Treasure
Hour of Song

Thursday
9:30-10 pm

3 days in New York for two as sponsor's
guests

Name titles of the 2 selections played, popular
and classical; tell in 50 words or less which

preferred & why

MLSS —

ONTINENTAL BAKING Wonder Bread;
Hostess Cake

Grand Slam MTWTF
11:30-11:45 am

Miscellaneous prizes. Chance at $100
savings bond bonus

Send 5 questions about music to program. New
York

CBS

G. N. COUGHUN Chimney
Sweep

Your Sports
Question Box

Sunday
1:15-1:30 pm

$5 or $50 Send to Leo Durocher, ABC, New York, a ques-
tion on any sport or game. Each question used
wins $5; sender of best question of week wins $50

ABC

CUDAHY PACKING Old Dutch
Cleanser

Nick Carter Sunday
6:30-7 pm

Quickut stainless slicing knife Send 35c &. pictures from 2 cans of product to
Old Dutch Cleanser

MBS —
EQUITABLE LIFE

ASSURANCE SOCIETY
Insurance This Is Your

FBI
Friday

8:30-9 pm
Chart to help estimate needed family
income for years before youngest child

finishes high school

Send postcard to sponsor c 'o local station, or
phone local representative

ABC ~—

~

GENERAL ELECTRIC Household
appliances

GE House
Party

MWF 4-4:25 pm Booklet, "Planning Your Home for
Better Living Electrically"

Send 25c to dealer, or to Art Linkletter. Box 4.

Hollywood
CBS —

GENERAL FOODS Baker's Choco-
late; Calumet;

others

When a Girl
Marries

MTWTF
5-5:15 pm

Booklet, "Walter Baker's Chocolate
Recipes"

Send coupon from Baker's Chocolate package &
15c to address on coupon

NBC

GENERAL MILLS Softasilk
Cake Flour

Betty
Crocker

MTWTF
2:40-2:45 pm

Booklet, "Better Meal Planning for
Happiness"

Send 10c to Betty Crocker at sponsor NBC

ORWITZ & DUBERMAN Junior Miss
Fashions

Judy 'n Jill

'n Johnny
Saturday

12-12:30 pm
Successful applicants play Judy & Jill

one bioadcast each, receive regular fee;
permanent selections made from group

at end of contest

Write program. New York, for application blanks
& full information: judges audition successful

applicants

MBS

RICHARD HUONUT Cosmetics Jean Sablon Saturday
7:15-7:30 pm

Booklet, "DuBarry Home Course" Write sponsor c/o local station CBS —
HUNT FOODS Tomato

sauce
What's Doin',

Ladies?
MTWTF

2-2:25 pm
Gas range to "outstanding mother of

week." Gift to winning letter writer
Write letter-entry about outstanding mother

to mc
ABC —

LEWIS-HOWE CO. Turns A Date With
Judy

Tues 8:30-9 pm Date book Write sponsor NBC —
MARS, INC. Candy Dr. 1. Q. Monday

10:30-11 pm
Up to $250 cash plus bonuses Send program 6 statements to be answered yes

or no; send 9 biographical identity clues to
famous personality. Judge selects winners

NBC

MILES LABORATORIES Alka-Seitzer;
One-A-Day
Vitamins

Quiz Kids Sun 4-4:30 pm Zenith portable radio; Zenith console
radio-phonograph

Send questions to program. If used, listener
gets portable; if Quiz Kids are stumped, listener

gets radio-phonograph

NBC

PET MILK SALES Pet Milk Mary Lee
Taylor

Sat. 10:30-11 am Booklets, "Meals Men Like;" "Your
Baby"

Write sponsor or program, local station CBS

_
PROCTER k GAMBLE Crisco Young

Dr. Malone
MTWTF

1 :30-1 :45 pm
Crisco cook book Send 10c to sponsor CBS

QUAKER OATS Aunt Jemima
Pancakes;
M uffets ; etc.

Ladies Be
Seated

MTWTF
3-3:15 pm

(rebroadcast
6:30-6:45 pm)

Electrical household appliances Send question to program. Judge selects winner
daily

ABC

RALSTON PURINA Farm feed &
cereal product:

Tom Mix Sat 1-2 pm 4 teaspoons by International Send 1 Instant or Regular Ralston box top &
50c to sponsor

MBS —
EVERE COPPER It BRASS Institutional Exploring the

Unknown
Sunday

9-9:30 pm
Booklet on subject of each broadcast 10c each. 13 for $1. Address sponsor. New York MBS —

(SON ART METAL WORKS Ponson
Lighters

Twerty
Questions

Saturday
8-8:30 pm

Lighter to sender of subject used. Two
table lighters if studio contestants are
stumped. Grand prize table lighter

with matching silver plated cigarette
chest

Send to program subject about which 20 ques-
tions may be asked. Wins premium if used

MBS

TEEN-TIMERS, INC. Dresses &
cosmetics

Teentimers
Show

Saturday
11-11:30 am

First prize twelve Teentimer dresses
(one tor each month of year); nine

prizes, one dress each

Look at week's Teentimer styles in local shop.
Send entry-letter up to 75 words on style favored

and why to sponsor

NBC

TEXAS CO. Petroleum
products

Metropolitan
Opera

Saturday
2-5 pm

Album of Victor Red Seal operatic
records to listeners whose questions are

used on program

Send questions to Opera Forum Quiz, c o
sponsor. New York

ABC Mar 15

U. S. CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

Institutional Voice of
Business

Saturday
7-7:15 pm

Booklet, "Communist Infiltration in

the U. S."
Send 10c to sponsor's Economic Research Dept..

Washington. D. C.
ABC

U. S. RUBBER Institutional New Yoi k
Philharmonic

Sun 3-4:30 pm Copy of intermission talk on science Write sponsor's radio department, New York CBS —

ESTINGHOUSE ELECTFIC Household
appliances

Ted Malone MWF
11:45-12 am

$5 to $50 cash Prizes for original poems sent to program
selected for Malone's Between the Bookerds

page in Radio Mirror

ABC

CBS
1. B. WILLIAMS Shaving

cream;
Lectric Shave

William L.
Shirer

Sun 5:45-6 pm Month's free supply of Lectric Shave Write sponsor local station

WILLIAMSON CANDY Oh Henry True
Detective
Mysteries

Sunday
4:30-5 pm

$100 reward from "True Detective
Mysteries"

Notify FBI and True Detective Magazine of in-

formation leading to arrest of criminal named
on broadcast

MBS
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This is the poll season. Motion Picture Daily's

program tabbing (first of the radio trade

paper surveys each year) gave NBC 12

firsts, CBS 9. ABC 3 (two won by Bing

i. roeby), and MBS 1. The Cleveland Plain

Dealer check (November Sponsor) gave

NBC 8 firsts, ABC 4. CBS 3, and MBS 0.

Westinghouse's Christmas Safety Campaign

was a variation of the usual yuletide razzle-

dazzle. Instead of White Christmas all the

stations owned by Westinghouse -KDKA,
KEX. KYW, WBZ-WBZA. WOWO—ran

jingles which stressed the fact that "Santa

loves safety." Bill Galleher (KYW.) and

Gordon Hawkins, education director of

Westinghouse Radio Stations, disked the

appeal.

WLW latest addition to its "Fax File" is a re-

port of 156.246 "merchandising contacts"

during the first six months of 1946. This

includes 15,340 actual dealer and district

representative calls made by WLW mer-

chandising men.

8MB issued new maps which will avoid mis-

use of BMB data and announced that it's

going to control rules and regulations for

the use of BMB figures.

Fashion news for grandmothers may be the

basis of a new column by Tom (Breakfast in

Hollywood) Breneman. A recent survey

indicated that he has the grey-haired follow-

ing of the nation. All that Breneman
needs is a good ghost writer who knows the

50-70 styles. Dialers really feel he knows
fashion ever since that screwy-hat cam-

paign.

KMBC is fighting traffic deaths as Kansas

City's death toll rises. All the station's

stand-by breaks and $1,000 in prizes (raised

by the Women's Chamber of Commerce)
have been thrown in to combat the street-

crossing grim reaper. Kansas City used to

have a top record for traffic safety but

that's been lost somewhere. KMBC is out

to bring it back.

WSAI's style expert visits the fashion centers

just as the key fashion experts of the news

services and newspapers do. Kay Hamilton,

whose Time for Calling is sponsored by

Alms & Doepke, Cincinnati department

store, will spend a January week in New
York, disk her report while seeing what's

new in fashions, and ship it home for airing

on her show. This adds materially to her

air acceptance as a style authority . . . and

to her audience.

Parmelee Cusack has opened an office where

he'll double as art director-designer. Cusack

until recently was art director for NBC.

WTIC's fire prevention promotion drew entries

from 85 schools in 43 Connecticut cities, a

total of 550 posters designed by students to

sell fire prevention. The best sixty were

shown in Hartford's leading art gallery

(Avery Memorial
I
and the winning poster

is being reproduced for state-wide showing.

Four hundred dollars in U. S. Savings

Bonds were the prizes.

Lipsticks for editors or their wives, went forth

from Jean Sablon in December. Sablon

asked that the editor's favorite color (or his

wife's) be sent him on cleansing tissue.

Two hundred pieces of tissue came in and

were handled by the Hudnut (sponsor)

agency, Kenyon and Eckhardt.

"Colorado Speaks" has won another award for

KLZ. For the third consecutive year KLZ
won the Denver Ad Club award for the best

local program of the year. Colorado Speaks

is the station's bid for better newspaper-

radio relations.

Agencies and clients meet Carolina Hayride

in a two-disk album which has gone to 1,000

of them from WBT, Charlotte, N. C. The

station recently opened its folk-music shin-

dig for sponsorship, in 15-minute or larger

segments, from 9:45 -11:30 p.m. Saturdays,

and took this manner of introducing the

cast to prospective bill-payers. Each

Carolina Hayride star does a number for

the album.

Words built from letters in the sponsor's name

produced over 500 entries in a contest

sponsored by Filene's Department Store

over WTAG, Worcester, Mass. The idea

was to see how many words could be pro-

duced, sans proper names, abbreviation-

prefixes, suffixes, or foreign words. The

winner, a woman, received a suit from

Filene's at a recent broadcast. The idea is

an ideal way of driving home a sponsor's

name without shouting.

It wasn't a form of criticism but Ted Husing

WHN I, now a disk jockey, received an

ancient Columbia Graphophone from Benny

Goodman as a reminder of what happens to

spinners of cylindrical disks (they're mostly

dead said B. G.). It all happened at a

typical musical party at New York

Club.

WSJS built a Children's Chorus and found all

the 13 elementary schools of Winston-

Salem, S. C, WSJS's home town, thrilled to

cooperate In one program the station

reaches into the home of every child in its

primary area.

"C. C. D. A.!—C. C. D. A.!—C. C. D. A.!—and remember, children.

C. C. D. A. means Christopher Columbus Discovered America!

Yes, C. C. D. A. means Christopher Columbus Discovered America!'

SPONSOR



SPONSOR FAN MAIL
(Continued fro-ii /aye ii)

making a mail pull through the medium

of paid space advertising, set up special-

ized mail departments, or turn the job

over to a competent direct-mail firm.

When it comes to radio, the operation for

the most part is handled sloppily, or is

delayed so long that the letter no longer

has current interest.

That is not true of mail handling at

networks or big independent stations.

There, audience mail, with the exception

of unanswerable crank letters, gets

prompt attention. Replies are made

within a week in most cases, although

each of the networks receives from two

to three million letters a year.

This has been the case almost since

radio first became a big national adver'

tising medium. Networks continue to

bend over backwards to do the job, but

radio advertisers, acutely conscious of

their mail in radio's early days, have not

kept pace.

Network handling of mail indicates

that the usual agency alibi that thor-

oughness cannot be maintained with

speed is another classic bromide. Slow-

downs in mail-answering are caused

by complicated and ofttimes unnecessary

routing of the mail between the net-

works, agencies, and clients.

The other "out" most frequently

heard is that the mail handling does not

pay its way. It can. One enterprising

drug sponsor, rather than plug several

products on the air and risk losing com-

mercial impact, contents himself with

heavy air selling on one product and

inserts leaflets in program mail answers

to advertise other products.

Conti Products, shampoo and toilet-

ries manufacturer, uses its mail pull of

some 3,000 letters per week to build a

mailing list of consumers already sym-

pathetic to the product and program

for sampling and consumer promotion.

(Cost of compiling this list is $150 for

10,000 names.)

Listener letters also serve as sources of

air commercial and testimonial material.

One agency routes all letters that men-
tion product use or name through the

copy department. Agency theory is that

it enables them to keep copy in step with

current listener reaction.

The delay factor according to most
mail handling authorities is the triple play

network to agency to sponsor. It is in

this movement that letters get side-

tracked, delayed, and mishandled.

In this respect, the P. & G. system,

under which one-third of the mail gets a

written reply, is a model of confusion.

Program mail for Procter and Gamble is

bulked by the network, sent over to the

agency for a mail count, thence to P. &i

G. for a brand, program, and content

tabulation. It then goes back to the

agency for further handling and routing,

and finally returns to P. & G. and the

warehouse. Handling of mail that should

be answered in a matter of days some-

times takes as much as two to four weeks.

This may be contrasted with the sys-

tem worked out to handle the mail on

Twenty Questions for Ronson Art Metal

Works, Inc. Originally set up by

Mutual and a New York direct-mail firm

named Playette, mail on Twenty Ques'

tions, which often tops 35,000 a week, is

forwarded daily by Mutual to Playette,

where a staff of 28 trained readers go

through most of it the same day and

answer it the next. Weekly sessions are

held at the agency, Cecil & Presbrey, at

which time network and agency pro-

ducers and the program mc are given a

detailed analysis of the mail by Playette.

Letters outstanding in the way of pub-

licity or copy ideas are brought promptly

to the attention of sponsor, or agency

personnel.

Both Ronson and Cecil and Presbrey

in '47

with
WMT...

are confident that the job is being done, in

taking the 35,000-letter burden off the

agency's back and placing it with a sys-

tematized organization awake to the

problems of audience mail. All mail on

TwentyQuestions receivespersonal answers.

Proper handling of fan mail, like in-

telligent creation and spotting of com-

mercials, takes time and energy. It's

much more fun to write a "clever" play

or continuity and have it played by
name stars than it is to create a commer-

cial that will sell the sponsor's product.

It's easier to do either than it is to turn

the fan mail that costs on an average of a

dollar a letter to obtain into product fans.

P & G, like so many other sponsors, can't

see the stars because the sun in the

sky, but it's the little stars in the form

of mail that can and should make broad-

casting pay off with bonus sales.

With wartime excuses a thing of the

past, and competition the next major

factor in national economy, improve-

ments in handling, faster routing, and

more thorougher reading, will have to be

established. Otherwise, advertisers and

agencies alike will feel the pinch of

annoyed-listener frustration in radio

selling. Listeners will be turning their

dials and their dollars . elsewhere.

• • • the station that reaches

the BUYERS* in the rich

Eastern Iowa Agricultural-

Industrial Market. At 600 Kcs

— Iowa's Best Frequency.

* $4,824 per family effective buying

income—Sales Management 1946 Index

Member of

Mid-States Group

Represented by

KATZ Agency
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listeners for both the salt and Blue Coal

businesses. It's mother and sister, how-

ever, who are the major interests of

George Barr who sells Balm Barr Creme-

\Vhipped Lotion and Creme Shampoo in

the South and through the Don Lee

network on the Pacific Coast. Arthur

Meyerhoff & Company, the advertising

agency on the account, has also bought

The Shadow on transcriptions for 10

individual stations where Mutual time

or where The Shadow wasn't available

on the network. These stations include

WOWO, Fort Wayne, Indiana; VVSAM,
Saginaw, Michigan; KXEL, Waterloo,

Iowa; and KGLO, Mason City, Iowa.

Barr bought The Shadow because he

didn't want to wait for an audience;

also because the listeners-per-listening-

Higli-Powerei

Money in n

High Quality

MtfM
is the combination that

WRNL in Richmond offers.

With a high-average

per capita income-

Richmond . . $1,445
U. S $1,117

Plus a high-average per

capita retail sales—
Richmond . . . $563
U. S $321

Your WRNL advertising
means greater sales return
for each advertising dollar.

NIGHT & DAY
910 KC

set for The Shadow have frequently

topped any other program on the air.

At times, it has risen to a 3.3 when the

average program has 2.5 listeners per set.

Barr, like Carey and Blue Coal, at the

moment is spending practically all his

advertising cash on the air. What the

three major sponsors of The Shadow

spend to bring the show to their custom-

ers is an indication of what the program

is doing for a beauty preparation, a fuel,

and a home-and-farm product, since

only the first, Barr, isn't number one in

the territory he serves.

Sponsor

Ifarr

Blue Coal
Carey

Radio

SI 45.000
$26.1.000*

$175,000

Other Ad

$20,000
$45,000
$35,000

EDWARD yrrav tco., inc.,

NATIONAL REFMSINTAtlVES

Includes S20.000 lor radio program advertising
in newspapers and $18,000 for radio in Canada.

There are other mystery programs on

the air that are good but none of the

day timers touch The Shadow—in fact

no program tops the daytime ratings

so often as this inexpensive package.

There's a Shadow Comics as well as a

The Shadow magazine now. Each of the

magazines carries double-page spreads

listing the stations which carry the pro-

gram for each of the network sponsors

. . . Balm Barr uses 90, Blue Coal 35,

and Carey 84 stations.

The Shadow is a big business within

itself. It has a family of free lance pro-

gram writers who do the air show. It has

Charles Michelson who devotes most of

his working day to handling the show for

Street and Smith. The parade of Shad-

ows includes not only Readick, Welles, La

Curto, but also Bill Johnstone, John

Archer, Steven Courtleigh, and Bret

Morrison. When the show hits the air

from Mutual Broadcasting System's

New York studios, the set-up is slightly

on the fantastic side. The Shadow cast

is in one studio. In another studio Don
I lancock and the actor who plays John

Barclay stand ready to do the Blue Coal

commercial. In a third studio is Ford

Bond and two actors who do the dra-

matized commercials for Balm Barr.

And in a fourth studio there's Dick

Willard ready and able to give with the

Carey Salt farm and home selling. The
master control at MBS during the

Shadow airing always has a good case of

the jitters. Blue Coal's commercials are

routed to New England and the area it

covers. Balm Barr and Carey Salt

selling is routed to Washington, D. C,
where' it's rerouted so that Carey

Salt commercials go to the Middle

Northwest and Balm Barr to the South.

The program itself sans commercials is

piped to Hollywood where Pierre Andre

stands ready with special commercial

announcements for the Don Lee chain

section of Mutual. Everything actually

runs as smoothly as a well-oiled clock

but that's only because MBS engineers

are ambidextrous and are becoming

accustomed to monitoring one switch-

board per eye.

There are still a number of legal ques-

tions on The Shadow air show. Ruthrauff

and Ryan feel that the program belongs

to Blue Coal. Street and Smith are

certain that the program as well as the

magazine belong to them. R. & R., who

produce the show, are paid $250 a week by

Street and Smith to make certain that

there's nothing in the Shadow script that

would offend the other sponsors. That

fee helps to pay for the split-second

timing that permits the four announcers

to come out on the nose. In the last

exchange of letters between agency and

the publishers, H. W. Ralston, vp of

Street and Smith, underlined the S. & S.

claim that The Shadow is Street and Smith

property. Every show that is aired

stresses this.

Idea on how some listeners react

to even the e. t. versions of the program

can best be understood through the fact

that when Lustig's Shoe Store sponsored

The Shadow on WFMJ in Youngstown,

Ohio, the advertising manager, Sid

Kline, was credited by Youngstown's

younger generation with being the black-

cloaked gent himself. The result was

that while the program was on the air

Kline had to disappear for a half hour,

so as not to disillusion the moppets.

Lustig's program is off the air now be-

cause no Shadow transcriptions have

been recorded for two years—the net-

work show covers so much of the nation

that it hasn't been economical to con-

tinue disking the show for the few open

territories. But they're repeating avail-

able Shadow e.t.'s in many territories

that haven't heard the early episodes;

116 weeks of transcriptions are avail-

able and since in a town like Youngs-

town these e.t.'s brought the sponsor an

audience rating of 16, which is better

than 94 per cent of all network shows,

local advertisers buy it—even if it isn't

The Shadow of today.

The Shadow also answers a question in

the minds of hundreds of timebuyers

—

Mutual Broadcasting System can deliver

a top audience at a low cost per thousand,

iftheprogram, time, and competition are

right. There's the first coal company in

the East, the first salt company in the

Middle West, and Balm Barr in the South

and Pacific Coast, to prove it.
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HILE the Federal Communi-
cations Commission was
weighing the relative merits

of CBS color and Columbia's plea that

standards be set for the airing of multi'

chrome pictures, the program end of TV
took further bows during December.

John Wildberg, lawyer and theatrical

producer, founded a televisional produc'

ing organization and joined DuMont in

an advisory capacity.

The Caples Company, advertising

agency, which has been producing a

"soap opera" at night on WABD (Du-

Mont), checked its audience and dis-

covered that a considerable number of

viewers had looked in on all the episodes

it had telecast (eight at time of check-

ing). Not only had a sizable number of

receivers been tuned to WABD for the

drama but there were more men in the

audience than there were women, which

may indicate that if men could hear day-

time serials, they'd join the soap opera

audience too. Only a small percentage of

the viewers thought that the serial was

poor—even the barrooms liked the con-

tinued-at-this-time-next-week play.

Indicating just how effective TV can

be in spot news coverage, both NBC and

DuMont covered a fire disaster in New
York's Washington Heights and had the

pictures on the air the same evening.

Both brought the horror of the building

collapse and subsequent fire vividly to

every set owner in metropolitan New
York. U. S. Rubber sponsored the

DuMont telecast which was an American

Broadcasting Company film-news cover-

age, and a check-up revealed that there

were very few sets that weren't tuned to

either WNBT or WABD.
Year-end statements by radio receiver

manufacturers indicate that the bottle-

neck to rapid FM growth (December

Sponsor) may be broken far sooner than

expected because of the fact that the

public in many areas just won't buy

straight standard broadcast receivers.

These year-end statements are acting

as springboards for the Frequency Modu-
lation Association meeting January 10 in

Washington, when once again the FM
station licensees will get together to sell

'

the nation on frequency modulation.

There'll be more than 500 at the meeting,

which has the blessing of the Federal

Communications Commission. For the

first time since Frequency Modulation

Broadcasters, Inc., became part of the

National Association of Broadcasters,

there'll be some action for the FMers.

Comic-strip advertising will come of age

in facsimile. Already comic strips are

being tested on FAX experimental sta-

tions as part of the service which will be

made available (at a fee) to users of

Hogan (Radio Inventions, Inc.) or Finch
(Finch Telecommunications, Inc.) equip-

ment.

The problem of programing has raised

so many difficulties from a service point

of view that managers of stations owned
by the same interests have frequently

been on opposite sides of the FAX pic-

ture. WKY's P. A. Sugg, for instance,

being in the home town of a Caylord
newspaper, The Daily Oklahoman (which
owns WKY), has access to all the ma-
terial of the publication and has been
very pro-FAX. On the other hand, Hugh
Terry of the Gaylord station KLZ, being
in a town (Denver) which is anti-radio as

far as the press is concerned, hasn't been
even casually interested in the medium.
With the parent FAX organization, how-
ever, setting up a program service (even
if it is only a feature, not a news, service

to start) all advertisers and stations will

have enough material to do experimental

transmitting.

Features that are being planned for

Finch FAX include illustrated fairy tales,

How to be a Cartoonist, and a number of

humor and adventure strips. Art for

these strips cannot, for maximum effec-

tiveness, be the same as that developed
for daily newspapers or the comic pulp

magazines, especially since the latter

almost all use color and FAX, for the

time being at least, will be a black-and-

white medium. Since the strips can be at

the most four panels wide, the story must
also be told more quickly, which means a

change in writing technique.

Problem of what will be and what will

not be good advertising is also in the ex-

perimental realm. Some advertising

agency men who are already preparing

copy for the medium (for their own
amazement) believe that full-page ads

(8}^ by 1 1 inches) will hold a maximum
of attention in the medium, which of

course transmits one page at a time.

Others feel that advertising placed on

straight news or feature pages will com-

mand 100 per cent attention. Still others

feel that "sponsored features" or comic or

adventure strips will be the answer.

While still a final group feel that adver-

tising in FAX should be entertainment

with the commercial worked into the

"program."

Both the Finch and the Hogan or-

ganizations are now in the field-testing

phase of FAX development and the pro-

graming service which is being made
available, on an "exclusive in your city"

basis, will aid advertisers to get their feet

wet in the medium.
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SPEAKS
It's Time to Sweat

THE rising cost of talent is one of

the major problems that faces

broadcasting. One of the reasons

for this rising cost is an unwillingness on

the part of most agencies and advertisers

to build programs to ride along with a

program while it's building to bum the

same midnight oil in reaching radio ears

that they burn seeking the ideal copy

slant for black-and-white copy to re-

place dollars with creative brains. They'd

rather buy a star or a program that means

something to an audience from the first

mike day. The "prestige'" of a Crosby

or a I lope, a Shore or a Sinatra frequently

outweigh all other considerations

It's not necessary to dip into the U. S.

Treasury to use broadcasting profitably.

The story of Johnson Wax which built

Fibber McGee and Molly 'page 13) and

Blue Coal which stuck by The Shadow

(page 24 1 can be duplicated. It takes an

organization that's willing to seek out an

advertising man with radio know-how and

that's willing to give him a free hand in

developing a program property. Execu-

tives who claim that they can't wait to

build a program might be reminded that

they usually seem able, after buying an

expensive program that lays an egg for

them for 39 weeks, to start with another

top-budget show trying for that audience

all over again.

The executives who refuse to stand by

a program that doesn't deliver in the first

season are the same men who are willing

to coax a product along for 5 to 10 years.

Ford takes a year or so to tool up a

new line of cars, but he's unhappy because

Dinah Shore hasn't established a listening

habit for him in six months. Old Gold is

said to be worrying about Frank Sinatra,

despite the fact that he now has his best

show formula since he first permitted a

mike to hold him up. P. Lorillard's

memory must be short since it took

several times five years to get Old Gold

to first base with smokers. If Lorillard

threw cigarette brands overboard as

readily as they've thrown out programs,

they'd never have come through with a

winner.

True, Ford and Old Gold have bought

top-budgeted shows, programs they feel

they can't afford to keep on the air unless

they produce listeners at once. Maybe
they should have followed the Fibber,

Shadow, or even the Buffington ipage 20)

foi inula, bought an idea they were sold

on, and turned it over to a man who

knew his radio business.

There are hundreds of low-cost pro-

grams on stations throughout the nation

that with half the effort that went into

Fibber or The Shadow would build into the

"First Fifteen." Programs like Little

Women (Commercial Reviews, November

issue), have everything that's needed to

make them great. These programs aren't

polished products now, but the way to

fight the high-cost program is to use

brains and sweat to replace master-mind-

ing. If programs cost too much (and any-

thing that produces seldom costs too

much i it usually can be traced to the men

who pay the bills, not to the stations or

the networks. The story of Lever

Brothers, who were complaining about

program costs one week and went out and

bought Joan Davis for $18,000 the next,

is a case in point. Joan is 18th on the

last Hooperating. Inner Sanctum, the

19th show, 0.3 of a point behind it, costs

less than 20 per cent of what Joan does

per broadcast.

High-budgeted programs are that way

because it's easier on the nerves to buy

names than to build them. Red Skelton.

Mr. D. A., Screen Guild, and Suspense all

cost less than $10,000 and all are in the

"First Fifteen." Do they deliver buying

audiences? Thev do!

40 WEST .12nd

Anyone can get out a good first issue

—

the trick is to get out even a better second

one and to keep up the improvement. I

think you've done a swell job in this

direction and have slanted it (second

issue) more to the sponsor than Volume

1 , Number I

.

Philip Frank
Executive Secretary

Broadcast Measurement Bureau, Inc.

Every issue has just sot to be better than its

predecessor since industry cooperation in-

creases by leaps and bounds . . . and we
hope SPONSOR reflects that cooperation.

I heard about your FM story from

Ray Streeter (ad-manager) of the Carey

Salt Company before I even saw it.

Ben Ludy
General Manager

WIBW-KCKN

Since SPONSOR is edited for sponsors, it's

indicative of what the publication is doing
when a sponsor tells a station manager what's
in an issue before the station manager sees it

himself.

The editorial content of the first two

issues indicates an approach to a continu-

ing study of the things which have made
broadcast advertising so eminently suc-

cessful.

William S. Hedges
Vp National Broadcasting

Company. Inc.

That, as Mr. Hedges went on to point out in

his letter, is part or the basic credo upon which
SPONSOR was founded. SPONSOR exists

so that broadcast advertising may be increas-

ingly more effective.

It occurs to me that inasmuch as this

reporter i author of the Hi Brown Know

The' Producer profile* indicates I didn't

have enough sense]to recognize a budding

genius when I saw one, it may be that I

can sue him for defamation of character,

or something.

Arthlr Pryor, Jr.

Vp in charge of radio

BBD&O

The "records " indicate that Arthur Pryor

was just one of a multitude of advertising

agency executives who couldn't see' Hi

Brown in broadcasting's early days. The

parade included John Reber, J. Walter

Thompson vp
;
Clarence Mesner, NBC

Hubbell Robinson, Foote, Cone and Belding,-

"Tiny" Ruffner and Douglas Coulter.

Congratulations on the terrific feature

"Right with Eversharp." in your Decem-

ber issue I should like 60 copies of this

issue at your earliest convenience.

Harvey S. Olson

Magazine Repeating Razor Company
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We asked our audience
for help . . . and received itt

Last month WLW announced

a United Nations Essay Con-

test. Open to all members of

our audience, we used this

means to try to determine

how WLW could best con-

tribute to the interest in, and

understanding of, the United

Nations.

To the three persons submit-

ting the best answers (in the

opinion of the presidents of

the state universities of Ohio,

Indiana, Kentucky, and West

Virginia) WLW awarded a

4-day, expense-paid trip to

New York by air to witness

important sessions of the UN
Assembly. The party left Cin-

cinnati December 2, accom-

panied by a WLW represen-

tative.

The results of the contest far

exceeded our expectations.

The subject, while extremely

important to us, was not one

of mass appeal. Thus, we
were both surprised and
pleased when nearly 500 es-

says were submitted— not just

from students and teachers,

but from listeners of all ages

and in many walks of life.

Most important, we received

many practical, well-con-

ceived ideas and suggestions.

The three winners were . . .

Miss Lucille Foreman,
teacher of Journalism and
American Literature,
Harding High School,
Marion, Ohio,

Miss Hedvika Lucas, 16-

year-old high school stu-

dent of Cuyahoga falls,

Ohio. Born in Czechoslo-
vakia, Miss Lucas and her
parents fled across western
Europe just ahead of the
Nazis and arrived in
America in 1942 after sur-
viving two ship torpedo-
ings.

Edward R. Bartlett, Dean
of DePauw University,
Green Castle, Indiana, and
now in his 24th year as a
member of that school's
faculty.

The suggestions and ideas offered in the essays are being studied

now and will serve as the basis for a series of broadcasts and

activities which we sincerely hope will stimulate the interest of

our listeners and contribute to their understanding of the con-

cept of the United Nations.

C R S L E Y BROADCASTING CORPORATION



/leveland's Chief Station

relieves many an advertiser's burden

— gives him the sales support that

builds handsome profits. Better local

programming and the drawing power

of top-rated national shows have

earned a ready, responsive audience

for WJW. When planning your adver-

tising budget, remember Cleveland's

Chief Station can give you the aid that

brings increased sales and makes

lasting friendships.

BASIC

ABC Network
CLEVELAND, O.

850 KC

5000 Watts
DAY AND NIGHT

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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50c • $5.00 per year

DREW PEARSON: Crowded-Hat Salesman (page 9)

Rate Cards and Timebuying • COD via the Air

Disk Jockey Business • Selling the Campus Crowd



The Zochery family of Warren County, Indiana

WLS listeners for 10 years Mrs. Zachery. hole

ing Michael; Alfred Zachery, holding Jirnrt

ond Terence; 7-year-old Gweneth and Jocquitc

THE Alfred Zachery family lives on a 160-acre farm near Judyville,

Indiana. They have about two thousand dollars invested in ma-

chinery and equipment. Last season, Mr. Zachery had 86 acres in

corn, another 45 acres in soybeans, and raised a few hogs, while-

Mrs. Zachery tended the flock of 125 chickens. More important,

they are raising a fine crop of young Americans— three hoys, Michael

who is 6 months old, Jimmy, 2 and Terence, 4; and two girls, Jaquita,

5 years old, .um\ Gweneth, 7. The youngsters ha\ e their own favorite

livestock: a pony, a goat, and a dog.

The Zacherys moved to Indiana from Kentucky. They had been

regular WLS listeners there . . . when they moved to Indiana, they

found WLS broadcasts even more useful. "You have helped us in

so many ways," Mrs. Zachery says. She points out how Dinner Hell

Time, weather reports, farm news and other WLS programs filled

their need for information on Indiana soils, weather and farming

methods. Their favorite entertainment program is WLS Smile-A-

Wliile at 5 a.m. and they are regular Prairie Farmer readers.

It is on this home and family, and the homes and families like

diem throughout Midwest America, that the microphones of WLS
have been focused for 23 years. It is our intimate interest in their

problems, the service and entertainment we give them, that have

made them such loyal listeners to WLS . . . anil upon loyal listeners

depend advertising results.

890 kilocycles, 50,000 watts, American affiliate. Represented by John Blair and
Company. Affiliated in management with KOY, Phoenix, and the ARIZONA
NETWORK KOY, Phoenix . . . KTUC, Tucson . . . KSUN, Bisbee-lowell-Douglas.
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Newspapers wait anxiously for networks to announce rate increases.
Plans in works will culminate in both "newspaper network" and indi-
vidual papers announcing a lower milline rate within two weeks
after major increase in network rates. Networks know this and any
increase (there's bound to be one because of recent over-due sta-
tion rate increases all over country) will be handled like case of
eggs—with care.

-SR-
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation will sink over $500,000 in build-
ing WINS (N. Y. ) into national and local factor in its market. In

one week station added 29 new shows. Plans are to re-program out-
let first, then promote it.

-SR-
Broadcast Measurement Bureau (BMB) has now issued very definite
rules on how BMB station listening information may be used. Here's
one standard causing mapmaking headaches: Maps must not only show
BMB figures by counties but figures must be big enough to be read.

-SR-
Export radio in Europe is about to get special singing commercial
treatment. Saving grace is that first of selling tunes will be
sung by Elsa Miranda, of Chiquita Banana fame. Standard Brands
sponsors

.

-SR-

Mutual Broadcasting System is set to make itself first network in

kid audiences. Recent ratings give it leading moppet shows. Edgar
Kobak, spearheading drive to make MBS lead junior broadcasting
field, turns up at every important educational conference sched-
uled. There are plenty of programs in works for junior aside from
4:30 to 6 p.m. strip.

-SR-

Rudy Vallee's show, which hasn't been acceptable to NBC (despite

denials of this fact from agency (Biow), client (Philip Morris),

and Vallee himself), has at last given up ghost. New Milton Berle
program will replace it March 11. Berle hasn't been able to win a

radio audience as yet but he's still "new" to most listeners and
it's hoped he'll hit stride this time. His last CBS program got

nowhere quickly.
-SR-

Idea that grass roots radio want folk music above everything is

being blasted these days. Latest eruption is check-up by KX0K
(St. Louis) which indicated 60 per cent want standard popular music

and only 28 per cent mountain music.
-SR-

Over 70 per cent of plays used by "Dr. Christian" originate in

annual "Dr. Christian" story contests, fifth of which is under way
now. First award is $2,000 and $150 to $350 is paid for scripts
used in weekly broadcasts (from contest entries). While broadcast

fees are not far under present half-hour-play scale, contest does

simplify huge job of selecting plays each week for presentation.

FEBRUARY 1947 1
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ELECTED
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REPORT

ONE OUT OF
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33 SPONSORS

FOR

STORECASTS

Scripts must be read for contest and those worthy of broadcast are
chosen at same time. It's successful promotion and typical of job
(Mrs.) Dorothy McCann has done on program since first broadcast.
Chesebrough Manufacturing Company, Consolidated, is sponsor.

-SR-

Looks like trend that FioreLlo La Guardia highlighted, having Mayor
or top state official report to people at regular intervals, may
shortly be part of every important station's schedule. For example
WJR (Detroit) has set twice-monthly broadcasts by governor, "Your
Governor," and regular series called "Your Congress" in which
Michigan congressmen will report to constituents.

-SR-

Proving it can be done, WCFC, Beckley, West Virginia, FM station,
has just released figures which indicate one-fifth of city's radio
homes have been made FM-radio homes by receiver sales in recent
months

.

-SR-

Although some expected "good-will" sponsorship would bow out grace-
fully with end of excess profits tax, it hasn't. Of recent months
John Hancock has bought Boston Symphony, without "selling commer-
cials"; Goodyear Tire and Rubber has bought "The Greatest Story
Ever Told," sans commercial; Reichold Chemicals has bought Detroit
Symphony; and Equitable Life Assurance continues to sponsor "This
Is Your FBI" despite fact that it is carrying all contracts it's
permitted to in most of states it serves. NBC hasn't (as we go to

press) signature on line for "NBC Symphony" but there are exactly
three sponsors "thinking" about it at this moment.

-SR-
Federal Communications Commission will not set TV color standards
for some time. Current hearings are exhaustive as they can be with
color systems, aside from CBS', being nowhere near consumer opera-
tion. Situation is just where it was when SPONSOR reported on "Big

Four" in November. TV programs are getting better day by day, TV
black-and-white sets are improving, and production figures are
going up. There's still nothing wrong with TV that 100,000 re-
ceivers won't cure. Look at how Bristol-Myers and watch companies
are staking out rights to time slots on all operating stations.

-SR-
BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation) will do everything in its

power to prevent operation of a "C" (commercial) network in British
South Africa. Though without authority to do anything about
matter, it's known that BBC representations have been made to South

Africa Broadcasting Corporation against commercial broadcasting.
This in spite of fact that little Radio Mozambique, located outside

BSA, is doing whale of selling job in area. Recently it outpulled
six magazines carrying identical appeal, producing 289 shillings
for local Sterling Products distributor for test offer of face cream

at 1 shilling per offer against nearest magazine pull of 159.

-SR-
Thirty-three grocery manufacturers now sponsor storecasts in New

England cities (Springfield, Hartford, New Haven, Bridgeport, Stam-

ford, Norwalk) . Philadelphia aspects of service (no connection
with New England operation) were reported in November 1946 SPONSOR.

SPONSOR



making hay with a hoedown...

Ihen WFIL's "Hayloft Hoedown"

celebrated its second anniversary on

the air, it had played to an enthusiastic

studio audience of almost 150,000

pay-to-get-in admirers.

Two years and a box office of 1 50,000

barn dance fans in the downtown heart of

the nation's third city!

How does "Hayloft Hoedown" sell

and keep selling? The answer— in a

word— is SHOWMANSHIP.

The thousands who pack Philadelphia's

Town Hall, and the millions

coast-to-coast who enjoy "Hayloft

Hoedown" via the American

Broadcasting Company, see and

hear a darned good, appeal-packed show

staged by a cast of veteran performers

who know how to reach the people.

The word is SHOWMANSHIP.

"Hayloft Hoedown" is available now

—

ready to sell for you. The

"Hoedown's" drawing power, like that of

WFIL's forty-three other, different, live,

locally-produced programs, proves

conclusively, continually that

"tv/ie^ie tAekeh bAotwrntiMb/ii/t, /Ae/i€^ balebnitvnbJiifi
?>

AN ABC AFFILIATE

560 ffifofit ON YOUR DIAL

®he ^htlagclphia inquirer Station

WFIL
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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LOCAL OPTION
Time and time again it's been proved that local operation

is best for broadcast stations. Just as often it's been proved

that a multiple-station owner is able to give each of his sta'

tions something which they couldn't attain if they were 100

per cent local. Apparently somewhere between 100 per cent

local operation and a 100 per cent absentee ownership is an

ideal arrangement. Two station groups during the past

month have realized this, the Nunn Stations, with offices at

Lexington, Kentucky, and the Marshall Field stations, with

headquarters in Chicago. In the case of the Nunn stations

blocks of stock have been set aside for station executives

and in the case of the Field operations the station managers

have been made members of the Board of Directors. That

seems certain to make for better operations for the Nunn
and Field stations.

CHESTERFIELD'S TOPS—BUT KEEPS ON SELLING

Seven to seven-fifteen p.m. is once again receiving the atten-

tion it was accorded back in the days when this time period

on the air was a star builder. Amos N' Andy (NBC) snagged

their great audiences during this period and it was during

the same period that Kate Smith (CBS) became the lady

who came over the mountain. Today it's the Chesterfield

Supper Club NBC) which is doing an outstanding job, in-

creasing Lowell Thomas' audience which precedes the Club.

and delivering a better-than-Thomas audience, most nights,

to the programs that follow it on NBC. On certain nights

it helps the Jack Smith (CBS) audience size as well.

The spotlight is due in good measure to the top job that

Martin Block (mc), Jo Stafford, and Perry Como are doing,

but it's due also to the fact that Chesterfield, through its

agency, Newell-Emmett Company, is really backing up the

program prcmotionally. Not only have the car cards for

Chesterfield's A-B-C campaign been devoted to Stafford_and

Como but Chesterfield advertising during one month brought

the attention of some 23,934,0% magazine buyers to the

show. Chesterfield bought full pages on Supper Club during

January in Life, Saturday Evening Post. American Weekly,

Look, and Collier's. The space was bought during January

because that's the month of peak listening. Instead of per-

mitting the program to coast with its average of 12.5 Hooper

(15.1 Tuesday)—January 15 report -the second highest

rating for a 15-minute program on the air only Winchell is

higher), Chesterfield did its major exploitation at that time.

THEIR ADVICE IS TAKEN

What started out as window dressing, the networks' Station

Planning and Advisory Councils, have actually come of age.

They mean something now. What they tell the chains around

this time of the year (NBC and CBS groups meet in January i

will manifest itself during the year ahead. These station

men are out in the field. They know what's going on—they

don't live in ivory towers. They have the problem of selling

time, of holding their audiences, and of making money from

sources other than their network checks. As a result when

they lay it on the line at their SPAC meetings it's respected

and weighed in network operations. One of the reasons why

webs don't make their errors of omission of the past is

SPAC. These groups are network radio's grass roots

SPONSOR



a PREVIEW of

WBAL'S PLANS
for 1947

The very best in broadcasting

service is Baltimore''s right!

That's why WBAL has continuously im-

proved programs and facilities, through the years.

Now that our war job is over and materials

and personnel are more plentiful, here is a preview

of some ot our plans for 1947 ... at a cost ex-

ceeding three quarters of a millron dollars.

1—A NEW HOME—Now under construc-

tion, radio broadcasting studios—among the finest

in this country. The quality and quantity of our

studios will enable us to present ever greater pro-

grams to listeners in this area.

2—GREATER PROGRAMS—The
WBAL organization has been augmented with

additional personnel that during 1947 will raise

\\ BAL programs to new heights of excellence.

3—TELEVISION—Within a short time,

WBAL's television field car and personnel will be

experimenting around the City. We hope to have
WBAL's television station in operation in mid or

late 1947.

4—F.M. and FACSIMILE BROADCAST-
ING—WBAL has an application pending before

the F.C.C. for a Frequency Modulation Station.

Equipment for Facsimile Broadcasting has been

purchased and experiments will begin as soon as

possible.

We are proud to join with other progressive

institutions in building for the future of Baltimore!

NBC NETWORK

REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY

EDWARD PETRY

AND CO.

FEBRUARY 1947



JUST T\NO OF

M fcMY FACTORS

THAT MAKE

mstuax

V *21 counties, of the leading

200 counties in the nation with

the HIGHEST EFFECTIVE BUY-

ING INCOME per FAMILY, are

within the BMB Area of WNAX.

O *32 counties, of the leading

200 counties in the nation with

the HIGHEST GROSS FARM

DOLLARS in 1945, are within

the BMB Area of WNAX.

'Sales Management
"Survey of Buying Power''

May, 1946

Articled Wilh

The American Crocdcasting Co.

WNAX is avcilcble with KRNT

and WMT as theMid-States Group.

Ask the Kati Agency for rates.

WNAX
A (?owie4 Statu*.

SIOUX CITY •YANKTON

C. •!. Durban
Advertising Manager, U. S. Rubber Co.

He's often called out of bed in the wee hours by someone

calling long-distance to offer him special and sports

events for his United States Rubber television shows.

Oftener, he doesn't wait for the event to come to him... he's

out signing it up as an exclusive, putting him in the unique

position of No. 1 competition to NBC and CBS television.

It's more than an interest—which he genuinely has— in

the future of the medium that accounts for C. J. Durban's

leadership in exploiting events tele-wise. These tele events,

which he picks personally, are filmed and used again and again

in dealer promotions for U. S. Rubber. The 35 main branch

offices of his concern are equipped with sound projectors which

local salesmen use to show the films to dealer and consumer

groups. And U. S. Rubber gets its money's worth. Durban
admits that such films as the Cleveland air races, a U. S.

Rubber exclusive, cut his tire-selling time in half. (The con-

testants in many of these events use U. S. Rubber, i

No newcomer to the field of visual selling, in pre-war

years he made dozens of promotional, training, and industrial

films. The experience he garnered in this way h;is enabled

U. S. Rubber to stay out in front of their competition in

television selling.

Durban's air show, New York Philharmonic Symphony,

runs itself. Beyond reading over the science talks for policy,

he leaves the music end in the hands of the Philharmonic

Society. It's institutionally high-brow, but it draws more mail

than Bob Hope.

SPONSOR



When a company becomes as

nationally known as Swift

(and its thousands of dealers accept

the slogan "The Swift Name Helps

You Sell"), it is proof enough that

the company knows how to send its

goods to market— and how to make
every advertising dollar pay off in

sales.

Over a period of fifteen years,

Swift has been mass selling its trade-

marked products by radio— in recent

years exclusively over the American

Broadcasting Company's network.

Convinced more than ever that ABC
sells goods, Swift has doubled its time

on ABC— now has a full half-hour

program every weekday morning.

If you have a product you'd like

to sell to millions of families from

coast to coast, why not follow the

lead of top American businesses like

Swift & Company : ship it to the

nation's market via ABC!

NEWS: U. S. food advertisers now invest more of their advertising dollars

in the American Broadcasting Company than in any other network.

American Broadcasting Company
AMERICA'S MASS SELLING MEDIUM

FEBRUARY 1947



Last year's Hoopers were as high as 14—and aver-

aged better than any baseball Hoopers we've seen.

Share of audience often exceeded 50'
, .

You can have all the games ... or co-sponsor them.

Entire package includes at home games, wire re-

creation of out-of-town games, two announcers, car

cards, newspaper advertising, store signs— a complete,

well-rounded, red-hot merchandising selling promotion.

Pick up your phone and call National 7203, in

Washington. Ask for Ben Strouse. Or contact any

Forjoe office. But hustle if you want a home run in

sales in this big league town.

Keep your eye on

WWDC
IN WASHINGTON, D. C

Coming soon WWDC-FM

Represented Nationally by FORJOE & COMPANY

SPONSOR
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Crusading Pays LEE .

.

. . it took them from SIXTH

to FIRST!

The hoods sold hats. The Klan in fact did more than

just sell hats, they hated the Lee HatS'sponsored

Drew Pearson to the point of making the program so

newsworthy that its listeners bought more Lee hats in 1946

than were sold by any other manufacturer. (In dollar volume

the Frank H. Lee Company is second to John B. Stetson

Company whose hats are in a higher price bracket.)

Lee's sponsorship of Pearson's broadcasts was paying off

FEBRUARY 1947

before his anti'KKK campaign but the upward spiral was

given its greatest impetus by the broadcast (July 21. 1946)

during which the writer of Washington Merry'Go'Round

stood on the steps of Georgia's capital and broadcast to the

world "come and fulfill your threats, KKK, if you really

want to keep my mouth closed."

This broadcast was given typical Weintraub treatment.

Bill Weintraub, head of William H. Weintraub and Company,

advertising agency for Lee, is, to say the least, promotion-

minded. As former co-publisher of Esquire he had proven

that iconoclasm pays off. Pearson was right up his alley.

Weintraub didn't just let that Atlanta broadcast take place.

He went to town on it, with plenty of assistance from the

American Broadcasting Company. He inspired the Lee or-

ganization to take a million-dollar insurance policy on Pear-



Drew Pearson's mail is heavy and full of notes from listeners who
take sides on everything that he airs Eighty per cent okay his slant

Joe Martin, Republican Senator, talks over a point with the Wash-
ington Merry Go-Round mentor, Pearson, on the steps of the Capital

10

suns life for the I 5 minutes of the broadcast (through Lloyds
of London). Spread ads were taken in the New York Times
and the local Danbury paper (Danbury is where Lee Hats
are made). The newspapers of the nation stood by, being fed

matt rial constantly on the event. There is no question but

that the eyes of the nation were focused on Pearson—and
that meant Lee Hats since the sponsorship logically became
part of the news stories; even the Lloyds policy broke plenty

of newspaper space. It was a three-day publicity holiday—
for Lee.

For 10 years Frank H. Lee, Jr., and his two younger
brothers, James and Thomas, had been trying to establish

the Lee trade name. Since 1861 under the direction of Frank

H. Lee, Sr., the company had been manufacturing and

merchandising headgear under 95 different labels. They made
money but were definitely just another hattery, always at

the mercy of their customers under whose trade names most

of the hats were sold. Over 74 years they had built only a

trade reputation. In 1935 the decision was made to change

that— to make the name of Lee mean something along with

Stetson, Mallory, Dobbs, Knox, and the other grand old

felt-topper names.

They started out with magazine advertising, the tra-

ditional national medium used to sell men's apparel. It

registered, even if it didn't establish the name of Lee. While

the magazine copy was being placed the private brand trade

names were being liquidated, one at a time. Contracts with

individual stores and chains ran for some time and as each

expired there was a selling job to be done—to convince the

outlet to switch from the private brand to Lee. Lee had

their hands full doing that. Many of the dealers felt they

had established their own names and were loath to give up

something that belonged to them. By 1945 nevertheles: the

95 trade names had all been liquidated. Two years prior to

the finale of the private brands, Lee turned to network radio.

Other hat firms had tried the medium not too successfully

with the exception of Adam Hats. Adam Hat Stores, Inc.,

at that time just a hat distributor—they made very few of

their own hats—had sponsored sports events over local New

York stations—notably WHN and WMCA and through

ABC—the Madison Square Garden and other area prize

fights. The fights had done a fairly comprehensive selling

job for Adam in the low price field. Boxing apparently

reached the right audience for this line.

Lee wanted to reach a somewhat higher-spending customer.

Its agency at that time, Bermingham, Castleman and Pierce,

Inc., recommended Dale Carnegie's Little Known Facts

About Well Known People over 33 Mutual Broadcasting

System stations. It was broadcast Thursdays at 10-10:15

p. m. starting September 1943 At this time Carnegie was

at the tail end of his span of making friends and influencing

people. He never hit better than a 4.3 (February 1945) for

Lee and his average was two points below this. The 33 sta-

tions moreover were scattered throughout the nation and it

was difficult to merchandise the program on a scattered

coverage basis. The $4,000 package (time and talent s,,|J

some hats but the name of Lee was still down among the

also-rans in public acceptance when Weintraub was brought

into the picture. Another apparel manufacturer, who had

known Weintraub from his Esquire days, did a high pr<

selling job for the ex-publisher turned advertising a;

executive and Lee bought the Weintraub agency to handle

their account.

First thing that the agency did. through F.lkin Kaufman.
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v.p., and the boss himself was to investigate how to make

the $4,000 radio budget work better. The program with its

33 stations in the evening was switched to Sunday afternoon

(2:45) and the network increased to 212 stations at the

same $4,000 cost. That helped—but not too much.

Then it was decided to establish a distinctive label, a

label that would go in all Lee hats, from the low end, priced

at $8.50, to the highest-priced Lee chapeau, $20. The same

label goes into every hat but there's a different color block

in each price class. The label also goes on the store boxes

holding the hats so as to make it simple to sell each price

range. The customer also likes the idea since he can see at a

glance, through the color block, just what price hat he is

being shown. The new label was well publicized—even

President Harry S. Truman was photographed waving his

Lee hat, with the Weintraub-conceived label as clear as

though HST were actually modeling the hat.

The hat, well identified, was ready to be sold. Weintraub

started looking for someone to sell it for them. Via the grape-

vine, word reached him that Drew Pearson wasn't exactly

happy with his laxative (Serutan) sponsor. A quick checkup

revealed that Pearson wasn't tied up for any length of time-

by contract. A further little research study indicated that

Pearson's audience (75 per cent of it) was in the middle

economic group that Lee wanted to reach. That was all that

Weintraub needed. He sold the Lees on the idea of spending

more in radio to get results. The Pearson package ccsts

$1 1,000, which is neither too low nor too high for the audience

that he was delivering. They okayed his talking to Pearson.

Pearson liked the switch frcm laxative to headgear and the

deal was signed to start December 1945. Dale Carnegie was

dropped in June and promotion started on the Pearscn pro*

gram.

There was however an unexpected bonus. Drew Pearson's

following, a loyal group of listeners, were ready to buy any-

thing that was paying his broadcast bill. To these loyal ears

was added a great CI following, men who knew that

Pearson had been voted by the Army and Navy Union one

of the three men who had done the most to ease the lot of

the enlisted man. (The other two were Generals Eisenhower

and Bradley.) Inside of three months from December 1945

things began to happen. All over the country men were

going into stores asking for Lee hats. The May Company in

Los Angeles reported during a two-month check that more

men asked for Lee hats by name than the total of all other

trade names combined. When invited during one broadcast

to write their stations for the names of their local Lee dealers,

listeners instead picked up the phones to call the outlets

—

and jammed the switchboards of over half the stations carry-

ing the program—with a good section of the callers never

getting through to the station for the information.

The network naturally took its typewriter in hand and

wrote John Beltaire, Lee sales head, that something ought

to be done to avoid these lost sales (to say nothing of the

station headache). Having a case history of how tie-in adver-

tising had paid off for Wallachs in New York with an

In 3 months over 1,000 window displays tied Lee Hats and their
air program together at the point-of-sale. Retailers discovered that
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Drew Pearson and his broadcasts were news that changed the

passers-by to buyers. They identified themselves as Lee stores
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One Wade mark covers all five price lines. Only the color block

changes. President Truman wears a Lee hat at the throttle of a train

"astonishing" increase in Lee hat sales, Weintraub published

a very modern merchandising booklet. They called it The

Magnet and the Funnel. It showed how Wallachs had used

window and store displays, newspaper advertising, and what

it had meant in sales. It didn't neglect to remind the dealers

to whom the book was sent to "go thou and do likewise."

It produced dealer tie-in ads numbering 1,400 during the

first four months of the program without any cooperative

advertising allowance from the manufacturer. The addition

of 800 new Lee dealers was traced directly to the mailing of

the brochure. Lee had no problem of exclusive franchises

and new dealers with good credit rating could be accepted

anywhere.

The absence of exclusive franchises in the Lee sales picture

simplifies a number of things but it also adds a few problems-

Retailers have wanted to tie in to the Pearson broadcasts

by taking station breaks before or after the broadcasts.

Those who have made no official request to ABC or Lee on

the matter have in a number of instances been able to buy

12

the breaks. Wherever there has been an official request,

however, the answer has been "no," since it was judged un-

fair to permit one dealer to identify himself with the broad-

cast to the exclusion of all the others in the area. The Pearson

success built a sizable headache for the network as well.

Recently ABC sold Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company

the Sunday 6:30-7 p.m. est slot just ahead of Pearson for

The Greatest Story Ever Told and found that so far it has been

impossible to clear the network wanted by the sponsor. It

seems that the half hour before Pearson had been sold

locally on a number of stations: many of the local adver-

tisers were actually men's furnishing stores, tying into the

Lee hat presentation.

The sales curve which has put Lee first in hats sales and

second in dollar volume in the field would for normal spon-

sors and agencies be satisfactory media and program infor-

mation. However Weintraub went beyond this and wanted

to know just what the impact of the program was in metro-

politan New York, the area surveyed regularly by The

Pulse, research organization.

Listeners as well as non-listeners were surveyed by The

Pulse, the cross-section used for the survey being identical

for both those who tune Drew Pearson and those who don't.

The report indicated that two-thirds more area listeners

ask for Lee hats by name, than non-listeners. Three tunes

as many listeners say their next hat will be a Lee as non-

listeners. Listeners say that Lee is the best brand hat three

times as frequently as those who don't listen to Pearson.

Even with Pearson's amazingly loyal following. Lee still

needed a copy line that would bring results. The billboard

type of commercial would not of itself produce a $15,000,000

volume, attained in 1946 for Lee hats. Weintraub worked

witli Lee's current advertising manager, Beltairc. who is an

old Lee employee but who left some years back to work with

die Stetson company and only returned two years ago. What

came forth from the idea conferences was "Don't take less

SPONSOR



Lee doesn't have an advertising allowance for dealers, but they spend

their own cash for newspaper space to associate themselves with

the Pearson-Lee broadcasts It gives them a news lead for their ads

than the best . . . don't take less than a Lee," and the

"pre'Shaped" hat, "the crease stays in" appeal. Both of

these made sense to the male listener. Pearson is third among

the programs having at least one man listening to each

listening set. Only the "boxing bouts" with a 1.34 man per

set and Walter Winchell with a 1.13 per receiver top the 1.10

of Pearson. (Audience composition figures are from the

December 30 Program Hooperatings report.) Only 19 of the

224 programs rated achieve one man per listening set or

better.

Radio has not only done a top job for Lee but it has also

given Lee money to spend in other media. Lee will spend

$700,000 for advertising during 1947 of which $570,000 will

go for broadcasting. It will use Life for the first time once a

month ($100,000) and $30,000 in Time. The money it's

using in Life and Time—$130,000—is a little less than twice

its entire advertising budget in 1935.

A comparative idea of what the hat industry aside from

Lee spends for advertising is indicated by the fact that the

Hat Corporation of America spent around $200,000 in 1946

and Mallory Hat Company (now part of the Hat Corpora-

tion) spent about the same amount. John B. Stetson, the

dollar volume leader, spent $175,000.

Lee will start competing with the higher class range of

Stetson this year with its Disney (up to $40) Hat. Lee's

Disney budget will be $125,000 and it will be spent entirely

in Time and the New Yorker. The appeal of Disney will be

to the man "to whom price is secondary."

Weintraub's selling of Frank H. Lee on sponsoring Drew

Pearson, a man with a yen for crusading, plus network and

client cooperation and a selling campaign that never got off

the track, took an also-ran men's hat and put it on more

heads than any other hat in 1946. What radio did for Lee

prompted Bill Weintraub to say at a dinner which he gave

American Broadcasting Company executives, following the

Atlanta broadcast, "I wonder, Mark Woods (ABC president),

why your sales staff hasn't sold more men's apparel manu-

facturers. If ABC can build a business like Lee—it can do it

for any men's product."

The answer as to why there aren't more men's apparel

sponsors on the networks isn't simply failure of the networks

to sell them. Most men's furnishings are not marketed nation-

ally. Hats generally are, but men's shoes and clothing for

instance are national only to a limited degree. Before any

product becomes a prospect for network and national radio

advertising it must have coast-to-coast distribution. That's

the first problem, though one that's being changed. Plans

are before a number of manufacturers of men's products

which indicate that with increasing and faster transportation

facilities, it may be sufficiently economical now to distribute

nationally. Once the manufacturers have branched out more
generally into national distribution the next problem is to

develop shows like Walter Winchell, Meet Me at Parky's,

Gene Autry,and the other 16 network programs that catch

and hold at least one man per listening set. Shows like

The Shadow (January sponsor), out to sell coal to men, have

done this—there are a number of programs that have been

built to catch the master of the house. (Surprising though it

may be, Hour of Charm is one of these.)

That there haven't been more shows built for men i>
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siroply^because American women do

most of the country's buying and adver-

tising is addressed primarily to them.

Anothci lac. Mi is thai men listen to spe-

cific programs and are less apt to be held

by sO'Called mood programing (at least

all available rating records for programs

seem to indicate this). On the credit side,

this means that when sponsors are ready

to advertise they won't have to worry

about finding an air slot with men al-

ready available to listen.

More men's wear business for net'

works would in all likelihood land in

large part in Weintraub's shop despite

the (act that he claims that he doesn't

want any apparel acounts. Having come

to the agency business from Esquire, he's

very close to the field which made that

magazine a success, but even he hasn't

landed any men's wear accounts with

the exception of Frank H. Lee.

Lee may break the ice for him, because

more and more exclusive men's hat

stores are ceasing to be just hat stores.

Haberdashers are adding men's hats to

their standard lines and men's hat stores

are adding shirts, ties, and usually end

up with a full line of men's furnishings.

Since the Drew Pearson broadcasts are

bringing 'em in to ask for Lee hats it's

logical that manufacturers of other men's

products will be asking soon— in fact

they are asking already
—"Who does the

Lee hat advertising?" That'll lead to

business for Weintraub and that'll mean

more accounts addressed to men on the

air. It's a nice twist but follow-the-

leader is standard in all lines.

Both the Lee and the Weintraub or-

ganizations would like to determine the

ceiling for men's hat sales. A recent

"opinion study" made by a research or-

ganization, revealed here for the first

time, indicates that one-third of the

young men of America never wore a hat

before they entered the Army but will

wear them from now on. Reason for this

is two-fold. Many men "got the habit"

during service and were in long enough

to have the habit stick. Then women,

who have always been a factor in men's

apparel habits, saw their menfolk in hats

for the first time during the war and

they're badgering them to continue to

wear them. Same survey revealed an

unusual thing. While women are re-

sponsible for much of men's hat-wearing,

they seldom specify any special brand.

As a matter of fact this insistence that

the menfolk wear hats, rather than a
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Pulse study revealed merchandising facts

specific type of hat, is what is bringing

the downfall of straw hats. Most men
don't like straws and since women aren't

style conscious as far as men's hats are

concerned, the males have taken to light-

weight felts during the summer when

they feel they "must" wear a hat.

Result of Army habit and women's

urging has raised the ceiling of men's hat

sales by 20 per cent, according to the

survey. Women also are going with their

men to buy hats more than they have in

the past. They still don't know hats

by brand names, but they go to make

sure that "it looks good on John." Since

women listen to Drew Pearson with

their menfolk (some 1.13 per listening

set and that's .03 more than the men per

listening set), this also is a plus factor

for Lee, and it has paid off.

It was trade fact up to the time of

sponsorship of Drew Pearson by Frank

H. Lee that no retail hatter could do well

unless he carried Mallory, Stetson, Knox,

and or Dobbs. Today that's still true

only now Lee has been added to the list.

Lee's competition is waiting for Drew

Pearson to run out of crusades and point

to the fact that he hit 6.6 in his January

1 5 rating. But his December 30 was 9.9

—within .1 of the highest rating he's de-

livered for Lee Hats. And a good crusader

like Pearson will never run out of worthy

causes. Also important is the fact that

he's shifting his slot to 6 from 7 p.m. At

that hour he won't compete with Jack

Benny (NBC) and Gene Autry (CBS).

Shift has been made possible since Hires'

Sunday Party moves to CBS (on Colum-

bia it's to be Here's to Ya!) on February

9 leaving the 6 p.m. time open. Compe-

tition at 6-0zzie and Harriet CBS),

Those Websters (MBS), and Catholic

Hew (NBC) combined usually rate 26

midseason), while his 7 p.m. competi-

tion traditionally is 34. Other factor in

the move is the fact that Counterspy, the

5:30 to 6 p.m. ABC program, has the

biggest audience of the four networks

during this period and therefore will de-

liver to Pearson something to work on

(8.9 currently i. The program preceding

Pearson recently has delivered only a 4

or less, which is reason in itself for a shift.

Other sponsors might feel that now"s

the time to shift from a provocative com-

mentator to something more "solid."

But Lee has reason to love Pearson's

battling for the things in which he be-

lieves—his crusading has "made" Lee

I!. .is
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Yale Sterling Memorial Libary,

Ivy League nub of the Inter-

collegiate Broadcasting System

Selling the undergraduate is impor-

tant today. The mortarboard set

includes more veterans than stu-

dents of pre-service age. The ex-G. I.'s

have also made it acceptable to be

married and an undergraduate. Student

tastes are therefore more than apt to

stick once they've been established. The
college newspapers and magazines, the

fleabite broadcast stations, as well as

the standard papers and stations to which

the degree-seekers turn, are today forma-

tive media. What were once exclusively

media for the fashionable haberdashery

and cigarette manufacturer are now basic

buying-habit-forming vehicles for any

advertiser.

But the campus advertising media
haven't as yet tapped the business that is

open to them. The Intercollegiate Broad-

casting System (college network of on-

the-campus broadcasters) has at present

only two sponsored programs. The col-

lege publications have not materially in-

creased their pre-war billing. IBS is

touted as sending hundreds of its student

engineers, directors, writers, and staffers

into commercial broadcast operations

rather than as a testing ground for pro-

grams, commercials, and copy line. The
University of Michigan (East Lansing)

and Ohio State (Columbus) have been in

the radio industry eye for a number of

years but more as a promotion on the

part of the universities than as commer-

cial operations. Being individual educa-

tional institutions their reactions have

been brushed off instead of digested. The
Peabody (University of Georgia) Awards

and the City College of New York cita-

tions are not expressions of the student

likes or dislikes, but the reflection of

opinion at professorial level (Peabody) or

at tradepaper editorial level (CCNY).

It has been easy to avoid taking busi-

ness cognizance of awards, etc. It's an

entirely different matter to ignore the

likes and dislikes of an opinion-forming

and buying group such as inhabits the

campus today.

IBS, with well-trained student research

groups under the supervision of their pro-

fessors of research, has checked listening

desires* of undergraduates at each of the

53 colleges it represents. First factor

determined is that roughly 50 per cent of

the seekers after higher knowledge listen

regularly to at least one of the four net-

works and 50 per cent listen to the

campus station and the independent sta-

tions within reach of their receivers.

Actual breakdown for the 53 was:

Listener Loyalty in Colleges

Independents 26.2'

IBS (campus stations) 24.4';

ABC 17.4 ,

NBC 14.4%
CBS 13.6 %
MBS 4.0%

The 53 colleges include a veritable

"Who's Who" of ivy-covered walls, Yale,

Cornell, Harvard, Dartmouth, Princeton,

Bryn Mawr, and Radcliffe being repre-

sentative.

The American Broadcasting Company's

lead of three points in the "listener

loyalty" tabulation is explained by the

fact that in a number of cases the stations

carrying ABC programs are heard best on

the campus. As too often ignored by

time buyers, signal availability is always

*/BS research is a continuing operation.
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There's nothing more serious than the undergraduates themselves building a program for

their own fleapower broadcasting station These boys are really working on their program

a factor that contributes to or detracts

from a station's audience.

Princeton University (Princeton, N. J.)

presents a picture of signal strength and

a number of other factors. RCA, parent

organization of the National Broadcasting

Company, has its development labora-

tories virtually on the campus. WOR
(MBS in New York) lays down a terrific

signal in the area. WNEW (N. Y.) is

also heard like a local. Actually nine

independents contribute to the Princeton

undergraduate's high preference for the

non-network stations with 33 per cent

indicating a loyalty to them. The crew-

cut contingent here have the following

loyalties:

Listener Loyalty at Princeton

Program Preference
I In following r;ii le makes availatle a compar-
ison tetween campus preferences and general

listening (ai home),
Type Campus Home Rank!

I

The students listen like this:

Listener Loyalty at L'nion College

IBS (campus station) 44

WGY(NBC) 33

Inds.* 17

ABC 4

CHS 1

MHS

"Including WSh ) WQXR w 11 %

Wnere the college has both a college-

owned regular station and a student sta-

tion, as at Cornell (Ithaca, N. Y.), it's

interesting to note that the regular station

operation takes the lead in student listen-

ing. What the combination does to

"outside listening" is brutal.

Listener Loyalty at Cornell

Inds.* 33'

IBS (campus station) 21',

NBC
MBS (WOR)
CBS
ABC

n,

''

I

• u \/-.ll nh,i,r delivera :'i> per cent of tins ftgv

other 13 per cent being divided among ll " \ /; U//V
WINS ll l l / IV N > ' ll /•/ \ u llu, II TTM

The collegiate listening picture is

naturally different in a town where there

is a single strong broadcaster and one

other station. This condition prevails at

Union College Schenectady, N. Y.),

where the student station. UCRS, has a

44 per cent loyalt) among listeners and

WGY (NBC) rates 33 per cent attention.

WHO (CBS)t 4(.

IBS (campus station) 10

NBC 8

ABC 4

Inds.* 2

MBS —
fCornell U. owned Mlaiion.

•Including II Nr.ll ,,,,,1 WQXR.

Collectively, the student interest in

listening to independent stations can be

traced to what they want programwise.

Their desires do not parallel present ma>v

listening. Since they are a cross-section

of the opinion group, it's important to

note undergraduate desires and how thej

compare with national listening.

Popular \1iivi, 87.3 5

Semi-( lassi, ;il S(,. ( 6

New, 83.5 7'

Sj mpbonli M usu 73.0
• *

Variety 71.7 1

< iommentatora 62.6 7*

Drama 58.9 3

Mysteries SIM, 4

Sports 50.4
*»

Hoi Ja// SO. 3
*»

Betted on midst ason ru ings.
\> a and. eommeniatori combined in //<<> fi

" Xul ntnkrtl in an \ atailabU '

Between 75 and 80 per cent of the

nation's 2,000,000 undergraduates have

radio receivers in their rooms. Ninety-

five per cent of them listen to radio every

day. They love disk jockeys with plenty

of disks and not too much jockey.

Eliminate the campus station, which

they can't take with them when they rate

their sheepskins, and the chances are

what they want now they'll be wanting

for a long time ahead. The> re not

"the wild college kids" that merchan-

diser spooh-poohed a generation ago.

Mike and sound effects shown here
not be up up to commercial standards

campus test program results generally

ft M

nuy
but

are
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new and renew

NeuA On NetwoxJzl

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

American Home Products Corp.
Whitehall Pharmacal Co.)*

B. T. Babbitt. Inc.*

California Prune and Apricot
Growers' Association

Ferry-Morse Seed Co.

Gillette Safety Razor Co.

Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles

Duane Jones
Long

MacManus, John & Adams
Maxon

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Kudner
John Hancock Mutual Life BBD&O
Insurance Co.

Hershel California Fruit E. L. Brown
Products Co.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Young & Rubicam
Musical Digest Magazine Kenyon & Eckhardt

Norwich Pharmacal Co.

Procter & Gamble Co.*

Safeway Stores, Inc.

Studebaker Corp.

II. H. Tanner & Co.

Tonl. Inc.

William R. Warner & Co.t

Wine Growers Guild

Lawrence C. Gunibinner
Pedlar & Ryan
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Roche, Williams & Cleary

Manson-Gold
Foote, Cone & Belding

Roche, Williams & Cleary

Honig-Cooper

NBC 125 Bob Burns Show, Sun 6:30-7 pm; Jan 12

CBS 53 David Harum. MTWTF 10:45-11 am; Jan 13

CBS 13 Pacific Surprise Theater, Sun 8:25-8:30 pm pst; Dec 15

CBS 149 Garden Gate, Sat 9:15-9:30 am; Jan 11

MBS 350 Widener Cup Race, Sat 4:30-4:45 pm; Feb 22
Flamingo Stakes Race, Sat 4:30-4:45 pm; Mar 1

ABC Greatest Story Ever Told, Sun 6:30-7 pm
ABC 67 Boston Symphony Orchestra, Tu 8:30-9:30 pm; Jan 21

MBS 45 Easy Does It, MWF 11:30-11:45 pm; Jan 6; 26 wks

CBS 51 News, MTWTF 6-6:15 pm; Feb 17

ABC 107 Sunday Evening Hour (Detroit Symphony Orchestra),
Sun 8-9 pm; Jan 19; 52 wks

ABC 129 The Fat Man, Fri 8-8:30 pm; Feb 14; 52 wks
NBC 125 Pepper Young's Family, MTWTF 3:30-3:45 pm; Dec 30

CBS 36 Bob and Victoria, MTWTF 3-3:15 pm; Jan 27

CBS 13 Pacific Bob Garred—News, Frl 7:30-7:45 am pst; Dec 2

CBS 18 Pacific Free for All, Sat 1:30-2 pm pst; Dec 21

CBS 155 Give and Take, Sat 2-2:30 pm; Jan 4

NBC 147 Crand Marquee, Th 7:30-8 pm; Jan 23

ABC 63 Murder and Mr. Malone, Sat 9:30-10 pm; Jan II; 52 wks

*Kxpanded network.
tProgram has changed network.

1 Program, network, or sponsor change.

(Fifty-two weeks generally meant a 13-week contract with options for 3 successive 13-week renewals. It's subject to cancellation at the end of any 13-week period)

RenewaU On Netuj&Ju

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

American Meat Inst.

American Oil Co.
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp.

B. T. Babbitt. Inc.

Carnation Co.

Cities Service Co.
(Petroleum Advisers, 1

Eversharp, Inc.

General Motors Corp.
International Silver Co.

Johns-Manville Corp.
Lever Bros. Co.
Miles Laboratories, Inc.

Procter Sc Gamble Co.

Sterling Drug, Inc.

(Centaur Dlv.)

Sun Oil Co.
Universal Match Corp.
(Schutter Candy Co.)

J. B. Williams Co.
William II. Wise & Co.

nc.)

Leo Burnett NBC 150

Katz ABC 86

William H. Weintraub CBS 141

Duane Jones NBC 95

Erwin, Wasey NBC 149

Foote, Cone & Belding NBC . 72

Biow CBS 154

Foote, Cone & Belding CBS 150

Young & Rubicam CBS 147

J. Walter Thompson CBS 67

Young & Rubicam CBS 144

Wade MBS 304

Compton

Benton & Bowles
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

CBS 45
76
59
75

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample ABC
NBC

201
139

142

143
Pedlar & Ryan
Young & Rubicam
Roche, Williams & Cleary

CBS
NBC
NBC

143
140
32

Schwimmer & Scott ABC 193

J. Walter Thompson CBS 149

Huber Hoge & Sons ABC 64

Fred Waring, TTh 11-11:30 am; Jan 14

Professor Quiz, Th 7:30-8 pm; Jan 23; 52 wks
Crime Photographer, Th 9:30-10 pm; Jan 2

Lora Lawton, MTWTF 11 :45-12 n; Jan 13; 52 wks
Carnation Contented Hour, Mon 10-10:30 pm; Jan 6;

52 wks
Cities Service Highways in Melody, Frl 8-8:30 pm; Jan 24;

52 wks
Maisle, Fri 10:30-11 pm
Hollywood Star Time, Sat 8-8:30 pm; Jan 4

Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet, Sun 6-6:30 pm; Jan 5

Ned Calmer—News, MTWTF 8:55-9 pm; Dec 23

Joan Davis Show, Mon 8:30-8:55 pm; Dec 30

Queen for a Day, MTWTF 2:30-3 pm; Dec 30; 52 wks

Young Dr. Malone. MTWTF 1:30-1:45 pm; Dec 30
Road of Life, MTWTF 1 :45-2 pm; Dec 30
Rosemary, MTWTF 11:45-12 n; Dec 30
Ma Perkins, MTWTF 1:15-1:30 pm; Dec 30

Bride and Groom, MTWTF 2:30-3 pm; Jan 6; 52 wksl
Manhattan Merry-Go-Round, Sun 9-9:30 pm; Jan 26;

American Album of Familiar Music, Sun 9:30-10 pm;
Jan 26; 52 wks

Waltz Time, Fri 9:30-10 pm; Jan 24; 52 wks
Big Town, Tu 8-8:30 pm; Dec 31
Molle Mystery Theatre, Fri 10-10:30 pm; Jan 24; 52 wks
Lowell Thomas. MTWTF 6:45-7 pm; Jan 20; 52 wks
Counterspy, Sun 5:30-6 pm; Feb 2; 52 wks

William L. Shlrer, Sun 5:45-6 pm; Jan 5

William Lang, Th 11:45-12 n; Jan 2; 13>ks
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f\leia and Renewed On ^eleuitiosi

SPONSOR AGENCY STATION PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Bristol-Myers Co.

Standard Brands, Inc.

U. S. Rubber Co.

Doherty. Clifford &
Shenflcld

J. Walter Thompson

Campbell- Ewald

WCBS-TV New York (CBS)

WNBTNcw York (NEC)

WNBT New York (NBC)

Bristol-Myers Party Line.* 8:30-9 pm; Jan 5; 13 wks (re-
places Shorty and Sports Almanac)

Hour Class 'I'h 8-9 pm ; 13 wks (renewed)
I i. . to I ace. Sun 8-8:15 pm; 13 wks (renewed)
Campus Hoopla. Frl 8-8:15 pm; 13 wks (replaces Tela-

vision Ouartcrback)

'Previously sustaining.

/Veax A<fenc4f, Ap^iaUtt+yie+i£l

SPONSOR PRODUCT (or seivice) AGENCY

American Home Products Corp. (Boyle-Midway, Inc.)
New York Wax, household products W. Earl Bothwell. New York and Hollywood

for all advertising except powdered c eaner
Avoset. Inc., San Francisco Stabilized dairy cream McCann-Erlckson, San Francisco
Broadwell Studios, Covlna, Calif Piano correspondence course Frltzen Advertising, Loa Angeles
Canandalgua Industries Co., Canandaigua, N. J Wines and champagnes Allen Krohn Co.. Greensboro. N. C.
Celetei Corp., Chicago Insulating cane board Henri. Hurst & McDonald. Chicago
Challenge to Youth, Loa Angelea Religion Tullls. Los Angelea
Charbonneau Packing Corp., Yakima, Wash Apple juice HuthrauH & Ryan, Seattle
Charm Slide Fastener Corp., New York Slide fasteners Mike Coldgar. New York
City of Jacksonville, Fla Institutional Newman. Lynde, Jacksonville. Fla.
Columbia Chemicals Co.. . Soap, automobile cleaner Cooper & Crowe, Salt Lake City
Consolidated Biscuit Co., Chicago (scheduled for mer-

ger early In 1947 with J. B. Carr Biscuit Co., Wilkea-
Barre, Pa.) Bakery producta Lynn-Fleldhouae, Wllkea-Barre (for both

firms)
Consolidated Mercantile Co Cakes, bean sprouts Cooper & Crowe, Salt Lake City
Continental Soap Corp., Chicago Soap M. R. Kopmeyer, Chicago
Cosmopolitan Magazine, New York Publication Donahue & Coe, New York
Crest Specialty. Chicago Collar holders, portable bars Kuttner & Kuttner, Chicago
Croft Brewing Co., Boston Ale Henry A. Loudon. Boston
Del Mar Turf and Surf II tel, Del Mar, Calif Hotel Bass-Luckoff. Hollywood
Diamond Tea Gown Co. New York Women's robes, negligees, housecoata. . .Arnold Cohan. New Y'ork
Dobler Brewing Co.. All any, N. Y Beer, ale E. T. Howard, New York
Drug Producta Co., Past \ic, N. J Pharmaceutical John Falkner Arndt, Philadelphia
Enterprise Productions. Hollywood Motion pictures McCann-EriCjkson. New York and Los Angelea
Fox Head Waukesha Corp., Waukesha. Wla Beer, ale Rein ke, Meyer & Finn. Chicago
Frozen Cooked Fooda San Francisco Frozen cooked foods Hoofer. Dietrich & Brown, San Francisco
Gilbert of California . Loa Angeles Men's jackets, slacka Hlllman-Shane. Los Angelea
Handi-Bag Co.. New York Handbags Shappe-Wilkes, New York
Han-yson Hat Co.. New York Women's hats Leon S. Golnick. New York
Walter A. Hewitt Candy Co.. Loa Angelea Candy Davis & Beaven. Los Angeles
International Safety Razor Corp.. Bloomfield, N. J.. . .Razor blades y Badger & Browning & Herscy. New York
Interstate Finance Coip.. Evnnsvllle. Ind Loans Burton Browne. Chicago
Jewett & Sherman Co. (Holaum Producta Dlv.),
Milwaukee Peanut Creme brand foods and peanut

crunch Klau-V'an Pleteraom-Dunlap Associates. Mil-
waukee

Krleger OH Co. of Calif., Clearwater, Calif Gasoline, oil Ernest N. George, Loa Angeles
Luclen LeLnng. Inc., New York Perfumca, cosmetics Earl Ludgen. Chicago
Lever Bros. Co.. Cambridge. Mass Breeze Federal Advertising. New York
Little Folka Outfit tera. Kingston, N. Y Infants' and children's dresses Ralph Harris. New York
Luer Packing Co.. Vernon. Caiif Canned meat producta Dan B. Miner, Loa Angelea
MacLevy Slenderizing Salona and MacLevy Equipment
& System, Inc., New York Beauty culture, equipment Stuart Bart, New York

Mallory Hat Co.. Danbury, Conn Hats Kenyon & Eckhardt. New Y'ork
Man of Manhattan, Inc., New York Toiletries Abbott Kimball. New York
Mason. Au & Magenhelmer Confectionery Mfg. Co.,
New York Confections Moore & Hamm. New Y'ork

Medomak Canning Co., Rockland. Me One-Pie brand food products Ingalls-Mlnlter. Boston
Monogram Pictures Corp., Hollywood Motion pictures Buchanan & Co.. New York, for advertising

of Allied Artists. Monogram subsldiar>
handling pictures costing over Jl.OOti turn

Nancy Dale Ltd., New York Toiletries Abbott Kimball. New York
Nashua Mfg. Co.. New York Blanketa, sheets J. Walter Thompson. New York
National Home Producta Co., Danville, Pa., and New

York.

.

Lanolin toilet soap, nun's hair dressing Mike Coldgar. New York
Nlsslcy of Colorado Plastics . Cooper & Crowe, Salt Lake (it\
Noma Electric Corp. (Estate Heatrola Dlv.), Hamilton,
Ohio . ... P.anges. heaters Albert Frank-Guenther Law. New >, ork

North American Mushroom Co.. Tlnley Park. Ill Mushrooms Phil Gordon. Chicago
Omega Chemical Co., Jersey City Oil Redfield-Johnstone. New York
Parfums SchlaparclH. New York Perfumes Robert W. Orr. New York
IVnn Fifth Avenue Corp.. New York Furs Lew Kashuk. New York
I hiladelphla Life Insurance Co.. Philadelphia Insurance Parker-Allston. New York
I'illsbury Mills. Inc., Minneapolis . .. Pie crust mix Leo Burnett. Chicago
Rice Growers Association of California Institutional McCann-Krickson. San Francisco
Rldgefield Chemical Products Co., Rldgefield, V J.. . Chemlc ll products Franklin Fader Newark. N J.

Ritepoint Mechanical Pencil Co.. St. Louis Mechanical pencils Gardner Advertising. St. Louis
Charles R. Rogers Productions. Hollywood Motion picture* Brisa In r. Van Norden. Los Angeles
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana). Chicago Institutional program. .. .

l.BD&O. Chicago
I nlted Life and Accident Insurant e Co.,
Concord. N. II. Insurance Parker- Mis ton Isaorlatei, New York

\ aculator Co., Chicago Coffee-makers Phil Gordon, < hi. ago
Vernon Mfg Co., Loa \ngelos , Sports accessorial hemmerrcr. Hollywood
Waldorf-Kerna-MacCrackep, New York Furnaces . .. Hanly. Htcka dt Montgomery. New York
Northam Warren Corp.. Stamford. Conn. Cutex manicure products Young dt Ruhicam, New York
Woodrow Stores. Inc. (chain). New York. Men's furnishings s t Georgaa ft Keyev New York



AD ventures
IN THE RADIO BUSINESS

. . . that really pay offI

IVlAYBE your advertising appropriation is pint-

sized. Could be, too, you're scared of radio because you look at it in terms

of Fred Allen, Fulton Lewis, Jolson, and other big-shot stars. Believe us,

it 's a mistake. We'll give you good ret urns for your money, by lesser known

personalities, for a capsule-sized amount of dough. You can take part in

an established program with a personality who has listeners by the thousands,

for even less! » » » » » To boil it down, if your product or your client's

product wants sales in The Detroit Area . . . the place to do the job is CKLW
. . . with an 800 kc. frequency and the lowest rate setup of any major station

in this region. Want coverage data, costs, ideas? Then, fire questions at

our Executive Sales Office, Guardian Building, Detroit 26. Or 'phone

CAdillac 7200. Remember, your time and our time is fleeting!

in the Detroit Area, it's . . .

5,000 Watts
at 800 kc.

Day and Night CKLW
/. E. Campeau, Managing Director—Mutual System

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc., Natl. Rep. • Canadian Rep., H. N. Stovin & Co.
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WOR's Monaghan and WOV's Rosalie Allen
Catherine Cragen lends disk jockey glamor to KLAC. Pre-Yute she was Christmas Early

MUSIC SELLS...

when n disk jnrUi spins mini

Block on WNEW transcribed, on KFWB alive

C

John McCormick does WBBM's "Matinee at Midnight" with coffee and Gene .Kaleth

SPONSOR



Popular music seldom if ever leads

the parade of top-rated network

programs . . . which doesn't make

sense to most sponsors since top shows on

independent stations from Atlantic to

Pacific, from Gulf Coast to Hudson Bay,

are spun by disk jockeys playing exactly

the same tunes by exactly the same

musicians who don't snare top listening

on the chains.

Benny Goodman with an assist from

the pianist-comedian Victor Borge and

guests runs around 1 1 3 in the rating race

with a 7.2 (January 15 Hooper) while a

middlewest disk jockey with a Goodman

15 minutes on the air at the same time,

8:30-9 p. m. est, hits a 12. The recorded

Goodman usually rates in its city from

three to four points better than the net-

work show. All through the nation there

are stations that match network shows

with recorded versions of the network

stars. Dinah Shore platters compete with

the Ford Show with Dinah Shore; Old

Gold's Frank Sinatra session on CBS
fights a number of "Frankie" sessions on

turntables all over the nation; and so on

through the night.

Disk jockeying is big business. Martin

Block does better than a half million

a year at WNEW and KFWB. Ted

Husing, who has gone to Station WHN
in New York, has a contract that guar-

antees $125,000 a year. Bea Wain and

Andre Baruch, who have taken over star

disk-spinning slot at WMCA, have a deal

that will bring them over $100,000 in

1947.

In Chicago, Studs Terkel (WENR)
heads a group of successful record players

although they're not in the higher income

bracket. In Los Angeles the recorded

-

music air men are in the New York class.

Bill Anson and Martin Block head up a

solid money contingent at KFWB while

at KLAC, Al Jarvis, original Make

Believe Ballroom man, leads the money

parade.

Throughout the nation there are less-

publicized personalities who do a top-

drawer job just the same. Rush Hughes

(KXOK, St. Louis) is the best-known of

the men who are off the beaten track.

He, like Martin Block, has transcribed

his patter and on a number of stations

throughout the Middlewest Hughes' voice

has become well known.

Disk-spinning sessions do sell.

Why?

What is Ithe secret that makes a disk

jockey, if he's good, an out-of-the-world

buy?

The best of the record jockeys will tell

you that it's no secret. They'll also tell
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you that there's nothing worse than an

announcer and a bunch of records, unless

the records are programed and the an-

nouncer knows what it's all about.

First reason for disk sessions being so

successful is that they are the perfect

example of mood programing. They
seldom if ever are isolated 15-minute

shows, usually running at least an hour

and a half and in some cases like the

1280 Club (WOV, New York) and other

clubs named after station wavelengths

—

they run as long as two and a half to three

hours. This means that the listener who
wants music knows he can have it without

shifting his dial during an extended

period. He also knows that he will have

it with a minimum of talk because where-

ever a jockey starts loving his own voice

he loses listeners quickly. Fred Robbins

(WOV) has one session where he loses

his audience because he talks too much
but that's being changed very soon.

The disks are programed according to

mood too. Take Ted Husing for instance.

On his 10 to 12 a. m. session he's schmaltzy,

permitting each word to drip tenderly off

the tongue. On his 5 to 6:30 p. m. session

he's straight, business-like, and makes the

disks do the work—except the selling.

On his a. m. session he plays music for the

housewife. On his late afternoon gather-

ing he runs the gamut of name stars

without the drip.

Of outstanding importance to the

sponsor is the fact that good disk jockeys

are salesmen first and foremost. That

means they not only sell the music they

play but the products as well. The best

of them handle the commercials in their

own way, getting across the points that

the advertiser wants sold but not in the

agency's words. At every station there

are a few commercial "sacred cows" that

must be handled word for word as the

agency desires them, but in time even the

sc's get the idea that a Block, Husing,

Jarvis, or Terkel sells better when not

fettered with "must" words.

The disks that are played on the

platter-spinning sessions are top examples

of the musical artists' skill. Frequently

they are the results of a dozen tries. 1

1

failures and one good waxing. The suc-

cessful disk jockeys refuse to play an off-

center or otherwise poorly-pressed record.

Another reason for the success of the

disk jockey is the fact that he's a per-

sonality who actually spends time daily

with his audience. During the early days

of broadcasting the Brokenshires, Mc-

Namees and Carlins had enough to do on

the air to win personal followings. Now

(Pease turn to page 41)

WGN's Guy Wallace and WHN's Husin9 spin too

Midwest rave Rush Hughes gets results at KXOK
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STORY OF THE GREA1 MAN HIMSELF • The Great

Gildersleeve is still a bachelor because his listeners won't

permit him to marry. Back in 1943 the writers ol the show

introduced a romance Eor Uncle Mort. Listeners approved

the love affair. Bui when the s( ript writers took the bold sup

ol having Gildersleeve become seriously interested in the

red-haired widow Ransome, the reaction was immediate.

I < lit is showered in stating thai Gild) should remain single

and devote his time to raising Ins teen-age niece Marjorie

.iikI in pin w Leroy.

In their concern, listeners proved thai die charai

Throckmorton P. Gildersleeve had become ;is real .is
I

them. For Gild) is the eternal bachelor. He is contii

attracted to marriageable ladies—but onh to a |>oin

shorl ol the altar. In shrinking from the responsibilil

wedlock he expresses the inimaturit\ ol his nature,

inane laugh and absurd pomposity are a reflection '

arrested development. I In Greai Gildersleeve is c

between the da) before yesterda) and the da\ after tonn

—a ludicrous but lovable Retire ol .ulult adolescence.

AMERICA'S NO. I NE1 WORK
I S|ITlt«

RUH CcrMntttlMl



•Jo? /(&V. S?rt&*?

In old Pear) Inst played the role ol the Great Gildersleeve

11935 (,n '' lc Fibber McGee and Moll) show. In 19.41 he

erged with his own lull time show which, under the

•rship of the Kraft Foods Company, has risen to a

11 ion among radio's fifteen top-rated programs. Ever)

dnesday nighl finds him surrounded by a cast as distinc-

as iiis own colorful personality. Virtually the entire cast—

oy, Marjorie, Judge I looker. Mr. Peavy and Eve Goodwin

1 onl) one dramatic purpose— to build up and then de-

e the Great Man's ego. Onh Birdie, the colored maid.

is no heckler. But even into her good intentions (.ild\

manages to read cause for worry and mistrust.

How to make a Great Man? Endow him with a lull share

ol human tailings, lovable and recognizable to millions.

Entrust the role to an actor ol long experience and intuitive

understanding. Bring to life his voice and charactei in thi

millions of homes served b) the powerful facilities ol the

NBC Network. Put him in the compan) ol other great

personalities heard on NBC. The result: a life-size creation

in sound as three-dimensional as your next dour neighbor.

e National Broadcasting Company



4fc. gpo/teoK, t4sks :

"What percentage of his air advertising

dollar should a sponsor spend for research?"

^^^«vAHi

J. Ward Maurer

Director of Merchandising and Advertising

Wildroot Co. Inc.

The Picked Panel answers:

r

- -j^^ IIk question

J* lS>. "What percentag<

« V of his nn advertis-

40** ] ing dollar should

^W_fl t Ik sponsor spend

for research?" does

not, in my opinion,

lend itself to any

one answer. It is

conceivable that one advertiser who

might, for example, be launching a new

product would be well advised to spend a

|< ii ol research money, particularly

in the early part ol his air advertising; a

second sponsoi might find it wasteful to

spend the same percentage on unneeded

. Si arch.

I should like, therefore, to revise the

question to read "How can a sponsor most

profitably spend his research dollar?"

In answer then to this revised question,

I should advocate three major steps:

(1) Hire someone familiar enough with

tilable resean h statistics, such

i- ratings, audience flow, etc., to be

able to interpret such data and put

them to work specifically on the

-pons r'sown problems.

(2) Turn the spotlight ofprogram anal-

ysis research on the particular

program being used by the sponsor.

Rating or share figures alone will

never tell the sponsor am thing

about the internal structure of

his an show . And it is only by

such analysis .is is available

through tlu I .i .n sfeld Si intbn

Program Analyzer that he i

determine the strengths and weak

ness s ,,! the various portions of

his broadcast product from the

ndpoint ol audience reactions.

(3) Inquire into the effectiveness ol'

the commercials used in his pro-

mam. This whole area oi com-

mercials is probably the most

24

under-researched ol all ol radio's

efforts today." I low much or

how little sales pressure can be

used in commercials to obtain

maximum advertising effective-

ness? When does irritating rep-

etition cease to become effective

copy and produce actual damage to

the product's sales' What kinds of

copy appeals have high memo-

rability value? What types of ap-

peals are effective in producing

generall) favorable attitudes to-

ward the products? These are a

few of the areas in which research

on commercials can be helpful to

the sponsor.

Elmo C. Wilson

Director of Research

Columbia Broadcasting System

It might be use-

ful to state the

problem of spend-

ing money for ad-

vertising research

in the form in

which it confronts

every sponsor.

Since research ex-

penditures are usually paid from the

advertising budget, his dilemma will be

this: 'Should he spend the thousand, five

thousand, or ten thousand dollars for

irch, or should he rather buy more

time or talent for that monej ' Which

investment will prove more profitable in

terms ol the total effectiveness ol his

advei r isin

It you want your program and VOUl

commercials at theii best, you have to use

all your research tools whethei you buy

t spensiveor inexpensive air time. I here-

fore, it is actually incorrect to budget

radio research costs as percentage of the

time costs with exception of costs for

rating services, who do bill that w

Rather, research should be budgeted in

terms of dollars per program.

Fortunately, most practical decisions

on research expenditures do not reft

research in general, but to specific re-

search projects in very specific, critical

situations. The problem is further facili-

tated by the fact that research operations

in the radio field do not constitute too

great a variety. If grouped by the source

material on which they rely, they fall in

three broad classes:

(1) Analysis of the radio audience in

terms of size, location, and compo-

sition. This know ledge is derived

partly from an analysis of the

various periodical services, partly

from specific survey operations.

<2) Appraisal of the radio program, the

appeal of its idea, its format, and

its various features, to particular

groups of listeners. Knowledge of

this type is derived from tests and

analytical interviews with the

Program Analyzer.

(3) Analysis of the commercial, its

appeal and its effectiveness, partly

through the Program Analyzer.

partly through specially-designed

experiments and surv<

( mce our research department has

found that a certain oper.it ion produces

valid and useful results, and has demon-

strated this to our client, the cost element

never plays a derive role. This, for a

verj simple reason: even the most ex-

pensive of the research operations men-

tioned above are usually in the realm of

one or two per cent of the total radio

budget. Since our Program Analysis, for

instance, provides the basis for such

fundamental decisions as changes in

format, choke «>t stars, etc., it is obvious

that the difference between the right and

SPONSOR



the wrong decision in these questions must

he worth more than two per cent of the

program's total value.

Thus, the answer to your question

"What percentage of his air advertising

dollar should a sponsor spend for re-

search?" will depend on the particular

situation, on the amount of reliable re-

search tools which an advertising agency

has developed and tested for such situa-

tions, and on the size ot the radio budget,

since research costs do not vary too much
from program to program.

Dr. Hans Zeisel

Manager of Research Develojimoit

McCanri'Erickson, Incorporated

To my mind,

there's no set for-

mula thatasponsor

should apply to

determine just how

much he should

spend for audience

research. It should

be based upon the

length of time a

sponsor has been

on the'air, what other media he is using,

the type of product he is selling, and the

size of his advertising budget.

In any case, there are several basic

things that any buyer of airtime should

know, and it is in determining them that

he should spend the research chunk of

his radio advertising dollar.

First, some basis for gauging a minute-

by-minute reaction to a program's format

should be considered. In other words, a

sponsor and his agency should know just

what attracts or repels a listener to any

part of the show.

Second, the size and composition of the

audience is a vital research factor. This

should come from Hooper, Nielsen, or

independent surveys such as listener diary

studies.

Third, a sponsor should know the sales

impact of his program: just what the

program is doing for him in the way of

sales.

These facts will serve a sponsor as a

tool for building more effective programs

and will serve as a measure of the results

he is getting from radio.

But, again let me emphasize that there

can be no general rule for how much of

his air advertising dollar a sponsor should

spend for research. It depends on how
much he needs to know.

Eugene Katz

Executive vp

The Katz Agency, Inc.

(Please turn to page 43)

<7>.
JjLe&entitig,

MRS. ROSE LEE FARRELL

/

SHE SELLS

GROCERIES
by. the Ccvdoud!

Since !').'{ I when she made her

radio debut, Mrs. Farrell lias become the radio

mentor of Hoosier homemakers naive and

sophisticated alike.

Mrs. Farrell does no! hide her light under

ihe well-known bushel. She sells groceries by

the carload. Her enthusiasm for her sponsors'

products is so contagious that food manufac-

turers and their agencies (with an ear to the

air) have kepi her plugging for them for

twelve long years. Not because they like her.

and they certainly do: but because she sells

groceries in quantities that make inquisitive

members of the Board grin from ear to ear.

Have you a food account thai needs Mrs.

Farrell? She has the same sparkling, irre-

sistible way with ketchup, lard, chocolates or

soap—or what have you? In these parts she's

known as the chain and independent grocer)

buyers' greatest friend.

WFBM
BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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The

OEHE EH»U»
SHOVI • •

•

. . . Iowa's friendliest, most

merchandisable show.

Ninety afternoon minutes of

fun, music and sales, sparked by

Gene Emerald. Teller of deep-

chuckle stories, singer of favorite

songs, spinner of hummable

platters. An easy-going sales

approach that takes.

An amiable mixing bowl for

high ratings, proven sales. A

few minutes and quarter hours

occasionally available. Call or

write KRNT or The Katz

Agency for availabilities.

KRNT has the

personalities in

Pes Moines/

KRNT
A Cow/es Station

DES MOINES, IOWA

Represented by Katz Agency

Radio has been ribbed by experts before. Wag Wagner, vice president of

Olian Advertising Company, has a better background than most. He takes

it as well as gives it. His "Whiiz-i-i—best nickei candy there ii-i-i!",

'Atlas Prager

—

got it? Atlas Prager—get ftf', and Paradise Wine Song

are among the most-ribbed (and resultful) radio commercials on record

February, birth-month of "I lon-

est Abe" and "Truthful George!"

I ii.it recalls the sponsor we once

knew who said (honest, he did)

to a new advertising man, •'Re-

member, in our commercials,

always tell the truth, even if you
have to lie a little."

But don't get us wrong, we U >VE
radio.

We've jusi seen a television

broadcast at a symposium on the

present and future of video, and
we can't help it but we've broken

out in a poetic rash, we're that

inspired

:

HAIL, TELEVISION!

The frontiers of science are bound-

less.

All fears for the future are ground-

less.

Oil. hail to our system's incentive

And hail to man's genius, inven-

tive1
.

To Edison, Bell and Marconi

And Farnsworth Their dream

was no phony!

Please pardon my chesty expansion.

My^home's like a proud movie

mansion.

fust think of the shows uv'/Mv

seeing

At Home, and you must be agreeing

That life up to note's been appal-

ling.

Today it's exciting, enthralling.

I tune in my set and I'm breathless.

Tor here is a moment that's death-

less.

Televisions amazing attraction!

The screen <i// at once leaps to ac-

tion.

I lose all control. 1 am ranting:

Two wrestlers arc puffing and

pan;

Yes, such is the dream^I have

bought me,

The miracle science has urought me

And brought me direct to mx castle:

A picture of ape-men who "rassle."

Oh~ sing out hosannOS, mx hearties,

And think of these cultural parties:

Forgetting your troubles and labors

Von call in your friends and your

neighbors

To view, while you're cozily nest-

ling,

A video evening of wrestling!

Likejiarnessing lightning or thun-

der.

It Jills you with such awe and

wonder,

This tribute to science you utter:

"Aw, t'row demjmms out in da

gutter!"

Listening to Edgar Bergen's tenth

anniversary, reminded us of all

the radio experts who, no doubt,

said, "A ventriloquist in radio?

Ridiculous!" We also knew some

experts who turned down the

"Quiz Kids" when it was first

presented. Oh well, that's what

experts are for, so that courageous

souls can prove their courage by

refusing to quit in the face of

turndowns.

\\\ 'd like tn n>ss some ripe tomaters

At many so-called commentators,

(live cm some news and give 'em

the nod,

And, boom, they're oracles of God!

Time was when kid-- wanted to

grow up to be firemen or police-

men or streetcar conductors or

cowboys. Today the) aspire to

be disk jockeys. I- th.it BAD'.'

Now, as the radio rangers invari-

ably say: "Waal, pardner-. it '^

time lei me to be moseyin' along,

but I'll be gittin' 'round these

parts agm' right s»x>n. Hope

you'll be a-waitin'!"
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signed and unsigned
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NAME FORMER AFFILIATICN NEW AFFILIATION

Frank R. Brodsky

Charles H. Caldwell

Cleve W. Carry

Norman V. Clements
Samuel J. Cohen

Harold Danson

O. F. Duensing
Basil L. Emery

Alexander H. Gardner

George Glevls

Leavitt E. Grlswold
Francis W. James

Howard Llebl
Richard A. Martlnsen

Catherine M. Naylor

William A. Pludo
Albert B. Richardson

{Catherine Rowell
Joseph A. Sherry

Esther D. Slgal

Dorothy Sampson Smoot
James M. Stafford Jr.

Robert S. Taplinger
S. E. Voran

John S. Wllllm

Lever Bros. Co. (Pepsodent div.), Chicago, adver-
tising manager

B. F. Goodrich Co.. Akron, Ohio, sales promotion
staff

Army

United Aircraft Corp.
Curtis Publishing Co. (Saturday Evening Post).

Philadelphia, retail consultant
Kayton-Splero Co., New York

O. F. Duensing (dissolved), president
Chesebrough Mfg. Co., New York, director, secre-

tary
La France Industries, Inc. (manufacturing dlv.).

Philadelphia, sales manager
W. T. Grant Co., New York, assistant sales pro-
motion director

Talon, Inc.. Meadville, Pa., retail sales promo-
tion manager

Anderson, Davis & Platte. Inc., New York
Conference of Alcoholic Beverage Industries, in-

formation director
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, Inc., New York,
beauty, fashion stylist; Monroe F. Dreher.
Inc., New York, copy chief

Adam Hat Stores. Inc., vp
Chesebrough Mfg. Co., New York, assistant to

advertising manager
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago
Plcatlnny Arsenal, public relations dept.

Pepsi-Cola Co.. New York, assistant advertising
manager, display and promotion manager

McKettrlck-WlIHams. Inc., New York
Georgia Power Co.. Atlanta, advertising manager

Navy
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland, account
executive

Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York; Grey. New York;
account executive

Lever Bros. Co. (Pepsodent dlv.), Chicago, advertising
director

B. F. Goodrich Co. (Industrial Shoe Products Sales Dlv.),

Akron, advertising, sales promotion manager
Unlted-Rexall Drug Co., Los Angeles, assistant retail adver-

tising manager
United Aircraft Corp., advertising, sales promotion director
Lit Bros., Philadelphia, advertising, publicity director

PRC Pictures. Hollywood, advertising, publicity, exploita-
tion director

Vandercook & Sons, Chicago, advertising, sales manager
Chesebrough Mfg. Co., New York, vp in charge domestic
and foreign advertising, sales

La France Industries, Philadelphia, vp In charge advertis-
ing, sales for entire company

Gamble Skogmo, Inc., New York, advertising director

Schleffelln & Co. (drugdlv.). New York, advei rising manager
Talon. Inc., Meadville. advertising, sales promotion dlv.

head
Rexon, Inc., New York, advertising manager
Frantz Industries, Inc.. Pittsburgh, advertising, sales pro-
motion manager

Volupte. Inc., New York; Herb Farm Shop, New York;
advertising, publicity director

Shirt Corp. of America, New York, president
Chesebrough Mfg. Co., New York, advertising manager

Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, advertising manager
New Jersey Power & Light Co.. Dover, N. J., advertising.
publicity director

Virginia Dare Extract Co., New York, advertising, public
relations manager

Leslie Fay Fashions, New York, advertising, sales director

United Light & Railways Service Co., Kansas City, advertis-

ing, publicity director
Enterprise Pictures, vp in charge advertising, publicity

Parker Appliance Co.. Cleveland, advertising manager

Jay Thorpe, New York

—
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NAME

Sidney G. Alexander

Al Atherton

Clifford W. Aubuchon

Benjamin B. Banks
James J. Booth
Frank Breslln
Walter Carle
John J. Casey
Edgar W. Clark

George Clifford

Joseph R. Cohn
Robert Colling
D. R. Collins
David A. Collins
Telbert J. Cook

Theodore L. Deglin

S. A. Dembner

FORMER AFFILIATION

Selznlck International-Vanguard Films. New
York, eastern advertising, publicity director

Atherton & Gresham. Hollywood (dissolved).

partner
Anfenger Advertising. St. Louis, vp and account
executive

Navy
Army Air Forces
Young & Rublcam. New York, tlmebuyer
Walter Cat le. Hollywood
Charles N. Stahl, Los Angeles, account executive
Doremus, Boston, marketing, merchandising

diiector

Boston Herald-Traveler. natinrH advertising staff

N W. Ayer. New York, radio d< panment manager
Mitchell-Faust, Chicago, account executive

McCann-Erickson. Chicago. Minneapolis, ac-
count executive

Army: previously Madison .
conare '"--rden Corp..

New York, advertising, publicity direi-toi

NEW AFFILIATION

Brisacher. Van Norden, New York, director, senior account
executive, motion picture dlv.

Atherton & Co. (new), Hollywood, head

Gardner Advertising, St. Louis

Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, account executive
Ralph H. Jones. New York, account executive
John E. Pearson. New York, account executive
KPRK. Livingston. Mont., head
Charles N. Stahl. San Francis«o. manager
Kircher. Helton & Collett. Daytan. Ohio, account executive

Jim Ward & Co. (new), Chicago, Hollywood, head Chicago
office

Hlrshon-Garfield. Boston, account executive
George Hartman Co.. Chicago, assistant to George Hartman
Mitchell-Faust. Chicago, executive vp
Aetna. New York, account executive'
Young & Rubicam. Chicago, account executive

Deglin-Wood (new). New York, president

Modern M erch^ndHing. New York, account executive
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NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Perry Drlggs

Irving Bckhofl
George Knzlnger

Jack I.. Usher Jr.

i r«in s. Pranken

I re. I I i.nit/

Robert M. Ganger
Gloria c;<>id

Gilbert Goold

James E. Hanna
Ceorge llarshherger

Albert 8. Hecht Jr.

Murray Hlrsch

Joan Hoagland

Roger N. Hutchinson Jr.

Adam K. Johnson

Frank Kearney

Elizabeth Kldd
Julius L. Klein

Russell Langelle

E. J. Leavitt

Bruce Lindeke

J. B. Llndl

George O. Logan
John F. Manning Jr.

Keran A. Markey
Herln Moeslnfier

Shirley Morris

Henry Morton

Robert R. Nathan

Carvel Nelson
Victor T. Norton

Lewellyn E. Pickett

Alan Radcllff

Clark Ramsay

Abbott Relly

Wallace Rlgby

Art Rivera

Milton M. Rockmore
Ivan B. Romlg

Irwin II. Roseman
Bert M. Sarazan

Jack Scruggs

Bill Sholl

Mrs. Pat Brown Sleeper

Paul Smallen
Edward A. Sprague
Seymour Stelnhardt

B. Weston Stelle

Will Stodt

Eldon Sullivan

Lawrence W. Tewelea
William R. Tierney

Helen B. Underbill

Jim Waid
Harry C. Waterston

Lawrence E. Whitehead
Allen M. Whltlock

Henry F. Wood

G. Bruce Woodln
Chandler Stewart Wooley

Waltct II. Wright
R. W. Zarker

J. Walter Thompson, Salt Lake City, head

OWI Bureau of Information. Los Angeles, chief

Buchanan, Chicago, executive vp, head

Frederick Loeser, Brooklyn, basement advertising
manager

Air Forces

Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New York, vp. director

Reuben II. Donnelley. Chicago, account executive

Wortman, Barton 8c Goold, New York, account
executive

N. W. Ayer. New York
Rexall Drug Co., Los Angeles, cooperative adver-

tising manager
Army
Ray-Hlrsch & Waterston (dissolved). New York,
head

American Broadcasting Co., New York, program
sales dept., assistant manager

Needham & Grohmann, New York, media dept.

Smlth-Bull-McCreery, San Francisco, account
executive

American Home Products, Boyle-Midway dlv..

New York, account executive

N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia, associate copy director

Goldman Co., advertising, sales promotion man-
ager

H. George Bloch, St. Louis

Advertising Management Service, Los Angeles,
account executive

Research, advertising service

Western Electric Co., New York
WHDH, Boston, manager
Army
Kleswetter, Wetterau & Baker, New York, comp-

troller, media director

Allen & Marshall, Hollywood
Navy; previously Russell T. Gray, Chicago, ac-
count executive

Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc. (economic
consultants), Washington, D. C, head

Pacific National, Portland, Ore..'manager

Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, vp, director,
merchandising consultant

Maxon, New York
Arthur Meyerhoff, Chicago
Universal Pictures Corp., Universal City, studio
advertising manager

Army
Libby, McNeill & Llbby, Chicago; Young &
Rublcam. New York

Donovan & Thomas, New York, radio, television
director

Army
Romlg Advertising. Reading. Pa., head (consoli-
dated with ( .rani & Wadsworth, New York)

Stuart Bart, New York
Hecht Co.. Washington, D. C, advertising, pub-

licity director

Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, media dept.

Universal Pictures, Hollywood, advertising, pro-
motion dept.

Franklin Simon, New York, advertising dept.

Mihic & Smallen, New York, creative dept., head

Army

Army
Lennen & Mitchell, New Y'ork, assistant to

president

Jasper, Lynch & Fishel, New York
Grant. New York, account executive

St. Georges & Keyes, New York, account executive

Ward & Futterman (dissolved), Chicago, partner

Ray-lllrsch & Waterston (dissolved). New York,
partner

Marschalk & Pratt, New York, account executive

Army Air Forces; previously KVEC, San Luis
Obispo, Calif., continuity director

War Assets Administration, advertising branch
chief

J. M. Mathes. New York

Army Alr.Forcee

J. Walter Thompson, San Francisco, Western regional ad-
vertising manager on Lincoln-Mercury account

Kckhoff Advertising (resumes active operation), Hollywood
Roy S. DiirMiru-. Chicago, vp

Davis-Fisher- Kayne. Chicago, account executive

Kockmore, New York

Hunter Scott, Fresno, Calif., account executive, production
manager

Geyer, Newell & Ganger (new). New York, partner
M. M. Young. Los Angeles, account executive

Goold & Tierney (new). New York, partner

N. W. Ayer, New York, radio dept. manager
Glasaer-Galley, Los Angeles, account executive

Kuttner & Kuttner, Chicago, account executive

Ray-Hlrsch, New York, head

Robert W. Orr, New York, radio director

Needham & Grohmann, New York, media director

Ford & Damm, Sacramento (new office), manager

W. Earl Bothwell, New York, account executive

Lewis & Gilman, Philadelphia

Norman D. Waters, New Y'ork, account executive

Charles W. Bolan, St. Louis, account executive

Artad Associates. New York, account executive

Llndeke Adv. (new), Los Angeles, head

Rahn-Schlupp, Milwaukee, account executive

G. M. Basford, New York, account executive

Chambers & Wlswell (new), Boston
Goldman & Walter, Albany, account executive

Sweetser, Byrne & Harrington, New Y'ork, business
ager, media director

Bass-Luckoff, Hollywood, radio director

House & Leland, Portland, Ore., account executive

Bert M. Sarazan and Robert R. Nathan, advertising, pub-
licity (new), Washington, D.C partner (will work closely
with Robert R. Nathan Associates)

Nelson Adv. (new), Portland. Ore., head
American Home Foods, New York, executive vp

McCann-Erlckson, New York, account executive

Teweles-RadcHff (new). New Y'ork

Monroe Greenthal, Los Angeles, vp, head of West Coast
operations

Blow Co., San Francisco, Roma Wine account
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Chicago, account executive

Jean Fields, New York, television consultant (retaining
Donovan & Thomas affiliation)

Rockmore Co. (new). New Y'ork, head
Grant & Wadsworth, Reading, Pa., vp

Chernow, New York, account executive

Bert M. Sarazan and Robert R. Nathan, advertising, pub-
licity (new). Washington, D. C partner

Foote, Cone & Belding. Los Angeles, tlmebuyer
Bozell & Jacobs, Los Angeles, account executive

Lane Bryant, Brooklyn store, advertising manager
Paul Smallen Adv. (new). New York, head
Whitehead & Sprague (new), partner

Art-Copy Associates, Newark, N. J., radio director

McLain. Philadelphia, account executive

Advertising Ideas, New York, account executive

Robert W. Orr, New York, vp. account executive

Teweles-RadcHff (new). New Y'ork

Goold & Tierney (new). New York, partner

Y'oung & Rubicam. New Y'ork

Jim Ward & Co. (new). Chicago, Hollywood, head

Waterston Co.. New York, head

Whitehead & Sprague (new), partner

Kastor. Parrell, Quale] ..\ Clifford, New York, account
executive

Deglin-W'ood, New York, vp

C M. Basford. New York, account executive

Roy S. Durstine. New York, account executive

Moss. New York, account etec.itlve

Grant, Detroit, account executiw



CASHING IN ON BMI CONTINUITY

"They're terrific. Keep 'em coming! I'm referring

to the new BMI Continuity feature, 'love letters

and love Songs/

We've a/ready scheduled them for a local sponsor,

so please keep them coming. Incidentally, I'm hav-

ing success with 'According to the Record, ' too.

Thanks a lot!"

DON C. ROBERTS
Program Director KDB
Don Lee Broadcasting System

'4$
:>»

Hundreds of alert program managers like Don Roberts are cashing in on
BMI Continuities.

Whether your music programming makes use of phonograph records or

electrical transcriptions, BMI CONTINUITY answers your every need ... in

sustaining or sponsored shows.

Each script includes the use of carefully selected BMI-licensed music, cued

to all of the major transcription libraries and to available phonograph records.

All are distinctive and refreshing program ideas, smoothly and effectively

written by a staff of capable continuity writers.

LOVE LETTERS AND LOVE SONGS-
Exciting, romantic entertainment. A complete series of 5-

minute programs scheduled to run five times per week for

52 weeks.

ACCORDING TO THE RECORD-
Timely facts about the unusual, with musical cues that fit

neatly into a dynamic 5-minute show. Available seven times

per week for 52 weeks.

SPOTLIGHT ON A STAR-
A headline radio show. New and unusual. Soon to be avail-

able. Also 5-minutes, five times weekly.

This BMI services is provided throughout the year, without cost, to all BMI-
licensed stations. Write to Russell Sanjek for your copies of these scripts.

Broadcast Music, Inc. C
580 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
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radio is still

'I'll i Hi <•«•<'' (he < i
i' nil. il ion the .Mori'

It's Head: Onlv < omirs. Sports, and

Society Top Interest in Program IVewi

RADIO as news, instead of compe-

tition, is once again penetrating

the editorial rooms of the na-

tion's newspapers. There's no revolu-

tion. Reader interest in things broadcast

has been emphasized in the Continuing

Study oj Newspaper Reading* for the past

seven years. Shortage of newsprint and

competitive considerations have mitigated

against recognition's showing up in in-

creased space given to news of what's on

the air. The shortage is still a factor but

war-eliminated features are finding their

way back into the press. This alone

doesn't account for the leal increase in

space which has shown up in three recent

studies, made for advertisers by news-

paper research organizations, on news-

paper acceptance of radio news. The tide-

is turning and newspapers are not only

using radio news to win readers but they

are using radio time-selling formulas and

in at least one case radio's nomenclature

and business habits to sell space Ameri-

can Newspaper Advertising Network is

selling in 1 3-week packages, with fre-

quency and gross space discounts).

Radio columns which shrank to a new

low in 1945 are coming back strong. John

Crosby's New York Herald-Tribune col-

umn is now also appearing in 14 other

papers. Paul Denis' New York Evening

Post stint is being slanted towards syndi-

cation. Both Charles Butterfield's Asso-

ciated Press and Jack Gaver's United

Press column report manifold increases in

newspaper pick-up during the past six

months. Thirteen newspapers during the

past five months have added radio gossip-

news columns and 38 of those checked

have increased space allotments of their

radio departments.

Readers want program and artist news

'Validity of these figures as far as radio is con-

indicated by the fact that they an
Pl| Restart h

: span-

of the Association ertisers

IA 1) and the American Associal

Ml [ARI

30

and what is more the recent surveys indi-

cated that they want advance tips of

what's coming up in the way of listening.

Further, over 28 per cent of newspaper

readers questioned in a special survey

stated that they would read, with more

than usual interest, regular honest criti-

cism of the previous evening's broadcast

if it were handled in the same manner as

motion picture and theatrical reviews.

The manner in which radio news and

columning are handled has a great deal to

do with the acceptance with which they

are received by readers. The big-town

newspapers are read for radio news nearly

twice as much as the small towns'. That

goes for both men and women readers.

How much the size of newspaper (which

usually determines handling of radio

news) has to do with its acceptability by

readers is indicated in a section of the

Continuing Study report.

RADIO READERS*
(by size of newspaper)

under 25M 25-100M lOOMororer

Male M M H
Female 36 15

*Readers of either columns or listings.

Of the 100 publications analyzed in this

study 97 had radio listings or news. The

100 papers ran the gamut in size and

handling and are fairly representative of

the field although only one newspaper of

over 100,000 circulation has been sur-

veyed since VJ day. The other nine

papers checked during the postwar period

ran in circulation from 15,000 to 78,000.

The remaining 90 papers were surveyed

before VJ day. Although only one paper

of over 100,000 paid circulation con-

tributes to postwar data, readership sur-

vey authorities insist that indications are

the relative picture wouldn't be changed

much if more of the reports were postwar.

Because readership is relative it is neces-

sary that radio readership be matched

against other standing departments of

the newspapers analyzed in the Continu-

ing Study.

SPONSOR



READERSHIP BY NEWSPAPER
DEPARTMENTS

Men Women M&W
Comics 79% 77% 78%
Sports (news &

pictures) 75% 38% 57%
Society (news &

pictures)

Radio (listings & news

Any Editorial

Financial

36

'

) 39%
4<>\

2<>\

78%
47%
30%
11%

57%
43%
38%

It may be noted that radio is third with

women and third with men as well

because women like it better than sports

news and men like it better than society

news.

A radio column in a newspaper naturally

increases the readership of radio news and

listings in an average paper, the Continu-

ing Study showing that publications with

these 'pillars are read for radio news or

listings 1 1 per cent more than newspapers

sans a fan column. Radio pictures do

even more for readership, the papers with

"art" rating 14 per cent more radio

readership than the papers without broad-

cast illustrations.

Another factor of interest to radio

advertisers seems to indicate that the

small radio'program ad is not the listener-

puller that it is supposed to be. Fifty-

seven per cent of the radio advertisements

were in this category (under 70 lines) and

pulled a readership with both men and

women of 3 per cent each. Ads of

between 70 and 200 lines, which repre-

sented 32 per cent of all radio program

advertising, were read by 9 per cent of

the men and 12 per cent of the women.
The over-200-line ads (11 per cent of the

radio advertising) were read by 20 per

cent of the men and 32 per cent of the

women—a fairly high readership figure for

advertising copy.

While not pertinent to the thesis of this

report, it's interesting that the number
one comic strip for men (as revealed by
the 100 newspapers checked for the

Continuing Study) is Dick Tracy which is

heard cooperatively over ABC, and the

number one comic for women is Blondie,

heard over CBS (Colgate-Palmolive-

Peet).

And as a final tour de force, and as an
answer to the popular panning of daytime
serials, about half the women indicate

that they read the "advice to the love-

lorn" column religiously.
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TELEWAYS
of Hollywood

PRESENTS

A show for every purpose—every budget..

TELEWAYS TRANSCRIBED PROGRAMS
READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

DRAMATIC-C/2 hr. once-a-week)

"STRANGE WILLS"-storring Warren William

MUSICAL— (15 min.—5 times per week)

"SONS OF THE PIONEERS"-(Popular Western music)

"MOONDREAMS" (Music and poetry for easy listening,

starring Marvin Miller)

PARTICIPATION -(15 min.-5 times per week)

Three I minute commercial spots in each show.1

"FACT AND FALLACY" (Unusual narrative type)

"LOOK AND LISTEN" (Feminine appeal with movie "name" guests)

SPECIALTY
"THIS AMAZING WORLD!"-(5 min.-5 times per week)

(Stories proving that truth is stranger than fiction.)

"THESE ARE THE PEOPLE"-(15 min.-5 times per week)

(On-the-spot transcriptions of world cruise to the far corners of

the earth—with William Winter, famed CBS war correspondent.)

TELEWAYS "LIVE" PACKAGES
"JACK KIRKWOOD SHOW"

Comedy

"ALLAN JONES-GIL LAMB"
Musical and Comedy

"RADIO DERBY"
Quiz show

"IT PAYS TO RHYME"
Musical quiz show

"HALF HOUR TO KILL"

Psychological suspense

"THE FABULOUS TEXAN"
Western story starring

Wild Bill Elliot

WRITE TODAY FOR FULL INFORMATION AND
AUDITION PLATTER ON ANY ONE OF THESE

SURE-FIRE HITS!

ALLAN JONES

If you tell it with TELEWAYS-you sell it!

8949B SUNSET BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 46

CALIFORNIA

3X



Monthly Tabulation of Advertising by Categories

I IICIKI AltY: (AMIV A.\l» SOI I IHtlVKS

SPONSOR AGENCY PRODUCT PROGRAMS SPOTS

American Chicle Co.,

Long Island City, N. Y.

Badger, Browning &
Hersey, New York

Dentyne,- Chiclets,- Sen-
Sen,- A dams Clove Gum,-
Beeman's Pepsin Gum

1 5-sec, Vi-min e.t. breaks,

participations, all major
markets

Beech-Nut Packing
Co., New York

Newell-Emmett,
New York

Chewing gum Live 1 5-sec chain breaks,

about 1 75 stations

Paul F. Beich Co.,

Bloomington, III.

Arthur Meyerhoff,
Chicago

Pecan Pete,- Whiz E.t. breaks, 62 stations

Brock Candy Co.,

Chattanooga
Liller, Neal &
Battle, Atlanta

Candy bars E.t. breaks, 77 stations

Brown & Haley Candy
Co., Tacoma,V/ash.

Honig-Cooper,
Seattle

Almond Roca Candy The King's Men (NBC), Fri 9-9:15 pm
pst, 7 stations

Bunte Bros.,

Chicago
Presba, Fellers &
Presba, Chicago

Bunte Bars World Front (NBC), Sun 12-12:30 pm,
20 stations

Canada Dry Ginger
Ale, Inc., New York

J. M. Mathes,
New York

Ginger ale Sparkle Time (CBS), Fri 7:30-8 pm Live 1 -min spots in partici-

pating programs, 44 sta-

tions

Clicquot Club Co.,

Millis, Mass.
N. W. Ayer,
New York

Ginger ale 1-min live, e.t. spots, 3

stations

Coca-Cola Co.,

New York
D'Arcy,
New York

Soft drink Coke Club with Morton Downey
(MBS), MTWTF 12:15-12:30 pm
(with live local bottlers' tag in major
markets). Off temporarily as of Jan 31

Occasional local sports

features, several markets

Curtiss Candy Co.,

Chicago
C. L. Miller,

New York
Baby Ruth; Butterfinger,-

Jolly Jack,- NRG Koko-
nut-Roll

News with Warren Sweeney (CBS),
Sat, Sun 11-11:05 am

Dr. Pepper Co.,

Dallas
Tracy-Locke,

Dallas
Soft drink Darts for Dough (ABC), Sun 5-5:30 pm Spots, e.t. breaks, placed

by local bottlers

Fanny Farmer Candy
Shops, Rochester, N.7.

J. Walter Thompson,
New York

Candies Live spots in participation

programs, 17 stations

Charles E. Hires Co.,

Philadelphia
N. W. Ayer,
New York

Root beer Here s to Ya' (CBS), Sun 2:30-3 pm

Lime Cola Co.,

Montgomery, Ala.
Norman A. Mack,

New York
Soft drink 1-min live spots, Vi-min

e.t. breaks, 17 markets

Marlon Confections
Co., New York

Scheck,
Newark

Dragees, chocolates 15-min news, once weekly, 1 sattion. Live spots, several Eastern

stations

Mars, Inc.,

Chicago
Grant,

Chicago
Dr. 1. Q.,- Milky Way,-

Mars,- and others

Dr. I. Q. (NBC), Mon 10:30-11 pm
Curtain Time (NBC), Sat 7:30-8 pm,

32 stations

Nehi Corp.,

Columbus, Ga.
BBD&O,
New York

Royal Crown Cola Dick Tracy (ABC), MTWTF 5:1 5-5:30
pm (co-op in 12 markets)

Grand Ole Opry, Sat 8:30-9 pm,
itation WSM

1-min e.t. breaks, spots,

about 225 stations. Rec-

ord shows on several sta-

tions

Pepsi-Cola Co.,

Long Island City, N. Y.

Newell-Emmett,
New York

Young & Rubicam,
New York

Pepsi-Cola

Evervess Sparkling

Water

1 5-sec e.t. spots, 30 sta-

tions

Live 1-min spots, limited

markets

Peter Paul, Inc.

Naugatuck, Ccnn.
Brisacher, Van

Norden, Los Angeles
Choclettos,- Mounds,-

Charcoal gum
Sam Hayes—News (ABC), Sun 9-9.1 5

pm pst, 14 Pacific stations

Bob Garred—News (CBS), MWF
5:45-5.55 pm TTS 7:30-7:45 pm pst,

Pacific

Planters Nut and
Chocolate Co.,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Platt-Forbes,

New York
Raymond R. Morgan,

Hollywood
Salted peanuts

10, 15-min news, all major markets

Elmer Peterson (NBC), WTFS 5:45-6
pm pst, 8 Pacific stations

Harry Flannery—News (CBS Pacific

Coast) 5:30-5:45 pm pst

Live spots, all major mar-

kets

Rockwood & Co.,

Brooklyn
Federal,

New York
Chocolate Bits,-

chocolate and cocoa

1-min live spots in

women's-participation pro-

grams, 40 major markets

Schutter Candy Co.,

Chicago
Schwimmer & Scott,

Chicago
Old Nick,-

Bit-O-Honey
Counterspy (ABC), Sun 5:30-6 pm

Sweets Co. of America,
Inc., Hoboken, N. J.

Duane Jones
New York

Tootsie Fudge Mix Participations New York
and Chicago

Wilbur-Suchard Choco-
late Co., Lititz, Pa.

Badger, Browning &
Hersey, New York

Wilbur, Suchard choco-
late specialties

Half-hour recorded variety show once
weekly, 2 stations

1 5-sec e.t. spots, 10 sta-

tions

Williamson Candy Co.,

Chicago
Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace, Chicago

Oh Henry! True Detective Mysteries (MBS), Sun
4:30-5 pm
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(1 Laine L^<attinat&u

Thirty Thousand Words a Week

She's the number one daytime radio writer, dictaphoning

30,000 words a week for her three top-rated serials. The
Carrington formula is simple. She states that her shows grow

out of incidents in her own married life, are rounded out by
extensive social research., salted with the Carrington brand of

liberal thinking, and adored by listeners who know her story

characters far better than their neighbors.

Carrington serials have been psychoanalyzed by the experts.

They have been labeled "uninspired," "escapist," "neu-

rotic" . . . but her When a Girl Marries carries the General

Foods' ball in the top Hooper Ten with a 7.6. P&G sponsors.

Pepper Young, now rated a 6.5 and the new Carrington

opus, Rosemary, delivering a 5.7.

Her soapers pay off in sales. To the advertiser, they are

relatively economical ; to the listeners, habitTorming in listening

and buying. The Carrington trio, and the 40 or so other

serials on the air, have a combined average listening of 20

million.

Elaine Carrington, a pleasant, gray-haired, matronly

woman, received her first radio break in New York in 1932.

NBC took a flyer on her Red Davis, starring Burgess Meredith,

first of the big serials. It carried the BeeclvNut banner until

1936 when P&G bought and retitled it Pepper Young's

Family. The other two serials followed in 1940 and 1944.

They are all as virtuous as Carrie Nation. Carrington's

listeners wouldn't have them otherwise.

Her literary output goes mainly to radio. However, she

has a Broadway musical, Crosstown, in the works. Her radio

listening runs to Jack Benny, Fanny Brice, and the Phil'

harmonic. She likes singing commercials!
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Rate cards—like Topsy—"just

growed," until after eight years

of work (including two years of

intensive day-by-day conferring) the

National Association of Broadcasters de-

veloped five forms that were acceptable

to the American Association of Adver-

tising and the stations. That's over with

and within the year it's expected that 80

per cent of the nation's broadcasters will

have issued rate cards which conform in

all details to the approved formulae.

MUTUAl BASIC NETWORK

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Owo..'d and Operated by

COWt.ES BROADCASTING COMPANY
1427 K Street. N. W.

Wothleoten 6. 0. C.

Telephone MEtropolttoo 0010

JACKSONVILLE. FLDRIDA

._ _*

Sattbtune't Pouftfrd Salesman •
IE SELLS THRU THE AIR WITH THE GREATEST OF EASE"

That means that timebuyers' lives at

agencies will be simpler; but it doesn't

mean that advertising managers will

find it easier to check their cost per thou-

sand listeners—even to check an antici-

pated cost-per-thousand on national spot

advertising. There are too many factors

that can't be reduced to a rate card, even

were a station Broadcast Measurement

Bureau map included with each rate card.

On station breaks and announcements

a number of outlets have "premium

charges" established to equalize time

charges. If a certain break has double

the number of listeners of another (be-

tween Edgar Bergen and Fred Allen or

Lux Theater and Screen Guild for in-

stance) a number of stations feel it's not

out of line to charge a premium rate for

that break of double the fee established

on the rate card. Many agencies con-

sider the spots in high listening periods

worth extra fees despite the fact that

"preferred positions" have not been

standard practice in broadcasting. Pre-

mium spots can't be listed on a rate card.

Since a number of important shows have

repeat broadcasts and others don't it is

not simple even to figure when a station

break may be a premium spot. The

programs the station is carrying will de-

termine this at any time.

There are other factors such as the

competition that's on the air in each

city. If the spot being placed is ad-

dressed to men and if one of the stations

has a sporting event scheduled, no other

station in that town is a good buy for

the product. It is here that the station

representative has to step in to advise

not only what his station has to offer

but what is on the air on all the other

stations in the town—and nearby towns

as well. Good timebuying requires the

complete knowledge of what's on the air

at all times. That's one of the reasons

why the media end of broadcasting is

an ulcer business.

Uniformity in rate card form and in-

formation on costs-per-times-per-week

will be a fact for most stations soon, but

that doesn't mean that there will be

uniformity in base rates. Competition,

population density, listening habits, and

a host of other factors may justify a base

rate spread of as much as 50 per cent

between two stations of identical power

in comparable markets. To estimate re-

sults it's essential to know the market

not only from a product point of view

but a broadcasting point of view as well.

It's at this point that advertising agency

know-how comes in. Help that station

representatives give is important but

what the timebuyer knows is vital. It's

he for instance who knows just what

extras—merchandising, car cards, mar-

keting, etc.—are part of a station's reg-

ular services. Some of these extras

(seldom if ever on a rate card and not

provided for in the NAB approved forms)

may mean the difference between the

success or failure in an ad-campaign.

This is especially true when a new prod-

uct or campaign is being introduced.

Typical of what a timebuyer can be

faced with to protect a client's adver-

tising dollar is the job that Raymond
Nelson was called upon to do for Sears

Roebuck during the recent truck strike

in the East. Sears had made emergency

plans to deliver all Christmas orders de-

spite the strike and wanted to let every-

one know about it. It was Nelson's job

to set up a spot schedule in every market

that Sears desired to reach. By midnight

of the day on which the client notified

Nelson of the job to be done the business

had been placed. The following morning

Sears' district manager called again

—

the strike had been called off and Nelson

was to cancel as many of the schedules

as he could. Another day spent on the

long-distance phone resulted in the can-

cellation of more than 90 per cent of the

spot business placed the day before.

There was nothing about cancellations

on the rate cards Nelson used; and no

contracts had been issued by the agency

confirming the spot placements either.

The Sears-Nelson incident was an emer-

gency production, of course, but broad-

casting is a business that doesn't seem

natural without a daily crisis.

There are other problems not answered

by rate cards. One of these is the matter

of discounts after the first 52 weeks. In

most stations an advertiser starts all

over again to earn his frequency discount

after each continuous year of broad-

casting, though there are some stations

and an important section of the industry

which feel that continuity of use of a

station should be recognized even if the

period is 10 years.

Timebuying is a fine art which gets

an assist from rate cards, but the answer

to successful spot placement—to obtain-

ing the maximum per advertising dollar

—is the keeness of the timebuyer, who,

except in a relatively few cases, is the

advertising agency's most underpaid and

underrated executive. With all time

placement except network a timebuyer

can make or break a campaign.
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Direct Selling Develop
R.

id in cjm make direct salesCO. D.

One advertising agency, Huber

Hoge and Sons, has sold a million

books with spot announcements and pro-

gram participations. Another, North-

west Radio Advertising Co., has sold

more seeds and shrubs (for Gardner

Nursery) than anyone ever thought could

be sold via any one medium. The seed

and shrub selling lapsed during the war

but the hook selling has carried on,

becoming bigger and bigger.

Readership of books has been increas-

ing by leaps and bounds and broadcasting

rates a good part of the credit, since with

the exception of book-of-the-month clubs

We promise to set it right again. But, you see, ours was upset recently and

it changed a lot of notions we had always counted on.

WSYR has a big farm audience. About 40% of all New York State farm

families are in our area. We thought we know their radio habits pretty

well. But a recent and indisputably sound survey* has given us new answers

to some old and important questions. For example:

•
*

What do you think arc the peak listening hours in farm homes?

How many hours per day, in those homes, do you think the fanner,

his wife and children each listen to the radio?

Which of the eight stations regularly heard by Central New York

farm homes has the most listeners?

And — most important to advertisers— what type of programs do

you think they like to hear most? (One hint: it isn't farm programs.)

As a sound guide to advertisers who want to plan productive

campaigns in the ricb Central New York farm market, these facts are all

presented in a new hook called "Down to Earth!' The only thorough study

yet made, it may revolutionize your ideas about Eastern farm listening.

\\ rite, <>ii your lettei bead, to B. M. Middleton, 924 Chrysler Building, New
York 17, for your copy today. The number available is limited.

'Conducted by Farm Opinion

& Research among Central

New York farm families

WTRYAIb.n
?
Tiov.Srhrn«-l..l,. S \\ III,

N'rw Haven, are ilioH.I , Wilder Station!
Represented by Hcadley-Rced

and 25-cent pocket editions nothing new
has been added to book merchandising in

the past generation. Much of what radio

has done for books has been educational

rather than commercial in character.

Programs like OJ Men and Books (CBSi
and The World's Greatest Novels (NBC)
build a wider understanding of "better

books.'' Other programs, like The
Author Meets the Critic (WQXR, N. Y.,

and MBS) and Books on Trial (WHN,
N. Y.j, develop interest in more popular
books. Even lending libraries like

Womrath's find Music to Read by (WHN)
a good vehicle on which to sell the buying
and rental of books.

The publishing world has, however,

been notoriously hidebound in its adver-

tising ideas. It took William H. Wise and
Company, publishers who had been doing

direct-mail selling instead of going

through conventional bookstore channels,

to really give broadcasting its chance to

prove that it could sell books. Wise had

been using the back page of the New York

Times book tabloid for years and had

been doing it at a substantial profit per

sale. Shifting to broadcasting meant a

major risk, but they turned the problem

over to Huber Hoge, which by this time

had begun to shift from its p. i. (per in-

quiry) business to straight time buys. It

still used high pressure and commercials

as long as five minutes. It still bought

time on a week-to-week basis. Each

week the stations wired Hoge the number

of orders received for the book being

featured. If the quantity was sufficient

to justify the continuance of the an-

nouncements, time orders for another

week were wired the outlets. In some

cases, if the business was good enough,

double the number of spots were bought.

If the business was n. g. the station was

dropped from the list and a new station

in the same area used. Thus actually

100 new contracts were issued each week.

Hoge operated on a volcano and even if

the profit for Hoge was nothing to com-

pare with that of a major advertising

agency it did operate at a profit for \\ a

and other book publishers.

A selling pattern was being developed

too. It was discovered that the bigger

stations, the ones that refused those five-

minute commercials and frowned upon

pressure selling, delivered more sales per

dollar. It was also found that the cleaner

the selling the better the "credit risk"
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A Five-Part Air Formula
which was taken on each C. O. D. order,

i.e., less refusals, etc.—every refusal costs

a book company plenty. They were de-

veloping a test formula. Every commer'

cial, as Hoge sees it, is a five-part opera-

tion, composed of copy, offer, time, pro-

gram, and announcer. In checking the

impact of a campaign they never change

more than one of these basic factors

at a time. Thus they can weigh each

element separately, for if four things are

kept constant any change that develops

can be traced to the one element changed.

In the case of copy it may be just the

rephrasing of a statement into a question

that will make the difference in sales.

And since response in direct sales per

station (orders are generally sent to a

local box number or the station) is im-

mediately discernible, each tiny change

can be analyzed in terms of results.

Hoge knows the exact pull of over 500

stations with respect to book sales. And

for the Wise Company at least this

knowledge has meant a lower cost per sale

than any other medium it has used to

date. It has meant to Wise also a mailing

list that hasn't been milked; the book

sections of big metropolitan newspapers

on the other hand reach the same readers

week after week. (These readers are not

the total circulation of the Sunday news-

papers but that fraction of them who are

book-minded.) Hoge is now usinga 64-

station ABC network (William Lang,

11:45-12 n. TTh) for William Wise.

Doubleday Books, the Dollar Book

Club, the Book League (all Doubleday

and Company, Inc., operat'ons) have all

found that live-copy spot announcements

on participation shows in key markets

sell on a comparative cost with printed

media. However, the Doubleday-spon-

sored Literary Guild didn't pull enough

sales on WHN's Books on Trial to justify

their continued sponsorship, although

that hasn't soured them on radio and

they're expected to go network sometime

in February with a program planned by

Huber Hoge. The Hoge organization

feels it has reached the point where its

book know-how can be translated into a

network operation, on the same basis that

its spot operation has paid off.

The other network book operation,

Book-of-the-Month Club's sponsorship of

The Author Meets the Critic, is being con-

tinued although like most of the BOM's

operations actual result figures are not

available to the trade or the public (BOM
has always been that kind of an opera-

tion).

Two other programs contribute to book

sales, Inner Sanctum (CBS) and Crime

Club (MBS), both having a non-commer-

cial tie-up but both naturally increasing

the sale of the whodunits that carry

identical trade names— Inner Sanctum

Mysteries (Simon and Schuster) and

Crime Club (Doubleday).

One thing is certain—spots sell books.

One thing is about to be tested—can the

spot technique be translated to a network

show and continue to sell?

^WTAG
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FORJOE & CO.

Represents

KARV Mesa, Ariz.

KWKW Los Angeles

KKIN Visalia, Calif.

WWDC Washington, D. C.

WSBC Chicago

WFAU Augusta, Me.

WJOR Bangor, Me

WCOU Lewiston, Me.

*W0RL Boston

**WJBK Detroit

WIBM Jackson, Mich.

WMIN Minneapolis -St. Paul

KXLW St. Louis

KDRO Sedalia, Mo.

WBNX New York

WRRZ Clinton, N. C.

WRRF Washington, N. C.

WKAP Allentown, Pa.

WISR Butler, Pa.

WCHA Chambersburg, Pa.

WLAN Lancaster, Pa.

WNAR Norristovvn. Pa.

WDAS Philadelphia

WWSW Pittsburgh

WHWL Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

WAND Anderson, S. C.

WHHM Memphis

KVET Austin, Tex.

KONO San Antonio

WLOW Norfolk, Va.

WBRW Welch, W. Va.

CKNW Westminster, B. C.

* except in New York ** except in Chicago

FORJOE OFFICES

New York • Chicago • Philadelphia

Pittsburgh • Washington • Baltimore

Los Angeles • San Francisco

Publicity in Actiog

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

If
it weren't for the Illustrated Radio

Press radio publicity would go

begging in New Orleans. The five

stations combined actually landed 31

inches during the week checked in all

three dailies, although they did buy

considerable ad-space, actually 191 inches

for four stations (the fifth did not buy

any space).

In the Illustrated Press the five stations

received a total of 384* 4 inches of free

space and bought 40 inches of advertising.

In the tabulations the Press slide ruling

has been kept apart from the checking of

the general press.

The picture will no doubt change

shortly with the Times'Picayune entering

the broadcasting picture as a radio sta-

tion owner. The tabulation was made

before this factor entered the scene, the

newspapers being for the week of Sep-

tember 16 21, 1946—a typical "opening

of the radio season" week.
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In the dailies there is no correlatien

between paid space and publicity. How-
ever, the publicity linage is so tiny that

no correlation could be attempted. This

is the publicity which the stations 're-

ceived the week measured:

1 M Bl MITV [NCHI S

Station- Net
.01 .il Net Alone Total

WDM - \IS<: 7 3 1(1

1

WNOE-MBS 4 5 <»

WSMB-NBC 2 b K

WWL-CBS 1 i 1) 4

WJBW-Ind. I) •

In this Southern town the stations did

try to offset the lack of newspaper ac-

ceptance of radio news, by advertising.

The paid space standing stacks up like

this:

\n\ I K I IM\(. [NCHES

Station- Net
Local Net Alone Total

WWL-NBC 12 57 II h<»

WDSI -ABC 5 <4 II 19

WNOE-MBS 19 II (1 29

WSMB-NBC 4 22 2ft

WJBW-Ind. (1 —

As noted previously, all the above

figures are without the space which sta-

tions and networks shared in the Illus-

trated Press. In this amusement sheet

WWL, WDSU, and WNOE each have a

column (two columns wide) of their own,

aside from regular publicity in the paper.

WSMB did not have a column in the

issue checked but did have a two-column

interview with its program director which

spacewise added up to the same thing.

The network "clip-sheets" get consider-

able play in this publication with two of

Mutual's running features used in the

issue. For some reason or other none of

the networks' fashion releases are used.

Station and network standing in the

Illustrated Press look like this:

Pl'BMCl 1 1 l\< III S

Station- Set

Local Net Hone Total

WDS1 -ABC 54V4 <>2* 5 I5IM

WWL-CBS 14 1.2 Vl 37 II3H

WNOE-MBS 51 <) 2M t2M
WSMB-NBC 14 II <4 M
WJBW-Ind. 7 7

WW1.II (KM) 2 V. 2%

1 /;( John \ •

MM / t Fit

AO

It might be supposed that with this

amount of publicity the stations would be

spending a substantial amount of money

in advertising with the paper. The paid

linage figures do not indicate this.

SPONSOR



ADVERTISING INCHES

Station- Net

Local Net Alone Total

WDSU-ABC 18 4 22

WNOE-MBS 12 (1 12

WWL-CBS 6 6

WSMB-MBC
WJBW-Ind. 1)

WWLII (KM) 1) II

This is the New Orleans picture as the

present season started. As indicated it'll

be different before another season rolls

around, with new AM and FM stations

in operation and the newspapers becom-

ing interested in station ownership.

ST. MM IS. MO.

St.
Louis is a town in which two

out of the three newspapers own

stations, the third being unaffiliated.

The Pulitzer Post-Dispatch owns KSD
(NBC) and the Star-Times owns KXOK
(ABC). The stations without a publica-

tion daddy are KFUO, KMOX (CBS),

KWK (MBS), WEW, and WIL; the

paper without a radio-baby is the Globe'

Democrat.

The Post- Dispatch is the most radio-

minded and although the week checked

was not one during which it went to town

on its "plug-uglies" campaign,* it still

gave plenty of space to its own KSD
with the station receiving 75 per cent of

the attention in the Radio Favorites

listings. What it did for KSD made the

latter's publicity record for the week

checked some 20 inches better than the

second station, KXOK. Of course the

fact that KSD has NBC stars to talk

about makes it easier to top ABC which

can't compete at present in the stellar

division with the senior web.

In areas like St. Louis, the promotional

job done by the broadcasters over and

above their publicity fanfare is also

vital. At some future time by a Pro-

motion in Action series sponsor will

attempt to assay the gold that the pro-

motional phase of station and network

operation produces.

*The "I'ost Dispatch" during the last two years has

been attacking over-commercialization of radio medical

and laxative air-ad eopy. At frequent intervals it

returns to the attack. II "popularized" the mum
plug-uglies for "bad" commercials.

PUBLICITY INCHES

Station- Net
Local Net Alone Total

KSD-NBC l'A 83 'A 4 89

KXOK-ABC 42 16 .V/2 61%
KMOX-CBS 8 24'A 12 'A 45 'A

KWK-MBS iVi 15 'A 2 21

WIL
WEW
KFUO

Advertising generally finds the net-

works running pretty much in the order

of their gathering free space.

The paid space standing shows up this

way, the independent stations in the area

again not competing:

ADVERTISING INCHES
Station- Net

Local Net Alone Total
KSD-NBC 13 79 'A 11 103 'A
KMOX-CBS 10% 44 JA 55
KXOK-ABC 6 45 Vi 48 'A

KWK-MBS 15 'A 15 'A
WIL
WEW
KFUO 1)
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MUSIC SELLS
{Continuedfrom Page 21)

with few exceptions an announcer has

nothing to say but the commercials and

that's no way to build a following. On a

record-mc session he's given the play he

needs to build a following or to collect

on a following. The latter is what

Husing, Havrilla (WPAT), Baruch are

doing now. They have "famous" voices

and they feel that they might as well

collect on them while they're still that

way. The only way to do it and be in

the big money, really big money, is to

turn disk jockey. Another way, although

not so profitable a one, is by becoming

identified as a character on a show, like

Harlow Wilcox, Harry Von Zell, Ben

Grauer, Ken Carpenter. Repetition—the

basis of all good advertising—is also the

basi= of all good program-building. Repe-

tition is the foundation of the disk jockey

routine. His listeners hear him at the

same hour every day. They know he'll

play Crosby at five, Goodman at 5:15,

etc. They listen to him day after day,

month after month, until they like him

even if he didn't appeal to them so much

to start with. Listeners like everyone

else are creatures of habit, and disk

sessions make it simple to develop a

listening habit.

Why do some disk jockeys (a majority

of them, in fact) fail? The answer of the

successful ones is that the failures don't

program, they talk too much, and they're

careless. The sessions must be timed so

that they run like a network program

schedule—to the second. Even with

Martin Block on the West Coast his

WNEW (N. Y.) transcribed Make Believe

Ballroom has all the loving care that is

bestowed upon a network show. Less

than one-half of one per cent of the

listeners (according to WNEW fan mail)

realize that Block isn't at the microphone

in the flesh at the station. Recently a

reporter asked the station "When
does Block go to the Coast?" ....
Block had been gone for over two months.

Actually his WNEW sessions, an hour

and a half in the morning and the same

span in the afternoon, are tops because

he's still watching over them, via teletype

and disk selection.

Disk jockey sessions are high-ranking

commercial sessions for all the foregoing

reasons and one more—because the star's

the salesman. If he's not he doesn't sell

himself or the products to his audience

—

so any rating index can tell the man who
pays the bills whether or not the disk

jockey can sell for him. If he rates he

sells.

*

As used in econom-

ics, "High-Powered

Money" refers to an

expenditure that pro-

duces further and great-

ly multiplied income.

NIGHT & DAY
910 KC

EDWAR&_f£TftY * C0.,J*fC.
NAtlOMAi RfiPRilSNTATtVeS
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a SPONSOR monthly tabulation Contests and Offers

Sponsor
AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE

G BARR

CAREY SALT

CARNATION CO

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
PEET

CONSOLIDATED ROYAL
CHEMICAL CORP

CONTI PRODUCTS

CONTINENTAL BAKING

G. N. COUGHLIN

Product Program Tim< Offer Terms

Institutional Fred Waring
Show

Balm Barr
Lotion and
Shampoo

The Shadow

11-11:30am

Sunday
5-5:30 pm

Booklet. 'Basic Beef Cuts (and How to
Cook Them/

Purse-size jar Balm Barr Lotion

Send 10c to program. Chicago

Send 10c to sponsor. Chicago

Carey Salt The Shadow Sunday
5-5:30 pm

(1) $100 go'd wrist watch each for man
4. woman: (2) Farm record book

Carnation
Milk

Contented
Hour

Palmolive
Shave Cream

Can You
Top This?

Monday
10-10:30 pm

Saturday
9:30-10 pm

Baby book

$25 cash

(1) Write letter-entry up to 100 words on new
uses of Carey Salt to sponsor at stations: (2) frot

from dealers, or for 10c from sponsor

Write sponsor or station

Jokes sent to program and used win $10. Sender
receives $5 each time joke is not topped

Send 25c and 1 Acidme carton to WHAS

Name titles of the 2 selections played, pc
and classical: tell in 50 words or less -

ttessCake
1 Grand Slam

UJE!XEmmt
Miscellaneous merchandise prizes. Send 5 questions about music to program. Ne.nosxess lane 11.30-11.45 am Chance at $100 savings bond bonus

Acidme
(proprietary)

Morning
Frolic

MTWTFS
6:55-7 am

Heart lapel pin

Castile Soap
4 Shampoo

Treasure
Hour of Song

Thursday
9:30-10 pm

3 days in New York for two as sponsor's
guests

York
Chimney
Sweep

Your Sports
Question Box

CU0AHY PACKING

EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL F000S

GENERAL MILLS

JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

HERSHEL CALIFORNIA
FRUIT PR00UCTS

HORWITZ 4 DUBERMAN

RICHARD HUDNUT

HUNT FOODS

Sunday
1:15-1:30 pm

$5 or $50

Old Dutch
Cleanser

Nick Carter Sun 6:30-7 pm

Insurance This Is Your
FBI

Friday
8:30-9 pm

Quickut stainless slicing knife

Chart to help estimate income before
youngest child finishes high school

Send to Leo Durocher. ABC. New York, a ques-
tion on any sport or game. Each question used
wms$5:senderof best question of week wins $50

Send 35c 4 pictures from 2 cans of Clei

Send postcard to sponsor c o local station, or
phone local representative

a^oltlncl*
G

pa
H
r?v

Se MWF4 - 4:25Pm Booklet. "Planning Your Home for Send 25c to dealer, or to Art Linkletter. Bo. 4,appliances Party Better Living Electrically" Hollywood
Baker's Choco- When a Girl
late: Calumet Marries

MTWTF
5-5:15 pm

ollywood

Booklet. "Walter Baker's Chocolate Send coupon from Baker's Chocolate package 4
Recipes" 15c to address on coupon

Softasilk
Cake Flour

Hymns of All
Churches

MTWTF
10:25-10:45 am

14-piece cake set Send $1 and 1 Softasilk boxtop to So'-
Chicago

Insurance Boston
Symphony

Tu Series of scholarships for Tanglewood
8:30-9:30 pm Details to be announced

Contadina Easy Does It

Tomato Paste
MWF

11:30-11 :45 am
"Surprise award'' of household de-

vices (electric irons, etc.): $5 cash

Junior Miss
Fashions

Judy 'n Jill
'n Johnny

Send suggestions for lightening household tasks'
to program. MBS. New York, witn 1 label

Saturday
12-12:30 pm

Successful applicants play Judy 4. Jill Write program. New York, for application blanks:
one broadcast each, receive regular fee judges audition successful applicants

Cosmetics Jean Sablon

LEWIS-HOWE CO.

LOVELACE GROCERY 4
MARKET

MAIL POUCH TOBACCO

MARS. INC.

MILES LABORATORIES

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF MANUFACTURERS

PARKER PEN

Tomato
sauce

What's Doin".
Ladies'

Saturday
7:15-7:30 pm

MTWTF
2-2:25 pm

Booklet. "DuBarry Home Course" Write sponsor c o stations

Gas range to "outstanding mother of Write letter-entry about outstanding mother
week. ' Gift to winning letter writer to mc

Tu ms A Date With Tues 8:30-9 pr
Judy

Date book Write sponsor

Grocery 4
meat products

Ye Giftie
Basket

TWTF
9:30-9:45 am

$5 basket of groceries

Kentucky Fishing & Monday Several fine pieces of hard-to-get hunt-
Clubsmoking Hunting Club 10-10:30 pm ing and fishing equipment

tobacco of the Air

Candy Dr. I. Q. Monday
10:3C-11 pm

Sums up to $250 cash plus bonuses

Names selected from city directory

Send unusual story, tip. or question to program,
c o sponsor. Wheeling. W. Va. Gift fo-

item used

Send program 6 yes-or-no questions: 9 clues
to famous personality. Judge selects win

A
n
ka "

A
e
'n
Zer: QU ' 2 K ' ds Sun 4-4:30 pm Zenith portable radio: Zenith console Send questions to program. If u

\?T-,~
y radio-phonograph gets portable: if Quiz Kids are stumVitamins „.. J: „ _..„_ u

sed.
m ped . I is

-

gets radio-phonograph

Institutional It's Your
Business

Saturday
7-7:15 pm

Copy of labor-management principles
adopted by NAM

Write sponsor. New York

Pens, pencils

PET MILK SALES

'RUDENTIAL INSURANCE
CO. OF AMERICA

OUAKER OATS

RALSTON PURINA

R0NS0N ART METAL
WORKS

SOUTHERN FARMER

TEEN-TIMERS. INC.

TEXAS CO

l I. B WILLIAMS

Information
Please

Wednesday
10:30-11 pm

(1) Parker "51" set: (2) "51" Magic Send 3-part question for use on show to
Wand desk set: (3) $500 bond gram.c CBS. New York

Pet Milk Mary Lee Sat. 10:30-11 am Booklets. -Meals Men Like:" "Your
Taylor Baby"

Write sponsor or program, local station

I nsurance Jack Berch
Show

MTWTF Recipe for chocolate upside-down cake
11 :30-11 :45 am

Write program. New York

Aunt Jemima
Mixes

Lad'es Be
Seated

MTWTF
3-3:15 pm

Electrical household appliances Send question to program. Judge selects winner
daily

Farm feed 4
cereal products

Tom Mix Sat 1-2 pm 4 teaspoons by International Send 1 Instant or Regular Ralston box top 4
50c to sponsor

Ronson
Lighters

Twenty
Questions

Publication Arthur Smith
4 The

Crackerjacks

Saturday Lighter to sender of subject used. Two Send to program subject about which 20 ques-
8-8:30 pm table lighters if studio contestants are tions may be asked. Wins premium

stumped. Grand prize table lighter
with silver plated cigarette chest

TTS Station wagon, tractor, washing ma- Send $1 for subscr.ption to paper, plus list o*
8:15-8:30 am chine, kitchen mner. churn, etc. words made from phrase "The Family Pa

Renfro
Roundup

MTWTF Cash, electrical appliances, automo- For contests, send data currently required, p
7:45-8 am biles, nylons, etc. Also subscription reduced subscription fee of 50c to WHAS. c

premiums: weatherhouses. bibles, etc. subscription premiums, send $1 to WHAS
Dresses 4
cosmetics

Teentimers
Show

Petroleum
products

Metropolitan
Opera

Saturday
11-11 :30 am

Saturday
2-5 pm

First prize twelve Teentimer dresses Look at week's Teentimer styles in local shop.
(one for each month of year): nine Send entry- letter up to 75 words on style favored

prizes, one dress each and why to sponsor

Album of Victor Red Seal operatic Send questions to Opera Forum Quiz, c
records to listeners whose questions are sponsor. New York

used on program

WILLIAMSON CANDY

Shaving
cream;

Lectric Shave

William L.
Shirer

Sun 5:45-6 pm Month's free supply of Lectric Shave Wnte sponsor, local station

Oh Henry Detective Sunday $100 reward from "True Detective
Mvster.es" Maaazme

Notify FBI and Magazine of information leading
t»t o* criminal named on broadcast

•-;



MR. SPONSOR ASKS:
(Continual from page 25)

How certain are

you in reaching

your decisions

about time buy-

ing and program-

ing as you spend

your thousands,

or millions, of dol-

lars in this one

^k^^j^^-^P I medium? When

^ . j| you have answered

En & that question, you

will have gone a

i long way towards deciding how much

( you should spend for radio research.

Clarence Francis, chairman of General

Foods Corporation, said not long ago:

"In this country we spend between 250

million and 300 million dollars yearly on

research. Out of every dollar received by

manufacturing and agriculture, only one

cent is spent for research! Only one cent

invested in tomorrow! Is it enough?"

Mr. Francis then went on to demon-

strate that the one cent proportion is not

enough—to spend for research—to pro-

tect the future of your business. But

please note, Mr. Francis referred to the

total bill for all research. If your com-

pany is like the average American com-

pany, out of every dollar you spend for

all research, you are spending only about

two cents for marketing research—in

facing the problems and opportunities of

selling, advertising, and merchandising.

Again, is that enough?

In radio, which inherently possesses

some of the characteristics of show

business, and in addition is subject to a

variety of factors beyond the sponsor's

control, it is obvious that decisions are

especially difficult to make and involve

a high margin of error. On the other hand,

it should be borne in mind that radio

advertising is a power to move goods at

a profit. Radio's power to do just this

has made the medium a vital and funda-

mental force in marketing. To the extent

that this force falters or fails, the effect

is felt by the whole of your business

—

its sales volume and its profits.

Therefore, your best interests are

served by sound, thoroughly representa-

tive and comprehensive radio research.

It has been demonstrated that even if

it cost much more than has been paid

for it to date, the higher amount would
i be justified by the contribution such

research has made to the success of

radio and to profits.

A. C. Nielsen, President

A. C. Nielsen Company

IBCing you". . . in INDIANAPOLIS

See what BMB
did to US!

Fifty-three counties daytime . . . thirty-nine

counties nighttime. That's more than we would

have claimed—so imagine our surprise! But it was

no surprise when BMB confirmed our claims

—

based on mail counts—for INTENSIVE listening

coverage in that compact group of counties com-

prising the Indianapolis market. Ask your John

Blair Man. . . . HE knows.

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WIBC
1070 KC

5000 WATTS

BASIC MUTUAL

THE INDIANAPOLIS NEWS STATION

ub»e en V**
tl

S«re where you get twin coverage of Eastern Iowa's

rich agricultural AND industrial listening

audience.

WMT covers a market of 3^/j million people and
Iowa has the highest per capita income in the

U. S. A.

Your sales message gets this double coverage at

no extra cost.

Furthermore, WMT is CBS' only outlet in Eastern

Iowa.

Ask your Kati representative

for the full story of low cost

coverage in this rich "double
market."

Member of

Mid-States Group
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SPEAKS
That Anniversary Pitch

Station anniversaries, like individual

birthdays, seem like a grand waste

of time and money—until the

promotion and the costs are evaluated.

This is the era of Twenty-Fifth anniver-

saries. Last year the two stations that

fight for the honor of having been on the

air first, KDKA, Pittsburgh, and WWJ,
Detroit, started the ball arolling as the

industry commemorated its first quarter

century. This year there will be another

parade with WOR leading it on February

22, the day in 1922 when its first adver-

tisement appeared in the Newark iN. J.)

News. Each station builds a budget for

tin celebration and goes to town, pub-

licity and promotion-wise, to sell the

station and the- fat t that broadcasting is

over a quarter of a century old. These

campaigns build listening even if at the

same time they build the corporate ego

of the outlet. Fvery line that appears in

print with a touch of nostalgia draws

more ears to the station. Anything on

which a publicity or promotional peg can

be tacked keeps the broadcaster and his

programs in the public eye. Anniversary

celebrations are grand opportunities for

this. Check what WOR is doing as an

example of how to deliver more audi-

ences for sponsors.

Keep Off The Grass

ADVERTISING'S lunatic fringe*

is at it again. Having been

politely but definitely eased out

of the standard broadcast picture, they're

trying to ease in again —this time in the

frequency modulation segment of the

business. Theoretically it's the business

of the broadcasting industry itself to post

an "out-of-bounds" sign as notice to all

and sundry that the nostrums and the

p.i. (per inquiry) advertiser are not

Advertisers of products air-unacceptable generally

and manufacturers who want to h\- pass legitimate radii,

regulations a>f< time investment.

wanted in FM, but it isn't so easy as that.

Frequency modulation stations are cost-

ing considerably more to erect and oper-

ate than was originally estimated; sets are

slower in coming on the market than was

originally planned see FM Is What the

FCC Ordered in the December Spon--

and new station operators will be hard

pushed for that extra dollar. Advertisers

can say of course that it is still broad-

casting's problem, but killing the goose

that lays the golden eggs is the problem

both of the medium and of the products

which profit from it.

Frequency modulation receivers are

being sold, and will be sold for some time,

to lovers of fine music, liberals, and

upper-bracket listeners. That's because

it will be some time bef< re a radio set

capable of receiving FM with all its

advantages can be marketed under $200.

Actually at present there isn't a really

good two-speaker set with full FM range

at anywhere near that figure. FM
owners will be the articulate few who can

bring increased government regulation

down upon the industry, and the quickest

way to do it is to flood the medium with

laxative and other advertising not ac-

ceptable on regular stations. It is the

responsibility of the advertiser, the

agency, and the station operator that

this doesn't happen. The acceptance of

the triune responsibility must be volun-

tary. This is an appeal to all who live by

advertising to see that it doesn't happen

—

to FM.

JO WEST 52nd

Just a note on the splendid handling

of The Shadow in the January issue of

sponsor. You took a tough, compli-

cated situation and made a coherent

understandable article.

Grant Y. Flynn

Ruthraujff & Ryan, Inc.

"The Shadow" is a vital part of the commer-
cial history of broadcasting. It's our job to

report on radio's selling programs and "The
Shadow" is definitely one of these.

You mention that after the commenta-

tor criticized the commercial, Marlin

Blades hired the man the station fired—

result "new commercial." It might be

interesting to note that the same voices

and jingle writers on this "hot spot"

Lannv e\ Ginger Grey) were also re-

hired for the new series.

Anne Parker

Secretary

Lanny C* Ginger Grey
It's now "on the record."

Your editorial under "Applause" in the

January issue of sponsor, regarding our

efforts to help the campaign for the

Negro YWCA-YMCA here in Charlotte,

certainly makes us happy. Such recog-

nition as you have given this effort was

entirely unexpected.

J. R. Covington

Station WBT
It's important that sponsors know of the

public service efforts of a stattion. Public

service is what builds audiences for adver-
isers to sell.

I hope that your publication will ham-

mer away on the subject of the commer-

cial announcements. So many of them

are plain bad; they're irritating: they're

silly; they're preposterous. There should

be more and better surveys analyzing

tlv effectiveness of commercial plugs.

Paul Denis

Radio Editor

New York Post

Dr. Matthew Chappell's article on commer-
cials (January) is just one of an exclusive

series of analyses on the selling effectiveness of

air advertising that will appear regularly in

SPONSOR. We realize that researches have

surveyed everything but that part of broad-

casting which pays the bill. We are there'ore

working with research organizations to report

upon what's being done to control and expand
air selling. That, in fact, is one of SPONSOR'S
major jobs.

Certainly the most aggressive of us

could not wish for anything better than

the story on Sari 'n Elmer which ap-

peared in the current (January I
issue of

sponsor. It made the "man who .

the bills" very happy too. That's im-

portant to us. Thanks for giving tlu

industry this fresh viewpoint on radio

sales and promotion.

Hilda C. Woehrmf.yek

Station WOWO
Seeking out unusual local sales jobs is just as

much our job as reporting on a key network

sales achievement. The future of broadcasting

depends more upon what's being done lo-

cally than what's being done on the chains.
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h»ndreds of sick child

Santa Claus is a blonde, with up-swept hair

and a microphone . . . but no whiskers.

You've been taught differently?

So have we . . . but we know four chil-

dren's hospitals whose young patients you'll

find hard to convince otherwise. To them,

Santa Claus is Ruth Lyons, that wonderful

woman on the radio who visited them again

this year.

We wish you could have seen the beauti-

ful, shining tree—heard the squeals as truck-

loads of toys were distributed—watched

these tots, pain and suffering forgotten, sing-

ing and laughing ... it would have been

apparent why they were confused. We think

maybe you'd understand, too, why the doc-

tors and nurses—and countless listeners at

home—blinked back joyful tears.

The generosity of Ruth's loyal "Morning

Matinee" listeners made these Christmas par-

ties possible. Each year they eagerly respond

to the program's annual drive for children's

Christmas funds. Contributors of one dollar

or more were sent a booklet, "Seein' Is Be-

lievin' ", and thirty thousand copies weren't

enough to meet the demand. More than

$33,000 was received, and every cent above

the cost of the books went to lighten the

suffering and pain of patients of children's

hospitals in Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Louis-

ville and New York.

"Morning Matinee" is but one of the

many WLW-originated programs designed

to provide top entertainment for the thou-

sands of listeners who depend upon our clear

channel facilities. To serve an area in which

9.5% of all the people in the United States

live, makes satisfactory programming a seri-

ous and difficult responsibility . . . one which

we have dedicated our resources and efforts

to fulfill.

CIOIIIT BROADCASTING CORPORATION



SEW UP YOUR SALES

WITH

Though Indian canoes may never have had

sails, here's one little Indian with all the

answers to your sales problems.

WJW, with its knowledge of programming

and sales building ... its hold on the vital

Cleveland market . . . injects new life into

worn and weary sales plans.

WJW sale-makers strengthen the fabric

of your sales messages . . . reinforce the

weak spots . . . mend the breaks . . . make

your sales plan a tight and seaworthy

vessel for bringing your fortune safely into

home port.

WJW plies the needle that sens up your sales.

BASIC

ABC Network
CLEVELAND, O.

850 KC

5000 Watts
DAY AND NIGHT

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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50c • $5.00 per year

A DoteWWiJudy TKe Great Gtldersleeve Burns o. Allen Alan Ysung Truth ot Consequences Fred Allen

1
Rflnfi-zveete

Amoe'N 'Andy Duffy's Tavern Kraft Music Hall People Are Funny Roy Roger*

n

Manhattan-Merry- Go Round

Fibber M<Gee I. Moily Mr. District Attorney Waltz Time Can You "fop This Amencon Album

Bob Hope Frank Morgan Abbott t, Costei to Mystery Theatre

PALMOLIVE

Judy Conovo

Eddie Cantor i News reel Grand Ole Op

'ONSORED AT NIGHT (fi„t of a leries-see page 4)

Meet Me At farky*

How Esso uses news spots • Diagnosing a program's ills

Cut-ins are a problem • $8, 0,000 in teen-age sales



They wouldn't let

well enough alone . .

.

From the moment the first automobiles putted

down Main Street ... the Wright brothers wob-

bled through the air at Kitty Hawk Mary

Had a Little Lamb squeaked from Edison's

pioneer phonograph — something important

and typically American began to happen.

People wouldn't be satisfied with these new
things. They saw in them more and more pos-

sibilities... and, in those possibilities, the need

for more and more perfection.

In a word, they've continually sought the

virtue of dependability.

People want things they can depend upon.

That, in a large measure, accounts for the swift

success of radio. Todays generation of Ameri-

cans has grown up with radio. They accept it

as part of everyday life, know it as a depend-

able friend always ready to serve them at the

simple touch of a switch.

The Fort Industry Company, with seven

stations covering seven important markets, is

representative of radio and of the American

emphasis on dependability. We. too. have never

believed in letting well enough alone. Our
efforts to better the service we render the

20,000,000 people who live within range of our

voices are perpetual. Listener or advertiser,

you can depend upon a Fort Industry station.

'i\ THE FORT INDUSTRY COMPANY
WSI'D, Toledo, O. • WVVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WGBS, Miami, Ha.

W \<. \. Atlanta. Ga. • WMMN, Fairmont, W.Ya. • WLOK, Lima, O. • WHIZ, Zanesville, O.

" i ou ran bonk on a

Fort Intlitslry Station'
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National spot and local billings went up $22,000,000 in 1946, while
network business increased $3,000,000 (previously published figures
showed network business increase as $500,000). Higher level of
local station operation, and sponsor and agency surveys which
reveal that advertisers are getting what they pay for, have switched
many sponsors with spotty distribution to spot field.

-SR-
FIVI stations that work closely with radio distributors in their
areas find going much smoother. Close liaison not only produces
quicker distribution of FM receivers in area but keeps FM promotion
running daily. Typical example is WBT-FM which instead of piping
programs to studio audiences over conventional loud speaker
system uses makes of all FM receivers available for purpose.
Visitors see programs going on air and hear them, as they would in
their homes, over FM or FM-AM receiver. Demonstration type of
reproduction helps pay bills, too.

-SR-
Stations and networks find that building programs for sponsors not
only is profitable but is only assured way of keeping talent costs
down. Profits sometimes are considerable. Demand for good pro-
ducers has gone up all over country. So has local level of pro-
graming (see Commercial Reviews, page 36).

-SR-
Advertisers coming into TV are dealing direct with stations and
networks, buying time and programs without consultation (until
after the fact) with their agencies. U. S. Rubber, General Foods,
General Mills, and Ford set their schedules first and then turn
operations over to agencies.

-SR-
Mentality of radio listeners is not at 12-year level, says Dr.

Philip J. Rulon, acting dean of Harvard University's School of
Education. He attacked veracity of Alpha tests conducted during
World War I and stated 12-year-old-mentality claim which tests
produced was reflection not on public but on makers and users of
the tests and "gullibility of those who circulate the idea."

-SR-
Network operation has become less profitable each year in last
decade. Chains (except MBS) own stations which have become more
profitable during the ten-year period, so financial statements
don't look as bad as they are.

-SR-
Practically half of nation's radio sets are operating on Tuesday
evenings, actual receiver usage rating hitting 49.5 during
period when "Fibber McGee and Molly" is broadcast. Second top re-

ceiver usage is at time of "Lux Theater" airing on Monday night
when aggregate of 45.2 per cent of sets are on. Sunday night sets

hit 45 at hour of Bergen-McCarthy opus. Friday 43.5 per cent of

sets are in use during period when no single show is major con-

tributor to making people tune ("People Are Funny" gets 15.2,

/
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Ginny Simms 7.8, "Break the Bank" 13.3, Gabriel Heatter 7.0).
Wednesday reaches top listening during "Mr. D. A." airing when
43 per cent of sets are in use. Thursday hits 42.6 during period
when "Kraft Music Hall," Dick Haymes, and "American Town Meeting
of the Air" are being miked. Even Saturday does better than 40
(40.4) while "Hit Parade," "Can You Top This?", and "Saturday Night
Serenade" are being broadcast. Thus, every night has one period
when at least four out of every 10 homes are listening.

BMB

RENEWALS

NIELSEN RATING

SECRECY TO BE

EASED

STATICLESS

FEATURE OF FM

STRESSED

PANEL SURVEYS

COMMAND SPONSOR

INTEREST

-SR-

Even before first Broadcast Measurement Bureau (BMB) Area Report
was released there was every indication that over 200 stations
would sign up for second survey. However in few areas where new
stations have changed local listening picture, lack of enthusiasm
is understandable though regrettable. Pressure will be brought to

bring these areas into line but no one at BMB thinks it will be
simple. Sponsors and agencies are suggesting that subscriptions
be placed on continuous basis (until cancelled) which would avoid
putting Hugh Feltis (BMB president) on spot at regular intervals.
But even though idea is good 'til-forbid contracts are thing of
future. *
Restrictions that have engulfed Nielsen Radio Index rating figures
are going to be eased within next 45 days. Nielson met with
network heads while in New York third week of February and outlined

an entirely new (for Nielsen) approach to his research. Even if

networks don't go along with Nielsen suggestions, way will be
worked out for Nielsen to obtain some of prestige that has been
C. E. Hooper's for so long. Procter and Gamble after over 18

months of hesitating and investigating have become NRI client,
which it's said will lead flock of sponsors into Nielsen fold
(he has only 50 now)

.

-SR-

The staticless feature of FM instead of its high fidelity (full

tonal range) will be emphasized by number of FM stations. These
outlets are located in gulf and other areas with static conditions
so bad that radio without crackle and sputter is simple to sell
anyone. They have persuaded number of manufacturers to design
receivers for both AM (standard) and FM reception which will have

tone range not much beyond regular good table-model AM receiver.
These receivers will be in "under $100 price range" and will make

acceptance of FM much quicker in static-ridden sections of U. S.

-SR-

Industrial Surveys (research organization) has been developing
radio information as part of panel operation which is being studied

by number of sponsors. Panel vs. diary vs. audimeter vs. co-
incidental audience surveys haven't simplified radio man's job at

advertising agencies and advertisers. IS hasn't tried to sell

radio information but other information developed by panel studies

has been bought by Bristol-Myers and number of other key national

advertisers

.

SPONSOR



we're riding high in Syracuse . .

.

u

The Federal Reserve Board put it very simply.

Syracuse had a bigger retail gain during December,
1946 tban any city in the United States."

But here at WSYR we know there's more to it.

Being plumb in the middle of this prosperous area,

wc know all about the high 1946 incomes of our

industrial and farm workers.

In fact, we've helped them spend a good many
of their dollars, We know that when they crowd
stores in Syracuse (and other cities and towns

throughout WSYR's 17-county area) they buy the

things wise advertisers advertise over WSYR.
Its significant, too, that our local retail adver-

tising in December, 1946, was 45c/c more than in

December, 1945. And for all of 1946, WSYR's local

advertising was up 237c More local advertisers

(actually 80%) use WSYR than any other station.

Like many national advertisers, they find WS"YR
plays a big part in setting record sales gains. We've

been doing it for 25 years now.

Tap your share of this growing billion -dollar

buying potential by letting WSYR help build a

demand for what you have to sell. First step is to

get in touch with us or Headley-Reed.

'Period ended December 21, 1946 when Syracuse re/nil sules

hit 41 r
{ above same period, 1945.

.170 kc-5000 walls

NBC in Central New York

"The coming electronics capital of the u >»rid
'

Represented by Headley-Reed

WTRY, Albany-Troy-Schenectady, & WELI, New Haven, are also H. C. Wilder Stations

1ARCH 1947
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cAPPJy
THEY'RE USING THE BMB YARDSTICK
A great number of stations have looked at their BMB fig-

ures and maps, put them in the "follow -up-someday" file,

and proceeded to forget them.

Other stations have taken the BMB research figures and

turned them into promotion that is factual yet, because of

presentation methods, dishonest in its implications. There are

comparatively few of these, for which the industry deserves

credit. Both of these are ostrich-like techniques because the

BMB figures will show up regardless in that organization's

area report, which sponsors and agencies will receive

There are too few stations like those represented by the

Katz Agency. These stations have had Katz print their map*

with the BMB figures clearly visible in every county reported,

letting the chips fall where they miy.

For U. S. radio BMB is a universal measurement of once-a-

week coverage. It must be used to achieve acceptance. A

special hand for the Katz organization that stepped out

ahead of the parade by printing its stations' BMB ratings

for all to see.

THUMBS DOWN ON CASH GIVE-AWAYS
Due to the good taste of both sponsors and listeners, there

hasn't been a wave of money-give-away programs. When

Pot of Gold came back, the industry held its breath. Wouk
it or wouldn't it start another rash of entertainmentless pro-

graming based upon the appeal of something for nothing'

First it was discovered that the listeners weren't panicked

into tuning POG because of the thousand dollars given awa>

(the February 15 rating was 6.9). Then sponsors decided that

"bought" audiences don't pay off for advertisers so practi-

cally no new hand-out programs have hit the air. Whet

sponsors and dialers agree that cash for listening doesn't

make sense it's further proof that better programing does

NEW PROGRAM IDEAS GET THEIR CHANCE
Power is important. Public service is vital. Promotion paw

the way to the dial. But these are worthless if the broadcast

air doesn't carry programs the listener wants; unless new

entertainment is flowing through the microphone.

The quantity and quality of "new" offerings are hitting a

low this season. Perhaps realizing this, and feeling sincere!)

that the advertiser must in some way make his contribution

advertising agencies Kenyon and Eckhardt and Young anc

Rubicam are each trying to develop a formula whereby

without undue expense, advertisers can test a number of new

programs for short periods of time on the networks. Thi:

should bring new talent and ideas out of hiding. Agencie

have been notorious for not developing programs, usuall)

leaving it to the other fellow to take a chance. This chang<

of face, especially on the part of Y ex R, one of the two tof

placers of broadcasting advertising business, rates high ot

sponsor's applause meter.

The same high rating is due Station WNEW for makin.

station time available, for audition broadcasts, to packagi

show producers. Countless ideas packaged by men am

women who really know the broadcast business die abomini

for lack of a chance at life. WNEW's welcome to such ideas

together with the pioneer work of K & E and Y & R, ma;

herald a new day in broadcast entertainment fare.

SPONSOI



BASIC
CBS

ROCHESTER

GUNNAR O. WIIG
General Mgr., Station WHEC

•

CLARENCE WHEELER
Vice-President

•

LEMOINE C. WHEELER
Commercial Manager

.

BERNARD C. O'BRIEN
Chief Engineer

•
WILLIAM J. ADAMS

Program Manager

•
LOWELL H. MacMILLAN

Production Director

.

J. P. McKINNEY & SON
Notional Representative

New York, Chicago, San Francisco

N. Y.

mm
5,000
WATTS

!

... A GREATER VOICE FOR THE

"BIGGEST SHOW IN TOWN"

N£W TOWERS

NEW TRANSMITTER

NEW TRANSMITTER LOCATION

NEW POWER,— 5,000 WATTS

NEW COMPLETENESS OF COVERAGE OF

THE RICH ROCHESTER TRADING AREA
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NBC Package Programs

Summer radio . . . ivhat's it to you?

Before the days of radio, summer was primarily a season

measured in terms of atmospheric rather than pro-

gramming pressure— of rises in temperature, rather

than tempers.

Today, summer still tan mean just a lot ol dog days,

grass stains, sunburn—and network replacement head-

aches, too.

Or summer can mean Tom Collinses, vacations, balmy

clay S_and client relaxation with your program

replacement.

For here's the opportunity to pick that replacement

from NBC's stable of winners.

The range of NBC package shows now ready is as wide

as radio itself. Find out by calling NBC Sales now . . .

before you're hot and bothered.

AMERICA'S NO. 1 AETIVORK

National Broadcasting Compan)

A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATIO.X OF AMERICA



Remember the

story about . .

.

It's the classic example of the little fellow

hanging one on the big guy. A modern

example in radio is found in WWDC. We
could go into a lot of stuff about program-

ming . . . listening audience . . . coverage

(even in counties we didn't know we

reached). But we like to talk about sales

results. And costs per sale. Then we're

happy. We've got sales results, facts to

gladden the heart of the toughest buyer.

Glad to show them to you!

Keep your eye on

WWDC
Coming Soon-WWDC-FM

Represented Nationally by

FORJOE & COMPANY

Clarke "Fritz" Snyder
Radio Director, Bulova Watch Co.

He's out to procure the greatest possible audience for his

B-U-L-O-V-A watch time signals at the least cost.

Snyder doesn't believe in timebuying at long distance.

He does his air shopping on a coast-to-coast beat, traveling

thousands of miles yearly to meet station men, survey mar-

kets, and gauge audiences at first hand.

Spots are the big thing in the Bulova radio picture. Snyder

has considered network programing and turned it down, saying

it would conflict with long-standing Bulova nationwide spot

contracts. The spot campaigns pay off for Snyder and Bulova

—for the past decade Bulova has outsold its competition.

Fritz Snyder has also transferred the Bulova radio formula

to television, keeping a weather eye on video set and new-

station construction, so Bulova can get ir. there fast and buy

choice time breaks. Snyder's knack of picking good time is no

secret. He's been at it for years, at one time buying markets

for the original Esso Reporter, back in the swaddling-clothes

days of radio news.

Snyder comes to Bulova by way of the Biow agency, where

lie was Bulova account executive for several years. Now he's

working for the watch firm as head of the radio department.

His "public service'Vtype spots have never drawn a complaint

from network sponsors for breaking up mood sequences.

Bulova 's radio operation started back in 1927 with a

modest block of 10 stations. Today, the Bulova breaks are

aired on "about" 295 stations. Snyder leaves the exact count

to the auditing department. He's superstitious about it.

SPONSOR



new and renew

AeuA On NetwosJ&l

SPONSOR AGENO NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

American Home Products Corp. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & NBC
(Whitehall Pharmacal Co. div.) Bayles

Armour & Co. Foote. Cone & Belding CBS
General Mills, Inc. Knox Reeves ABC

Charles E. Hires Co.
Mars, Inc.
Sterling Drug. Inc.

109

20

N. W. Ayer CBS 153
Grant NBC 110
Dancer- Fitzgerald-Sample ABC 106

Bob Hums Show*; Sun 6:30-7 pm; Jan 12 (57 new sta
tions)

Hint Hunt; MTWTF 3:45-4 pm; Feb 17; 52 wks
Betty Crocker Magazine of the Air; MTWTF 10:25-10:45
am; Mar 24

Here's to Yat; Sun 2:30-3 pm; Jan 26; 52 wks
Curtain Time*; Sat 7:30-8 pm; Feb I (78 new stations)
Zeke Manners Show*; MTWTF 7:30-7 :45 am; Feb 3; 52wks

Expanded network.
Program has changed name and network.

{Fifty-two weeks generally means a 13-week contract with options for 3 successive 13-week renewals. It's subject to cancellation at the end of any 13-week period)

RenewaL On MetwoAJzl

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Campbell Soup Co.
Gulf Oil Corp.
Lady Esther, Ltd.
Mars, Inc.
Philip Morris & Co.
Perfect Circle Co.

Pillsbury Mills, Inc.
Roma Wine Co., Inc.
Safeway Stores. Inc.

Williamson Candy Co.

Ward Wheelock CBS
Young & Rubicam CBS
Biow CBS
Grant NBC
Biow CBS
Henri, Hurst & McDonald MBS

McCann-Erickson CBS
Biow CBS
J. Walter Thompson NBC

Aubrey, Moore & Wallace MBS

144 Jack Carson Show; Wed 8-8:30 pm; Feb 26; 52 wks
113 We the People; Sun 10:30-11 pm; Feb 9; 52 wks
152 Screen Guild Players; Mon 10-10:30 pm; Feb 10; 52 wks
128 Dr. I. Q.; Mon 10:30-11 pm; Mar 31 ; 52 wks
144 It Pays to Be Ignorant; Fri 10-10:30 pm; Jan 31; 52 wks
300 Indianapolis Speedway Race; Fri 11:45-12:15 pm; 1:15-

1 :30 pm; 3-3:15 pm; 4-4:15 pm; May 30 only
136 Grand Central Station; Sat 1-1:30 pm; Mar 1; 52 wks
87 Suspense; Th 8-8:30 pm; Feb 27; 52 wks

19 Mountain Aunt Mary; MTWTF 3:30-3:45 pm pst; Feb 17; 52 wks
& Pacific

300 True Detective Mysteries; Sun 4:30-5 pm; Mar 2; 52 wk

fl/eca and Renewed On <
leleo*tio<n

SPONSOR AGENCY STATION PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Borden Co.
Bulova Watch Co.
Philadelphia Electric Co.
Standard Brands, Inc.

Young & Rubicam
Biow

J. Walter Thompson

WNBT New York
WNBT New York
WPTZ Philadelphia
WNBT New York

Elsie's Kitchen Quiz; Fri 8:15 pm; Feb 7; indefinite
Time signals; TuW; Feb 11; Indefinite
Television Matinee; WF 2-3 pm; Feb 12; indefinite

Dancing on Air (new); Sun 8-8:15 pm; Feb 2; 48 wks

New- Aaenon Afipj<Unt*nentl

SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

Alexander the Great Products, New York

All Plastic Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles
Alta Vineyards Co., Fresno, Calif
American Home Products Corp. (Affiliated Products

div.). New York
American-Marietta Co., Chicago
Animal Food Products, Philadelphia
Attwood Laboratories, Inc., Jacksonville, Fla.. .

Banquet Better Foods Co., Salt Lake City
Bear Manufacturing Co., Terre Haute, Ind.
Bell Products Corp., New York
Bubbling Wells Development Co., Palm Springs,

Calif
Buffums' Dept. Store, Long Beach, Calif.. . .

L. M. Bunis Co., Buffalo
Burgess Battery Co., Freeport, 111
Canadian Breweries, Ltd., Montreal (O'Keefe's Inc.

div., Buffalo)
Canterbury Match Co., Inc., New York
Case-Swayne Packing Co., Santa Ana, Calif
Celotex Corp. , Chicago

. Italian-style spaghetti sauces, dinners,
syrups

Plastic products. . .

. Wines

Cosmetics

.

Paints
Dog food . .

Hand lotion.
Cheese. . .

Proprietaries, cosmetics. .

Proprietaries. . .

Real estate
General merchandise.
The Sample Store. . . .

Batteries

.Beer

.Watches
Canned foods
Insulating products. .

MARCH 1947

M. Ryan, New York
David-Hood, Los Angeles
Carl C. Wakefield. San Francisco

Street & Finney, New York
Simon & Smith. Portland
J. M. Korn. Philadelphia
Lindstrom. Leach. New York
Cooper & Crowe. Salt Lake City
M. R. Kopmeyer, Louisville. Ry.
Deutsch & Shea. New York

Tullis, Los Angeles
Evers Whyte, Los Angeles
Baldwin, Bowers & Strachan, Buffalo
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago

Lang, Fisher & Stashower, Cleveland
A. M. Sneider, New York
Makelim. Hollywood
Henri. Hurst & McDonald. Chicago



Chattanooga Media In* Co., Chattanooga.
Clark Bros. Chewing Gum Co., Pittsburgh
Cohn-Hall-MarxCo., New York
Delaware Ploor Prodw is. Inc., w ilmington
Detroit Retail Druggist Assn.

.

Diaperwlte, Inc., n.« Vork
Donaldson A Co., Ltd., Boston
Duchee* D*Andre, Chicago
Bverlaat Metal Product* Corp., New York
i rereharp, Inc., New \ork

Proprietaries Charles W. Hoyt . New York
Chewing gum Buchanan. New York
Cpnama fabri. s rUllman-Shane, Lot Angeles, for West CoastMnvlite plasik fl<M>r tiles, coverings J. M. Matties. New York
Trade assoi iatlon Powell, Detroit
Washing powder Ilirshon-Carlicld. New York
Compacts and cigarette cases Brown, Avers & McDowell. BostonShampoo and cosmetics Jones I'rankel. Chicago
Metal prodw is Jasper. Lynch & Fishel, New York
Pen, lis. fountain pens, safety razors. . . . McCann-l.rickson. .New York, for foreign

I imoui Dept. Stores (chain). Southern California General merchandise. I ee Ringer Los AngelesMot II I rodu. is. In< Los Angeles Canned foods I ullis Los\ngeles
o'rr

""
,.'
U
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Grocery products. Raymond L. Nelson. New YorkForrest Leather Products, San Francisco. Oakland,

a
(

i'!'
f
'i "i u '. "

' Men's and boysMeather coats; luggage Ad Fried, Oakland. Calif

.

f l!,'l u !"i .
"•,Sa " l

' ra," is
v
l "

,
Croccrv products. Honig-Coopcr. San FranciscoGlad Rag Products Corp., New \..rk Polishing cloths

.

.

Craven ,*, (Wick, New Yorki.icml>> (.o , Inc., (national chain). New York Beauty salons H.slcv New YorkCloh,-Pipe A Tobacco Co., Oakland. Calif Briar pipes Ad Fried. Oakland. Calif.
. Cuheliii Inc., New York Watches, jewelry Lindsay. New Haven. Conn.Hammer Beverages Corp., Brooklyn Soft drinks Deutch & Shea New YorkHarrison Paint* A Varnish Co., Canton. Ohio Paint products Palm & Patterson ClevelandHat Corp. of America. New York (Mallory Hat Co.
div

,
l>anbury) Women's, children's hats Kenyon & Eckhardt. New YorkHome I roducts International. Ltd., New York Instant coffee, broths H. Karl Bothwell, New York, for Canadian

Hunt Foods (California Conserving Co. div.), Los
Angeles Pickles, tomatoes . Young & Rubicam. Hollywood

Juniors. Inc., Los Angeles Children's sportswear.

.

Kaufmann Department Stores, Pittsburgh .General merchandise .

Lee & Cady, Detroit . . Wholesale grocers
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., New York Cosmetics
Llnsk of California, Inc.. Los Angeles Cotton dresses
Look Magazine, New York Publication
Jerry Lynch, Detroit . Jeep distributorM & M Ltd., Newark, N. J Candy-coated chocolate
Margot Fashions. Inc., New York Rain, sports, wear
Matam Corp. (Mat Matic Home Appliance dlv.).
Long Island City Electric Iron

McKay Davis Co.. Detroit Chemical products
Merrltt Chemical Co., Greensboro, N. C Proprietaries. . . .

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. of Canada, Ottawa. . Insurance
Mission Appliance Corp., Los Angeles Water heaters
Modecraft Co., Inc.. Brooklyn Furniture, fixtures. .

.

National Shirt Shops. New York Men's furnishings. . .

Parfums Revillon, Inc., New York Perfumes
Peters Sausage Co., Detroit. Sausage Powell, Detroit
Pharma-Craft Corp.. Inc., New York Hair tonic William 1st v. New York
Rochester Dairy Cooperative. Rochester, Minn Dairy products Olmsted & Folev, Minneapolis %
Rogers Majestic. Toronto Radio receivers, electrical appliances. . Erwin. \\ asey, Toronto
Louis Rose Co.. Detroit DeSoto distributors Powell, Detroit
Rothmaii Radio & Appliance Co.; St. Louis Radio, electrical appliances Ridgwav. St. Louis
Santa Fe Vintage Co.. Los Angeles «. Wine Dan B. Miner. Los Angeles
Sayman Products Co., St. Louis Proprietaries, soap, grocery products Krupnick. St. Louis
Scandinavian Coffee Corp.. Brooklyn Coffee Badger and Browning & Heraej New * ork
William S. Scull Co.. Camden. N.J. Coffee, tea k as tor. I arrell. Cheslev & Clifford. N t w York*

Abbott Kimball. Los Angeles
William II. Weintraub. New York
Powell. Detroit
Lcnnen &. Mitchell. New York
Abbott Kimball, Los Angeles
Kenyon & Eckhardt. New York
Powell, Detroit
Compton. New York
.Seidel, New York

Ruthrauff & Ryan. New York
Powell. Detroit
J. M. Hickerson. New York
Noting & Rubicam, Montreal
Harry J. Wendland. Los Angeles
R. T. O'Connell, New } ork
Seidel. New York
Carl Reimers. New York

ley c. _

Soil-Ofi Manufacturing Co.. Glcndale, Calif Wall cleaner McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana), Chicago Petroleum products BBD&O. Chicago
Alfred F'. Stelner Co., Detroit Ford dealer Powell, Detroit
Tudor Chemical Specialties, Inc., New York Waterless hand cleaner. . Craven & Hedrirk. New York
Universal Pictures Co., Inc.. Hollywood Motion pictures Monroe Greenthal. Los Angeles
Western Savings Bank, Cleve-Hlll Plaza Branch,

Buffalo Banking Ellis. Buffalo
Louis Ziegler Brewing Co.. Milwaukee Beer Dozier-Graham-Eastman. Los Angek

Pacific Coast advertising

e>pa*td&i P&Uotutel GUcuuf&i

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Charles E. Beard
W. E. Benedict

William Bonyun

Robert M. Carter

Grant Chamberlain

Norman V. Clements

Laurens II. Fritz
Paul G. Glcnkey

Daniel II. Gordon
Leavltt E. Grlswold

Thomas R. Hopkins Sr.

Phil Kalech

Charles E. King
Douglas Malcolm

Robert R. Mathews

Walter Mayer
Mary Plllsbury
Michael J. Roche

G. R. Schreiner

Joseph F. Slauf

Clark A. Snyder

Harvey Steen
Robert N. Stood!

Braniff International Airways. Dallas, director, vp
Callaway MUls, Inc., La Grange, Ga., advertising.

publicity director
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey (Daggett &
Ramsdell div.. New York), vp, general manager

Magnolia Petroleum Co., Dallas, sales promotion
department

Abbott Kimball, Chicago, executive vp, general
manager

United Aircraft Corp., East Hartford, Conn.,
advertising, publicity director

Aitkin-Kynett, Philadelphia
Abbott Kimball, Chicago, home furnishings
merchandising consultant

Schieffelin & Co., New York, assistant advertising
manager, all divisions

Beaumont & Hohman, Chicago, account execu-
tive

Lever Bros. (Pepsodent dlv.), Cambridge, Mass.,
sales director

Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto
American Express Co., New York, general man-
ager, advertising department

American Express Co., New York, assistant ad-
vertising manager

Compton, New York, space, tlmebuyer
II. B. Humphrey. Boston
Lever Brothers Co.. Cambridge, Mass., assistant
advertising manager

Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp., advertising man-
ager

Blow . New York. account executive, Bulova Watch
Co. account

National Tea Co., Chicago, advertising manager
Gardner Displays Co., Pittsburgh, assistant ad-

vertising manager
(Continued on Page

Braniff International Airways. Dallas, executive vp
Nashua Manufacturing Co.. New York, advertising, sale*
promotion manager

Daggett & Ramsdell, New York, president

Magnolia Petroleum Co., Dallas, advertising, sales promo-
tion department manager

Venus Foundation Garments. Inc., Chicago, assistant to
president

United Aircraft Corp., East Hartford, advertising, sale*

promotion director
Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia, advertising manager
Norrls of Los Angeles, advertising, promotion director

Stardust, Inc., New York, advertising manager
Schieffelin & Co.. New York, advertising manager, drug

division
Pacific Greyhound Lines, San Francisco, advertisingdlrector

Tonl, Inc., St. Paul, Minn., executive vp. general manager

Thomas J. Llpton. Ltd., Toronto
American Express Co., New York, advertising counsel, all

phases of business
American Express Co., New York, general manager, adver-

tising department
Squirt Co., Beverly Hills. Calif., advertising manager
Kays-Newport. Providence. R. I., advertising manager
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge. Mass.. advertising manager

United States Steel Corp. of Delaware. Pittsburgh, assistant
director, advertising

sears. Roebuck & Co.. Dayton. O.. advertising, sales pro-

motion manager
Bulova Watch Co.. New York, radio director

Booth Fisheries Corp.. Chicago, advertising manager
Gardner Displays Co.. Pittsburgh, advertising manager
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Radio has been ribbed by experts before. Wag Wagner, vice president of

Olian Advertising Company, has a better background than most. He takes

it as well as gives it. His "Whirz-z-r—best nickei candy there iz-z-zl",

''Atlas Prager—got it? Atlas Prager

—

get it!", and Paradise Wine Song

are among the most-ribbed (and resultful) radio commercials on record.

News Item: "America is going to

broadcast to Russia as a means
of promoting a better under-

standing of our ways and our peo-

ple among the citizens of the

Soviet Union." We think that's

a great idea, in fact we have a

vision of American commercial
radio clearing up the fog of mis-

understanding after very few
broadcasts

—

Uncle Joe: Please, Sam, to

varich, maybe you explain me
sometying on raddio.

Uncle Sam: Certainly, Joe. What
do you wanna know?

Joe: Val, efery morning is man
on American raddio putting on

vooman's hat and audience is

laugh on him like crazy. Is not

in America awailable man's copel-

itch, translation, hat?

Sam: Sure, comrade, he just puts

on a woman's hat to make the

old gals laugh, see? It's a joke,

a gag, see?

Joe: Efery morning same gack?

Sam: Of course, it's a surefire rou-

tine, never misses. The gals al-

ways get hysterical and the more

they laugh, the better his pro-

gram rates, the more he gets

paid. Understand?

Joe: Oh yes, yes, Joe understand

now. In America is occupation

for man for putting himself on

vooman's hats. Is pay good

scale for such kind vork. Ex-

plain me sometying else, tovarich.

Sam: What's that, Joe, old pal?

Joe: In middle program is an-

nouncer say: "Folks, don't vait,

don't delay, go right out now,

go to your friendly druggist and

get a bottle of that famous prod-

uct right avay. Yes, I said right

avay." Now, Sam, if whole

audience is go out right avay is

nobody left for listen to pro-

gram, no?

Sam: Joe, comrade, maybe you

got somethin' there. Only that's

a kind of a gag, too. He tells 'em

to hurry out and get the product

right away, but he doesn't really

mean right away, understand?

Joe: Ah, how you say, sure,

Mikhaiail. Announcer is make

gack, too. He say, go out right

avay get product, but people is

laughing and say, you crazy, we

got for listen program and an-

nouncer is get more rubles for

make people laugh.

Sam: Well, that's a kind of new

twist, but what else do you want

to know, pard?

Joe: Is coming on raddio from

America program for adwertise

medicine for cure cold in nose.

Sam: Well?

Joe: Val, is coming on program

billhilly singers and is singing like

is catching cold in noses.

Sam: Now, wait a minute, Joe,

comrade, hillbilly singing comes

straight from the heart of

America.

Joe: Oh, is come from heart, not

from nose. Hokay, Sam. Soviet

Union vitdraws weto. But one

American kind program is make

my vife, Sonia, happy like efery-

ting.

Sam: What kind is that, Joe?

Joe: Is efery day time on Ameri-

can raddio, eVeryvhere tuning in

same kind program.

Sam: Oh, you mean the record

programs, the disk jockeys?

Joe: Oh, no, is not horse racing,

is life. One time vife die on pro-

gram, one time hosban' die, one

time baby die.

Sam: Oh, you mean the soap

operas. So your wife likes 'em,

eh, Joe?

Joe: You betcha my shoes she

like vash-opera, Sam. Is exactly

like Russian art theatre. Efery-

body soffer. Eferybody die. Is

plazhure to listen.

Sam: Joe, you understand Amer-

ica, American life, and the Amer-

ican people. Tovarich!

Joe: Comrade!

NOW
it can be known

HOOPER and CONLAN
LONG HAVE SHOWN HOW

KMBC
IS FIRST IN

METROPOLITAN
KANSAS CITY

AND
out in the states

LOOK AT THIS SURVEY

5,545 INTERVIEWS

SHOW THAT

KMBC
IS FIRST IN

ANSWER TO THE QUESTION

Do you listen on the radio

to news on early morning

and noon farm programs?
What station?

MISSOURI KANSAS

KMBC 2,112 982
WDAF 1,675 882
WIBW 135 1,349
WHB 414 65
KFEQ 350 117

(Top five stations reported. Weighted sam-

ple base: 5,545 interviews within KMBC's
0.5 mv contour— 1% of area's radio fam-

ilies— BMB's "Radio Families: 1946"— con-

ducted by Robert S. Conlan & Associates at

Missouri State Fair, Kansas Free Fair and
the American Royal Livestock Exposition.)

AVAILABILITY
KMBC's 6 a. m. News with

BILL GRIFFITH-
Monday thru Saturday.

Wire for Details.

KMBC
of Kansas City

Free & Peters, Inc.

Slid 1378 Ti« lisle CIS Stltlli lor Kiisis Hi Hltstirl
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THIS tftakex SELLS COFFEE/

Jack Baker came to WSM with a national reputation—top ratings in fan-

mag polls—eight years on Don McNeill's Breakfast Club— 100,000 letters on

his 10th year in radio—all that sort of thing.

But playing for a sectional audience and playing to network listeners spread

over 48 states requires two completely different formats.

WSM listeners get the same Baker. But the ingredients he puts into his

program are different, mixed to the recipe we know pleases the WSM audience.

It's Jack Baker on RFD DIXIE,

a folksy, zany, informal songful

quarter-hour designed for Southern

housewives. They "ear it up"—
which on the dollars and cents side

means they are keeping the JFG

Coffee Company busy supplying

their dealers.

Yes, he not only entertains

but this Baker Sells Coffee, too.

-- v

* ft

* Whatever your product, WSM has the talent (a roster of 300)

the production know-how (5 production men with network experience)

and an intimate knowledge of our audience (through serving them for 21 years)

to build the show YOU need

—

HARRY STONE, Gen. Mgr.

WINSTON S. DUSTIN, Comm. Mgr.

EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Representatives

"JAe Siett tit $%aadca&tlng
"

NASHVILLE
12
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^ WGAN WLBZ

WGy WSYR WHAM WBEN KDKA WBLK WPAR

WCHS WDBJ WJHL WWNC WLAC WDOD WREC

KLRA KWKH WJBO WWL WNOX WFBC WIS WBZ

WRC WBAL WHP WDEL KYW WJZ WDRC WPRO

WCSC WSPA WBT WSJS WPTF WRVA WTAR

Four 5-ininute daily news sessions roach nine

out of ten listeners for Standard Oil of X. •!.

Seven out of eight homes in the

18'State Esso marketing area hear

the Esso Reporter during any

eight-week period. Five million homes
hear the Esso sales story daily. (In the

territory in which Esso products are

marketed that's equal to combined cir-

culation of the Post, Life, Collier's, and

American Magazine and they aren't

published daily.)

And since audiences are only part of

any advertising story it's important to

underline the fact that Esso's the first

gasoline in sales in its territory. There
isn't a single network show that equals

the pull of the Esso Reporter on the 40

stations which broadcast this news spot

four times a day. Like Bulova, the

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey

1ARCH 1947

has proven the efficacy of national spot

broadcasting—in sales.

There are no star names used on the

program. The news is simply Esso's and

the announcer is simply the Esso Re-

porter. Although the Esso Reporter is

on the air four times daily, it uses only

20 minutes (four times five) and its

annual expenditure is less than a year-

round network show with top names,

like Benny Goodman and Victor Borge

(Socony-Vacuum), H. V. Kaltenborn

(Pure Oil), Eddie Bracken (Texaco), and

Lowell Thomas (Sun Oil).

At one time these Esso Reporter five-

minute airings were exclusively Esso's.

Today they're exactly the same as the

five-minute shows which are packaged for

all the 700 stations served by the United

Press radio bureau. However regional

bureaus of UP and each Esso local station

adds regional and local items to the

national news package put on the wire

by UP. It's the consistency of the four-

times-a-day, six-times-a-week impact that

has played the biggest part in makitu

the Esso Reporter an outstanding selling

success. However the news show alone

wouldn't have done the job—the com-

mercial handling backed by the promo-

tion and advertising which each of the

12 Esso divisions and the 40 station^

have focused upon the show, has to be

given a great deal of the credit. The

18 states in which Esso products are

marketed run from Maine to Louisiana,

with a different problem in almost every

13



state. No over-all copy approach can

hope to cover all the IS states, for while

winter lubrication is a seasonal need in

Maine that appeal just won't go in the

South. In some areas the service sta-

tions really turn out to tie into the broad*

Ci sting campaign. In others fewer than

one out oi 10 dealers do anything about

Esso air advertising. And what goes for

the dealers goes also for the Esso divisions,

with some divisional heads giving most
Esso air campaigns the quick brush.

I ypical oi the campaigns which Esso air

has pushed was the "Clean Restroom"
campaign, an ideal point-of-sale promo-
te n. Esso offered a free local mention

to the service stations which cooperated

with the air campaign. The promotion

got considerable newspaper publicity,

dealers were circularized, and there was

plenty of sales hoop-la. Did the free air

mention and the rah rah get action? No!

Only a few responded. The few, how-

ever, collected plenty. One dealer

John Clarke of Pottsville, Pa.) who
liked the idea received air mention

—

landed newspaper space about his rest-

room—and his gallonage jumped 75 per

cent the day following the broadcast on

which his name was mentioned.

By and large the broadcast has to

carry the burden alone. No matter how

Esso doesn't expect its dealers to believe
without proof that air advertising sells gas and
oil. They give the facts on 1 public acceptance

/ udht itemize that
\

(sso a rut atejuresr J
fieooueee o* men </
OCTAHe QAKH.INE JJ^

Luckily for us, who have
to meet the public, the

ESSO Reporter can change
the public mind to a

marked degree. Lookee:

How it changed its mind regarding the

standing of the Compa ny as a p roducer

of Hundred Octane

August
1943

JANUARY
1944

Company Per cent Company Per cent

ESSO
SOCONY
GULF
SUN
SHELL
OTHER
DON'T KNOW

43
13

9
6
5

2

22

ESSO
SOCONY
GULF
SUN
SHELL
OTHER
DON'T KNOW

49
11

10

8

5
2

15

TOTAL 100 % TOTAL 100 %

(1,300 men, in 15 cities in ESSO territory)

HIGH OCTANE ... Carefully Refined.

the divisional salesmen stress the fine

selling job the four-daily newscasts are

doing, most dealers just aren't able to

check what actually brings in the busi-

ness and quite possibly feel that its their

personal fallowings, locations, and or

just the need for gasoline that sells for

them.

Even point-of-sale give-aways, which

should certainly be proof of impact, fail

to convince the general run of dealers.

When the Standard Oil of New Jersey

house organ Esso Oilways featured a

story on Tennessee, the local division

decided to reprint the folder see page

16) and offer it free for the asking. Five

thousand folders were distributed to

stations in the Knoxville area on the

basis of their gas sales. Then a single

100-word announcement was used on a

single broadcast over the Esso Reporter

on WNOX in Knoxville. Although the

dealers had to be "sold" on the idea and

many failed to cooperate, within a week

after the broadcast all 5,000 folders had
been called for at the point-of-sale; there

were also 65 mail requests from outside

the Knoxville area. How many sta-

tions ran out of copies before the demand
dropped off nobody knows, but what is

certain is that one announcement over

one station in one Esso Reporter broad-

cast made more than 5,000 car owners

drive into Esso service stations and ask

for a free booklet. This was a local

give-away, handled on a local station

with a minimum of fuss.

There have been countless inciflents of

how that "local touch" produces results.

In one case the North Carolina Esso

division sent out its salesmen and sold

its dealers a give-away, a fishing and

hunting guide (see page 16) which was

plainly marked "$.25." Some dealers

told the salesmen "to hell with it." but

more than half of them bought a supply.

Then once a day the Esso Reporter did

a 100-word job on the guide. The
dealers who had told the salesmen to hell

with it were the first to yell for copies

and the division switchboard was tied up
in knots by them and other dealers who
wanted more copies every time an an-

nouncement went on the air. R. H.

Crum, radio advertising head of S. O. of

N. J., makes a special point about the

distribution of the North Carolina book-

lets. He states; "The program dis-

tributed these books to motorists for a

fraction of what it would have cost to

mail them. The Esso Fishing and Hunt-

ing Guide brought thousands of cars into

Esso stations instead of Cult, Shell, or

Texaco stations." One of the reasons for

the Esso Reporter commercial impact,

according to ad-man Crum also, is that

"the average listener to these news
sessions stays tuned to 91-2 10 per cent

of each broadcast, including the com-
mercial."

Listening to the Esso Reporter hasn't

gone down since the end of the war
because, as Phillip Newsom, head of

United Press radio news section, stresses,

the five-minute shows include national,

international, and regional or local news,

and all three types of stories were part

of the package all through the war.

The report includes from 16 to 20

headline items. Its formula hasn't

changed from the day it started. Esso

Reporter was the first big-time sponsored

news show. It opened the door to com-

mercial sponsorship of news at a time

when newspapers were still anti-news-

casts.

The idea was sold to the Esso adver-

tising agency, Marschalk and Pratt,

back in July 1935. Clifford Glick, then

a salesman for the National Broadcasting

Company, one day ran into Fritz Snyder

(see Mr. Sponsor, page 8), then radio I

director of the agency, and Harry C
Marschalk, head of the agency, at Broad-

way and 4 3d Street. Glick told Snyder I

and Marschalk that UP had decided to

change its policy and was ready to lease

its news service to NBC and maybe
Standard Oil would be interested. The|

proposition was put up to Dr. R. T.

Haslam, now a director of the oil com-

J

pany but then the sales manager, and

he bought the UP news on WJZ where

it still is) and WEAF as well as an NBC
chain. The company dropped Guy
Lombardo for this newcast. After the!

first 26 weeks the operation begar

shift to a spot campaign, covering trx

territory to which Esso was restricted b\

the anti-trust decision which had broken

up the Standard Oil empire.

The agency endeavors to blanket tht

Esso sales territory. In the past it based

its decisions on NBC "regular listening

figures" but now uses Hooper. Nielsen

and more recently the Broadcast Mea-

surement Bureau Index. Also in the past

it insisted on coverage based upon a mini-

mum of 50 per cent of the sets in an>

county. It's understood that since

January 1946 a 25 per cent listening

figure has been the minimum base. Tht

25 per cent figure of course is for thi

outlying counties where Esso servici

stations and broadcast station coverage

are fringe.

But no research figures alone determine

the final station selection. Curt Peter

son, now radio director of Marschalk

and Pratt, and R. H. Crum of the oi,
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' FORTHS

IN RADIO
TUNE IN

EsSO Greater Tennei

Reporter
4moadca$tjmiiv'

NEWS
When You VSanl It

ESSO REPORTER
Local, National and

International News

20 TIMES WEEKLY

Monday -Saturday Sunday

HliOO A.M.

6:2S P.M.

7:.V> KM.
l2tSS P.M.

625 P.M.
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NEWS REPORTER
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2:55
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care saves wear DO 4,
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AT A NEW TIME
InnTHRIIWS^flni

Stations do not spare promotion when they have the ESSO Reporter to sell. They use dash card' , blotters, car cards, news papers, and billboards

company, visit each station at least once

a year. The talk usually produces in'

formation that's never found on a rating

report or a rate card. It also produces a

closer liaison between the local Esso di-

vision, the dealers, and the stations.

This liaison results in 24-sheet billboards,

car cards, newspaper advertising on the

program, and all forms of station pro-
: motion. The program, being a clean-cut

newscast with a local and regional slant,

is public service and many stations pro-

mote it as though it were their own sus-

taining program (see above).

£5x0 Reporter is the toughest kind of a

program, commercially, to be handled

,
by an agency. It requires 8 commercials
per day. It requires copy geared to the

: region in which it is broadcast. Since
; the advertising expense is allocated to

the division in which each station broad-

MARCH 1947

casts, it means keeping each division sat-

isfied—not just the home office. These

divisions are consistently coming up with

ideas (they are urged to do this by Crum
and his superior, R. M. Gray, advertising

manager) . In one division dealers wanted

Butel (synthetic) tubes plugged, since

they only had to be pumped up every

six months, and that division was given

special air copy for Butel. Another

division found that Ethyl Cleaner,

a product of the Ethyl Special-

ties Corporation, subsidiary of Standard

Oil of New Jersey, had been sold to a

great many dealers but was not moving

off their shelves. They asked for Esso

Reporter help and North Carolina was

exposed once a day for two weeks to a

100-word hard-hitting commercial. Ethyl

Cleaner began to move off the shelves.

A special bow, in a sales meeting, was

made to WWNC in Asheville whose

merchandising department sold a number

of retail stores on tying in with the pro-

motion.

Of course the individual problems of

the 2200 Esso stations can't be handled

directly, but the 12 divisions manage to

make sure that their general aches are

taken care of.

When it comes Fair time in the country,

most stations operate their news bureaus

from a booth at their County Fairs . .

and the Esso Reporter is found to be a real

drawing card. Four times a day the

crowd mobs the booth to see news in

action.

How stations feel about their Esso Re'

porter is evidenced by the many anniver-

sary celebrations (see WHP, Harrisburg,

folder, page 16) and special broadsides

published. The most recent broadside
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Your ESSO Reporter has

broadcast many great tales.

...Ask your ESSO dealer tor

a copy o< the tsso stories

if the year . .

.

Where do you wet a line?

Ask vour dealer for a copy

of the ESSO Fishing and

Hunting Guide to the state

of North Carolina. It's yours.

Ask your nearby ESSO dealer

tor this pamphlet on the

great state of Tennessee. I

free at any ESSO station...

and no ob I i ga t i on
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was that of WPTF, Raleigh, N. C,

which stressed the fact that it thought

Standard Oil backed up its program with

sound selling more than any other

sponsor.

During the war the Reporter "sold"

3,500,000 war maps which were given

away free at Esso service stations. Came

VJ day and there was a considerable

number of maps still available. Crum
and the agency put their heads together,

:ame up with an honest plug for the

.w-war map, and then had to pull the

rommercials off in a hurry. Although

"rum thought that nothing was as dead

is a war map in peacetime, he had

igured without the pull of his program.

( Ikie of the objectives of the Esso

narketing plans is to keep the program

in the public interest. There's real time

Jevoted to Red Cross, March of Dimes,

JSO, and all other drives. The public

ervice doesn't stop there. In the Dela-

rare-Maryland-D.C. division two Esso

ervice stations handled tickets for the

^avy home football games and asked for

i lift. The Navy-Notre Dame game in

Baltimore was a sell-out so it was not to

>e mentioned, but the local Esso re-

lorters banged away a couple of times a

i'eek on the smaller home games. More
han once the division had to stop the

ilugs because of an unexpected sell-out.

That hadn't happened before.

Other objectives of the program, aside

rom the public service, are to:

lelp dealers build their service business;
let the pace for the petroleum industry;
»eep the Esso brand name the leader (it is now);
pack up Esso dealers;
Stress "Quality and Service";
ncrease public understanding of petroleum.

Esso feels it's done that and more.

Twelve of its stations have been

arrying the show 10 years or more.

Thirty-eight have been with Esso for

nore than five years. The agency and

ponsor feeling is that sticking with a

gas was sold but it does mean that Esso

is developing a sight-and-sound selling

version of its Esso Reporter to await

TV day. The visual program is now on

WNBT (NBC, New York) and WPTZ
I'hilco, Philadelphia).

Competition is heavy in the 18-state

area in which Esso products are sold and

Standard Oil of New Jersey gives broad-

casting a great deal of the credit for

keeping it first. It's out to reach every-

one in its selling territory and feels that

it does, to all intents and purposes. It

still would like more dealer cooperation.

At a merchandising managers' meeting

in January a typical Esso Reporter

talked to the men this way:

"I keep telling people, 'Go to your nearby
Esso station' . . . and who gives me a hand?
Nobody! Who ever plugs your Esso Reporter
to Esso customers? Nobody! Who ever says
'This product was featured by your Esso Re-
porter?' Nobody! I get so damned discouraged!
What have I got to do to get some cooperation
Anybody'd think I was advertising a competitive
gasoline. Look guys, I'm YOUR Esso Re-
porter. That's Esso, E-S-S-O. I'm plugging
for you . . ."

station gives the dealers a confidence that

wouldn't be present if the show shifted

from station to station. Besides, most

of the stations are doing a top-drawer

job of promoting the program. Con-

sistency of station also inspires dealers to

do some promotion. Recently a dealer

suggested to the Esso division head in

the area in which he was located that

it'd be a good idea if they supplied

dealers with a tag on which was printed

the wave length of the station and the

four time periods in which the program

was aired. Esso did just that, and since

it was a dealer suggestion many of the

dealers cooperated by having their men
wear them. The idea is that customers

will ask what the numbers are all about

and the men will tell them about the

Esso Reporter. It works.

The Esso newcast formula is being

extended to the Esso Television Reporter.

The news is all on film and thus can be

sent to any station in the Esso area,

when such stations are perking. At • Esso is selling—but their dealer selling

present NBC is filming the program Job is never done. It's been one thing

working with John Allen of the agency. to se" the product and still another to

Commercials are more detailed than the shake the average retailer into cooperation,

broadcast copy for they are trying to Tnere is another factor—one that's a

show the laboratory tests they can only constant problem for advertising man-

talk about briefly in radio copy. Service a§ers of a11 great corporations using spot

can be demonstrated and trade name broadcasting. The Esso Reporter is not a

impact visually is said to be much higher program to which stockholders and or-

than straight wordage. Paul Alley ganization executives can point and say,

(NBC film head) has landed a number "Our company sponsors that great

of picture scoops for Esso and their broadcast.

surveys have proved that for them, at Like most other spot programs, Esso

least, TV is selling. Towards the end of Reporter is a sales tool. Standard Oils

1946 they made a survey to compare president can't take the visiting fireman

with one they had made in May 1946. In to see an Esso reporter at work for

May they found that 30 per cent of the there's little drama and plenty of glamor

viewers (6,000) used Esso Extra. (Crum's less sweat to the job. While that may

comment on this is that it's a very high not at first glance seem important, pro-

usage figure.) In the second research grams are constantly being bought be-

job the figures stood at 40 per cent, cause of the business social standing that

This doesn't mean that a great deal of they give a sponsor. And many shows

have been cancelled because of the lack

of this social standing. The now famous

story of Heinz's cancellation of the net-

work version of Joe Palooka because Mrs.

H. felt that it wasn't "fit to come to her

drawing room" has been repeated time

and time again. Often it isn't just per-

sonal feeling but business prestige that

prompts a sponsor to buy big names and

coast-to-coast when a regional or national

spot campaign would do a better job.

Esso and Marschalk and Pratt have

been able to withstand pressure (of course

they deny there has been any). They

have been able to prove that the Esso

Reporter is tailored to their exacting needs

for a flexible direct selling multiple im-

pact daily advertising campaign. Stand-

ard sponsors Esso Reporter on 40 stations

because it sells.Localized commercials with give-aways bring

car owners right into the gas stations to get the

free booklets—and they buy gasoline too 17
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DIAGNOSING
a radio program's ills

There's no "perfect specimen" of a healthy radio

program. A program may top all the shows on the

air and still be sick in its commercials. Other "great"

programs may not reach the audience to whom their sponsor

is selling. And still others may have over-all appeal but have

other elements that lose audiences.

Everybody admits this but up to comparatively recently

little or nothing was done about it. Millions were and are

spent for quantitative research (how many listen) but only

a minute fraction of this amount for qualitative surveying

why they listen, and how they like what they hear).

Three types of "why" research are employed at this

time and more and more attention is being given to research

into commercial copy as well as program content. The

Hopkins Televote Machine and the Lazarsfeld-Stanton Pro-

gram Analyzer have been in use for some time. The former

has been used on Young and Rubicam (ad-agenc\
I
programs.

The latter has been in use not only on Columbia Broadcasting

S\ -tcm programs (it was developed for this purpose) but

McCann-Erickson (also an ad-agency) has used it on Dr.

Christian and several others of its sponsors' shows. The

18

McCann organization is the only agency licensed to use the

Program Analyzer, and its use at the agency is under

the direction of Herta Herzog (wife of Paul Lazarsfeld).

However, despite CBS's Frank Stanton's constant stress

on "why" instead of "how many" it wasn't until Captain

Horace Schwerin came back from his army service and started

to do a qualitative research job for NBC that the industrj

began really to wake up to the fact that knowing what goes

on in the minds of the men, women, and children who listen i-

1

vital. When one network rights for something the pool is

stirred, but when the two leading chains plump for the same

thing the pool is really churned.

Schwerin's new contract with NBC restricts his program

research to the net and its clients, except in the field ot

commercials analysis. He's permitted to work on the selling

end of broadcasting without restriction.

Six months have elapsed since Schwerin was turned loose
^

on the senior network's program -. He has analyzed a hundreJ

of them (he checks three at each session). As many as 13 in

one series have been analyzed, to test whether the panels

especially selected groups of listeners' which he sets up can

SPONSOR



^m ca Loves Best." 100 would mean "complete" enjoyment ofthe program, Vocals were by [Robert jMerrill. Orchestra directed by Frank Black

help expand the audience, change the audience composition,

md/or increase the audience's enjoyment of the program and

acceptance of its commercials. As has been uncovered through

)ther progranvanalyzing methods certain basic facts were

igain brought out by Schwerin which are applicable to all

Programing. Many of these came to light during a study of

Music America Loves Best, the RCA-Victor Sunday afternoon

-2-2:30 p.m.—sel ing effort.

This program wasn't producing. Rumor had it that the

sponsor was going to forget about radio advertising, trade

•>apers even car ying the story of the program's exit. But

ince the parent company of RCA-Victor and NBC is the

ame that would have been a slap in radio's face. So the

show remained on the air and was given to Schwerin to test

—

to uncover what was wrong with it. The first program tested

was that of August 4, an airing that was Hooperated 3.4 with

a share of audience of 20.3. The share figure is important due

to the fact that the program's rating naturally would build

during the fall and winter and a higher rating then would be

no indication of actual program improvement. An increase

in share of audience, however, is proof of the increased pull of

the presentation. On the February 15 Hooperating the

program received a 7.7, with the share of audience having

increased over 50 per cent, the index being 31.6. That is not

the sole result of the Schwerin qualitative investigations of

Music America Loves Best, although in some cases it might be.

flat 2 pm listening by age groups Sunday 2 pm listening by men & women

JOR 25

I no
D\ 50

PROGRAM
TESTED

13/ 57%
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Schwerin discovered that Music America Loves Best was

enjoyed must, and therefore dialed most, by listeners ov<

This is an age group in which family buying is generally much
lower than other groups. It is also an age group that doc- not

spend money for new radios and radio-phonographs, nor does

the appeal ol popular new disks send it into a buying splurge,

In other words even had its rating been good the pn.

still wouldn't have been reaching the major buyers of home

furnishings. The program's selling assignment was to sell

radio instruments first, the RCA-Victor trade name second,

and Victor records third. There was some division of opinion

within the company itself on the relative selling responsibility

of the show but the majority agreed that the job it had was in

this sequence.

For the program to reach the "buying age." those who

were listening to the competition, i.e., those who had their

radio sets turned on but not to Music America Loves Best.

had to be brought to tune the RCA-Victor show. The first

tabulation, therefore, established how the non-listener and

occasional listener felt about the program (see chart on pages

18 and 19). Regular listeners rated the program 88.6. it-

occasional dialers 85, and the listeners to other broad

on the air at the same time 77.3, indicating that there v.

a great span between listeners and non-listeners. Thus there

was a fair chance that if the show improved so that the regular

listeners liked it more, it would gain impetus enough also to

turn occasional listeners into regulars and non-listeners in-

to part of the now-and-then audience.

To improve, therefore, rather than change, the program

the Schwerin staff had to uncover the weaknesses, which could

then be removed by the program producer, in this case (

.

Voutsas, NBC staff member.

Panels began to come up repeatedly with the same

gestions. First it was discovered that programs start

with a high level of interest on the part of their lisn

This interest dwindles when the introduction is drawn out. oi

over-produced. The Schwerin report on the program sug-

gested that the program get under way at once. Open
now less than a minute for sponsor identification and (

thing. The lead into the first number is long if it run- 4-

seconds. The get-on-with-the-show routine retains the usual

high level of the opening interest for some time.

The panels next indicated that certain songs were liked

and certain songs were not (see charts'); yet frequently in the

latter category were songs of the same genre and quality a-

those in the former. This was at least a hint that it might

not be the songs themselves that weren't liked and invt

tion presented the fact that the songs that were liked ran

three minutes or less and those that were not enjoyed ran

four minutes or more. Musical numbers were thereupon

restricted generally to the three-minute duration. Result

the audience liked more songs.

Tlv first commercial usually came around eight mil

after the program started and was devoted to selling I

Victor radios and radio-phonographs. It's normally exp

that interest drops during a commercial except when it's on

Fibber McGee and Molly or a like program -but in this

it wasn't a drop, it was a plunge. It lande.1 25 point-

than the spot on the program from which it took off. That

wasn't good (understatement). It not only indicat

failure to sell the product but also broke down audience

interest in the program.

The second commercial, devoted to selling records.

usuall) -putted about 22 minutes into the program. It

Please turn to page 45
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AD ventures
IN THE RADIO BUSINESS

that really pay offI

HAPPY JOE

and RALPH

50 SPONSORS
Per BROADCAST

• THE EARLY MORNING
FROLIC with Joe and Ralph is a music-

plus-comedy show that's an institution

in The Detroit Area. From 6 to 9

mornings, daily, it does a great product

selling job for local and national adver-

tisers. A dramatized spot on this show-

is a powerful piece of time for $20. It

pulls the greatest concentrated morning

audience in this market. It will sell

your product and save you money.

Write or wire now . . . there may be an

opening, soon

!

in the Detroit Area, it's

5,000 Watts
at 800 kc.

Day and Night CKLW
Union Guardian Bldg., Detroit 26

J. E. Campeau, Managing Director—Mutual System

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc., Natl. Rep. • Canadian Rep., H. N. Stovin & Co.
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Find the
Market
FIRST

THE COUNTRY'S LEADING DEPARTMENT STORES

r ARE DOING A 816 PROFITABLE BUSINESS

^ SELLING

SUL'R/WS± MINERAL BATHS

f
RADIO ADVERTISING
wtvo wm WP{N WSIV

WJLt WWSW WABM KCLW
WG!S WHLD WHLD KWJ
WHOM WHfC WMIN WJ«

WWII WS8C WCBM WCA8
WHfC WAAI W8A8 WCOJ
WCOI WDAS KCMO WHIC
WFNJ WHK w»»2 W8RN

SILRU
FAST SILLINO

FAST RiPlAUNG

SANTE CHEMICAL COMPANY INC

Broadcasting is a mass medium, yet many of its greatest

advertising successes are based upon a copy appeal

directed at only a segment of the listeners. Both

stations and advertisers are frequently damned for trying

to reach everyone, of trying to fight for the same audience

and the same dollar. But in air advertising history there

are innumerable case histories of sales stories addressed to

the few rather than the many. An early example (and a

much-quoted one) is that of an advertiser who broadcast a

series to sell just two prospects—and the 13-week program

cost in the thousands. The two customers' orders exceeded

the half-million figure.

When Sul-Ray (a sulphur bath) approached its selling job

it was started from scratch. It had no distribution, no de-

mand, no money—and no product. Fred Latter, chemist,

had a formula and a feeling that sulphur baths could be

sold in the U. S. A. Like many a man with an idea he went

the rounds of advertising agencies to find one who thought

he had something. He hit the man, Hal Salzman, on his

fifth call. Salzman had a small agency, a few friends with

money, and manufacturing sources. He had landed other

accounts the hard way—and decided to take a flyer with this

one. I !«. sit up the business (Sante Chemical Co., now

National I lealthaids Co.. Inc.), packaged the product, and

named it Sul-Raj

.

Then came some marketing research, which threw Salzman

for a loop. He found that America as a nation doesn't take
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baths u showers. He found that bath salts never sell to

any great extent except at gift time. He found that copy

over stations reaching the normal cross-section of America

produced no business for him. Sulphur baths were one thing

America could do without but definitely.

The merchandising error had been made in not first dis-

covering if there were a market for the product. There was.

but it wasn't in the great mass audience that listened to radio

generally. The few test broadcasts which were addressed

to anybody reached nobody. Then came the marketing

huddle. Was there really anybody who wanted Sul-Ray

baths? Research developed one further fact. America's

foreign-bom population had been trained in childhood to

)

think of spas and sulphur baths as curative and health-

building. Showers were not part of European living

—

baths were.

The problem then was to sell the foreign-language listening

audience. Not only were these listeners bath-conditioned
I

but they also were faithful dialers to foreign-language

broadcasts. The Jewish listeners tuned every station broad-

casting in Yiddish. Italians ran around the dial picking up

programs in their native tongue. And the same thing was

true of German, Polish, French, and Spanish nationals trans-

planted to America. There was still another plus. These

nationals also were mail shoppers. They sent in their dollars

to buy via a three cent stamp. This last was very important

to Sul-Ray for it still had no distribution, and couldn't

obtain coverage unless there was an advance demand for thej

product.

The decision therefore was to try selling the foreign la

guage market via the air.

The first attempt was on a station with a sizable Jewish-

1

speaking audience, station W'EVD. The reason for this

elementary—New York was to be the first market opened!

and the "language" side of that market, according to the|

1940 census, checked this way:

Jewish-speaking 2.4M>.ooo

lialian-speakinii 2.10

German-speaking i.2.*6.oo#

Polish-speaking 576.0O0

Spanish-speaking 250.00*

Naturally that double-checked the use of W'EVD, ov

by the Jewish Daily Forward and reaching a great Je*H
audience. Original investment was $500 in spots on

Jewish News program. That first $500 brought in 2,C

dollar bills (Sul-Ray was sold at a dollar a package) all ol

which was plowed back into more announcements. ThH

plow-back continued for a period of four months after wtocr

time there was enough demand at drug stores in the area^

in which Yiddish was spoken to enable Sul-Ray to obtain

effective distribution for this first foreign-born group.

Now they could shift from spot announcements to a pro

gram and they bought W'EVD's Jewish Philosopher. I:

went sales again; it looked as though the Jewish market wa

okay for Sul-Ray.

Next they tested the Italian listeners with spots and d

silling on station WHOM, Jersey City, N. J. Again th.

dialers responded with dollars (although not in so gnat

ratio as the Jewish audience) and the same routine

followed, with the stores in Italian districts respondin.

in the same manner as those in the Jewish districts.

The Jewish and Italian tests indicated that sulphur bath

could be sold to these groups and more than likely to th

other foreign-born groups.

Please lum /«> page 47
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EASY ACES
AND THE RENEWAL RECORD BY LOCAL SPONSORS THAT'S

THE TALK OF THE INDUSTRY...

Denver 7th Renewal Kansas City

Salt Lake City . . 7th Renewal Boston . .

Cincinnati .... 7th Renewal St. Louis .

Altoona 7th Renewal Knoxvilie .

Miami 7th Renewal Zanesville .

Seattle 6th Renewal Chattanooga

AND DOZENS MORE!

6th Renewal

5th Renewal

5th Renewal

5th Renewal

5th Renewal

5th Renewal

ica's Funniest Husband and Wife!

'•rn and played by Goodie Ace, one of
e rtion's top comedy creators, a headline

i fashioner for 13 years . . .

us lane Ace — radio's beloved "dumb
* who has malapropped her way to

idi< immortality. 1040 quarter hours im-
edrely available. EASY ACES means
"yistening and easy renewals.
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4fe. Spo/teOK, 74sks :

"Do give-aways with multiple trade name
air credits reduce the advertising value of a
program for the actual sponsor?"

Charles M. Spencer

Advertising and Sale Promotion Manager
D. L. & W. Coal Co.

The Picked Panel answers:

From personal

observation I am
convinced that

multiple trade

name air credits

do not reduce the

advertising value

of a program for

the actual sponsor.

These give-aways,

in some cases, add glamor to the original

sponsor's program somewhat the way

guest stars do. With the sponsor are

associated the names of products which

are in some instances better-known and

more lustrous than his. A Benny or a

Buick each has glamor and name value

to the listener. Some sizable and canny

sponsors have found an equal and perhaps

less expensive lure in the Santa Claus or

Cinderella route.

One sure way of getting has always

been to give and the giving in radio can

be talent, entertainment, or gimmicks, or

a combination of all three. Most cer-

tainly this would not reduce the adver-

tising value of a program.

On checking the five leading audience

participation shows in daytime with many
give-aways, it was interesting to note that

their sponsor identification ran from a low

of 52.4 per cent to a high of 64.4 per cent.

Compared with these were three daily

serials that have been on the air for many
years with higher audience ratings but

with sponsor identification which ran

under 30 per cent. These latter do not

unhide give-aways.

The type of product and its established

ptance of course are a factor in

sponsor identification. To tie it up, let

me add that my experience is based on

Queenfor a Day which has sponsor identi-

fication of 54.8 per cent and 62.8 per cent

tui tin two products it advertised and

yet is one of the youngest audience par-

ticipation shows. Queen has given away

everything but the White House.

Phillips Carlin

Vp in charge of programs

Mutual Broadcasting System

It is my opinion

that the use of

multiple trade

names on give-

away products
over a radio show

is actually an ad-

vantage to us. It

is the quickest

possible way of

showing people that the prizes given

away are bona fide and desirable. A
nameless "Portable Radio" as such, or a

"Whosis" Radio, would be viewed with

extreme suspicion by a listening audience

which never actually sees the prizes.

But a "Bendix 5-Tube Radio" bears the

hallmark of authenticity and is accept-

able.

I feel that if we eliminated brand

names, public interest would diminish,

and, after all, public interest in our radio

program is public interest in our product

—which is our object.

On our program, Grand Slam, Irene

Beasley always mentions the trade names

of the products she gives away—and, as

on this show prizes are won by listener

contestants as well as studio contestants,

these winners know immediately that the

prizes they win are tops in the merchan-

dising field, and have not a moment of

uncertainty as to their good luck. With

these considerations in mind, we definitely

feel that the advertising value of the

program is not diminished in the least by

multiple trade name air credits.

Lee Mack Marshall
Advertising Manager

Continental Baking Company

About the only

J± way to take this

A
|

out of the realm of

pure speculation is

to look at it in

V, terms of sponsor

.-«. ^fl I identification,

^fl There's no

Mk doubt that the
^^^^™ shows that rate

highest in correct sponsor identification

are the single-product shows. Shows that

advertise more than one product—even

well-established shows with respectable

ratings, such as Kraft Music Hall, Mr.
District Attorney, Fred Allen, Durante-

Moore—tend to fall in the medium
bracket in sponsor identity.

But in the case of "give-away shows

with multiple trade name air credits

another factor comes into play. They're

all audience participation shows. And
that kind of show runs high in sponsor

identity. In the latest sponsor identifica-

tion ranking, three of the first five shows

are audience participation.

So the sponsor identification of the

give-away shows is the result of two

factors pulling in opposite directions

The audience participation factor, with

its multiple mentions of the actual spon-

sor, pulls Lip the SI index. Credits for

give-away merchandise pull it down.

The result is about what you might ex-

pect. These shows fall into the middle

range in correct sponsor identification.

Actually, most of them are better than

the median.

To be practical about it, if an adv<

tisei can cut his program cost by getting

free give-away merchandise in exchange

for air credits, and still get bettcr-than-

average sponsor identification for him-

self, it looks to me like a smart deal.

James E. Hanw
Manager, Radio Department

N. \V. Ayer & Son. Inc.
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The use of mul-

tiple trade names

on a program, as I

see it, probably

tends to reduce

the value received

to the man who

actually foots the

bills. This would

be a hard thing to

prove, as sponsor identification figures

won't necessarily give the answer and do

not always carry a direct relation to a

program's sales effectiveness. But com-

mon sense will tell you that a sponsor's

sales message is likely to be impaired, or

at least confused, if there are 10 or 20

other brand names mentioned on his

program.

There are of course obvious advantages

in the mention of well-known brand

names. They mean something to audi-

ences—at least they know what the con-

testants are taking home with them—
and mentions of known high-quality

products put the sponsor's product in

"good company." To a large degree, the

problem depends on how skillfully the

actual sponsor's sales message is pre-

sented as opposed to the brand-name

mentions. A really top-notch job of high-

lighting the actual sponsor's message is

necessary to offset any confusion in the

listener's mind. A nice balance would

have to be achieved between the brand

names and the name of the sponsoring

product.

It's difficult to generalize about any

type of show, because I believe the

matter of the product to be advertised

—

and the particular sales problem to be

met in each individual case—is of primary

concern in the consideration of what type

of show is likely to be most effective.

Chester McCracken
Radio Director

Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield

I can't help but

feel that a pro-

gram using a lot of

give-aways with

air mentions of the

brand names will

hurt a sponsor in

the long run. Un-

less a listener has

listened long and
faithfully to the program, the free plugs
for the give-aways would tend to reduce
the advertising impact of the commercial,
and thus reduce the over-all advertising

(Please turn to page 40)

W rDlYI s4£t&wM*t rfudtwce

UP 56
0/

• The C. E. Hooper Index— September through

December— shows a 56% Increase in WFBM
afternoon audience 12:00 to 6:00 P.M.

Programming—plus intensive promotion-

is designed to continue sky-rocketing the num-

ber of sets tuned to WFBM.

It's a trend! . . . Time buyers who like to bet

on winners will like the long odds in favor of

securing top availabilities for their clients.

Ask the nearest Katz representative—NOW
— about this phenomenal growth in audience.

WFBM
BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency

MARCH 1947
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Pioneer public performance society in America, ASCAP is dedicated to the principle of

justice for America's musically creative men and women. An unincorporated association,

the Society's membership is a cross section of the American way of life.

Through its fair and equitable program of licensing the commercial users of music,

ASCAP easily makes available a growing repertoire which represents the finest in American

popular, serious and religious music.

By contracts with the representative performing right societies throughout the world,

ASCAP provides its licensed clients with the foremost musical works of all nations.

Today, the Society is proud to offer the commercial user of music, through it> licensing

program, this comprehensive repertoire by the foremost authors and composers of America.

\\ ithout an ASCAP, every organization or enterprise which uses music would be obliged to

contact individual copyright owners to obtain permission to use their copyright works. That

such a chaotic situation does not exist is due in part to the Society. \\ ith an ASC \I' license,

the music thai mean- mosl to America is immediately available.

The American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers, * ./w/;/,/^ y/^ jit&. &>
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Hero worship is part of beins a teen-ager, so when Gordon MacRae makes a personal appearance in a Teentimer store, he's mobbed

300,000 program

sells $8,000,000 in teen-age dresses

It
all started in 1943 with a twoline

ad in Women's Wear Daily, the

garment industry's trade paper.

The advertisement read, "For better

mark-ups see Princess Junior." That was

before Teen-timers' incorporation papers

Eiad
been filed. Prior to 1943 Jules Rubin-

tein was a typical 7th Avenue dress

nanufacturer selling a junior miss-size

line to chain and department stores. He,

like many another dress manufacturer,

had dreams of owning a trade name that

meant something to the public, instead

of being at the mercy of every buyer who
came into the market. He noted, with

envy, the gradual growth of other dress

manufacturers' trade names, developed

through advertising in publications ad-

dressed to the career and college girl.

And he decided that since a revolt from

MARCH 1947

the rolled-up blue jeans and brother's

shirt was certain to develop, he'd try ad-

vertising a line of dresses, dresses with a

feminine appeal, for the high school girl.

He turned to Mademoiselle and Calling

All Girls. Nothing happened. He tried

local advertising copy in department

store lay outs. A little happened. He
tried more extensive Women's Wear trade

advertising. A little more happened. All

together the advertising produced enough

business to justify the investment in the

space but the Teentimers' trade name—
the corporation, Teen-timers, Inc., was

operating by this time and the trade-

mark, Teentimers, had been registered

—

was just another label in another teen-age

line of dresses.

Rubinstein wasn't happy. He was

making money, business was growing,

the Sterling Advertising Agency was de-

veloping copy themes that seemed to pull-

but Teentimers was just as far from being

a national consumer trade name as Prin-

cess Junior had been before it. Something

had to be done. Ralph Reubin, account

executive of the agency, talked over the

idea of using radio. It seemed that Art

Ford of WNEW had a program called

Teentimers' Canteen. It looked like a

natural for selling the teen-age market.

Two heads at the agency were put to-

gether and a show was born. Naturally

station WNEW was suggested for the

program but Rubinstein wasn't inter-

ested in a local show, nor was he inter-

ested in anything but the number one

network, NBC.
That meant more money than Rubin-
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Typical window display first lets the teeners know that the "Teentimers' Club" is coming to town. Cut-out of

Gordon MacRae between a couple of bobby-sox manikins, a mike, and a giant window card bring 'em in for tickets

stun had ever thought of for advertising. It also meant

yetting some assurance that Rubinstein would do the business

required to justify the expenditure. And that in turn meant

retail outlets which were able to order and sell real quantity.

Rubinstein decided that he could sign up enough stores to

pay off. On this basis the agency and Rubenstein went to

NBC to sell them on permitting a program with local cut-ins

by one franchised store in each city that had an NBC station.

NBC didn't like the local retail cut'in idea, but Rubinstein

was persistent and finally the program policy board accepted

the show.

Rubinstein actually went out and signed up stores himself.

When the first program hit the air, August 25, 1945, on a

( Publicity in the newspapers, mostly about the fashion show
' that follows the broadcast, is a Teentimer promotional must

—-- " fuTto Mc^e
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63-station network, 36 stores had signed

franchises and had local cut-ins. The
program name, which had been planned

to be Art Ford's Teentimers' Canteen,

was changed to Teentimers' Show, Ford

having decided to retain his title for his

WNEVV program. Eileen Barton, young-

ster who had just completed 26 weeks

with Frank Sinatra, was the star, Art

Ford the mc, Merita Helmis the show's

teen-age-fashion commentator, and Jerry

Jerome the baton-wielder. Saturday at

10 a.m. was the time. Everyone con-

nected with the program had his heart

in his mouth when the Teentimers' Show

hit the air for the first time. Would the

program appeal to the bobby soxers?

What assurance was there that any

soxers were even listening at 10 a.m.?

Of course surveys indicated that they

were at home but were they listening

this morning'.' Could dresses be sold over

the air? These were just a few of the

imponderables that beset the Rubinstein

and Sterling agency families. The Inst

flash that gave any indication that the

program would sell came from Gimbels

in New York. Five hundred young

shoppers were crowding into the stOl

buy the dress which Miss Helmis had

described on the broadcast. Every dress

was sold by 1:30 p.m.. three hours after

the program signed off. Wires from re-

tailers in Rochester, \. Y.. Williamsport

O Next, full-page newspaper ads com-
bine program and dress selling as

Teentimers' Club broadcast date nears

V
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_
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and Lewistown, Pa., St. Cloud, Minn., and Foil W
Ind., came through on the following Monday, indii itinj

that what had happened in New York, where Art
had a personal bobby sox following due to his WN1 \\

program, was being duplicated all ovei the nation in big
and little towns. Everyoro tool a leep breath the
program was in.

The next problem was to sign up more franchises so thai
each of the original 63 stations would have a local cut-in
and a franchise dealer. That t<x)k time but there wasn't a
week in which another store or two didn't sign a franchise.
The result was that not only did Teen-timers, Inc., have
local cut-ins in these towns but actually added stations to
their network so that today the Teentimers' Club the name
was changed from Show to Club because promotion was easier

to handle as a club—has 98 stations and 98 stores with cut-
ins.

The secret of Teen-timers' increasing success is that the

program isn't expected to do the job alone. Rubinstein is

promotion-minded. He knows that advertising—air or any
other kind that isn't put to work just doesn't produce any-
where near what it can. So the Teen-timers sales staff went
to work to sell stores on setting up teen-age departments and

k« «p .he band. Teen,, and ,u„ l„oi „,,.„ „«.„, cooU.d up for'Tom wr, „„„ radio sholl .
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SigeAllen
. . . Teen Shop . . . Second Moor

Sage-Allen Department Store used all the promotional plans to

bring this mob to the broadcast at the giant Bushnell Auditorium

making them promotional centers in the stores. Teen-age

bulletin boards, club rooms, tune-picking contests ("guess

the selections the star will sing on the next Teentimer broad-

cast"), and "teen-agers only" shopping days, are just a few

regular promotions which Rubinstein has suggested. To
this is added the big "super-promotion," in which the pro-

gram intact visits each store and broadcasts from each

town under the sponsorship of the local franchise holder.

The program is on the road about six months out of each year.

Each store that arranges for a local broadcast undertakes a

big-time promotion. It hires the biggest theater or audito-

rium in town (in Hartford Sage-Allen rented the great Bush-

nell Auditorium and filled it to overflowing—see above

Advertising, air and newspaper, is contracted for and starts

three weeks before the program reaches the town. Tickets

are printed with the store name on them and have stubs on

which each teen-ager writes her name and address (thus

the store builds a solid mailing list). Most stores use the
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Department stores do not run promotions with an eye to

long-term results. Each promotion is expected to pay off

directly in sales at the time of the promotion. That's the

reason for the extra supply of the dresses Rubinstein knows

department store thinking and doesn't hope to change it

overnight. Nevertheless in a number of cases he has had to

try to convince store managements that the general upsurge

of business in the store during the promotion must be traced

in part at least to the visit of the Teentimers' Club broadcast

and that they shouldn't insist on having the actual profits

from immediate sales of Teentimer OHriginals pay the en-

tire bill.

The program now costs Teen-timers, Inc., $9,500 a week.

The local cut-ins are paid for by each store. Recently it wa<

franchise renewal time and the garment industry was laying

The Teentimers' Club once-a-year visit is just

one of the promotions used. An annual
"design-and-name-it" contest helps sell too

stubs for a "Wishing Star" drawing in

which the prizes, all products that the

kids want and which are for sale at the

store, are valued at about $500. (Thus

the "door prize" is a store promotion as

well as a drawing card.) Tickets are dis-

tributed only in the teen-age section of

the store, creating store traffic that turns

into actual sales too. Window and floor

displays, billboards, and bulletins to all

high schools, are used generously. The

newspapers give the program's visit to

the town plenty of news space, since

stores are big advertisers and teen-agers

good copy.

Following the broadcast there's a

fashion show of Teentimer fashions.

Even the models for the fashion show

are instruments for promotion. Each high school in the store's

territory has a number of students who hope to be models

and these compete among themselves so that there's one

model in the fashion show from each secondary school. That

means school-wide publicity in every school in each store's

market. At the fashion show the stars of the program make

personal appearances, sign photographs of themselves, and

lend "big time" glamor to the occasion (the mob scene on

page 27 is typical of the turn-out in a store for the stars'

personal appearance). The local broadcasts really turn the

network show into the store's show all year 'round.

Nothing is taken for granted. The Teentimers' dub
fashion authority, now Dale Dilworth, works with the store

mi the fashion show, mc-ing it and thus bringing an air

personalitv to the local fashion parade. The store is assured

of three weeks' supply of Teentimer "OHriginals" which

is what the Teen-timer. Inc., line is tagged these days—to

enable the outlet to collect directly upon the promotion.

bets that Rubinstein just wouldn't get renewals; excess profit

taxes were off and the tightness of newsprint, which had

previously restricted department store printed advertising,

had begun to lift. They were wrong. The renewals rolled in

Here and there a store like Gimbel Brothers in Philadelphia

cropped up. Gimbel Brothers had decided that since the>

had their own station, WIP, a Mutual Broadcasting System

affiliate and stockholder, it didn't make sense to tie in to a

show on a competing outlet ^KYW)—and a competing net-

work at that. Rubinstein went to Philadelphia himself and

went over matters with the buyers and merchandise manager.

It developed that Gimbels were doing $300,000 a year in

their teen-age department, of which $100,000 was Tcentime'

OHriginals. Rubinstein guaranteed that they'd do $150,000

in his OHriginals this year and as a clincher asked them to

check to see just how much other teen-age business had been

brought in by the program. They renewed. Only two

have dropped their franchises Please turn to page
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MARCH: COSMETICS AMI BEAUTY PRODUCTS
SPONSOR

G. Barr & Co.,

Chicago

AGENCY

Arthur Meyerhoff,
Chicago

PRODUCT

Balm Barr lotion,

shampoo

PROGRAMS

The Shadow (MBS), Sun 5-5:30 pm,
90 stations

Briitol-Myers Co.

New York

Campana Sales Co.,

Batavia, III.

Carter Products, Inc.,

New York

Young & Rubicam,
New York

Trushay Duffy'-, Tavern (NBC), Wed 9-930 pm

Tele-Varieties, WNBT, WPTZ, WRGB,
8:15-830 pm

Hanly, Hicks &
Montgomery, Chicago

Solitair make-up Solitair Time (NBC), Sun 11:45-12 n,

20 stations

Sullivan, Stauffer,

ColwellA Bayles,N.Y
Arrid Gabriel Heatter (MBS), MWF 9-

9:15 pm
Chesebrough Manu-
facturing Co., N. Y.'

McCann-Erickson,
New York

Vaseline Hair Tonic Dr. Christian (CBS), Wed 8:30-855
pm

Colgate-Palmolive-
Peet Co.,

Jersey City, N. J.

Conti Products Corp.
New York

Ted Bates,

New York,-

Sherman & Mar-
quette, Chicago

Halo Shampoo

Bermingham, Castle-

man & Pierce, N. Y.

Mel Blanc Show (CBS), Tu 8:30-

8:55 pm
Kay Kyser's College (NBC), Wed

10:30-11 pm, trailers

Day in Life of Dennis Day (NBC),
Wed 8-8:30 pm, trailers

Castil e shampoo Treasure Hour of Song (MBS), Th
9:30-10 pm

Live weather spots, WOK
(NY.)

Spots, national campaign

E.t. spots, chain breaks,

sectional markets

National 1-min e.t. car

paign

Daggett & Ramsdell,
New York

McCann-Erickson,
New York

Toilet preparations Live 15-min music show, MTWTF
315-3:30 pm, KCMO (Kansas City)

Kay Daumit,
Chicago

Drezma, Inc.,

New York

Lady Esther Sales Co.

Chicago

Hill Blackett,

Chicago
Lustre-Creme Shampoo Breakfast Club (ABC), MTWTF 9-

9:15 am

Lee-Murray,
New York

Biow,
New York

Cosmetics

Cosmetics

Live breaks, spots, several

markets

Screen Guild Players (CBS), Mon 10-

10:30 pm
F. W. Fitch Co.,

Des Moines
L. W. Ramsey,
Davenport, la.

Shampoo Fitch Bandwagon (NBC), Sun 7 30-8
pm

"42" Products, Ltd.,

Los Angeles
Brisacher, Van Norden

Los Angeles
Hair oil, shampoo Hollywood Whispers (ABC), MTWTF

2:25-2:30 pm, 17 Pacific stations

Andrew Jergens Co.,

Cincinnati

(& John H. Woodbury
Co. div., Cincinnati)

Robert Orr,
New York

Jergens Lotion,-

Make-up

Special Dry Skin

Cream, Lanl

Walter Winchell (ABC), Sun 9-9:1 5 pm
New Louella Parsons Show (ABC),

Sun 9:15-9:30 pm
Make-Believe Ballroom, MWF 6-

6:1 5 pm, WNEW(N. y.)TTS5:45-6 pm
Live 30 min women's programs, 3

stations

Andy Lotshaw & Co.,

Chicago
Arthur Meyerhoff,

Chicago
Gorjus Hair Dressing,

Lotshaw Body Rub
Live spots, local sports,

2 stations

Noxzema Chemical
Co., Baltimore

Sullivan, Stauffer,

Colwell & Bayles,

New York

Noxzema Creams Mayor of the Town (CBS), Sat 8:30-

8:55 pm

Procter & Gamble Co.

Cincinnati

R. B. Semler, Inc.,

New Canaan, Conn.

Shontex Co.,

Santa Monica

Kastor, Farrell, Chesley
& Clifford,- Compton,-

New York

Drene Shampoo Truth or Consequences (NBC), Sat

8:30-9 pm, trailers

Chain break e.t.'s, all mar-

kets, rotated periodically

Erwin, Wasey,
New York

Kreml Hair Tonic,

Shampoo
New Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

(ABC), Sat 8:30-9 pm
Live 15-min news, music, quiz, sports

shows, 4 stations

Robert B. Raisbeck,

Hollywood
Shampoo, hai

conditioner
Mystery Is My Hobby (NBC), Sat 9-

9:30 pm pst, 26 Pacific stations

Sterling Drug Co.,

New York
Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample, New York
Mulsified Cocoanut Oil

Shampoo,- Double
Danderine

Mulsified Cocoanut Oil
Shampoo

Double Danderine

Glostora

Stella Dallas (NBC), MTWTF 4.-15-

4:30 pm

Manhattan Merry-Go-Round (NBC),
Sun 9-9:30 pm, trailers

Bride and Groom (ABC), MTWTF
2:30-3 pm

Rise and Shine (MBS), TTh 7:15-7:30

am pst, 41 Don Lee stations

Young Widder Brown (NBC), ThF
4:45-5 pm, trailers

Zeke Manners, MTWTF 7:30-7:45 am

Toni, Inc.,

St. Paul
Foote, Cone and

Belding, New York
Home permanent Give and Take (CBS), Sat 2-2:30 pm

William R. Warner
& Co. (and Hudnut

Sales Co. div.),

New York

(Hudnut Sales Co.)

Roche, Williams &
Cleary, New York

Kenyon & Eckhardt

Rayve Creme Shampoo,
Richard Hudnut

Cosmetics

DuBarry cosmetics

Sammy Kaye Sunday Serenade (ABC),
Sun 1:30-1:55 pm

Grand Marquee (NBC), Th 7:30-8 pm
Rayve Presents Sheilah Graham (MBS),
Sun 8:45-9 pm pst, 41 Don Lee stations

Jean Sablon (CBS), Sat 7-15-7:30 pm

Live, e.t., spots, 6 markets

Wildroot Co., Inc.,

Buffalo

BBD&O,
New York

Cream oil, Wave set King Cole Trio Time (NBC), Sat 5.45-

6 pm
Dark Venture (ABC), Mon 9-9:30

pm pst, 1 5 Pacific stations

Sam Spade (CBS), Sun 8-8:30 pm
Live news, sports, record shows in all

major markets

Live, e.t., spots, about
250 stations,- 1 min e.t.'s,

80 stations (KBS)
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In basketball a "well placed"

ball raises tbe seore. In adver-

tising a "well placed" ad inereases

sales.

Naturally by "well plaeed" we

mean your advertising plaeed

with WSPD, the 5000 watt, NBC
station which covers the rich

Northwest Ohio-Southern Mich-

igan area . . . home of over a

million and a half listeners who,

for over 25 years, have heeded

the good advice of the Voice of

Toledo.

JUST ASK KATZ
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CUT-INS PRODUCE

sales

and
problems
too

All business is local. That's trite

but true. A national advertiser's

products may be distributed

from coast to coast but they're sold on

Main Street.

The broadcast adverstiser is prone to

forget at times that all radio is local too.

Unlike magazines, which are printed and

mailed from one focal (and usually

distant) point, air advertising comes into

the home from a station that's right

around the corner from the average

listener. Like a newspaper with its wire

services and syndicated features each

station gets many of its top-ranking

attractions from the networks. The

chains are to broadcasting what the wire

services and syndicates are to the news

publications.

Because of the networks it's possible to

do a national advertising job through

hundreds of local stations without sepa-

rate arrangements with each of them.

Day by day, however, the question of how

best to localize that national selling appeal

faces advertising managers. There are a

number of accepted ways of tying in local

dealers to the national program. Point-

of-sale displays, local newspaper adver-

tising, local promotion by dealers, and

traveling the national show from town to

town are just a few of the time-tested

devices of dissolving the thousands of

miles that often separate the listener from

the actual source of the program.

There is another device, one which re-

moves all the milage between the pro-

gram and the customer. That's the local

cut-in, the device which permits a local

announcer to follow the national program

(or cut into the middle of it) with the

information, for instance, that "your

local Clipper Craft dealer is Burns

Brothers, Houston's noted men's haber-

dasher. .

."

Tied together with the local cut-in is

the regional cut-in which permits com-

mercials to be tailored to the weather and

34

the buying habits of the locale where the

program is heard. The regional cut-in

also permits a manufacturer to lay special

selling emphasis on a product that may
not be moving so well in one area as it is

throughout the rest of the nation. It also

permits of small-area test campaigns

without disturbing of the over-all selling

campaign; and of commercials which are

adjusted to situations where the same

product is known by different trade

names in different sections of the country

(Quaker Oats
|
Mother's Oats] and Seal-

test ice cream and milk are two examples

of this). In short, cut-ins permit net-

work radio to have the flexibility of news-

papers. The biggest users of air-time

constantly employ regional cut-ins to do

their sectional selling jobs. Typical

regional users are General Mills, Libby,

Kellogg, but practically all the regulars

have used cut-ins at sometime or other.

There are no objections at the net-

works to regional cut-ins. There's a

charge made in addition to the $14.50

announcer's fee set by the actors' union

( AFRA). It isn't a factor that makes any

demands upon the budget.

The real cut-in problem is the local

retail outlet identification. NBC permits

one client—Teen-timers, Inc. (see page 27)

—to have "franchised dealers" cut into

his program. But affiliated stations of the

network claim that such cut-ins encroach

upon the stations' local business. NBC's

policy, therefore, is to refuse to permit

them, so that when even another division

of RCA, RCA-Victor, wished to have local

dealers tie into the middle of Music

America Loves Best, the network refused

permission. Actual case history of the

(Please turn to page 48)

"Mr. Moffat just can't get that 'Exploring the Unknown'
radio program off his mind."

SPONSOR



Selling millions of cases of canned
foods a year calls for the kind of

mass selling that has made Libbv-
McNeill & Libby one of the world's
leading canning companies.
Back in 1929, Libby-McNeill &

Libby first used the facilities of the
American Broadcasting Company
to mass sell by radio to the families
of America.

Today, Libby's "My True Story"
—a complete 25-minute radio drama
each weekday morning, Monday

MARCH 1947

through Friday—is heard on 200

ABCstations. On this highly popular

dramatic show, Libby's 100 Famous
Foods are advertised in millions of

radio homes... and, as a consequence,

move faster offgrocers' shelves. Proof

of the effectiveness of ABC as a food

advertising medium is the fact that

the Libby people will soon start their

fourth year of sponsoring "My True
Story" to keep Libby products mov-
ing for grocers all over America.

So, if you, too, are interested in

mass sales, why not follow the lead

of America's outstanding advertisers

like Libby-McNeill & Libby—ship
your product to the nation's market

via ABC?

American Broadcasting Company
AMERICA' S MASS SELLING MEDIl M
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St. Louis
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Forjoe
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FOOD STORE QUIZ

Radio Station KXOK, St. Louis, Monday
through Friday, 12:30 12:45 p.m. est

PROGRAM.- Airing a food-product spon-

sored program in a different store each
day is a production headache that only a

wire- recorder relieves since only then can

the recording be edited before it is aired.

Bob Hille, mc, is easy with the questions

and follows the Take It Or Leave It for-

mula of giving the contestants a lift on
the answers when it appears that t he-

lift will help the program or ease a tense

situation. Fifteen-minute quiz sessions

are tough to handle since the program
seems about getting started when it signs

off.

Listeners send in the questions for an

award. They receive a covered cake tray

if their questions are used, and the best

question of the week receives a bonus
in the form of a 12-pound "tenderated"

smoked ham. Women appearing on the

program get a five-dollar bill for answer-

ing the questions correctly; everyone,

right or wrong, receives a pound of Forbes

Culture-Ripened Coffee. Hille is not

over-glib and the program is well pro-

duced. Something is still required to give

it character if it is to collect 100 per cent

on a formula that should be sure-fire.

Questions and answers are not quite

enough.

COMMERCIAL: John Ccrrigan handles

the selling of Forbes Culture-Ripened

Coffee without obnoxious pushing. Hille

also gets a good share of product plugs in

while handling the quiz so it isn't nec-

essary for the commercial spieler to

peddle too loudly. A "scientific-aging"

appeal is different and a "seven-day test"

is good. The fact that the local grocer

in whose store the quiz is taking place

handles one question on the air gives the

program a local commercial angle that is

hard to beat. If anything can sell coffee

this routine should.

TIME: At 12:30 p.m. it should catch a

food-conscious audience. Its competition

is Young Dr. Malone (KJviOX), Easy

Aces (KSD), Jackie Hill (KWK), music
on WTMV. sports on KXLW, disks on
\\ IL. and a hillbilly airing on WEW.
That's not the easiest daytime line-up

to buck but during its Inst three months

October through December it rated 2.4

in the St. Louis Cit) Hoopei loi the pe-

riod. Helping it is a Rush Hughes disk

spinning session that precedes it. Hughes
having a solid St. Louis following.

PROMOTION: The Star-Times trucks

have carried posters featuring the Quiz.

Newspaper space has been used and each
grocery store naturally goes to town
playing up actual program recording time.

Once the program has covered all the

stores it will have a local appeal im-

possible to obtain in any other way. And
there's nothing better to build up dis-

tribution of a product than recording the

show actually in a store and using the

grocer or store manager on the program.

Using him as a one-question quiz-m;
is better than just introducing him, and
doesn't waste entertainment time.

CREDITS: Doing a remote like this in a re-

tail store during business hours is no small

job. Credit Elmer Muschany, the pro-

ducer, for handling a tough job well. The
writer also deserves a bow. for the ques-

tions are so worded as to belong in a

food-store quiz and they're not gush v.

Bob Hille and John Corrigan are ade-

quate.

SHOW OF PROMISE

Radio Station WKY. Oklahoma
Monday-Wednesday- Friday. 10 p. mi

PROGRAM: A singer with just the back-

ing of a piano or an organ has to be good

to carry a show. Ex-G.I. Tommy Allen

is, and that goes whether he's singing

/ Love You /or Sentimental Reasons or

Guilty. He takes it easy, avoids tricky

phrasing, and nevertheless comes through

the speaker as a real person. Allen is star

of this session sponsored by the Okla-

homa Gas and Electric Company. He
was originally scheduled for a 13-v

run and has been with the program now

for 39 weeks. He came to WKY on loan

from Return Home Auditions, the NBC
gift to G.I.'s. The nostalgic touch on the

program is usually handled by the pian-

ist, Bob Duane, who is tops on fing«

the ivories. Some of his solos are over-

arranged but they're enjoyable in spite

of that, and many listeners are imprt

by fancy runs, over-emphasized i

cendos, and counter-melodj fingeriri

COMMERCIAL: Ro) Kerns handles

the selling assignment without punching.

The wordage isn't startling. OG&E using

typical gas and electric public utility

copj The Show of Promise title is used

for a springboard at the closing commer-

cial which credits (X"ic\E with creating

"a comfortable today and a promis

tomorrow."
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TIME: Competition is not too stiff at

10 p.m. est and even if it were Tommy
Allen has enough in his voice to hold his

audience.

PROMOTION: Tommy Allen was the

first NBC "farm-out" performer and the

red carpet was rolled out when he first

came to WKY. The Caylord (he owns
the station

1

) newspaper, although not

going all out for radio, generally did give

Allen a good press and the young crowd
traded in their Sinatra Fan Clubs and let

Tommy Allen send them. One ex-Sinatra

Club president expressed it this way,

"Tommy's specifical. When he gives with

those fancy flirts, he racks us, sacks us,

and carries us away."

CREDITS: Allen deserves a special nod for

his handling of the song introductions.

He does them straight and swell.

ROCHESTER SAVINGS BANK
JOURNAL OF THE AIR

Radio Station WHEC, Rochester, N. Y.,

Monday through Friday, 6:30-6:45 p.m. est

PROGRAM: The formula crowds more
information into its 15 minutes than the

usual news program could handle in a

half hour. It's well written, airing no
canned copy. It covers the national front

in such a way as to keep its listeners

abreast of the world, but its emphasis
is on Rochester, and what affects the
camera town. It divides its news han-
dling into four "columns." Column one
presents the headlines and a word or two
of brief explanation. Column two covers
the local scene (with an assist from the
Democrat & Chronicle, leading local news-
paper). In this section names and ad-
dresses are used and the listener gets the
feeling that every person mentioned is

living around the corner. Column three
is Washington Predicts, nicely handled
with a two-voice routine. One states
the prediction and the other questions
the facts and authority for each state-

ment. The device creates a feeling of
"inside information" despite the fact
that most of the items are current news.
Column four is devoted to the Citizen of
the Day, a profile of a resident of Roches-
ter who is deserving of a deep bow. The
bows are usually not for broad accom-
plishment but for plain humanity. The
broadcast caught paid tribute to a school
teacher who on her own time taught a
hospitalized youngster so that he could
graduate with his class. It made Doris
Walsh, the teacher in question, seem, as
no doubt she is, a grand person. No
orchids, no presents, no razzle-dazzle,

just an honest news report of a woman
who had gone beyond the call of duty.
Final bit welcomes newcomers to Roch-
ester, by name and address.

Everything on the program is person-
alized, is addressed to the men and women
who reside and earn their living in Roch-
ester. It's local without being corny or

(Please turn to page 39)

BMI %t-«fSA^
Hit Tunes for March

(On Records)

ANOTHER NIGHT LIKE THIS (Marts)

Dick Haymes-Dec. 23731 . Desi Arnai-Vic. 20-2052 .Hal Derwin-Cap. 336

Herb Ke™ Lloyd Sloop-Tempo «4 . Hal Winters-Jose Morand-Apollo 1034

Don Alfredo—Pan-Amer. 076 . Larry Douglas—Sig. 1508b

BEST MAN, THE (Vanguard)

Les Brown-Col. 37086 . King Cole Trio-Cap. 304 . Romo Vincenl-Dec. 23749

Sunny Skylar—Mercury 5004

EVERYBODY LOVES MY BABY, my baby (Goode)

Tex Beneke-Vic. 20-1914 . Pied Pipers-Cap. 279

Three Suns—Maj. 7180 . Gene Krupa—Col. 37078

FOR SENTIMENTAL REASONS (Duchess)

I^FiS^D^^^O- a^te^?M^J-,Co..T,j^P.
Art KassVl -Vogue 781 . Fran Warren-Cosmo,51 4. Bown Dots-Manor 1

304
041

Skip Strahl—Emerald 106

ILLUSION CPemora)

Ha, Win.ers-.ose Mor.nd-ApoUo 1034 ^Xie^T 3°° S

IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN A DIFFERENT STORY
Tex Beneke-Vic. 20-2123 (Campbell Porg.e)

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA (Encore)

Freddy Martin—Vic. 20-2026 . Guy Lombardo—Dec. 23782

KayKyser—Col. 37214 . Gorden Trio—Sonora 3032

Two Ton Baker-Mercury 5016 .Dick P«te'?° n
-E

>

n
,'
(
f
,p,,se

Julie Conway—Sig. 1 5086

MISIRLOU (Colonial)
II
Wf

Jan August-Diamond 2009 . Herbie F.elds-V.c. «0-*1 38

Skitch Henderson-Cap. 351 . Nicholas Matthey-Dec 25045

Frank Knight—Standard 5010 .Jose Morand—Dec. 50005

MY ADOBE HACIENDA ^Peer)

OPEN THE DOOR, RICHARD (Duchess)

Brown frimes 3
£harioteers_Co | 3724o . Bill Osborne-Cont.*

RICKETY RICKSHAW MAN, THE ™
Eddy Howard—Mai. 7192 . Two Ton Baker—Mercury 3047

WE COULD MAKE SUCH BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
Vaughn Monroe-Vic. 20-2095 . Frankie Carle-Co'. 37222

WHAT MORE CAN I ASK? °^
Guy Lombardo—Decca 23782 . Jack McLean—Coast 8003

YES, YES, HONEY «*. .,.->

Stardusters—Swan 8002 . Gene Krupa—Col.
Danny Ryan—Diamond 2062

*Soon to be released

BROADCAST MUSIC INC.
580 FIFTH AVENUE . NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
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It's all in the record...

broadcast advertising PAYS

Whether it's apples or automobiles, dentifrices

or department stores, fountain pens, coal, bath salts.

vacuum cleaners, banks, coffee—or what have you

—

the broadcast advertising record is clear.

Rightly understood, and rightly applied, BROADC \M

ADVERTISING PAYS. Hundreds of factual reports

reveal the amazing results. Ask your advertising agency, any

station representative, station, network, or SPONSOR. They'll

show you the record as it applies to your business.

from the record EVERSHARP: DEALER INCREASE FROM 400 TO 30.000 IN 6 YEARS

from the record WIEBOLDT (DEPARTMENT STORES): MERCHANDISE UPGRADED 3 TIMES

from the record LEE HATS: 6TH TO 1ST IN HAT SALES IN 1946 WITH 15- Ml NUTE SHOW

sl'(i\soK IM Ml K \ I |(>\s |\( \!\\ V)KK 19, V 1 . for hit vers of broadcast advert is



COMMERCIAL REV|EWS
(Continued from page 37)

general storeish. Check this as one of the

best news programs of its kind that can

be heard throughout the nation.

COMMERCIAL: Although the average

savings bank on the air handles its com-

mercials on an institutional basis, the

Rochester Savings Bank does a direct

selling job, with no apologies. In its

(opening advertising copy it sells "buying

[your home through the bank's real estate

department." In the closing it sells "low-

cost savings bank money orders for pay-

ing your bills." The copy is written by

the bank's advertising department and

edited by the show's producer.

TIME: The program is on station time

and the competition isn't too strong:

Philco Supper Club on WSAY and Even'

tide on WHAM. The audience delivered

to the program comes from the Gulf

t Sports News right ahead of it.

PROMOTION: Car cards, direct mail,

[news in employee publications in plants,

ts well as spot announcements have been

used to "sell" the program. Publicity

has also appeared in a promotional col-

lumn in the one local weekly newspaper.

[The usual advertising done by the station

in Rochester dailies has been impossible

since November 8 as the letter have been

3n strike since then.

CREDITS: Roger Goodrich and Warren
Doremus handle the newscasting and re-

spect what they're doing. They're real

lir newsmen with their roots in Roch-
ester. William J. Adams, program man-
ager of the station, created the program
dea and writes and directs the show,

which is a man-size daily job.

PARTY LINE
WCBS-TV, New York, Sunday, 8:30-9

p.m. est

3ROGRAM: Next to sports the tele-

vision quiz has the greatest viewing audi-

ence. This is especially true when the

quiz is conceived so that the home audi-

ence, through the use of the telephone,

, is made part of the show. Parry Line is

:hat kind of a show and with John Reed
King at the helm it usually bounces along.

King has been ill for a while and CBS's
3il Faites has been handling the mc as-

signment. With Faites it's a different

show, the quiz questions being the attrac-

:ion rather than the gag commentary
:hat King purveys. All the questions are

visual and most of them fun. Faites was
even able to bring in a news slant on the

show. A typical news bit was asking

viewers to identify breeds of dogs that

were going to be entered in the West-
ninster Kennels show. Thus the dog
show was publicized and a feeling of im-

mediacy brought to the scanning.

COMMERCIAL: Bristol-Myers spon-

sors Parry Line for Vitalis and Ipana.

Straight "billboard" copy was used in

MARCH 1947

the commercial film scanned. It was

nicely handled under the direction of

Jose Di Donato, Blaney Harris, and John
Mullen. Films for Industry shot the

film for the agency, Doherty, Clifford

and Shen field, Inc.

TIME: The program's big competition

in radio is the Fred Allen show which of

course has a tremendous following. On
WNBT, the NBC TV station, the show
at this time varies but on occasion it has

very fine dramatic scannings which at-

tract many set-owners. Despite this a

recent survey indicates that the quiz

audience will view ask-me shows no
matter what the competition and no

doubt Bristol-Myers depends upon this

in scheduling Parry Line.

PROMOTION: Very little at this time.

CREDITS: This is a CBS package and has

the usual smooth camera work which is

the result of the crew's knowing what's

expected of them and what to do about it.

DANCING ON AIR

WNBT, New York, NBC-TV, Sunday,

8-8:20 p.m. est

PROGRAM: Having sponsored Face to

Face for some time, Standard Brands
;

Inc., has now replaced it with dance in-

struction on the air, via the Fred Astaire

(Please turn to page 40)

I heard it

over

WIBW
n

The by -word that's the Buy -word in KANSAS
They're a clannish bunch—our farm and

small town listeners in Kansas and adjoining

slates—quick to pass on ideas, information and

suggestions that are to their mutual benefit

and interest.

That's the secret of the long-continued impact

of your sales message over WIBW.

"I heard it over WIBW" is the by-word that

carries countless products from friend to friend

and neighbor to neighbor . . . the by-word

that's an endorsement of a product's value

and dependability. Dealers know it as a buy-

word as customers insist on specific brands.

YOU hear its echo in gratifying sales records

when you use WIBW.

Serving the

First Families of Agriculture

Rep.: CAPPER PUBUCATIONS, Inc.
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YOU MAY BE ABLE TO SKATE 100

YARDS IN 9.4 SECONDS *-

BUT—YOU CANT SLIDE INTO

WESTERN MICHIGAN ON AN OUTSIDE

BROADCAST!

\s the crew flit's. Western Michigan isn't a very great distance

from Chicago and Detroit.

Hut unlike the crow, a broadcast can't slip through the wall

ofJading that isolates Western Michigan from outside-the-

wall stations.

The only waj to reach this hifi market is to use stations

behind the wall. V CBS combination \\ KZO for Kalamazoo

and WJKK for Grand Rapids gives you complete coverage in

Western Michigan with a larger Share of Audience, morning,

afternoon and night, than any NBC, ABC or MBS outlets

inside or outside this area ! We would be glad to send you all

the facts, or just ask \\er\ -Knodel. Inc.

Jewtraw did it al Lake Placid in /'':'..'

wkzo
«'S?WVrt$^

Both owned and operated by Fetzer Broadcasting Company

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

COMMERCIAL REVIEWS
Continued from page 19

Dance Studio's system. If the Eddie

Dunn-Bob Dunn face-to-face ing was

static, this is a viewer chaser de luxe.

I he program is supposed to take place

at a dance party, with Fred Astaire

teachers present to show the tyro danc-

ers what the light fantastic is all about.

The very nature of the program requires

that the cameras pan around until the

producer thinks he's found a good shot

then he calls it. In practice, that doesn't

work out. The teachers, Ed Simms (who

also mc'sj and Chris Bye, may be grand

on the ballroom floor, but they're not

entertaining before the cameras.

COMMERCIAL: Dick Dudley handles

the selling, which is devoted to Chase and

Sanborn Instant Coffee. He's easy and

telegenic and Gloria Hope who as

isn't bad when she isn't pushing.

TIME: YVCBS-TV usually has a feature

film on at this time. If it's a bad film

it starts at 7:15) viewers may shift to

Dancing on Air, but it's doubtful. Radio

has Charlie McCarthy and Bergen in

competition on NBC, Sam Spade is on

CBS, and the Detroit Symphony is on

ABC. something for everybody.

PROMOTION: Standard Brands hasn't

started promoting anything on TV yet.

CREDITS: Ernest Colling of NBC w

with Stan Quinn of J. Walter Thompson

on the production to no avail. W
is Ed Rice. His copy is pretty deadly.

MR. SPONSOR ASKS:
(Continued from page 25)

value. Not only that, but there is a

feeling, to my way of thinking, of "cheap-

ening" the sponsor's commercial, and the

dignity of his product, by giving mention-

to many other trade name products.

As a station representative, I should

say that there is a strong possibility of

these multiple-mentions conflicting with

the spot broadcasting campaigns of com-

petitive sponsors. A sponsor and a time-

buyer might well think twice before

placing spots before or after a program in

which the competition gets a big pi

There is also a nuisance factor, which

reflects on the sponsor. Many of the

give-;iua\s on the contestant-jackpot

type of show are scarce appliances

tures, or products. Handing over a new

washing machine or refrigerator to a

testant while the nation listens is s

tiling that is going to make a lot of house-

wives sizzle.

It might be better for a sponsor to si

to give-aways such .is mone\ prizes, trips,

or U. S. Savings Bonds rather than the

hard-to-get brand-name products.

Hines Hatchett

Manager

John E. Pearson Co.
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a SPONSOR monthly tabulation Contests and Offers

Sponsor Product Program Time Offer Terms Outlet
j

_J

1 ALIA VISTA CREAMERY Dhm Birthdaj

products Party

MTWTF
2-2 15 pm

2 theater tickets Listener whose bnthil.n falls on ia\ of pro-
gram and w hi wri i tain

KI'.IZ.

Ft. Worth

IMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS \n... in
;

Romance nl

Helen Trent

MTWTF
12:30 12:45 pm Rpproducl f necklace worn by

Jennifer Jones in "Duel in the Sim"
Send 25c and Kolynos label to program, Mew

CO. DIV
)

Hollywood
Jackpot

MWF
4:30-5 pm

G BARR Balm Barr
Lot ion The Shadow

Sunday
5-5:30 pm Purse-size jar Balm Barr Lotion Send Hie to sponsor, Chii a [0 MBS

MBSCAREY SALT ( larey Salt The Shadow
Sundaj

5 5:30 pm
(1) $100 gold wrist watch each for man

& woman; (2) Farm record book
\\ mi. letter-entrj up to 100 words on new

uses olfan, Sah to ponsoi at stations; (2) free

from dealers, or for 10c rrom sponsor

CARNATION CO Carnal
Milk; Friskies

Lone Journey MTWTF
2:30-3 pm

Dog tag stamped with owner's address
or phone

Send 10c and Friskies packagi trade-mark to

Friskies, Seattle

I BS

CHESEBROUGH MANUFAC-
TURING CO

Vaseline Hair
Tonic Dr Christian

Wednesihn
v 30 8:55 pm

$2,000, winning script; $150-$300,
others chosen

Write program, New York, for rules; submit
script for program

COLGATE. PALMOLIVE-
PEET

Palmolive
Shave Cream

Can You
Top This?

Sal nnl.'n

9:30-10 pm
$25 cash Ji ! i int In program and used win S10 Sender

receives $5 each time joke is not topped
NBC

CONTI PRODUCTS ( lastile Snap

& Shampoo
Treasure

Hour of Song
Thursday
9:30-10 pm

3 days in New York for two as spon-
sor's guests

Name the 2 selections played, popular andclass
leal; tell in 50 words or less whv they're favorites

MBS

CONTINENTAl BAKING \\ ler Bread;
Hostess Cake

Grand slam MTWTF
11 30 11:45 am

Miscellaneous merchandise prizes.

Chance at $100 savings bond bonus

Send 5 questions about music to program. New
York

CBS

GENERAL FOl'DS
Grape-Nuts
Wheat-Meal
and others)

Portia Faces
Life

MTWTF
5:15-5:30 pm Silverplated knife and fork

Semi 75c and Grape- Nuts Wheat-Meal boxtop
to product, Wallingford, Conn. SBC

1 GENERAL MILLS

Softasilk

Cake Flour

Hymns of All

Churches
MTWTF

10:25-10-45 am
14-piece cake set Send $1 and 1 Softasilk boxtop to Softasilk,

Chicago
':'<

Cheenos Lone Ranger MWF
7:30-8 pm

4 pocket-size Disney comic books Send 10c and Cheenos boxtop to Donald Duck,
Minneapolis

SAMUEL C GLEANER Watches Time on M
Hands

Thursday
7 30 7:45 pm

$37 50 Gift Certificate Send to station up to 50 words on favorite
composer, giving reasons

KYW,
Phila.

JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE CO Insurance

Boston
Symphony

Tuesday
S:30-9:30 pm 10 scholarships for Tanglewood

Write sponsor, Boston, for details. Applicant
must be IS years old; technically proficient on
instrument, eomp sition, singing, conducting

ABC

HARVEL WATCH CO. Watches Music Time
Sunday

1-1:15 pm
First prize, wrist watch; next two,
Cinderella washing machine, bath-
scales;next 1000 book,"SiIver Leopard"

Time scene enacted on program; send time and
up to 25 words on "What I Expect of a Watch"

to sponsor, New York
ABC

HERSHEL CALIFORNIA
FRUIT PRODUCTS

Cnntadina
Tomato Paste

Easy Does It MWF
11:30-11:45 am

"Surprise award" of household devices
(electric irons, etc.); $5 cash

Send suggestions for lightening household tasks
to program, MBS, New York, with 1 lahel

MBS

HUNT FOODS Tomato
sauce

What's Doin',

Ladies?
MTWTF
2-2:25 pm

Gas range to "outstanding mother of
week." Gift to winning letter writer

Write letter-entry about outstanding mother
to mc

ABC

MAIL POUCH TOBACCO
Kentucky

Club tobacco

Fishing &
Hunting Club

Monday
10-10:30 pm

Several fine pieces of hard-to-get hunt-
ing and fishing equipment

Send unusual story, tip. or question to program.
Gift for each item used MBS

MANHATTAN SOAP CO. Blu-White Evelyn Winters MTWTF
10:30-10:45 am Victory sword earrings B from Blu-White boxtop CBS

MARS, INC.

1
Candy Dr I. Q. Monday

10:30-11 pm
Sums up to $250 cash plus bonuses Send program 6 ves-or-no questions; 9 clues to

famous personality. Judge selects winners

NBC

MILES LABORATORIES
Alka-Seltzer;

One-A-Day
Vitamins

Quiz Kids Sunday
4-4:30 pm

(1) Zenith portable radio; Zenith con-
sole radio-phonograph; (2) 1502 cash

prizes totaling $K>50

(1) Question sent to program wins portable if

used; if Quiz Kids are stumped, radio-phono-
graph; (2) 3 distinguished educators judge let-

ters from grade and high school pupils on
"The Teacher Who Has Helped Me Most"

NBC

PARKER PEN Ions, pencils Information
Please

Wednesday
10:30-11 pm

(1) Parker "51" set; (2) "51" Magic
Wand desk set; (3) $500 bond

Send 3-part question for use on show to pro-
gram, CBS, New York

CBS

PROCTER & GAMBLE ( Irisco Cedric . dams
Noontime News

MTWTFS
12:30-12:45 pm

Coo book, "Recipes for Good Eating" Send 10c and Crisco lahel to Cedric Adams.
Cincinnati

WCCO,
Minneapolis

QUAKER OATS Aunt Jemima
Mixes

Ladies Be
Seated

MTWTF
3-3:15 pm

Electrical household appliances Send question to program. Judge selects winner
daily-

ABC

RONSON ART METAL
WORKS

Ron son

Lighters

Twenty
Questions

Saturday
8-8:30 pm

Lighter to sender of subject used. Two
table lighters if studio contestants are
stumped. Grand prize, table lighter

with silver plated cigarette chest

Send to program s bject about which 20 ques-
tions may he sked. Wins premium if used

MBS

WILLIAM SCULL CO. Tea

Present from
Hollywood

Sunday
3:30-3:45 pm

(1) $500 bond, (2) electric stove, (3)
radio-phonograph, (4) Easter outfit

Complete in up to 25 words, "I like Boscul Tea
because" and send with Boscul Tea boxtop to

sponsor, most interesting statement wins

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
RALIO AND ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCE ASSN. Institutional

Magic of

Electricity

Sunday
8:30-9 pm

5 electrical appliances

Names selected from those sending station

answer to "Why I would like to own a particular

radio or electrical appliance" are telephoned
and awarded prize if they identify program

KM PC,
Los Angeles

TEEN-TIMERS. INC. Dresses

Teentimers'

Club
Saturday

11-11:30 am
First prize twelve Teentimer dresses

(one for each month of year); nine

prizes, one dress each

Look at week's Teentimer styles in local shop,
end sponsor letter up to 75 words on style NBC

favored and why

TEXAS CO. Petroleum
products

Metropolitan
Opera

Saturday
2-5 pm

Album of operatic records to listeners

whose questions are used on program
Send questions on opera to Opera Forum Quiz,

c/o sponsor, New York ABC

ION PHARMACEUTICAL CO Saraka
(laxative)

Dorothy Dix MTWTF
12:45-1 pm

Cash prizes $150, $50, $25; 22 at $5 &
$10

Supply last line of limerick: judges pick winners ABC

WANDER CO. Ovaltine Captain
Midnight

MTWTF
5:30-5:45 pm

Secret Squadron Handbook; plastic

whistle with code dial

Send Ovaltine label to program, Chicag i MBS

WESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
AND CASUALTY CO.

Insurance Old Corral MTWTF
7:15-7:30 am

$100 bond each month Write letter on "Why Should a Veteran Keep
is National Service Life Insurance"

KOTA,
Rapid City

J B. WILLIAMS

j
-

Shavmp cream;
Leetric Shave

William L.

Shirer
Sunday

5:45-^ pm
Month's free supply of Leetric Shave Writ, sponsor, local station CBS

WILLIAMSON CANDY

J
Oh Henry Detective

Mysteries
Sunday

4:30-5 pm
$100 reward from "True Detective

Mysteries" Magazine
Notify FBI and Magazine of information lead-

ing to arrest of criminal named on broadcast

MBS



This is JOHN ACKER
I of near Muncie, Indiana

1
H N ACKER and family have an 80-acre farm in Delaware

County, Indiana. They have owned this place for 20 years and

have well over S 3,000 invested in machinery. Using a piece of

nearby land with their own 80, the Ackers had 50 acres in oats

and 42 in corn last season. They raised 100 hogs for market,

along with 200 chickens, and they milk five dairy cows.

Through alert, thrifty farming and marketing, they have

established a very comfortable 5-room home with a completely

modern kitchen— electric range and refrigerator, water soft-

ener, fluorescent lighting, hand-made cabinets. A new forced

air heating system adds to the comfort of the home.

For 20 years, John Acker, his wife and son, Allen,

have been WLS listeners and Prairie Farmer readers, ap-

preciating the markets and weather especially, enjoying

Mac and Bob, Dr. John W. Holland, Art Page and Dinner

Bell, and all the WLS National Barn Dance favorites.

More than once, John Acker, following the market re-

ports daily, has made extra cash through getting top

prices for his hogs.

It is on this home and this family, and the homes

and families like them throughout Midwest America,

that the microphones of WLS have been focused for

23 years. It is our intimate interest in their problems.

the service and entertainment we give them, that

have made them such loyal listeners to WLS . . . and

upon loyal listeners depend advertising results.

890 kilocycles, 50,000 watt,, American affiliate. Represented

by John Blair ond Company. Affiliated in monagement with

KOY, Phoenix, ond the ARIZONA NETWORK . . . KOY,

Phoenix . . . KTUC, Tuoon . . . KSUN, Bisbee-Lowell-Oouglos
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signed and unsigned

Adu&UUUuf A<fe*txuf, P&tixuuiel GUcutqeA.

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Sam M. Ballard

Richard J. Barrett
Herbert R. Bayle

Don Benjamin
A. C. Bernstein
Chester T. Birch

Reilly Bird

Walter Blake

Julian D. Bobbitt
James J. Booth
Arthur Brammer
Joseph P. Braun

William J. Breen Jr.
Tommy Briggs
Ernest Camp Jr.
Frank Campbell
Taylor S. Castell
Richard P. Casterline
Herbert Chason
Martin C. Chavez
A. Claire
Terence Clyne
Eugene J. Cogan
John Cole
David A. Collins
C. W. Cook
Douglas Crane
Mary C. Crosby

Craig Davidson
Vernon Delston
Gene W. Dennis
Thomas P. Doughten

James E. Duffield Jr.
George Durham

Franklyn W. Dyson

George Enzlnger
Chet A. Ettinger Jr.
Holman Faust
John S. Finn
John J. Flanagan

Mildred Fluent
Ethel M. Fordsman
H. F. Furber
Fred Gardner

James W. Gillis Jr.
Mary Lou Gordon
Leon Greenfield
L. Grant Hamilton

Ralph A. Hart
Storrs Hayne8
Albert S. Hecht

George H. Hennessy
Peter Hilton
J. Paul Hoag
Charles F. Hoffman

Jack R. Holmes
Allen Hubbard
Joel F. Jacobs

Frank J. Jacobson Jr.
Ray C. Jenkins

Ed Johnson
James E. Jump

Gardner, St. Louis, executive vp in charge Mon-
santo Chemical Co. and New York Stock Ex-
change accounts

Newman, Lynde, Jacksonville, account executive
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit,
media director

General Artists Corp., Los Angeles, publicity staff

Lennen & Mitchell, New York

Mandel Bros., Chicago, associate advertising
manager, art director

Blaine-Thompson, New York, account executive
on Warner Bros, pictures

Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago
Army Air Forces
BBD&O, Pittsburgh, account executive
Kenyon & Eckhardt. New York

Young & Rubicam, New York

American Display Corp., New York
Kenyon Research Corp., New York, vp
Shaw Co., Los Angeles, production manager
Herbert Chason, New York, head

Free & Peters, New York, vp
Ward Wheelock, New York, media director
McCann-Erickson, New York
Army
Arel, Inc., St. Louis, advertising manager

Ohio State Journal

Compton, New York, vp
Radio writer
KMBC, Kansas City, special features director
Lennen & Mitchell, New York, assistant account
executive on P. Lorillard Co. account

Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland

Roy S. Durstine, New York, account executive

Buchanan, Chicago, vp, Chicago office head
Mort Duff, Omaha, art director
Navy; Mitchell-Faust, Chicago, radio director
Walsh, Windsor, Ont. , spacebuyer, office manager
McCann-Erickson, New York, publication media
manager

Robert F. Dennis, Los Angeles, account executive
J. R. Kupsick, New York, media buyer
Sportservice, Inc.
McCann-Erickson, New York, account executive;
merchandising, marketing specialist

Ellis, Buffalo, account executive
Lockwood-Shackelford, Los Angeles, copy chief
Harry Feigenbaum, Philadelphia, art director
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit, ac-
count executive

Harry Feigenbaum, Philadelphia, radio director
Compton, New York
General Outdoor Advertising, New York, ad-

ministrative executive
BBD&O, New York, grocery store merchandiser
Maxon, New York, vp

Firth-Sterling Steel Co., McKeesport, Pa., ad-
vertising manager

Smith & Drum, Los Angeles
Services Unlimited, Pasadena, account executive
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, New York, account
executive

Marshall Field & Co., Chicago
Business consultant specializing in advertising,
radio merchandising, business promotion,
Minneapolis

Robert F. Dennis, Los Angeles, account executive
Robert Heller, Cleveland, associate

Gardner, New York, in charge eastern operations

Llndstrom, Leach, New York, account executive
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit, vp

Claire A. Wolff, New York, copy writer, account executive
Makelim, Hollywood, radio production dept.
Robert W. Orr, New York, vp. account executive for several

Jergens products, Comic Weekly
Dade B. Epstein, Chicago, vp

McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles, account executive on
Enterprise Productions

Bennett-Advertising, High Point, N. C.
Ralph H. Jones Co., New York, account executive
MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh, account executive
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, vp in charge time and
spacebuying

Sherman & Marquette, New York, account executive
E. W. Reynolds & Co., Toronto, radio director
Tucker, Wayne & Co., Atlanta, executive capacity
Arthur Davis Associates, New York, account executive
Retailers' Advertising Service, New York (new), president

Shaw Co., Los Angeles, account executive
Cole & Chason, New York (new), partner
Robert Otto & Associates, New York, media director

J. J. Gibbons, Toronto, timebuyer
Blow, New York, account executive
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New York, media director

Cole & Chason, New York (new), partner
Aetna. New York, account executive
Ridgway, St. Louis, account executive
Associated, Los Angeles, vp
Bob Byers & Son, Columbus, advertising, sales promotion
dept. manager

Raymond R. Morgan, Hollywood, executive capacity

Seymour Kameny Associates, New York, radio consultant

R. J. Potts-Calkins & Holden. Kansas City, radio director

Lennen & Mitchell, New York, radio dept. manager in

addition to P. Lorillard account duties
Foote, Cone & Belding. London .

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. New York, coordinator media,

statistical research «„„_..
Moore & Hamm, New York, in charge Mason, Au & Magen-
heimer account

Roy S. Durstine, Chicago, vp
Joe H. Langhammer, Omaha, account executive
Mitchell-Faust, Chicago, radio director
Walsh, Windsor, head, media, research depts.

McCann-Erickson, New York, media director

Abbott Kimball, Los Angeles, account executive
Moore & Hamm, New York, media director
Julius J. Rowen, New York, account executive
Fred Gardner Co., New York (new), owner

Ellis, New York, general manager
Dunn-Fenwick, Los Angeles, account executive
Hart & Greenfield, Philadelphia (new), partner
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit, vf-

Hart & Greenfield, Philadelphia (new), partner
Compton, New York, radio dept. manager
Kuttner & Kuttner, Chicago, account executive

Storecast Corp. of America, New York, vp
Donahue & Coe, New York, vp, account executive
Hoag & Provandie, Boston (new), partner
James A. Stewart, Carnegie, Pa., account executive

West-Marquis, Portland, Ore. (new office), manager
Allied Advertising Agencies, Los Angeles, account executive
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, New York, vp

A. James Rouse, Chicago, account supervisor
Erwin, Wasey, Minneapolis, executive director

ft!
Rogers & Smith, Los Angeles (new office), general manager
Market Research and Advertising. New York (new), partnet
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NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Prank A. Kasala
I i' I K.ishuk

San) Kaufman
I r.mk \. Kearney

Ir.mt Kemp

I'aul Langford
Siot I Leonard
S. <). l.ipsct

George (). Logan
Jack Loucks
Sail] Lowe
Roy Lundy

I >mii Mack

Robert Marks
George McGarreti

Mary McKenna

Joseph Mi I aughlln

Jack McNie
K. E. Misscr

Knssill Mitchcltrce
Garth Montgomery

Vernon L. Morelock
Alexander 11. Mussman

Thomas P. Murray
W In Nance
Russell I). Nelson
John I . Nolan

Mac I.. Olds

Ramsey S. Oppenheim

Leslie Orlons
David Owen

Nan I'endrell
Mary Polcson

Paul II. Provandie
Stanley Pulver

Robert Rockwell
Sherwln R. Rodger*

lr\ Rousner
John W . Ross

Lee-Muiron Rousseau

Gary A. Rowland

Mildred Sanders
lewis ll. Scurlock Jr.
Milton (;. Shaller
George P. Shillnger

Gil Simon
Margaret A. Slanev
Ned C. Smith
Stanley C. Smith
Philip Solomon

Louis Sperling

Karl Stephens
Hob Stern
John II. StilweU
Brwin Swann
Marvin Taub

William Thorniley
Kern Tips
James C. Toedtman

Clyde Vortman
Norman Weiner
L. Barton Wilson

Robert C. Wilson

Jay Wingate
G. Bruce Woodln
llarrv II. Wright
Walter II. Wright

Lew Kashuk. New York, account executive, head
new business depi.

Bo/ell ft Jacobs. M inncapolis. advert islng director
Dancer- 1 it /gerald-Sample, Chicago, account ci-
excutlw

Danccr-lit/gerald-Sample, New Vork. media
director

Army
J. M. Mlthfie New Vork
Diener & Dorskind. New Vork, account executive
and production manager

Army
Federal. New Vork, media director
Cromwell. New Vork

Weber Showcase and Fixture Co.. Los Angeles.
advertising manager

Greenneld-Llppman, Buflalo
Young i\ Rubicam, New Vork, account executive

Benton & Bowles. New Vork, In charge media
research

Philadelphia Democratic City Committee, pub-
licity director

Raymond R. Morgan, Hollywood, general man-
ager

Lawrence Fertig. New Vork
Geyer. Newell and Ganger. New Vork

Anfenger. St. Louis, radio director
Pan-American World Airways, New York, assist-
ant advertising manager

Waller B. Snow. Boston
Welsh-Hollander, Los Angeles, account executive
Melamed-IIohbs, Minneapolis, account executive
Gruen Watch Co.. Cincinnati, public relations
representative

Harper Magee Co., Portland, Ore., advertising
manager

Western Advertising (publication), advertising
manager

Army
Dancer-Fit/ger.ild-Samplc. Chicago, daytime
radio general supervisor

Chernow. New Vork, copy chief
Mitchell-Faust, Chicago, assistant to radio
director

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, timebuyer

Navy

Cox & Tanz, Philadelphia, radio department
Office of War Information, San FYancisco, do-

mestic radio unit
Charles Dallas Reach, Newark, N. J., In charge
new business

Lee-Stockman, New York, horticultural, agri-
cultural div. head

Mitchell-Faust, Chicago, vp In charge radio
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia
D. II. Ahrend, New York
Industrial Advertisers Service, Muskegon, Mich.,
owner

K.FWB, Hollywood, promotion-publicity director
Harry E. Foster Agencies, Toronto, spacebuyer
Raymond Spector, New York, vp, copy chief

Blaine-Thompson, New York

Brooke, Smith . French & Dorrance, Detroit
Brandt. Chicago
W'LS, Chicago, continuity director
Buchanan. New Vork. consultant
Radio Receptor Co., New York, advertising
manager

Puget Sound Black Ball Ferry Lines
KPRC, Houston, Texas, manager
Ohio W'eslcyan University, journalism, publicity
director

McCann-Erlckson, Detroit

Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co., Hartford.
Conn., advertising manager

Tblle Co., San Diego (formerly Allied Business
Builders), account executive

Dorland International-Pet t'lngell & Fenton. vp
Hicks & Crcist. New Vork
L. C. Pettier, partner
J. M. Matlies. New Vork

Frank A. Kasala. Hollywood (new), head
Lew Kashuk & Son. New Vork. partner

Bn/ill A Jacobs. Minneapolis, manager
W. Karl Bothwell. New York

Compton. New Vork, assistant media direct. >r

Rogers & Smith. Chicago, West Coast radio director
Tracy-Locke Go., Dallas
Llpset Advertising. New Vork (new), owner

G. M. Basford. New Vork. account executive
Redbook Magazine, Nea York, advertising sabs start
William II. Rankin. New Vork, account executive
Carroll Dean Murphy, Chicago, account executive, public

relations counsel
Don Mack Advertising. Los Angeles (new), head

Kills. Buffalo, account executive
Foote. Cone A Belding. New Vork. handling radio opera-

tions on lucky Strike account
Benton & Bowles. New Vork. in charge all spot radio time-
buying except Procter & Gamble

Thomas LaBrum. Philadelphia

Russell T. Kelley. Hamilton. Out .. account execunw
Robert F. Dennis. Los Angeles, executive vp. overseeing all
media production

Henry L, Davis. New Vork. vp in charge plans, copy
Kenyan & Kckhardt. New Vork, commeicial writer in radio
department, television assistant

Anfenger. St. Louis, vp. director
Wendell P. Colton, New Vork. account executive

Huff & Henderson. Dallas, executive capacity
Dan B, Miner. Los Angeles, account executive
Larken Industrial xdvertislng, Minneapolis, account staff
Keelor & Stiles. Cincinnati, account executive

Adolph L. Bloch. Portland. Ore., account executive

Short & Baum. vp, manager San Francisco office

Lockwood-Shackelford. Hollywood, account executive
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, Ma Perkins show
producer

Chernow. New Vork. executive vp
Mitchell-Faust. Chicago, timebuyer

Hoag & Provandie. Boston (new), partner
Dancer-F'itzgerald-Sample. New Vork. media manager oo
W hitehall Pharmacal Co. account

T. Robley Louttit. Providence, account executive
Harry J. Lazarus. Chicago, account executive, publicity
dhecioi

Harry Feigenbaum, Philadelphia, radio director
John W. Ross Advertising. San F'rancisco (new), head

Market Research and Advertising. New Vork (new), partner

Lee-Stockman, New York, vp

Dancer- Fitzgerald-Sample. Chicago, copy writer
Shaw -Le\ ally . Chicago, account executive
I). 11. Ahrend. New Vork. account executive
Behel & W'aldie & Briggs. Muskegon (new branch with
which his agency merged), manager

Jim Ward. Hollywood, manager
Stewart-Lovick, Toronto, time, spacebuyer
II. B. Humphrey. New Vork. account executive
A. McKim. Winnipeg, account executive
Blaine-Thompson, New Vork. account executive for Warner

Bros, pictures
Advertisers* Service, Pawtucket, R. I., radio production
manager

Boyse-Bradford, Saginaw . Mich., account executive
Lon Kaufman. Hollywood, account executive
Lloyd Larson, Chicago, vp
Blow, New Vork. executive capacity
Shaw Associates. New Vork. vp. new business

J. Walter 'Thompson. Seattle, account.execut ive
Franke-W ilkinson-Schiwetz & Tips, Inc.. Houston, partner
D'Arcy, Cleveland

Brooke, Smith. French & Dorrance. Detroit, media dept.
Norman Advertising. Los Angeles (new), head
Edward W. Robotham Co., Hartford, Conn.

Tolle Co., San Diego, partner

Justin Funkhouser. Baltimore, media director
G. M. Basford. New Vork. account executive
Justin Funkhouser. H.iltimore. radio director
Moss. New Vork. account executive

£pxi*U&i P&U&nal GUaAtf&i (Continued from Page in)

Alicda \ an Wesep

Harry C. Welch

Russell il. Western

Robert J. Wilcox
Marie Wilson

Lord & Taylor, New Vork, advertising, publicity
director

Borden Co., New Vork. assistant advertising
manager, grocery products division

I i lis 1 Corp. New Vork, assistant advertising
manager

Charles of the Bit/.. New Vork. advertising pro-
duction manager

Lord & Taylor, New York, vp In charge advertising, display'
publicity

Borden Co.. New Vork. advertising manager, grocer] prod-
ucts division

Ethyl C >n>.. New \ .irk. advertising manager

Carnegie-Illinois steel C >rp.. acting advertising manager
l niversal Laboratories, Inc. (Vivaudou, Kerkort and Delet"

tre/. div.). Lung Island City. V V.. advertising manager



DIAGNOSING A PROGRAM
(Continued from page 20)

dropped also but only 14 points. Since

the record commercial was apparently

disliked less than the instrument selling,

and since it seemed likely that the nega-

tive result of the first commercial was

making dialers approach the second with

a chip on their shoulders, it was decided to

switch commercials. The typical disk'

selling minute now dips around 9 instead

of 14 and the instrument commercial

dips only 18 instead of 25. Just as the

negative reaction to the instrument com-

mercial hurt the record-advertising copy,

just so does the positive reaction to the

record copy help the instrument commer-

cial now that the positions in the program

[are reversed.

Human interest introductions to musi-

leal numbers have long been favored by

[producers. A listener with a special

story that has a heart-throb in it is made-

[to-order for continuity writers. But, at

|
least as far as the interest of listeners to

I
Music America Loves Best is concerned,

"hearts and flowers" lead-ins for songs

drop interest right out the window,

straight introductions to musical numbers

rating 81.9, those with a razzle-dazzle

'dropping to 74.9.

Robert Merrill is the star of Music

\America Loves Best. The program's

audience enjoys his singing; but that

[doesn't mean that they like everything he

does. When Merrill sings a spiritual the

Iprogram audience interest drops. That
[happens every time he chants a south-of-

|the-Mason-Dixon-line number. The au-

Jience also likes most of the orchestra

lumbers which are directed by Frank

Black; but when Black waved the baton
for Buckle Down Winsocki, the listeners

started out with high enjoyment but by
the time the orchestra had finished buck-

ing down the enjoyment was down too

—

110 points. It was not what they expected

|rom Black.

Schwerin stresses that all the research

in the world won't improve programs, or

bommercials. That depends upon the

program producer, to whom all his re-

ports are made. Schwerin's pre-testing of

k program in the series, Adventures of

\

7rank Merriwell, resulted in an increase

|n listener interest of 10 per cent due to the

'roducer's making changes in the show
tefore it went on the air. However, the

'roducer retained in the broadcast pres-

entation a 60-yard drop kick which had
>een rated very low by the pre-test

judience. The air program dialer re-

icted exactly as had the test audience and
titerest in that drop kick was lower than

in any of the rest of the program. They

didn't believe that anyone could drop-

kick 60 yards on or off the air.

Although there are over 30 factors con-

sidered by Schwerin in setting up a panel

for any program, four of them are what

actually determine the make-up of a

program's audience. In the case of Music

America Loves Best it was found that age,

sex, and education were important factors.

The fourth element was "listening habits"

—the most constant factor appearing in

program panels.

It's important to uncover the basic

groupings of a program's audience, for

without that it would be impossible to

establish a panel that would parallel the

show's actual dialers; and without such

a panel it would be impossible to uncover

the appeal which wins its audience.

Qualitative research has only pene-

trated the surface of what it can accom-

plish. What Schwerin has started to do

for RCA-Victor, what the McCann-
Erickson agency has done for Dr. Chris*

tian (which will be the basis for a future

sponsor report), is only an indication of

what can be done for air advertising by

thorough analysis of the reactions of the

radio audience.

A QUARTER OF A CENTURY

IS ONLY THE BEGINNING

MARVEL of the Twentieth Century . . . means

for mass communication . . . disseminator of ed-

ucation and entertainment . . . Radio broadcast-

ing is a tribute to man's inventive genius. In little

more than 25 years it has grown from novelty to

necessity in our daily lives.

Proud to have played a part in the phenomenal

growth of the radio art, pioneer Station WGY, on

the occasion of its Silver Anniversary (February

20, 1947) looks back through the years with a deep

sense of gratitude to those who have made its

operation possible.

Firm in the belief that there is an even greater

tomorrow for broadcasting with the addition of

Frequency Modulation and Television, General

Electric Stations face the future with plans for

further expansion and better service.

WGY
50,000 Watts

NBC Affiliate

GENERAL |f ELECTRIC
Schenectady, New York

Represented Nationally By NBC Spot Sales
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FORJOE

METROPOLITAN

MARKET

STATIONS

KWKW Los Vngeles

WWDC Wash., I). C.

WSBC Chicago

*W0RL Boston

**WJBK Detroil

WMIN Minn.-St. Paul

KXLW St. Louis

WBNX Nu York

WDAS Philadelphia

WWSW Pittsburgh

WHHM Memphis

KONO San Antonio

WLOW Norfolk. \ a.

* except in New York ** except in Chicago

IDi joe Offices

New York • Chicago • Philadelphia

Pittsburgh • Washington • Baltimore

Los Angeles • San Francisco

.. , . 1 ,.
broan mm li,iinli\iii

Tie-up with 21 newspapers by WPAT
(Paterson, N. J.j is delivering first

page stories for WPAT and developing

public service programs representing

all sections of North Jersey. Thedealhas
the publications telling their readers that

"groups wishing to employ radio to pro-

mote a cause in the public interest will

be allotted time on Radio Station WPAT
by applying for it to this newspaper.''

Instructions for broadcast opera listening were

the basis for a special series in the Metro-
politan Opera News which received

nationwide publicity. Delegating one
member of a listening group to answer

phone, door bells, etc., was suggestion

number one.

One million visitors for WWVA (Wheeling,

W. Va.) Jamboree. Special celebrations

were touched off when the one millionth

ticket holder visited this folk music shin-

dig. The lucky radio fan went home
loaded with gifts.

Buck Rogers landed a lot of promotion space

in February via a fashion tie-up which

had leading fashion creators working out

their ideas of what the well-dressed man
and woman will wear in the 25th Cen-

tury. Costumes and drawings submitted

by leading fashion experts, including

Arpad, Tregere, Clare Potter, Ceil Chap-
man, are the basis of a traveling fashion

show which will be seen at all Mutual
stations with exhibit facilities. Norman
Bel Geddes was chairman of the judges'

committee.

Wildroot uses comic ads with Sam Spade

as the leading character. Instead of just

using any character for its comic-strip

promotion the hair tonic has the central

character of its CBS program going

through his pictorial paces with a Wild-

root clincher—in 57 Sunday newspapers

and in comic books with an estimated

circulation of 20,000,000.

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet's Vel received the

same promotion for its spot campaign on
WHN (New York) as an all-star program

might have been given. Letters, for in-

stance, were sent to wholesale grocers

reminding them that "over four million

listeners are now hearing these one-

minute spot announcement jingles every

day."

WOVs Piano Scholarship which started
out in '46 as an idea of Ralph Weil, sta-

tion's manager, has now become an
annual. Last year the station discovered
that in New York the yen to play the
piano well hadn't died among its lis-

teners. There were thousands of entries.

Station WDRC (Hartford, Conn.) wanted to

do something different so it has endowed
its show, Shopping by Radio, with a new
promotional slant. The station's mobile
unit goes through Hartford trying to find

a woman wearing some particular piece

of apparel which has been announced on
the air the previous day. The first wearer

spotted is whisked to the studio and
awarded gifts. Program has, beside

commercial objective, the public service

idea of getting women to shop earl)

on the air at 9:15 a.m.

Competition for opportunities as soloists

with the New York Philharmonic Sym-
phony Society Young Peoples' Con
has become an on-the-air promotion for

WQXR (New York). The contestant-

do not compete against each other but

are judged on the basis of their abiliu

to play with a symphonic orchestra.

Judges are distinguished young concert

artists.

WJR got the most out of "Ellery Queen'

tie-in. As noted previously i December

sponsor) a member of the home audi-

ence is chosen to sit in judgment on each

Ellery Queen case. In Detroit, Mark

Haas, publicity director, and Bob An-

thony, promotion director, weren't con-

tent to do the routine thing when it came

WJR's turn to pick a Detroit amateur

detective. Entrants came from 2,500

station listeners and the judges were the

Mayor, Police Commissioner, and col-

umnists from the News, Times, and I

Press. When the Queen session hit the

air the week that a Detroit fan was to

be armchair detective, the Motor City

knew about it, and how.

RCA-Victors traveling TV caravan is MOW

so well equipped that it can go into a

meeting like one recently held at Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, set

itself up in no time flat, scan a dramatic

presentation, and feed it to as man)

1 2 television receivers in a hall.
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40 WEST 52nd
(Continuedfrom page 52)

which are not covered by all four of the

major networks. If we convert this table

into those colleges which do have four-

network coverage, the picture is as shown

below:

Colleges with Four-network Coverage

Number of Colleges 6

Total Sample 540*

Independents 29 4

LBS. 26.7

NBC 18.3

CBS I'6

MBS 7.7

ABC 6 3

*Approximate.

The sample is also apparently biased by

reason of the fact that it is restricted to

dormitory residents. This means that it

probably has an inadequate sampling of

the older residents who tend to live off the

campus in private homes. And very

possibly, the listening habits of such

older students out of the dormitories

might be different from those within the

ivied walls.

I don't know whether or not you have

ever been exposed to our feeling on the

"listen most" type of question, but we

think we have very good grounds to

objecting to it. In the first place, the

word "most" is a very loose one and sub-

ject to varying interpretations by the

respondent. And in the second place, a

question of this type tends to favor the

network featuring the big-name variety

shows. This is one of the explanations

for the stronger showing of NBC.
Elmo C. Wilson
Director of Research

Columbia Broadcasting System

FIND THE MARKET
(Continued from page 22)

The copy appeals were simple. "Sul-

phur baths are good for the skin."

"Sulphur baths relieve tired muscles."

"Sulphur baths have kept people healthy

since the days of Julius Caesar." "Sul-

Ray brings a spa to your home." In

two years this multiple appeal developed

a direct dollar mail-order business into

a general manufacturing business with

regular retail outlets. In those two years

the advertising budget went to $100,000

a year.

In 1945 Sul-Ray hit its peak. It was

buying spots in Russian, Jewish, Italian,

Swedish, Lithuanian, Hungarian, Polish,

German, and Czech. Programs and spots

were heard in Philadelphia, Chicago,

Detroit, Buffalo, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,

as well as New York. During this year

and during 1946 Sul-Ray bought spots

on co-op shows with direct mentions of

the stores and chains where Sul-Ray
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could be bought. The retail store tie-up

paid off very well, by direct check-up.

Salzman and the Sul-Ray executives

still felt that sulphur baths could be sold

the mass audience. They tried several

English-speaking programs, shows like

VVMCA's Memory Time, WAAT's Home-

town Frolics, WHOM's Symphony Sid,

but all they did was underline the fact

that Sul-Ray's market was a foreign-

language one. Sul-Ray's two outstand-

ing air flops were in Miami Beach and

Atlantic City. They found quickly that

health products won't sell at health

resorts Actually sales are best in the

aches-and-pains periods, fall and winter.

Sul-Ray knows its market now. At

present it's coasting on its previous

advertising, due to increased product

costs and overstocked retail outlets.

It's still first among its type of product.

It had to learn the hard way, by wasting

plenty of dollars, who would buy sulphur

baths and how to reach them.

It also stands as an ideal example of

what America's foreign-language stations

can do. Without them there would have

been no Sul-Ray. Sul-Ray is just one

more proof that once a market is deter-

mined broadcasting can sell it.

Facts and Figures

Size: I8x 12 * 6"; Weight:
21 lbs.

Case: Tan leatherette lug-

gage-type overnight bag.

Specifications: 7-tube am-
plifier. AC-DC operated;
4" PM speaker; 33 I 3 or

78 rpm; plays 6 to 16"

transcriptions.

Controls: Separate ampli-
fier, and turntable switches;

vol. & tone controls.

Pick-Up: Featherweight,
with tested knee - action
Nylon needle.

Exclusive Feature: Polarity

does not have to be
•"hecked for DC use.

Price: $125 FOB Washing-
ton (AC only, in leather
case, same).

1121 Vermont
Avenue

PRICE SI 25
FOB Washington

New Transcription Portable Meets Specific

Needs of Agency and Radio Ad Men

USRECO presents a custom-made overnight

bag full of quick tricks—one of the finest,

truest, compact-est playbacks ever built. It's

ready to spin into action at the pop of the

top. Just lift the lid, plug in, put on record

and PLAY. No time lost fooling with a sep-

arate speaker—no AC-DC worry—no bother

checking DC polarity. This is 21 lbs. of dynamic

selling force! Air-mail or wire your order

today. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Washington 5,

D.C.

JOSEPH TAIT, President
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Making the best
even better!

Now—along with
"The Texas Rangers"

A §ure-fire give-away <>r self-

Liquidating offer! Attractive 48-

pages of Original Songs The
Texas Rangers Sin-s ana scrap-

book allium. Pr«>\i<lc(l .spon-

sors of ''The Texas Rangers"
at cost! W rite for full details.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION

PICKWICK HOTEL • KANSAS CITY 6, MO.

CUT-INS PRODUCE
[Continuedfrom page U

Teentimers' Club progr; m indicates how-

ever that instead of losing hilling outlets

actually sign new business due to the

cut-ins on the show. In Hutchinson,

Kansas, the station signed the Teen-

timer franchise store for three half-hour

segments; and they had never been sta-

tion clients before. There are numerous

examples of new department store busi-

ness brought to the medium through the

tremendous success of this show.

The other three networks accept local

cut-ins. At CBS from 1 5 to 20 advertisers

a year use them, Hour of Charm having

120 cut-ins at each broadcast. Columbia

does not handle any of the details of the

cut-ins, merely authorizing the stations to

cut in on the specific program. Billing

and all details are handled between the

stations and the agency.

At the American Broadcasting Com-
pany, cut-ins are handled in all details by

the main office, with the network billing

the agency. Charge for cut-ins on a pro-

gram is usually 8 l > per cent, although

circumstances may bring this figure down

to 63 ) At Mutual, the network cues the

show, handles the distribution of copy to

the stations, but the stations do the bill-

ing. If the cut-in is 30 seconds or more

the MBS rate is 5 per cent of the rate

card figure for the station. Under

30 seconds Mutual frequently for-

gets everything but the actual AFRA
announcers' fees.

Localizing the selling appeal of a pro-

gram is obviously not costly where it's

permitted. Its use, nevertheless, may be

hedged with thorns. It's comparatively

clean-cut where an exclusive franchise

arrangement deal can be arranged with

one retailer in each town where a station

is located. Even that, however, isn't as

clear sailing as it seems at first blush.

Teen-timers, Inc., for example, has 98

franchised radio dealers and 3,902 other

outlets. Many of these outlets profit from

the national program but every one of

them may feel a little hot under the collar

as he hears the cut-in for another store,

even if that store isn't close enough to be

competition, and plenty of the 3,902 Teen-

timers outlets are within the trading area

of the great stores that hold radio fran-

chises. Jules Rubinstein (Teen-timers

president) feels that the business done by

the franchise holders makes the program

possible and that everything worth-while

has some drawbacks. Lee Hats February

sponsor), on the other hand, having no

franchise set-up any dealer may carry

Lee hats), has refused all pressure that's

been brought to bear on them for cut-ins.

They even refuse, officially, to permit any

hatter to sponsor a program before or

after their Drew Pearson 15 minutes.

Sponsorship of a local program before or

after a network program is, of course, one

way of achieving identification with such

national program without cut-in.

Products with multiple outlets in a
j

town where a station is carrying the

program meet the cut-in problem in a

number of ways. Members of the Amer-

ican Transit Association, which sponsors •

Adventures oj Bulldog Drummond, receive

local credit after every broadcast even if

there are four or five transit companies in

the immediate area reached by the sta-

tion; although no attempt is made to

credit companies which, though in a

station's coverage area, are miles away

from the originating city. Other cut-ins

mention a number of outlets on each

broadcast and revolve the credits; in this

case it's customary for the sponsor him-

self to pick up the cut-in bill. The

revolving cut-in is often used on a one-

station program as well as a network.

The cut-in removes one hurdle that

always stands in the way of making ad-

vertising sell directly, the where-do- 1 -buy-

it stumbling block. As indicated its use

is beset with problems. It's not easy to

control hundreds of local retail announce-

ments. On the other hand if they're not

controlled the entire public acceptance of

a product may be destroyed. In one area

a national advertiser, who has requested

that his name be withheld, found sales

dwindling so fast that he knew something

must be wrong. A trouble shooter was

rushed to the territory and discovered

that the local dealer who was cutting into

the national show was using a commer-

cial which had a copy slant the home

office had found to be disastrous. This

same sort of thing has happened to other

manufacturers who have permitted local

identification. And only where the tie-in

is really very bad is the negative result

discovered quickly.

In another case, business in an area

was found to be double that of the av(

territory with the same sales expectancy.

It turned out that the local retail outlet

had hit upon a copy theme that was out-

pulling the national appeal two to one in

sales. That was fine, but it raised the

>ame question, lack of control of cut-in

copy.

Cut-ins help make broadcasting the

most flexible of advertising media. The)

are a vital part of network radio, effective

sales dynamite when properly controlled

—devastating when permitted to run

wild.
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in New York

Facts and figures gathered recently

by Goodyear Tire and Rubber,

U. S. Rubber, and to a lesser degree

by CBS television research and NBC
panel studies, indicate that for New York

at least television will arrive far more

rapidly than has been anticipated. NBC
alone has as many signed sponsor con'

tracts which it is holding as it has on the

air. Programs and program facilities are

keeping Sales Manager Ren Kraft from

setting starting dates at this time. CBS
has sold sponsorship of the Brooklyn

Dodgers,' half the games to Ford, the

other half to General Foods. It's ex-

pected that it will not be too long before

DuMont announces sale of the Yankee

games and NBC comes through with

sponsors for the Giants. Even if all three

teams aren't sold by then they'll all be

televised this spring and summer . . .

three top attractions for TV. Station

KSD-TV went on the air in February and

St. Louis will see the games of the Cardi-

nals and the Browns on the air this sum-

mer. The station expects to telecast the

opening game on April 15. Emphasis is

on sporting events at this time because

the facts-and-figures departments have

delivered amazing figures on looking-in

on sports.

The Goodyear survey, which thus far

has not been released by the sponsor, and

which was made by Hooper and Pulse of

New York, and coordinated with an NBC
panel study under the supervision of

N. W. Ayer, indicates that an event that

gathered only a little better than a 4

rating through sound broadcasting ac-

ually attained a better-than-80 rating

among televiewers. Novelty alone can-

not account for the amazing figure for over

50 per cent of present set owners in

metropolitan New York have had their

receivers for over six years.

Sets in operation in the New York
territory have passed the 10,000 mark,

*vith RCA sending 1 ,400 receivers to New
York dealers during January alone, and
these receivers were all sold before they

eached the retailers. Before the base-

ball season has reached its World Series

t is expected that there will be over

vtARCH 1947

100,000 receivers perking in Greater New
York. While this at first blush looks like

a drop in the bucket as a market, the

Goodyear research figures must be taken

into consideration at the same time. Not

only was it indicated that over 80 per cent

of the sets in homes were in actual use

during the sporting events surveyed, but it

also transpired that 8 persons per set, or 3

times the normal 2.5 who are credited as

listening to a radio receiver that's in use,

were looking in at the games. Thus with

100,000 TV receivers in the home and

over 80 per cent of them tuned to the

night games, plus an average audience of

eight per receiver, the sponsor will be

buying an audience of 640,000 viewers,

without counting the much larger number

of viewers-per-operating-set in bars, grills,

and public places.

Leading sponsors who will be using the

medium, aside from those already in it

(Ford, U. S. Rubber, Bristol-Myers, Esso,

Gulf, Standard Brands, Gillette) are led

by General Mills, which will spend $200,-

000 in testing TV in 1947, and Procter

and Gamble, which is expected to spend

about the same amount. General Mills

will not, as things stand now, spend a

great deal of money on any one station.

It wants to sponsor as many shows as it

can on as many stations as possible,

feeling that in that way it will best be able

to evaluate the medium. General Mills

was one of the earliest sponsors of base-

ball, at one time having tied up practi-

cally all the teams on the air. It made

sponsorship-sharing deals to cut down the

cost in many cases. Baseball seems much

too rich for a $200,000 budget so General

Mills is not expected to go into sports in

TV in 1947. P & G is wide open but

the soap company's advertising dollar

will be a factor in TV this season.

Agencies who have been fooling with

the visual medium to keep their feet wet

aren't worrying about keeping their feet

wet in the medium any longer. They're

worrying about building staffs and getting

into production, even though they see the

"limited city market" as unprofitable for

a long time. TV is a business now . . .

and New York its first market.

WSJS
Winston-Salem

for the

TRI-CITIES

REPRESENTED BY

HEADLEY-REED
COMPANY
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Gardner Advertising Company vp

~LJ"IS Pet Milk Show, Saturday Night Serenade, rang up its

* tenth straight year in radio last October with only

minor changes in cast and format from the first broadcast.

Yet the show was born one night in late 1935 on the cast-

bound train from Hollywood that was bringing Roland

Martini to New York in answer to a hurry call from Gardner

Advertising. Turning out good air copy in a hurry was

nothing new for Martini. In 1931, with years of successful

pulp writing behind him, he joined Blackett-Sample-Hum-

mert to write three children's air strips, Secret Three, Inspector

Stevens & Son, and Penrod and Sam. He was writing 20

scripts a week when Gardner called.

New Haven-born Martini is now a vp in charge of radio for

the agency, but he still personally watches over Saturday

Night Serenade. The musical half-hour was started with the

simple, mass-appeal technique he learned the hard way
plotting for the pulps, and continues to serve its listeners a

blend of standard and popular musical numbers with no fancy

trimmings. Even the small changes he has made in format

have been worked in gradually—never thrown at the audi-

ence. Martini's show sells plenty of Pet Milk to its loyal,

family-type audience, and delivers a rating of 1 1.4 and sponsor

identification of 41.5.

His cast, more than 95 per cent of whom were on the show's

first airing, never get a chance to become complacent. Martini

keeps them on their toes, but gets along with them so well

their rehearsals go off in three hours flat, saving money for the

sponsor. There are plenty of vocal numbers on the show, sung

so the listener can hear every word—a fact appreciated by

both listener and lyric-wiiter!

Seenanlht right talking ota Saturday Wight Serenade tcith conductor Gtutate Haemchen

TEENTIMERS

Continuedfrom page 30)

since the program first started -and Rub-

instein explains lack of local promotion

to be the reason for these two exits. The

rest of the stores (98 of them i are happy

with the arrangement and are expanding

their teen-age departments, to collect

upon the stores' identification in the

minds of the soxers with the right styles

for them.

The program is building a 12-month

demand for teen-age fashions. In the

past there have been two peaks, spring-

summer and fall-winter. Dress houses

closed down during interim periods of

several months in each year, putting

thousands in the garment field out of

work. Teentimers' Club gives a weekly

award of 12 dresses, one for each month

in the year. The designer—she di

$35,000 a year—creates a model for each

broadcast, 52 weeks a year (and gripes

at being able to squeeze in only a one-

week vacation in a year). But Teen-timer

employees have no seasonal lay-offs.

Rubinstein has achieved what the entire

garment industry has been trying to

achieve -year-round employment—and
he did it through his NBC Teentimers'

Club program and its promotion.

And the business is no sky-rocket op-

eration. Although there are onh

radio-franchised stores, there are 4,030

Teentimer OHriginal outlets—and 4,03D

stores are waiting to carry the line.

Naturally the program has changed

since its Eileen Barton days. First

Johnny Desmond took over the star role

then John Conte; now Gordon MacRae

is the star. The mc has changed several

times, but now the hottest thing in jive

talk, Station WOV's Freddie Robhins.

has the helm. As mentioned earlier, Dale

Dilworth has taken over the fashion

commentator's role from Merita Helms.

The band is usually a top name orchestra,

and nearly all the great swing aggrega-

tions have played the date at one time

or another. When the show travels it

always picks a unit that is playing som:-

where near the town where the remote

is to originate, cutting down costs and

also collecting upon the local publicitv

which the band has received on its regu-

lar date in the territory. The program

has also switched to 11 a.m.. it h;r.

been uncovered that youngsters just

weren't as ready for the hot stuff at

10 a.m. The time switch was made when

Johnny Desmond came in as star. At

the same time the advertising agency,

Sterling, stepped out and Buchanan fll

Company stepped in, the latter havinf
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a bigger radio department and being

better able to handle a big network show.

There's nothing static on the program.

Rubinstein sends out an entire new port-

folio of promotional material each 1

3

weeks. It's like a three-ring circus, some-

thing is going on all the time. When
things become static he knows that some-

thing's slipping and goes to work at once.

The hypo may be a series of contests

selecting a "Miss Teentimer" in each

franchise city. The shot-in-the-arm may
be a dress design and "name it" compe-

tition. Or it may be one of any number

of promotional devices all of which tie

into the program and the general selling

of Rubinstein's OHriginals.

Teentimer OHriginals are the number

one dress for the bobby soxers today. At

no time is the cost of the OHriginals

permitted to get out of line; at present

they're $9. When the Judy 'n Jill teen-

age line (Horwitz and Duberman) went

after the market with a program on the

Mutual Broadcasting System network

called Judy 'n Jill 'n Johnny (with Johnny

Desmond) they failed to do the same

selling job for a number of reasons:

1. The price range runs up to $40

(that's above the teen-age range)

;

2. Many models actually are for jun-

iors, i.e., 18-to-20-year-old girls

—

this age group doesn't listen to

radio on Saturday mornings;

3. Horwitz and Duberman didn't de-

velop the promotional gimmicks

that Rubinstein did.

There were other reasons but these

three were enough to cancel the program

after 13 weeks. H. and D. are still on the

air with spots and local programs through-

out the country, trying to find a formula

to sell Judy 'n Jill dresses.

Teen-timers, Inc., also marketed for a

while a line of Teentimer cosmetics but

for the time being at least they've

dropped them. They claim they're having

the line redesigned and are going to bring

it back on the market.

Teentimer OHriginals are back in the

pages of magazines like Seventeen that

are addressed to the age group they're

designed for. The advertisements usually

appear over the signature of a local store,

for the local cut-in has begun to make its

appearance in magazines too.

January business in women's wear

throughout the country was down this

year—in all except the teen-age depart-

ments. Even with a downward curve

in all other dress lines, the soxers con-

tinue to sell their parents on new dresses.

It probably isn't news that the kids have
a habit of getting what they want when
they really want it. ^

"We Have the Most Farm Radios

(mostly tuned to WMT)"

IOWA has more farm radios than any other

state, the U. S. Census bureau reports. And

in Eastern Iowa you'll find most of them tuned

to WMT's farmwise programs . . . night or day.

City lowans are

likewise faithful WMT
listeners . . . it's the

only CBS outlet in

Eastern Iowa.

RepreienJed

by KATZ Agency

Member of Mid-Sfotes Group

Al
CIRCULATION .

to an enthusiastic and
discriminating audience

in the Washington, D. C.

Metropolitan District.

A CLASS MARKET .

(or the discreet advertiser.

A NATURAL . . .

for building goodwill,

prestige, and selcs in

the Nation's Capital City.

A 6-MONTH
TEMPORARY RATE .

that makes sense.

Write for

RATES AND CHOICE T/Mf
AVAILABILITIES

International Buildin
WASH-ington 4, D. (

Telephone District 1356

The SELLING VOICE

WRNL ... a modem, progressive sta-

tion holding the largest daytime audi-

ence of any station in the Richmond
erea .

.

^«°-

NIGHT & DAY
910 KC

EDWARD fETRY & CO., INC..

NATIONAL REPRESENTATfVES
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SPEAKS
Super-Test For Radio?
BROADCASTING has a phobia for

baring its 'back and asking any-
body who is in the mood to lash

it. Research at an average magazine or

metropolitan newspaper usually consists

of a man with the title of research direc-

tor'who produces, upon request of the

sales department, "facts and figures"

about the newspaper's circulation pro-

jected from its Audit Bureau of Circula-

tion report. Except in a few cases like

the Milwaukee Journal that's black-and-

white research.

Radio isn'l satisfied with Hooper,
Broadcast Measurement Bureau, and
Nielsen. Each network has a research

depart mint ,1 stall as high as >() 40 at

NBC). Independent stations in metro-
politan centers maintain two-to-five man
departments and even radio departments
i>i agencies have research sections run-

ning as high as 10 men.

This self-researching is healthy, though
expensive. However, a number of prob-

ing young men at the networks now want
to go a step further. They want to ex-

periment with the medium with an adver-

tising campaign for a product that has

no distribution, no salesmen, no promo-
tion, nothing but the product itself and
a radio advertising campaign, a truly

immaculate conception.

Broadcasting is part of the advertis-

ing universe. When anyone looks to it

to turn Atlas and prove it can carry the

world, he's going beyond the bounds of

good research and good sense. It would

surprise no one if broadcasting should

come through the bright young men's

test by fire unsinged, but why test its

ability to do something that's not really

its job?

Sponsored Newscasts

RECENTLY Jack Gould (New
York Times) turned the clock

back over 12 years in one of his

Sunday columns. He attacked the spon-

sorship of news on the air and inferred

that news in a commercial program was
suspect. Edward R. Murrow, public

affairs vp at CBS, took umbrage at many
of Gould's statements and wrote a schol-

arl) letter to Gould on the subject, which
Gould printed. In answering Murrow 's

letter, Gould disregarded most of the

points made by Murrow, who made it

clear that an advertiser's paying for a
news show no more makes the news
broadcast in the period suspect than does

an advertisement appearing next to a

column of news in a newspaper. Gould
in his comments on the letter went off

on another track but with the same
objective, building in his readers' minds
of the suspicion that news on the air.

when it comes to them via a commercial
program, has been open directly or indi-

rectly to economic censorship.

If Gould had been writing 12 years

ago when news services were loath to

permit their news to be broadcast, when
newspapers felt that news on the air

would be quick death to their publica-

tions, the original dissertation and the

answer to Murrow might have been

understandable. The only thing that

makes it at all comprehensible in this

day and age is that the New York Times

will not permit its news summaries on its

stations WQXR and WQXQ to be spon-

sored. Thus Gould may have been

speaking on the basis of "house policy."

To project from the specific | Times re-

fusal of sponsorship) to the general all

commercially-sponsored news being ques-

tionable) is an excellent way to make
Gould's column suspect itself.

Black-and-white is swell (after all we're

a publication ourselves) but when it goes

out of its way to break down another

medium, it ought to do it in paid, not

editorial space.

40 WEST .12nd

Much of radio sales promotion has been

of the internal-competition variety—one
station selling itself against another. This

is sometimes necessary, but the hope
persists that all elements in the radio

industry can devote a healthy portion of

their sales promotion effort towards selling

radio as the fine, resultful medium that

it is. Your series (see page 38) is a con-

structive contribution to that end.

Frank E. Pellegrin
Director of Broadcast Advertising

National Association oj Broadcasters

Your issues, after having been read

here, have been passed around with ar-

ticles marked which meant that they

were to be read by everyone in the adver-

tising department and the Packaged
Products Division. On the basis of our

experience here I'm sure you're getting

readership.

Ken Fisher
Treasurer

Fisher Flouring Mills Company

Special Investigator is a relatively new
program, and for its 15 minutes on Sunday
night has mighty tough competition, but,

all things considered, it seems to be doing

pretty well.

If you catch it sometime, please let us

know what you think of it, and particu-

larly let us have your appraisal of the

commercials.

L. C. McElroy, vp

Sheldon, Quick & McElroy, Inc.

On inspecting your issue of sponsor for

the month of February, 1947, I noticed

that you had quite a display on disc

jockeys. An obvious error at once note-

able was the statement "Midwest fave

Rush Hughes."

Gil Newsome of KWK is undoubtedly
the outstanding disc jockey of this area.

If you will look at the Hooperatings for

the period of November, 1946, through

January, 1947, you will find that Gil

New some has an average rating of 1 1 .6

on his 6:15-6:45 p.m. show, whereas

Hughes has an average of 6.35 on his

comparable show at 6-6:30 p.m.

KWK has another disc jockey, Ed

Wilson, who has an average rating of 5.0

on his afternoon show while Hughes has

a rating of 2.5 on his afternoon show
In light of the public acceptance of

these two KWK personalities by the

listening audience, I am sure you must

agree that the above statement made in

your magazine conveys an erroneous im-

pression to all subscribers and I am

anxious to bring this matter to your at-

tention. Thomas E. Richter
Promotion Manager
Station KWK. St. Louis

The article in your recent issue entitled

"Selling the Undergraduate" seems to me

to call for a few comments. The first

table on page 15, indicating that CBS is in

third place among the networks in terms

of listener loyalty in colleges, is definitely

misleading since it includes many colleges

(Please turn to page 47^
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In this area there are 2,735,051

radio homes. Of these homes,

OHE STATION in four weeks...

reaches 70.1% between 6 AM and Noon

reaches 70.8% between Noon and 6 PM

reaches 79.2% between 6 PM and Midnight

reaches 81.2% between 6 AM and 6 PM

reaches 86.1 % between 6 AM and Midnight

and that OHE STATION is... WLW
NATION S MOST MERCHANOISEAIU STATION

Nielsen Rodr'o InJen Febrjar y-Morch, 1946

CROSLfy BROADCASTING CORPORATION



DIRECT LINE T• SALES...
Yes, WJW, CLEVELAND'S CHIEF STATION

gives you a direct line into the 7th largest, 5th

richest market in the nation.

Superior entertainment and service for listeners

and advertisers have made WJW the "live wire"

in many a sales-building campaign.

So— for greater sales . . . plug into a hot line— a

direct line— reaching and holding more daytime

dialers per dollar than any other regional station.

BASIC

ABC Network
CLEVELAND, O.

850 KC

5000 Watts
DAY AND NIGHT

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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WWVA is happy to join CBS on June 15th

. . . adding an even greater effectiveness to

the now complete coverage of the 500,000

Radio Families in the heart of the thriving

steel and coal belt of the nation.

To be exat I:

BMB audience loWW\ I

500,170 Families - Da)

480J60 Families - Nigbl

A FORT INDUSTRY STATION

WWVA
50,000 WATTS

WHEELING, W. VA.
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TS... SPONSOR REPORTS.

ALL MAJOR

CIGARETTES

USING SPOT

TOO MUCH

AIR ADVERTISING?

SPECIALS

BOOST ALL

LISTENING

FIRST FM NET

"SILVER THEATER"

TO FEATURE

RADIO NAMES

LOCAL PROMOTION

UPS LISTENING

900 PER CENT

THAT "VOX POP"

DISAGREEMENT

APRIL 1947

Every major cigarette company will have a national spot campaign

in full bloom within 90 days. Trend toward spot in tobacco field

has been quickened by Lucky Strike plans of American Tobacco Com-

pany which will pour about $1,000,000 into local station breaks

during one six-week period.
-SR-

Letters to CBS's "Time for Reason: About Radio!" (William Paley's

report to the people about condition of broadcasting) indicate

that one-third of program's listeners object to "too much adver-

tising," one-quarter to singing commercials, one-sixth to repeti-

tious and aggressive commercials. Very small percentage object

to what they believe to be dishonest claims.
-SR-

When Margaret Truman brought 15,000,000 listeners to "Sunday

Evening Hour" (ABC), raising its rating from 2.7 to 18, she did

more than just bring them to her air debut. Walter Winchell who

followed her jumped almost 4,000,000 in audience also, increasing

rating from 22.6 to 26.5. "The Clock," sustaining program before

Miss Truman, doubled its audience. They tuned in early to wait

for President's daughter. Goes to prove that well-publicized

attraction can bring dialers to any network or station and that

one stellar attraction helps increase entire evening's audience.
-SR-

Continental Network, FM's first exclusive land-line linking of

stations, had 4-station baptism on March 26 with Army Air Forces

Band Symphony as attraction.
-SR-

Instead of using motion picture stars for summer replacement for

"Ozzie & Harriet," International Silver Company will assign lead-
ing roles to eastern radio personalities. Replacement will still

be called "Silver Theater."
-SR-

As test of what happens when something extra is added to broad-

cast, N. W. Ayer surveyed Jenkintown-Springfield suburb of Phila-

delphia, during a "Campus Quiz" originating there and aired over

station WFIL. While program received 5.3 rating in Philadelphia

itself, it received 30.9 in originating area where Quiz was

locally promoted. As added bonus, local sponsor identification

was 85.7, which is nearly tops. Sponsor is Supplee Sealtest

Dairy.
-SR-

Disagreement between Parks Johnson, owner of "Vox Pop," and Young

and Rubicam, advertising agency for Lipton's tea and soups, is

based upon commercials interrupting program and thus slowing down

APRIL 1947 1
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pace. Program's rating has been slipping and Johnson attributed

slump to commercials in wrong places. Other sponsors who have

traveling shows get around "slow down" by having commercials aired

from network studios so, only air audience hears it, while pro-

gram continues uninterrupted for live audience. If air commercial

isn't heard by live audience latter doesn't have to be pepped up

all over again after it. (McCann-Erickson made tests to discover

what happens when program's mood is interrupted during broadcast

before deciding what to do with commercials on Ted Malone program.

Result: they are picked up in New York, not at point of broadcast.)

-SR-

Special survey made by Al Politz for Broadcast Measurement Bureau

indicates that BMB station ratings from 15 down may actually be

inflated as much as 50 per cent. Average BMB rating is actually

five BMB points higher than it should be, according to Politz,

which means that high BMB standings are inflated proportionately

very little. Station with a 93 BMB was shown to have 88 rating in

Politz "true probability sample." The station with a 10 BMB was

also found to be overrated 5 BMB points, which in its case was 50

per cent inflation. BMB sample produced higher ratings because

voluntary returns are usually from fans who are interested in

radio. BMB had check made by Politz to determine margin of error

in BMB findings.

Baseball, usually on receiving end of sponsor cash, is changing

its colors and itself becoming sponsor. Starting Monday, April

14, New York Yankee Baseball Club will sponsor 55 minutes of sym-

phonic music over "New York Times" station WQXR. Yankees' Presi-

dent Larry McPhail states that daily broadcasts will emphasize

part baseball plays in American scene.

-SR-

The four networks will not accept proposition made to them by

Arthur Nielsen, which would lead to Nielsen Radio Index figures

being made industry property instead of confidential as at pres-

ent. Next step toward giving industry Nielsen ratings for its

daily operations will come from NRI itself.

-SR-

Sonoco Products Company of Hartsville, South Carolina, is broad-

casting program called "My Town" over number of local stations.

Program is unique since it's not geared to sell Sonoco products

but to sell company to own employees. Program is story of typical

employee family. Cast is professional and program transcribed in

New York.

SPONSOR



Hennessey

. ..WSYR's irresistible,

profitable —

and sponsorable

salesman

^ HEMESSEY IS IRRESISTIBLE:

Sleepyheads wake up and whistle ... commuters

laugh away their morning fog. ..dayhreakers

from Watertown to Catkins get up on the funny

side of bed when Frank Hennesseyr starts his

sunrise shenanigans! As WSYR's skylarking

Timekeeper of the early-morning hours, he

mixes music and musings in a bright way that

has brought him over 30,000 letters from

listeners in six months.

$£ HENNESSEY IS PROFITABLE:

.No microphone novice, Frank Hennessey is the

airwaves bugler who reached half the G.l.'s in

Central Europe via Radio Munich's 200,000

watts. Before the war, he was farm editor of

^ WL in New Orleans. He's an expert on the

buying habits of both farm and city wage-

earners. Best of all, he knows the people who
hold the billion-dollar purse-strings of WSYR's

prosperous 17-county area*— and their loyal

preference for his products proves it.

^ HENNESSEY IS SPONSORABLE:

Listeners keep asking for more and more of

Hennessey's gay patter— so WSYR has built a

new 12:30-12:45 P.M. show (with a Pulse rating

of 9.1) around this three-star salesman ! Here's a

prime buy for some market-wise advertiser.

(Also, now and then, you might find a 10 or 15-

minutc strip available on the Timekeeper's

morning show.) Typical of WSYR's smart day-

long programming, Hennessey is tbe man who

can wake up big Central New "York State to your

product. Better call us or Headley-Reed about

him right away

!

BMB calls it 22.

570 kc— 5000 walls

Our 25th Year

NBC in Central New York

Represented by Headley-Reed

WTRY, Albany-Troy-Schenectady, & WELI, New Haven, are also H. C. Wilder Stations
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TRIBUTE TO A GOOD SPORT

Radio stations, sports announcers, university athletic direc-

tors, executives of athletic clubs, over 400 strong, will pay

tribute to a sponsor on April 21. The advertiser is The

Atlantic Refining Company, which has underwritten broad-

casts of over 2,200 football and 10,000 baseball games. The

sports broadcasts have not been without their commercial

results, but Atlantic has never gone beyond the bounds of

good taste in its advertising copy to promote sales. That

radio has decided to pay tribute to the company is worthy of

applause. All the 10 station men who make up the com-

mittee under the chairmanship of Frank R. Smith of VVVYSW

rate a solid hand. They're Edward D. Clery, WIBG; Leon

Levy, WCAU; R. C. Maddux, WOR; Clair R. McCollough,

Steinman Stations; William B. McGrath, WHDH; John

Shepard, III, Yankee Network; E. S. Whitlock, WRNL
Col. H. C. Wilder, WSYR; and Ernest B. Loveman, WPTZ

WBKB LEADS IN TV PUBLIC RELATIONS

Though New York has three television stations in operation

and Chicago has but one, the latter has accomplished more in

achieving newspaper acceptance of the medium than the twi

major networks and DuMont, the three New York station

operators. Every newspaper in the Windy City is carrying

TV schedules right along with its radio program listings

Balaban and Katz's public relations department brought the

last newspaper, The Chicago Sun, into line in March.

ADVERTISING AGENCY PUBLIC SERVICE

Platt-Forbes, advertising agency, stepped out of the groove

recently when it sent stations and sponsors a booklet titled

Four Billion Ears, the result of long years of experience with

news programs over hundreds of stations. It outlined, for all

who would take 10 minutes off to read it, a basis for good news

programing. That's public service by an advertising agenc>

GOOD FOR CHILDREN

When a commercial program has won an award there is a

tendency to coast along on its award-winning. General

Foods' House of Mystery (MBS), as produced by Olga Druct

for Benton & Bowles, hasn't rested on its laurels. Week after

week it's been adding to its juvenile audience until now it has

reached an 8.2 Hooper rating (March 15). This program is a

thriller but embodies no action that can't be explained log

ally and factually. The child listener is not left on a jag

suspense and excitement although he is absorbed while

listening. (Station KFI in Los Angeles has joined in the

"murder is not for children" thinking and shifts all gori

after 8 p.m.)

FOREIGN-LANGUAGE LISTENERSDONATE . . . AND HOW
While much publicity is given networks' and big stati

raising money for polio fund, it's noteworthy that Generoso

Pope's foreign-language operation, station WHOM, gathered

$10,445.87 from listeners for fund. "We used allourlangu,.-

to raise this contribution." Mr. Pope remarked when he pn.

sented check to Basil O'Connor, head of National Foundation

for Infantile Paralysis.

SPONSOR



MR. SPONSOR...
(Advertising Agency or Client)

TRY SENDING THIS COUPON
1

We've got a million dollar idea waiting for you . . . and you can ^^

have it for 3c. (Isn't that the way you say it in your ads?) |

Well, anyway . . . we've got another idea that will make some

sponsor as happy as Philco is with Philco Radio Time, starring Bing

Crosby. Behind this idea there's a powerhouse of original experience

and knowledge, plus an expert creative and producing staff. True,

we can tell you a lot about what it takes to get a big league rating

with a transcribed show. But this idea can be live or transcribed . . .

makes no difference.

We'd like to tell you about it. And about our facilities for radio

show production. We promise you it's worth the 3c stamp and there's

no obligation.

'Mail the coupon today."

BING CROSBY
ENTERPRISES

9028 Sunset Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA

V
EVERETT N. CROSBY
Bing Crosby Enterprises

Hollywood 46, California

Alright, tell me about your "Million Dollar

Idea," live or transcribed. Remember, you

said, "no obligation."

Name

Street

City State
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That story is an oldie that has come down
through countless years. And it's just as

true today. Whether it refers to the

monarch of the jungle or to radio. It's

certoinly true in Washington. For if ever

there wos a thorn in the side of the big

boys . . . it's WWDC. Known as the sales-

result station, our call letters are showing

up on more and more lists. We've got

sales success stories galore. Glad to show
them to you any time.

Keep your eye on

WWDC
IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

Coming Soon-WWDC-FM
Represented Nationally by

FORJOE & COMPANY

YV. Alton I oik's
President, Cities Service Company

Alton Jones heads the Cities Service industrial em-

pire, yet he never gets too far away from the fact

that originally it was the radio program of the

organization that removed the stock promotion taint from

its operations. He was in the wings on the night in 1927

when the Cities Service Hour, NBC's first big network ac-

count, was broadcast for the first time. As chairman of the

executive committee he believed then that a program of semi-

classical music could sell a trade name and the products

associated with it. Twenty years later, now president of the

corporation, grown to a $250,000,000 organization, he knous

that broadcasting can do the selling job—at least he's cer-

tain that it did it for Cities Service. On the recent (February

21) 20th anniversary broadcast he once again stood in the

wings happy to see his baby almost come of age.

Cities Service advertising department spends half of its

$1,500,000 annual budget in radio. And despite the fact that

there has been a great deal of pressure at different times to

cut down the air's percentage of the advertising dollar, Jones

has never permitted the cut. The network now (77 stations^

is the biggest in Cities Service history.

Jones knows that the only way to assure consumer

acceptance of new products is through consistent week-by-

week selling of the company's name. Today, instead of the

show being called Cities Service Hour, it's the Cities Service

Highways in Melody to emphasize the fact that everything

that Cities Service sells is l elated to the highways of

America.

SPONSOR
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RUSH HUGHES ATTRACTS ST. LOUIS' MOST ENTHUSIASTIC

AUDIENCE FOUR TIMES DAILY ON KXOK

Here's a modern Pied Piper whose genial radio personality "pipes"

listeners into KXOK . . . and customers into stores . . . every

weekday at 12 noon, 1 p.m., 4 p.m., and 6 p.m. Rush Hughes'

interesting, informal way of presenting latest recordings, backed up

with frequent live interviews with such visiting

bandsmen as Jimmy Dorsey, Count Basie,

Frankie Carle and others, is a big reason

why KXOK's vast audience is on the

increase. A few participation announce-

ments are now available. Write, wire, or

telephone KXOK's Sales Department or a

John Blair station representative.

Rush Hughes is just one KXOK
programming high-light. Others include

Weathercasts, Complete News Coverage,

Safety-Courtesy Driver Campaign, and

Town and Country. All these . . .

plus ABC's top network shows . . .

plus a complete, well-rounded promotion

program, are what make people want

to listen to KXOK

ST. LOUIS 1, MISSOURI— BASIC ABC STATION

630 KC • 5000 WATTS • FULL TIME

Owned and Operated by the St. Louis Star-Times

For complete details, contact your John Blair representative
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The American Broadcasting Company is the

only network to win three 1947 awards and
a plaque from the College of the City of

New York's School of Business Adminis-
tration. Its promotion of Bingsday, its

presentation of Hiroshima and its "crea-

tion" of the Henry Morgan Show, all were

winners.

Other CCNY awards went to Kenyon and
Eckhardt for its promotion of Borden's

Country Fair, to station WFIL for its pro-

duction of Abbotts Dairies' Teen Age
Time and promotion of the Louis-Conn
fight, to WGN for its commercial-spot-

carrying vehicle, Baker's Spotlight, to

Rich's Department Store for its Radio

School, to station WGAR for its Footlights

Forum, and to station KGFJ for two pro-

grams, The Law Is Your Servant and

// They Had Lived.

"All-over station promotion" awards went

to stations WNHC, KMBC and WLW.
Public service promotion won for stations

KTHT, KLZ and WFAA. Tributes for

"commercial promotion" went to stations

WFIL and KECA.
Other awards went to J. M. Mathes for

Canada Dry Sparkle Time, to the Western
NBC Network for Name Your Music, to

station WEEI for Sex Guidancefor Youth,

to Harry S. Goodman for Weather Fore-

cast Jingles and Banner & Greif for pro-

motion of Professor Quiz.

Besides ABC, plaques went to Kenyon
and Eckhardt and stations KGFJ, WFIL
and WLW. Presentations will be made at

CCNY's Third Annual Radio and Busi-

ness Conference, April 22 and 23.

"So You Want To Be a Disk Jockey" is the

title under which KFWB's Bill Anson is

building listener interest in his platter

spinnings. Tryouts include reading a

couple of commercials and introducing a

few disks. If the listening audience likes

the aspirant to disk jockey fame, he re-

ceives a two week contract from KFWB
and the world from then on may be his

oyster. Anson and KFWB are winning a

new following with the promotion.

Mrs. Hush reaction was negative although the

stunt gathered points in the rating column

for Truth or Consequences and money for

the polio fund. Listeners protested when
they discovered the mystery voice was
Clara Bow's. Objections were all based

upon the fact that Miss Bow (Mrs. Rex
Bell) had never been a talking picture

star and that no one could therefore have

been expected to remember or identify her

voice. This was the one bug in Ralph
Edwards' second annual Hush stunt.

Esso executives and "Sky Merchant" at

KWKH party. To celebrate the first anni-

versary of the Esso Reporter over Shreve-
port's KWKH, the Standard Oil of New
Jersey and Marschalk and Pratt (Esso
agency) executives turned out for a

luncheon. The four-engined transport,

"Sky Merchant," converted into a display

room by Esso's affiliate, Atlas Tire Com-
pany, flew down to Shreveport and was
used for a broadcasting studio for the

anniversary party. Luncheon also served

to celebrate conclusion of KWKH's
dealer-contact drive during which the

station distributed point-of-sale material

to over 500 Esso dealers.

Sixty-nine storecasts per week are aired in 3^

Baltimore Markets
i Philadelphia) publi-

cizing station WFIL. The station and its

newspaper parent, the Philadelphia In-

quirer, also furnish hourly newscasts over

the public address systems in the stores.

Listeners are urged to break "bad habib"

in an article by NBC's Margaret Cuthbert
in Today's Woman Magazine, for April.

Says Miss Cuthbert, "The grab-bag

listener short changes herself on time, but

the intelligent listener makes listening

pay dividends."

Chicago knows the TV programs it wants.

Station WBKB has discovered that it

doesn't matter where the television re-

ceiver is located, in pub or home, the

owner has his ideas on what he wants the

receiver to bring him. More than 50 per

cent of the Windy City set owners re-

turned questionnaires with the "programs

desired" section filled out in detail. The

material is being compiled now and will

be released to sponsors, agencies, and

viewers.

The No. 1 citizen of Burlington, Iowa,

G. B. McDermott. manager of KBLR.
McDermott was so voted by the city's

American Business Club and landed on

the first page of the Burlington Hawk-Eye
Gazette as a result.

Perry Como, the "Chesterfield Supper Club"

singer is now a columnist, scribbling a

radio feature for Movie Play. More work

by and for his press agent.

Please turn to page 36)
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new and renew

A/eat A/atianal Spat feuAut&Ll

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY PROGRAM, start, duration

American Tobacco Co.

John H. Breck, Inc.

Carr-Consolldated Biscuit Co.

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.

Doubleday & Co., Inc.

Flotlll Products, Inc.

Garrett & Co.

General Foods Corp.

Gulf Oil Corp.

Oakite Products, Inc.

O'Sullivan Rubber Corp.

Park & Tilford

Sunshine Biscuit Co.

United Fruit Co.

Lucky Strike
Cigarettes

Hair products
Bakery products

Veto deodorant

Literary Guild

Tomato products

Wine

Baking powder
Gulfspray

Household cleanser

Rubber heels

TIntex
Krispy Krackers

Bananas

Foote, Cone &
Belding

Charles Sheldon
Lynn-Fieldhouse

Ted Bates

Huber Hoge

Al Paul Lefton

Ruthrauff & Ryan

Young & Rublcam
Young & Rublcam

Calkins & Holden
Justin Funkhouser
Charles Storm
Newell-Emmett
BBD&O

Approx 950
Unci KBS
stations)

3 (IBS)

25

300

10 (15 to
be added)

9

15-sec transcribed chain breaks; Apr 7; 6 wks

150

15

104

230

67

120

1-hr transcribed symphony; Mar 13; 13 wks
15-min transcribed musical show; winter-spring
series 17 wks, fall series 13 wks

1-mln live, transcribed announcements; Mar 31;
26 wks

Transcribed program; Mar 4; 13 wks

5-30 mln Italian language programs in 4 major mar-
kets; Mar 8; 5 wks

Transcribed announcements, station breaks; some
5-10-15-min news, music, sports programs

Transcribed hillbilly music; Apr 1; 39 wks
Transcribed series;May 21; 20 wks

Live announcements; about Mar 26; 10-13 wks
1-mln transcribed announcements; Mar 10

Live and transcribed announcements; Feb 24; 13 wks
Transcribed announcements; May 1; 13 wks
1-mln transcribed announcements; Mar 17; 52 wks

Aecu Oft NetcuoxJu

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

American Tobacco Co.

American Transit Association

General Mills, Inc.

Foote, Cone & Belding
Owen & Chappell

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

Manhattan Soap Co. Duane Jones
McLoughlln & Co. Sherman & Marquette
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Young & Rublcam

NBC 154

MBS 47

ABC

NBC 36

NBC 7

CBS 48

MBS 18

MBS 55

Revere Camera Co. Roche, Williams & Cleary

Taylor-Reed Corp. Ruthrauff & Ryan

(Fifty-two weeks generally meant a 13-week contract with oplitns for 3 successive 13-week renewals. It's subject to cancellation al the end of any 13-week period)

Your Hit Parade; Sat 9-9:30 pm; Apr 26

Bulldog Drummond; Fri 9:30-10 pm; Feb 28; 52 wks
(Replaces Spotlight on America)

Famous Jury Trials; Sat 8-8:30 pm; Jun 7; 52 wks
Green Hornet; Tu 7:30-8 pm; Jun 3; 52 wks
Katie's Daughter; MTWTF 10-10:15 am; Mar 31; 52 wks
Manor House Party; MTWTF 7:30-7:45 pm; Mar 1; 13 wks
Eric Sevareld & The News; MTWTF 6-6:15 pm; Feb 17;

52 wks
Jan August & Piano; Sat 5:45-6 pm; Feb 15; 52 wks
Hop Harrigan; MTWTF 5-5:15 pm; Feb 3; 52 wks

Reftecuali Oft Netuj&Ju

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Equitable Life Assurance Society Warwick & Legler

General Foods Corp. Benton & Bowles
Young & Rublcam

General Mills, Inc. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc.

Frank H. Lee Co.
Noxzema Chemical Co.

Quaker Oats Co.
Ronson Art Metal Works, Inc.

Seeman Brothers, Inc.

Socony Vacuum OH Co.
Southern Cotton OU Co.

Williamson Candy Co.

Needham, Louis & Brorby
William H. Weintraub
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles

Ruthrauff & Ryan
Cecil & Presbrey

William H. Weintraub

Compton
Kenyon & Eckhardt

Aubrey, Moore & Wallace

ABC 197

NBC
NBC

76
87

ABC 67 (246 eff.

Sep 1, 1947)

NBC 143

ABC 219

CBS 145

MBS 360

MBS 167

ABC 214

NBC 132

ABC 85

MBS 300

This Is Your FBI; Fri 8:30-9 pm; Apr 4; 52 wks
When a Girl Marries; MTWTF 5-5:15 pm
Portia Faces Life; MTWTF 5:15-5:30 pm
Lone Ranger; MWF 7:30-8 pm; Jun 1; 52 wks

Fibber McGee and Molly; Tu 9:30-10 pm; 52 wks
Drew Pearson; Sun 6-6:15 pm; Mar 2; 104 wks
Mayor of the Town; Sat 8:30-8:55 pm; Mar 8; 52 wks

Those Websters; Sun 6-6:30 pm; Mar 2; 52 wks
Twenty Questions; Sat 8-8:30 pm; Feb 28; 52 wks
Monday Morning Headlines; Sun 6:15-6:30 pm; Mar 2;

65 wks
Victor Borge Show; Mon 9:30-10 pm
Human Side of the News; MTWTF 3:30-3:45 pm; Mar 10;

52 wks
True Detective Mysteries; Sun 4:30-5 pm; Mar 2; 52 wks
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Al&tu cutd Re+te,w&& a+t ^Jel&uiU&n

SPONSOR AGENCY STATION PROGRAM (time, start, duration)

Beanu w at* h I

Bordi n Co.

Bulova w aii li t ..

Kurd Motor Co.

General Poods Corp.

U. S. Rubber! (,.

J. I). Tart her
kenyon & Kckhardt

Blow
J. Waller Thompson

Young &. Kublcam
Benton & Bowles
I oote, Cone & Beldlng
Benton & Bowles
Young & Rubicam
Poote, (lone & Belding
Campbell- Ewald

WNBT New York
\SM1I New York

U Mil New York
HCIis-'l \ New York

\\( I'.S-TV New York

WNBT New York
WABDNew York

WNBT New York
MPT/. I'hlladelphla

Time signal; Frl; Mar 14; U»ki(ne»)
Spi . i;il events, remote pickups, dramatic shows; Mar 1; in-
definite (renewed)

Time signals; MThS; Mar (, for M-Th, Apr 5 for Sat; 13 wkt
Home games of Brooklyn Dodgers, sponsored alternate days;
Apr 15

Home games of Brooklvn Dodgers, sponsored alternate days
ipr 15

Juvenile Jury; Th 8-8:30 pm; Apr 3; 13 wks (new)
Varlty; Th 8:30-9 pm; Apr 3; 13 wks (new)
-Spot weather announcements
Campus Hoopla; Frl 8-8:20 pm; Mar 28; 13 wks (renewed)

A/eiv /]<fency /JfzpauibnetiU

SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

America Dry Corp., New York Soft drinks Cole and Chason. New York
American Fruit Growers, Inc., Los Angeles Fresh fruits, vegetables Davis, Los Angeles
Ann Marie Sportswear. Inc., New York Sportswear I>aniel K. Lewitt, New York
\--so, lated Stationers, Oakland, Calif Coffee equipment, supplies Ad Fried, Oakland
Asterloid Mfg. Co.. New York Plastic combs, brushes Stuart Bart. New York
II. C. Baxter & Bro., Brunswick, Me Canned goods James Thomas Chlrurg, Boston
Bean Sprout (.'rowers' Assn., Inc., Duluth, Minn Chinese food products Melamed-Hobbs, Minneapolis
Benedict Bogcaus Productions, Hollywood Motion pictures J. Walter Thompson, Los Angeles, New York
Berke Bakeries, Inc Bakery products L. H. Hartman. New York
Bible Institute of Los Angeles Institutional Broadcast, Los Angeles
Bow man Cum. Inc.. Philadelphia Chewing gum I-note. Cone & Beldlng. New York
Bridgeport Brass Co.. Bridgeport, Conn Insecticide William F.sty. New York
Bridgford Co.. San Diego. . Frozen foods N. W. Ayer. Philadelphia
Gal-Co-Pack, Los Angeles Packed vegetables Beaumont & Hohman, Los Angeles
Casa Colina Convalescent Home, Chino, Calif Institutional John F. Whitehead, Los Angele-
Cathy Lee Blouses. Inc., New Y'ork Blouses Daniel E. Lewitt, New York
Coast Counties Cas & Fleet ric Co., Santa Cruz. Calif. . Gas, electricity Knollin. San Francisco
Coast-Currie Ice Cream Co. (retail chain). Los Angeles. Ice cream. Barton A. Stebbins. Los Angeles
Crosse! Co. , Cincinnati Fresh vegetables Strauchen & McKlm. Cincinnati
I). W. Davis & Co., Hartford, Conn Fruit products Weisser-Richmond. Boston
Henry A. Dreer, Inc.. Philadelphia Seeds, horticultural supplies Altkin-Kynett .

Philadelphia
Enterprise Pictures, Hollywood Motion pictures Donahue & Coe, Hollywoo*
l.verlast Pen Co.. Inc Fountain pens Lester L. Wolff. New York
Fairfield Laboratories, Inc.. Plalnfield. N. J Insecticide, vitamins, saccharin Corbin. New York
Firestone Stores, Boston region Firestone products Elllott-Hornsby . Boston
First National Bank & Trust Co., New Haven Banking Wilson. Halght & Welch.

ford. Conn.
Florida Health Conservatory'. Orlando, Fla Health resort Walter Kaner. New York
42 Products, Ltd. (King's Men Toiletries dlv.), Los

,

\nii. I.-, Toiletries Brlsacher. Van Norden. Los Angeles
Frozen Cooked Foods, San Francisco Handy Hostess. Sky Fare Hoefer. Dietrich & Brown. San Francisco
Frozen Food Products, Inc., New York Frozen food cabinets, lockers, delivery

trucks Al Paul Lefton. New York
Garfield Tea Co.. New York Tea Hlison-O'Donnell. New York
Grant Laboratories, Oakland. Calif Chemical products Brlsacher. Van Norden. San Franclaco
William A. Greca Company, New York Candy Rockmore. New York
Grove Laboratories. Inc.. St. Louis Deodorant Small & Selffer. New York
Hampden Watch Co.. Chicago Watches W. B. Doner. Chicago

New York ."Hart -

Harvel Watch Co.. New York.
Hat Corp. of America (Dobbs Hat dlv.). New York.
Hogan & Van Gelder Lumber Co., San Francisco. .

Homestead Brewery, Homestead, Pa
Homls Watch Co.. Los Angeles
House of Comoy, Inc.. New York
House of Rothschild. New York
Edgar F. Ilurff Company, Swedesboro, N. J.

.

Watches '.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.
. Roy S. Durstlne. New York

Hats Doherty . Clifford & Shenfield. New * ork

Lumber George Taylor. San Francisco
Beer F. A. Ensign. Pittsburgh
Watches Brlsacher, Van Norden, Los Angeles

Pipes Robert W . Orr, New York
Champagne Julius J. Rowen. New York

. . . Food products Roy S. Durstlne. New York
Insul Distributors. Inc., San Juan. Puerto Rico Ranges, refrigerators McCann-Erickson. San Juan
International Time Co., Newark, N. J Watches, clocks Daniel E. Lewitt. New York
Kaiser Flectwings. Inc Dishwasher J. Walter Thompson, San Franclaco

KoolVent Metal Awning Corp. of New England, _
Boston Awnings Elllot-Hornsby. Boston

Kushlns. Inc.. San Francisco Men's shoes Hoefer Dleterlch & Brown. San Franclscc

F. Lagomarsino & Sons, Sacramento Seeds, bulbs, plants Brlsacher. \an Norden. San Francisco

Lanagane's. New York Textiles Seidel. New York
Leisure Soap Co.. Hollywood Soap £ranH O*3™™- H?-

8 Am
? I*

Lektrollte Corp., New York Clgaret lighter Donahue & Coe. New Y crk

Liebmann Breweries, New York Beer Foote. Cone & Beldlng. New Y ork

Marchlonv Ice Cream Corp., New York Icecream, spumonl. bisque tortonl. . . . Hazard. New York
Mayfalr Plastics Corp.. New York Raincoats, toys Cayton

.
New Y ork

McCoy'a Wllshlrc, Beverlv Hills, Calif Washable wallpapers Atherton. Hollywood
McDanlel's Sales Agency, Oakland, Calif Home freezers, freezer-coolers Ad Fried Oakland
Melville Shoe Corp.. New York Thorn McAn shoes John A. Cairns. New York
Merltt Chemical Co.. Inc.. Greensboro, N. C Medicated powder J. M. Hlckerson. New York
Mllllron's. Los Angeles Department store Hunter Los Angeles
Modecraft Co., Inc.. Brooklvn Furniture, fixtures R. T.pUnntll.NewYrok
Moth-Proof Garment Hanger Co., Corona, L. I Moth-proof garment hangers Ralph Harris. New York
National Farm Show. Inc.. Chicago Institutional Malcolm-Howard. Chicago

Nelson-Ricks Creamerv Creamery products Cooper & Crowe Salt Lake City

New England Coke Co.. Boston Coke James Thomas Chlrurg. Boston

N,w Jersey Savings & Loan League. Newark, N. J Institutional Wellman Philadelphia

New Process Baking Co., Chicago Bread, cake Olian .Chicago

Norris of Los Angeles. Los Angeles Cookware Shaw-Le\ ally. Chicago

Ostbv & Barton Co.. Providence Rings James Thomas Chlrurg. Boston

Ostrei Co., New York Tonic . .
Street & Hnney. New York

Oxford Products Co.. Cleveland Pharmaceuticals Russel M. Seeds Chicago

Pluto Corp.. New York Pluto water X """V!
V
°T ?*!& vE*PM Newspaper, New York Publication Harry Hayden

.
New Y ork

Post «:,„), Co.. Inc.. New York Watches Gorman I) "at". New York

John Robert Powers School. Pittsburgh Charm school F A. Ensign Pittsburgh*

Radlron Corp.. Mlamlsburg. Ohio Electrical appliances Hutzler Dayton
Relmer Mfg. Co.. Berkeley. Calif. Automat c plant nurse Ad Fried

.
Oakland

Francisco
Richmond-Chase Company. San Jose. Calif Dried fruits^ Briaa,cfc*T. V." N

"I
d
£VhlSdeTohta

°

A. C. Roberts Packing Co.. Klmberton. Pa Canned goods Lamb Smith & Keen Philadelphia

Roosevelt Raceway, Westhiirv. NY Horse racing L. H. Hartman. New "k ork

(Continued on page H)



This is the

. H. SNOW Family

of McLean County,

Illinois

!!ii<

£ Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Snow live on their 80-acre farm in agriculture-rich

McLean County, Illinois, with their daughter and two husky grandsons. Their chief

husiness is dairying, with ten cows milked daily. They raise hay and oats for ttLi\

and had 40 acres in corn last season. Their seven brood sows produced 36 pigs

for market. The 80-acre farm is valued at SI 2,000, and most years they rent an addi-

tional 80 for feed growing. Mrs. Snow markets about 100 chickens every year,

too, for extra cash.

The Snow family has spread over middle Illinois now, with sons or daughters

raising their own families in Heyworth, Rantoul, Wenona and Bloomington.

For 20 years, the Snows have been regular WLS listeners, appreciating Dinner

Bell and Farm Bulletin Board because, as Mr. Snow says, they "keep us older

farmers up with the times . . . enable us to ship our livestock to Chicago at the

right time." The Snows have been Prairie Farmer subscribers for 40 years.

It is on this home and this family, and the homes and families like them

throughout Midwest America, that the microphones of WLS have been focused

for 23 years. It is our intimate interest in their problems, the service and enter-

tainment we give them, that have made them loyal listeners to WLS . . . and

upon loyal listeners depend advertising results.

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Snow with (left)

their daughter, Mrs. Mowbray.
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BOSTON BLACKIE

13.9
IN MINNEAPOLIS!

SPONSORED BY TIDEWATER OIL

THRU IENNEN & MITCHELL

HOOPER SUMMER CITr REPORT

JULY — SEPTEMBER, 1946

Fourth highest rated program

all days, all times, all stations!

OTHER "BLACKIE" RATINGS:

• LOUISVILLE 13.8

• NEW YORK 9.8

• YOUNGSTOWN 21.3
FLASH...NO«l

6.5 c E .
HOOPE"

TRANSCRIBED HALF-HOUR • STARRING RICHARD KOILMAR

Consistently beats all competition on stations from

coast-to-coast. Based on the famous Cosmopolitan

magazine stories and current Columbia pictures.

RADIO'S GREATEST POINT-PER-DOLLAR BUY! ..„_

'*» MAD,

COMPAQ

<*•*,„



Drug stores play up inter-city spirit of competition by featuring the broadcast in their window displays of Listerine Tooth Paste special

loves company

Lambert Pharmacal
airtime cast upon
waters returns as

toothpaste sales

APRIL 1947

Week after week, month after

month, the Lambert Phar-

macal Company gives away

more commercial time to local and na-

tional advertisers than it takes for itself

on its 25-station spot program campaign

via Quiz of Two Cities. There's nothing

philanthropic about the $350,000 gift of

time, for the operation sells more Lis-

terine Tooth Paste than any previous

advertising campaign planned by the

company and its agency, Lambert and

Feasley. The toothpaste has been higher

up in teeth scrubbing sales than it is at

present, but that was during the war

when Colgate, Ipana, and Pepsodent,

13



When Hart, Schaffner & Marx salesmen meet Hart, Schaffner & Marx salesmen, "Quiz of Two Cities" naturally broadcasts from a clothing store

which rank one. two, three in the order

named, went overseas in great quantities.

Listerine stayed at home and was out-of

stock far less than its top competition,

and became number two in sales. De-
mand overseas was for the three leaders

in popularity. Listerine is doing better

than it did pre-war and it expects to do

better, via the Quiz and its spot opera-

tions.

Quiz of Two Cities wasn't new when
Lambert moved in. Noxzema had been

using it for years with a fair degree of

success, but decided in early 1944 to shift

to a network program (it has Mayor of

the Town on CBS now). Frank Mace,

vp and general manager of the agency,

heard about Noxzema's relinquishing

territory after territory and tied up each

area as Noxzema (through Ruthrauffand

Ryan, their agency) dropped it. The

arrangements were made with Al Buffing-

ton of Baltimore, independent producer

who owns the two-city quiz idea. The

buying of each market was done very

quietly but in spite of the hush-hush the

Ted Bates advertising agency heard

about it and was able for Colgate-Palm-

olive-Peet Company to beat Lambert to

a buy in a very, very choice two-city mar-

ket, Minneapolis-St. Paul. It is only in

the Twin Cities and in Baltimore-^

ington, where the Gunther Brewing

Company has been sponsoring it for nine

years, that Lambert hasn't tied up the

program. Now the Listerine organiza-

tion has a contract which gives it the

rest of the nation. There's no longer a

scramble over territories.

As a program Quiz of Two Cities is no

masterpiece of entertainment, but prop-

erly promoted it can be and is "the talk

All is not necessarily serious at a two-city quiz. On WTIC announcer
George Bowe dusts off one contestant's card trick for a laugh

Girl Scout troops fight for the honor of their home cities at the drcp

of a hat. Listerine's silver dollars just add to the appeal for them



of the town." Its basis is the establish'

ing of a rivalry between two cities and

then the broadcasting of the quiz by a

station in each town, with a quiz team

in each city vying with one in the other

city. The same set of questions is asked

each team but only the air audience

hears both teams' answers, each group of

contestants hearing their own answers

only. There are silver dollars for each

winner, points for each correct answer,

and a winning city each week. Up to

that point it's just a good quiz formula.

Actually the formula is just the begin-

ning of the program as a sales vehicle.

It's what's been done with it that makes

company like Listerine. Weeks before

each broadcast the teams are chosen

from great local or national business,

philanthropic, or civic organizations.

Then these organizations promote their

one-time broadcasts just as though they

were their own commercial shows. If

there's a house organ for the company

that a team represents it gives the event

a spread. When the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad competed

there were posters (see right) in each sta-

tion and many other spots. The Sweets

Company of America spread themselves

all over candy stores when teams of

Tootsie Roll employees in New York and

Chicago tilted their quiz-ical lances.

When the Sealtest milk companies in

Hartford, Conn., Bryant and Chapman
and R. G. Miller & Sons, competed with

the Sealtest group in Springfield, Mass.,

General Ice Cream Corporation, the milk

bottles all had notices of the broadcast,

the milk wagons carried signs, and throw-

aways were used generously. In most

cases there's no mention of Listerine on

posters of competing teams, but that

doesn't disturb the advertising vanity of

Lambert—as long as the posters get

more listeners for the program that's all

that's desired. Not only isn't Lambert
disturbed about the absence of Listerine

mention in team promotion but there

are four air plugs for the name of each

team's sponsoring organization.

That the "free ride" given the organi-

zations which have teams on the shows

pays off can be seen in the programs'

local Hoopers. These ratings, unlike

national Hooperatings, represent three-

month averages (national Hoopers are

for single broadcasts). WTIC (Hart-

ford) has a 19.9, KMOX (St. Louis)

17.7, WHAM (Rochester) 14.6, WBEN
(Buffalo) 10.4, WWL (New Orleans) 12.5,

and KTRH (Houston) 9.0. Ratings are

latest available.

And the Hooper, according to Lambert
and Feasley, is indicative of the business

being done locally by the toothpaste.

The higher the Hooper the better the

sales in the area covered, although it has

as yet been impossible to correlate rat-

ings and sales. One thing is clear—both

Listerine Tooth Paste and The Quiz of

Two Cities do better in smaller cities

than they do in great metropolitan cen-

ters. However, the sales trend of Lister-

ine dentrifice has always been lower in

big cities than in smaller towns and

according to the agency the spotting of

the program has had nothing to do with

this factor.

Nevertheless the present trend toward

placing the program in larger local mar-

kets is on the same basis that the first

stations were selected, i. e., using stations

with a lot of power in cities where there

is logical rivalry with other cities. The
first pairs of cities selected were:

Los Angeles and San Francisco

Hartford (Conn.) and Springfield (Mass.)
Boston and Providence
Buffalo and Rochester (N. Y.)

Des Moines and Omaha
St. Louis and its suburbs
Dallas and Ft. Worth
Houston and New Orleans

They all went on the air the first week

of March, 1944. In August of the same

year Seattle and Portland, Detroit and

Cleveland, were added, and the following

month Chicago and New York started

two-city quizzing. In June of 1945

Atlanta and Birmingham (Alabama)

found the kind of time Lambert wanted

and the cities started cleaning their teeth

with Listerine. More than a year went

by before two other "natural rivals" with

powerful transmitters had prime availa-

bilities (good time) and Oklahoma City

(WKY) is now competing with Tulsa

(KVOO). Last pair of stations added

to the list are WRVA (Richmond, Va.)

and WBT (Charlotte, N. C). The agency

is buying as many 50,000-watt stations

as they can, the eventual expectation

being to cover the nation with high-

spot local programing.

Just how far spot thinking has gone is

indicated in the fact that in its Cana-

dian operation Lambert is placing elec-

tric transcriptions of The Green Hornet

on 30 stations. Besides this they are

testing Treasure Trails on four north-of-

the-border outlets. TT is a quiz program

that had been sponsored by William

Wrigley, Jr., Company for a new gum.

Wrigley dropped it because they decided

it was essential to use billboards and

other visual media to familiarize the

public with the appearance of a new

package. Wrigley's budget in Canada

being limited it wasn't possible to carry

both radio and outdoor advertising. Lam-

bert's decision on the program (to extend

LIISTEN INN
FRIDAY, FEB. 7

7:30-8 PM
W.T.I.C.

NIW MAVIN RAILROAD

EMPLOYEES
of SPRINGFIELD mid HARTFORD

on the

jQsterine Toothpaste Radio Show

"THE QUIZ OF

TWO CITIES"
two New Haven Railroad q H1 " "Hf g o) two men

h prize*. The

» studios of WTIC. the Springfield

Sheraton in Soringfield, to Oftkipof Ml Listerine*

FREE TICKETS
targe ... for admission to both the

Hartford tickets apply at once to
'"'

> ot th« Now Haven Rail-

Haven Railroad

r ticket* tod '

Free tickets were a special appeal on a poster

by New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R.

Turn about is the order of the day when contestants

who get free air plugs buy advertising for the program

The Yankee
/ NETWORKN

Mr. Ray Kremer
LAnbert 4 Feasley. Inc.

9 Rockefeller flare

Ne» York 20, Ne» York

Dear Kayi

31 BROOKUNE AVENUE
BOSTON 15. MASSACHUSETTS

Litten to member*
of the

RHODE ISIANI STATE

NURSES' ASSOCIATION

on

"OWI Of TWO CITIES"

on WEAN
790 on your Radio Dial

TONIGHT—8 P. M.

Here's ta^Vor.e for you - the contestants

paid for their own ad. Mr. Morrill was in this after-

noon and suggested that I send you this copy.

I'll be in New York around the 16th of

August. Uaybe I'll see some of you if you're il icon.

Sincerely,

Winifred Pike

APRIL 1947



or drop it) will be made some time this

month (April). Lambert also has one

musical program in Canada on a French'

language station in Montreal.

Lambert's switch to spot broadcasting

as the answer to its advertising problems

was not the decision of a tyro in radio.

The organization will celebrate its 20th

anniversary of broadcasting on Decern'

ber 20 next. It started with Intimate

I lour of Music on that date in 1927. The

Lambert network history includes

Hobby Jones—NBC
Phillip-. Lord, "Country Doctor"—Blue

Metropolitan Opera—NBC-Blue

Grand Central Station—Blue-CBS

True Detective Mysteries—MBS
Billie Burke—CBS

which is something of everything but a

quiz show. Before trying Billie Burke,

Lambert had a spot campaign of one-

minute transcriptions which reached its

Holland Engle

portrays feelings

of losing mes

height in 1945 with 160 stations carry-

ing the story of Listerine Tooth Paste

and Tooth Powder. It couldn't continue

the minute spots, the Quiz of Two Cities,

and a network operation, so the spot

announcement campaign was dropped in

April 1945. Billie Burke on CBS cost,

says the agency, nearly $600,000 a year,

and although the program was on for a

year and a half Miss Burke didn't sell

much toothpaste.

The Quiz sells only toothpaste, al-

though during the early days of the

program toothpowder advertising copy

was used on the show. The latter was

dropped because facts began to indicate

that one-product advertising was more

productive. There has been some ques-

tion raised as to why the parent prod-

uct, Listerine Mouth Wash, isn't air-

advertised. The reason given by the

sponsor and the agency is that Listerine

Mouth Wash has 50 per cent of the mar-

ket but the toothpaste shares 50 per cent

of the market with all other pastes, but

the leading three brands which account

among them for the other half of the

nation's dentifrice sales. Thus the

product that needs the push is being

given it. The mouthwash receives some

of the flow of good-will that the Quiz of

Two Cities engenders as a result of the

trade name's being common to both

products.

Emphasis on Quiz of Two Cities has

enabled Lambert to hold on to more of

their war-time sales increase of Listerine

Tooth Paste than they had hoped to.

As the three top brands became avail-

able in normal quantities in non-quiz

cities Listerine really began to slide. In

Quiz cities the sales also went down, as

expected, but not nearly to the extent

that they tobogganed in the other terri-

tories.

When Quiz of Two Cities covers the

nation for Lambert, both agency and

client feel that sales will climb consist-

ently, and that coverage is the aim at

present. Present 25-station campaign is

costing $500,000 a year, or less than

Lambert spent for Billy Burke on net-

work. Included in this figure is the

$65,000 in prizes and gifts that are given

away on the program. Announcers, mes,

and producers are paid over the AFRA
scale because the agency knows that the

difference between top results and just-

run-of-the-mill promotion depends upon

announcer, mc, and producer. Top pro-

ducers for the Quiz at present are:

Stu Wilson, K.IIJ, Los Angeles

Jim Crocker, KRLD. Dallas

Ted Nabors, KTRII, Houston

Ed Weftman WBEN, Buffalo

Winifred Pike. WNAC, Boston

Leonard Patricelli, WTIC. Hartford

Their job is three-fold: rounding up top

contestants, building interesting shows,

getting publicity and promotion on each

show. When a single broadcast doesn't

meet the usual high standards it takes

as long as four weeks to regain the lost

audience. A consistently high standard

of broadcasting has to be adhered to if

Quiz is to do its job.

The Quiz is doing its job—in all cities

but New York and Chicago, where it

competes with too many "name" studio

(Please turn to page 38)

Some of the outstanding Quiz sessions on the New York-Chicago Broadcasts

GENERAL DIAPER SERVICE >i. GENERAL DIAPER SERVICE LANE BRYANT vi. LANE BRYANT

SAVINGS BANK ASS'N «. SAVINGS BANK ASS'N PARENT TEACHERS v». PARENT TEACHERS

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITIANNICA <i. BRITANNICA BARBIZON MODELS >i. BARBIZON MODELS

NEW YORK FUND II. CHICAGO FUND CONTINENTAL CAN «i. CONTINENTAL CAN

MUTUAL BENEFIT vi. MUTUA. BENEFIT HOTEL NEW YORKER vi. STEVENS HOTEL

EASTERN AIRLINES II. EASTERN AIRLINES WALGREEN vs. WALGREEN

BUTLER BROTHERS vs. BUTLER BROTHERS NORTHWEST Al RUNES • NORTHWEST Al R

OTIS ELEVATOR II. OTIS ELEVATOR SPOOL COTTON COMPANY ... SPOOL COTTO

CAMP FIRE GIRLS vi. CAMP FIRE GIRLS SPERRY'S it. SPERRY'S

N.Y. POST OFFICE vi. CHICAGO POST OFFICE ASBESTOS INDUSTRY n. ASBESTOS INDUS

N.Y. STATE GURAD vi. ILLINOIS STATE GUARD UNI TED ARTI STS >i. UNI TED AR n STS

MARCH OF DIMES vi. MARCH OF DIMES TOOTSIE ROLL vi. TOOTSIE ROLL

ZURICH INSURANCE CO. I*. ZURICH INSURANCE CO. RAILWAY EXPRESS vi. RAILWAY EXPRESS

SOC. OF AMERICAN ENGINEERS II ENGINEERS JUKE BOX MANUFACTURER vi. JUKE BOX K

GREETING CARD INDUSTRY vi. GREETING CARD INDUSTRY COMMUMI TY CHEST II. COMMUNITY CHEST

CONTINENTAL CAN VJ. CONTINENTAL CAN

HOTEL NEW YORKER <i. STEVENS HOTEL

WALGREEN vi. WALGREEN

NORTHWEST AIRLINES v». NORTHWEST AIRLINES

SPOOL COTTON COMPANY VI. SPOOL COTTON COMPANY

SPERRY'S v». SPERRY'S

ASBESTOS INDUSTRY VI. ASBESTOS INDUSTRY

UNI TED ARTISTS vi. UNI TED AR n STS

TOOTSIE ROLL II. TOOTSIE ROLL

RAILWAY EXPRESS vi. RAILWAY EXPRESS

r.v. DAILY NEWS vi. CHICAGO DA'LY TRIBUNE

ILLINOIS CENTRAL vi. NE* M»vEN % HERTFORD R.I.

TRUE MAGAZINE VI. TRUE MAGAZINE

N.Y. Pa ICE DEP'T vt. CHICAGO POIICE DEP'T

"ANNA tUCASTA" (N.Y. I VI. "ANNA IUCASTA (CHICAXI

UNITED HOSPITAL FIMD vi. IWI TED HDSPI
"
J

BORDEN'S vi. BORDEN'S

NATION* REALTORS vl. NATIONAL REALTORS

STAR DUST, INC. BEAUTY WINNERS

TRIPLETS vi. TRIPLETS

CEDAR CHEST M'F'R'S II. CEOAR CHEST M'F'R'S

"DEAR RUTH"tN.Y.) II. "DtAR RUTH" ICHlCAGOl

JUKE BOX MANUFACTURER II. JUKE BOX MANUFACTURER UNIVERSAL PICTURES II. UNIVERSAL PICTURES

FEDERAL GRAND JURORS vi. FEDERAL GRAND JURORS

METROPOLITAN MUSEUM vi. CHICAGO INSTITUTE

FARM ASSOCIATION vi. FARMERS

N.Y. FIRE DEPARTMENT vi. CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT

LOOK MAGAZINE vi. LOOK MAGAZINE

PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS VI. PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS

PLAYING CARD ASSOCIATION vi. BRIDGE CHAMPS

"BILLION DOLLAR BABY" II. UUP IN CENTRAL PARK*

PARAMOUNT PICTURES It. PARAMOUNT PICTURES

SONG HITS MAGAZINE vl. SONG HITS MAGAZINE

AMERICAN LEGION u. AMERICAN LEGION

N.Y. ADVERTISING CLUB vi. CHICAGO AD ClUB

GOOD NEIGHBOR FOUNDATION vl. GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS GIRL SCOUTS »•. BOY SCOUTS

TWINS vl. TWINS

PHARMACEUTICAL ASS'N vl. PHARMACEUTICAL ASS'N

PIN-UP GIRLS II. PIN-UP GIRLS

N.Y. SAVINGS BANK ASS'N II. CHICAGO ASSOCIATION

REYNOLDS METALS vi. REYNOLDS METALS

NAME BAND vl. NAME BAND

PROPELLER ClUB vi. PROPELLER ClUB

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL vi. GRANT HOSPITAL

N.Y. COLLEGE BRIDGE CHAMPS vl. CHICAGO CHAMPS

WOOD SECRETARIAL vi. GREGG SECRETARIAL SCHXX

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY vi.

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

AMERICAN RED CROSS vi. AMERICAN RED CROSS

BOTTLE GAS INDUSTRY II. BOTTLE GAS INDUSTRY



SELLING

an

INDUSTRY

the Transit way

Trade associations, generally,

haven't been too successful on

the air. The Electric Companies'

Advertising Program* missed with Nel-

son Eddy and now have The Hour of

Charm (CBS). The latter program, rated

(February 15) 6.4, competes with True

Detective Mysteries which has an 8.6. The
American Meat Institute bought Fred

Waring at a time when the meat business

hadn't a great deal of public acceptance

and neither did the Waring program. The
latter is NBC's major contribution to

better daytime programing but hasn't

done too well in building an audience

thus far. Its February 15 rating gives it

a 5.2 against ABC's Breakfast in Holly-

wood's 7.9 which is its chief compete
tion. The National Board of Under-

writers hits 5.7 with Crimes of Careless*

ness against the New York Philharmonic's

4 and One Man's Family's 10.8.

The association job (selling an indus-

try to the public) is tremendous and the

temptation is to do it with a production

that lends prestige to the industry

represented by the group. So such a

program is planned or bought—and

radio has another package to which dial-

ers refuse to listen in worth-while

numbers.

The public-service type of program

can and does do a specific job. Revere's

Exploring the Unknown does almost as

well as Hildegarde against Walter Win-

chell, top rater of all commentators.

Even The Doctors Talk It Over, low

show on the rating totem pole, does what

American Cyanamid is trying to do with

TUNE IN
EVERY FRIDAY • MUTUAL • C&AST TO COAST

cpongjl
Ai*!£!Si

LAUGHS!
THRILLS!! DRAMA!!

American Transit Association members used
"Spotlight" cards but riders didn't listen

The name under which 115 electric companies have Car cards now stress a mass audience show,
combined to do an industry broadcasting campaign. "Bulldog Drummond,"which has general appeal

:'
. :

3uH<H'Drl'wtctt(£

pSTEN;

STATION WNOI
f*IDA*S 9PW

MUTUAL NITWOMC.
COAST TO COAIT

•SOSEO BY XHE Al -'-iON ANL1 roue LO< A.
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it (see page 41). But they're not seeking

to influence mass thinking, which is what

the average trade association must do if

it's to justify spending an industry's

money.

Executives usually favor "prestige" in-

stead of mass audience. It was this trend

that caused the American Transit Asso-

ciation to buy Spotlight on America, a

March of Time type of program on the

Mutual Broadcasting System. It sounded

good. It had the right red-carpet-and-

canopy feel. It was the kind of program

which would seem, to the presidents of

local transit organizations, to lend stat-

ure to their public utility. It had every-

thing but an audience pull. The rating,

17



Two full-size trolley cars were given away
in a resultless "Who Was Kilroy?" contest

Although tie-in advertising was bought by
ATA members, "Spotlight" gained no listeners

after it had been on the air a month, was

.8—or less than one—and after six

months, on February 21 (1947), mid-

season as far as broadcasting goes, the

rating was 1.4.

The program was given a lot of promo-

tion. Car cards were used by nearly all

the cooperating transit lines. Since they

were paying the bills, in many cases

directly, the member transit corporations

did everything within their power to sell

the program to the people. Mutual also

urged its stations to cooperate and since

the sale was station-by-station, the out-

lets naturally worked with their local

<. ut -in sponsors. Some of the transit

organizations were owned by electric

lighl and power companies and envelope

stuffers <>n the program were used by

these organizations.

Handling the program for the Ameri-

18

can Transit Association from the begin-

ning has been David Hale Halpern of

Owen and Chappell, ad agency, although

he didn't sell the program to ATA—he

came into the picture after Richard H.

Amberg, director of public relations for

ATA, had signed with Mutual. Halpern

is well trained in the prestige-program

school, having been general manager for

1 kin y Souvaine, program packager, for

years. Souvaine has the Metropolitan

Opera for Texaco, a prestige item if

there ever was one. Halpern worked

hard on Spotlight even though he knew

that prestige shows have a hex on them

as far as the general public is concerned,

and ATA and its members wanted to

reach the men and women who travel on

the street cars, buses, subways, and ele-

vateds. He even worked with Mutual

on a "Who Was Kilroy?" mass appeal

stunt that landed a good deal of space in

the press and created more than a ripple

of interest among contest fans. The

awards were two honest-to-goodness full-

sized street cars. One of them went to a

James J. Kilroy, who had a family of

nine little Kilroys and was made to order

for human interest publicity. But noth-

ing did the program any good as far as

adding listeners was concerned. Last

month, February 7, for instance, Spotlight

hit 2.4 (a high for the show) while at

the same hour the boxing bouts on

ABC for Gillette had a 4.9, Philip Mor-

ris' It Pays To Be Ignorant on CBS had

a 12, and Molle's Mystery Theatre on

NBC had a 12.9.

Best indication of what even ATA
members thought of the program was

that, although at one time it reached a

high of 55 stations, when it signed off it

had just 44. In other words, 20 per cent

of the transit companies who sponsored

the show locally dropped out during the

run of the feature.

Yet the program wasn't bad. The

State Department beamed it overseas,

they liked it so much. Northwestern

University asked for the scripts to use

in its radio course as examples of good

scripting. Two experienced March oj

Time writers pulled out all stops to make

the show a success. But the audience

didn't listen.

So Spotlight on AmericaAv>ent the way

of so many other "prestige" programs

... to the files.

Replacing it is a Hi Brown package,

Bulldog Drummond—the American Tran-

sit Association has decided to go alter

the five-and-ten-cent audience. Drum-

mond had an average rating of 5.8 in

I 946 and part of that time the show was

Please turn to pa^

SPONSOR



ADventures in the radio business ...that really pay off!

CHARLIE GEHRINGER TALKS!-

Charlie Gehringer with Interviewer Joe Gentile

Month after month, we've been telling you how the smart

folks at this station keep dreaming up, building up, and

producing local shows that make people in the Detroit Area

listen . . . and buy!

Now look what we've done.

Charlie Gehringer . . . the all-time best second sacker in

baseball . . . one of the big sport names anywhere, (and for

sure, in Tigertown) TALKS about baseball in his own chatty,

informal way. On the air only 2 weeks as this goes to press,

it's a sport show that clicks like a sharp single with the

score tied!

—another reason why more advertisers look to us regarding

radio . . . and save time and money doing it!

in the Detroit Area it's . . .

5,000 Watts
at 800 kc.

Day and Night CKLW
Union Guardian Bldg., Detroit 26

J. E. Campeau, Managing Director—Mutual System

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc., Natl. Rep. • Canadian Rep., H. N. Stovin & Co.
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What Advertising Agencies and

lladio Advertisers I H L\ K 1 W U I I

Station representatives range from

"supersalesmen" to "order takers"

for the industry and their stations.

Being middlemen they fall heir to all the

abuse that stations, advertisers, and their

agencies heap upon them despite the fact

that the reason for the reps' insufficiency

may be station and agency lack of co-

operation. They have never received the

respect that's due the segment of the

broadcasting business that has set stand-

ards for the fastest-growing commercial

end of radio, national spot broadcasting.

Back 1 5 years ago when station represen-

tation as a business was an idea in the

minds of a few men like Scott Howe
Bowen and Ed Petry, buying time on

local outlets was beset with trials and

tribulations. Handling a regional cam-

paign for a product that had spotty dis-

tribution was well-nigh impossible.

For some years now station representa-

tion has been an established field, one in

which both individuals and networks are

engaged. Having grown into a multiple-

million-dollar business, it has both aggres-

sive and lazy organizations. Like all of

radio during the past five years, it has

traveled on the gravy train. It includes

a number of firms that have drifted along

with the tide and a number that, despite

the gravy train, have done and are doing

a solid job. Some of the small firms are

rated by agencies as doing a fine job and

some of the bigger groups aren't rated at

all. Just as size seems to be no factor in

service rendered just so does the age of

rep firms seem to have no bearing upon

the respect in which they are held. A
firm that isn't out of three-quarter pants

is rated on the exact same high level as

one of the pioneers.

What is thought of the field and the

firms that make it up by the organiza-

tions tii.it station representatives serve is

the basis of a survey being conducted

currently throughout the nation by

sroNSOR for the broadcast advertising

business.

First segment surveyed was the adver-

tising agencies, the section of the business

with which station representatives work

most. They voted 100 per cent (of the

returned questionnaires) that station

representatives "as a group perform a

useful function for advertising agencies."

Their usefulness to the stations they

represent was okayed by 84.2 per cent of

the questionnaires and 73.7 percent of the

agencies stated that they believed that

the station representatives do an indus-

try job. The one division of direct useful-

ness which was questioned by the agencies

was the station representatives' work with

sponsors.* Only 42 per cent agreed that

reps could perform effectively in this

*This is natural since 'he respondents were ad-agency
executives and want information channeled through them.

Wlmf Ageii€»ieK Want
(in order of ruled importance)

Time availabilities
•

Program availabilities

Market information

Station merchandising data
•

Coverage information

Product competition

(in marketing area)
•

Prompt servicing

Kept promises
•

Trend reports

Complete follow-through

field and even some of these hedged with

a "maybe" or "indirectly."

Almost universally the agencies agreed

that station representatives were invalu-

able when they came forth with needed

station time and program availabilities.

In answering the second question in the

survey, "What is a station representa-

tive's most useful function to you?",

the agencies stated
—

"availabilities—and

quickly." Speed is a timebuyer's fetish.

When he needs station availabilities, as

Lillian Selb of Foote, Cone and Belding

did recently for a six-week intensive spot

campaign for Lucky Strike, the facts

must be delivered at once. Miss Selb had

to buy choice spots on a short-time basis

on 950 stations, an almost impossible

undertaking without well-organized sta-

tion representation. The campaign re-

quired 10 nighttime and six daytime 15-

second station breaks. While in many
cases Miss Selb had to go direct to sta-

tions for information, because the total

number of stations with representation in

the U. S. A. does not total 950, the repre-

sentatives were able to deliver a good

part of the information even before the

agency request reached them (due to the

industry grapevine).

Agencies were asked if they had specific

criticisms of station representation. Sev-

enty-four per cent had, 16 per cent had

none, and 10 per cent were undecided on

the subject. However, most of the

respondents stated definitely that their

criticisms were not of the entire pro-

fession, but of that part of it which to

their way of thinking just didn't do their

job.

Most criticism fell into patterns familiar

to every field of salesmanship:

"too many order-takers"

"not fully informed"
"put selling before service"

"too much selling of stations and not

enough of radio"
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"insufficient background"
"phone-call salesmanship"

"inadequately informed about coverage"

"too much 'verbal' information"

Agency men testified that there was

plenty of difference between station rep-

resentatives. Sixty-three per cent checked

the fact that all reps definitely were not

the same. Sixteen per cent stated that

they were the same, but two-thirds of this

16 per cent qualified this by adding:

"except for three or four reps." One ex-

cluded "representatives who have the

same men sell both newspaper space and

radio time."

Comments made in this section of the

survey included:

"some are alert while some have telephon'

itis"

"some have the nerve to question why we
buy their competition"

"some service us, some are just too lazy"

"some are back quickly with the informa-

tion requested"

Fourteen of the firms in the field were

rated among the top service organiza-

tions in one section of the questionnaire

answers. Several replies indicated that

while they were naming the "best," they

did not want it to mean that these were

the only good representatives.

Accepting the role of business advisers

to the station representative industry, the

agencies asked them to:

"give complete information"
"educate stations on merchandising"
"stop handling too many stations"

"give more specific information"
"do a comprehensive selling job in person"
"improve methods of presenting data"
"become a student of the business"
"publish a book showing vital station data"
"give new agency men a lift with client and

station information"

Several timebuyers admitted that part

of the station representative job is edu-

cating account executives at agencies

since "many of our account men do not

take 'education' gracefully from us."

Here again the timebuyers stressed the

fact that the station representatives who
do this part of their job "satisfactorily,

keep us advised about what they tell our

account men. If they don't we find our-

selves at cross purposes in serving

clients."

General impression gained from the re-

ports made by agencies was that station

representatives are doing a job, a darned

good and essential job in the broadcasting

industry. They want sponsor servicing

done through the agencies because they

feel that the advertiser himself is ill-

equipped to evaluate the station informa-

tion presented by representatives. Agen-

cies want and need speed in obtaining

requested information about outlets but

they don't want the speed to interfere

with the facts delivered. They want

station representatives to be able to

"guarantee availabilities," feeling that

some representatives offer "prime spots"

despite the fact that they know they

won't be able to deliver them when con-

tract-signing time arrives.

Even as agencies gripe they realize that

in many cases the station representative's

inability to deliver requested information

on time can be traced to lack of coopera-

tion at the station itself. There are two

sides to this story. The stations contend

that a great many agencies request avail-

abilities before they are certain that the

sponsor is really interested in a spot cam-

paign. "They request every station avail-

ability within a split second," stated one

station manager, "when they simply want

the information in order to present a

campaign to a sponsor who hasn't the

slightest idea ot going into radio. They
scream for split-second service so often

that when they really need it we don't

believe them."

The feeling at sponsors' offices varies on

the subject of station representatives'

contacting them directly. The bigger

advertisers, who have men assigned to

radio advertising, feel that direct contact

with station reps keeps their men in-

(Please turn to page 46)

Advertising Agency Station Representative
Gripes

(in order of advertising agency rating)

Questioning of agency's judgment in station selection

Non-delivery of promised availabilities

Incomplete information

Passing the buck to stations

Lack of information about client problems

Telepnonitis

Time wasting

Lack of information once account is placed

Holes in presentations

"I have the client in my pocket" selling
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open letter to FREE & PETERS

31 March 1947

Dear Colonel

:

It's generally the outfit that comes out on top of a survey that

hastens to publicize the findings. We're the exception to the rule.

Your January 1947 survey of the trade paper reading preferences of

advertisers and agency executives deserves a hand. The fact that

over 1000 replies were tabulated speaks well for the simplicity of

the questionnaire and importance of the sample.

SPONSOR didn't show up first, or second, or even third. But here's
the fact that stopped us. Of the first 10 trade magazines listed
some were 50 years or older. None was less than 11 years old... except
one. The single exception was SPONSOR. And SPONSOR was exactly two

issues old.

We caught wind of the results when we called on KFAB, Omaha.

Promotion chief Harold Roll said, "Quite a coincidence that you dropped
in now. I've got two surveys on my desk bearing on SPONSOR. We've just
finished one of our own and you didn't do badly at all. But it's this
early-January F&P job that flabbergasts us. Here you fellows were
just starting publication and you register 1198 points."*

(Note: We didn't realize it at the time, Colonel, but when we checked
your breakdown later we discovered SPONSOR ahead of four of the long-time
favorites in one or more categories.)

Then Roll asked, "If SPONSOR showed so well among advertisers and agencies
when it was still in diapers, what's the score now that you're veritable
greybeards?"

That's our problem, Colonel F&P. Here we're crowding our seventh issue
and we don't know. Please, Sir, would you mind making another survey?

Sincerely,

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS Inc.

Jlt#un*--

Norman R. Glenn/ac Publisher

Besides SPONSOR, two other 100 per cent broadcast publications

appeared in the first 10. SPONSOR (then two issues old) gar-

nered 34 per cent as many points as A, 63 per cent as many as B.
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selling through education

Educational programs usually have enough trouble

trying to sell an expanding mental horizon without

carrying a commercial advertising burden as well.

Public service programs often wind up with no listeners and

so very little public service in the true sense of the word.

Revere Copper and Brass, in buying what had been rated

as the outstanding educational program of its time, The

Human Adventure, stepped into the never-never land of

radio, sponsorship of an out-and-out educational program,

created by a university (University of Chicago).

Actually Revere wasn't taking so big a chance as it ap-

peared on the surface. The Human Adventure, as a sustain-

ing program, had been hailed as a new approach to the

informational broadcast. The program was being produced

by Sherman H. Dryer who was responsible for the University

of Chicago's Round Table on NBC, another educational-

but-not-stuffy program. If any educational show could pro-

duce for a sponsor, Adventure seemed to be that vehicle, as

Revere took over.

It started off with a blare of publicity trumpets on the

fourth of July, 1945. The advertising and educational

worlds paid tribute to Revere and its agency, St. Georges

& Keyes, for this venture into advertising via education.

For a while everything went well. But then there came a

pull toward further popularization of the program against

4 3 r •
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All Revere Saturday Evening Post full page advertising invites listening'

Revere Explores the Unknown
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"SANDHOG"
The Story of Tunnel Building

STARRING

BRIAN DONLEVY

TONIGHT
9:00 to 9:30 p. m.

WOR
"EXPLORING THE UNKNOWN"

Revere Copper and Brass Incorporated

• ••••••••

MIRIAM HOPKINS
STARRING IN

HEREDITY
The Miracle of You

TONIGHT
9:00 to 9:30 p. m.

WOR
"EXPLORING THE UNKNOWN"

Revere Copper and Brass Incorporated

• ••••••••
One-column "Exploring the Unknown" ads give stars top billing

despite fact that the program is not a vehicle for names but education

resistance by the university staff. Sherman Dryer is said

to have sided with the sponsor and his agency in making

the programs more and more entertaining for the mass

audience. Finally the diverse pulls came to a breaking

point. Officially the reason for the break was that the

agency desired that the program be produced in New York

where they could have closer supervision of the show. The
I mversity executives felt that they couldn't properly

supervise the program if it were produced in New York.

And so Revere ceased to sponsor The Human Adventure. In

its place the agency and Sherman Dryer built a program

with the basic appeal of Adventure and called it Exploring

the Unknown. Dryer parted from the University of Chicago

and came to New York to become an independent program

producer—what is called within the profession a package

producer. He explains his going with the new program to

New York as being motivated not entirely by the agency's

wish to have the program produced in the East but also by

a desire to go into the producing business on his own. It

was his feeling that if a package producer was to be suc-

cessful, New York was a market he should cultivate. He
now functions as Sherman H. Dryer Productions.

When Revere ceases to sponsor Exploring in June of this

year it won't be because the show hasn't done its job, it'll

be because the new market that Revere was shooting at when

they undertook the sponsorship of The Human Adventure

just doesn't exist. The great "new housing" expansion

hasn't happened. Industrial growth which was counted

upon to use up millions of tons of Revere Copper and Brass

products just isn't. Instead, Revere's business development

has been nunc in the line of their Rome Manufacturing

Company division which manufactures Revere copper-clad

stainless steel ware. That is far oversold at present. Since

Revere Ware is sold 100 per cent to the housewives of the

nation, the company is going to shift to a daytime program

addressed to the American housewife.

Revere did reach both a cross-section and an upper-

brackel audience with Exploring the I Unknown. When they

first offered Exploring the Unknown pamphlets they pulled
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$6, (XX) for the first series of 1 3 pamphlets and 5,000 dimes

for the specific booklet offered on the broadcast. Since

that time 250,000 booklets have been sold. They are pub-

lished by Science Illustrated on a deal in which that McGraw-
I lill publication assumes the printing costs and collects the

profits, if any, from their sale. Revere wanted a give-away

on the program yet didn't want to invest any additional

money, so when .Science Illustrated came up with the propo-

sition they okayed it. One broadcast a month is a Science

Illustrated lead or cover story and Exploring the Unknown
receives credit usually in a box in the story. McGraw-Hill

features the programs in which its cover story is used in ads

on the radio pages of newspapers throughout the nation.

Its field men also play up the program in their promotion

work. Fact is that McGraw-Hill treats the program as

though it were its own. Their public relations organiza-

tion (the publicity division of Newell-Emmett advertising

agency) works closely with the sponsor's agency. Both are

now striving to find that new sponsor for the series.

Director Dryer has built, in Exploring, what he believes

to be the ideal informative program. It's comparatively

inexpensive, costing less than $1,000 a point (the pro-

gram costs $4,500; the February 15 rating was 4.8). The
program isn't aimed at the head alone, as, according to

Dryer, most documentaries are. His tests of results from

ordinary documentaries prove that the heads of the mass

of listeners can be reached only via their hearts. So Explore

ing the Unknown is always entertainment—always appeals

to the emotions. At the same time the factual side is never

slighted. Never is a truth shaded in order to make a dramatic

point. The play exists for the sake of its subject. No fact

is glamorized at the expense of scientific truth. All the

tricks of radio and the theater are used to give the program

more attention value but no dramatic or literary license is

taken for entertainment purposes. No story, no matter how

good, is permitted to interfere with the program's dedica-

tion to the cause of science.

In handling an educational program Dryer feels that it's

essential that fan mail be watched most carefully. Since

reaching the average listener rather than the seeker after

education is the objective of the program, mail reaction is

an audience thermometer of importance. Dryer also uses a

(Please turn to page 40)

BILL STERN
STARRING IN

"THE LAST GOAL"

TONIGHT
9:00 to 9:30 p. m.

WOR
"EXPLORING THE UNKNOWN"

RtTtfc Copper and Brui Incorporated

ADOLPHE MENJOU
STARRING IN

"SHALL I MARRY
THE GIRL?"

TONIGHT
9:00 to 9:30 p. m.

WOR
"EXPLORING THE UNKNOWN"

Re»ere Copper aod Braas Incorporate
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When a listener makes a grand slam and wins the works she usually permits exhibition of all her awards at her local grocer's—and poses too

Bread and Cake Story

from Happy
Wonder Bakers

to GRAND SLAM—
Iwo decades of

air selling

APRIL 1947

Two decades of network broadcasting and literally over

a million spot announcements and spot programs, yet

Continental Baking Company is still (it feels) without

an ideal vehicle to sell Wonder Bread and Hostess Cakes.

That doesn't mean that Continental feels that its

20 years of broadcasting have been wasted. Far from it,

what started as an offshoot of the Ward Baking Company in

1925 with a gross of $62,500,000 is now the greatest inde-

pendent baking corporation in the nation with a gross of well

over $100,000,000, and is completely divorced of Ward.

(M. Lee Marshall, now chairman of the board of Continental,

headed a group that bought out Ward's interest in 1927.)

Radio has delivered dollar for dollar along with newspapers

and the air's percentage of the advertising dollar has con-
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SUNDAY NIGHT SEPT. 6™

ALL STAR CAST WOR 75 ACTORS

ONE FULL HOUR • -9 to 10 P.M.

LISTEN IN

THE GREAT M CCDY
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20,000 BRITISH DRAGOONS
AGAINST 50,000 MADDENED HINDOOS************
Spootond by the HAPPY WONDER BAKERS

Theatrical melodramas were revived for a WOR (New York)-WGN (Chic*
)

Wonder Bread series. Orson Welles appeared as show's impresario, The Great Mc(

Little Jack Little sold bread for on!y 12 weeks

sistently increased until now 42 per cent

of each ad-dollar goes for broadcasting.

That means in 1947, $1,260,000 will be

spent by Continental for daytime spots on

125 stations and Grand Slam on a 47-sta'

tion CBS chain.

The $1 ,260,000 represents a cent and a

quarter of each dollar's worth of Conti-

nental bread and cake sales. Of the rest

of the $3,000,000 advertising budget,

which in all is 3 per cent of sales, 40 per

cent goes for newspaper and 18 per cent

for outdoor advertising.

With all this money to spend it would

seem that the agenices handling the ac-

count would have come up with the

"perfect" program. From 1926 to 1937

Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn had

the account. Then it moved to Benton

and Bowles, where it stayed until 1940,

when it shifted to Ted Bates. (Actually

the number of shifts the account has

made is misleading. Ted Bates broke

into the business writing copy for Con-

tinental at B.B.D.&O., and became

account executive while at that agency.

He took the account with him to B. & B.

and moved it again when he set up his

own agency.)

Thinking about how to sell bread vif

Sylvia Sidney, then a stage star, was an added attraction on "Pretty Kitty Kelly" Roscoe Turner starred in "Sky Blazers" until he crashed



the air was continuing all during this

period (from 1926 on). After some hit-or-

miss testing, B.B.D. & O. finally came up

with a quartet, Happy Wonder Bakers.

Back in 1928 every sponsor wanted a

quartet and an orchestra. Happy Wonder

Bakers sold bread. The boys (Phil

Dewey, Frank Luther, Jack Parker, Will

Donaldson) quarteted from April 27,

1928, until May 5, 1934, the first three

years on NBC, the rest on CBS. With

their white hats and aprons they were as

much a part of the Continental Baking

Company as Wonder Bread itself.

Then came the first change—Little Jack

Little, a piano player with a whispering

voice who had developed a real following

out in St. Louis for DX fans (DX stood

for distant stations and dialers loved to

pick up distant stations in those days).

He started on February 13, 1934, and

checked out May 4, 1934. Following

Little Jack Little Continental tried for

something different. They were sold

on reaching bread sales through the

youngsters and bought Renfrew of the

Mounted, an adventure strip which al-

though addressed tojuveniles was scripted

so that mom and dad would not chase

sister and brother away from the dials.

They rode with Renfrew for a year and

then discovered the CBS daytime study

Daytime Activities, a four-volume research

project which proved to advertisers for

the first time that women weren't down in

the cellar or in the kitchen all day long but

did plenty of dialing. The study—Conti-

nental refers to it as a Procter and Gamble

"Renfrew" had a high juvenile

audience but Continental found
youngsters don't buy bread

Robert Walkerand Mary Mason
plus disclays couldn't save
"Maudie's Diary" from failure

S
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YO HO YQ HO YO HO YO HO
(HURRAH FOR THE WONDER BAKERS)

*&

Jan Haley with Virginia Verrill wasn't a wonder salesman tho he
hulned "Yo-Ho Yo-Ho Yo-Ho, Hurrah for the Wonder Bakers"

Bjhelor's Children" reached housewives and celebrated their
10 year Wonder Breading (Ten year booklet above right)



a new kind ofradio program i

GRAND-SLAM
TUNSfff.
CBS Network
at 11 30A.M.

PR£S£NT£D BY

WONDER BREAD— ^f&gjsr ;

HOSTESS CUP CAKES
Window cards a-plenty were used to introduce

Continental's audience-participation program

survey but actually it was used by CBS

on a number of prospects—bought Pretty

Kitty Kelly and kept it going for three and

a half years. Results really amazed

them, for daytime radio was new com-

mercially. During the PKK period they

also sponsored (at night) a variety show

with Jack Haley, and Sky Blazers, an

adventure series slanted at youngsters.

Continental business was increasing solidly

all the while. Sky Blazers would have

been a top-selling show, points out Cedric

Seaman, vp in charge of sales, if Colonel

Roscoe Turner, the flying star of the

program, hadn't crashed an airplane and

landed in the hospital. The promotion

was all set to go into high gear when

Turner missed that three-point landing so

the program never actually had a chance.

However, later research uncovered for

Continental that juvenile shows are okay

to sell things that youngsters use per-

sonally but for general products they

create an erratic sales curve. When a

premium offer is current—up shoot the

sales. When the offer is over sales may

continue high until someone comes up

with another premium, then the young

fry run right off after the new premium.

And they found from experience that

juvenile shows are invitations to premium

wars, and that was costly not only to

Continental but to the entire baking in-

dustry. Industry-wide agreement within

the last few years has eliminated pre-

mium wars but at one time Continental

found itself giving away Ford cars (seven

of them) in a Los Angeles contest war.

They tried nighttime radio once more

with Marriage ( .tub (September 7, 1940-

AugiM il, 1941) following Kitty Kelly and

then exited from and stayed out of the

after-6 p.m. field. It was during this

latter period (after 1941) that Continental

began to discover spot radio. They had
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previously used some spots to bolster their

network shows but it was around this

time that spot began to be an important

part of their merchandising. Spot usage

had been difficult to control in the past,

proof of broadcast and other related in-

formation being tough to obtain, but

station representation was becoming

general and men like Ed Petry (who last

month celebrated his 15th year in busi-

ness) were setting standards which made
spot an integral part of a broadcasting

campaign.

Continental's first real taste of spot

however was in 1936. It had a special

sales problem in New York and Chicago

and wanted to "bowl them over" in these

two great markets. Arthur Pryor (now

The bouncy singing

Irene Beasley of the thir-

ties is the glamorous

"tall girl" model (left)

and an ace mc for Con-

tinental's "Grand Slam"

B.B.D. & O. vp) came up with an idea

of doing a series of old-fashioned melo-

dramas in full costume at Carnegie Hall.

They did 14 of them (a few from Chicago

also) and piped the program to WOR.
New York, and WGN, Chicago.

The gamut ran from East Lynne to

Lincle Tom's Cabin and the entire series

was titled The Great McCoy and His

Wonder Slww. For most of the run McCoy
was none other than Orson Welles in his

first (despite all other claims) starring

broadcast series. The program cost a lot

of money for a two-station operation.

Besides Welles it had Rita Johnson (now

MGM star\ Jack Smart (now The Fat

Man), Clayton Collyer inow Suf>erman),

Frank Readick [The Shadow), and a

SPONSOR



Irene Beasley's love of giving away awards

makes "Grand Slam" grand for Wonder Bakers

Small (1 -column) ads play up the "You can

win prizes" appeal with a light humorous touch

number of other "costly" actors of the

day—Adelaide Klein, Georgia Backus,

Ned Wever, John Mclntyre, Lee Patrick,

Jeanette Nolan, and Effie Palmer.

The show was broadcast for an hour and

Continental Baking retailers filled Car-

negie Hall to the rafters. The program

played Bridgeport, Conn., for one night

and jammed the Lyric Theater there also.

It tied the bread outlets right into the

promotion through ticket give-aways and

the audiences cheered the burlesque com-

mercials that for example had a baby

crying in the audience soothed with a

piece of that fine Wonder Bread. This

was one of the few early broadcasts where

the commercial had to be learned verba-

tim (it was impossible to pick up a baby
doll and give it a piece of bread and follow

a script at the same time).

Continental executives have never for-

gotten what the availability of a Carnegie

Hall load of tickets did in good will for

Wonder Bread and one of their require-

ments for an "ideal" show is that it must
be able to travel so that plenty of terri-

tories can see it and plenty of tickets be

given away. The Great McCoy also proved

what spot broadcasts could do for Con-

tinental and one of their pet shows today

is Janice Grey, the daytime serial that

has won so much notice and so many
awards over WTOP, Washington, D. C.

Following Marriage Club, Continental

started its continuous series of daytime

shows. The first was Maudie's Diary

(August 14, 1941-September 24, 1942),

the first program produced for Conti-

nental by the new Ted Bates advertising

agency. It hit a low for Wonder Bread

(Please turn to page 33)

a new kind of

radio program!

•oSk »«"'

GRAND-SLAM

PRIZES FOR LISTENERS.'

Tune in CBS Network

at 11:30 A. M., Monday through Friday

Presented by

WONDER BREAD
HOSTESS CUP CAKES
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:

"Lccal and national spot business increased

$22,000,000 in 1946. Network business increased

$3,000,000. Is this an indication that network

billing is approaching a saturation point?"

Charles E. Hires, Jr.

President

Charles E. Hires Co.

The Picked Panel answers:

Network billing

has not approached

H the saturation

point for a very

good reason.
There's no na-

tional advertising

A ^L medium that can

'^L fe approach the low
*

cost or the effec-

tiveness of a network program, if it is done

properly with the problems involved care-

fully analyzed and worked out in advance.

I think that the four networks will

eventually get together and sell their

medium with the above facts in mind.

There has been a tendency in the past to

compete with one another for the same

business. Yet there are many, many
advertisers who could make profitable

use of network advertising that are not

in this medium. When they realize

the values that are inherent in broad-

casting there will be more than enough

business to fill the option time available

on the four networks.

Programing and ideas are important

factors in the use of our medium, and as

long as there are as many people who are

as bright as I know them to be in this

industry, there will never be a dearth of

these two necessities. It is a matter of

reaching the right people with the right

use of the medium, and, as our selling

develops to the stage where we become

more factual and where we plan properly

for correct use of our medium, more and

more advertisers are going to discover

radio and how effective it can be. With
this knowledge the use of national net-

work radio can only do one thing

—

increase to limits that have not yet been

approached.

There is another reason why network

appropriations should increase. Every

day that goes by without a major strike

of any importance means that we are

that much nearer to competitive selling

of all kinds of products. This situation

must be met with advertising that will do

a selling job, and the national advertiser

right now is thinking in these terms and

is making his plans accordingly.

You can gather from these remarks, I

am sure, the faith and belief that I have

in this medium. My experience goes

back over a number of years in all forms

of advertising, and 1 can truthfully say

that I have never been associated with a

more vital form of advertising. With the

development of television and FM broad-

casting a matter of time only, the future

is certainly bright for the radio industry.

Z. C. Barnes

Vp in charge of sales

Mutual Broadcasting System, Inc.

Your question

implies a corollary

between the in-

crease in national

and spot business

and the increase

in network busi-

ness which might

well tend to be

misleading. For

instance, there are several reasons be-

hind the seemingly-large spot business

figures. Today, many more national

and local advertisers are becoming in-

creasingly conscious of the use of radio.

Where some of them once sent out ma-

terial only for the presses, they now send

out transcriptions as well.

The increase in the spot business is also

due in large part to the increasing number
of new stations on the air. This increase

in the actual number of stations broad-

casting would not be reflected for some

time in the network sales picture in any

case. Furthermore, spot rates on local

stations have increased percentage-wise

more than network rates.

There's no doubt that local and na-

tional spots do a good selling job if

properly handled. But I don't think that

network billing has hit the saturation

point yet. Network business will prob-

ably again pick up whatever impetus it

has lost as soon as there is a readjustment

of talent costs and manufacturing prob-

lems. There are still whole classifica-

tions of network time which haven't been

tapped on all four networks. And not

until full use of the time available on all

networks is made could one really begin

to think about billing being saturated.

Harry Trenner
Vp in charge of radio

William H. Weintraub & Company

With approxi-

mately sixty-eight

hours of network

time available for

sale on the four

major networks,

the saturation

point in network

billing is still far

from being ap-

proached.

On NBC, a network too often charac-

terized as being "sold out," there are at

present eight hours of network time for

sale. Some of these open time periods

are on Saturday morning and afternoon,

but then it wasn't so long ago that Sat-

urday evening and Sunday afternoon just

"couldn't be sold." There is no open

time period on any network during which

there isn't at least one person available

for listening in two-thirds of the radio

homes surveyed by C. E. Hooper.

All four networks have been adding

new stations in order to give advertisers

more intensive coverage of important

markets. Until most advertisers are

using full networks and present available

time periods are occupied, the saturation
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point in network billing will not have

been reached.

When compared to local and national

spot, the increase in network business

has not been as great. From a network

standpoint, there just hasn't been as

much time to sell. With the addition of

over 120 new stations throughout the

country in the past year, there has been a

large amount of prime time available on

a local and spot basis.

Taking everything into consideration,

it seems reasonable to assume that the

growth in local, spot, and network busi-

ness will continue for some time to come.

Harry C. Kopf
Vp
Natiorial Broadcasting Company

When a medium

is confined by such

arbitrary bounda-

ries as the hours

in the day there

must eventually,

of course, be a

limit to theamount

of business it can

carry. However,

the fact that network billing in 1946 in-

creased only $3,000,000, when local and

national spot revenues spiralled, does not

mean that network radio has yet ap-

proached its ceiling.

The facts are these: The four major

networks have roughly, during each

week, a total of 240 hours of "network

optional" time, i. e., time relinquished by

local affiliated stations for network pro-

grams. Only about 60 per cent of this

time is sold, as of the first week in Feb-

ruary 1947. Should all of the remaining

sustaining hours be sold at some time in

the future, network revenue could con-

ceivably increase 50-60 million dollars

without any increase in advertising rates.

Network radio stands practically alone

among all media as the one which

has not appreciably increased rates

during the past year. The weekly maga-

zines, for example, although they suffered

a decline in number of advertising pages

during 1946, broke through at the finish

with a 23 per cent increase in revenue.

Had the networks raised rates in the same

proportion, revenue in 1946 would have

increased not $3,000,000 but $44,000,000

!

How soon network radio billing even

approaches the saturation point depends

on many factors, not the least of which

are the continued full production of con-

sumer goods and the emergence of a full-

fledged buyer's market.

Fred Thrower
Vp in charge of sales

American Broadcasting Company
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A Tire Dealer... increased service sales 250% with programs and

announcements on WFBM!

A Restaurant ... set an all-time high weekly gross . . . using pro-

grams and announcements on WFBM!

A Pet Shop Owner increased his gross business 25% with programs

and announcements on WFBM!

A Piano Retailer using announcements, secured enough piano re-

building orders to keep his factory busy for

three years! . . . with a six-week campaign on

WFBM!

n*

WFBM

Local WFBM radio advertisers, checking results

at the cash register, find TINTINNABULATION

...RINGING BELLS!

December-January Hooper Index shows WFBM

again FIRST IN INDIANAPOLIS in over-all

listening!

Reach this responsive audience ... Get in

on the bell ringing in Indianapolis . . . Contact

a Katz representative about WFBM availabilities!

BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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The Tower Health Exercises (Janu-

ary 27, 1925) from the Metropoli-

tan Life Insurance Tower in New
York are the first programs of record

sponsored by an insurance company, and

when the program went network two

months later the chimes of the tower and

physical health director Arthur Bagley's

smiling early morning banter (6:45-7:45

a.m.) became part of living throughout a

great part of America.

For 10 years ('til April 20, 1935)

Bagley and his get-up-with-a-smile-and-

exercise routine were part of radio. During

ing this period a number of other insur-

ance companies took a fling at broad-

casting, but the Metropolitan was the

most consistent user of time. Program

ideas for insurance companies changed

during the years. Early morning exer-

cises were found by doctors not to be

healthful for everyone and spot announce-

ments and entertainment programs took

the place of exercises.

During the war, insurance advertising

in all forms was reduced to a minimum
due to the government insurance cam-

paign for the boys in service. At the con-

clusion of the war insurance companies

began to take stock and nearly all the

great organizations in the field either

came to the air or have plans for broad-

cast advertising. Prudential, which car-

ried its Family Hour (CBS) right through

the war, added a second show, Jack

Berch (NBC), to its schedule. Equitable

Life Assurance continued sponsoring This

Is Your FBI, although it was carrying its

maximum number of policies in a number

of states. John Hancock bought a pres-

tige program, Boston Symphony, al-

though it also was not seeking new policy

holders to any great extent. Hospital

plans began to consider radio as the ideal

way of making people conscious of the

need for group hospital insurance, and

accident and fire insurance companies

began to filter into the field. With the

growth of savings bank insurance plans

in many states, the regular insurance or-

ganizations are finding it more and more

important to tell their story to the people.

As many as five mutual life insurance

companies are considering the medium

as this report goes to press.

SPONSOR

Blue Cross Hospital
Plan, Inc., Utica, N. Y.

Equitable Life As-
surance Society of
the United States,

New York

John Hancock Mutual
Life Insurance Co.,

Boston

AGENCY

Moser & Cotins,

Utica

Warwick & Legler,

New York

BBD&O,
Boston

Illinois Commercial
Men's Assn., Chicago

Metropolitan Life

Insurance Co.,

New York

Mutual Benefit Health
& Accident Assn.,

Omaha

National Board of

Fire Underwriters,

New York

Prudential Insurance

Co. of America,
Newark

Superior Agencies,
New York

L. W. Ramsey,
Chicago

Young & Rubicam,
New York

Arthur Meyerhoff,
Chicago

MacFarland, Ave-
yard, New York

Benton & Bowles,
New York

A. Lewis King,

New York

PRODUCT

Group hospital plan

insurance

PROGRAMS

Insurance

Insi

Insurance

Insurance

Health, accident in-

surance

Capital stock fire In-

Insurance

Columbian Insurance

This Is Your FBI (ABC), Fri 8:30-9 pm

Boston Symphony (ABC), Fii 8:30-

9 pm

Live 15-min talks, Sun 10:15-10:30,
pm, WBBM (Chicago)

Live spots, 3 stations

Eric Sevareid-News (CBS), MTWTF
6-6:15 pm, 48 stations

Fact Finder (CBS), MTWTF 7:45-8

am pst, Pacific Coast network
Morning News Roundup, TTS 8-8:15

am, WCBS (N. Y.)

Live newscasts, 16 stations,- live 15-

min talks, 9 Pacific stations; recorded

musical clock shows, 3 stations; live

music shows, 2 stations

Gabriel Heatter Show (MBS), Sun 1 0-

10:30 pm
Newsreel Theatre, MTWTFS 6-7 am,

daily 11-12 pm, Sun 7-8 am, WHN
(N. Y.)

Crimes of Carelessness (MBS), Sun
3:30-4 pm

Jack Berch Show (NBC), MTWTF
11:30-11:45 am

Prudential Family Hour (CBS), Sun
5-5:30 pm

Prairie Stars, MTWTFS, 10:30-10:45
pm, WOV(N. Y.)

4 recorded music shows, WMCA
(N. y.)

Live spots, breaks, 20
stations

Live spots, WMCA
(N. Y.)



BREAD AND CAKE STORY

(Continued from page 29)

and Continental's belief in daylight hours

almost wavered. But right when they

were feeling lowest, Stewart, Dougall and

Associates delivered a survey for the

baking industry which indicated that

86 per cent of al bread was bought by

women. Continental then realized that

it wasn't the daytime broadcasting that

was wrong but Maudie's Diary. Maudie

just wasn't geared to housewives so they

bought a show with a proved record,

Bachelor's Children. The program de-

livered the audience that Continental

wanted and, with copy properly slanted

to women, it sold. The show hadn't been

on for Wonder Bread and Hostess Cakes

very long before the Ted Bates agency

made a survey (1943) which showed 19

per cent more users of Wonder Bread

among frequent listeners to the program

than among non-listeners.

The percentage doubtless went up later,

for the program had the loyal following

which means sales if the product is one

that is bought by listeners, and women, as

indicated before, buy the bread. A recent

survey (1947) indicated that not only do

women buy bread but 55 per cent is

bought by women over 16 years of age

—

the daytime serial listeners.

Continental stuck by Bachelor's ChiU

dren for four years ('til September 17,

1946) when once again they changed their

minds. This time they were sold a pack'

age by Irene Beasley, who has been in

radio almost as long as Continental (she

started on a local Memphis station in

1928). Bease, as she's called, has been

peddling ideas for years. Her present

package she calls Grand Slam. The pro-

gram is audience participation plus—the

plus being that the home audience can

participate to the same extent—and win

as much—as the studio audience. Such

home participation is missing from most

quiz shows. The home audience sends in

five-part questions. Each question is

likened to a trick in bridge from which the

program title, Grand Slam, is lifted. The
correct answer for each trick wins a prize

but the correct answers for all five mean a

grand slam and the works as far as prizes

go. Ifon the other hand all five questions

are missed the listener who sent in the

five-part question gets a grand slam and
the awards. Grand slams occur in the

program about twice a week, and they're

shots in the arm for it. When a listener

wins there's usually a tie-up with her

local bread source (grocer generally) and

(Please turn to page 39)
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recognized sports author-

ity where the tall compe-

tition grows. The McCoy

to the Experts, "Our Boy"

to Iowa Fandom, Idol of

Iowa's Youngsters. Thirteen

years reporting Sports of All

Sorts. Two daily sportscasts

(one presently available).

First sportscaster (nationally

and locally) to ban betting

odds quotes on his programs.

Just completed great basket-

ball season for New Utica,

Des Moines. Jon Hackett

now at his merchandisable

best. Next play-by-play

commercial availability: Sat-

urday baseball. Will provide

platter, talk or presentation.

Name it.

KRNT has the

personalities in

des Moines!

KRNT
A Cowles Station

DES MOINES, IOWA
Represented by the Katz Agency

YANDT'S SPORT SLANTS
Radio Station KCVO, Missoula, Montana,
Monday through Saturday, 6:30-6:35

p.m. mst

PROGRAM: This is a simple commentary
by the owner of a men's clothing store

who has built himself the reputation of

being an outstanding sports authority in

Montana. He has a typical sports voice

with just the right dem, dose, and
dese quality. He balances national

news with local features so that everyone

in Missoula and around that city is kept

abreast of what's whatjn sports just by
following Max Yandt.

COMMERCIAL: It'd be better if Yandt
didn't handle his own commercial, but

since he does it in the same patois as the

rest of the broadcast it doesn't seem too

out'of'place. He sells a number of specific

items and talks as though he knows his

products. Program is 13 years old and

Yandt spends 95 per cent of his adver-

tising budget on it.

TIME: Six-thirty is an hour at which

most men in the area are home—and they

listen to Yandt. A local news show pre-

cedes the five minutes and that's okay

too.

PROMOTION: Yandt personally con-

tacts all sports organizations and schools

and that's enough to make his emporium
known throughout the area he serves.

During the war he sent a regular printed

letter to all the Missoula boys in service

to keep them up-to-the-minute on what
was going on back home in local sports.

It carried the exact flavor of his broad-

cast.

CREDITS: Don Weston who produces the

program also writes the script which

means that he knows local and national

sports. The commercials by Charles Vick

are clothes-wise.

THE BARRY WOOD SHOW
(a Ziv transcribed production)

Radio Station WNBC, New York, Mon-
day-Wednesday- Friday. 7:45-8 p.m. est

PROGRAM: Barry Wood has seldom

sounded better than he does on this series.

He's smooth both as mc and as singing

star of the production. The young lady

on the show, Margaret Whiting, is just

as easy on the ears as Wood, and Hank
Sylvern's orchestra with the Melody

Maids make up a musical session that is

as good as any program of its kind on the

air. Nobody pushes for effects on the

presentation and the result is 15 minutes

of real entertainment. Production is top

drawer and the selection of the musical

numbers has just the correct nostalgic

touch for the girls and the over-forties.

COMMERCIAL: On most syndicated pro-

grams the platters make it necessary to

get in the advertising at the sign-on and

sign-off. Ziv has handled this so that the

commercials are spotted after Barry

Wood's first number and before his last,

which is good program building. On the

WNBC airing, Elgin-American Compacts
are the sponsors and they handle their

copy in such a way that it seems as though

Barry Wood himself were endorsing the

Elgin-American line. It's productive.

TIME: Since gift compacts are sold to

men as well as women the 7:45-8 p.m.

time is well selected. It's the last quarter-

hour of station time and right before the

usual NBC top-rating block of shows.

It's an ideal slot for anyone's money.

PROMOTION: Jewelers and other com-

pact outlets in metropolitan New
York have played up the Barry Wood-
Margaret Whiting combination in win-

dow displays, but since Elgin-American

has different programs in different areas

no great promotional push has been put

behind any individual market.

CREDITS: Jeanne Harrison does an easy

job of directing this singing 15 minutes,

with Hank Sylvern worrying about the

musical arrangements. Wordage is put

together by Ziv staff writers. All work

together to build a solid package.

JOANNE TAYLOR
Radio Station KMBC, Kansas City, Mis-

souri, Monday through Saturday, 9-9:15

a. m. est

PROGRAM: John Taylor's Department

Store has developed a formula in this

fashion broadcast which is the closest to

painless that any direct selling show has

yet come up with. The program is the

story of Joanne Taylor, fashion counselor

at the store, and how she helps customers

over shopping jams. Product selling is

worked into the continuity naturally,

without obvious selling. Miss Taylor and

two helpers do a pleasant easy-to-listen-

to job. The only direct store credits are

the opening and closing. Since everything

in the program happens at the store, it's

not necessary to shout JOHN TAY-
LOR'S.

COMMERCIAL: The entire 15 minutes

are commercial and yet none of it seems

commercial. Special sales features are
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worked into the continuity. The listener

being, in theory, backstage at the depart'

ment store doesn't resent price tags and

detailing of special offerings, she expects

it. The program is approaching its 14th

year, which is a record of some kind for

continuous sponsorship by a department

store.

TIME: Nine a.m. would seem a little

early in the East for a department store

broadcast since the stores that have tried

it in New York have found that that

time didn't pull. In Kansas City it's

okay. Apparently they listen earlier in

the Middle West.

PROMOTION: Building the program

around Joanne Taylor permits store-wide

promotion of the program. Program also

is featured in store black-and-white ad-

vertising and is so integrated into opera-

tions that it's as much a part of store

promotion as its show windows.

CREDITS: Both the store's advertising

department and the station's program

department work on this daily broadcast.

Both rate deep bows for a smooth han-

dling of a difficult job, direct selling for a

department store.

SCHOOLEBRITIES

Radio Station WING, Dayton, Ohio, Sat-

urday, 10:30-11 a.m. est

PROGRAM: Most teen-age shows are ob-

viously produced by adults and even the

best of the j ive talkers are no more part

of the sloppy sox brigade than Walter

Winchell. Schoolebrities is refreshingly

different. Obviously it's a kid-run variety

show. They don't use double-talk (most

juveniles don't) and while they're

not great performers, they're real. The
orchestra gets off-tune every so often and
the singers miss a beat now and again, but

it's all spontaneous. They're as serious

as a network sponsor speaking on his

opening-night broadcast. Schoolebrities

has a little of everything and most of it's

fun. It even has its own keyhole snooper,

who forgoes the bedroom details. There's

an interview spot, and a number of big

name performers have been interviewed

on the show. It's been an experience for

the interviewees as well as the young
question-thrower. The show is definitely

not for carping adults who want perfec-

tion. It's for the juniors who want to be

themselves while listening.

COMMERCIAL: When the youngsters

handle the sales talks themselves they're

okay. The only part of the show that

tends to talk down is the adult announc-
er's selling for Baynham Shoe Store. The
line of shoes, however, is what the gang
wants so that offsets, in a way, any nega-
tive effect of the down-talking spieler.

The Baynham catch line, "the store where
you're a guest before you're a customer,"
is good but it's definitely not teen-age.

TIME: The segment of the audience to

whom this show is addressed is at home
when the show is broadcast. There's an-

other teen-age show right before it,

Soda-Set Time, which is good block pro-

graming. It also comes right before the

NBC Teentimers' Club (II a.m. est) on

another station which is also good timing.

PROMOTION: Wingsters, a Junior
Achievement Company, sponsored by
station WING, run the show and make
certain that everyone at school and in

Dayton knows about the operation. They
sold 200 shares of stock (out of 400) in

24 hours when they (55 of them) got to-

gether for the enterprise. Stock cost 50c

a share. School papers run regular stories

and WING has used billboards, news'

papers, and window displays to sell the

program. Actual sale of time to Bayn-

ham Shoe was made by a Wingster and

the commission on the time sale is paid

to the organization. It's a big job for all

concerned and Wingsters have won

scholarships and plenty of attention for

themselves and the show through their

air jobs.

CREDITS: Wingster staff members, who
are paid at the rate of 35c a week, and

department heads of the group (sound,

musical director, etc.) who are paid 70c,

write, produce, and act on the program.

No one is given a big build-up.

NOW* . . for the first time

1

single station

WHWL
gives all 890,000 people in the rich

Wilkes-Barre—Scranton Anthracite

area primary clear channel reception.

and HOW they listen!

Ask FORJOE why 51 advertisers have already scheduled

52 week campaigns on the unique Anthracite area

1000 Watts(D) 730 KC. outlet. There's a sood reason!
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Making the best
even better!

Now—along with
'The Texas Rangers"
A sure-fire give-away <>r self-

liquidating offer! Attractive48-

pagea of Original Songs The
Texas Rangers Sing and scrap-
book album. Provided spon-
sors of ''The Texas Rangers"
at cost! Write for full details.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION

PICKWICK HOTEL • KANSAS CITY 6, MO.

MR.SP0HS0R!

Ho* is

your sjtf

doing

FEATURED

RADIO PROGRAMS INC.

247 Park Ave., New York 17

WICKERSHAM 2-2700

BROADCAST MERCHANDISING

{Continuedfrom page 8)

"Superman" has received 22 awards, most of

them for juvenile daytime strip's cam-
paign against racial discrimination and
prejudii e.

Although New York is not a suburb of Char-

lotte, North Carolina, news ol the fact that

WBT's Kurt Webstei was responsible for

turning an old tune, Heartaches, into the

number one song in America was hot

enough to rate a three-column spread on
page one of the New York UV/c/-Te/e-

gram. Webster, who is ycelpt "Night
Mayor" on the Charlotte station, has been
receiving more publicity than Ted Weems,
who made the record on which Webster
re-discovered / leartaches.

The New York Congressman Sol Bloom

recently celebrated his 77th birthday with

Bill Herson on WRC's Coffee with Con-

gress, which NBC pipes to the nation.

During the coffee chat Bloom offered to

send free copies of Ceorge Washington's

1 10 Rules of Civility to listeners. In two
days he received 5,000 requests and
actually ordered 50,000 to satisfy the

flood of requests. Bloom hadn't thought

that anyone cared about civility any
more.

Chiquita Banana still doesn't mention its

sponsor. New series, with new lyrics, on

117 stations tells all about spotted

bananas but not a word about United

Fruit Company. UFC only pays the bills.

The national spotlight was turned on station

WMBD, Peoria, III., when the station con-

sented to act as receiving agent for in-

formation on the murder of George P.

McNear, Jr. McNear's death brought

reward offers headed by the $25,000 of

the Toledo, Peoria and Western Railroad

(his company). The station took a firm

editorial stand on the murder and became
the focal point in the search for McNear's
killer. As such, it was included in all

newspaper reports on the rewards and the

progress toward finding the guilty man.

Television Institute is industry's first post-color

decision convention. Second annual sem-

inar devoted to a check-up of where TV
is goini will be held at the Commodore
Hotel in New York, April 14 and 15. All

factors of television are cooperating to

use this meeting to speed action on black

and white development.

Paul Lavalle establishes music award

While normally it's the network or spon-

sor who donates the cash for a scholar-

ship, this time the conductor of the show,

Highways in Melody, has put his own
money on the line. The scholarship car-

ries with it a cash payment of $1,500 (in

three equal annual payments) and the

opportunity of appearing as soloist in a

program under the Lavalle baton. The
National Federation of Music Clubs will

administer the scholarship.

Amateur sports are high in planning of Sta-

tion KNOE (Monroe, La.). Its program,

Sports Page of the Air, is making year-

round outstanding-player awards in the

field of high school baseball, basketball,

and football. Sports Page is also spon-

soring an "open amateur golf tourna-

ment" for golfers in Northeast Louisiana.

Philadelphia's Little Theater groups are the

target of special promotion by KYW.
Objective is to increase the local radio

talent roster and at the same time sell

the members of the groups, who actually

run into thousands, on the Westinghouse

outlet's being "their" station.

Health hints instead of commercials are the

promotional basis of all of the Metropoli-

tan Life Insurance national spot broad-

casts. They've now added that approach

to their selling on Eric Sevareid and the

News (CBS). Selling insurance by

spreading health education has paid off

for Metropolitan for years.

ABC Morgan promotion backfires in some

states. The clever miniature streamer

headed "WARNING—THIS MAN IS

AFTER CROSBY" and illustrated with

a typical "wanted" photograph of Henry

Morgan created a lot of comment but in

a number of states the police authorities

apparently felt it was too convincing and

prohibited further distribution.

Chicago's Family Almanac is now WGN's.

The book of facts formerly published by

the Chicago Daily News will from now on

be published by the Colonel Robert R.

McCormick station under the title WGN
Family Almanac and Yearbook and sold

at $1.

Five-room house and $1 ,000 are the first

prize in a Terry and the Pirates (ABC)

contest.

KFAB "blank panel" car cards have en-

abled it to revolve promotion of its pro-

grams at a minimum of cost and a

maximum of effectiveness. Station has

all its cards printed with a blank panel

and then imprints the panel. Idea keeps

the station identification high and en-

ables them to obtain the maximum flexi-

bility in program promotion.

The birds, bees and flowers are embossed

on the cover of WEEI's latest promotion

piece. There's not a word on the pure

white cover of the folder but the trade

catches on quickly that the bbf trio re-

fers to sex and the Boston station's icono-

clastic broadcast series of youth sex edu-

cation. Program won a CCNY award

and a Variety plaque. Sex on the air in

Boston is news.
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(Continuedfrom page 52)

new enterprise (television, radio, and
motion picture consultants). Your new
magazine looks terrific to me, and in my
travels about the countryside I see it in

every radio station and agency, or at
least it seems that way.

Richard W. Hubbell
Richard W. Hubbell and Associates

In your March issue, on page 32, under
your monthly tabulation of advertising by
categories, Cosmetic and Beauty Products,
you have made an error in your reference
to the Campana Sales Company's radio
program entitled Solitair Time on the
NBC Network. In your reference to this
program you state that the agency is

Hanley, Hicks & Montgomery of Chicago.
The Campana Sales Company of

Batavia, Illinois, has several advertising
agencies, and it just happens that we are
the advertising agency for the Solitair
Time program on NBC which is men-
tioned in your listing.

I. W. Clements
President

The Clemeyxts Company, Inc.

So far we have had eight inquiries about
our news program (Journal of the Air)
which sponsor reviewed in its March
issue. The Board of Directors of the
Rochester Savings Bank were more than
delighted with their program.

Their Advertising Director told me
that in one week the program gets more
favorable comment than their previous
series did in the two and a half years it

was on the air. William J. Adams
Program Director

Station WHEC

As a young and expanding advertising
agency, we feel the consultation of trade
publications, particularly such a vehicle
as sponsor, is of primary importance.

Val Cole
Val Cole Advertising Agency

We thought it (sponsor's article on
the Schwerin testing of the RCA Show)
by far the clearest exposition given to
this type of research and I wanted you
to know how I felt about it.

Incidentally, although we still are not
certain that we can claim any real sig-
nificance for the fact, it is nevertheless
interesting to note that the latest RCA
Hooper rating is 8.5, the highest this
Sunday afternoon show has ever hit.

H. M. Beville, Jr.
Director of Research

National Broadcasting Company
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Marks)

Dick Haymes—Dec. 23731 . Desi Arnai—Vic. 20-2052 . Hal Derwin—Cap. 336
Herb Kern-Lloyd Sloop—Tempo 984 . Hal Winters-Jose Morand—Apollo 1034
Don Alfredo— Pan-Amer. 076 . Lany Douglas—Sig. 15085

Tommy Tucker— Col. 37339

BEST MAN, THE (Vanguard)

Les Brown—Col. 37086 . King Cole Trio—Cap. 304 . Romo Vincent—Dee. 23749
Sunny Skylar—Mercury 5004

FOR SENTIMENTAL REASONS (Duchess)

Eddy Howard—Maj. 1071 . Charlie Spivak—Vic. 20-1981
Ella Fitzgerald—Dec. 23670 . Dinah Shore—Col. 371 88 . King Cole Trio—Cap. 304
Art Kassel—Vogue 781 . Fran Warren—Cosmo 514 . Bown Dots—Manor 1041

SkipStrahl—Emerald 106

ILLUSION (Pemora)

Hal Winters-Jose Morand—Apollo 1034 .

XavierCugat—Col. 37319
Don Jose—Gotham 3003
Bobby Doyle—Sig.*

ITi MIGHT HAVE BEEN A DIFFERENT STORY
Tex Beneke—Vic. 20-2123 . Hal Derwin—Cap. 377

(Campbell-Porgie)
Buddy Clark—Col. 37302

IT TAKES TIME °^
Benny Goodman—Cap. 376 . Louis Armstrong—Vic. 20-2228 . Doris Day—Col.*

Guy Lombardo—Dec*

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA <&«*
Freddy Martin—Vic. 20-2026 . Guy Lombardo—Dec. 23782
Kay Kyser—Col. 37214 . Gorden Trio—Sonora 3032 . Julie Conway—Sig. 15086
Two Ton Baker—Mercury 5016 . Dick Peterson—Enterprise 251

Jose Curbelo—Vic. 20-901 5

MISIRLOU (Colonial)

Jan August—Diamond 2009 . Herbie Fields—Vic. 20-21 38
Skitch Henderson—Cap. 351 . Nicholas Matthey—Dec. 25045
Frank Knight— Standard 5010 . Jose Morand— Dec. 50005

David Rose—MGM 30007

MY ADOBE HACIENDA («w>
Billy Williams—Vic. 20-21 50 . Jack McLean—Coast 8001
CoffmanSisters—Ent.147 . Esquire Trio—Rhapsody 102 • Hammondairs—Mars 1037
Eddy Howard—Maj. 1117 . Russ Morgan-Kenny Baker—Dec. 23846

Bobby Trux Trio—Mercury 305

OPEN THE DOOR, RICHARD (Duchess)

ThreeFlames—Col. 37268 . Count Basie—Vic. 20-21 27 . Jack McVea—B & W 792
Pied Pipers—Cap. 369 . Bill Samuels—Mercury 8029 . Dusty Fletcher—Nat. 4012
Merry Macs—Maj. 1 1 1 2 . Sid Catlett—Manor 1058. Hot Lips Page—Apollo 1 041
Brown-Grimes—Sig. 1006 . Louis Jordan—Dee. 23841 . Dick Peterson—Ent. 253

Charioteers—Col. 37240

THAT'S HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU cv-j
Bing Crosby—Dee. 23840 . Frank Sinatra—Col. 37231 . Louis Prima—Maj. 2107
Eddy Arnold—Vic. 20-1948 . Alvino Rey—Cap. 363 . Wally Fowler—Merc. 6031

Fred Kirby—Sonora 7023 . Red Foley—Dec. 46028

UNLESS IT CAN HAPPEN WITH YOU e—>
Three Suns—Vie. 20-2197 . Frankie Carle—Col. 37311 . Lawrence Welk—Dee.*
Slue Barton—MGM* . Johnny Long—Sig.* . Mr. & Mrs. Andy Russell—Cap.*

The Starlighters—Mercury*

WE COULD MAKE SUCH BEAUTIFUL MUSIC bm»

Vaughn Monroe—Vic. 20-2095 . Frankie Carle—Col. 37222
Monica Lewis—Sig. 15068 . George Towne—Sonora 2002
Billy Butterfield—Cap. 371 . Blue Barron—M-G-M 10005

YES, YES, HONEY cch.i«>

Danny Ryan—Diamond 2062 . Stardusters—Swan 8002 Gene Krupa—Col.*

•Soon to be released

BROADCAST MUSIC INC.
580 FIFTH AVENUE . NEW YORK 1 9, N YNEW YORK . CHICAGO . HO

A
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"IBCing you". . . in INDIANAPOLIS

They're Storming the Door

for "The Dixie Four"
I <>ur palefaces from the land of corn pone are

taking Boosierland b} storm. They're "The Dixie

Four" and ilicir dose harmony is keeping Hoosiers

close lo "1070 on the dial*' twice daily, Monday
through Friday, 6:45 to 7 LM. and 12:30 to 12:45

P.M. In addition, their "solid Bending" lia ^ them

hooked solid for persona] appearances e\n\ night

in the week. Check your John Blair Man on "The
l)i\ie Four." Ask him, too, about the wealth of

sure-selling, live talent shows offered h\ \\ I I5C.

II E know -.

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

WIBC

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

1070 KC

5000 WATTS

BASIC MUTUAL

The INDIANAPOLIS NEWS Station

Get More, for Your Money in Eastern Iowa

Get your Kati representative'! story

of WMTIand's rich "twin markets"

. . . and get on WMT! Member Mid-Slotet Grovp

LISTERINE LOVES COMPANY
(Continued Jrom page 16)

broadcasts to draw a top audience.

Then, too, the rivalry between New York

and Chicago has to be synthetic, there

bc-int; very little real competition between

the two populations. Time availabilities

on both WOR (New York) and WGN
(Chicago) are generally not good, the

present time slot being 3-3:30 p.m. est.

a period during which no broadcast at-

tains much of an audience. There has,

however, been a tremendous amount of

promotion in these cities (more in Chi-

cago than New York; with the promo-

tion making up for the less-than-satis-

factory show rating. What can be done

to hypo the WOR-WGN program is a

major Lambert project at present.

But in spite of low rating for this par-

ticular Quiz oj Tuo Cities, when the Good

Neighbor Foundation took over the show

for a broadcast and offered (in

York alone) a free "Golden Rule" rule.',

with a Good Neighbor motto on it, they

pulled mail from 10 states and dis-

tributed over 500,000 rulers.

Although Lambert is an A. C. Nielsen

Drug Index subscriber the company

doesn't feel that the figures which Niel-

sen delivers are as accurate city-by-city

as they are nationally, because in many

areas Listerine is sold in greater quan-

tities in groceries than it is in regular

drug outlets. Therefore they aren't able

to pin down, dollar by dollar, the sales

productiveness of each broadcast. They

do not expect the sales in any individual

city in which a Quiz originates to carry

the cost of the show in that city. They

view each originating city as the focal

point of a merchandising wheel, not the

total, or even the dominant portion, of

the market to which the cost of the

show should be charged. They always

keep in mind that although Quiz of Two

Cities is a local program the combina-

tion of all the Quiz airings is aimed at

selling Listerine Tooth Paste to America.

The Qui: doesn't entirely run itself.

Ray Kremer, radio director of the

agency, takes a turn around the coun-

try every so often to check up on the

program and to work with local pro-

ducers.

While most other sponsors, networks,

and agencies are worrying about even

giving credits in return for give-aways

on their programs, Listerine gives away

the program. Yet it sells Listerine Tooth

Paste, which is what the air is supposed

to be doing for Lambert Pharmacal

Company. The more air time they give

away the more toothpaste they sell.

SPONSOR



BREAD AND CAKE PARTY

(Continued from page 33)

the awards are on exhibit at the store.

The listener-winner usually has her pic-

ture taken at the store (page 25) and busi-

ness for the storekeeper goes up for a week

(longer if the prizes are on exhibit for any

length of time). Bread sales go up for

about three days and some of the increase

is held for a considerable length of time.

The retailer good-will continues almost

indefinitely, for the merchant naturally

feels that after that he's something more

than a stop on a baker's route.

Bease has developed a good mc manner

and the show zips along. Mail entries aver-

age about 28,000 a week—have hit as high

as 58,000. Store tie-ins, truck posters,

newspaper advertisements (page 29), and

spot announcements are used to merchan-

dise the program. The spots sell the

product as well as the program. Idea is

that they have to pay their own freight

in sales but they can use Grand Slam as an

attention-getter.

The feeling at Continental is that Grand

Slam is their best use of radio in the last

two decades but that it still isn't the

"perfection" that they're seeking. They

know that the copy appeal pulls almost

as well on their 125-station one-minute

spot campaign. They're getting direct

listener reaction to their campaigning

through a sales crew project which sends

20 crews of four women each into tough

sales areas. These crews not only sell

Wonder Bread and Hostess Cakes but

they sell the radio program as well. Door-

to-dcor selling is expensive but it brings

amazing results. Follow-up surveys in-

dicate that in some areas 50 per cent of

the women contacted by the crews become

regular Wonder Bread users and most of

them Grand Slam listeners. It takes 20

weeks for each door-to-door project to

"cover" an average town.

At one time Continental thought of a

cook book of theia own as an rir promotion

but upon checking found that women
generally prefer standard cook books like

Boston, Fanny Farmer, Settlement, or

White House. Thes'll send in for the

recipe collections but after the first

touch ofcuriosito they just don't usd cook

books produced by food manufactuers.

Continental's frequent change of pro-

grams is explained in two ways by the

agency and the executives of the baking

organization. First they claim that since

bread is a daily purchase on the part of

most families all you can do is make them

sample the product. If they don't like it

they don't like it, and that's that. The job

of the program is first to get its listeners

to sample the product and then simply to

remind them that they liked Wonder

Bread, so they'll buy it when bread shop-

ping. That means that after a while all

who listen to the program have sampled

the product and the program becomes a

reminder vehicle, not an actual sales-

building tool. It's time then, says one

faction, to change your program.

Another group doesn't strive to explain

away their rapid change of shows by any

"using up listeners" explanation. They

state that with 86 bakeries and two flour

mills and a personnel of over 13,000, half

of whom are route men (driver-salesmen),

naturally programs are actively criticized

by employees. When the complaints

reach executives often enough and when

the executives grow tired of the program

something has to happen—and does—to

the program.

All admit that the "perfect" program

might overcome these defects by travel-

ing around to all of Continental's markets.

Thus it would become identified with each

area and there would be less tendency on

the part of anyone to think of the pro-

gram as a home office production—

a

swivel-chair creation.

The broadcasting of the program from

each territory is almost a must, for despite

all 86 bakeries' being 100 per cent Con-

tinental-owned they are actually a com-

bine of practically autonomous operations.

Wonder Bread and Hostess Cakes repre-

sent 95 per cent of their dollar sales

volume, but each bakery has its own

president—and he's boss of all he surveys.

For M. Lee Marshall it's been a long

trek since he, in 1915, became vice presi-

dent of Campbell Baking Company, a

Continental predecessor, and its 10

bakeries.

He knows that in the bread business

there's no sitting back and waiting

—

unless you want some other bread name

to take over. There's too little difference

in good breads to take chances.

That's why the Continental advertising

campaign is always in a state of flux—and

why they'll always be looking for the

"perfect" program. There's a $100,000,-

000 business to protect.
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REVERE EXPLORES
(Continued from page 24)

variation of the Schwcrin and Lazarsfeld-

Stanton program-analyzing techniques.

He plays recordings of his shows for

studio audiences and without gadgets

gets their reactions.

He's his own competition in producing

educational shows. That's because he

feels that the present lack of competition

in the field makes for lower standards

than are present with commercial enter-

tainment offerings. Continuity is such a

vital factor in building an audience that

it must be present in all programing.

Since most educational presentations are

documentary in approach, the link be-

tween their broadcasts is tenuous, not

nearly strong enough to hold and build

audiences. Exploring the Unknown

started with a 1.6 and built to a 6 at its

height in the 32 nationally rated Hooper

cities. Outside the urban centers, it has

hit as high as 15 in a city Hooperating.

Week-by-week broadcast of a science

story framed in the same format, with

plenty of emotional appeal and name
stars, is what is responsible for its grad-

ual steady growth. The network (Mu-

tual) kept the program on the air during

last summer's hiatus in sponsorship

(9 weeks) so as not to break listener loy-

alty.

Revere has obtained, dollar for dollar,

value from its sponsorship. It has gath-

ered an audience ready and actually anx-

ious to hear advertising tales of advances

in the field of metallurgy. There have

been schools that have given credits to

students who followed the broadcasts

and passed examinations on the subjects

covered. Disks of the show are often

played by industrial and financial organi-

zations for sales conferences and execu-

tive meetings. Science clubs frequently

hold meetings based upon a single broad-

cast of Exploring the Unknown. Indi-

vidual broadcasts have had favorable

reactions for Revere sometimes as long

as six months after they were aired, be-

cause major expenditures for housing,

either new or remodeling, aren't made at

the spur of the listening moment.

The program started on 123 stations

and is now heard over 328, the present

"full" Mutual network. It's gathering

an audience for itself that is interested

in science and information. Proof of this

is that the subscription coupon on the

back of the pamphlets sent out by Science

Illustrated for the program brings in 6

per cent returns in subscriptions to the

magazine. Subscription efforts are

(Please turn to page 47*

WNAX Offers

a Sure-Fire Way

TO SELL!
FOR example, let's take a

pander at a recent experience

of home furnishers, Ginsberg's
Inc., of Sioux City, Iowa. On
Tuesday, January 21, this firm

ran a 1 -minute announcement
on \\ NAX relative to receiving

a new shipment of washing
machines. And herj's what
Ginsberg manager, Bernard T.

Kalis, repoi te:

"Imagine my surprise upon
returning from lunch the
day following tin's announce-
ment to have our stock con-
trol clerk frantically begging
us to stop whatever advertis-
ing we were using for these
washers. With this one
Tuesday morning announce-
ment, at a cost of only $10.20.

and through no other media
than WNAX, we had sold the
amazing number of 37 wash-
ing machines at $119.95 a

piece."

Thank you, Mr. Kalis. We
wish we could promise everv
WNAX advertiser a S4.438.15
sale from each $10.20 announce-
ment he used . . . but we can
promise that WNAX has the

knack of giving its listeners the
kind of programs they want . . .

and that means sales for \\ N'AX
advertisers.

WNAX is available with

KRNT and WMT as th* Mid-
Stales Group. Ask th«

Kati Agency for rates.

WNAX
/4 @9*Ue4 Stttfio*

SIOUX CITY • YANKTON
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The

rating

touches

bottom

far "The Doctors Talk It Over" delivers

They laughed when the after-

dinner speaker, talking about

shows and ratings, referred to

Lederle Laboratories' The Doctors Talk

It Over. When the snickers died down,

an advertising agency executive re-

marked, "The program must have some-

thing. It's in its third year on the air

and the American Cyanamid Company
(Lederle's parent company) doesn't throw

away a quarter of a million dollars a

year for anything, not even a broadcast

program."

Lederle spends more on its air program

than the entire advertising budget of all

the rest of Cyanamid's units. It spends

it to reach a tiny segment of the dialing

audience, the medical profession. It has

nothing to sell the public. It sells only

ethical pharmaceuticals and biologicals,

products used by hospitals and dispensed

by druggists upon doctors' prescriptions.

APRIL 1947

It sells nothing on the air, the program

having none of the aspects of commer-

cialization expected on a sponsored

program. Sole identification of the bill-

payer is the opening, which states:

Lederle Laboratories, Incorporated ... a unit

of American Cyanamid Company and manu-
facturers of pharmaceutical and biological

products, present transcribed: "The Doctors
Talk It Over."

That's all that directly or indirectly ties

into the business of the sponsor until

the sign-off, when once again the an-

nouncer states:

"The Doctors Talk It Over" has been a tran-

scribed presentation of Lederle Laboratories.

Incorporated, a unit of Ameiican Cyanamid
Company, and manufacturers of pharma-
ceutical and biological products.

There is generally also an offer of a

free copy of the talk to professional

listeners "by writing to Lederle Labora-

tories, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York

20, New York."

Just three mentions of the corporate

title, that's all, weekly at lOto 10:15p.m.

est, for well over $300,000 a year.

And the program rating is usually

between 1 and 2 (March 2 broadcast

reached a 2.2), ranking, report after

report, at the bottom of all sponsored

shows on the air.

Lederle wants to reach just one

audience—M.D.'s. Its rating is so low

that there are no audience composition

figures available from normal rating

sources, nor are these same sources able

to produce sponsor identification figures.

That necessitated a special study, for it

couldn't be taken for granted that The

Doctors Talk It Over was reaching the

correct audience. These special studies

have been made three times. The returns

indicate that doctors are listening and
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that regardless >i the restricted air com'

mercial, they know who is sponsoring the

show.

LEDERLl LISTI NING SI K\ I ^

June \uu. Mai i h

194a 1945 1945

Dm ton tnawerinS
Survej I us «».*7 1055

Kn.« Program 78 75.7' 63 9

km« Sponaoi 69 65 B 54 I

Heaid Program 57 B 1 65 B 54 4%
I Iked Program 54 3 1 50 3 35 '»

Regular LUtenera i .' I 14.4' 9 9%

The apparently small percentage of

those who have heard the program who

listen regularly is not unusual in the

medical segment of the listening audi-

ence, Since medical men are for obvious

reasons in no position to listen regularly

to a radio at any time of any day, al-

though 10-10:15 p.m. is a period when

the greatest percentage of medicos is

likely to be available to listen. It is also

impossible to choose medical subjects

that are of interest to all doctors, since

of necessity some of the programs are

addressed to specialists and others to

general practitioners. Finally, the pro-

gram has to fight for medical ears against

purely entertainment programs. For the

WTAG
ODERN KITCHEN

Housewives of Worcester and Central New England go all out for the

WTAG Modern Kitchen—and for good reasons, too. So do advertisers

for equally good reasons. Gretchen Thomas speaks with friendly

authority five days a week on everything connected with the kitchen-

preparation of food, shortcuts to economy, the art of home making.

Housewives abide by and are grateful for her recommendations. Just as

Gretchen Thomas is a big favorite with thousands of Central New
England housewives, so do advertisers find this popular program a peak
spot to keep brand names alive in this prosperous $300,000,000 market.

Available for food account participation.

1 ri /^\ PAUL H RAYMER C

/ i 1 / ^r^^l National Sales Representati

* ^^ WORCESTER
580 KC

p 5000 WAtTS

AFFILIATED WITH THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE

latter reason the program has switched

from Friday to Tuesday to Monday
seeking a per od when it wouldn't have

to fight Bob Hope, Fibber McGee, or

Bing Crosby. That it does reach and

influence as large a segment of the med-

ical profession as it does is a tribute to

the thinking behind the program.

It is not a pseudo-medical broadcast.

The doctors who talk it over are leading

men in the medical field. At first they

looked with a suspicious eye upon broad-

casting under the sponsorship of a com-

mercial firm. Most of that looking askance

is no longer evident. Even the medical

associations, both county and national,

now feel that The Doctors Talk It Over

is the nearest thing possible to a closed-

circuit meeting with the men who mean

the most to the profession. It is "ethical

publicity" for the men who talk and

a professional brush-up for listeners.

Like all successful broadcasting, and

The Doctors Talk It Over is successful

despite its bottom rating, the program is

not required to travel under its own

steam alone. Promotion of the program

differs from that for a general-appeal air

show. The direct mail and give-aways

are sent 100 per cent to the medical

profession. One hundred and twenty-

three thousand announcement cards are

sent out monthly to the medical and

allied professions. They are as decorative

as a railroad timetable, but they do list

the subjects, the authorities, and the

stations. Each week an average of

1,800 reprints of the broadcast is re-

quested and sent out. An offer of two

bound volumes containing the actual

scripts of the first 52 broadcasts brought

in 85,000 requests. That meant 85,000

doctors impressed with Lederle Labora-

tories. Disks of each broadcast are made

part of a circulating library and are

drawn upon regularly by schools, medical

societies, hospitals, nurses' schools, and

allied professional groups. This service,

supplied without charge, has built extra

respect among these groups for the ethical

character of the program and its sponsor.

Not only has the program given

Lederle the medical personality it de-

sired but its medical representatives,

numbering about 250, rind it has made

their job of contacting the profession

and hospitals far easier and much more

productive. The 50 branch offices also

note that direct calls from pharmacists

have increased progressively as the pro-

gram has been on the air.

Nurses and attendants also feel a

glow when Lederle is mentioned, for

several broadcasts have placed the

(Please turn to page 47)
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signed and unsigned

£pa*U&L PeAAosutel GUan^eA.

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Michael J. Batenburg

Albert M. Behrens
V. R. Burtch

Louis E. Dixon

Jerry J. Godell

Ralph Heaton
Leonard J. Kraft

C. Russell Noyes

Richard H. Schellschmldt

Warren Smith

Jacques A. Wlese

Leonard M. Zimmerman

Elizabeth Arden, New York, advertising director
Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis, general sales
manager

R. J. Strassenburgh Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Call-Wear, Los Angeles, vp

Allen, Heaton & McDonald, Cincinnati, partner
Campbell-Sanford, New York, account executive

Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co., Hartford,
Conn., assistant advertising manager

John Meek Industries, Plymouth, Ind., personnel
director

National Retail Furniture Assn., Chicago, public
relations director

Iceberg Refrigerated Locker Systems, Inc., New
York, advertising manager

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.. Pittsburgh, paint advertising
manager

Lentherlc, Inc., New York, advertising manager
Vess Beverage Co., St. Louis, general sales, advertising man-
ager in charge advertising, sales of Vess Cola

Hoosler Pharmacal Co., Indianapolis, sales, advertising
manager

L. A. Sportogs, Los Angeles, merchandising, sales, adver-
tising director

Bowman Gum, Inc., Philadelphia, advertising director
Borden Co. (Special Products Div. of Sales Div.), New York,
advertising, sales promotion manager

Same, advertising manager .

Same, advertising manager

Georgia Hardwood Lumber Co.. Augusta, advertising,
public relations director

Allied Home Products Corp.. New York-Belolt, Wise, ad-
vertising, merchandising director

Marilyn Belts, Dallas, vp in charge advertising, promotion

Adue^iliui^ A<f&MC4f, P&iAatutel GUa*tye&

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Bernita Arnold
Glenn A. Babcock
Harry Neal Baum

Robert S. Beatty

Herb R. Beaven
Saul Betens
Roberta Black
Elliott V. Bogert

Howard Booker

Randell E. Brooks
J. G. Bumberg
Taylor S. Cantell

Leroy W. Carlson

Ralph Carson

George I. Clark
Eugene W. Cooper
Harry Cooper
Sharon Dalley
Jack E. Early

Nathan W. Edson
Alexander Ewlng
John Farrell
Sidney Finger Jr.
Russell L. Fradkln
William Futterman
W. B. Gelsslnger

Joyce C laser .

WUllam G. Gray

Ben J. Green
John F. Gries
J. J. Hanselman
George L. Herpel

Milton M. Heymann

Robert W. High
Robert W. Honer

William F. Honer

Gordon Homey
Robert L. Howard

Talon, Inc., Meadville, Pa., advertising manager
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, advertising
manager

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., executive assistant
to president

Davis & Beaven, Los Angeles, partner
West Coast advertising consultant
KIEV, Glendale, Calif.
Davis & Co. (formerly Davis & Beaven), Los
Angeles, account executive

Culp & Booker, Los Angeles, co-owner, radio
director

Gulf Publishing Co., Houston
Vanderbllt-Fordhani
Kenyon & Eckhardt (Kenyon Research Corp.

div.), New York, vp
Household Finance Corp., Chicago, advertising
manager

Ralph Carson, Los Angeles, head

RCA, Camden, N.J.
Grant, Chicago, vp, account executive
KIEV, Glendale, Calif., account executive

Reno Chamber of Commerce, Reno, assistant
manager

Navy

Calkins & Holden, Chicago, account executive
Klesewetter, Wetterau & Baker, New York
Trade papers space representative. New York
Ward & Futterman, Chicago, partner
BBD&O, Los Angeles, vp In charge Pacific Coast
operations

George Innes & Co., Wichita, fashion coordinator
Glasser-Galley, Los Angeles, manager produc-

tion, traffic
H. W. Kastor, Chicago, radio director
Army

Psychologist

Small & Selffer, New York, assistant general
manager

Kight, Columbus, O.

Fuller Brush Co., Hartford, Conn., advertising
manager

Robert J. Enders, Washington, D. C, radio
director

Manning, New York, account executive
Owen & Chappell, New York, account executive
Gebhardt & Brockson, Chicago, account executive

Beatty & Oliver, New York (new), partner

C. B. Juneau, Los Angeles
The Betens Co., New York (new), head
Lyman Peters Inc., Los Angeles (new), account executive
Same, partner

Own agency, Los Angeles

Rogers & Smith, Dallas, account executive
Jules Lipplt, New York, account executive
Retailers' Advertising Service, Inc., New York (new),
president

W. B. Gelsslnger & Co., Los Angeles (new), account execu-
tive

Murray-Dymock Inc., Los Angeles (new), vp, general man-
ager. In merger of Carson and Murray-Dymock

Robert E. Clarke, Charlotte, N. C. (new branch), head
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, similar capacity
Lyman Peters Inc., Los Angeles (new), account executive
Ryan, New York, account executive
Beaumont & Hohman, San Francisco, account executive

Doremus, Boston, account executive, research director
Manning, New York, account executive
Wade, Los Angeles, account executive
Federal, New York, account executive
Seldel, New York, account executive
Maher & Futterman Advertising, New York (new), partner
W. B. Gelsslnger & Co., Los Angeles (new), head

Jere Bayard, Los Angeles, account executive
Same, account executive

Arthur Meyerhoff , Chicago, radio director
Richard A. Foley, Philadelphia, account executive
Short & Baum, Portland, Ore., account executive
Oliver, St. Louis, account executive, consumer psychology
research

Same, partner, vp, secretary

Wheeler-Kight & Gainey, Columbus, account executive^
Honer Advertising Agency, West Hartford, Conn, (new),

partner
Honer Advertising Agency, West Hartfor Conn, (new),
partner

Advertising Associates, Los Angeles (new), partner
I. T. Cohen, Washington, D. C, radio director, account
executive
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NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Mrs. Wanda Jarrott
Klrliy kat/
Janus kelley
Edward S. Kellogg
Aiulv Krlly
Mill Ki Is.)

Ed Kern
Harold Klrsch

Albert A. Kohler

Clayton Norval LaVene
Joan Lawlor
Lewis l.edercr

William II. Lewis Jr.

Joseph c. Lieb
O. O. Lleffers

George Main r

William K. Malone Jr.

Robert MiAnulty
Janus <;. McDonough
i'aul B. McElroy
Harold Meczendorf

Norton \V. Moggce
Laurence W. Morgan
Carvel Nelson
Dean Nelson
Frank Newton

Anton M. Oliver
John J. O'Kourke
Lyman Peters
Robert I. Prels

Robert Relnhart Jr.

Jane Richter

WUllam E. Rlegel

Laurence R. Rosenbaum
Erwln Rosner*
Stanley Rowen
Irwin Salzman
Chatles R. Schumacher
William L. Shlnnlck

Tom Smith
Martin M. C. Spitz
W. I'aul Stewart
Herbert D. Strauss
Felix Sutton

Leonard Thornton
Ray Tibbl.ts

Louris K. Tlschler

Jerry Toland

Lawrence S. Tone Jr.

Edward L. Van Riper

Russell V. Vernet

George J. Walsh
John F. Whitehead
Henry O. Whiteside

George Whitney

Joe (;. Wick

Carl G. Wickstrom

Muriel Williams
Willard S. Wood
Dudley Woodman

Hobby Woodworth
Harry Zee

J. Walter Thompson, research stall
Marines
I arlt I.iidgin. Chicago, account executive
West-Marquis, Los Angeles, account executive

Al Jarvls (Make Believe liallroom mc), manager
KIEV, Clendale, Calif.
Weil Clothing Co., St. Louis, advertising, promo-

tion manager
Sports Magazine, New York, space salesman

llixon-O'Donnell, Los Angeles
Compton, New York
Thrifty Drug Co. (Southern California chain),
advertising dept.

Daiuer-lltzfterald-Sample, New York, account
executive

Army
KHD&O, Los Angeles, marketing research direc-

tor, account executive
MIC production div.. New York
Sherman & Marquette, New York

Kuttner & Kuttner, Chicago, copy chief
Ethyl Corp., New York, advertising director
Lawrence C. Gumbinner, New York, assistant
account executive

J. Walter Thompson, Los Angeles, vp In charge
II. B. Chemical Company. Cambridge, Mass.
Adolph Bloch, Portland, Ore.

Pacific Coast Advertising, San Francisco, account
executive

Newell-Emmett, New York
I'arrar & O'Kourke, San Francisco (dissolved)
KIEV, Clendale, Calif., general manager
Dancer-Fltzgerald-Sample, Chicago, assistant
account executive

Jules Chain Stores Corp., New York, advertising,
sales director

Lit Brothers, Philadelphia, new business dept.
manager in charge radio programs, direct mail,
credit promotion

Blow, New York

Fur Age, New York, editorial stall
Army
Maine-Thompson, New York, production dept.
David Olen, Los Angeles, account executive
House & Garden Magazine, New York
Hills Bros. Coffee Co., San Francisco, advertising
manager

Philadelphia Record, retail advertising manager
Grant, Miami, account executive
Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, account executive
Grey, New York, account executive
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, New York,
copy supervl»rT

McCann-Erickson, Chicago, spacebuyer
Davis & Co. (formerly Davis & Beaven), Los
Angeles, art director

Showalter, Singer & Tlschler, Hollywood, partner

Douglas Oil Co., Clearwater, Calif., sports an-
nouncer

Frank Wellman, Philadelphia
Sldener & Van Riper, Indianapolis, assistant to

president
Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York, adver-

tising assistant
John A. Flnneran, New York, account executive
Frltzen, Los Angeles, account executive
Gardner, St. Louts, assistant to president, re-
search director

KFI, Los Angeles, sales, business manager

David G. Evans Coffee Co., St. Louis, general
sales, advertising manager

Western, Los Angeles, account executive

John A. Cairns, New York, account executive
Campbell-Ewald, Los Angeles
American Marietta Co., Chicago, advertising
manager

KIEV, Glendale, Calif.
Williams. New York, general manager

Rogers & Smith, Dallas, account executive
Hutchlns. Philadelphia, account executive, creative staff
Wendel C. Muench, Chicago, account executive
Edward S. Kellogg Co., Los Angeles (new), head
Advertising Associates. Los Angeles (new), partner
Own agency, Hollywood
Lyman Peters Inc., Los Angeles (new), account executive
Westhelmer, St. Louis, account executive

Kiesewetter, Wetterau & Baker, New York, account execu-
tive

West-Marquis, Los Angeles, account executive
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, tlmebuyer
Robert F. Dennis, Los Angeles, account executive

Kastor. Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, New York, executive
capacity

BBD&O, New York, account executive
W. B. Gelsslnger & Co., Los Angeles (new), partner

Maher & Futterman Advertising, New York (new), partner
Deglln, Wood & Malone, Inc. (formerly Deglln-Wood, Inc.),
New York, vp

W. A. Sawyer, Portland, Ore., account executive
Same, account executive
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chicago, account executive
Corbln Advertising Agency, New York (new), head

Own agency, Los Angeles
James A. Sllln, Boston, account executive
Nelson Advertising Agency, Portland (new), head
Advertising Associates, Los Angeles (new), radio director
Own agency, San Francisco

Beatty & Oliver, New York (new), partner
John O'Rourke & Associates, San Francisco (new)
Lyman Peters Inc., Los Angeles (new), head
Potts-Turnbull, Kansas City, account executive

Lew Kashuk, New York, account executive

Jane Richter, Philadelphia (new)

Foltz-Wessinger, Lancaster, Pa., account executive, .head
new business dept.

Laurence R. Rosenbaum Co., New York (new), head
Harry Feigenbaurn. Philadelphia, radio director
Stuart Bart, New York, account executive
Hugo Schelbner, Los Angeles, account executive
Picard, New York, account executive
Young & Rublcam, New York, account executive

Aitkin-Kynett, Philadelphia
Same, Me lco City, account executive
Same, vp
Same, vp
Same, vp

Swaney, Drake and Bement. Chicago, media director
Same, partner

Jeanette Cain, Los Angeles, office mat i ier. account execu-
tive

Ernest N. George. Los Angeles, account executive

Ecoff & James, Philadelphia, account executive
Same, vp, general manager

Same, advertising director

Same, vp
John F. Whitehead & Associates, Los Angeles (new)
Same, vp

Harrington & Buckley, Los Angeles (new office), vp. resident
partner

Same, vp

J. W. Eccleston, Jr., Los Angeles, media director, produc-
tion manager

Kay Kamen, New York
Neale, Los Angeles, account executive
Swaney, Drake and Bement, Chicago, account executive

Lyman Peters Inc., Los Angeles (new), tlmebuyer
Ray Austrian, New York, treasurer

Neva A<fe*tcif Af2f^Unime.tiU {Continued from page 10)

Sealy M utress Company, Passaic, N. J Mattresses, bedding Leon S. Golnlck, New York
Security Manufacturing Co., New York Medicines for farm use Deutsch & Shea, New York

Sherwood Bulb Gardens, Portland, Ore Bulbs A
,
d<^ph L

-.- ,°. '
Po
^
tla"d

w
Sllex Co., Hartford. Conn Coffee makers McCann-Erickson. New York

A. E. Stiley M mufacturlng C>.. Decatur, 111 Feed Kane. Bloomlngton. 111.

Staze inc New York Denture accessories Roberts & Reimers. New York

Superior Macaroni Co'.,' Los' Angeles Macaroni. ... Bass-Luckoff. Hollywood

Co New York Petroleum products Kudncr, New York

J R. Tow'nsend, Inc.' San Diego Automobile, radio distributor Tullls. Los Angeles

Traveltime. New York Magazine Philip Rltter New York

Valjean Watch Co.. New York Watches. . 9 eo,T JV
llio "' **** York

VI ,1a Weinberger Co., New York Women's gloves Seidol, New York

Western Harness Racing Assn.. Los Angeles Horse racing Bull & McCreery, Los Angeles

Paul Westphal. Inc., New York Hair tonic H. C. Morris. New York

Wylor Watch Co.. New York Watches .Walter Weir. New York

Louis /.legler Brewing Co., Milwaukee
. »T in uva ii ....— »•- — -• - ~- —
. Beer Dozler-Graham-Eastman. Los Angeles
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L^/art/t yvlontaetnetu

Chiquita Banana Co-Author

Like most writers of the air's commercial copy, Mont-

gomery is often without honor in his own advertis-

ing back yard—Kenyon and Eckhardt. The lack of

respect accorded these writers is in spite of the fact that

advertising men admit, in all other facets of the business,

that it's the well'turned phrase that moves the product off

retailers' shelves.

Montgomery is versatile, having written everything

from the stately U. S. Steel institutional, intoned by George

Hicks, to the drag-'em-in come-ons for Barney's 7th Avenue
bargains. From the lessons learned on these commercials,

which have included Chiquita Banana (he's co-author of

that spot classic), National Shoe's singing jingles, Royal

Crown Cola's crazy invention series, and a host of other

commercial copy, he's developed a three-rule formula for

advertising on the air.

Rule one is to start thinking of the commercial copy as

soon as a program is in the works. That, he says, is the

time to decide upon approach, the type and treatment of the

selling. Rule two is to have the commercial-copy man sit

in with the show's writer and director so that he can inte-

grate' the commercial into the presentation. Rule three is

never to present the writer of the commercials with hard-

and-fast copy regulations—Montgomery believes that the

reverse approach leads all too often to missing the boat on

producl filing. Air commercials are best when their writers

have a maximum of freedom.

He's now working on visual advertising— writing the

copy for Borden's new WNBT television programs. For the

video commercial he also has a three-way formula: Keep it

brief. Keep it clean-cut. Keep it simple.

STATION REPRESENTATIVES
{Continued from page 21)

formed on what's going on "as long as

the information is given to our agency

as well as to our advertising department.

When 'specials' are suggested to us about

which our agency has not been informed,

we find our agency and our own ad de-

partment at cross purposes. That's an

excellent way for a station representative

not to serve his field."

Smaller sponsors who have just one

advertising manager feel that direct con-

tact between station representatives and

their advertising executive is good since

it keeps them informed on what's going

on in radio. "Too many advertising men

become insulated against broadcasting

information and buy their radio second-

hand," stated one sales manager of a

regional canning company. "Our agency

has a top radio billing, but that can't re-

place home office indoctrination in any

medium. Magazine and newspaper sales-

men always contact our advertising de-

partment and I can't see why network

and station representatives shouldn't do

it as well."

The vice-president of one of the two

greatest users of air time in the home

medical field stated, "We have a staff

that is supposed to know all media. Wc
employ a number of advertising agencies.

The only way our men who have radio

advertising responsibilities can keep in-

formed is through contact with typical

radio merchandising men like station rep-

resentatives. Second-hand information is

not the answer."

Still another executive, of a great food

organization, stated that while he hoped

that station representatives would con-

tact him and his associates, he thought

they might feel that it was too much a

labor of love. "We enjoy the contacts,

but we don't talk about actually buying

the stations they represent."

Some station representatives feel that

expanding the horizon of commercial

broadcasting is their job. Others feel

that financially it's beyond them to carry

the industry's burden. Sponsor's report

on how station representatives feel about

their own job, and how the stations who

employ them feel, will be in the

issue. Stations and the represent,.

themselves have been polled on the vital

contributions that the field makes and

should make if they're not deliv<

now. The services that station repre-

sentatives perform and what the stations

expect of them are vital information for

everyone who sells through broadcast

advertising.
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RATING TOUCHES BOTTOM
(Continued from page 42)

nursing problem before the medical

profession. A recent program was

devoted 100 per cent to "the Massa-

chusetts plan," which establishes regular

increments for not only the nurses in

hospitals but attendants as well. Since

the plan also regards the nurse as a

professional person and looks forward

to the day that nursing will not include

maid and porter duties, it's natural that

Lederle, who brought information about

the plan to the profession and the public

eavesdroppers who listened in on the

program (March 17), won more friends

through the broadcast.

The presentation was one of the first

network transcribed programs. The reason

it is transcribed is that it would be im-

possible to guarantee that any practicing

physician could be available for broad-

cast at any specific time. Then too a

doctor is not a professional broadcaster

and plenty of work with each guest

authority is essential if he is to sound

as his co-workers in the field of medicine

expect. Milton Cross is the reporter

on the show, and with Joseph L. Boland,

Jr., of the agency travels to each re-

cording date. Scripts are worked upon as

far as 1 3 weeks in advance of broadcast

date, with the authority outlining the

scope and factual context of the show for

the writer.

The Doctors Talk It Over may not rate

among popular broadcast vehicles but

it's right for the profession to which it's

addressed and has justified its cost of a

quarter of a million a year to a firm that

had spent practically nothing before for

advertising.

Today the outstanding ethical pharma-

ceutical house—to the medical profession

—is Lederle. They have arrived at that

pinnacle through not selling on the air.

REVERE EXPLORES
(Continued from page 40)

usually considered successful if they

bring in 2-3 per cent in new readers.

There's no dearth of Exploring the

Unknown guest authorities—or subjects

in which listeners are interested. Re-

vere's only regret is that business condi-

tions generally don't justify their con-

tinuing sponsorship. They explored the

unknown—and would have found it

profitable, if only the market had devel-

oped for the things they want to sell.

It didn't. The Revere new business to-

day is in pots and pans—and that doesn't

require Exploring the Unknown.

North Carolina's

ravorite tarmer!

HARVEY DINKINS

Who was recently awarded the

Distinguished Service Citation for

1946 by the North Carolina Farm

Bureau Federation (or his outstand-

ing contribution to farmers in

North Carolina.

Harvey Dinkins' hayfield flavored

comments in his"News and Views"

on the Piedmont Farm Program,

broadcast daily over WSJS, exerts

a powerful influence on thousands

of farm families throughout the

rich Piedmont area of North Caro-

lina and Southwest Virginia

—

another reason why WSJS sells

the Piedmont!
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There will be over 60,000 receivers

in Windy City homes by the end

of 1947, Chicago thus joining

New York as an actual market for TV
advertising. Figure is based upon com-
mitment of set manufacturers to deliver

20 per cent of production to that market.

RMA (Radio Manufacturers' Associa-

tion) sees at least 300,000 television re-

ceivers coming off the lines in 1947.

Confidential American Telephone and

Telegraph sources indicate that without

labor trouble coaxial cable from New
York will be through to Chicago by

March 1948 and thus permit network

TV in that area.

The refusal of a television commercial

license to the Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

tem does not mean that CBS can't con-

tinue to telecast full color pictures but just

that they can't go ahead on a commercial

basis nor can a manufacturer of a color

receiver assure a purchaser that the set

he buys will be good for any specific

length of time, since universal standards

have not been established. Establish-

ment of standards would have been part

and parcel of permitting commercial

color TV. Result of the FCC (Federal

Communications Commission) refusal to

establish (at this time) commercial stand-

ards means sponsor action in television.

While some of the early sponsor-experi-

menters in the medium have tightened

their purse strings new sponsors more

than make up for withdrawals.

Twenty per cent tax which might have

been added to the burden being carried

by bars and grills which had television

receivers was squashed with the help of

Jack Poppele, president of the Television

Broadcasters' Association. Poppele went

to Washington to speak to the Treasury

Department about the proposed levy and

apparently convinced them it wasn't

justified.

RCA dealers in Los Angeles sold 1,000

television receivers on the West Coast's

T Day (March 10) in eight hours. Sig-

nals from Los Angeles stations located

atop Mount Wilson are said to have been

picked up and enjoyed in San Diego 116

miles away.

The District of Columbia is the

number one FM market in the

United States at the present time.

Due to its political importance and the

fact that all the station licensees in the

area seem to be pushing, manufacturers

are allotting more of their output to

Washington than they are to any other

one section of the country. Two broad-

casters, WASH, and WINX-FM
are on regular schedules. WWDC-FM

is due to open early in April with a 3,000-

watt transmitter. WRC-FM has its

tower up and plans to start transmitting

shortly, and stations in Silver Spring,

Maryland (WGAY), and Winchester,

Virginia (WINC), are heard regularly in

the area. Thirty days ago dealers had

at most one FM-AM set on the floor,

today deliver and install console receivers

(at $300 and over) within 48 hours. Al-

though table models are promised in 30

days by Emerson and other manufac-

turers, hopes are highest for quick

delivery ofa Pilot set to retail at $107.50.

For the first time since broadcasting

began, downtown Washington will have

an opportunity of hearing the broadcasts

of the Senators' baseball games. In the

past static has made listening nearly im-

possible in much of this area but WWDC,

which broadcasts the games, will air them

all on its FM affiliate as well and that

will mean the games sans interference.

Sponsors using WASH, the only FM
station that's selling time at present, in-

clude a real estate firm (Worthington),

a men's custom clothing store (Caswell),

a number of radio and music merchants

(Ballard's, Kitt's, and George's), a

women's apparel store (Haber and Com-

pany), and a furrier (Cavalier). Based

upon serving 8,000 FM receivers, the

WASH rates are $25 an hour one time or

$15 on a 156-time basis (three times a

week for a year).

The nation's capital is getting the FM
works at present even if national adver-

tisers have thus far not used it as a test-

ing ground, as they did with Leonard

Asch ( WBCA) in Schenectady.

W hile both major factors in the

facsimile field, John V. L.

Hogan and W. G. H. Finch,

are continuing program experimentation,

commercial use of the equipment is ex-

panding rapidly. The idea is that business

firms will use the equipment, which is

adaptable lor commercial use without

modification, and this acceptance will

ease the introduction of FAX into the

home. Unlike TV and FM, the trans-

mittal of printed material via wire or

airwaves has many practical business

applications, which already have saved

thousands for organizations which profit

byprinted instructions transmitted instan-

taneously to a number of offices without

manual sending.

Multiplexing (transmitting FAX on a

waveband being used at the same time

for transmitting sound) is also reaching

the stage where application will soon be

made to the Federal Communications

Commission for permission to transmit

both FAX and sound on the same FM
channel, thus making FAX operation

possible wherever an FM station is in

operation. Multiplexing has actually

been possible lor some time but the Com-
mission has frowned upon its use because

every station in the service area of the

station multiplexing would have had to

install special equipment in order to

guard its own signal from distortion.

FCC felt that this was putting an unfair

burden on the stations which were not

making dual use of their facilities. The

new developments should eliminate this

handicap.

Sneak tests in one city where 20 re

ceivers have been installed in homes indi-

cate that department stores will find

FAX's impact even greater than TV's.

FAX guinea pigs have brought FAX
printed department store ads right into

the stores to buy things pictured in the

ads, which for the tests are simply taken

from current newspaper advertising.

Lack of promotion has resulted in

FAX'S being the slowest-growing air

medium, but every test reveals that it

can be the most effective for sight selling.
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THE TRANSIT WAY

(Continued from page 18)

sustaining and had to run on its own

steam. (Promotion for a show owned

by an independent producer receives

very little build-up by a network during

its sustaining days, especially when it's

a whodunit with no particular prestige.)

Bulldog Drummond started out for ATA
with 42 stations and a real audience. It

has the backing of four motion pictures

a year, countless detective novels, and

a long history on Mutual. And it has some-

thing else besides, Halpern points out, a

week'to'week continuity of interest. Hi

Brown, its producer, has The Thin Man
and Inner Sanctum as well as Drum'

mond on the air and knows what it takes

to reach the mass audience.

Halpern's theory is that even if Spot'

light could ever have developed a big

audience it would have required years of

listener education, and in the meantime

the transit institutional story would be

heard by too few ears to justify its being

on the air for ATA. Drummond, on the

other hand, delivers an audience from

the start, an audience that likes thrill-

ers—the mass audience that buys pulp

and pocket book mysteries and that

makes such shows as The Shadow (Janu-

ary sponsor), Inner Sanctum, Sam
Spade (11.9 in competition with Charlie

McCarthy), Mr. District Attorney, and

FBI in Peace and War snag better than

25 per cent of the sets-in-use while they're

on the air.

The ATA commercial copy continues

institutional in character. It puts across

the idea of "public transportation." It

stresses the fact that a highway which

can carry the flow of a thousand people

in private cars can carry seven thousand

in public vehicles. It uses a five-part

appeal—convenience, speed, reliability,

safety, economy.

The American Transit Association is

back, it believes, to fundamentals

—

reaching the mass audience with a mass

appeal program. Culture and prestige

are grand, admits Halpern, but they be-

long to products that are sold listeners

with upper bracket incomes. "If you

want mass audiences quickly from ra-

dio," says Halpern, "you give dialers

what they want—entertainment, not

education."

NOW
it can be known

HOOPER and CONLAN
LONG HAVE SHOWN HOW

^ KMBC
IS FIRST IN

METROPOLITAN
KANSAS CITY

-AND
out in the states

LOOK AT THIS SURVEY

5,545 INTERVIEWS

SHOW THAT

KMBC
IS FIRST IN

ANSWER TO THE QUESTION

Do you listen on the radio

to market reports? What

station?

MISSOURI KANSAS

KMBC 2,109 1,093
WDAF 1,110 489
WIBW 126 552
KFEQ 398 44
WHB 132 38

(Top five stations reported. Weighted sam-

ple base: 5,545 interviews within KMBC's
0.5 mv contour — 1% of area's radio fam-

ilies— BMB's "Radio Families: 1946"— con-

ducted by Robert S. Conlan & Associates at

Missouri State Fair, Kansas Free Fair and
the American Royal Livestock Exposition.)

AVAILABILITY
Kansas City's Exclusive Marketcast Service

Direct from Livestock Terminal, with

BOB RILEY
Mondays thru Fridays — 12:25 p.m.

WIRE FOR DETAILS

KMBC
of Kansas City

Free & Peters, Inc.

Sines 1928 Thi Basic CBS Station (or Kansas aid Missouri
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METROPOLITAN

MARKET

STATIONS

WLOW Norfolk

WHHM Memphis

KWKW Los Angeles

WWDC Wash.. 1). C.

**WJBK Detroit

KXLW St. Louis

KONO San Antonio

WBNX New York

WSBC Chieago

WMIN Minn. -St. Paul

WWSW Pittsburgh

WDAS Philadelphia

WHWL \\ ilkes-Barre

WNEX Macon

KVET X ii — t i>i

WORL Boston

* except in New York *» except in Chicago

Forjoe Offices

New York • Chicago • Philadelphia

Pittsburgh • Washington • Baltimore

Los Angeles • San Francisco

siains report

1947 LISTENING

Wink- most magazines and

newspapers are turning the

spotlight on increased circu-

lation, broadcasting has been crying the

blues about lowei fractionally lower)

I (ooperatings and NR1. Actually listen-

ing has increased due to the fact that

rad homes and multiple-radio homes
have jumped substantially during the

past year.

Radio today is at its all time peak,

with 93 per cent of all the homes in Amer-

ica having broadcast receivers, three per

cent more than ever had them before.

There are, as of January-February 1947,

35,900,000 radio homes with sets in good

working order, a 1,902,000 increase over

a year ago when BMB (Broadcast Meas-

urement Bureau) was making its first

survey.

These facts are part of today's picture

of broadcast reception as developed by
the Market Research Company of Amer-
ica under commission for the Columbia

Broadcasting System. Special studies

were also made by A. C. Nielsen for the

project which was aimed at putting pres-

ent day listening into focus.

Vitally important in listening is the

fact that one out of every three homes

has more than one radio set and that

two-set homes listen 62 minutes more a

day than homes with a single receiver.

This increased listening contributes to

the all over increase of listening which is

4,600,000 hours per day. This has been

made possible, in part, due to the fact

that radio equipment in bad repair has

been to a large degree replaced during

1 946. Half of the receivers manufactured

in 1946, some 8,500,000 sets, found their

way into American homes. They were

bought as follows:

Prosperous families

Average families

Poor families

50'
,

40',

30'

;

No economic segment acquired more

than its share of the new equipment.

The total hours of listening not only

increased 4,600,000 hours per day in 1946

but today's total listening is 25 per cent

higher than it was in 1944, actual total

number of listening hours per day having-

reached the staggering total of 150,800,-

000.

Radio's circulation the hours that Mr.

and Mrs. America and all the little Amer-

icans listen) has grown faster than the

circulation of any other media, and since

multiple-set homes are daily on the in-

crease, the saturation point is far ahead.
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CBS
f

The Besf Buy in

Central Iowa
\ s J,

J A
Promotion -minded

Station

Backing, YOUR Program

with

• Car Cards • Magazines

• Direct Mail • Newspapers

• Movie Trailers • On the Air

• Displays Promotion

MURPHY BROADCASTING COMPANY

5000 WATTS -BASIC CBS

Des Moines 9, Iowa

Kingslty H. Murphy

PRESIDENT

George J. Higgini

GENERAL MANAGER

Heodlty-Rtid (o.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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a SPONSOR monthly tabluation Contests and Offers

Sponsor Product Program Time Offer Terms

-'

Outlet

AMERICAN OIL CO Gas, tires

Professor

Quiz

Saturday
10-10:30 pm S50 cash

Complete in up In 2."i iu,nl- "1 III .

i»
i au i

' and i ad « il h 5 qui 1 ion to pro-

gram, New York
Mil

'

ARMOUR Chiffon

Soap Flakes

Hint Hunt MTWTF
3:45-4 pm

\\:i hing mai nine Send household hint yitl bo top 1 liiffon,

Chicago
CBS

B. T. BABBITT Bah-O
Cleanser

David
Harum

MTWTF
10:45-11 am

9 assorted greeting cards: birthdaj

memo book
Send 25c and label to program, New York CBS

G. BARR Balm Barr
Lotion

The Shadow Sunday
5-5:30 pm

Purse-size jar Balm Barr Lotion Send 10c to sponsor, Chicago MBS

CAPITOL DAIRY

Dairy
products

Sunrise Salute Multi-player game, Know Your Capi-
tals Ask Capitol dealer how to obtain fame

WBBM,
Chicago

CAREY SALT Carey's Salt The Shadow
Sunday

5-5:30 pm
(1) $100 gold wrist watch each for man
& woman; (2) booklet, "Minerals and

Your Livestock"

(1) Write letter-entry up to 100 words on new
uses of Carey's Salt to sponsor at stations; (2)

free from dealers, or 10c from sponsor
MBS

CHESEBROUGH MANUFAC-
TURING CO.

Vaseline Hair
Tonic

Dr. Christian Wednesday
8:30-8:55 pm

$2,000, winning script; $150-$300,
others chosen

Write program, New York, for rules; submit
script for program

CBS

CONTI PRODUCTS Castile soap
& shampoo

Treasure
Hour of Song

Thursday
9:30-10 pm

3 days in New York for two as spon-
sor's guests

Name the 2 selections played, popular and clas-

sical; tell in 50 words or less why they're favorites

MBS

FAMOUS FURNITURE CO. Furniture I've Got
Your Number

MWF
12:45-1 pm

Pyramid jackpot; $1 consolation if

question missed
Answer telephoned question; jackpot increases

$5 per call if missed
WXYZ,
Detroit

FINTEX CORP Men, women's
clothing

Fintex
Treasure Hunt

MTWTF
6:30-6:40 pm

Pyramid jackpot; consolation prizes

of men's hats, women's blouses

Answer telephoned question; jackpot increases

$10 per call if missed
WXYZ,
Detroit

GENERAL FOODS

Post Bran
Flakes

Kate Smith
Speaks

MTWTF
12-12:15 pm

Gold-plated sword and heart pin Send 25c and boxtop to product, Battle Creek,
Mich.

CBS

Diamond
Crystal Salt

When a Girl

Marries

MTWTF
5-5:15 pm

Gold-plated sunburst brooch Send 25c and spout seal from package to Box
40, Battle Creek, Mich.

NBC
Grape-Nuts
Wheat-Meal
(and others)

Portia Faces
Life

MTWTF
5:15-5:30 pm Silver-plated knife and fork

Send 75c and Grape-Nuts Wheat-Meal boxtop
to product, Wallingford, Conn.

GENERAL MILLS Kix Lone Ranger MWF
7:30-8 pm

Atomic bomb ring Send 15c and boxtop to program, New York ABC

JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE CO. Insurance

Boston
Symphony

Tuesday
8:30-9:30 pm 10 scholarships for Tanglewood

Write sponsor, Boston, for details. Applicant
must be 18 years old; technically proficient on
instrument, composition, singing, conducting

ABC

HERSHEL CALIFORNIA
FRUIT PRODUCTS

Contadina
Tomato Paste

Easy Does It MWF
11:30-11:45 am

"Surprise award" of household devices

(electric irons, etc.); $5 cash
Send suggestions for lightening household tasks

to program, New York, with label

MBS

HUNT FOODS Tomato
sauce

What's Doin',

Ladies?

MTWTF
2-2:25 pm

Gas range to outstanding mother of

week." Gift to winning letter writer
Write letter-entry about outstanding mother

tome
ABC

LAFER BROS. Coffee,

tea

Coffee

Quiz
TTh

12:45-1 pm
Pyramid jackpot; $1 consolation if

question missed

Answer telephoned question; jackpot increases

$5 per call if missed
WXYZ,
Detroit

LEVER BROS.
(PEPSODENT DIV.)

Toothpaste,
toothbrushes

Bob Hope Tuesday
10-10:30 pm

(1) 4 Chevrolets; (2) 8 Frigidaire

Coldwalls; (3) 10 $100 bills

Write 2-line jingle starting with "My favorite

brunette" and send with top and bottom of

toothpaste or powder box or antiseptic or tooth-

brush label to Pepsodent, Chicago

NBC

THOMAS J. LIPTON Noodle soup Vox Pop Tuesday
9-9:30 pm

3 gold -star pins Send 25c with product envelope to sponsor CBS

MAIL POUCH TOBACCO Kentucky
Club tobacco

Fishing &
Hunting Club

Monday
10-10:30 pm

Several fine pieces of hard-to-get hunt-
ing and fishing equipment

Send unusual story, tip, or question to program.
Gift for each item used

MBS

MARS. INC. Candy Dr. I. Q. Monday
10:30-11 pm

Sums up to $250 cash plus bonuses Send program 6 yes-or-no questions; 9 clues to

famous personality. Judge selects winners
NBC

MILES LABORATORIES

Alka-Seltzer;

One-A-Day
Vitamins

Quiz Kids
Sunday

4-4:30 pm
Zenith portable radio; Zenith console

radio-phonograph
Question sent to program wins portable if

used; if Quiz Kids are stumped, radio-phono-
graph

NBC

Alka-Seltzer Queen for

a Day

MWF 2:30-2:45

pm TTh 2:45-3

pm
Various household appliances

Send name, address on postcard to program,
Hollywood; name selected each day in April

for award
MBS

MILTON OIL CO. Gas Junior

Fone-Quiz
Saturday

12:15-12:45 pm
Games, sports equipment, etc. Answer telephoned question; award increases

each time missed
KXOK,
St. Louis

PARKER PEN Pens, pencils Information
Please

Wednesday
10:30-11 pm

(1) Parker "51" set; (2) "51" Magic
Wand desk set; (3) $500 bond

Send 3-part question for use, on show to pro-

gram, New York
CBS

PETER PAN BAKERY Bread Breakfast
Table Quiz

MTWTF
8:45-8:55 am

Pyramid jackpot; $1 consolation if

question missed

Answer telephoned question; jackpot increases

$5 per call if missed
WXYZ,
Detroit

QUAKER OATS Aunt Jemima
Mixes

Ladies Be
Seated

MTWTF
3-3:15 pm

Electrical household appliances Send question to program. Judge selects winner
daily

ABC

RONSON ART METAL
WORKS

Ronson
Lighters

Twenty
Questions

Saturday
8-8:30 pm

Lighter to sender of subject used. Two
table lighters if studio contestants are

stumped. Grand prize, table lighter

with silver-plated cigarette chest

Send to program subject about which 20 ques-
tions may be asked. Wins premium if used

MBS

WILLIAM SCULL CO. Tea
Present from
Hollywood

Sunday
3:30-3:45 pm

(1) $500 bond, (2) electric stove, (3)

radio-phonograph, (4) Easter outfit

Complete in up to 25 words, "I like Boscul Tea
because" and send with boxtop to sponsor.

Most interesting statement wins
ABC

STANDARD BRANDS
Tender Leaf

Tea
Fred Allen

Show
Sunday

8:30-9 pm
8 envelopes of 88 different kinds of

flower seeds; booklet of garden tips,

cut-flower care, arrangements

Send 25c and boxtop to Tender Leaf Tea,
New York NBC

TEEN-TIMERS, INC. Dresses

Teentimers'

Club
Saturday

11-11:30 am
First prize 12 Teentimer dresses (one
for each month of year); 9 prizes, one

dress each

Look at week's Teentimer styles in local shop.

Send sponsor letter up to 75 words on style

favored and why
NBC

TEXAS CO. Petroleum
products

Metropolitan
Opera

Saturday
2-5 pm

Album of operatic records to listeners

whose questions are used on program
Send questions on opera to Opera Forum Quiz,

c/o sponsor. New York
ABC

WILLIAMSON CANDY Oh Henry Detective
Mysteries

Sunday
4:30-5 pm

$100 reward from "True Detective
Mysteries" Magazine

Notify FBI and Magazine of information lead-

ing to arrest of criminal named on broadcast

MBS
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SPEAKS
No Czar, Thank You

Newspaper talk of a "czar" and a

super-control board for the in-

dustry which grew out of the

plans for a Broadcast Advisory Commit-

tee didn't panic any segment of radio into

regulatory agreements. Usual reaction to

a first-page New York Times story that

hasn't yet happened is to make the story

come true. This time sponsors, agencies,

and the networks went about their busi-

ness and ignored the scare-heading. Co-

operative action, not super-regulation, is

what broadcasting needs. Broadcasting,

operating as it does under direct license

from the Federal Communications Com-
mission, cannot delegate its responsibility

to a czar even if it wanted to. The Broad'

casting Advisory Committee, with Edgar

Kobak as chairman, is making progress

toward radio as an industry with a re-

sponsibility to business and the public . .

.

not to a czar.

The Flair Is Missing

Out of the more than 200 entries in

the College of the City of New
York's annual radio competition,

the networks came up with nothing un-

usual. Neither of the senior chains

showed anything worthy of an award, all

three in the national network field going

to the American Broadcasting Company.

These were for public service programing,

for promotion, and for "creation" of a

commercial program. There can be little

doubt but that ABC's Hiroshima, Bings-

day, and the Henry Morgan program

rated what they received—but that they

had so little competition is a reflection

upon networks' program building and

promotion, the very keystones of broad-

casting. Station activity rated far better

in programing and promotion than did the

chains. They at least came up during 1946

(the year covered by the CCNY awards)

with many program and promotion ideas.

The over-all job done by stations far sur-

passed that of the chains.

Perhaps one reason why the networks

collectively look so bad is that so much of

what they do is on a one-time basis. Else-

where in this issue Cpage 8) is a list of the

CCNY awards. It speaks for itself. It's

time for the networks to program them-

selves so that their critics and their public

will find listening worth the dialing all 365

days in the year. It's time for network

K iomotion to recapture the flair that once

made NBC and CBS the envy of news-

papers and magazines, in fact of all other

advertising media. Money doesn't re-

place thinking.

Sales Are the True Index

W'hile nearly every advertiser

looks to his Hooper or Niel-

sen (listener] rating to dis-

cover whether or not his program or air

advertising campaign is a success, Barba-

sol has returned to fundamentals. Be-

cause all of its advertising is on the air

after midnight, when no surveys are con-

ducted, it has had no listening index to

guide it; so Barbasol depends (through its

agency Erwin, Wasey) on sales response

as its yardstick. The Lederle Labora-

tories, too, has found that the rating may
be only a small part of the story (see page

41). After all, broadcasting as an adver-

tising medium must pay its way in re-

sults, not in Hooper or Nielsen points.

lO WEST .12nil

Your issue of March 1947 in the column

called Applause offered quite a compli-

ment to the Katz stations in the use of

BMB figures and maps.

The Lee Stations, KGLO, Mason City,

Iowa, and WTAD, Quincy, Illinois, believe

the Katz people have done a fine job but

do not go far enough in making valuable

use of the data which BMB has supplied.

Since January 1, 1947, our National

Sales Manager Walter Rothschild has

been presenting basic factual data regard-

ing the true market information about the

audiences of the two stations. There is no

glossing of our market data by stations'

gross totals. In every case, market figures

have been reduced to the level of radio

ownership and the BMB audience per-

i entage ol the station foi eat h count) . In

tins way, we eliminate false market data

totals, the share resulting from purchases

by people not owning radios and those

who do not listen at least once a week to

either station. We do, however, include

one page showing potential totals which

points up our conservative and valued

approach in giving basic facts.

F. C. ElCHMEY
General Manager

WTAD, Quincy

We feel that your article Esso News Re*

porter was well done. The layout was ex-

cellent and the whole story was both inter-

esting and informative. The article should

prove of great interest to those either

using, or who contemplate using, spot

radio.

R. H. CRUM
Advertising-Sales Promotion Dept.

Colonial Beacon Oil Company

On page 10 in the March issue of

si ONSOR we find Charles W. I loyt listed

as the appointed agent for The Chatta-

nooga Medicine Company. As a conse-

quence of this we have received some

letters and several telephone calls inquir-

ing if there has been a change in the

agency for The Chattanooga Medicine

Company.

This listing would make it appear that

The Chattanooga Medicine Company has

changed agencies when as a matter of fact

they have not. This agency has been re-

sponsible for The Chattanooga Medicine

Company's principal advertising for over

40 years and is still responsible for all but

a very small amount of that client's adver-

tising of all kinds and practically all of

their radio advertising.

Charles \Y. 1 loyt has been appointed to

handle a trial campaign for a new product.

Soltice. in a very limited area.

John E. Fontaine

Nelson Chesman Company

Like you, I am getting launched in a

(Please turn to page 37)
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The proverbially busy one-armed paper

hanger is a gentleman of leisure compared

to Roy Battles. This lanky, 6-foot-2-inch

Midwesterner is WLWs Farm Program Di-

rector . . . and one of the hardest-working,

most conscientious men in radio circles.

An experienced farmer and former county

agent, Battles took over his present duties

in 1944 . . . and we still don't know how
he does it. For example: besides directing

and appearing on the daily broadcasts of

"Everybody's Chore Time'' and "Everybody's

Farm Hour," Roy conducts two highly pop-

ular Sunday morning farm shows, "From

the Ground Up" and "Farm Front" ... is

responsible largely for the format and con-

tent of all 21 programs of rural appeal

originated by WLW each week.

Roy supervises the activities of assistants

Bob Miller and Betty Brady who—along

with Farmer Earl Neal and Outdoorsman
Boss Johnson—help him tailor all farm pro-

grams to the interests of agriculture in the

WLW area. He also supervises the opera-

tion of WLWs practical, non-subsidized

farm, answers countless letters from listen-

ers, and greets scores of daily visitors to

Everybody's Farm.

Battles is in constant demand as a speaker

before farm groups, schools, dubs, and meet-

ings of all types—even more so since he

accompanied WLW's famine investigating

party on a six weeks' tour of Europe's worst

famine areas last year. He spoke before thou-

sands of people last year—was forced to

turn down more speaking invitations than

he was able to accept.

How does he do it? When does he get to

see his family? We asked him and his an-

swer, as he pulled away in the mobile unit,

sounded like, "I don't know, but I love it!"

Which is probably why WLW's farm

programming won VARIETY'S award for

"contributing to the world's breadbasket"

. . . was cited as "outstanding" in BILL-

BOARD'S poll of radio editors. It's also the

reason why Battles is the favorite farm

broadcaster (and WLW
the overwhelmingly dom-

inant station) among

rural listeners of Ohio,

Indiana, Kentucky, and

West Virginia.

We flatten s

CROSI. EY BROADCASTING CORPORATION



ou know that WJW has topped

the morning Hooper in Cleveland for many

months — and by a big margin! But have you

noticed the afternoon performance? Here again

WJW gives you more dialers per dollar than

any other Cleveland station . . . here again skill-

fully balanced programming keeps WJW on

the beam as CLEVELAND'S CHIEF STATION.

basic MAM
ABC Network VHf- 1

M A V 850 KC

mm 5000 Watts
CLEVELAND, O. ^J Jf 1 ^m^m DAY AND NIGHT

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY B 1r HEADLEY-REED COMPANY



)NSORED BY DAY (third of a series: see page 4)
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Station representative study (part two) • Should my show travel?

After-midnight audience • Why Gillette buys sport broadcasts



The unceasing sweep of the second hand

around the face of the studio clock repre-

sents, in it- way. one of radio's surest virtues.

For the split-second timing h\ which radio

lives is the essence of dependability—a char-

acteristic that million- of American listeners

have come to accept and expect in the way

radio -er\c> them, da) and night.

Dependability is no le>> a central feature

in the make-up of the seven Fort Industry

stations. Reaching 20. (KM).000 people in

seven important markets, they have grown

steadily and strongly hecause they know the

importance of dependability in the service

they render.

And. sure as time itself, the Fort Industry

stations will continue to employ the finest

broadcasting skill, maintaining the depend-

ability that listeners and advertisers alike

have come to expect of them.

gl THE FORT INDUSTRY COMPANY
WSPD, Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling, W.Va. • WGBS, Miami, Fla.

\\ \(. \. Atlanta, Ca. • \\ MMN, Fairmont, W.Va. • \\ I Ok. Lima, O. • W HIZ. Zanesville, O.

"
)<>ii can bank on a

I Hrl lmlmtr\ Station"
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COCA-COLA COMING Coca-Cola will have at least three programs on air this fall.

BACK STRONG TO There's better than 50-50 chance that there'll be a fourth. Sunday

RADIO amateur show mc'ed by Billy Rose, and a Monday variety half hour

MORE AIRTIME

FOR

PHILIP MORRIS

with Morton Downey will be on CBS. Daytime serial, "Claudia and

David" by Rose Franken, to be placed and paid for by coke bottlers,
will be third. Fourth is a sleeper. Cola may also co-sponsor World

Series which it has been offered.

-SR-

NET WORK PROGRAM C. E. Hooper will equalize charges to networks and key agencies

HOOPERATING within next 60 days. Some agencies are paying more than networks

FEES TO NETS for Program Hooperatings and Hooper braintrust feels this can't be

WILL DOUBLE continued. This will hit networks with 100 per cent increase for

part of Hooper's service to webs. CBS paid the rating organization
$84,961.40 in 1946, of which $9,000.00 was for the Net Work Program

Hooperatings

.

-SR-

Philip Morris' radio expansion (to daytime advertising) with "Queen

for a Day" and "Heart's Desire" (MBS) via Cecil & Presbrey is only
beginning of more radio advertising for cigarette firm. In works is

five-a-week 15-minute evening show along lines of "Chesterfield

Supper Club" through Milton Biow, agency for most of firm's
advertising.

-SR-

AM table models continued their production decline in first quarter
of 1947, accounting for only half of the 4,231,415 receivers made
during period. FM-AM combination sets climbed to 67,264 turned out

in March; TV sets produced during that month were 6,635. Entire
quarter saw 172,176 FM-AM and 18,329 TV sets come off production

line.

-SR-

Six out of seven boys from 8 to 12 listen to kid serials but only

four out of 10 girls in the same age group tune "children's hour"

(5 to 6 p.m.). Figures are based upon data compiled by A. C.

Nielsen, ABC, and U. S. Census Bureau. Conclusions were presented
to ABC staff and sponsor meeting in Chicago last week in April with

query, "Where do we go from here?"

-SR-

If strikes do not intervene, all major automobile companies will be

back on air this fall. Most of them will not go network until next

spring despite pressure. General Motors will have four transcribed

spot campaigns, Chrysler three, and all other major competitors at

least one. Decision in re network programs will not be made before

this summer.

4,231,415 SETS

PRODUCED IN

FIRST QUARTER

DO GIRLS

NEED SPECIAL

PROGRAMS?

ALL AUTO

COMPANIES

ON AIR IN

FALL

MAY 1947 1
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BARBASOL

PROBLEMS

INTERNAL

RADIO IS

BOON TO

"EAR-MINDED'

STUDENTS

710 FM

TRANSMITTERS

IN 1947

SPONSORS

RETURNING

TO AIR

E.T. 'S

STANDARD

PROMOTIONAL

ITEM THIS

FALL

DAYTIME

COMMERCIAL

PUBLIC SERVICE

NEW APPROACH

TO BROADCAST

SELLING

EDUCATION

Barbasol's pulling out of radio (except station WNEW) was not caused

by business conditions. Trade understands that President F. B.

Shields' death last year created inheritance tax problems that made

corporation cut all sales promotion and advertising for three to

six months.

-SR-
WCHS-sponsored project throughout West Virginia reaffirmed that some
individuals are remarkably more "ear-minded" than "eye-minded." Six

hundred school teachers and 3,600 students participated in the test.

Students who had been "in the seventh and eighth grades for four

years" showed remarkable educational advances when they "listened

regularly." Listening assignment was School of the Air (CBS).
-SR-

Seven hundred and ten FM transmitters will be delivered before end
of 1947, which indicates that FCC Commissioner Denny's expectation
last fall that 700 FM stations will be on air by that time was not

over-optimistic

.

-SR-
Return of General Electric 's Lamp division to air with Willie Piper

(AEC), and National Biscuit Company's forthcoming sponsorship of

quarter hour of Paul Whiteman's disk jockey session (also ABC)
indicate that number of advertisers who have been off air for some

time will be back this fall. They'll take up slack of other spon-

sors who are dropping well-known shows—Bristol-Myers' Alan Young,

Old Gold's "Meet Me at Parky 's", and Drene's Don Ameche, to pick
three at random.

-SR-

Open-end transcriptions made and paid for by national advertisers
will be standard promotional item with most big manufacturers this

fall. Recordings will be placed by local retailers with at least

half national advertisers paying up to half time cost on cooperative

advertising basis (percentage of merchandise bought). Most tran-

scriptions thus far contracted are minute and 25-second spots. How-!

ever, 15-minute and half-hour programs are in about-to-be-signed

contract stage.
-SR-

"Second Mrs. Burton," daytime serial sponsored by General Foods

daily over CBS, has added family counselor to its Wednesday broad-

casts starting April 30. Dr. Valeria Hopkins Parker, lecturer,

physician, author, will give practical help (not as part of serial)

to housewife and mother. Attempted marriage of soap opera and

public service being watched carefully.

-SR-

Retail clinic idea was tested by KWKH with station taking key mer-

chants by air from Shreveport to San Antonio where Joske Department

Store (store that tested department store selling with NAB) served

as guinea-pig for merchants. Joske executives spent two days with

group. Test is one of radio's first attempts at mass education in

advertising-use of medium.

SPONSOf



[HE "WINNER

"NEW
CHAMP

rb sets of Weather Forecast Jingles
ai supplied. One, twenty-five to thirty
seands, allowing thirty seconds for
u commercial. The other, twelve to
Mien seconds, to be used as station
oiaks. Each set contains 66 spots.
Cis index cards make selection of the
ar ropriate forecast simple.

WEATHER FORECAST JINGLES

BROADCAST IN 190 CITIES

Your Markets may still be available.

The hottest idea in Spots ever! Transcribed weather reports

set to music with the cleverest lyrics you've ever (heard.

Listeners will actually tune in to hear this unique method of

Weather Forecast presentation.

The only Producer of Transcribed Radio Prosrams to receiveJanjAward at this Conference.

19 EAST 53rd STREET at Madison Avenue.. NEWYORK CITY
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series. These are advertisers heard over ABC.

MEANINGFUL MONTHLY MARKET STATISTICS

Station KPO in San Francisco has accepted as part of its

responsibility the telling of the North California story (with

business facts and figures). With so much gloom around it's

a lift to hear that in the San Francisco trading area retail

trade is up 15 per cent, bank deposits 15.7, employment in

manufacturing industries up 44.5, and manufacturing pay-

rolls up 60.1 per cent in January 1947 as against January 1946.

This is the type of promotion that in the past has been done

by newspapers and it's more than gratifying to find it being

done by KPO.

THRIFTY DRUG'S GOOD DEED

Thrifty Drug is a consistent user of time in Los Angeles and

other California areas. Recently it decided to do a good

deed and promote Scouting. The story of the Boy Scouts of

America was told time and time again on Thrifty Drug news,

sport commentating, and variety programs. Plenty of black

and white space was used to implement the "sell Scouting"

promotion, which was carried through for Thrifty by the

Milton Weinberg Advertising Company. It did more build-

ing up of this effort in its territory than any station could

have by itself. And it sold drugs in doing it, although that

was not the intent of the public service gesture.

COMMERCIAL PUBLIC SERVICE

Outstanding among long-term commercial public servic*

programs on the air is DuPont's Cavalcade oj America broad-

cast on NBC Monday nights. Its commercials are always in

good taste, its dramas frequently as thrillingly written and

produced as any heard in purely entertainment presentations

It's topical (in the midst of a threatened smallpox epidemic

there was a play about the discovery of what caused the

disease) and it's painless education. There have been times

when DuPont considered taking it off the air. but always the

long-term view prevailed. Today it rates a Hooper 10

audience generally and is a prime commercial property. It

has not only done an outstanding public service job but re-

moved the gunpowder odor from DuPont and made them

known instead as purveyors of "better things for better

living through chemistry."

1 30,000,000,000 LISTENER-IMPRESSIONS

On May 1st, the Advertising Council was five years old

During its existence it has handled 175 different major in-

formation campaigns via broadcasting, 30 of them since the

war ended. Radio and its sponsors have given well over

$400,000,000 in time and delivered, conservatively, 130,000,-

000,000 listener-impressions. At present 181 national and

regional sponsors are participating, and it's estimated that

300,000,000 listener-impressions are delivered each week for

public service projects. The temptation is to forget the

problems ahead and turn to the advertising business at hand,

but that's not what the Council is doing. It realizes that the

war job hasn't ended until peacetime stability is attained

Broadcasting continues ready to do its job and no doubt will

deliver 15,000,000,000 listener-impressions during 1947.

SPONSOR



BROADCASTING ... the winnah

but look who came in SECOND

to: SPONSOR
from: FOSTER & DAVIES, INC.

for: Immediate release

Nearly nine thousand timebuyers, sponsors and agency men were questioned
recently in a survey conducted by Foster & Davies, Inc., Cleveland adver-
tising agency. The purpose ... to determine the effectiveness of a

new trade character.

Adopted last year as a symbol for WJW, "Cleveland's Chief Station", the
character appeared on varying schedules in nine trade publications during
the ten-month period since its inception. Last month, to check recog-
nition value and publication readership, client and agency sent out a

return post card that asked:

"Have you ever seen this character before?
Where?
What does he symbolize?"

Cards piled in from everywhere in the United States. A few answers were
deliberately humorous. Some agents and sponsors said they had seen the
WJW character in front of cigar stores . . . others wrote that the "chief"
looked as if he had a hangover. The writer of one card swore that he'd
seen the character "in a pay toilet in Yucatan."

Yet . . . tabulation of the amazing 20 per cent return of the cards showed
that 23 per cent of the advertisers and as much as 38 per cent of the

time buyers and agency people had seen the advertising. Of these, 57
per cent recognized the character as the symbol of Cleveland's Chief
Station—WJW.

Most of those who replied in both groups answered the "Where?" question
with . . . "various trade publications." Broadcasting , Sponsor and

Advertising Age, in that order, were most prominently named by those repre-

senting the sponsor group of respondents. Broadcasting magazine was

mentioned most frequently by the agency men who named a specific publi-
cation. Sponsor , Advertising Age , Radio Daily and Standard Rate & Data

also received major recognition from this group.

Convinced of the character's effectiveness, client and agency will retain
the "Chief", with minor changes suggested by the survey, as the basic
element in WJW's continuing trade campaign.

* SPONSOR . . . only 5 issues old when this

WJW survey was made. We're 7 issues old now.



Remember the

story about . .

.

MISS MUFFET

THE SPIDER?

The spider scared Miss Muffet right

off her tuffet! Such a little spider

too. But it happens all the time.

Size isn't always the payoff in any-

thing . . . specially in radio. WWDC
in Washington has been proving it

right along. The big boys were all

settled down to a feast of commer-
cials. Then along came WWDC
with its hard-working sales-pro-

ducing programming. The boys may
not be scared off their tuffets . . . but

you can be sure that WWDC is on
smart radio lists these days.

Keep your eye on

WWDC
IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

Coming Soon — WWDC-FM
Rcprctenled Nationally by

FORJOE & COMPANY

^ffS*'
Vincent Itiggio
President, America Tobacco Co.

His job as head of the country's biggest cigarette and

tobacco empire, and bankroller of The Big Story,

Your Hit Parade, and Jack Benny (all on NBC now)

is even tougher than might be expected. That's because

Riggio stepped last September into the shoes of the late

George Washington Hill, advertising Superman.

Riggio is publicity-shy, and unobtrusive by comparison

with Hill, but he becomes enthusiastic when talking about his

products. Airwise, there's been no slack-up in the Lucky irri-

tant commercials as predicted by some after Hill's death.

Rather, an increase, with American now spending more than

$2,800,000 (14 per cent of its yearly ad budget) to plug the

same pounding, redundant, yammering ad-copy that made the

public wince ... and then buy 119,000,000,000 Lucky Strike

and Pall Mall cigarettes, with annual sales in excess of

$500,000,000.

Now in his mid-sixties, Riggio can look back on a career

that's pure Horatio Alger. Born on New York's lowei East

Side, he left school at fourteen, got a job making pants, later

worked in his brother's barber shop. George Washington Hill,

so the story goes, walked in one day for a shave-and-a-haircut,

and walked out with Riggio in his employ as a salesman. That

was back in the early 20's. Since then, Riggio's rise has been

steady through the ranks to the presidency.

Lucky Strike, is currently cashing in on the heavily-

publicized Jack Benny quartet with a six-week, million-

dollar chain break campaign on 900 stations, the widest use

of spot broadcasting by any radio advertiser.

SPONSOR



S^ettina Scaled to 1/HUuSic •

ew Burt Farber Show

CINCINNATI'S leading musical personality for more than a decade,

Burt Farber blends his brilliant piano with recorded music and his comments in a

distinctive new afternoon program, with assured audience appeal. An unusual

opportunity for your sales message to Cincinnatians. Participations available.

I

I

A MatikuLl Ti'eU STATION

115 E. 4th St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio

Represented by AVERY-KNODEL, Inc.

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
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The greatest

big name

action show

ever put on

transcription

A big name show all the way! George Raft stars as

"Mr. Ace," surrounded by a cast of top Hollywood radio

names. Script by Jason James, of "Sam Spade" fame. Music

(and what music!) by full orchestra, batonned by Sandy Courage.

Here's a show that really rates! Wire or write today for

audition disc. Available locally or regionally in several areas.

R O D U CTIONS
Creators of the FRANK PARKER Show

131

882 O Sunset Blva,

PS. /fYe<":*

Pt/oe us /n MX -C/rcte 6-651

SPONS*



new and renew

A/eiv A'cdianal Spxxt QuA-ineAA,

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY

General Foods Corp. Post's Cereals Benton & Bowles 65
John Morrell & Co. Red Heart dog food Henry. Hurst & 90

McDonald (approx)
San-Nap-Pak Mfg Co. Lydia Grey facial

tissues
Blow 25-30

Alexander Smith & Sons Carpets Anderson, Davis & 10
Carpet Co. Platte

PROGRAM, start, duration

Transcribed announcements; Apr 1-Sept 30
Transcribed station breaks

Live, transcribed announcements, station breaks;
Apr 1; 52 wks

Transcribed announcements; Mar 3; 13 wks

New. On Netw&vkl

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

American Tobacco Co.t
Emerson Drug Co.
Philip Morris & Co., Ltd., Inc.

Your Hit Parade; Sat 9-9:30 pm;Apr 26; 52 wks
Preakness Stakes; Sat May 10 (only) 5-5:30 pm
Queen For A Day; MTVVTF 2-2:30 pm (alternate quarter

hours); Apr 21 ; 52 wks
Heart's Desire; MTWTF 11:30-12 am (first quarter); Apr

28; 52 wks
Ladies Be Seated; MTWTF 3-3:30 pm (second quarter
hour MWF); Mar 31 ; 52 wks

tNetwork change.

{Fifty-two weeks generally meant a 13-week contract with options for 3 successive 13-week renewals. It's subject to cancellation at the end of any 13-week period)

Ton!, Inc.

Foote, Cone & Beld ing NBC 156
BBD&O NBC 155
Cecil & Presbrey MBS 300

(approx)
MBS 200

(approx)
Foote, Cone & Beldlng ABC 201

(lenewaU On Netw&iAl

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Bell Telephone System
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp.

Campbell Soup Co.
General Foods Corp.
Lever Brothers Co.

(Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. div.)

I.ibby, McNeill & Libby
Philip Morris & Co.. Ltd., Inc.
Procter & Gamble Co.

Quaker Oats Co.
Clnited-Rexall Drug Co.

N. W. Ayer NBC 155
Russel M. Seeds NBC 156

NBC 156
Ward Wheelock CBS 133
Young & Rubicam CBS 65
Ruthrauff & Ryan CBS 45

Young & Rubicam CBS 148

J. Walter Thompson ABC 202
Biow CBS 143
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample CBS 81
Compton CBS 63

CBS 16
Ruthrauff &. Ryan MBS 379
N. W. Ayer CBS 157

Telephone Hour; Mon 9-9:30 pm; Apr 21; 52 wks
Red Skelton; Tu 10:30-11 pm; Apr 21; 52 wks
People Are Funny; Frl 9-9:30 pm; Apr 26; 52 wks
Robert Trout; MTWTF 6:45-7 pm; Mar 31; 52 wks
Second Mrs. Burton; MTWTF 2-2:15 pm; Mar 31; 52 wks
Aunt Jenny's Real Life Stories; MTWTF 12:15-12:30 pm;
Mar 24; 52 wks

Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts; Tu 9-9:30 pm; July 22;
52 wks

My True Story; MTWTF 10-10:25 am; Apr 14; 52 wks
Crime Doctor; Sun 8:30-8:55 pm; Apr 28; 52 wks
Perry Mason; MTWTF 2:15-2:30 pm; Mar 24; 52 wks
Mystery of the Week; MTWTF 7-7:15 pm; Mar 31; 52 wks
Lowell Thomas; MTWTF 11-11:15 pm; Mar 31; 52 wks
Those Websters; Sun 6-6:30 pm; Mar 2; 52 wks
Durante-Moore Show; Fri 9:30-10 pm; Apr 4; 52 wks

A/eta and Renewed an *7eleaHian

SPONSOR AGENCY STATION PROGRAM (time, start, if set)

American Shops
J. S. Bache
Botany Worsted Mills Co.

Elgin National Watch Co.
General Motors Corp.
(Chevrolet Motor Div.)

Longines-Wittnauer
Nash-Kelvinator Corp.
(Kelvinator Div.)

Ben Pulitzer Creations
Alexander Smith & Sons
Carpet Co.

U. S. Rubber Co.
John Wanamaker

MAY 1917

William N. Scheer
Direct
Alfred J. Silberstein-
Bert Goldsmith

Alfred J. Silberstein-
. Bert Goldsmith

.1. Walter Thompson
Campbell- Ewald

Arthur Rosenberg
Geyer, Newell &
Ganger

Direct
Anderson, Davis &

Platte
Campbell-Ewald
Direct

WABD New York Boxing at Jamaica; Wed 8:45-11 pm; Mar 26 (new)
WABD New York News; MWF 1 :05-l :10 pm (new)
WNBT New York Weather report; Fri (night); Apr 18; 13 wks (renewed)

WABD New York Weather Reports; 2 weekly (renewed)

WNBT New York Time signals; Sun (night); Apr 6; 13 wks (renewed)
WABD New York Western film; Tu 8-9 pm; Apr 8 (new)

WABD New York Time Signals before MWF Jamaica sports (renewed)
WNBT New York Alma Kitchell; Wed 8:30-8:45 pm; May 7 (new)

WABD New York It Happened in Manhattan (new)
WABD New York Magic Carpet; alternate Fri 8:30-9 pm (renewed)

WABD New York Serving with Science; Tu 9-9:30 pm; Apr 8 (renewed)
WABD New York John Wanamaker Presents; Wed 8-8:30 pm (renewed)
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SPONSOR PRODUCT o. jerviee AGENCY

\ir 1 1 snspori Umi., Washington, i>. C.
American Bowling < ongresa, Milwaukee
American Merchandising Co., Montgomery, Ala

American Moto-Scoof Co., Chicago,
American Product! < :<>.. Reldsvllle, N. C,
Vrcher Mills. Inc., Columbus, Ga.
Uon Strclt. Inc.. Nc« York
Associated Products, Inc., Chicago
Vtwater Building Supply Corp. of Long Island
Ballan Ice < Iream Co.
ii ( Baztei i\ Itro., Brunswick, Me.
Hi- utlator Co., Cleveland

Hi nnari Brush Corp.. Chicago
Blackton Fifth \\c Ltd., Near V<»rk
Norman Blum Co., New Wrk
\. Brandweln A; <:<>.. Chicago
Broadwell Studios, Los Angeles
California Cooperative Packaging Assn., Los Angeles
< alifornla foundations, Los Angeles
( .irtir Hardware Co., Los Angeles
Central < lalliornla Berrygrowers Assn., San I ran< Isco

< hlcagoland Home Show,

Coast Van Lines, Los Angeles
Cole Milling Co., Chester, III.

College Inn Pood Pro ucts Co., Chicago
Conlon-Moore Corp. (Moore Dlv.), Joliet, III.

Continental Records c<>.. Nea Vork
Corn Products Refining Co., New York

i aunty Perfumery Co., Bloomfield, N. J.

Creameries i>f America, I."* Angeles
( iroslej Clothes, liuffalo
Cupid Foundations, Inc., New York
Damerel-Allison c<>.. Covlna, Calif.
Dawes Black Horse Brewery, Montreal
Daystrom Co., Olean, N. Y
Dermetlcs Co., New York
I ilan Co.. I.os Angeles.
Edward K. Eagle Distributors. Los Al g. lis

Electromaster, Inc.. Detroit
I ncyclopaedla Britannlca, Inc., Chicago
famous II, urs. Inc., Omaha
I Idellt) Laboratories. Inc.. Chicago
Firman Leather Goods Corp., New York
Harry Friedman, Inc., New York
Fumol Corp.. New York
Gooderham & Worts. Ltd., Detroit and WalkerviUe,

( ianada

Gravenstein Apple Industry, Sebastopol, Calif.
Greyvan lines. Inc., Chicago
Crilfiih Distributing Corp.. Cincinnati
Hampden Watch Co.. Chicago
Hastings Hatchery, Parsonsburg, Mil.
The Herald Journal-American. Syracuse. N. Y.
Imperial Pearl Syndicate, Chicago, Los Angeles,
New York

International Appliance Corp.. New York
Investment Companies of America. Los Angeles
.1. \\ . kcan Laboratories, Pasadena
Jolan of California. Inc., Los Angeles
Kathryn, Inc., Chicago
Knight Leather Products Co.. Boston
Korn Sportswear Corp., New York
La Heine Chocolates, New York
L. II. Laboratories, Inc.. Los Angeles.
John W. Leavitt Co., Boston
Little America Frozen Foods, Inc.. Pittsburgh
Lewlsburg Chair & Furniture Co.. Lcwisburg, Pa.
I "i le, Ltd., Toronto
P. Lorillard Co.. New York ....
Mayfair Plastics Corp.. New York
McDanlel's Sales Agency, Oakland. Calif.
Samuel B. McK.ee Studio of Modern Piano Playing.
Hollywood

Mercer Pie Co.. Chattanooga
The Miler Corp.. Chicago
Mode O'Day Corp.. Los Angeles
Norman M. Morris, Inc.
John Monro. Inc.. Chicago
Nastril Watch Co.. New York
New England Confectionery Co., Cambridge, Mass
New Process (taking Co.. Chicago
Nej Products Corp.. New ^ ork
Omega W ati h < o., N, w ^ ork
Outdoor Oven fireplace Co., Hartford
Pal. Inc.. Washington, D. < ..

w 1111am Peter Brewing Corp., I nion ( Ity, V J.
Pi, it, is of Arkansas. Little K<>« k
Pllaer Brewing Co., New ^»rk
I'inetrine Corp.. New \ ork

It \ Corporation of America. Los \ngclcs
Kead\ I nulls ( !o., ( Ihlcago
Relmer Mfg. Co., Berkeley, Calif.
Rheem Manufacturing Co., San Francisco (and
subsidiaries)

Institutional
I'M? tournami i i

Wrist watches, electru bousehi
pllam es

Motor Scooters
Shoe polishes, plastii cleaner
Hosiery
Matzons, other food produt ts
( ihen Yu cosmi
Retail chain
Packaged ice i ream
( .lulled goods
Electric manicuring, bomi beauts treat-

iiicni machine
Whirl-Brush
W omen's retail clothing chain
Kislav glovi s

Bos springs, mattresses
Piano corresp indence courses
Packaged fresh wgetahh -

I )r i ssi' . foundal ions
Hardware
Institutional

liuildiiig supplies, home furnishings
show

Hauling
Omega Hour
Chili products
Heating, cooking appliances
Foreign language phonograph records
Argo starch. Ma/ola oils. Karo syrup
Kre-Mel desserts, Malzena Dur

Brylcreem hair tonic
Daitj chain
Men's clothing
Foundation garments
l>& \ orange juice; Foothill grape punch
Bi i r. ale
Chrome, plastic furniture

.

Cosmetics
Mat tresses
Li.mid invisible masque-facial prepara-

tion
Elex trie ranges, water heaters
I iu > i lopaedia Britannlca
Flour
Pharmaceuticals
Luggage
Fashion accessories
Insecticides soaps, dry cleaners

Liquors

Institutional
Long-distance moving
Radios, heaters, linoleum, etc.
w atches
Baby Chicks
Institutional

Pearls
. Broilklng electric broilers
Financial
Household cleansers
Slide fasteni rs

Cosmetics
Thin Man wallets, ()\ crknigh ter luggage
Women's sportswear
Chocolates
Hair oil, shampoo
Tcddic peanut butter
F'rozen foods
Furniture
Watches
New cigarette to be introduced
Raincoats, toys
Home free/.crs. walk-in freezer coolers

Irwin Wasey, New York
Bishop, Los Angeles

Lieber, Chicago
l.ieber. Chicago
Justin f unkhouscr. Baltimore
Owen & Ohappcll New \ ork
I .ui. M Cottin. New York
Arthur Meyerhoff. Chicago
Armstrong. Schleifcr & Rlpln, New York
Tullis, Los Angeles
James I bomas Chlrurg, Boston

Mi Dnnough A Lewy. Cleveland
Ooodkind Joice & Morgan. Chicago
Lew Kashuk. New York
Lester Harrison. New York
W . B. Doner, Chicago
John F. W billhead, Los Angeles
Beaumont A Hohman, l^>s Angeles
Smith. Bull & McCreery, Hollywood
Allied. Los Angeles
Botsford, Constantlne & Gardnet.
Francisco

Bozell & Jacobs. Chicago
Smith. Bull & McCreery
Gardner, St. Louis
Shaw-LeVally, Chicago
Kane. Bloom iiiglun . Ill

Knickerbocker, Nea ^ork

Mi Cann-Krickson. New York, for Latin
America, Hawaii. Philippine advertising

A tin r ton & Currier, New lurk, (or radio
Smith. Bull & McCreery, llollvwood
I His liuffalo
Ohernow . New York
John F. Whitehead. Los Angeles
Vlckers & Benson. Montr, al
n. w . Ayer, New York
Wort man. Barton & Goold, New York
Hillman-Shane. Los Angeles

\llied. Los Angeles
(.rant . Di troit
l.arle Ludgin. Chicago
J. Walter Thompson. Chicago
Bozell & Jacobs. Chicago
Stuart Bart. New York
Chernow, New Y'ork
Louis M. Cottin, New York

F. II. Hayfaurst, Toronto, for t ..ui.idiau

advertising
Mogge-Privett. Los Angeles
Beaumont and Hohman. Chicago
Dinerman. Cincinnati
W . B. Doner. Chicago
Yankee Writing Service, Guilford, Conn.
Fellows-Bogaxdus, SyTacuse, N. Y'.

Lawrence Boles Hicks. New Y'ork
Oravenson. New York
Smith. Bull & McCreery. Hollywood
A. Carman Smith. Los Angeles
Atherton, llollvwood
Uill Blackett. Chicago
Reingold. Boston
Chernovs. New York
Jasper. Lynch & Fishel. New York
Mayers. Los Angeles
Harry M. Frost. Boston
Sykcs. Pittsburgh
Rupirt. Oraybill & Breeden, Sunbury. Pa
1 His. Toronto
(.ever. Newell & Ganger, New York
Cayton, New York
Ad Fried. Oakland

Piano lessons
Pies
shek brushless paint
Women's clothing chain
Mathey-Tlssel watches
Daw-Sonata cream hair remover.
Watches
Confection* r> products
Green Mill bread, cake products
I ii]iiid. cream deodorant
Wall lies

Outdoor ovens
Palade orange beverage
Me
Department Store
Beer, ale
Pineseptic skin cream, I'inetrine lini-

ment
Plastic spei i Ii ii s

Hi-Life canned dog rood
Miniature hot houst

Atherton. Hollywood
Nelson chesman. Chattanooga
Aimer J. Cclula. Philadelphia
Classer-Cailev I us \ngeles
Lew is. Newark. N.J.
Bozell ci Jacobs. Chicago
Cole & Cliasim. New York
LaRoche A f His. New York
Ollan, < hiiago
Artwil, New l, ik
Abb, ill Kimball. New Virk
F. w. Prelle. Hartford
Justin Funkhouser, Baltimore
I i i--Stockman. New ^ ork
Ruben T. Scott. Little K.nk
Deutch iS. Shea. New \ .irk

DeUtSCb & Shea. New > ork
Smith. Bull \ McCreerv
Preaba, Fellers sN Pitaba. Chicago
Ad Freid. Oakland

Rockwood A Co., New \utk

I lousehold a ppliaiu i s.

shipping
( luui.lalc

heaters, steel
Foote. Cone & Belding. New \ork
Campbi 11-1 w aid. New ^ ork

{Please turn to page 44
1
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broadcast merchandising

KGO (Oakland, Calif.) Promotion card docs

everything but wash the kitchen dishes.

The card is a ticket of admission to a

show, has a stub for a door-prize drawing,

features the 10 products participating in

Laay/'Go- Lucky, and is a postcard that

can be mailed to a friend with a "wish

you were here" thought. Postcard also

asks recipient to save labels for the

mailer so latter can win some of the

$300.00 offered in cash prizes.

Champagne (Waltz) free. San Benito Wine
and Champagne Company is giving away,

on the Fitzgerald's program (WJZ, New
York), 3,500 disks of the waltz especially

recorded and pressed for the sponsor.

Commercial tie-in is limited to the label

of the disk. The tune is on bo h sides of

the record.

NBC's "Delighted States of America" map,

newest network promotion in 1 4 colors, is

going to clients and agencies all over the

delighted states. Every program on the

network, as of the day the map was com-

pleted, is represented in caricature.

Chesterfield scarfs are featured in hundreds of

window displays. Although the tobacco

company has no financial interest in the

scarf nor the young ladies' clothing made
from a special print which includes the

well known Chesterfield hand holding a

smoking cigarette with the trade name
written in smoke, the agency did a top

notch promotion for the line and depart-

ment stores all over the nation did special

windows. Program of Chesterfield's Sup-
per Club plugged the print and the tie-up

is paying-off both for cigarette and fabric.

Philadelphia students tagged with a two and
one-half inch circle of cardboard when
they visit the station's educational pro-

grams. The tags read "Visiting KYW
Program Today," and the youngsters
love the "visiting dignitary" importance
it gives them.

Birthday post cards from KLZ (Denver, Colo.)

get around the problem of a deadly list of
happy birthday air mentions at the end
of the KLZ-Denuer Post Funny Paper
Hour. Cards have pictures of cast and
cartoon strip characters.

Ziv's "Favorite Story" has promotional ap-
proach as well as star, Ronald Colman.
Success of Fred Ziv with his musical open-
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end transcriptions have motivated him to

guarantee Ronald Colman $150,000 and a

percentage to do a half hour series of
"favorite stories" on the air. Promotion
angle is selection of stories by news-
worthy names such as Orson Welles,

Eddie Rickenbacker, Bob Feller, Alfred

Hitchcock, Irving Berlin, Eleanor Roose-

velt and Arthur Hays Sulzberger. Col-

man's supporting cast are all radio names.

"Campus Quiz" spreads. Supplee Sealtest

quiz session which is doing a selling job
for that milk organization (see sponsor
Reports, April, 1947) is being sold to

other stations. Wally Butterworth (ex-

Vox Pop) expects to have it going, with

its promotional hoop-la, all over the

nation soon. Winning school in each quiz

session in The Yankee Network version

receives a Wurlitzer Juke Box, loser a

Philco 1201 radio-phonograph.

WJW Amateur Disk Jockey promotion

is sending thousands of teen-agers into

Cleveland record shops to "audition"

three disks they like best. They write a

400-word script for a suggested jockey

routine and each week's winner has the

opportunity of doing his stuff over sta-

tion WJW.

Hairdryers with built-in radios were a

promotional feature at the Twenty-
Second International Convention of

Beauty Shop Owners in New York.

Milady won't have to miss her daytime

series while being beautified.

Two Peabody Awards to CBS and one to

NBC this year. For the second year in

a row a CBS award went to a personality

who was on his way out at the network

—

last year Paul White, this time William

L. Shirer. Individual stations receiving

bows were WOW, WSB, WELL, WHCU,
WMCA. Once again the Awards ignored

commercial public service.

Mass. Board of Education issues WCOP book-

let on "Good Listening" over that sta-

tion. Folder features the cultural pro-

grams of the Boston outlet.

CBS program availability news letter went

out for the first time in April. It's the

first physical listing by a network in

many years of shows available for spon-

sorship. Networks are back in the pro-

gram business with both feet.

MONROE, LOUISIANA

HAS

LISTENERS
.N MONROE AND

NORTHEASTERN LOUISIANA

THAN ALL OTHER

STATIONS COMBINED
AND REACHES A

$103,629,000.00

BUYING POWER!

For the third straight year, authenti-

cated listening surveys conclusively

prove that KMLB has more listeners

in Monroe and Northeastern Louis.-

ana THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS

I COMBINED!

Reach this $103,629,000 annual

buying power with KMLB—the only

radio facility clearly heard in this

area.

AFFILIATED WITH

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.

REPRESENTED BY

TAYIOR-HOWE-SNOWWN

CUNEt,ia..C«>.Mgr.
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COVERAGE
u n t

size isn't everything

In Radio, size will give you the coverage, but trie coverage doesn't mean a thing without AUDIENCE. And

when it comes to audience, that's where WSPD makes its COVERAGE COUNT! How? By the simple

formula of giving the listener the type of programs he wants to hear. As an example, in addition to our

many popular local shows, *WSPD carries 1 1 of the top audience shows in America!

That's why time-buyers know that when they use WSPD they get both . . . COVERAGE and AUDIENCE!

JUST ASK KATZ

(Hooper—March 1 to 7, 1947)
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L istener's impression of a midnight disk jockey, giving an idea of WEEI's Sherman Feller as he keeps Boston awake with gags, stunts, and music

After-midnight Audience

Barbasol took a ehanee and opened up a

new time of the hroadeast flay for advertisers

There's a sizable audience after mid-

night. That has been proven by A. C.

Nielsen's organization, the only re-

search group that can deliver incontro-

vertible rating figures for this segment of

the broadcast day. NRI (Nielsen Radio
Index) reports that, for the month of

January 1947, 15.1 per cent of all radio

homes in the nation (as represented by
the NRI cross-section) used their radio

MAY 1947

receivers at some time between 12 and

1 a.m. Listening dropped to 0.7 of the

radio homes between 4 and 5 a.m., low

hour in dialing during the month. The
average audience—that is, sets-in-use at

any one specific minute—during the wee

hours is a little more than half the total

audience that listens sometime during any

hour after midnight. What Nielsen calls

"average audience per minute during the

hour" for the 12-to-l a.m. period was 9.9.

Just as Nielsen has reported for the

first time (exclusively for sponsor) the

size of the nation's after-midnight audi-

ence, just so did a sponsor, Barbasol, put

that audience to the sales test, by pur-

chasing the midnight hour on 14 stations

throughout the nation.

Advertisers have used spots on all-

night disk jockey programs, but no one

company, prior to Barbasol, based an

entire radio broadcast campaign on using

the 12-to-l hour six days a week. The

brushless shave cream used time virtuall)

from coast to coast on ten 50,000-watt

13



A. c. NIELSEN REPORT ON
1 III: AFTER-MIDNIGHT Al DIENCE

January 1947

Eastern Using Radio iAverage Audience Average Duration

Standard At Some Time Per Minute Of Listening

Time During Hour* During Hour* (Minutes)

3912-1 AM i5.r; 9.9'

;

1-2 AM 7.5% 4.1% 33

2-3 AM 2.8% 1.5% 32

3-4 AM 1.1% 0.7', 38

4-5 AM 0.7% 0.4% 34

5-6 AM 2.0% 0.9% 27

6-7 AM 6.5% 3.0% 28

7-8 AM 14.9% 7.8% 31

"(Per cent of Tc>tal NRI Homes)

stations, one 10,000-watt, one 5,000-watt,

one 1,000-watt, and one 250-watt outlet.

The line-up (station, city, and jockey)

was:

Station Cltj Jockej

Kllk \ Pittsburgh Bill Brandt

KFI Los Angeles Al Povlc

KMOX Sr . Louis Al Bland

KPO San Francisco Eddy km:
WBBM Chicago John McCormick

WBT Charlotte Kurt Webster

WCCO Minneapolis Bill Wiggington

WKKI Boston Sherman Keller

WHOT South Bend Ray Websrer

WISH Indianapolis John Morrow-

WJH < :li\ eland Larry Krupp

W.N K\\ Now York Art Ford

WTOP \\ ashiugton K.ddy Gallaher

WWL Nt« Orleans Bob Poole

The idea of using the midnight hour to

sell Barbasol Shave Cream, blades, de-

odorant, and Primrose House cosmetics

didn't originate with Erwin, Wasey and

Company, the Barbasol advertising

agency, or the sponsor itself. Station

WISH in Barbasol's home town, Indian-

apolis, made the original pitch to the

manufacturer and sold the idea of a test

run. Barbasol is a difficult product with

which to make a quick test. It reaches

the retailer through a wholesaler, jobber,

chain, or distributor, and it takes nine

months to prove anything saleswise.

Indianapolis, being the home town of

the product, is a tough testing area be-

cause it has been the focal point of most

of the Barbasol test campaigns, and be-

cause it naturally has greater Barbasol

loyalty than any other town. It is,

nevertheless, a normal medium-size

American town with no more than usual

residents who burn the midnight oil.

And in order to make the test most con-

clusive, no other promotion of any kind

was attempted in the hoosier city^during

the trial campaign.

Midnight brings "Poole's Paradise" to Orleans, when Bob Poole, a cross between Morgan and
Godfrey, mixes Hit Parade and gag disks. Busting rules, he reads jokes direct from the book

Early in 1946, WISH's John Morrow
began to spin disks for what they called

the Barbasol Midnight Matinee. It was

a straight platter show with news and

some kidding. Morrow is no screwball,

and his hour depended mostly upon

music and local color. The program was

given all the Barbasol products to sell.

Six times a week for a full hour Morrow

delivered Barbasol messages— 10 sec-

onds in length and as many as 32 in one

60-minute period. The sales spiels being

so short, listeners didn't realize they were

being sold anything and frequently com-

mented on the non-commercial nature of

the program. The WISH test ran along

until September of last year, when the

first nine months were up. Then a one-

month sales check was made. Barbasol

sales were up 38 per cent over the same

period in 1945.

That was enough for Erwin, Wasey.

If a midnight disk jockey show could up

sales in Indianapolis 38 per cent, that type

of program and that hour of night were

ready for a national test of Barbasol's

advertising. George Wasey, account

executive for the agency, started the

radio staff shopping for choice availabili-

ties. An hour six days a week at any

other time of day but after midnight was

beyond anyone's test budget. But at

this time of night it didn't cost much, if

any, more than a station break between

Charlie McCarthy and Fred Allen, or

between Jack Benny and Phil Harris.

Barbasol only had hopes of an audience

rating of two but expected that it would

be the audience turnover that would

count. (They had no way of knowing

what the number of sets-in-use were since

Nielsen had not yet run off his report for

sponsor.) Even without this information

the agency felt it was making a good buy

since WISH had proved that early a.m.

listeners were buyers. Also, research un-

covered that masculine listeners were pre-

dominant during the hours when most of

the world is asleep.

Barbasol is a radio success baby

Singing Sam, the Barbasol Man Harry

Frankel) sold the product to the nation

back in 1931 and through 1937 with N

Brush, No Lather, No Rub-in" sur

the tune of Tammany, Tammany.

Through the years the manufacturer had

followed the broadcast advertising think-

ing of Lou Wasey. president of their

agency. Wasey tied Barbasol to person-

ality broadcasters— not programs from

Singing Sam through Edwin C. Hill,

Jacob Tarshish, Gabriel Heatter. and

Arthur Godfrey, and then through the

nation's after-midnight disk jock

Wasey also has stressed the need for mul-
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tiple broadcasts per week, an idea that

reached its ultimate in six hours a week

per station. Most Barbasol successes

prior to the test had been net shows and

national coverage was important to it.

The disk jockey midnight formula deliv-

ers a thin national coverage. One disk

jockey alone, Kurt Webster of station

WBT, claims that his mail comes from 48

states and averages 1,000 pieces a week.

He gets phone calls sometimes running up

into the hundreds while he's on the air

and has had 35 long distance calls in one

night, including one from Manchester,

England. Webster is the boy who

brought the song Heartaches back from

the graveyard to number one on the Hit

Parade. He makes a specialty of digging

up old tunes. But each platter-spinner

tested has his own specialty—features

that make him number one to his fol-

lowers. There's still the enthusiasm of

the early days of radio to listening after

midnight.

Barbasol shot the works on the after-

midnight audience national test. It spent,

while they used this period of the broad-

cast day, sixty cents out of every adver-

tising dollar for these shows.

Disk jockeys, who took their character-

izations as "Barbasol's Number One

Salesmen" seriously, didn't have the

patience to wait to see the sponsor's fig-

ures; they went out and checked person-

ally at the point-of-sale. One, for in-

stance, checked 125 Barbasol outlets in

his area, from drug stores to restaurants

(surprisingly nine of the latter) . He found

that they were selling three times as much
as they had been before he started his

Barbasol commercials . . . and he had

been doing a Barbasol job for only six

months when he visited the dealers.

They're all personality boys, these disk-

spinners, from Art Ford, WNEW's con-

WCCO's Bill Wiggington, knowing his Twin
Cities, depends on disks he spins—not talk

WBT's Kurt Webster is casual on his Charlotte
(N. C.) Dancing Party but he builds tunes

Eddy Gallaher gives the District of Columbia
suave, sophisticated, restful, and calm music

ductor of the Milkman's Matinee, whose

show is still Barbasol sponsored to Al

Bland of station KMOX, who uses his

"other voice," Mose the night janitor, to

give his program a lift every now and

then. They had a tougher than normal

job to do in boosting the number one

brushless shave cream, Barbasol, even

Al Bland and his "Mose" voice. He plays
folk music on St. Louis "Midnight Patrol"

higher in the sales picture. The relative

standing of the leading contenders for

home brushless shaving dollar shows the

first four as follows:

Barbasol

Molle

Burma Shave
Palmolive

Barbasol has 23.9 per cent of the mar-

Bill Brandt gives Pittsburgh audience a white-tie-and-tails feeling.
Even if he doesn't dress up every night his is "stepping-out" music

Ray Webster relies on the mood of music he plays for his "Variety
Hour" to hold audiences. That's how they like it in South Bend
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WJ W's Larry Krupp depends on request tunes to build fans. Nothing
fancy in his Cleveland midnight session but music holds dialers

Al Povic's "Midnight Flyer" disk session is built around train sound-
effects with light music, talk about music, and Hollywood gossip

ket. Molle, which is doing well radio-

wise with Molle Mystery Theatre has 14.5.

Fifty per cent of the commercials dur-

ing any one hour went to the Barbasol

Shave Cream, 25 per cent to the blades

and lotion and 25 per cent for women's

products. With Barbasol selling both

nun and women on the same program,

different products, the agency instructed

the disk mc's to play light romantic

numbers before selling the Primrose

House line of cosmetics. The midnight

audience, according to fan mail and phone

check-up ranges between two and three

to one in favor of the men. Naturally the

commercials were handled in a straight

fashion (try to do anything else in 10

seconds) so the men didn't tune out when

they heard Primrose House cosmetics re-

ceiving the play.

Everything happens after midnight

frcm the insult-everybody routine of

Barry Gray (WOR) to the Kent-Johnson

developed no-talk-permitted sing-every-

thing-after-midnight formula tried on

WJZ. It's radio's gag period. Kurt

Webster has his shaving brush museum.
Bob Poole (WWL) collects old jazz

records and plays them on his show and

each midnight record man has his own
musical formula. Each program is a

world unto itself, except that those com-

mercials must be scheduled on time.

The audience, is really a cross-section

of the nation's dialers—there being verj

few radio homes that don't listen at some

time or another to programs that are

transmitted after the witching hour.

Like the fable of Times Square and 42nd

Street, which claims that if anyone stands

at that corner long enough he'll meet

everyone he ever knew, the boys who
spin disks and palaver while most of the

world sleeps claim that even sponsors

stay up all night sometimes, especially,

the one night when the mc lets himself

go and messes up just one itsy-bitsy

commercial. Yes, they claim everybody

listens some time or another after mid-

night.

Barbasol proved, through its after-

midnight program scheduling, that this

coverage is effective—and productive.

Because Barbasol has cancelled all its

radio there's no conclusive data but the

advertising profession now knows at least

that there is an all-night audience to be

sold, a fact about which no one could be

certain until NRI made its study and

Barbasol tried its sales effectiveness.

Eddie King mixes straight music, news, requests,

guests, and a pleasant personality for Frisco

Chicago's John McCormick is breezy, spins hit

tunes, runs WBBM's "Matinee at Midnight"
Art Ford, WNEW's Milkman, handles one of the air's most successful all-niqht platter spinning

sessions. His music is for Manhattan,- musical comedy pop tunes at midnight, sweet music later

^
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Giant store-displays result when a "name" radio show comes visiting. "Vox Pop" visit made this St. Louis retailer go to town for

ROAD TO RESULTS

program

Most shows would hit the rails

if sponsors know travel's effect

No matter how many ears listen avidly to a program, local

or network, a show should travel to ring its sweetest tune
on the cash register. That's as true for the New York
Philharmonic Symphony (CBS) as it is for Ted Malone
(ABC), Queen For A Day (MBS), Dr. I. Q. (NBC),
Food Store Quiz (KXOK), or Korn' s-A-Krackin' (KWTO).
An ivory tower is not the best broadcasting studio and

there are very, very few programs that don't profit from
shaking the dust of their own radio cities from their micro-
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phones and meeting their outside audiences face to face.

The only reason why more local programs don't travel is the

simple matter of line charges, which are a major factor with

a one-station airing. The same factor is a drop in the bucket

with a network show. How vital travel is to a show's com-

mercial success may be seen in the fact that travel even foi

the big units like symphonies with over 100 musicians makes

it worthwhile for their sponsors to foot both the deficits of

these culture-laden road appearances (U. S. Rubber pays all

the losses of the Philharmonic up to $25,000) and the cost of

receptions following each broadcast.

With very few exceptions, even the programs that for

reasons of their own sit it out in their home bailiwicks make

treks to the three great markets (New York, Chicago, Holly-
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Successful roadshowing must be planned in compete detail. Jack

Banner, Frank Small and Eddie Greif chert a Professor Quiz tour

* !

r .

Phil Spitalny, with Evelyn and her violin, starts a road tour smiling

Evelyn (Mrs. Spitalny) cets the program plans out of the bag

unoJ once a year (this excludes of course the low cost

daytime serials). The entertainment may be the greatest in

the world but as long as the stars are remote personalities the

program's sales appeal is less than maximum. There are

exceptions like Fibber McGee and Molly, Screen Guild, Lux

Theater, and a number of other film-starred presentations,

but the stars frequently meet their air fans across the screens

ol the nation, which, to dialers, is the next best thing to a

handclasp and an autograph. But a show's hitting the road

means a lot more than saying hello to fans. Consumer per-

sonal appearances are just part of the travel picture. A
commercial program's visit to the average town more often

than not puts that town in the bag, both as a listener and as

a buyer. It's both a wholesale and a retail operation, for

while it's the consumer who buys, more often than not it's

distribution that makes or breaks a product. The program's

personality boys—and girls—not only cement the public's

loyalty for the product, but they also bind the retailer and

the distributor to that extra sales effort that puts any product

a lap ahead of competition. While Professor Quiz 'ABC,

sponsored by American Oil Company) visited one town Craig

Earle (P. Q. himself) during a dealer social meeting enjoyed

the company of an important truck fleet operator. Within

24 hours after this social get-together the fleet owner had

shifted his business to an Amoco dealer. In this case it

meant 10,000 gallons of gas per month sold for the sponsor.

This little-publicized detail of road showing sells millions of

dollars worth of products. Of course the star must be a

good mixer for this to work but most performers are. Big

accounts are often shifted because a star has dropped in on

(Please turn to page 33)

Station report of on-the-air program promotion for "Hour of Charm''
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Evelyn en route knits and plans with her musical department heads Professor Quiz visits a local manufacturing plant for a news picture

Ted Malone cuts ribbon to open a new Westinghouse department What doesn't show up in a promotion report—those dealer gatherings

The big (moment—actual broadcast over network with a local setting somewhere between Maine and California. Town is sponsor-conscious
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Typical feed outlet (inside and outside views) to which radio brinqs farmers conditioned to

idea that "supplementary feeds" are a modern accessory to profitable year-round stock raising

Radio Build

Nature can be rushed. Just as

radio has changed hundreds of

so-called hard and fast rules of

business, it is also responsible in part for

the modern hen laying four times more

eggs than the hens of 50 years ago. It

formerly took farmers two years to fatten

a hog to marketable weight. Nature not-

withstanding, today hogs have to be

ready for butchering in six months, or the

farmer loses money.

The sweet music that comes forth from

radio receivers doesn't do the job, but the

20

educational talks that are made palatable

by entertainment are responsible for

changing the thinking of the thousands of

blue jean wearers throughout America's

great farm areas. Modern farm programs

are vital parts of the public service of

most stations. They implement what

the farm agent has been trying to do for

generations. Clean plowing contests like

those sponsored by station WMT help

curtail the corn borer problem, and

projects like WOW's Operation Big

Muddy help bring the tale of irrigation to

the men who need water for stock and

fodder.

These are part of what radio has done

to make farming profitable. All the good

public service in the world, to do the

ultimate job for the stock farmer, has to

be backed by feed merchants who

aren't hidebound, who don't expect

their customers to lose a sizable portion

of their cattle herds, hogs and chickens

The feed merchant is the key to farm

economy throughout the world, and in

the middle-west it is the merchant who

handles Murphy supplementary feeds who

represents constructive thinking to the

man who makes his living from stock.

This is no accident. In 1921 Murphy

Products was organized because Jim

Murphy had lost heavily when his herds

and flocks suffered serious illnesses and

costly losses due to lack of feeds with pro-

tein supplements. Jim waited to establish

Murphy Products Company until brother

Lawrence graduated in 1921. At first the

brothers mixed enriched feed by hand on

SPONSOR
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WLS's "National Barn Dance" proved for Murphy Products Company that entertainment draws
farmers to their radios during months when educational programs would make them turn off sets

midwest feed business
the farm. It wasn't long before the

neighbors, seeing what the Murphy feeds

were doing for Murphy stock, started

buying it. It was at this time that the

term "mineral feeds" was introduced.

(It was approved by most farm authori-

ties of the period.) Their introduction

precipitated experiments which led to

stock farm use of proteins and vitamins.

The acceptance of name of Murphy and

"mineral feeds" was nothing spectacular.

Word'of'inouth and even extensive use of

farm journals agitated the market but

didn't do anything to change husbandry.

In 1928 Walter A. Wade, head of the

Wade Advertising Agency in Chicago,

took over the account. At that time

Murphy Minerals were sold farm-to-farm

by local agents operating on a commis'

MAY 1947

sion basis. Back covers of farm papers

were pulling inquiries for 2-lb bags of

enriched feed materials fairly successfully.

(The offer is still in effect.)

It was two years after Wade took over

the account that he sold Murphy on

pioneering in educational feeding broad-

casts (1930). He selected WLS, The

Prairie Farmer station, Chicago for the

first test. Murphy's Minstrels in Sep-

tember of that year took over Tuesday

nights 8:00 to 8:30. Talent included

Cliff Soubler and the Maple City Four,

the last a male quartet that is still sing-

ing (minus one of its original members)

for Murphy. Two months later, with

the sales curve on the upgrade, one-

minute announcements were added to the

schedule. In 1931 Murphy's Mammoth

Minstrels moved to three morning periods

weekly. Sales continued to climb. This

continued during the height of the busi-

ness recession but early in 1933 Murphy's

air advertising became a depression

casualty also.

For two years radio and Murphy were

strangers. During these two years Jim
started building a dealer organization by

personal solicitation. Then Jim Murphy
himself came to the air in five-minute

talks on feeding problems.

It wasn't long before the Murphy talks

were increased from one to three a week

and WHO's Saturday night Barn Dance

Frolic was also telling the Murphy story.

Wade, who had placed Alka-Seltzer on

the WLS National Barn Dance and seen

its phenomenal growth, waited for a
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Prairie Farmer station WLS entertains a National Barn Dance sponsor. (I. to r.) General manager
Glenn Snyder, program manager Harold Safford, sponsors Mrs. and Mr. Murphy, and agency
head Walter Wade, in the lobby of Eighth Street Theater from which Barn Dance is broadcast

Jim Murphy-authored booklets cover all phases of stock raising. They are distributed widely,

featured on Murphy broadcasts, credited with helping change feed thinking in midwest areas

ir jut) i mini
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Barn Dance opening for Murphy and that

chance came in January 1936 (13th year

of the WLS shindig). Radio at once

showed its strength. Murphy's sales in

April of 1936 quadrupled their previous

month's total and in May reached an all-

time high. Murphy's distribution ex-

panded and dealerships in Wisconsin,

Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Minnesota, Ne-

braska, North Dakota, South Dakota,

Ohio, Michigan and Missouri were fran-

chised. During the period when new

territories were opened stations like WJR
Detroit) and WLW (Cincinnati), as well

as many locals, were used to support the

introduction of the Murphy products.

Murphy was doing okay. However,

the summer slump (farmers are too busy

in the field from May to September) dis-

turbed Murphy and Wade. They decided

that even if the farmer was too tired

to read all the ads in farm papers during

his heavy burden months, he wouldn't

be too tired to listen to the radio.

Murphy's Barnyard Jamboree was con-

tinued throughout the summer of 1936

and the sales curve did not have its usual

summer dive. Supplementary feeds con-

tinued to sell and Murphy is now a 52-

week radio advertiser.

Feed was scarce in 1937. All through

the winter farmers had to buy most of

their needs. When the summer came the

farmers sighed with relief. Feed bills had

ended. The stock could be turned out to

pasture. However, the stock did need

enriched foods and Murphy had to sell

the idea and his products.

Came the Murphy Big Radio Contest.

From May 14 until August 1 WHO and

WLS carried the news of prizes like a

tractor, house trailer, Shetland pony,

wrist watches, baseball gloves and a

number of other gifts for users of Murphy

feeds. All listeners had to do was to

describe why they liked Murphy products

best. Entry blanks were placed in all

bags of Murphy feeds. Thousands of

entries were received and more than

1,500,000 pounds of feed sales were

directly traced to the summer contest.

The competition became a regular part

of Murphy's advertising until 1942 when

the war made it difficult to obtain mer-

chandise for prizes.

Murphy's educational pamphlets, which

serve as helpful guides to increased live-

stock production, are now given away on

programs of farm news and market re-

ports on WKZO, Kalamazoo; WOWO,
Fort Wayne; WDAY, Fargo; WAIT,

Cedar Rapids and WDAF, Kansas City.

Each of the pamphlets tell a story that

leads to more profit for farmers—to in-

(Please turn to page 42
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Station representation doesn't stop at

selling. That is indicated by a sur-

vey of a nationwide cross-section

of stations just completed by sponsor.

It is double checked by a survey of sta-

tion representatives themselves. What
sponsors and agencies get from representa-

tives is less than 50 per cent of what a

well-staffed representative does for his

stations. While 100 per cent of the

station-sample voting indicated that

representatives do a job for the stations

only 86 per cent stated that they thought

that reps do a job for advertising agencies.

The returns indicate that the same per-

centage of stations felt that reps do a job

for the industry but only 69 per cent felt

that they should serve sponsors directly.

Actually, the job being done for sta-

tions by qualified reps is amazing. These

men work on everything that a station

does to stay in business from rate cards

to network affiliation. Where there is no

network affiliation and even where there

is, advice on programing is often as vital

as network information. Station man-

agers are frequently too close to their

own operations to effectively judge their

program schedules. So their station rep-

resentatives, located generally in the key

radio buying markets, are able to evalu-

ate both networks and programing for

them objectively.

Network selection may seem a simple

operation. If a station can't obtain

number one, it takes number two and so

on down to number four. However, sta-

tion reps point out that in many cases it's

advantageous to take number three, and

sometimes number four, in certain mar-

kets. There is much more to it, a key rep

pointed out, than just making a network

connection.

In the matter of programing, station

representatives are time and time again

called upon to point out to their stations

that what seems to be a varied (some-

thing of everything) schedule, just isn't

interesting to a national advertiser who
knows that local listening is acquired by

a station generally via "block program-

ing." Handling a number of stations, the

representative knows not only what builds

audiences but what national sponsors look

for when they place spot business.

Standardization of rate cards has been

made easier through the cooperation of

station representatives. The NAB Time

Buyers Committee have had effective co-

operation in getting stations with repre-

sentation to see the need for specific in-

formation on rate cards. However, the

reps have a far more extensive job than

that. Some of them have spent years

educating their stations on rate funda-

mentals. In a number of cases the station

managers have sat down with their station

reps and battled out a card between them.

The manager knows what he needs to

cover his operating costs and what his

principals expect from their investment

in the property. The station reps on

their part know what station time can be

sold for in the market in which it's

located. The final rate card is often a

compromise between these two funda-

mentals . . . and the good station rep is

invaluable (according to his stations) in

arriving at a saleable rate structure.

Station representatives are also in daily

service as consultants on operating policy.

In this field their services increase daily.

Several representatives have added per-

sonnel recently whose major responsi-

bility is working with stations on operat-

ing problems. Promotion and research

men are now standard in many offices.

With FM, FAX, and TV fast becoming

factors in broadcast operations, the sta-

tion manager finds his station representa-

tive increasingly important in an ad-

visory capacity—although the station

representative still must be a business

producer. If he doesn't bring in the

business all other functions are fast

forgotten.

The major station squawk seem to be

that most representatives have too many
outlets to handle. This objection is

usually made by the small station which

requires almost 100 per cent of a repre-

sentative's time selling it. Most man-

agers of new stations will admit they

know that representation of their small

operations will cost the firm they select

money during the first year or two, and

they take that into consideration in

making their appointments.

Stations for the most part realize that

without representation they just wouldn't

be able to handle or even get their share

of national business. To quote one, "a

station representative is a keystone in the

national spot business picture—and since

more than half of our dollar volume (not

counting our network income) comes from

national spot chain break business placed

through our representative, where would

we be without him? There's not the

slightest question but plenty of station

representatives have been living off

'transom business.' But they have ready

and available transoms—and that's im-

portant. If station representatives hadn't

been in business during the last 15 years

and sold the idea of spot advertising, most

stations would be struggling along where

we were at that time."

Another station manager loves his rep,
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and what representatives think
about themselves

but "I wish we could sell him on the

necessity of convincing advertising agen-

cies and sponsors that all spot business

shouldn't be placed in station breaks and
participating programs. We build fine

programs and then fail to sell them. If

sponsors and agencies could only realize

that they can develop the listening and
buying habit on a local level just as they

do on a national level . . . with programs,

the entire industry would profit."

Some of the firms realize that their

greatest job, their so-called sustaining

obligation, is to sell non-radio advertisers

on including broadcasting in their bud-

gets. They realize that much of this mis-

sionary work is of a long term nature and
that even when the business develops

they're not certain they'll get more of it

than the representative who didn't knock
on sponsors' doors.

Representatives run the gamut from

straight selling to real station advisory

service. Some, in servicing their stations,

actually lay out rate cards, conduct

special research projects, including diary

studies, and regularly release broadsides

selling both the stations and their indi-

vidual programs. One representative has

conducted two studies on the effective-

ness of spot broadcasting, paying the en-

tire bill. These surveys were made in a

town where the representative had no
stations so that they would not be sus-

pect. Another has devoted his trade ad-

vertising to selling the idea of spot adver-

tising rather than to impress prospective

station clients.

Counsel which one representative gave
two of his stations saved those stations

from making network commitments which

(Please turn to page 41)

What Stations Want*

from representatives

1. More factual selling

2. "Complete" representation

3. Exchange of ideas

4. Contract detail handling

5. Intensive trade relations

6. Contacts, contacts and more contacts

7. Original research

8. Supplementary promotion

9. Availabilities at all prospects

10. Understanding of their operations

* In the order of their importance as seen by stations themselves

What Station Representatives Give*

1. Increased dollar volume

2. Promotion

3. Agency contacts

4. Rate card information and planning

5. Programing recommendations to stations

6. Overall station operation advice

7. Help on special sales problems

8. Sales research

9. Program research

10. Media education (to agencies and sponsors)

* In order of importance as seen by representatives themselves
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^ rf" Should advertisers retain frequency discounts earned

ft
over a 52-week period when renewing for identical

A service for another contiguous cycle?

^/> ^fl
ft

D L J l_l A L Director of Public Relations
Kichard H. Amberg

| American Transit Association

UU 1

The
Pit Kril I'miH

answers
Mr. \:is!m'i*u:

It seems to me
that the main ob-

jection to permit-

ting advertisers to

continue an earned

frequency dis-

count beyond a

5 2-week cycle has

been fear on the

part of stations

that they would

set a precedent which would ultimately

cost them money.

It has been my experience that the

reverse has been true . . . that the fairness

in permitting an advertiser to continue

his schedule at his earned rate beyond a

52-week period without risking short

rate, has enabled stations to hold business

they otherwise would have lost. Many
an agency and advertiser has thus been

enabled to project a schedule for a con-

tiguous cycle which might otherwise have

been dropped. Recently a leading radio

representative told me that 90 per cent

Mt the stations he represents, faced with

the danger of losing business through the

rate increase necessitated by the start of

a new contract year, would actually grant

the continuance of the current earned

rate into a new contiguous cycle.

So, why not publish the fact and put

another issue squarely on top of the

table? Actually, the arguments against

the policy on grounds of principle appear

to me to be strictly academic. Obviously,

no matter what the arguments pro or con,

those stations which feel they would lose

money by adopting a continuing earned

rate policy, aren't going to do it. Others,

who believe in making their facilities easy

to buy and have found no evidence of

loss, will grant the earned rate knowing

full well that an advertiser should be en-

titled to an earned bulk rate based on his

continued patronage, and not be penalized

because he is riding along with them.

Wm. Doty Edouarde
Timebuyer

Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc'

Station dis-

counts over a 52-

week period are

measured against

a fair margin of

profit, if made in-

telligently. If an

^A | * I advertiser re-

^k^^g^fl I rained his dis-

j^ m « H count beyond the

^^^^ ™ ^*™ 52nd week, the sta-

tion would, in all probability, find itself

running up against a fundamental law . . .

the law of diminishing returns. Many
times, the station discount of 52-weeks

is the maximum discount it can afford,

and it can give this only if full 52-week

periods are used.

I consider the 52-week discount period

in radio a fair projection. Beyond that,

it is hard to speculate. In the event of a

union pay raise, or unusual operating ex-

penses, a station manager stuck with such

a discount structure would lose money.

If I were a station manager, with time

to sell, I would sell it at the same rate for

13 weeks ... or 26 weeks ... or 52 weeks.

The problem differs greatly from that of

a man buying carloads of merchandise

rather than buying one at a time over a

counter. Even there you'll find that a

manufacturer can give discounts only up

to a point.

With the lack of assurance that exists

in radio as to renewals from year to year,

I consider the 52-week projection suf-

ficient.

Karl Kmpe
vp
Anderson. Davis & Platte. Inc.

My answer to

your question con-

cerning the reten-

tion of frequency

discounts would

be, emphatically,

yes! I can see no

reason why an ad-

vertiser who is

willing to continue

a campaign be-

yond an original 52-week period should

be penalized by having to revert back to

his original state of a new advertiser.

I have always been under the impres-

sion that the reason for time discounts

was an endeavor to maintain a regular

and constant schedule, but, inaugurating

a policy whereby an advertiser, in effect,

starts over again at the end of each 52-

week cycle is inconsistent to the general

policy of constant broadcasting.

In other words, it is making it easy tor

the advertiser to drop out for an in-

definite period after completion of a 52-

week cycle and pick up at any later time

without penalty. Then too, in the sense

of fairness itself, one advertiser may com-

plete a 52-week cycle, drop out for eight

weeks, start again and complete another

52-week cycle and would enjoy the same

discounts over a span of 112 weeks that

another advertiser would enjoy during

104 weeks of constant broadcasting.

R. E. Dunville

General Manager

Station WLW
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o Frequency dis-

counts are granted

to advertisers be-

cause broad'

J~^

I casters can afford

to sell time at re-

^^ duced rates when

JA I they are assured of

I continuous spon-

Aj I sorship. Likewise,

they constitute re-

wards to advertisers who subscribe to

such a continuous sponsorship policy.

The denial of a frequency discount

earned during a preceding year would be,

in my book, a flat statement that "I

don't want your business." Such action

would imply that the broadcaster would

rather sell time on a short term basis.

More important is the fact that an adver-

tiser's application for a renewal of service

is an expression of faith in a particular

program or station. To permit the ad-

vertiser to retain the frequency discount

justly earned can be construed as a re-

ciprocal expression of confidence.

One word in the question under con-

sideration should be underscored, how-

ever. That word is "contiguous." A
lapse between contracts should eliminate

the discount.

Roger W. Clipp

General Manager

Station WFIL

In answer to

your question, it

has always been

our contention
that this problem

is one of individual

station policy
which may be af-

fected by the local

competitive situa-

tion in that market.

A few years back, one Chicago adver-

tising agent brought up this question and

we discussed it with several stations that

would be affected with this one program
advertiser. Of these stations, 15 in num-
ber, only one favored the contiguous fre-

quency discounts beyond the 52-week

period. The networks are divided on this

issue, as you know, since NBC, CBS, and
ABC do not permit advertisers to earn

discounts beyond a 52-week period.

On an average, we feel that in the

majority of cases, radio stations will find

it sounder business policy to keep all

frequency discounts on a 52-week basis,

Joseph Hershey McGillvra
President

Joseph H. McGillvra, Inc.
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We know how HE measures

. . . a length at a time! But

what measure do YOU use

when you size up a station?

COVERAGE ?

BMB gives WFBM the highest percentage of listeners of

any station measured in the rich central Indiana area!

HOOPERS?
WFBM is first in over-all ratings in the Fall-Winter report,

1946-47!

SUCCESS STORIES ?

WFBM has enough on file to keep you reading over any

weekend.

REPUTATION?
WFBM is the oldest station in Indiana . . . operated for

prestige for over 24 years!

MERCHANDISING ?

WFBM merchandising men are in the field 52 weeks every

year. Persistent promotion builds bigger audiences for

WFBM sponsored shows.

COSTS?
Any time, day or night, WFBM delivers a bargain buy in

spots or programs.

Jli6e Jtfale&t People ?
Gosh, we COULD have told you the WHOLE story ... but

ask the fellow at The Katz Agency for the rest of it!

WFBM
INDIANAPOLIS

BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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So that Amegca may draw inspiration from

and find guidance in the immortal story of

The greatest life that was ever lived . .

.

American Broadcasting Company

presents

.

Che Cjve<*te$t s^tovy £,\>e\* C&fo

Sundays at 6:30 P.M. EST sponsored by

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company



SMS ADVERTISING

Goodyear obtains business with
Similar p. m. biblical airing

It's the finest of fine arts—selling via the air, without ad-

vertising. A number of great corporations have achieved

real results from broadcast advertising with a minimum

of sales copy, but Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company's

sponsorship of The Greatest Story Ever Told is the first attempt

(with the exception of The Doctors Talk It Over, sponsor,

April 1947) to turn airtime into salestime with no commercial

copy at all. The Doctors Talk is geared to reach only a small

segment of the great American listening audience but The

Greatest Story Ever Told is addressed to everyone, for Good-

year sells everything rubber from rubberized fabrics to

tractor tires. To reach a mass audience without even re-

minder copy on the air is a unique achievement, one that only

an inspired idea such as The Bible in modern language (not

slang but 1947 wordage nonetheless) could hope to accomplish.

The Greatest Story Ever Told is a public service gesture, a

gesture which is an oasis in a radio desert of straight com-

mercialism. There is not the

slightest tinge of commercial

religion about any of the

|
broadcasts. Here are the days

I of Christ come to life in such a

I way that even the Conference

of Christians and Jews and the

Anti-Defamation League have

endorsed it, the League send-

|
ing out 300,000 cards to its

members urging them to listen

to the program.

The Bible has been drama-

tized before. During broad-

casting's early days, bringing

The Bible to the air was stand-

ard practice with every pro-

gram director who came to the

networks and with every pro-

gram man at every station

.
throughout the country. Bibli-

cal dramatizations were and in

jmany cases still are standard

public service practice. But
few of these programs reach

many ears. Light of the World
[has been a standard daytime
program for General Mills for

years but has just garnered an
audience about the same size

•as any daytime serial. Affili-

O. Bromley Oxnam
Bishop of The Methodist Church

The New York Area
ISO Fifth Avenue. New York II. N.Y.

January 24, 1947

Mr. Mark Woods
American Broadcasting Company
30 Rookefeller Plaza
New York, ;jew York

My dear Mr. Woods:

Mrs. Oxnam and I went to the "preview" of the
new radio program entitled "The Greatest Story Ever Told".
We regard this as a highly significant contribution to the
nation. It is significant to me that it is sponsored com-
mercially. I was particularly impressed by the dignified
way in which Goodyear Company is mentioned. It is in no
sense obtrusive. I am of the opinion that this venture
will prove to be not only of great religious value, but
likewise profitable to Goodyear.

The program is good drama. It treats a sacred
theme with a reverence that is not overdone, but that is

appropriate. The essential message of the Good Samaritan
in terms of tolerance and an eventual world neighborhood
is most convincing. Frankly, I left the room v/ith a sense
of lift.

I am very proud of the fact that our Broadcastinr.

Companies see the wisdom of this kind of presentation. It

would seem to me that nothing but good from every point of
view can follow this program.

May I also thank you for the friendly and cour-
teous way in which we were received.

Ever sincer

ated stations of a network take very few religious sustainers
and, except in a few special cases, local biblical reenactments
are usually heard only by families of the actors. A series of
e. t.'s produced on the West Coast was heard for years but
nothing happened to shake radio from its usual commercial
formula.

Goodyear's presentation is different not only in its lack of

commercial hoop-la but in its very conception. Fulton

Oursler, who years ago founded the sensation-seeking New
York Daily Graphic for Bernarr Macfadden, who discovered

Walter Winchell, and who in more recent years has become
senior and religious editor of Reader's Digest, has been crusad-

ing for a long time to bring broadcast light to bear upon what
he refers to as "the little understood teachings of Christ."

Oursler is said to have read 1,000 books on the subject, to

have made many trips to the Holy Land, and to be one of the

best-informed laymen on the life of Jesus.

First advertiser to display interest in The Greatest Story

Ever Told, which is Fulton Oursler's idea come to life, was

Standard Oil of New Jersey. They were sold by Rayshow,

Inc., a radio program produc-

tion group which also repre-

sents Reader's Digest, Radio

Edition. Esso paid for the

audition recording but per-

mitted its option to lapse.

Rayshow then took the record-

ing to Kudner Agency, Inc.

Jim Ellis, president of Kudner,

at once realized that the idea

reflected the personal philoso-

phy of Paul Litchfield, chair-

man of the board of Goodyear,

as indicated by Litchfield's

book, Autumn Leaves. Ellis

took the transcription to Akron

and played it for Litchfield and

other company executives.

They liked the sample but had

reservations on Rayshow's
ability to maintain the stand-

ardsetinthe audition. So Kud-

ner and Rayshow did two more

auditions on wax and con-

vinced Goodyear that the

standard could be maintained

week in and week out. Good-

year bought the package the

first week in January of this

year and it was on the air by

January 26.
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Mam Goodyeai executives thought that a logical "non-

advertising" approach to their sponsorship of the presenta-

tion would be an introduction that stated that "Goodyear

1 in. and Rubber Company, the greatest name in rubber.

i The Greatest Story Ever Told," but Litchfield put

an end to that type of thinking very quickly. There were

others who wanted no Goodyeai mention at all, but the

Federal Communications Commission requires all sponsored

programs t<> credit the advertiser. Although this ruling

wasn't promulgated to cover cases like this, but to prevent

uncredited political airings and opinion-forming broadcasts,

the rule could not very well be altered for Goodyear or any

other straight commercial organization. So the program is

introduced as "The Greatest Story Ever Told, presented by the

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company," and signed ofi with

"This program was brought to you by the Goodyear Tire

and Rubber Company."

Our Sunday Visitor
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When d clerical editor headlines his report on a radio

program with a straight commercial plug for program's

backers, it points out fact that programs themselves do sell

As soon as the word got around that Goodyear was buying

a network program on the American Broadcasting Company
chain a number of Goodyear dealers bought spot time before

and after the program. When the home office heard about

it all tie-in broadcasts were cancelled. The non-commercial

aspect would have gone right out the window if the dealers

had been permitted to buy 100-word announcements either

before or after the broadcasts. As a matter of record The

Greatest Story Ever Told is the only program on the air that

does not promote tie-in business for stations locally—yet the

stations love it. The Greatest Story Ever Told is heard on

what is known as station option time— the time when stations

are not required contractually to take network programs. In

order to accept a chain program the stations are frequently

forced to cancel out a profitable local commercial bringing

them many times what the national show does. Clearing

time for The Greatest Story was a gigantic headache for the

network until the stations heard the show and then clearance

was practically routine. The program had 196 stations when

it bowed in and now has 199. Two days before the first

airing ABC set up a closed circuit for its stations. (Closed

circuits are conference meetings held through the facilities of

the network telephone lines at a time when no program is

being transmitted by the chain.) Each station invited key

local men from the fields of religion, education and civic affairs,

to attend the closed circuit meeting in their studios. As many
local pastors as could be reached came into the studios and

heard Mark Woods, ABC president, mc a program which

introduced Fulton Oursler, Dr. Willard Johnson, vp of the

National Conference of Christians and Jews, Dr. John

Sutherland Bonnell, pastor of the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian

Church (N. Y.), and Reverend Father Vincent Donovan,

Spiritual Director of St. Paul's Guild. All pointed out the

interdenominational quality of the planned broadcasts, which

are directed only "at the return of the world to Christ's

teachings." Following the closed circuit meetings each

station sent wires to church and civic groups beyond the

local marketing areas. Each big city station was allotted a

specific number of wires to be sent, the cost being shared

between the network and the sponsor. In 33 cities 3,135

telegrams were sent over the signatures of local station

managers. The results were outstandingly good in both

listening and critical reaction.

Although The Greatest Story Ever Told is presented as

(Please turn to page 50)
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KXEL's colorful "memo" car card, like other ABC stations'

transit ads, consistently feature Goodyear's biblical airing
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"No'commercials," "new departure," "unforgettable" is the

way these advertisements characterized "The Greatest Story

Ever.Told." Commercial public service rates that from stations
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(Continued from page 19)

a key executive to say hello. A Westing-

house distributor had never been able

even to talk to the man who said "no"

at a certain account, but when Ted

Malone was in this executive's town he

casually dropped in to shake his hand and

to hope that he'd have time to listen to

Ted Malone. The executive managed to

have all his business friends stop by

while Malone was talking to him and the

next week the Westinghouse distributor

had the account in the house. Malone

had accomplished without direct selling

what the distributor hadn't been able to

do in 10 years.

Some shows cost a fortune to travel and

these logically can't be expected to travel

consistently. Traveling expenses of great

casts like those of the Metropolitan Opera

cannot be shouldered for any length of

time, even by oil companies like Texas.

However, when the Opera traveled pre-

war, Texas did sponsor remote pick-ups

of the regular Saturday performance and

felt that the special costs were justified.

(It did not pay all the travel expenses

because the Opera was making its usual

spring out-of-town appearances—all Texas

paid for was special lines, promotion, and

batches of tickets for key Texaco dis-

tributors.) It is not picking up any re-

mote airings this season.

The programs that travel and wrap up

a town are those like Vox Pop (CBS),

Dr.l.Q.,( NBC) and Professor Quiz (ABC)

These are low-cost operations and require

only a small traveling group, unlike bands

and big variety or dramatic programs.

A production like the Parks Johnson-

Warren Hull question-popper (Vox Pop)

starts its schedule by asking the sponsor's

sales manager, "Everything else being

equal, where would you like us to go?"

When the s.m. has made his suggestions

the tour is laid out. The show is so

tailored that it seems part of the town

from which it's broadcast. Vox Pop

doesn't just give things to its program

guests; it spends hours, to discover just

what each guest would like most.

Both Johnson and Hull visit key dis-

tributors and -dealers, shake hands, talk

about the sponsor and his product with

genuine interest. There's direct sales

action when Vox Pop "takes over" a

town. Typically a New England store

keeper told Johnson that Lipton Soup
sat untouched on back shelves until he

started popping. Now, said the dealer,

he can't keep the stuff in stock, it moves
so rapidly. One reason for the previous

(Please turn to page 36)

YOU MAY SWIM 292 MILES,

NON-STOP* —

YOU WON'T FLOAT INTO

WESTERN MICHIGAN

WITHOUT WKZO-WJEF!

Here are some figures (Hooper figures, incidentally) that have

opened a good many eyes, recently. We hope they'll do the

same for you!

From 12 noon to 6 p.m., Mondays through Fridays, WKZO-
\\ JEF have a 37.4% Share of Audience in Grand Rapids

—

Kalamazoo. ALL other CBS stations combined have 11.7%

—

ALL NBC have 27.3%—ALL ABC have 13.8%—ALL MBS have

6.4%!

In other words, you could use every other station heard in

Western Michigan—and still miss over a third of your after-

noon audience (and our morning and evening figures come

out the same way)!

Ask for the complete Hooper Report—from us, or from Avery-

Knodel, Inc. Or, for that matter, just ask any advertiser who
has ever done a top-notch job in Western Michigan. . . .

* John V. Sigmund of St. Louis did it in 19U0 in S!l hours. 'i2 minutes.

WKZO
fcHO *c.ht

BOTH OWNED AND OPERATED BY FETZER BROADCASTING COMPANY

AVERY-KNODEL, INC., EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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Monthly Tabulation of Advertising by Categories

MAY: SOAP AMI CLEANSERS
SPONSOR

Armour & Co.,

Chicago

B. T. Babbitt, Inc.,

New York

Chemicals, Inc.,

Oakland, Calif.

Clean-O Chemicals,
New York

Colgate -Palmolive-
Peet Co.,

Jersey City, N. J.

Cudahy Packing Co.,

Chicago

General Foods Sales

Co., Inc., New York

Andrew Jergens Co.

(John H.Woodbury
Co. div.), Cincinnati

Kirkman Soap
Products, New York

AGENCY

Foote, Cone &
Belding, New York

Duane Jones,

New York

Garfield & Guild,
San Francisco

New Century,
New York

Ted Bates,

New York

William Esty,

New York

Sherman & Mar-
quette, New4York

Grant,

Chicago

Young & Rubicam,
New York

Robert Orr,

New York

Lever Bros.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Los Angeles Soap Co.

Los Angeles

Newell-Emmett,
New York

Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York

Ruthrauff & Ryan,-

J. Walter Thompson,
New York

Young & Rubicam,
New York

J. Walter Thompson,
New York

Raymond R. Morgan
Hollywood

PRODUCT

Chiffon Flakes

Bab-O

Vano Household
Cleaner

Cleanser

Palmolive Soap

Super-Suds, Vel

Ajax Cleanser

PROGRAMS

Hint Hunt (CBS), MTWTF 3:45-4 pm,
25 stations

David Harum (CBS), MTWTF 10:45-

11 am

Lora Lawton (NBC), MTWTF 11:45-
12 n

Meet the Missus (CBS), Fri 2:30-2:45
pm pst, 11 Pacific stations

Clean-O Program, MTWTF 10:30-
10:40 am, WOV(N. Y.)

Judy Canova Show (NBC), Sat 10-

10:30 pm

Kay Kyser's College of Music and
Knowledge (NBC), Wed 10:30-11 pm

Blondie (CBS), Sun 7:30-8 pm

Live, e.t, spots and breaks,

41 stations

1-min e.t. spots, 4 stations

Old Dutch Cleanser

La France Bluing

Flakes, Satina

Woodbury Facial Soap

Kirkman's Flakes, other

soap products

Rinso, Lifebuoy

Lux Flakes, Soap

Swan Soap

Lux Flakes, Soap

White King Soap, Sierra

Pine Soap, Scotch Triple

Action Cleanser

Nick Carter (MBS), Sun 6:30-7 pm

Second Mrs. Burton (CBS), MTWTF
2-2:15 pm, 65 stations

When a Girl Marries (NBC), MTWTF
5-5:15 pm, 76 stations

New Louella Parsons Show (ABC),
Sun 9:15-9:30 pm

Can You Top This? Wed 8-8:30 pm,
WOR(N. Y.)

Amos V Andy (NBC), Tu 9-9:30 pm

Aunt Jenny's Real Life Stories (CBS),

MTWTF 12:15-12:30 pm, 45 stations

Joan Davis Show (CBS), Mon 8:30-

8:55 pm

Lux Radio Theater (CBS), Mon 9-10
pm

Frank Hemingway (ABC), TTS 5:45-6

pm pst, 21 Pacific stations

National e.t. spot cam-

paign, all major markets

and 1 -min e.t. spots, several

eastern markets

Live spots, 8 stations

Live, e.t., spots, 2 stations

1-min e.t. national spot

campaign, products alter-

nated periodically

.



SPONSOR AGENCY PRODUCT PROGRAMS SPOTS

Manhattan Soap Co.,

New York
Duane Jones,
New York

Blu-White Flakes,

Sweetheart Soap
Katie's Daughter (NBC), MTWTF 10-

10:1 5 am, 45 stations
Live, e.t., spots and breaks,

news, limited national spot

campaign

Rose of My Dreams (CBS), MTWTF
2:45-3 pm

Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters
(CBS), MTWTF 10:30-10:45 am

Pacific Coast Borax
Co., New York

McCann-Erickson,
New York

Twenty Mule Team
Borax, Boraxo, other

products

Sheriff (ABC), Fri 9:30-9:55 pm

Potter Drug & Chemical
Corp., Maiden, Mass.

Atherton & Currier,

New York
Cuticura Soap 1-min live, e.t., spots, 40

key markets

Procter & Gamble,
Cincinnati

Compton,
New York

Ivory Flakes Tom Breneman's Breakfast in Holly-
wood (ABC), MTWTF 11-11:15 am

Duz Road of Life (CBS), MTWTF 1:45-2
pm, 76 stations

Truth or Consequences (NBC), Sat

8:30-9 pm

Ivory Soap Big Sister (CBS), MTWTF 1-1:15 pm,
68 stations

Mystery of the Week (CBS), MTWTF
7-7:15 pm, 63 stations

Right to Happiness (NBC), MTWTF
3:45-4 pm

Lowell Thomas (CBS), MTWTF 11-

11:15 pm, 1 6 stations

Benton & Bowles,
New York

Ivory Snow Kenny Baker Show (ABC), MTWTF
12-12:30 pm

Rosemary (CBS), MTWTF 1 1 =45-1 2 n,

58 stations

Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample, Chicago
Dreft Joyce Jordan, M.D. (NBC), MTWTF

10:45-11 am
National e.t. spot, chain-

break campaign, all major

markets, for Dreft, Spic
and SpanYoung Dr. Malone (CBS), MTWTF

1:30-1:45 pm, 45 stations

Spic and Span Perry Mason (CBS), MTWTF 2:15-

2:30 pm

Spic and Span, Ivory

Snow, Dash
Life Can Be Beautiful (NBC), MTWTF

3-3:15 pm, 72 stations

Dreft, Prell Life of Riley (NBC), Sat 8-8:30 pm

Oxydol Jack Smith Show (CBS), MTWTF 7:1 5-

7:30 pm, 82 stations

Ma Perkins (NBC), MTWTF 3:1 5-3:30

pm, 144 stations; (CBS), MTWTF
1:15-1:30 pm, 75 stations

Pedlar & Ryan,
New York

Camay Soap This Is Hollywood (CBS), Sat 10:15-

10:45 pm

Camay, Dreft,

Ivory Snow
Pepper Young's Family (NBC),

MTWTF 3:30-3:45 pm

Kastor, Farrell, Chesley
& Clifford, New York

Dreft, Tide Drene Show (NBC), Sun 10-10:30 pm

Biow,
New York

Lava Soap F. B. I. in Peace and War (CBS), Th

8:30-8:55 pm, 79 stations

Sterling Drug Co.,

New York
Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample, New York

Energine Cleaning
Fluid

Backstage Wife (NBC), MTWTF 4-

4:1 5 pm

Bride and Groom (ABC), MTWTF
2:30-3 pm

Stella Dallas (NBC), MTWTF 4:15-

4:30 pm, trailers

Zeke Manners (ABC), MTWTF 7:30-

7:45 am

Swift & Co.,

Chicago
J. Walter Thompson,-
Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago

Cleanser Breakfast Club (ABC), MTWTF 9:15-

9:45 am
Live spots, 2 stations
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Hit Tunes for Hay

(On Records)

ANOTHER NIGHT LIKE THIS '•'-

Dick Haymes—Dec. S3731 . Desi Arnai—Vic. 80-8058 . Hoi D«rwin—Cap. 336
Herb Kern-Lloyd Sloop—Tempo 984 . Hal Winters-Jose Morand—Apollo 1034
Don Alfredo — Pan-Amer. 076 . Larry Douslas—Sig. 15085

Tommy Tucker— Col. 37339

FOR SENTIMENTAL REASONS
Eddy Howard—Maj. 1071 . Charlie Spivak—Vic. 20-1981
Ella Fitigerald—Dec. 23670. Dinah Shore—Col. 371 88 . King Cole Trio—Cap. 304
Art Kassel—Vogue 781 . Fran Warren—Cosmo 51 4 . Bown Dots—Manor 1041

Skip Strahl—Emerald 106

ILLUSION (femora)

Hal Winters-Jose Morand—Apollo 1034 . Don Jose—Gotham 3003
Xavier Cugat—Col. 37319 . Bobby Doyle—Sig. 1 5079 . John Paris—Vic. 26-9021

IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN A DIFFERENT STORY
(Campbell-Porgie)

Tex Beneke—Vic. 20-2123 . Hal Derwin—Cap. 377 . Buddy Clark—Col. 37302

IT TAKES TIME °^
Benny Goodman—Cap. 376

Doris Day-
Louis Armstrong—Vic. 20-2229

Col. 37324 . Guy Lombardo—Dec. 23865]

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA ncore)

Freddy Martin—Vic. 20-2026 . Guy Lombardo—Dec. 23782
Kay Kyser—Col. 37214 . Gorden Trio—Sonora 3032 . Julie Conway— Sig. 15086
Two Ton Bakei—Mercury 5016 . Dick Peterson—Enterprise 251

Jose Curbelo—Vic. 20-901 5

MY ADOBE HACIENDA *eer)

Billy Williams—Vic. 20-21 50 . Jack McLean—Coast 8001
Coffman Sisters— Ent. 1 47 . EsquireTrio—Rhapsody 1 02 . Hammondairs—Mars 1 037
Eddy Howard—Maj. 1117 . Russ Morgan-Kenny Baker—Dec. 23846
Bobby True Trio—Mercury 3057 . Art Kassel—Vogue 785 . Dinning Sisters—Cap. 389

Louise Massey—Col. 37332 . Billy Hughes—King 609

MY PRETTY GIRL c^o
Spike Jones—Vic. 20-2023 . Cliffie Stone—Cap. 378'

Lawrence Welk—Dec. 23878 . Ted Straeter—Sonora!8088

THAT'S HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU (Vogue)

Bing Crosby—Dec. 23840 . Frank Sinatra—Col. 37231 . Louis Prima—Mai. 2107
Eddy Arnold—Vic. 20-1948 . Alvino Rey—Cap. 363 . Wally Fowlei—Merc. 6031

Fred Kirby—Sonora 7023 . Red Foley—Dec. 46028

-Dec.

si

UNLESS IT CAN HAPPEN WITH YOU <m>
Three Suns—Vic. 20-2197 . Frankie Carle—Col. 37311 . Lawrence Welk-
Johnny Long—Sig. 15109 . Mr. & Mrs. Andy Russell—Cap. 386

Blue Barron—MGM 10014 . The Starlighters—Mercury

WE COULD MAKE SUCH BEAUTIFUL MUSIC cbm.,

Vaughn Monroe—Vic. 20-2095 . Frankie Carle—Col. 37222
Monica Lewis—Sig. 1 5068 . George Towne—Sonora 2002
Billy Butterfield—Cap 371 . Blue Barron—M-G-M 10005

YOU DON'T LEARN THAT IN SCHOOL •

Louis Armstrong—Vic. 20-2240 . King Cole Trio—Cap. 393

Rosemary Calvin—Maj. 1119 . Roberta Lee—Sonora 2016
Jack McLean—Coast' . King Sisters—Vogue" . Sunny Skylar—Mercury'

Sherman Hayes— Aristocrat*

'Soon to be released

BROADCAST MUSIC INC.
580 FIFTH AVENUE . NEW YORK 19. N. YNEW YORK . CHICAGO . HOHOLLYWOOD

ROAD TO RESULTS
[Continued from page 33)

lack of sales effectiveness in this case may
have been the fact that the soup was
being kept on the "back shelves," since
retail display has an important bearing
on sales today when so much shopping is

visual. However, even the move from
the back to the front can often be traced
to a show like Vox Pops being in town
• • and once a product gets out of the
display dumps it usually stays out. John-
son has personally been responsible for
more and better displays for the products
that he's sold than any sales service man
for any product ever could be. A typical
giant display is seen in the opening page
of this report. In the midwest Upton
Soup sales proved the best index of what
"the show that travels America" was
able to do for a sponsor. In five months
sales went from one carload per month
to 1

1
carloads. The success of this travel-

ing show is not just a Upton phenomenon.
Vox Pop in three years brought Kentucky
Club pipe tobacco national distribution
and the sale of the firm that manufac- I

tured it, at a substantial profit. It hiked
Bromo-Seltzer sales from three to II

million in five years. Of course the
Parks Johnson and Warren Hull person-
alities have much to do with its selling

effectiveness but Johnson will tell you
that he couldn't do the job parked in any
one town. "If you don't travel, you're
crazy," is the Johnson credo.

Professor Quiz isn't crazy- he traveh
all the time and has averaged 20 personal

appearances a week on tour. In Jackson-
ville, Florida, he recently made 27 per-

sonal appearances. He has said hello to

over 50,000 people in one week. Not all

the appearances are direct bu^
getters for Amoco, the sponsor, since

children's hospitals, orphanages, and
veterans' installations get first call. Eaifc
travels with his wife, preceded by an
advance man (present whooper-up is Jack
Banner, of Banner & Greif. repla

Frank Small who now is Professor Quiz'a

manager). It's nothing special for Banner
to tie up every high school in an area.

the Chamber of Commerce, Rotary Club,

Masons, Knights of Columbus, collt

and even a key department or retail store,

all in one town. And then to top it

Banner has come up with the Governor
introducing Professor Quiz on the show

Quiz has an entire routine worked out

for even- appearance. The fact that he's

not only a genial mc but a magician and

a lecturer he formerly lectured on the

"joy of living" helps him over any per-

PUase turn to page 47
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SPORTS

Sponsorship

02*

It's a field all its own

Sports are big business. That's been

type-pounded into the public con-

sciousness by the nation's news-

papers for years. What hasn't been too

evident is that sports have helped also to

build big business. The Atlantic Refining

Company's sponsorship of football, bas-

ketball, and baseball, General Mills'

sponsorship of baseball games for

Wheaties, Old Gold's underwriting of the

Dodger and other games, Wrigley's airing

of a number of baseball games, and on the

West Coast the sponsorship of sporting

events by Signal Oil and other gasoline

corporations, have all made major contri-

butions to the annual financial statements

of the sponsors.

However, in no case have sports made
a more vital contribution than they have

for the Gillette Safety Razor Company

which sponsors everything from the

World Series baseball games to the Ken-

tucky Derby. (Many of their sport

sponsorships have run on through the

years. This is their eighth year of Derby

sponsorship.)

Gillette is the pioneer safety razor

manufacturer and until the patents ran

out they were without real competition

except from straight-edged razors and the

barbers. It's many years since Gillette

was patent-protected and now there are

hundreds of competing blades and holders

which range from the expensive Rolls to

five-and-ten-cent-store brands. Despite

this the first quarter of 1947 saw Gillette's

net hit $2,904,662, or $1.28 per share of

the 1,998,769 common shares outstand-

ing. This was $227,339 better than 1946

and was achieved despite the fact that

Druggists display a World Series Special

the British plant was closed three weeks

during the quarter because of lack of

power. (English operations account for

one-ninth of Gillette's over-all operations.)

Gillette's major business is in blades

and in 1946 the profits were $20,585,-

381.36. It cost them roughly 12 per cent

of this sum ($2,300,000) for advertising

of which by far the greater amount was

spent for broadcasting, roughly $1,800,-

000. Gillette bought as many big-time

sport events as they could and for each

used the network that best could clear the

time for the event. Besides this, in order

to associate their name week-in and

week-out with sports, they bought, in

1944, Friday night prize fight broadcasts

from New York's Madison Square Gar-

den. Garden fights are on every week

except during the period when the circus,

jillette's prize-fight sponsorship is dramatized by streamers featuring fight thzmz, station call letters, dial position, and broadcast day and hour

WAGE BROADCASTS

The Cavalcade of Sports

BOXING
With the Nation's Ace Fighters

IAD U EVERY fiQAONYOUR
I U r. m. friday DZU dial j^



Broadsides keep dealers informed whenever
Gillette signs a top-flight sporting' event

The Derby is to racing fans' what Gillette wants its razor to be to shavers. It's

America's "royal" track^event and with millions of men it's a once-a-year listening habit

rodeo, ice show or other seven day or

longer event takes over the shrine of the

manly art. During these periods the

fights originate at the St. Nicholas

Arena. Fights are broadcast locally in

New York over WHN from St. Nicholas

on Mondays, which keeps Gillette pro-

tected on an exclusive from this fight club.

Gillette's thinking is that the way to

reach male America is through sporting

events. It pays $150,000 $175,000 for

the World Series rights each year and

pays fabulous sums for big fights like the

Louis-Conn heavyweight championship.

Sponsoring Louis title-defense tilts, Gil-

lette has seen local stations like WF1L
attain a 78.9 rating, which means more

than seven out of ten radio homes heard

Gillette commercials in Philadelphia on

June 19, 1946. Gillette generally has two

fight telecasts a week over WNBT and

the NBC-TV network, one from St.

Nicholas Arena and one from Madison

Square Garden. These scannings fre-

quently cause nearly 100 per cent of the

television sets in the areas where they

can be seen to be switched to the channels

over which they are transmitting. Gil-

lette hasn't learned how to handle its

visual commercials yet, but since they're

trying ever) week they're likelj to have a

sock formula worked out long before the

visual medium takes over from the purely

audible one. U. S. Rubber has also tied

up as many sporting events as they could

for TV, and has sponsored a number of

important sport highlights. Ford and

( .iiu nil Foods are paying the bills for the

38

telecasting of the Dodger baseball games

in New York and the former underwrites

sports all year round on WCBS-TV. If

sports are important programwise for a

sponsor in radio they are twice as im-

portant in television which is using them

to pull up the industry by its bootstraps.

Sports rate first in all current television

program surveys.

Brewers have been quick to see the

value of baseball broadcasting and many
of the nationally known malt products

are paying the bills for the games this

season, including Pabst in New York,

Narraganset in Boston, Burger in Cin-

cinnati and Griesedieck in St. Louis.

Naturally, baseball broadcasts are heard

for the most part on independent stations

(see Time is Flexible in Sport Contracts,

sponsor, January 1947). This means

more than usual promotion to let the fans

know where they can hear their favorite

nines in action. Since most sporting

events are essentially one-time broad-

casts, they all require promotion over and

above what stations and sponsors em-

ploy in day-by-day use of the medium.

It also requires superb organization to

handle, for instance, a football schedule

like Atlantic Refinings, which in 1946

covered 123 college games, 107 high school

contests, 26 professional games, using ^4

announcers and S9 stations.

Atlantic knows how important promo

tion is in the sports broadcast field, just

as does Gillette, and it has given awa\

millions of the Dick Dunkel Fin>tball

Forecasts weekly during each season

HEAR GILLETTE'S

BLOW-BY-BLOW DESCRIPTION

JOE BILLY

LOUIS vs CON
WED. JUNE 19, - 10 P. I

AN ABC

AFFILIATE WFIL
V

SLEEPY HOLLOW RANC
Row** N ^wvwfawf m4 Q/^***^ I

Next Sunday, June 2
• . . ANOTHER ALL STAR SHOW •'

., Bon

Come j«o* Bring th* Fmmify.

These point-of-sale broadsides give the

comparative strength of every team play-

ing during the week the giveaways are

available at Atlantic gas stations. Tin-

entails forecasting, printing and distribu-

tion problems of huge proportions, but

Atlantic has proven that the bigger the

promotion in sportcasting the greater the

results. They pay over $10,000 a season

for the forecast figures alone. The entir-

promotion, one-sheet posters for the gas

stations plus the forecasts, costs over

$100,000. This is the type of advert:

and promotion that advertising agen

usually duck, but Aver has taken it in

stride for more than 12 years and Atlantic

has found out that it pays in net profits.



Basketball is a difficult sport to broad-

cast except for enthusiasts, but where it

has developed a great local following it is

hotter, fanwise, than football. Atlantic

broadcasts and telecasts the Pennsylvania

U. games, and sponsors basketball games

in a number of other areas.

It is sponsorship of events like the

World Series that, according to Gillette

and their agency, has kept the blade firm

up among the big money makers despite

the fact that their attempts at product

diversification hasn't been too successful.

Gillette Shave Cream has been something

to use as a loss leader when the corpora-

tion wanted to build a 49 cent combina-

tion of blades, razor and cream. They

used that combination very successfully

during the World Series. This also en-

abled them to merchandise and promote

fights with displays in drug and other re-

tailers that carry razors and blades.

Gillette doesn't make cooperative adver-

tising allowances, because the line is

carried by too many diverse outlets, very

few of which individually account for an

appreciable share of the business done in

their territory. This doesn't mean that

"deals" aren't made with the great drug

and five and ten cent chains, but that no

general formula exists with Gillette for

allowing a certain percentage of the sales

of any outlet for advertising. Gillette has

to carry its advertising burden, and does.

Gillette gets its greatest advertising

bang out of heavyweight championship

broadcasts like the Louis-Conn fracas.

The fight was carried by the American

Broadcasting Company network and its

stations were given plenty of cooperation

by the home office in getting a top rating

for the fight. Typical as indicated previ-

ously was WFIL, Philadelphia, which ex-

plored every angle. They made deals

with both tht local wired-music organiza-

tions, Muzak and National, and presented

the fight over both systems as well as

airing it. This meant that every im-

portant restaurant in the Quaker City

area heard it. Individual announcements

were placed on every table in these res-

taurants. On these the wired music

system and the station were featured. A
Gillette credit wasn't important because

the listeners heard plenty of razor and

blade selling on the air. Radio dealers

plastered their windows with special

streamers. Imitation fight tickets, invit-

ing the holders to be at the ringside via

radio, were distributed widely. No at-

tempt was made to get the name of

Gillette on every piece of promotional

copy, since too many credits would have

cluttered up the display pieces and dis-

couraged readers.

Of course the Louis-Conn fight was

news, but the difference between the

national rating for the broadcast, 67.8,

the 78.9 which WFIL garnered, and the

70.1 collected via king-size promotion in

Los Angeles over station KECA was

ample proof that it's the promotion that

makes the difference in sports broadcasts.

Promotion is frequently the difference

between a small audience and an out-

standing one. It isn't always the answer

the way it is in making sport events pay

off at the dialing point and at the point-

of-sale.

Sports sponsors run the gamut from

beer to wheaties. Their programs require

maximum promotion. When they air the

great events in the competitive fields they

make point-of-sale promotion possible

beyond any other type of broadcasting

. . . and they reach, in a majority of cases

Table "tents" told Philadelphia to listen to

the Louis-Conn fight over ABC and WFIL

. . . the male ear that isn't glued to the

radio receiver as a regular thing . . . and

they're number one in television right

now. It's nothing unusual to have 20

viewers to one receiver in a home when a

great sporting event is scanned.

Sports are producers—they've kept

Gillette in the multiple million dollar

profit field and keep those Blue and Thin

blade sales mounting. If a sponsor is

aiming at the male pocketbook and

doesn't want to wait until he can build

an audience, sport bankrolling is the

answer. But he has to be promotion

minded to get results, though he can reach

his public with a single broadcast.

To reach "rural" listeners and build up Louis-Conn audience WFIL made tie-up with a

ranch spot attended by thousands. They saw posters and heard special announcements
Radio dealers' windows were plastered with

all forms of Louis-Conn fight promotion



THE

NUNN STATIONS

•KFDA
Amarillo, Tex.
Representative—John E. Pearson Co.

•WBIR
Knoxville, Tenn.
Representative—John E. Pearson Co.

•WCMI
Ashland, Ky.

Huntington, W. Va.
Representative—John E. Pearson Co.

•WLAP
Lexington, Ky.
Representative—John E. Pearson Co.

•WMOB
Mobile, Ala.
Representative—The Branham Co.

Resp
ouse.abUity

is the

BUY-WORD

Gel the facts on these

stations now!

The Nunn Stations are

owned and operated

by Gilmore N. Nunn

and J. Lindsay Nunn.

BEAT THE BOYS
Radio Station WHK, Cleveland, Monday

through Friday, 1:15-1:30 p.m. est

PROGRAM: Take a piano player, a

vocalist, a girl with a homey sort of

voice, add studio guests and a telephone,

and you have the basic ingredients of this

program. It's one of the quick-moving

quarter hours that make local daily pro-

grams. The boys play the piano and sing

a few tunes and the studio guests try to

guess the title of the songs and get $5.00

for their charity, club, or association if

they win. Then a telephone call is made
and a home listener is given the same
opportunity—only if she wins it's her

own five bucks. If she doesn't name the

musical number it increases the cash that

the telephone answerer can win the next

day. The appeal of the show is that the

listener feels that she's right in the studio

with the performers.

COMMERCIAL: Copy is pretty deadly

(at least that heard on the program re-

viewed was) but Eleanor Hanson who
handles mc chores as well as commercials

makes it seem really good. However, no

doubt it's better to sell Pavelka Brothers'

cold-cut meats and sausages with straight

copy than it is to make a mystery of the

product.

TIME: The available audience at 1:15 is

as large as at practically any other time

during the day and since there's only one

network airing at this time (Ma Perkins,

CBS), locally-produced shows have a real

opportunity to gather an audience. Beat

the Boys competes in Cleveland with

another quiz, Tello Test, and a program
called Women's Club.

PROMOTION: Fact that clubs are in-

vited to come to the studio to compete
means city-wide promotion and the tele-

phone routine is also an audience builder.

Telephone numbers called are those of

women who register at their local meat
markets, which gives the program a point-

of-sale build-up.

CREDITS: This is Eleanor Hanson's baby.

The sponsor has said "I'll make the

sausage, you sell it." She runs the pro-

gram and can if she desires change the

ad-agency (William R. Nash Agency)

copy if it doesn't fit well into her mouth.

Miss Hanson is good enough to justify

the claim that women announcers have a

solid niche in broadcasting. Earl Rohlf

tickles the ivories for this quiz musical

and Dick O'Heren vocalizes. Both do a

better than competent job. Dick should

watch numbers he selects as he was sour

on the final tune on the program reviewed,

BIRDSEYE OPEN HOUSE
WNBT, Sew York, NBOTV, Thursday,

8:30 9 p.m. edst

PROGRAM-. This two-part scanning,

Harriet Van Home (New York World-

Telegram radio editor) interviewing fash-

ion and performer personalities and James
Beard's recipes-in-action, is a fantastic

wedding of television program material.

Beard is a terrific personality, a big husky

man who makes you enjoy preparing food

—or at least seeing him prepare it. Since

it's a food sponsor, Birdseye, who is pay-

ing for the program, Beard is a natural.

Of course he frequently makes the viewer

wonder what happened to the turkey he

put in the oven, or the waffle mix he

poured 10 minutes ago, but that's fun.

With Harriet Van Home, it's another

matter. There is some question as to the

propriety of a radio editor's appearing on

the air for a sponsor i General Foods,

which owns Birdseye) whose programs

she must naturally review during the

course of any season. We might forgive

this if Miss Van Home was entertaining.

She isn't. In her first appearance they

sat her at a typewriter and made believe

that she was writing interviews. That

program technique in television went

out with the scanning disk. Since then

they have tried a number of other de-

vices, none of which have made the

program palatable. She's telegenic, but

programwise she's as static as an after-

dinner speaker at a bolt-and-nut manu-

facturers' convention.

COMMERCIAL: Apparently the agencj

on the first broadcast didn't even test the

Birdseye trade-mark to make sure that

most of it (aside from the bird outline)

didn't wash out in the scanning. Beard's

handling of the commercials is alw

good—all food is succulent, aromatic,

delicious, and fit for a queen to Beard. In

spite of it all Beard makes you want to go

out and buy Birdseye quick-frozen foods.

The commercials on the Van Home
quarter hour are like the program itself—

too too.

TIME: This is a daytime-type half hour

and naturally can't be judged by night-

time standards. It competes with Fred

Allen in radio and Bristol'Myers' Party

Line on WCBS-TV.
CREDITS: Since everybody connected with

this, including Young and Rubicam, tin.

agency, knows better, the producing end

of the presentation shall be (in this re-

view naincless. It's just one of tfl08(

things that should have been left on

television's cutting-room floor.
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STATION REPRESENTATIVES

(Continued Jrom page 25)

would have cost them hundreds of

thousands of dollars.

Most representatives agree that there

are some among them who have traveled

the gravy train but as one put it suc-

cinctly, "depression will either put them

to work or wipe them out."

Stations seldom realize that many of

them keep their representatives working

in the dark on availabilities, on success

stories which they develop and programs

which they are building. In a number of

cases station representatives have heard

about station promotions from their

agency and sponsor contacts before

they've heard of them from the stations

themselves. Most representatives spend

considerable time setting up a routine

with their stations whereby copies of

everything the station says or does comes

to them in advance of release or as soon

after it happens as possible. This seems

simple, but with the amount of paper

work which is required of a station, big or

small, it isn't easy to educate stations to

increase it. Representatives accomplish

this by a process of station cajoling and

education . . . and are thus able to keep

prospects hot with what's going on.

Most representatives feel that helping

an agency build its radio billing is of vital

importance. They have brought local

conditions to the attention of the account

executives that have resulted in supple-

mentary campaigns and have been known

to carry the ball for an account man
direct to his client. Radio billings are

built in many ways, not the least of which

is knowing a client's needs. Special

servicing an agency is essential where

the agency has a different media head for

broadcasting than it has for black and

white and outdoor advertising. The

radio departments in these cases are indi-

vidual operations and are judged by the

profit that they deliver to the overall

operation. In cases where media is under

one head, the representative's job is to

keep that man sold on broadcasting as a

key medium. Each operation is different

and each operation has to be handled

with the individual agency's set-up in

mind.

The representative's value to a sponsor,

as many of them see it, is to help the ad-

vertiser merchandise its national spot

business, to work with it on selecting the

correct program on the station for their

needs and to educate them that there are

"no miracles in radio." The latter is

explained by one representative as fol-

lows: "If an advertiser comes to broad-

casting with an idea that it will produce,

without promotion, without a sales force,

without merchandising, there is a great

likelihood that he will step out of the field

castigating radio as a fraud and a failure

as a medium for his message. True there

have been cases, like Lady Esther,

Barbasol, Eversharp, and Bulova for

whose success broadcasting has been

basically responsible, but for every

miracle there are hundreds of firms who
have found that broadcasting is a fine

productive medium not a vehicle to end

salesmen, other advertising, promotion

and merchandising."

Stations look upon their representa-

tives as lifelines both business and oper-

ation-wise. Actually a great percentage

of them, more than one-third of the

respondents in this survey, found nothing

to criticize about station representation.

There wasn't a single one who believed

that he was paying his representative too

much, which in itself was nothing short

of a miracle. Most stations did feel that

representatives were going to have to

work harder for business than they have

during the past three years—but added a

p.s.
—

"aren't we all." ___
IN JUNE: "Station Reps on Timebuyers"

IN WORCESTER

WTAG delivers 147%

WTAG delivers 209%

WTAG delivers 298%

WTAG delivers 368%

MORE AUDIENCE

MORE AUDIENCE

MORE AUDIENCE

MORE AUDIENCE

than Station B

than Station C

than Station D

than Station E

TOTAL RATED TIME PERIODS HOOPER-INDEX JAN. -FEB. '47

Moreover, Only WTAG delivers Central New England

706eK Ifou Sou 7««e — Sutf ?4<t Audience!
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"...for outstanding achievement

in program creation and promotion"

To be selected as winner of a Plaque Award by the

City College of New York is an honor which KGFJ

deeply appreciates. In acknowledging this outstand-

ing Award, we wish to express our thanks also to the

following for their splendid cooperation in bringing

the Award to "Hollywood House":

LOS ANGELES COUNTY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Stanley K. Cochems, Executive Secretary and Narrator of

"IF THEY HAD LIVED"

LOS ANGELES BAR ASSOCIATION
"THE LAW IS YOUR SERVANT*

David Ballard, Narrator Les Ecklund, Writer

PAUL FORREST, Promotion

SUDLER COMPANY
Advertising Agency who so ably assisted with the presentation

THELMA KIRCHNER, Manager

—TfiyuiiwTMdTfvtvi&--

THf rWENTr-FOUR HOUR STATION 1230 ON THE LOS ANGELES DIAL

Again, WMT sponsors the Annual

"CLEAN PLOWING
CONTEST" to help

Iowa Farmers

This traditional contest

is just one more instance

of how public service

promotions make friends

for WMT and customers

for you.

Member
Mid-Statts Group Ask your Kari representative.

WMT also blankets the other

half of Eastern Iowa's*

"twin markets'' for you . . .

Only CBS outlet in the area,

WMT is favorite city listening, too!

* 50% Farm

50% Industrial

slaius r«*porl

Mrs. America's "Wants"

Washing machines are what daytime

listeners want most, according to a

tabulation of cross-sections of Heart's

Desire's 500,000 pieces of fan mail from

all over the nation.

A sample of one thousand letters is

taken at regular intervals to enable Ray
Morgan, owner and producer of the show,

and partner in Goodkind, Joice & Mor-

gan, Chicago advertising agency, to check

what he'll need to fulfill the requests of

the daytime dialers. (First sample was

bigger, 5,000 requests.)

Latest tabulation (third) puts diamond

rings in the second position. In the first

sample watches took second place. Re-

frigerators are third in the third tabula-

tion and were eighth in the first. First

12 desires, in first and third panels, run

in the following order:

Current Check
1 Washing Machine*
2 Diamond Kings
.? Refrigerators

4 Automobiles
5 Beds
(> Bicycle:

7 Stoves

H Diapers

9 Radio Receivers

10 Kitchen I"lensils

11 Clothing
1 2 Watches

First ( lui k.

Washing Machinal
W alches

Bicycles

Radio Receivers

Stoves

Clothing
Sew ing Machlnat
Refrigerators

Clothing
Radio-Phonograph*

Beda
Diapers

While articles requested naturally fall

into category of things the fan believes

it's possible to get from a radio program,

nevertheless the span of requests run

from a jeep to majorette boots, from

encylopedias to false teeth, from type-

writers to wigs, and from a foot brace to

a deodorized skunk.

Requests are as often made on behalf

of someone else instead of for the writer,

and the "desires" are, most researchers

believe, an adequate index both of what

the American housewife needs and what

is still difficult to buy on the market

(diapers for instance).

BUILDING A FEED BUSINESS

(Cor»fniued/ro»i page 22)

creased livestock production.

Pre-war, three out of 10 farmers bought

supplementary feeds. During the pact

six years eight out of 10 turned to this

way of keeping stock breeding more

profitable. Jim Murphy doesn't expect

this to continue. He expects howevi

take care of the farmer and expects radio

to continue to send the fanners to feed

stores regularly for supplementary i<
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signed and unsigned

<3pxut4&i P&Uosutel QUcuUfel

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

J. E. Allen
Albert M. Behrens
John Burton
Fred W. Climer

Guy Gerghoff

Thad Hadden

Leonard Harrison

Ralph Heaton
R. Nicholas Hoye
Leonard J. Kraft

James W. Irwin

J. Briggs Kaesshaefer

Howard LeSieur
W. A. Lowell

Roland S. Neff

Donald S. Nenhenctt
Burke Robison

Warren Smith

Navy
Elizabeth Arden, New York, advertising director
M. Grumbacher, New York, advertising manager
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, assistant

to president
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Go., Pittsburgh, public
relations director

Hunt Foods, Los Angeles, assistant advertising
manager

V. Vivaudou, Inc., Delletrez, Inc., New York,
advertising manager

Allen, Heaton & McDonald, Gincinnatl, partner
U. S. Lines. New York
Camphell-Sanford, New York

James W. Irwin & Associates, New York, partner

Army

United Artists, New York, advertising manager
Army Air Forces

R. G. LeTourneau, Inc., Peoria, 111., public rela-
tions director

Hubbell, Gleveland
Lambert Pharmacal Co., New York, manager
radio advertising, merchandising, Indianapolis

National Retail Furniture Assn., Chicago, public
relations director

Fuller Brush Go., Hartford, Conn., advertising manager
Lentheric, Inc., New York, advertising manager
Thrifty Drug Stores, Los Angeles, advertising department

Same, vp
Same, advertising director

Same, advertising-public relations director

Sales Affiliates, Inc., New York, assistant sales manager

Bowman Gum, Inc., Philadelphia, advertising manager
Chicago Electric Co., Chicago, advertising manager
Borden Co., Special Products Div., New York, advertising-

sales promotion manager
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, assistant to president and
public relations director

The Mallory Hat Co., Danbury, Conn., assistant director
advertising, sales promotion

Same, assistant advertising, publicity director
Soil-Off Manufacturing Co., Glendale, Calif., advertising
manager

Chicago and Southern Airlines, Memphis, advertising,
public relations director

Plasti-Kote, Inc., Cleveland, advertising manager
Same, regional sales manager, Mid-West div., Chicago

Georgia Hardwood Lumber Co., Augusta, advertising, pub-
lic relations director

Ado&Ulii+Uf A(fe*tC4f, PesUo-tutel Glto*Uf&l

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Maxine Adamson
James Andrews
Eugene Austin
Robert Ballin
William L. Baxter

F. K. Beirn

Anita E. Berke

Chester T. Birch
Betty Seeley Bishop
M. W. H. Bockman
John E. Boland
George A. Bolas
Aldis P. Butler
Virginia Butler
Frank Capka
Frank J. Carter
Jim Christopher

Matilda L. Clark

Norman V. Clemens

Johnny Cohan
Kenneth Collins

Barbara B. Conner
John S. Davidson
Richard iggs
Inez Drake
Robert Duberstein
Charles E. Ellis
Jim Ellis
George T. Emerson

Sidney Engel
Alexander Ewing

Proctor M. Fiskc
Ed Fitzgerald

John S. Gallagher

Charles A. Gallup

Lennen & Mitchell, New York, radio director
Western Agency. Seattle
Ruthrauff & Ryan. Hollywood, vp, radio director
K. O. Lee Manufacturing Co., Aberdeen, S. D.,
advertising manager

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, account
supervisor

Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los Angeles, accounting
department

Robert W. Orr, New York, vp
J. W. Robinson, Los Angeles
Army
Curt Teich, Chicago
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, timebuyer
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York
Lennen & Mitchell, New York, chief timebuyer
CBS, Hollywood, continuity staff
Grant, Los Angeles, vp in charge
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, account
executive

Fuller & Smith & Ross. New York, copy staff

United Aircraft Corp., East Hartford, Conn., ad-
vertising, publicity department director

Hillman-Shane, Los Angeles
New York Herald Tribune, general manager,
European edition

Young & Rubicam, New York, radio department
Federal, New York, vp
Robert W. Orr, New York

Adair & Director, New York, account executive
Abbott Kimball, Kansas City
Connors, Hollywood, radio director
N. W. Ayer, Detroit

Cromwell, New York
Sheffield Farms. New York, assistant to adver-

tising manager
Behel & Waldie & Briggs, Chicago, vp
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Saniple, New York, account
executive

Niles-Bement-Pond Co., Chanceler-Evans Div.,
« advertising-publicity head
Bozell & Jacobs, Indianapolis, vp

M. Andre. Los Angeles, account executive
Compton, New York, Hollywood office
BBD&O, Los Angeles, account executive
Foote, Cone & Belding. vp in charge Hollywood office
Olmstead & Foley, Minneapolis, account executive

Same, executive manager

Jeannette Cain, Los Angeles, media, research head

Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati, vp in charge advertising
Abbott Kimball, Los Angeles, account executive
Albert E. Pacini. Minneapolis, account executive
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chicago, account executive
Same, assistant account executive
Doherty. Clifford & Shenfield, New York, account executive
Resigned to devote time to home
Capka, Kennedy & Duke, Hollywood (new), partner
Pacific National Advertising, Seattle, account executive
Brisacher, Van Norden, Los Angeles, account executive

Loft Candy Corp., New York, advertising, public relations
manager

Same, advertising director

Allied, Los Angeles, account executive
Donahue & Coe, New York, executive capacity

Hevenor, Albany, N. Y., radio director
dampbell-Ewald. New York, vp, account executive
Same, in charge new Beverly Hills, Calif., branch
Atherton & Co.. Hollywood, account executive
Robert Isaacson, New York, account executive
Barrons. Kansas City, account executive
Glasser-Gailcy. Los Angeles, account executive
KRUX, Phoenix, and affiliated enterprises, cxecu-tive
capacity

Raymond, Newark, N. J., account executive
Manning, New York, account executive

Schnell-Mills. Chicago, vp
Fitzgerald Associates, New York (program packaging), head
(new;

F. W. Prelle, Hartford. Conn., vp

Charles A. Gallup Co., Indianapolis (new), head
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Ku\ Gannon

John M Gaughan
t h n lei II ( .1 hnrii li

Robert Gllham

Stephen I Hall

Robei i I Hamilton

Herbei t S. Hausei
Mar) Ellen Henle
Jamea B. inn

Roland I- .. Jacobaon
Ad Kl. in
Burton S. K It-in

Rob Lambert

i Lamoreaui
Phil Lane
Herberl s. Laufman

Robert Lee
P. J. Lelaa

Langdon K. Lit tlehale
Hennina Lukai ty
George li. MacGlennon
u ini won h Mann
( .11

1 Maye
I'. Joseph Mayer

John J. McCarthy
Paul I McElroj
Joseph McLaughlin
Harold E. Middleton
Norton W . Mogge
Laurence \\ . Morgan
Norman Murk

Ir.i I. Morton '

Steve Mudge
Harry O'Grady
Harry A. Palmer

Edwin Parkin
Vim Pierce
John A. Privett Jr.

Eugene J. Rellly

Malcolm 1). Reynold, Jr.
Thomas «y. Richey

Irwin S. Richland

Edward Rosenwald
Sydney Rubin

Man Russell
A. L. Sage
Edward Sarnoff

Howard Schreiber
Julian Scott
Robert Sherman

Kay Sh inn
Robert II. sill

Christopher L. Slonian

Ned C. Smith
Tom Smith

I cd Steele
Jirr> Toland
Henry R. Turnbull
Dan Wcttlin, Jr.

George Whltnej
Kit hard II. W ickham
Mi i rii i E. \\ ilh J

Francis W Inlkus
Norman Winter

Tldewatei Associated Oil Co., Mid-Continent
»i i v . Tulsa, advertising manager

R. J. Potta-Calklns a Holden, Kansas Cltj
lllcks & Grelet, Nea York

J. w altar Thompson, vp

Radio and Television Retailing, merchandising
editor

Geyer, Cornell & Ganser, Nea \ork. media
din <tor

\\ i iss \ Geller, New York, account executive
lord >\ Taylor. Nea York, advertising department
Brooke, Smith. French k Dorrance, \i« ^<.rk.

i adio di par I mi nt
Buchanan, Mea York, account execuHve
Blow, San Francisco, account executive
Kuttner a Ruttner, Chicago, account execuHve
ConaoUdated Amusement Co., Honolulu, assisi-

anl puhlieitv director
I It. \\ assort. Kansas City
Manson-Gold, Hollywood. West Coast manager
Cowan "Publishing Corp., Chicago, western ad-

vertising manager
Buchanan, Los Angeles, manager
Foote, Cone cN Bedding. Chicago, media depart-
ment

McCann-Erickaon , New York
Foote, Cone tk Belding, New York. timebuyer
Muzak, New York, advertising manager
McCarty, Los Angeles, account executive
Henry II. Sterling, I.os Angeles, account executive
Paxton, Benton Harbor, Mich.

McCann-Erickaon, New York, vp. director
Ethyl Corporation. New York, advertising head
The Philadelphia Record, political writer
Ruthraufl K Ryan, Detroit
.1. Walter Thompson, Los Angeles, vp, manager
B. II. Chemical Co.. Cambridge
Pacific Coast Advertising, San Francisco, media,
production head

Henry II. Teplitz. Chicago, account executive
D'Arcy, New York, charge Spotlight Band shows
Fawn Art Studies, Cleveland
Army

J. R. Kupsick. New York, account executive
Ruthrauff & Ryan. Hollywood, production head
J. Walter Thompson, Los Angeles, account
executive

Foote, Cone & Belding, New York
Standard Brands. New York, assistant advertising
manager

Dorland International-Pettingell & Kenton. New-
York, account executive

Blow, New York, account executive
F^mil Mogul, New York, vp, account executive

Merrill-Kremer

ARC. New York, special events department super-
visor

CBS Radio Sales. New York
Modern Merchandising Bureau, New York
Rut hrauff & Ryan. New York, radio director, copy
chief

Pacific National, Seattle, account manager

Goodyear Aircraft Corp., Akron, ()., assistant to
vp in charge sales

Raymond Spector, New York, vp
The Philadelphia Record, retail advertising
manager

W 111)11, Boston, program director
Douglas Oil Co., Los Angeles, broadcaster
Gahagan, Turnbull, New York, partner
Lamb, Smith & Keen. Philadelphia, account
executive

KFI, Los Angeles, business, commercial manager
Flack. Syracuse, N. Y'., vp
Allen & Marshall. Los Angeles, account executive
I n it id Artists. New York, copy chief
American Cancer Society. New York, National
director public information

Scare y Portland. Ore., account executive

Barrons, Kannas City, account executive
Fuller & Smith & Ross. New York, associate account ex-

ecutive
Vanguard Pictures; Selznlck Releasing Organization Nea

York, eastern advertising, publicity director
Fuller & Smith A. Ross. New \,,rk. associate account ex-

ecutive
Ellington, New York, media direitor

Green-Brodte. New York, account executive
Doherty. Clifford & Shenlield. New York, account exi i UttVC
Same, radio, television, motion picture director

Same. Los Angelis. manager
Leon Livingston. San Francisco, account executive
Finders Mfg. Co., Chicago, advertising, sales manager
Beam eN: Miliii. Honolulu . radio director

Barrons, Kansas ( itv . account executive
Makellm, Hollywood, account executive
Weiss & (, eller. Chicago

Leo J. Mayberg Co., Los \ngelcs. advertising, sales manager
Roche. Williams A; deary, Chicago, time-buyer,

I rank Kiernan. New York, account executive
Raymond R. Morgan. Hollywood, media director
Mitchell, MiCandlcss & Clans. New York (nn office), head
Mann Advert ising Company. Los \ngclcs (new)
Davis-Hood, Los Yngclcs. annum executive
Brannen-Bennett. Bakersfield. Calif., account executive,
production manager

Foote. Cone & Belding. New York, vp. member plans board
fuller cN Smith & Ross. Chicago, account executive
LaBrum- Hanson. Philadelphia
BBD&O. Chicago, media head
Mogge-Privett, Inc., Los Angeles (new), partner
James A. Silin. Boston, account executive
Johnson. San Francisco, manager ;,mcdia. production head

Jones Frankel, Chicago, account executive
fwell & Thurher. New York office (new), manager
Cerst, Cleveland, account executive
Foreign Advertising & Service Bureau. New York, account
executive

Adair & Director, New York, account executive
Same, radio director
Mogge-Privett, Inc., Los Angeles (new), partner

Market Research & Advertising. New York, account ex-

ecutive
Compton, New Y'ork, account executive
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New Y'ork. plans board

Irwin S. Richland Co.. New York (new)

Louis G. Cowan. Inc.. New York, vp
Lester Harrison. New York, associate radio, television
director

Searcy, Portland, Ore., account executive
A. Carman Smith. Los Angeles, media head
Radio & Appliance Distributors. Inc.. East Hartford.Conn.,
advertising, sales promotion manager

Lennen & Mitchell, New York, radio department
Richard La Fond. New York, account executive
Johnson, San Francisco, account executive

Condon, Tacoma, Wash.
Alfred J. Silberstein. Bert Goldsmith, New Y,.rk media
director

W . II. Long. York, Pa., in charge new business

II. B. Humphrey. New York, vp
Aitkln-Kynett, Philadelphia

John C. Dowd. Boston, radio department head
Ernest N. George, Los Angeles, account executive
Booth, Yickerv & Schwinn. New v ,,rk president
S. E. Roberts. Philadelphia, account executive

Harrington & Buckley, Los Vngeles mew office), manager
Fellow s-Bogard us. Syracuse, associate
Harry J. Wendland, Los Angeles, account executive
Same, advertising manager
Foote. Cone &• Belding. New York, di-ei tor television i mn-
mercial motion pictures

Aeiu A<jenctf, Ap^Mtititmentl (Continued from page 10)

Royal Rinse. Inc.. Philadelphia
Rudd-Melikian, Inc., Philadelphia
Safewaj Stores, Inc., Oakland, Calif,
silent clow oil Burner Corp.. Hartford
Southland Products Co.. Los Angeles
Spirts Center. New York
Spotless Stores. Inc.. New York
Stanback Co., Salesbury, N. c.

standard Camera Supply Co.. Los Angeles
Star Outfitting Co.. Los Angeles
Sail] star. inc.. Hollywood
steaner food Products to.. Cincinnati
Synco Products, Inc., Chat tanooga
I in ker-1 mmrich t !o.

I nited Radio and Appliance Store. Los Angeles. . .

Vanguard films; Selznlck Releasing Organlzatft "•
Culver t ill, Calif.

Wadbam & C< ., Portland. Ore.
W at it bur.\ Mattress Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Western States Painting Co., los Vngeles
W limit e < .ardens
Wooster Rubber Co.. Wooster, <).

/.eel nan Clot hing Co. . Los Snui h s

Zynolltc Floor Finish, I m Angeles

Men's and women's toiletries
Kwik-Kafe hot coffee vending machine
Nob Hill coffee
oil burners
Lyk-Nu colored car wax
Sporting goods chain
Dry-cleaning chain
Headache powders

< lament supplies
Retail clothing chain
Dresses
Food products
Del sol sv nt In tie washing product
I mtnriih coffee
Radio, elei trieal appliances

Motion pie lure s

Coffee, iplces, lanned goods
Mattresses
Paint
Roses
Rubber housewares
\ppare I chain

Float pi lish

Justin Funkhouser, Baltimore
I arle A. Buckley. Philadelphia
Hannah. San Francisco
F. W. Prelle. Hartford
Atherton, Hollywood, for regional advertising
Cherriow . New Y ork
Stuart Bart. New Y ork
Piedmont. Salisbury, N. C. for New York.
Philadelphia advertising

Dick Donald. Los Vngeles
Mav crs. Los Angi It s

Smith. Bull e\ MeCreerv. Hollywood
Keelor cS; Stites, Cincinnati
Nelson < liesma n. < hat tan.
Randolph Kuhn. Portland. Ore.
Allied I is \ng> li s

Robert W. t)rr. Hollywood
Short & liauni. Portland
F. W. Prelle. Hartford
Allied. Los Angela s

5t« ckman, New Y ork
kiti hum. M.ul end and (.rove. Pittsburgh
C. Fvers W'hvtc. Los Angeles, fer r, .

advertising
Dick Donald. Los Aug, let
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KNOW Tilt: PRODI TEH

He Knows Comedy

He's the first to admit that his Friday night show on

CBS, It Pays To Be Ignorant, is corny as a silo. But,

Ignorant has survived the critics' sniping and a fluc-

tuating rating since 1944 to pay off now for Philip Morris with

a mark of 11.4 and a sponsor identification of 31.8. The cur-

rent rating (it's climbed some six points in the past few months)

he attributes to a Polesie theory that a comedy show needs at

least three continuous years on the airwaves befoie it clicks

solidly with the dialers.

It sounds like Polesie is patting himself on the back when he

say: an agency should get a man who knows radio comedy to

produce a comedy show. But Polesie's string of successful

shows goes 'way back to the original Maxwell House Showboat.

Later, Hoboken-born Herb was to produce the Shell Chateau,

one of radio's earliest hour-long programs, and subsequently

to listen to the mellow voice of Der Bingle in the control room

of the old Kraft Music Hall. Herb has done so many shows in

the years between that he claims he's lost track.

Polesie insists that a creative producer can do much to add

extra listening value to a comedy show. From the day years

ago when KDKA offered him a radio job while he was still a

Carnegie Tech student, Polesie has worked hard to turn out

comedy shows built on the fundamental principles of good

comic theater. He says the success formula of his, or any other,

comedy program, is smooth pacing, a good sound program

gimmick, and a cast and producer who know the exact moment
for a punch line or blackout.

His weekly guest stint on Twenty Questions' board of ex-

perts keeps him pretty busy, but he always previews Ignorant

before an audience Friday afternoons. Result: a show which

sounds ad lib, but actually is more than 90 per cent prepared.

* Seen with Ituth Howell, "Ignorant" script writer
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ROAD TO RESULTS

(Continued from page 36)

sonal appearance hurdle. The fact that

he's also an M.D. is a help in certain cir-

cumstances. Where a hall can't be found

big enough to seat the crowds that want

to hear and see the quiz broadcast, loud

speakers have been set up outside and

it's not unusual to hear Professor Quiz do

his stuff the length of Main Street.

A nighttime get-together for Amoco

dealers and local representatives is always

on the schedule. Quiz took the sales-

men's course down at American Oil Com-

pany's headquarters in Baltimore and can

talk gasoline language with the best of

them . . . and does.

There's very little Amoco in the usual

Professor Quiz personal appearance. He
permits the fact that he's there through

the courtesy of the oil to do the selling

job. The fact that he has his audiences

spell out Amoco for a gag is handled

«o that it doesn't seem commercial.

Another way Amoco gets in its licks is

by having the ushers at any personal

appearance roam the aisles in full regula-

tion Amoco gasoline station attendants'

uniforms.

No one has been able to put into

dollars and cents the value of the road to

Professor Quiz and its sponsor but it does

cost the advertiser about $1,200 a week

to travel the unit. Conservative esti-

mates place the value to the sponsor of

the publicity and promotion in the aver-

age town at $20,000.

The granddaddy and master of them

all at merchandising a town with a show

was no doubt Major Bowes. When they

brought the Original Amateur Hour into

a town it took over, from streamers across

Main Street to a regular gala parade down

the key thoroughfares. The "Honor

City" routine (which has now been picked

up by local stations) always landed a

whale of a lot of publicity and cities all

over the nation vied for the honor. Jim
Gaines, now manager of WNBC (New
York), hit the road to sell the "Honor

City" idea. He spent a sizable amount

of money in each area. It cost up to

$3,000 per town for the special telephone

voting center (girls and equipment).

Chrysler and De Soto dealers in each

town chipped in from $1,500 to $2,000

for newspaper, poster, and other promo-

tion and advertising. Bowes hit an all-

time high in audience rating for a regular

commercial show but when the show was
' cut to a half hour and they stopped the

road promotion his rating dropped to less

than half of what it had collected through

• honoring cities and local city voting.

It costs Gaines from $300 to $800 for

the city salutes (a local version of the

Bowes exploitation) now being used by
WNBC but frequently the municipality

being honored spends thousands itself.

WNBC takes many of its local commer-

cial shows into the town to let the

listeners see its personalities at first hand.

It will take WNBC almost a year to

satisfy all the cities that want to be

saluted but when it's all over the station

sponsors should have plenty more listeners

wherever the signal is heard ... if the

talent can travel that far.

Bob Hawk, who did such a swell job

of Eversharp when he traveled with

Take It Or Leave It (sponsor, December

1946) is vehement about the fact that the

only reason why more audience partici-

pation shows don't travel is that too many
advertising agencies and too much talent

are lazy. It's work to travel a show

properly. Parks Johnson claims that

most sponsors get less than 25 per cent

of the value of their traveling shows

because they don't coordinate sales pro-

motion and advertising with the show.

Hawk also points out that it takes guts
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foi an agency to go to a sponsor and tell

him that they'd like to travel a show,

especially since it may mean ;is much as

$100,000 a year ($2,000 a week for 52

weeks) more to do it. He stresses that

correct handling of the ticket distribution

is a major operation and insists that paid

advertising should tell the prospective

audience how they can obtain the

tickets, and then paid advertising should

announce when they are all gone. He
also stresses that travel helps a good pro-

gram but that it can't save a poor one.

Traveling pays off even for a big popu-

lar show like Hour oj Charm because its

travels are purely commercial, i.e., it

makes regular professional appearances at

regular box-office rates in the towns from

which it broadcasts and the air show is

frequently part of a regular two-hour

concert. Its sponsor, the local electric

light and power company, buys tickets

for its key customers and rolls out the red

carpet for the troupe. Tickets aren't

cheap—even in Shreveport, La., they

were priced at $3.60 top with the lowest-

priced seats costing $1.20. For many
concerts the electric company handles

the ticket sales and everything, and feels

that the good-will more than justifies

their tackling a job they've never tried

before. Handling a group of 40 girls on

tour is no sinecure but Phil Spitalny and

Evelyn, star and wife, have everything

under control, and the Hour oj Charm is

frequently CBS's top-ranking afternoon

program.

It's a long way from a 40-girI orchestra

to Ted Malone but Malone also does a

top job for the electrical world, through

his selling of electrical appliances. Malone

is the well-read story teller. As indicated

previously in this report he turns on the

personal charm for those hard-to-sell

electrical dealers and usually brings home
the bacon—although neither the dealer

nor the local Westinghouse distributor

always knows the reason why. Ted
always suggests that distributors bring

their wives to the local parties. He's

read his fan mail and knows how the

ladies have shed tears over his verse and

written him those oh-so-confidential let-

ters. Sometimes all the arrangements for

the broadcast blow up right in a star's

face, but even then, Malone points out,

the personal contacts can still deliver and

frequently have for him.

The road is rocky for radio programs

that travel—but no matter how often a

toe is stubbed travel pays the sponsor in

results ... in sales, in better dealer-diS'

tributor relations, in increased program

ratings, in sewing up any territory.

When did you play Duluth last?

Making the best
even better!

Now—along with
"The Texas Rangers"

A sure-fire giveaway or self-

liquiilatin^ offer! \ttraetive 48-

rtafies of Original Songs The
Texas Rangers Sing and scrap-

book album. Provided spon-
sors of "The Texas Rangers"
at cost.' Write for full details.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION

PICKWICK HOTEL • KANSAS CITY 6, MO
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a SPONSOR monthly tabluation

Contasts and Offers

Sponsor Product Program Time Offer Terms Outlet

AMERICAN OIL CO Gas, oil,

tires

Professor

Quiz

Saturday
10- 10:30 pm

$50 cash
Complete in up to 25 words sentence about
Amoco product ("different each week). Winner
gets $25 plus $25 if he included 5 questions and

answers for use on program

ABC

ARMOUR Chiffon Soap
Flakes

Hint Hunt MTWTF
3:45-4 pm

American steel kitchen sink, cabinets Send household hint with boxtop or facsimile

to Chiffon, Chicago
rits

ASSOCIATED LINOLEUM &
TILE CO

Linoleum,
floor products

Chromatile
Time

MWF
9:30-9:45 am

3 theater tickets ea to 2 winners, 1 out-
side city limits

Send sponsor names of 3 tunes played on pro-

grams
WALB,

Albany, Ga.

BENSBERG MUSIC STORE Musicinstru-
raents, supplies

The Song
Shop

MTWTF
1:15-1:30 pm

$5 on purchase of $10 value or more Winners are first 5 calling and identifying tunes,

part of which are heard on program
KAMD,

Camden, Ark.

CAREY SALT Carey's salt The Shadow
Sunday

5-5:30 pm
(1) Combination paring knife, spatula

(2) Magic Shadow ring
(1) Send white star from top any package
Carey's table salt and 25c to sponsor, Hutchin-

son, Kan. (2) Send star or sales slip

MBS

CONTINENTAL BAKING CO. Wonder Bread,
Hostess Cakes

Grand Slam MTWTF
11:30-11:45 am

Miscellaneous household merchandise.
Grand Slam bonus, $100

Send 5 questions based on song to program.
New York

CBS

GENERAL MILLS

Kix Lone Ranger MWF
7:30-8 pm

Atomic bomb ring Send 15c and boxtop to program, New York ABC

Wheaties Jack
Armstrong

MTWTF
5:30-5:45 pm

2 baseball booklets Send 10c and boxtop to Wheaties Sports
Library, c/o sponsor

Bisquick, Gold

Medal Flour

Betty Crocker
Magazine
of the Air

MTWTF
10:25-10:45 am

$10 for each question used for "What
Do You Think?" dept; $5 for each
question used for "What I Have To

Do" dept

Send to Betty Crocker, c/o sponsor

Gaines'

Dog Food
Juvenile
Jury

Sunday
1:30-2 pm

$50 Harmon watch Send statement of problem and question to

program, c/o network, New York
MBS

LOCAL PARTICIPATION
Real estate; ice

cream; dry clean-

ing; seed; glass;

lumber; groceries

What's Your
Brand,
Partner?

MTWTF
3:30-3:45 pm

Pyramid jackpot, starts at $5, in-

creases $5 per day
5 to 7 telephone calls made in hour after pro-

gram; winner answers with slogan of sponsor of

day

WACO,
Waco. Tex.

MAIL POUCH TOBACCO Kentucky
Club tobacco

Fishing &
Hunting Club

Monday
10-10:30 pm

Several fine pieces of hard-to-get hunt-
ing and fishing equipment

Send unusual story, tip, or question to program.
Gift for each item used

MBS

MARS, INC. Candy Dr. I. Q. Monday
10:30-11 pm

Sums up to $250 cash plus bonuses Send program 6 yes-or-no questions; 9 clues to

famous personality. Judge selects winners
NBC

MILES LABORATORIES
Alka-Seltzer;

One-A-Day
Vitamins

Quiz Kids
Sundav

4-4:30 pm
Zenith portable radio; Zenith console

radio-phonograph
Question sent to program wins portable if

used; if Quiz Kids are stumped, radio-phono-
graph

NBC

OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT CO.
Sports,

marine
goods

Fishing &
Hunting Club

of the Air

Monday
7-7:30 pm Matched rod, reel, tapered line sets

For largest bass, trout from Lake Mead,
Colorado river each month; contestant registers

at store, brings catch in for weighing

KBNE,
Boulder

City, Nev.

PARKER PEN Pens, pencils

Information
Please

Wednesday
10:30-11 pm

Parker "51" set; "51" Magic Wand
Desk Set and Encyclopedia Britannica;

$50 bond

Send 3-part question for use on show to program,
New York; prizes for questions missed by studio

experts

CBS

PILLSBURY MILLS Snow Sheen
Flour

Grand Central

Station

Saturday
11-11:30 am

6 giant gladioli bulbs, 1 special salmon-
color bulb and 100 bulblets

Send Snow Sheen boxtop and 25c to Pillsbury

Garden Club, Chicago
CBS

PROCTER & GAMBLE Spic & Span

Perry Mason MTWTF
2:15-2:30 pm Pre-fabricated fivc-and-a-half room

house and $4,000; 1947 Chevrolet sedan
and 110 other prizes, each week

Complete in 25 words or less, "I use Spic & Span
—no rinse, no wipe cleaner, because" ; send with

boxtop to program, Cincinnati

CBS

Life Can Be
Beautiful

MTWTF
3-3:15 pm NBC

QUAKER OATS Puffed Wheat,
Rice; Sparkies

Terry & the

Pirates

MTWTF
5-5:15 pm

300 $35.95 electric train sets Complete product jingle, send with 1 Sparkies

boxtop to sponsor
MBS

RONSON ART METAL
WORKS

Ronson
lighters

Twenty-
Questions

Saturday
8-8:30 pm

Lighter to sender of subject used; if

studio contestants stumped, grand
prize of silver table lighter, matching

cigarette urn, tray

Send subject about which 20 questions may be

asked to program
MBS

SERVICE MOTOR SALES
Kaiser-Frazer

products,

used cars

Music for

Today
MTWTF

7:15-7:30 pm
Pyramid jackpot, starts at $5, in-

creases $1 each call

Repeat specified phrase from commercial when
telephoned; 1 call, during program

WALB,
Albany,
Ga.

STANDARD BRANDS
Tender Leaf

Tes.

Fred Allen

Show
Sunday

8:30-9 pm
8 envelopes of 88 different kinds of

flower seeds; booklet of garden tips,

cut-flower care, arrangements

Send 25c and boxtop to Tender Leaf Tea,

New York NBC

SWIFT & CO. Swift

products
Breakfast

Club
MTWTF

9:30-9:45 am

Trip around world for 2 by Pan-
American Clipper, or $10,000 cash;

1947 Ford de luxe sedans; 25 $100
prizes; 1,000 $10 prizes

Complete product jingle, send to sponsor with

top of any Swift's Bland Lard container
ABC

TEEN.TIMERS, INC. Dresses
Teentimers'

Club
Saturday

11-11:30 am
First prize 12 Teentimer dresses (one

for each month of year); 9 prizes, one
dress each

Look at week's Teentimer styles in local shop.

Send sponsor letter up to 75 words on style

favored and why
NBC

WHITEHALL PHARMACAL Anacin,

Kolynos
Bob Burns Sundav

6:30-7 pm

Men: Steelcraft cabin cruiser, week's

Pacific fishing trip with Burns. Women:
7-cubic-foot Westinghouse refrigerator,

electric range, Laundromat automatic
washing machine, 10 Columbia dia-

mond rings, 10 RCA-Victor console

radio-phonographs

Write real or imaginary story about relatives in

150 words or less; send with any Kolynos carton

or facsimile to Bob Burns, Hollywood
NBC

WILLIAMSON CANDY Oh Henry Detective

Mysteries
Sunday

4:30-5 pm
$100 reward from "True Detective

Mysteries" Magazine
Notify FBI and magazine of information lead-

ing to arrest of criminal named on broadcast
MBS
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purely public service, it's selling Goodyear

products. Reaction to the program, while-

excellent in big urban centers, is far more

potent in rural areas where the church

and its teachings are much closer to the

people. Direct sales of tractor tires have

been made because of what farmers think

of a firm that "brings the message of

God" to them. This is important to

Goodyear because Firestone has for

years been number one in tire sales in

rural America. Farmers and non-urban

listeners are the most loyal of all cus-

tomers. Once they regularly purchase a

certain brand of anything, or from a

certain retailer, they stick by the brand

or retailer until something catastrophic

breaks the allegiance. To get this type

of customer to change his buying habits

something besides ordinary selling must

be done. The Greatest Story Ever Told

apparently is that something.

Only this program could get thousands

of parish publications to give space to a

commercial broadcast. Only this pro-

gram could cause preachers to urge their

congregations to listen. Only The Greatest

Storv Ever Told could make the editor of

that important Catholic organ, The Sun*

day Visitor (circulation 700,000), write,

"Last week we went out and bought a

set of Goodyear tires for our car. It

happened we needed a set just then, and

we very carefully specified- not Firestone

or U. S. Royals but Goodyear, because

the night before we had heard their radio

program, and we figured it was more of a

contribution to American culture than

either the Firestone Hour, which is good

entertainment, or U. S. Rubber's excellent

afternoon Philharmonic concert."

This was a reflection in print of what

countless members of the clergy have

done from the pulpit, urge parishioners

not only to listen but to buy Goodyear.

Both agency and executives of the

sponsor realize that the presentation of a

biblical subject on the air is surrounded

by countless pitfalls. People don't reason

about their religious feelings. The pro-

gram might, were it not done with perfect

understanding under the supervision of a

man like Oursler, have untold repercus-

sions. The Goodyear organization,

through its chairman of the board, states

its position in the following fashion, "We
realize that we are dealing with a delicate

subject and that upon the sincerity and

accuracy of its presentation the program

V;.

"We Have the Most Farm Radios

(mostly tuned to WMT)"

IOWA has more farm radios than any other

state, the U. S. Census bureau reports. And

in Eastern Iowa you'll find most of them tuned

to WMT's farmwise programs . . . night or day.

City lowans are

likewise faithful WMT
listeners . . . it's the

only CBS outlet in

Eastern Iowa.
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This will tell von about a man
who Imili one of the most successful
radio departments in New York.
From a small agency to one of the
top twenty in hilling—that's his

record

!

He's a man who knows talent

values . . . who can create ideas that

are merchandisahle . . . who has a

flair for showmanship . . . who can
edit scripts . . . who can actually roll

up his sleeves and produce the show
itself. . . and, most important of all,

who can sell your client and keep
him happy.

"Impossible!" you say?
Not at all! This man has success-

fully done all these things . . . not
once, but over a period of Years!
Over six years as radio department
head of a New York advertising
agency. Over two years in execu-
tive positions with one of the largest

national radio networks. Over three
years as a top executive with New
York program production com-
panies.

He has
. . . supervised radio productions
in Hollywood, New York and
Chicago
. . . directed glamor stars of the
movies and of Broadway
. . . planned and produced both
large and small budget pro-
grams which had to (and did)

increase over-the-counter saies

. . . bought local programs to
solve a client's regional problem
. . . planned and executed spot
campaigns that sold goods
. . . serviced some of the largest

accounts in America.

In short, he knows radio ... he
knows how to apply its power ... he
understands radio and agency prob-
lems and can solve them!
He is looking for an association

with an advertising agency that has
a future. If you are looking for a
man to head your radio department,
let him give you the details of his
plan for building vour radio business.

OR—
II you are an alert sponsor who
wishes to follow the modern
trend of creating your own
radio department, let him talk

this over with you.

Box 37

Sponsor Publications, Inc.

40 West 52nd St.

New York 19, N. Y.

will stand or fall. We are trying to con-

sider the feelings of Catholics, Protestants,

and Jews in making this presentation

helpful to all, in making a reverent appeal

and avoiding anything which would be

considered sacrilegious, although there

may still be a small minority which

might sometimes be offended.

"We impressed upon the producers the

importance of maintaining sincerity with-

out regard to any rating the program

might have or as to the size of audience,

and instructions have gone to our adver-

tising agencies outlining our motives."

The Greatest Story's Hooperating is not

a true index of its audience because the

33 cities in which Hooperatings are made
are big urban centers. It started with a

3.8 rating (February 2, 1947) and it has

held to a 4.4 ever since—better than the

Catholic Hour, which has been an NBC
standby for years. Its Nielsen rating, in

cities between 5,000 and 500,000, is 5.9.

The program (time and talent) is costing

$20,000 a week, $1,040,000 per year. In

1946 Goodyear spent a seventh of this,

$146,000, for spot radio, a campaign

which has since been discontinued; maga-

zines received $2,032,000, and $311,522

went into farm papers. They have four

advertising agencies—N.W. Ayer, which

in the past has done their institutional

advertising and still does except for

radio. Young and Rubicam, which

handles passenger tire copy, Compton
Advertising, which places advertising for

shoes and like products, and Kudner,

which has all the other advertising and

The Greatest Story Ever Told.

It's too early to claim any miracles for

this campaign but it's not too early to

record the fact that both commercially

and in spreading the Gospel the program

has done more than expected of it. There

will be a Mexican and a South American

version of the program in Spanish. The
State Department is already airing it to

the Pacific and Asiatic nations and time

is being cleared so that it will be heard in

Europe. The program, without attempt

at any mail pull, is getting from 500 to

600 letters a week. This isn't anything

spectacular but most of them come from

heads of organizations or church groups

and therefore mean much more in the

way of listeners than the numbers indicate.

Variety, showbusiness trade paper, on

March 12 presented Goodyear with a

special citation, noting that "Goodyear

has nothing to gain but the satisfaction

derived from spreading the gospel of uni-

versal brotherhood." Maybe it forgot,

maybe it didn't realize that it is being,

found that programs can sell sans

advertising.

FORJOE
METROPOLITAN

MARKET

STATIONS

WLOW Norfolk

WHHM Memphis

WTIP ( lharleston, W.Va

KWKW Los Angeles

WWDC Wash., D. C.

**WJBK Detroit

KXLW St. Louis

KONO San Antonio

WBNX New York

WSBC Chicago

WMIN Minn.-St. Paul

WWSW Pittsburgh

WDAS Philadelphia

WHWL Wilkes-Barre

WNEX Macon

KVET \ustin

*W0RL Boston

* except in New York ** except in Chicago

Forjoe Offices

New York • Chicago • Philadelphia

Pittsburgh • Washington • Baltimore

Los Angeles • San Francisco
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SPEAKS

Big Little Stations

Industry awards that break out in a

rash at this time of the year (Ohio

State, Peabody, City College of New
York) spotlight very little that everybody

doesn't know as far as the networks are

concerned. They, however, indicate a

great deal about stations in the 100-500

watt category that national advertisers

don't know.

For this reason, if fol no other, the

tribute-paying sessions that are part of

each award giving and the awards them-

selves are justified. Without them we

might not hear of the achievements of

Los Angeles' little KGFJ and of Battle

Creek's WELL. The advertising profes-

sion might obtain a wrong impression of

America's low powered outlets. Many of

these stations all over the nation are

doing a job. Many of them never get up

the gumption to enter national competi-

tions. They take what they do as part of

their job. WITH's promotional activities

for instance are outstanding among sta-

tions but like so many tiny powerhouses,

they don't think what they're doing is

award-worthy.

Cutting Station Breaks

NBC's recently completed series of

meetings with its affiliates was

in part an exploration to de-

termine just how far it could go in "re-

forming" broadcast advertising abuses.

Many "suggestions" were made. The

one that raised the most smoke was the

idea that stations reduce their station

break commercials to one an hour. This

hits web stations where it hurts, for most

outlets find 50 per cent of their non-

network income stems from station break

commercials. The idea of cutting this in-

come to one-quarter of what it is is what

makes station executives see red. How-

ever, a number of stations are making

other plans. They're going to cut their

station breaks and they're going to in-

crease the cost per break accordingly.

Their reasoning is simple. Cutting com-

mercial copy on the air will increase the

effectiveness of what is broadcast. It is

therefore worth more—ergo the rate

should be proportionately higher.

But there is another side to the ques-

tion. Competition for the advertising

dollar becomes stiffer and stiffer as each

month goes by. Is it intelligent, ask some

of the affiliates, to increase rates at this

time?

To this the proponents of reduced com-

mercialism simply say that a program

commercial, a hitch-hike, a station break

a cow-catcher and another program com-

mercial, all within a span of three

minutes, is liable to kill the goose that lays

golden eggs. NBC's exploration is aimed

at cutting the Gordian knot. It's out to

eliminate the cow-catcher and hitch-hike

to sell sponsors on rescheduling their

commercials in programs and to have the

stations do their part towards making

broadcasting more listenable ... a more

productive medium in which to advertise.

lO WEST r.'JtuI

Thanks for the nice item about the

"McNear Reward Fund." You will be

interested in knowing that the fund is

now well over $50,000. We are hoping

that it will get some real results in finding

the killer.

Edgar L. Bill

President

WMBD, Peoria

I read Food Store Quiz with a great deal

of interest. Partly because the article is

so well written partly because the James

H. Forbes Tea and Coffee Company is our

client—partly because you failed to men-

tion the agency's part in the Forbes Food

Store Quiz

The KXOK talent is doing a bang-up

job on the Forbes Food Quiz, just as your

article says. But I think some credit

should go to the agency. Latest Hooper

I have seen shows the rating has upped

from the 2.4 you gave to a 3.6.

Leon Seelig

Seelig & Co., St. Louis

I would like to make a suggestion that

you investigate nationally direct selling

accomplishments of radio at the local

level. We are frequently confronted with

prospective and current sponsors firmly

entrenched in their opinion that radio can

only do an institutional selling job for a

retail merchant. This opinion is fostered

by unenlightened newspaper salesmen,

and there is enough evidence to the con-

trary available to compile an atomic re-

buttal to this misconception.

William F. Kiley

Commercial Manager

WFBM, Indianapolis

Listerine's six-month, four-station test

of the Canadian-produced Treasure Trail

(sponsor, April 1947) has resulted in our

buying the half-hour qui: show on 28

CBC Dominion network stations in the

Atlantic, Mid-Eastern and Prairie regions

starting June 6. The current Elliott-

Haynes Treasure Trail rating is 22.2

(E-H figures are comparable with Hoop-

eratings). The program will continue to

originate at CFRB, Toronto, the station

which owns the package. Retailer de-

mand in the areas tested indicated that

the program was selling substantially for

our client.

Ray Kremer
Radio Director

Lambert & Feasley, New York

We, along with other forward looking

agencies, see in FM a possibility for many

more of our clients, particularly the

smaller accounts, to use radio for the

first time-and, for the first time, take

advantage of the demonstrated selling

possibilities in the radio medium. We
see, also, a unique opportunity to work

out new and better shows without the

financial risks involved under the existing

(standard broadcast) conditions.

Hugh D. Lavery

McCann-Erickson. Inc , New York

52 SPONSOR



There's a lot of truth to the statement that a radio station is no better

than the people who man it and the policies that guide it. And WINS
is no exception 1

. With this in mind, initial steps toward improvement

have been made. Currently WINS personnel has been increased

21% while payroll's up 60%, thus providing a more adequate size

and quality of staff. Programming, too, has progressed. Approxi-

mately 48% of it represents new and improved shows. Also, a 50kw
transmitter is being installed. All efforts continue to improve WINS
... to make it a better entertainment and information vehicle for

listeners and an honest, resultful medium for advertisers.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION WINS
NEW YORK



CLEVELAND'S STATION

St**
**

<***

HO

he postcards answering our recent nationwide survey

gave overwhelming indication that from coast to coast more and

more time buyers, sponsors and agency men recognize WJW as

Cleveland's Chief Station!

That's because Cleveland's daytime listeners prefer WJW, acclaim

it as Cleveland's Chief Station! Again . . . according to the latest morn-

ing Hooper . . . WJW is tops with the largest audience in Cleveland!

Yes . . . they see it in the cards and they see it in the Hoopers . . . and

they know that morning or afternoon—WJW delivers wore listeners

per dollar than any other Cleveland Station!

BASIC

ABC Network
CLEVELAND, O.

850 KC

5000 Watts
DAY AND NIGHT

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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SPONSORS cash in on America's 24,000,000 Hunters—Fishers (page 35)
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000,000 Hunl
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Are timebuyers appreciated? • Summer listeners cost less

It's a transcription year • Weather is commercial too
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BID FOR No. 1

HAT SALES

SECOND SPOT

SURVEY NEARING

REPORT STAGE

'BIG BREAK" IS Adam Hats going all out to compete with Lee and Stetson via new NBC
amateur hour being mc'ed by Eddie Dowling. Adam cancelling 90 per
cent of their subway and car cards and cutting newspaper advertising
to the bone in order to carry complete network for "Big Break" pro-
gram. Ad-men question whether amateur hour is best vehicle on which
to sell men but Biow is certain that Eddie Dowling and the oppor-
tunity which program gives talent will be major contribution in
changing Adam from low-price hat chain to number one manufacturer of

men's hats in America.

-SR-
Edward Petry's second study of spot broadcasting effectiveness has
been completed in its field phase. Figures are now in hands of

statisticians. Advance indications are that like the first report
the second tabulation will reveal that impact of spot is amazing.

Due to some drastic mathematical readjustments the percentage of
"recognition" will not be as high as last year. Scaling down is due
to a revised handling of the people who are reported not at home and
those who refused to cooperate with test.

-SR-
Despite spending over $10,000,000 in broadcasting (spot and network)
and $250,000 to outside public relations firms, General Foods has no

executive whose major function is watching publicity on its pro-

grams or even on corporation itself. It's typical of a number of
corporations who are publicity shy and who scream to high heaven

when negative news is printed.

-SR-
Lucky Strike's competition is checking results of $1,000,000 spot

campaign just ended before diving in with campaigns of their own.
Camel has a lulu of a plan but may hold off until "proof positive"

of Lucky 's results is available. Cigarette jobbers checked in 30
areas indicate that sale of Luckys is up 20 per cent over this time

last year.
-SR-

Fact second chart (page 15) covers network business omitted from
report. Figures used because they're comparable with magazines'.
Sponsors spent 424,077,220 total four time in 1946.

NO PRESS AGENT

WITH GENERAL

FOODS

CIG FIRMS AWAIT

RESULTS OF

LUCKY STRIKE

SPOTS

FOOTNOTE TO

PAGE 15

FALL FACTS EDITION

SPONSOR in July will be 100 per cent a "Fall Facts Edition" with practically
everything an advertiser requires to guide him in making his 1947 Fall broadcast
advertising campaign the most successful in his business history. Complete in-

formation on network and spot, on and off-the-air promotion and merchandising,
status reports on transcriptions, FM, TV, FAX, cost of doing advertising on the

air in all forms will constitute some of its features. Despite its double-checked
factual contents it will not be a treasurer's report or legal brief. Check-list,
which you can use to make certain that you haven't forgotten something you could
do to make air pay more dividends, is worth year's subscription in itself. As
usual, it's SPONSOR'S aim to make broadcast advertising a more profitable invest-
ment for all who use it. That goes double in July.
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CBS LOST ONLY

TWO TOP-RATED

SHOW:

ANOTHER TV

HURDLE REMOVED

THAT SPORTS

SPONSORSHIP

QUESTION!

THE TRANSCRIBED

FUTURE

BENNY'S VAUDE

APPEARANCES

PROVE POP-

ULARITY

THAT LEVER-

FITCH DEAL?

Although CBS has lost enough business to make it budget-conscious,
it has lost only two programs listed in Hooperated first fifty,
"Hit Parade" and "Take It or Leave It." Other losses, although
having pocketbook effect, won't hurt network's ability to deliver
good audiences. Durante-Moore (55 in rank order of popularity) only
rated a 9.6 (May 15), Dinah Shore (71 in rank) rated 8.2, Kate Smith
(78) a 7.7, Vox Pop (83) a 7.5. New Coca-Cola and Campbell Soup
business will help to balance business loss and there are three top
sponsors not on air now who are at contract stage with network.

-SR-
Problem of telecasting small objects in commercials, which have made

watches non-telegenic, has been overcome by new optical system de-
veloped by Dr. Frank G. Back. Watch manufacturers no longer have to
use big Telecron clocks with false faces to give time visually.

-SR-
Willingness, in number of areas, of standard broadcast stations (AM)

to surrender to FM or TV sports listening audience (mostly baseball)
has some sponsors in quandary. They can't figure why stations are
willing to surrender this business. Facts in case is that these
standard stations have been developing block-booking formula (see

July SPONSOR) and feel that it doesn't make sense to shatter this
formula for sports.

-SR-
Lou Cowan's entrance into transcription field has served as goad to

other firms in field, just as Frederic Ziv's big time recording of

the Wayne King and Barry Wood shows a little over a year ago did.
Cowan's plattering of Tommy Dorsey as disk jockey, Ziv's Ronald
Colman signaturing for "Favorite Story" series, Harry Goodman's
taking over sock daytimer, "Linda's First Love," are all straws that

indicate that radio advertising in next few years will be a "differ-
ent" business. There'll be at least four transcribed shows on ABC

next season and industry wonders how long CBS can continue to say
"no" to platters.

-SR-
Jack Benny's return to vaudeville, which broke records in Chicago
and New York, doesn't mean much in Benny pocket. (A few guest
appearances would pay better. ) Although his vaude salary is big
Benny is in top income brackets and U. S. gets greater part of what

he earns from these dates. Fact is that Benny worked so hard at the

Roxy in New York that he'll have to rest for weeks to get himself
normal again. Reason for date was to prove to sponsor (American
Tobacco) that regardless of ratings Benny's still tops in popu-
larity. Fact that Lucky Strike received plenty of free plugs during

the live shows also helped Vincent Riggio "love" him.

-SR-
Lever Brothers' purchase of Pepsodent some years ago was not only to

buy Charles Luckman, the toothpaste organization's president, but to

round out the organization's line of products so that it wouldn't
depend upon soap alone. Latest plans are for Lever to add the

Fitch hair tonic line to stable. This will also give Lever that

choice spot between Benny and McCarthy on NBC if it's in a mood to

take it over for another Lever product.

SPONSOR
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^RONALD COLMAN
Starring on the Most Brilliant Transcribed Dramatic
Show Ever Offered for Local and Regional Sponsorship

THE FAVORITE STORIES OF: SPENCER TRACY • INGRID BERGMAN . SHIRLEY TEMPLE •
ORSON WELLES. SINCLAIR LEWIS . FATHER E. J FLANAGAN . CECIL B. DcMILLE • FREDALLEN • IRVING BERLIN . ARCHIE GARDNER . ALFRED HITCHCOCK \M> \I \N1 MORE'

In the spirit of perfection that distinguishes this matchless series we
have chosen as star. ..the one and only Ronald Colman. Now. ..his
incomparable artistry, his magnetic voice and faultless diction, are
yours to sponsor, in a dramatic program of unprecedented lavishness.

Here are the greatest stories of all time, masterfully adapted by
writers preeminent in their field, Robt. E. Lee and Jerome Lawrence,
under the editorial guidance of Author-Publisher George Palmer Put-
nam; a superb company of radio's finest actors; a fifteen-piece orchestra
interpreting the daring and original musical scores composed and
arranged for Favorite Story by Claude Sweeten and Robert Mitchell
of the Rob't Mitchell Boy's Choir.

52 half hours are now available. . .every one a rare combination of
prestige and dynamic entertainment, every one an unparalleled
triumph of transcribed showmanship!

MASTERFULLY TRANSCRIBED
FOR YOUR SPONSORSHIP BY . . .

N E W YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD
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40 West 52nd

HEMINGWAY ON DON LEE

I wish to pomt out a discrepancy In

your May "Monthly Tabulation of Ad-

vertising by C lategi n ies s< op and Cleans'

lis." You give filll credit to ABC Pacific

Network for the Los Angeles Soap Com-
pany's broadcasts by Frank Hemingway.

To keep the record straight, Mr. Heming-

way has been a Los Angeles Soap Com-
pany feature of the Mutual Don Lee

Broadcasting System for some time long

before he was an ABC broadcaster. And
he is still heard three times a week for the

Los Angeles Soap Company, at 7 a.m.,

over the facilities of the "World's Greatest

Regional Network" the Don Lee Broad-

casting System.

Mr. Hemingway was heard both in the

morning and evening news broadcasts on

Don Lee, exclusively, until MBS pre-

empted his evening time, forcing him to

move to another network for the p.m.

period.

Vic Rowland
Program Promotion Director

Don Lee Broadcasting System

SECRETARY'S VIEWPOINT

Radio has been a hobby of mine, even

before my association here at WLOK as

secretary to the Managing Director, five

years ago, so I have read many books and

magazines on the subject, but sponsor

really has something different. In fact

it's "just what the doctor ordered," and

the sponsors can't help being more than

pleased with such a splendid magazine.

(Mrs.) Ercel Johoske
Lima, Ohio

P.S. I do a little broadcasting on the side.

TOO MUCH MERCHANDISING?

Having lived with Quiz of Two Cities

for nine years, I can't help but take ex-

ception to the way your write-up was top-

heavy in regard to the merchandising

element and almost did an underselling

job on the show itself.

1 have reference particularly to your

phrase, "The show is no ball of fire."

Admittedly, to casual listener who has no

interest in either competing city, the

program is just a quiz show, but it has

been our experience that wherever the

Qui; oj Two Cities is heard a vast group

(Please turn to page 6)

GENE

EMERALD
delivers a friendly, down-

to-earth selling program.

Plenty of music; just

enough of Gene. Jockeys

top discs ; sings with Ham-

mond organ. Platter chat-

ter is amusing, chuckle-

toned. Here's convincing,

airwise, professional sell-

ing • • for Emerald's show

experience stretches back

25 years; takes in stage,

radio, nite club, battle

front U.S.O. For 90 after-

noon minutes daily, Gene

puts highly-Hoopered

KRNT minutes to work.

They peak at 7.9. Gene

Emerald can Alp your sales,

too ! See Katz.

KRNT has the

personalities in

Des Moines!

KRNT
A Cowles Station

DES MOINES, IOWA
Represented by the Katz Agency

SPONSOR
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Who would do it— who could do it? Who else

but Y/NEW would program M-Y-S-T-E-R-l-E-S across the board—

a

bang-up transcribed half-hour of chills, thrills and

top radio entertainment every weekday night

8-8:30 p.m.

Monday . . . "MYSTERY HOUSE"

Tuesday . . . "THE AVENGER"

Wednesday . . . "THE CASES OF MR. ACE" starring George Raft

Thursday . . . "THE HAUNTING HOUR" ^--~-

Friday . . . "MYSTERY IS MY HOBBY" _ --""

WNEW doeHt-again! New programs

in an established programming technique!

Each mystery proven surefire with listeners and

advertisers. As Greater New York sets its

spine for chills . . . we suggest you

watch our Pulse!

Call or wire WNEW or a John Blair office
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REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY...
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, Inc.

io West 52nd
continued

of loyal citizens rooting for their home
town makes the program definitely "a

ball of fire." It was this competitive

element that crowded over 3,000 rabid

Baltimoreans into the Lyric Theater last

month on a Quiz of Two Cities broadcast

between Baltimore and Washington, this

after eight and a half years of consecutive

half hour weekly broadcasts by the same

sponsor, the Gunther Brewing Company.

In most of the_31 cities all over the

country, the^ Quiz oj Two Cities rating

competes more than favorably with the

highest network program ratings. Here

in Baltimore, on a recent survey con-

ducted by the sponsors themselves, the

show has a^higher rating by several per-

centage points than the 25.6 which the

Bing Crosby show gets^immediately pre-

ceding it. According to the sponsors

themselves, they've had over the past

eight years ratings from a 35 low to a 78

high. When you say a show of this type

is no "ball of fire," what do you want

—

a conflagration?

Thanks anyhow for a swell story.

Albert B. Blffington

The Al Buffington Co.

FARM STORY

We here at WLS are very pleased with

the manner in which you handled the

Murphy story (Radio Builds Midwest

Feed Business) in the May sponsor.

R. B. Donovan

Station WLS

RADIO GIVEWAYS

In one of your recent issues, I am told

that you run a complete list of radio pro-

grams which make use of give-aways.

We are quite interested in making a

comprehensive study of such programs

and would like very much to have a re-

print of this list if it's possible for you to

send it.

N. H. SCHLEGEL

Director Advertising-Sales Promotion

Cory Corporation

WEATHER AVAILABILITIES

It has come to our attention that

sponsor is doing a report on weather

forecasts. The John E. Pearson Com-

pany has just conducted a survey of its

stations in order to advise agencies and

(Please turn to page 47)

SPONSOR
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do you know
about

Washington

radio?

e^Does

FIRST IN WASHINGTON

w M

980 KC.

How many Washingtonians have radios and how

much listening do they do in an average day?

How many have access to auto radios and

how much do they listen?

How much radio listening do they do after 10:30

at night and from 5:30 to 9:00 A.M.? Where do

they tune in the early morning and ivhy?

Questions like these need answers. Coincidental

surveys, mail count studies, and other research methods

based on "family" or "home" listening have produced

some valuable information on radio audiences.

But, until now, there has been little comprehensive

study of individual radio habits which, in the final

analysis, must be the determining factor in radio

listening measurement and study.

WRC recently completed its 1947 Area Sampling

Study of listening habits of adult individuals in

Washington. The findings— which get directly at

pertinent questions like those above— are available

in booklet form. Write us on your company

letterhead, or, if you prefer, use the coupon here.

Station WRC, 724 14th St., N. W., Washington 5, D. C.

Please send copies of your booklet <S)

Facts About the Washington Radio Audience.

NAME

FIRM _^
Represented by NBC SPOT SAIES

ADDRESS.

CITY .ZONE. .STATE.

THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
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Advertisers
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WNEW (New York) sends juveniles real

birthday cards bj special arrangement with

the Greeting Card Association. Two
cards, each with especially written mes-

sages, one for the wee ones and one for

Che six to K) year olds, are used. Like

KLZ (Denver) the station finds it's

better to send cards than read a long list

of birthdays on the air.

KGO fan column in five newspapers. Follow-

ing the lead of a number of stations

throughout the nation, ABC's San Fran-

cisco outlet is buying space in five coast

dailies three times a week CMWF) to run

a gossipy column about the stars and the

programs heard over the station. KGO
went a little further than most stations

in this promotion by scheduling over 100

announcements on the air calling atten-

tion to the column. An air show is also

planned under the column title, Radio

News, to keep the listening audience

conscious of the promotion.

Mr. and Mrs. WDAY (Fargo) promote sta-

tion's 25th anniversary. Mr. WDAY roamed
the streets waiting to be found by a

listener. The real name of Mrs. WDAY
was broadcast letter by letter, but not in

the correct order (one letter a day).

Listeners had to reconstruct the name.
There were $8,000 in prizes, and entries

came in at the rate of 94 letters per hour

with a total of over 15.000 received.

WPTF (Raleigh) sends out knives to agency-

men and suggests that they cut them-
selves a big slice of the "WPTF Billion

Dollar Market." There's no record of

how many superstitious ad-men sent the

station a penny to prevent cutting off a

friendship.

WHBC (Canton, O.) using own call letters to

promote BC headache powders. Julius Glass,

station promotion man, no'ed the last

two letters of the station's call were the

same as the product's, so sent postcards

to retailers handling the product. He
also stressed the fact that whBC brought

to the retailer his Best Customers.

KMPC (Hollywood) working the "PC" in its

call-letters for all they're worth. Bilboards

generally stress the fact that PC stands

for "Pacific Coast." "People's Choice."

"Press Coverage." "Prosperous Cali-

fornia." "Platter Chatter." When it

comes to music the station states it's

"Presto Concerto," "Percolatin' Ca-

dence," "Penthouse Calypso," "Plenty

Catchy," "Peppy Concerts," and "Pia-

nissimo Cadenza." It's going out into left

field a bit on that PC stunt but it does

establish the outlet's call letters with the

trade and its audience.

Five San Diego stations plug newspaper radio

poll. Although Terry Nolan's Air Fare

column in the San Diego Journal was only

two months old when he polled his

readers on their dialing tastes, he re-

ceived thousands of ballots due to the

fact that all the stations covering the area

constantly reminded their listeners not to

forget to vote.

Letter to CKAC (Montreal) cost $270 postage.

Recently the station saluted Bishop

Gustave Prevost as "L'Homme du Jour"
(Man of the Day) during a broadcast.

The Bishop's in China and it took five

$50 and two $10 stamps (Chinese value)

to carry his "thank you" to manager Phil

Lalonde.

William O'Neil's double-barreled gesture

startled the entire trade. It was a sensa-

tion when a great rubber manufacturing

organization (O'Neil's General Tire and

Rubber) saluted a program of its com-
petitor, Goodyear Tire and Rubber's

Greatest Story Ever Told. But it was even

more so when the full page newspaper ad-

salutes appeared in the same town where

O'Neil has the key station of his Yankee
Network. That was because the station

carrying Greatest Story in Boston, WCOP,
competes with Yankee's WNAC.

KVOO's (Tulsa) "High School Day" gets

whole town talking. Tulsa's NBC station

is run once a year by the students of

Central High School, an event that re-

ceives geat local publicity. Starting in

194S the student doing the best job will

receive a four-year university scholarship.

This is bound to make the event some-

thing that the secondary school students

will be thinking of all year 'round.

Promotion helps win two accounts for Kenyon

& Eckhardt. Outstanding K & E program

promotion was one of the basic factors in

Borden's moving from Young ex Rubicam

to K & E. Ford Motors was also im-

pressed enough with what the Hal Davis-

headed department was able to do with

publicity and promotion to take a chance

with K & E, moving its radio business

from J. Walter Thompson.

(Please turn to page 45)
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new and renew

New- M<UuuuU Spat Qu<u*i&u

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, start, duration

"42" Products, Inc.

Gallowhur Chemical Corp.

General Foods Sales Corp.
Kerr Glass Mfg. Co.
Larus & Brothers Co.

Lever Bros. Co.
Look Magazine
M & M. Ltd.

Michigan Chemical Corp.

Nestle's Milk Products, Inc.

Pennzoil Co.

United States Tobacco Co.

Cosmetics,
toiletries

Skat

Minute Rice
Glassware
Alligator Cigarettes

Breeze
Look
M & M Chocolates

Brlsacher,
Van Norden

Buchanan

Young & Rubicam
Dan B. Miner
Duane Jones

Federal
Ken yon & Eckhardt
Blow

Alley & Richards

Compton

Pestmaster.
Roachmaster

Semi-Sweet
Chocolate

Pennzip Gasoline Fuller & Smith &
Ross

Dill's Best Tobacco Kudner

9 Live, transcribed announcements; May 1; 52 wks

10 Transcribed breaks, spots; Jun 1 (seasonal—expand-
ing during summer to all major markets)

15-20 Live, transcribed announcements; Jun 2 (indefinite)
15 Live participations, spots, breaks; Apr 28; 13 wks
9 Spot news, live and transcribed breaks, announce-

ments; May 19 (indefinite)
12 Transcribed announcements; May 21; 26 wks
125 Transcribed announcements; May 13; 14 wks

15-20 Live, transcribed announcements, breaks; May 26;
52 wks

32 Live participations, spots; Jun 2 (seasonal)

5 Live participations; May 15 (indefinite)

22 15-min transcribed programs; Apr 28 (Indefinite)

10 Transcribed announcements; May 1 (indefinite)

New- Q*i Network*
SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Adam Hat Stores, Inc.
Eversharp, Inc.t
General Electric Co.
Lever Brothers Co.
(Pepsodent div.)

Liggett & Myers
John Morrell & Co.
National Biscuit Co.

N'oxzema Chemical Co.t

Nestle's Milk Products

Rexall Drug Co.t
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

Wesson Oil & Snowdrift Sales
Co.

United Electrical and Machine
Workers Union

tNetwork change.
{Fifty-two weeks generally means a

Blow NBC 125
Blow NBC —
BBD&O ABC -

—

Foote, Cone & Belding MBS 47
West Coast
stations

Newell-Emmett CBS -

—

Henri, Hurst & McDonald ABC 162
McCann-Erlckson ABC —
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & ABC
Bayles

William Esty ABC —
N. W. Ayer NBC 160
William Esty ABC —
Kenyon & Eckhardt ABC —
Moss & Arnold MBS 67

Big Break; Sun 10:30-11 pm; Jul 20; 52 wks
Take It or Leave It; Sun 10-10:30 pm; Jul 27; 52 wks
Tales of Willie Piper; Th 9-9:30 pm; Sep 4; 52 wks
Count of Monte Cristo; Tu 8-8:30 pm pst; 52 wks

Arthur Godfrey; MWF 11-11:30 am; May 9; 52 wks
Lassie; Sun 3-3:15 pm; Jun 8; 53 wks
Paul Whiteman Club; MTWTF 3:30-4:30 pm (15-min
segment)

Mayor of the Town; Wed 9:30-10 pm; Oct 8; 52 wks

Paul Whiteman Club; MTWTF 3:30-4:30 pm (15-mln
segment)

Jimmv Durante; Fri 8:30-9 pm; Jul 27; 52 wks
Paul Whiteman Club; MTWTF 3:30-4:30 pm (15-min
segment)

Paul Whiteman Club; MTWTF 3:30-4:30 pm (15-min
segment)

Leland Stowe; Wed 7:30-7:45 pm; Apr 23; 52 wks

13-week contract with options for 3 successive 13-week renewals. It's subject to cancellation at the end of any 13-week period)

(leaewail 0*t AleiuMtokl

SPONSOR AGENCY
Christian Science Publishing

Society
D. L. & W. Coal Co.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
General Mills, Inc.

Helbros Watch Co.
Liggett & Myers

Philip Morris & Co.
Pure Oil Co.

Revere Copper & Brass Co.
L. E. Waterman Co.

H. B. Humphrey

Ruthrauff & Ryan
Sweeney & James
Dancer- Fitzgerald-Sample

Knox Reeves

William«H. Weintraub
Newell-Emmett

Biow
Leo Burnett

St. Georges & Keyes
Chas. Dallas Reach

NET STATIONS

ABC

MBS
NBC
ABC

NBC
ABC

NBC

MBS
NBC

CBS
NBC

MBS
ABC

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

75 Monitor Views the News; Th 8:15-8:30 pm; Jun 5; 13 wks

85 The Shadow; Sun 5-5:30 pm; Sep 7; 39 wks
149 Voice of Firestone; Mon 8:30-9 pm; May 26; 52 wks
57 Betty Crocker'; MTWTF 10:25-10:45 am; Jun 2; 52 wks

132 Hymns of All Churches; MTWTF 10:25-10:45 am; Jun 2;

48 Light of the World; MTWTF 2:45-3 pm; Jun 2; 52 wks
189 Jack Armstrong; MTWTF 5:30-5:45 pm; Sep 1 ; 52 wks
70 Lone Ranger; MWF 6:30-7 pm; Jun 2; 52 wks
132 Today's Children; MTWTF 2:2-15 pm; Jun 2; 52 wks

Woman in White; MTWTF 2:15-2:27 pm; Jun 2; 52 wks
Masquerade; MTWTF 2:27-2:40 pm; Jun 2; 52 wks
Betty Crocker; MTWTF 2:40-2:45 pm; Jun 2; 52 wks

350 Quick as a Flash; Sun 5:30-6 pm; Jun 8; 52 wks
156 Chesterfield Supper Club; MTWTF 7-7:15 pm; Jun 9;

144 Crime Doctor; Sun 8:30-8:55 pm; Jun 27; 52 wks
36 Kaltenborn Edits the News; MTWTF 7:45-8 pm; May 5;

340 Exploring The Unknown; Sun 9-9:30 pm; Jun 8; 13 wks
199 Gangbusters; Sat 9-9:30 pm; Sep 13; 52 wks
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A/eta a+td dene-uted oh. ^eieoHlfUt

SPONSOR AGENCy STATION PROGRAM (time, start, i set)

\ nu i i. .in Pipe ( Meaner ( •

Bulova Watch <

i Uber Baking I

N < I Iv mi < <0.

I hi Head Brew tag Co.

K.i-1 u> Brewing <]<>.

Keystone Pining ft Rust
• ting ( In.

Kr.il i Poods Co.

Ruili Brooke
Blow
Scheck
Direct

Reincke, Meyer &
Finn

Malcolm Howard
Direct

U Mil) New York
WNItl. New York
WAI1I). New York
U Mil), New York

WBK.B. Chicago

WBKB, Chicago
tt'Alll), New York

J. Walter Thompson WNBT. New York

lustta Nichols Co. \lfred I.ill>

Pepal-Cola • Newell-Emmett
l

. S. Rubber Co. Campbell-Ewald
Winston Radio A relevialon Direct

\v Mil). New York
WABD. New York
WCBS-TV, New York
WAIII). New York

Small Fry; Mon 7-7:3* pm; May 26; 13 WltS (new)
Time Signals; MI'S 2 per day; Jun 5 (renewed)
Small Fry; Th 7-7:30 pin; Jun 5; 13 wks (new)
Five spot following Keystone Fishing News; Fri 6:59-7 pm;
May 23; 13 wks (new)

Harness racing (new)

Wrestling, Boxing, Rockets Pro Football; May 5; 13 wks (new)
Sports, fishing news; MTWTF 6:54-6:59 pm; May 12; 13 wka
(new)

Kraft Tele vision Theater; Wed 7:30-8:30 pm; May 7; 35 wks (new)
Weather reports; Sat. Sun afternoon; Apr 12 (new)
Names to Remember; Mon 8:30-8:39 pm (new)
S|xiis; Mon (before and after Yankee hall games) (renewed)
National Fro Tennis; Jun 16-22, afternoons Cnew)
lioxlng at Jamaica; Mon 9:30 to finish; Jun 2; Season (new)

A/ecu /Icfesicy Apj2Xtint*fte*t£l

SPONSOR PRODUCT or service ) AGENCY

Vmerit an Petroleum Institute, New Y'ork Institutional. .

Vrcher Bakery, Vancouver, Wash Bakery products
VrmollteCo , Los xngeles Dab auto paint, polish, cleaner
Vtwaterft Fish. Hollywood Used cars
Bell vsaoclation. Inc. Women's belts
BUtmore Flowers and Oifts of Southern California
and affiliated firms (.rowing, distributing, retailing flowers

Mluhill I oods Inc.. Santa \na, Calif Cheese, salad dressings
Borden Co., New York Dairy products
Brewster Hat Co.. New York Hats
liriskin Camera Corp.. Santa Monica. Calif. Brlskine 8 magazine camera and

accessories

Bruckmann Brewing Co., Cincinnati Beer
Cadet Laboratories. Worcester. Mass. Seal Skin Hand Saver
California rruit Chimes Co.. San Gabriel, Calif Candy, confectionery, fruit products.
The Cameo Corporation, Chicago Cameo cleanser
Caplstrano Beach Properties. Capisrrano Beach.

Calif. Real estateCase Swayne Packing Co., Santa Ana, Calif.;
Portland. Ore. Family Style soups, jellies, preserves.

,., „ _. „ _ _ ... baked beansChase Candy Co., St. Joseph. Mo. CandyChatham Pharmaceuticals. Inc.. Newark.
. . Pharmaceuticals

.hicago Western Corp.. Chicago Pinafore Canned Whole
Cblcopee Sales Corp.. N. Y. Dinners

Chicken

g Food
_..lng, edible fat products

(addition to products now handled by
agency) .

Ball-point pens
Pastry mix
Mrs. Filbert's Margarine

•„rl \V \ , • ,1?
C
Z-

Ml '",iU'kee Food productsford Motor Co.. Dearborn. Mich. Automobiles
shoes
apples

Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Bavlcs N, n

York
House & l.eland. Portland. Ore.
Atherton, Hollywood
Allied. Los Angeles
Claire A. Wolff. New York

Hillman-Shane. Los Angeles
Glasser-Galley. Los Angeles
Kcnvon & Kckhardt. New York (all radio)

St. c'.eorges & Keyes. New York

Klltten & Thomas. Los Angeles, for national
advertising

Dinerwan. Cincinnati
Henry Hanger. New York
Allied. Los Angeles
Presba. Fillers & Presba. Chicago

M M. Young, Los Angeles

Harrington. Whitney & Hurst. San Francisco
Ruthrauff & Ryan. Chicago
Noyea & Sproul, New Y'ork

Phil Cordon. Chicago
Newell-Emmett. New York
Ernest N. George, Los Angeles
F. A. Ensign. Pittsburgh
Blow. San Francisco
Levy. Newark

Escort Pen Co., Chicago
Ferriston Mills. Rahns. Pa.
I. II. Filbert. Inc.. Baltimore

Ih.l'lv "lod'Bv"^ "s" •

'n
artf

Vr
d

•
C<>nn

- Food product.Hollywood Bj I he Sea. Port Hueneme. Calif. ««rl,™,r.
loduslrinciV'^.^V k"' ta

f' Fortiand.Me....: BenaTre women's shoes
Industrial Cigar Co., Pittsburgh

. »„„ «„„,-ia i s,«rtIP«
........... v .^.„ ,.„.. rutsDurgn

A,-,.,, Special Stogies
'

iffv IV, ,1, ,
^

. „ Sports goods, home appliances
littv I rodiu ts. Inc.. Lansdowne, Pa. 7|nnv i| nll ij srarch
a Boheme Vineyards Co., Fresno. Calif. wtoi

q Starch

Morning Fresh Bakery. Boise. Idaho
Mutual loan Co., Salt Lake City

1'lv mouth Shoe Co.,
Pari land Footwear ( So

Bakery products
Loans
Upholstering services
Hosiery, ready to wear
Bakery products
Salad dressings

,, ?
h Civic organization

Mlddleboro, Mass. Men's shoes
Portland, Me. Women's shoes

er apparel

New York Upholstering, Plymouth, PaNorBud shops. Washington, I) c
pT'. i"

1'/"" ',* ,,;,kt 'rv I,iv )• Omaha. ... .
I crkcl food Products, Portland Ore
Pa Pitt's Partners. Pittsburgh

Previa Fashions. New York
'

Ma ordcOueen Anne Candy c,,.. Hammond Ind. < ,, d

Ho, sil's Shoe «:o..,,lkland
k
Calif. Shoe? "

Savon Beverages Of New Jersey. Jersey City Be crages

w/;;;.::;,

v

I

,

s:^/^ ( ':,:;de,:
:

N
ii

T' BS&E St i

S^nxpr^fe^c ^ <*£%2mX * K "^ E&SSESls .impriile. Inc.. New \ ork cu n ,:..

.in in d Dog Food
Chocolate. .

Shoes

N^'s^dding', '/'TH "" V" " kl '"> Gr^peflu!
•

S
>Kll,l ""i «•"•• Hollywoo I Cosmetics

Slips, lingerie
uit
Us. perfumes

ucts
ler cigars

Federal. New York
Lieber. Chicago
John Falkner Arndt. Philadelphia

Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Bayles

Noves & Sproul. New York
Jim Baker. Milwaukee
Kenyon & Eckhardt. New York (radio only)

Dundee & Frank. New York
H. B. LeOuatte. New York
Booth. Yickery & Schwinn. New York
West-Marquis. Los Angeles
Kelso Norman. San Francisco

Brisacher. Van Norden. New York

Grey, New York
Dunne Jones. New York
Stcller-Millar-Khbcrts. Los Angel, s

Badger & Browning. Boston
W Earl Bothwell. Pittsburgh
Tullis. Los Angeles ....
Martin & Andrews. Philadelphia

Biow . San Francisco
Cooper ft Crowe. Salt Lake City

J R. Kupsick. New iork
Harrington. Whitney ft Hurst. Los Angeles

Marvin llahn. Detroit

Rodgers ft Brown. New York
House ft Lclaiul. Portland. Ore.

Cm. per ft Crowe. Salt Like City

Rodgers & Brown. New York
Kronsta.lt. Washington. D. C.

Hill Blackett, Chicago
Schi.lt/ ft Kit/. Portland
\\ I ill Bothwell. Pittsburgh
Reingold. Boston
Badger ft Browning. Boston

Rodgers ft Brown. New \ ork

Hill Blackett. Chicago
Presba. Fellers .N Presba. Chicago
Campbell-Ewald. New Tor*
\d Fried. Oakland
Schacter. Fata ft Lent. New \,.rk

Ruthraufl ft *< > x n < tx i • -»C«

Lewis ft GHman, Philadelphia

Moser ft Cot ins. I tlca

1 ester Harrison New V.rk
Cooper & Crowe. Salt.lake <»>
SI,.. waiter & Singer. Inc.. Los Inf

(' nnliiiHti!



r Mr. Sponsor:

Charles Luckinan'
President Lever Brothers Company

His friends good-naturedly refer to him as the" Jet'Propelled Boy Won-
der of U. S. Sales Promotion," for at the age of 38 "Chuck" Luckman

heads the giant Lever Brothers (Pepsodent, Lifebuoy, Lux, Rinso, Spry,

Lipton's, etc.) Company, U. S. subsidiary of the world-wide Lever Brothers

and Unilever Ltd. of England. Soft-spoken, showmanship-wise Luckman
spends the fourth largest advertising budget in this country, nearly $15,-

000,000, of which a solid 50 per cent goes into air selling. Luckman runs

advertising campaigns like military campaigns.

When he took over as Lever's top-executive a year ago from F. A.

Countway, Luckman promptly shook up the Lever air shows, gave several

soapers and high-cost nighttime shows the axe. What he left is true to the

Lever traditions as well as Luckman's philosophy
—"You can't reach a

mass market with a symphony orchestra."

Luckman's meteoric career includes at least three separate and highly

successful careers. After college, Kansas City-born Luckman sold record

amounts of Colgate soap on Chicago's unhygienic South Side. From there

he was hired by millionaire ad-man Albert Lasker to do the same thing

nationally for Pepsodent, then a cut-price loss leader. Luckman's drastic

Pepsodent promotions, in which Pepsodent retained the title to the tubes

until they were actually retailed, paid off after 1 1 nervous months in which

at one point sales went down 44 per cent.

Lever's gospel of cleanliness is spread to listeners on two networks and

six shows (Bob Hope, Lux Radio Theater, Aunt Jenny's, Joan Davis, Amos
'n' Andy) plus Vox Pop\ for Lipton's, a Lever offshoot.

Despite his $300,000 salary, Luckman, an honorary member of Okla-

homa's Kiowa Indian tribe, is no swivel-chair boss. He often grabs a box

or bar of a Lever soap and goes calling incognito on housewives to talk to

them first-hand. Luckman explains "We can't just sit around the front

office selling soap to each other!"

* And friends.

t Arthur Godfrey's "Talent Scouts" replaces this in the fall.

Remember the

story about . .

.

\ ©i

ST. GEORGE AND

;-<feO\S

THE DRAGON?

fc
ueTte

That dragon was an old time flame

thrower. He breathed out fumes so poison-

ous that men who fought him died. Many a
brave knight fell by the wayside . . . then

along came St. George.

He killed the dreadful dragon . . .

because he knew where to strike.

W-W-D-C has done a similar job for a

lot of sales messages that seem to be
dying from something poisonous. W-W-D-C
knows how to strike out . . . and clear the

road. A lot of time buyers have found that

out. How about your tough sales problem?

Put W-W-D-C to work on it . . . for results.

Keep your eye on

WWDC
IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

AM and FM
Represented Nationally by

FORJOE & COMPANY
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We have a local program called "The Unseen Advisor" every

night at 7. After six consecutive years of sponsorship, our client

felt that he had saturated his market and gave up the show. In

April, we made the following announcement: "We are thinking

about discontinuing this program. If you want it to stay on, write

us a letter." We made that announcement ONCE. That is all

we said.

We received 7,382 letters and 33 telegrams — from that

ONE announcement.

The letters came from 42 counties in 5 states, representing

a population of 8,456,593 with retail trade of $2,978,273,000.

We think this is the greatest response to a single announce-

ment on one station in the history of radio. We believe this

proves beyond question the tremendous audience WIP delivers.

Yes, we sold the show.

Back to the man who had it in the first place!

PHILADELPHIA • 610 K.C. • IT'S MUTUAL

Represented Nationally b y - G E O. P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

P. S. Do- Re-Mi, a musical quiz show at 2.30 P. M. across the board, has been averaging 800 letters a week. It's for safe!
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Weather is Commercial

Sponsors now discovering why rain and
shine are on first page of newspapers

Seventy-five thousand New Yorkers

daily spend the cost of a phone call to dial

WEather 6-1212 to check the rise and fall

of the barometer. All over the nation

thousands more are doing the same thing

although in many cases it doesn't cost

them a nickel because they have un-

limited service. In many of these areas

the callers receive a commercial along

with their weather information*—just as

they do on the air.

No newspaper worthy of the name in

the U. S. A. prints a first page without the

weather forecast, which publishers' sur-

veys have proved attains a higher read-

ability than an eight-column streamer.

JUNE 1947

Scripps Howard newspapers (World'

Telegram in New York) have made a fea-

ture of the weather with a trade-marked

bird yclept Arpad. The weather is news.

It is a guarantee of first page readership

and just as logically should be a hot spot

availability (like time announcements) on

stations all over the nation.

On farm programs weather naturally is

a must. Even as early as 1921 on Pitts-

burgh's KDKA, when Frank Mullen, now
vp and general manager of the National

Broadcasting Company, started a farm

program he found out that weather was

tops in appeal, with more than one-third

of the rural listeners shouting "we want

the weather."

In Boston the weather has always been

top news and E. B. Rideout (WEEI) not

only has a number of weather programs

sold on the station but sells his Long Range

Weather Calendar for sixty cents to more

than 10,000 New Englanders. During

one five-hour storm period "E. B.," as he

has become known, answered more than

500 calls for information on when the

darned thing would end. He has compe-

tition on other Boston stations with

WCOP's Ralph M. Barker who is piped-

in direct from Cape May (sponsor,

December 1946) also doing a top-drawer

job of weathercasting.

Out on the West Coast, they listen over

KFI to a piping-voiced Floyd Young from

Pomona because advance knowledge of a

coming frost in the citrus and other fruit

13



Rideout, Boston forecaster, checks instruments

belts is the difference frequently between

being solvent or bankrupt. The same is

true in Florida although no voice as un-

usual as Young's comes over loud

speakers.

Most news programs include some

mention of the weather, a fact that has

been cited by some stations as a reason

why weather spots haven't been pushed

the way time spots have been. The latter

have been the making of Bulova and a

number of other watch manufacturers.

The fact that a newscast has included the

weather is no more a reason why a station

break shouldn't have a weather spot in it

than the fact that a news program men-
tions the time should stop a time break

from following it.

For a number of years the sound of the

Anvil Chorus in station breaks heralded a

commercial for Weed Tire Chains when-
ever snow and ice covered the roads.

Rem and Rel use weather breaks when-

ever the head cold and sneeze period

arrives, and for many years Breyer's Ice

Cream, in the eastern areas in which it

distributes, has been using weather breaks

to highlight its spot announcement copy.

In television Botany Woolen Mills was

one of the first to tell its story of Botany
men's ties through weather breaks

(WNBT) and its woolly lamb. Reid's

Ice Cream used the weather for a while

on WCBS-TV but dropped it because,

according to its agency, the station never

produced the 60 variations of weather

cartoons it promised. With only three

weather variations Reid's just didn't

think it could do a job.

Standard Oil of New Jersey uses Esso

Weather Reporter on 1 3 stations to supple-

ment its Esso Reporter coverage (March
sponsor). It spends $50,000 a year for

it and has been doing so since April of last

year. The Esso Weather Reporter is a two-

a-day feature with 45 seconds devoted to

the rain or shine forecast and 15 seconds

to the Esso selling. During the summer
the Friday night Esso Reporter news shows
on WJZ, New York, will carry a weekend
weather forecast as an experiment. The
test started in May and will run until the

fall when a survey will be made on

listener reactions. Esso also uses the

Weather Reporter for public service mes-

sages, just as it does its regular five-

minute newscasts. The Esso "service"

spot campaign started as a dealer-co-

operative test in Pine Bluff, Arkansas

(KOTN) . It was successful there so went

to 13 stations in April of 1946.

Birdseye Frosted Foods has been

watching the success of its one-station

weather forecast schedule closely. It's

buying (through Young and Rubicam) 17

two-minute WQXR weather breaks per

week, with a 60-second weather report and

a commercial of the same length. A re-

cent listener survey conducted by WQXR
indicates that Birdseye is the number one

frozen food among the station's fans (86

per cent of those surveyed stating this).

The weather breaks had nothing to do
with the brand preference of the listeners

since the survey was in process at the

time the weather package of spots was

sold. It just indicated that listeners to

this "class music station" were Birdseye

buyers. The sponsor feels the weather

spots will keep them so. It will eventu-

ally "test" its specials on the program.

Like the Weed Tire Chain weather

spots of years ago, Sherman Bros., Inc.,

have recorded special bad weather jingle

spots for its Sherbrooke raincoats and is

using them on rainy days on three sta-

tions (WJASand KDKA, Pittsburgh, and

WOL, Washington) for the purpose of

proving to their dealers that these jingles

are worth while. The transcriptions are

being offered free to all Sherbrooke

outlets. Twenty-five stores are using

them, mostly as breaks, although a few,

like Carson Pirie Scott & Co. (Chicago)

and Sibley, Lindsay and Curr (Rochester)

incorporate the Sherbrooke weather re-

ports into their regularly scheduled

broadcasts.

Currently most successful of all weather

forecasts are those produced by Harry S.

Goodman, who has come up with the idea

of weather 's being entertainment . He has

recorded jingles for 66 kinds of weather

including special versions of the forecast

(Please turn to page 50)

Botany's woolly lamb becomes telegenic and jumps through the "O"
in a pioneering visual commercial weathercast over station WNBT

Reid's Ice Cream WCBS-TV weather spotting got across the idea of

snow and ice, landing its commercial in the middle of the picture

~ v
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the ease for and against;

Stars like vacations but listeners actually
cost less when the weather is simmering

It
costs many advertisers money to

take a hiatus in the summertime. It

costs others money to substitute a

stop-gap program for their regular 39-

week big time show. Only the adver-

tisers who have a vehicle which can stay

on all year round are certain that they're

getting one hundred cents for their broad-

cast advertising dollar.

High among the latter are the air's

cleverest advertisers, the men who get

100 cents for every ad-dollar they spend,

the daytime advertiser, the sponsor of the

cliff-hanging heart throb dramas at which

all the air's reformers tilt their Don
Quixote lances. Ma Perkins, Second Mrs.

Burton, Portia Faces Life and the other

weepers go right on their "merry" 52-

week way selling for their sponsors. The

fact that the average Hooperating for

daytime shows is only 25 per cent less

midsummer than it is midwinter is one of

the reasons. Moreover, this rating is

based only on city homes and does not

take into consideration a single summer

resort, hotel, or car radio. No one has

come up with authenticated figures for

the vacation period but daytime adver-

tisers feel certain they're getting their

value from radio all year round.

All media suffer from summer doldrums

(though with broadcasting suffering less

than magazines—note chart above) . This

is true despite the fact that August con-
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sumer buying is higher than seven other

months in the year .Survey of Current

Business). It's true also despite the fact

that the summer consumer income is only

fractionally lower than the rest of the

year. Only outdoor advertising spurts

during the dog days.

Among those manufacturers who cur-

tail their general advertising expenditures

during the summer months are firms that

find their highest sales during the June-

September period. Gasoline sales in-

crease at least one-third in midsummer

ova the winter months. Cigarette sales

are 10 to 20 per cent higher in June, July,

August, and September than they are in

the other months. In normal years new

passenger automobiles hit their peak

sales in April, but May, June, July, and

August are all above average. Yet to-

bacco and auto advertising hits the skids

in June, July, and August.

In nighttime broadcasting there's the

alibi that the average listening audience

takes a solid dip when the thermometer

hits 80. July and August evening

Hooperatings are only a little better than

half of what they are during November,

December, January, February, and

March. These ratings are deceptive,

however. First, as previously indicated in

connection with the daytime ratings, they

cover only the big metropolitan centers

and the millions who go away for the

summer are not surveyed. Even more

important is the fact that without excep-

tion the high-ranking programs go off the

air during the summer. The records of

the programs that stay on all year round

show nothing like the drop in ratings that

the "average" Hooper figure does. Screen

Guild Players last year stayed on the air

right through the summer and despite the

fact that the program that during the

winter is supposed to deliver practically

all of their audience to them, Lux Radio

Theatre, was off the air for a summer

Pcpsodent changes pace in the summer with "The Adventures of Philip Marlowe," a mystery
starring Van Heflin (right) taking over in place of the air's number one comic, Bob Hope

Evelyn and her violin will be replacedt *

be warbling in place of the "Hour

Jack Benny picked another comedian, Jack Parr, as his vacation relief for! Lucky {Strike. Trade

says ]Benny will be testing new writers on Perr show. That's one way of checking new scribblers

Charlie McCarthy's summer replac «*

Alec Templeton, who is back again &*
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hiatus, their ratings ran like this:

May 30 June 15 Sept 30 Oct 15

19.7 16.2 15.9 20.0

When Lux returned to the air, Screen

Guild was more than two points higher

than Lux on its first fall rating, whereas

normally Screen Guild averages three

points lower. Walter Winchell takes a

four-week vacation but his sponsor,

Jergens, stays on the air with a substitute

in which Winchell, unlike most radio

stars, takes a great interest (selecting his

own replacements). Result last year was
that W. W. went off the air with a 12.6

(July 15) and came back with a 12.9.

Neither Jergens nor Winchell had lost

anything.

Time-wise, a summer replacement is

generally not a great expense. That's

because the networks have worked up a

rate structure which penalizes the adver-

tiser who doesn't stay on for 52 weeks.

The full-year time-buyer gets an annual

rebate of 12>£ per cent. On NBC it's

estimated that the eight summer weeks

cost the time user just 28 per cent as much
as his normal facilities cost. Thus if the

sponsor buys a reasonable summer pro-

gram (the average summer replacement

costs less than half the fall and winter

show) he is buying listeners more cheaply

in the summer than he does the rest of

the year. This projection is based upon

an average audience of half of what the

advertiser reaches during the rest of the

year. If a much cheaper program is pur-

chased, as Pepsodent has done this year,

a 52-week campaign is even more inviting.

Pepsodent bought the Philip Marlowe

mystery series to replace Bob Hope at a

cost of less than 20 per cent of the Hope
shindig ($4,000 for Marlowe, $21,000 for

Hope). If this whodunit attains a rating

of 10, as last year's Hope replacement

(Man Called X) did, it will deliver pros-

pective toothpaste buyers at a much
lower cost than Hope does in the winter-

time. That's simple arithmetic. Time
costs will be 28 per cent of the regular

t maestro, Woody Herman, who'll

ectric light companies of America

Electric Auto-Lite's summer replacement for Dick Haymes is a far cry from a tune show with
that down-easterner, Parker Fennelly, as Lawyer Tucker who knows all, sees all, does everything

:«nSanborn will be the piano witticisms of

if »: "First Fifteen" broadcast programs

"Rogues Gallery" again takes over the summer "Fitch Bandwagon" slot. There s a new Rogue,
Barry Sullivan, doing the sleuthing. Phil Harris and Alice Faye will be back for Fitch this fall



5, the program costs will be under 20

percent di midseason program figure. On
the other hand Marlowe will probably be

delivering a little under one-third the

audience (Hope's February 15 rating was

31). In other words time costs would be

$2,800, program costs $4,000, or a cost

per broadcast of $6,800, as against regular

fees of $10,000 for time and $21,000 for

ram or v
II ,000 I his means that it

will cost IVpsodent's parent corporation,

Brothers, $680 to attain a Hooper

point in the summer as against $1,000 in

the winter (at the very height of the

listening period).

This ratio naturally will not hold good

for every program and its replacement.

It is nevertheless generally true that the

networks have established a rate struc-

ture that makes summer broadcasting

profitable—if the advertiser is interested

in reaching consumers at that time.

When Goodyear was recently sold on

staying on ABC during the July-August

period, the tire company executives were

shown that taking the weekly cost during

the 39 (fall and winter) weeks of the

program and time as 100 per cent, each of

the summer 1 3 weeks would cost only 68

per cent as much as this. To establish an

audience expectancy for Goodyear they

computed the average for all ABC net-

work programs that did not take a sum-

mer vacation. Average listening to these

programs (per broadcast) was 72 per cent

of the average for the other 39 weeks.

Goodyear naturally stayed on the air.

It made sense to pay 68 per cent of regular

costs for 72 per cent of the audience.

There was of course another factor

—

which motivated Paul Litchfield, chair-

man of the board of Goodyear. As he

put it, God doesn't take vacations and

The Greatest Story Ever Told (May
sponsor) has its special job, as Litchfield

sees it—a return to the preaching of

Christ.

If a program stays off the air longer

than eight weeks there's a premium which

the advertiser has to pay. That's why
few sponsors who have only one show on

the air take more than eight weeks off.

Those that have more than one show on

a network frequently add their allowable

hiatus weeks together and take off one

show for 13 to 16 weeks and keep their

other shows on. This year Bristol-Myers

intended to take Duffy's Tavern off.

Since they had decided to drop the Alan

Young Shou it would have cost them a

premium to take their regular summer
vacation during the Duffy period, so Tex

and Jinx, a low cost package, will be the

replacement.

I lu "permissable hiatus" idea origin-

18

ated in 1941 as a result, it's said, of Lever

Brotheis' wanting to hold on to their

Lux Radio Theatre time on CBS and still

vacation. CBS, to satisfy Lever, de-

veloped the eight-week hiatus idea and

by 1942 NBC, under the same kind of

sponsor pressure, came up with the same

eight-week idea and called it an "in-

terval."

For sponsors like Blue Coal it makes

good sense, most advertisers feel, to take

a hiatus. Coal just isn't sold in the

summertime and D. L. & W. Coal Com-
pany, the owner of the Blue Coal trade-

mark, doesn't have any summer products

for its dealers.

The general trade explanation of why

advertisers cut their budgets in the sum-

mertime is that many of them like to

coast during their peak business periods.

Yet ice cream and gasoline are two prod-

ucts with top hot weather business and

neither are notably taking vacations.

Socony-Vacuum has cancelled its Monday
night NBC spot which it has held for

many years, but this is an exit not a

hiatus. Most other gas companies, Sun,

Texas, Richfield, Standard, Esso, Ameri-

can, Gulf, Signal, and Atlantic, to cite a

few, continue their network and spot

campaigns on a 52-week basis. Since

most ice creams are regional rather than

nationally distributed few use network

(Please turn to page 45)

A Sigmund Romberg returns to air this summer as a replacement for that raucous voiced kid, Red
Skelton. Romberg, who always rates top vacation-time audiences, is a great touring attraction

Rexall changes networks this summer (From CBS to NBC). Program assigned to build fall

audience for Schnoz Durante is Pat O'Brien and Lynn Bari in a light drug-store comedy



Celebrating this June

1 5 YEARS of PROGRESS
1 HE fact that CKLW is here, and celebrating its

15th^Anniversary this month, is the result of a few important, basic

beliefs. They are . . .

• We believe that our radio station must always

fulfill its obligation to accept leadership in matters pertaining to the

"public interest, convenience and necessity."

• We believe any tendency to be satisfied with the

commonplace is dangerous. Our programming staff must be alert

to every new and changing condition in the fast-moving field of

broadcasting.

• Collectively, our entire staff shall have and keep

a sensitive awareness of what people want, sympathetically reflected

in their voice and actions.

J. HAT it works out well for everybody is repeatedly

proven by countless listener surveys and 101 enviable sponsor

success stories!

in the Detroit Area it's . . .

5,000 Watts
at 800 kc.

Day and Night CKLW
Union Guardian Bldg., Detroit 26

J. E. Campeau, Managing Director • Mutual System

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc., Natl. Rep. • Canadian Rep., H. N. Stovin & Co.
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PARI THREE

Tin* imluslrv looks a I

Timebuying has replaced produc-

tion as the sweatbox corner in

advertising agency operation. Like

production, its horizon is bounded by

low pay, long hours, no glamour and little

agency prestige. This doesn't mean that

Carlos Franco, Linnea Nelson, Ted

Fisher, Jim O'Neil, Frank Silvernail, John

Hymes, Henry Clochessy, Frank Palmer,

Bill Dekker, and Reggie Scheubel aren't

in the $10,000 or better class. It does

mean that most of the men and women
who do the actual buying do well if they

average $75 a week and rate a cubicle

instead of a desk in the general office.

There are hundreds of timebuyers in the

low income group and an adequate

sample indicates that not more than 20

get out of the four figure class.

This perhaps wouldn't be so important

to sponsors of radio programs if the top-

flight buyers actually saw station execu-

tives and representatives regularly. They

don't. It's easier, for example, to get to

Sigrud Larmon, president of Young and

Rubicam than it is to Carlos Franco, no

matter how earnest Franco is. That's

because there are only 24 hours in a day

and Franco, having problems of network

clients to solve, in itself a full time job,

can only hope to see one or two key

station men a day. He's also concerned

(as are most of the other top timebuyers)

with industry problems (BMB, NAB,
AAAA and others) which have a habit of

eating into a working day and night.

This means that the final selection of

stations is more often than not based

upon recommendations of assistants.

This does not mean that even the head-

man, or glamour woman, in the time-

buying section of the agency make even

half the station selections for their clients.

It's estimated that 40 per cent of the

stations bought by agencies are pre-

selected by jobbers, distributors or branch

offices of the advertiser. Frequently the

selection with which the timebuyer is

saddled is far from being the correct one

for the client but since the man in the

field is responsible for meeting the sales

quota set by the home office, the agency

is seldom in a position to cross him on

station preferences. The general routine

is for the branch-manager to "suggest" to

the sales manager that he could do a

better selling job if he was backed by

station KXXX. The sales manager

passes on this information to the ad-

manager, who in turn passes it on to the

1 inn' Sale 1 low * Time Sale Flow * Time Sale How *

« ben business .-tarts at (when business starts with wlien business starts \>i(h

local distributors) Radio Director) advertising manager i

1 oca] Distributor 40% Agency Kadio Director 10% Advertising Manager 2S

T
District Sales Manager 10%

T

Agcnc> Bnsine— Manager 10%

T

Agencj Account Executive M

Sales Manager

T

20%
T

Agencj Timebuyer 60%

T

Agency Kadio Director M

IdVertising Manager 10% T T

T \^ency Account Kxecutive 10% Timebuyer 3or
Wi ii< \ Account Kxecutive —

T T
T

Agency Kadio Director 5%
Sale- Manager 10% Assistant Timebuyer

T

20%

Timebuyer — Agency Timebuyer — Agency Media Director 5%

'With percentage of influence in final

Italian choice— Ixisrd on cross section

'With percentage of influence in final

station choice—based on cross section

'With percentage of influence in filial

station choice—based on cross section

80 SPONSOR



BUYERS
finds them doing a good job but; . . .

advertising agency account executive.

What happens after it reaches the account

executive differs according to the size of

the agency, the authority of its radio

director and a host of considerations.

(See flow charts at the bottom of pre-

vious page.)

In the case of short'term campaigns,

however, the recommendations of the

timebuyer, which usually mean the hard-

working fact-gathering clan, go through

without too many changes. The Broad-

cast Measurement Bureau has simplified

their job but it only gives the timebuyers

foundation facts. It can't tell the buyer

how well any particular time slot will do

for his client although it does give the

buyer station coverage facts on a com-

parative basis.

Hans Zeisel, manager of research de-

velopment for McCann Erickson, gave

some indication of the correlation between

average audience expectancy for a pro-

gram based upon its BMB figures

(sponsor, December 1946) but admitted

that the correlation might be different for

every station. He pointed out that it was

only a straw in the wind, not an incontro-

vertible mathematical equation that

could replace actual program, station and

area knowledge. Since no timebuyer has

a set of special correlation figures for each

station—and since the Zeisel formula is

still in its development stages, the time-

buyer is forced to depend on his knowl-

edge gained by countless checking and

plenty of guesswork. A timebuyer with-

out a crystal ball is, according to many
station representatives, an anomaly.

That's the only way that some representa-

tives can explain to their stations why
they weren't able to sell Miss Y that

across-the-board campaign.
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A recent check-up by the head of one

of the top twenty-five agencies in the

U. S. revealed the fact that one of his $75

a week assistant timebuyers had bought,

in one 12 month period, $2,500,000 in

time for the agency that had passed

through the agency's operation without

further check-up. Thus this "clerk"

cleared business that brought the agency

$375,000 in commissions (this was only

part of his duties) at a salary of $4,000.

This doesn't mean that there wasn't any

other expense involved in this particular

spot billing but that the low salaried em-

ployee was in a position of losing the

agency millions of dollars of billing, if

his judgment was wrong.

This agency executive's survey resulted

in a realignment of responsibilities in the

timebuying department—but the time-

buyer in question (whose judgment se-

lected stations for $2,500,000 business)

didn't get a raise. Heads of radio depart-

ments in agencies explain away low

salaried timebuying employees by stating

that actual authority in placing contracts

is seated with either the head of the de-

partment or with the business manager of

the radio operation. A double check on

this indicated that few business managers

of agency radio departments were in any

position to check the judgments of the

timebuying employees. In a few cases

where the heads of departments have

come up through the timebuying depart-

ment it is true that the radio vp does

check actual selections of outlets. But

this is the exception not the rule.

Why spot timebuying is such a head-

(Please turn to page 51)

What a Timoh ii voi* is supposed to Know
(there are about 100 other things he's supposed to know also)

1. Coverage of over 1,000 radio stations

2. Listening habits throughout the U. S. A. and Canada

3. What's on the air

4. Each station's competition

5. Each client's distribution

6. Stations' merchandising services

7. Clients' expectations

8. When to say "Yes"

9. When to forget Hooperatings

10. Stations' acceptance rules

L. *Based upon a survey of sponsors and station representatives

21
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Thrill-Pocked RadioMysteries

„«*y KWK
9
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HYDE PARK BEER
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Hyde Park Beer gives their three recorded mysteries on KWK (St. Louis) the same treatment on billboards that big network programs expect

It's a Transcription Year
It?s on the record—there's an e.t. answer
for eaeh ami every commercial problem

Transcriptions can do it . . . "it"

being practically anything that

broadcasting itself is assigned.

They can do a network job. Bing Crosby,

The Doctors Talk It Over, and Burl Ives

have proved that during the past year.

Hundreds of programs are broadcast

ever) week tmm transcriptions which are

made at web affiliate nutlets in order to

make possible delayed airings of network

shows. The difference between a "live"

transmission and one that's aired from a

22

transcription is one that by test can't be

detected by the average listener, or even

a keener-than-average ear. Two net-

works (NBC and CBS) still refuse to

transmit to their stations from recorded

programs, but recorded programs are

heard on all network stations, even those

owned and operated by these chains.

If some Bing Crosby programs have

suffered criticism it isn't because of the

original recording but because the pro-

grams are dubbed (re-recorded) from

original masters in order to permit edit-

ing. But despite the Crosby transcription

quality's being less than what normal

good transcriptions are expected to and

do deliver, they have nevertheless been

able to deliver audiences that consistently

place his Philco program among the

First Fifteen evening network (Hooper)

rated broadcasts.

Technically it is possible to put on a

transcription the maximum quality de-

manded by frequency modulation broad-

casting, which is beyond what the average

ear can hear. Since standard broadcast-

ing (AM) transmits only a fraction of this

quality, and since less than one-tenth of

SPONSOR



1 per cent of the radio receivers in homes

can reproduce the full range of what these

stations are transmitting, it may be

understood that these recordings techni-

cally are competitive with anything that

comes over the air.

How good a job can be done is attested

by the fact that Martin Block for the past

six months has been spinning his disks for

WNEW in New York by transcription

from the West Coast, and with few ex-

ceptions listeners still feel he's right in the

studios at Station WNEW.
Relaxation of the Federal Communica-

tions Commission rule that transcriptions

must be announced every time they are

played has helped to increase listener ac-

ceptance of disks.

For years transcriptions have been

looked upon as fillers, as something to use

for regional or local coverage when
nothing else was available. This ap-

proach is no longer valid, and sponsors all

over the nation are using them for every

broadcast advertising need, from one-

station airings to blanketing the nation

with an intensive 900-station campaign

(Lucky Strike).

More important than even the technical

quality of these recorded shows is the fact

that top-flight talent is recording. Fred-

eric Ziv's recent deal with Ronald Col-

man, Lou Cowan's signing of Tommy
Dorsey to do a disk jockey hour program,

and George Raft's The Cases of Mr. Ace

are just three indications of the respect

that these stars have for the medium.

The writers, directors and performing

talent on all these transcribed shows

equal any network presentation. Col-

man's Ziv deal will run to $2,000,000.

Tommy Dorsey is guaranteed $1,250,000

in five years and the George Raft stipend

is up in the big money. None of the

shows are recorded by an advertiser but

are available to sponsors on a syndicated

basis, first come first served. These

"open-end" transcriptions (their trade

designation) permit advertisers to use

them and insert their special commercials

(handled by local announcers). Where
i'regional coverage is planned a number of

about that oh-io-good NECTAR WAFFLE
SYRUP, (he new Bliss radio ihow hiti the air

lantj' Il't

•H ttcitmg *ev radio tfow for rkf kidl, from tft*

ArMrkor) claUKl by Jomci Ftmmort CoofMr

Tnf «r'm»i wttkly on (/> Oklthomt Nttwort

KTOK. Oik Of, 1:45 5 >"
KOMI. T.ho 6 IS 6 30 po
KADA. Ado 6-6:15 p~

KTMC. McAktittr 4 45 5 p«

KSWO. Into*

MIX. MirtfLOfCO

XGFF. SrM.KK

KVSO. Ardmor,

KC«C. (nidi

5 45 6 p.

5 45 6 p.

5 45 IS >«t

5 45 6|m>

5 45- 6 pm

sponsors record their commercials for use

with the open-end disks. Most stations

are able to handle the recorded commer-
cials as well as they handle the trans-

cribed programs themselves.

Most types of programs are available on

transcriptions just as they are on live

shows. For some time big musical pro-

ductions were bypassed by producers of

recorded syndicated programs. Ziv

changed all that with his Barry Wood and
Wayne King presentations, both in the

bigtime musical category. There have

always been good names available from
the musical libraries at stations (World,

Associated, NBC Thesaurus, Standard,

Lang-Worth, MacGregor, Sesac, Capitol

and Cole). However, there is little

opportunity for a sponsor to have a show
"belong" to him when he uses stock

library musical transcriptions, since

they're not programs as such but simply

transcribed musical selections. Each
library plans special shows with its regulai

monthly releases of music and while the

impact of these shows is good, they lack

the "program" touch of the especially

built musicals that Ziv has been doing so

successfully and Paragon has accom-

plished with its Frank Parker presenta-

tion.

Mysteries are grist to the transcribed

mill. Ziv's Philo Vance and Boston

Blackie are good enough to rate news-

paper reviews in top critical columns.

Cowan's Murder at Midnight, NBC's
Weird Circle and The Haunting Hour,

Charles Michelson's The Shadow, The

Avenger and The Sealed Book and Harry

Goodman's Mystery House are all typical

of shows that produce solid results for

their sponsors. KWK's sale of Vance,

Blackie and Mystery House to Hyde Park

Beer is an indication of what whodunits

are doing for sponsors. The three-

mystery sponsor in St. Louis not only has

been getting real results for his brew but

he finds the programs worthy of billboard

Trade and consumer ads plus window streamers

and a give-away sell "Destiny Trails" for Bliss

f^ -®Vy:
W^3^\

v-'dm

QEwV

KIDS'

COUPON

JAR OF
*4ff

V

60 PAGES OF COMICS

IN COLOR^
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DESTINY TRAILS"
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Ziv's "Calling All Girls" scries gets a

model build-up for an Easter Fashion Special

Mysteriesare sure fire and "Murder at Midnight"
rates ads and "Boston Blackie" good notices

display. (The shows have moved from

10 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. now.)

Station WNEW in New York recently

started horizontal block booking of

mysteries at 8 p.m. with a different

transcribed thriller every night. They
have plans for extending the mystery

period from the half hour, with which

they're starting, to a full two hours of

spine quivering stuff. What the station

has done so successfully in the musical

field with Martin Block and others, Ted
Cott, its program manager, is attempting

ally to do with the chill-cm business.

Indication of the effectiveness of e.t.'s

is the fact that stations and agencies pro-

mote them just as the) Jo live origina-

tions and obtain from their promotions

results equivalent to what they usually

gamer from any other program promo-
tion. Bliss Syrup & Preserving Co. of

Kansas City recently purchased Destiny

Trails from NBC Radio-Recording for

broadcast on nine Oklahoma stations.

This is a series ofdramatizations oi James
Fenimore Cooper books. The Deer'

slayer and other Cooper classics. In co-

24

Murder at

Midnight
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operation with the Bliss agency, Beau-

mont and Hohman, practically all the

stations on the Bliss schedule throughout

Oklahoma have done an outstanding job

of promotion. They've used air promo-

tion, window streamers, newspaper adver-

tising and in some cases bus cards.

Beyond that they've tied up with public

schools and libraries to increase listening

and have proved to Bliss that this "public

servicetype" of juvenile drama pays off

in many ways NBC Radio-Recording

has a deal with Classic Comics for

full color illustrated paper book versions

of The Deerslayer as a self-liquidating

premium (cost 7 1
_> cents'). The young-

sters send in a dime w ith either the special

collar ofthe syrup can. or miniature folder

in other Bliss products, for the book.

Retailers are supplied with window

streamers featuring the premium and the

program. Bliss uses quarter pages in

grocer trade journals to tell the point-of-

sale men about the campaign. This type

of promotion is not unusual for a live

program and it isn"t unusual for transcrip-

tions now that they've proved day after

day and week after week that a good

program on transcription is a good pro-

gram regardless.

While network program costs have in-

(Please turn to page 48)
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I ii no: TOBACCO
SPONSOR

American Tobacco
Co., New York

(& American Cigarette

& Cigar Co. div.,

New York)

Bayuk Cigars, Inc.,

Philadelphia

Benson & Hodges Co.,

New York

Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corp.,

Louisville, Ky.

AGENCY

Foote, Cone &
Belding, New York

Neal D. Ivey,

Philadelphia

Kudner,
New York

Russel M. Seeds,
Chicago

BBD&O,
New York

Consolidated Cigar
Corp., New York

General Cigar Co.,

New York

Larus & Brother Co.,

Richmond, Va.

Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co.,

New York

P. Lorillard Co.,

New York

Mail Pouch Tobacco
Co., Wheeling,

West Va.

Philip Morris & Co.,

New York

Erwin, Wasey,
New York

J. Waller Thompson,
New York

PRODUCT

Lucky Strike, Pall Mai
Cigarettes

Phillies Cigars

Havana Cigars, Parlia-

ment Cigarettes

Raleigh Cigarettes

Wings Cigarettes

Kool Cigarettes

Dutch Masters,

Harvester cigars

Duane Jones
New York

Warwick & Legler,

New York

Newell-Emmett,
New York

Lennen & Mitchell,
New York

White Owl Cigars

PROGRAMS

Jack Parr (NBC), Sun 7:30-8 pm,
159 stations

Your Hit Parade (NBC), Sat 9-9:30
pm, 160 stations

The Big Story (NBC), Wed 10-10:30
pm, 1 58 stations

Inside of Sports (MBS), MTWTF 7:45-

8 pm, 250 stations

Symphony Hall, TTh 8:05-9 pm,
WQXR (N. Y.)

Sigmund Romberg (NBC), Tu 10:30-11
pm, 1 57 stations

People Are Funny (NBC), Fri 9-9:30
pm, 1 56 stations

Fact or Fiction (ABC), Sun 1 :55-2 pm,
167 stations

Vandeventer and the News, MWF
6:30-6:45 pm, WOR (N. Y.)

Alligator Cigarettes

Edgeworth Tobacco

Chesterfield Cigarettes

Old Gold Cigarettes

Walker & Downing,
Pittsburgh

R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.,

Winston-Salem, N. C.

United States Tobacco
Co., New York

Biow,
New York

Cecil & Presbrey,

New York

William Esty,

New York

Yankee Baseball Games, afternoon and
night games as scheduled (shares spon-

sorship alternate days with Ballantine's

Ale), WINS (N. Y.)

Live news, music programs, 8 New
England stations

Chesterfield Supper Club (NBC), MT-
WTF 7-7:15 pm, 155 stations

Make Believe Ballroom, MTWTFS 7-

7:15 pm, WNEW(N.y.)
ABC Club (recorded music), 30-min,

1-hour shows, various times MTWTF,
about 21 stations

Arthur Godfrey (CBS), MWF 11-

1 1 :30 am, 30 am stations

Rhapsody in Rhythm (CBS), Wed 9-

9:30 pm, 145 stations

Brooklyn Dodger Games, afternoon

and night games, daily, 5 stations

Chicago Cubs, White Sox Games,
afternoon and night games, daily, 2

Chicago stations

Atlanta Crackers Games, afternoon and
night, daily, WBGE (Atlanta)

Mail Pouch, Kentucky
Club Tobacco,- Expert

Stogies

Philip Morris
Cigarettes,

Revelation Tobacco

Philip Morris
Cigarettes

Camel Cigarettes,-

Prince Albert, George
Washington Tobaccos

Kudner,
New York

Banjo, Rooster Snuff

Fishing and Hunting Club of the Air
(MBS), 10-10:30 pm, 42 stations

Milton Berle Show (NBC), Tu 8-8:30
pm, 141 stations

Crime Doctor (CBS), Sun 8:30-8:55
pm, 144 stations

It Pays To Be Ignorant (CBS), Fri 10-

1 0:30 pm, 144 stations

Heart's Desire (MBS), MTWTF 1 1 :45-

12 n, 215 stations

Queen for a Day (MBS), MTWTF
2:1 5-2:30 pm, 21 5 stations

Bob Hawk Show (CBS), Mon 7:30-8

pm, 155 stations

Vaughn Monroe (CBS), Sat 7:30-8

pm, 1 55 stations

Abbott & Costello (NBC), Th 10-

10:30 pm, 146 stations

Grand Ole Opry (NBC), Sat 1 0:30-1

1

pm, 146 stations

Live 15-min newscasts, 4 Alaska
stations

Paul Whiteman Club (ABC), MTWTF,
quarter hour in 3:30-4:30 pm period,

250 stations

E.t. spot, chain break cam-
paign, all major markets;

weather spots, WQXR
(N. Y.)

E.t. spots, breaks, 8 sta-

tions

Periodic spot campaigns,
New England markets

E.t. spots, 30 stations

1-min e.t. spot campaign,
some regional markets

Live 1-min spots, 25 New
England stations

Spots, chain-break e.t.'s,

9 New York stations

National 1-min e.t. spot

campaign in all markets,-

live spots, 4 Alaska sta-

tions

E.t. spots, 20 southeast,

south central stations



This is the NEW Singin' Sam show with Charles

Magnante, world famous accordionist, and the

mellow-voiced Mullen Sisters.

Transcription Sales, 1

PHOK '

115-117 W. HIGH STREET, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO



am
Singin' Sam Means

Sales Success

Singin' Sam is one of America's outstanding radio salesmen. "Sam" sings

and sells his way into the hearts of millions of fans and new friends every day.

Singin' Sam's songs will make your cash register sing with sales! This show

fits every type of listener, which certainly makes it the ideal program for

any advertiser!

Please send more information on how Singin' Sam can sel

for me too:

NAME

STREET

CITY

STATE

Mail to: TRANSCRIPTION SALES, INC.,

117 W. High Street, Springfield, Ohio
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quired than formerly and most Central

American businessmen want to know how.

"Canned" education is out because

every one of the small countries is differ'

ent in population and thinking; what's

good in Honduras wouldn't sell a dollar

bill for a dime in El Salvador. What's

needed is not a good-will ambassador like

James Farley who with his daughter is

touring the Latin American countries for

Coca-Cola, although he's undoubtedly

mending a lot of business fences. What
are needed are merchandising men who

will spend at least a week at a time in each

area, going over the territory's problems.

Also needed is home office intelligence.

One manufacturer, who has special

Spanish-label packages, ships anything

when these are out of stock—and since

it's financially not feasible to return ex-

ported material, the local distributor is

stuck with the shipment and has to do

his best to think up some alibi for his

retailers. Wrong shipments aren't con-

fined only to wrong labeling, either.

Often one model is ordered and another

arrives—on a take-it-or-else basis.

One of America's greatest drug firms, a

great user of broadcast time, has earned

the hatred of stations in Central America

(and South America also for that matter).

Using what the stations call "Yankee

shrewdness," this "giant American cor-

poration" bought blanket time of two

hours or more per day on each station

involved, and then "decided" to use it in

30-second commercials every 10 minutes.

The contracts were so drawn that this

was possible and many of them run for

years. When these agreements run out

this corporation is going to have a great

deal to explain to the stations and their

own distributors, although the man who

arranged these deals will be shifted back

to U. S. operations and will "take the

rap" for the legal but snide dealing.

There are other problems for American

products in Central America. In many
small countries there are two main towns

—the old and the new. One approach

will sell in the "modern" town while the

same selling will fall flat on its face in the

"native" or old town—which is frequently

across the river or over the hill. This

means a split appropriation, with separate

advertising to reach each group. In the

modern sections six out of 10 homes have

one or more radio receivers. In the

"native" sections the figure is as low as

four out of l()L (although listeners-per-

James Farley with A. Mata, Central American
Coke g.m.

;
broadcasting from TGO, Guatemala

listening-set in the old towns are three to

five times as high as in the new cities).

The Central American standard of

living has changed completely during the

past eight years. The poverty, even

worse than that of the share-croppers of

our South, which was formerly the rule in

most areas, is now the exception. Not

that everybody's wealthy now, but the

standard has definitely been raised. They

(Please turn to page 48)

Typical Central and South American radio

tie-in advertising of U. S. manufacturers
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f• on the Dial

in Listening

• in Network

*

WSJS

LEADS

Day and Night!

in the

TRI-CITIES

• WINSTON-SALEM

• GREENSBORO

• HIGH POINT

NORTH CAROLINA'S

No. 1 MARKET

Conlan Survey, November 1946

iter

Know the Writer

NBC
AFFILIATE

REPRESENTED BY

HEADLEY REED COMPANY

l(ol» I all 111.'i ii and
4.M lloutl

30

Sam Spade is their man and they love him

rlHheir writing talents are teamed to produce the fast-paced Adventures of

*- Sam Spade for Wildroot Cream Oil. Sam Spade took first place in the

annual Mystery Writers of America poll, and walked off with the coveted

Edgar Allen Poe Award for the best-scripted detective show on the air.

When it comes to listener ratings, the hard-boiled half hour does well too,

showing up with a solid 10.5 against Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy.

Like any good dramatic show that maintains listener interest, Sam
Spade sounds fresh and spontaneous, but is carefully planned as to plot and

characters. Tallman and Doud use at least one flamboyant character per

script to contrast with Spade's hard-boiled speech and manner. They both

maintain that a show of the Sam Spade type must have tight, plausible

situations; dialogue that is tough and realistic; and occasional comedy-

relief lines. Above all, both abhor mystery scripts with loose ends.

The Sam Spade scripts are based on Dashiell Hammett's famed" private

eye," but Hammett only collects royalties. Occasionally Tallman and

Doud adapt a Hammett story, but generally they get their Spade plots

from hours of consulting trial journals, old clippings, books on police pro-

cedure and criminology in Tallman's 500-volume crime library. Once they

decide on a plot, they roll up their sleeves for a full eight hours of writing

and coffee-drinking, generally at night. Doud writes from page 1 to page

13, while Tallman is writing from page 13 to the finish. Then they put the

two acts together, spend more long hours smoothing out the whole show.

Both writers have been around for years, although this is the first time

they have worked together. Tallman broke into radio in 1934, writing for

March of Time, and worked up through Suspense, Intrigue, Reader's Digest,

and This Is My Best. Doud lists his first air credit as Mutual's Calling All

Cars, some later ones including Fj'rsf Nighter and Manhattan at Midnight.

L Tallman and Doud rarely appear at Sam Spade broadcasts. They

sweat them out at home.

SPONSOR
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"Where I'M i> being a<l<l«'<l I»n \M radio stations,

thus diluting the latters' listening audience, will

there be a rate adjustment?"

R. M. Gray Advertising and Sales Promotion Manager
Standard Oil of New Jersey

The

Picked Panel

answers
Hfr. Gray:

It is very clear

to me that an AM
station should not

compete with it-

self by separately

programing an

FM station. While

some new listeners

might be gained,

it is obvious that

practically all FM
listeners will be recruited from the AM
audience. To that extent the AM station

becomes less effective for the advertisers;

therefore, less valuable, and a rate adjust-

ment is called for. This would mean a

constant lowering of AM rates and in-

crease of FM rates in proportion to the

degree of audience shift. No one would

gain from this procedure.

If it is true that FM is eventually to

replace AM, then it is equally true that

the operator of an AM station should

protect his investment, his position in the

community and his advertiseis by trans-

ferring them to his FM station operation.

This can only be done gradually through

complete duplication of programing (Mr.

Petrillo permitting).

It may be argued that the costs of

installation and operation of an FM sta-

tion are substantial and not warranted

unless recoverable from the advertiser. I

would disagree entirely with this point of

view for the reason that the advertiser

-.'.mis but little, if anything.

In entering FM the owner of an AM

station simply endeavors to provide in-

surance against the future. He tries to

protect himself against the inroads upon

his audience which other FM stations

may make. This insurance is effective,

however, only if programs are duplicated.

Otherwise the advertiser is justified in

demanding a reduction in rates due to

loss of audience.

As I see it, the expense of FM duplica-

tion is a transitory condition which AM
broadcasters must meet. To those find-

ing it difficult to do so, I would suggest an

examination of their present AM rate

structures, national, network and local.

Radio continues to be badly under-priced.

E. E. Hill

Executive Vice' President

Station WTAG

There should be

no deduction
where an AM sta-

tion is operating

an FM station

simultaneously,

with advertise-

ments going over

both. Rather,
there should be at

least 10 per cent

added to the AM rate. The advertiser

will receive more coverage, particularly

during adverse weather conditions and

periods of interference on AM station,

since FM is not influenced by outside

interference. Since it is not, FM sets will

be turned on more hours than AM, once

more assuring greater coverage for the

advertisers. These remarks are based on

a 250 watt AM station versus a com-

munity FM station with not more than

1,000 watts of radiated power.

In the case of a 250 watt AM station

versus a mountain top FM station radiat-

ing 10,000 watts or more, the set-up

differs somewhat. In this case, the FM
coverage is approximately 70 per cent

greater than AM, up to the 50 microvolt

contour of each. Therefore, the adver-

tiser should pay a regular established rate

for FM, according to the number of FM
sets in that area, unless he uses both sta-

tions simultaneously. Then the charge

for FM should be based on a percentage

of the AM rate, probably 30 per cent the

first year, 40 per cent the second year, 50

per cent the third year, and the regular

established FM rate thereafter. It has

been estimated that in four to five years,

FM will supplant AM entirely.

W. A. Wilson
President

Stations WOPI, WOPI-FM

I think the
question sub-
mitted by Mr.
Gray might be

called a trick

question. It is so

broad that it is

capable of being

answered in many

different ways.

There are current-

ly more than 200 FM stations on the air,

and there are more than 200 different

policies in effect. Some FM affiliates are

running entirely separate programing, and

thus are in some degree diluting the

listening audience. Other stations, how-

ever, such as our own, are in large

measure duplicating their AM program-

ing. Thus, instead of the advertiser re-

ceiving a diluted audience, he is actually

receiving a plus audience.

WWDC is a low-powered station but

adequately covers virtually all the resi-

dents of the Washington metropolitan

area. In fact, we enjoy unusually high

Hooperatings. However, we know that

there is a limit to our night-time cover-

age. We know, for example, that those

Washingtonians who reside for the sum-

mer at nearby Potomac River and Chesa-
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peake Bay beach points can't receive us

at night. We know that those who live in

some of the newer suburban areas which

are upward of 15 miles from the down-

town district receive some interference on

our frequency at night. We regard FM
as the answer to this vexing problem.

Even though we are not operating on our

full FM power, we have already found

that we are reaching points 40, 50 and 60

miles from Washington with a highly

listenable signal. Some mail has come

from points 125 miles away. Nearly half

of the letters we have received came from

points on or beyond the edge of the

Washington metropolitan area. A num-

ber of the letters particularly compli-

mented us on the duplication of all Wash-

ington Senators baseball games on FM.

They pointed out that listening to base-

ball on FM was a new thrill and that you

could hear the crowd noises with a much

greater degree of fidelity than was ever

before possible.

Radio never stands still and certainly,

as both FM and television develop, there

should be changes in rate structure.

Television some day may force radio's

night-time rates down. FM, where there

is separate programing, or in those cases

where the FM signal will not cover as

large an audience as the AM signal has

done in the past, may force rates down.

But there are many stations like ours

where FM increases the coverage of the

station. We believe in those cases that

rates will go up rather than down.

Ben Strouse

General Manager

Stations WWDC—WWDOFM

The answer to

this question large-

ly depends upon

the policy of the

operating com-
pany which holds

both an AM and

FM license in the

same area.

If the programs

on FM are not

duplicates of the AM programs, there is

no reason why the FM station should not

be considered as a separate station and a

rate card set up accordingly.

If, as many operators are doing, a high

percentage of programs are duplicated,

then there should be a rate adjustment

commensurate with the loss in the listen-

ing audience by the AM station.

Herbert L. Pettey

Director

Stations WHNand WMGM
(Please turn to page 48)

^^cit^omS^'

Hoosiers DO

3L get up EARLY/

SAM SIMS-popular

WFBM "Early Bird"

vV Twelve years ago, WFBM first aired the

"Early Birds" program— now a favorite

waker-upper in central Indiana. The audience

would amaze you— it's terrific— at the unearthly

hour 6:00 to 7:00 A.M. Hoosiers get up early!

Sam Sims spins the platters and chatter.

Sam's been to Hollywood, Chicago and New
York with Orrin Tucker's orchestra, but Sam

loves Indiana and Indiana's fond of Sam—so

he's had the early shift on WFBM for 5 years

now.

Don Hancock is a former "Early Bird" an-

nouncer, now in New York and all over CBS.

John Holtman got up early for WFBM before

he went to NBC in Chicago. Durward Kirby

took over— then journeyed to WLW, WMAQ,
and thence to free-lancing in New York. Ned

LeFevre was chief "Early Bird" at WFBM
before he went to Hollywood to star on NBC's

"Masquerade."

The point is, the popularity of the "Early

Birds" is a tradition. So— catch these early-

rising Hoosiers—get Sam to make your pitch

on WFBM's "Early Birds" snow. For details,

ask anybody at The Katz Agency.

WFBM
INDIANAPOLIS

BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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D THIS MICROPHONE..

200
PROFESSIONAL

PROGRAM - IM II IM Its

in six great market areas

Let's look at it this way. You're buying

spot radio. You want not only time on the air

in a selected market or markets . . but interest-

ing program-content to fill that time, and to con-

dition that particular market to your sales story.

It makes good sense to ask the help of a

station which specializes in program-production.

It stands to reason that you will get the best

results from the station that has a staff of

program-builders experienced in creating local

shows for local advertisers and local listeners.

Such on-the-spot professionals know the market.

The market knows them.

Within the Westinghouse organization.

\ou"ll find 200 professional program specialists

at your service. Writers. Announcers. Tech-

nicians. Directors.

Whether you're planning a station-break

series or a half-hour musical, these program

people are ready to deliver a live show, with a

lively listenership, in Philadelphia. Pittsburgh.

Boston, Springfield, Fort \^ ayne, or Portland,

Oregon.

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc

WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • KIX • KYW • KDKA • Notional R»prM«ntative», NBC Spot Sales — Exc»pt for KEX • For KEX, Fr»e & Pet»r»
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One out of every six residents in

the U. S. took out a license last

year in order to enjoy participa-

tion in them. Over $30,000,000 was spent

for those permits which enabled 24,000,

000 people to enjoy them.

They're fishing and hunting.

While newspapers give pages to other

sports, fishing and hunting together rate

at the best a single column. Yet football,

baseball, basketball, and boxing account

for less than a quarter of the money spent

with rod, gun and rifle. What's true in

the black-and-white field is also true on

the air, with less than one-tenth as much

airtime granted fishing and hunting as is

devoted to other sports.

Only two months ago (April), the

Governor of Maine stated that "tourism"

—the latest trade term for the tourist-

trade industry—brought $100,000,000 to

the State of Maine, half of this ($50,000,-

000) from fishing and hunting.

Only one network program is devoted

to fishing and hunting, the Fishing and

Hunting Club of the Air. It started on

ABC in July 1945 and moved to Mutual

in January of this year. Its major spon-

sor is Mail Pouch Tobacco Company
which presented the program over 90 sta-

tions on ABC and uses 42 on Mutual.

The program has over 30 sponsors on a

cooperative program basis, however, and

140 stations carry it sustaining.

The shift from ABC to Mutual was

based upon the former's refusal to permit

the program to retain the slot, Wednes-

day 8:30-9 p.m. est, which it had had,

with a rating average of a little over 2 (it

hit as low as 1.5). ABC wanted this time

period as a build-up for the Bing Crosby

period and Fishing and Hunting Club just

isn't a high-rating program. There was

also another factor. Mail Pouch had to

buy 90 stations on ABC in order to reach

the areas in which it has distribution.

On Mutual it reaches this market with 42.

On ABC it was aired in 24 Hooperated

cities, on Mutual it's in only 8. This re-

duces costs considerably for the tobacco

organization, yet its MBS contract per-

mits it to recapture the program in any
Mutual city when it achieves distribution

in that area. The company is producing

at 100 per cent of capacity now and ex-

Newell (Sports Afield) and Hurley (N. Y.
Mirror) checking Izaak Walton before airing

Those ro

and gmi

millions

Mail Pouch Tobacco and 30 other sponsors

fish in a real gold-bearing audience stream

for sportsmen and women are faithful fans
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Mail Pouch still paints thousands of barns throughout the nation but it now depends upon its sports air show to sell its three tobacco products

E

panded distribution must await enlarged

manufacturing facilities.

Spot sponsors range from Ocean City

Manufacturing Company of Philadelphia,

manufacturers of fishing equipment and

supplies (WOR), to a retailer in Las

Vegas, Outdoor Equipment Company
(KBNE, Boulder City, Nevada). The
latter bought the program as soon as it

became available as a cooperative in

February of this year. The store's tackle

sales have jumped from $150 to $4,000

monthly since it began to sponsor and

merchandise the program. Ocean City

was sold by WOR with the proviso that

its rods and reels would be used on the

national program as prizes.

Every state in the Union and every

province in Canada has a conservation or

wild life department. In the U. S. in 1946

$1,126,221 was spent in the production of

eggs, fry, and fingerlings with which to

stock lakes and streams. New York State

alone has four fish hatcheries. Hunters,

according to U. S. Interior Department

figures, spent $100,500,000 last year on

their sport. Outdoor sports hit all income

brackets from the barefoot boy to the

executive who fiies, via Flying Fisherman

Clubs (Eastern Airlines), to game fish

areas.

Listeners to this type of program (show

details later) are as vertical a group as any

dialing in the U. S. There are a few who

don't actually fish and hunt, but even

these attest to doing just that vicariously

while listening. Unlike devotees of other

sports they want to tell the world about

theii tricks. From mountain stream to

Gulf Stream fishermen, from quail to

black bear hunters, they want to share

what they know. The men for the most

part are pipe smokers. Anderson, Davis

and Platte, advertising agency, in making

a survey for Kaufmann Bros. & Bondy

(Kaywoodie Pipes) in April, discovered

that Kentucky Club (Mail Pouch prod-

uct) was number one favorite among the

respondents. The survey was made in

Dayton, Ohio, and also revealed that one

out of five of those surveyed stated that

they listened regularly to the Fishing and

Hunting Club of the Air. Eighteen out of

20 identified the sponsor of the program.

This firm has nothing to do with the

Mail Pouch account, which is handled by

Walker and Downing, Pittsburgh agency.

Effective newspaper ads on sport pages and "handwritten" post cards promote show. Both contribute (o that personal touch which builds sales

s is your permit to tune in fc^J

big game hunter

small game expert and

and reel expert on

.
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Mail Pouch for years has been a barn-

painting advertiser. For generations it

has been said that over 1,000,000 barns

owed their paint jobs to Mail Pouch.

Billboards and barns continue to get a

good slice of Mail Pouch's budget. Its

present advertising expenditure is over

$500,000, of which more than half goes to

radio. Less than $ 1 ,000 goes to men's and

outdoor magazines.

The program is a self-promoter. Mu-
tual claims that it has done only a routine

exploitation job while it's been on that

network. However, Walker & Downing,

the agency, state that the network job

has been "better than average" because

it's been "directed at the magazines and

newspapers that are interested in the

sports."

Hundreds of fishing and hunting clubs

have been formed because of a suggestion

by one of the authorities on the program

that it would be a good idea. Not too

long ago J. A. Bloch, President, and W. J.

Frankston, vp and advertising manager,

of Mail Pouch, went into a huddle with

R. C. Woodruff, account executive and

director of radio at the agency. The
huddle produced the idea that listeners be

urged to phone a friend who was a sports

fan a half hour before broadcast time.

"Ask your friend to tune in," was the

suggestion. Not an especially bright idea

to come out of a b'g-time huddle, but

because fishermen and hunters are a

peculiar kind of breed, the listeners, a

solid part of them, followed the suggestion

of the program mc, Roland Winters. He
is an actor but also a boating and camping

enthusiast.

Winters moderates a group of outdoor

authorities on the program including

Dave Newell, dean of the sports writing

experts and roving editor of Sports Afield;

Jim Hurley, Outdoor Editor, N. Y. Daily

Mirror; and Gail Borden, noted amateur

sportsman. The panel answers from 16

to 20 of the 15,000 letters that come in

each week. Sportsmen, especially fisher-

men, have patience, so they write week
after week until their question, or its

reasonable facsimile, is answered. Typical

is the listener who noted that this was his

25th letter without an answer but he was
going to continue to write. Every tip or

letter used on the program brings its

writer some gift related to fishing and
hunting. No "outside" product has a

chance to be an award on this airing. The
gifts are presented by their manufac-
turers, in return for generous credits on
the broadcast. Since they are sporting

equipment they are frequently discussed

as well as presented to sports fans who
send in ideas.

Fishing contest at KBNE (Boulder City) in desert jumps tackle sales from $150 to $4,000

The program is a low-budgeted show,

costing around $1,500 per broadcast as

against $3,500 paid by Mail Pouch for its

former network program, David Harding,

Counterspy. They used 170 stations

(ABC) with this latter Phillips Lord-pro-

duced package. It was bought because it

had a ready-made audience, having been

on the air for a number of years, and

Bloch and Frankston, Mail Pouch execu-

tives, had been sold on radio since the

early thirties. During the earlier period

their favorite vehicles were hillbilly musi-

cal sessions mixed with news, sports, and

spot announcements. Stations that did a

real job for them while they were getting

their feet wet in radio were WTAM,
WLW, and KDKA. The present sport

program was inspired by a session that

Walker & Downing produces on KDKA
for Duquesne Brewing Company. Mail

Pouch executives heard the program and

worked with W. & D. in developing the

network version.

Everyone connected with the program

feels it's just what the doctor ordered,

despite the microscopic rating. Since

they're aiming at smokers, and since very

few fishing and hunting enthusiasts are

non-smokers, they reason that their

"waste circulation" is at a minimum.

Actually, more than 3,000 men write to

the firm directly each week for the Expert

Stogies mentioned on the program. The

commercials cover three Mail Pouch

products, Kentucky Club Smoking To-

bacco, Expert Stogies, and Mail Pouch

Chewing Tobacco, all of which are at

their all time high in sales volume.

And the program is doing the same kind

of a job for beer, hardware, motor car,

real estate, and service station sponsors.

While the program does better than

satisfactory selling, it's none the less

public service. Conservation of the

nation's natural resources is a big job.

Ruthless hunting and fishing can destroy

whole sections of forests and turn streams

into mosquito breeding brooks. While

the program's experts don't lecture at

listeners they make it clear without being

dogmatic that the outdoor fan is one who

thinks of the other fellow as well as him-

self. The more knowledge, the better the

sportsman.

Consistant attempts to interest the

younger generation in hunting, fishing and

the great outdoors perform another pub-

lic service, combatting juvenile delin-

quency. Youngsters who get out into the

forests just don't hang around street

corners and land in courts.

All this the program does—and its sell-

ing job besides.

The Fishing and Hunting Club of the

Air is based upon the theory of intensity

of listenership. It proves that one fan is

worth 10 casual listeners.
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9&0 OH 10U* D\^

ftcuiio Station WTAG, Worcester, Mass.,

Monday/'Wednesilay-Friday, 9:30-10 a.m.

est

PROGRAM: The only thing breakfasty

about this is the hour at which it's broad-

cast. It's a fast-moving quiz show ad-

dressed to women, with a fair amount of

home audience participation. There's

very little about it that's folderol, the

two mc's and the hostess neither kissing

the grandmas nor kidding the young
brides. They do pick up from other

"clubs" what's almost standard, the

giving of an orchid to a guest. VVTAG's
giving is to the girl in the Coronet Room
where the party is held married the

shortest length of time. Program fea-

tures are "How I found my husband,"

dart throwing, song-title guessing, word-

making contest (from the letters in the

name of the sponsor, Filene's), and a

number-guessing competition (number
picked nearest a pre-selected numeral

from one to 100 wins an award).

Obviously there's nothing fancy about

this breakfast stint, but it brings the

housewives to their receivers as well as to

the broadcasts and to the sponsor's store.

N.B. Unusual note on the broadcast re-

viewed was a want-ad stating that

Filene's had the job of advertising man-
ager open and telling what was wanted
and whom to see.

COMMERCIAL: Since every award given

during the half hour broadcast is some-

thing on sale at Filene's there's plenty of

selling on the program. Describing gifts

is routine these days so it doesn't seem
like department store selling—and that's

good. To bring listeners into the store,

there's usually a jingle contest of some
kind, with the listeners having to go to a

specific department to pick up an entry

blank that has a jingle with a missing last

line. Complete the last line, etc., and
maybe you win an award. The jingle is

a commercial in itself. The word con-

tests, being based on the letters of the

name Filene's, are also an out-and-out

plug. As a matter of record there's as

much selling on this program as there

would be in a double spread in a news-

paper department store ad.

TIME: Broadcast is scheduled at 9:30 a.m.

in order to stress "early shopping." The
competition includes ABC's Breakfast

Club over VVORC, News For Ladies over

WNEB. Listen and Learn and Radio

Journal over W'BZ, as well as recorded

music on WAAB. The audience de-

livered to the program on WTAG comes
from Gretchen Thomas's Modern Kitchen

which precedes it. Its latest City

Hooperating is 7.7.

PROMOTION: The program is almost

100 per cent promotion in itself. Filene's

spreads posters throughout the store and

the station uses a reasonable number of

"courtesy" announcements.

CREDITS: Program is smoothly written by

Andrew C. Fuller and directed by Henry
Felix. The co-me's are Johnnie Dowell

and Bob Adams who rate bows for for-

getting to drip. Eileen McGorty, hostess,

is just the business girl next door, which

is also a wholesome relief from the voices

that ooze personality.

SWIFT HOME SERVICE CLUB
WNBT, New York, NBOTV, Friday

1-1:40 p.m. edst

PROGRAM: The fine art of scanning in-

formative programs was set back another

year by this presentation. Everything

was available in the studio and nothing

came through the home receiver. There

can't be any question of the fact that Jinx

Falkenberg is telegenic, but there also

isn't any question but that she hadn't

the slightest idea of what to do next on

this show. Tex McCrary, the male half

of the Jinx and Tex team, would have

looked better with a hair cut and an estab-

lished character that would justify a he-

man's playing around with his wife at

cooking, decorating, and a millinery con-

test. Sandra Gahle, the interior decorator

on the program, should look to her corset-

ing and the hat designer, Walter Florell,

should realize that the television camera

is not a mirror in which he's looking at

himself and striking poses.

Everybody on the production end of

this program knows better than to permit

his cast to do interviews sitting down.

Why both Jinx and Tex were permitted to

act like end men on a minstrel show only

the three "great" brains of television who

handled the program can answer.

Somehow there wasn't enough light on

the set. Half-light effects are good in

their place, but not when the viewer is

being taught how to decorate her home.

Information can be fun—this wasn't.

Jinx has everything the camera asks for,

except that it didn't come through the

receiving tube.

COMMERCIAL: Martha Logan, the

young lady in charge of the Swift test

kitchens, handles the commercials in an

informative manner. For instance in-

stead of telling how good a Swift Pre-
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mium Ham is she explains how to cook

one. That's a good device, but poor

Miss Logan was all a-twitter about being

before the camera. And the hams, which

were real, seemed like wax imitations.

It's also okay to use three hams to cook

one, due to time limitations, but Miss

Logan just seemed to have too much ham
on her hands—at least for this viewer.

The opening credits were well designed

and the program started off as though it

was going to be a real professional scan-

ning. It wasn't—even commercially.

TIME: The hour is a little early for a pro-

gram of this type. Audience measure-

ment devices all seem to indicate that the

lady of the house (the ham cooker at

least) is still in the kitchen or dining

room at this hour. A 2 p.m. the lady of

the house would be more likely to be out

of the kitchen and ready, if not too eager,

to be told how to cook. There's no TV
competition at one p.m.; network radio

competition in New York is a couple of

daytime serials, Big Sister and Ma
Perkins, with time-tested followings.

CREDITS: McCann-Erickson advertising

agency, producing for Swift & Company,
believes sincerely in television. Lee

Cooley, who came to McCann after doing

some creditable productions for Ruth-

rauff and Ryan, and Tom Hutchinson

who directed the program, are two of the

best hands in the business. This is also

the rating of Ed Sobol of NBC who
actually put the show on the air. Un-
fortunately the sum total of their work in

this case was complete mediocrity.

MERIT NEWS
Radio Station WKY, Oklahoma City,

Monday through Friday, 12:30-12:45 p.m.

est

PROGRAM: This is simply informed

general-store gossip handled without too

much heavy Oklahoma corn by Ken
Lowe. It's superb barnyard handling of

both Associated Press and United Press

wire copy, with local news thrown in.

Lowe's a newsman from way back and has

a sense of values which intrigues even the

slicked-down-hair folks from the cities

—

despite the fact that Lowe opines that

everything he says is strictly for Jasper
and Miranda. He sounds like he wears

overalls and chews straw.

COMMERCIAL: Advertising copy is

straight—Lowe doesn't mix news and
selling. Merit has a special feed they

want to sell chicken farmers and the

announcer sells it straight, with reason-

why copy.

TIME: Twelve-thirty p.m. is when the

average farmer is still at his mid-day meal
finishing his coffee. No matter what else

the radio offers, he wants the news before

he'goes back to the barns or the fields and
this is for him.

PROMOTION: The Lowe following is

growing without much outside selling.

Word-of-mouth is doing a job in Okla-

BMI fa-tfSfac-

Hit Tunes for June
(On Records)

ILLUSION «we)

IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN A DIFFERENT STORY;
(Campbell-Porgie>

Tex Beneke-Vic 20-2123 . Hal Derwin-Cap.[377 . Buddy Clark-Col. 37302

IT TAKES TIME Lndo)

Benny^"^'g^^ffi*^^^ "865

I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW -
Four Vagabonds—Apollo 1055 . Jack McLean—Coast 90^.. ^ s012
Frank Froeba-Dec 23602 . Bobby Doyle—fig. 1 5057 . D Artega-Sonora 201 1

Fov Willing—Maj. 6013 . Joe Howard—DeLuxe 103°
,,

Marshall Young-Rainbow 10002 . Joseph Li"au-Pilotone 51 32
(

Jerry Cooper—Diamond 2082 . Ted Weems—Dec* .Wayne K.ng v.c.

Ray Noble—Col.* . Jean Sablon—Vic*

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA ce ncore)

Freddy Martin-Vic. 20-2026 . Guy Lombardo-Dec" 78i _Si
« 508 6

Kay Kyser—Col. 37214 . Gorden Trio—Sonora 3032 . Julie Conway sig.li

Two Ton Baker-Mercury 5016 . Dick P^son-Ent«rp,,,«!51

Jose Curbelo—Vic xu-yui ?A

MY ADOBE HACIENDA c* r)

BilluW . lams—Vie 20-2150 . Jack McLean—Coast 8001K S-HE&1 47" EsquireTno-Rhapsody 102 .^arnmonda.rMars 1 037

MY PRETTY GIRL »»««
Clilfie Stone—Cap. 378 5

SpiktJo^^eCncWe^DT2%T78^TedV^r-So norai2022

THAT'S HOW MUCH I LOYEIYOK* ^a

THERE'S THAT LONELY jFEELING AGAIN w*o

UNLESS IT CAN HAPPEN WITH YOU *—

>

Three S^K, tMjJI.f^JS^SKSX^Sl^^JohnnvLon^ulBar.on-MGM 10014 . The Starlighters-M.rcury*

WE COULD MAKE SUCH BEAUTIFUL MUSIC (BMI)

x/i, on.2095 Frankie Carle—Col. 37222

wi£S^^teSa»«-i
YOU DON'T LEARN THAT IN SCHOOL
I VV »» _. „,« v:_. /--I. T.I r.n •»<»!

Vanguard)

. .»_Vic 20-2240 . King Cole Trio—Cap. 393!
Louis Armstrong-Vic so ** ^^ Lee_Sonora 2016
Rosemary Calvin—Mai. i i i U Haves—Aristocrat 1 008 .„

Betty Reillv-P^c^? .-Kingsfst^-Vogue* . Sunny Skylar-MercurV,*

Soon to be released

BROADCAST MUSIC INC.
580 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 1 9, N. Y.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
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FOR WGY'S CHANTICLEER!

Nobody ever says "please pass the

chicken" when they're talking of

WGY's Chanticleer . . . He's strictly

NOT of the roaster variety.

WGY's Chanticleer is the original

early bird who covers more territory

than any other early riser in the

Great Northeast (central and eastern

New York and western New Eng-

land). During the past 18 months

"Chanticleer" has pulled over 54,194

letters from listeners ... an average

of 3000 per month . . . more than

any other single show on WGY.

Appealing to urban as well as rural

listeners, Chanticleer is broadcast

Monday through Saturday from 6:30

-7:00 a.m. Primarily it catches farm

folk and factory workers who are up

preparing for the day's work.

A low-cost participation show with

a long record of successful selling,

"Chanticleer" offers big results for

your advertising dollar.

For complete details call your

nearest NBC Spot Sales office or

WGY.

GENERAL®ELECTRIC

50,000 WATTS-NBC AFFILIATEWGY SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES

40

homa—"Did you hear what that Lowe
feller had to say yesterday?" That's

what builds a newscaster.

CREDITS: Newscast is prepared by WKY's
newsroom, which is staffed with men who
know what the farmer wants to hear.

Something local is given twice the play of

a national event that doesn't touch too

vitally on the daily life in Oklahoma's
farm lands. It's what the farmers

ordered. Lowe even gives the weather

twice.

FIFTY CLUB
Radio Station WLW, Cincinnati Monday

through Friday, 2-2:30 p.m. est

PROGRAM: This is another simple day-

time formula in which women at home
listen to their own kind on the air. WLW
brings to the Fifty Club 50 women each

day. They're usually members of a

church or community club and giggle like

the very dickens as some of their crowd

are kidded over the air. The show's

carried on the shoulders of the mistress of

ceremonies, Ruth Lyons, and if to the

radio gang she seems forced at times it's

because she has to thaw out her audience

in the studio as well as entertain the

listening audience. For the give-away

portion of the show they play a version of

musical chairs, with numbers winning

special gifts — hats, carpet sweepers,

slacks, skirts, etc. By the time they

reach the musical chairs Ruth Lyons is

really kicking the girls around and they

love it. This gobble, gobble session is so

inexpensive that it's amazing that it

sounds like a big time production. There's

just an accordion player, the mc, the pro-

gram director and the announcer. The
prizes are "free," for a mention of the

donor, and the show is ad-lib.

COMMERCIAL: The two ad-agencies',

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and Compton,

copy is fairly straight but by having

guests in the audience try to top the

announcer's selling of the two Procter and

Gamble products, Oxydol and Crisco, the

copy becomes fun and part of the show.

TIME: The program has plenty of compe-

tition. There's Queenfor a Day (WCPO),
Burt Farber (WSAI), news and Perry

Mason (WKRC) and news and Waltz

Time (W'CKY). However, the hour is

right for this type of program and it's

been on since February 1946 with a

December-January Nielsen of 5.1. Audi-

ence is delivered to the program by Big

Sister which runs ahead of it.

PROMOTION: Station states "no special

promotion," which at WLW means more

than that done by three-quarters of the

stations on the air.

CREDITS: Frazier Thomas pinch hitting

for Paul Jones, the regular announcer on

this program, was light but obviously not

too familiar with the routine. Ruth

Lyons, mc, was a little strident but as

noted she had plenty to carry. Ralph

Brown handled the production chores

okay and it was an all-round well balanced

production—produced on a peanut.

SPONSOR
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Contests and Offers

C5
Sponsor Product Program Time

AMERICAN OIL CO. Gas, oil,

tires

Professor Saturday
10-10:30 pm

Offe Tei Outlet

3

$50 cash
Complete in up to 25 W01 about
Amoco product (different each week).
gets $25 p'us $25 ; f 1 odj and

answers for use on program

ARMOUR Chiffon Snap
Flakes

Hint Hunt MTWTF
3:45-4 p-ii

American steel kitchen sink, cabinets Send household hint with boxtop or fai
' Ton, Chicago

BORDEN CO. Borden's In-

stant Coffee

County Fair Saturday
1:30-2 pin

300 Mirromatic pressure cookers

I Bordi n [n tai I
I offee be-

cause" in 25 words or less; send to Borden
County Fair contest, New York

CONTINENTAL BAKING CO. Wonder Bread,
Hostess Cakes

Grand Slam MTWTF
11:30-11:45 am

Miscellaneous household merchandise.
Grand Slam bonus, S100 Savings Bond

Send 5 questions based on song to program
\ru- YnrlrNew York

CBS

Bisquick, Gold
Medal Flour

Betty Crocker
Magazine
of the Air

MTWTF
10:25-10:45 am

GENERAL MILLS

$10 for each question used for "What
Do Y'ou Think?" dept; $5 for each
question used for "What I Have To

Do" dept

Send to Betty Crocker, c o sponsor ABC

Gaines'

Dog Food
Juvenile

Jury

Sunday
1:30-2 pm

$50 Harmon watch Send statement of problem and question to
program, c/o network, New York

MBS

KELLOGG, INC. Pep Superman MTWTF
5:15-5:30 pm

Silver key chain, bracelet, 12 lucky
charms

For chain, 15c and 1 Pep boxtop; bracelet, 10c
and 1 Pep boxtop; each charm, 10c and 1 Pep

boxtop: send to program, Battle Creek
MBS

K0RTZ.LEE JEWELRY STORE Jewelr; Little Red
School House

Monday
10:30 pm

$1,000 in merchandise; $50 grand prize

Contestant wins prize for each question an-
swered up to 6; all contestants eligible for final

grand prize question

KLZ.
Denver

LOCAL PARTICIPATION

Flowers, dra-
pe, ies, furniture

:

grocpries, candy,

department store

merchandise

The Spinning
Wheel

MTWTF
9-9:30 am

$2 in merchandise added by each spon-
sor daily to pyramid jackpot

Listener gives sponsor's assigned code word
when called on phone

WAZL,
Hazelton,

Pa.

MAIL POUCH TOBACCO Kentucky
Club tobacco

Fishing &
Hunting Club

Monday
10-10:30 pm

Several fine pieces of hard-to-get hunt-
ing and fishing equipment

Send unusual story, tip, or question to program.
Gift for each item used

MBS

MANHATTAN SOAP CO. Blu-White

Strange Ro-
mance of Eve-
lyn Winters

MTWTF
10:30-10:45 am

Heart-of-love perfumed locket pin

Rose of My
Dreams

MTWTF
2:45-3 pn

Send 25c and B from Blu-White box to pro-
gram, New York

CBS

MARS, INC. Candy Dr. I. Q. Monday
10:30-11 pm

Sums up to $250 cash plus bonuses Send program 6 yes-or-no questions; 9 clues to
famous personality. Judge selects winners

NBC

PILLSBURY MILLS Snow Sheen
Flour

Grand Central

Station

Saturday
11-11:30 am

i giant gladioli bulbs, 1 special salmon-
color bulb and 100 bulblets

Send Snow Sheen boxtop and 25c to Pillsbury
Garden Club, Chicago

CBS

QUAKER OATS

Aunt Jemima
Ready-Mix and

Pancake
Ready-Mix

Ladies Be
Seated

MTWTF
2-2:15 pm

Plastic salt, pepper set Send 25c and 1 boxtop from either product ABC

RALSTON PURINA CO. Farm feed and
cereal products

Checkerboard
Jamboree

MTWTF
12:15-12:30 pm

$500 cash; 5 Phileo radio-phonographs;
15 17-jewel Bulova watches; 15 Sun-
beam Iron Masters; 25 Flint Kitchen

Knife Sets

Complete "I think the Purina grown pullets will

lay more eggs because"; send to Pullet contest,

St. Louis; enclose name of local Purina dealer

and product tag

MBS

RONSON ART METAL
WORKS

Ronson
lighters

Twenty
Questions

Saturday
8-8:30 pm

Lighter to sender of subject used; if

studio contestants stumped, grand
prize of silver table lighter, matching

cigarette urn, tray

Send subject about which 20 questions may be
asked to program

MBS

STERLING DRUG, INC. Energine
Shoe White Wife

MTWTF
4-4:15 pm

Gold-finish leaf design bracelet Send 25c and Energine Shoe White boxtop to
program, New Y'ork

NBC

SWIFT & CO. Swift

products
Breakfast

Club
MTWTF

9:30-9:45 am

Trip around world for 2 by Pan-
American Clipper, or $10,000 cash;

1947 Ford de luxe sedans; 25 $100
prizes; 1,000 $10 prizes

Complete product jingle, send to sponsor with
top of any Swift's Bland Lard container

ABC-

TAYLOR REED CORP. Cocoa-Marsh Hop Harrigan T-Th
5-5:15 pm

2,000-mile all-expense-paid trip for

winner and guardian in DC-6, lunch
with pilots, presentation from Hop of

50-inch chromium model of plane; 10

24-inch gasobne-powered models;
official Harmon pilots' watches; 10

models of United Airlines Mainliner;

2,000 sets official TJ. A. junior steward-

ess and pilot wings

Write name for Hop's racing plane on back of

Cocoa-Marsh label and maif to program, New
York

MBS

TEEN.TIMERS, INC. Dresses Teentimers'

Club
Saturday

11-11:30 am

Trip to New Y'ork, weekend at Wal-
dorf, back-to-school outfit, appear on

Teentimers Club radio show; 8 Miracle

Diamond Rings; 2 RCA Victor Radio-

Phonographs; 10 30-volume sets

Americana Encyclopedia; 100 Teen-

timer dresses

Complete product limerick; take to local Teen-
timer store; open to girls 11-17

Ovaltine Captain
Midnight

MTWTF
5:30-5:45 pm

Shake-up Mug Send 15c and Ovaltine label to program,
Chicago

WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY CO. Automobile
supplies

Circle Arrow
Show

Sunday
10:30-11 an

WHITEHALL PHARMACAL CO. Kolynos
Tooth Paste

Front Page
Farrell

MTWTF
5:45-6 pm

WILLIAMSON CANDY Oh Henry Detective
Mysteries

Sunday
4:30-5 pm

175 Big Bass Fishing Sets Listeners obtain entry-blanks, instructions from
local W. A. S. stores

Gold electroplated love bird brooch

with 3 rhinestones

$100 reward from "True Detective

Mysteries" Magazine

Send 25c and front of Kolynos carton to pro-

gram, New York

Notify FBI and magazine of information lead-

ing to arrest of criminal named on broadcast

NBC

MBS

NBC

NBC

MBS



BCing you . . . in >LI!

What the "Hoopers" won't tell

you the "Hoosieratings" will

Don't tliink for a minute that we do not trrasure

our Hoopers, lint it has troubled us do end that they

are onlj indicative of the popularity of \\ IBC pro-

grame in Indianapolis, alone . . . giving no hint of the

magnitude of \\ IIU! audiences throughout the rich,

33-countj markel of Centra] Indiana. \ml ><> we have

coined a word to remedj this deplorable situation. The

word is "Hoo8ierating" and. if you will examine the

MM 15 reports and our ]*)!() mail analysis, yaa will hud

that the programs presented daily by Indianapolis

/ire talent station have a very robust and constantly

growing "Hoosierating." See your John Blair Man
for \ crilication.

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

11 i i!

r

1070 KC

5000 WATTS

BASIC MUTUAL

The INDIANAPOLIS NEWS Station

reach

Cash receiph from

Iowa farms are over

-twice as large as those

of farms elsewhere.*

And agriculture provides

only half of prosperous Iowa

income. The other half comes

from Iowa's steady

Industries.

Cover the "twin markets" with

WMT . . . for selling that's twice

as effective.

* Source: loua

Development Commlsiion

MID-STATES GROUP

status report

What Teen-Agers Want

Four hundred teen-agers in Baltimore

were recently surveyed by an advertising

agency to discover their listening, reading

and buying habits. Eighty per cent of

these stated that they listened to the

radio regularly and 20 per cent indicated

that they weren't "regular listeners."

The survey, which is the second annual

polling handled by high school and junior

high school students in their own schools

(four highs and one junior high), is paid

for by Stan Lee Reed, Inc., local Balti-

more advertising agency. Reed uses the

survey as a business promotion and the

local department stores use it as a busi-

ness check.

The boys and girls were asked to vote

for their favorite program types and

rated them in this order:

Type Per Cent

Musicals 30

Comedy 17

Mysteries 16

Drama 15

Quiz 9

Teen-age shows 4

Romance 3

Classical Music 3

Popular Music 1

Variety 1

Serials 1

News 1

Baseball 0.05

Westerns 0.05

*Some indicated more'lhan one favorite and thus the

percentages add up to 102 instead of 100.

"Do they buy their own clothes?" is

another factor in teen-age selling that is

constantly a puzzler. Returns on 'this

question indicate that 98 per cent select

their own clothes. Eighteen per cent

shop alone. Eighty-two per cent have

supervision of their shopping.

Reasons for shopping in a particular

store were also indicated. The "reasons

why" ran in the following order:

Reason Per Cent

Selection Offered^ 34

Style 21

Service 15

Prices 10

Ma's Charge Account 7

Location b

Store Appearance 3.5

Teen Shop 3

Merchandise Quality 3

Discount Available 3

Cleric Courtesy 1.5

Habit 1.5

Store preferences were almost in direct

relation with the store's intelligent use of

broadcast advertising, with the store

using NBC's Teentuners' Club high up

among the stores the teen-agers liked.
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signed and unsigned

SfjXHiA&i Pe/iAosi+iel GUcuufeA.

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

J. Robert Ballin

Royden C. Berger

Guy Bergloff

Joseph E. Bloom

George H. Booth

E. C. Herbert
Joseph G. Howland

Irwin B. Jordan Jr.

J. Donald Mason
Robert E. McDonald

Philip Melhado

H. H. Proskey

Henry Sandberg

L. H. Simonds

Kungsholm and Sweden House Bakeries, Chi-
cago, advertising, sales manager

Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co., Hart-
ford, publications editor

Pittsburg Plate Glass Co., Pittsburgh, public
relations director

Glemby Co., New York

Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York

Pressed Steel Car Co., Chicago, advertising man-
ager

John B. Stetson Co., assistant advertising man-
ager

Carnation Co., Milwaukee, central dlv. sales
manager

Creative Footwear and Shoe and Leather Reporter

Lehn & Fink Products Corp.. in charge sales

General Foods Corp., New York, market research
director

Schick, Inc., Stamford. Conn., vp

House of Daniels. Chicago, sales, advertising director

Same, advertising director

Same, charge of all advertising

House of Westmore, Inc., New York, vp, advertising, sales
director

Collman Manufacturing Corp.. advertising, sales promo-
tion manager

Peer Food Products. < hicago. advertising director
Same, advertising director, domestic appliance div.

Same, men's div., advertising manager

Hobart Co., Troy. Ohio, advertising manager
Millers* National Federation, long-range advertising, pub-

licity program director
Thomasetti's Shoes, Inc.. St. Louis, advertising, sales, sales
promotion manager

Michigan Chemical Corp., vp in charge household insecti-
cides advertising, sales

Same, Post Cereals div., advertising, sales manager

Stahly, Inc.. South Bend, Ind., vp in charge advertising,
sales

A&u&UibUuf. A<je*tcy P&Uosutel GUanyeA

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

James A. Aull

Floyd C. Bain
Walter Barkdull

J. Escalante Bates
Herb Beaven
Alfred R. Beckman

William E. Becker

Samuel Berman
Benjamin B. Bliss
Bob Blumenthal

G. H. Bobertz
Paul Boles
Arnold T. Bowden
John C. Bridgwater
Frank Bromberg
James R. Brumby

Chester Bryant
Ralph Cain
Marvin Cantz

Gerald H. Carson
Jack Carson
Harry B. Cohen
Meyer A. Cohen

William Conover
Ellis Craig

John S. Davidson
Ray Vir Den
Philip J. Desmond
Jack Devaney
Edward F. Donovan

Jim Dooley
John B. Doriss
John Eckels
Joe Edwards
James L. Fallon

John J. Foy
Robert W. Gillham

Sam Godfrey

JUNE 1947

Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia, advertising
manager

Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
Philadelphia Record

Romer, Washington
Davis & Beaven, Los Angeles, partner
Buchanan, New York, radio dept. business man-
ager, timebuyer

Joshua Hendy Iron Works, Sunnyvale, Calif.,
advertising, publicity director

Philadelphia Record, advertising staff
Bliss, New York, head
Elinor L. Brown, Philadelphia

Florez, Phillips & Clark, Detroit, account exe
Radio, motion picture director-writer
Own agency, Binghamton, N. Y.
Food manufacturing business, Florida, owner
Rodgers & Brown, New York, account executive
This Week Magazine, New York, southern man-
ager

General Motors Corp., Detroit, export advertising
Hobart Co., Troy, Ohio, advertising manager
Barnes & Reinecke, Chicago, western advertising
manager

Benton & Bowles, New York, vp, copy director
N. W. Ayer, New York
J. D. Tarcher, New York, vp
Harry Feigenbaum. Philadelphia, account ex-
ecutive

House & Garden, New York, space representative
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Calif., recrea-

tion director
Federal, New York, vp, account executive
Lennen & Mitchell, New York, executive vp
Crane Co., Chicago, advertising dept.
New York Herald Tribune
Cappel Mac Donald, Dayton, Ohio, planning

director
Nevada Courier, Las Vegas, editor-publisher
TACA Airways System, advertising director
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit
Gano-Backrodt-Edwards, Houston, Tex., partner
Allied Studios, Inc., Henderson, Nev., advertising

director
Craig E. Dennison, Chicago, manager
J. Walter Thompson, New York

Dan B. Miner, Los Angeles, copy chief

Geare-Marston, Philadelphia, copy chief

Schultz & Ritz, Portland, Ore., account executive
Henry J. Kaufmai , Washington, D. C, director new busi-
ness activities

Courtland D. Ferguson, Washington, account executive
Brisacher, Van Norden, Los Angeles, account executive
Cecil & Presbrey, New York, timebuyer

Conley, Baltzer & Steward, San Francisco

May, Philadelphia
Walter W. Wiley, New York, account executive
London-Brooks Advertising Agency, Philadelphia (new).
partner

Same, vp
International, Grand Rapids. Mich.
Flack, Syracuse, N. Y., account executive
Wade, Chicago
Diener & Doskind, New York, account executive
Tucker Wayne, Atlanta, account executive

Cabat-Gill, Tucson. Ariz., account executive
Foote, Cone & Belding, Dayton, account executive
M. M. Young. Los Angeles, account executive

Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, vp, copy director
Lennen & Mitchell, New York, account executive
Harry B. Cohen Advertising Co.. Inc., New York (new), head
Same, member of firm

Lawrence Boles Hicks, New York, account executive
Adolphe Wenland, Hollywood, account executive

Campbell-Ewald, New York, vp, account executive
Same, president
Armstrong, Chicago, associate; assistant account executive
Boyd. Los Angeles, account executive
Ross Roy. Detroit, account executive

Kemmerer, Hollywood, radio director
Royal & de Guzman, New York, account executive
BBD&O, Detroit, copy chief
Joe Edwards Advertising, Houston (new), owner
Davis, Los Angeles

Landsheft, Buffalo, account executive
Selznick Releasing Organization, New York, eastern adver-

tising director
Harrington, Whitney & Hurst. Los Angeles, copy chief

-yyy^yy-<yy-y--y--:v//^/^



NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Daniel M. Gordon
M I. GottOfl

Robert P. Hamilton

John Hansen
Donald C. Heath

Walter T. Iledlund
\i Heifer
Jamet is. Hill

Willi.nil II. Hints
Gilbert J. Holtz
Roland I . Jacohson
Harold II. Jaeger
William II. Jenkins

Jaj quellne Joyce
i Prank Kelly

Janus (.. Kelly
Howard Kenyon

Marshall kesti r

I rank King

George J. Kuhbach
Win Lake
Levi London

Edward J. Lush
I iM. Martinez.

1 S. Man/

Richard Marvin
Robert 1.. Mayer

Edward MazzucchJ
I red S. McCarthy
George McNul i

11. Jack Mengle

Beverly M. Middleton
Carl F. Miller
Robert E. Moore
Edward W. Murifeldt

Hiram \\ . Ncuwoehner Jr.
Janus I>. North

Hen Paulsen
Alfred M. Peltier

William H. Pickett
George I .. Randall

W illiam Kaiulol Jr.

George Rich HI
Henry Rubin
Lou schiilinger
Stanley Schlenther

Allen W. Schmidt
John Schneider
A. K. Spencer

Howard Bernard Shaw
Waller Grenville Smith
Erwin Spit/.ir
William E. Staubcr Jr.

Earle C. Thompson

Burton Vaughan
I rank \S alsh
Robert E. Walsh
Earl W areham
Edward W bltley
Mi rrit t I.. \\ illev
Mrs. Charles H. Williams
Sanford \\ ooli
Harry H. Wright

M. (.. Wright
Ernest P. Zoblan

Kutluaiill A Ryan, New ^ork. media manager
Kaiser-I ra/er Corp.. Willow Run, Mich., sales
promotion manager

Geyer, Newell a Ganger, New- York, media
director

Knolleii. San Prandaoo, account executive
Compton, New York, plans board secretary

Walgreen Drufi Co. Stores
NBC. CHS announcer, narrator
Brooke. Smith. French & Dorram e. New York.
radio dept.

Goold & Ticrncy. New York, copy director

Bin hanan. Los Angeles, account executive

Young & Rublcam. New York, public relations.
publicity director

Deb. New York. Midwest editor
Army

MeUin F. Hall. Buffalo, N. Y.. account executive
Lal'lant Choate Co., Cedar Rapids. Iowa, adver-

tising manager
Hal Roach Studios, writer
N. W . Aver. Detroit, account executive

Comatock, Duffea, Buffalo, account executive
John I alkner Arndt. Philadelphia
WIM.V Philadelphia, sales staff

Graham, New Britain. Conn.
Biow. New York, Latin American manager

Micromatic Hone Corp., Detroit, assistant to
president in charge public relations

Ward Wheelock, Philadelphia, radio director
Biow . New York, account executive

Export Advertising. New York, director
Abbott Kimball. Chicago, radio director,
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San Fran-

cisco, vp
Backee, Weisbeck & Besig, Buffalo. N. Y.. account
executive

Harry C. Wilder Stations, assistant to president
Chicago Herald-American
Christiansen . < Ihicago
Genera] Foods Corp., New York (Post Cereals

div.), associate advertising manager
Oliver Life Advertising, St. Louis
General Foods Co. (Cereals Div.), advertising.

sales manager
Roux, Inc.. New York, advertising manager
Creative Lithograph Co.. Berkeley. Calif., sales
manaftcr

Parish it Pickett. Miami
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, account
executive, motion picture div.

Don Lee Broadcasting. Hollywood, production
Decora, Chicago, account executive
Henry Rubin Advertising. New York
Standard Brands. New York, special rep.
TWA Airlines (international div.). advertising

director
McCarty, Los Angeles, account executive
Lennen & Mitchell. New York, copy supervisor
.1. Walter Thompson. New York, account, radio
executive

Interstate Department Stores. Inc.. Illinois
Ruthrauft & Kvan. New \ork. vp charge of media
Morton Freund, New York
WI'TF, Raleigh, N. C copy chief

International Resistance Co.. Philadelphia, ad-
vertising manager

Army
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago
Brlsacher, Van Nordcn. New York
\ inco Corp.. Detroit, advertising manager
Compton. New York, timebuyei
Tullis, Los Angeles, account executive
Davison-Paxon, Atlanta, advertising manager
Atherton, Hollywood, account executive
Justin Fuukhouser, Baltimore, radio director,
account executive

Guenther-Bradford, Chicago, copy chief
Pedlar & Ryan. New York, vp in charge drug
advertising

Same. vp. media director
Swaney, l>rake & Bement. Detroit, manager

Ellington. New York, media director

Same, Los Angeles, account executive
Agricultural Advertising & Research, Ithaca. N. Y.. general
manager

Jere Bayard, Los Angeles, account executive
Walter llaehnle. Cincinnati, account executive
Same. Detroit, radio director, supervisor television, motion

picture activities
kiesewetter. Wetterau & Baker, New York, account exec
Laurence R. Rosenbaum. New Y'ork, account executive
Same, manager
Can Mfrs. Institute. New York, advertising director
I arle Ferris, New York, executive vp

Stubbs & Montgomery, Chicago, account executive
Davis-Harrlson-Simmonds. Los Angeles, to open Philadel-
phia office

Kelly-Mengle, Inc.. Buffalo. N. Y'. (new), partner
Andrews. Milwaukee, vp. account executive

William Kester, Hollywood, president
KNX. Hollywood, CBS Pacific network, assistant sales
manager

Tyler Kay, Buffalo, vp in charge new business
Mai Kenny and Shunt/.. Philadelphia, account executive
London-Brooks Advertising Agency, Philadelphia (new).
partner

Goldsmith. Providence. R. I., account executive
Dorland International- Pet tinui II & Fenton, New York,
account executive (Lady Esther)

Marvin Halm Detroit, account executive

Grey, New Y'ork. radio, television director
McCann-Erlckson, New York, account executive (Revlon
products)

F'uller & Smith & Ross. New York, account executive
Burnet-Kuhn. Chicago, vp. sales director
Own agency, Oakland. Calif.

Kelly-Mengle, Inc., Buffalo. N. Y. (new), partner

French & Preston. New York, radio director
P. W. Lauraites, Chicago, account executive
Makelim. Chicago, general manager
Benton &. Bowles, New York, account executive

( lharles W. Bolan. St. Louis, account executive, new business
Foote, Cone &. Belding. New Y ork. vp, member plans board

Davis. Los Angeles
Conley, Baltzer & Steward. San Francisco

McCreary, Miami, account executive
William Kester. Hollywood, vp, account executive

Bill Kelso, Hollywood, account executive
(Mian. Chicago, account executive
Lexington Advertising Co.. New York (new), partner
William A. Schautz.. New York, account executive
Fuller & Smith & Ross. New York, account executive

Mann, Los Angeles, partner
Ki nyon & Eckhardt, New York, copy supervisor
Sullivan. Staufter. Colwell & Bayles. New York, executive
capacity

Wilson, Height & Welch. New York
Biow. New \ork. vp in charge media planning
Lexington Advertising Co.. New York (new), partner
Piedmont. Salisbury. N. C, specializing in radio program
development

John 1 alkncr Arndt. Philadelphia, account managers staff

BBD&O. San Francisco, account executive
Burton Browne. Chicago, vp
Same, media director
Whipple & Black. Detroit, account executive
McCann-Erickson. New York, timebuyer
Harry J. Wendland, Los Angeles
Tucker Wayne, Atlanta, executive capacity
A. James Rouse, Los Angeles, account executive
Same, vp

Christiansen. Chicago
I>ancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. New York, in charge Whitehall
Pharmacal Co. products

Aeiu Atf&nctf, AftpjoitUtneiiiU. (Continued from page 10)

Sta-Neet Corp., I"s Angeles Sta-Neet hair trimmer
Sweetheart Bakeries, Bismarck, V D. Bakery products
state of Massachusetts industrial Development

t ornmisaion
I'atiii la Stevens S< hool for Models. Chicago
sup.r Market Merchandising, New >, ork
I ale- \-\ ision Corp.. Los Angeli s

( ) C. Tanner

Industrial development
School
Food products
Children's books. .

Jewelry
i iiford's Restaurant, Los ingelei Restaurant
Trans-International Pictures, Los tngeles
Trianon Ballroom. Soiilhgate. Calif.
Tmker Corporation, Chicago
Tun o Product! Co., Inc., 1 os vngeles
l luleiwo. ll i\ I llderwood. Washington. I). C.
John W. Waller. Inc., New \ ork
Weinberg Diamond Co., New Vork
Western si.n.s Painting Co., I os Vngeles
Sork Wallpaper Co . oirk. Pa.

Theater chain
Ballroom, restaurant
1 in ker automohili s

I ay (detergent)
Photographs
Electrical appUant M
Diamonds
Paints
W bite Kose Wallpap.

M. M. Young, Los Angeles
Barney I.avin. Fargo. N. D.

Janus Thomas Chirurg. Boston
Schoenfeld. Huber & Green. Chicago
Paris \ Peart. New York
I ia\ is-llarrison-Slmmonds. Hollywood
Cooper iN Crowe. Salt Lake City
\. Janus Rouse. Los Angeles
tilled . Los Angeles
Vrthur W. Stowe, Los Angeles
Roy S. Durstine. New York
Mayers, Los Angeles
Kronstadt, Washington, l). C
lerrill. Belknap. Marsh. N» w York
Cole A Chacon, New York
tilled, i os Angeles
VanSant, Dugdale, Balttmon



SUMMER REPLACEMENTS
(Continued from page 18)

time. Sealtest and Borden are two and

they go right on during the summer, with

slightly lower budgets but with no hiatus.

In the spot field Breyer's and other local

ice creams all over the nation do just as

much air advertising during the summer

as they do through the rest of the year,

if not more. What Sealtest does, permit-

ting Jack Haley to vacation while his

cO'Star, Eve Arden, stays on through the

summer, has been done from time to time

by a number of sponsors. James Melton

vacetions while Harvest of Stars (NBC)

runs right along. Years ago when Fanny

Brice and Frank Morgan had a joint

starring vehicle each one took a vacation

while the other carried the program.

The nighttime hiatuS'takers are broad-

casting's greatest spenders. Procter &
Gamble drops four, Colgate-Palmolive-

Peet axes three, as does General Foods.

Lever Brothers lets two rest, both ex-

pensive shows (Lux Theatre and Joan

Davis). These sponsors make those

shows which they have left carry their

product burden. Very few one-program

sponsors vacation for any length of time.

DuPont does, however, as do Philco,

R. B. Semler, Waterman, and Lady

Esther this year.

Most programs that take vacations or

have summer replacements do so for two

basic reasons. First they're too high'

budgeted for what sponsors believe is the

summer audience. Second the stars want

vacations. This second reason becomes

more insistent year after year as big

names discover that summer work only

makes their payments to Uncle Sam
larger and their net incomes smaller.

One type of sponsor is passing up a

terrific bet. This is the advertiser who
has only a summer product to sell. It

would be possible for him to step into a

choice summer spot during the months

that he requires advertising, without pay-

ing a premium fee. Bathing suits, soft

drinks, the big summer resorts, summer
clothing, home air coolers, are just a few

that could use network and local station

open summer time. There is considerable

industry thinking at present that will mani-

fest itself in winter planning (1947) for

summer broadcast time sales next year.

Listening surveys of resorts are scheduled

for this summer but more important the

campaigns will stress the fact that out of

100 adults only 1 1 are away even in the

greatest vacation month, August, and

half of these listen while they're away
from home, even on the beach. The pro-

ion will also stress that 90 per cent of

the summer homes are radio-equipped,

and that the average vacation is only

two and a half weeks. These are just a

few of the facts and figures that will be

used next year, when the nation is ex-

pected to return to "normalcy," to under-

line the fact that listening goes on all the

365 days of the year.

BROADCAST MERCHANDISING
(Continued from page 8)

MBSprinting "CurrentProgram Availabilities."

Last month sponsor noted that CBS was

releasing its list of network built pro-

grams that were available to advertisers.

At the same time (although it was mailed

later) Mutual printed its list. Networks

are back in the show-building business

with both li ef

RCA Exhibition Hall a tourist delight.

Thousands of visitors to Rockefillu

Center are making a regular stop at the

RCA exhibit, which is dominated at one

end by a giant transparent plastic map ol

NBC. Fact that they also can see them-

selves on television and participate in

many ways in the exhibition sends them
home pre-sold on RCA and NBC. Trade

show purists find plenty to criticize with

the design of the exhibition hall but the

consumer is not conscious of the fact that

everything isn't "perfect."
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Television chalked up its first direct

retail sale on record for a motor

company when Walter J. Groll of

Baysidc, New York, saw a video com-

mercia] of a 1947 Mercury town sedan

dashing through deep water with no

in nihil from wet motors. The commer-

cial was part of a Madison Square Garden

sports program scanned by WCBS-TV.
Business is rapidly increasing for the

few television stations in operation.

YVNBT, NBC's sole operating video sta-

tion, has a regular daytime schedule after

several false starts. I Ms is additional to

the daytime telecasts of the baseball

games. The program is sponsored by

Swift and Company, meat packers.

(Debut is reviewed on page 38.)

List of advertise) s now in television

indicates the scope of the visual air

medium. It includes Esso, Kraft, Kel-

vinator, General Foods, Gulf, Swift, U. S.

Rubber, RCArVictor, Bristol-Myers,

Ford, General Mills, Gillette, Mouquin,

Chevrolet, John Wanamaker, and the

Wall Street firm of Bache & Company, to

mention some trail blazers.

The Television Broadcasters' Associa-

tion, which is championing the cause of

apartment house tenants who want TV
installations in their battle with apart-

ment house owners, finally won over a

major real estate firm during May and it

appears as if the rest of the apartment

house owners will fall into line. This re-

sistance threatened to become a major

hurdle to apartment house tenants ac-

quiring home receivers. During the

month it was also announced that Telecon

had developed a master antenna system

for apartment houses which would not

only eliminate the need for multiple

dipoles on roofs but also "ghosts."

The "Television Caravan," which has

been in the works for more than a year

finally started its tour of 22 cities during

May. Fact that Sam Cuff and Lou

Sposa, who headed up the DuMont
WABD station operations, are handling

the tour is assurance that the RCA-Allied

Stores tour of department stores will at

least be a professional presentation.

Twenty-two new FM stations were

ushered onto the air during May,
many of them simply test opera-

tions checking equipment, service areas,

etc. In some areas local baseball is heard

only on the FM affiliate of the local AM
station (WBT, Charlotte, is typical). In

other areas where standard stations find

it impossible to air games after a certain

hour the AM station announces that

"You can hear the rest of the game
through our FM affiliate XXY on your

FM dial." Typical of this type of FM
operation is WMGM, the affiliate of

WHN in New York.

Airing of the U. S. Army Band pro-

grams over the Continental Network

(FM) is enabling stations to cooperate

with radio dealers in demonstrating just

how good "live" music can sound on

Frequency Modulation. The Petrillo

ban against the presentation of network

live musical programs over FM affiliates

of AM stations is holding back a great

deal of FM progress, but independent FM
outlets are presenting a limited amount

of live musical piograms without benefit

of the AFM. Other independents are ex-

pected to follow the advice of Morris

Novik (ex-WNYC manager now st?tion

consultant) and sign contracts with the

musician's union as soon as there are

sufficient receivers in their territories to

justify establishing a rate schedule that

can carry the load.

AC-DC FM receivers will be available

for the first time early this fall in the

areas where only DC current is available.

First in the field with these sets will be

Freed-Eisemann.

FM broadcasting, especially on its new

band, is still without sufficient field testing

to determine how far beyond the "line of

sight" an FM sign will travel. Nobody

knows just how far it will travel under

any set of circumstances. Off-the-record

reports, however, reveal that FM signals

which engineering tests had proved

"couldn't get out of the District of

Columbia" have been heard in Venezuela.

Although FAX is still in the side-

show category as far as the

public is concerned, there are a

number of stations that have announced
that they will be transmitting regularly

tins I. ill. Iii Philadelphia the Bulletin and
the Inquirer both demonstrated facsimile

within oik. week last month. Inquirer's

presentation was in cooperation with

WFIL, which it owns, and receiving sets

were installed in John Wanamaker's,

Strawbridge and Clothier's, Gimbel's and

Frank and Seder's. The Bulletin demon-

stration was a surprise and was shown in

Gimbel's windows. WFIL demonstra-

tions were given for members of the Poor

Richard Club and the Union League.

Two hundred turned out for the former

and 900 for the latter.

Over 100 bonafide inquiries concerning

printers, as FAX receivers are called, were

received at WFIL with inquiries as to

when regular transmitting would start.

Station is said to have told prospective

set owners that they'd start service before

winter. WFIL first transmitted facsimile

editions of eight and a half by eleven inch

editions in 1939 before it had its present

newspaper affiliation.

WOR (New York), it is understood,

will also start its regular transmitting of

FAX signals within the next 10 months,

while the Finch multiplexing (FAX and

FM voice signals at the same time) will be

continued experimentally under a special

temporary permit which the FCC is ex-

pected to grant this fall.

With the television picture cleared

—

and the Federal Communications G>m-

mission doing everything within its power

to further network television (they feel

that TV just won't move as fast as it

should without networking)—the FCCex-

pects to be doing some FAX investigating

and expediting. The commission is inter-

ested in getting some independent non-

newspaper operators in the field so as not

totally to put into the hands of present

publishers another opinion-forming

medium.
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Making the best
even better!

10 West 52nd
continued from page 6

Now—along with
'The Texas Rangers"
A sure-fire give-away or self-

liquidating offer! Attractive 48-

pages of Original Songs The
Texas Rangers Sing and scrap-
book album. Provided spon-
sors of "The Texas Rangers"
at cost! Write for full details.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION

PICKWICK HOTEL • KANSAS CITY 6, MO

PIONEERING SINCE

1942

•

(lit t&ta&UtAed claim

an the

JiatMUd, City, Mwiket

•

for availabilities write

O. R. Wri 3 ht, Sales Marker
Porter Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

•

E. L. DILLARD, GENERAL MANAGER

advertisers on weather availabilities, how
they are handled, and their popularity.

We think our findings are significant.

Local advertisers seem to realize the

value of sponsoring local weather fore-

casts more than national advertisers.

Being closer to the pulse of their own
community, they know how popular such

a feature can be, and the value of weather

forecasting as a local public service. In

almost every case, and particularly in the

rural and farming communities, audience

comment is more than favorable. Here

are some typical comments from stations

:

"Weather is a very important fac-

tor in this farming area"—KBST,
Big Spring, Texas.

"One of KWTO's most popular

features"—KWTO, Springfield, Mo.

"The growing of winter vegetables

is one of our biggest industries and a

great gamble as a drop of a few de-

grees can wipe out entire investment

. . . station gives forecasts for vege-

table and fruit grower's protection"

—KBAB, Laredo, Texas.

"It was reported to us . . . that . . .

over 90 per cent of the citrus grove

owners listen to the 11:15 p.m.

weather report each night before

going to bed"—WLAK, Lakeland,

Florida.

Of Pearson reporting stations:

18 out of 21 carry weather reports as

a separate feature

9 out of 21 carry them sponsored

18 out of 21 have availabilities

10 out of 21 sell them at regular 1-

minute rates

2 charge rate plus service charge

1 has a monthly package rate

1

1

out of 21 stations carry them in \-

minute

4 out of 21 stations carry them in 5'

minutes

2 out of 21 stations carry them in

30'Seconds

1 each carry them in 2-minutes and

4-minutes

Types of sponsors include dairy, bank

and trust, coffee, jewelry, flying school,

optical service, tire and gas, winter pro-

duce, fertilizer and auto sales.

Sources for weather information used

are U. S. Weather bureaus, state farm

bureaus, AP, and UP.

Hines^Hatchett

John E. Pearson Company

MORGAN'S

the name
Jimmy Morgan That Is

• Jimmy mow handles the ."5:30

to 6:30 a.m. "Good Morning"

broadcasts on WNAX, Monday

through Saturday. He was

already one of the mid-west's

most popular radio personalities

when we latched on to him.

Sings American Folk Music,

plays a guitar, and has a cheer-

ful line of patter that folks in

Big Aggie Land are growing

mighty fond of hearing. 5:30

to 6:30 a.m. is good radio time

in WNAX's five-state listening

area. The cost is nominal . . .

and with Morgan at the mike,

here's an outstanding buy. So

get the facts from your nearest

Katz Man.

WNAX is available with

KRNT and WMT as the Mid-
States Group. Ask the
Kati Agency for rates.

WNAX
rf &*&4 Station

SIOUX CITY •YANKTON
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52 NEW MUSICAL lA HOURS
with

1 () U U A 1 > l

FRANK GALLOP
Announcer

"Songbird Kay Lorraine it scheduled for the

biggest gal build-up since Dinah Shore"
—WALTER WINCHELL

"Kay Lorraine is the greatest modern song-

stress" —QUENTIN REYNOLDS

"Kay Lorraine, one of this column's pets"

—ED SULLIVAN
Writ, . . . W„t . , . Phone t

-thkwidf S.<fiovt//>

save time

TRAVEL
BY
AIR

for fast reservations

and complete routing

itineraries contact

BLUEBIRD
TRAVEL
BUREAU

inc.

34 East 32nd St., N. Y. C.

Telephone: Murray Hill 4-5181

TRANSCRIPTION YEAR
Hnued from . 24)

creased considerabl) and it's not unusual

for a show bud be twice the time

cost, transcript it mi'- usually average 35

per cent ol facilities charges. Transcrip-

tions with high production costs such as

Lou Cowan's The Smiths of Hollywood

with a taKnt budget ol about $6,000 a

week run higher than this, as do produc-

tions like Ziv's top musicals and his

Q)lman Favorite Story half hour. Costs

to Ziv of his Wayne King series (he's

doing his second t2 now) are slightly out

of this world, but pa station they are still

lower to a sponsor than many a top flight

network production. Harry Goodman's

recently announced deal for two tran-

scribed daytime serials. Linda's First Love

and Mury Foster The Editor's Daughter,

has opened up the daytime field for

transcriptions also. There arc 1 ,000 epi-

sodes of Linda and 800 of Mary Foster

available.

One thing's vitally important. Putting

a program on wax doesn't change it a bit.

Easy Aces was a productive network show

and it's good on transcription.

Transcriptions require promotion just

as well as live shows and they're just as

liable to land on their face without ex-

ploitation as any other form of broadcast.

They can't be traveled in the flesh, they

don't enable the executives to invite their

friends to a broadcast—but that's about

all they won't do.

Most of what has been reported about

transcriptions has concerned itself with

library and "open-end" recordings. The

custom built jobs like Bing Crosby's

Philco opus are another matter. They do

everything that a network show does,

whether they're used on a network or

not, even to having dealers present as

members of the audience during record-

ing sessions.

A final note to Hooper-conscious adver-

tising men. In Minneapolis Boston

Black ic, on WCCO, ran as high as 16.5

(July-September 1946 Hooper), which

was 64 per cent of the sets-in-use at that

time. Pfttfa Vance on \V\YJ. Detroit, hit

11.3 within the first three months it was

on the air (October December 1946). It

was topped during this period only by

Wayne Kny. another transcribed show

which rated 1 5.6. Both programs were on

from 7:30 S p.m. Tuesdays. These rat-

ings are proof of what good transcriptions

will do despite the tact that they top

their live -how competition.

It doesn't real!) matter what yardstick

i- used transcriptions can meet am air

advertising standards, in product sales.

MR. SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued jrom page 33)

When AM radio

first became a good

buy years ago,

everyone said that

newspapers would

lose business, and

that the magazine

publishing busi-

ness would fall off.

However, in the

last ten years,

newspaper and magazine circulations

have gone up along with sets in use.

Actually, everyone has gained. Some-

what the same situation can conceivably

happen as FM broadcasting becomes

more widespread.

There are so many different types of

people in any given radio market, it is a

question of programing as to who is l

to get the audience. It would be rather

difficult to show that FM in the next few

months, or even for several years, will

dilute the listening audience. Latest sur-

veys show that one out of ever)' three

homes is a multiple-set home. But. the

average number of listeners-per-set is still

less than the average family unit, which

means there is still considerable room for

increase in the size of the listening

audience.

I feel that AM stations should hold

their rates, principally because at the

moment a substantial rate adjustment is

not called for on the basis of audience

dilution. The present audience structure

gives a good dollar-value to the AM
advertiser, and will continue to do so for

quite some time.

Jones Scovern

Eastern Sales

Free & Peters, /tic.

CENTRAL AMERICA
(Ccmftmied/rofji page 29)

all have money to spend, and since prac-

tically no manufactured goods are made

in any of these countries, the money must

be spent for U. S. products—at least until

such time as Great Britain. Germany, and

Russia are once more producing surpluses

and seeking markets for them. That that

time will come is of course as inevitable as

the fact that tomorrow will follow today.

And they'll find a ready market unless

U. S. exporters begin to use broadcasting

more intelligently and realize that one

day per town affords only time enough to

shake hands, the Central American way

July SPONSOR gives you the "Fall Facts"
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24,000,000
LICENSED

HUNTERS and FISHERMEN

can *tXHu Ae leached thiaucfli

OUTDOOR LIFE TIME
THE PRE-TESTED, HIGH RATING

TRANSCRIBED

OUTDOORS PROGRAM

OUTDOOR LIFE MAGAZINE
OUTDOOR LIFE TIME REGISTERED THE FOLLOWING HOOPER RATINGS:

10.5 in Hartford, Conn., 1 P.M. Sunday

9.0 in Toledo, Ohio, 7:15 P.M. Saturday

6.8 comparative rating in Denver, Colo., opposite

"Burns & Allen" and "The FBI in Peace
and War," despite the fact that these two
programs are consistently among the top
network shows.

)

OUTDOOR LIFE TIME also offers the most extensive promotional opportunities ever

presented by any radio series. This is not the usual type of exaggerated claim, but can be

fully substantiated by reviewing the program's format and purpose.

OUTDOOR LIFE TIME has been pre-tested in twenty markets throughout the country

and is ready for NATIONAL SPONSORSHIP by any product appealing to a male audience;

fjOi jjUitltesi i+tjjOSunatia+i uusie, ufiite 04 filtane.

RICHMAN PRODUCTIONS
10 East 43rd Street, New York 17, N. Y., MUrray Hill 2-5854
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WANTED

promotion

and

publicity

director

for

group

of

nationally

known

radio

stations

This is no run-of-the-mill oppor-

tunity. The man chosen For this

important assignment will direct

and coordinate promotion-publicity-

merchandising for more than half a

dozen alert, prestige radio station s

He must prove himself able, on.

the basis of his record, to give

sparkle and individuality to his

job. He must be an idea man,

and, first and last, a team-man. He

must be willing to tell us about

himself in a letter (including salary

requirements). He must be willing

to live in a large midwest city.

Box 66

SPONSOR Publications Inc.

40 West 52 St., New York 19

WEATHER IS COMMERCIAL
ntinuedfrom /

foi morning, afternoon, and evening. No
matter what tin time of day, there's a

jingle starting with "Oh, Mr. Weather

Man" ready to do the forecasting. And

in order to satisfj all comers he has the

jingles planned for 30 seconds of weather

and 30 seconds of commercial as well as

for IS seconds of each. Goodman has

sold the reports in more than 200 cities

and explains that sponsors can use his

weather jingles and not worry about not

being between two top-Hooperated pro-

grams since "weather has an audience all

its own and doesn't have to ride on the

tail of a Hope or Fibber McGee." These

weather reports in rhyme are selling for

everything from shoes to loans, from

automobiles to beer, from storm windows

to books. Goodman has a record of re-

newals of 88 per cent*

Very few stations have come to spon-

sors offering weather packages, i.e., groups

of weather spots. In most cases the idea

of using weather forecasts has originated

with agencies, sponsors themselves, or as

in the case of Goodman, with program-

building organizations. Weather, like

time, is unobjectionable station break

material. It always has an audience, for,

like time, it affects everyone and is

always changing.

*The phone compnn n * ham arrangements with private

organization* which operait weather and time informa-
tion ten ices I liese jirms sell "commercials" just as
broadcasting stations do.

APPLAUSE
(Continued from page 52)

in turn wouldn't research the tobacco in-

dustry but would choose other fields and

in turn make their facts and figures avail-

able to NBC. Admen feel that the idea

makes good sense, avoids wasting thous-

ands of research dollars.

NETWORK PROGRAMING
Emergence of orchestra leader Percy

Faith at the head of the Coca-Cola Sun-

day evening program, instead of Billy

Rose heading up a group of amateurs, is

the result of CBS not desiring another

"talent search" show to compete with its

.Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts opus.

Thinking at network is also that one

amateur program is .ill that it can pro-

mote properly. It's still a fact that Billy

Rose has a contract for an amateur pro-

gram for Coca-Cola and the program may
yet land on CBS. Network is refusing

programs to avoid unbalanced program

structure and frequently because it

doesn't Feel souk are up to Columbia

standards. The Sheriff was one show

sed recently.

LATEST

PRODUCTION

NEWS FROM

AL BUFFINGTON

Mayor for sale! Heels for sale! Xo
connection, of course, but cur I

spot ideas can sell anything ... or

anybody. We've proven it lex ally

with a big city mayoralty candidate
and nationally with O'Sullivan Heels'

"Singing Bootblacks". Yes, basic

spot ideas are our forte. Now we-

have a completely new format flexible

enough for any advertiser ... a ne*
vehi< le to hold listeners' inten si

easily as calypso music . . . with

remembrance value as good as

"Chiquita Banana". If you have a

spot problem and are looking for a

solution with a basic merchandising
idea, write us today for an audition

AL BUFFINGTON CO.
CREATORS OF THE FAMOUS

"QUIZ OF TWO CITIES"

2104 North Charles St.

Baltimore 18, Md.

^:n»i
MONROE, LOUISIANA

r/zzzzMsm
ALL OTHER STATIONS COMBINED

IN N0RTHEA

AND REACHES A

$103,629,000 BUYIN'

„u« ever/
outhe"''

IW*iBS ^ore
«.!«"«"* "l other

Northeo^'" d ,

.'•on' ^^ ^e-.e^l
adverl

ind

ii'irig

KKM.B »

medium
'*,;**—

'

;

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.

J. C. IINEI. JR.. Gtn «r
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TIMEBUYERS

(Continued from page 21)

ache for the agencies, even with all the

help that station representatives stand

ready to give, is the fact that station

coverage is expected to parallel product

distribution. But even the products that

are supposed to blanket the nation with

their distribution seldom do that. The

leading soap and cigarette brands, for

example, do not blanket the nation

—

despite the fortunes they spend in adver-

tising, sales promotion and merchandis-

ing. It's useless to project a campaign in

an area where distribution is weak unless

the sponsor is prepared to do a special

merchandising job in the area—and has so

stated in his outline for the broadcast

campaign. This means that a study of

each station's coverage in relation to the

products distribution is called for—and

the time and background required for this

kind of a study is just not available at

most agencies. The markets to be

covered are decided at the sponsor's

office. The agency's job is to select the

station.

As spot radio has grown the timebuying

responsibilities of agencies have expanded.

[jju The Best Buy in

Central Iowa
\ s J,

»

+ The Only CBS Station

Serving Iowa's Richest

Market

!

^ Response Rated Shows

an Exclusive Feature!

MURPHY BROADCASTING COMPANY

5000 WATTS -BASIC CBS

Des Moines 9, lowo

Kingsley H. Murphy

PRESIDENT

George J. Higgins

GENERAL MANAGER

Heodley-Reed (o.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Since the entire spot field has become big

business only during the past 10 years,

agencies have had to create timebuyers

out of secretaries, program men, statisti-

cal clerks, time salesmen and even ap-

prentices in their art departments. At

first they worked under careful super-

vision but as pressure increased, and

radio and advertising are notoriously

ulcer-producing fields, the timebuying

beginners found themselves on their own

and department heads were born.

Actual easing of the timebuying job

through standardization of rate cards,

BMB, City Hooperatings (timebuyers

lean too much on these) and Diary

Studies hasn't grown anywhere as fast as

the number of stations contending for the

advertisers' dollar. The only way a time-

buyer can keep abreast of a station's

standing is to know not only a station's

coverage but its week-by-week program

changes and the changes in its competi-

tion's programing as well. This is obvi-

ously impossible. Even with the daily

help of station representatives it can't be

done—and since the timebuyer may not

need to know anything about an indi-

vidual station for months at a time, a

good deal of keeping individual station

audience trends in mind would be love's

labor lost.

The number of stations fighting for

their share of the advertising dollar has

doubled within the past five years and is

set to double once again during the next

five. Keeping each station in each mar-

ket in its relative position with respect to

listenership is a giant operation. There

are at least 20 markets today in which

the number one stations are not the ones

so designated when BMB took its first

measurement (March 1946). This change

will be even more pronounced as more

FM receivers are available, as TV be-

comes an increasingly important factor,

and as facsimile arrives.

Old time media men point out that the

publication buying assignment many
years ago didn't rate the respect or the

cash that it does today. Pointed out one,

"It took more than 10 years for space

buying to gain respect. Time buying

will get that respect eventually. In the

meantime," stressed this media man,

"we are going to hold on to the fact that

our field is still the parent operation."

P.S. He admitted he knew nothing

about timebuying.

Timebuyers are as vital a segment of

the advertising agency business as any

other branch. What's wrong, as one

timebuyer herself put it, is that "the

prestige is with the program builders, not

the timebuyers."

FORJOE
METROPOLITAN

MARKET

STATIONS

KVET

WORL

WFAK

WTIP

WSBC

**WJBK

KWKW

WNEX

WHHM

KARV

WMIN

WBNX

WLOW

WDAS

WWSW

KXLW

KONO

WWDC

WHWL

WTUX

Austin

Boston

Charleston, S. C.

Charleston, W. Va.

Chicago

Detroit

Los Angeles

Macon

Memphis

Mesa -Phoenix

Minn. -St. Paul

New York

Norfolk

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

St. Louis

San Antonio

Wash., D. C.

Wilkes -Barre

Wilmington

* except in New York ** except in Chicago

Forjoe Offices

New York • Chicago • Philadelphia

Pittsburgh • Washington • Baltimore

Los Angeles • San Francisco
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SPEAKS
Rating Constable Requested

We are just as far away from

setting standards in radio re-

search as we were when the

Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting

(Crosley Ratings) was eliminated from

the radio field. That's bad. Hooper is

making a coincidental program popularity

report. Nielsen is rating programs three

different ways, on a popularity basis

where they can be heard, on a total audi-

ence basis (how many listen to at least

part of a program) and on an "average

audience" basis (how many listen to an

average minute). BMB rates stations on

a listen-once-a-week basis. Industrial

Surveys rates proj ns on a panel basis

and Schwerin determines program popu-

larit) \ i.i .1 p.m.
I
ma "qualitative

basis" just as LazarsklJ Stanton research

has been doing i I he) 're all

good, but it anyone has ever seen a pro-

mam report incorporating half a dozen

different ratings he will know just how

confused tin- pictun becomes. The in-

dustry should he read) at least to estab-

lish "labels" for each research method,

tags by which the figures will take on the

flavor of being comparative.

A czar for the entire broadcast industry

doesn't make much sense SPONSOR, April

1947) but a rating (.unstable would help

sponsors who for the most part don't

know the difference between a correlation

and a projection.

Wanted: Summer Facts

Last month sponsor readers were

amazed to discover that the audi-

ence between midnight and 1 a.m.

was larger than that between 7 and 8 a.m.

Most of those who were amazed dis-

covered this fact for themselves while

reading this magazine because it was not

stressed in sponsor's after-midnight audi-

ence report but merely included in the

A. C. Nielsen figures which charted the

dialers between midnight and 8 a.m. This

has already changed a great deal of adver-

tising thinking and more will be changed

as the impact of this newly revealed

information is felt.

What's true about the audience avail-

able to be sold during the first hour of any

new day that it's far greater than anyone
believed) may also be true about summer
audiences. The facts in the latter case are

not simple to obtain since Nielsen,

1 looper and diary researches do not have

the figures at hand. It will require special

studies made throughout the nation's

summer resorts. It's not a study that

will have to be made every year or even

every two years, since the import of the

facts to be revealed is simply required in

order to ascertain the relationship of

listening between the families who stay at

home and those who vacation and or who
have a summer home.

Some such studies are being made this

summer, but they're not as comprehen-

sive as might be desired. Sponsor's re-

port on the cost of listeners during the

summer (page 15) reveals that due to net-

work rate structures and lowered program

costs listeners may actually cost less to

reach during the vacation months than

they do during the frigid months.

Sponsor believes that further studies will

prove that by adding car radio listening

and resort listening to figures that

Nielsen and Hooper deliver for regular

home dialing the resulting figures will not

be far away from what mid-season indices

reveal.

The air is a selling medium 52 weeks in

the year. Some sponsor will start his

campaign mid-summer and discover it

results in his biggest year. What the

man who pays the bills wants is real

honest-to-goodness facts about listening

in thi good old summertime.

Applause
BUSINESS GOOD—FOR INDEPENDENTS

While the networks generally with the

possible exception of ABC) are singing the

business blues. individual stations

t hr< lUghout the nat ion are chalking up new

highs in hillings, thus indicating that it

isn't national conditions that are receding

rapidlv but that it's simplj a realignment

of business and advertising. WQXR
\ Y had tin best first tour months of

,ts history in 1947 and WWDC D. C.)

also is crowing the same song, to mention

onl) two As noted in Sponsot Speaks

last month the broadcasting business is

being led by the small independents

rathei than in tin- big networks. Even

the network owned and operated stations

loing better than then parent organ

i.-ations. Ever) time a network show

o s ff goetheair the network owned sta-

tions have at least three local clients

ready to take over the network spot.

Independent stations are proving that the

old cliche, "all business is local," is true

—

at least with broadcasting.

THE LISTENER COMES FIRST

Recently a diary study of a key net-

work affiliate revealed that a soap opera

in the late afternoon was chasing the

audience away from that station. What
the station required to hold us audience

was a different kind ol program. The
station general manage] came into New
Yoi k and had a now wow with the agency

on the account and sold it on taking the

program of] the station The agency re-

tained the time and permitted the station

to build its own program for the sponsor

in the block programing mood. The

agency, station and its general manager

all rate bows for not permitting hide-

bound tradition to stop them from serving

the audience and the advertiser. The

agency—Compton. The station—WKY.
The manager—P. A. Sugg. The audience

—Oklahoma listeners.

SHARED RESEARCH
Recently Charles Hammond, NBC

promotional head, proposed that the net-

works share their promotional efforts to

avoid waste and duplication. He stated

that if NBC were to research the cigarette

held it should make its facts and figures

known to the other nets. Naturally they

Please turnJo page 50)
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(Catherine Fox, W'LW's Director of Special Broad-

cut Sen ices ; Vice-President Cincinnati Radio

Council; Ways and Means Chairman Zonta Club

of Cincinnati; Executive Committee Y.W.C.A.;

7th District Chairman, Association of Women
Broadcasters of NAB; Charter Member, Associa-

tion for Education by Radio and junior Town
Meeting League of America. Director of Women's
Activities for the War Finance Committee of Ohio.

Ten years with The Nation's Station.

every '""- •--. (\U *T£
Once upon a time there was a smart

fox. She worked for a radio station.

The sign on her door read, "Katherine

Fox, Director of Special Broadcast

Services". (It might also have added,

"And the sales department gets v-e-r-y

unhappy with me").

We all agree that a radio station must

have advertising revenue to exist. It

also must serve the best interests of

its audience. Sometimes these two

fundamentals cause minor crises. Be-

cause if some event, program, or serv-

ice should be broadcast for the good

of our listeners— it must be aired at a

time when the majority will hear it.

Naturally, this is just the time when
the nice clients want their shows

broadcast.

Obviously, then, this fox has a tough

job— she's strictly in the middle. The
sales department and their nice clients

scream, tear their hair and beat their

chests in frenzied agony — but then

they both agree that she is a smart fox

that knows what Special Broadcast

Services mean to the vast WLW audi-

ence.

So what happens? Usually it follows

the pattern pointed out by Variety:

"... they thin!; nothing of cancelling

an hour of choice commercial time to

air a public service show". (Please,

Variety . . ."think nothing"? You

shoulda asked our sales department!)

The moral? Simply that every station

should have a smart Fox AND a smart

sales department. Happily, for us

AND our listeners, we have both.

WLW Special Broadcasf Services
is a separate department requiring the full-

time services of four experienced persons.

Assistant to Miss Fox is Larry Neville,

former FBI agent with 15 years as "a writer,

producer and special events director with

KMOX and WLW. Eloise Coffman Brown,
former teacher and director of radio edu-

cation, has charge of the international di-

vision while Jean Friar handles secretarial

and office details.

All policy matters in connection with th?

Special Broadcast Service Department are

handled directly through the office of the

president of the corporation.

In 1946, WLW broadcast 1,210 hours of

programs in the public interest. Had this

time been purchased, the cost for station

time alone— figured at the greatest possible

discounts and not including the cost of

dramatic talent, production, music, etc.—

would have amounted to $1,134,210.69.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION



WERE PULLING

t's all milk and honey for you— Mr. Sales Planner

. . . with WJW delivering your advertising message to

its tremendous and ever-growing audience.

Advertisers know what the Hoopers show . . . that morn-

ing or afternoon WJW delivers more listeners per dollar

than any other Cleveland station.

So . . . let Cleveland's Chief Station pull for you ... it will

all he milk and honey to see the resulting sales and money

!

BASIC

ABC Network
CLEVELAND, O.

850 KC

5000 Watts
DAY AND NIGHT

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HEADLEY-REED COMPANY

.w.
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WEATHER SURE

IS COMMERCIAL

NOW

24 TV

SPONSORS FOR

WNBT-NBC

THIS FALL

ABC DAYTIME

SOLD SOLID

"TELLO TEST"

STILL NATION'S

TOP SPOT

QUIZ-SHOW

RADIO MAGAZINES

ABROAD USED BY

U. S. ADVERTISERS

BIG SUMMER LOCAL

BUSINESS BOOMS

TRANSCRIPTION

SALES

DEALERS GRIPE

WHEN ADVERTIS-

ING'S MISSING

jULY 1947

JULY 1947

Sponsors have picked up 32 weather-signal packages during June and

station representatives indicate that by first of year half nation's
stations will have at least one rain-or-shine deal sold. SPONSOR'S
"Weather is Commercial" (June issue) and Harry Goodman's weather
jingles are given credit for advertisers' increased interest.

-SR-

Major executive of NBC Television stated last week in June that net-

work had 16 (another said 18) clients and that was all TV depart-

ment wanted at that time—all, in fact, they could handle. But

sales department still signing up new business and there'll be some
24 sponsors on WNBT and the NBC-TV network this fall.

-SR-

ABC daytime will be solid commercial this fall. Last hole was
filled when Toni Home Permanent Wave of St. Paul expanded its spon-
sorship of "Ladies Be Seated" from three to five times weekly.

-SR-

"Tello Test" (built around formula of phoning different listeners
daily until someone identifies a quotation or answers a question,
with awards mounting daily) is still number one spot-quizzer
nationally. There are seven national variations of idea but all of

them are doing job for their sponsors.

-SR-

It's so tough abroad to find out what's going to be on air that
U. S. advertisers are taking space in radio publications to reach
the radio audience, most of whom they can't reach on air due to

governmental control of broadcast facilities. Since there are no
serials aired, except in the Americas, and since programs are seldom
on the air the same time each week, or day, it's necessary to pur-
chase a radio magazine to find out what's available. Switzerland

has three publications with a combined circulation of over 200,000,

Italy has four also with a combined circulation of 200,000, and
important papers exist in most other countries.

-SR-

Transcription sales are up 30 per cent this summer over 1946. Pro-
ducers claim that reason is that local summer advertising on the air

is far ahead of even war years. National spot business is off 20

per cent but slack has been more than taken up by retailers who are
combating a growing buyers' market.

-SR-

Dealers all over nation are critical of lack of advertising on
behalf of nationally-distributed products. General Electric is said

to have received 300 letters from dealers in one month asking when

they were going to get moving with broadcast as well as newspaper



MUTUAL BUILDING

NAME SHOWS

DOCUMENTARY

PROGRAMS LOSE

AUDIENCES FOR

SHOWS THEY

REPLACE

advertising again. GE's letters are said to have come from all over

country and gave no indication of having been "inspired."

-SR-

Mutual is about to enter program phase of its operations. Five name

programs either have been or are about to be signed for fall.

Strong effort is being made to sell programs before they're an-

nounced tradewise as Mutual shows.

-SR-

Even top-publicized and best-enacted documentary programs haven't

reached point where they hold audiences of commercial programs they

replace. Special study made for agencies involved in recent re-

placements also indicates that it takes four to six weeks for audi-

ences to regain listening habits. Studies cover "Eagle's Brood"

and "A Long Life and a Merry One." Here are Hooperating figures:

JAN 15 FEB 5 FEB 19 MAR 19 APR 2 MAY 7

HOLLYWOOD
PLAYERS

INFORMATION

PLEASE

8.2 7.7 7

8.7 9.3 11.1

EAGLES C A
BROOD O .

4

WHISTLER 4.7 5.3 6.8 9.1

INFORMATION

please 6.2 8.1 10.0 7.5

FEB 21 MAR 7 MAR 21 APR 4 APR 18 MAY 2 MAY 16

IT PAYS TO

BE IGNORANT 11.7 11.4

CANADIAN

PRESS HELPED

STIFFEN WHITE

BILL FIGHT

Y & R RADIO

DEPT. SHAKE-UP

maisie 11.2 11.5
SUSTAINING FIGURES NOT AVAILABLE.

A LONG IT PAYS TO

12.

1

LIFE k
6

BE IGNORANT

A MERRY

7.6 ONE
IRMA*

8.6 10.0 8.5

-SR-

Newspapers' reaction to the fight of Canada's independent stations
has been watched very carefully by both the National Association of

Broadcasters and Congress. It has been so pro-broadcasters that it

is said to have contributed to the certain death of the White Bill

which would have put further governmental restraints on U. S. sta-

tions. Bill had had 60-40 chance of becoming law before the
Canadian press trend was noted. North of the border press also
helped Justin Miller (NAB) in his fight for "freedom of the air."
Miller's speaking-up before the congressional sub-committee on the

bill has given him new stature. Networks, which were cooling on

their NAB cooperation, are 100 per cent for it again. Sponsors too

have been watching fight on bill, for anything that smacks of
"nationalization" has all industry worried.

-SR-

Young and Rubicam radio department shake-up, which opened door for

exit of Tom Lewis, Max Wylie, and a number of lesser names, is said

to have only started. Revamp of entire broadcast division is

scheduled due to switch of part of business of two accounts which

will not be announced until late August or September. In both cases

agency will keep major billing of accounts but lose at least one
program control. Borden account switch had nothing to do with

resignations as it was anticipated months ago.

SPONSOR
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SPONSOR REPORTS

40 WEST 52nd

MR. SPONSOR: CLIFF SPILLER

FALL FACTS DIGEST

SPONSOR CHECK LIST

THE SPOT PROGRAM
CHAIN AND STATION BREAKS

THE PROGRAM SPOT

MARGINAL TIME

BLOCK PROGRAMING
THE TRANSCRIPTION STORY

TRANSCRIPTIONS IN PRODUCTION
MR. SPONSOR ASKS:

COOPERATIVE PROGRAM REPORT

CO-OP PROGRAM AVAILABILITIES

FALL COSTS

4 COMPARATIVE NETWORK MAPS
BROADCAST POLICY

PROMOTION AND PUBLICITY

BING CROSBY RATINGS

WEB-BUILT PROGRAMS
WEB PACKAGE SHOWS
NETWORK AUDIENCE RATINGS

CONTESTS AND GIVE-AWAYS
RESEARCH

PROGRAM RATINGS: TYPES, COSTS

TV-FM-FAX
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BEER SPOTS

Could you without too much trouble

give me the times and stations on which

different beer programs are now being

broadcast. Any information on spots on

beer will be welcome.

A. D. Converse

Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia

Industry report on beer sponsors due in

August issue.

THE TIMEBUYERS SLANT

I've read your article on timebuyers

and I'd sure enjoy meeting the character

who can know all about your over 1 ,000

U. S. A. stations and our Canadian setup

—what a man

!

V. D. L. Dyer
MacLaren Advertising Company,

Toronto

I am anxious to "see myself as others

see me" as indicated in your account on

timebuyers in this (June) issue.

I do hope to find some constructive

criticism so that we timebuyers may help

improve current policies.

Mary V. King
Timebuyer

Kitdner Agency, Inc., New York

FISHING & HUNTING PROMOTION
I should like to take this opportunity

of telling you how much we enjoyed your

article, Those Rod and Gun Millions.

It was especially gratifying to find one

of our promotional ideas, i. e., hand
written post cards, was used in the article.

I should like to explain just how we
used these cards in promoting the show,

especially since the main theme of your

article was that the program does appeal

to a limited audience who are

naturally sportsmen.

In our town there are two stores that

issue hunting and fishing licenses and we
were fortunate enough to secure the dupli-

cate stubs on these licenses which served

as a mailing list for over 2,000 of the

post cards. Of course we examined the

names and addresses and excluded any
person who was issued a license who lived

outside our nighttime coverage area;

therefore in tins «,n we were positive

these cards reached people who are inter-

ested in and can hear the show.

We had considerable comment about

(Please turn to page 11)

NOW
it can be known

HOOPER and CONLAN
LONG HAVE SHOWN HOW

KMBC
IS FIRST IN

METROPOLITAN
KANSAS CITY

...— -

-AND
out in the states

LOOK AT THIS SURVEY

5,545 INTERVIEWS

SHOW THAT

KMBC
IS FIRST IN

ANSWER TO THE QUESTION

Do you listen on the radio

to general farm programs?

To what station?

MISSOURI KANSAS

KMBC 1,378 702
WDAF 608 296
WIBW 126 552
KFEQ 398 44
WHB 132 38

(Top five stations reported. Weighted sam-

ple base: 5,545 interviews within KMBC's
0.5 mv contour — 1% of area's radio fam-

ilies— BAAB's "Radio Families: 1946"— con-

ducted by Robert S. Conlan & Associates at

Missouri State Fair, Kansas Free Fair ond
the American Royal Livestock Exposition.)

AVAILABILITY
Kansas City's Exclusive Marketcast Service

Direct from Livestock Terminal, with

BOB RILEY
Mondays thru Saturdays

WIRE FOR DETAILS
.

KMBC
of Kansas City

Free & Peters, Inc.

Slice IS?! Til livic CIS Stitlii lit KlIUI 111* NlBMrt

SPONSOR



LIM'S FIRST LHE
1000—15 Minute Transcribed Programs

Now going into its 11th year for the Kroger Grocery and Baking

Company, Cincinnati. Available outside Kroger territory on

a 3 to 5 time a week basis for local or regional sponsorship.

FOR SALE

KROGER

TERRITORY

(Not For Sale

MM FOSTER, THE

EDITOR'S DAUGHTER

800
TRANSCRIBED
QUARTER HOURS

Now going into its 10th year

for Kroger Grocery and Baking Co.

A tested show now available

for local and regional sponsor-

ship in areas on above map.

LOOK AT THESE DAY-TIME HOOPERS!

ATLANTA DEC. 42 to APR. 43 — 9.5

COLUMBUS DEC. 43 to APR. 44 7.8

CINCINNATI DEC. 43 to APR. 44 — 10.0

DAYTON DEC. 43 to APR. 44 — 11.4

NASHVILLE OCT. 45 to FEB. 46 — 9.3

PEORIA DEC. 45 to APR. 46 10.0

WICHITA OCT. 46 to FEB. 47 — 8.5

S. (fOmftn&rL~
Madison Avenu e.. NEWYORK CITY



BMB provides furth<j

By any standard, day or night, NBC is America's No. 1 Network

... and the higher the standard, the greater is NBC's superiority

For the first time, a research organization supported by the entire in-

dustry has measured— on a uniform basis— the number and location ol

all radio families comprising the weekly listening audience of each

U. S. radio station and network.

In those counties where -y
(

or more of the radio families listen t<

any of the four major networks "one or more times a week," NBC

leads by a wide margin—ranging from a 33% advantage over Nei

work "A" at night to a 322% advantage over Network "C" in the da\

The charts opposite present a comparative picture ot listening based or

this high standard of y^
1

\ and over— a much more significant basis foi

comparison than any lower level. However, even on the minimun

basis of 10%, NBC has a dominant advantage over all other networks. 5*

HOW mUCh more? Audience figures released by BMB are based or

listening "one or more times a week." How much more do people

actually listen to NBC? Facts on that subject and many others are in-

cluded in NBC's detailed booklet on the BMB survey to be issued shortlv.

plett results of this survey are contained in "Network Area Report" recently published by the Broa

uremeni Bureau. The only total audience figures shown in this report are based on the le i
.

MIC U,127,940; A l "A" 27,680,570, \ rk "B"—22,05o,(>90; \ "C" 19,1

VBC 27,888,770; h "A"—25,261,730; Network "B" -21,557, "C"-19,l

AMI RICA'S NO. 1 NET\

SPONSOR



:roof...

NIGHTTIME

NBC has a 33% advantage over

Network A or 7,426,530 more

radio families.

1

DAYTIME

NBC has a 57% advantage over

Network A. The NBC daytime

audience is larger than any other

network's nighttime audience.

rrnvTtTTi 1.1
Audience in counties where 75% and over of the radio families listen "one or more times a week."

NIGH

AUDIENCE

TTIME DAY

U.S. RADIO FAMILIES* AUDIENCE

TIME

% OF TOTAL
U. S. RADIO FAMILIES*

NBC 30,116,240 X'K-; 22,856,940 67%

Network A 22,689,710 67% 14,558,050 43%

Network B 12,716,480 33% 9,003,670 26%

Network C 8,499,130 25% 5,421,670 16%

*Total radio families January 1946—33,998,000 as estimated by BMB. A more recent survey indicates that as of

January 1947 there were 35,900,000 radio families or 93% of all U. S. families.

' A StTvitt of Radio

Corporation of Amtrita

JULY 1947

. the National Broadcasting Company



"For here we hue a public entertainer scalini, e*en (realer

heath's TED LEWIS like any other Quality merchandise,

seems to improve in value with the pasunt ol time ... his show-

manship is invincible.

'

Here's the biggest news in radio! He's
here at last! The high-hatted tragedian of

song . . . TED LEWIS, the most beloved

musical personality of all time ... in his own
half-hour variety show . . . the most spectacular

radio program ever transcribed! For local

or regional sponsorship.

The fabulous TED LEWIS . . . making you smile

through your tears in a show of sheer enchantment
... In a program of musical magic . . . appealing

to everybody, young or old. For TED LEWIS is an

ageless performer . . . the very spirit of youthfulness

that makes a sucker out of the calendar!

Here is one program where age levels, income
levels," tastes and the whole works . . . are

practically non-existent. TED LEWIS is everybody's

boy. If the product you have in mind is bought and
used by people . . . then here's the show that'll sell them!

TED LEWIS with a great eighfeen piece

orchestra, big name vocalists, a supporting cast

of top talent . . . Showmanship and the top music
from today's hit parade skillfully blended with the songs

from the nostalgic past. "THE TED LEWIS
SHOW" HAS EVERYTHING!

Don't let any grass grow under your feet if you're

interested in this show, which is headed for top rating!

Play safe by writing for information about an audition

record now ... or better still. TELEGRAPH!

CHARTOC-COLMAN
PRODUCTIONS

. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

OTHtR SHOWS ^ Franklyn MacCormack's Book of Memories • Love Letters with Franklyn MacCormack • The Tex Ritter Show

The Jack Brickhouse Inside Story • In the Cameo Room • Howdy Pardner with Rex Allen

SPONSOR



new and renew

Aeut A&toutcU £fuot QuAuteAA

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, start, duration

Borden Co.

General Baking Co.

4-Star Soda
Fountains

Bond Bread

Young & Rublcam

BBD&O

3

90

Guaranteed Products Co.
Lever Bros.
Thomas Llpton div.

McCormlck & Co.

National Airlines
New England Confectionery
Co.

Rexall Drug Co.
Shedd-Bartush Foods

Blondex
Lipton's Tea

Bee Brand
Insecticides

Air transportation
Necco candles

Grady and Wagner
Young & Rubicam

SSC&B

Platt-Forbes
LaRoche & Ellis

30
10-15

45

17
6

Retail Stores
Keyko Margarine

BBD&O
Zimmer-Keller

4
22

Stanco, Inc. Flit insecticide McCann-Erickson 155

Transcribed announcements; Jun 15; 13 wks

16;Transcribed announcements, chalnbreaks; Jun
13 wks

Transcribed announcements; Jun 26; 13 wks
Transcribed announcements (with premium give-
away tied in); Jul 6; 13 wks

Transcribed announcements, chalnbreaks; Jun 16;
13 wks

Transcribed announcements; Jun 12; 13-52 wks
Transcribed announcements, chalnbreaks; Jun 10;

52 wks
Live pro football games; Sep 29; thru Dec 14 (season)
Transcribed announcements, participations; Jun 10;

26 wks
"Flit Frolics," 15-mln e.t. programs; May 27; 23 wks

in South, 13 in North

New On AtetiuoJiJu

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Adam Hat Stores, Inc.
Borden Co.
Campbell Soup Co.

Chrysler Corp. (DeSoto Div.)
Coca-Cola Co.

Eversharp. Inc.
Kellogg Co.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
Ludens', Inc.
Norma, Inc. (Toni Co. div.)

Noszema Chemical Co.

R. B. Semler, Inc.

Blow NBC 159
Kenyon & Eckhardt CBS 157
Ward Wheelock CBS 41

CBS 150
CBS 150

BBD&O CBS 160
D'Arcy CBS 158

CBS 158
Blow NBC 160
Kenyon & Eckhardt ABC 205

N. W. Ayer CBS 152
J. M. Mathes CBS 161
Foote, Cone & Belding ABC 203

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & MBS 200
Bayles

Erwln, Wasey ABC 202

The Big Break; Sun 10-10:30 pm; Jul 27; 52 wks
Arthur's Place; Frl 9-9:30 pm; Jun 20; 52 wks
**Double or Nothing; MTWTF 3-3:30 pm; Jun 30; 52 wks
Club 15; MTWTF 7:30-7:45 pm; Jun 30; 52 wks
Robert Trout; MTWTF 7:45-8 pm; Jun 30; 52 wks
Reporter at Large; Sun 10-10:30 pm; Sep 28; 52 wks
Morton Downey Show; Frl 10:30-11 pm; Oct 3; 52 wks
Percy Faith Orchestra; Sun 6:30-7 pm; Aug 17; 52 wks
**Take It or Leave It; Mon 10-10:30 pm; Aug 3; 52 wks
tGalen Drake; MTWTF 11:30-11:45 am; Jun 30; thru
Dec 26 (end of current 52-wk contract)

Arthur Godfrey Show; MWF 11-11:30 am; Jun 2; 52 wks
Ned Calmer; Sat-Sun 8:55-9 pm; Jun 21; 52 wks
tfLadies Be Seated; MTWTF; Jul 1; thru Mar 26 (end of

current 52-wk contract)
tGabriel Heatter; Frl 9-9:15 pm; Jul 4; 52 wks

Eddie Duchin; MWF 4:30-4:45 pm; Jul 14; thru Oct 6
(end of current 52-wk contract)

Program only new. **Network only new.
'Expanded network only. tfExpanded time only.

{Pifty-two weeks generally means a 13-week contract with optians for 3 taeeessae 13-week renewals. It's subject to cancellation at the end of any 13-week period)

R&newaU On A/etwaihi

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

American Meat Institute
American Safety Razor Corp.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.

General Mills, Inc.

Household Finance Corp.
Pacific Coast Borax Co.
Philco Corp.
Procter & Gamble

Prudential Insurance Co.
Quaker Oats Co.

Ronson Art Metal Works
U. S. Steel Corp.
Whitehall Pharmacal Co.

Program name not known as

Leo Burnett NBC 152
Federal MBS 300f
Sherman & Marquette CBS 148
William Esty CBS 148
Knox Reeves NBC 132

NBC 132
NBC 132
NBC 132

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample NBC 48
Young & Rublcam NBC 141
Benton & Bowles NBC 142
Shaw-LeVallv CBS 59
McCann-Erickson ABC 197
Hutchlns ABC 256
Compton NBC 143

NBC 142
NBC 135

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample NBC 146
NBC 98
NBC 144
CBS 82

Pedlar & Ryan NBC 130

Blow CBS 79
Benton & Bowles NBC 136
Benton & Bowles CBS 154
Sherman & Marquette ABC 205
LaRoche & Ellis ABC 206

Cecil & Presbrey MBS 175
BBD&O ABC 221
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & NBC 123
Bayles

SPONSOR goes to press.

JULY 1947

Fred Waring Show; TTh 11-11:30 am; Jul 15; 26 wks
Adventures of the Falcon; Tu 8:30-9 pm; Jul 8; 52 wks
*Tu 8:30-8:55 pm; Jul 1 ; 52 wks
Blondie; Sun 7:30-8 pm; 52 wks
Today's Children; MTWTF 2-2:15 pm; Jun 2; 52 wks
Woman In White; MTWTF 2:15-2:27 pm; Jun 2; 52 wks
Masquerade; MTWTF 2:27:30-2:40 pm; Jun 2; 52 wks
Betty Crocker; MTWTF 2:40-2:45 pm; Jun 2; 52 wks
Light of the World; MTWTF 2:45-3 pm; Jun 2; 52 wks
Aldrich Family; Th 8-8:30 pm; Jul 3; 52 wks
Burns & Allen; Th 8:30-9 pm; Jul 3; 52 wks ,

The Whistler; Wed 10-10:30 pm; Jun 25; 52 wks
The Sheriff; Fri 9:30-9:55 pm; 52 wks
Philco Radio Time; Wed 10-10:30 pm; Sep 24; 52 wks
Road of Life; MTWTF 10:30-10:45 am; Jun 30; 52 wks
Right to Happiness; MTWTF 3:45-4 pm; Jun 30; 52 wks
Truth or Consequences; Sat 8:30-9 pm; Jul 5; 52 wks
Joyce Jordan, M.D.; MTWTF 10:45-11 am; Jun 30; 52 wks
Life Can Be Beautiful; MTWTF 3-3:15 pm; Jun 30; 52 wks
Ma Perkins; MTWTF 3:15-3:30 pm; Jun 30; 52 wks
Jack Smith Show; MTWTF 7:15-7:30 pm; Jun 30; 52 wks
Pepper Young's Family; MTWTF 3:30-3:45 pm; Jun 30;

F.B.I. In Peace & War; Th 8:30-8:55 pm; Jul 3; 52 wks
Life of Riley; Sat 8-8:30 pm; Jul 5; 52 wks
Family Hour; Sun 5-5:30 pm; Jun 8; 52 wks
Terry and the Pirates; MTWTF 5-5:15 pm; Jul 1; 52 wks
Ladies Be Seated; MTWTF (1st 15 min) 3-3:30 pm; Jul 1;

Twenty Questions; Sat 8-8:30 pm; Jul 1; 52 wks
Theatre Guild on the Air; Sun 9:30-10:30 pm; Sep; 52 wks
Bob Burns Show; Sun 6:30-7 pm; Jun 15; 54 wks

:
::|:SSS:'S::S: :H :
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Aeut and Renewed o*t ^eleuUdOH.

SPONSOR AGENCY STATION PROGRAM (time, start, if let)

Botanj Wonted MUla
Hi latol- Myers i

HlllcH.i W III li <

Detroit i diaoo I

I i^in National w .it- fa < So.

Perot Km Brewing c<>.

General Pooch < lo.

Goebel Brewing

Criuncll Bros.
( Srlaaoni ( Ihevrolel ( !o.

<.uif on Co.
Hoi 'n K.11IJ Shopa
J. I.. Hudson Co.

kass Clothiers

Kohlnson-Lloyds, Ltd.
s. nil's. Inc.
Harrv Suffrln Co.
Swift ft ( ,,.

1 Ivoll Brewing I

•noi t StatJoa WWJ-TV,
(nj—Sew (r)—Renew.

Nill.crstcin-Coldsmith WABI). N,w 1 ork
Doherty, Clifford &
Shenneld

Blow
Campbell-Ewald
J. Walter Thompson

Jnncs-Frankle

WNBT, New York

WWJ-TV, Datrt
wwj-i\ Detroli
WCBS-TV, New York
WNBT, \f» inrk
WIIKH. Chicago

^ oung & Rublcam WABD. New York
WNBT, \i« York

Brooke, Smith. French WWJ-TV, Detroit
& Dorrance

Simons-Mlchelson WWJ-TV, Detroit
L. J. DuMahaut WWJ-TV, Detroit

Young & Rublcam WCBS-TV, New York
Charles llargrave WWJ-TV, Detroit
Wolfe-Jickling-Dow & WWJ-TV, Detroit
Conkej

Malcolm Howard WBKB. Chicago

Weather signals; Wed 8:30 pm; Jun 18; 13 wks (r)

Party Line; Sun 8:30-9 pm; Jun X; 30 wks (n)

Time signals; MTWTF 8 pm; Jun 3; 52 wk (n)
\r» scasta; twice weekly; Jul 1 ; 52 wks (n)
Time signals; Sun nights; Jun 26; 13 wks (r)
Time signals; Sun nights; Jul 6; 13 wks (r)
Maywood Park Harness Racing; Sat 8-11:15 pm; May 17; 10
wks (n)

Sjx.ts; MTWTF 7:59-8 pm; Jun 2; 13 wits (n)
Allen Preocott; Th 8:30-9 pm; May 22; thru Dec (replacement)
Detroit Tigers games; twice weekly; Jun 3; thru 194/ season (n)

Television Party; weekly; Jun 18; 52 wks (n)
Feature Races from Detroit Race Track; Wed afternoons; Jun 3;
summer race meet (n)

Gulf Television News; Th 8-8:15 pm; Jun 26; 13 wks (r)
Heather signals; 5 weekly; Jun 3; 52 wks (n)
Sketchbook (live variety); weekly; Jun 4; 52 wks (n)

Baseball Scoreboard; follows all televised ball games; May 25;
baseball season (n)

\\ AMD. New York Spots; TW 8:15-8:16 pm; Jun 18; 26 wks (n)
WWJ-TV, Detroit Meet the People; weekly; Jun 4; 52 wks (n)
\\ WJ-TV, Detroit Man on Street; weekly; Jun 4; 52 wks (n)
WNBT, New York Swift Home Service Club; Fri 1-1:30 pm; May 16; 13 wks (n)
WWJ-TV. Detroit Spots; 4 weekly; July 1; 52 wks; (n)

operated by the Detroit News, began commercial operation June 3, 1947.

Direct
StOCkweU & Man use
Simons- Mil nelson
McCann-Erickson
Mi ( anii-l.rii ksuii

A/eiu A<fe*tC4f, Apj2044it*fte*tU.

SPONSOR PRODUCT (ot mvice) AGENCY

Baltimore Painl it Color Works Gleem Paint. Trylon. etc
(.. Itarr is Co.. Chicago Balm Barr Lotion. Creme Shampoo. . .

Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co.. New York Rugs, carpet!
Bruckmann Brewing Co., Cincinnati Beer
W. k Buckley, Inc., Rochester. V ^ Buckley's Cough Mixture
Business Associates. Inc.. Raleigh. N. C Bookkeeping, tax service.

Butt her Shop Foods. Chicago Canned dog food
Cal Beverage Co.. Chicago Cal-Cola
Cameo Corp.. Chicago Cleanser
(harks Household Products Co.. Brooklyn Clear-Vu liquid cleaner
( harm- Co., laburj I'.irk. N. J Charms candy, Tastyeast
Consumer Brewing < io., Newark. Ohio Old Town Beer. Ale
( nsient Chemical Sales Co.. New Orleans Pine-A-Mite disinfectant
Crist \ Chemical Corp.. Worcester Dry gas
Decaicomani.i Specialties Co.. Philadelphia Decals
Duel], Sloan & Pearce. Inc.. New York Book publishers
J. II. Filbert. Inc.. Baltimore Mrs. Filbert's margarine, mayonnaise.

etc.

Flamingo Hotel. Las Vegas. . . Hotel

Flora Mir. New York Candy . .

Frank Tea & Spice ( !o. Tea. spices
Callow hur Chemical Corp.. New York Skol sun lotion.

Gold Medal Candy Corp.. New York Thanks, etc., candy bars
Goldtone Razor Blade Co., Newark. N. J Razor blades
Grange League Federation (.range products
Crove Laboratories. Inc., St. Louis (.rove's Chill Tonic. I>r. Porter's Anti-

septic Oil

Grove Laboratories (Beaumont Co. div.). St. Louis. . . 4-Way Cold Tablets. 4- Way Compond
Hall and Ruckel. New \ ork X-Bazin Odorless Depilatory

.
.

I. N. 1 la una Co., Atlantic Highlands, N. J
Herd Farm Shops. Ltd.. New \ ork Cosmetic, culinary lines

Hotel New Yorker, New ^ ork Hotel
Inkograph Co., New York Fountain pens
Julian's, Ltd., New 1 ork Isle de Capri Home Facial
kold-kist Foods, l.os Angeles . • Frozen foods . .

James Lees & Sons Co., Bridgeport. Pa Carpets, knitting yarns
Lorain County Savings &Trust Co., l.lyria. Ohio Finance .

Frederick P. I.owcnfi Is i\ Son. New ^ ork Hotel Bar Butter
Lyon Van iN Storage Co., Los Angeles Moving, storage

Win. Montgomery Co.. Philadelphia Mont Co coffee
Montii ello Drug Co., Jacksonville, Fla 666 cold preventathi s

Murphy Auto Sales, Hollywood Used cars
Norw.ilk Auto Products Inc., New \ ork ....... Auto products
Nutrition Research Laboratories. Chicago Pharmaceuticals
Pacini Brewing & Malting Co., San Jose, Calif Beer
Philadelphia Brewing Co.. Philadelphia Philadelphia Old Stock Beer. Ale
I'. .polar Public.itions. Inc.. New ^ ork Argosy, Popular group
Radnai. Inc., Philadelphia Hand cream
Kagu Packing Co., Rochester, N. Y. Spaghetti sauce, ravioli
Reslnol Chemical Co., Baltimore Soap, ointment
Retail Coal Board of Cuyahoga County, Ohio . Institutional
Kii h-Mald Products Co., Glendora, Calif. Soft drink extract
k.iss Industries, Inc., San Francisco Banana Crunch
Ryder Bros., Chicago Aromadelle cheese
VllliW.ll CO., Dallas Polish
s.ir.itog.i Vichj Spring Co., Saratoga Springs V v.. Vichj water
Snider Poods, Inc. Preserves, jellies, etc.

Solarine Co., Baltimore Household polishes
south Brooklyn, Platbuan. and Atlantic Savings and

I ...in Associations, Brooklyn (cooperative campaign). Finance
Sprekels Sugar < San Francisco Honey-Dew Sugar
stow Brewing Co., Omaha Triumph, (.old (rest Beer

Importers, Inc., Los Angeles recate beer
Df Prophecy, Inc., Washington, D. C Religion

\ oh an Camp Stoves 1 os Vngeies Stoves

John J. Walsh, Ltd., I Imago Biz? soap detergent
Walsh Laboratories Im .Chicago Rodan rodent exterminator
G. I. Webster Co.. Inc., Cheritan, Va. Ten (.rand vegetable Juice

\> BterpalntS, Inc., East Boston. Mass. Paints
Western States Painting Co., Loe Angeles Paints
Western sugar Refiner] s.m Prandsco Sea island sugar
Wllt.Ii Island City, N. Y. Wilt beard softener

Theodore A. Newhoff, Baltimore
II. W. Kastor. Chicago
Young & Rubicam. New York

. Dlnerman. Cincinnati
Grant. New York
Piedmont. Salisbury. N. C.
Makelim. Chicago (national advertising)
Harry J. Lazarus. Chicago
Presba. Fellers & Presba, Chicago
Deutsch & Shea. New York
N. W. Ayer. Philadelphia
Don Kemper Co., Dayton
Ross. New Orleans
Cory Snow, Boston
Martin & Andrews. Philadelphia
Alley & Richards. New York

Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Bavles. New York
Smith. Bull & McCreary. Hollywood (na-

tional advertising)
Peter McDonnell. New York
Ralph H. Jones. New York
Booth. Vickery & Schwinn. New York
Adair & Director. New York
Brisacher. Van Norden. New York
Lynn-Fieldhouse. W'ilkes-Barre, New York

Harry B. Cohen. New York
Harry B. Cohen. New York
Redfield-Johnstone. New York
Raymond. Newark. N. J.
Hirshon-Carheld. New York
Deglin. Wood & Malone. New York
I.ester Harrison, New York
Royal & de Guzman. New York
Don Mack. Los Angeles
D* trey, New York
Gregory & House. Cleveland
Small & Seiffer. New York
Smalley, Levitt & Smith. Los Angeles (re-
gional advertising)

VanSant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore
Booth. Vickery & Schwinn. New York
Pat Patrick. Glendale. Calif.
Jules Lippit. New York
Earle Ludgin. Chicago
Honig-Cooper. San Francisco
Booth. Vickery & Schwinn. New York
Newell-Kmmett. New York
Joseph KatX, New York
w . B. Doner. Rochester
Redfield-Johnstone. New York
Gregory iN House. Cleveland
Don Mack. Los Angeles
Manning & Russell. San Francisco
Phil Gordon. Chicago
Hunter, Los Angeles (West Coast advertising)
Barlow . Syracuse
Newby & Peron. Inc., Chicago
Courtland 1). Ferguson. Washington. I). C.

Albert Woodley. New York
Harrington. W hitney & Hurst. San Francisco
Bo/ell & Jacobs. Omaha
Jere Bayard. Los Angeles
Western. I.os Angeles (national advertising)
Davis-Hood. Los Angeles (national adver-

tising)
Makelim. ( hicago
Makelim. Chicago (national advertising)
Richard A. Foley. Philadelphia
K. I . O'Conncll. New York
Allied, l.os Angeles
Harrington, Whitney & Hurst. San Francisco
Ellington, New York



40 West 52nd
Continued

these cards and I am sure that this type

of promotion at least doubled the listen-

ing audience for The Fishing and Hunting

Club of the Air. From our own personal

surveys we have found that this show

is one of the most popular that we are

now carrying.

A. W. Vickers

Commercial Manager

WMON, Montgomery, West Virginia

SUMMER READING

I enclose fifty cents in stamps for one

copy of the July issue of sponsor to be

mailed to me at my summer address.

Since I will be away from the office I

do not wish to miss a single issue!

Catharine Lewis Fassett

Earle Ludgin & Company, Chicago

RENEWAL-PLUS

Please extend my subscription, and

. . . congratulations on the excellent

quality of your publication.

Herbert G. Drake, VP

Macfadden _ Publications,Jnc,
New York

E.T. REPORT

I was glad to see the advance copy of the

June issue of sponsor and the intelligent

and valuable story on the effectiveness of

transcription programs.

Robert W. Friedheim

Manager

NBC Radio-Recording Division

New York

I have just finished reading with con-

siderable interest your excellent story in

the June issue of sponsor entitled It's a

Transcription Year. Would it be possible

for us to obtain 500 reprints of the article?

I intend to send it out to our complete

mailing list of everyone interested in

syndicated programs.

S. W. Caldwell
Manager, Program Division

AlLCanada Radio Facilities, Toronto

Just received your June issue. Very

good. The transcription article on page

22 is excellent.

Fred Ziv

Frederic W. Ziv Company, Cincinnati

YOU MAY HAVE MORE

ENDURANCE THAN A HORSE*-

«^f
r~'' fmFJ

AND—YOU'LL NEED IT IN WESTERN

MICHIGAN TO BEAT WKZO-WJEF!

The "radio barrier" peculiar to this district severely reduces

reception of broadcasts originating outside the area. Scientists

explain the condition as possibly the result of local metallic

deposits.

So the listeners in the area simply tune to WKZO in Kalamazoo

or WJEF in Grand Rapids to get their programs and news.

The result is a Hooper Report that shows these two stations as

standout favorites with the folks at home!

If you would like the complete report, just write to us or ask

Avery-Knodel, Inc. You'll find this CBS combination has far

more listeners than any other station or network at any time

of the day. Broadcast over WKZO and WJEF and your message

completely covers Western Michigan.

*In 192ft, in London, a race between a man, George Hall,

and a race horse, Black Jack, was called off in the fifth day

when Flail was 15 miles ahead and still going strong.

WJEF
jfa& in KALAMAZOO tftkdt in GRAND RAPIDS
and GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

(CBS)

AND KENT COUNTY

^*J! 5S2 **« and oP^no * tf***
**OADCASTlNG c°^

AVERY-KNODEL, INC., EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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/^T My name is BUDDY B
•^^ program which will be rek

VcWON l/OTTEN
ii

BEAR. I'm the star of a new transcribed radio

program wnicn will De released simultaneously throughout the United States

and Canada on September 8th. There are 78 >

4 -hour open-end programs

in the first unit, for use 3-times-weekly or 5-times-weekly. And the way things are shaping up, I expect I'll

be OD the air .Vtimes-weekly for anywhere up to 5 years!

Hut thai isnM all! A major motion picture company will produce and release 13 color cartoon shorts even-

Mar for 5 years -one every four weeks. You'll be seeing me in theatres everywhere. As a cuddly (and rather

handsome!) doll, I am being made for retail sale all over the world by Richard G. Kreuger, Inc. Boston Junior

Deb Company, Inc.. is making BUDDY BEAR Sportswear for girls, and has already won first award in an

exhibit. 100,000 record albums of my songs have been produced, and will be sold in record shops every-

where. Wooden pull-toys are being made by New Ashford Industries. And there will be a newspaper cartoon

strip, drawing sets, soap, greeting cards, cereal bowls, boys' clothing, BUDDY BEAR Candy Bars, and a lot

of other things, all manufactured for retail sale as BUDDY BEAR PRODUCTS. My radio program,

"The Adventures of

BUVVy BEAR'
1

§

is the answer to those critics of radio

who say that all radio makes children

neurotic. BO-BO SKE DEETON
DOTTEN! I never made anybody
neurotic! I just have a lot of fun, and
adventures, and get into some mischief,

but I don't leave anybody hanging on
the edge of a cliff!

I've got a safety club, and a lot of
original new premiums that go with my
radio program—and the whole package

is available on an exclusive basis to one
sponsor in a city, at low cost on a

syndicated basis. So—if you want to

reach parents through children between

the ages of 3 and 9 (a much neglected

group as far as radio programs are con-

cerned) write, wire or phone my ex-

clusive distributors whose name you will

find below. They'll send you samples of

my programs, details, and rates.

"BO-BO SKE DEETON DOTTEN
That's BUDDY BEAR language which
means, in this case. "BETTER GET
ON THE BAND WAGON NOW !"

Sincerely yours,

BUDDY BEAR



GUILD PROWCTIONS «£» PRESENTS
2 NEW TRANSCRIBED MUSICAL PROGRAMS THAT HAVE
EVERYTHING! TOP TALENT, SALEABILITY, NETWORK
PRODUCTION, LISTENER APPEAL, NOSTALGIC TUNES!
78 V4 _h°ur episodes (open-end) available in each series. Either

series exclusive to one sponsor in a city

As the pages in The Family Album are
turned, and old familiar faces are seen,
they bring to mind memories out of the
past—some gay, some that touch the
heartstrings. Gene Jones, whose rich

baritone voice was heard over CBS coast-to-coast for years, is star of this
new show. He is ably assisted by The Girl Friends, with Don Hicks
(arranger) at the piano and Hal Freede at the Hammond. Room has been
left for opening, middle and closing commercials with musical back-
ground—but the middle spot is an instrumental number which may be
used as such if desired, instead of fading behind commercial. Production
may be continued to 260 episodes or more.

wGLORIA
CARROLL

DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY

When lovely Gloria Carroll, CBSongstress,

starts singing "Night and Day," "Getting

Sentimental over You," "Begin the Beguine"

—and more than 200 other top tunes, you

sit up and take notice of the "glorious

carrolling." And Frank Bell and The Bell-

tones dish out rhythmic arrangements that

are something special. A quarter-hour oF

music that's different from anything obtain-

able in a library service— gives a sponsor a

unique, DISTINGUISHED exclusive program.

KclSper-Gorclon, Incorporated
140 BOYLSTON STREET* • BOSTON 16, MASSACHUSETTS

THl OLDEST - AND ONE .OF THE COUNTRY S LARGEST PRODUCERS OF SUCCESSFUL TRANSCRIBED RADIO PROGRAMS

JULY 1947 13



Remember the

story about . .

.

•

Q %

THE LION AND

THE MOUSE?

n.
**>

&$i

They made a monkey ouf of the mighty

monarch of the jungle. He fell prey to a

trap. But the mouse knew all the ropes . . .

so he gnawed through them and set the

lion free.

And the radio moral of the story is: Down

here in Washington the way to put on the

bite, with no strings attached, is by using

WWDC. You'll be free of any sales

problems with this sales-result station that

gives you low cost per sale. WWDC
belongs on that next list!

Keep your eye on

WWDC
IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

AM and fh\

Represented Nationally by

FORJOE & COMPANY

Mr. Sponsor:

Clifford It. Spiller

Sales and Advertising Manager,
Calumet-La France Division of General Foods

£2elling is Clifford Spiller's major job and he recognizes broad-

^^ casting as the salesman's best tool. He also realizes that

great corporations must have great social consciousness as well as

make money. He's as aware as any station operator that the air

belongs to the people (he phrases it "to the FCC") and he never

permits this fact to be forgotten while supervising his broadcast

advertising.

A few years ago he changed a daytime program from a soap

opera to an intelligent mystery only to find after 52 weeks that

the new show was producing neither audiences nor sales. When
he shifted back to the accepted daytime formula of heartaches

and flowers, audiences and business started on the upward trend.

The failure, however, didn't convince him that something helpful

couldn't build an audience in the afternoons. He's now added a

"constructive advice" session to each Wednesday's airing of

The Second Mrs. Burton. His idea is that something positive

must relieve the depressive overall effect of the daytime serials.

Thus far the talks haven't lost any of his Mrs. Burton audience

and they have landed considerable newspaper space which should

be translated into an increased audience eventually.

Spiller started his business career as Associate Editor of

American Golfer. In between this assignment and General Foods,

he has been copy chief of R. D. Northrup Advertising Agency,

director of marketing research, merchandising, and sales promo-

tion for American Home, account executive of Federal Advertis-

ing Agency, and National Sales Manager of Durkee Famous

Foods. He's still a mixture of salesman and publication executive

but he never permits selling and the editorial (entertainment)

section of his shows to battle with each other.

14 SPONSOR



LEADER

National Representatives: J. P. Mc KINNEY & SON, New York, Chicago, San Francisco
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• Kids can tell Bulova before they can tell

time. Mothers call Junior to supper by Bulova watch

time. Even the Old Man wakes up . . ."courtesy of

Bulova." And it's been that way for years and years.

Does it pay off? Just check Bulova sales. Or

ask them what they think of Spot Radio, which

Bulova helped pioneer in 1927 ... 20 years ago.

Here's why: Bulova and the Biow Company, Inc., its

agency, take this powerful selling force and move

it fast . . . when and where they want it. They pick

markets where competition is tough or where

money is easy. They hit gift seasons hard every-

where. And they sell the millions that buy . . .

time after time.

Spot Radio can do the same for you. Ask

yourjohn Blair man.

Offices in Chicago • New York . Detroit • St. Louis • Los Angeles • Sin Francisco

JOHN
BLAIR
I COMPANY

C LEADING RA
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spot

Fall 1947 will see more
local and national spot

placement than at any
other time in radio's 27-

year history. There are a

number of reasons for this view. High
among them is the fact that spot pro-

gram availabilities for the first time parallel

network presentations in quality. Not
only are transcribed programs of net-

work smoothness and audience appeal
being offered but on nearly 1 ,000 stations

there are spot programs which are fed the

stations by their networks in the form of

cooperative shows—built by the net-

works—sold locally by the affiliates.

Transcription producers are matching
their syndicated productions with the
best in the field. Star names like Wayne
King, Tommy Dorsey, Arthur Treacher,

Eddie Bracken, Jim Ameche, George
Raft, Ronald Colman and Ted Lewis, to

mention a few, have their own programs
on wax. And so do successful oldtimers

likeSingin'Sam. Local and regional spon-
sors have top names available not only
through network-produced local pro-

grams but also on disks. Stations also

are more program-conscious than they
have been in many seasons.

Another important factor on the spot
side is the fact that with more stations

operating it's possible to place a spot

campaign advantageously in nearly every
market. Sponsors are realizing that very
quickly. The last tabulation before

sponsor went to press indicated that

three-quarters of the top 100 spenders in

advertising would be using spot broad-

casting this fall. Aside from the other

reasons-why, one great soap merchan-

diser put it as he sees it, "It's the only

way we can pinpoint our advertising when
we want to put pressure on a territory."

That too is a vital reason-why when the

spot index starts, as it will this fall, up.

Numerically there'll be

more advertisers using

network time this fall

than at any time since

1943, although many will be spending less

money and buying less time than in the

past. NBC will be solid commercial at

night as usual. CBS will be somewhat

ahead of '46 despite the fact that it does

not appear to the trade that way. ABC
will be far ahead of last season, having

taken a number of accounts from its net-

work seniors. Mutual needs a Bing

Crosby at night to prove that it can gather

high-rating audiences. Actually despite

cries of a recession on network billings,

the latter will be up from 10 to 20 percent.

Fall will see the first big test of the

webs in their attempts to regain program

production leadership, a leadership which

they voluntarily relinquished to the

advertising agencies many years ago.

If the packages which they are making

available (see page 52) win top audiences

and are kept within a reasonable price

range, network broadcasting is in for a
new epoch.

over-all
With industry entering

a buyers' market, fall

will see an upsurge of

broadcast advertising. A number of

firms have made drastic cuts in their ap-

propriations (Lambert, Barbasol, Bristol-

Myers, etc.) but even these are expected

to come back to the air in full bloom
before the 1947-48 season is over.

There will be a number of broadcast

advertising failures this fall. That's

because a number of firms are rushing

into the medium, expecting it alone to

cure their business ills. Radio doesn't

function generally as a solo medium. It

produces best when it's part of a compre-

hensive campaign. While there are a

number of success stories which prove

that radio can carry the complete ad-

vertising burden, this is not recommended

as standard practice.

Sponsor's "over-all" industry report

in this issue touches on many facets of

the broadcast business frequently ignored

—marginal time, program ratings by
types (and their costs), current status of

FM, TV, and FAX, block programing,

and a detailed report on what appeals

to the listening public in contests and

giveaways.
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Sponsor Cheek List
Blow 10 I sc llroail<*asi \ii\ ertfslng

1
Determine what broadcast advertising is expected to

do for your organization.*

a. Force distribution

b. Move product off shelves

c. Lend prestige to product

d. Build brand name acceptance

e. Build dealer-manufacturer relations

f. Impress stockholders

g. Improve employee relations

h. Supplement printed media advertising

i. Carry organization's primary advertising burden
' The nine items cover general requirements of manu-

facturing and sales organizations but each organization

has its own peculiar problems. These must be ascer-

tained in advance or else any advertising campaign

will probably fail.

2 Determine territorial coverage desired.

3 Centralize responsibility for broadcast advertising.

4 Working with your organization's advertising agency

select the broadcast form (spot or network) to carry the

campaign.

5
Build or buy the proper program or spot to reach the

market for the product being sold.

6 The program and stations or network being selected,

hold conferences with your staff so that the entire

organization knows the broadcast campaign and its

objectives.

r^

oo

Hold district meetings with your sales staff, briefing them

on the broadcast advertising campaign. There should

be preliminary meetings during which ideas of the sales

staff in the field are obtained on the campaign.

Set up a public relations conference with network or

station publicity men, your organization's publicity

department, agencies' press staff, independent pub-

licity relations' men of talent and perhaps package

owner publicity men.*

Working as a team these men can increase the audi-

ence of any program. Without organization and co-

operative operation waste through duplication of

publicity material is inevitable.

9 Establish a publicity plan for the campaign.

10 Make certain that everyone involved knows the person

in the organization who is responsible for your broad-

cast advertising.*

'That executive must be briefed on not only what the

broadcast is supposed to accomplish but the public

relations aspects of the program.

11
Make certain that talent pictures, biographies and full

program details (week-by-week details) are available to

everyone requiring them.

12 Plan tie-in advertising, point-of-sale material, dealer

mailings.*

Correlation of all advertising activity with broad-

casting pays substantial dividends.

13 Plan the program debut as a show, not as an opportunity

for organization executives to discourage listeners

through long talks.

14 See that effective on-the-air promotion of program starts

at least two weeks before the program makes its bow.*

'Free network and station time is available but many
advertisers are finding it productive of sales and in-

creased audiences to buy spot announcement time to

supplement what the stations and networks do.

15 See that a complete promotion kit goes out to stations

(if yours is a network program, the web's publicity de-

partment will work with your agency and your . dvertis-

ing manager on this).

16 Design a dealer and distributor promotion kit on the

program.*

'Make certain that the material does not duplicate that

which network stations will use for the same purpose.

17 Once the program has started to build its audience,

travel it if feasible.

18 Formulate plans for continuing promotion. Only

through week-in-week-out exploitation can a new

program really be sold to its full audience.

19 Tie program in with all merchandising and advertising

plans.

20 Make certain that everything that is done promotion

wise—guest stars—special exploitation reaches the

publicity departments of the stations and networks in

time for them to obtain newspaper space.

21 Plan mail-pulls (contests and give-aways) far enough in

advance so that they may be merchandized at the

point-of-sale as well as on the air.

22

23

Don't forget to write "thank you" to the stations that

make promotion reports on your program.

Where possible have product packaging include refer-

ence to the program.

24 Check newspaper reaction to the program.*

'A special press clipping order is broadcast advertis-

ing life insurance.
*

Broadcast advertising is a living thing; it requires

broadcast-by-broadcast watching, nursing, cultivating.

It's a product that is being sold as well as one that is

selling for you. Broadcasting has to be worked at and

with to return full dividends. The easy way is the

non-productive way.

18 SPONSOR
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Growing Segment

Top spot programs now
available for sponsors

ocal programing will be in full swing
-*-^ this fall. During the war it was

practically impossible to secure talent,

dramatic or musical, and the result was

evident in stations' using more network

and syndicated material than ever before

in the history of broadcasting. It isn't

only that local talent is now available but

also that a competitive situation has

already developed in a number of areas

which is forcing stations to realize that

they'll have to fight for their audiences.

Little Theaters all over the nation, sus'

pended for the duration, are back in busi-

ness and many of the young disciples of

Thespis plan to take a fling at micro-

phonic dramatics. Singing schools are

discharging their first big postwar classes

JULY 1947

and these vocalizers will be storming the

doors of station program directors.

The raw material and the need for

using that raw material will be present at

most local stations. Station representa-

tives are already noting an influx of new
program availabilities. They had ex-

pected a return of "Man on the Street"

broadcasts, more studio quizzes and more

home audience participation programs,

but plenty of others are being offered.

The big problem is to interest national

sponsors in local programs. Most users

of spot have become conditioned to using

spot announcements, not programs. In

some cases, although sponsors haven't

become too aware of this, it's far more

economical to use spot programs than

spots. Especially is this true where it's

possible for the national sponsor to

employ the services ofan important Little

Theater group. Such a group may fre-

quently include the mayor and many of

the town's noted citizens as actors.

Sponsorship of a group like this on a

twice-a-month basis will bring a national

sponsor as much local advertising as an

entire strip of spot announcements. It's

naturally simpler for an agency to buy

announcements. To select local pro-

grams in all the markets in which a

national sponsor desires coverage is a

tedious, almost endless job. It does,

however, pay dividends.

Two sponsors are laying plans which

will permit them to buy local programs

on a national basis without the timebuyer

involved going more than slightly crazy.

One will sponsor the outstanding local

quizmaster and will run a competition to

determine the nation's outstanding

quizzer. This campaign may not ge^
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undei waj until spring, although the

s|\iii-,,i would like to get a started by

Octobei I lu n are, it seems, a number
ni operational problems which have tn he

solved first

A second sponsor will underwrite a

series of broad* astsofl ittlel heaters in 20

markets, with an annual award being

planned foi the group which is voted out'

standing bj its listeners. Here, also,

operational problems may prevent the

campaign's being put into operation

before the spring season.

In both eases the sponsors have been

looking foi a formula which will enable

them to reach certain markets intensiveb

and economically. They want a program

which will have the appeal of Quiz of Two
( 'ities April sponsor) without a two-city

complication, although they don't under-

estimate the appeal of the Al Buffington

production.

Spot programing has been made easier

this fall with the availability of network-

quality transcribed programs by a num-
ber of transcription companies. In every

category of programing there's a recorded

series available which will do a top-rank

audience building job. Some sponsors

want to know what is being aired for

them and in their cases e.t.'s are the

answer. They can hear just what they're

buj ing on e.t.'s.

In the past then- just haven't been any

productions like Cowan's Smiths of Holly-

wood, Ziv's Faianti Story, Paragon's Mr.

U i with George Raf t . Kcrmit-Raymond's

Eddie Bracken or Chartoc-Colman's Ted

Lewis Show, to mention five outstanding

new productions, available for local spon-

sorship. These e.t.'s make it as easy to

buy a top program locally as it is to buy

a spot announcement. The production

organizations behind these shows are

promotion-conscious and are prepared to

merchandise their shows just as though

they were live.

This fall there's actually nothing to pre-

vent a national sponsor's buying the mar-

kets he wants on a local basis. Even the

networks make that simple with their

cooperative shows (see report on network

cooperative programs in this spot sec-

tion).

The spot program has grown up. What
any good station can offer compares

favorably with national network material.

Broadcasting has left another milestone

behind.

Millions will continue
to bo spent in breaks

Since more than 50 per cent of all

the money spent by sponsors with local

stations comes directly from the 20 sec-

onds between network or local programs,

this minute portion of time is of vital im-

portance to the nation's air advertisers.

It's also the period about which very

little is known—except in results—by the

men who spend their advertising money
in it.

Only the Ed Petry station representa-

tive organization has tried to find out

consumer reaction to these little bits of

adv( i Using. The Petry organization dis-

covered that listeners do remember spots,

and. while the first report figures were

inflated, the actual facts were still amaz-
ing Spot availabilities between top-

rated network programs are the most

sought-after time segments on the air.

The sp,,ts between these programs con-

tribute to the flood of advertising copy

between programs and the networks

constantl) seeking ways and means of

making tins selling mon effective and

less overwhelming, It's just a question of
tune before network programs move their

advertising copy away from the beginning

and end of their entertainment vehicles

and the stations themselves will limit the

number of station break spots they'll sell

in any one hour.

This means one thing of course, station

and network break time will become more
expensive during the years ahead. There

will be very little change in rates during

the next year but their will be plenty of

pressure on sponsors to eliminate irrita-

tion copy in chainbreak time. Agencies,

feeling the need of making an impression

in a microscopic time segment, have re-

sorted to everything from bomb noises to

insults in order to obtain attention.

Amazing though it ma) seem, the most

successful spots have been neither insult-

mi; nor irritating. The Pepsi-Cola jingle,

the Chiquita Banana song, and the

Paradise Wine turn have all been good

enough so that tin
J
'v< been the basis for

-onus that have become popular. When
the Pepsi-Cola singing spot was refused

bj the New York Times station WQXR,
tin agency got around the problem by

placing the spot without words. The

station naturally couldn't refuse to accept

a spot with just music and no selling.

Pepsi discovered that its jingle was well

enough established so that the listener

sang the jingle words himself when the

music was played. The consumer went

commercial.

Although the big spenders in the spot

field are more reluctant to talk than any

other group of air users, it's known that

more than a dozen advertisers will spend

over $1,000,000 each in spot placement

during 1947 1948. Among these will be

American Chicle, Procter and Gamble,

and Miles Laboratories. The big five

cigarettes (Lucky Strike, Camel, Chester-

field, Philip Morris, and Old Gold) will

each spend from $500,000 to $1,000,000

in the station break spot field.

Since the spot field is a very fluid one

any number of other advertisers may be

in the half million or better class when

the next season's records are compiled.

B. B. D. & O. and Young and Rubicam

have station break campaigns in the de-

velopment stage which they feel w ill work

sales magic without irritating. Both, for

the first moment, sound as though they'd

turn out plug-ugly but within a few

seconds entertain. One produces smiles,

the other makes the listener think. Both

have a minimum of sales copy but do

reason-why selling that isn't apparent

without the spots' being put under the

microscope.

Station breaks in TV have thus far been

devoted to time and weather. Six users

of television time this fall will try station

breaks for the first time sans weather or

time. DuMont has had the most breaks

to date, being the only station operator

that has been willing to try direct selling

via the medium. It has tried selling pipe

cleaners and a fish scaler-and-cleaning

knife. The results on both have been

interesting although the spots themselves

haven't used too effective copy. There's

a great unexplored field in station breaks

in TV that will get a going-over during

1947 1948. There are going to be

more TV stations on the air during that

period and some of them, wanting to cut

down operation losses, will find the way

out to be building their own programs and

selling spots between entertainment

nunts.

Irritation is usually employed by adver-

tisers when the creative tout is at a low

ebb. There are too many new agencies

and account executives in the advertising

agency held this fall for any established

agency to take a chance on losing an

account.

As one radio executive said kiddingly,

"Why irritate, light an ."
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Entertain them wiih
spots and you sell Vm

Spots really do not have to be objec-

tionable, irritating, or heavy-handed in

their selling. They may be treated for

all the world like any other commercial

time segment, part straight commercial

and part entertainment or information.

The singing commercial is in theory a

program spot. It only steps out of that

category when the lyrics are objection-

able. The height of good singing program

spots are unquestionably the Chiquita

Banana informational yet delightful tune

twistings. Not only do the banana selling

spots intrigue, but public service spots

with the same tune, paid for by United

Fruit, gave a lift to European relief. In

the same public service realm are the

anti-racial hate spots paid for by station

VVNEW and released free to stations all

over the nation. WNEW's two series of

singing commercials, dedicated to selling

America on "true freedom," are credited

with doing more for liberal thinking than

any other campaign yet conceived.

Program spots run the gamut of enter-

tainment. There are comedy spots with

the pay-off line the commercial. There's

the quiz type of spot frequently done in

two one-minute broadcasts, usually with

a day between the question and the

answer. In some cases where telephone

response is desired the question and

winner-announcement-answer broadcasts

are only hours apart. Typical of these

last are So You Think You Know Fashion,

Who Is It?, and Crime Quiz. There are

gag spots, time spots, weather spots, and

household hint spots. The weather spots

were covered in June sponsor. Time
spots are just what the name indicates,

service spots that give the listeners the

exact time. Household hints are like

Harry Goodman's Helpful Harry which

advises, amuses, and sells.

Program spots, like all spots, are

handled live (most quiz programs have to

be live), or via e.t.'s as weather, helpful

hints, gag, and whodunit spots are usually

presented.

The success of Chiquita, Weather

Jingles, Pepsi-Cola's nickel jingles is

slightly fantastic. The first is reselling

the U. S. A. on bananas. The second is

selling all types of retail business region-

ally and locally. Pepsi's jingling is said

to have been outstandingly responsible

for Pepsi's becoming Metropolitan New
York's number one cola drink. These

three all inform or entertain. They are

distinct from the irritating straight com-

mercial or even from the irritating version

of program spots. They achieve a selling

impact for the sponsor not only because

of the sales message but because the spot

itself entertains and creates good will

aside from the selling. Just as with

sponsorship of regular full-length pro-

grams, the entertainment feature and

the selling feature have equal bearing on

the final advertising results.

Program spots, while most effective for

the national advertiser if created ex-

clusively for the sponsor, are available

syndicated in both script and transcribed

form. Syndicated they permit local or

regional promotion without the cost of

recording or preparing special continuity.

Even when specially recorded, although

costs have gone up, they are still inex-

pensive enough to justify their being

made for regional coverage. Any number

of regionally-distributed products have

had special spot campaigns recorded for

them. A wine company increased its

business 200 per cent in Florida with one

campaign. A candy company in the

Middle West increased its retail outlets

1,000 times (previously it had limited

distribution) with a program spot which

is still identified with the product al-

though it's been off the air now for well

over a year.

The program spot is the broadcast ad-

vertising answer to the problem of the

advertiser who has a limited budget and

still wants his advertising to reflect pres-

tige as well as sell.

spot

Early a.m. dialing habits
differ from other hours
Very little has been known generally

about marginal time listening. There are

likewise more local success stories about

commercial presentations in these hours

than in any others, because on powerful

stations it's usually only marginal time

that can't be preempted by a network

or sold out from under the local adver-

tiser for a number of other reasons. In

1947 marginal time includes those pe-

riods when rates are low because theo-

retically audiences are low also. It does

not include prime broadcasting hours

which are retained by stations under

present network contracts (non-option

time). Each network has a different

group of hours in its contracts over which

it has control or "first call." Networks

also have coast-to-coast programs on

hours that are not theirs by contract.

Most network affiliated stations have the

hours from 6 to 8 p.m. and various daytime

hours clear of network commitments.

These periods are not, however, marginal

time slots. Most sponsors are unaware

of the existence of these marginal hours.

They're beyond the coincidental tele-

phone rating hours and only A. C. Niel-

sen's audimeter type of recording listen-

ing can and does report sets-in-use and

station tuning information for these

hours . . . before 9 a.m. and after

11 p.m.

Marginal time is of two varieties, the

about-to-go-to-sleep periods and the get-

ting-up hours. It has in the past in-

cluded two choice segments, the 1 1-1 1 :30

p.m.* half hour and the 7-8 a.m. hour.

Credit for making sponsors conscious of

the 11-11:15 p.m. impact goes to station

WOR in New York, whose 1 1 p.m. news

at an early date in commercial broadcast-

ing was found commercially effective by

Hoffman Beverages and Bond Clothes.

Following the pattern set by WOR, hun-

dreds of stations in metropolitan centers

throughout the U. S. scheduled news

summaries at 11 and promptly sold

them. While the available audience at

that hour does not compare with the

10 p.m. availability it's big enough for a

sponsor to sell to, and what's vitally

important, the turnover at that time is

much greater. The 11 p.m. audience

differs more day-by-day than the audi-

ence at nearly any other hour. The early

morning audience, for instance, differs

little day by day, the habit of listening

at that hour being established and the

radio being used for specific reasons

easily charted. The 11 p.m. audience,

however, is composed largely of people

who do not normally stay up but have

stayed up the specific evening on which

they listen for any one of a hundred-odd

reasons. The number of homes having

their radio receivers turned on during

January 1947 between the hours of 11

and 12 p.m. were over 20 %. This naturally

doesn't compare with the sets-in-use be-

tween the hours of 8 and 10:30 p.m. but

the cost of time and talent for this

period is only a small fraction of what

they are during the peak listening hours.
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pot
I In 11 p.m. audience is larger by far

than the earl) morning which, according

t" \ i Nielsen, was 14.9 per cent of

tlu NR1 homes Nielsen Radio Index

families, which while not a perfect cross-

section til American radio homes are

nevertheless representative oi a large

pan ni radio America).

As indicated in the report on After'

Midnight Audience (May 1947 sponsor),

practically everybody listens late at

night at some time or other during a

normal month. That is more evident in

tlu 11 to 12 p.m. hour than it is after

midnight since more people are available

at the earlier time.

Indicative of what makes Mr. and

Mrs. Metropolitan America dial in the

earl) mornings is the survey of listening

habits of New Yorkers made for station

W'NBC by The Psychological Corpora-

tion. The survey covered listening habits

in four New York counties (Richmond

County was excluded) and two New
Jersey counties, Hudson and Essex.

Peak early morning listening proved to

be between 7:30 and 8:30 a.m. (nation-

ally the hour begins 30 minutes earlier).

Listeners to early morning programs

for the most part turn on the radio

themselves; 70.1 per cent in the Psycho-

logical-WNBC survey indicated this.

Seventy-three per cent of the women
who listen turn their receivers on and

66.2 per cent of the men who have their

radio ears cocked for sound throw the

switch. Only 29.9 per cent of the total

listeners listen to a radio that someone

else has turned on.

These listeners for the most part want

to hear just one station, 83 per cent dial-

ing only one station during the four

hours from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. During

the same period 15 per cent dialed two

stations. Only 3 per cent dialed three.

I labit plus lack of time force most early-

morning listeners to pick a station and

stick to it.

Peak early-morning listening is while

the famil) is eating breakfast, with those

who listen while doing housework run-

ning a close second (men admitted doing

housework too). Naturally there's a

sizable audience that listens as it dresses

but it's less than one-third of that which

lends an ear as it breakfasts.

News naturally is the first reason for

listening, with weather reports and time

signals having a vital part in sleepy-

eyed radio dialing. It thins any one

kind of program that the Ne* York

listener likes (and m tins, Dr. Whan's'

awA otlni surveys indicate that he's not

much different from Mr. Iowa oi Kan-

sas it's programs oi old musical favor-

ites. Listeners can stand more dance

music than is currently aired but less of

marches or band music, religious music,

talks, and philosophy and readings.

While listening gem i ally parallels avail-

ability (people at home and handy to a

radio receiver) there consistently seem to

be less than half the available families

who turn on their receivers. This indi-

cates an area of programing which may
be explored to increase listening during

a.m. marginal hours. Certain hurdles

present themselves to sponsors who would

like to reach that non-listening a.m.

audience. First, radio set owners have

to be sold the night before on turning

on their radio receivers, through on-the-

air promotion or newspaper advertising.

There's little doubt but that personalities

in the early a.m. can and do increase the

size of the audiences. Ben Hawthorne

did that for years on WTIC, Hartford,

Conn, (for G. Fox, department store)

and Arthur Godfrey was next to "news"

in popularity when The Psychological

Corporation survey was made in New
York. Most early-morning programs are

station-built but there's a wide-open

programing field for the sponsor and his

agency.

Habit is a great factor in all radio

listening and it reaches its heights in

listening motivation in the marginal

hours, before 9 a.m. and after 11 p.m.,

periods that are wide open for sponsors

in which to create new buying desires as

well as listening.

*Durina earlier years of broadcasting this period ex-

tended from 10 p.m.

il)r. Whan makrs\annuul surreys of loua and Kansas
listening.

Guesswork is skipped
willi l»lock-programing
Independent stations throughout the

nation have discovered that one way to

snare an audience, despite the great pro-

grams that networks bring to the nation's

small towns and non-urban areas, is via

block programing. When in the mood for

music, listeners all over America usually

know where there's a local station over

which they can find what they want.

One of the earliest stations to adopt a

block programing format was WNEW in

New York, although it did not call it

block programing then. The fact that

station WNEW had that noted pitchman,

Martin Block, under contract helped the

station's block programing formula along

to profit. The men who worked with

Block left the station eventually and

went forth to sell the cause of block pro-

graming and disk jockeys. Doug Arthur

went to WIBG in Philadelphia to start

his "King Arthur" clubs. Paul Brenner

took his record palaver to WAAT (New-

ark, N. J.) and Stan Shaw went to WJZ
(New York). These are just a few of

those who personally took the formula

which Block developed so successfully at

WNEW and helped to build listening for

Stations and sales foi their sponsors.

Although Martin Block is credited gen-

erally as being the most successful ex-

ponent ofblock programing, the similarity

ni names isjust an accident. Block pro-

graming or mood programing as it's

called at the networks is simply pro-

graming for one type oi listener over an

extended period ol time. The skein of

soap operas in the afternoons which holds

a steady group of dialers, program after

program, is perfect block programing.

NBC's Tuesday night "big four" comedy

group, Amos 'n' Andy, Fibber McGee &
Molly, Bob Hope, and Red Skelton, is per-

fect block programing — programing

through which Date with Judy and Milton

Berle, which precede this two-hour block,

are trying to profit. Judy, while comedy,

is not in the fast-moving league of the

other programs and thus far has been

able to capture only half the audience of

any of the "big four.''

A very important question is just how

big a block should be used to hold an

audience. NBC's soap opera block runs

four hours, from 2 to 6 p.m. CBS' day-

time serials run from 11:45 a.m. to 3:15

p.m., with two minor breaks in mood

—

Wendy Warren and the Sews at noon,

where Kate Smith formerly held forth, and

Perry Mason at 2:15 p.m. Wendy is part

daytime dramatic strip and part news,

and while Perry Mason detects, his cases

are usually such as will appeal to the

housewife. MBS has a little block all its

own on Sunday afternoon, a whodunit

cluster which starts with House of

Mystery (a juvenile cliff-hanger), con-

tinues with True Detective Mysteries and

The Shadow . Then MBS loses its arm-

chair detectives with Quick as a Flash

and T7io.se Websters. A goodly portion of

the crime fans return to Mutual to hear

Nick Carter. This return of the air's

seekers-after-mystcry is unusual, for
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EDDIE CHASE, emcee of the

"Make Believe Ballroom 1 '—one

of the most listen-able and pro-

duce-able shows in radio.

****** SUPER SALESMAN

Ei<DD1E Chase calls himself a "disc jockey," but that's one of

the most modest claims ever made north of the border. Eddie's "Make Believe Ball-

room" in ten years has sold everything from automobiles to potato chips ... in quantities

that has earned him the justifiable title of The Detroit Area s Top Salesman. » » » His

smooth knack of weaving a sales punch throughout a carefully picked musical program

is a tried-and-terrific formula . . . for sponsors and listeners alike. "Make Believe Ball-

room" over CKLW is more than just a disc show ... it is a daily and Sunday institution

in America's Second Market! » » » Why not get yourself a share of Eddie Chase, while

there's still time?

5,000 Watts
at 800 kc.

Day and Night CKLW
J. E. Campeau, Managing Director • Mutual System

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc., Natl. Rep. • Canadian Rep. H. N. Stovin & Co.
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normally when a block of programs is

interrupted bj a show that's not in the

block mi k»J. t he audience is lost for hours.

Apparentlj Mutual wins them back be-

cause the listeners have no other programs

on which to expend their talents ai ti ) ing

tD outguess tlu ah 's dc tecti1

Wink- must block programing is verti

cal, one program after another, horizontal

block programing is also vitallj effectivi

in holding audiences. The daytime strips

prove this as did Amos 'n' Andy and Kate

Smith years ago and Chesterfield Supper

('.ltd' today. The same type of program

at the same hour every night cuts down

the time required to develop the habit of

listening. Again WNEW is into block

raming with both feet, with a half-

hour m\ stery every night at eight. Being

a very profitable operation for both the

station's owners, Arde Bulova and Milton

Blow, and its advertisers, the station is

building that horizontal audience first

e extending and selling it. There's a

strong feeling among program builders

that the whodunits every night will give

the competing 19 stations in the metro-

politan New York market a run for their

audiences.

The old idea of giving an audience

something of everything during an

evening made sense but audience surveys

have proved that it doesn't build listening.

One mystery builds up the yen for an-

other. One hot band develops the mood
for more popular music. One modern

melodrama makes daytime listeners want

to hear more of the same.

In another fashion newspapers have

discovered that block designing of their

publications has increased circulation and

intensity of readership. The New York

Times for years avoided having its news

oi interest to women in any one section.

Then it decided to try a page of women's

Katun. s. Proof of increased readership

by women was almost immediate. Sports

news is always in one newspaper section as

is news ot the theater and business.

Attempts at putting something foreverv-

one on each page of a newspaper have

failed time and time again. The human
mind, in reading and listening, seems to

enjoy being in a consistent mood.

Bloek programing fits p< rfe< tlj into the

buying ot time. When a sponsor or his

agenc) knows that a station has been

programing populai music foi an cxteMided

stretch of time and in addition has rating

inform ition to prove that the station has

anaudiena foi its stretch, buying is madi
simple Worcester's W lu, has always

been promotion-minded .inA with the

backing that the Worcestei Telegram ev

Gazeto 'Jim s M h is dominated its market.

The 25-point sponsor check

list (page 18) is your radio

advertising life insurance

As a CBS outlet, it's constantly giving

network programs as high as 50 per cent

more audience than the same shows snare

nationally. Last December a new station,

W NEB, came into the market without a

network affiliation. By June of this year

it had gathered 25 pel edit of the morning

audience, a little under one-third of the

afternoon listening, and 13 per cent of the

nighttime's. The last seems low but it's

ahead of listening to NBC's outlet serving

the area, WBZ of Boston. In six months

it's the number two station in Worcester.

W'NEB is programed 100 per cent block.

Up in Canada Jack Cooke bought a

station in Toronto in 1944. Canadian

listening is even more faithful than any

in the U. S. A. Toronto had two stations

that in 1944 had been on the air 17 years

(CBL and CFRB) and one (CJBC) that

had been on the air eight years. Cooke

decided to block-program CKEY, to give

listeners what a check determined

they wanted to hear. The station's

growth in the past three years has not

only been the talk of Canada but any

number of independent station owners in

the U. S. have visited with Cooke to learn

the block programing secret.

Powerful WCKY ( 50,000 watts), Cin-

cinnati, because of an unusual set of cir-

cumstances decided in 1944 to go it alone.

Having been the local CBS outlet for

years and having that network's pro-

grams shift to another local station re-

quired herculean promotional and pro-

graming efforts to hold an audience. The

owner, L. B. Wilson, was a showman
before he became a station operator. He
decided not to buy "big" names but to

block-program. Results have been that

despite a strike at the station it has held

a sizable share of the audience of Ohio's

Queen City. What's happened in Tor-

onto. Cincinnati. Worcester, and New-

York has happened all over the nation—
in Memphis, Hartford and Los Angeles

to mention a few.

Networks discovered the principle foi

the first time when CBS President Frank

Stanton, then research head of the chain,

announced Mime ol the results of their

diary studies. He called it "mood pro-

graming" and pointed out how station

alter station lost it- listeners and had a

tough time finding them again because a

program not in keeping with the mood of

a number of programs in a block was put

right in the middle of such a group.

( blumbia controlled-and-operated (C&O)
stations almost at once began to adjust

their schedules. The other networks at

first scoffed at but later tried the mood
idea and discovered that one of the

reasons why certain nights on the net-

works had been so big in the past (in

audiences w as because of block program-

ing. NBC went to work to sell the F. W.
Fitch organization on putting comedy in

what had in the past been only a band

program {Bandwagon) in between two

great comedy shows (Jack Benny and

Charlie McCarthy). Both Fitch and the

programs on both sides of the Bandwagon

profited.

ABC went to work on Friday nights,

w ith Lone Ranger, Fat Man, Your F. B. /.,

Break the Bank, and The Sheriff. Only

Break the Bank wasn't in the block mood

but it was a fast-moving money show and

that usually holds a whodunit audience.

The result has been that ABC is fre-

quently first on Friday nights, losing its

audience only at 10 p.m. (est) when

ABC's Gillette boxing bouts takes over.

NBC picks up that audience with Sterling

Products' Mystery Theatre.

Just putting a bunch of mystery shows

together isn't the block programing

answer. The programs themselves must

be good to start with. However, these

same programs all by themselves fre-

quently would find it hard to draw a top

audience. That's true also of disk jockey

programing. The choice of the disks, the

spotting of the talent on the platters, the

mood of the continuity (Block has con-

sistently refused to handle canned com-

mercial continuity to make certain that

the selling is in the mood—his mood—so

that he can handle it without losing his

listeners) all are important.

Good shows, block programed, are an

almost certain formula with which to

build an audience receptive to sales mes-

s. It's a prescription that is used fre-

quently by a timebuyer when he has no

other index of station popularity.

Stations also find it good fun—all's fair

in snaring an audience—to steal an audi-

ence by block formula. When one station

changes its mood another can take an

audience away from it and frequently

does. The station that fractures its block

booking is usually "forced" to do it bj

having a sponsor insist on a show that

doesn't belong with the other programs,

or else its block has run as long as it feels

wise for maximum productivity.

The wise station is refusing, when it

can, that out-of-the-mood program.
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Transcribed shows this

fall best in radio history
While there's no commercial job in

radio broadcasting that transcriptions

can't do (June sponsor) the niche which

they fill most completely is spot. Today

there's an open-end transcription for

practically every need. Harry Goodman,

for instance, has program spots for just

about any sponsor. His weather spots are

now really famous to such a degree that

they obscure his equally productive Con*

gratulations (one for every birthday in the

year), musical time signals, Looking

Ahead—30 seconds of new inventions for

the "forward-looking sponsor"—and a

host of others.

What Goodman is to the announcement

spot user, Frederic Ziv is to the user of

top-ranking programs. His Barry Wood

Show, Wayne King Show, Easy Aces,

Ronald Colman's Favorite Story, give the

users of spot programs a wide choice of

vehicle. Lou Cowan is fairly new to the

transcription business but he also has an

e. t. catalogue that runs the gamut from

disk jockey to the all-star Smiths of

Hollywood. Cowan also has something

for everybody. For the juvenile audience

there's Red Ryder and The Virginian.

For the sports fans Cowan has Joe

McCarthy Speaks and for mystery lis-

teners he has Murder at Midnight. It is

in the whodunit category that the tran-

scription organizations really shine.

That's because there's hardly a single

mystery, live or otherwise, that doesn't

land a sizable audience. From The

Shadow and The Avenger of Charles

Michelson through Ziv's Philo Vance,

Boston Blackie, and Manhunt, NBC's
Five^Minute Mysteries, Haunting Hour,

and Weird Circle, all the available thrillers

have proved audiences and few records of

advertising failures.

Besides the long-tested material there's

Paragon's Mr. Ace, Chartoc-Colman's

The Ted Lewis Show, Kermit-Raymond's

group of open-end material, to mention a

few of the newly-transcribed availabili-

ties. Sponsor's list of transcribed pro-

grams in the Fall Facts edition covers only

those programs which are in current pro-

duction—as of July 1. This does not

indicate that the productions in stock are

any worse or better than current produc-

tions but rather that these "standards,"

so to speak, are known to most agency
and sponsor radio men and need not be

reported upon at this time.

As more and more advertisers turn to

open-end transcriptions, broadcasting will

have an expanded opportunity to prove

itself. Transcriptions have removed the

dead end from the radio advertising road

of regional sponsors and national spon-

sors who have a local job to do.

They do not replace the need to pro-

mote broadcast programs. It's even more

dangerous to stick an e.t. on a station and

let it run than it is to put a live show on

an outlet the same way. That's because

it's easier for a station to do nothing about

an e.t. than it is to twiddle thumbs when

there's a live program or a network com-

mercial being scheduled. A local live

show just naturally raises the temperature

of station activity. Stations like "to make
a showing" on network programs too.

Ziv, Cowen, NBC-Radio Record-

ing and most other good transcription

producers build promotion kits for each

of their shows. Outstanding among these

is the kit that Kasper-Gordon has de-

signed for the Buddy Bear juvenile series.

It has everything, even a miniature Buddy
Bear himself.
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i;H W OF THIS MAGNITUDE. . . .

^feRONALD COLMANU

VRE COMBINATION OF PRESTIGE AND DYNAMIC
RTAINMENT ... AN UN PARALLELED TRIUMPH

OF TRANSCRIBED SHOWMANSHIP!



Svii<li<*sifl<»<l Transcriptions Availabilities
,. ported m i rod.

TITLE

AOVENTURES OF BUDDY BEAR

»PPEAl TIME

DKW1A JUVENILE ISM 5AWEEK BASED ON MARKE1 KASPER-GORDON

ADVENTURES OF DICK COLE

ADVENTURES OF PINOCCHIO

AVENGER

BABY DAYS

DRAMA JUVENILE I
I MIX, i \ WEEK MIN 110 CHARLES Mli-lll

DKAMA ENILE
' 5AWEEK BASED OK MARKE1 BDWARD SLOMAN

DRAM \ FAMILY MIN, 1 A WEEK MIN $10
Similar I

CHARLES MICH

1 UKS WOMEN
Talks In

15 MIN. 1 2 tWEEK BASED ON MARKEI IUKRY GOODMAN

BARRY W000 SHOW MUSK I Will Y 15 MIN, 3-5 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET FREDERIC W. ZIV
Big-time mu Margaret Whiting

BLACKSTONE. MAGIC DETECTIVE DRAMA n VENILE 15 MIN fEEK MIN. 110

I ,

( HUii.l.- Ml' 111

BOSTON BLACKIE DRAMA FAMILI I0MIN.1AWEEK BASED ON MARKEI FREDERIC W ZIV
1 KoUmar Btai "-ins

CALLING ALL GIRLS

CAPTAIN STUBBY AND THE BUCCANEERS

II. IN v,l WOMEN SMIN.IAWEEE BASED ON MARKEI FREDERIC VI ZIV
I ashion '

i reen and entertainment personalil

MUSICAL
I
FAMILY N, 1-5 A WEEK | BASED ON MARKET | TRANSCRIPTION SALES

I ve-man noveltj ging popular -ongs

CASES OF MR ACE DRWlv I Will.V MIN, 1 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET PARAGON
Half-hour whodunit of the hard-boiled school Raft. Written by Jason J

EASY ACES COMEDI I WIII.Y
I

15 MIN. 3-4-5 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET FREDERIC W. ZIV
Jane and I

I in (.n< <if radio's most popular comedy shows. Written by Goodman Ace

E00IE BRACKEN SHOW COMEDi FAMILY 30 MIN. 1 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET KERMIT-RAYMOND
ition comedy, fo

f ars Eddie Bracken ami Ann Rutherford

FAMILY ALBUM MUSICA1 I- WIII.Y 15 MIN. 1-5 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET,
STATIONS I 3ED

siding in to a song

KWER-'."RI)oN

FAVORITE STORY

FORBIDDEN DIARY

liKWU |
FAMILY 30 MIN. 1 A WEEK BASED ON MARKEI FREDERIC Vi Zl\

ild Colman stars, supported b] top-nol h radii andmovii p i i, eolorful dramatisationa

DRAMA WOMEN 15 MIN, 5^6 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET
i lontinued story of the soap opera type. Events in the life of a small-town family

1 REDERIC W ZIV

FRANK PARKER SHOW |
MUSICAL FAMILI 15 MIN, 1-5 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET PARAGON

Family musical starring Frank Tare' r an i Kay Lorraine. Featun

FRANKLYN MAC C0RMACKS BOOK OF MEMORIES POETRY WOMEN 5 MIN. 5-6 A WEEK $10-$100
Poetie readings bj Franklyn Ms gains! an organ background

CHART! >t --OILMAN

FURS ON PARADE

GLORIA CARROLL ENTERTAINS MUSICAL FAMILY 15 MIN. 1-5 A WEEK BASED ON MARKEI
Musical comedy and popular tunes sunf ! arroll

K WI'ER-CORDON

G0SPEL SINGER

HAPPY GANG

HOBBY L08BY

MUSICAL 1 WIILY 15 MIN. 1-5 A WEEK BASED ON MARKF.T
Edward MacHugh sings hymns, reads poems, and offers friendly philosophy

HARRY S. GOODMAN

I WIII.Y 30 MIN. I A \\ I IK\l DIENCE
PARTK !l'\l ION

Dave Klman.s show, which gathers hobbyists from all parts of the world. N

BASED UN MARKET KEK.MJT-RAY Mo.ND

HOLLYWOOD DOINGS EX APPEAL WOMEN 15 MIN. 1-5 A WEEK ON REQUEST JACK PARKER
Hollywood chatter about stars and movie-making. 1 i atun - lark Parker am] Bettj Underwood

HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN HOUSE VARIETY FAMILi MIN, I A WEEK MIN. $20
\1 aii hes i ip-rate network variety show I acst stars, comedy, name vocalists, etc.

•

KERMIT-RAYMi'ND

INTERVIEW WOMEN 15 MIN, 1-5 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET RASPER-GORDON
Rev i lovers ali phasi - of fur manufacturing, etc. Designed for local fur retailers

VARIETY FAMILY 30 MIN. 1 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET CHARLES MICHEL80N
Bert Pearl. Colgatr-Paltnolive-Pect sponsors it in Canada

HOME IS MY CASTLE

HOWDY PARONER

TALKS WOMEN 15 MIN, 3 A WEEK $2.50 TO $20
i i home decoration

f-RANSCRIPTloN BRi'MX .

FARM FAMILY 5 MIN 5-6 A WEEK :$10TO$75
m and Folk songs b] Ke\ Allen, star of WLS Barn Dance

CHARTOC-COLMAN

HYMN TIME MUSICAL FAMILY 15 MIN. 3-6 A WEEK ON REQ1 CHARLES MICH1
Sun - - homely philosophy

I B S MUSIC HALL MUSICAL MM l.T 60 MIN. I \ \\ I I K ON Rl < I B S'

IMMORTAL LOVE SONGS MUSICAJ WOMEN 5 MIN OR 5 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET rRANSCRIPTIOX SALES
Romantic poems and lo\ round. Low-budget i

IN HIS STEPS DRAMA I WIII.Y MIX, 1 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET
il tolerance

I.DH MID -l.i'M W

INSIDE STORY DR Wl \i \ MEN 6 MIN, 5-6 A WEEK ON Rl Q
• 'linn stories

CHARTOC-COLMAN

JIMMY WAKELYS WESTERN SONG PARADE Ml SICAL I WIII.Y IS MIN I A WEEK ON REQ1 I SI
i for farm marl

II I ' I I \;

IT REALLY HAPPENED 111! Wl \ I Will Y 15 MIN. I 5 \ u I IK ON REQ1 1 -I TEI.I -RADIO CR1 \

JOE MCCARTHY SPEAKS N, 1-5 A WEEK MIN $io l.ol ISG COVi W

JOHN J ANTHONY IMIKWIU IDI i 15 MIX, 2-6 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET
|
KERMIT-RAY!

-tuff

S8

Please turn to page 10)

SPONSOR



J2t ta*fy4l<(*
An exciting . . . intriguing . dramatic \ 5 -minute

open-end transcription series now available

for local, regional and national sponsorship.

w STARRING ^riU|; • *

who becomes America's newest exciting Story-Teller

IT REALLY HAPPENED!!!

. with

Telling intense, absorbing, educational stories based on the least-

known facts of the most well-known people, Jim Ameche comes to a

large loyal audience with entertainment at radio's best ... IT REALLY

HAPPENED!!! . . An Open-End Transcribed 15-minute show.

Available now . . . for local, regional or national coverage ... a pro-

gram designed to please and to pull . . IT REALLY HAPPENED!!!

TELE-RADIO CREATIONS, INC. is an organization

of leading radio producers, directors, writers

and artists equipped to meet all your radio

needs . . . musical, variety and dramatic . . . live

and open-end transcribed productions.

FOR AUDITION RECORD: WRITE - WIRE - PHONE

<Sg£-
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spot
TITLE TYPE APPEAL PRICE

KAY LORRAINE SHOW MUSICAL I Will. V | 16 M IN. 1-2 A WEEK BASED ON MUiKI.I IWklCi .- GOODMAN

KIEPING Of WITH THE WIGGLE SWORTHS DRAM \ I Wlll.i
i

15 MIN, i 3 I WI l.h BASED ON MARKE1 llxl'.in - iDM\N

KORN KOMLERS I
MU8ICAL I WIII.V [ |6 MIN. 3-6 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET

UaD i lourtni

iri.di.ric W. zi\

LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF SANTA CLAUS DRAMA JIM Ml I. 5 MIN 5 A WEEK BA8ED ON MARKET
ol U«jk by Julie 1

KVM'EH-HuRIhiN

LIGHTNING JIM DK\MA JUVENILE 10 MIN, 1 A WEEK BASED ON MARKE1
• \ H ,

- stier marshal
I REDERIC W. ZIV

LINDAS FIRST LOVE DRAMA WOMEN 5 MIN, 5 A WEEK BASED ON MARKE1
Soap opera with 1000 episodes already cut. Ai

HAKin - GOODMAN

LOVE LETTERS Ml SICAL WOMEN 15 MIN, l \ WEEK 16 I

Strictly women bon Romanl pa
CHARTOC-COLMAN

LUNCHEON AT SAROIS INTERVIEW WOMEN OMIN 5-6 A WEEK BASED ON MARKE1
Like 'I id's show. |1

KI.KMIi-RWMi.ND

MAGIC CHEF I iLKE
I
WOMEN

| 16 MIN, 5 A WEEK 12.50 TO 120
Kitchen gossip, recipes, and household hints b

TRANS! RIPTION BROADl \

DRAMA FAMILY |
15.MIN 1-6 A WEEK BASED ON MUiKI.I

• stuff

1 REDERIC W. ZIV

MARY FOSTER EDITOR'S DAUGHTER DR\M\
I
WOMEN

, 15 MIN, 5 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET | HARRY a GOODMAN
Soap <i|>. r.i Available ii

MURDER AT MIDNIGHT DRAMA LDULT MIN. 1 A WEEK BASED ON MARKE1
Slick psychological-- , ;• plcte

Lol IS G. OOWAN

MYSTERY HOUSE l)K.\M\
I
FAMILY

, 30 MIN. 1 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET
.nas acted out by staff of Gctitio . house

HARRY B. GOODMAN

NORA MARTIN SINGS MUSICAL FAMLLl 15 MIN, 3 A WEEK
;
$5 TO $50

lutni i isical featuring Nora Martin former singer on Eddie Cantor program
TRANSCRIPTION BROADCAS1

OLD CORRAL WKIETY
I
FAMILY 15 MIN, 3-5-6 A WEEK BASED ON MARKE1

Western musical .-how with varietj format and runnii - starring "Pan
I REDEKH' W. ZIV

ONE FOR THE BOOK SPORTS MEN | 5 MIN, 5 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET
rid of sports

I REDERIC \>. Zl\

PERSONAL PROBLEMS 1 VLK8 WOMEN 15 MIN.3 6 \ WEEK BASED ON MARKET HARRY S. GOODMAN
Advice on personal I ma by AUie Lowe Miles

PHIL BRITO SHOW \ii SICAI FAMILY
| 16 MIN, 3-5 A WEEK | MIN. $10

Phil Brilo sings old and new fav
,
CHARLES MICHELSON

PHILO VANCE DRAMA
I
FAMILY I 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET

Mystery-adventure stories, adapted from the works of S. S. Van Dine
FREDERIC W. ZIV

PLEASURE PARADE | MUSICAL
I
FAMILY | 15 MIN, 3 5 A WF.F.K BASED ON MARKET FREDERIC W. ZIV

used as half-hour show by combining two disks Milton Cross, Jimmy Wallingtou, Vincent Lopez

RED RYDER DRAMA JUVENILE !
30 MIN, 1 2-3 A WEEK | BASED ON MARKET

Based on western adventures of famous movie and comic strip character
LOUIS G. COWAN

REMINISCIN' WITH SINGIN' SAM | MUSICAL |
FAMILY | 15 MLN, 3-4-5 A WEEK BASED O.N MARKET TRANSCRIPTION SALES

Song favorites of today and yesterday, given the modern treatment by Singin' Sam, and the Mullen E

SINCERELY. KENNY BAKER MUSICA1 | FAMILY | 16 MIN, 1-3-6 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET
Kenny Baker, Donna Dae and Buddy Cole's orchestra in a low-budget musical

FREDERIC W. ZIV

SMITHS OF H0LLYW000 cnMEDY
| FAMILY

I
30 MIN, l A WEEK | BASED ON MARKET LOUIS G. OOWAN

Big, expensive show with situation-comedy format and name Hollywood guest stars

SONGS OF GOOD CHEER | MUSICAL |
FAMILY | 15 MLN, 3-5 A WEEK | BASED ON MARKET

Can be doubled to make half-hour show. Features songs from famous operettas, musical comedies
FREDERIC W. ZIV

STAR STORIES DRAMA |
FAMILY

I
15 MIN, 1-3-5 A WEEK

I
MIX. So

Dramatic-narrative true stories with surprise endings. Uses narrator and organist

STARR PRODUCTIONS

STORIES BY LEDERER DRAMA WOMEN !
15 MIN, 2-3-5 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET

'ar Francis Lederer appears in dramatizations of famous love letters and love stories

KER MIT-RAYMOND

STREAMLINED FAIRY TALES DRAMA JUVENILE
I

15 MIX, 1-5 A WEEK | BASED ON MARKET]
Modern dramatized versions of well-known fairy tali > iristmas shows included

HARRY S. GOODMAN

TED LEWIS SHOW VARIETY FAMILY 30 MIN, i \ WEEK 130 TO I

Ted Lewis and his orchestra in a musical-variety format
CHARTOC-COLMAN

TEX RITTER SHOW DISK J"' Kn I Will. Y '

1 5-8 A WEEK 150 TO $100
Tex Ritter spins the platters, featuring western, hillbilly, and folk recordings

CHARTOC-COLMAN

THEATER OF FAMOUS RADIO PLAYERS
I
DRAMA FAMLLl 30 MIN. 1 A WEEK | BASED ON MARKET
own radio stars playing lead roles in con atui I :nh episode complete

LOl IS G. COWAN

THIS THING CALLED LOVE WOMEN 5AW1 BE BASED ON M iRKET
Dramatizations of great love scenes of In with cast of two or more

EDU \RD SLOMAN

TOMMY 00RSEY SHOW I DISK JOCKEY | FAMILY
I

60 MIN, 5 A WEEK MIN. $50
Popular records and chatter about the performers and artists by this well-known band leader

LOUD G COWAN

TOUCHDOWN TIPS MEN 15 MIN, \ u I I k BASED ON M '•

gs, el iTailabk 13 weeks in the fall

NBC RADIi'-REcuRDINi;

WAYNE KING SHOW

WESTWARD HO!

|
v FAMLLl I0MIN.1AWEEK BASED ON MARKET I FREDERIC \\ ZIV

Elegant, expensive, network-type musical fe:r tad others

-ICAL FAMILY !
5.MIN 1-6 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET

Curley Bradley, cowboy sinner and pi

TRVNx 'RlPTIi'N -

WINGS OF SONG

YOUR HYMN FOR THE DAY

| MUSICAL
I
FAMILY

I
16 MIN, 1-6 A WEEK | BASED ON MARKET | TRANSCRIPTION SALES

oral group with ful tandard musical fa'.

I
MUSICAL | FAMILY I 6 MIN. 3-6 A WEEK BASED ON MARKET

I TRANSDUCTION SALES
imiliar hymns in this show, . i>oems, philosophy

30 SPONSOR
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Mr. Sponsor Asks...

"Whj <l<> national >|><>i advertisers prefer to u««<'

chainbreaks and spot announcements rather than

»l»ot programs even when costs are roughly equal?"

Arch Patton VP in charge of advertising

Wilbur-Suchard Chocolate Co.

Tin*

l*ii*k< k il l
r;iiH k

l

answers

Mr. Patton

The reason Bulova

watches are sold

by announcements

rather than local

programs is sim-

pie: For 20 years

announcements
have worked for

us . and our

sales prove it.

However, it's

well to keep in mind that we don't use a

real chainbreak or spot announcement

except on two stations where they are

only choice), but a time signal. Bulova's

spots are a service as well as advertising.

Bulova has never bought local pro-

grams. We prefer to stay within the

original formula of the straight time

signals wherever possible. It would be a

\i ! v doubtful move on our part to throw

away a workable formula like this, as well

as lose our time signal franchises, even if

we knew that local programs could work

for us.

In general, though, one major reason

Idi the fact that national spot advertisers

prefer chainbreaks and spot announce-

ments is that both they and the stations

overlook, in local programing, what might

be called, "continuity of interest." It

an advertiser is a short-term, in-an-out

guj he i^ usually not willing to stay with

a local program long enough to let it

build hmi an audience. Stations also

sank local sustaining programs in and

OUt ot ,i turn slot.

If stations want to sell more local pro-

grams, the answer lies in finding and

developing good local talent of all types,

building a program vehicle, then keeping

the program in a spot long enough to

build an audience for it.

With few exceptions, stations lean on

their network affiliations, and are unwil-

ling to invest the money, time, or origin-

ality required to develop local programs

with local talent. These stations will

have to become more than a transmitter

for network programs and record shows.

Until then, chainbreaks or spot announc-

ments between two top-rated network

shows are the best buy.

C. A. "Fritz" Snyder

Radio Director

Bulova Watch Co.

We have found

from our experi-

ence that the value

of all spot radio,

which so perfectly

fits the needs of

advertisers who

have "spotty" dis-

tribution, is fur-

ther enchanced by

by the fact that

each market may be treated individually.

Sometimes, of course, there's a budget

problem, and the only thing the client

can afford is chainbreaks or minute spots.

Where there is more money available for

a market, you increase the efficiency of

the advertising by buying programs.

There is, then, no real preference as

such for chainbreaks or announcements

rather than programs. We buy either

—

or both— depending entirely upon the

individual needs of the advertiser, and

the amount of mone) he has to spend in

his advertising budget.

Vera Brennan
Timebuyer

Duane Jones

In my opinion

the selection of a

program vehicle

for any given prod-

uct depends on a

number of factors.

Among them are

budget, distribu-

tion, sex of user or

purchaser, fre-

quency of pur-

chase, competition, etc.

However, these factors, excluding bud-

get, are reduced in importance for a large

group of products. I 'm thinking particu-

larly of packaged products with already-

established brand names. In this group

are many products whose features are

known and accepted by the buying pub-

lic. The importance of sufficient com-

mercial time to "sell" the product's ad-

vantages is not so important as a frequent

reminder that the product is available.

So, with the budget factor being equal

and frequency of brand impression on the

listener as the major objective, the selec-

tion of chainbreaks and spot announce-

ments by most national spot advertisers

seems only logical.

Furthermore, a survey made in St.

Louis last year for Edward Petry & Co.

proved pretty conclusively that one-

minute announcements brought very high

sponsor or brand identification in the

short space of eight weeks of broadcast-

ing. Many programs show up very

poorly on this important point.

To sum up, one of an agency's primary

services to a client is the selection of the

advertising medium that will best per-

form the required sales job for him. I'm

sure no agency would recommend chain-

breaks or spots as that medium unless

it were thoroughly convinced after

considering all pertinent factors that it

was the best one to do the required job.

In the case of Marschalk and Pratt and

one of its spot radio clients, Standard Oil

Company of New Jersey, we selected not
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chainbreaks or announcements, but a

news program. This permits adequate

selling time for the variety of products

and services that Standard Oil of New
Jersey has to offer the buying public.

But, we didn't overlook the important

points of frequency of impression or

sponsor identification for Your Esso Re'

porter. There, the frequency of impres-

sion of the five-minute newscasts is

twenty'Six times a week!

Ed Whitehead
Assistant Director of Radio

Marschalk and Pratt

The last half of

the question
should have read:

"IF the costs are

roughly equal."

Most times pro-

grams cost more

than spots—usu-

ally because of

high talent costs.

Researchwise,

this is a "loaded" question. It assumes

that advertisers prefer spots under similar

cost conditions. I wonder!

If the question must be answered as is,

our experience indicates that advertisers

"prefer" spots for a variety of reasons.

First, the cost element (there we go

again). Then there is the easy-road

approach—advertisers and agencies alike

are guilty in this respect. You transcribe

a jingle—or write a series of live an-

nouncements—buy adjacencies before and

after good Hooperatings—and the job is

done. No fussing with a program—no

new commercials to write three or five

times a week—nice and easy. And by the

same token, in lots of instances, nowhere

near the results in market penetration.

Let's not overlook the poor programing

job of many of the stations. News,

women's participation programs (some-

times), and disk jockey participations.

Those are the sole program offers made
by a majority of the stations. They
would like to see national spot adver-

tisers use programs—but their desire

stops at that point.

Time availabilities are another stum-

bling block. Network preemption can be

awfully discouraging when you're think-

ing in terms of building a program. I

remember the station that submitted

availabilities for a possible three-times-a-

week 15-minute strip, before 7:30 a.m.

and after 10:30 p.m.—both pretty good

time slots—but both subject to network

preemption.
Rae B. Elbroch

Timebuyer

Franklin Bruck

JULY 1947

spo

The Homemaker's Treasure Chest, now
broadcast by WFBM for a sprightly afternoon

half hour Monday through Friday, has the WRO
(waiting room only) sign on the studio door.

Two weeks after Mr. Alfonso Cox of United

Program Service came to Indianapolis, all available

dotted lines had signatures.

Just a week after the program was launched

grocers and druggists were asking the WFBM
merchandising representative, "What's happen-

ing?" Sales were happening, kind reader, but good!

In August, there may be an availability on this

program for another account with a food or drug

item to sell in the plush central Indiana market.

All Katz salesmen have bulky blue brochures

explaining the Homemaker's Treasure Chest from

broadcast time to the ring of a cash register.

Encourage any Katz office from New York to Los

Angeles and they'll let you in on the facts.

WFBM
INDIANAPOLIS

BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency

33



This is the NEW Singin' Sam show with

Charles Magnante, world famous accordion-

ist, and the mellow-voiced Mullen Sisters.

Transcription Sales,
115-117 W. HIGH STREET, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO PHOIE:



am
Singin' Sam Means

Sales Success

Singin' Sam is one of America's outstanding radio salesmen. "Sam" sings

and sells his way into the hearts of millions of fans and new friends every day.

Singin' Sam's songs will make your cash register sing with sales! This show

fits every type of listener, which makes it the ideal program for any advertiser

!

Please send more information on how Singin
1

Sam can sell

(or me too:

NAME

STREET

CITY

STATE

Mail to: TRANSCRIPTION SALES, INC.,

117 W. High Street, Springfield, Ohio



KXLW
PLEADS

GUILTY

Efiective St. Louis

Coverage Has

Been Proved

Exhibit A

Hardesty Development Com-

pany chose KXLW exclusively

to promote a new subdivision.

After the first 15 minute pro-

gram, they doubled their tele-

phone staff to handle the calls.

After the second 15 minute

program, they tripled their

original telephone staff.

Exhibit B

More than one thousand persons

from the Golden Circle attended

the opening of a neighborhood

appliance store, Gait & Co. The

store used a $200 spot saturation

spot campaign on KXLW for 60

hours preceding the opening of its

doors. KXLW was the only

advertising used.

Exhibit C

Christian Hospital asked KXLW to

broadcast an appeal for rare type

"O" blood donors. Within 20

minutes the hospital requested that

the appeal not be used again.

They did not have enough staff to

handle all the volunteers who
responded to the single KXLW
plea.

Forjoe

will tell you

Wfwork shows for lorsil

;hhI imfionsil spot users
Cooperative programs Chose network

shows available foi local or regional spon-

sorship may now K bought on over 900

stations. They are predominantly news

-hows but before another year rolls

around they'll include everything but

musical productions, although every disk

jockej production with name guests at

the turntables will be on at least one net-

work before spring ol 1948. The reason

no network musical productions are avail-

able for local sponsorship is that Ameri-

can Federation of Musicians regulations

prohibit multiple (more than one station

sponsorship of programs employing mu-

sicians.

All chain-produced cooperative pro-

grams have success stories behind them

before they're offered to sponsors locally

or regionally. That's a must. When a

sponsor signs a contract for a co-op it

must and does know that it's buying a

package with ready consumer acceptance.

From the newest of co-ops, Kate Smith,

to the oldest still on the air, Fulton

Lewis, Jr., every network-offered local

vehicle has its own audience. Many
times the program has been heard sus-

taining on the station over which it's

offered before it goes co-op. Generally

stations insist on running a program

sustaining for some time before offering

it to advertisers. There are, of course,

exceptions to this rule. Kate Smith was

sold on over 225 outlets before Kate

Smith Talks bowed in on MBS.
Cooperative shows are promoted by

the networks in the same manner as their

regular productions. Packets of promo-

tional material go to every station on

the chain with mats, pictures, newspaper

releases, suggested car cards, displays,

exploitation ideas, and advertising lay-

outs. Each web has a special department

whose only assignment is the sale and

promotion of cooperative shows. Mu-
tual has the largest number of programs

(14) and it was on this network that

cooperatives got their -tart. In 1935,

Morning Matinee, an Ed Wolf pack-

age, was sold by Norman Livingston

now commercial program manager of

WOR'i for Redfield-Johnstone (advertis-

ing agenc) R. 11. Mac) sponsored the

three-quarters-of-an-hour musical pro-

duction in New York and it was sold to

department stores all over the nation.

The budget was too big stellar name
band- and performers and in 1937 R-J

was offering Thirty Minutes in Holly-

wood with George Jessel, a half-hour

variety program. In 1938, 1939, and 1940

the Redfield-Johnstone co-op program

was Show of the Week. In 1941 the agency

shifted to dramatic programs with Bull'

dog Drummond. BD was cooperatively

sponsored on Mutual for two years be-

fore the chain decided that co-ops ought

to be the province of the network itself

and not that of an outside advertising

agency or package show owner.

It was two years after Redfield John-

stone presented the first co-op that Ful-

ton Lewis, Jr., sold Mutual on the idea

that he could be peddled to local sponsors

at a time that just couldn't be sold

otherwise, 7 7:15 p.m. est., the Amos V
Andy hour. This same Fulton Lewis,

Jr., at the moment is sponsored coop-

eratively over more stations ( 255; than

any other performer. Only Kate Smith

is expected to pass him. iShe has 225

sponsored stations as sponsor goes to

press.)

During 1937, Famous Jury Trials,

Green Hornet, Lone Ranger, and The

Lamplighter were sponsored coopera-

tively over Mutual. As a matter of

record it was Fred Weber, then general

manager of Mutual (now head of WDSU,
New Orleans) who saw the possibilities

of co-ops and worked with the agencies

and producing groups to bring their

shows to MBS on this basis. It wasn't

until February 1942 that the Blue

work, now ABC, stepped into the

cooperative broadcasting picture with

Baukhage and followed in March of the

same year with Martin Agronsky. CBS
entered the field in March 1945 with two

morning news presentations. CBS Morn-

ing News Roundup and CBS Morning

News, and one late evening news pro-

gram. News and Sens Analysis.

The smaller the amount of open time

on a network the more restricted the

number of cooperative programs that

the web can feed its affiliates. NBC
being traditionally "sold out." its co-ops

arc limited. It has seven, the newest

being Ripley's Believe It or Not which

started recently at 1:45 to2p.m.est. Next

to Kaltenborn it's the highest-priced

network-built local show on the senior

network. Typically, Kaltenborn costs a

sponsor on KOA (Denver, Colorado)

$I2S while Ripley costs him SI 12.

All the co-op program charges are for
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the program itself and in areas where

there are AFRA (American Federation

of Radio Actors) contracts there are

charges added for the local commercial

announcer in addition to network pro-

gram fees and station time cost.

Restrictions that apply to network

programs apply to network co-ops (see

"You Can't Say That!" in this Fall

Facts edition of sponsor). Some indi-

vidual artists are further restricted be-

cause they are presented in entire sec-

tions of the country (regionally) by one

sponsor. Kaltenbom therefore can't

accept another oil company's under-

writing, Bill Henry (CBS) can't have a

building supply firm (his major sponsor

is Johns Manville), and the program

Dick Tracy (ABC) can't accept a cereal

underwriter because Quaker Oats follows

it on the network. All sponsors have to

be cleared by the network over which

the program is piped.

The cost of co-op programs (most of

them are daily shows) runs from a low

of 20 per cent up to 40 per cent of each

station's gross hourly nighttime rate. If

less than the five or six a week are used

the fees are a percentage of the full cost,

i.e., if three days (MWF) are bought,

then the fee generally is three-fifths of

the full rate.

There are minimum weekly fees like

$2.50 for F. H. La Guardia and $7.50 for

Kate Smith for the tiny stations with

very low time charges. Most co-op pro-

grams do not have to be broadcast at

the time they're on the network (with

the exception of Bill Henry on CBS)
but news programs must generally be

broadcast within three hours of the time

they go on the network lines. That's in

order to make certain that the news is

still news.

Co-op programs may be broadcast by

an A.M. (standard) station's FM affiliate

without extra charge. This free ride will

no doubt be changed when FM stations

become more important in their own
audience right. This, say network spokes-

men, is not a 1947-48 season factor.

There are some exceptions to the 20-

40 per cent of gross evening hourly rates

for programs. These exceptions are in

big metropolitan areas. Kate Smith

costs $1,000 in New York, $625.00 in

Chicago, and flat rates in most of the

top 25 cities.

There are cooperative programs avail-

able for every type of consumer, despite

the fact that as noted previously news

programs predominate. For the distaff

side there's CBS's House Party; MBS's
Tell Your Neighbor, Kate Smith, and

Johnson Family; ABC's Ethel and Albert

and Nancy Craig. For the juveniles,

there's ABC's Dick Tracy and Tennessee

Jed. For the men there's Fishing and

Hunting Club of the Air and Inside of

Sports on Mutual, Red Barber on CBS,

and naturally all the nighttime news

presentations. (Men are prime news

listeners.) For general family appeal

there's NBC's Believe It or Not, MBS's
Meet the Press, and ABC's American

Town Meeting of the Air.

This diversified appeal is appreciated

by sponsors. Sporting goods and men's

clothing and furnishing stores are noted

among Fishing and Hunting Club and

Red Barber users. Newspapers are buy-

ing American Town Meeting. Candy,

children's shoes, cereals, dairies, bakeries

and department stores buy children's

programs. The biggest buyers of co-ops

are department stores, these merchan-

disers leading in program buys with

CBS, NBC, MBS, and running second

with ABC. The last-named network finds

automotive and auto supplies first,

MBS and NBC rating them second in

co-op buying. Banks and financial insti-

tutions sponsor a considerable part of

the straight news reporting although

they want names with authority handling

the newscasting.

The prestige and immediacy of network

co-op shows are their most valuable

contributions to the field of air adver-

tising. They are promotable and fre-

quently revolve around names that

consistently are making national news,

like Fulton Lewis, Jr., American Town

Meeting, Kate Smith, Robert Ripley,

and Red Barber. They're for all the

world like being able to place a page

advertisement in a national magazine for

that portion of the publication's circula-

tion in a particular area that an adver-

tiser desires to reach. Post office and

production problems make partial circu-

lation buys impossible. With network

cooperative programs any sponsor can

go local with coast-to-coast programs.

Present station time (facilities) sales

with co-ops are exceeding $5,000,000,

with a $10,000,000 figure for the 1947-

48 season not beyond expectations. The

only limitation is open network time.

Network Programs Available on Local Stations

TITLE TYPE APPEAL NET TIME PRICE RANGE* EXPLANATION

AMERICA'S TOWN MEETING FORUM ADULT ABC 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK $10 TO $420 Vital questions debated by forum
with prominent guest speakers

ARTHUR HALE NEWS COMMENT ADULT MBS 15 MIN, 2 A WEEK $3.50 TO $108 Chatty, informal human-interest type
stories and sidelights

BAUKHA6E TALKING NEWS COMMENT ADULT ABC 15 MIN, 5 A WEEK $5 TO $280 Authoritative news reports and com-
ments direct from Washington

BELIEVE IT OR NOT DRAMA FAMILY NBC 15 MIN, 5 A WEEK $20 TO $400 Dramatized versions of Ripley's "Be-
lieve It or Not" column

BILL CUNNINGHAM NEWS COMMENT FAMILY MBS 15 MIN, 1 A WEEK $2.50 TO $120 Veteran news reporter's comment on
the inside of the news

CBS MORNING NEWS X EWS ADULT CBS 15 MIN, 6 A WEEK $2 TO $270 Straight news reports gathered and
prepared by CBS newsroom

CBS NEWS NEWS ADULT CBS 15 MIN, 7 A WEEK $2 TO $314 Straight news reports gathered and
prepared by CBS newsroom

CECIL BROWN NEWS COMMENT ADULT MBS 15 MIN, 5 A WEEK $6 TO $300 Commentary on domestic and foreign

events

CEDRIC FOSTER NEWS COMMENT ADULT MBS 15 MIN, 5 A WEEK $5 TO $240 Commentary on domestic and foreign

news

JULY 1947

(Please turn to page 38)
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titu TYPE APPEAL NET TIME PRICE RANGE* EXPLANATION

[«H HUNIll* \hi 1 1 [IN, 7 \ WEEK i: In 1132 porta gathered anJ
prepared bj ' 38 hi rarooni

DICK HOTTELIt NEWS Mil 1 1 CB8 15 MIS, 5 \ WEEK 1270 .ht news reports, available for

«ummiT only

DICK TRACT DRAMA .11 \l UBC 15 MIN, 5 \ WEEK J.", TO 1280 Juvenile strip based on famous comic

1 IMI R DAVIS \l n AIM 1 1 UBI [IN. 5 A W] PI 1420 Well-known authority on world events,

direct from Washington

1 KSKIM JOHNSON NEWS COMM1 N 1 WOM1 S MBS 15 MIN, 5 \ WEEK $5 TO 1240 Benin 1 gossip and news
alwut Hollywood and movie-making

FISHING AND HUNTING CLUB MEN MBS 30 \n\, i \ WEEK $5 TO $88 1 [perl advia and timely sport* tip*

md hunters

FULTON LEWIS, JR II MBS [IN, 5 \ WEI $8 TO 1480 Commentary on the day's news from

the nation's capital

HARKNESS OF WASHINGTON NEWS COMMEN 1 MH
1 1 NBl 15 MIN, 5 i WEEK $12 TO 1240 Inside reports and comment on tin

1 Iron, Washington

HARRV WISMER MEN UBI 15 MIN, 1 A WEEK $3 TO »M rape of the week's major sports

.. MiC's Sports D-

HEADLINE EOITION NEWS ADULT UN. 5 \ WEEK J Id TO 1580 itiiatiotu of the news and
* 1 1 h famous people

HOUSE PARTY M HI!

PARTII LPAT10N
i wnn 1 IBS 30 MIN, 5 A WEEK

15 MIN. 5 \ WEEK
$4 TO $540

12.50 TO $27d
Typical audience participation

—

gags,

iways, priies, etc.

INSIDE OF SPORTS i iRTS MEN MBS 15 MIN. 5 A WEEK $5 TO $40 daily coast-to-coast sports show
on tut works

JOHNSON FAMILY DRAM \ 1 WIILY MBS 15 MIN, 5 A WEEK
,' nF LOCAL

MEN
RATE

i ini -man show with Jimmy Scnboer
playing all the parts

KALTENBORN NEWS COMMENT AIM I.I Mfi 15 MIN, 3 A WEEK $9 TO $192 Comment on national and international

news and topics of the day

KATE SMITH SPEAKS NEWS COMMENT WOMEN MBS 15 MIN, 5 A WEEK $7.50 TO $1000 Noontime commentaries with woman's
angle on a variety of topics

KIERNAN'S CORNER NEWS COMMENT FAMILY kBI 15 MIN. 5 A WEEK $5 TO 1280 Human interest stories, informal and

humorous stories about famous people

LA COSSITT EDITOR'S DIARY NEWS COMMEN I ADll.l MBS 15 MIN, 5 A WEEK $5 TO $240 I'uusual anecdotes, stories and inter-

by Henry La Cos.-itt

F. H. LAGUARDIA NEWS COMMENT ADULT MBS 15 MIN, 1 A WEEK $2.50 TO $300 New York's ex-mayor aire his views

on the week's events

MARTIN AGRONSKY NEW8 COMMEN! ADULT ABC 15 MIN, 6 A WEEK 16 TO $336 morning ni »> direct from Wash-
ington

NANCY CRAIG INTERVIEW WOMEN ABC 15 MIX. 5 A WEEK So TO $280 Chatty, informal interview! with per-

sonalities, guc-

NEWS OF THE WORLD NEWS ADll.l NBC 15 MIN. 2 A WEEK $s TO 172 Remote pickups from domestic and

foreign points

PRIVATE LIVES OF ETHEL AND ALBERT DRAM l 1 WIILY UBI 15 MIX, 5 A WEEK $6 TO $350 Humorous series about a typical young
married couple with a child

RED BARBER SPORTS MEN CB8 10 4 15 MEN, 5 A
W EEK

$1.50 1' Inside story on sports with famous

guest sports

ROBERT MC CORMICK NEWS! OMMEN1 ADULT NBC 15 MIX, 5 \ WEEK 110 To 1280 Commentary on the news from Wash-
ington

TELL YOUR NEIGHBOR NEWSl OMM1 M WOMEN MBS IS MEN. 5 A WEEK $5 TO $240 Informal, over-the-back-fencc stories,

hints, anecdotes, n

TENNESSEE JED DRAMA .ii \1 NILE UBI 15 MIX, 5 A WEEK
*

$5 TO 1280 Robin Hood of the Western Plains

stuff. Juvenile thriller

VETERAN'S ADVISOR MEN NBl 15 MEN, I A WEEK $10 TO $54 1 Krum discusses the Latest trends in

WORLD NEWS ROUNDUP NEWS ADll.l NBl 15 MIN, 8 A WEEK $12 TO $360 Remote news pickups from domestic

and foreign points

WORLD TONIGHT NEWS LT 15 MEN, 7 A WEEK 1
$37.s Ten minutes of straight news, five

minutes of an

•Kan. c costs as most fees are based on i ^ 1 hour rate.
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Wional Webs Stop

Base costs are up but
program fees are down

Realizing the competitive situation,

broadcast advertising generally will be at

the most 10 per cent more expensive this

coming fall than it was a year ago. The
10 per cent figure is established on in-

creased union minimums, not on the

actual costs of individual programs. Since

the star costs represent as high as 50 per

cent of some programs and since there is

a determined effort on the part of many
advertisers to cut program costs, the in-

creased minimums will in many cases not

be reflected in actual program operations.

The stars will work a little cheaper.

Actor minimums were upped in February

25 per cent, but the percentage of actors

employed at the minimums is less than

10 per cent, except in soap operas where

JULY 1947

it rises to as high as 40 per cent.

The trend in program costs is down.

Musicians' scales went up around 15 per

cent this year and since more orchestra

men are employed at minimums than

actors this does affect most programs.

The result, however, will generally mean

that one less man will be used in any

sizable group. When mood music is re-

quired and a tiny group employed can't

be cut, the mood will cost a little more.

Time costs have gone up about 10 per

cent at all networks except NBC. In the

case of CBS this increase is achieved

through an adjustment of discounts.

With ABC and MBS it's a case of in-

creased or changed station line-up. Net-

work changes still do not reflect the in-

creased time costs at affiliates which were

made during the war. Under present

conditions this adjustment will wait for

another season.

Increased base cost is one of the reasons

why network-built packages are receiving

such attention at agencies and sponsors.

All programs being built by the webs are

put together with the dollar sign very

much to the forefront.

More stars this fall will have clauses in

their contracts providing for a scaling up

or down of their fees depending on their

ability to draw audiences. In the past

most sponsors have been willing to pay

up to $1,000 per Hooper point for a

program. During the past season the

feeling was that $800 should be enough

and the contracts thus far signed for the

1947-1948 season are geared to about

$700 per Hooper point. Also for the first

time NRI (Nielsen) ratings appear in

contracts. The two times known that

NRI has been included the Nielsen cost
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minneapolis st.paul

We're glad to announce

C. T. "Swanee" Hagman

as executive vice-president.
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rankings have been used instead of any of

Nielsen's other rating figures. In both

contracts the package show owner re-

ceives a bonus based upon his ability to

produce low-cost audiences within the

1 5 lowest .

The costs that have increased most

have been the transcription costs of

AFRA (American Federation of Radio

Actors) talent. Where an actor recorded

a one-minute spot in 1946 for $4.00 he

now has a minimum of $7.20. Where a

singer transcribed a one-minute spot in

1946 for $6.60 it now costs $12.00, or

nearly double. In all other categories the

rates went up approximately 20 per cent.

For from five to 30 minutes, actors

and singers are paid at the following tran-

scription scale:

i

1946 1947

actor S minutes $10.00 $12.00

singer 5 minutes --• $24.00

actor 15 minutes $16.50 $19. HO

singer 15 minutes $44.00 $52.80

BCtor 30 minutes $27.50 $33.00

singer 30 minutes $55.00 $66.00

Rehearsal time and other special cate-

gories increased in the same ratio.

Individual stations generally have in-

creased their rates from 10 to 20 per cent.

Station contract holders of course are not

affected until the expiration of their

present commitments. In some cases

they are protected not only on present

contracts but on all renewal options made

within 90 days after the increase an-

nouncement.

Broadcasting cost increases have kept

behind other media increases. The ex-

pected increases have been held down by

the rapid turnover in network and spot

sponsors. All the networks have had over

10 per cent turnover of sponsors and

station turnover has been in the same

proportion. There'll be more sponsors

and less unsold network and local time

this fall on established stations than there

were in the fall of 1946. The recession

far been a mirage even if the exodus

and influx of sponsors has not been.

Only the stars will be taking a cut.

With very few exceptions, one of which is

Bing Crosby whose show costs will be 60

per cent up for Philco, those "movk

salaries" are out.

More contracts are being signed this

summer with "stop" clauses than ever

before. These clauses provide that if the

star's program audience rating* drops

below a figure specified in the contract

either the agreement is subject to can-

cellation (in about 60 per cent of the

cases) or the star's fee is cut proportion-

allj 40 per cent of the cases). In either

case results are replacing glamor.

\ ielsen.
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network

You can't say that!

No program or commercial was ever

made ineffectual because of net-

work or station policy. This doesn't

excuse the fact that hidebound censors

have made life miserable for writers and

advertising copy-men. It also is no alibi

for agency men who have taken inoffen-

sive copy and had the talent by emphasis

and phrasing turn it into double entendre

or into illegal claims for a product.

Broadcast "good taste" is naturally

more restrictive than that of any other

advertising vehicle since radio is a home

medium. What's okay on a night-club

floor may be offensive over the air.

Censors, on the other hand, frequently

read into perfectly innocent wordage

meanings that were never in the writer's

mind nor would be in the minds of the

listeners. In any case, restrictions are

matters that should be determined in

advance, not during the course of a

program, resulting in cutting programs

off the air. They should not be permitted

to go on the air originally unless it's

been agreed that material deemed ob-

jectionable during dress rehearsal be

deleted. CBS's cutting off the General

Foods Kate Smith program because she

was featuring the "three top tunes" of

the week was something that just

shouldn't have happened. If CBS felt

that it was its duty to protect the late

George Washington Hill's Hit Parade,

broadcast on Saturday, by not permit-

ting a program on the previous day to

feature the first three tunes of the week,

that, according to network policy, was

CBS's right. The problem should have

been settled during the afternoon re-

hearsal, not by cutting the program off

the air for the period during which Kate

told her audience the names of the tunes.

If NBC's top policy makers decided that

vice presidents shouldn't be ribbed, that

also was within the rights of network

officials, but the disagreement with Fred

Allen was a trade matter, not something

to which the public should have become
party by having part of a favorite pro-

gram cut off.

The problem of programs running over-

time is also one that can be decided dur-

ing rehearsals. Cushions can always be

provided by a producer if he has an

ad-lib type of comedian. While Fred

Allen was en CBS he frequently ran into

Take It or Leave It time. Instead of

permitting the network to cut Allen off,

the Eversharp organization made a gag

of it and had their star, Phil Baker,

"collect" by appearing on the Allen pro-

gram, etc. Thus both programs profited

in ratings and listenership and the

sponsors (Allen's and Baker's) received

more listeners for their dollars. Never-

theless it's not possible to have every

program run without a timeclock and

it's a careless stopwatch holder who
doesn't keep his program within the time

period established for it. What suffers

when a program is overtime is usually

the commercials and it's therefore vital

that only what a sponsor pays for is

used—not the other man's time.

During the past six months there have

been consistent efforts on the part of

stations (WWJ, KFI, etc.) and networks

to correct conditions which permit as

many as five commercials to be broad-

cast one right after another. This mul-

tiple selling is caused by the end of a

program having its regular commercial

followed by a plug for another product

owned by the same advertiser (a hitch-

eit&TfG- UA/L//HITED
for the TWs^TamWles ofAqriculfure

Building an ever-increasing

audience for your sales mes-

sage is WIBW's "Flying

Rooster." Equipped with

tape recorder, it hops over

millions of acres of golden

grain to record on-the-spot

accounts of all important

agricultural events, news,

and developments and speeds

them back to the waiting

ears of the First Families of

Agriculture that make up

WIBW's responsive, ready-

to-buy audience.

Over two decades of similar

carefully planned service has

made WIBW the preferred

station of farm families in

five wealthy states . . . and

the preferred station of re-

sult-conscious advertisers.

"""•"•
"(A^f CBS

First Families of Agriculture

Rep.: CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

/>*.
./A

BEN IUDY
Gen Mgr.

WIBW-KCKN
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tin station on its part airing a

20 second spot announcement in the

chain break; and the new program

opening with a spot )<>r a product not

identified with the program (a cow-

catchei and following with the regular

ram introduction and advertising.

Thus five individual advertising appeals

,m i rowded into three minutes.

It is ttu aim nf the leading stations

and networks to cut down this "talk."

No new Miles have thus far actually

been promulgated, intra-industry discus-

sions having all been of an exploratory

nature. When, as, and if rules are laid

down they will tend to improve listening

and the effectiveness of broadcast ad-

vertising.

All tests that have been made on

"retention," i.e., the ability of a listener

or reader to recall specific things that he

has heard or seen, indicate that reten-

tion decreases with the number of things

heard or seen. No actual correlation has

thus far been evolved but all research

men realize that one commercial by

itself is several times as effective as that

same commercial in the midst of a flood

of advertising adjectives. Since stations

depend (as much as 50 per cent) on spot

announcements in chain and station

break time for their income, it's natural

that they are loath to agree to eliminate

half of their income. It is nevertheless

future policy on networks to avoid the

superabundance of sales talk in the

middle of entertainment.

Sponsors can help this situation by

studying where during their program

time a commercial will do the most good.

Audience flow charts developed by A. C.

Nielsen Company indicate that every

program audience develops peak listen-

ing some time during its broadcast pe-

riod. It is seldom in the first or last

minute of the show. Peak listening is

naturally the point at which a commer-

cial will receive its greatest impact,

provided of course the plug doesn't kill

the mood of the program and thus de-

feat its own purpose. During the early

days of Cavalcade of America commer-

rials were included in the body of the

program. It was later discovered by

researcher Dr. Matthew Chappell that

tin se middle-commercials were not doing

then job in the middle of a dramatic

sequence and that opening and closing

sales talks wen the ideal formula for

this t\p, of program. The job that

dead* has done for du Pont justifies

the rt i ised approai h.

In othei words, this future policj of

the largei stations ^nd networks which

it is expected will be written into the

National Association of Broadcasters

commercial code will make for better

broadcast advertising, not hamstring

sponsors.

Networks generalh do not accept ad-

vertising of the following types of busi-

ness:

Professional mi i k i

Stocks and bonds
Cults

Hygiene product! . deodorant*
Reducing agents
Restoratives (hair ami others)

Fortune telling

Mori uarlcs'

Wines and liquors:

Firearms and fireworks

M.i 1 1 iiniinial agencies
Racing organizations and information*

Employment set vices

Doei not apply to UHS. lfi<

\Doet not uppfy on most independent ^/nitons
\<>nl\ the Imril liuiuir latino applies On must station*

Networks differ in the interpretation

of these restrictions. CBS is said to

have refused Lifebuoy business recently

on the ground that it is a deodorant,

while NBC accepted the business on the

ground that it is a soap. As stations

increase and business becomes more

difficult to sign it's to be expected that

regulations will be honored in the breach

rather than observance by the smaller

stations. There is a natural temptation

to claim the world in advertising copy,

to cram in as many words as possible,

to irritate as much as possible. In the

long run, and in the short sprint too,

this does not accomplish the aim of the

advertiser. Even the number one ex-

ponent of irritant advertising copy,

American Tobacco Company, has re-

cently discovered that the amusing non-

irritant middle commercial on the Jack

Benny program was doing a much better

selling job§ than the straight rub-'em-

the-wrong-way approach.

The trend on mystery programs is to

air them after 9 p.m., when the moppets

are in bed or on the way there. In more

and more cases network stations record

them if they're scheduled during the

hours when youngsters listen and air

them after half-pint retirement hours.

Advertising on programs addressed to

the rising generation is restricted to

copy that doesn't trade upon the young-

ster's credulity. In other words no magi-

cal attributes can be attached to give-

aways nor can the sale of products be

said to save the hero from the villain.

That doesn't stop the hero from endors-

ing the product nor prevent product tie-

ins with the program.

Controversy generally is not accept-

able on a regularly sponsored program

out to sell commercial products. MBS
and ABC will sell time for controversial

programs out to sell ideas—but ideas

and physical merchandise can't be sold

at the same time. NBC and CBS will

not sell time for controversial broadcasts

but each is committed to giving time for

such airings if the public interest in the

subject is judged great enough to justify

it. Recently station WOR (New York)

refused to accept a Mutual Broadcasting

System commercial program which was

underwritten by the Communist Party

of the U. S. A. Explanation was made
that while it was committed by rules of

the Federal Communications Commis-
sion to accept such broadcasts during

pre-election months it was only if the

broadcasts were devoted to furthering

the chances of a candidate for office.

The broadcasts refused were not election

presentations, and WOR did not think

them "in the public interest."

Most buyers of spot time have their

agencies check copy with NBC and

CBS on the ground that any extensive

spot campaign will hit either an NBC or

a CBS station. Clearance of words and

music is also usually planned through

the two senior networks before anything

is put on records or sent to stations for

live broadcast. Even clearance by these

networks is no assurance that copy will

be acceptable to every station. WQXR,
the New York Times station, will not

accept singing commercials and discour-

ages clients from building their own pro-

grams. WWJ (Detroit) refuses all re-

corded spots after 6 p.m. Station WBEN
(Buffalo) retains the right to take off

any commercial spot if, in the eyes of

the station, it proves "detrimental to

over-all listenability." Many stations

have lately begun to follow WNEW
(New York) and submit copy to the

Better Business Bureau for okay before

accepting it.

Timebuyers generally are more careful

about clearing material with stations

that are represented by Ed Petry than

they are with those of any other rep.

The fact that printed media accept

product claims is no indication that the

same claims can be used on the air. It's

one thing to read something and another

to hear it on the air. This is stressed by

continuity acceptance department ex-

ecutives who point out the need for

mental ears as well as eyes when reading

scripts.

It's the toughest job in broadcasting

—to be an arbiter of "good taste." It's

a job that leaves a bad taste even in the

umpire's mouth. but broadcasting

wouldn't be a satisfactory advertising

medium without the tasters.

5 \ special surrrv by American Tobacco ('ompany
Ihrmsrlrcs proved this lo their mm satisfaction.
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Promotion & publicity:

a look ahead . beliinil
At least ninety per cent of all station

and network promotion fails to achieve,

for the sponsor, the job that it sets out

to do because of lack of coordination

between the agency, broadcasters, and

advertiser. Radio can and usually does

do a job by itself. When it's promoted

it has been proved that it can do many
times its normal job.

The senior networks have two giant-

size annual promotions, NBC's Parade

of Stars and CBS's Biggest Show in Town.

Each develops promotional kits for

every program on its chain. The kits

depend in part for their effectiveness on

agency, talent, and sponsor cooperation.

CBS transcribes spots for every commer-

cial program regardless of cooperation

but admits that these spots would be

better if everyone worked together on

them. Pictorial material would be bet-

ter at all networks if everyone with

each program was on his promotion

toes. The Parade of Stars will not include

recorded spots in its kits in 1947, except

in special cases, but live continuity is

part of the packets and even script spot

announcements require plenty of spon-

sor, agency, and talent cooperation to

make promotion sense. In practically

all cases idea material is at a minimum.

If a sponsor were to come to the net-

works with an "idea" he would find him-

self greeted with surprised open arms

—

and plenty of bonus publicity and adver-

tising. This is no reflection upon the

creative minds at the networks, but

simply a statement of fact. With hun-

dreds of programs to publicize and pro-

mote, it's literally impossible for the

networks to come up with promotion

ideas for even a small percentage of their

programs. The organizations are avail-

able to sell whatever is developed but

it would take many times the present

publicity and promotional staff of any

network to create as well as distribute

material on each of its shows, commercial

and sustaining.

ABC and Mutual do not have annual

promotions. Both distribute reams of

publicity and promotion but do it when
the occasion seems to demand or a pro-

motional natural develops that calls for

extra campaigning. Each network builds

a promotional packet before a show bows
in on the network and each will extend

itself if a sponsor or agency comes forth

with a promotional program or idea upon
which the network can hang promotion

or publicity.

What's wrong with network promotion

and publicity?

A confidential report made by a pub-

licity consultant to one of the first five

spenders on the air placed the burden

directly upon the advertiser, Mr. Spon-

sor himself. In the following order the

authority put his finger on these points:

There is no coordination between ad-
vertising, sales, sales promotion mer-
chandising, and the actual broadcast.

Dealeis are not presold on the think-
ing behind air-ad campaigns and thus
don't get behind radio.

Sponsors' own organizations aren't

alerted to the thinking behind broad-
cast advertising campaigns.

Guest star Information takes too long

to reach the network publicity depart-
ments so little or nothing can be done
about even the best names. (This is

basically an agency fault.)

CROSBY RATING PROFILE
Effect of Bing and his Guests on Competing Webs

—ABC—
BING CROSBY guest

stars across top (ABC
only)

NBC
FRANK MORGAN
.until Apr 1-7, then
Ibig STORY

CBS.

ACADEMY AWARD
THEATER until Jan
1-7, then HOLLY-
WOOD PLAYERS
until Mar 1-7. Special
event that week:
EAGLE'S BROOD.
Beginning Mar 15-
21, THE WHISTLER

—MBS—
_ "nbcAUTHOR

THE CRITICS until

Feb 1-7 then DID
JUSTICE TRIUMPH.
Week of Mar 15-21
special event: SALUTE
TO CAMPFI RE
GIRLS. Beginning
May 15-21, OPIN-
IONAIRE
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MONROE, LOUISIANA

HAS

LISTENERS
.N MONROE AND

NORTHEASTERN LOUISIANA

THAN ALL OTHER

STATIONS COMBINED
AND REACHES A

$103,629,000.00

BUYING POWER!

For the third straight year, authenti-

cated listening surveys conclusively

prove that KMLB has more listeners

in Monroe and Northeastern Louist-

ana THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS

I

COMBINED! ^
Reach this $103,629,000 annual

buying power with KMLB—the only

radio facility clearly heard in this

AFFILIATED WITH

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.

i
r k '

REPRESENTED BY

^ 4fg TAYLOR-HOWE-SMOWMN

TQtuCio Sulci

C HNIt. jl G«„ MW

Agency, network, sponsoi and talent

pre**, department a duplicate each
other'i efforta so thai millions of line*

of puhik relations material Inltate
newspapei ami magazine editors rather
i ban at bieve publli atlon.

There i* no coordln it ion between net-

work and spot broadcasting campaign*.
Tin- report pointed to i he Lu< kg strike

pot operation recentlj aa the perfect

example of a spot campaign made newe-
cvorthj in iis own i Ight

.

iln- time of station merchandising
and promotional stair is muted by
i In ii being given iln rami material to

dlatrlbuti that is b< Ing handled bj the
sponsor's jobber* and factory repre-

entat Ives i hemaelve*.

No executive of the sponsor is assigned

the problem of publicity coordination,

with tin- result thai hundred* of in-

quiries from newspapers ami maga-
zines are not serviced and ill-will

Instead of good-will It engendered.

Information on what eacb station is

ptepared to do in merchandising, pro-

motion, advertising, and publicity is

unavailable on more than <>0 per cent of

any netwotk or group of spot stations

being used in an advertising campaign.
And most sponsors know very little

even about the other 111 pet cent.

The consultant stated that the first

problem was to achieve a "meeting of

the minds" so that there'd be no cross-

purposes in making broadcast advertising

pay. It was important, said the expert,

to realize that CBS, ABC, and MBS all

had their promotion departments work

directly with affiliate stations but that

NBC still had to do station audience

promotion through its station relations

department, thus accounting for the fact

that while NBC's audience promotion is

comparable with any other net's, its

results, in station audience promotion,

run considerably behind that of CBS.

The expert pointed out that the further

removed a network promotion man is

from his station counterpart, the less

effective are his efforts.

This naturally brought up the case of

a sponsor working directly with each

station on the network he uses. No pub-

licity or promotion executive at a net-

work is outwardly against the idea. In

fact one of them states, "I think it's

swell because it makes the stations realize

that the sponsor knows they're on the

network and he's watching what they're

doing with publicity and promotion."

The same executive pointed out that

sponsor activity ought to be coordinated

with the network's to avoid waste.

Doing the same thing twice network

and sponsor) doesn't produce double

results. It serves to cancel out as high

as 50 per cent of what would have re-

sulted from doing it once.

A number of agencies and sponsors

have run contests foi station promotion

men. giving cash awards to those who
have done the best job with sponsor

promotion material. Most network and

station executives are against these con-

tests, basing their objections on the fact

that "many enter and few win." It's

their contention that the winners are

happy but the losers so far outnumber

the award collectors that the sponsor

doesn't gain anything ultimately. Never-

theless off-the-record comment admits

that contests have produced millions of

lines of publicity and carloads of pro-

motion that otherwise would never have

come to the sponsors who underwrote

the competitions. As one network pro-

motion man pointed out, "You have

only to read the trade papers to see how

stations go for sponsor competitions.

There's hardly a month goes by that a

station doesn't boast in full-page space

that its operation did the number one

exploitation job for a specific advertiser.

Station executives may not Mike' them

but they work hard to win, and that

means free-wheeling publicity for the

firm that sponsors a contest."

It's pointed out that the year before

last even CBS ran a contest on its own

Biggest Show in Town promotion with

$25,000 in awards to stations. The gen-

eral feeling at the network is that the

contest did not bring the campaign more

promotion than it obtained previous to

the contest. The network won't run any

more. At least that's the feeling at

Columbia at this time.

On the question of efficacy of promo-

tion, last year's, "most promoted network

program," the Bing Crosby Show, is said

to be the number one case history. The

pre-broadcast promotion was the great-

est any single program has received in

years. The entire evening was christened

Bingsday. Full pages were used in the

Saturday Evening Post and New Yorker.

Stations used thousands of lines of adver-

tising selling Bing and Bingsday. ()n-

the-air promotion started days before

the first Bingsday. There was a full

hour broadcast salute the Sunday before

the first program. Three million envelope

stuffers and 100,000 giant-size postcards

were supplied Philco dealers. Tradewise

Bing's coming to ABC in transcribed

form was top-drawer news and 12 radio

and advertising trade papers carried full-

page ads and gave blanket reportorial

coverage on the dual event—network

transcriptions and Bing on ABC. The

show's first rating was 24.0. the highest

any new show on a network has ever

received.

There was continuing promotion and

publicity but only when Al Jolson first
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came to the show as a guest did sock

special-event handling go to work. When

Al Jolson and John Charles Thomas

donned blackface with Bing as inter-

locutor on an old-fashioned minstrel,

ABC made up a special promotional kit,

as extensive as the average kit for an

entire series. The stations and the

network went to town. Result, a 25.8

Hooper, as high a rating as Bing Crosby

had ever obtained during his long run

on NBC. On the senior network Bing

had built an established listening habit

year after year. He also had the sock

Thursday evening line-up of NBC pro-

grams delivering an audience for him.

On ABC he not only had to get an

audience for himself but for the network

as well. A typical Wednesday evening

rating before Bingsday

:

8-8:30 8:30-9 9-9:30 9:30-10

3.3 1.9 3.3 5.2

10-10:30

4.0

These ratings are for just two weeks

before Bing's opening program on ABC
(October 2). When Bing's transcription

was reverently placed upon the turn-

tables, on October 16, the same Wednes-

day evening hours were rated:

8-8:30 8:30-9 9-9:30 9:30-10 10-10:30

2.6 1.9 3 6.7 24

At the outset the transcription repro-

duction wasn't good and Bing Crosby

hadn't as yet licked the problem of mak-

making his recorded program sound as

spontaneous as his live shows and pic-

tures. His next rating slumped but pro-

motion brought it back, as the chart on

page 47 indicates. It also indicates that

Bing's big audiences didn't come from

the other networks, even the top-rated

Bing slot at 25.8 drew only part of its

audience from those who listened regu-

larly to NBC.

High-rated programs don't just hap-

pen. They're built. It's also true that

promotion requires something to pro-

mote, but what has happened to shows

like Breakfast in Hollywood, Queen for

a Day, and The Shadow indicates that

consistent promotion can sell program

material that is little if any better

than other programs with microscopic

audiences.

In the sponsor check list (page 18) of

what to do before a commercial program

hits the air there's an outline of how
sponsors can merchandise as well as

build listening. Broadcast advertising pays

for the lazy sponsor, but it produces

dividends way out of proportion to the

investment for the sponsor who works

at broadcasting and doesn't take the

medium for granted.

Chains build programs
in cost control attempt
The networks have once again as-

sumed the mantle of showmen. Pack-

aging programs for sale to agencies

and their sponsors is now a major part of

the activities of all four networks. All

the four chains started in business as both

facilities deliverers and program builders.

In the case of the Columbia Broadcasting

System it was a show, Arabesque, that

accounted for many of its early time sales.

CBS would build an audience for a time

period on the air with this program and

then sell the slot to a sponsor and move
Arabesque to another hour. This went on

and on until Arabesque's author Yolande

Langworthy and the network disagreed,

and the program left the web. Long

after it ceased to be a featured network

production, however, CBS was still pre-

senting Arabesque over its Dixie loop by

audience demand.

Mutual became a program-producing

entity when Edgar Kobak became MBS
president and brought in Phil Carlin to

create a program department. Mutual

being particularly shy in audience-pro-

ducing shows, Carlin had to start from

scratch and did, building such successful

packages as Queen for a Day (with Ray-

mond Morgan), Meet the Press, Twenty

Questions, and Juvenile Jury, to mention

four sponsored MBS-built vehicles.

The American Broadcasting Company,

being in somewhat the same position as

Mutual, although it had a program de-

partment, has also built a number of pro-

grams which have been sold to sponsors.

Their present record includes Willie

Piper, Breakfast Club, Bride and Groom,

Fat Man, Henry Morgan Show, Paul

Whiteman Club, Ted Malone, and / Deal

in Crime.

Third net to make packaging of shows

for sponsorship a major operation was

CBS. Its Suspense is one of the few

network-built productions that have ever

achieved an audience big enough to push

them up into the rarefied atmosphere of

the Hooperated "First Fifteen." The
CBS-stress on network-built programs is

yOU*

(L;

9i> you* afLpAOGch

PRIMITIVE?

lv

Are you telling prospective buyers

—

• what you have to sell

• in the best possible manner
• through the most effective channels

9
Jlet uA, <je£ yauA. laleA. itouj, owi j^i you!

DINION & DuBROWININCO«rO*AlED
TJr/f>UZ'<CZS:'f-

40 West 52nd Street New York 19, New York
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ADVERTISEMENT

111 part attributed to a desire on the pari

ol the network to control the future

destin) of the packages involved. The)

.11 labeled plainl) "foi use on ( IBS

onlj

NBC is the List network to have

climbed aboard th< web-built package

trend. It has seldom found any difficulty

in holding programs on its chain ;ind thus

until very recentl) did n<>t feel the need

of commercial program production. The

senior network, however, has realized for

some time the need foi medium-priced

high audience programs and now plans to

pay just .is much attention to building

shows for s.ik- .is (In other three chains.

An outstanding factor in all network'

built packages is the price tag, all the

programs being built to a price. Mutual

packages run from Married for Life at

$1,250 .1 hall hour to Scotland Yard with

Basil Rathbone at $3,750 and Harlem

Hospitality < 7i</» at $4,000.

ABC packages run from Candid Micro'

phone at $2,650 through Beulah at $4,000

to Phil Silvers Show at $6,000.

NBC-built programs run from the 15-

minute Three Suns Shine at $I,500-$2,000

through Mystery Without Murder, Colonel

Humphrey Flack, and Frank Merriwell in

the under-$3,000 range, to NBC Sym-
phony which unofficially is said to be

packaged on a yearly basis at $1,000,000

(time and talent).

CBS has 20 programs ready for spon-

sorship. They range from My Friend

Irma, CBS' hottest(Lever Brothers bought

it) at about $7,000 to Robert Q. Lewis

Little Show, 15 minutes of sophisticated

nonsense, at $1,000.

Back of the current efforts on the part

of the networks to build programs are a

number of factors. The mortality rate of

independent package producers has al-

ways been high. One season Henry

Souvaine will have five shows on the net-

works and the next he's happy to have

one. Phillips Lord is all over the place

one m .n and the next he has Counterspy

and Policewoman. The uncertainty even

foi producers like Ed Byron, whose Mr.
D. A. produces listeners al the lowest cost

pel thousand ol am top audience pro-

mam, is mkIi that continuity of new
ideas and programs from independents is

impossible

\( iw.uks h ive tin t.k ilities with which
to build and popularize programs
minimum cosl during the incubatii n

period. Since ever) network has sustain-

ing time to fill, the trend toward building

package shows tor salt to sponsors means
a highei level ol sustaining material. To

50

tlk sponsor it means a "tested vehicle"

lathei than a program i n which lie has to

spend thousands of dollai just to find out

if anybody's listenii

Network built pail are a help to

agencies too. Tins I ;n't been realized

until recently. The) p< rmit th< agencies to

avoid the mo per cent responsibility on

shows which they hav< taken in the past.

They are enabled to shop the held. Of
course they're restrict d to the shows that

are available on the network on which

they expect to buy time and in most

cases the program continues tc belong to

the network. Even in the latter situation

deals are being made. The / lenry Morgan

Show is ABC's package for three years

but at the expiration of that time, if it has

been continuously sponsored by Ever-

sharp, it becomes the sponsor's. This is

subject, of course, to negotiation between

the star and the advertiser, but without

the web's acting as the middleman. It is

the confident belief (of most agencies and

network executives) that sponsors can

protect themselves so that a network

package program on which they've spent

millions may not be sold to another

sponsor, competitive or otherwise.

CBS is definite on the point that no

Columbia package will ever be available

on another network. Its stand is that

since it has built and promoted the pack-

age there's no justification for signing a

contract which would permit the pro-

gram to take a Columbia audience to

another chain.

The crying need is for more Fibber

McGee and Afo//y-type programs, which,

even when they're at the top of the heap,

still don 't cost $20,000 and over. Because

the Lux Theater is owned by Lever

Brothers it hasn't increased its talent cost

very much down through the years (cur-

rent bill is $16,000) and it's now the

number one dramatic program in audi-

ence and impact on the air. The Lux

lesson is clear to most sponsor executives
—"own your own show—or at least

control it."

Feeling at the networks is that program

costs have grown out of line. The) 've

noted, however, that a sponsor who has

been complaining bitterly about program

costs is liable the next week to buy the

most expensive package available, as one

of the top soap manufacturers did a few

\ i us ago. The problem, then, is to make
available to sponsors pro] rams that have

high potentialities, which will not grow out

of line in costs when the) do attain major

audience stature, and which will haw
then mowing pains before the) become

commercial.

"WHAT'S ALL
THE NOISE
ABOUT?" V

Recently, much ha* been said in print

h\ various transcription producers about '

new -hows they are offering.

One producer say6 his new show is

"making transcription history," another sav-

ins show i- the "greatest and moil expen-

sive ever produced," another sav> hit sln>»

is "more than j n -t a radio show," another

says "all time-all star transcription top,"

another says "most extensive opportunities

ever presented," etc., etc., ad infinitum.

W v're really glad the transcription boyi

are beginning to do something worth v> hi le.

BUT — "ff HAT'S ALL THE i\OISK
ABOUT?"
WE'VE BEEN PRODUCING BIG NAME

STAR TOP-NOTCH SHOWS SINCE 1940!

FURTHERMORE. WE DEFY ANY
RADIO PROGRAM MAN TO SHOW I S

ONE SHOW RECENTLY PRODUCED
WHICH IS RIGGER IN ANY WAY THAN
THE SHOWS W EVE REEN DOING FOR
THE PAST SEVEN YEARS.
The record speaks for itself. W e started

name star shows and have continued thai

policy for the past seven vears.

What other producer, other than Kermit-

Raymond, can offer shows such as tin

half-hour transcribed series "HOLLY-
WOOD'S OPEN HOUSE" with Ray Bloch'i

orchestra, Jim Amerhe as emcee, a guesl

star comedian, a guest star singer and one

or more motion picture guest stars on

every show? Such great names as: Jack

Renny and his entire company, Marlenr

Dietrich, Pat O'Rrien, Lucille Rail, Bert

Lahr, Bonita Granville, Milton Berle, Dick

Powell, and literally hundreds more too

numerous to mention and equally as big.

What other producer, other than Kermit-

Raymond, can offer transcribed shows such

as the great situation romedv show, "THE
EDDIE RRACKEN SHOW," starring Eddie

Rracken, William Demaresl and Ann
Rutherford and the entire orchestra and

cast of the original CRS network show'.''

W hat other producer, other than Kermit-

Raymond, ran offer such great transcribed

features as Dave Elman's "HORRY
LORRY," with eleven years of network

standing? The "JOHN J. ANTHONY" show

with seventeen years of network standing?

tad such shows as the "FRANCIS LED-
ERER SHOW." "FAMOUS FATHERS."
with guot stars such as: Ozzie Nelson and

Harriet Hilliard. Deems Taylor, Laurit/

Melchior. Lowell Thomas and others just

ai equall) big? Shows such as the "MEAL
OF YOUR LIFE" and "THE WOMW
with guests such as. Gertrude Lawrence,

Elsa Maxwell, Victor Borge, Fiorello 1 i

Guardia, Ilka Chase, Burgess Meredith.

Beatrice Kav, Georgie Jessel, Margo and

many, many others. PRETTY IMPRES
SIVE, 1SVT IT? Well, then - "WH IT'S

ill. THE VOISE 4BOUT?"
If yotl reallv want transcribed radio

shows thai speak for themselves, drop u»

a line, givr u- a call or send us a wire.

KERMIT-RAYMOND SHOWS REALLY
HAVE "SOMETHING TO MAKE NOISI
IBOUT!" THEY "SPEAK" FOR THEM-
SELVES.

SPONSOR



THE TRANSCRIBED

EDDIE

BRACKEN
SHOW

with William Demarest

and Ann Rutherford

and the entire original cast and

orchestra, just as it was on

V the CBS network coast to coast

'NOW AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL SPONSORSHIP
for audition and full information

write, wire or phone

"WHAT'S ALL
THE NOISE

ermit- aumon
9

J

ABOUT? //

CORPORATION
1 1 East 52nd Street, New York 22

ELdorado 5-5511



Av;iil;il»l<» \oiwork l*«M*kajU«" Programs
TITLE TYPE APPEAL NET TIME TESTED AUDITION PRICE

ADVENTURES Of FRANK MERRIWELL DRAMA JtviAii i .1',' 30 MIN, I A WEEK YES B.T
Collegiate athlete torn ten week in nottalfie atmosphere of turn of century

PUO- $2500

•EUUH I 0M1 Di 1 Wlll.'i iSC 30 MIN. i A WEEK
Situation corned] revolving ire old escapades of a maid

raa live 4 ET. 14000

BILL G000WIN SHOW [EDI 1 Wlll.Y (]^ 30 MIS. 1 A WEEK
nuiii, ud Bill Goodwin

res LIVE 4 E.T.
1 t0000-$7000*

• ILL JHAOELL AND THE NEW! NEWS FAMILY CB8 15 MIN, 1 A WEEK NO B.T. $500 $750*
V i nt plus a wrap-up of week's new from Washington, D. C, direct fron the Capital by war-correspondent Shaded

THE MARTIN BLOCK SHOW DISKJOCKEi WOMEN MB8 HO MIN. 6 A WEEK
Martin Block spinning r. • music and products

YES LIVE 4 E.T. $1750 MEB

CANDID MICROPHONE INTERVIEW FAMILY iBC SO MIN. i A WEEK
nwTsatiims of people in all ird with a wire recorder

YKS LIVE 4 E.T. , $2650

CBS IS THERE
I
DRAM\ | FAMILY CBS , 30 MIN, 1 A V, 1.1 K
Historical events recreated as newsstorii .

top news stone- of other years rev
YES

ved
LIVE 4 E.T.

\
$3000-$3500'

CBS WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW NEWS i FAMILY CBS JO MIN. 1 A WEEK | YES
Integrates reports from ( US newsmen home and abroad ; last 10 min devoted to news quiz

LIVE A E.T.
i

$1500-$20u0«

THE CLOCK
I
DKAM\ | ADULTS ABC 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK |

Psychological drama
YES LIVE 4 E.T. $2800

COLUMBIA'S COUNTRY JOURNAL
I
FARM FAMILY 1 CBS 1 80 MIN, 1 A WEEK 1 YES
Combines international farm news with inside coverage from Washington, D. C; remote pickups

LIVE 4 E.T.
!

$1500-$2000'

COLONEL HUMPHREY FUCK COMEDY | FAMILY NBC 30 MIX, 1 A WEEK
Saturday Evening Post character takes to the air in adventures as a benign Robin Hood

YES LIVE 4 E.T.
;

$25O0-$3000

COUNT OF MONTE CRIST0
I
DRAMA 1 Wlll.Y i MBS 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK

Based on adventures of Dumas' famous character
YES

I
E.T. $2750

CRIME CLUB
1
DRAMA , |

FAMILY 1 MBS | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK
Mysteries based on Doubleday 4 Co.'s Crime Club books

YES E.T.
1

$2000

DID JUSTICE TRIUMPH.'
I
DRAMA FAMILY MBS

|
80 MIN. 1 A WEEK

Dramatization of legal casc-histories(adapted from New York Sunday News scries)

YES
1 E.T.

|
$2000

DOORWAY TO LIFE DRAMA FAMILY | CBS | 30 MIN. 15 A WEEK YFS
Case histories of problems in child-rearing and solution by professional experts, dramatized

E.T. $3600-$3900

EDDIE ALBERT SHOW COMEDY
I
FAMILY | ABC 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK

Experiences of small-town lawyer who has just hung out his shingle

YES | LIVE & E.T. | $6000

DRAMA
I
FAMILY

I
CBS

I
30 MIN. 1 A WEEK

Dramatization of literary classics with cast of veteran screen and radio actors
NO I

E.T. $4000-$5000*

THE FRED WARING SHOW Ml SICAI. FAMILY NBC 30 MIN. 5 A WEEK OR
PART THEREOF

Waring and his 60 Pennsylvanians sing and play in their own unique

YES ET $10,000-$16.000

I

FRONTIERS OF SCIENCE NEWS FAMILY (BS 15 MIN, 1 A WEEK M- E.T.

Sowe reports current advances in sci influence on individual, national, internationsl welfare

$750-$1000'

GIVE AND TAKE \l DUNCE PARTICIPATION
I
FAMILY | CBS

I
30 MIN, 3-4-5 A WEEK

| YES | E.T.
John Reed King in a quiz session with give-aways

13,000 BOO •

CRAMPS DRAMA
|

FAMIF'i
Lovable old Cramps gets his daughter and her family into and out of one difficulty after another

NBC I 30 MIN. I_A WEEK NO ,
E.T.

d <

I
t25OO-$3000

HARLEM HOSPITALITY CLUB lUDIENCE PARTICIPATION FAMILY MBS 30 MIN. 1 A WEEK YES E.T.
\ it. •

,
show with all-colored east; features famous guest stars, with Willie Bryant as mc

$4000

HAWK LARABEE DRAMA FAMILI CBS 30 MIN. l 1 WEEK 1 YES
| E.T.

Hotel keeper in resettled ghost t iwn takes liati i iction, hard-riding western adventures
$3500-$4500

HEARTS DESIRE lUDIENCE PARTICIPATION WOMEN MBS 30 MIN, S A WEEK
1

bj studio panel, earns writer her hi

YES
I

LIVE 4 E.T. | $2250 ,11 It

HIGH ADVENTURE
I
DR.WW I Willi MBS 30 MIN, l \ WEEK

Vlveiiturc with sport-. ickgrounds

MM A E.T. ! $1500

HONEYMOON IN NEW YORK PARTICIPATION 1 Willi NBC
,

30 MIN. 5 i. WEEK I
YES E.T. $1mr>-$2500

I i Herlihj tub rviev and a hone] moon ing

HOUSE PARTY LUDD3NCE PARTICIPATION 1 Willi CBS 30 MIN, 5 A WEEK
Ui Linklettei il audience participation show with gags and gi\<

YES I
E.T. 13500 $i . •

H0WAR0 K SMITH FROM LONDON M W8 I Will 1 IS \il\. 1AW1 IK
Rings i ; il the week by CBS Europ

YES E.T. $1000 $1200*

JOHNNY MA0ER0. PIER 13 Dl: \\l \ i win 1 MBS 30 MIN, I \ WEI K
lero area

YES LIVE $3750

JOSEPH C HARSCH AND THE MEANING
OF THE NEWS

LEAVE IT TO THE GIRLS

NEWS FAMILY i". MIN. l \ w 1 I K 11-
I IUOO-SU00

bulletins and i ,1 and international affairs

i'i WOMEN MBS 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK IBS LIVE * E.T $3500
roundtabli ifi lone, Fioreoa Pntchett, Paula Si
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neiworK

LET'S GO TO THE MOVIES

LISTEN CAREFULLY

LOOK YOUR BEST

MARRIED FOR LIFE

THE MIGHTY CASEY

MR. PRESIDENT

MYSTERIOUS TRAVELLER

MYSTERY WITHOUT MURDER

THE NBC SYMPHONY

NELSON OLMSTEAD

OKLAHOMA ROUNOUP

ONCE UPON OUR TIME

OPINION-AIRE

TYPE APPEAL NET TESTED

i FAMILY I MBS
I

30 MIX, l A WEEK
I

NO
I

LIVE & E.T. ' M250
Excerpts from current hit pictures; film news, interviews with stars and producers of the hits. Grace Eden, CO-edltor ol Maytair magazine mi|
SCREEN

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION | FAMILY
I
MBS

|
30 MIN, 1 A WEEK

I

NO
|

LIVE A.E.T,

Participants win prizes with answers to questions based on facts from the three dramatic skits featured on each show

$4000*

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION |
FAMILY | CBS | 30 MIN, 3-4-5 A WEEK

I

YES I E.T.

Dick Willis, Hollywood beauty expert, lets listeners in on his diagnosis and advice to volunteers from studio audit

$2500-$2700

DRAMA | FAMILY | MBS | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK
Dramatized stories of romance and marriage

| YES | LIVE & E.T.
I

$1250

COMEDY |
FAMILY | MBS | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK

Adventures of Casey after that famous third strike

YES LIVE & E.T. $3500

DRAMA FAMILY I
ABC

| 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK |
YES

I
LIVE & E.T.VIA

|
FAMILY ! ABC | 30 MIN, 1 A WKhtt.

Human side of life in the White House—dramatized anecdotes about historical figures

$6000

DRAMA |
FAMILY | MBS | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK

Mystery and suspense thriller

YES | LIVE & E.T. | $1750

DRAMA |
FAMILY | NBC | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK |

YES
I

LIVE & E.T
I

$2500-$3000

Peter Gentle and his girl Friday refuse cases involving murder or violence and produce excitement with head-work rather than blood-letting

MUSICAL
I

FAMILY | NBC |
60 MIN, 1 A WEEK |

YES
J

E.T.

Arturo Toscanini, conductor; Mischa Mischakoff, concert master; outstanding guest conductors and soloists

$l,000,000**t

|
FAMILY | NBC

I
15 MIN, 5 A WEEKDRAMA

I
FAMILY | NBC

I
15 MIN, 5 A WEEK

|
1

Olmsted adapts and presents a dramatic narration of a short story from the world's best literature

YES E.T. $230O-$2500

MUSICALAL |
FAMILY | CBS | 30 MIN, 1-5 A WEEK | YES |

E.T.

Concocted of frontier fiddling, yodelling, and plain and fancy gags from the hills

$40OO-$45O0'

MUSICAL
I
WOMEN | NBC

|
15 MIN, 5 A WEEK

Jack Kilty relates stories of yesterday and today in narrative and song
|
YES | E.T. $2500-$3000

DRAMA
I
FAMILY | MBS | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK _ |

YES | LIVE & E.T.
1

$3500

Two national figures debate issue of the week and comment a top cross-examine; poll studio jury and listeners from ten selected cities

PHIL SILVERS SHOW

PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA

COMEDY 1 FAMILY | ABC | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK
Movie comedian Phil Silvers brings his typical humor to the air

YES | LIVE & E.T. ] $6000

MUSICAL
|
FAMILY | CBS | 60 MIN, 1 A WEEK

Eugene Ormandy, conductor, and more than 100 distinguished instrumentalists
|
YES | E.T. $75OO-$10,O0O*

PLAYS BY EAR

PUIET PLEASE

ROOFTOPS OF THE CITY

DRAMA
|
FAMILY | NBC | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK

Hector Chevigny creates and plays dramas designed especially for radio

YES
I

E.T. $25OO-$3OO0

DRAMA |
FAMILY | MBS | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK

|
YES |

E.T.

Psychological mystery thriller

SI 750

DRAMA | FAMILY | CBS | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK
Recreates greatest love-stories of all times

YES | E.T. $3600-$3900

DRAMA |
FAMILY | CBS | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK |

NO |
E.T.

From a skyscraper audience looks into private lives of neighbors in the metropolis. Originals and adaptations

$4000-$5000*

ROBERT Q. LEWIS LITTLE SHOW COMEDY | FAMILY | CBS | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK
I

YES
I

E.T.

Lewis presents humorous satires such as Movie of the Week, Gripe of the Week, Listener of the Week, etc.

THE ROBERT Q. LEWIS SHOW VARIETY | FAMILY | CBS | 15-30 MIN, 1 75 A WEEK | NO |
LIVE

Lewis presents his own band, girl vocalist, and guests, does satirical routin s, etc.

1
$1000-$6000

SCARLET QUEEN DRAMA | FAMILY | MBS | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK
Sea adventure—a day in the log of the Scarlet Queen

| YES |
LIVE & E.T. 1 $3750

SCOTLAND YARD DRAMA
I
FAMILY | MBS

I
30 MIN, 1 A WEEK

Scotland Yard mysteries with London background
YES | LIVE & E.T. $3750

SERENADE TO AMERICA MUSICAL [ FAMILY | NBC |
25 MIN. 5 A WEEK

Familiar music featuring guest vocalists with large concert orchestra

| YES 1 E.T. $400O-$5000]

SO YOU WANT TO LEAD A BAND MUSICAL | FAMILY | ABC
I

30 MIN, 1 A WEEK | YES
Sammy Kaye invites members of studio audience to lead his band and win prizes

LIVE & E.T. $2750

DRAMA
i

FAMILY | CBS
I

60 MIN, 1 A WEEK
Repertory theater of the air

| YES
I

E.T.
|

$6000-$12.000*

SUNSHINE INN DRAMA
|
FAMILY | CBS

I
30 MIN, 1 A WEEK

|
NO

Zazu Pitts starring as a gentle inn-keeper so interested in helping others she gets nowhere herself

E.T * i -7

SWEENEY AND MARCH COMEDY
|
FAMILY | CBS

I
30 MIN, 1 A WEEK

Ex-GI Hal March and Bob Sweeney do take-offs on dilemmas of everyday life

|
YES | E.T.

\
$50OO-$60OO*

THE THREE SUNS SHINE MUSICAL | FAMILY 1 NBC
i

15 MIN, 1 A WEEK | YES
|

E.T.

Al and Morty Nevins and Artie Dunn jein with Betty Harris in a new program of music and songs

$150O-$2O0O

TREASURY AGENT DRAMA
I
FAMILY | ABC | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK

Exploits of the T-men, Uncle Sam's largest law-enforcing group

YES LIVE & E.T. | $5000

WINNER TAKE ALL AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION | FAMILY | CBS |
15-30 MIN. 1-5 A WEEK

I

YES E.T.

A serial quiz battle. Two members of studio audience contest and winner of each round stays on program until defeated

vt.lil fj.M'l

•Estimated by SPONSOR.
tThis may change with calibre of sponsor and product.

"Time and talent.
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network

I nofs Hose in daytime
lull mii'osmI oh I at nisflil

I oi the five months which have been

selected by sponsor for an analysis of

network program ratings by types and

the cost of eaJi type, the publication's

and CBS ratings an to that 5.4. ABC
and MBS, neither of which have daytime-

soap operas, reflect this fact in lower

ratings ABC's Breakfast Club and Break-

research department lias also placed the fast in Hollywood go a long way towards

rut work urban telephone home audience

under the slide rule. The figures which

have emerged bear a striking resemblance

to the foul networks' BMB coverage

maps published for the first time in this

issue.

Because the maps cover the nighttime

listening only, nighttime rating figures

were studied first. At night the National

Broadcasting Company shows an average

lead of 3.1 percent of the surveyed urban

telephone homes over the number two

nighttime network, the Columbia Broad-

casting System. NBC's nightime aver-

age Hooperating for the five-month

period was 14.5, against CBS' 11.4.

NBC's average figure is based upon 41

commercial shows per week and the CBS
ranking is based upon 45 programs per

week. The fact that CBS has more

iess-than-half-hour programs accounts for

the higher number of programs per week.

The American Broadcasting Com-

pany's average rating was 2.9 points

behind that of CBS. The number of

commercial programs used for establish-

ing its listenership in the thirty-six cities

surveyed by C. E. Hooper was 23, just

over half of CBS'.

For the Mutual Broadcasting System

rating an average of 20 programs was

surveyed during the five-month period

and they rated in popularity 3.5 points

behind ABC, or 5.0.

A quick look at the BMB maps (pages

41-44) will indicate (although natu-

rally it can only be an impression) just

how accurately the coverage basis of

50 per cent of the radio homes listening

once a week reflects the rank order of

listener preference for each of the webs.

During the daytime hours there isn't

any one of the networks that shows,

urban-rat mew, we. an extensive lead

over all the others.* The four networks

rank in the following daytime order:

=>- Month A en n>- Profinims

Net Rating Rated

Mil 5 v 22

( lis ;. 6 16

\lt( i •. 18

MBS VI in

bolstering its urban popularity rating.

Trade interest this fall will be concen-

trated on seeing what Kate Smith Speaks

and the Martin Block program will do for

Mutual and what the Paul Whiteman

disk Jockey hour will do for ABC. Also

a fall factor will be the expected shift of

the NBC Fred Waring program to the

10 a.m. (est) period where it will not

buck Breakfast in Hollywood but will be

competition to My True Story.

City-by-city ratings disclose a further

fact, that during the day leadership

shifts between NBC and CBS depending

upon how promotion-minded the net-

work affiliate is in that city. There is

also a shift at night city-by-city but it is

not so frequent or so general as the day-

time shift.

* All ratings are based upon commercial network
pro'jrtmts only.

It may He noted that the average day-

time strip rating foi the same period was

5.4 page 65) and how close the \'BC

COMPLETELY TRANSCRIBED

you have
\>

I :tO <i>ii.'ii"I«t- hour Muxi<-;il l»ro»rnm

s

. . . each bubbling over with captivating, all-time favorite hit

tunes ... each star-studded with top ranking network artists,

starring I'll i I Itriio. romantic baritone

with SAMMY LINER, pianist extraordinary of the Kostel-

anetz Orchestra, DOC WHIPPLE, master of the organ,

ALLYN EDWARDS, emcee . . . names that spell bigtime radio

entertainment for everyone . . . now being broadcast success-

fully for advertisers over 53 stations throughout the country.

OTHER PROGRAMS: THE AVENGER • SMILIN' ED McCONNELL
BLACKSTONE, MAGIC DETECTIVE

DICK COLE AT FARR ACADEMY • THE HAPPY GANG

CHARLES MICHELSON, INC.

Pioneer Program Producers Since 1934

67 WEST 44th ST., NEW YORK 18 • PHONE MU 2-3376— 5168
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Contests, Programs &
Two line jingle pulls
best— if you have Hope
The most successful contest during the

1946-47 season was the Bob Hope-
Pepsodent My Favorite Brunette jingle

promotion. Although no official figures

have been released, total entries were just

under 1,000,000. Success of the contest

was no accident. The plan was the

brainchild of Charles Luckman, Lever

Brothers' president (see June sponsor),

and as usual Luckman handled the con-

test like a military campaign whose ob-

ject was to reach the greatest number of

toothbrush users in the shortest length of

time. Long before the opening gun,

Foote, Cone and Belding, Pepsodent ad-

agency, had researched all the contest

elements. The first problem was to un-

cover what type of contest would induce

the greatest number of listeners to enter.

Two contests were tested, one using the

JULY 1947

usual "25 words or less" on the product

and the other calling for the contestant

to write a two-line jingle and send it in

with a boxtop. The two-line jingle out-

pulled the 25-word formula ten to one with

the sales impact in the latter area many
times as effective as the straight "reason

why" appeal. In the test the same awards

were used in each contest and the pilot

areas were as similar as any two areas

could be. The ten-to-one return con-

vinced "General" Luckman that the

jingle was "the" contest.

The next problem was selection of

awards. A door-to-door survey indi-

cated that a new car was Mr. and Mrs.

America's greatest yen—even greater

than cash. Next in desire was an electric

refrigerator and third was that well-

known prize that's printed in government

green, money. The least money that

would draw most listeners was decided to

be $100.

That settled it—the awards in the con-

test were autos, refrigerators, and $100

bills. Foote, Cone and Belding made a

deal with Chevrolet and Frigidaire divi-

sions of General Motors for 24 Chewies
and 48 Frigidaires. This paid off two

ways, the awards were trade-marked

items with known value and 7,170

Chevrolet dealers gave window displays

over to the contest.

With the prizes in hand the next prob-

lem was to find glamor. Pepsodent had

tested a motion picture tie-up in 1942

with The Princess and the Pirate, no con-

test, just a point-of-sale display deal. It

had sold Pepsodent. Therefore a picture

tie-up was logical. Bob Hope owned 50

per cent of the picture My Favorite

Brunette (with Paramount Pictures) and

there was plenty to play around with on

the title. Hope's being the star of his

own picture and the star of the Pepsodent

program provided the perfect answer for
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over-all

ilu glamor department. When the

starred a< tress is Dorothy Lamour there's

the material foi double glamor. The

point-oi sale displaj pieces on the con-

test with Hope and Lamoui were said to

have don< as much toward reminding

shoppers to "buy Pepsodent" and com-

pose jingles as tin- steady air-plugging.

Ilu actual idea on the contest was,

aftei a number <>f false starts, decided as

a jingle to begin "Mj Favorite Brunette

is— ". At first blush it seemed that the

put me was obtaining the best of the

deal. Since every submitted jingle had

to be accompanied by a Pepsodent box-

top, however, even if the contest was

stnuly a picture title plug, a million

boxtops can't be laughed off.

The next most successful 1946-47 con-

ies was the Ralph Edwards-Duz Truth

or Consequences' Mrs. Hush. This "iden-

tify-the- famous-voice" stunt (the second

annual for the show) drew 869,275 pieces

of mail and raised $545,000 for the

March of Dimes campaign. There was

no direct commercial tie-up with the

Mrs. Hush stunt but it increased intensity

of listening to the program which has its

advertising credits scattered generously

all the way through the 30-minute broad-

cast.

The third big contest during the spiing

season was Procter and Gamble's Spic and

Span promotion which gave away weekly,

for five weeks, a house (plus $4,000 in

cash to purchase the lot and landscape it)

as first prize. Other weekly prizes (111)

included a 1947 Chevrolet sedan, 10

Eureka vacuum cleaners, 100 electric

irons. This was featured on Perry Mason

(CBS) and Life Can Be Beautiful (NBC)

as well as in full-page ads in 100 news-

papers in 89 cities. All newspaper ads

suggested (in the contest rules and regu-

lations) that readers listen to Perry

Mason or Life Can Be Beautiful for

weekly announcements of the grand prize

winners. The contest was the typical

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample finisb-the-sen-

tence-in-25-words-oi less routine. The

sentence
—

"1 use ^pie and Span, the no-

rinse no-wipe cleaner, because

—

Figures on the promotion were not

completed as this Fall Facts issue of

sponsor goes to press, but the first

weeks' returns, while j^ood, were nothing

to compare with the Hope or Hush

operations. P. & C. officials, who cannot

be quoted (company policy), admitted

that a new idea might outpull the tried

and true formula but claim that contest

returns and contest promotion-of-sales

are not ?lways in proportion. America's

number one soap manufacturer insists

that the "make them discover why the

product is good" contest formula is in-

fallible. They point out that it sold new

products long before radio was an adver-

tising factor and claim that it'll be selling

for manufacturers long after standard

sound broadcasting has taken its place as

just one of the forms of broadcast adver-

tising (along with TV, FM, and FAX).

Another big contest was the Kolynos-

Bob Burns "Write a story in 1 50 words or

less about Bob Bums' relatives in

Arkansas."

Reading the answers was no doubt fun,

but the contest did very little if anything

for the toothpaste. The air contest was

expected in a large degree to carry itself,

and the first prize, a Steelcraft Cabin

Cruiser, just didn't have the universal

appeal of a house or a car. Besides, the

average listener doesn't think that he

can write and so, despite the claim that

English and grammar didn't count, the

mail just didn't flow in as expected. Bob

Burns won't be sponsored by Kolynos

next season but the fact that the contest

UNPRECEDENTED $600,000 NATIONAL PRIZE

6-Week Jingle Contest

Otttn i
'-'
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wasn't a sock success has nothing to do
with the case.

This report will make no effort to cover

the audience participation programs

which give away the Brooklyn Bridge

(almost) at every broadcast. It's geared

to tell the nation's sponsors what pulls

and doesn't pull inquiries and contest

entries on the air as broadcasting ap-

proaches the fall 1947 season.

ABC started off the last fall season

with a cooperative contest into which all

its four children's shows were tied. It

drew 300,000 entries (some from areas

where ABC programs can't be heard even

with the best radio home receiver avail-

able). The contest-promotion increased

listening to the four programs tied into

the events: Terry and the Pirates, Sky

King, Jack Armstrong, and Tennessee Jed,

as long as the promotion was current.

When it was over ABC juvenile shows

were back to where they had started.

This bears cut a merchandising theory

that youngsters go for prizes but once the

gifts are ended they return to their regular

listening habits unless the contests were

continued long enough for the programs

to win juvenile listener loyalty. Ed

Kobak (MBS) comment to his staff on

his competition's juvenile promotion was

brief and to the point
—

"I thought that

promotion was supposed to deliver audi-

ences." Mutual's children's hour, with-

out too much promotion, except that de-

veloped by Cari-Cari of Gardner Agency

for Ralston Purina's Tom Mix broad-

casts, and Hal Davis of Kenyon and

Eckhardt for Kellogg's Superman, out-

pulled ABC's, program for program,

every day. The fault of the ABC contest

was that it was short term and while

sales can be promoted with short-term

contests, audiences usually can't.

It's difficult to change the listening

Farmer's wife receives Spic & Span award Broadside that sold dealers on Hope contest Pepsodent officials admire Hope's mail
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A FELLOW BY THE NAME OF HUGO has suggested the

Radio-of-Tomorrow ... a cylindrical receiver which

mother can slip over the vacuum cleaner as she cleans

the rugs. Frankly, we can t see a future for this gadget

of Hugo's— imagine your commercial coming out of a

vacuum cleaner—but this gentleman does portray a fine

characteristic. He is looking ahead and attempting to

progress.

Here at WSPD—on a slightly more practical basis—we,

too, are constantly looking ahead and staying ahead with

better and more progressive services to our advertisers.

JUST ASK KATZ



over-all

habits "i children and they have been

won ovei a period of years by Superman,

Hop Harrigan, Terry and the Pirates, and

not by Sky King and the ABC line-up.

Swift u^d Breakfast Club for a write*

the'last-line-of-the-limerick contest. This

i- also a tested formula. The only varia-

tion employed was that the entrant not

onlj had to finish the limerick but she was

urged on the air and in printed advertis-

ing ti» do so mi an entry blank obtained

from her local grocer or butcher who

handled Swift's Bland Lard, the product

being promoted. The reason for this was

that the winners not only rated either a

trip around the world or $10,000, DeLuxe

Ford sedans, $100, or $10, but their

dealers also came in for a share of the

swag. The first prize winner's dealer

rated $1,000 because his customer won.

What that means in dealer good-will

shouldn't be underestimated. J. Walter

Thompson's Chicago publicity depart-

ment milked the award presentations for

all they were worth with local newspaper

and air publicity. The glamor in this

contest promotion was the trip around

the world. The winner, however, took

the alternate award—the $10,000.

Postwar sales promotion really got

under way this past season. Self-liqui-

dating "gifts" were available again. Con-

sumer interest was whetted by all the

tested devices. Romance of Helen Trent

gave away a medallion-necklace for the

traditional label or carton and 25c. The

romance was furnished by its being a

reproduction of one worn by Jennifer

Jones in Duel in the Sun. The pull, like

the picture itself, was not great. Rose of

My Dreams and Strange Romance of

Evelyn Winter gave away a heart-of-love

perfume locket pin for a quarter and the

"B" from a package of Blu-White.

Frank Hummert began working charms

into his scripts—charms which later ap-

peared on the programs as give-aways for

25c and some form of proof-of-purchase.

They pulled better than they had before

the war, indicating that romance still has

to find a vicarious way out.

Baby books, recipes, cooking ideas, and

leaflets of all varieties were tested out

during the past season. Generally they

did not pull as well as expected. The

trend among listeners is that they wen't

write for printed matter of any kind

unless it's made so desirable on the pro-

gram as to make them feel they can't

live without it. This requires more selling

than seems justified to most sponsors.

The result is that there'll be less free

Swfl i Companj i
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» i great Contest-tor womta only!

Pan AMIIKtN Cumii .

WIND
C kicaao .s vest circulation ruii

provided as much audience in

ApriL*1947 as the following

competing stations combined:

a. a 20,000 watt Chicago station

b. a 10,000 watt Chicago station

c. a 5,000 watt Chicago station
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Full page ads supplemented radio for Swift

printed matter given away on programs.

The only way booklets, or other black-

and-white material, sell products is by

their being worked into the program. It's

more difficult to do that with printed

material than with charms, costume

jewelry, etc., but two major advertisers

will be doing it this fall.

Contests can do a job at any time of

the day. WJZ's Farm News (5 :45-6 a.m.)

ran a photographic contest and pulled in

3,525 entries—as interesting a proof of

the effectiveness of marginal time pro-

grams (and contests), by the way, as ever

presented.

Prize competitions always have to be

kept in the mood of the program. It was

logical for America's Town Meeting of the

Air to run an essay competition on "How
can we strengthen the American family?"

Sammy Kaye's running a poetry contest

on his Sunday Serenade pulled a high

ratio of entries even though the awards

were not too high, $500 first prize, etc.

The Quiz Kids continued their annual

"Best Teacher of the Year" contest and

Present from Hollywood each week gave

away something that the listeners had

seen in a motion picture.

A survey of premium buyers and

"inquiry" men at agencies reveals that

it's unwise to promote mail unless the

entire offer is tested in advance and is

worked in as an integral part of the pro-

gram. Results come only when the

handling of an offer and the offer itself

has been worked out in every detail.

Even the best premium men go sour

when they become careless.

The same appeals that have worked

effectively on network shows have their

spot and local sponsor equivalents.

WOV (New York), following Mrs. Hush,

presented its Miss X. KMPC (Los

SPONSOR
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NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Georg H. Bromberg

Robert E. Brown

Roy Crippen
John J. Doran

Fred F. Drucker

Mrs. J. M. Frazier

Clarence E. Hale

William E. Hecht

Jay Heller

Robert L. Houghton
Howard W. Kramer
Harold P. McGrath

Jay E. Miller

John T. Morris
William F. Mueller

Victor T. Norton

Richard C. Rutledge

N. H. Schlegel
Peter Simon

E. B. Spoonamore

W. Archie Sugg

Joe G. Wick

Edward T. T. Williams

Weiss & Geller, Chicago, research director

Orange-Crush Co., Chicago, advertising manager

Ballard & Ballard Co., Louisville
Schenley Distillers Corp., Chicago, divisional
merchandising manager

Gartner & Bender, Inc., Chicago, advertising
director

E. M. Scarborough & Son, Austin, Texas, adver-
tising manager

Golden State Co., Ltd., San Francisco, advertising
manager

Corn Products Refining Co., New York, assistant
advertising manager

Elks Magazine, sales promotion manager

Lever Brothers Co., Cambridge
Cunard White Star Lines. New York
General Foods Corp., New York, Post Cereals

Div., assistant sales manager
B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, advertising, sales pro-
motion manager industrial products sales div.

F. & M. Shaefer Brewing Co., New York
Corn Products Refining Co., New York, advertis-
ing manager

American Home Products Corp., American Home
Foods, Inc., div.. New York, executive vp

Spiegels, Inc., Chicago, national retail advertising
manager

Cory Corp., Chicago, advertising manager
Sweets Co. of America, Inc., Hoboken, N. J.,

assistant advertising manager
Seiberling Rubber Co., Akron, merchandising
department, sales promotion div.

General Foods Corp., Franklin Baker Div., Ho-
boken, N. J., advertising, merchandising man-
ager

David G. Evans Coffee Co., St. Louis, vp, general
sales manager

Beckton-Dlckinson Co., Rutherford, N. J., execu-
tive committee chairman

Bendix Home Appliances, advertising, sales promotion
manager

Inter-American Orange-Crush Co. (Orange-Crush Go.
affiliate), advertising manager

Same, advertising manager
Orange-Crush Co.. Chicago, advertising manager

Newby & Peron, Chicago, account executive

Advance Advertising Agency, Austin, head

Same, advertising, sales promotion manager

Same, advertising manager

Hastings (men's clothing chain), San Francisco, Oakland.
sales promotion manager

J. A. Wright & Co., Keene, N. H., advertising manager
Same, advertising, publicity manager
Same, Gaines Div., advertising, sales manager

Same, Associated Tire & Accessory Lines div., advertising,
sales promotion manager

Same, advertising manager
Same, Dr. Swett's Root Beer Co. div., vp, general manager

Same, president

Sampson Co., Chicago, advertising, sales promotion man-
ager

Same, advertising, sales promotion director
Same, advertising director, candy, grocery div.

Same, advertising manager

Same, Post Cereals Div.. associate advertising manager

Same, president

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, president, director

Adoe^UU*Uf Aijettcy PesUo+tttel GUcuu^el

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Al Adams

John Alden
Edward Aleshire
Keith Babcock
Gordon F. Baird
John M. Ball III

Betty Barrett
Osmond T. Baxter
Willard G. Beardsley
James F. Beebe
Otis Beeman
Eric Bellingall
Royden C. Berger

Beatrice Berke
Sidney Berman
Porter D. Bibb Jr.
Richard W. Boettiger
Elliott V. Bogert
Jack Brennan

Charles Brenning
Ben Brodsky
Clarke Brown
Watson F. Buhler
Thomas K. Bunde
Richard G. Byrne
C. D. Calverly
Curth F. Chambers

George I. Chatfield

Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., New York

Biow, San Francisco, vp, Pacific Coast manager
Buchanan, Chicago
BBD&O. Detroit, head
Walter Weir, New York
Army

Donahue & Coe, New York
O. S. Tyson, New York

Wallace-Ferry-Hanley, Chicago
Biow, San Francisco, copy chief
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co., Hart-

ford, publications dept. head
Huber Hoge, New York, timebuyer

Lennen & Mitchell, New York, new business head
Army
Davis, Los Angeles, account executive
Modern Merchandising Bureau, New York, ac-
count executive

Justin Funkhouser, Baltimore, account executive
Hecht Co., Washington. D. C.
J. D. Tarcher, New York
Milton Weinberg, Los Angeles, account executive
Conners, Hollywood, account executive
Navy
D'Arcy, Cleveland, account executive
Lever Brothers Co., Cambridge, vp in charge sales

Lever Brothers Co.
tising manager

Cambridge, assistant adver-

J. Walter Thompson, New York, head eastern picture
advertising unit

Same, New York
Harry B. Cohen, New York, radio, copy head
Biow, San Francisco, creative head. Pacific Coast offices
Same, vp
Boyse-Bradford, Saginaw, Mich., account executive, public
relations director

Cecil & Presbrey, New York, timebuyer
Same, copy chief
Beaumont & Hohman, Omaha, account executive
Patrick, Glendale, Calif., account executive
Young & Rubicam, Chicago, account executive
Honig-Cooper, San Francisco, copy staff
Same, advertising director

Charles Michelson, New York
Seidel, New York, account executive
Compton, New York, similar capacity
Ayer & Gillett, Charlotte, N. C, account executive
Glasser-Gailey, Los Angeles, account executive
Gunn-Mears, New York, account executive

Same, vp, member plans board
Fox, Baltimore, account executive
Harry B. Cohen, New York, radio, copy head
Western, Los Angeles, copy chitf
John Whitehead, Los Angeles, account executive
Stedfeld & Byrne, Inc.. Cleveland (new), partner
L. C. Cole, San Francisco, account executive
American Home Products Corp., American Home Foods,

Inc., subsidiary. New York, vp in charge sales
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, executive capacity
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NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Leslie ( Ihoyca

Hut] B. < lohen
Robert Allen Coons
Kit hard ( r i^p

Robert J. Crochet
\rihur Daly
R. \\ . Dawson
J.lines \S . Del.oach
.in k it Donahue
Harold IV Drake

l.nraltic F.nglln
\n inn Poreefef
Jimmy Print
JiTomi' il. Garfield
Peter N. Garfield
Norman s. Gilbert

u iiiLiiii r. GUIen

Dick Gordon
w iiiiam J . Green
Dare Griffiths

Alberta Hackett

George M. Hakim

Rosemary Hall
B. Poeton Hamilton
Marion Harper Jr.

Slgrid llrdin
I) C. Hight
Mrs. Prancee A. Hlnee
Clarence lloycm

Kuril K. Hudson
Merrick T. Jackson
Phelps Johnston
Robert A. Johnston
Howard K. Jones

James R. Kccnan

James Kennedy
Pay Keyler
Kerryn Kind
Julius L. Klein
George H. Larue
Frank G. LeCocq
Richard L. Levison
Jim I. u nt /el

Jean L. Malchln
Carry Martin
(.ari J. McCracken
Mortimer Mears

Harold B. Middleton
Hal Moore
Leonard S. Morvay Jr.
(. J. Mullen
Mrs. E. B, Myers
Leonard Ncwsteder

Chart) New ion

(.Lire Olmstead

Howard L. Parish
J.lines I l'edder

Arthur W. Ramadell
W . S. Reed

John Regan

David Rutledge
Edward ( Ryan Jr.

\S illard G. Saunders

Peter Schaefler

( li.u lis Schroeder

C. J. Schuepback Jr.

Richard C. Shaw
Lowell Sniiih
Murra) i). Smyth
J.u k Springer
il. L. Stedfeld
Howard Stephenson
Linda Sullivan
Harry Sullin
John W . Swallow
WlUJam II. I.inner
Hazel Thompson
Robert I . Turner
William I). Tyler

Samuel S. T> inlall

Bdward \ ojak

Rex Webster

Marie F. Welch

Caorga D. Wallet Jr.

Allien S. While
John C. Whitley

I. ihhe> -Owens-Ford Glass Co., PI iskon |)h
advertising manager

J. I). Tan her. New York, vp
Schenlej Distillers Corp.. New York
S. C. Johnson & Son. Racine, sales analyst

Peek. Los Angeles, manager
Alhen Prank-Guenther Law, Chicago, vp
Dallas Morning News, advertising staff
KCMJ. Palm Springs, Calif., promotion manager
Revere Copper & Krass, Inc., Rome Manufaeiui

ing Dlv.. Rome, N. V., advertising manager

Carl Reimers, New York, account executive
Boyd, Los Angeles, vp
Scl/.nlck International Studios. Hollywood
Salt Lake City Tribune and Telegram
V. S. Ruhber Co., New York, advertising, sales
promotion staff

Chicago & Southern Airlines, advertising, public
relations director

Kdward Petry & Co., New York
Navy
WCBI. Scranton, Pa., publicity director, produc-

tion manager
NItC, New York, administrative assistant to pro-
duction manager

Frequency Modulation Business (magazine). New
York, managing editor

Compton, New York

Mi ( 'aiui-l tii kson. New York, manager central
research dept.

Compton, New York
McCann-F.rickson, Detroit, vp, director
Glmbel Bros., Inc., New York
Harry Brlnckman, Los Angeles, account executive

Malcolm-Howard, Chicago, radio copy writer
Hill & Knowlton, New York, account executive
BBD&O, San Francisco, copy chief
Bulleton Index, Pittsburgh, advertising copy chief
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit, act-

ing head plans board
Consolidated Grocers Corp., Reid Murdoch dlv.,
Chicago, general manager

J. Walter Thompson, New York, copy writer
(). S. Tyson, New York, vp
Hill & Knowlton, New York, account executive
Norman D. Waters, New York
Long, San Francisco

New York Post, Home News
Hollywood Publicity Associates, Hollywood
Avenlx Publicite, Paris, France
NBC sales dept., New York, account executive
Rose-Martin, New York, vp, general manager
Eastern-Columbia, Los Angeles, advertising man-
ager

Ruthrauff & Ryan, Detroit
Own public relations firm
Altomaii, New York, account executive
Pedlar & Ryan, New York, radio copy chief
General Foods Sales Co., Inc., New York, vp
A. W. Lcwin. Newark. N. J., industrial dlv.
director

Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield. New York, copy
staff

McCann-Erickson, Hollywood, radio production
head

J. Walter Thompson
General Motors Corp., Detroit, employee In-
formation director

Radio. Inc.. New York, president
Warner & Swasey Co., Cleveland, assistant adver-

tising manager
Ha ire Publishing Co.. New York, editorial director

avi.it ion group
Beaumont iN Hohman. Omaha, account executive
1 livMin-O'Donnell. New York, assistant to copy
chief

Jones Store Co.. Kansas City, assistant advertis-
ing manager

.1. Waller Thompson, New York, account execu-
tive

Jackson. New York

Hartmann Trunk Co., Racine. Wise, advertising
manager

Melilruin & Fewsmith, Cleveland
Tullis, I loll) wood, account executive
Hudson. New York, account executive
I nited Press. Portland, Ore.
Puller cV Smith & Ross. Cleveland
Hill iN Knowlton. New York, account executive
Norman I). Waters. New York
Longines- W ittnauer Watch Co., Inc.. New York
Kenyoii i\ Eckhardt, Hollywood, manager
Craig I.. Dennison. Buffalo, manager
Young & Rublcam, New York, copy staff
Georgia Petroleum Retailer, editor
Doherty, Clifford St Shenfield, New York, creative
head

Hill i\ Knowlton. New York, account executive
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago, retail adver-

t ising dept

.

W II 1). Lubbock, Texas, comnieri ill manager

(.r.m. it Urns.. San
i hief copy writer

Dow Chemical Co.. Midland
pii hlii ity director

Met .inn -
1 r ii k si i n. Los Vngeles. copj chlel

M iii.igiiniiit Associates Chicago

Francisco (nifg. jewelers).

Mich., advertising.

Ross Roy. Detroit, copy dept.

Harry B. Cohen Advertising Co.. New York (new), head
Franklin F'ader. Newark. N. J., market research director
Tatham & Laird. Chicago, market research director
Northern Oil Co.. Inc., Burlington, Vt.. advertising man
Rogers & Smith, Los Angeles, account executive
Same, director
Own agency, Dallas (new)
Patrick, Glendale, Calif., account executlv
Harold P. Drake Advertising, I ilea. N. Y. (new), owner

Patrick. Clendale, Calif., account executive
Same, vp. director
Pardee, Cash, Hollywood, account executive
Garfield Co., Salt Lake City (new), partner
' iriu-ld Co., Salt Lake City (new), partner
Own agency, New York (new)

BBD&O, Chicago, account staff

Compton. New York, tlmebuyer
Knol'in, San Francisco, Los Angeles, head new radio dept.
I>ave Griffiths, Radio Advertising Consultant (new). Scran-
ton

Compton, Hollywood, business manager

Own agency, New York (new)

Paris & Peart. New York, copy staff
DeJernett, Dallas, account executive
Same, assistant to president, member executive committee

Dorland. New York, executive capacity
Tractor Distributors, Inc.. Los Angeles, president
William F^sty, New York, copy staff
Ted H. F'actor, Los Angeles, media director, production
manager

Same, radio copy chief
Same, vp
Same, Chicago, copy group head
McCarty, Pittsburgh, account executive
Same, research director, plans board chairman

Same, president

Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, copy writer
Same, executive vp
Same, vp
Funt-Goldlng, New York, account executive
Same, manager
Strang & Prosser, Seattle, head business development dept.
Lester L. Wolff, New York, vp in charge new business
Jim Luntzel Associates, Hollywood (new), owner
Seidel, New York, account executive
William Esty, New York, radio dept.
Griffith, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Columbian, Los Angeles, account executive

BBD&O, Chicago, media dept. head
Acme Advertising Agency, Portland, Ore. (new), partner
Same, vp
Dancer-F'ltzgerald-Sample, Chicago, copy writer
General Foods Corp., New York, advertising director
Same, vp, member plans board

Duanc Jones, New York, copy staff

Kenyon & F.ckhardt. Hollywood, manager

Rol/.en. Buffalo, account executive
Meldrum & Fewsmith, Detroit, vp in charge

Garden Best. New Y'ork. vp in charge
Lang. Fisher & Stashower. Cleveland, copy staff, assistant

to vp, in charge Industrial accounts
John Mather Lupton, New York, vp, technical news div.
manager

Ratcliffe. Dallas, account executive
O. S. Tyson, New York, account executive

Beaumont & Hohman. Kansas City, account executive

Robert W. Orr, New York, account executive

McCann-Erickson, New York, foreign dept.. account
executive

Jim Baker, Milwaukee, account executive

Own agency. Cleveland (new)
Harry J. Wendland. Los Angeles, account executive
O. S. Tyson, New Y'ork. account executive
Don Steele, San F"ranclsco
Stedfeld & Byrne, Inc.. Cleveland (new), partner
Same, vp
Punt-Goldlng, New Y'ork. copy staff
Same, sales manager
M.ikelim, Hollywood, West Coast manager
Vcme Advertising Agency, Inc., Buffalo (new), partner
William Ksty. New York, copy staff
Bates. Rlckard & Richardson. Atlanta, account executive
Dancer-r'ltzgerald-Sample, Chicago, copy supervisor

Same, vp
Midland. Chicago, account executive

Buckner, Craig and Webster. Advertising. Lubbock, part-
ner, radio head

Ruthrauff & Ryan. New York, copy writer

Beesoii-I'aller-Reichert, Toledo, account executive, copy
writer

Mogge-Privclt. Los Angeles, creative lu.nl
Roche, Willi.mis & Cleary, Chicago, tlmebuyer
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a SPONSOR monthly tabulation

Contests and Offers^

—

r^_^ .

p Sponsor Product 1 Program Time Offer . Terms
j Outlet

. . 1

AMERICAN HOME
PRODUCTS

K.. 1 Romance of

Hi len Trent

MTWT1
_' 45 pni

Love bird pin Bend front of Koljmoi carton and 25c to pro-

gram. New York
CBS

AMERICAN OIL CO Gas, oil,

tires

Professor

Quil 10-10:30 pm
$50 cash

up to 25 words sentence about
Amoco product (different weeklv. Winner
gets $25 plus $25 if he included 5 acceptable

questions and answers for use on program

ABC

B T BABBITT Bab-0 David llariim MTWTF
1 1 am

Forget-me-not pin Send Bab-0 label and 25c to program. New
York

CBS

FINNEY DRUG CO. Drue Store Have You
Go( It?

Thursday
7:45 s pm

Merchandise; $5
Person interviewed must produce common ob-
ject named by announcer, ''ash pize fir

answer to special <|u

WHBC,
Canton,
Ohio

GENERAL MILL]
Biaquick,

Gold Medal
Flour

Beth '

Magazine of

the Air

MTWTF
10:25-10:45 am Jubilee Baking Recipes Postcard to sponsor ABC

HALL AND RUCKEL. INC. X-Hazin 1280 Club MTWTF8
7:30-7:45 pm

Weekly prizes of lighters, watches;
grand prize of wardrobe, diamond ring,

portable phonograph, etc.

Write to program guessing identity of "Miss
X" and send short product slogan

WOV,
New York

i C JOHNSON &. SON INC Wax products Fred Waring Tuesday
9:30-10 pm

Gold-colored car initials
Send name, address with sales slip showing pur-

chase Johnson's Auto Wax or Carnu and self-

addressed envelope to sponsor, Racine

LEVER BROTHERS
(THOS J LIPTON DIV.)

Lipton's

Tea
Bpot

Campaign
Various 8 plastic iced-tea spoons Send top of Lipton's Tea box and 25c to spon-

sor. New York
All major
markets

LIBBY. MC NEILL & LIBBY Libbj
products

Mv True
Story

MTWTF
10-10:25 am

Jason-make scissors Send name, address with label from Libby's

Tomato Juice and 25c to program, Chicago
ABC

LOCAL PARTICIPATION Various retail

articles

Mail Bag MTWTF
4^:30 pm

Ball-point pen Listeners guess number corn kernels in jar,

daily temperature; complete limericks

KFRO. Long-
view, Texas

LIGGETT & MYERS 1 chesterfield

Cigarattet
Supper Club Thursday

7 7:16 pm
Autographed picture of Frankie Carle Free on request to Frankie Carle, Box 21, N. Y. NBC

MAIL POUCH TOBACCO Kentucky
I lull tobacco

Fishing 4
Hunting Club

Monday
10-10:30 pm

Several fine pieces of hard-to-get hunt-
ing and fishing equipment

Send unusual story, tip, or question to program.
(lift for each item used

MBS

METROPOLITAN LIFE

INSURANCE CO.

Insurance Eric Sevareid,

News
MTWTF
6 8:16 pm

First-aid booklet Free on request to program, c o local station CBS

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE Ne« -paper America's
Town Meeting

Thursdav
8:30-9 pm

Reprint booklet of Stewart Alsop's
columns

Free on request to sponsor WJZ.
New York

PARKER PEN Pens, pencils
Information

Please

Wednesday
10:30-11 pm

Parker "51" set; "51" M
Desk Set and Encyclopedia Britannica;

J50 bond

Send 3-part question for use on show to program.

New York; prizes for questions missed by stul >

experts

CBS

PETER PAUL. INC Mounds,
Almond Joy

Robin-
son, \> in

MTWTF
8-8:15 am

$1,000 cash Writ, last line to jingle, send with product

wrapper to sponsor, c o WOR
WOR.

New York

QUAKER OATS
Aunt Jemima

Etl J<l -Mix and
Pancake

Ready-Mix

Ladies Be
Seated

MTWTF
2-2:15 pin

Plastic salt, pepper set Send 25c and 1 boxtop from either product to

program
ABC

RALSTON PURINA CO. Feed and
cereal products

Checkerboard
Jamboree

MTWTF
12:16 12:30 pm

$500 cash; 5 Philco radio-phonographs;
15 17-jewel Bulova vatonea; 15 Sun-
beam Iron Masters; 25 Flint Kitchen

Kmfe sets

Complete "I think the Purina grown pullets will

• liecause"; send to Pullet contest.

. :-. enclose name of local Purina dealer

and product tag

MBS

RONSON ART METAL
WORKS

It. Ill Ml II

lighters
Twenty
Questions

irdav

8-8:30 pm

Lighter to sender of subject used; if

studio contestants stumped, grand
prize ol itching

m, tra\

Send subject about which 20 questions may be

asked to program
MHS

W. A. SHEAFFER PEN CO I'. i.-. inks,

pencils
Advent

Club
irday

11:30-12 n
Underwater goggles Send Skrip boxtop or sales slip and 25c to

sponsor, Chicago

CHS

STERLING DRUG
CENTAUR CO. DIV.) Tie i 10-10:30 pm

."> Pi rsonna Razor Blades Send end from Molle package and 25c to

sponsor. New York
NBC

TEEN. TIMERS. INC.

II 11:30 am

Trip to New \ (irk, weekend at Wal-
dorf, bad outfit, appear on
Teentimert 1 lub radio Bhow;8MiracU
diamond rings; 2 RCA Victor radio-
pi igraphsj in SO-Tolume sets

"Pedia; 100 Teen-
timer dresses

Complete product limerick, take to local Teen-
titner store. Open to girls 1 1- 17

NBC

WANDER CO e'uie
; <ain

Midnight
MTWTF

45 pm
Shake-up mug Send I5c and Ovaltine label to program,

Chicago
MB8

WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY CO. lobile

opn
Sun

10:30-11 am
1T."> Big Ban fishing sets Obtain cntrv-blanks, instructions from local NBC

WILLIAMSON CANOT ill, [] '"lav

4 30 5 pin

$100 r. Detecthn Notjfj FBI and nuujasine of information lead- MhS
M M.iKaJine to arrest of criminal named on broadcast 1
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Clara Bow, "Truth or Consequences'" Mrs. Hush WDAY 25lh Anniversary winners and awards

Angeles) gave away a new Nash on its

Three Alarm audience-participation pro-

gram. WDAY (Fargo, North Dakota)

celebrated its 25th Anniversary with a

"Find Mr. WDAY on the streets of

Fargo" and a "What's Mrs. WDAY's
real name" contest.

The telephone is used much more gen-

erously locally than it can be nationally.

There's hardly a station that hasn't a

Treasure Hunt, Telh'Test, I've Got Your

Number, Fone Quiz, or Mystery Quiz spot

or program operation. Since these hit

right into the home during the hours

when Mrs. Housewife has a moment to

answer they do a top-drawer selling job

for the sponsor.

Contests and give-aways are an integral

part of broadcasting. They require as

much if not more attention than the pro-

gram or the commercial. In at least one

case (Dr. Christian), they supply the

program with script material for a year.

When a contest carries the program it's

news, and the Christian contest does that.

Plenty of figures—few
use available research

Radio research, considering the availa-

bility of fresh facts and new figures for the

sponsor , will be static this fall. Even had

the Broadcast Measurement Bureau de-

cided to make its 1948 study this would

not have affected fall figure availability,

since with the study made in '48 the

figures would not be distributed until

1949. BMB's coasting at present will

have very little bearing on client ap-

praisal of either NBC or CBS (see net-

work once-a-week listening maps on a 50

per cent standard in this issue). How-
ever, both ABC and Mutual are in a state

of constant flux and even at the time that

this report is being written neither's

BMB figures are more than a starting

point for gauging either's network cover-

age intensity. ABC is unquestionably,

from the standpoint of listening, the

"fastest-growing network" it claims to

be. However, from the standpoint of

audience penetration, most measurement
researchers feel that ABC's loss of sta-

tions (to CBS) balances its addition of

new stations. This has nothing to do
with ABC audience popularity which is

soaring. Mutual has over 140 stations

for which there are no comparable listen-

ing figures available. These stations are

for the most part located in towns in

which there are no other stations. Since

the first one-station town survey, done

especially for the Keystone Transcription

Network some years ago, indicated

strongly that there's a vital factor of

loyalty in one-station towns, Mutual

may eventually deliver an audience that

no station or network can claim at this

time.

The only "coverage information" on

non-BMB stations for the next year will

be engineering studies. It has been sug-

gested that BMB do a number of interim

reports for stations that have no listening

data but due to the organization's fetish

of comparability nothing has been done

about this. The fetish is based upon the

contention that a survey made today by

BMB or with the exact same ballot that

BMB used even with the same standards

would not be comparable with the BMB
original survey. In other words a report

made in 1948 on 1947 research would not

be comparable with the original study

made in 1946 for 1947 release. Neverthe-

less such figures (1947 ballot indices)

could tide over the broadcasting business

until BMB places itself on a solid financial

basis.

One set of listening-coverage figures

may be available this late fall or by spring

of 1948 if C. E. Hooper continues with his

plans to avoid for the industry a "cover-

age vacuum." Hooper has discovered

that a variation of NBC's "most listen-

ing" and "regular listening" surveys pro-

duces quick, usable, and correlative cover-

age data. However, except for a few

sections of the country no Hooper cover-

age figures will be released quickly.

Hooperatings will continue to be avail-

able as they have been for the past 1

1

years. His "national" sampling is now

done in 36 cities. The explanation of

why the sample has grown from 33 to 36

cities in a year is that it's Hooper's con-

tention that the number of cities in which

all four networks can be heard equally

well and in which the number of telephone

homes is adequate for daily 8 a.m.-to-

10:30 p.m. telephone surveying has now

reached 36. The more cities covered the

more accurate are Hooperatings as a

gauge of popularity. There's still no

claim that Hooperatings give any indica-

tion of number of listeners nor is there

any claim made by Hooper that non-

urban audience has a relationship to

urban listening. Hooper's studies are for

urban telephone homes only. A Hoop-

erating for a program is only an indica-

tion of the percentage of telephone homes

that heard a program in 36 big cities

where all four networks can be heard.

A. C. Nielsen's figures will continue to

be available to his subscribers. Nielsen's

rating of programs is based upon the per-

centage of his NRI (Nielsen Radio Index)

homes that hear a radio program. A
great handicap for true radio research is

the fact that none of Nielsen's figures can

be compared with Hooper's. Nielsen has

one rating figure of the three which he

makes available to subscribers which in

theory should be comparable—the aver-

age audience listening to a program in the

area in which the program can be heard.

Since, however, this figure includes tele-

phone and non-telephone, rural as well as

urban, homes, any attempt to correlate

Hooper's and Nielsen's figures produces

only mathematical indigestion.

Nielsen's greatest weakness is his spotty

sample which concentrates 300 (approxi-

mately) of his listening recorders (audi-

meters) in WOR's service area (parts of

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania),

280 audimeters in WLW's "merchandise

able area," and leaves the balance, some

600 to 700 recorders, to spot-cover the

rest of the nation. Nielsen's figures are

vital for program builders despite his

sample limitations. Because he's able to

give clients a minute-by-minute profile of
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FORJOE
METROPOLITAN

MARKET

STATIONS

WKAP Allentou a

KVET Austin

*W0RL Boston

WFAK Charleston, S. C.

WTIP Charleston, W. Va.

WSBC Chicago

"WJBK Detroit

KWKW Los Angeles

WNEX Macon

WHHM Memphis

KARV Mesa -Phoenix

WMIN Minn. -St. Paul

WBNX New York

WLOW Norfolk

WDAS Philadelphia!

WWSW Pittsburgh

KXLW St. Louis

KONO San Antonio

KUSN San Diego

WWDC Wash., D. C.

WHWL \\ ilkes-Barre

WTUX Wilmington

* except in Ne*v York ** except in Chicago

/ orfoe Offices

New York • Chicago • Philadelphia

Pittsburgh • Washington* Baltimore

Los Ange les • San Francisco

tlu-ir programs, the advertiser knows just

where to spot his commen ials. He knows

where his audience comes from, how much
ol it he loses during a broadcast, and

where it goes after it leaves him—i.e.,

what the dialers are looking for. Nielsen

is also able to give figures to multiple-

program sponsors on just how much
duplicate circulation they're buying with

their programs. Most Nielsen subscribers

just get a small part of the practical use

out of the figures with which he supplies

them. The Nielsen survey costs him a

great deal of money to operate (about

$1,000 per audimeter home). His radio

index now loses about $400,000 a year.

Subscribers find his figures good as long

as they keep in mind the limitations of

his sample.

Diary surveys, which give some of the

information on 15-minute and longer pro-

grams that Nielsen develops, plus number

of listeners per home, age of listeners, etc.,

are being done more and more. Three

groups are doing diary studies for sta-

tions, and the information which these

studies develop is invaluable to sponsors.

Research men say that every advertiser

should obtain copies of any diary studies

made on stations that he's using. First

studies were made by Industrial Surveys

(Sam Barton's organization). When he

decided, due to his work for BMB which

by contract prevented him from doing any

station survey work, to drop his diary

work, Bob Salk and George Cooper, in-

spired by Gene Katz of the Katz station

representative organization, formed Audi-

ence Surveys, Inc., to concentrate on

diary studies. C. E. Hooper has been

using diary studies as a basis for establish-

ing a method of building a projectable

rating (i.e., a rating that would give

sponsors some idea of their programs' cir-

culation, broadcast by broadcast). While

Gordon Buck, a pioneer diary researcher,

has dropped his diary work in Chicago to

join an advertising agency research de-

partment another group has picked up

where he left off and the diary continues

in high favor. (A detailed report on the

diary, what it is and what it can and does

do, will appear in sponsor's August

issue.)

Industrial Surveys, Inc., which hasn't

done much with the radio results from its

"panel studies," is expected to make more

of its findings available this fall, but

nothing astounding will come forth from

tin-- division of radio research to affect

fall operations.

Efforts are being made to have the

advertising agencies which underwrite.

inspire, or set up. listeners' panel opera-

tions, release their information in one

• • • on

everybody's

lips in

Philadelphia

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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package. While the Onondaga listening

panel (B. B. D. & O.), the J. Walter

Thompson consumer panel, and the

Young and Rubicam studies, by them-

selves can deliver only straw-in-the-wind

information, the combined results of all

these and the many other continuing

panel studies, correlated and weighted,

should mean a great deal to advertisers

using the medium.

Radio research this fall will be no

better or worse than it has been. It's

still more penetrating than the research

done by any other medium. The greatest

present fault with audience and program

measurement is that only a minute part

of the information developed is used.

The research itself may be of high school

level but the use of it is still in kinder-

garten.

Mysteries best evening
buy: News elose seeond
Network daytime-strip audiences, from

December through April last inclusive,

averaged 5.4 per cent of the urban tele-

phone homes in America, i.e., the homes

sampled by the C. E. Hooper organiza-

tion. The range of ratings for programs

in this group is from 2.2 to 9.3.

The average soap-opera daytime cost

(program) during the period covered in

this report was $2,327, or $430 per

Hooper point. (Time costs, being the

same regardless of the program, are not

included in these computations.)

At night, dramas lead all other types

of programs on the air. There were 62

dramas (32 mysteries) on the air during

the five months (December through

April). Average rating (evening) during

the period was 11.2 and average cost per

program $6,408, making the average

evening dramatic Hooper point cost $572.

If the costs of the mysteries and "other

dramas" are tabulated separately it is

found that mysteries cost, on an average,

$3,820 per program and other dramas

$8,995. Assuming that the average

rating for both would be the same,

mysteries per point would cost $341 and

other dramas $803.

Next numerically on the air are variety

productions, there being 36 of these

music-plus-comedy concoctions. These

are the high priced presentations, the big-

time selling vehicles. The average rating

for evening programs of this type was 1 2.8

for the five months checked upon. The

Average* Program Ratings by Types

TYPE DEC.
15 30

JAN.
15 30

FEB.
15 30

MAR.
15 30

APR.
15 30

EVENING
VARIETY 13.5 13.2 14.3 13.8 14.4

|
14.1 14.8 13.4 13.3 13.5

EVENING
QUIZ 10.8 11.4

i

12.1 11.2 12.2 11.9 12.5 12.4 11.2 10.7

EVENING
DRAMATIC 11.0 10.8 11.6 11.2 11.8 11.0 11.4 10.6 10.2 10.3

EVENING
POPULAR
MUSIC 10.4 10.8 10.9 11.3 10.8 10.4 11.2 10.6 9.4 9.3

EVENING
NEWS &
COMMEN-
TATORS 8.2 6.8 7.4 7.2 7.3 6.6 8.1 8.3 6.6 7.3

EVENING
CONCERT
MUSIC 7.5 7.7 7.6 6.8 7.0 6.3 7.4 8.5 6.4 6.0

DAYTIME
SERIAL

DRAMA
5.2 5.5 5.7 5.6 5.2

JMorth Carolina's

ravorite tarmeri

HARVEY DINKINS

Who was recently awarded the

Distinguished Service Citation for

1946 by the North Carolina Farm

Bureau Federation for his outstand-

ing contribution to farmers in

North Carolina.

Harvey Dinlcins' hayfield flavored

comments in his"News and Views"

on the Piedmont Farm Program,

broadcast daily over WSJS, exert

a powerful influence on thousands

of farm families throughout the

rich Piedmont area of North Caro-

lina and Southwest Virginia

—

another reason why WSJS sells

the Piedmont I

Average computed by C. E. Hooper based upon commercials on the air before 10:30 p.m.

JULY 1947

NBC
Affiliate

Represented by

:

HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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WDVA
has a formula:

Better Programs
plus

Greater Power
equals

More

Audience*

WDVA—DANVILLE, VA.

5,000 WATTS— 1250 KC

MUTUAL NETWORK

Represented by

THE WALKER COMPANY

'(For you, that translates "RESULTS")^

average tost per variety airing is $12,932

all figures in this report it is stressed are

for programs only). This means that

variety programs cosi on an average

$1,010 a point.

Ten sponsored popular musical pro-

grams were cost-rated (or this survey

period. The average rating was 10.5 and

tlu average cost $7,500, thus making the

average Hooper popular-musical-show

point cost $714.

Twelve network commercial news pro-

grams were on the air during the five

months. Their average rating was 7.4,

tluir average cost $2,562, making news

cost sponsors $346 per Hooper point.

The nine quiz programs on the air pro-

duced an audience of an average of 11.2

of the urban telephone homes that

Hooper surveys, costing an average of

$5,488 per broadcast. Thus the average

quiz Hooper point cost $490.

Concert music has seven evening pre-

sentations commercially and brought only

7. 1 per cent of those checked urban

families to their receivers. Average cost

ot concert music airings was high, $6,714,

thus making each point cost $946. Pro-

grams of "good" music included in this

tabulation were the smallest number in

any category.

In order of program cost per point ex-

clusive of time), program types rank in

the following order:

Coal por

Type KatinC ( !oal point

Myster] 11.2 $.?.820 $441

News 7.4 $2,562 1346

Soap <>|" r.i 5.4 -2..U7 |4M
Quiz 11.2 < 5.488 S490

1'opular Music 10.5 $7,500 $714

Drama (no mystery) 11.2 58.995 $80J

< urn art Music 7.1 S6.714 $946

\ vlet] 12.8 M2.9J2 $1,010

' lUtsnt on *i Urr timt n trrrk program rust.

It's no trade secret that news programs

deliver low-cost audiences but that mys-

teries are even lower in cost may be a

surprise to most followers of the rating

index of popularity. Indication of ac-

curacy of program type costs can be

checked through the fact that the top-

rated drama during the period covered.

Lux Radio Theater, had an average rating

of 23.9 and cost $16,500 a broadcast. The
program cost per Hooper point was there-

fore $690—not too far away from the

average $803 for all dramas despite its

number one dramatic program status.

There are exceptions. Mr. D. A. for

instance usually costs considerably less

than the $341 a point that mysteries

average, but there's been only one Mr.

D. A. in a considerable span of years.

SPEARHEADING >

THE PROGRESS J

FM d

A Market for You Measured in Billions!

1946 Iowan income from

livestock alone totaled one

and a half billion dollar*

. . . first in the I . S. A.

WMT, Cedar Rapids, in

the heart of this greatest

farm country in the world,

brings your selling mes-

sage to people with money

to spend.

See your Katz represen-

tative and get on ^ MT.

^C-«K%. .
". **.X-~V.

-*»*»>. ..j£t£ssr*~

WMT
CEDAR RAPIDS

Basic Columbia
Network

5,000 Watts

600 Kilocycles

Day and Night
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Eight areas will receive maximum
television attention this fall. Stations

are already in operation in each of these

areas and sponsors are discovering that

despite the small number of sets (com'

pared to radio receivers) in use, the TV
impact is already becoming felt in mail

response and sales. Very little direct

selling has been done thus far but WABD
(DuMont'New York) has a sponsor for

its Monday Small Fry Club who offers his

pipe-cleaner toy kit for $1.00. The sta-

tion has been averaging 80 to 90 direct

sales from each broadcast and the num-

ber of sales other than those made direct

by the station is sizable although not

tabulated and available at this time.

Duane Jones agency recently telecast

an amateur play with an all ex-G. I. cast

for Mueller's Macaroni. The com-

mercial showed a charming housewife

preparing a main-dish salad. At the con-

clusion of the kitchen session she asked

the audience to submit names for the dish,

viaphoneor post card, for a prize of $25.

Result, 642 viewers submitted names.

Since this was a one-shot without prior

build-up, the number of contest entrants

gives some idea of the casual-audience

interest in even a kitchen -cooking com-

mercial.

On WNBT (NBC-New York) there

have been a number of indications of

direct response to video presentations.

During one Jinx and Tex visual scanning

over the station a representative of

Lionel Trains brought some of his juve-

nile-size railroad equipment to the studio

for a 10-minute interview bit. The next

morning the Lionel demonstration center

at 26th Street and Fifth Avenue received

624 telephone inquires about buying at

least one of the models demonst rat ed.

Lionel doesn't sell direct and the callers

were referred to Lionel dealers in the

New York area.

On June 6 there were 3,342 television

receivers in use in Chicago. This number

is increasing at the rate of about 500

a month despite the fact that there is

only one station, WBKB, in operation in

the area and no other operation is prom-

ised for at least eight months. The Bala-

ban & Katz station is scanning sports six

out of the seven nights a week and most

of the sports events have sponsors.

Station WBAL's (Baltimore) TV sta-

tion will start experimental telecasting in

October with regular schedules expected

by the first of the year. NBC's Washing-

ton TV outlet WNBW started operations

June 27 and Westinghouse's Boston

video operation is expected to start

testing around the first of the year.

Before the end of this month (July)

there will be 295 FM stations on the air.

This means that approximately 43 per

cent of the United States will be within

territory that is receiving a signal

adequate for the complete enjoyment of

FM programs. The FM receiver bottle-

neck is slowly being broken and receivers

for standard and FM broadcasting are

flowing into homes with increasing speed.

The greatest problem that FM is

facing today is not stations or receiving

sets but programing. Despite the Lea

Act's being held constitutional by the

Supreme Court of the United States

there's still no rush on the part of the

networks to feed musical programs or

programs with musical backgrounds or

interludes to FM affiliates of their regular

standard broadcast stations.

It is true that under the Lea Act

the AFM (American Federation of Musi-

cians) can't force any station to hire

musicians nor use any form of boycottto

achieve that end. It's also true that the

President of the AFM, James C. Petrillo,

has stated that he will not strike against

the Supreme Court of the United States.

There is therefore every indication that

some basis for networks' serving the FM
stations will be arrived at and that the

great chain programs will be heard over

FM outlets. That, say most authorities,

is all that the high fidelity, staticless form

of broadcasting requires for quick ac-

ceptance.

Besides the stations on the air at this

time there are over 600 stations author-

ized which according to their construc-

tion permits must be on the air within

eight months. This is still a small

fraction of what the FM spectrum as now

designated can hold, which is an esti-

mated 5,000 transmitters. The problem

facing the sponsor is manifold. There

are 1,728 standard broadcast stations in

operation or authorized. Within eight

months there should be at least 700 FM
stations operating. Selection of the

vehicles which are to carry an adver-

tiser's broadcast message becomes more

and more difficult monthly. Very few

national advertisers (except radio set

manufacturers) are using FM stations,

but the time isn't too far away when it

will not be possible to ignoreFM circula-

tion. Six key agencies have already

started to check stations and the first

sign that national business is around

the corner has arrived at some stations

with requests for time signal availability.

Although the consumer press brought

to its readers the news of the new RCA
ultrafax during the last week in June, it

did not generally make clear that this

form of facsimile is basically a commercial

vehicle, not one planned to deliver air-

newspapers into the home as are the

systems of John V. L. Hogan (Radio

Inventions, Inc.) and W. G. H. Finch.

The new RCA invention, announced by

Niles Trammell, NBC president, in his

testimony before a Senate subcommittee

holding hearings on the White Bill, de-

livers pages or type or pictures photo-

graphically via a microwave radio relay

system. Pages are delivered at the rate

that television frames are scanned in the

home. It is not epxected that ultrafax

will be a home service for decades to come,

if ever.

This fall will see 50-odd demonstra-

tions resembling that which WFIL
(Inquirer) and WPEN (Evening Bulletin)

presented to the public in Philadelphia.

Actual plans to start regular FAX trans-

mission have not been completed by any

broadcaster although seven owners of

newspaper chains which also own stations

holding FM licenses are huddling regu-

larly over the idea. Business conditions

generally will be the 'determining factor

since technically FAX is ready, willing,

and able.
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Wasted Research

Roughly speaking, there was more

than $10,000,000 spent during the

1946-47 season for audience measurement

and coverage reports. Only a fraction

of this research has made itself manifest

in increased audiences, in better service to

the broadcast advertiser. It's true that

research by itself can only produce the

tools with which the industry can work

but it's also true that the responsibility

of the organizations producing the

information doesn t end with the mere

production of statistics.

The Broadcast Measurement Bureau

has suspended its 1948 measurement until

a new financial set-up is devised. There

may well be no new 15MB surveying until

1949. In the interim BMB will be

spending its tinu evaluating both its

coverage information and all current

audience research.

Ten per cent of what's being spent for

those statistics and graphs that gather

dust in the files of sponsors and agencies

could produce a better broadcasting

industry with which to serve the public

and business. If it were used to put

research to work.

As a small indication of what can be

done with available research sponsor in

this Fall Facts edition presents three

special studies which to its knowledge

have never been done before. They are

"The effect of guest stars and promotion

on the Bing Crosby program,'' "Program

ratings by type and cost," and "Audi-

ence-rating the networks."

Basis For A Price-Tag
More than ever this season there's

talk about the high cost of talent for pro-

grams. This is one of the reasons why
the networks are going all out building

package programs within a reasonable

price range. However, at the very

moment that the hue-and-cry of over-

priced talent is loudest, transcription

organizations are spending record-break-

ing amounts for program talent. At

the very moment that My Friend Irma (a

CBS package) is sold to Lever Brothers to

replace the $18,000 Joan Davis program

|
Irma will cost about one-third as much)

Crosby signs a new transcription deal

with Philco which will make his package

the highest priced in the history of broad-

casting.

The truth of the matter is that talent

cost in itself is not the problem. As long

as talent produces audiences big enough

to justify its price tags there's never a

squawk. It's for this reason that Crosby's

fantastic fee is reasonable . . . why Ziv,

Cowan, Kermit-Raymond, Paragon are

paying stars unheard-of recording fees.

Dinah Shore, Frank Sinatra and a num-
ber of other names were apparently over-

priced last season. Their sponsors

cancelled them. If they had been priced

lower and been permitted to stay on the

air in their same slot for a few years

each, no doubt, would have proved good

radio. Only one star in a thousand (i. e.

Crosby) can start a new program and win

a top audience at once. It'd be far better

for talent to "take it easy," to start a

new contract at a fee that will grow

as the listening audience grows.

It's really the cost per listener that

determines star fees. Talent that pro-

duces is never overpriced.

r Applause 1
THE IDEA PAY-OFF

An outstanding way for a sponsor to

have its regular cast take a summer vaca-

tion and still not lose its audience has

been worked out by Needham, Louis and

Brorby for Kraft Foods. While The Great

Gildersleeve is summering, The Summer-

idle Bandstand takes over at a fraction

of what Fibber costs. Summerville is the

town m which Gildersleeve lives through-

out his winter broadcasting season, and

different members of his radio family will

be at the bandstand at each summer
broadcast. Thus everyone has a vaca-

tion, the sponsor buys a reasonable sum-

mer replacement, yet the Kraft broad-

cast period doesn't lose its identification

with The (heat Gildersleeve, It's this type

of planning that has made N.L.cVlv's

radio shows, Fibba McGee and Molly and

Gildersleeve, produce better audiences

and mon. sales year after year. Fibber

consistent!) is tops and Gildersleeve, an

alumnus oi tlu McGec program, pro-

gressivch increases its hold on audiences,

Ideas that don't cost a fortune and

go beyond the routine agency service de-

serve something besides 15 per cent. They

deserve applause.

NBC's MOTION PICTURE PROMOTION
Several years ago NBC prepared a

motion-picture trailer using its radio-

film stars to sell broadcasting. There

were so many problems involved that the

idea had to be dropped the following

year. Now once again NBC will use

motion pictures to sell the mass enter-

tainment medium—radio.

Film will be 16mm and will be handled

on a non-commercial basis as is the cur-

rent Chesterfield promotion motion-pic-

ture. Objective is an audience of 1,000,-

000 for the short subject, which while

promoting the senior network also sells for

everyone who uses broadcast advertising.

Appropriation for the promotion is said

to be 5100,000.

CHET THOMAS DOUBLE-CHECKS

C. L. (Chet) Thomas of KXOK (St.

Louis) recently diuded to do some

checking on the relationship between his

BMB figures and actual listening in the

30 counties with 59 per cent coverage or

better credited to station by Bureau.

What he did still has managers of many
larger stations gasping. He hired the

Edward G. Doody research organization

to make coincidental* telephone calls in

each of the 30 counties. Over 100.000

calls were made.

He has turned the information over

to BMB with the suggestion that they

check the relationship between his

quarter-hour-by-quarter-hour coinciden-

tal and his BMB. Thomas has been

doing many things in the St. Louis

market that are news. He's now done

something industry wise that's news

plus. In the entire industry KXOK was

the only station to "coincidental-check"

its BMB as well as use it.

-uirntal telephone audience measurement it

that type of research which checks, tia phime, on the

programs or stations being lislenencd to by the phone
owner*.
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WAMj
R. ]. Rockwell, Vice-President in Charge of Engineering,

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation. Fellow, Institute of Radio

Engineers; Member, American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers, Acoustical Society of America and Engineers Club of

Cincinnati. Committee Chairman, Radio Technical Planning

Board. Registered Professional Engineer, State of Ohio.

Eighteen years with Crosley.

The word "rock" means many things to many

people—a diamond, Gibraltar, Alcatraz, or

ordinary stone. But to we 500-odd WLW
employees it means only one thing: "Rock"

is the familiar nickname for R. J.
Rockwell,

Vice-President in Charge of Engineering

for the Crosley Broadcasting Corporation.

A remarkable gentleman, this Rockwell.

Lurking behind that huge Sherlock Holmes

pipe is, we're convinced, one of the smartest

engineers in the radio profession. But that

pipe also conceals a frustrated musician

who's never been wholly convinced that he

should stick to his slip-stick and laboratory

and forget his violins and the concert halls.

The combination of these two talents—one

remarkable and the other questionable—has

produced a very likeable, human individual

. . . certainly not the double-dome which

his engineering accomplishments indicate.

He owned the first radio station west of

the Mississippi, WNAL. He designed the

square type RCA condenser mike widely

used by networks for years. He holds more
than a dozen patents on important radio

devices—has several more coming up.

As a consulting engineer, "Rock" designed

and installed KTHS, Hot Springs, and

KLRA, Little Rock. He joined the Crosley

factory in 1929 and transferred to the broad-

casting division in 1936. In 1940 he de-

signed and constructed WLWO, the first of

this country's high-power international broad-

cast stations. In 1944 he completed the de-

sign and installation of the famous "Voice

of America" plant at Bethany, Ohio, con-

taining three 200,000-watt transmitters—the

largest international broadcast installation.

His present duties involve the supervision

of the Mason plant— WLW, WLWK,
WLWO and W8XAL; the Bethany plant—

WLWL, WLWR and WLWS; WLWA
(FM) and W8XCT, experimental televi-

sion; 14 auxiliary stations; the design and

construction of all equipment used by these

stations, as well as WINS, New York, and

the direction of the Broadcast Engineering

Laboratory. In other words, he has the con-

siderable responsibility of achieving and

maintaining the technical perfection which

has always been the goal of Crosley stations.

Naturally, even though "Rock" is a re-

markable gent, he doesn't handle it all by

himself. He has scores of capable assistants

—98 in all—including
J. M. McDonald,

Phil Konkle, Floyd Lantzer, Bill Alberts, J.

R. Duncan, etc. Even so, you'd think "Rock"

would have enough to keep him busy. He
does, but still finds time to torture his violin.

WLW
25*1



OUR PLACE

THE SUN...

f you'll check consecutive

Hooper Surveys, you'll find that WJW
has a real "place in the sun". For, in

Cleveland, listeners look to WJW for

better entertainment.

And— there's no question about our

place in Cleveland's rich market . . .

the Hoopers show it — advertisers

know it. WJW delivers more daytime

listeners per dollar than any other

Cleveland station.

BASIC

ABC Network
CLEVELAND, O.

850 KC

5000 Wafts
DAY AND NIGHT

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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Hack in England, when trade and commerce first began to lead people out of the Dark

^ges, a rough unit of measurement was established by placing three barlej corn- in a row.

This became the inch and the method served well in a time when land and goods were

the only things in life that demanded some degree of accurate measurement.

Hut with the advent of science and industrialism, need aro.<e for a more exact, more

dependable means of measuring. Today, at the U.S. Bureau of Standards in Washington

there is a rod of platinum-iridium alio) encased in a glass temperature-controlled cabinet

It- length i- exactly one meter, unvarying, always dependable.

Dependability i- an eternal goal of progress. It is equally the goal of the seven Fort

Industry stations, located in seven important markets and -erxing 20,000,000 people.

Dependability of service and re>ult> have won lor them the whole-hearted favor of

listeners and advertisers alike. If it's a Fort Industry station, you can hank on it.

Z\ Till: FORT INDUSTRY COMPANY
W SIM). Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, IK Va.

WLOK, Lima, O. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich. • WV(.\. Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla.

" You i an bank mi a

1 ort Industi \ Station"
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Vulnerability of high Hooperatings to summer vacations and ideal

summer weather seen in July 15 Hooper report covering period of long

July 4th week end. Average nighttime rating, 4.9, was 1.8 below

preceding two-week period, 6.7. Evening sets-in-use dropped from

22.1 to 17.3, downward move of 4.8 against last year's drop of 3.5.

Agency and station men see this as proof positive that something

must be done to check resort and auto tuners-in for accurate picture

of summer listening.
-SR-

Trend of station representatives toward functioning as operations

consultants as well as national selling agents seen in WRVA's ap-

pointment of CBS Radio Sales. NBC Spot Sales in process of negotia-

ting with several stations also. For some time station representa-

tives like Katz, Blair, Petry have functioned at far higher level

than sales agents and many newer reps have been sitting in on

management meetings.
-SR-

CBS program management shifts, which takes Ed Murrow, who worked

during war years with Chairman of Board Bill Paley in London, from

key operational post, seen as reemphasis on commercial programing.

New program vp Hubbell Robinson is agency-trained programer. Ap-

pointment made possible by reassignment of vp Davidson Taylor as

Director of Public Affairs following decision of Edward Murrow to

vacate that post. Murrow 's move was made for two reasons: more

money (as a newscaster he'll make at least three times what he

received as CBS vp); as an air personality he'll help CBS remove

stigma resulting from dropping of liberal commentators. Murrow is

admittedly a liberal.
-SR-

Of 1300 AM stations in current operation in U. S. over 1100 are

network affiliates. More than 3 3 of latter find network links cost

them money instead of making it. Some small stations pay 2 to 3

times as much in line-charges as they receive from web. Need of

programing at national level in most cases justifies affiliation

despite monthly red figures. At same time webs have their worries.

Operations continue to be less profitable yearly, with networks

largely supported by stations they own. That's what makes Mutual 's

job rougher than others. Mutual owns no stations.

-SR-

More radio talent contracts are showing up with a TV clause. Gen-

erally reads, "If and when the advertiser decides to use visual

broadcasting it reserves the right to the services of the con-
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"FAVORITE

STORY" HAS

100 SPONSORS

NEW NIELSEN

RATING PITCH

THIS FALL

traded performer on a basis comparable with agreement covering his

appearances on its radio programs." Fairly elastic, but sponsors

feel they can't be more definite since they don't know at what stage

in TV's development they'll want to enter medium.

-SR-

Spot business in U. S. is up 12.7% for first 6 months of 1947 over

same period in 1946. June business was good with automotive, ice

cream, food products, cigarettes, household furnishings, soaps,

cleansers, and airlines adding to their spot schedules. Analysis

of spot on network-owned-and-operated stations revealed less in-

crease than national average due to fewer spot time availabilities.

Average 6-month increase for net stations was 6.5H-

-SR-

David Sarnoff, Chairman of Board and President of RCA, is expected

to retire from latter position between now and first 1948 stock-

holders' meeting. Holding move back is final selection of new

president. Known to have discussed job are Niles Trammell, NBC

President, and Frank Mullen and Ken Dyke, both vps of network.

None of three are technical men, as is Sarnoff, but feeling within

RCA is that engineering knowledge is not requisite.

-SR-

Coming season will see battle for 5-6 p. m. Sunday audience. It

will find NBC with "Borden Hour" of drama battling "The Shadow" and

either "Quick as a Flash" or "The Abbotts" on Mutual, No. 1 network

at that hour for some time. To degree drama and mystery auaiences

are alike. In past each network has had own audience at that hour.

-SR-

Ziv's most expensive transcribed program, Ronald Coleman's "Favorite

Story " passed 100 mark in sponsors during July. Boston department

store Jordan Marsh bought it for all of New England. Cowan's high-

priced package, "The Smiths of Hollywood," will start on at least 75

stations when ready to go in September. Interest in Kermit-Ray-

mond's transcribed Eddie Bracken show also feverish with sales effort

newly started.

-SR-

With A. C. Nielsen back from Europe there will be renewed efforts

by Nielsen organization to bring radio industry into line as under-

writers of open-door NRI (Nielsen Radio Index). As yet Nielsen
hasn't come up with formula that will wi n support that minute-by-
minute listening rating deserves. Adequate sample for NRI must wait

on more sponsor-station-network backing.

SPONSOR
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Lawrence and Wayne make the fourth generation of Bradleys

to farm these Winnebago County, Wisconsin, acres. Each son

now operates 200 acres; Harold, the father, helping both. Forty

milk cows are in production and 150 laying hens. There are

300 White Rock chickens, 100 Shropshire ewes and two thor-

oughbred bulls. The Bradleys have 200 acres of marsh hay (about

400 bales) ; 30 acres in corn, 35 in oats and 45 in alfalfa. There-

are three children; Lawrence, 20, Wayne, 23, and Lorraine, 13.

These are folks worth knowing — the Bradleys and all the

other thousands of good neighbors of ours in four Midwestern

states. For 23 years, our microphones have focused on these

families. We have provided the service they need, the entertain-

ment they want. Their response is a loyalty partly measured by

the million letters they write us ever) year — a loyalty measured,

too, in the quality and intensity of results our advertisers get.

9BK i *MBPj»m

2f~^Pft^^H

*

Lawrence Bradley, one of 40 Future Farmers to

win our annual 3-day award trip to Chicago. He

keeps careful records of flock, crops and stock

Cooking comes first with Mrs. Bradley. She is a s*>

Board of Education member and mother of three ^,
fine children Her food cellar is always
stocked

Harold Bradley supplements two tractors with

this Percheron-Belgian team He helps Lawrence

"3a. with one 200-awes. Wayne with the other.

The Bradley home place, well-kept, clean Elec-

tricity came a year ago, other modernization is

following. An apple orchard is behind the house

Lawrence and Lorraine feed Doll, 400- pound-

producing Holstein. The Bradley herd is half

Holstem, half Milking Shorthorns The born-radio

provides music, markets and news

890 kilocycles, 50,000 watts, American

affiliate Represented by John Blair

and Company.

AFFILIATED IN MANAGEMENT WITH THE ARIZONA NETWORK: KOY, PH OE N I X. .. KTUC, T UC SON. . . K SU N, Bl SBEE - LOW E LL - DO UG LAS
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1:1 \! Jolson was responsible for Bing Crosby's

•t season. Will he top it for Kraft Music

411 West 52nd

EMPHASIS ON PROGRAMING
I sincerel) believe th.it your publica-

lion is definitely on( ol the best in

the entire field. I say this particularly

with the thought in mind that sponsor

devotes a considerable amount of thought

and attention to the all important item

oi programing.

Your criticisms, your suggestions and

your stories are all tops in my estimation,

and I should like to take this opportunity

of congratulating you and your staff on

the very fine job accomplished.

Donald Cooke
Donald Cooke, Inc.

A RESEARCH AMEN
Amen to the items "plenty of figures

—

few use available research" and "wanted

research" in July sponsor.

The value of tools is in their use. That

research is not being used to its full

advantage deserves editorial recognition.

Philip Frank
Executive Secretary

Broadcast Measurement Bureau

IT'S A REGULAR FEATURE

1 wonder if you can supply me with

a list of radio programs which are cur-

rently using "give-aways"?

Bernard M. Kliman
Director of Advertising

Cruen Watch Company

Contests and Give-aways^are listed in chart

form in every issue of SPONSOR.

ESPECIALLY FOR HOOPER?
What you did in your July issue of

sponsor may or may not be good pub-

lishing because there are probably not

enough other people like me. But for the

first time I have had the experience of

picking up a publication the contents of

which, from cover to cover, impressed

me as having been prepared for me and

me alone.

Congratulations on what I think many
others will agree is the finest issue of

sponsor to date.

C. E. Hooper
President

C. £. Hooper, Inc.

Please turn v> page 6)

INorlli Carolina's

Favorite Farmer!

HARVEY D1NKINS

Who was recently awarded the

Distinguished Service Citation for

1946 by the North Carolina Farm

Bureau Federation for his outstand-

ing contribution to farmers in

North Carolina.

Harvey Dinkins' hayfield flavored

comments in his"News and Views"

on the Piedmont Farm Program,

broadcast daily over WSJS, exert

a powerful influence on thousands

of farm families throughout the

rich Piedmont area of North Caro-

lina and Southwest Virginia

—

another reason why WSJS sells

the Piedmont!

SPONSOR



MARTIN BLOCK
AN UNBEATABLE TEAM!

The MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM

Makes music for listeners/

money for advertisers. ..

10-11:30 a. m. 5:35-7:30 p. m.

Monday thru Saturday

Ever since 1935 MARTIN BLOCK and the MAKE BELIEVE
BALLROOM have been part of the pulsating life of this me-

tropolis. They make hearts — and merchandise — move faster!

For more than 12 years the MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM
has been a New York show — tailored for New York listeners

and custom-made for advertisers who want to sell them! It's a

BIG show — and like all big shows it appeals to all ages! Hit

tunes, top bands, new stars — you hear them all and you hear

them first when MARTIN BLOCK entertains at the MAKE
BELIEVE BALLROOM with two big performances daily, six

days a week.

Yes, he's No. 1 in the No. 1 Market!

So listen to MARTIN BLOCK at his best -on the MAKE
BELIEVE BALLROOM!
Buy MARTIN BLOCK where he's biggest - on WNEW in

Greater New York!

•rented by
B ir and Co.

1120
ON YOUR

DIAL

SERVING NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY 24 HOURS A DAY
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Hit Tunes for August
(On Records)

CASTANETS AND LACE
Sammy Kaye—Vic. 20-2345

(Republic)

(Peer)

COME TO THE MARDI GRAS
Freddy Martin—Vic. 20-2288

Andrewi Sisters—Dec. Dinning Sisters—Cap.

IT TAKES TIME o-*»">

B.„„y Goodman-Cap.^^Louis^^J^-l, 23865

I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW (Marks)

^2a^^.T&?^^M^^ "^rtesa-Sonor. 20,2

Danny Kaye-De. 24110^^oV^e^-Vic.*

JUST AN OLD LOVE OF MINE
Billy Eekstine -MGM 10043 . Dick Farney—Mai. 7248

Peggy Lee—Cap.* . Do is Day—Col.

(Campbell-Porgie)

Tommy Dorsey—Vic*

LOLITA LOPEZ <*—a

Freddy Martin—Vic. 20-2288 . Dinning Sisters—Cap. 433

MY ADOBE HACIENDA (Peer)

r,m„ Williams— Vic 20-2150 . Jack McLean—Coast 8001

I^T^^.OO" . -.Kassel-Vog^.«£. S,s,e„-Cap. 38 9

SMOKE! SMOKE! SMOKE! (That Cigarette)

STORY OF SORRENTO ow.>

Buddy Clark-Xavier Cug.l-Col. 37507|.iBobby Doyle-Sig. 1 5079

THERE'S THAT LONELY FEELING'AGAIN

(American)

(Mellin)

Hal Mclnlyr.-MGM 10032 Conn,, Boswell-Apollo 1064

I «„i« Prima—Mai 1 1 45 . Charlie Spivak—Vic. 20-2287
Lou.s Prima ^°

nY i€ c.rle—Col. 37484 . Freddy Stewart-Capp. 426

•Soon (. bcreleattd

BROADCAST MUSIC INC.
S80 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

40 West 52nd

"IF I WERE A SPONSOR . .
."

... I've been watching sponsor closely

from the beginning and I thought I'd

tell you that your current (July) issue

is the best one yet. It has a tremendous

amount of information in it and typo-

graphically it's the best issue. If I were

a sponsor—heaven forbid—I'm sure that

I wouldn't be without it.

Pali Denis

Radio Editor

Neir York Post

CANADIAN COMMENT
The July issue of sponsor is a knock-

Howard Yeigh

J. Waller Thompson Co., Ltd.

Toy onto

SPOT FACTS
I was very much gratified to notice the

terrific amount of space that you devoted

to spot broadcasting in this issue (July).

Too many trade papers these days seem

to have forgotten that spot as an adver-

tising medium in and of itself still exists

and is growing and working effectively

for advertisers. Our advertising has

been pointing out these facts for many

years, but it is pleasing also to see an

industry paper of standing back up our

story with facts.

Wells H. Barnett, Jr.

Seizes Development Manager

John Blair & Company

TOOL FOR THE JOB
I am joining Henri. Hurst & McDonald

as of next Monday (July 21). I know that

I am going to get a great kick out of the

new job and I am sure I am going to need

the information contained in sponsor,

more so than ever before. You'd better

tell your circulation department to put

me down for a two-year subscription and

have same sent to my attention at the

agency. George Roesler

Mr. Roesler is now chief timebuyer foe

Henri, Hursl & McDonald, Chicago.

A CHALLENGE
I challenge you to keep it up! Every

month's edition seems to out-distance the

previous one; and for our money, the

July issue is a real humdinger.

Those maps about BMB coverage by

the Networks were of real interest— and

such an edition will remain close at hand

for a long time to come.

E. P. J. Shurick

Free and Peters

(Please turn to page >
s

SPONSOR



Mr. Sponsor:

William M. Ramsey'
Director of Radio, Procter & Gamble

Radio's number one sponsor is P&G, and Bill Ramsey's job is

that of supervising the soap firm's multimillion-dollar

broadcasting activities. Few men in radio have more responsible

jobs. Last year, P&G plunked $17,319,744 on radio's barrelhead

(as compared to $4,684,000 in magazines) to air-sell a dozen

different P&G products via 20 shows on three networks, plus

extensive spot campaigns.

P&G is radio's most satisfied long-term advertiser. Radio has

sold oceans of P&G soap, but when they first went on the air back

in 1923 on WEAF (now WNBC) they sold not soap but Crisco,

with the Crisco Cooking Talks. Seven years later, Bill Ramsey,

fresh out of Compton's copy department, joined P&G's still

fledgling radio department. There was a succession of household

programs, but P&G garnered more experience than sales records.

It was the daytime serial that made P&G the country's leading

purveyor of soap. Bill Ramsey was a decisive factor in the birth

of the first serial, a now-forgotten quickie named The Puddle

Family. It did teach Ramsey that serials worked best when they

played up the emotional angle. The result: Ma Perkins, oldest

continuously-sponsored P&G program (1933). With soap operas

as a backbone, P&G has branched into comedy (Life of Riley),

music (Kenny Baker, Jack Smith, Drene Show), audience partici-

pation (Tom Brenneman, Truth or Consequences) and action-

adventure (FBI in Peace and War).

Ramsey is proud of his company and its many products, but

he's modest about his own contributions. "We look upon radio,"

says Ramsey, "as the job of many men and women in our organi-

zation and in our advertising agencies, so that if bouquets are to

be handed around, they should go to many people and not to

one man."
* Seen at left mugging with Tom Breneman and Gail Smith, P4 G director of daytime radio.

Remember the

story about . .

.

GULLIVER...

THE LILLIPUTIANS...

and what happened?

They were tiny people. But they over-

powered what seemed to them to be a

giant, when he fell asleep.

There's a radio stotion moral in this

classic story. W-W-D-C, by aggressive

programming and promotion, has done a

job worthy of a giant in this huge Wash-

ington market.

If you want sales results down here . . .

let this little fellow, W-W-D-C, do it for

you. It works!

Only one other station in

Washington has more
loyal listeners

WWDC
AM-FM—The D. C. Independent

AUGUST 1947 Li __- ^EtC» 7



BLOC
ENTERTAINMENT

•PRODUCES
AUDIENCE-

•DELIVERS
SALES!

Now— lowans relax and enjoy

the programs of six KRNT and

ABC network radio personalities

all afternoon—one after the other.

It's a continuous afternoon of

music and fun.

"Bloc Entertainment" has already

won the morning hours in Des

Moines, when KRNT has more

listeners than all other stations

combined!

Now—KRNT's program leader-

ship extends throughout the day.

NOW— you can buy a ready-

made audience. BUY KRNT.

* C. E. Hooper, Inc., Station Listening Index

April-May, 1947.

Represented by

THE KATZ AGENCY

Member

MID-STATES GROUP

KRNT
DES MOINES, IOWA

40 Wesl 12nd 'S A FACT, folks

BLOCK PROGRAMING
I have just finished reading the article

in the July issue of sponsor on block

programing.

Naturally, I was pleased at the mention

given W'NEB and was also quite inter-

ested to see that the format we are using

is being used successfully by so many
other stations around the country.

In closing, might I say that all of us

here at W'NEB thoroughly enjoy reading

your informative articles from month to

month.

John J. Hurley
General Manager

WNEB, Worcester, Mass.

VOL. I, NO. 9

Please accept my heartiest congratu-

lations for the outstanding issue which

officially you have labeled Volume I,

No. 9. It has been interesting for me to

watch the steady progress that you have

made in producing this outstanding

publication.

P. A. Sugg
General Manager

WYK, Oklahoma City

ADD: THE TELEWAYS LIST

I was keenly disappointed to see that

Teleways' shows were omitted from your

Fall Facts issue. This no doubt was an

oversight on our part due to the rush of

business we have experienced in the

past 60 days. Believe me, I will appreciate

your seeing that we receive a listing

on our transcribed programs in yout

excellent publication as I hold sponsor

in high regard and feel that it fills an

important mission in our industry.

Charles A. Kennedy
vp—director of sales

Teletvays Radio Productions Inc.

Programs unlisted were:

SHOW
'Strange \\ Ilia"

'Sons of Pioneers"

'Moon Dreams"
'Barnyard Jamboree"
'And] Devine Show "

STAR
Warren \\ Uliama
Bob Nolan

Marvin Miller

"Round Boy" Jeffries

\ml> Devine

SPONSOR S Chicago Office

Expanding its service, sponsor

opened a Chicago office on July

28 at 410 N. Michigan Avenue.

The telephone is Whitehall 3540.

Kaj Brown has been appointed

Chicago manager. For many
years Miss Brcwn was a time'

buyer with Young & Rubicam,

New York.

Our Farm Folks

Garner Onto

13.3 Per Cent of

the Entire U.S. Gross

Cash Farm Income

IT'S A FACT . . . the 1946
cash farm income for the \\ NAX
(BMB)AREA was $3,130,381,000.*

IT'S A FACT ... the 1946
cash farm income for the United
States was $23,525,041,000 . . . and
for the West North Central State-.

$6,122,493,000.

IT'S A FACT . . . the \\ NAN figure

represent- 13.3 per cent of the

S lotal . . . and 51.13 percent of

the West North Central State-

total.

COLD FACTS, YES . . . but they
should build a fire under the ad-

vertiser who wants low-cost -oiling

to families with substantial in-

comes. (And who doesn't?)

All Figures From 1''47 Sales Manage-
ment "Effective Buying Income." and
BMB Report No. 1.

WNAX is available with

KRNT and WMT as th«

Mid-States Group. Ask the

Kati Agency foe rates.

WNAX
/4 CmUca Statco*

SIOUX CITY •YANKTON

SPONSOR



new and renew

Acua National £fzat BtUin&U

mm

y

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, start, duration

Blatz Brewing Co.

Carter Products, Inc.

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Florida Citrus Commission
Grove Laboratories, Inc.

Mason Au Magenheimer Co.
National Biscuit Co.
Standard Oil of Indiana

Beer Kastor, Farrell,
Chesley & Clifford

10

Carter's Little Liver Ted Bates 90-100
Pills

Halo Shampoo Sherman & Marquette
Fruits Benton & Bowles 16
Grove's Cold Tablets Duane Jones 400-500
4-Way Cold Tablets J. D. Tarcher 100
Candies Moore & Hamm 20-30
Shredded Wheat McCann-Erickson 150
Esso products McCann-Erickson 10

Transcribed announcements; Jul 15; 13 wks

Transcribed announcements; Aug 4; 52 wks

Transcribed announcements; Jul 14; 26 wks
Transcribed breaks; Aug 1; indefinite
Transcribed announcements; Sep 30; seasonal
Transcribed announcements; Sep 30; seasonal
Transcribed announcements; Aug II; 13 wks
Local 15-min musical clocks; Sep 8; 13 wks
Live college and pro football games; Sep 15; season

'

A/eat On fte£wo>ihA

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

America's Future, Inc.
H. C. Cole Milling Co.
Curtis Circulation Co.
Drackett Co.
Ford Motor Co.
Pharmaco, Inc.

Standard Oil of Calif.

Swift & Co.
Toni, Inc.

Wilson Sporting Goods Co.
*Program name not known as

Gahagan & Turnbull MBS 300 (approx)
Gardner MBS 70 (approx)
BBD&O ABC 229
Y&R ABC 167
Kenyon & Eckhardt NBC 161
Ruthrauff & Ryan MBS 250 (approx)

MBS 250 (approx)
MBS 250 (approx)

BBD&O NBC 23 Pacific
stations

J. Walter Thompson NBC 160
Foote, Cone & Belding ABC 204

NBC 167
United States Advertising MBS 400 (approx)

SPONSOR goes to press. tExpanded time only.

Sam Pettengill; Sun 1-1:15 pm; Sep 7; 52 wks
*Sun 3-3:30 pm; Oct 5; 52 wks
Listening Post; 10:45-11 am; Aug 4; 52 wks
Dorothy Kilgallen; Th 10:45-11 am; Sep 18; 52 wks
Ford Theater; Sun 5-6 pm; Oct 5; 62 wks
Jim Backus Show; Sun 9:30-10 pm; Sep 7; 52 wks
Song of the Stranger; MWF 3:30-3:45 pm; Sep 29; 52 wks
Mystery Show; Sun 8:30-9 pm; Sep 29; 52 wks
Standard School Broadcast; Th 10-10:30 am pst Oct 9

Archie Andrews; Sat 10:30-11 am; Aug 9; 52 wks
tLadies Be Seated; MTWTF 3:15-3:30 pm; to Mar 26, 1948

(end of current contract)
Torme Time; Sat 5:30-5:45 pm; Aug 2; 52 wks
All-star football game; Fri 9:30 to conclusion; Augj22

Wl

(Fifty-two weeks generally meant a 13-week contract with option! for 3 successive 13-week renewals. ffi subject to cancellation at the end of any 13-week period)

(leneiuali On MetwOiJzA.

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, lime, start, duration

American Home Products Corp. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
(Whitehall Pharmacal Co. div.)

Delaware, Lackawanna & Ruthrauff & Ryan
Western Coal Co.

Kraft Foods Co. J. Walter Thompson
Lewis-Howe Roche. Williams & Cleary
Musical Digest Magazine Kenyon & Eckhardt
Procter & Gamble Compton

Benton & Bowles
Compton
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

NBC 7 Pacific Fleetwood Lawton, News; MTWTF 7:15-7:30 pm ~pst;
Jul 29

MBS 300 (approx) The Shadow; Sun 5-5:30 pm; Sep; 39 wks [ ?

NBC 141 Kraft Music Hall; Th 9-9:30 pm; Jul 24; 52 wks
NBC 144 Date with Judy; Tu 8:30-9 pm; Oct 14; 52 wks '

\ J
ABC 89 Sunday EveningiHour; Sun 8-9 pm; Oct 5; 39 wks -]

ABC 244 Breakfast in Hollywood; MTWTF 11-11:15 am; Jui;i
ABC 195 Welcome Stranger; MTWTF 12-12:30 pm; Jul 1

CBS 48 *MTWTF 7-7:15 pm; Aug 25; 52 wks

A'eu/ and Renewed an ^Jeleailian

SPONSOR AGENCY STATION PROGRAM (time, start, if set)

Borden Co.

Borg-Warner Corp.
(Norge Div.)

Botany Worsted Mills

Bulova Watch Co.
Canine Food & Products Co
Chex Co.
Detroit Edison Co.
Elgin National Watch Co.

Kenyon & Eckhardt

Campbell-Ewald

WN'BT, New York, and ^Borden Club; Sun 9-9:15 pm; Jul 6; 13 wks (n)

NBC lelay network
WWJ-TV, Detroit Newscasts; Th 8:45-9 pm; Jul 10; 52 wks (n)

Silberstein-Goldsmith WNBT, New York

Blow
Packard
Solis S. Cantor
Campbell-Ewald
J. Walter Thompson

WPTZ. Philadelphia
WCBS-TV. New York
WPTZ. Philadelphia
WPTZ, Philadelphia
WWJ-TV, Detroit
WPTZ, Philadelphia

KTLA, Hollywood

Weather signals; Jul 18; 13 wks (r)

Weather signals; Th nights; Jul 24; 13 wks (n)
Time signals, 4 weekly; Aug 18; 13 wks (r)

Weather signals; Fri nights; Jul 14; 13 wks (n)
Weather signals ; Tu preceding baseball games; Jul 15; 13 wks (n)
Newscasts; WF 8:45-9 pm; Jul 16; 13 wks (n)
Time signals, before and after televised baseball games; Jul 5;

13 wks (r)

Time signals, twice weekly; Jun 7; 13 wks (n)

:
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I ..r.l Mot.,r < ii.

(.Iinl.. -Iliii.

Good House Store*, Inc.

(.rlesc.llc. k Bros. ( ...

Hyde Park Brewing Co.

J Walter Thompson wt B8-TV, n,w ^, r k

kti.\. Hollywood
WPT2 Philadelphia
WPTZ Philadelphia

lur.-i i

Julian (;. Pollock

Km hraufl & Ryan

( ..ir.liier

Jiff> Producti Co.
I. .•<> J. Meyberg Co.
Purity Bakei i. i

Scare, Roebuck K Co.
Teldlaco ( !o.

Union Pacific, and Chicago- Caplea
Northweetern Railroads
(Jointly)

Wllf Bros Appliances I'hllip Klein

Martin & Andrcwi
Direct
Young ov Rublcam
Mayers
Direct

KSD-TV, St. Louis

ksli- I \ , St. Louis

WPTZ. Philadelphia
K'll.A Hollywood
KSD-TV, St. Louis
KTLA. Hollywood
U MID. New York
WIIMt, Chicago

WPTZ. Philadelphia

I urd Parade <.f Sports; Madison Square Garden events; Jul 14;
52 wits (r)

Olympic Stadium wrestling; Wed 8:30 pm-close: Jul 2: 44 wks(n)
Handy Man; Frl 8:30-8:45 pm; Jul 18; 13 wks (r)
INS Television News; 15-mln preceding baseball; Jun IS; 13
wks (n)

"Sports Closeups," precedes baseball games; as per event:
season (n)

Man on the Sin i ; MThF 4-4:30 pm; to Feb '48 (n)
Sports events, wrestling,'boxing, hockey, etc.; as per event; to
Dec *47 (n)

Weather signals; Sun nights; Jul 13; 13 wks (n)
I ilms. test patterns; M l\S IIS 2-4 pm; Jul I ; 13 wks (r)
Brown- . Cardinals home games: 3 weekly; season (n)
Time signals. 1 a week; Jul I; 13 wks (n)
Jerome Stadium boxing; Tu 9:30 pm-close; Jul 13; 13 wks (n)
Streamliner Time; 15-min Tu nights; Jul 14; 13 wks (n)

INS Television News; 15-min preceding evening program sched-
ules; Jun 16; 13 wks (n)

A/eia A<je*tC4f, Apfucu^U^fte^iii

SPONSOR PRODUCT for service) AGENCY
Arizona Machinery Co., Phoenix Heavy equipment distributor.

Chester A. Bakes Co.. Boston Baker's Ail-Purpose Shampoo.
Berry Brothers, Inc.. Detroit . Paints, varnishes.
Borden Co. (Special Products dlv.). New York Feed supplements
Capital Airlines. Washington, I). C. Air travel
Carter Products. Inc.. New York Arrid

Celotei Corp.. Chicago Insulating, building materials
Chicago Bears Professional football
Chicago Majestic. Inc.. Chicago Records
Clark-Babbitt Industries, Inc. (Dr. True »lv.), Boston Dr. Truc's A. P. C. Tablets, Elixir
Commonwealth Heating Co.. Pittsburgh Utility
Cooper Brewing Co., Inc., Philadelphia Cooper, N'amar Beer
Cumberland Brewing Co., Cumberland, Md Old Export Beer
Damerel- Mlison Co.. Covina, Calif.

.

D&A Orange Juice
Detroit Brewing Co.. Detroit Oldbru Beer.
Druher Jewelers, New York Jewelry
Durneck Co., Los Angeles Proprietary
Dynamic Electronics, New York Radios, television, major appliances.
Federation of Watch Manufacturers, Switzerland Watches
Flora Mir. New York Candies
Kin K. Ford, Inc.. McDonough. N. Y Ford Factory-Built Homes
Gold Furniture Co.. Los Angeles Retail furniture
Hanneil Foods, Inc., New York Pepcorn Chips
Hull Brewing Co.. New Haven, Conn Beer, ale, porter.
J a n a Handbags. Inc.. New York Handbags
Kajol. Inc.. San Francisco Gold Leaf Shampoo
Kellogg Co.. Battle Creek Animal feeds
MarteU's Liquor & Wine Co., New York Liquors, wines
Don Martin School of Radio Arts, Hollywood Educational . .

McCorniick & Co., Baltimore Spices, extracts, teas, insecticides. .

Mctacom Products Co.. New York. . To be announced in September
Monroe Chemical Co.. Ouincy, 111. (Mary T. Goldman

Co. dlv.) Hair dye
Oakland Lodge No. 324. Loyal Order of Moose, Oak-

land. Calif. Institutional
Pacific Export Co., Los Angeles Exporters
Parkview Markets. Inc., Cincinnati Retail-owned wholesale grocer
I'erma-Nail Co.. Burbank. Calif Nail polish base
Plas-Tex Corp.. West Los Angeles Plastic products
Portland Symphonic Society. Portland, Ore Concerts
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati Drone Shampoo
Quick-Way Household Products, Los Angeles Cleansers, etc
Red Rock Bottling Co.. Boston Red Rock Cola
Rose Jewelers. Baltimore Jewelry
San Jose Flight Agency. San Jose, Calif Flight Instruction
IIS. Ii ec liner & Son, Inc Manufacturing furrier
Screen Plays. Inc., Hollywood Motion picture producers
Special Foods Co.. Chicago Jay's Potato Chips, Popcorn
Standard Brands. Inc.. New York Food products

Superbe (.love Co.. Johnstown, N. Y Gloves
Valley Flight System, San Bernardino, Calif Packaged flight instruction
\ .nt ura Pilots Plan, Ventura, Calif Packaged flight instruction
llarrv Waxman Co.. New York Magic Form Slips
\\ ilson & Co.. Los Angeles Smoked meats, dog food, margarine

Advertising Counselors. Phoenix, for Cater-
pillar. John Deere, etc.. regional advert ising

. Chambers & Wlswell. Boston
. . Zlmmer-Keller. Detroit
Kenyon & I i kliar.lt . New York

. French &. Preston, New York
Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. New
York, for ( .ana.Man advertising of Arrid

. Blalne-Thompson, New York

. Robert Kahn. Chicago
. Chapman. Chicago, for radio advertising
Hoag & Provandle. Boston
W. Earl Bothwell. Pittsburgh
J. M. Korn. Philadelphia
Leon S. Golnick, Baltimore

. Western, Los Angeles, regional advertising
Marvin Halm. Detroit
Seldel, New York
Robert B. Raisbeck. Hollywood

. Hirshon-Garfield. New York
. . Foote, Cone & Belding. New York
Modern Merchandising. New York
Barlow. Syracuse

. Allied, Los Angeles, regional advertising
Raymond E. Nelson. New Y'ork
Lindsay. New Haven
Donahue & Coe. New York
John M. Gallagher. San Francisco
kl.in- Van Pieterson-Dunlap. Milwaukee
Lew Kashuk. New York
Robert B. Raisbeck. Hollywood
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. N e»
York

. Altomarl, New York

. H. M. Gross, Chicago

Ad Fried. Oakland
Michael Shore. Hollywood
Leonard M. Slve. Cincinnati
A. .lames Rouse, Los Angeles
Smith. Bull & M.Creery. Hollywood
Short & Baum, Portland
Compton. New York. Cincinnati
Abbott Kimball. Los Angeles
Ford. Nichols & Todd. Boston
Leon S. Golnick
John Whitehead. Los Angeles
Seidel. New York
Buchanan. Beverly Hills
Lieber, Chicago
l>ancer-r"it7.geraId-Sample. New York, for

V-N vegetable juice, catsup; Saratoga pork
and beans

Dorland. New York
John Whitehead, Los Angeles
John Whitehead. Los Angeles
Hicks. New York
Briaacher, Van Norden, Los Angeles, for
West Coast

cZpasUa* fteid-a+ute/ GUa+ujeA.

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Earl II. Barker
James M. Berensoti

Roy Hi ruler

R. Stewart Boyd

st.inie\ Bra* k. ti

Robert II. Calvin
1 1. nt \ R. ( liapman

Nil. \ Co., Hartford. Pacific Coast sales manager
III hue Curtis Industries, Inc.. Chicago, adver-

tising director
Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, public relations
director

I.enneii iv. Mitchell. New York, account executive

Western Electric Co., New York, executive vp
Hill-Bchan Lumber Co., St. Louis
New England Confectionery Co.. Cambridge, vp,
director sales, advertising

Same, Los Angeles. Pacific Coast manager for II states
International Laboratories. Chicago, general manager

Same, head consolidated advertising, public relations dept.

National Biscuit Co.. New York, assistant advertising
manager

Same, president
Same, advertising, display manager
Same, president •

(Please turn to page 44)



How to reach

THE LIS

On CFRB, you reach more listeners . .

.

influence the spending ofmore dollars!

Over the past twenty years of broadcasting in

Ontario, this station has built up a large,

loyal audience . . . 495,300 radio homes in the

daytime and 534,670 at night* . . . more
than any other Toronto station.

And these radio homes are prospects for your

goods. Proof? The satisfied advertisers

who stay with CFRB year after year . . .

On CFRB they—and many of them are retail

stores who are in the best position to judge

—

get results. You can, too!

* The Bureau of Broadcast Measurement

Station Audience Report, 1 946. Reprints

containing complete BBM audience infor-

mation by counties and measured cities

free on request.

DOLLAR!

SOT
TORONTO

REPRESENTATIVES

UNITED STATES

Adam J. Young Jr. Incorporated

CANADA
All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd:

Looking forward to the next twenty years!



L I Vjc U I \J L V/AL Industrial scientists picture a new world in which you

will find the average American firing his fumace and driving his automobile with LIQUID

COAL. They say that coal is nothing more than Carbon and Hydrogen. You simply juggle

carbon and hydrogen atoms around until you get them in the desirable form in this case,

the form of Liquid Coal.

Here at WSPD we are not exactly chemically minded. And as for juggling atoms, we'll

stick to making charts on Hooper ratings. . We do, however, have one thing in common
with the scientists. We, too, are striving to progress. We are constantly improving all

phases of WSPD's service to the listener so that we continue to be the most desirable medium

of advertising in N. W. Ohio. TOV EDO

JuS\
asK **1

12 SPONSOR
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Seven liundreil

stations and one
nef work carry

its message across nation

Brewers, having learned their lesson

during prohibition, use broadcasting in

as clean a manner as any advertiser on

the air. Only one brewer, Pabst Cor-

poration, is a national radio advertiser,

all the rest of the great brewing organiza-

tions functioning on a regional or local

basis. Regional and local adver-

tising are admittedly prone to

claim the world and a fence around it

in advertising copy. Nevertheless, beer

copy doesn't.

Brewers spend more than 65 per cent

of their ad-dollars for broadcast time and

talent and although they're loath to

state their reasons—why officially, off the

record they state that through choice

of program material they can direct

their messages right at the man who
likes to lift one. The Pabst network pro-

gram is, of course, of general appeal

—

Eddie Cantor's following not being

limited to beer drinkers—nor is the

Pabst summer replacement, David Rose

and Georgia Gibbs, horizontal in its

audience, Rose and Gibbs doing a class

musical presentation of general interest.

Pabst, however, also buys baseball games,

spots, and news programs for direct

selling (not prestige) through its 400

local distributors. Its agency (Warwick

and Legler) must approve the time and

program for the local shows and supplies

commercial copy but the distributors pay

the entire bill. (There is no advertising

allowance.) In Metropolitan New York

the distributor is Hoffman Beverage

Company, a subsidiary of Pabst, and

they sponsor the Giants baseball broad-

casts (both home and out-of-town games)

over WMCA. Hoffman also uses time on

the games to sell its gingerale and other

soft drinks which are distributed under

the Hoffman name. The firm was ex-

clusively a soft drink manufacturer before

it handled Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer.

Advertising is a major appropriation

with practically all brewers, no brew

having landed in the success column

without a substantial advertising budget.

The nationally-distributed (in quantity)

brews are few in number—Anheuser-

Busch, Schlitz, Blatz, and Pabst being

the only truly national beers. But there

are a great number of regional malt

beverages that spend up in the hundred

thousands annually for broadcasting.

These include Acme, Ballantine, Falstaff,

Griesedieck, Jax, R. & H., and Ruppert.

Sports are aces with brewers, baseball

being number one for the organizations

which can afford them. Brewers are not

only finding that baseball gets them

AUGUST 1947 13



Ben Bcrnie (right) gagged Malt to popularity in the "good old days." Jack Benny helped

male ears, but they are discovering that

sponsorship of baseball games gives them

point-of-sale advertising impact as well.

A check-up by a sponsor in 20 territories

revealed that bars and grills displayed

signs announcing the broadcasts of the

games being sponsored by brewers. Even

more potent point-of-sale material is the

telecasting of sporting events. This

brings a visual as well as an audible

message right into the bar or grill and

it's difficult indeed for the owner of a

tavern not to carry a brew whose name
is flashed before his patrons at regular

intervals on the video screen. Estimates

of the percentage of TV installations in

places of business where beer is sold

are as high as 30 per cent in New York,

20 per cent in Chicago, and growing fast

in Detroit and St. Louis. In the Motor

City, Goebel sponsors the scanning of

the Detroit Tigers, while Tivoli Brewing

has spots on WWJ-TV. Griesedieck has

a sports video shown on KSD-TV (St.

Louis) and sponsors Cardinal games,
while Peter Fox Brew'ng Co. pays the

bills for a harness racing telecast on
WBKB Chicago).

\ few "I tlu more important baseball

broadcast sponsors include Ballantine,

Pabst as tabbed before) and Acme.
Where baseball is not available or out of

the financial n ng< oi the brewer, regular

sportscasts are verj often underwritten,

"i newscasts ar< purchased with tlu

understanding thai sporting results as

pari <>t tlu news an a must Newscasts

BEER INDUSTRY CHART PAGES 16-17

lead all other shows in the sponsor

industry report on beer in this issue.

Fifteen- and 30-minute transcribed

dramas, with an accent on mysteries, are

also important among programs spon-

sored by brewers. The latter, however,

have paid for time for everything from

Easy Aces to Wayne King. King was

sponsored by Miller High Life Beer in

Chicago for 26 weeks. Near the end of

the 26 weeks the brew decided on a

budget cut. Before the final broadcast

Peter Fox Brewing Company picked up

the program and moved it to another

station in Chicago. There was no time

lost between the end of one sponsorship

and the starting of another—a very

unusual thing. It's contrary to tradition

for a product to buy a program which

has just been sponsored by a competing

product.

Typical of the brewery liking for

mysteries is the sponsorship over KWK
in St. Louis of three e. t. mysteries by

Hyde Park Beer I
It's a Transcription

Year, June sponsor). In New York

George Ehert Brewery, Inc., presents

Murder at Midnight, while Rubsam &
Horrman Brewing Company plans its

commercials on Boston Blackie.

Pabst has the only long term record

of network sponsorship in the beer field.

With the exception of a special four-day

broadcast of Hunter Boys on CBS. July

I A, 1 30. Premier Pabst. as it was known

back in those days, made its big-time

bow with the Old Maestro, Ben Bemie,

on February J, 193 1. The program, with

hiatus periods each summer, ran for

nearly five years with Bernie selling

Blue Ribbon Malt. Bernie was radio's

first feudist. Just as Allen ribs Jack

Benny, Bob Hope razzes Crosby, and

vice versa, just so did Walter Winchell

and Ben Bernie conduct a campaign

to "eliminate" each other only more
so. There was hardly a week that went

by that Winchell didn't take Bernie

apart in his column and Bernie didn't

insult Winchell on his program. On the

air from coast to coast, from New York

Daily Mirror to Los Angeles Examiner,

the Winchell-Bernie feud made listeners

and readers, and sold "the mosta cf the

besta," good old Blue Ribbon Malt, for

Pabst.

During the daytime Pabst bought a

variety program, Pabstette Varieties, to

sell its cheese. The program ran from

April 1931 through February 1932.

With the return of legal beer, the first

brewer to rush to the webs to sell beer,

aside from Pabst, was Shaeffer, en NBC,
according to John Johns of B. B. D. &
O. The program started on WOR early

in 1933 and switched to NBC in Maj
1933. Abner Drury Brewing Company
was also on NBC in May 1933 (three

stations). Kreuger Brewing was on both

NBC and CBS from early 1935 to March

1938. Falstaff Beer was on what was

then known as the Middle West NBC
Red Network from 1936-1941.

From 1936 to 1941 there seems to have

been an unwritten policy on the part of

the networks to bypass beer accounts.

Pabst sells its advertising in trade papers

IS YOUR CASH REGISTER IN THE 1947 PROFIT PICT

I

Cfm»J TV. O—«- »>! »-<• C— I

Paint lnrests More Hone} To Make Cestomen Fr Yw Than Ar.» Ott* |

14 SPONSOR



MBS took a few but the others, unless

committed by prior contract, just let

the beer business go by. However it

wasn't until March 27, 1943, that Pabst

came back to the networks with a big

show, Blue Ribbon Town, with Groucho

Marx. Marx, unfortunately, has never

seemed able to translate either his live

show personality or his screen personality

to the microphone, and Pabst had a

rapid succession of stars. They included

Orson Welles (Mercury Summer Theater),

Danny Kaye, Harry James, and a host

of guest artists from Sinatra to Jack

Benny. Big promotions with $1,000-

plus prizes were used during this period

but nothing happened that made War-

wick and Legler or Pabst very happy

—

the show just didn't make the Hooper

"First Fifteen."

In September 1946 Pabst bought the

Eddie Cantor program on NBC, a long-

time web show with an audience that

wasn't at the Cantor top but nevertheless

delivered a steady over- 10 rating. At

its height this past season (March 6) it

hit 19.7 which is a good audience for

the present Cantor program price, said

to be $20,000 but actually several

thousand under that figure.

Cantor's work for Pabst doesn't stop

with straight commercials. He does a

public service job for his sponsor as well.

Cantor has worked material into his

program on the Cancer Fund, Naval

Reserve, March of Dimes, and any

number of other "causes"—all of which

"Summer re-placement" introduced to dealers

And now-June 26-

pRiSfNTS

HIV

Featuring

DAVID ROSE

MISS GEORGIA GIBBS

NBC Network

THURSDAYS 10:30

Jvsl one morn proof that

Pabst invests more money fo moke cus

tomers for you than any other brewe
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FOLLOW THE GIANTS
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YOUR DIAL

ft&TBlue Ribbon
IT'S BUNDED.. .ITS SPLENDID!

Baseball and Pabst featured in local broadcasts Point-of-sale calendar sells "team" and beer

build respect for Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer

—and for all brewers.

Cantor's sponsorship of new talent and

his many other healthy promotions have

all built further acceptance for Pabst.

The agency feels that during a season

they reach 77 per cent of all radio homes

with Cantor and that justifies a time

(facilities) budget of over $700,000 and a

talent budget of over $800,000 for the

52 weeks. The facilities cost is subject to

frequency and dollar volume discoun's

which materially reduce this gross time

charge figure. The talent price tag is not

subject to discounts and is net. Thus

network radio costs Pabst about $1,400,-

000 a year.

Pabst's sponsorship in the New York

market during the 1947 season of the

Giants games through its subsidiary and

distributor, Hoffman Beverages, will

cost over $100,000. There is the same

promotional handling of these games that

is notable with the Cantor program.

Frankie Frisch, who handles the play-by-

play for Pabst, makes appearances at

boys' clubs. He watches where he's

seen—and does everything to keep Pabst

and baseball clean. As an ex-baseball

star himself he has just the right approach

to the game and lends both the sport and

the beer industry the prestige they must

have. Frisch, being an old-timer, makes

special appearances at publicity-getting

functions sponsored by Circus Saints and

Sinners, Old-Timers Association, and

other luncheon and dinner groups. During

the current season a baseball book was

offered on eight games—one announce-

ment per game. The offer brought 20,000

requests. They tied Eddie Cantor into

baseball by posters and through his

backing of Babe Ruth Day.

Warwick and Legler furnishes six

commercials for each game and 25 bits

of ad-lib material. A home run is a

Blue Ribbon drive. A double play may
be a "blended splendid double play,"

to stress the present "blended splendid"

line in all Pabst current advertising. No
attempt is made to load the game with

heavy-handed commercials but Frisch

gets in many casual references to the

product. They leave it to Frisch, as an

old ball player, not to over-do a good

thing.

Currently there are 400 Pabst dis-

tributors and over 300,000 dealers, the

latter including thousands of grocers

who sell Pabst Blue Ribbon bottled beer.

Pabst doesn't forget that they have to

tell the trade what they're doing. All

the trade papers that reach purveyors of

beer carry Pabst trade ads, two of which

are reproduced in these pages—one a

"round-up" of what Pabst does regularly

and one a direct selling of the Pabst

summer replacement program. Pabst

feels that with its local distributors ac-

centing the sports slant and its network

show accenting music, it's blanketing the

field.

There's a general feeling that Pabst

is carrying the malt brew's industry-wide

burden. A study by a Princeton public

(Please turn to page 48)
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onthly Tabulation of Advertising by Categories

AIM ItKKII

SPONSOR AGENCY PRODUCT PROGRAMS SPOTS

Acme Breweries,

San Francisco

Brisacher,

Van Nordcn,
San Francisco

Acme Beer Baseball games, 30-min e.t. shows,

30-min e.t. dramas, live news and
music shows, 20 stations

Live and e.t. spots, 02
stations

American Brewing Co. Walker Savssy
New Or e:ns

Regal Beer 15-min live and e.t. programs in La.,

Fla., Miss., Ala. and Tex.

Daily 15-min and weekly 30-min
shows in New Orleans

Atlanta Beer & Ale
Co., Atlanta

Direct Atlanta Beer, Ale Murder at Midnight (e.t.), Th 10-

10:30 pm, WGH (Norfolk), Sat 9-

9 30 pm, WAGA (Atlanta)

Peter Ballantine &
Sons, Newark

J. Walter Thompson,
New York

Ballantine's Beer
and Ale

Yankee Baseball Games (through sea-

son), WINS (New York)

Barbey's, Inc.,

Philadelphia
Gray & Rogers,

Philadelphia

Sunshine Beer E.t. music show, Tu 7:30-8 pm,
WRAW (Reading)

Live, e.t., spots, breaks,

4 stations

Berghoff Brewing Co.,

Chicago
L. W. Ramsey,

Chicago
Berghoff Beer E.t. music, MTWTF 10:15-10:30 pm,

WGL (Fort Wayne)

Blatz Brewing Co.,

Milwaukee
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley
& Clifford, New York

Blatz Pilsener Beer E.t. spots, 1 stations

Bruckmann Co.,

Cincinnati

S. C. Baer,

Cincinnati

Bruck's Jubilee Beer Newscasts, MTWTFS 5:45-6 pm,
WLAP (Lexington, Ky.)

E.t. music, TTS 7:30-8 pm, WSAI
(Cincinnati)

E.t. music, MTWTFS 6:30-7 pm,
WING (Dayton)

Edward & John Burke,
Ltd., New York

McCann-Erickson Burke's Ale, Stout Murder at Midnight (e.t.), Fri 8:30-9
pm, WGN (Chicago)

Burkhardt Brewing
Co., Cleveland

Fuller & Smith &
Ross, Cleveland

Burkhardt Beer E.t. 15-min musicals, MTWTF, 4 Ohio
stations

Live spots, 4 stations

Centlivre Brewing
Corp., St. Louis

Westheimer,
St. Louis

Old Crown Beer and
Ale

15-30-min e.t. dramas, 3 stations

Live 5-min newscasts, 1 station

E.t. breaks, WHBU (An-
derson, Ind.)

Columbia Brewing Co.,

St. Louis

Olian, St. Louis Alpen Brau Beer Live 1 5-min shows, MTWTF, 3 stations E.t. spots, breaks, 75 sta-

tions

Conneaut Bottling

Works,
Ashtabula, Ohio

Direct Old Dobbin Ale,
Koehler's Beer

Speaking of Sports, MTWTF 4:45-

4 55 pm, WICA (Ashtabula)

Dallas-Fort Worth
Brewing Co., Dallas

Grant, Dallas Bluebonnet Beer E.t. breaks, 6 stations

Dawson Brewery, Inc.,

Boston
Bresnick & Solomont,

Boston
Dawson's Beer and Ale 1-min e.t. spots, 25 sta-

tions

Edelbrew Brewery,
Inc., New York

Roy S. Durstine,

New York
Edelbrew Beer Live 5-1 0-1 5-min newscasts, 3 stations

George Ehret Brewery,
Inc., New York

Moore & Hamm,
New York

Ehret's Extra Beer Murder at Midnight (e.t.), Mon 10:30-
11 pm, WJZ(New York)

Falstaff Brewing Co.,

St Louis
Da ncer-Fitigera Id-

Sample, Chicago
Falstaff Beer Live, e.t., musical variety shows,

MWF 7:15-7:30 pm, repeat 10:15-
10:30 pm, 6 Texas State Network

stations

Fesemeier Brewing Co.,

Huntington, W. Va.

Direct West Virginia Beer Korn Kobblers (e.t), 15-min MTWTF,
WCHS (Charleston, W. Va.)

Fitger Brewing Co.,

Duluth, Minn.
Direct Nordlager, and Rex

ImDerial Dry Beer

Live 15-min newscasts, 9 stations Live breaks, 9 stations

Fitzgerald Bros. Brew-
ing Co., Troy, N. Y.

Hevenor, Albany Burgomaster Beer and
Ale

Live 15-min newscasts, 3 stations

Fort Pitt Brewing
Co., Pittsburgh

BBD&O Fort Pitt Beer and Ale Tap Time, Tu 7:30-8 pm, 5 W. Va.
stations

Records, music, news, sports, 5 stations

Live spots, 5 stations

'.



SPONSOR AGENCY PRODUCT PROGRAMS spOTS

Peter Fox Brewing
Co., Chicago

Jones-Frankle,

Chicago
Fox DeLuxe Beer Maywood Park Harness Racing, Sat

8-11:15 pm, WBKB (Chicago)

Genesee Brewing Co.,

Rochester

Direct Genesee Beer, 1 2
Horse Ale

Live 15-min newscasts, WRNY (Roch
ester)

1-min spots, 14 stations

Goebel Brewing Co.,

Detroit

Brooke, Smith, French
& Dorrance

Goebel Beer Detroit Tigers Baseball Games, twice
weekly, WWJ-TV (Detroit)

Goetz Brewing Co.,

Kansas City

Potts-Turnbull,

Kansas City

Country Club Beer Live musical, MTWTF, KCMO (Kan-
sas City)

Live newscasts, MTWTFS, FKEQ
(St. Louis)

Griesedieck Bros. Co.,

St. Louis

Ruthrauff & Ryan,
St. Louis

Griesedieck Beer Sports Closeups, Mon 7:30-7:50 pm,
KSD-TV (St. Louis)

Cardinals Baseball Games, 25 station

network

Gulf Brewing Co.,

Houston

Wilhelm-Laughlin-
Wilson, Houston

Grand Prize Beer Live newscasts, recorded music,
women's shows, 8 Texas State Net-

work stations

Peter Hand Brewery
Co., Chicago

BBD&O,
Chicago

Meister Brau Beer Favorite Story (e.t.), Wed 9-9:30 pm,
WGN (Chicago)

Hoffman Beverage Co.

(Pabst Brewing Co.

Newark div.)

Warwick & Legler Blue Ribbon Beer New York Giants Baseball Games
(through season), WMCA (New York)

Hyde Park Brewing
Co., St. Louis

Gardner,
St. Louis

Hyde Park Beer Live newscasts, recorded music, 30-
min e.t. dramas, 14 stations

Live breaks, 3 stations

Jackson Brewing Co.,

St. Louis

Anfenger,
St. Louis

Jax Beer Live, e.t., music, newscasts, sports,

quiz shows, e.t. dramas, 27 south-

central stations

E.t. spots, 7 stations

Krueger Brewing Co.,

Newark
Benton & Bowles,

New York

Krueger Beer Live sports, news, 5 stations. 15-min
e.t. musicals, 8 stations

Live spots, WGH (Nor-
folk)

Metz Brewing Co.,

Omaha, Nebr.

Buchanan-Thomas
Omaha

Metz Jubilee Beer Live 5-10-15-min newscasts, 22 sta-

tions

E.t. breaks, 22 stations

Minneapolis Brewing
Co., Minneapolis

BBD&O,
Minneapolis

Grain Belt Beer Record shows, MTWTFS 11-12 midn,
WMT (Cedar Rapids)

Pabst Sales Co.,

Chicago
Warwick & Legler,

New York

Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer Blue Ribbon Time,* Th 10:30-11 pm,
144 stations (NBC)

Piel Bros.,

New York
William Esty,

New York

Piel's Light Beer 1-min e.t. spots, 7 stations

Progress Brewing Co.,

Oklahoma City
George Knox,
Oklahoma Citv

Progress Beer Live newscasts, recorded music, 3

Oklahoma stations

Reinier Brewing Co.,

Los Angeles
Buchanan,

Los Angzles
Rainier Beer and Ale Live, e.t., spots, 17 sta-

tions

Rubsam & Horrman
Brewing Co.,

New York

Paris & Peart R & H Beer Boston Blackie (e.t.), Wed 8:30-9 pm,
WOR (New York)

Live 5-min newscasts, WBAB (At-
lantic City)

Ruppert Brewery, Inc.,

New York
Lennen & Mitchell,

New York
Ruppert Beer and Ale Live 5-10-15-min sportscasts, 7 sta-

tions

Live, e.t., spots, breaks, 8

stations

San Antonio Brewing
Co., San Antonio

Pitluk,

San Antonio
Pearl Beer E.t. breaks. 6 stations

Adam Scheidt Brew-
ing Co., Philadelphia

Lawrence 1. Everling,

Philadelphia

Valley Forge and Prior

Beer, Ram's Head Ale
Live newscasts, sports, variety shows,

8 stations

Spots, 3 stations

Terre Haute Brewing
Co., Terre Haute, Ind.

Pollyea,

Terre Haute
Champagne Velvet Beer Live 5-1 5-min newscasts, daily, 10

stations

Live variety show, MTWTF 11:45-

12 n, WISH (Indianapolis)

Recorded music, Sat 11-1 am, WFBM
(Indianapolis)

Live breaks, WEOA
(Evansville)

Tivoli Brewing Co.,

Utica, N. Y.

McCann-Erickson,
Detroit

Altes Lager Beer Spots, film and live, WWJ-
TV (Detroit)

John F. Trommer, Inc.,

New York
Federal,

New York
Trommer's Beer The Answer Man, MWF 7:15-7:30

pm, WOR (New York)
Live and e.t. spots, 7

stations

Utica Brewing Co.,

Detroit

Direct Fort Schuyler Beer and
Ale

Live newscasts, 2 stations

West End Brewing
Co., Utica, N. Y.

Moser & Cotins

Utica

Utica Club Beer, Old
English Ale

Live music, news, sports variety

shows, 4 stations

Spots, breaks, 9 stations

m
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*Summer replacement for Eddie Cantor



MC Eddiz Chas» takes mike to his audience during his informal "Coffee Time" broadcast

**Coffee Time" proves Itnsikft'asl

rinli formula is gooil any place
Breakfast clubs where people rarely eat

ukl coffee sessions where there's no Java in

which to dunk, have done more to lead

listeners to the cash registers than any

other form of a.m. programing. Two
such programs, Breakfast Club with Don
McNeil! and Breakfast in Hollywood with

Tom Brenemar, gave the first indication

(aside from Walter Winchell) that the

American Broadcasting Company net'

work w;s ;> really effective sales medium.

The coffee sessions of the Fitzgeralds

now WJZ), Dick and Dorothy (WOR),
and Bill Herson's Coffee with Congress

WRC), are typical of hundreds of such

programs throughout the nation that

grab listeners' ears and hold them. Broad-

casts like WEEI'S Breakfast in the Surrey

Room (Boston) and Coffee Time at Wurz-

burg's (WOOD, Grand Rapids) are typi-

cal of locally planned and locally pro-

duced successful "come and visit with us"

shows. They not only rate with dialers

but they are more often than not way
behind in filling ticket requests.

The programs commerc'ally fall into

two general classifications, the partici-

pating shows with from four to nine spon-

sors on each broadcast or on a rotating

basis, some on one show and others on

The displays invite lamp-buying as the winner comes to the stage for presentation

llri'iikfiisl

Millions

subsequent airings; or they're like the

WOOD presentation, sponsored by one

firm which has a sufficient variety of

products to keep the program entertain-

ing.

The Grand Rapids program although

typical in its give-aways, mc, ' fashion

editor," and pianist, wasn't developed, as

most breakfast shows are, by the station.

It was a produced-to-order package, sug-

gested by Oliver A. Wallace of Wallace-

Lindeman, ad-agency counsel to Wurz-

burg's (department store). Wurzburg's

president, Fred G. Schoeck, wanted

something special to celebrate the store's

75th Anniversary. The occasion was to be

a 365-day celebration. Thus, the program

had to be a running feature which could

be a vehicle for store-wide promotions and

special sales events which the store was

planning.

Since the store has a restaurant, the

Campau Room, which wasn't used in

the morning, it just cried out for a break-

fast club idea they call it "coffee time"

in Michigan). By throwing the room

open to guests a half hour before the store

opens (the broadcast is 10 10:15 a.m.)

prospective customers are brought in for

the broadcast, and a good part of the

audience spends the rest of the day shop-

ping in Wurzburg's. It's an inducement

for out-of-towners to visit the store and

although it's been an advertising feature

only since February, in five months it

brought into the store more custom! ra

who had never Ken there before, than had

made first-time purchases in the store in

any one previous eight-month period in

its 75-year histoi >

.

Unlike most "breakfast" broadcast--.

the) serve actually serve- coffee on

Coffee Time at Wurzburg's. Members of

Please turn to page 4^
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3 Great Salesmen ... 2 Great Shows

At left, Joe Gentile, and Ralph Binge, extreme right, start of The Early Morning Frolic, plan

a comedy routine with Eddie Chase, center, creator of the famous Make Believe Ballroom.

* EARLY MORNING FROLIC
From 6 to 9 mornings, daily, Happy Joe and Ralph do a great selling

job on this CKLW music-and-comedy show that's an institution through-

out the Detroit Area.

• MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM
WITH EDDIE CHASE
A unique CKLW daily and Sunday daytime disc show headlining Eddie

Chase, Detroit's Top Radio Salesman. He pulls a terrific listening

audience and packs a powerful selling wallop.

In the

Detroit Area

It's CKLW
5,000 Watts at 800 kc, Day and Night

/. E. Campeau, Managing Director • Mutual System

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc., Natl. Rep. • Canadian Rep., H. N. Stovin & Co.
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America is a nation of guinea pigs.

No other country in the world is sur-

veyed from get-up to bedtime. Mr. and

Mrs. America even permit their sleeping

hours to be placed under the microscope

on occasion. For this use-me-as-a-

sample thinking, Gallup, Roper, Cros-

ley, Hooper, and hundreds of other re-

search men say, "Thank the Lord." It's

the U. S. open door to how the nation

thinks and lives.

Most surveys interrupt consumer

thinking only momentarily, being based

upon a random-sample technique of some
Maries reveal essential audienee listening kind or other Two types of radio re-

search interrupt family lives regularly.

They are the Nielsen audimeter (a de-

A family listens and records the stations they hear in a diary. It's fun to be part of a survey

habits on loeal. regional and national shows

This preliminary questionnaire enables Audience Surveys, Inc., to pre-select Diary study respondents for a general or specific audience report

1. Do you have a radio, in working order,

in your home.'

Ye.

No

It yes, how man) \

'2. II lini would you say are some of the

thing! about radio programs (hat you like

and don't tike?

Ill*

D(4UKfc"

it. On on average weekday, about how
man} hour* doe* your family litten to the
radio? (Chech <>/i< in each column.)

During Daytime During Evening
(befon 6 P M iflei <• P M

|

9 *!«..„

hours -

. nnl !..!..„ ... *||

I. Is there a telephone in your home luted

in your family's name? r\

Yes

No-

«"». Does the family have a refrigerator?

Mei hanical

(electric or gas I

Ice-box-

None-

O. Does the famih have a car? ^» j»i. ..

No **mM
11 yea, how many \

\\ I. .il nuke?

'

\\ lui year?

II yet, is there a radio in working order in

the car?

Yes \„

T. II hat magazines does ><»nr family read

regularly?

ft. II hat is the <>' cupution of the head of

the hotUt ?

Education of the head of the house? (Check
one.)

Grammar school

uni? high school

Completed high pchool

ege

liege

i .—.. i '.ompieieu men miiu

s/'j V Some colle

y lr\ ( omplelcd lollr

Please check here the education of other

family members who are over 25 years old.

Grammar school

Some high school

Compleled high school

Some college

Completed college

tt. Hou many are then' m
your family, including ./

yourself, living at homt

lO. Host old are the members of your fam-

ih? Put a check in the proper box for each

person.
Age Male Female

I'nder 5

6-11

1218

IM5
:o-r>

I6-6S

65 and o>er

u litna Sssn cys. ]n<

.
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i
Tell All" in Diaries

vice installed inside a home radio set to

record that set's minute-by-minute tun-

ing) and the diary. The diary (in radio

research) is a printed booklet in which

the family lists its radio listening for one

week, by 15-minute periods§. Per re-

spondent (a diary-keeper) the diary is

the least costly of all radio research. A
diary kept by one family (or a member

of a family) may cost as little as $10.00

or as much as $40.00, depending upon

just how much information is desired in

the report. If a coincidental telephone

survey as complete as a diary were made

for the same period as that covered by a

diary it would cost $22.40 for phone calls*

(assuming cost per call to be five cents).

Keeping a diary is a thrilling experi-

ence for most families which do so. The
forms reduce writing to a minimum and

today the diary hangs on the front of

many radio receivers whose record of

usage is to be kept. (If it's a multiple-

set family there's a diary for each radio

in the home.)

Each family receives a gift at the con-

clusion of its diary-keeping but surpris-

ingly enough it's apparently not the gift

that inspires the diary-keeping but the

fact that the family has been chosen

from all the great radio audience to help

determine program service and popu-

larity. It's an honor in their minds.

Indicative of this is the number of times

a research man will hear from members
of a radio audience, "I've never had a

telephone call asking me to what pro-

gram I was listening."

Diaries reveal little more than Niel-

sen's audimeter except that they do

indicate the number of times a receiver

is turned on when there's actually no

one listening (see sample diary page). It

also reveals audience composition— num-
ber of men, women, and children (the

latter in two age groups) listening to

each program. However, it does not

indicate the less-than-five-minute-pro-

gram listening. There are some research

men who contend that a diary hanging

(Please turn to page 46)

Two days of a typical family diary. This is from a listener in Hartford, Conn. It shows one home's listening and how audience composition changes

TMimX, J.114-1 %ms£. f/f/7lENTER THE DATE HERE

BEFORE YOU START THE DIARY FOR THE
o Thli p ,, „ r,eorc| „| |i„ening „„ Fridoy
b Eoch quorter hour ij marked either "OFF" or "ON".
c. K the quarter hour li marked "ON" the call letter!

ot the itation listened to ore entered.

NEXTOAY. PIEASE CHECK TO SEE THAT:

d. The number of people listening (men. women, chil-

dren age 12-18, ond children age 5-1 1 il entered
when the radio i» on

"

AUGUST 1947

ENTER THE DATE HERIL^

BEFORE YOU START THE DIARY FOR THE

This page is a record of listening on Saturday.

Each quorter hour is morked e-ther "OFF" or "ON"
tf the quarter hour it marked "ON" the coll letters

of the station listened to ore entered

NEXT DAY, PIEASE CHECK TO SEE THAT;

d. The number of people listening (men, women, chil-

dren age 17-18 ond children oge 5-11} » entered

when the radio' is on.
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Hey, bub, you've
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dropped something!

The other day a certain network (let's call

it network "B") published some special

arithmetic about its national circulation based on

BMB data. It counted only those listeners to its

network who lived in areas where 75 %> of the

radio families listened to network "B" at least

once a week. And it did the same for the other

networks.

It dropped out all listeners in all other areas.

It dropped out listeners, for instance, in New
York City, the largest in the nation.

— In New York City no station reaches the 75%
level in the daytime. (Oddly enough, in sell-

ing its New York station, network "B" bases its

argument on a 50%-or-better level.)

It dropped out listeners, for instance, in Phila-

delphia, the third largest city in the nation.

— In Philadelphia CBS is the only network that

reaches the 75% level in the daytime.

Why did network "B" so casually disenfran-

chise the daytime listeners in New York and

Philadelphia? BMB defines circulation as the

number of families listening in all areas above

10%. It must be fairly obvious that circulation is

circulation—wherever it exists. Circulation is all

listeners— at the 35% level, the 50% level, the

90% level.

Could it be that network "B" was straining for

a lead out of all proper proportion ?

Why strain ?

BMB data offer a perfectly valid (and perhaps

far more useful) basis for measuring the poten-

tial audience a network delivers. It can properly

be called a measurement of effective coverage,

and is readily defined as all radio families in areas

where 50-to-100% listen.

This particular level stems from the fact that

virtually all stations effectively cover their home

cities. And BMB itself established that 92% of
all stations attain the 50-100% level in their

home cities. This level provides the traditional

yardstick used by broadcasters to reveal their

potential value to advertisers.

This level includes the listeners in New York

City and Philadelphia which network "B"
blandly chose to drop.

By this yardstick of effective coverage you
obtain quite a different picture . . . quite a different

relationship between the four networks from the

one calculated by network "B".

Here's what you really get:

EFFECTIVE NETWORK COVERAGE*

Nighttime Radio Families

CBS 32,400.150

NETWORK "B" 33,869,331'

NETWORKS" 26,518,730 1

NETWORKED" 23,281.760

Daytime Radio Families

CBS 31,685,080 1

NETWORK "B" 33,457,250

NETWORK "C" 28,255,660 1

NETWORKED" 24,982,230
|

"Based onBMB Study No.1 conducted in March, 1946 and projected

to theBMB estimate of 33,998,000U.S. radiohomes (January, 1946).

You discover clearly— and perhaps for the first

time — that CBS and network "B" are virtually

on a par in their ability to supply effective cover-

ace of the U.S. radio market.

The Columbia Broadcasting System



How J-M

reaches that vital

Johns-Manville reaches 41,000,000 lis-

teners a month through its CBS daily

five-minute newscast (8:55-9:00 p.m.

est) , but only one out of 82 of these dialers

is reallj important to J-M business.

That's because few of the 1,200 products

in the J-M line are sold direct to the

public, or even specified when Mr. and

Mrs. Consumer buy or remodel a home.

Moreover, a considerable part of the

$l(X),000,000 business done by the cor-

poration has nothing to do with the con-

sumer but is designed for industrial

application only.

Johns-Manville's thinking is that it

wants to reach 500,000 men: lumber men,

architects, contractors, builders, and cor-

poration executives in all fields. These

are the men who actually specify the use

ofJ-M products. That doesn't mean that

Johns-Manville is unmindful of the effect

of the buyer on builders, but rather that

the number of consumers who build

homes each year is small in comparison

with the great number who listen to J-M
newscasts, night after night. Among the

41,000,000 rotating listeners J-M feels

that it's reaching its vital 500,000.

Johns-Manville spends roughly $800,-

000 for its broadcasts, which cover the 52

weeks of the year. It also spends more

than half as much as this amount in trade

papers ($425,000). And much of this

trade paper copy is geared toward telling

the distributor of Johns-Manville prod-

ucts that the J-M line has been pre-sold

to the public through radio. Actually,

on every fifth broadcast or so the com-

mercials tin the program mention a J-M
dealer by name, and a great deal of the

trade paper copy is built around this

bow to the construction and building

supplj industry. During the present

period when the building industrj in

general is being attacked on all sides,

good-will is verj important. Long before

24

Johns-Mam ill*' illustrates how to use

broadcasting to achieve His, rihul ion plus

johher. architect, anil builder acceptance

o our customers
In the interest ofprotecting our customers in these

days of high prices, we will continue to adhere

strictly to these seven principles:

J^X'e is building material dealers, agree to continue to nuke every effort n> reduce our

• operating cats tod, »t all times, to ask prices reflecting only a bit return.

w*f pledge our support to the program of fighting the racknttr building autmil

milker.

J
w"c pledge our support to the program of seeing that t'n *e vcrcruu desiring to build

|
# or remodel hire rirv opportunity to obtain the budding materials available

»'e behevc that the only way that we can protect our curler today and lor the future

iv :u (.Kitinue to use our influence to keep the cost of bousing down to a mmunom,

and we pledge that we will exert even effort against the threat of inAacaoo tamed bf

the shortage of materials and the shortage of skilled labor

5-

7

We piedgc that we will continue to follow a poucv of frankly reyteaomog to our

customers the quality of the products we arc able to, offer in these tunes when there

is such a shortage of standard tnaiertals.

\x <-. a* retail merchants, assume the responsibdiry of keeping •.oosrandt abreast of

new developments in building material* to provide greater evooomaea and bene? li»a-

dbc building and remodeling of homo.

VTe piedgc that me will continue to work with reputable manuiaexuren to accom-

plish these basic obfecmes in the interests of our aisruenm and fur the general

welfare of our cornmuniry

This plaijue can be displayed only by Johns-Manville

dealers uho have officially endorsed the above principles

s. MASS 111) RA11IO PROORAM. Bll L HISRY AND Till M»( IS TIlllNi. u.m.lw
pi oim i a MONTH HOI 1 this hiimhim on thi pari or dialers thro,
iiii (.it si«\ i.> rftOTICl tmiip CUSTOM! SI *" ' isxiii vol TO lints IN

V**r l BS itmtimm, .M*«V*t ;*r»»f A fridmy
Tkw - « R « ......* 7.-. • .. r v M...r». a /.«. . .. r u ..

2,500 lumber dealers display this pledge. Johns-Manville directs business to them.
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general consumer ill-will had snowballed

to its present proportions Johns-Manville

had promulgated a code of business prac-

tices for this transient period (between

war and peace) and sold over 2,500 lumber

and building material dealers on operating

under its seven pledges. Each of these

dealers displays the pledge, which has

been printed in plaque form, and Johns-

Manville gives time on the air to inspiring

consumer acceptance for the men who

display and do business by this J-M code.

Commercial time in a five-minute pro-

gram is naturally limited, and neither the

agency (J. Walter Thompson) nor the

sponsor does anything to clutter up

the program. They both realize that they

have a very unusual spot, the only five-

minute program on the networks in the

mid-evening, and no one wants to keep

it in good taste more than the men who
pay the bills.

Reason for the unique situation of a

five-minute program's being open at the

height of the listening hours, 8:55 p.m.,

has nothing to do with the sponsor. A
few years ago CBS executives studying

their program schedules realized that

from 7 to 1 1 p.m. they had no newscasts.

They further realized that with half-hour

programs all through the evening, except

for two 15-minute entertainment shows at

7 and 7:15, there wasn't much oppor-

tunity to get a news period on the air

unless they did something drastic such as

taking a half-hour period and making it

available as a 25-minute program period

and a five-minute newscast. CBS started

the newscast sustaining, had Palmolive

as a sponsor for a while, and in December

1941 sold it to Johns-Manville. From the

listeners' point of view the period was

made ear-worthy by Elmer Davis, who
not only brought them up to date on the

news at that hour but also made them
feel that he was telling them, in that five

minutes, what the news actually meant.

When Mr. Davis was drafted for the

Office of War Information, Cecil Brown
took over, to be followed later by Bill

Henry, who has held down the spot since

September 1943 except for vacation

periods when Ned Calmer or another

newscaster has taken over.

There isn't another broadcast period

like it network-wise, although Esso's spot

campaign does the same type of job with-

out being in the enviable position (as J-M
was during the 1946-1947 season) of being

between such programs as Joan Davis and

Lux Radio Theatre (Monday), Mel Blanc

and Vox Pop (Tuesday), Dr. Christian

and Frank Sinatra (Wednesday), F. B. I.

in Peace and War and Dick Haymes
(Thursday), Thin Man and Ginny Simms

AUGUST 1947

Johns-Manville newscasts salute their jobbers,
and J-M merchandises the fact in trade papers

'Friday), and Mayor of the Town and

Your Hit Parade (Saturday).

The program has a quality of immedi-

acy which only a live show like this can

have. It is geared to handle any problem

the moment that it arises. For instance,

when some West Coast builders began to

criticize Johns-Manville as a "big eastern

manufacturer in competition with local

talent," J-M quickly employed a West

Coast announcer to handle special copy

for the Coast stressing the fact that Johns-

Manville was a Pacific Coast manufac-

turer with five plants in California. It

took from June to December 1946 to

correct the "rumor" situation; it would

have taken several years if black-and-

white advertising copy had been em-

ployed to do the job.*

The Manville part of the corporate

title isn't exactly a pleasure for any adver-

tising man, for Tommy Manville's play-

boy scandals have made the name some-

thing to laugh at with millions of

consumers. Yet with practically no other

form of consumer advertising (J-M spends

about $80,000 in the class "shelter"

mediums, like Country Gentleman) Johns-

Manville still has public confidence.

In a survey made by J. Walter Thomp-
son in 21 cities, with 1,500 respondents,

one out of every two consumers who

stated any brand preference in the roofing

materials field said Johns-Manville. In

other fields the acceptance was even

better. In home insulation 8 out of 10

naming any brand said Johns-Manville.

In the asbestos materials category Johns-

Manville was mentioned 60 times as often

as any other name. Sixty-seven per cent

of the respondents mentioned brand

preference and over 59 per cent said

Johns-Manville, giving the rest of the

field less than 8 per cent of consumer

recognition to divide between them. If

J. Walter Thompson's research figures are

questioned because it is the agency

handling the account, substantiation is

found in a survey of home insulation

materials made by the Wall Street

Journal around the same time (late

1946); the figures checked within the

usual accepted margin of research error

(plus or minus 2 per cent).

. . . And Johns-Manville executives are

perfectly willing to give radio its due.

Advertising men generally go a bit

further and give Bill Henry and the News

at 8:55 p.m. est as much credit as the

medium.

*Time that itwould have taken lo'get' copy] planned, set,

pla ed t
and effective.
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This is the NEW Singin' Sam show with

Charles Magnante, world famous accordion-

ist, and the mellow-voiced Mullen Sisters.

Transcription Sales,
115-117 W. HIGH STREET, SPRINGFIELD OHIO—PHONE:

New York 22, 130 E. 56 St.— Plaza 9-1446



am
Singm' Sam Means

Sales Success

Singin' Sam is one of America's outstanding radio salesmen. "Sam" sings

and sells his way into the hearts of millions of fans and new friends every day.

Singin' Sam's songs will make your cash register sing with sales! This show

fits every type of listener, which makes it the ideal program for any advertiser

!

Please send more information on how Singin' Sam can seM

(or me too:

NAME

STREET

CITY

STATE

Mail to: TRANSCRIPTION SALES, INC.,

117 W. High Street, Springfield, Ohio

,



The field of package shew producing

|S the must hazardous in radio.

I verj yeai anumbei oi young men with

ideas leave agencies, networks, and sta-

tu,us and new producing groups are bom.

And just as often as the) are born other

producing groups quietly pass from the

picture. Hien are a few independent

producers who have survived through the

years. These are the men who own one

in more packages thai have become hits

—

standard programs on the networks, men

like Philips Lord, Hi Brown, Henry

Souvainc, Ed Byron, Ted Collins, Lou

Cowan. John Guedel, Frank Hummert,

Raj Morgan, Carlton Morse, Bernard

Prockter, Bernard L. Schubert, Carl

Wester, John Clark (Transamerican

Broadcasting & Television Corporation).

Even some of these frequently approach

a new season with nothing available for

sponsors.

Most successful of the group of regulars

is, of course, Frank Hummert with his

stable of daytime strips, a field in which

Carl Wester, ex-Chicago and now Holly-

wood, also has been successful. Produc-

ing daytime shows that deliver satisfac-

tory housewife audiences at a low cost is

an assembly-line type of creative en-

deavor. Building shows to broadcast five

times a week within a price range of

Radio's idea man:

$2,000 to $3,000 means cost controls of

the highest order. Too many and too

long rehearsals can throw in the monkey

wrench and even elaborate production re-

quirements kill budgets. That's why the

number of independent producers in the

daytime field is very limited indeed. Pro-

ducing limited-budget shows for evening

broadcast is also a fine art—an art that is

practiced by directors like Hi Brown,

Ed Byron, Phillips Lord. Low-priced

high-rated shows like /finer Sanctum and

Mr. D. A. require a regular staff of free-

lance writers, a knowledge of the abilities

of a great number of actors, plus an

ability to get the most out of people with

whom the director is called upon tcwork.

It's most unfortunate that there isn't

more stability in the independent package

producing field, for many of the most sue-

WEMP Moves AHEAD!
Foi twelve years WEMP lias served the 225,900 families in its primary area.

We have won a lot of well-earned laurels and are <lail> adding new ours.

Hew Programs do it . .

.

We created and sold man) new local programs, sued ;i s "Breakfasl with Bob,"
"Ladies' Choice" and "Listen, M> Children."

Promotion Helps it . .

.

We inn regular schedules in lioth Milwaukee newspapers— Dash Cards on the

trolleys and busses—an attractive "WEMP Listener" magazine and a complete
iiiniitliK separate Merchandiser to grocers and druggists.

Results Prove it

.

.

.

I sing fifteen minutes Monday through Friday, Milwaukee's Largest l)r> (leaner

overwhelmed \>\ results on two unusual tests. Using a live-minute newscasl
several times daily, an <*il Company conducts successful direct sale campaign.
Largest detail "slim- Store lm\s WEMP-developed juvenile program and finds

new wa\ to sell youngsters between ages lour and ten.

$100,000 Will Improve it . .

.

\ new Transmittei Site and I *

_

» foot Tower will increase coverage |0(l per cent.

WEMP Miluxudzee
Basic Station

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
Hugh Boice, General Manager

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

NEW yORKl* CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

cessful formulas now on the air were

originated by package producers. Typical

of these are We, the People, FBI in Peace

and War, Aldrich Family, Double or

Nothing, Hint Hunt, Lone Ranger, One

Man's Family, Superman, Quiz Kids,

People Are Funny, Exploring the Un-

known, and Information Please.

It is possible, of course, that the net-

works' renewed emphasis on program

production may hypo idea production

but thus far emphasis hasn't been on new

formulas but merely on building salable

commercial programs that are expected

to develop good audience ratings among

network leaders. Ideas in sponsor's re-

port in its Fall Facts edition (July) of

available network packages were hardly

discernible although network package

program executives insist that ideas are

welcome and will be given every oppor-

tunity.

Agency men who have bought package

programs from independent producers

state that the advantages are numerous.

First there's the fact that the show

belongs to the producer who has a per-

sonal interest in making it the best of its

kind and works directly for the agency.

Second, "It's like hiring a major program

executive—only you pay only for the

program and not extra for the supervisory

employee." That's the way a major

advertising agency executive explained

the fact that his organization hadn't

created a single program in its history

but had purchased packages which were

then further developed jointly by the

package producer, client, and agency

staffers.

An important factor in the availability

of independently-produced packages is the

fact that the program is not tied to any

specific set of facilities as is the case with

a network package. Of course neither is

an agency-produced program, but the

number of agency-produced-and-orig-

inated shows is small. The reason for

this is simply that the agency is the

sponsor's representative. It cannot build

up a group of programs and have them on

tap when an advertiser decides that he

wants to go on the air. The agency starts

28 SPONSOR



inlpiili'iil producer

its operations for an advertiser after the

fact. By its very nature it starts design-

ing a program or shopping the field after

the client has decided upon broadcasting

as a medium. That's usually too late to

start building a show for once it has been

decided that an advertising campaign is

necessary it must go into action quickly.

Ordinarily the program selected must be

able to deliver an audience as soon as it

makes its debut. Programs can't be built

under this kind of pressure, so agencies

generally canvass the field when an order

comes in and present a number of package

programs to their client—or programs

planned by one of the great artists' repre-

sentative organizations, Music Corpora-

tion of America, William Morris, General

Artists Corporation, National Concert

and Artists Corporation, and James L.

Saphier. These talent reps build pro-

grams which use the performers they

showcase is not, except in a comparatively

few cases, a saleable commodity,

represent, realizing that talent without a

Independent package producers have

only one thing to sell—shows. Naturally,

therefore, they experiment, build shows on

speculation and keep a number of ideas

on wax ready for an agency which needs a

vehicle for a client.

Some of the outstanding sponsored pro-

grams that are still owned by independent

producers include Duffy's Tavern, Gang-

busters, Reader's Digest of the Air, Corliss

Archer, Ellery Queen, and Screen Guild.

Among the programs listed in the two-

page tabulation of independent package

program availabilities in this issue there

are no doubt a number of programs which

may fall into the same classification as the

above "successes," since the unattached

producer usually comes up with the

ideas. Remember Information Please,

Truth or Consequences, and Life of Riley.

IndependentProducerLiveProgram Availabilit ies

A TRIP TO HITLAND MUSICAL WOMEN | 15 MIN, 1-5 A WEEK | E.T.
Jack Parker sings the songs of today and yesterday

JACK PARKER

ARM CHAIR SLEUTHS AUDIENCE
PARTICIPATION

FAMILY
|

30 MIN, 1 A WEEK
Mystery with a twist

I
LIVE

I
W. BIGGIE LEVIN

AT HOME WITH FAYE AND
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT

/ INTERVIEW
|
FAMILY 15 MIN, 1 A WEEK

I

E.T. KERMIT-RAYMOND CORP.

A guest personality is entertained weekly at Hyde Park

BARBER SHOP HARMONIES |
MUSICAL | FAMILY | 15 MIN, 5 A WEEK | E.T.

Well-known songs sung in barbershop—quartette stye

•
I

LOUIS G. COWAN, INC.

BRINGING UP JUNIOR
1
INTERVIEW |

WOMEN | 15 MIN, 3 A WEEK | E.T.
Child guidance theme with distinguished guests

$1500
1
GAINSBOROUGH

CAMPUS QUIZ 1
QUIZ | STUDENTS | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK | E.T.

Two-man teams from two colleges compete in a quiz

*
I

I. B. S.t

COLLEGIATE PLAYHOUSE |
DRAMA |

ADULT | 25 MIN, 1 A WEEK | E.T.
Original and adapted dramas performed by college radio workshops

•
|

I. B. S.t

CROSSROADS
|
AUDIENCE 1 FAMILY | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK | E.T

|
PARTICIPATION |

|

Jury panel selected from audience determines solution of suspense dramas

$5000 I GAINSBOROUGH

CROSSROADS TO ADVENTURE
|
DRAMA |

FAMILY | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK | SCRIPT
Dramatized adventures from the file of explorer Cyril Von Baumann

S.'.Md
|
VON BAUMANN

OREAM STREET
|
DRAMA | FAMILY | 30 MIN. 1 A WEEK | E.T. | $5000

Mysterr, romance, adventure and comedy dramas appealing to dreamer in everyon.
1
BASCH RADIO PRODUCTIONS

FOX AND HOUNDS 1 AUDIENCE 1 FAMILY | 30 MIN | LIVE
|
PARTICIPATION 1

The entire audience participates and shares the profits

I
BASCH RADIO PRODUCTIONS

FRONT STAGE CENTER
|
DRAMA

|
FAMILY I 15 MIN, 1-3 A WEEK | LIVE |

One character one act plays

*
I

W. BIGGIE LEVIN

FRONTIER TOWN | DRAMA |
FAMILY | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK | LIVE |

"Suspense"—on a horse

$3500**
|
JOHN GUEDEL

GLEE CLUB
|
MUSICAL |

STUDENTS | 15 MIN, 1 A WEEK
I

E.T. .
|

Each week a different club sings the songs for which its college is famous

*
I

I. B. S.t

EDGAR A. GUEST
I
FAMILY | FAMILY | 15 MIN, 1-3-5 A WEEK | LIVE

I
PHILOSOPHER Edgar Guest reads the back page, a few poems, a little philosophy

*
I W. BIGGIE LEVIN

HOLLYWOOD QUIZ
|
QUIZ | FAMILY | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK | E.T. |

Average movie-goer matches wits with top movie personalities and regular panel
| LOUIS G. COWAN

HOODOO HUNT DRAMA FAMILY | 15 MIN, 1 A WEEK | LIVE |

Origin and fallacies of superstitions explained in mystery play

*
I

W. BIGGIE LEVIN

HOT CLUB
|
DISK JOCKEY | COLLEGE | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK | E.T.

| |
STUDENTS [

Jazz—classics and new releases spun by expert Joel Chaseman

•
| I. B. S.t

1 WAS A CONVICT DRAMA
I
FAMILY 1 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK | E.T.

An analysis of what makes a criminal. Personal narration by ex-convicts

»
I
LOUIS G. COWAN

IF 1 HAD MY WAY INTERVIEW
|
FAMILY | 15 MIN, 1 A WEEK | LIVE 4 E.T. |

The man in the street expresses his opinion on any conceivable subject

*
|
ROY DE GROOT
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INTCRCOLLECIATE FOOTBALL GAMES SPORTS I \Min MPI.I.II GAME E I

i
. -plaj brot

'

, isrteri

L B. 8.1

it s ur to rou FORI M COLLEG] 30 MIS i \ WEEK 1. I

ST1 DENTS
Pal • and welUknowi I

-cuss basic problems in tbi u *

I B. B.1

LET'S GO EXPLORING oi I/. M \ l.MI.I. IS MIS. 3 \ WEEK SCRIP1
30 MIN, i \ WEEK

Dramatii quit ba ring and geography

1859; 11250 TON IHIMUN

LET S PLAY REPORTER M DIENCE
PARTN LPATION

i \\u\.\ 3H MIS I. I BA8CH RADIO PRoDKTIONS

to* will d

THE LIVES OF NICOL SMITH DRAMA M'l ITS 1 WEEK I I

True accounts >! f.i aces ol .i I S lecrei audit in Vichy, France, .,

CAPLE8 COMPANY

LUCKY ANNIVERSARY M I'll NCE WOMEN 30 MIN S \ WEEK I. I

PARTII LPATION
- i, for redding am id studio contest. Listeners also in on gifts and fun

l.i >t LS G COWAN

MEET MR MAGIC l'l!\M \ I Will 1 30 Mis. i \ WEEK II
Adventures ol iiid amateur detective

tsouu
. GAIN6BOROUGB

MELANIE HEDWICK, PSYCHIATRIST DR\M\ FAMILY 30 MIN. 1 A WEEK It I IT MIX. $3000
"Spellbound" type of psychological drama with running central chai

\"N HAl MANX

MENTAL MARATHON yl IZ 1 WIII.V 30 MIN, i \ WEEK B.T.
Quiz based on the seven lively an., with a "marathon race" on each show

K2600 GAINSBOROUGH

MOVIES ON THE MIN0 30 MIS. I A WKKK LIVE |250\i DIENCE
PARTICIPATION

Quiz team from studio audience battles movie industry team on stare and picture personalities

GOTHAM KADI'" PRODUCTION-

MR UNKNOWN DRAMA FAMILY
i

30 MIN, I A WEEK IT
Loi cost dramatic packagi 1'ersonal narrative technique

LOUIS G COWAN

ON THE WIRE NEWS E.T.COLLEGE 25 MIN. 1 A WKKK
I STUDENTS

News and human interest itorii • given feature treatment. On-the-spot narrative and i •• t

•

1. B. S.t

PICK THE HITS oil/ WOMEN
|

15 MIS. l
i; A WKKK B.T.

Listener wins cash prize if he sends a given list of three tunes in order of studio audience popularity
IMPERIAL RADIO PRODUCTIONS

RADIO THEATER OF FAMOUS CLASSICS DR \M \ FAMILY 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK | E.T. 13500
Radio adaptations of world's most famous writers of all time. Name guest star leads

KERMIT-RAVMOND CORP.

REMEMBER JU0Y Ml SK'AL 30 MIN. 1 \ WEEK E.T.COLLEGE
I
STUDENTS

Torchy songs by college star. Collegiate stuff

I I

RFD AMERICA I Mi.M FAMILY | 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK | E.T.
Real dirt farmers speaking their minds in their own language.

LOUIS G. COWAN

SAFARI CLUB DRAMA .11 V I. SILK 15 MIN.3 5 \ WEEK si RUT
Fictionised dramas base I on true stories of expl

$350J VOX BAUM\XX

SAMMY THE GREAT DRAMA KAMILY 30 MIS. 1 \ WEEK LIVE
Mystery with background of show business

W. BIGGIE LEVIN

THE COLONELS LADY QUIZ WOMEN
,

30 MLS. 1 5 A WEEK LIVE
Participation program for and by housewives, with Col. Stoopnagle

,
PAUL F. AD1.KR

THE SEVEN SEAS DRAMA 30 MIS. 1 \ WKKK LIVE
of all time

I AMILY
based on great sea literature

J GOTHAM RADIO PRODUCT

THE SONG TRAVELLER FOLK MUSIC FAMILY 15 MIX. 1 A WKKK E.T.
Folk songs, stories, and legends from all over \

J175 GAINSBOROUGH

THE VIRGINIAN DRAMA FAMILY 3n MIS. l \ W EEK KT.
Series adapted from I Iwen H i is novel "I the same name

LOUIS G. COWAN

THE WORLD OF JACK LONDON DRAMA I WIILV 30 MIN. 1 A WKKK LIVE
Series based on the famous adventure stones of Jack Loudon

18500 GOTHAM RADIO PRODUCTIoN.-

HELENE SMITH AT THE WURLIT2ER MUSICAL I \M 1 1.-Y 30 MLS, 5 A WKKK E.T.
Five individual organ formats sponsorable by one or more sponsors

5500 HOLLYWOOD ASSOCIATE
PRODI

SPORTS PARADE SPORTS E.T.COLLEGE |
15 MIX. 1 A WEEK

| ST1 DEN IS
Sports news, commentary, and interviews with players, coaches, and officials prominent in college sports

i
I. B. S.t

STARLING OF THE WHITE HOUSE DRAMA
i
FAMILY : 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK SCRIPT J35O0

True experiences of the man whose Secret Service detail guarded five presidents

PAUL F. ADLER

SUBURBAN HEIGHTS COMEDY FAMILY 30 MIN. l A WEEK E.T.
Warm, human situation comedy based on famous Gluyas Williams cartoons of same name

|
CAP1.E.- COMPANY

TAKE MY ADVICE FAMILY 30 MIN, 1 A WEEK E.T.AUDIENCE
PARTICIPATION ,

Board of best children and adult contestants advises ou listener domestic problems

116 JOHN GUEDEL

TELE TIME QUE 1 AM1L\ 15 MIN, 1 6 A WKKK E.T.
r wins prize if he gives correcl time when telephoned. If he fails, jackpot increases until there is a winner

IMPERIAL RADIO PRODUCI

TOLD AT THE EXPLORERS' CLUB DK\M\ I \MII.Y 15 30 MIN, 1 A WKKK LIVE A E.T. |

Viljhalmur Stefansson, noted Arctic explorer, relates great stones of exploration
I

ROY DE GROOT

VOICES OF HISTORY DOCUMENTARY COLLEGE | 25 MLS. l a WEEK
,

E.T.
| LB.&I

STUDENTS
i

k kground of major newsevi m- Emphasize* significance by dramatizations and actual recordings

WEEK-END IN NEW YORK NEWS COLLEG] in MIN, l A WEEK E.T.
-II I'l. SI-

Reports on what to do over week-end in New \ork. Tips on restaurants, shows, movies

I. B. S.1

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

WHAT YOU DOING TONIGHT?

DRAMA Mil ITS IS 30 MIS I SCRIPT
based on mental and psychic phenomena. True experiences

BA8CH RADIO PRODUCTIONS

INTERVIEW FAMILY 15-80 MIN, 1-6 A WEEK UVE A E.T. |

the*town quasi with portable win recorder -how. how people End entertainment

ROY DE GRour

production spae

mil', ••'!'!.
ts, $2500.
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Labor Relations

part of radio**

commercial job

v ,
•

V•

*

t

.lie

A

No matter what the primary objective

of a commercial radio program, if it's

doing a complete job it is also serving as

an employee relations medium. It may
be able to do this without prior planning

but it functions best in selling manage-

ment to labor when this isn't left to

chance. And it isn't left to chance today

by most intelligent users of the air.

At one time unions looked upon any

employee slant in a consumer broadcast

as an attempt to build a company union

but today most of them (AFL, CIO, and

many independents) feel that anything

that can be done to give stature to the

working man is to be encouraged. U. S.

Steel tributes during the George Hicks

commentary on the Theatre Guild of the

Air to employees with good safety

records, to father-and-son and brother

teams of workers, his salutes to men who
have climbed up through the ranks, have

definitely helped labor and management
at practically all U. S. Steel plants, cover-

ing over 250,000 employees.

What goes out over the air is only part

of the employee relations job. Bringing

the broadcast program itself to em-

ployees is also a vital factor in building a

smooth-working production group. Both

labor and management realize that law,

unions, and management together can't

build good morale—that not even a high

base pay is the answer. A few malcon-

tents can slow down a production line to

the point of destroying an entire schedule.

The big problem is to make everyone

want to do his job.

DuPont, Prudential Life Insurance, the
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Employees meet the corporation's products in the lobby before witnessing a broadcast

Star autographs are part of a broadcast for employees. Here two little girls meet Joseph Cotten

U. S. Steel workers dressed up to see "Theater Guild of the Air" broadcast in Cleveland

electric light and power companies, as

well as U. S. Steel, are just a few who
travel their programs to their employees.

Du Pont has taken Cavalcade oj America

to Wilmington, Newark, N. J., Charles-

ton, W. Va., and Richmond, Va., where

the rehearsals, broadcasts, and repeat

airings were all seen by groups of du Pont

employees. These personal appearances

don't just happen. They're staged with

plenty of show business acumen. In the

lobby of the theaters from which they are

broadcast there are usually a number of

displays to educate the du Pont working

family on the number and nature of

products which come from du Pont fac-

tories since no one group of employees

works on more than 5 per cent of the

products that carry the du Pont trade-

mark. To build employee respect for the

products on which they and their fellow

employees work is a keystone in achieving

consumer acceptance. Employees can't

get that "our product" feeling unless they

see the products. That's why when

Cavalcade of America travels it carries

with it a complete display of du Pont

products from Duco to Nylon.

Once the employees are in the audi-

torium to witness rehearsal, broadcast, or

repeat airing they are entertained by a

well-staged warm-up. The cast is intro-

duced and production details explained,

the sound man goes into a demonstration,

and the star of the program (in Newark

it was Joseph Cotten) does a comedy

routine with Bill Hamilton of the du Pont

advertising department. Before the

planned patter Hamilton makes a straight

presentation on the whys and wherefores

of the Cavalcade and sells du Pont and

the employees to the employee guests.

The patter between the star and Hamilton

is sprinkled with allusions to the plants

whose workers are in the audience and to

employees whom all the du Pont men and

women in the area know. It's typical

after-dinner speech stuff but the average

working man and woman doesn't get to

many banquets, if any, during a lifetime.

They just eat it up.

Even if the entire framework for the

broadcast weren't staged, many of the

employees would go away from a live

broadcast exhilarated. Big network

broadcasts in the flesh are not available

regularly and it's a special occasion indeed

v. hen one comes to town, an occasion that

builds better labor-management feeling

all the way along the line. In the case of

the du Pont-Newark broadcasts 60 per

cent of all du Pont employees in the area

requested tickets for the broadcasts or

rehearsal and actual attendance figures

exceeded 10.500.
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Chicago's Medinah Temple auditorium holds thousands but Steel employees filled every seat for "their" program's presentation of "Golden Boy"

There was some discussion prior to the

broadcast of having a dinner for news-

paper men.du Pont local executives, and

visiting firemen, but that was vetoed

because it would have detracted from the

broadcast's being an employee gesture. A
reserved section for important du Pont

executives at the broadcast was also ruled

out for the same reason. At the well-

planned employee broadcasts, the

Colonel's lady and Judy O'Grady sit next

to one another and don't know the

difference.

That goes for the Theatre Guild of the

Air's visits to Pittsburgh and Chicago for

U. S. Steel as well as the Prudential

Family Hour and Jack Berch's peregrina-

tions for Prudential Life Insurance Com-
pany of America.

The employee relations job of a life

insurance company differs from that of

most other companies. Fifty per cent of

their employees are salesmen, salesmen

whose day-to-day income depends on
actual sales. These men are hard to sell

on any advertising medium. They still

look upon the class Family Hour as the

Prudential president's personal project.

But Jack Berch is another matter. Berch
talked with several thousand Prudential

salesmen personally during the first three

months he was on the air. He wanted

them in the act. He made calls with

them on prospects. Being an ex-tea-and-

coffee salesman (Youngstown, Ohio) he

considers himself Prudential's air-door-

opener. One afternoon a week he still

addresses a group of salesmen and his

commercials are sent to all Prudential

men before they are broadcast so the

doorbell-ringers feel that the show is

planned to help them. Jack Berch

traveled last season and will travel this

fall and winter again—and when the

show travels the salesmen employees are

never overlooked.

Like the Family Hour, the Telephojie

Hour isn't in tune with what a great

number of the Bell Telephone System

(A. T. & T.) employees hear regularly.

While the program always salutes the

600,000 telephone company employees,

the company is frank to admit that they

don't expect much more than 20 per cent

of the 600,000 ever to listen in to the

broadcasts. Nevertheless there had to be

some way in which the employees could

be impressed with what the company was

doing. So they filmed a typical Telephone

Hour with Joseph Hoffman and made

over 200 prints of the film (some 16mm
and some 35mm).

Now over 480,000 of the 600,000 em-

ployees have seen the film and feel that

the Telephone Hour is their program.

The picture has as a matter of fact been

seen by millions, because many local

theater chains have run it as a short

subject despite its commercial aspect,

it's that good as entertainment. This is

the most successful attempt thus far to

film a broadcast show designed to reach

the employee. Westinghouse and Ches-

terfield tried the idea some years ago, but

the results weren't as good, either as

employee relations or entertainment or in

their merchandising implications, as the

Bell Telephone tie-up.

While the employee side of broadcast

advertising is important, agency men
stress the fact that it must never be

forgotten that a broadcast is, first and

foremost, entertainment. The Aluminum
Company of America tried to overcome

both a negative labor policy and a nega-

tive public relations job, both very evi-

dent toward the end of the war, by

presenting Lighted Windows, the story of

an average American family in wartime.

{Please turn to page 47)
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Mr. Sponsor Asks...

"Singing commercials arc effective, but ran l>< > <lon<-

to correct jjnminjj: public antagonism to them with-

out destroying their selling impact?"

Thomas H. Lane I

^ire<:tor Sales Promotion and Advert/ting

| Rexall Drug Company, Lot Angeles

The

Picked PanH
answers

Ml*. LaIPC

That's a rather

difficult question

to answer specific-

ally. First, let me
ask the sponsor a

question. Who's

to decide which

singing commer-
cials are accept-

able and which are

not? Make it two

questions. Who will, or can, set a

standard of what constitutes a listener-

acceptable, commercially successful type

of singing commercial, one that will

correct or avert this "crisis" in the affairs

ol the advertising fraternity? The other

fellow's opinion may be as good as mine,

it says here, but inasmuch as the other

fellow's opinion hasn't been asked, and

mine has, I shall proceed to pontificate.

Here's our formula:

1. A simple tune. 2. Simple lyrics.

3. Simple copy. 4. A smart basic idea or

"gimmick" that will have "memory"
value. 5. Keep spoken lines to a mini'

ilium and, so far as possible, incorporate

the "sill" mto the lyrics. 6. Decide

which major "benefits" of the product

are to be stressed. 7. Incorporate not

moh than three "benefits" in the lyrics

ol any one spot. 8. Select a simple tune

original oi public domain) to fit lyrics,

rune should hi' rhythmical; lyrics sing-

able. Both should be eas) to grasp when
heard through the listener's loud speaker.
11

li tin' nature ol the product is such or

tin sponsor thinks n js) that it would

require a self-winding silver-tongued

orator with lungs of brass to "expose" its

merits, we'd hire a hall, not use spot

radio. (We've had to hire no halls so far,

thank you.) 10. Finally: Engage good

talent. The best is none too good.

Remember your singers are your sales-

men. Don't "chisel." You want singing

spots that are "able": sing-able, like-able,

memor-able. Be willing to pay well for

them. If the spots are appetizing to the

ear, they'll be motivating to the mind.

To sum up:

Say it simply.

Say it quick.

Say it often.

Make it stick.

End of pontification.

Chester H. Miller

Director oj Radio

Calkins & Holden

The answer to

the problem of

keeping the sing-

ing commercial up

to par in sales im-

pact rests squarely

on the imagination

and skill of the

creator.

Radio is, most

unfortunately,
sheep-like in its trends. A whacking good

musical spot by Pepsi-Cola caught the

ears of the listener, and overnight every-

body and his brother were doing jingles.

Advertising men are no exception to

the rule when it comes tc being frustrated

Poet Laureates— they're maybe the worst

and the temptation to write a bit of

doggrel verse is strong. A few bars of

music are added, giving the spot sound
and fury but all too often signifying

nothing. A "quickie" choral group
records the thing and the unhappy
listeners reach for the switch.

Bad material, bad performance, and

bad production will make a bad spot

just as they will make a bad radio show.

When the advertiser takes care to do the

the job well, the listener will take the

capsule without gagging.

One suggestion—keep the number of

sales-points down. Don't ask even the

best lyricist and composer to include a

word-picture of the founder and factory

in twenty seconds.

Donald S. Shaw
Vp and Radio Director

Geyer, Newell & Ganger

First, is it quite

fair to attribute

"growing public

antagonism" to-

ward all jingles?

Wouldn't it be

much fairer to say

that there is grow-

ing public antag-

onism toward
'

't hose jingles
which are one hundred per cent adver-

tising and zero per cent entertaining?"

The jingle has proved very effective as

an advertising tool for the simple reason

that we are probably the most music

conscious nation in the world. Music is

one of our fundamental forms of enter-

tainment.

If a jingle measures up as a truly enter-

taining song (or songlet) and, if it satisfies

our national yen for words and music, it

will be listened to, and, depending upon

the degree of its cleverness, will be re-

membered to a greater or lesser extent.

However, we must remember the

psychologists' warnings that the d 'stance

between love and hate is less than the

thickness of a piece of paper, and make
our jingles really good. We must put

real thought into them—good ideas

cleverly worded and not try to get by

with a jingle consisting of the name of

the product plus a tested selling phrase

set to just enough sixteenth notes to fit.
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In my opinion, a clever commercial

lyric matched with a good melody will

not face "growing public antagonism"

and will always carry a selling impact.

Walter Craig

Vp and Radio Director

Benton & Bowles, Inc.

The solution is

better program-

ing! I hope the

movie version of

The Hucksters
(demonstrating

spot radio at its

worst) will not be

taken too lightly

by station man-

agers, agencies,

and their clients.

In buying time for a network show,

the agency and client look first at pro-

gram adjacencies and the network in turn

looks at the proposed show to insure good

programing.

Just one misplaced spot-jingle can

cause a great loss to any network station's

share of audience. Stations have been too

anxious to sell spot-jingle time without

actually knowing anything about the

spot, other than the name of the sponsor.

Recently we tested the use of our

Listerine Tooth Paste Jingle as a replace-

ment for the first live commercial on one

of our locally-produced Quiz of Two Cities

shows. We quickly expanded the "jingle"

to all 26 markets because of the many
favorable comments received from both

management and listeners. The jingle

proved to be a production improvement
The "singing commercial" has been a

profitable enterprise to all concerned, but

its sales impact will be greatly curtailed

unless serious thought is given to proper

programing.

Ray H. Kremer
Director of Radio

Lambert and Feasley, Inc.

I disagree that

singing commer-
cials are gaining

disfavor with the

public. Dealing

with a number of

these musical spots

in our own organ-

ization, we have

made a private

survey in the field

to get the actual viewpoint of Mr. Aver-

age Layman. I found there is no growing

public antagonism to singing commercials.

(Please turn to page 48)

IN THE HOLE

AT BAT

X*tw THE SCORE!

WFBM is 'way out in front, with

twenty-five per cent more listeners in

Indianapolis than our nearest com-

petitor!* Twenty-five is a lot of per

centum.

And there are lots of people in the

Indianapolis trading area — just a

couple hundred thousand shy of two

million people, according to a recent

survey. City dwellers, suburbanites,

small towners and farmers live within

range of WFBM's transmitter.

Reach the rich Central Indiana market

effectively—through radio. Radio in

Central Indiana means WFBM, basic

outlet for the Columbia Broadcasting

System and a regular visitor in Indiana

homes for twenty-five years.

*Total rated time periods, May-June Hooper listening index.

WFBM
INDIANAPOLIS

BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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OUR PROMISE

for JULY
In June we wrote: "The Julj Fall Facts Edition willfbe

100% devoted to vital information on spot, network,

programing, merchandising that sponsor and agency

need to eflertiveh use broadcast advertisinff

this fall. A unique compendium in readable.

useable SPONSOR style. You'll cherish

your copy. Take our word for that."

the

promise

fulfilled

"For the first time 1 liii> « bad 1 1 1 «- <-\-

perience of picking up a publication t li«-

contents of which, from cover to cover,

impressed me as having been prepared

for me and me alone."
C. E. Hooper

C. E. Hooper, Inc.

"Every month's issue seems to out-

distance the previous one. For our
money the July issue is a real humdinger
. . . and such an issue will remain close

at hand for a lonj: time to come."

E. P. J. Shurick

Free & Peters

"Your July Facts issue is the lic-t one of

any trade paper at any one time You
deserve heart] congratulations. I can

use a couple extra copies."

H. C. Wilder

WSYR;

"On my trip to Chicago I used your
•sponsor Check List (July issue-) in see

how we were doing with our radio i>ro-

n otinn for The \V\\i Break.'"

Joe Left

Adam Hats

"The July issue of SPONSOR is a knock-
out-" Howard Yeigh

J. Walter Thompson Co.

". . . my heartiest congratulations on the

outstanding issue official!; landed Vol-

ume 1, No. 9. I am confident you have

received complimentary letters from all

phases of the radio industry."
P. A. Sugg

WKY

"I was gratified to notice the terrific

amount of space that jrou devoted i<>

spot broadcasting in this issue (July).

Too many trade papers these days seem
to have forgotten that -pot as an adver-

tising medium in and of itself still c\i»t-

and is growing and working effectively

for advertisers. • . . it's pleasing also to

Bee an industry paper of Standing hack

up our story with fact-."

Wells H. Barnett Jr.

John Blair & Company

"Your current issue (July) i> the l><-i

one yet. It has a tremendous amount of

information in it and typographically

it's the best. II I were a sponsor— heaven

forbid— I wouldn't be without it."

Paul Denis

New York Post



OUR PROMISE

for SEPTEMBER

In August we write: "SPONSOR for September

(NAB Evaluation Issue) reports to the NAB membership

on how sponsors and agencies regard the Association

and its activities. 100 sponsors speak their minds.

For the first time they tell what they think the NAB

should do, how it's doing. An issue of

immediate and lasting value. You can hank on that."

Additionally, the NAB Evaluation Issue will carry a full complement of big facts-

and-figures stories. Some of these: the first NATIONWIDE SPOT PROGRAM
DIRECTORY; the inside thinking of a top drug sponsor; report (one of series)

on the first advertising agency department to come under the SPONSOR micro-

scope; block-programing . . . what it's doing for national spot advertisers; "In-

surance on the Air"; the shifting agency scene. Published early in September, the

NAB Evaluation Issue will also be distributed to delegates at the NAB Convention.

NAB EVALUATION Issue

Advertising forms dose 21 August



FORJOE
METROPOLITAN

MARKET

STATIONS

WKAP Ulentown

KVET Austin

*W0RL Boston

WFAK Charleston, S. C.

WTIP Charleston, W. Va.

WSBC Chicago

**WJBK Detroit

KNUZ Houston

KWKW Los Angeles

WNEX Macon

WHHM Memphis

KARV Mesa -Phoenix

WMIN Minn. -St. Paul

WBNX New York

WLOW Norfolk

WDAS Philadelphia

WWSW Pittsburgh

KXLW St. Louis

KONO San Antonio

KUSN San Diego

KEEN San Jose

WWDC Wash., D. C.

WHWL W ilkes-Barre

WTUX Wilmington

• except in New t York ** except in Chicago

Forjoe Offices

New York • Chicago • Philadelphia

Pittsburgh • Washington* Baltimore

Los Ange es • San Francisco
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RING 1HE BELL
Radio Station KTUL. Tulsa, Oklahoma,

Monday through Friday, 2-2:25 p.m. est

PROGRAM: This is a small-time version

of the network program Beat the Band.

which was last heard with Hildegarde.

It's effective and moves with the impact

of a coast-to-coaster. While the network
program played to the studio audience,

this program has members of the home
audience use a postcard on which to list

the tunes which they feel the cast in the

studio can't either sing or play. The
success or failure of this formula depends
basically on the ability of the mc and the

musical "brains" to ad lib without sound-

ing hammy. Jack Alexander handles the

mc chores well and the entire cast backs

him up. The program never stops to take

its breath and it's not only good enter-

tainment but fine home audience partici-

pation as well. If a dialer comes up with

a song the cast can't play they ring the

bell in the studio and send him $5.00.

COMMERCIAL: Sponsors of this program
are a cooperative group of merchants in a

new Tulsa suburban district. Commer-
cials revolve so that all the retailers are

plugged during the week. Since the very

spirit of the program is communal (every-

body gets into the act) the sponsorship

is ideal.

TIME: The hour (2 p.m.) is practically

perfect for this type of program although

the competition is fairly stiff. Station

KVOO has Pepper Young's Family and
Right to Happiness, both top-rating soap

operas. KOME has Dance Time and

Jackie Hill, KFMJ has Along Broadway,

and KAKC, Tip Top Tunes.

PROMOTION: KTUL has given this

program the promotional works, with

taxi posters, billboards, lobby displays,

direct mail, and throw-aways. Since the

suburban section whose merchants spon-

sor the program is without a name they

had a contest for a name with $100 in

merchandise as the first prize.

CREDITS: John B. Wheeler is responsible

for handling this ad-lib production and
deserves plenty of credit since ad-lib

programs are the most difficult to do.

Wally Imes and Marjcan Fox are the

vocalizers and usually they sound re-

hearsed on their numbers, which they

aren't. Credit also should be given the

instrumentalists, Glenn Hardman, Robert

Wortley, Denny Cole, Ruban Cohen,
and Cy Toomis, who get right into the

spirit of Ring the Bell. The idea was only

passable on the networks: it's top enter-

tainment in Tulsa.

mmi
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FAVORITE STORY
A Ziv transcribed production

Radii) Station W'MAQ, Chicago, Saturday,

10 10:30 p.m. cit

PROGRAM: Frankenstein was picked by

Fred Allen as his "favorite story" and

Ronald Colman naturally decided that

he'd better narrate rather than play the

noted Dr. Frankenstein himself. Ed-

mund MacDonald was selected to bring

to air life the man who conceived a

monster and he did a grand job on this

airing. The production is definitely

literate, not over-sensationalized, and yet

it gets the most out of Mary Shelley's

spine-quivering tale. One-shots (broad-

casts complete in themselves) are gener-

ally poor vehicles with which to build a

listening habit. The framework of

Favorite Story, however, with Colman

setting the stage for each broadcast and

some notable picking his or her favorite

tale for the occasion, permits of a con-

tinuity of listening which overcomes (as

Lux Radio Theatre and Screen Guild

Players do so effectively) the negative of

broadcasting a series of unrelated plays.

The production is smooth (this is the

14th of the series) and everybody con-

cerned, especially Dorothy Scott, who
plays the beloved of Frankenstein, does

a top-drawer miking job. Although there

has been some feeling that the Colman
series is highbrow, this program (and

others heard by this reviewer) are just

good radio drama.

COMMERCIAL: Peter Hand Brewery

Company handles its commercials in the

same mood as the program—no hard-

hitting Meister Brau selling—just simple

direct messages on the quality brew. The

effect is as though the program were a

live show presented by Peter Hand alone.

That means it's a good transcribed

presentation.

TIME: The program shifted on July 30

to WGN at 9:30-10 p.m. on Wednesdaj s,

the agency, B.B.D.&O., and the sponsor

feeling it's a type of program that will gel

a better audience earlier in the evening,

PROMOTION: Peter Hand has permitted

the program to carry this one.

CREDITS.- Tlie Ziv organization deserves

a bow for not putting any razzle-dazzle

in the show. It's presented just as good

entertainment and that it is. The

music is adequate, the technical handling

of the best. Favorite Story won't startle

the world with any record-breaking

Hooperatings to start with but it's

almost certain to create a top listening

habit. It's that kind of a program.

SPONSOR



BORDEN SUNDAY EVENING SUPPER

CLUB

WNBT, New York, NBC-TV, Sunday
9:11-9:29 p.m. est

PROGRAM: It's tough to tie variety

programs together into a package. Set-

ting the performers in a floor show that

strolls among the paying customers is

effective, as long as the customers seem

real. They did in the Borden Supper

Club. The camera handling was good

and the suppers did a betterjob than many
a group of extras in a screen production.

Wally Boag, who doubled as mc and
rubber balloon comic, wasn't as relaxed

as the extras. When he's handling his

regular patter a; he makes dogs, monks,

and whatnots out of balloons he's slick

but when he's reaching for a cue for the

entrance of a performer he's as messy as

bubble gum exploding in your face.

Best of the three-name floor show was
Patricia Bright, whose Hildegarde and
Katharire Hepburn impersonations were

top night-club material and came through

the air into the home as good fun too.

Miss Bright looks as well as sounds the

parts she characterizes. Lisa Kirk had

an easy charm and an informal approach

that charmed her viewers. Her songs,

unfortunately, were nothing sensational.

The final act introduced was the dancing

Cansinos, standard floor show act.

COMMERCIAL: Elsie, the Borden cow,

handled most of the commercials. Hav-
ing Elsie visit the club is a smooth idea

but the manipulator (Elsie was a marion-

ette) apparently didn't know his controls

and everything Elsie did was heavy-

handed. Her voice also lacked bovine

charm and when she went into the com-
mercial, using the headwaiter who spoke
with a Brooklyn brand of French as a

foil, it was all slightly ludicrous. The
night-club name in lights gave Borden a

nice flashing plug and the product pic-

tures were clear and effective. It was
only Elsie that didn't come off.

TIME: Nine p.m. is a good time for a

night-club variety program. What was
bad about this was the spotting of an

overdone musical short picture right

before the program, taking the edge off

the live show. (By the way, the picture

has been seen on WNBT several times

—

a grand way to chase an audience.)

Winchell (ABC radio) is still tough com-
petition and it'd be wise to select an hour
right before or after the lotion-man.

CREDITS: Garth Montgomery did a better

job with this than he's done with his

previous video Kenyon and Eckhardt
(Borden ad-agency) assignments. Some
of the continuity was sticky but over-all

it was adult. Fred Coe who handled the

actual airing of the program caught the

night-club feel all the way through. If

he wasn't able to put the Cansinos over,

very few other directors have been able

to make television-dancing home enter-

tainment, either.

Time Buy ers

„m use KFAB to sell the

QYTIRE Omaha market

HO*
*****

» MA «E*S

And 90% of this BIG market, which is outside of Omaha, is

made up of families that have an average cash income of
$8,000.00 per year! Sell the ENTIRE Omaha market with one
BIG station. Programmed and "powered" for your use.

SEE YOUR FREE & PETERS MAN
or write to HARRY BURKE

NOW 50,000 WATTS Omaha, Nebraska

SEE OTHER OFFERS IN THIS ISSUE

"IBCing you". . . in INDIANAPOLIS

"Baffle Us" Rates High

on the Hilarity Parade
"Baffle Us," the new WIBC show heard Tuesdays and

Thursdays, at 11:30 to 11:45 a.m., is fast attaining a

pinnacle position on Hoosierdom's hilarity parade. This

fun-packed fifteen minutes of music and merry-making has

Jack and Paul stroking the strings and debonair Mike

Dunn as emcee. When these two solid senders fail to deliver

the tunes requested by studio and stay-at-home audiences

. . . then "Baffle Us" gives with the gifts. For its Tuesday

and Thursday sponsor, this fast-paced program is pulling

an ever-heavier mail response. And for the advertiser

who is seeking an upswing in Indiana sales, a Monday-

Wednesday-Friday edition may well be the answer. Ask

your John Blair Man.

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

wmc
1070 KC

5000 WATTS

BASIC MUTUAL

The INDIANAPOLIS NEWS Station
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To Share or

it i i

\ol to Share an Audience

Every program planning board of a

sponsor or an advertising agency is

faced with the problem of whether to

compete for a share of the existing audi-

ence for the period during which it is

scheduled or to endeavor to bring part of

the potential audience that's not tuned in

to tum on their receivers in order to hear

the new show. The problem seems vital

when figures for listening are compared

with the available audience, i.e., men and

women who are at home but whose sets

are not turned on. Taking a midseason

rating February 15, 1947) and using

Hooper's average available homes, 81.4

per cent of the homes of America could

have tuned a program during that aver-

age evening; yet the Hooper sets-in-use

figures reveal that there were only 34.3

per cenl of the total American homes

actually listening during that report

period week oi February 1 7 inclusive).

This might indicate that 47.1 pei cent of

tin homes in America during that week

didn't giv* .i darn about anything on the

ind th.it this 47.1 pei < ent was an

audience that might well be analyzed and

sought alter by an advertiser. Like so

40

many snap conclusions derived from re-

search this is not true. This is because

the 34.3 per cent average evening listening

during the midseason week represents

several times that number in actual

homes that had their receivers tuned in

at least part of an evening. The average

does not take into consideration the turn-

over factor.

Hooper's type of survey (coincidental

telephone checking) reveals only whether

or not a home is listening at the specific

time when called and then only whether

it is listening at the specific minute during

which it is called. How much of this

audience for this program turned re-

ceivers on specifically to hear the pro-

gram checked is not available from the

Hooper reports, nor does Hooper en-

deavor to supply this type of information,

except through his diary studies for

individual station areas.* Two other re-

search organizations, however, do have

such information available: Industrial

Surveys and A. C. Nielsen. The latter.

due to his having an audimeter in even

home he surveys, is able through this re-

cording device to tell not only the

minute-by-minute audience but also

where it comes from and where it goes.

Sam Barton's Industrial Survey main-

tains a panel type of day-to-day study of

radio listening and while he's not pre-

pared at this time to release his findings

generally, certain interesting facts have

been made known to advertising agencies

and networks.

What both Nielsen and Industrial Sur-

veys indicate is that audience turnover

for many programs during any one-year

period is as high as 240 per cent (2.4).

In other words a program with a Nielsen

rating of 26 actually might be heard by

62 per cent of American homes at some

time during any one year.

This does not mean that every pro-

gram has a turnover of 240 per cent dur-

ing a year but that many programs do.

What it does mean is that the untouched

audience during the midseason week used

as a base for this analysis is not the differ-

ence between available homes (81.4 per

cent' and the average sets-in-use figure

for the period (,34.3 per cent), but actually

a far smaller number. The actual not-

listening figure for this base week no
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doubt would be very small. This is

because even the 81.4 per cent is an

average figure and does not mean that

none of the other 1 1 .6 per cent of Ameri-

can homes used their receivers during the

week. There is little doubt but that a

good portion of the total homes owning

receivers (93 per cent of all the homes in

the U. S. A.) used their radios during

some evening portion of the base week.

If the turnover figure of 2.4 were to be

accepted it might mean that 82.3 per cent

of American homes (34.3 times 2.4) used

their sets during the week of February

1-7 (the week of the February 15 report).

Thus it may be seen why programing

for the audience that doesn't listen very

often lands both sponsor and advertising

agency in the microscopic rating depart'

ment with very few listeners to sell.

General Foods tried to find an answer to

the clamor against daytime serials with

an intelligent mystery series, Two on a

Clue. After a year and an investment of

nearly $400,000 they were forced back to

a soap opera. NBC's million dollar in-

vestment in Fred Waring has been able

to gather only 5.3 per cent of the Ameri-

can homes against Breakfast in Holly-

wood which during the same half hour ties

onto 7.4 per cent of the homes. (Week of

February 1-7 is used as the base through-

out this report.) The Fred Waring pro-

gram was number 32 among the 77 com-

mercial daytime programs on the air for

the week checked. Fall plans which call

for a shift in the Waring air time to

10 a.m. est may change its rating.

This doesn't mean that a new type of

program won't bring more listeners to

their receivers during the day or evening,

but it does mean that the immediate

answer to larger audiences is not some-

thing different for "the audience that

doesn't listen." In the daytime, the

phenomenal growth of the breakfast club

type of program has proved that the

woman who is at home will listen to

something besides soap operas. Super-

man's excursion in anti-hate story lines

has also proved that something different

will pull. Superman rating for the base

week was 4.2, leading most of the juvenile

programs broadcast during the "children's

hour" (5-6 p.m.).

New programs must be willing either to

do a continuous promotional job, broad-

cast after broadcast, or else wait for an

audience to discover them. There were

no really "new" programs during the

entire 1946-47 season, unless the Phil

Harris-Alice Faye variation of the Ozzie

and Harriet show, or Jean Sablon's musi-

cal session might be called new. The
Morgan Show is just Henry Morgan ex-

panded to a naif hour, Meredith Willson's

program was a neat musical 30 minutes,

and Queen For a Day and Heart's Desire

are just two variations on the standard

give-away themes. None of these shows

or any of the other variations on proved

themes were devised to bring non-

listeners to their receivers.

While it is true that there is only a tiny

segment that doesn't listen at all, it is

also true that there is a tremendous audi-

ence that listens only to a selected group

of radio programs. It is possible to de-

termine through diary and Nielsen

studies the listening habits of the casual

dialer. Having this information at hand

it might be profitable to build a program

addressed to this audience. County Fair

has done this for Borden's. The Eddie

Dowling Big Break amateur presentation

will try to do the same thing for Adam
Hats. Both Kenyon and Eckhardt

(Borden agency) and Biow (Adam Hat

agency) are promotion-minded and ex-

pect to be doing a continuous exploitation

job. The history of Take It or Leave It

(sponsor, December 1946) is the perfect

example of what promotion can do for a

new program. The $64-question-excur-

sion was something new in quiz programs

when it hit the air and the Strauss (Ever-

sharp) organization didn't rest a minute

either selling the show or its product to the

radio audience.

It's good business—in'the long run—to

segregate an audience that isn't being

reached by current broadcast programing

—as long as it's realized that a good part

of the set owners listen a great deal and

practically all of them listen at sometime

or other. It isn't good business to pre-

sent a new formula on the air unless the

advertiser is willing (Johnson Wax was,

with Fibber McGee and Molly) to look

upon his broadcast advertising with a

long-term approach. Dials don't flash a

red light and stop just because the pro-

gram at that spot happens to have a new

idea for the audience. Ideas pay off—

but not unless the advertiser has them

tied to his apron string and is willing to

take the long-term view and permit some-

thing else to do the selling while"ears

discover the vehicle that's carrying his

radio message.

It isn't only "new" ideas that are fun

to work with. Fighting for a share of

existing audience also has its recompense,

for, strange as it may seem, two programs

fighting for the same audience at the

same time increase that audience. Two
gags produce more laughter than one.

* For information on diary studies see

"Listeners 'Tell AW in Diaries" page 20.

NOW
it can be known

HOOPER and CONLAN
, LONG HAVE SHOWN HOW

KMBC
IS FIRST IN

METROPOLITAN
KANSAS CITY

-AND
out in the states

LOOK AT THIS SURVEY

5,545 INTERVIEWS

SHOW THAT

KMBC
IS FIRST IN

ANSWER TO THE QUESTION

Do you listen on the radio

to women's homemaking

programs?To what station?

MISSOURI KANSAS

(MBC 1,334 869
WDAF 733 526
WHB 335 115

WIBW 16 352
KFEQ 75 16

(Top five stations reported. Weighted sam-
ple base: 5,545 interviews within KMBC's
0.5 mv contour — 1% of area's radio fam-
ilies— BMB's "Radio Families : 1946"— con-

ducted by Robert S. Conlan & Associates at

Missouri State Fair, Kansas Free Fair and
the American Royal Livestock Exposition.)

AVAILABILITY
"The Happy Home" with Nationally Famous

CAROLINE ELLIS
Wednesday— 2:15 P.M.
WIRE FOR DETAILj

KMBC
of Kansas City

Free & Peters, Inc.

Slice 1121 - III lisle CIS Stltlli fir Kiius Mf Mlssiirl
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Commercial lunches return throughout the

I s. with entire menus made up of

products which arc advertised on broad-

casts from the restaurants where the

meals are served. The idea, which started

hack in the late twenties, has the hostess

explain the value of each advertised

product as the food is being served.

Lunches are usually planned for a low

fee with the money going to the women's

club which publicizes the particular day's

meal. WHN's Ask Ella Mason uses

New York's famous Iceland restaurant

and charges $.99 per meal. There are

prizes for both luncheon guests and home
listeners.

"Highways in Melody" really hits the road

as part of its NBC sLimmertime series.

Each broadcast takes the listeners for a

tLineful simulated drive through some
section of the country, with special con-

tinuity being written by Berton Braley,

newspaper man, foreign correspondent,

and poet. Music local to each area

through which the broadcast travels is

used exclusively on each broadcast. The
program is receiving much attention in

each section of the country promoted.

WPEN's promotion of its "Miss Greater Phila-

delphia" contest brotight window card dis-

plays by 100 record dealers, 300 electrical

appliance stores, 75 Sun Ray drug stores,

and 300 beauty shops. Application

blanks for local beauties who want an

opportunity to compete for the local title

and later the Miss America crown are

made available at each store displaying a

card. Stations are now taking franchises

on Miss America preliminaries which in

the past have been held almost entirely

by newspapers. A number of TV stations

would love to buy a franchise but at

present it's all a case of dollars and cents,

which video stations just don't have

available for promotional programing at

this time.

Drew Pearson's "Green Hat" award : ABC'
ties his sponsor, Lee I lats, into the pro-

gram even better than before. Pearson

presents a fine green Lee hat each week

to the man who he believes has dis-

tinguished himself in "making democracy
live."

Koret adds 60-minute e.t.'s to its merchan-

dising, sending them to all Koret of Cali-

fornia dealers. Koret supplies the disk--.

the dealer buys the time and ties his

name to the Koret line of young ladies'

sportswear.

KLX (Oakland, Calif.) uses helium in especi-

ally-inscribed balloons which read "KLX,
No. 1 in Oakland." The balloons were

shipped in boxes which when opened re-

leased them to rise at once to the ceilings.

Agencies and sponsors who received them
had fun except in a few cases where the

ceilings were so high that the helium-

filled balloons couldn't be brought down
without ladders, etc.

3,000 members join KFNF (Shenandoah,

lowa)-inspired horticultural society. Because

Helen Field Fisher, KFNF authority on

gardening and decoration, liked Hemero-
callis (hybrid day-lilies) she used her pro-

gram to organize a society to further

interest in the variety. Results: July 12

and 13 brought out 300 exhibitors and

over 3,000 visitors for a midwest flower

show. In one year Mrs. Fisher and her

program built membership in the society

from zero to over 3,000 . . . and added a

few listeners for the station also.

~~tftioua4WDSU
WDSU broadcasts 50OO wins
from the French Quarter 10

the Gulf and South Louisiana listeners.

From daily association with time-honored

Sru Orleans inUitmlhui VX'Dsl has

developed a high quality of integrity.

Vi'DSl' devotes program time regularly

and exdushrd) to the St. Louis Cathedral,

the International House. Moisani Inter-

national Airport. Tulanc University,

I nion Station. the Municipal Auditorium,

iymphonics and Operas.

\\ Dsl s dominate Hoop-
crating proves that hon-

oring local institutions

creates high listener

NEW
ORLEANS

1280 kc

WDSU ABC
Affiliate

5000
Walts
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signed and unsigned
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NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Marjorie Adlcr
Howard Alber

John W. Anderson Jr.
Laurence A. Anderson
Jerry Arnold
John M. Ball III

Betty Barrett
Fay Evans Biggs

Allen G. Bishop

Thomas K. Bonde

Randolph M. Browne Jr.

Lillian Pechin Burnside

E. Austin Byrne

Malcolm C. Choate

Edgar W. Clark

Veda Clark
Reginald V. Coghlan
Russell K. Crenshaw

Kenneth Crotty
Spencer W. Curtiss
Arthur J. Daly
Winfield D. Davis
John J. Downey
R. Earl Dudley
Van M. Evans
Gerhard Exo

Benton Ferguson
Herbert Friedman
Jimmy Fritz
Charles Fritzche

Adrien Gambet

Margaret Gammon

Robert M. Glass
Walter Gorman
Sidney Handler
Ann Warren Handrahan

Skip Hannaford
Ruth Harrington

King Harris

Harold Hartegensis

E. Bradford Hening
Irwin W. Hoff
Roy F. Irwin
James Irving Jr.
George W. Irwin

Harold Isaacs
Harold A. Jacobs

Duncan Jennings

Walter Jensen
Kenneth E. Keene
Gertrude Koehring
Larry Kraft
Roy E. Lane

Leona L. La Pelle
Norman W. LeVally
Joseph C. Lieb

Ralph L. Linder
Jack R. Little

George R. Loebel
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CBS. Hollywood, script dept.
E. Bradford Hening, Philadelphia (dissolved),
creative director

M xon, Los Angeles, executive
Logan & Arnold, Los Angeles, partner
Army

Donahue & Coe, New York
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, New York,
copy writer

Puritan Co. of America, Chicago, sales, adver-
tising manager

Young & Rubicam, Bureau of Industrial Serv-
ices, Los Angeles

Foster & Davies, Cleveland, in charge new busi-
ness

Free lance radio writer. New York

Sweetser, Byrne & Harrington, New York, execu-
tive vp

United Fruit Co., New York, sales promotion,
dealer service dept.

Kircher, Helton & Collett, Dayton, account
executive

Vogue Merchandising Service, associate editor
Compton, New York, copy supervisor
Management Planning, Inc., New York, vp,
director

Providence Evening Bulletin, Providence Journal
Spencer W. Curtiss, Indianapolis, president
Peck, Hollywood, manager

Majestic Radio & Television Corp., Elgin, 111.

Doremus, Boston, account executive
Deutch & Shea, New York, media director
BBD&O, Chicago, sales, merchandising con-
sultant

Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, vp

Boyd, Los Angeles, executive vp
Sweetser, Byrne & Harrington, New York, pro-
duction manager, account executive

E. R. Squibb & Sons, New York

Lever Brothers Co., Cambridge

Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, production head
Army
W. T. Grant Co., New York

Hannaford, Los Angeles, owner
Sweetser, Byrne & Harrington, New York, vp,
treasurer

Edward Petry Co., San Francisco

Rural Electrification Administration, editorial
section head

E. Bradford Hening, Philadelphia, owner
Block Drug Co., Jersey City, advertising manager

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Robert Dennis, Los Angeles, account executive

Buegeleisen & Jacobson, New York, advertising
manager

McNeill & McCleery, Los Angeles, account execu-
tive

Free lance radio writer
Spencer W. Curtiss, Inianapolis
William Esty, New York, copy staff
Erwin, Wasey, New York, copy chief
Gilliam, Lane & Wilson, Kansas City, Mo.,
president

Shaw-LeVally, Chicago, partner
BBD&O, New York, account executive

Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, vp
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, account
executive

Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap, Milwaukee

Ralph H. Jones, Cincinnati, copy staff
Alber & Hening. Inc., Philadelphia (new), vp, secretary

Dorville, Philadelphia, account executive
Macauley, Los Angeles, account executive
Beaumont & Hohman, Los Angeles, account executive
Boyse-Bradford, Saginaw, Mich., account executive, public
relations director

Cecil & Presbrey, New York, timebuyer
Morse International, New York, assistant copy chief

Swaney, Drake & Bement, Chicago

John F. Whitehead, Los Angeles, account executive

Geyer, Newell & Ganger, Detroit, account executive

Briggs & Varley, New York, account executive, radio coun-
selor

Same, president

Cory Snow, Boston, media, research director

Same, director sales development, marketing

H. B. Humphrey, New York, copy staff
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, copy staff
Hill & Knowlton, New'York, research director

Harry M. Frost, Boston, new business dept.
Same, board chairman
Rogers & Smith, Los Angeles, account executive
Sweetser, Byrne & Harrington, New York, vp in charge copy
Roy Knipschild, Chicago
Wilbur & Williams Co., Boston, advertising manager
Same, general manager
Maxon, Detroit, account executive

Erwin, Wasey of the South, Oklahoma City, vp
Alfred-George, New York, account executive
Pardee, Cash, Hollywood, account chief
Same, general manager

R. W. Webster, Los Angeles, medical, pharmaceutical div.
head

Herbert W. Frank, Boston, in charge household, women's
products

Dorville, Philadelphia, account executive
Free lance directing
Byrde, Richard & Pound, New York, account executive
Alley & Richards, Boston, copy writer, merchandising

specialist, women's products
Raisbeck, Hollywood
Same, first vp

Manning, Russell, Harris and Wood, Inc., San Francisco,
(formerly Manning & Russell, Inc.). partner

Olian, St. Louis, rural marketing director

Alber & Hening, Inc., Philadelphia (new), president
Blow, New York, account executive
Dorland, Los Angeles, head new industrial div.
Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia, contact dept.
Irwin-McHugh Advertising Agency, Hollywood (new),
partner

Schacter, Fain & Lent, New York, account executive
Robert Holley, New York, account executive

Advertising Counselors, Phoenix, account executive

Pat Patrick, Glendale, Calif., account executive
Same, vp
Robert W. Orr, New York, copy staff
Jere Bayard, Los Angeles, radio director
Bozell & Jacobs, Dallas, technical advisor

Dorville, Philadelphia, account executive
LeVally, Inc., Chicago (new), owner
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, New York, account
executive

Blow, New York, vp in charge grocery products div.
Same, vp

Duffy & Fabry, Milwaukee, account executive
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< uri I obi
..ii I LuStig

lack Lj n.iii

ii. .1.1. • i i

Phil I) McHngh

Willi .mi G. McNultj
John i. McQulgg
Howard Moose

ll.n I . Mo.wr
I ,1 ll. I Ml • Is

Paul i Niwm.iii
Mark Ogden
( .ii h.irluc Ogleebj
Robert < !. Pearson
Kenneth A. Price

( li.ulis \. Ouliui
Joint Qulsenberry
II II. Kansoti III

Willi.mi Rayburn
In.in Kl. Inn. .nil

Harold B. Roll
i George s. Saaa

I in is L. Sanders
Miv Harbour Si haai
John W . Shaw
Steve Shoemaker
I ,,r.i Sibley

Fred Speights
red Steel

\i Turner

Burton B. Vaughan
Sylvester I.. Weaver

Chariot WIMa
Barl Wlibite
Parker Wood

Hurry Woodworth

Marvin Young

Own agi in i

1 1 ii ii ii urn. si. Louis, account exa utlre
Robert Dennis. Lot Angeles

T. K. Bauerle, Chicago account executive
Geyer, Newell A Ganger. New York, vp
N. J. Ni'Wnmn, Los AniiiUn, radio .In

.i. . ..inn ezet in in-

Rutbraufl & Ryan, New York
Hlllman-Shane, Los Angelas, copy writer
Paul I Newman. Lot Angalea . band
Spencer W, Curtlaa, Indianapolis
Catharine Oglesby, Nan Vnrk. preeldaat
Arnold Baking <:<>rp.. public relations director
j Walter Thompson, Lot Angeles, account

. \.-i utlve

Jordon *< Lo Bnono, l.<>s An
i .. ii ,\ Presbrey, New Vork, account executive
( us. New York, promotion dept.
Pree lance copy writer
KKAIt, Omaha, promotion, publicity director
Citizens Gas and Coke Utility, Indianapolis,

advertising manager

House of Plata. Detroit, advertising director
Shaw-LeVally, Chicago, partner
Free lame advertising
Poote, Cone & Heldlng, Los Angeles, account

exi rutlvc
J. 1). Tarcher, New York
Benton it Howies, New York, vp, manager radio
dipt.

Stevens, Continental hotels, Chicago, advertising
publicity director

Publication Corp., New York, Alco-Cravure Dlv.
American Tobacco Co., New York, advertising
manager

Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, timebuyer

Borden Co., Sales Dlv.. New York, sales promo-
tion dept.

BBDiU). New York

NBC Western dlv., assistant program manager

Huffman, St. Louis, account executive
Milton I Bacon, Jacksonville, branch manager
Mai auley, Los Angeles, account executive
Same, gin.r.ii manager
Irwin-Mi Hugh .'Advertising Agency. Hollywood (new),
partner

A. Linn Addison. Chicago, account executive
Same. Detroit, manager, in i barge new business
Ross Sawyer, Los Angeles, radio director, account executive

Same, media manager
\. M. Siniil. r New York, copy chief
Kinliier. New York, member creative board
Same, vp B9

;

Warwick & l.eglcr. New York, executive capacity
Jessop. Akron, copy writer, account executive-
Classer-Gailey, Los Angeles, account executive

Dorville, Philadelphia, account executive
llonig-Cooper. I.os Angeles, account executive
Ralph II. Jones. New York, account executive
Kenyon is: Kikhardt. New York, copy staff
RaJabeck, Hollywood, copy staff
Own advertising agency. Omaha
Own agency, Indianapolis

Jones I rankel. Chicago, director new television dept.
West-Marquis, San Francisco
John W. Shaw, Inc.. Chicago (new), owner
Michael Shore, Hollywood, account executive
Same, vp

I.e Parks, Greer & Hawkins. Houston, radio dept.
Same. vp. radio director

Robey Parks. Chicago, account executive

RBD&O. San Francisco, account executive
Young & Rubicam. New York, vp In charge radio, tele-

vision, member plans board
N. W. Ayer, New York, timebuyer
Tullls. Hollywood, account executive
Manning & Russell. Harris and Wood, Inc.. San Francisco
(formerly Manning & Russell, Inc.). partner

Compton. Chicago. "Welcome Travelers" radio show pro-
ducer

Ruthrauff & Ryan. Hollywood, radio office manager

Netv /laency Ap^iointmettti (Continued from
; age JO)

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Stauli y I. Clark

Kenneth Collins

Itanium Coolidge

John Dierdorfl

R. B. Douglas

James P. Duffy

Kuss Fel/cr

Sherman l>. Gregory

( ieorge II Grinnell
I ee P. Henricfa

Jeff Jaffe

Mciin Jan

William I otl

David M. Margi lit

t Miarles G. Mortimer

Curt Muter

Mrs I B. Myers

P. I). Parker

(ieorge R. Plass

i eon Pollack

David B. Reed

w.,ii.r W. Richards

Stewart Roberts

J II. Stickle

( ..-urge I. Sweetser

I (. I r, tnbla]

I 1 1 1
f > II I iirmy

i> .sill G. Watrout

M I W.l-i.r

Sterling Drug Inc., New York, Bayer Co. dlv.,
divisional vp

Donahue i* Coe. New York. vp. senior executive

Crowcll-Colller Publishing Co., New York, sales
representative

Pacific Power & Light Co.. Portland, Ore., adver-
tising supervisor

American Wine Co., Beverly Hills, Calif., national
s. Ii manager, In charge advertising

Jacob Ruppert Brewery

Kalom. Chicago, account executive, merchandis-
ing director

Schenley Distillers Corp.. New York, radio adver-
tising manager

Schenley Distillers Corp.. New York
W. L. Stensgaard, Eastern dlv. senior account
executive

Sweett Co. of America, Hoboken, N. J., advertis-
ing clc pt.

This Week Magazine, New York, advertising
representative

Wilson Sporting Goods Co.. Chicago, assistant
advertising manager

Reporter Publications. New York

General Poods Corp.. New York, vp in charge
advertising

United States Rubber Co.. New Y'ork. merchan-
dise manager for Royal Tires

General Foods Corp., New York, vp General
Foods Sales Co. (dissolved)

General Electric Co., Cleveland. Eastern Sales
Div., Lamp Dept., general sales manager

Genera] Foods Corp.. New >ork. assistant to
marketing vp

Helena Curtis Industries. Chicago, advertising.
salis promotion director

Sunshine Biscuit Co., Inc., Kansas QtJ
i..rk. advertising manager

Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, executive advertising
staff

I tilted Wallpaper Co.. Chicago. Trimz dlv.. vp

Sw.etser. Byrne is Harrington. New York, presi-
dent

Cudaby Packing Co., Chicago. Old Dutch Clean-
ser div., advertising manager

Glldden Co.. Cleveland, assistant advertising
manager

Dancer- ritzgerald-Sample, ( ihlrago

American Home Foods. Inc.. New Y'ork. Chef-
Boy-Ar-Dee Quality Foods. Inc. div.. vp in

. harge sales, advertising

Same, vp in charge Centaur Co. div.

Burlington Mills Corp.. New York, vp in charge advertising.
public relations

Goebel Brewing Co., Detroit, advertising manager

Same, vp supervising advertising, publicity

Same, executive vp

Genesee Brewing Co., Inc., Rochester. N. Y.. advertising
manager

Holeproof Hosiery Co.. Milwaukee, assistant advertising
manager

Campbell Soup Co.. Camden, N. J., advertising staff

Arnold Bakers, Inc.. Port Chester. N. Y., advertising director
Hart. Schaffner & Marx, Chicago, advc rtising director

Same, assistant advertising director, candy, grocery dlvs.

P. Lorillard Co.. New Y'ork, advertising director

Same, advertising manager

Apparel Markets. New York, women's wear div. advertising
manager

Same. \p in charge marketing

Same, advertising, sales promotion manager for Royal Tires

Genera] Foods Corp.. advertising director

Same. Cleveland, General Sales Div.. Lamp Dept.. general
sales manager

Same, assistant advertising manage;. Jell-O Div.

Gaylord Products. Inc.. Ca\ lord-She Iton . Inc., subsidiary,
Chicago, advertising, sales promotion director

Si rip to. Inc., Atlanta, advertising, sales promotion manager

Jacob Ruppert Brewing Co.. New York, advertising, mer-
chandising, public relations director

BendlX Home Appliances. Inc.. South Bend. Ind.. advertis-
ing, sales promotion director

WeetJnghouse Electric Corp.. Pittsburgh. Home Radio Div..
advertising, promotion manager

Esquire, Inc., New York, vp. director sales, advertising.
Esquire, Coronet. Apparel Arts

Same-, general advertising dept.. advertising manager

Same, arting advertising manager

Parker Pen Co.. Jancsiillc. Wis., assistant general adver-
tising manage!

Well iv Co., < :ic vela mi. sales advertising director for Don -De
coffee •



BREAKFAST FOR MILLIONS
(Continued from page 18)

the audience sit around at regular tables

and the mc, Eddie Chase, uses a hand

microphone to get their reactions on the

air. The program material is nothing

extraordinary but as in the case of all

breakfast clubs, it's the personality of the

mc that carries the program. He hands

out samples of toilet water, powder, lip-

stick, or whatever Wurzburg's would like

sampled that day. It's his own idea to

give women cigars for their husbands. He
plays up the monthly diamond ring

award (that emphasizes the 75th Anni-

versary idea), which goes to the best last

line for a jingle, has "Stubby," the pianist,

play request numbers for the girls, and

then he comes up with the gag of the day.

This may run to a check-up on which

woman present has the most grandchild-

ren or the largest number of articles in her

handbag. One day he had the women
letting down their hair to see who had the

longest locks. He doesn't do this too

often, having learned that it takes women
too long to re-set their crowning glories.

Women fix their hair especially for the

program visit and don't appreciate having

it mussed even by themselves.

The winner of the gag session is brought

to the platform in front of the Campau
Room and Dorothy Page, the "fashion

editor," presents her gift. The gift,

naturally enough, is the commercial on the

program. If it's a fashion item then

there's frequently a quickie fashion parade

(three models). If it's a lamp (as on the

occasion when the picture of the stage

was taken for sponsor) then the plat-

form has a number of lamps as well as

placards telling the group on what floor the

lamps are sold. There's nothing heavy

about any part of the presentation, since

—and this is the case with most get-up-

eaily sessions—the broadcasts are pri-

marily enteitaining, not instructive.

The appeal of these breakfast or coffee

sessions was proved at the very first

broadcast of Coffee Time at Wurzburg's.

The initial program was scheduled for a

day in February when the mercury de-

cided to drop below zero and snow and

sleet were riding on a midwinter gale.

A number of rural highways and even

city streets were blocked with drifts and

public transportation was practically

paralyzed. The personnel manager of the

store was all prepared to use all her clerks

to "paper" the Campau Room. It wasn't

necessary. By 9:30 women were standing

10 deep before all the doors of the store

and Wurzburg's learned a lesson about

giving away more tickets than they had
seats. There was "standing room only"

at the first three broadcasts. Now that's

controlled. As at "big city" quiz sessions

there have been audience repeaters at

the broadcasts, which means it must be

good fun since the gifts go to a limited

number of women and the diamond ring,

as indicated, is awarded only once a

month.

Coffee Time at Wurzburg's uses a uni-

versal attraction, an opportunity for the

average housewife to get out of her home.

As long as there's entertainment or a

personality, since the latter frequently

replaces what show business would call

entertainment on a number of breakfast

sessions, women will want to go any place

but home. That's just as true in Boston,

Grand Rapids, or Peoria as it is in Holly-

wood. There women get up as early as

5 a.m. to get to the studios in time tc

Breakfast in Hollywood with Tom Brene-

man at 8 a.m. pst (the early hour being

necessary in order to reach the East at

11 a.m.).

People are funny, but the facts in the

case are nevertheless that Mrs. America

is frequently bored to death taking care

of home and family and is just waiting

for someone to urge her to "come on out

for breakfast."

NOW
hometown stations

market areas

Here's'a package packed with

plenty of selling punch! . . . Three
"hometown" stations with a plus of a

rich farm market now available as a

package network. Just one low rate to

reach an area egual to 57% of the
people, 64% of the buying power of the

entire state of Nebraska. Here's almost a

Billion Dollar Market you can reach . . .

or less, with the Inland Group. Wire or

write for imme-
diate avail-

abilities.

THE
INLAND
CROUP

KBON
KOLN

0.S MV M Contour Com-
puted from engineering
data furnished (he com-
mission fcy Inland Engi-
neering Department &
Commercial Radio
Equipment Co.

THE INLAND
BROADCASTING CO.

General Offices

Saunders-Kennedy Bldg.
Omaha 2, Nebraska
Paul R Fry. Vice President

and General Manager

COMPANY. National TP LULL.
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MONROE, LOUISIANA

Jlftrzm

ALL OTHER STATIONS COMBINED

NORTHEASTERN L

AND REACHES A

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.

TRANSCRIBED

AND AVAILABLE

27-4 i

That's a whale of a rating, Buc
that's what the Texas Rangers get
at WGBI, Scranton, Pa. They get
it with their famous transcription
service — which features the west-
ern and folk songs that never grow
old. And they get the tall Hooper
at 6:30 p. m., too, when there is a
37 per cent sets in use figure. Yes,
Scranton listens to and likes the
Texas Rangers. It's no wonder
WGBI renews year after year. Buy
the Texas Rangers transcriptions
for your market. They build a big
audience at WGBI and at scores
of other stations, too. They can
do the same lor you. Wire, write
or telephone.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION
Pickwick Hold • Konioi City 6 Mo.

LISTENERS "TELL ALL"
(Continuedfrom page 21)

in front of a radio receiver is certain to

stimulate the quantitj "I Listening to a

\ small check made by a non-

diary research group has thus far re-

vealed, however, that the increase in

listening, over a seven-day period, does

not affect the validit) oi diary-revealed

listening tacts.

I Maries permit of an intensive sampling

I .1 station's entire listening area on a

stratified! basis. Thus if a sponsor de-

sires to know just how the middle-

income housewife listens, it's possible to

give him that information. Typically,

Nutrena Mills, a farm feed sponsor,

didn't think that they were reaching the

audience they wanted on a broad-coverage

station covering rural areas. They had

instructed their agency to request a shift

from 7-7:15 a.m. to 8-8:15 a.m. Since

it was rural coverage Nutrena desired

and since the program was on the air

before coincidental surveys, no figures

were available for them until the station

had a diary study made. The diary fig-

ures revealed that both the actual and

the potential audience was bigger at 7

a.m. than at 8. Besides, the audience

composition figures indicated that while

there were 88 men per hundred sets in

use at 7 a.m. there were only 59 men at

8 a.m. Since feed is sold to men Nutrena

not only stayed where they were but

increased the number of times they were

on the air (from five to six times a week).

It wasn't stratification that forced an-

other sponsor, this time a local funeral

parlor, to change its program and time.

The station, a major market 5,000-watt

CBS affiliate, was building and holding

a good share of the early a.m. audience

but delivering practically no audience to

the network when the station joined the

net. Diaries revealed that the program

sponsored by the mortuary, Treasured

Memories, which came directly before

the station joined the network, was

treasured only in the mind of the spon-

sor. Its lugubrious mood was a sharp

break from the previous programs and

chased the audience right away from the

station. Diary figures convinced the

sponsor to shift his program and to

schedule lighter music.

Since diaries reveal audience turnover

in detail it was possible recently for a

big station to go to an advertising agency

and show the latter that while the agency

thought that it had scheduled top-

audience spot announcements for a

sponsor, all selected spots had the same

audience, i.e.. account had not been

taken of audience turnover—it was
reaching the same audience time and
time again. The agency studied the diary

report and rescheduled its spots.

A CBS affiliate in the West had been

scheduling the Columbia School oj the

Air between Bright Horizons and Perry

Mason. What the School did was dissi-

pate the Bright Horizons audience and

force Perry Mason virtually to start a

new broadcast day, with no audience.

Result: Perry Mason was shifted to fol-

low Bright Horizons and inherited a siza-

ble audience from that daytime strip.

Few sponsors are out to sell the entire

radio audience. Most advertisers know
from their own research departments

just who determines the purchase of the

products they have to sell. Station diary

studies tell just who listens when. They
are accurate indices of radio listening in

each station's complete area, something

available for only one or two stations

from any other form of research.

They are made usually once a year or

bi-yearly, since unless there's a vital

change in program line-up listening

habits do not change quickly.

These studies are being made today by

Audience Surveys, Inc., C. E. Hooper,

the Buck Chicago group, and a number

of small survey organizations. The diary

idea had its birth at CBS under Frank

Stanton's research direction, details being

handled by Charles Smith. Field work

was handled for CBS by Industrial

Surveys, Inc., until other contractural

obligations forced the Sam Barton organ-

ization to drop this type of survey. At

that time the work was carried on by

C. E. Hooper. Recently Benson and

Benson of Princeton, N. J., did the field

work for CBS's owned and operated

station KMOX, St. Louis, Mo., after

having done similar work for WHAS,
Louisville, Ky. Much of the early CBS
program acumen is said to have origi-

nated in the information developed by

the diaries.

(Please turn to page 48)

tit,- minutes is judged 15-minule listening.

* lllhoagh lodm's diaria run on a 24-hour batisi, it's

fair la assume that telephone mils made erery quarter

ram ' a ",_ to '/ p.m. I

/'»' hours would develop

Hie knot of information mealed in a diary. This

uouht >» i>'i quarter-hour calls a day. Actually \udi-

Inr. rereal thai thus far Ihey haren t

made a iliary report for a slnlion in an areti irhere

Hit, it \ ') hour service.

^Stratification of a sample it making certain il repre-

fair cross section of the populalion of thi

: include the proper proportions of different income

brackets, ofhome, automobile, telephone, and refrigerator

lementary, high school, and college gradu-

Stratification may gofurther than this if necessary

and include color, age, tex, and any number of factors

hat thit is not necessary in a diary study since it is a

report, not a rtuds of individuals, t" unslrali-

lied sample can completely innilidite research conclu-

sions.

^Refusals to cooperate in a surrey usually stem from
the suhject matter hut it's possible with very little in-

centive being offered respondents to olitam as high as

a'JSO per rent return on any simple consumer surrey.
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SELL EMPLOYEES TOO
(Continued from page 33)

The broadcast, at 1 1 :30 a.m. on Satur-

days, carried as commercials human

interest stories about men and women

employed by the company. The con-

tinuity was leaden. And the employees

resented a program "brought to you by

the thousands of employees of the

Aluminum Company of America" in

which they had no part. The dialers

stayed away from NBC on Saturdays at

11:30 a.m. almost from the very start

(December 4, 1943).

It was just the opposite with the

Wheeling Steel Family Hour which was

(for the most part) composed of talent

from the mills and offices of the Wheeling

Steel Corporation. The talent wasn't

top-drawer but the "Old Timer" really

made you feel he was a steel puddler and

if the girl trio hit a wrong note here and

there, "after all they weren't profes-

sionals." The program, which originated

at WWVA, had a great audience down

in Wheeling on both MBS and ABC, and

it did establish the Wheeling Steel trade

name in the minds and many of the

hearts of the radio aud:'ence. Wheeling

employees still like to recall the days

when the Family was on the air.*

When Theatre Guild of the Air played

Pittsburgh for U. S. Steel they dropped

the middle commercial usually so well

handled by George Hicks and brought

the nation the 39-voice male chorus from

the Homestead Steel Works instead.

(Because the chorus was non-professional

U. S. Steel paid AFRA, the radio per-

formers' union, the scale for 39 choristers

and AFRA turned the amount over to

charity, thus fulfilling the niceties of

using non-professional talent on a regular

big commercial airing.) At Christmas

and Easter Kraft has featured the em-

ployee Kraft Choral Club of 75 voices on

the regular Kraft Music Hall Thursday

night program on NBC. Both the

Homestead (U. S. Steel) and Kraft ges-

tures have had the effect of humanizing

the big corporations involved as well as

making the employees themselves feel

like human beings.

Personnel problems can be very great

hurdles, as they were during the war when

corporations all over the nation used time

and talent to sell non-workers the idea of

helping their country by joining the ranks

of the employed. Most great war plants

had a regular schedule of broadcasts or

spots selling the small available pool of

manpower on getting down to the job at

*ll may be back on the air shortly.

(Please turn to page 50)

Time
Buy ers

tm use KFAB to sell the
OiniKE Omaha market

And 90% of this BIG market, which is outside of Omaha, is

made up of families that have an average cash income of

$8,000.00 per year! Sell the ENTIRE Omaha market with one
BIG station. Programmed and "powered" for your use.

SEE YOUR FREE & PETERS MAN
or write to HARRY BURKEno*

live*
vita*

Music
& $onfcs

NOW 50,000 WATTS Omaha, Nebraska

SEE OTHER OFFERS IN THIS ISSUE

Double llUAWi

Your

Money

on

WMT

No gamble! With WMT in Eastern

Iowa you sell America's highest per

capita income group. The lush Iowa

market includes one fourth of all

Grade A U. S. farmland PLUS pros-

perous factory income.

Put your product on WMT! Ask your

Katz representative for details on

WMTland's twin markets.

JHMAMIM1

>NV»K. "ss\st.

;»Wt\\(lW) .

',.«s«t.nv\ "*«-

WMT
CCDAR RAPIDS

The Station Built By Loyal Listener-

ship . . . Now in its. 25th Year!

BASIC COLUMBIA NETWORK

5000 watts 600 kilocycles Day & Night
Member: Mid-States Group
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BEER
itinuedfrom page 15)

opinion group uncovered the fact that

I'.iKt sold almost .1- much of the other

brewers' products as it sold < 1 its own.

Nik 1 it's tin- onlj network program it

has become an industry pace-setter.

Iluii's been some feeling expressed h\

prohibitionists that the program is paid

for in pari bj the brewing industry. No
on< has produced any evidence ol it.

The agency and Pabsl maintain that

they're out to sell Blue Ribbon Beer. If

beei itsell profits, well and good, but

that's not the Pabst objective.

Beer is legal in all 48 states although

there are some local option counties

which do not smile upon the brew. More
than 900 stations carry beer advertising

at some time during each season. There's

hardly a sport that doesn't gain something

from beer's advertising, from professional

football to ice hockey, partly because of

the broadcasts but also because beer

is one of the most conscious of all in-

dustries of point-of-sale promotion. Esti-

mates are that the beer industry spends

four times the amount of money on

displays, posters, coasters, and all sorts

of printed matter, than any other type

"KEEPING UP WITH

THE WIGGLESWORTHS"

78

15 MINUTE

TRANSCRIBED

PROGRAMS

This program, designed for

teen-agers or any old-agers,

boils down big ideas into

simple, human terms, points

out the advantage of FREE
ENTERPRISE.

LAUGH as Snuffy

learns the hard way.

Snuffy is the busiest

14 year old with the

BIGGEST IDEAS.

Write, Wire or Phone.

of manufacturer does. Since in most

states it's barred at the point of sale

from displaying outdoor signs the mate-

rial goes into the stores, on the bars and

tables and walls . . . and it's more often

than not tied into the brewer's broad-

cast program.

Except in local option counties and in

a very few stations, beer broadcasting is

accepted by practically all broadcasters.

The copy must be clean but the brewers

wouldn't want it otherwise.

MR. SPONSOR ASKS:
{Continuedfrom page 35)

In fact, Mr. A. L. feels that if we must

have commercials he'd rather they'd be

musical, provided they are well done.

Just to blow our own horn a little,

and that of the Yellow Cab Companies,

we've produced a Yellow Cab Jingle that

has caught on around the country. From
Annapolis, Md., the station manager

wrote us, "We don't have your Yellow

Cab spot scheduled on our morning all-

request record show. But telephone calls

come in from listeners regularly request-

ing this singing ad . . . Local Yellow Cab
drivers are peacock-proud of their snappy

commercial."

Granted, a few of the singing com-

mercials around grate on listeners' ears,

but only because clients have not chosen

them with care: care in production,

cleverness, and ability to make people

remember the name of the advertiser.

For instance, from this office comes a

jingle-ized version of one of the most

sacred of news items—the original musical

weather forecasts. They've been tailor-

made and popular on stations all over

the country with never a complaint of

any sort. A clever jingle won't disturb

anyone, will please many; but it must

be wisely chosen. Irony of it all is that

as a radio announcer I have sold products

with talking words for many years. Now
with my production agency I've found

singing words most successful.

Charles Stark

Charles Stark, Inc.

• £ci>xJt
19 EAST 53rd STREET at Mad. son Avenue.. NEWYORK CITY

LISTENERS "TELL ALL"
(Continued from page 4b)

The diary formula has actually gone

beyond radio in research usage. It's

claimed that it can uncover practically

anything any research group desires to

know. Diaries are being used to reveal

living habits, buying habits, and fashion

habits, to mention a few variations of

diary-investigated factual information.

America is always willing* to tell its all

to anybody asking who-w hat-where

w hen-why-how.
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Contests and Offers

PROGRAM

a SPO.VSOIt monthly liibulnlioii

AMERICAN INST. OF

FOOD

AMERICAN OIL CO.

CARNATION CO

GENERAL MILLS

HALL AND RUCKEL. INC.

ILLINOIS MEAT CO.

KELLOGG CO AND
PROCTER & GAMBLE

KERR CHICKERIES

LOS ANGELES SOAP CO.

MAIL POUCH TOBACCO

METROPOLITAN LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

PARTICIPATING

PET MILK SALES CO.

PETER PAUL, INC.

QUAKER OATS

RALSTON PURINA CO.

RONSON ART METAL
WORKS

SAV-ON-ORUGS

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.

W. A SHEAFFER PEN CO.

Food
products

i las, nil,

tires

( 'amation Con-
densed Milk

Bisquick,

Gold Medal
Flour,

Cheerios

X-Bazin

Broadcast
Corned Beef

Hash

Cereals and
soap products

Baby chicks

White King
Granulated

Soap

Kentucky
Club tobacco

Insurance

Various

Pet Milk

Almond Joy

Aunt Jemima
Ready-Mix and

Pancake
Ready-M ix

Ry-Krisp,
Ralston

Ronson
lighters

Drugs and
toiletries

General
merchandise

Pens, inks,

pencils

Ask Dr.

Tobey

Professor

Quiz

Contented
Hour

Betty Crocker
Magazine of

the Air

Hymns of All

Churches

1280 Club

Ethel & Albert

Breakfast in

Hollywood

News of the
Farm

Frank
Hemingway

Fishing &
Hunting Club

Eric Sevareid,

News

Mr. and Mrs.
Music

Mary Lee
Taylor

Nelson Churchill

Views the News

Ladies Be
Seated

Checkerboard
Jamboree

Twenty
Questions

Wishing Ring

Enterprise

Calling

Adventurers'
Club

MTWTF
4-4:30 pm

Saturday
10-10:30 pm

Monday
10-10:30 pm

MTWTF
10:25-10:45 am

MTWTF
9:25-9:45 am

MTWTFS
7:30-7:45 pm

TTh
1:15-1:30 pm

MTWTF
9-9:30 am

MTWTFS
5:45-6:25 am

MTWTF
5:45-6 pm, pst

Monday
10-10:30 pm

MTWTF
6-6:15 pm

MTWTFS
12-2 pm

Saturday
10:30-11 am

MWF
7:15-7:30 am

MTWTF
2-2:15 pm

MTWTF
12:15-12:30 pm

Saturday
8-S:30 pm

MTWTF
5:05-5:15 pm

TTS
6:45-7 pm

Saturday
11:30-12 n

i 'olumbia diamond ring, value $100 Till in prefer

products advertised on pro

$50 cash

Recipe booklet: "Velvet Blend Book"

Jubilee Baking Recipes

Booklet: "Ten Rules for Getting
Results"

Weekly prizes of lighters, watches;
grand prize of wardrobe, diamond ring,

portable phonograph, etc.

Gem wall-type can opener

Wishing Ring

Booklet: "Poultry Raiser's Guide"

Complete postwar kitchen; also ABC
automatic ironers, dinette sets, electric

stoves, silverware, etc.

Several fine pieces of hard-to-get hunt-
ing and fishing equipment

First-aid booklet

Merchandise prizes, monthly grand
prize

Miniature Pet Milk can charm, free

recipe booklets, booklet ol baby care

SI, III III ,a,h

Plastic sa.t, pepper set

Wm. Rogers silver-plated cheese
spreader

Lighter to sender of subject used; if

studio contestants stumped, grand
prize of silver ta le lighter, matching

cigarette urn. tray

Merchandise from store

Cash prizes

Underwater goggles

Complete in up to 25 words senteno
Amoco product different weekly), Winner
gets $25 plus $25 if In- included 5 acceptable

questions and answers for use on program

Free on request 1
1 1 ponsoi Milwaukee

Free for card to sponsor, Minneapolis

Free for card to sponsor, Minneapolis

Write to program guessing identity of "Miss
X" and send short product slogan

Send 35c and one Broadcast Hash label to
sponsor, Chicago

Send wish on postcard to program, Hollywood.
Wish read on air wins ring

Free on request to program

Complete sentence "I like White King Soap
because." Send with boxtop to contest

Hollywood

Send unusual story, tip, or question to program.
Gift for each item used

Free on request to program, c/o local station

Complete jingle re "Marriage is a wonderful
institution" and send to program

Send label to sponsor, St. Louis

Write last line to product jingle, send with
product wrapper to program

Send 25c and 1 boxtop from either product to
program

Send label from any Kraft Cheese spread, or
wrapper from package of Ry-Krisp, and 25c to

Ralston, Wallingford, Conn.

WOR,
New York

NBC

ABC

wov.
New York

ABC

ABC

WOR,
New York

ABC
Pac. Coast

MBS

(US

WMCA,
New York

CBS

UN \i
,

Boston

ABC

MBS

Send subject about which 20 questions may be
asked to program

MBS

Contestants identify two musical selections,
give reason why they would like to have any

two articles in store

Contestants identify "Mystery Tune"

Send Skrip boxt op or sales slip and 25c to
sponsor, Chicago

KGER,
Long Beach,

Calif.

WBRK,
Pittsfield,

Mass.

i BS

STERLING DRUG
(CENTAUR CO. DIV.)

Molle Molle Mystery-
Theater

Friday
10-10:30 pm

5 Personna Razor Blades Send end from Molle package and 25c to
sponsor, New York

NBC

TIMKEN ROLLER
BEARING CO.

Inst.tutional Today's Sports
Today

MTWTF
6:15-6:30 pm

30-page booklet of 1947 baseball rules Free on request to Jim Muzzy, WHBC WHBC,
Canton, Ohio

T0NI, INC. Toui Home
Permanent

Give and
Take

Saturday
2-2:30 pm

Cash and merchandise prizes In event studio contestants fail, send correct
answer to Treasure Hunt question to program

CBS

WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY CO. Automobile
supplies

WILLIAMSON CANDY Oh Henry

Circle Arrow
Show

Sunday
10:30-11 am

175 Big Bass fishing sets Obtain entry-blanks, instructions from local

W A. S. stores

NBC

Detective

Mysteries

Sunday
4:30-5 pm

$100 reward from "True Detective

Mysteries" Magazine
Notify FBI and magazine of information lead-
ing to arrest of criminal named on broadcast

MBS
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CBS
The Best Buy in

Central Iowa

KSO Gives You
Iowa's

Richest Market
In One Package
On One Station

•

Write for availabilities

today

!

MURPHY BROADCASTING COMPANY

5000 WATTS -BASIC CBS

Des Moines 9, lowo

Kingslty H. Murphy

PRESIDENT

George J. Higgin*

GENERAL MANAGER

Hcadliy-tetd (o.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

MUSIC SPEAKS
Everyone's

Language

^ o ii n >i or old—men or

women—rich or poor—>ln-

denl or teacher—here or

then—everyone listens to

and understands music.

Thai i> \s\\\ radio today

devotes it- greatesl time,

bj far, to the performance
of m i u ^i<-.

Music i- the career of ItMI.

tad MMI's full and clear

understanding of the force

of music to<la\ i> conspicu-

ously reflected in the wide-

spread acceptance of its

facilities.

i:\ll mimi in licensed to 1,675*

hrtKtdt otters.

*asofJuh '.'/. 194?

Broadcast Music Inc.

580 Fifth Ave. New YorW 19, N. Y.

SELL EMPLOYEES TOO
Continuedfrom pagi 47

hand winning the wai on the assembly

inc. Tins use oi airtime was, for the

most part, promptly dropped with V'J

day and very little has been done to

impress upon corporations the fact that

broadcasting enters the home where there

are unemployed workers when black-and-

white doesn't.

One large corporation (.Yale and Towne
Manufacturing Company) discovered tins

after a disastrous strike which closed

then Stamford, Conn., operation for five

months (November 7, 1945, to April 5,

1946). Yale and Towne employs 4,000

in its Stamford plant, one out of every

five employables in the area. The bad

press which stressed absentee ownership

and all the negatives of the Y. and T.

management created a post-strike situa-

tion where over a third of the employees

just didn't care to come back to work.

They felt they couldn't forget the bad

blood that had arisen during the strike

and decided to work elsewhere. Yale and

Towne felt that they had a good clean

plant, a history of satisfactory labor rela-

tions which had run for years prior to the

strike, and so they decided to use their

regular newscaster, Julian Schwartz, to

tell their story on WSTC. Yale and

Towne had sponsored Schwartz all

through the strike but he hadn't taken

any sides on the issue and had reported

what went on in the town from a com-

pletely neutral editorial chair.

Within one year after the fight they

have their full complement of employees,

having recruited 1,200 employees with the

help of radio.

Sponsor in April noted how Sunoco

Products of Hartsville, South Carolina,

broadcasts a program called My Town

over a number of local stations for the

sole purpose of selling Sunoco to its own

employees. More and more corporations

are realizing that loyalty isn't bought by

a pay envelope.

Corporations which have employee re-

lations radio plans in the blueprint stage

include U. S. Rubber, Todd Shipyards,

Procter and Gamble, and General Foods.

The first two are expected to sponsor local

programs especially directed to their

workers while the latter are expected to

insert an employee slant in their soap

operas occasionally and even in their

nighttime entertainment programs.

There are other employers who have

similar ideas in the consideration stage.

The management-labor relations job is

never done— it must be a continuing

operation.

PIONEERING SINCE

1942

•

(lit edtaftiidAed claim

on the.

3iait6U6 QilUf Maxfiet

•

for availabilities write

O. R. Wright, Sales Manager

Porter Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

•

E. L. DILLARD, GENERAL MANAGER

tfOTELQ)TRARD

Atlantic City's Hotel of Distinction

ATTENTION
DELEGATES

We invite all delegates to the

National Association of Broadcasters

Convention in Atlantic City, Sept.

13th to 18th to make this lovely

hotel "Your Headquarters.''

Beautifully Furnished Rooms . . . Salt

Water Baths . . . Open and Inclosed

Sun Verandas . . . Sun Decks atop . . .

Cuisine Unsurpassed . . . Garage on
Premises . . . Every Facility . . .

Attractive Rates

Make Reservations NOW
Exclusive Pennsylvania
Avenue and Boardwalk
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Hooper's confidential video survey for

CBS, which was released to the press in

part, was so pro-television that the net-

work decided not to release the entire

report, despite the fact that sportswise

WCBS-TV stood up well in the figures.

This to a degree duplicates the figures-

locked-in-the-safe policy which followed

completion of the N. W. Ayer-Goodyear-

NBC TV survey. Sets in use were over

50 per cent during the entire CBS survey

period, and reached as high as 68 during

certain programs.

The anti-television camp which tries

to explain away the present TV audience

with "it's the novelty that gets 'em"

found it difficult to account for a sponsor-

recognition figure of 75 per cent for one

program and an average of 6.2 viewers per

viewing set. Regardless of the fact that

few people in radio are anxious for TV
to grow too fast until networking is an

accomplished fact the medium is develop-

ing faster than any other in the history

of advertising.

The third Washington station (the

Washington Star's WTVW) promises to

be on the air in October but January 1

is probably a closer estimate. The latter

date also is a fair guess for Baltimore's

second TV outlet, WMAR. Although

promised for "some time this fall" Phila-

delphia's WFIL-TV, Fort Worth's KCPN-
TV, Richmond's WTVR, Cleveland's

WEWS, and Milwaukee's WTMJ-TV
will be lucky to be on regular schedules by

February 1948.

With GE in actual television set pro-

duction now it's expected that Schenec-

tady's WRGB may go commercial in

March 1948 if not before. Commercial

operation will mean better pay for the

staff and a professional approach to the

program job, which has been handled on

an experimental basis up to this time.

TV is still somewhat worried about

producing direct sales and will continue

to be worried about that until there are

enough receivers in use to deliver mil-

lions of viewers — although millions are

not a necessity for profitable visual

broadcast advertising.

Of greatest FM interest to the Federal

Communications Commission engineers

in the past few weeks has been the new

FM Pilotuner. FCC'ers have had the

tiny unit under the toughest tests

they know of and while they are not

ready to give it a special governmental

blessing, there has been less talk of

another shift in FM channels since the

set has been available.

In New York the Pilotuner was shown

to the consumer and trade press by the

manufacturer, Pilot Radio Corporation,

under no special auspices. In Washing-

ton the presentation had the blessing of

WGAY-FM, WINX-FM, and WWDC-
FM. Most other presentations will be

made under station sponsorship because

FM may find its first real consumer accept-

ance through the introduction of the

low-priced Pilotuner.

Typical of conditions all over the

nation during the summer (only more so)

is the high degree of hot weather static

which makes listening virtually impos-

sible even a few miles out of town for

some stations. Recently some men living

at Indian Head, Md., 25 to 30 miles

south of the District of Columbia, sent

a spokesman up to see Ben Strouse,

manager of WWDC. They were baseball

fans and they couldn't hear the night

games over WWDC in their homes. The

spokesman presented a petition bearing

92 signatures. Mr. Strouse was sorry but

he told them he was not the FCC and he

couldn't extend the night service range

of the AM station. However he sug-

gested that the spokesman borrow one of

the station's FM sets and listen to the

games over WWDC-FM. He and 25

others listened to the next game on the

borrowed set. Result, the spokesman

bought the set he had borrowed and

decided to become an FM radio dealer.

On July 15 WQXQ, FM sister station

of WQXR, New York started on a full-

time schedule, transmitting all the pro-

grams heard over the AM station.

WQXR is the first standard broadcast

station to make all its programs available

to FM listeners. It is continuing to

broadcast on the old FM band as well

as the new to give 100 per cent service to

FM'ers. This move is a forerunner of

what is expected to happen on all AM
stations that have FM affiliates, when

union musical problems are overcome.

Advertising agency inquiries on avail-

abilities on FM stations, which were

noted last month in the Fall Facts edition

of sponsor, started turning into business

in July when Young & Rubicam bought

Report to the People, a Monday-through-

Friday 6:30-7 p. m. program on WFMZ,
Allentown, Pa. The program started

August 4 and will be under active super-

vision to test the efficacy of the cam-

paign. The station feels that the pro-

gram will produce and wants to prove its

results to all who use the air to advertis e

When no scheduled television pro-

grams are on the air accidental viewers

late at night or in the wee hours are apt

to see pages and pages of designs moving

across their receiver screens. If it were

possible to stop them long enough to

see one frame (30 complete pictures

[frames] are seen on a video receiver in

one second) they would see a page of

type broadcast by RCA in its experi-

ments with ultrafax on the regular

television wave band.

American Type Founders are said to

be developing a type face that will be

clearer than any existing now when

transmitted into the home via fax.

First special advertising for fax is

being prepared experimentally by one of

the top agencies in New York. They will

use it in private transmissions for staff

and a limited number of clients. The
feeling in the little group working on the

idea is that fax will be able to do a job

that neither sound nor visual broadcast-

ing will accomplish ... to quote one of

the copy men on the project: "It's fun,

but if it works, what it's going to do to

present advertising concepts won't be

fun."
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SPEAKS
Let's Start Selling Radio

Broadcasting can and does work sales

magic—but it requires someone tc

spread the word to spread the word

without personal aggrandizement. Even

Aladdin had to rub his lamp before the

hard-working genie materialized and

produced miracles.

With few exceptions all network

advertising and most station advertising

is devoted to telling how good the indi-

vidual network or station is, with very

little attention to the efficacy of the

medium.

Newspapers have a highly-paid pro-

motional man whose one job is to sell

newspapei advertising not just adver-

tising in a particular publication. The

magazines have elaborate plans to sell

the "slick" printed entertainment in a

high-powered direct-to-advertisers man-

ner. Outdoor advertising has spent

literally millions selling the held.

( )nly broadcasting has relegated its

biggest job to a minor position. The
NAB Bureau of Broadcast Advertising

does the best job it can with limited

personnel and even smaller budget. The

numbei of big advertisers who have been

approached and sold the institution of

broadcasting can be counted on the

fingers of one hand.

Sponsors want the facts of broad-

casting. Sponsor is doing its best to

carry the facts to them but no trade

paper can do the job alone. The industry

just has to realize that while NAB spends

80 per cent of its time settling intra-

industry problems, the medium may
shrink because the broadcast facts of

life aren't being sold medium-wise. It's

time that consideration of selling broad-

cast advertising gets out of the com-

mittee. Sponsors must be educated to the

fact that broadcasting is not a one net-

work medium; it's a 1600 station field.

Enter Pressure Groups

On July 15 LaRoche & Ellis, Inc.,

paid for a full page in the New
York Times to tell the story of The
Advertising Council. The ad was a

"busy" piece of copy which left a con-

fused impression among advertisers and

agencies on what it was supposed to

accomplish. The confusion was a matter

of layout, art, and wordage. It was also

a matter of opinion since what moves

one man slows down another. Not a

matter of opinion was the final appeal.

Advising the public to write to The
Advertising Council for prepared adver-

tising and radio fact sheets en the current

problems with which the Council is

concerned, the ad said:

"lake iliis material to business firms,

radio stations, newspapers. Ask tlieni to

contribute some of their advertising to

these problems so that your community
will be informed, aroused. Let's speed up
Democracy!"

Thus was opened the door for pressure

gioups to descend upon hundreds of

advertisers, radio stations, magazines,

and newspapers for free time or free

space. Broadcasting during the war

worked with The Advertising Council,

giving millions of dollars in time and

talent for the purposes which were

cleared through the Council. It continues

to give thousands of dollars in time

monthly to fight the problems of Peace.

It's vicious to ask the public to bring

pressure to bear on business and adver-

tising for more contributions of the very

thing by which they live.

Chet LaRoche, President of LaRoche

& Ellis, ought to know better. There's

no question but that the appeals advo-

cated by the Council are worthy. That

is not the point. Pressure groups start

out asking for time for causes everyone

agrees upon. That's only the beginning.

Once you start anything like this there

is no end ... for advertising.

r Applause i
LOCAL PROGRAM INSPIRATION

Chesterfield, which has frequently been

cited this year for energetic promotion of

its broadcast programs, once again rates

deep bows. As a matter of record the

applause goes directly to B. F. Few, vp

in charge of advertising for Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Company, for he is the

man back of Chesterfield's buying local

hour shows throughout the country.

Some are disk jockeys some are per-

sonality shows all are local—all are

station-built. Under instructions from

Few. the ad-agency, Newell-Emmett,

buys the programs which Few has

checked and heard pi rsonallj and tells

tlu Stations thai the client wants nothing

changed. I In station runs the program;

the agencj supplies the commercials.

This i). is done a great deal to inspire

good local programing <>n the stations

involved, .nn\ some not involved, «h<>

hope to build a program that the A-B-C

cigarette will buy.

Supplying the program blood (cash)

at the local program level is one way to

insure a healthy medium in which to

advertise.

BREAKING THE FM BOTTLENECK

What FM broadcasting has needed for

the past few years is a good low-priced

FM radio receiver. Zenith was the first

to promise such a set in quantity but

their assembly line iust hasn't produced.

During July Pilot Radio the) started in

business in 1008 selling parts) presented

the Pilotuner, an FM tuner that can be

attached to any radio set from a midget

to a giant combination radio phonograph.

The Pilotuner just tunes the stations and

delivers the FM signals to the audio

side tlu sound-reproducing part of a

broadcast receiver ol any set. The tonal

range is never any better than the regular

AM receiver but the program comes into

the home static-free—the standard (AM)

set owner doesn't have to purchase an

entire new radio to hear noiseless enter-

tainment.

The Pilotuner is small but efficient

and what's more important it costs

$29.95 at retail, less than most standard

table models. It's been field tested and

proved better than adequate. Pilot,

having made two errors in building FM
full-size sets (they recalled a few thous-

and they had sold which turned out to

be unsatisfactory have now delivered

what prospective FM sponsors wanted to

see— something in the mass price range.

It's going to force other manufacturers

who have been talking low-priced sets

into action. It looks as though Pilot

has broken the bottleneck.
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WINS NOW 50,000 WATTS
Over the most densely populated area of New York City, WINS
now has a clear, powerful directionalized daytime signal equiva-
lent to 240,000 watts non-directional.

With its five-fold increase in power, WINS for the first time will

deliver to metropolitan New York listeners a signal thoroughly
comparable with the very best now available in that market.

And even though daytime power goes up, no immediate rate

increase is contemplated. Any rate adjustment either up or down
will, in the future as in the past, reflect our long standing over-all

company policy of selling a demonstrated listening audience at

the lowest possible cost-per-listener consistent with sound and
constructive operation.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION WINS
NEW YORK



your Best Move for...

Sale&f
Here's a good move for you. Use Cleveland's

Chief Station and win bigger sales!

Cleveland listeners have made their move.

The recent Cleveland Press Radio Poll

gives WJW more firsts in listening popu-

larity than any other Cleveland station.

Now . . . for increased sales and greater

r^^
\\ |\\ delivers more daytime listeners per

dollar than any other Cleveland Station.

BASIC 850 KC

ABC Network
CLEVELAND, O.

5000 Watts
DAY AND NIGHT

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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Karl) explorer-, extending the limits of the

known world, relied mainly upon courage

and instinct to find their way. Charts and

maps—w hen they exi>ted at all—were uncer-

tain and deceptive.

lint an expanding civilization with an

eye upon new lands and world trade

demanded something better, more depend-

able. New methods of navigation resulted

in new. increasingly accurate charts. Only

h\ perfecting dependability in the guides

the) followed could navigators hope to tra-

\er-e the world with safety and -wiftness.

Dependahility. a guiding factor in the

development of science, commerce and all

progre^.-. is no less an e>sential in the ser\

-

ice that the seven Fort Industry station-

render to seven important market- where

more than 20,000,000 people live.

From Florida to Ohio, over thousands of

square miles, in big cities and small one-.

Fort Industry :«tations are depended upon

1>\ their listeners for the best that broadcast-

ing can offer.

Advertisers who do the same are never

disappointed in the results.

" You i 'in bank mi it

I mi linlu*ir\ Station"

THE FORT INDUSTRY COMPANY
W SIM). Toledo, O. • W W \ \. \\ heeling, \Y Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, W Va.

W LOK, Lima, O. • V. Jltk. Detroit, Midi. • \\ \(. \. Atlanta, (.a. • WGBS, Miami. Fla.
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NIGHT FOOTBALL

WILL CHANGE

HOOPERS

DEALERS GET

PROGRAMS

250 BMB

SUBSCRIBERS BY

CONVENTION

INDEPENDENT

STATION

LISTENING UP

CONTESTS BRING

PRODUCT &

PACKAGING INFO

IMPROVING

TRADE

RELATIONS

SEPTEMIER 1947

Night football, never a serious contender for the spectator sports
dollar or broadcast audience, will present a serious threat to well

established programs and stations this fall. These sports broad-

casts will have sponsors all over nation. In Detroit alone six of
University of Detroit's big competitions are at night. They'll be
presented over WJBK by Nash Motors, division of Nash Kelvinator.

-SR-
Dealer demand on General Electric for advertising (reported in July
SPONSOR) has had results. The lamp division is sponsoring Willie
Piper on ABC. GE itself will sponsor Fred Waring on NBC starting
October 6 and it has bought "House Party" on CBS as of December 1

.

-SR-
Before NAB convention in Atlantic City (September 15) BMB will have
passed 250 mark in station subscriptions on its new 15-point plan.
There's little doubt that money needed will be raised.

-SR-
Independent stations throughout nation are showing up number one in

local area reports time and time again. During past four months
baseball has accented this trend. In Cincinnati, WCPO led Queen

City parade in last Hooper report. Night baseball is partially
credited with WCPO win but in other areas music plus news every hour
on hour has done things to local audiences. Listening habits in

Fort Worth, Louisville, Memphis and Worcester have changed. In

Pittsburgh on one Sunday afternoon (May 18) from 2-7 p.m. , station
WWSW had 57.5 per cent of sets-in-use while four networks and

remaining independent stations shared other 42.5.
-SR-

Realization that contest entries can develop vital product and mar-
keting information is growing at most package goods manufacturers.
Recent consumer information, developed primarily through radio and

black and white contests by Fisher Flouring Mills Company, has

opened a number of executive eyes.

-SR-
Current survey by Grey Advertising Agency on poor relations between
department stores and their sources of supply highlights fact that a

few big stores have realized this and are stressing brand names of

their suppliers on broadcast programs. Trade relations can be im-

proved just as are employee relations (August SPONSOR).

SPONSOR APPOINTMENTS
SPONSOR announces the appointment of Lester J. Blumenthal as Advertising Director
effective August 18. A veteran in the field of broadcast advertising, Mr. Blumen-
thal prior to the war was affiliated with BBD&O and Headley-Reed Company, New York.

More recently he was associated with THE BILLBOARD. He will headquarter in New
York. Another recent addition is Kay Brown, formerly timebuyer with Young &

Rubicam, New York, who is in charge of SPONSOR'S new Chicago office. The address
is 410 N. Michigan Avenue; telephone, Whitehall 3540.
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TV DOOR OPENER

FOR NEW

AGENCY BUSINESS

RALSTON PROMOTES

SAFETY CAMPAIGN

ABC AND MBS

UP BIG MARKET

COVERAGE

POPULATION

SHIFTS

IMPORTANT IN

SPOT PLANNING

P&G's

BIGGEST

PROFITS

MONEY IN

THE BANK

MUSIC FOR

LOCAL NETWORK

COMMERCIALS

Agencies that have invested in television experimentation are using
it to prove to prospective clients the importance of video know-how.
American Tobacco, who will try football telecasts this fall, have
placed the business with television-wise N. W. Ayer with disclaimer

that there is rift between ATC and its regular agency, Foote,
Cone & Belding. George W. Hill, Jr., vp in charge of advertising
for American, will be working closely with Ayer on its football
scanning.

-SR-

Ralston Purina will drop all commercial copy on "Tom Mix Show" for

week (September 22-26) and turn time over to "Tom Mix Safety Cam-
paign" which proved such a success last year.

-SR-

ABC's station affiliate plan calls for outlets in nation's top 200

markets. By end of 1947 its 265 stations will cover 167 of these

markets, according to John Norton, ABC station vp. Standing joke
about MBS, i.e., it adds stations before they are licensed by FCC,

is rapidly being wiped off timebuyers' faces by Bob Schmid, vp in

charge of station relations. His job is to raise level of MBS
stations' power and big city coverage. Fifty-nine MBS stations have

been granted power increases in past six months and 20 stations with

5,000 watts were added during same period.

-SR-

Population shift information is important to advertising men when
planning spot campaigns. National population increase over 1940
census, as revealed by Department of Commerce, is 5.3 while New York
and New Jersey during same period only increased 1.7 and 1.5 re-

spectively. Figures are as of June 1946, but indications are that

nothing has happened to change shift in past year.

-SR-

Procter & Gamble, leader of air soap parade, reported largest sales
and profits in its history for year ending June 1947, despite re-

serve of $14,000,000 to cushion possible decline in value of inven-
tories. Net profits for year were $52,924,171 against $25,022,241

for 1946. General Foods, because of drop in market for raw ma-
terials, of which it had sizeable inventory, reported that for first

six months its net was $8,136,000 as against $8,936,000 for first
six months of 1946. General Foods sales jumped from $151,648,000 in

1946 to $189,435,000 in 1947.

-SR-

Current need to sell people who are not buying is indicated by fact

that savings bank deposits in Metropolitan New York have reached all

time high of $7.600.000.000. Another indication of same "sell me"

attitude of public is fact that business failures are approximately
five times higher in 1947 than 1946.

-SR-

Tip that AFM President James C. Petrillo may relax prohibition

against incidental music going over networks for web programs spon-
sored locally is seen in fact that three out of four networks will
have comedy plus music programs available as co-ops this fall.

SPONSOR
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BEER REPORT

Last week Mr. Harris Perlstein, Presi-

dent "i I ';ibvt Brewing Company, was in

New York and we both read with a great

deal (il interest an article in sour August

issue on beer.

You have done a very thorough and

methodical job of reporting,

C. E. Staudinger

Vice President

Warwick ev l.egler, New York

Your tabulation of beer radio advertis-

ing in the August issue is extremely

interesting.

Our client, the Olympia Brewing Com-
pany, has been sponsoring Cecil Solly,

noted gardening authority, for many
years. He is broadcasting on three

Washington State stations, KIRO, KING
and KGA.

This program has done one of the out-

standing public-relations jobs in the

brewing industry and we feel slighted that

your sources of information overlooked

this outstanding use of radio by a fine

regional brewery.

). P. Havery

Botsjord, Constantine & Gardner

Seattle

We ead with intense interest your

article, Beer, in the August sponsor.

If possible, we would like to have four

or five reprints of this article to distribute

to one of our clients, the Geo. Wiedemann
Brewing Company, Inc., of Newport,

Kentucky.

This brewery, founded in 1870 and

brewers of two fine products, Wiede-

mann's Bohemian and Royal Amber
Beers, also carries an extensive local and

regional schedule, primarily in Greater

Cincinnati and the South. Besides live

and e.t. musical programs, Wiedemann

does a great deal of spot scheduling, some

recorded by Milton Cross, others singing

in nmercials) by WLW's American ballad

singer, Ernie L« t

I noticed the mention of Bruckmann in

your listing ol "August: Ben." and for

that reason thought you might also be

interested in perhaps the most popular

Please turn to page 70

F0RJ0E
METROPOLITAN

MARKET

STATIONS

WKAP AJlentowu

KVET Austin

*W0RL Boston

WFAK Charleston, S. C.

WTIP Charleston, W. Va.

WSBC Chicago

**WJBK Detroit

KHZ Houston

KWKW Los Angeles

WNEX Macon

WHHM Memphis

HIV Mesa -Phoenix

mil Minn.- St. Paul

WBNX New York

WLOW Norfolk

WDAS Philadelphia

WWSW Pittsburgh

KXLW St. Louis

MM San Antonio

KUSN San Diego

KEEN San Jose

WWDC Wash., D. C.

WHWL Wilkes-Barre

WTUX \\ ilmington

* except in Nevv York •* except in Chicago

Forjov Offices

New York • Chicago • Philadelphia

Pittsburgh • Washington • Baltimore

Los Angeles • San Francisco
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To get business, get the audience

• . • with ZIV Shows
In the ZIV tradition of fine shows, all these and more ZIV pro-

ductions are building audience for 675 stations . . . building sales

for 1 185 sponsors ... to help both get more business in an increas-

ingly competitive economic market. Write or wire for details today.

Radio's most brilliant dramatic

half hour, with Mr. Ronald Col-

man as host and narrator. Out-

standing cast includes Benita

Hume, Edna Best, Lionel Stander,

Vincent Price, Lurene Tuttle.

Symphonic orchestra, Claude

Sweeten, musical director

SONGS

GOOD CHEER
A choir of gorgeous voices,

and guest soloists, in a
quarter hour of favorite

songs. Orchestra directed

by Vladimir Selinsky; nar-

rator, Lawrence Elliott

OLD

CORRAL
Starring Pappy Cheshire,

famous western story-

teller, and a big cast of

vocalists and instrumental- /y
ists in songs of the open ^z..

range

Wayne King

Show
A glorious half hour fea-

turing the incomparable

music of the waltz king,

his golden saxophone and

his orchestra, with vocals

by Nancy Evans and Larry

Douglas; Franklyn Mac-
Cormack, narrator.

A sparkling quarter-hour

musical, starring America's

favorite romantic tenor,

with Jimmy Wallington,

Donna Dae, and the music

of Buddy Cole and his

men.

PLEASURE

PARADE
Vincent Lopez, Milton
Cross, Jimmy Wallington,

the Modernaires, Paula

Kelly, Dick Brown, Lillian

Cornell, the Pleasure Pa-

rade orchestra and guests

in a lavish quarter-hour

musical.
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BOSTON (a*

BLACKIE
One of radio's top mystery

shows. Top ratings every-

where . . . Louisville, 21.7

. . . Youngstown, 21 .3 . . .

Cincinnati, 16.9 . . . Min-

neapolis, 16.5. Radio's

best point-per-dollar buy

v

Western adventure stories,

featuring the greatest

U. S. Marshal ever to ride

the western plains. Com-
plete merchandising plan

with premiums.

S. Van Dine's famous

fdetective character in a

ligh-rated half-hour mys-
ery drama. Each program
3 complete story.

.y"

HOPE PROGRAMS FOR MORE

•PONSORS, ON MORE STATIONS

,'ISIT OUR BOOTH No. 1 lO-l 12-1 14 N.A.B. CONVENTION

EfVSY

MIES
America's funniest hus-

band and wife in a three

or five a week strip. A
leading network show for

years, with great ratings

everywhere.

BARRY
WOOD
SHOW

A smooth-as-silk quarter

hour, with your singing

host, Barry Wood, the

lovely voice of Margaret
Whiting, the Melody
Maids, and the brilliant

arrangements of Hank
Sylvern and bis orchestra.

KORN s

EOBBLERS
The band of a thousand

gadgets and a million

laughs . . . presenting a

wide variety of music

ranging from the classics

to comedy and novelty

tunes.

Astir

j
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.
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Remember the

story about • .

.

the acorn...

and how it grew..

and grew and grew?

W-W-D-C has had just about the

same experience. Starting tiny,

W-W-D-C has the second most

loyal audience in our great

capital city. If you want to be a

success in Washington, D.C., stick

with a success . . . W-W-D-C

—

W-W-D-C— FM!

Only one other station in

Washington has more
loyal listeners

WWDC
AM-FM— The D. C. Independent

Mr. Sponsor:

^r
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II. II. Stetler

Advertising Director, Standard Brands

pU'ver since the I louse of Morgan put Standard Brands together

*^ in the boom days of 1929, the food firm's merchandising

thinking has been basically Spartan simplicity: "Put it on the

shelves—move it off the shelves." Advertising is what moves the

dozen or so Standard Brands consumer products off the shelves

and into American pantries, with radio carrying the major share

of the burden. Last year Standard spent $2,017,974 in. radio,

nearly twice what it spent in magazines.

Don Stetler's job as advertising director at Standard Brands

is no cinch. He has to ride herd on three of radio's top network

shows (One Man's Family, Bergen-McCarthy, Fred Allen—all

NBC) and numerous national spot campaigns . . . and keep them

all selling Standard products. Stetler has seen air advertising

virtually lift Standard Brands to a top-ranking food corporation.

He was assistant ad manager when Standard reversed the slump-

ing sales curve of Fleischmann's Yeast in the early thirties with

"Yeast for Health" pitches on the old Rudy Vallee Show. When
Standard capitalized on its rapid distribution by buying the

then-obscure Chase and Sanborn coffee firm and delivering coffee

to stores daily in dated bags, Stetler helped make American

women conscious of "dated" coffee by having it plugged early and

often on the air. By the time he moved up to become the firm's

advertising director in 1939, he was thoroughly schooled in the

techniques of radio selling.

Stetler is well liked around the eight agencies placing Stand-

ard's ad business, and is considered a "regular guy." He doesn't

pal around with the talent on his shows, but they swear by him,

rather than at him.

SPONSOR

1



new and renew

New. JVatUuuU £fzat /ZitUneM

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, start, duration

§

Army Recruiting Service
Cats Paw Rubber Co.
Continental Baking Co.
Hat Research Foundation
Kaiser-Frazer Ccrp.

Leaf Brands, Inc.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co.
Raymond Labs.

H. H. Tanner Co.

Vick Chemical Co.

Institutional N. W. Ayer 1300
Rubber heels, soles S. A. Levyne 35-45
Hostess cakes Ted Bates 47 Pacific
Institutional Grey 50
Automobiles Swaney, Drake and

1 lenient
145

Leaf Gum Bozell & Jacobs 90-100
REM, REL Joseph Katz 100-125
Rayve Creme Roche, Williams & 18
Shampoo Cleary

Portrait Home Bozell & Jacobs 10-20
Permanent

All products Morse International 125

Transcribed announcements; early 1948; 13-52 wks
Transcribed announcements; Aug-Sep; 13 wks
Transcribed announcements; Aug-Sep; through Dec
'Iiansciibed announcements; Sep 27; 13 wks
Transcribed announcements; Aug-Sep: 13 wks

Transcribed spots, breaks; Sep 1; 52 wks
Transcribed announcements; Aug-Sep-Oct; seasonal
Transcribed announcements; Aug-Sep; 13 wks

"Favorite Story" e.t.'s; Aug-Sep-Oct; 13-52 wks

Local programs; Sep 15; 26 wks

AfeuA On NetwoxJzl

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

III

II

American Radio Warblers; Sun 1 :15-1 :30 pm; Sep 7; 26 wk
*Renfro Valley Folks; SThFS 9:15-9:45 am; Sep 4; 52 wks
David Street Show; Fri 8-8:15 pm; Aug 8; 52 wks
Jimmy Fidler; Sun 8:30-8:45 pm; Sep 7; 52 wks

Pause That Refreshes on the Air; Sun 6:30-7 pm; Aug

Breakfast Club; MTWTF 9-9:15 am; Sep 1; 52 wks

{Fifty-two weeks generally meant a 13-week contract with options for 3 successive 13-week renewals. It's subject to cancellation at the end of any 13-week period)

American Bird Products Inc. Weston-Barnett MBS 115
Ballard & Ballard Henri, Hurst & McDonald CBS 28
Cardinet Candy Co. Elliott Daly NBC 8 Pacific

Carter Products Inc. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles

MBS 200

Coca-Cola Co. D'Arcy CBS 161

Toni Co. Foote, Cone & Belding ABC 261

Expanded time.

(le+teAuah On /VetwotJu

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

;::-:-:-:•:

' :

-
:A :
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American Cyanamid Co.
American Tobacco Co.
Ballard & Ballard
Electric Companies
Advertising Program

Emerson Drug Co.
Omnibook Corp.
Radio Corp. of America
Ralston Purina Co.
Richfield Oil Corp.
Safeway Stores Inc.

Sterling Drug Inc. (Bayer Co. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
div.)

Sterling Drug Inc

Hazard
Foote, Cone & Belding
Henri, Hurst & McDonald
N. W. Ayer

BBD&O
Schwab & Beatty
J. Walter Thompson
Gardner
Hixson-O'Donnell
J. Walter Thompson

Doctors Talk It Over; Mon 10-10:15 pm; Sep 29; 52 wk
Jack Benny; Sun 7-7:30 pm; Sep 28; 52 wks
Renfro Valley Folks; Sat 9:15-9:45 am; Aug 3; 52 wks
Hour of Charm; Sun 4:30-5 pm; Jul 20; 52 wks

Inner Sanctum; Mon 8-8:30 pm; Jul 28; 52 wks
Lee Adams; 10:15-10:30 am; Aug 23; 13 wks
RCA-Victor Show; Sun 2-2:30 pm; Aug 3; 52 wks
Tom Mix; MTWTF 5:45-6 pm; Sep 29; 52 wks
Richfield Reporter; MTWTF 10-10:15 pm; Aug 3; 52 wks

28 Mountain Dr. Paul; MTWTF 3:45-5 pm; Aug 11; 52 wks

American Melody Hour; Wed 8-8:30 pm; Jul 16; 52 wks

Backstage Wife; MTWTF 4-4:15 pm; Sep 15; 52 wks
Stella Dallas; MTWTF 4:15-4:30 pm; Sep 15; 52 wks
Lorenzo Jones; MTWTF 4:30-4:45 pm; Sep 15; 52 wks
Young Widder Brown; MTWTF 4:45-5 pm; Sep 15; 52 wks

ABC 170
NBC 161
CBS 28
CBS 154

CBS 149
CBS 29
NBC 153
MBS 152
NBC 8 Pacific
NBC 28 Mounta

& Pacific
CBS 149

NBC 143
143
143
143

Necu and Renewed an ^JeleccUian

SPONSOR AGENCY STATION PROGRAM (time, start, if set)

mm$

Botany Worsted Mills

BVD Corp.
Elgin National Watch Co.
Ford Motor Co.
General Motors Corp.
(Chevrolet Div.)

Hanneil Food Products Co.
Keeley Brewing Co.
Packard Bay Ridge. Inc.
Alexander Smith Carpet Co

Union Electric Co.

SEPTEMBER 1947

Silberstein-Goldsmith KTLA, Los Angeles
WBKB, Chicago

Grey
J. Walter Thompson
J. Walter Thompson
Campbell-Ewald

Raymond E. Nelson
Malcolm-Howard
Young & Rubicam
Anderson, Davis &
Platte j

Gardner

WNBT, New York
WBKB, Chicago
KSD-TV, St. Louis
WABD, New York

WCBS-TV, New York
WBKB, Chicago
WABD, New York
WABD, New York

KSD-TV, St. Louis

Weather signals; Sun 8:59 pm; Aug 3; 13 wks (r)

Weather signals; Fri 8:59 pm; Aug 15; 13 wks (r)

Weather signals; semiweekly; Aug 10; 21 wks (n)
Time signals; semiweekly; Aug 1; 13 wks (r)

Browns, Cardinals home games; 1 weekly; Jul 26; season (n)
Western films; Tu 8-9 pm; Sep 30; 52 wks (r)

Time signals; semiweekly; Aug 8; 52 wks (n)
Chicago Rockets football games; Aug 1; season (n)
Spots; Th 9:30 pm; Aug 7; 4 wks (n)
Magic Carpet; alternate Fridays 8:30-8:45 pm; Aug 8; 52 wks r

Telequizicalls; Mon 8-8:30 pm; Aug 4; 13 wks (n)
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SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY
vim 1 1. hi \\ iiu < .. Si Louis

i H-. I Vstalre Dance Studios New \nrk
in's tppllani es, < lakland < .ilif

Berrv .\ is. us.. M < in.

Borden Co. (Pacific Cheese dh I San Francisco

Brlskln < amera < orp Santa Monica
( iiu in- K 11 r I II. mi. I'ii 111:111.111 Wave, Si Paul
I I 111.. I In. New ^ nrk
II < 1 ole Milling Co., Cheatei Mi
( ullege Inn Pood Products, Chicago
< 00pei Brew Infl 1 • . Philadelphia
1 ii.in. si 1. Chemical Co., Niagara I :ills

I .11 .1 I 1. ink Co., Si I':i 11

1

1 ,\ 1 Gallo Win. in Modesto, ( ..lit

< .i.iss i ..11 1.1 iii 1 1 Mils Institute San Pranciaco
Createi < Inclnnati Pord Dealers Assn.
Guerlaln In. . New ^ nrk
Hampden Brewing Co., Wtllmansett, Mass.
James llanlej Co., Providence, R, I.

ii.ii. 1, .\ 1 ... Quebec
Hull Brewing Co., New Haven, Conn,
Jiff) Dug Co 1 us Angeles
Keystone Lumber Co., Pittsburgh
Kimbell 1 and) ( •• ( hlcago
1 eading < otton Mills, New X ..1 k

Lee Corp of New York (Swaggersol div.). New York
I eslie s.h 1 < o., s.in Pram 1st ,.

Mallar) Purnlture Stores. New ^nrk
Mauley In. . . Kansas Clt)
Mayfalr Magazine, New \ nrk
Mi-ii's fie Foundation Inc., Philadelphia
Louis MUanl Poods, Los Angeles

Mission Inn, Riverside, Calif.
National Packing Corp., New X nrk
Northwest \m Growers Inc., Dundee, Ore.
Norwell Lamp Makers, Dorchester, Mass.
Nutri-Cola International Corp., New York
Oakland Prame & \\l<- Co., Oakland
<) l) Chemical Corp., Manhattan
i'ii..i Radio Corp., Long Island City
Pioneei Home Improvement Co., Newark
Pittsburgh Brewing Co. (Eberhardl ck Ober Brewer)

div .), I'ii tsburgb
Plaracol < !o., ( !hlcago

I'll \i- 1 op Inc., Detroit
I'nsi Watch Co., New ^ nrk
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati

Qulck-Waj Household Products, Los Angeles
Hal Roach Productions, Hollywood
Rhodes and Jamieson Ltd., Oakland, Calif.
K11-1 i Co., St. Paul
Sloane-Blabon Corp., New \nrk
Smith, Barney it. Co., New York
Staze Inc.
Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester
si udio < . i r I Shampoo; Bonnie Bell Cosmetics, Los
Angeles

1 ..1 Garden Products, San Pranciaco
lo) Menagerie, Beverly Hills
1 1. ins, 1,11 1 Inea, Los Angeles
Trinity Alps Resort, California
rune-Disk Records Inc., Philadelphia

1 nit. 1 1 si.ius Brewing Co., Chicago
\ an Bea 1.1 Co., Brooklyn
\ inns Poods nl 1 us Angeles
R. w alia, i- i\. Sims. Toronto
I k W anl. Los Angeles
'

. I. \\ ebster, < hcritiiii, \ a.
W hite < astle System Inc., Columbus, <).

Willis Air Service Inc., Teterboro, N. J.
Wonder Wash Corp., \c« \i,rk
\l.N

1 Spanish Pood Co., Los Angeles

( u.ik's I ni|n-rial v\ ini-s

1 lancing Instruction
1 louaehold appliances
Don Barrle 1 lothes
( nt tags cheese

Movie cameras, equipmenfl
Permanent wave kit

Hair products
Omega Plour
Pood products
Cooper and Namai Beer
Sodite washing solution
Old English Style puddings
Wines
instil urjonal
Pord cars
Perfumes
Hampden Ale
Beer, ale
Omega and 1 issm watches
Beer, ale
Hoi dog dispensers
Lumber, building materials
Smacks Cocoanut liar

Pearl-Cale pillow cases
Ladles' fashion accessories
Salt products
chain furniture stores
Popcorn
insi ii utJonal
St. Valentine's Da] tie sales promotion
Salad dressing

Hotel
Klttj Snicker Cat Pood
Filberts, walnuts
Lamps
( nla drinks
Auto, truck repairs
I'ink Magic Deodorizer
Radios, I'M receivers, television si is

Interior decoration

Beer
Plastic, rayon, cotton wash cloths.
towels

Plastic auto tops
Watches
Chlpso
Drene Shampoo
Wall cleaners
Mm ies . .

Earth-moving equipmi n 1

Ru-Ex (proprietary;
Ploor, wall coverings.
Investment banking, brokering
Staze, OKaze, OKaze Denial Plate Brush
Radios, radio equipment

Cosmetics
Preserves, jellies, etc.
Toys
Trucking service
Resort hotel
Records
Beer
Prepared dissert mixes
Packaged dried fruits, vegetables
Silverware
Chain electrical ston s

Tomato products, fruit preserves
Kcstaiirant chain
Air travel, dying school
Synthetic detergent
food products

Miiiim Weinberg, Los Angeles
Albert Prank-Guenther Law, New >nrk
Jewell, Oakland, Calif.
Km uii-r a Kuttner, Chicago
Young it Kuliii.im San Francisco, fnr Weal
(nasi

kiiiien it Thomas, Los Angeles
Harry It. Cohen, New York
Cole A Chason, New ^ork
Gardner. New York
John w. shaw. Chicago
J. M. Korn. Philadelphia
1 Mis. Buffalo
Melamed-Hobbs, St. Paul
Harrington. Whltne) it Hurst, San Pranciaco
J. Walter Thompson, San Pranciaco
Associated Advertising, Cincinnati
Abbott Kimball, New York
Reingold, Boston
Hixson-O'Donnell, New York
.1.inns Piaher, Toronto
Llndsa) . New Haven
.1. T. Crusslcy. Los Angeles
HKD&o. Pittsburgh
Jim Ward. Chicago
Pnsiier-Zahin. New > nrk
Lindsay, New York
Mi ( ann-l.rii ksnn San I raiuisin
John A. I inneran. New York
Landshaft, BufTaln
Charles Jay, New imk
Abncr J. Cclula. Philadelphia
Garfield it Guild, San Pranciaco, foi West
Coast

Briaacher, Van Norden, Los Angeles
Kudner, New York
Pacific National. Portland. Ore.
Arthur I". Brown, Boston
William II. Weinirauh. New \ nrk
Ad Pried, Oakland
Adair & Director, New Vork
Alfred Paul Berger, New York
Levy, Newark

Bond and Starr. Pittsburgh

Richard Bradley, Chicago, fnr radio
Mercready & Co., Newark
Lawrence Fertig. New York
Benton & Bowles. New Vnrk
Compton. New Yurk
Abbott Kimball. I.us Angeles
Buchanan. Bevcrlv Hills
Ad Fried. Oakland
Harry B. Cohen, New York
Geyer. Newell A (.anger. New \nrk
Newell-I-nimei 1 . Nevi York
Duane Junes. New York
Pederal, New York

Morgan. I.os Angeles
BBD&O. San Francisco
Adolphe Wenland. Hollywood
R. W. Webster. Los Angeles
Pat Patrick. Glendale
Frank Trevor Kessler, Philadelphia
Roy S. Durstine. Chicago
George P. Buente, New ^ nrk
Tullis. I.ns Angeles
Ellington, New York, for Canada
Harry J. Wendland. Los Angeles
Al Paul Lefton. New York
George P. Buente, New York
Raymond E. Nelson, New York
Adair it Director, New York
Davis. Los Angeles

Spxutd&i PeAA/uutei GUatta&L

NAME
( trover .1. Bahlhorn

Raj i). Barrel 1

1 r.ink 1 Bell

Km Ii Brow ne

W ill. nil ( livers

id, Clark
( harli s I 1 1. 11 ii en 1

Robert M Dowllng

Rost "i 1 hint in

1 in in 1 Dunlap Jr

I. Illl. 1 1

Ii 111. 1 I n, ss.ni

1 iiu lea I 1 ii.is

FORMER AFFILIAT.ON NEW AFFILIATION

BlatZ Brewing Co., Milwaukee, disiricl sales
manager

Southland Life Insurance Co., Dallas, advertising
director

Ween Products Co., Chicago, vp, general sales
manager

Buffins Department Store, Long Beach. Calif.,
assistant to advertising manager

Jam Hand) Organization, Detroit

Morgan, Phoenix
Armour it Co., Chicago, assistant advertising
manager In charge canned food, newspapei
advert isinu

clucit Peabodj it Co., New ^nrk. Sanforized
div. sales advertising manager

Radio ' orp, "f America, New ^urk. advertising,
publicity director

Kenyon it Eckhardt, New v,,rk. cop) dept. head

Byej -Rolnli k Co., 1 iarland, I exas

Please turn to page

Same, (.real lakes div. manager

First National Bank. Dallas, advertising, public relations
stall

(/rove Laboratories, St. Louis, sales director

Jennings Furniture Co., Portland, Ore., advertising man-
ager

Crnslev Motors Inc.. Cincinnati. ().. Marion, Ind . sales
manager

Morgan. Ins Angeles, manager
S. c. Johnson & Sun inc.. assistant advertising manager.
Johnson's \\ ax

Same, general manager

( r..sh v Broadcasting Corp., Cincinnati, acting director
television operations

Same, vp in charge advertising, publicity

Doherty, Clifford it Shenfleld, New 'Wirk
Shulton Inc., New ^nrk. advertising manager

Sam,. Eastern sales head. New \nrk. ReaJatol hats
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N0W-7th OLDEST CBS AFFILIATE

When the Columbia Broadcasting
System was established in 1927, KMBC
was among the original stations formu-

lating the new network. More than 20

years of continuous service as a basic

affiliate!

What one man's station has done

justify greater responsibilities

\ tomorrow's broadcasting

It was KMM •' " rKi,o's fi«t

*£* runex^SedfacUWesasfar

gSdS *e ear can reach.

BRUSH CREEK FOLLIES
Down through the years KMBC has
been a great proving grounds for
some of radio's brightest stars to-
day. Its well known barn dance
is now in the I lth successful sea-
son of Saturday night stands.

For the eighth consecutive year,

KMBC (with Bob Riley as full-

time marketcaster) holds exclusive

rights to broadcasting official mar-

ket reports direct from the world's

largest livestock building.

r
BEST IN SPORTS COVERAGE

"Sporting News" says it's so! Sam
Molen was named in 1946 the

middlewest's top sports commen-

tator. No matter the competition,

you'll find KMBC's "Voice of

Authority in Sports" giving it the

old one-two!
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KMBC SERVICE FARMS
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KMBC
OF KANSAS CITY

Free & Peters, Inc.
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at onr silver jubilee !

!

Back in 1922 hardly anybody in Central New^ork State knew us. We
J J J

didn't know much of anybody, either. That first morning when we squeaked

"hello"' to Syracuse, we were just a dewy-eyed 50-watter with great

aspirations and few friends.

But how things have changed in 25 years ! Today we could

pack a place as big as the Yankee Stadium fourteen times over with the

people we count as our friends

!

WSYR is a well-liked name in radio. Everyone, throughout

23 rich counties that keep growing with us, knows WSYR. (In fact the

latest Pulse survey shows that we're their top favorite. Local advertisers

vote us first, too.)

As the basic NBC affiliate in Central New York. . .with 5,000

watts on 570 kc and a flair for bigtime local programming...WSYR has

evolved a mighty long way from its 1922 infancy. And scores of advertisers

— both local and national— have also come a long way with us in Central

New York State.

We helped 'em. And this year, when we reach that quarter

century mark, more than a million loyal fans will be on hand. They're

a profitable group for any advertiser to know.

"A Quarter Century of Service"

570 kc—5000 watts

\BCin Central New York

Represented by Headley-Reed

WTRY, Albany-Troy-Schenectady & WELI, New Haven are also H. C. Wilder Stations
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t£ You'll think your advertising problems are simple

when you compare them to those of American Chicle Co. and its

agency, Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc. They've got six

top brands of gum to promote ... on six separate budgets ... in

hundreds of markets throughout the country.

Yet, they say it's easy... with Spot Broadcasting! Chances

arc \ ou've heard Station-break jingles selling Chiclets, Beeman's,

Dentyne, Adam's Clove and Yucatan Chewing Gums and

Sen-Sen Confection countless times. Millions of people hear

those jingles and buy!

Ask your John Blair man how the flexible force of Spot

Radio can solve your selling problems . . . simple or tough . . . soon.

JOHN
BLAIR
S COMPANY
NC LEADING RA

"""SITS,

. '"nisi

'"'tat*;

V^><^̂
J^c "CC*Sr

v

I

Offices in Chicago • New York • Detroit • St. Louis • Los Angeles • Sin Francises

14 SPONSOR
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amateur

Tyro urogram* pull

listeners: talent flood

descend inu on stations

over-ail

Born in 1926 over WCAU,
made big business in 1925

when Major Bowes took his

WHN Amateur Hour to the networks,

and quiescent during the war, talent

opportunity programs are on the rampage

again. (Not all the amateur gatherings

folded their tents during the war—there

were a number of programs like Michaels

Bros.' Fox Amateur Hour [WMCA, N. Y.]

and Sachs' Amateur Hour [WENR, Chi-

cago] which ran along their merry way

despite the world conflict that took most

of the talent to more vital if not greener

fields.) Now Arthur Godfrey's Talent

Hunt is selling Lipton Tea and Soups,

The Big Break is trying its hand at pulling

Adam Hats up to the Lee stratosphere,

Ken Soble will be mcing his Original

Canadian Amateur Hour from CHML,
Hamilton, Ontario, Mutual too is peddl-

ing an amateur program, and new calls to

"come and seize your opportunity" will

be heard this fall throughout the nation.

This is no accident. The hopeful-

talent shortage is no more. Thousands

are storming the networks and the sta-

tions for the love of mike and that can

result in but one thing—showcases for

new talent. It's estimated that there are

over 50 such programs planned for this

fall. These local shows are good or bad

depending upon just how good the talent

sense and the program-building sense are

at each station involved. Some program

managers state that it's also necessary to

have a talent-relations sense—to be able

to say "no" and make it stick when either

15



Waiting line is long and anxious for Lipton "Talent Scouts" program 'Talent Scouts " Bessie Mack interviews a hopeful vocal trio

the talent or its copy slant, i.e., the air-

color of the prospective talent, just won't

contribute to a program. The human
color is just as important to the success

of any talent opportunity program as the

ability of the talent. If the listener doesn't

feel an emotional link with the tyros

before the microphone then the program

will fail regardless of the ability of the

performers.

Major Bowes was able to catch this

touch of humanity despite his own cold

voice, Arthur Godfrey gets across some of

this feeling, but thus far it's been missing

from the Adem Hats' broadcasts. It's

present in a rowdy sort of way at the Fox

Amateur Hour and on most of the other

forms of the "open door to fame."

Stressed in most current new-talent

broadcasts is the fact that they do not

exploit beginners. The Major Bowes

traveling units which made a fortune for

the Major were characterized by many as

exploitation. Nevertheless they gave

tyro talent experience that it might never

have received had it waited for a full-

fledged professional opportunity. None

of the present programs have extensive

plans for units at this time. Ken Soble

may travel a few units in Ontario but his

units aren't organized as a "big business"

the way Bowes' were. Besides, Soble has

a special unit idea. He authorizes local

groups to make Ken Soble Tours Jen-

Talent units which entertain their own

provinces and send the winners selected

by audiences during their tours to appear

on the broadcast Amateur Show. This is

a version of the Bowes idea of saluting

talent from a different town each week
and having those local towns do the

voting on the boys and girls they felt

most talented.

The Big Break salutes talent from a

different city each week, but the selec-

tions are made by a group from the

agency (Biow) who travel to each town

and hold auditions. Before the special

talent selectors come to the town to

audition, an advance man has been there

establishing talent sources, seeing to it

that the local Adam dealers are aware

that their town is to be the source of

talent for a Big Break airing, and in

Paul Whiteman joined Major Bowes on the "Original Amateur Hour" Canada's amateur king, Ken Soble, congratulates winner on Amateur hour



The "Talent Scouts" trio reaches the "on mike" audition stage Two competitors on Adam Hats' "Big Break" are coached by Ray Bloch

general stirring up town pride and pro-

motion. Thus far the towns canvassed

have not been given the razzle-dazzle that

the Bowes men turned on but the pace is

to be intensified once the hot weather has

been turned off and the fall hat-buying

season is under way.

Arthur Godfrey's Talent Hunt has no

big exploitation plans, depending almost

entirely on the Godfrey personality and

the professional quality of entertainment.

Bessie Mack, who screens the hopefuls

who want to show their stuff on Talent

Hunt, handled this chore for Major

Bowes and knows just what she's trying

to find for the program. Showmen still

feel, however, that Godfrey is going to

have to come up with something besides

his drawl and professional-sounding talent

if he's to lead the refurbished amateur

parade.

Mutual's plans for an amateur program

are patterned after the Bowes formula

with Bob Reid, former major-domo for

Bowes, heading the package. As sponsor

goes to press there's no signature to a

contract and Reid in the meantime is

doing a little piano program of his own on

MBS, marking time.

Michaels' Fox Amateur Hour is very

much like the "get the hook" entertain-

ment of vaudeville's heyday. So futile is

the talent sometimes that the sponsor

found it necessary to remove the broad-

cast from the theater stage and broad-

cast from a studic in the theater building.

Theater audiences in Brooklyn, where the

Fox Theater is located, were coming pre-

pared to throw things when they didn't

approve of what the amateurs were doing,

and the catcalls were sometimes more
colorful than broadcastable.

Sachs' Amateur Hour, starting its 14th

year this month, made its debut in the

windows of Sachs' store on Chicago's

South Halsted Street. Police and traffic

regulations changed that routine fti a few

weeks and it has since been broadcast

from an auditorium at 64th and Green

Streets, the studio "A" of station WENR,
and for special programs from the Civic

Opera House, which seats 4,000. Sachs',

like Michaels', is a credit clothing house,

but Michaels' sells everything from under-

wear to washing machines while Sachs'

dees its major business in clothing, and

uses broadcasting as its major advertising

medium, having a daily 15-minute piano

program as well as its amateur presenta-

tion, on WENR.
Of the over 50 significant amateur

shows scheduled for this fall more than

half will be sponsored by time-payment

clothing, furniture, or jewelry stores.

Apparently local-talent-opportunity pre-

sentations appeal primarily to those at

the economic level which patronizes time-

payment retailers. The other 25 or so

are to be sponsored by retailers, many of

them giant markets.

Few amateur programs were listed as

available for sale to national or regional

sponsors in this NAB Evaluation issue's

report of local programs available for

sponsorship because most stations feel

that they're the type of program that

should have the advertiser right on the

ground to take the plaudits or the rap.

That's not true, however, of the new type

of amateur appeal that has been develop-

ing during the past six months, the Do

You Want to Be a Disk Jockey? kind of

program. From WNEW, New York, to

KFWB, Hollywood, there's hardly an

area that hasn't at least one disk-spinning

talent-opportunity spieling session. Even

WHN (N.y.) opportunity seekers



t he newspapei I'M. which foi /ears lias

editoriall) kicked disk jockeying around,

co-sponsored a Di Derby, as they

billed a. and all ovei the nation news-

papers are cooperating with stations on

giving locals a chanci to spin disks foi

farm and fortune. These amateur ses-

sions an practicall) sure-fire since the

time allotted for talk between disks is

sin ii t and tin disks an- professional so the

.mi even with the worst amateur

disk |oiki\. is likel) to be good. More

often than not the reasons why the-ama-

teur selected the records are also fun, if

not professional.

Pisk jockey programs this fall will es-

tablish new records in listening and ama-

teurs at tin nation's turntables are almost

tain way to further increase audi-

ences to block programed disk music. It

also lends stature to the fine art of turning

on charm and records at the same time.

1 1 hundreds of men, women, and teen-

- want an opportunity of becoming

disk jockeys, there must be, reasons the

average listener, something to the busi-

ness of mixing talk and music on the air.

The most successful disk jockey ama-

teur sweepstakes are those that ask list-

eners to submit their ideas of a perfect

program and then has the winner of the

competition, selected by a special com-

mittee of showmen and musicians. The
listener who submits the winning program

comes into the station and puts his select-

ion of records on the air. The formula

Amateurs arc always sood marquee material

creates a minimum break in the continuity

of a block programed sequence. Never-

theless it adds the amateur touch to what

is normally a fairly tight stylized form of

air entertainment.

Where the station desires to go whole

hog for the amateur touch it generally

brings in the would-be disk jockeys and

permits each to have a chance to intro-

duce one pre-selected disk on the air. The

listeners vote on the amateur they like

best and that contestant is given a prize

and an opportunity announce an entire

program on the air.

Actually disk jockey amateur programs

are to a degree like Sammy Kaye's So

You Want to Lead a Band idea. They

seldom develop talent that actually turns

to disk-jockeying just as the Sammy
Kaye routine never develops new band

leaders.

Amateur drama hasn't made much
progress, either on the networks or local

stations. Before the war there were a

number of amateur dramatic hours but

station staffs are still too tied up with

operational problems to give the time and

energy required to make amateur drama
sessions profitable. The Big Break fre-

quently has a drama-aspiring contestant

with Eddie Dowling or some other dra-

matic star playing with her, or him,

before the mike. One trouble with

dramatic talent in contest with other

types of talent is that flash talent is more

impressive in fields other than acting.

The odds are tremendously against an

actor's winning (unless he happens to be

an impersonator who imitates motion

picture, theatrical, and radio stars

—

talent-opportunity-hour judges and lis-

teners like impersonators).

Amateur programs are not inexpensive.

In many areas it is necessary to have some

professional performers on the broadcast,

but even if legally there is no need for

"stand-bys" the actual production cost,

auditioning, and time spent working with

talent to give the show mike-sense, run

costs up above an average professional

airing. The awards also are a sizable cost

factor, for worth-while talent just doesn't

turn out for meager prizes.

There are as many variations on the

amateur theme as there are of My Old

Kentucky Home . . . and if they're fol-

lowed through commercially and properly

promoted there's nothing amateurish

about the results at the point of sale.

From elevator starter to teen-age tyros and models too, they all want to try their skill at disk-jockeying at hundreds of stations across the nation

fe
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Asociations are seldom evaluated

from without. Except for news re-

ports which occasionally filter through to

the consumer press most industry groups

run along outwardly quiet but frequently

stormy paths with the man in the street

or in the trade knowing little or caring

little about them. Even men doing busi'

ness with firms that are members of asso-

ciations have scant knowledge of the

intra-industry activities of their sources of

supply.

What's true of industry groups gener-

ally is less true of trade associations in the

broadcasting and motion picture fields.

And the National Association of Broad-

casters is spotlighted even more than the

Motion Picture Producers and Dis-

tributors of America, for the NAB's
membership consists of a body of business

men operating under public license and
coming into daily contact with the great

majority of American homes. In spite of

the fact that the NAB and its activities

are weighed almost daily, in some degree,

by sponsors and agencies, not to mention

public officials, press, and public, very

little of this is mentioned at the annual

conventions. True, individuals like

Charles Mortimer of General Foods,

Sigurd Larmon of Young & Rubicam,

Fred R. Gamble of the American Associa-

tion of Advertising agencies, and Paul

West of the Association of National

Advertisers, are regularly scheduled

speakers at NAB's annual conclaves.

Though recognizing the importance of

these men, they are nevertheless in the

category of co-workers, in daily contact

with broadcasting as an advertising

medium. Even when they step out and

slap NAB or the broadcasting industry

they do it as "friends of the court." They

generally do not reflect the opinions of

the rank and file of sponsors and agencies.

In anticipation of the second postwar

meeting of the NAB sponsor went

directly to the men who pay the bills,

recorded what they had to say about the

daily operations of the Association. The

plan called for correlating the opinions of

at least 100 sponsors and 40 agencies,

giving complete anonymity to respond-

ents so that they might speak their minds

freely. Actually, 107 executives of na-

tional advertisers using both spot and

network and 53 advertising agency men
participated in the evaluation. Not all of

either panel reported on all facets of the

Association's operations. Not all were

conversant with all of what the NAB
does. The 160 respondents were roughly

four-fifths of the entire number inter-

viewed for this report.

Representative of the sponsors whose

executives (radio directors, advertising

managers, sales managers, research direc-

tors, or sales promotion men) did speak

(as individuals) their minds were General

Foods, Standard Brands, Lever Brothers,

Equitable Life Assurance, Standard Oil of

New York, U. S. Rubber, General Elec-

tric, Liggett and Myers, Rexall, Armour,

Ford. Among the agencies were McCann-
Erickson, Kenyon & Eckhardt, Biow,

Young & Rubicam, Geyer, Newell &
Ganger, William Esty. In the agency

field the executives who stated their views

were, for the most part, not front men.

They ranged from executive vice-presi-

dent to research director; from an account

executive who had just one spot adver-

tiser to a contact man who serviced a

multi-million dollar account.

What follows is how the men who pay

the bills and the men through whom the

bills are paid, see the National Associa-

tion of Broadcasters.

MAB EVALUATION: Pa 3 es 20-35
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HAB
Executives

Agencies and sponsors fool

V\K"s executives all limo lop

Practically the entire NAB Evaluation panel,

107 sponsor executives and 53 advertising

agency executives, had something to say

about the association s executives.

Hon issue- devoted to their particular

specialties program, research, promo-

tion, etc. It is therefore not necessary

to repeat those reports here.

Quotes:

"It's logical to compare Justin Miller,

head of radio's trade association, with

Eric Johnston, head of the motion pic-

ture producers, I'll take Judge Miller."

—Head of a great food merchandising organ-

\n\ trade association is known by the

stature <>! its executives, and the NAB
cannot esa ipe this generally-accepted

trade asso.. iation yardstick. Agencies and

sponsors alike respect Justin Miller,

\ \lVs chief officer. There is a genera]

acceptance oi the tact that tor judge Programs and Codes
Miller's lust year there were many who

questioned broadcasting's having a major

executive who knew practically nothing

about the medium and who had until this

appointment spent the major portion of a

full life as a lawyer and jurist. There are

still a few who teel that a man from radio

itself would have done a better job but

that number continues to dwindle. Even

those who look upon his "freedom of

speec li on the air" approach as flag waving

and not to the point as to who controls

the broadcast firmament, do not question

hi- honest) and his sincere belief that the

l'(( has been operating in a direction

which would eventually impair the First

Amendment to the Constitution. He has

without a doubt lent and will continue to

lend importance to the Association.

The NAB's second in command, vice-

ization who worked with Johnston in Wash
ington.

"Jeff Willard has forgotten more about

radio than most of us in the business hope

to learn. The fact that he doesn't let you
know it is one of his greatest charms."

—Radio director of a Chicago agency whose

programs are usually among the first 15.

"Don't underestimate Bee Arney. He's

one of the 'old guard' who is in there

pitching for NAB, not Arney."

—

Ex-sta-

tion manager now a program producer for an

agency in Hollywood.

"Judge Miller acts like a Supreme
Court Justice who likes to take his time

with his big cases. Is that bad?"—Former

radio announcer now radio director and vp

of a medium-sized agency.

Li I Mo is (\|M'c(t'(l from oil 1mm*
I ho program or ooilo commit loo

Radio directors of agencies predominated in sponsors wil attend the program sessions,

this NAB Evaluation panel. Next in order Among other things, they'll be interested
were adveitising managers of sponsors. A in ascertaining whether or not it was
total of 42 men were interviewed to obtain Qarence Menser, who will chairman the

11 conitniu .

clinic, or NBC that was responsible for

the senior network's sterility in experi-

The NAB's emphasis on programing is mental programing. Program experi-

of recent origin with Harold Fair, a work- mentation is a must according to both
ing program manager heading up the de- agencies and sponsors. Sponsors feel that

partment. Agencies and sponsors view tney should not be forced to spend heavv
NAB's interest in programs with skepti- money for time and talent in angeling

cism. There is less skepticism concerning new shOWS that may fail, in their first 1

3

the new NAB code, a development which weeks, to develop buying audiences,

comes within Harold Fair's jurisdiction, (Borden, which is dropping Arthur's

although its basic concepts come under Piace< fee i tney might have had a top-
pres.dent A. D. (Jeff) W.llard, Jr., finds

the direction of the Speda , Committee on ra jf^ hadn
.

t been forced

Standards of Practice headed by MBS' t0 feed the ^g^g whilc it was trying

Robert D. Swezey—and including such out j ts wings.)

code iconoclasts as Ken Dyke( NBC), «|f the NAB program department
Walter J. Damm (WTMJ I, C. T. Lucy wou id try t0 work out a rad i version of

(YVRVA), John Outler (WSB), Roger tne drama's summer theaters, or base-

Clipp (WFIL), George Biggar (KCRG), ball's farms, it would be making a real

and Harold Fellows (WEEI). contribution to broadcast advertising,"

The code is a matter of great concern to stressed one sponsor who recently was

sponsors and agencies. They don't feel burned by a non-productive network pro-

Many know him personally and though

some feel that his talks at luncheons,

dinners, and award functions have hewed

consistently to the line that the broad-

cast industry is always right, they feel too

that what he says and does generally is

toi the good of radio. He has been most

in touch with advertising agencies. They

know him as a man who was a successful

statu hi operator and is a prime realist. It

is felt that he has supplied Justin Miller

with the kind of assistance and broadcast-

ing knowledge that has made them a

:t industry team.

About the third of the officers, C. E.

Arney, Jr., agencies and sponsors know
too little to pass judgment, despite the

rs he has been with the NAB. It is

sonu tinu s pointed out. however, that the

position "i Secretar) Treasurer is one

that's well filled wh< n its holder is seldom

si t n and just .is seldom heard, publicly.

Most ot the othei executives are

weighed bj agencj ^^d sponsoi execu-

tives 111 the Se< t lolls ol tills NAB /'iil/lul-

that NAB's program committee will
gram . Another stressed that he had been

create any new program ideas or improve unable to find any local programs worthy

the breed. Regarding NAB's plan to of being developed as network or national

transcribe a special educational series to spot material. (Informed of this NAB
indoctrinate audiences on radio's contri- Evaluation issue's presentation of "Local

butions to the American way of life, they Programs Available for Sale." this spon-

say this will be log-rolling of a back- sor countered with "show me.")

slapping sort that will not help to increase On the matter of a new NAB code, both

audiences. agencies and sponsors were certain that

Basically, sponsors feel that program- it would be more liberal than most of the

ing should be promoted at a local level, ideas that NBC and CBS have been talking

They fail to see any program clinic (as about with their affiliates. By liberal

planned for the convention inspiring pro- thcV mean as to uhat can and cannot be

gram pioneering at a local level . . . or at do,u' Wlth commercial copy on the air.

any level. But they are willing to be The code
>

as jt wi" be offercd to the

shown, and a considerable number of Please turn to page 22)
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U n b e at ab le Team
SELLS MUSIC and MERCHANDISE

in the Detroit Areah

HAPPY JOE

and RALPH

THE EARLY
MORNING FROLIC

• THE EARLY MORNING
FROLIC with Joe and Ralph is a music-

plus-comedy show that's an institution

in The Detroit Area. From 6 to 9

mornings, daily, it does a great product

selling job for local and national adver-

tisers. A dramatized spot on this show

is a powerful piece of time for S20. It

pulls the greatest concentrated morning

audience in this market. It will sell

your product and save you money.

Write or wire now . . . there may be an

opening, soon!

in the Detroit Area it's . . .

5,000 Watts

at 800 kc,

Day and Night CKLW
Union Guardian Bldg., Detroit 26

J. E. Campeau, Managing Director • Mutual System

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc., Natl. Rep. • Canadian Rep., H. N. Stovin & Co.
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1AK
membership, will condemn "double spot-

ting," i.e., two spol commercials following

each othei 01 two spot commercials

veen two network programs. NAB
cannot prohibit this practice because the

PCC has specified that the control of

what goes on the air is a matter to be

decided b) each licensee a decision that

cannot In delegated to anyone by a sta-

tion, not even t<> the station's own trade

assoc iation.

Most agenc) men state, ofl the record,

that the) know that many commercial

pra< rices on th( aii their nun pra< tices

.ue had. At the same time they say

the) won't do anything about it until

the) an forcedto. As a matter of record

the) expect that competition—the com-

petition that FM will give AM stations

and TV will give sound broadcasting

—

will force stations to accept commercials

that are more irritating than manyjudged
objectionable now.

I hcv know the) need regulation, but

the) aNo "understand" that "the client is

alw a\ s i ight and if he wants more 'aggres-

si\e selling we have to give it to him, or

else some other agency will."

Another agency man stated his case in

this manner: "Broadcasting must police

its own business. Each newspaper has its

advertising code. The New York Times.

for example, will not accept any reverse

plates and limits the blackness of the type

that can be used and even the language of

advertising copy. Any station can do the

same thing by building for itself a faithful

listening audience in exactly the same

manner that a newspaper does—through

features, accurate, well-reported news,

cartoons, and fiction. WLW is able to

charge the highest time rate of any sta-

tion on the air, to maintain high standards

of advertising continuity. Yet it is not in

one ol the first 10 cities by population in

the U. S. ("Cincinnati is number 17 by
the last U. S. Census i. Yes," this agency

man concluded, "NAB's program opera-

tion and inw code can do maximum good

for commercial radio by helping stations

develop audiences . . . by indicating to

stations that they do not require a net-

work to serve then towns and rural areas

. . . by point in,.: out how independent sta-

tions m Memphis. Cincinnati, Fort

Worth, Worcestei .hk\ Louisville, to men-
tion live towns, have been able to acquire

top audiences without the aid of network

insors and agencies want a tough

Code and .in N \H program operation that

will build increased and better listening.

Most ot them admit that the) will not

Jean their advertising house until tin

forced to do so.

Quotes:

"Harold Fair has a gigantic job trying

to improve station programing tor it he

succeeds he'll only have to work harder

helping some stations to he even better."

—Radio director of a Philadelphia advertising

agency among the first 10 in radio billing.

"NAB labors to briny forth a code of

practices a i ode that can't be enforced

since the FCC says 'no'."—Head script

writer for a Detroit advertising agency.

"NAB had better impress on its mem-
bers that something must be done with

programing. Broadcasting is not in-

creasing its listeners despite the growing

Research

number of stations. Each new station

takes away some of the audience from

every other station in its service area."

—Research director of a great tobacco cor-

poration.

"The best proof that broadcasting has

not learned its programing lesson is the

tact that there is not an ample variety of

entertainment on the air at all times.

Too many listeners say too frequently,

'I can't find a thing to listen to.' Can
NAB impress that fact on its member-
ship?"—Advertising director of a life insur-

ance company.

A;£oii<*i<v< si nd sponsors look upon
AAlt I'ijjuros «is industry (HillVrv

Agency and sponsor reaction to NAB's re-

search operation was checked with 26 sponsor

adve.tising directors, 8 sponsor research men

1 4 advertising agency radio department execu-

tives, and 6 agency research directors.

Pro-radio research done by the NAB is

looked upon with suspicion by the men
who pay the bills in radio and the agencies

which funnel that coin of the realm to the

stations and networks. The eyebrow-

raising accorded broadcast media informa-

tion released by NAB is slightly more

arched than it is for the pro-newspaper

research of the advertising division of the

American Newspaper Publishers Associa-

tion and less so than for the figures de-

veloped by the slick-magazine publishers.

Agencies and sponsors are especially

cynical when the NAB releases figures

which purport to show how much public

service and sustaining programing is done.

Typically they criticize the sustaining-

program figures released by the NAB
based upon an analysis of November 1946

program logs as being correct statistically

but misleading as to the true picture,

"it's this type of report that leads right

to the Federal-Communications-Commis-

sion-Blue-Book type of thinking," said

a member of the radio committee of the

AAAA. He pointed out that "the figures

u leased by the NAB on August 12 stated

that the highest percentage of sustaining

time came between 6 p.m. and sign-off.

Sign-off, it was indicated, was 1 :30 a.m.

or whenever a station left the air before

that hour. At first blush this would seem
to indicate that stations were presenting

sustaining programs in the prime night-

time broadcasting hours. i n fact, that's

just what I thought when I read the re-

Ii.im the lust time. But that itist isn't

so. onl) a small percentage ot sustaining

programs are broadcast between the pre-

mium air time of 8 and 1 1 p.m. Even if

the non-network period between 6 and 8

is included, the number of sustaining

hours would be infinitesimal.

"This doesn't mean," he continued,

"that I am against commercial program-

ing. I make my living by it and feel that

the best programs in the world are the

programs sponsored by American adver-

tisers. But I also think that broadcasting

must be honest with itse'.f and the public

and, for example, not throw in fringe

hours when reporting upon how much
sustaining material is aired. The NAB,
to my mind, does itself and the industry a

disservice when it releases figures that

paint a picture that isn't true. Other

industry associations are constantly pre-

senting prejudiced reports painting their

fields in glowing colors that aren't there.

For the most part, though, these associa-

tions represent private businesses; broad-

casting can never forget that it exists on

the public's air. Its research must be in-

violate as its program morals. I don't

mean to attack the research operations of

the NAB. My criticism is of the thinking

behind those operations—of the hypoed

reports designed to show broadcasting in

a better light than it actually reflects."

NAB's research director Kenneth H.

Baker has the respect of his agency and

sponsor research colleagues. Some re-

searchers claim that they can tell from a

Baker report just when he has his tongue

in his cheek. They state however that

even when he's belaboring a far-fetched

point his fundamental reasoning is sound.

Questioned about wh.it they felt should

be the scope of NAB research, sponsor and

agency research men stated that it should

be in the direction of qualitative investi-

Please turn f<> page Jo
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* A Comparison ol Share of Audience oi KWKH and CBS Affiliates in the 33 Hooper Cities of Equal Network Opportunity according to our latest Hooper figures.

+
*
^
*

According to Mr. Hooper's statistics

KWKH is FIRST in Shreveport in both

Afternoon and Evening periods.

Mr. Hooper also says that KWKH is

FIRST in total Rated Time Periods. (23%

Higher than Station "B" — 279? Higher

than Station "C").

On K\\ KH the Average Hooperating for

Daytime LOCAL Programs is Equal to

Average Hooperating for Daytime NET-

WORK Programs.

According to BMB Area Report, ONLY
KWKH Covers it. Rich Primary (50%)

area. Without KWKH, you'd have to buy

SEVEN other Stations to ALMOST
cover it!

These are but a few of the reasons that

power-full 50-kw KWKH is by far the

best buy in the Ark-La-Tex. Only

KWKH can give you dominant coverage

of the $1,000,000,000 buying power of

this rich tri-state market. Forty-nine

industry-rich, petroleum-rich, agricul-

ture-rich counties and parishes in North

Louisiana. East Texas and South

Arkansas await your sales message over

K\\ KH. For further information write.

wire, call K\\ KH. or see a Branham man.

AVIli
T

5HREWP01ZT
saaaa watts
Represented by The Branham Co. J
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We took an hour

"A classic '

like 'Carmen



n Studio One //

We began* with material we could be sure of. A classic stoi \

/ like "Carmen."' A new one like "To Mary Willi Love.'' A pla)

like "Bill of Divorcement." In every case, dramatic material:

tested, established, certain in (/utility.

Wegot for it a devoted attention to pace and punch; brilliant,

fluent, radio production ... certain in quality: Fletcher Markle,

the producer; Anne Burr, Agnes Moorehead, Everett Sloane and.

dozens of other top performers, the actors.

And we took a full hour. Time to develop the full impact of

the drama, the ftdl measure of its action and people.

We called the program "Studio One"; a fresh concept of

dramatic quality in radio...

• •and captured the country!

"Studio One" doubled its audience in 60 days!

And did it, slotted against the top comedy program on the

air, against the regular seasonal decline in "ratings."

Just as significant .. .here was something on which the New

York Herald Tribune, PM and Billboard could all agree! They

said here was great radio... as did everyone else! "...ambitious

and intelligent drama." "Sloane 's portrayal every bit as good as

Barrymore's ..." "Mighty bold . . . adult radio."

Adult and popular! 60 minutes of radio that holds a great

audience enthralled. 60 minutes of focussed listener attention:

a super hour for a sponsor who wants to go deep into the

American mind: who wants to turn listeners into friends, and

friends into customers . . . fast

!

*Onlv three months ago

A CBS PACKAGE PROGRAM
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IT HAPPENED IN

6 MONTHS

Aujjusta's newest station

has become

Augusta's leading station

HERE ARE THE JULY

CONLAN FIGURES

Mutual's WBBQ 30.7%

network station "A" 28.8

network station "B" 25.7

network station "C" 9.9

others. .4.9

The Walker Company can prove to

you that WBBQ has become a place

where national business can feel at

home.

WBBQ—MUTUAL

AUGUSTA. GEORGIA

RESEARCH EVALUATION
(Continued Jrom page 22)

gation since quantitative research ought

to be handled adequately by the Broad-

cast Measurement Bureau. Other re-

search in which they saw NAB properly

in\ olved was of an intra--industry nature,

i.e., how stations could improve their

selling, their promotion, and their handl-

ing of the myriad everyday intramural

details. By its very nature such research

in most cases does not concern the buyer

of broadcast time.

These quotes are representative:

"Does NAB have a research depart-

ment.'"—A sponsor who has a program on

MBS.
"NAB research could help us under-

stand what the different types of broad-

casting fact-finding are all about."

—Account executive of a leading AAAA

agency with a current spot campaign on 210
stations.

"Why an NAB research department
and BMB also

'"—Advertising manager of a

food manufacturer.

"Tell them to let the facts fall where
they may and forget whom they work
for."—Chicago advertising agency research

director.

"Trade association research is usually

propwash."—Advertising manager and a

former director of ANA.
"I know Baker's budget and with that

kind of appropriation I'd hide my end-

results in darkest Africa."—Executive of a

trade association sponsoring a broadcast pro-

gram.

"To do an adequate industry job

would take more than the total operating

budget (exclusive of executive salaries) of

the NAB."—Manager of the research de-

partment of an advertising agency spending

over $100,000 a year in fact-finding.

Broadcast Music, Inc.

KM1 lias done job but vron I i \ el v

it remains nothing but a threat

This was the smallest panel in this year's

weighing of the NAB. Only 8 sponsors and

12 advertising agency executives spoke their

minds on Broadcast Music, Inc.

Few sponsors and agency men know

very much about music copyrights and

licensing, but the few who do, credit the

NAB-inspired Broadcast Music Inc. with

being radio's most successful hedge

against prohibitive license fees for music.

Agency men in particular, some of whom
recall building programs without any big-

time music during the ASCAP station

conflict prior to their last contractual

arrangements, realize that NAB's move to

counter the then growing rates for music

performance-rights was top thinking by

the minds who, directly or indirectly, set

industry policy.

There the endorsement of BMI
stopped. Questioned about the musical-

rights organization's work in the creative

field of music publishing, and its method

of doing business, most sponsors begged

off stating an opinion. Only half of the

agency men who sounded off on BMI felt

equipped to venture an opinion on the

creative phase of BMI operation, but

these were voluble. They stated that

what they had to report was based to a

substantial degree on BMI operations

prior to Carl Haverlin's becoming presi-

dent. Typical in this direction was the

statemenl 1\\ an agencj executive who
supervises a musical show for a client

who has been on the air for over 10 years,

spending most of its advertising budget on

this program. He stated, "With the

money BMI has to spend it ought to have

developed some formula for inspiring a

few hit tunes. Many of the devices Mr.

Haverlin's predecessors have tried, it

seems to me, have been in the direction

of increasing the number of times BMI
songs are played on the air rather than in

inspiring and developing music that

listeners want to hear. There's no ques-

tion but that the music business is an

Alice in Wonderland but there are enough

'characters' available who know their way

around to enable BMI to do anything

that any other publisher or music-rights

organization can do. Maybe it's a little

rough to expect a strictly business organi-

zation to descend to the trickery of song

pluggers but it must do it if its going to

compete with them."

This agency man's comment, like all

others on the subject of BMI. is based

upon the pre-Haverlin operation. Haver-

lin toured the country during 1939 40

when NAB was selling stations on sub-

scribing to BMI, but he did not at that

time set the policy of the organization nor

was he an ope rat ng official of the or-

ganization.)

BMI's recent acquisition of the Associ-

ated Music Publishers was generally

voted "a move in the right direction."

At the same time a number of agency

(Please turn to ptige 28)
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W M KM—truly the little station with the BIG WALLOP.
It's the only station heard in thousands of homes in this big,

important buying area of 500,000 people. No other station can
reach these listeners during much of the day and night, a

singular situation due to geography and ground mineralization
in the Great Lakes area.

Do you have WMAM's factual analysis of what 570 on the dial

brings you in this important Great Lakes area? Send for

complete brochure, or ask . . .

Our National Representatives, Radio Advertising Co.

W>ort D. C. Meeker Louis J. F. Moore E. E. .Eshlemaa

New York New York Chicago

t A
Tracy Moore

West Coast

WMAM
Marinette , Wisconsin
Menominee, Michigan^ - '•

STURGEON BAY

the dial to 500,000 listeners

BRANCH STUDIO: STURGEON BAY, WIS.

Joseph Jlackin. General Jlananer
mm^^ammm—m^mm^^^^^ . .



NAB

FOR THE FOURTH

STRAIGHT YEAR!

KMLB
w MONROE

LOUISIANA

Has more listeners

in Monroe and North-

eastern Louisiana than

ALL OTHER STATIONS

COMBINED*

1947 CONLAN SURVEY

J3.4~.

O»tt"bu'>o" of hif»mng hoffwi among ilotiont:

KMLB

1 J%

25 3*.

and reaches a

$103,629,000 buy-

ing power i

For the fourth itraight year, authenti-

cated listening surveys conclusively

prove that KMLB has more listeners in

Monroe and Northeastern Louisiana
THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS COMBINED!
In fact, KMLB is the ONLY radio facility

clearly heard in this rich area!

REPRESENTED BY

TAYLOR-HOWE-SNOWDEN

^Hiaaio 3a/es,\uc.

AFFILIATED WITH

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.

J. C. LINER, Jr., Gen. Mcjr.

BMI EVALUATION
I ontinued from page 26)

men stated that they wished it could have

been a firm like Robbins or Shapiro-

Bernstein.*

There's no question hut that sponsors

and agency radio men who use music

realize just what BMI is and what it has

done and is doing fur music on the air.

* Ittiti isticull) tlu purchase b lt\tl "i any one of the

ijrrtit riutsit ftitbl isfstf | wOufdfl I mean Ihuf this hrimdrtist
n,u*t> orpanualion would license tlir hiU lhal these
iirms publish, yitii-e Ihr $ony writers handled '>* tnoft*

successful publishert owe menht iSi \l' and o
publishing shift could not drlnrr them t" li\1l

~Qu7)tes: P * f V
"I don't like company' unions, but

since there had to be a countercheck to

what tended at one time to become a

monopoly, BMI is justified and is doing

its job."—Advertising agency producer in

Hollywood.

"Its a shame that BMI can't serve

as both protection for the broadcast in-

dustry and an inspiration for possible new
talent in the music writing field as well."

—Advertising manager who has written a

song or two himself. »

"I hope that Mr. Carl Haverlin does

what he's capable of clean out the BMI
deadw<x)d."—Head of the legal department

of a four A agency.

"The fact that BMI has flourished in

its own way without a real music man
at its head is a minor miracle.' —Radio

director of an agency with a top popular

musical program on Saturday on NBC.

Public Relations

IV<*SK ;i|»|»ro;i<*li Im'IHt I mi I copy
si ill carries forHi ihmmIIoskIv

Twenty-six men contributed to this assaying

of NAB's publicity accomplishments. Six-

teen were sponsor and agency public relations

men. Six were sponsor executives and four

were agency title holders. The vote for and

against NAB's job was 13 for, 13 against.

The days of NAB bickering with the

Federal Communications Commission in

the public press have passed. When
NAB takes up the cudgels for broadcast-

ing it's usually upon a higher plane than

was the case before Justin Miller accepted

the presidency of the Association. The
last episode of negative publicity occurred

when Robert K. Richards, Director of

Public Relations of the NAB, appeared

before the 17th Institute for Education by

Radio at Ohio State University and flung

the gauntlet in the teeth of any who try

to regulate or legislate the industry.

At that time many sponsors and agency

men thought the speech in bad taste, es-

pecially sinc£ it was made at a meeting

which had been conceived so that radio

and its critics might get together and talk

things over.

It's not easy, agree a number of adver-

tising agency public relations men, to

build a "good press" for broadcasting.

There are still too many publishers who
look upon radio as encroaching on news-

papers' share of the nation's advertising

dollar. These agency press agents know

this ,iii too well; the} are- constantly try-

ing to get news space for their clients'

programs. The) fee I th.it when any NAB
official flies m the face of broadcasting's

critics lu builds up further resentment

among publishers and the tew real radio

editors who for the most part think of

themselves as critics of ether entertain-

ment. That resentment finds its way into

print somehow or other.

The sponsor's understanding of the

publicity field is generally elementary.

Most of them think of their public rela-

tions men as magic-wand wavers, keeping

unfavorable stories about their corpora-

tions out of print, getting puffery into

print. When they read bad reviews or

anti-radio stories in newspapers they con-

clude that the industry is weak in public

relations.

Agency men are more realistic. They

know that news stories and favorable

notices are not bought by either advertis-

ing, bribes, or magic. Their respect for

the public relations men who are working

for radio is not high—and that includes

network publicity departments, station

press agents, the men representing the in-

dustry associations—NAB, BMB, BMI.

TBA, ATS, and FMA. For the record,

the feeling is reciprocated. Agency pub-

licit) men. with few exceptions, are not

held in highest repute by either radio pub-

licity men or independent press agents.

Trade associations, not excluding NAB,
are looked upon by advertising executives

as industry apologists. When NAB answers

attacks with platitudes as it has in the

past, they smile and regard it as "just

what you'd expect NAB to say." They

frankly state that trade associations as

they see them are maintained chiefly for

whitewash purposes—and the wielder of

the whitewash brush is the public rela-

tions head. The big job of a trade associa'

Please turn to page M
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PUBLICITY EVALUATION
(Coiitiuiu\l from page 28)

don is publicit) and every executive of

il t association is an industry press agent.

rypical oi t hi^ thinking is the state-

ment of tlu head <>t a great brewing or-

ganizatii n He said, "I can hardly ob-

to i broadcasting association's fight

Idi respect tin radio any more than I

could obje< t to the U. S. Brewers Founda-

tion's building respectability for beer. In

fat t il the USBA didn't get in there and

fight tin malt beverages it'd lose a sub-

stantial contributor, our organization."

The president of another big user of

broadcasting took a different slant on the

subject. "It's stupid to defend all prac-

tu es of all broadcasters. The public and

advertisers on the air know that every-

thing isn't milk and honey. When broad-

casting is attacked it's not good public re-

lations to rush into print denying every-

thing and attacking the detractors. Some

of radio's severest critics are managers of

broadcasting stations. They know that

everything isn't fine in the studios of the

nation all the time and many of them are

perfectly willing to have both the public

and advertisers know it. They don't

believe that all station managements are

operating in the public interest and that

Don't make molehills

out of our mountains
They tower up to 11,000 feet

and protect our green valleys
(from outside radio signals)

• We don't claim to cover Los Armeies with our AM Stations, neither can
you cover our Green Valleys effectively from Los Angeles—any more than you
can cover Milwaukee from Chicago or Washington from Philadelphia. There s

only one way to completely and economically cover the Valley of Paradise,

Imperial Valley and Coachella Valley—that's with B. C. A. Stations located
right in the heart of these Valleys and programmed specifically for rural listening.

How green are our valleys for your sales campaign?

Read the facts below—Then act!

KPRO
Riverside and
San Bernardino

serving the

Valley of Paradise

Primary population
584,381

'46 Farm Income
$209,748,610

'46 Retail Sales
$868, 476,584

KROP
Brawley-El Centro

serving the
Imperial Valley

Primary population
116,653

'46 Farm Income
178,843,109

'46 Retail Sales

$44,135,000

KREO
Indio-Palm Springs

serving the

Coachella Valley

Primary population
19,500

'46 Farm Income
$13,109,506

46 Retail Sales

$11,867,048

KPOR-FM
Serving Southern California

On the air 84 hours a day blanketing the Los
Angeles area

KUCB BLYTHE

Serving Palo Verde Valley

Primary population 13,000
'46 Income $9,000,000

Broadcasting Corporation of America Stations listed above

are members of the California Rural Network

Represented Nationally by JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

all advertisers are defilers of broadcasting.

NAB in its public relations must learn the

lesson that fighting for its industry is very

well but that it's wise every now and

again to admit that something does smell

like a dead mackerel in the moonlight.''

Many sponsors insist that it's the job

of the NAB to sell what's good on the air

to the public. They brush away state-

ments to the effect that such a job is

gigantic— far beyond the budget and the

scope of a single trade association like the

NAB. A spokesman put his approach to

the subject this way, "There are actually

hundreds of publicity men in radio if you

figure both stations and networks. What
they do could be harnessed to a gigantic

machine which would make every owner

of a radio listen at least an hour more a

day. That can't be done by campaigns

such as the Radio Manufacturers' Associ-

ation's present endeavor to put a radio

in every room in every home, although

availability of radio receivers is bound to

increase listening somewhat.

"I don't know if the head of NAB pub-

licity is a big enough man to coordinate

the efforts of all of broadcast publicity,

but he could be," he continued. "The

networks are strictly competitive despite

their avowed cooperation in the promo-

tion of broadcast advertising. Every

station publicity man has his own pro-

grams to publicize. The result is a con-

certed fight for the meager newspaper and

magazine linage that is devoted to radio.

Under the direction of an NAB public re-

lations man, who knows how to get both

network and station publicists to work

together, it would be possible to double

the number of publications that use radio

news and publicity. Perhaps Mr. Rich-

ards with his station, governmental, and

magazine editorial background could plan

and carry through such a project. It

would please me to see him try."

General among sponsors and agencies

is the opinion that there is no positive

public relations policy at the NAB.

Those who know what publicity is all

about (there are comparatively few of

these) are not certain that anything can

be done by NAB aside from some artificial

promotions such as a "Radio Week."

They have no idea that the hiring of a

Russell Birdwell, Steve Hannagan. or

Edward Bemays would facilitate or ex-

pand the industry's public relations. Al-

though the networks are not members of

the NAB, sentiment among sponsors and

agencies is that if the nets had more re-

spect for public relations and had men of

executive vp stature handling public re-

lations—and who were paid accordingly

—

maybe broadcasting's press clippings
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would be pleasantcr reading. As one

sponsor who is known for the perpetual

chip he carries on his shoulder puts it,

"How can you expect anyone to have real

respect for publicity in the broadcasting

field when the networks don't?"

Quotes:

"Public relations is the least known of

all business sciences. Broadcasting is one

of the mediums used in achieving public

acceptance. Notoriously most of us know

least about the power of our own fields.

That may explain NAB's failure to date."

—Public relations consultant for firms usins

$15,000,000 a year in radio time.

Labor

"Publicity can be positive or in the

'kill that story' category. NAB's activity

I would place in the second category."

—Advertising agency radio publicist.

"The head of NAB requires publicity

indoctrination. It's too soon for Justin

Miller to have acquired that along witli

all the other radio things he had to

learn."—Radio director and vp of an adver-

tising agency with $12,000,000 in spot radio

billing.

"I'm more interested in the linage

that my programs get than I am in what

the NAB can do for radio—unless they

can prove to me that what they do will

help my shows."—Advertising manager of a

coffee division of a great food advertiser.

In Old
Vi e n n a

Advertisers shy at becoming
in vol veil in radio-union row

This "evaluation" panel was composed en-

tirely of representatives of sponsors (22). Ad-
vertising agency men did not choose to

discuss the subject.

Station members of the NAB know the

problems inherent in trying to evaluate

and coordinate information on what sta-

tions are doing about their union con-

tracts. But sponsors continue to worry

about the possibilities contingent upon

their broadcasting over stations that may
be accused of unfair labor practices.

Stations generally feel that what they

do about their employees is their own
business. Advertisers know that it isn't

that simple. Not so long ago when a

white collar union tried to invade NBC
and found itself stymied by internal

policy of NBC, the union threatened to

exert pressure via NBC sponsors. As a

matter of record, they did go to three, and

created considerable unrest.

When WCKY became embroiled with

the auto workers' union, UAW, em-

ployers of CIO union members in the

Cincinnati area who were advertising over

WCKY were disturbed about the effect on

their own employee relations.

Stations feel more secure now, as a

result of the Lea and the Taft-Hartley

acts. But that feeling of internal security

is not transmitted to the labor relations

men of the nation's sponsors of broadcast

programs. NAB's employer-employee

relations committee has tried its best to

make NAB members understand that

what it was trying to do was ease the

industry's labor relations. But it is the

feeling of sponsors that NAB hasn't as

yet begun to cope with the labor problem.

They feel that despite the prohibition of

secondary boycotts, unions have figured

ways and means of getting around the

law, that when the time comes to use

pressure advertisers may find themselves

forced to cancel commitments with sta-

tions and even networks.

Thus far sponsors feel that NAB mem-
bers have been unwilling to work as a

unit, preferring to fight it out as indi-

viduals. They feel, however, that with

the withdrawal of the four networks as

active members of the NAB there may be

more cooperative effort on labor matters.

A number of employee relations execu-

tives of national advertisers feel that

NAB has followed the NAM line too

closely in labor matters. One of them, a

former important factor in the U. S.

Department of Labor, pointed out that

broadcasting is still the most unorganized

of the creative fields. Even the engineer-

ing end of the business is unorganized in

more than 60 per cent of the nation's

stations. The majority of the nation's

stations are not unionized and the only

way that unions can force most of these

stations to sign contracts is through net-

work pressure—pressure now made illegal

by the Taft-Hartley bill.

More and more newspapers are buying

stations or obtaining licenses. These

publications are unionized, for the most

part, in their mechanical departments,

many in their creative departments as

well. They don't hope to escape 100 per

cent unionization of their broadcast inter-

ests, although they won't accept the idea

without a fight unless their competitors

are also unionized.

Sponsors feel that the NAB has not

faced the industry's labor problems ade-

(Please turn to page 85)

could mean a

Viennese waltz

Bid IN DALLAS

-FORT WORTH
ltd

1 STATION
WFAA

2 FREQUENCIES
820 - 570

3 NETWORKS
NBC -ABC and

Texas Quality

It's as easy as 1-2-3 to

SELL the Dallas-Fort

Worth Market with

WFAA
radio service of the

Dallas Morning News

Represented Nationally by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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WHO'S GOT THAT FOURTH SURVEY?
( we've gotta know)

\\ hen K \l l>( . Kansas \\ J\\ . Cleveland, made this

( it v. made (his one
king-size survey. Sponsor was

The 1 si Survey

sponsor was a single

issue old. \\ e didn't do

\er> well, hut better

than expected. Out of 8 The 3rd Survey

fi\ e issues old. \earl\ 2000

sponsors and agency men

specified in which of the 9

Decemb<:r 1946 radio trade publications

rated l>\ agency execu-

tes. SPONSOR showed

4th. \\ e polled 139

points: the top publica-

tion 706.*

March 1947 advertising trade magazines

carrying W.JW advertising the)

recalled seeing the station's

trademark. Sponsor rated

2nd.

Kree \ Peters did this Now. who's fjot that Ith

The 2nd

January

Survey

1947

study. Sponsor was

two issues old. The

nl in ns from 1000 spon-

sor and agency ques-

tionnaires showed the

Qedgling catching <>n

fast. No, not >et a

w inner. Bui sponsor

polled 1 198 points: the

top radio publication

The 4<h Survey

?

survey? We're 11 issues old.

and f'ranlJ\ we're tired of

Looking at those

one-t\\o-and-li\ e-issue-old

ratings. The next study will

show the impact of manx more

issues of sponsor reading.

^ es. si'onsor is coming along.

Vsk your nearest sponsor.

3531. account exec, or timebuyer.

BEWARE! The First survey still is being showr i around (not

by KMBC)

.

jndated. We think it's worth showin 9, but we're

anxious to lave it known that SPONSOR was new-born

when it was made In other words, we're for d ated surveys



Broadcast Advertising Promotion

Medium not bring Mild: no «-;ish

anil iiuuipowcr lies MB hands
Timebuyers, account executives, and new-

business men sat in on this placing of NAB's

broadcast advertising department under the

microscope. Thirty-nine agency men and 16

sponsor employees were the panel.

Sponsors and agency men alike feel that

the promotional efforts of radio directed

at selling broadcast advertising are in-

adequate. As they see it, the inadequacy

starts with the NAB and extends on

through the networks. Sponsors are far

less outspoken about this than agencies.

Most of the former don't care whether

they're sold radio as an advertising

medium or not. A few advertising man-

agers, usually located in fields where the

competition is using radio, cry for facts

and figures. They are called upon by

their bosses to supply information on

what broadcasting is doing for their com-

petition—data difficult to obtain.

Agencies criticize the "success stories"

which NAB releases to stations as being

for the most part endorsements—or else

just the froth of the story. "They're

good conversation material for light sales-

manship," is the way one timebuyer put

it. Most critical of the efforts of the NAB
bureau of broadcast advertising are

agency radio director* whose job it is to

sell account executives within their own

shops on the efficacy of the medium.

Account executives, within their own four

walls, are traditionally sold on nothing

(but in the offices of the sales or adver-

tising managers of their clients no one

would believe that). When the radio

director suggests an air campaign he is

frequently greeted with an "Oh, Yeah!"

and asked for facts and figures directly

related to the client's products. Quoting

from pertinent "Results from Radio" or

"Radio Gets Results" NAB releases, he

finds that he can answer only about 20 to

50 per cent of the account executives'

questions about each case on which NAB
has reported. Radio directors of agencies

may not all be super-executives, but they

have learned from bitter experience to

have a complete tale to spin, or not to

start spinning. Admittedly, air-advertis-

ing case histories are not available for the

asking. It would take intense digging for

NAB to report the full story in every

"result" presentation. While conceding

this, agency men still contend that a

partial report is only good as something

with which the industry can pat itself on

the back—not sell.

Promotion men in radio say that Frank

Pellegrin, director of broadcast adver-

tising for NAB, knows the job to be done

and does it efficiently within the confines

of a meager budget. What was done by

his department for department store ad-

vertising on the air is indicative of his

understanding of the problem that faces

every prospective user of broadcast adver-

tising. Department stores were not using

broadcasting. They believed that what

they had to sell had to be seen in order to

rouse the buying urge in customers. The

fact that G. Fox in Hartford and a num-

ber of other department stores scattered

throughout the country had sold success-

fully on the air was overbalanced by the

fact that countless department stores had

Broadcast Measurement Bureau

used time, some of them for years, and

found the medium wanting. Even de-

partment store owners of broadcasting

stations had not used the medium too

successfully, with Lit Brothers, Frank and

Seder, and John Wanamaker in Philadel-

phia all finally selling their stations, as

did Gimbel Brothers in New York.

The NAB bureau of broadcast adver-

tising did for department store under-

standing of radio what is required in many
fields of broadcast advertising. Through

the assistance of Joske's in San Antonio,

the NAB did a project study which put

broadcast advertising under the retail

selling microscope—developed a project

study for every retailer to see. What was

done via radio at Joske's had been done

in part at Wieboldt's, Chicago (sponsor,

December 1946); J. N. Adam, Buffalo;

Princess Shops, Baltimore; Higbee's,

Cleveland; and Polsky's, Akron. But no

department store had done all the things

that Joske's did—nor had any store in-

tegrated its broadcast advertising in to the

over-all store operation as did Joske's.

{Please turn to page 80)

More Independence for radio's
coverage reporting group asked

The panel on the subject of NAB and

BMB included six advertising managers and

three lesearch diiectors of sponsors, three sales

managers, and 14 advertising agency execu-

tives.

Sponsors and advertising agencies want

the Broadcast Measurement Bureau to

continue to flourish and expand. Most

agency men feel that during its first two

years the organization has sat back on its

haunches and awaited the reaction to its

first report instead of proceeding as an

active organization which expected to

stay alive. Agency men and sponsors

also place the blame for this partly on

the NAB, for while the BMB is a tri-

partite organization (NAB-AAAA-ANA)
as far as its board of directors is con-

cerned, the budget is 100 per cent under-

written by broadcasters and NAB repre-

sents that underwriting. This means in

effect that no matter what the feeling of own

radio leadership, say sponsors and agen-

cies, is as it should be, since the informa-

tion delivered to agencies and sponsors by

BMB is coverage information about what

radio has to sell—time.

Both agency and sponsor representa-

tives know that there is a feeling among

certain stations that since the advertisers

want information about what they're

buying they ought to bear part of the

cost of the BMB. Neither of these groups

go along with this station thinking but

point out that since all that any station

has to sell is listeners it, the seller, has the

responsibility of making available to the

buyer full information on its commodity.

Agencies and users of the medium, es-

pecially those who use spots, state that

without BMB or its equivalent the

growth of spot broadcasting would be re-

tarded and that national spot advertising

placement would never come into its

One advertising manager of a

agency and advertising men on the BMB
board, the research organization's con-

tinuance actually is in the hands of one-

third of the directors. All the executives

of BMB are radio men too. Hugh Feltis,

John Churchill, and Philip Frank, the

key men, all came to the research organ-

ization from stations or networks. This

great pharmaceutical house which spends

over $800,000 per year for spot radio put

the general feeling bluntly. He stated,

"We just couldn't go on buying time

based upon power or mail maps, Nielsens

or Hoopers. The time was certain to

come when competitive situations would

(Please turn to page 81)
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MORN Ol \ PARLOR GAME • Great grandfathers

and grandmothers ol today's radio fans first played truth

mi Consequences when America was young and the Swiss

music lx>\ and stereopticon foreshadowed radio and tele-

vision. Ii remained foi Ralph Edwards to take the game

out ol the antimacassai age and streamline it t<> fit twen

tic di ( < nun \ standards <>l hilarity.

Pennies have played an important role in Edwards'

hecti( career, lit was down to Ins lasi one when he had

tin idea foi [ruth <>i Consequences. He weni on the ail

with the show in March HMO. 1- i \ c months hit. •

sored b\ Procter and Gamble, the man and A
moved to the Saturday night spot on NBC theyl

occupied ever since. In 1943, as a "consequena I d

asked listeners to stud a penn) to a woman who hadn

her question. B\ the end ol the week the he

woman had more than 300.000 pennies. She hoi -

Bonds Foi hei 17-yeai -old Mai ine son.

Well-aimed custard pies and seltzer bottles; a bfi

pig, an elephant, a camel and lour bloodhounds:

AMERICA'S \(>. 1 V£T ij



I (any participants from coast to coast; contests such

^ k one that recently landed $18,000 worth of awards

I ie lap of a lady who identified the voice of Mrs. Hush

-
1
these are the "props" of Truth or Consequences.

I kiness and zaniness are their stock in trade. Vet during

Invar Edwards and Truth or Consequences sold millions

I lollars worth of War Bonds, and the contest that

Wrded 818,000 worth of gifts incidentally garnered

1 1.000 for the March of Dimes, the largest single con-

' ution ever made to that cause. Time and again this

program lias demonstrated the power of the spoken word

to move people to action.

How to play a Parlor Game? Let a man who is the life

of any party make up the rules. Use the powerful lac iliiies

of NBC to put it into millions of parlors. Let the vast XBC

audience participate by proxy. Give it the association of

other great programs heard on XBC. The consequence:

a Saturday night must for all America— a program whose

name is synonymous with the product ii adurtiscs— a pro-

gram that Dn/ everything for fun.

£s'i'i« of Radio
^lon of America

. . . the National Broadcasting Company



UNITED STATES STEEL'S

THEATRE GUILD

*»«^-

-^^ Us third big year :̂:j:Q

Broadcasting
Company

American I""* _

NEW TIME

^

J* W<•



Prudential's Jack Bcrch (CBS) goes right out
with an insurance agent to find out what sells

What's

wrong

with insurance air advertising?

Broadcast ini: opens
floors but

agents must get

signatures on
insurance contracts

Broadcast advertising of in-

surance has failed in the

past 22 years more often

than not because it has been expected to

deliver sales rather than open doors for

agents. There have been other reasons

for insurance failures on the air but the

basic reason is a lack of understanding

both in radio and in the insurance fields of

how insurance is air-advertised and sold.

Although the Metropolitan Life Insur-

ance Company has been broadcasting

since January 1925, it took the Prudential

Insurance Company of America and the

Equitable Life Assurance Society of

America to establish a formula that

makes broadcasting pay off in new policy

holders. Metropolitan executives point

SEPTEMBER 1947

out, however, that long ago they stopped

gearing their broadcast advertising to

selling their own policies. Instead cur-

rent Metropolitan copy has been designed

to increase life expectancy—to improve

the nation's health. This indirectly is

good insurance practice since the longer a

policy holder lives the more profitable it

is for the company to have him as an

insurance risk.

Metropolitan air advertising helps give

away over 400,000 health booklets every

six months, and that spreads the good

word. The company spends $1,200,000

each year in radio, $520,000 for network

broadcasting and $680,000 for spot. Its

radio budget has been on the upswing

since February 1946. Despite the lack of
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"Metropolitan Health Exercises" (1925-1935) with Arthur Bagley (center) got millions to do nip-ups, even Met s ex-president Haley Fiske

direct results Metropolitan feels that its

advertising on the air is effective and it

has never made the error of permitting

itseli t<> he lured into a "class" network

program. That's because it feels, "you

can't reach >2,000,000 policy holders with

a symphom ."

The Metropolitan's use of the medium
has always reflected the times. When
fresh air and setting-up exercises were the

rage (from 1925 to 1935) the Metropolitan

Health Exercises were heard daily from

the Metropolitan Tower in New York.

When independent insurance counseling

reached its peak in 1939, Metropolitan

used Edwin C. Hill for six months to

"expose" it. More recently Metropolitan

has turned to newscasts both locally and

nationally to reach its public. The
Metropolitan is the world's greatest busi-

ness giant, being exceeded in assets by
only two other great corporations, both

branches of the U. S. Government (the

Reconstruction Finance Corporation and

the Federal Reserve Bank of New York).

As of December 31, 1945, Metropolitan's

assets were $8,045,432,384.

Prudential and Equitable are the num-

ber two and number three insurance or-

ganizations in the world. Prudential has

assets of from five to six billion dollars

while Equitable runs about a billion less.

Neither expects its programs to achieve

over-the-counter sales. Neither has a

plush Park Avenue show, although Pru-

dential's Family Hour borders on the

prestige-that-no-one-listens-to category

.

Family Hour, it's claimed is the personal

baby of the corporation's president,

Carroll M. Shanks. The program is built

for the most part around the ballad t\ pe

of music that the middle-aged middle-

Eric Sevareid, newsman, sells for Metropolitan on CBS although he only gives away health books

40

Jimmy Carroll and Rise Stevens do a duet on Prud ti«l I
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income group in America enjoys and

understands or feels that it should. It

seldom rates higher than a Hooper of 8

(February 2, 1947) and is usually nearer 6.

It's the prestige type of airing that

doesn't sell directly and which without

Prudential's Jack Berch daytime broad-

cast would put this insurance organiza-

tion's use of radio in the same category as

that of the John Hancock Mutual Life

Insurance Company's. Hancock's recent

sponsorship of the Boston Symphony

played to the tune of practically no

listeners (rated midseason 2.8) and pro-

duced no discernible business. Jack

Berch, on the full NBC network daily,

produces direct leads and paves the way

for Prudential agents to do a top selling

job. Berch is a simple direct salesman

who handles commercials just as he

handles his homespun philosophy and

songs. Berch is what insurance agents

state they need more of on the air—for

policy-closing's sake. Thus, Prudential not

only has a prestige program which is

beloved of its president and board of

directors, but it also has a down-to-earth

lead-producing vehicle that agents under-

stand and use.

Programing that has been designed to

conform to the specific listening likes of

top insurance executives has done more to

retard successful insurance air-advertis-

ing than any other single factor. Insur-

ance advertising on the air hasn't been

geared to the facts of insurance life. It

hasn't been used to make agents' doorbell-

ringing open more doors, more quickly.

Too much of it has actually been over the

(Please turn to page 64)

"This Is Your FBI" is tense taut drama on ABC and it holds its audiences while Equitable agents

'Crimes of Carelessness" won nice press on MBS but 200 insurance sponsors were too hard to

F»ty Hour" with veteran Al Goodman holding the baton Koussevitzky and Boston Symphony tickled vanity of John Hancock executives but sold few policies
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MOWS

YOUR HYMN

FOR THE DAY

Anica's most familiar hymns with each

o a program gem containing a short

•eti 5 minute masterpieces with wide
. it illy suited for a sponsor whose prod-

tl mood and spirit.

Emile Cote's Wings of Song offers tradition in

American choral music, and the Serenaders. 16

superb mixed voices blended to produce thrilling

15 minute renditions of the best from Tin Pan
Alley, moviedom, and musical comedy.

Available From T. S. I.

ch With

Distinctive Appeal

Here are six important sponsorship opportunities,

six superbly produced scries of transcribed pro-

grams, six shows with a record of outstanding

sales successes.

If you are searching for something "different,"

consider one of these programs. A variety of

moods and appeals are offered with at least one

perfectly suited to carry your promotion

efforts.

Each of these T. S. I. shows is skillfully and

professionally produced. Talent is not only

featured by top ranking vocalists and en-

tertainers, but announcers, arrangers, and

commentators are well known through-

out the radio world.

Information Available

You are urged to write for informa-

tion on the shows in which you are

interested. T. S. I. will be pleased to

send you full details including tech-

nical and descriptive facts, back-

grounds of the various artists, sales

records, etc.

Write or telephone today or, if

you prefer, fill out and mad the cou-

pon below.

TRANSCRIPTION SALES, INC.
17 West High St., Springfield, Ohio Telephone 2-4974

NEW YORK—TELEPHONE PLAZA 91446

CHICAGO—TELEPHONE SUPERIOR 3053

LOS ANGELES—TELEPHONE HOLLYWOOD 5600

Transcription Sales, Inc.

117 W High St., Springfield, Ohio

Please tend me details an the programs checked be?
low.



pot
SPONSOR presents the First of a series of indices of locally-produced pro-

grams available for sponsorship throughout the U. S. and Canada. This issue lists

representative disk jockey and novelty programs. These indices make available

for the first time a yardstick on costs of local programs since stations of all sizes are

indexed. October and subsequent issues will list participating, man on the

street, juvenile, music, drama, sports, news, breakfast, folk, and variety programs.

L«m-;iI Programs Available For Sponsorship

New England
Families: 2,353,000 Radio Families: 2,280,000

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

Connecticut

Disk -loi'kov

r

TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH
TIMES

PER WEEK cost- DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

BOB MOORE N i 1
.' l-iiiil) 6 is a Music, chatter, k u Ij»'

Mas
WUW

I4S0 CLUB V \ 240-uiiu 1 $25 per

15-min
preaentatioo of music by II it.

Osborne
. port. WNAB

PLATTER PARADE Women V 1 60-min 5 $4 per
spot

Ad libe and spinning by Bill Bi louth,

N II

WHEB

RHYTHMS AT RAN00M Family N. A. 135-min 1 $125 .!is from phone requests, chatter \\ aterbnry,

Conn.
WWCO

TIMEKEEPER Family 4.3-5.7 lo-min 6 $80 10 Hews, ireathei chatter, time checks,

mail-request tunes
-ter, WNEB

1240 CLUB N \ 15-miu 6 $96 Daily qui* questions by mail and phone
to mi'

'ury,

Oonu.
WWCO

1230 CLUB 6-10.4 1 5-min 6 $86 4(i All-mail-request show; news
Mm

WNEB

Middle ii Lmi ii

Families. 9,653,000 Radio Families: 9,166,000

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Washing-
ton, D. O, West Virginia, Virginia

mm

Disk •l<M*k< hv

TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH
TIM£S

PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

ARTHUR GODFREY SHOW N \ 105-min 6 1600 6 Godfrey philosophises, jokes, spins

plat' -

Vork WCBS

CLUB SWINGTIME Family v \ 30-min 5 $107.20
5 1 5-min

Popular requests, teen-age int
-

.! select gues: Pa.

WILK

COFFEE AND DOUGHNUTS CLUB N 1 25-min 6 $:;> .'ter, comments on

ike box music

v York WGYN

FOSTER BROOKS V \ 15-mio 6 $150 Records, poetry, humorous chatter Buffalo. WKBW

FRE0 K0TT SHOW \ 1 60-min 5 $7.50
per show

Popular, light classic music on

quest; live songs, piano

Charleston, WKNA

HI NEIGHBOR N \ Birth 1. hatter, popu- JohmtowB,
Pa.

WARD

Time and talent unless otherwise indicated. N A.-Not Available, H-Hooper, C-Conlan, P-Pulse, E-H - Elliott-Hayes, OR.-On Request
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NOW...
available for local and re-

gional sponsorship on trans-

scriptions . . . The same

program format that has

been so successful for so

many years on the networks.-

Three or Five Times

Weekly!

260 Shows Now

Ready!

17 Years in Network Radio!

Eight years for the

Ironized Yeast Com-

pany . . . Highest

sponsor identifica-

tion in all radio.

Sets tuned-in in

Metropolitan New "^

York, revealed that -A(

42% of the radio lis-

teners in the city

constantly dialed to John J. Anthony.

For a long period of time John J. Anthony led

all other programs on the Pacific coast.

For a period of ten years John J. Anthony de-

livered more per dollar spent than 90% of the pro-

grams on the air.

John J. Anthony holds a remarkable record of

consecutive weeks on the air; 400 consecutive

Sunday nights on Mutual; 269 consecutive Sundays

on ABC WITHOUT MISSING A BROADCAST.

Constantly one of radio's largest mail pullers.

Millions of letters received to date. .

|\£t//z//—|l <

CORPORATION

11 EAST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK CITY (22)

I

ELDORADO 5-5511

Other KERMIT-RAYMOND shows include "Hollywood's Open House," "The Eddie Bracken Show," Dave ElmanV'Hobby Lobby,

"The Frances Lederer Show," "At Home With Fay and Elliott Roosevelt," "Radio Theatre of Famous Classics."
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TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH
TIMES

PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

UN S ItNE ROOM •' N \ 5-miii 6 $50 ' music, poetry, interviews, chatter Binghamton,
N \.

WINR

JOLLY JUDGE \l. N \ 55-min 6 180 i-

1

spot

Minimum talk, maximum music from real W6Y

JUKEBOX JAMBOREE dly \ \ 55-min 6 $177.25 Jukebox leaders, standard favorites;

minimum i fa

.

Beckley,

H Va.

WJLS

JUKEBOX REVIEW N \ 8 $l'.i 47 ! 1

15-min
All-time favorites and latest releases Nji.ticoke,

Pa.

WHWL

MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM unity 4 3 P 2 lll-min 6 $1501
>. 15-min

One of oldest disk jockey shows; popular
recordings, Block patter

York
City

WNEV

MARTIN TOBIN SHOW Adult N 1 90-ii.il. 6 $15 per
lll-min

"Man about Midnight" Tobin in re-

cordings and patter
Buffalo, WGR

MEETIN WITH KEATON N \. 6 $140 is also well known from personal
appearances

Buffalo, WGR

MILKMAN'S MATINEE N \ 4.'il-min 7 $1050 per
wk, 1-hr seg

.rd's all-night session; guests when
available

New York
City

WNEW

MR k MRS. MUSIC Family N 1 1 Ml- ti.in 7 I860
6 15-min

Bea Wain and husband Andre
Baruch, guests, contests

Hi * York
City

WMCA

MUSICAL NITECAP V \ 60-min 5 $85
5 15-min

Local color chatter, guests, records;

at 11 p.m.
Beckley,
u

WWNR

MUSICAL SCOREBOARD Teen-age N A 210-min 1 0. R. Requests tabulated, leading bands, songs
played last period

Roanoke,
\a.

WR0V

MUSIC HALL N. A. 120-min 6 $2100
6 1-hr seg

Jerry Marshall in afternoon session Mi York
City

WNEW

MYSTERY MUSIC MAN Family N. 1 IS-min 5 $110 Features specialty numbers; prizes for

naming mystery tune daily
Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.
WILK

PUTTER PARTY Family N. A. 90-min 6 $208.86 All-request program 1 1 :30-l am Huntington,
W. \a.

WSA2

PLEASE PLAY Family X. A. 15-min 5 $117 Requests, news, chatter served up bv
Wiles Hallock

Warren,
Pa.

WNAE

POLKA TIME Family N L 60-min 5 $36 per

6 partic

All-request, featuring polkas, homey
chatter, oddities

Indiana,

Pa.

W0AD

PRAIRIE STARS Family V \ 60-min 6 $300 per

6 15-min

Popular hillbilly music, Rosalie Allen's

yodelling and chatter
York

City
WOV

RALPH SNYDER SHOW Family .N. A. 60-min 6 $175 per

6 15-min

Participating spots each 5-min; two
radios given daily in tie-in

Buffalo,

N. Y.

WGR

RUB-SCRUB MUSIC CLUB Women V \ 120-min 6 0. R. Guests, household hints, phone chats
(aired), gifts; participating

Roanoke,
Va.

WR0V

1600 CLUB \ \ 6 $30 per
15-min

Guest bandleaders, vocalists; pin-up
contests, quizzes; afternoon

Woodside,
N. Y.

WWRL

SWING SESSION Family 14 H 15-min 5 $85 Platter-chatter show based on request

mail
Scranton.

Pa.

WARM

TED HUSINGS BANDSTAND Family \ \ 210-min 6 $1197 per

6 15-min
Each quarter-hour devoted to a single

popular

V York
City

WHN

TUNE INN Women N \ 120-min 5 $30
talent

Mid-morning session features old and
new "singable" favorites

Washington,
1). ('.

WWDC

1210 CLUB Family N i 150-min 6 $255 per

6 10-min
Fred Robbins and famous guest stars;

special privileges for club-members
N. » York WOV

WE CONGRATULATE Family 45-nun 6 $204 per

8 15-min
1 dedications to anniversaries New Castle,

(wedding, birthda\ . • Pa.

WKST

Novelty
SHOW SHOP .' (i II 30-min 1 $24u Musical show me'd by Walter Preston Ni York

City
W0R

AT HOME WITH TED GORDON Family N \ 15-min 5 $170 Popular, semi-popular all-request tunes

on Hamtui" iran

.istle.

Pa.

WKST

BUDD SINES SINGS N \ UVi-mio 1 176 Popular, semi-classical, ballads Trenton.
Y .1

WTTM

Time and talent unless otherwise indicated. N A.
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Not Available, H-Hooper, C-Conlan, P-Pulse, E-H - Elliott-Hayes, O.R.-On Request
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WANT A

CHOICE

PROGRAM?

*£%**'

/

WIRE

-NEED A

LIVE WIRE

PERSONALITY?

WIRE
BASIC NBC • 5000 WATT!

JOHN E. PEARSON COMPANY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • KANSAS CIT

AFFI LIATE D WITH

The Indianapolis Stai



FREE
JPI1CM
MIKC

WGAR'S NEW SO KW 5MITTER PLANT

EDWARD PETRY AND COMPANY.
48
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TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH
TIMES

PER WEEK COST" DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

PLANE TALK Men X. A 15-min 1 $152 25 itirgh,

Pa

KDKA

TEA TIME AT THE TERRACE W omen N. A. 30-min 5 $25
talent

li women in the Tcriace
Dining Room \\ Va

WKNA

THIS IS NEW YORK Family V A. 45-min
30-min

5

1

$720-6
spol

nl reviews, wire recording" of

p i etc.

Ni * York WCBS

WHERE WERE YOU? Family N. A. 15-min 5 $12

talent

I of 1925-45; witli

!, etc.

I'aducah,

Ky.
WKYB

YOUR PET Family \ \ o-min 6 0. K Lists lost and found . ailable

iptioo; stories N. V.

WNDR

spo

Middle Western
Families: 12,140,000 Radio Families: 11,387,000

Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, Oklahoma, Kansas, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska

TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH
TIMES

PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

ALL REQUEST SHOW Family N.A. 60-min 5 0. R. Big mail draw for six years. "Participa
tions pull response"

Sweetwater,

Tex.

KXOX

ALL REQUEST SHOW Family N. A. 60-min 6 0. R. Listener-requests run mostly to popular
bands, vocalists

Centralia,

III.

WCNT

ANYTHING GOES Family N. A. 60-min 6 0. R. All kinds of music, with much chatter
and gags

Cleveland,
Ohio

WJW

AT YOUR REQUEST Family N. A. 45-min 5 $180 Mail requests only, though show has
live audience in studio

Belleville,

III.

WIBV

DAVE GARROWAY SHOW Family N.A 30-min 5 0. R. Personality record show with Garroway
spinning platters

Chicago,
III.

WMAQ

DINNER DANCE Family N. A. 75-min 5 $68 Mail requests for records and e.t.'s; gag
features

Shawnee,
Okla.

KGFF

EDDIE CHASE'S MAKE BELIEVE
BALLROOM

Family N. A. 75-min 5 $400
6 15-min

One of oldest and most popular record
shows in market

Detroit-
W mdsor

CKLW

1160 CLUB Family N.A. 90-min 5 0. R. Most of it sold to local sponsors. Hot
jazz, pop tunes

Chicago,
111.

WMAQ

1480 CLUB Family 6.5 H 30-min
15-min

5

5

$55.90 30-min
$40.60 15-min

Features high school news, recorded
jazz classics

Canton,
Ohio

WHBC

1400 CLUB Family N. A. 30-min 5 0. R. Late afternoon selection of pop tunes,
requests, etc.

Saginaw,
Mich.

WSAM

JACK THE BELLBOY Family N. A. 21O-min 6 $60 15-min
$18 per spot

Record show with musical celebrity

interviews, requests

Detroit,

Mich.
WJBK

JAZZ JAMBOREE Family N.A. 30-min
60-min

5

1

$20S.25 Has club members, well-promoted con-
tests, gag features

Joplin,

Mo.
WMBH

JIM HAMILTON'S RECORD SHOP Family 2.7H 10-15-min 5 $248.45 15-min
$216.25 10-min

"Lowest cost«per-thousand afternoon
show": WIND

Chicago,
111.

WIND

JUKE BOX SERENADE Women 4.6-6.3C 15-min 5 $80 Features interviews with name band
leaders, guest stars, etc.

Springfield,

III.

WTAX

NIGHT WATCH Family X. A. 330-min 7

$4 30-sec

$7 1-min
spots

Chicago's only all-night news and disk
jockey show for 1 1 years

Chicago,
111.

WIND

OWL'S CLUB Family X. A. 15-min 6 $25.40 per

15-min
All-request program that is big local

mail puller

Canton,
Ohio

WHBC

* Time and talent unless otherwise indicated. N.A.-Not Available, H-Hooper, C-Conlan, P-Pulse, E-H - Elliott-Hayes, O.R.-On Request
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Headquartersfor service. .

While you're at the Convention, look for the con-

spicuous neon sign that says "BMI-NAB". That's

where you'll find the Official Information Center...

right in the middle of Convention Hall ...waiting to

serve you.

Sen ice, as you w ell know, is the main theme song

ol BMI. BM I serves the broadcaster all \ ear around,

(it course, but during this week at the NAB Conven-

tion in Atlantic Cit) BMT undertakes another kind of

worthwhile service by operating the Official Infor-

mation ( lenter lor the whole get-together.

It s yours to use—yours to serve vou.

Meet your Friends there. Ask all the questions you

want .
.

.about the timetable of meetings, what's play-

ing at loeal theaters, where fellow broadcasters are

st.i\ tag, or even how to get the biggest lobster dinner

50

in Atlantic City. And. if \ ou're expecting any urgent

phone calls, remember that the BMI-NAB Informa-

tion Center has direct lines to all leading hotels. When

the call comes through we'll see that you receive it

right in Convention Hall.

*Doh 'tjiliss the Model ft lusic library

There's still another service feature too— a Model

Music Library—set up to offer suggestions on how to

improve the music library back at \ our own station.

BMI has incorporated the best features of many

efficient systems in this Model Library. You'll find it

full of valuable hints that can be adapted to any sta-

tion, large or small.

BMI has been wholeheartedly serving broad-

SPONSOR



tie BMI-NAB Official Information Center

at the NAB Convention.

MODEL MUSIC LIBRARY

(is since 1941. Today, more than 1,700 alert

sbjions are improving their programming with BMI's

: and varied music repertoire ... its useful and

a able scripts ... its enormous fund of other music

ttgramming aids, bulletins, biographies and sug-

^ions.

Industry-owned, industry-operated, BMI is of,

>*and for the broadcaster. Its services are always

< is—today at the NAB Convention, and every other

I of the vear as well.

When it's ^Mi-
its yours

• Every bar of music in BMI's versatile and enor-

mous catalogue is yours.

• Every service offered by BMI to improve music

programming is yours.

• Every BMI song performed over the air is yours.

Because, you see, BMI itself is yours. Broad-

casters established BMI. Broadcasters maintain

and operate BMI. It functions only to serve you

and the interests of our great industry.

broadcast Musk \m m
^E W YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD
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spot
mil APPEAL RATING

s t

LENGTH
IIMI 1

PER WEEK COST DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

RHYTHM AT RANDOM 30-in in 5 1252 for 6 '< talk

111.

WENR

RHYIHM AT RANDOM 1
• - •. li 15-mill 5 1275 Does not play requests, but has program

apr> •..
' vrs

[ndiaUiApolii

Ind.

WFBM

RHYTHM AT RANDOM N i 60-iiiin 1 $50 .rds by Paul 1

disk .

Ft.Wi
[nd

WGL

RUDOLPH REVUE N i

\ I

v \

5 $7'.

5 16-1

• local
" Records, ad lib

McAk KTMC

SPINNER SANCTUM 90-min 5 $127.50
5 15-min

il "haunted house" with hot jazz

id of haunts
Tulsa, KFMJ

SUGAR AND SPICE 30-linn 6 0. R. . some hot n

big mail-p il

Wichita,

Km
KANS

SWING WITH VYING N \ : 0. H. All-Might jockcv Gene Barry has built

up tremendous listening

Dayton, WING

1340 CLAMIAKE Family \ l 5 Two jockeys call listeners for requests
and dedications

Poplar BlufT, KYVOC

TUNES. TIME. TEMPERATURE \ \ 1 min 1 o. a. Pop r
i itter, with i

.rials

Chicago, WMAQ

Novelty
FOOD MAGICIAN Women \ \. 15-min 5 0. R. K8 famous foreign dishes and

histories

Chicago,
III.

WMAQ

HOUSEWIVES 1 Q N \ 30-min 5 Housewives are quizzed by emcee and
. prizes

Columbus,
Ohio

WHKC

HOWDY. MR LINCOLN Family \ \ 15-min 3 0. R. News of years gone by done in dra-
matic format

Chicago,
III.

WMAQ

HOW WELL CAN YOU SPELL N. A. 1 .5-111 in 5 $110 rs called by program; spell words
for prizes

Muncie,
Ind.

WLBC

JUKE BOX JAMBOREE Family V \ 45-min 5 $42 per
15-min

Features mythical gag character

"George." Records
Aberdeen,

- 1)

KABR

MARKET BASKET U ..men 15-min 5 $17.50 per
partic

Remote from grocery stores; housewife
quiz-interview

Springfield, WTAX

ODDS AND ENDS U omen 5.0C 15-min 5 187.50 Poetry and philosophy with organ back-

ground 111.

WTAX

THE ROENS \\ omen \ I 15-min 3 0. R. Hushand-and-wife show, with discussion

of current Di

Chicago,
III.

WMAQ

WHAT'S NEW Women V \. 15-min 5 $90 Like Kate Smith format, plus phone
»ay gimmick

Still.*

Okia.

KSPI

Southern
Families: 8,380,000 Radio Families: 6,399,000

Arkansas, Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,

Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas

Disk Jockcv
TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH

TIMES
PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

AfTERNOON SHOW N \ 30-min 5 $74 per

6 spots Jimmie Willson

Birmingham.
Ala.

WAPI

AM AND PM MAIL BAG N i min 5 5 15-

min pi

ng and afternoon .

with M
Columbia, WKIX

A STUDY IN BROWN 10 uin 6 1 on mail rc<i . Durham,
\ i

WDNC

Time and talent unless otherwise indicated. N A -Not Available, H-Hooper, C-Conlan, P-Pulse, E-H - Elliott-Hayes, OR.-On Request
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THE TEXAS RANGERS
SW* 4

i * Gf
CR* tM

*0 \o

" K

flSN*

V,--^J.. *

N*& >
V?

DEEP IN THE HEART OF AMERICANS

Along with your sponsorship of The
Texas Rangers you now have the
added ammunition of a 48-page origi-

nal song book and picture album. An
ideal give-away or self-liquidating
offer. You get your copies at cost.

Write — better yet, wire— for com-
plete details.

Traditionally, music of the west lies deep in the heart of
Americans. It is music that never grows old, music that becomes
more loved with the passing years. The Texas Rangers—"America's
foremost singers of western songs"— have transcribed more than
500 of these traditional melodies.

Through the years our country was at war TheTexas Rangers
provided endless hours of entertainment for millions in three

countries by means of these transcriptions. Now they're back in

person, at present in Hollywood where they have just completed
"The Last Roundup" starring Gene Autry, for Columbia.

Ride down the trail with The Texas Rangers ... a trail that

leads to higher Hooperatings and satisfied sponsors. The Texas
Rangers transcriptions are priced to the size of your market.

An almost endless combination of programs is at your com-
mand. And for those with FM, the wide-range vertical cut

transcriptions mean the best.

George E. Halley, Manager, Syndicated Features

ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTIONS
PICKWICK HOTEL, KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
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1IHI APPEAL RATING LENGTH
TIMES

PEN WEEK COST DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

RANCHIN' OUT N \ 30-nnii

15-linn

6

6

1255
1127.50

Recorded failures [rom dances, teen-age

riKS, records
Johnson City,

Tana
WJHL

•UTLER'S PANTRY lalinlv N I 120 i 6 It Auiliinre participations, records, weal In r,

. romedy playlets

Miami, WGBS

CORBITTS ORBIT N. A. 55-n. in

15-niin

5
5

127 - ::,

Jn4 30

Records, dialect patter, skits Durham,
N. C.

WTIK

OANCE MATINEE N \ 55-tmii 5 ISO par 5 15-

iiuii par wk
Dance music for teen-agers Alexandria,

u.
KPOR

OAVE'S WAX WORKS N \ 16-min 5 SI 0.50 Dave Overton spun this one as Noon.
Time Rhythm, for 13 years

Birmingham, WBRC

JIMMY AND HIS SIRL FRIENDS N \ 30-min 5 $200 Jimmy Dornll, lye Barras, Virginia
11t.iI with platters and cl...

Port Arthur. KPAC

JIVE TILL FIVE •-ago 12.8 Ml-imn 5 It Popular dance parade, leans to swing LaGrange. WLAG

JUKE BOX REVIEW N. A. 90-iiuri 6 113 50 per

6 spots
Request program, humorous chatter Tarboro. WCPJ

JUKE BOX SATURDAY NIGHT N. A. 1 $5 per

spot

Mail, phone requests Key West.
Fla.

WKWF

JUKE BOX SERENADE Family N. A. 60-min C 166 per 5 15

inn. per wk
Popular music request show North Little

Rock, Ark.

KXLR

LET'S DANCE N. A. 120-min 6 $84.30 [h

mm per wk
Ken Corbet spinning 'em Durham, WTIK

MAILBOX ROUNDUP Family N. A. 40-min 5 $175 WHOP: "A local record show, but

nothing local about its mail pull"

Hopkinsville,

Ky.
WHOP

MAKE BELIEVE 8ALLR00M Family N. A. 55-inin 7 $28 per 7

spots per wk
Built around requests; ad lib chatter Florence, W0LS

MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM Family N. A. 180-min 7 $9 per

6 spots
Jovial Johnny Vacca spinning records

and chatter

1 l.J. v-a,

Tex.

KECK

MIOOAY SERENADE Family \. A. 160-min 6 0. R. News, household hints, dedications,

music, chatter

,\. a Orleans,

La.

WJBW

MOOVIE GROOVIE N. A. 30-min 1 0. R. "A hep-cat show spun by Jumpin' Jack
the Jiver" La.

WDSU

NIGHTWATCH Women N. A. 90-min 6 0. R. Requests, dedications Miami, WGBS

PAY OAY MATINEE Family 8H 150-min 1 $150 Phone requests; popular and swing
favorites

Birmingham,
Ala.

WKAX

PLATTER CHATTER U omen X. A. 55-min 5 $36 5

spots per wk
Requests, contests, prizes Lexington,

Ky.
WLAP

PLATTER CHATTER Family 5.5 5 0. R. Straight disk jockey show with slant to

teen-age crowd

Meridian, WT0K

RHYTHMATINEE Family N. A. 90-min 6 $68 per 5 15

min per wk
Popular favorites Jackson,

Tenn.
WTJS

RIVALRY IN RHYTHM '•'• :nen N. A. 30-min 5 0. R. Mid-afternoon; swing period followed by
sweet music

Savannah, WTOC

ISOO CLUB V A. 45-min 6 0. R. Mail, phone requests K. • 1 WKWF

SWING CLINIC N \ 150-min 5 $19. 10 per

5 spots

period, "bluest boogie," last

period, "hit parade"

Augusta, WBBQ

1370 CLUB Family N 1 30-min 6 0. R. Requests, musical quii, Abeicrombie

the calking horse

Lone-,

fa
KFRO

1250 CLUB lily 5 !lll 60-min 6 i; Croucbet spinning requests; live

talent on Saturday morning

P,.rt Arthur.

Tex.

KPAC

1240 CLUB
. 'illy 6-10 45-i 5 0. R. Platters and chatter Kiioxville.

Tenn.
WBIR

1210 CLUB \ i 30-min 6 J 1 $ 30 per

I KltS

cash prize to correct answers

about «ponsor's product

Corinth. WCMA

1120 CLUB N i 15-tinii 6 Old favorites, latist hit.- Jonesboro,
\rk

KBTM

Time and talent unless otherwise indicated. N.A.
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pot
nut APPEAL RATING LENGTH

TIME!
n R WEEK cost* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

WCRS PLATTER PARTY 00-niiii 6 .. l: nil and fun •vood, WCRS

WMGY WAX WORKS N \ 60-riun 5 186 i-
•

poti

Ed Mohr, liob Donaldson, Ed Brown
with p

Montgomery, WU6Y

Novelty
A LISTENER'S CHOICE N \. 5 ii i:. elections used each

day. Pull reported good
LaGrange, WLAG

AUDITIONS OF THE AIR N 1 1 $200 music staff provides Live show-
case for local amati

\. * Orleans,

La

WWL

BABY CALL .'. N \ 5-miii 6 $30 Follows morning newscast with a list of Roanoke
all new babies born Rapids, N. C.

WCBT

CAROLINA PHILOSOPHER Adult 5.0C 5 $78.83
5 15-min wk

Homey, country-type philosophy done
with mood

«' ilmnbia,

S.C.
WKIX

OAVDREAMER Women N \ 15-iinii 3-5 $71

3 15-min wk
Poetic readings done with a musical

background
Montgomery,

Ala.

«*>

FEMININE FANCIES

Family

v \.

N. A.

15-min 2-3-5 $:) ta

per b'cast

Mix tun and fashion hints,

plus popular

Padm
Kv.

WKYB

FOUNTAIN FROLICS 30-min 5-6 0. R. Remote quil from local drugstore. One
sponsor: "bii up 12Vi% in month"

Knoxville,

Tean.

WIBK

FREE TO YOU SHOW Women

Family

\ \. 15-min 1 0. R. ,* ay program done from local

funi

Asheboro. WGWR

KIDDIE CLUB \ \. 60-miu 1 $45 Broadcast from stage of local theater in

cooperation witli VMCA
Huntsvi lie,

Ala.

WFUN

KIDDY CIRCUS Family \ i 30-min 1 $50 "Largest listening audience of any
WKDK show—daily or weekly"

XVwberry, WKDK

HERIOIAN PHILOSOPHER Adult V \ 15-min 5 0. R. Human interest stories lian.

Miss.

WT0K

MUSICAL MELODRAMAS X. A. 15-min 1 $16.50
talent

Melodrama satires based on titles, etc.,

of cuTent musical hits

Louisville,

K
WAVE

SCHEDULE FOR LIVING Women N. \ 15-min 3 $52.93 Inspirational program. Stories, music,

news for women
Florence,

Ala.

WMFT

SERENADE TO A HOUSEWIFE 2 u 11 30-min 5 $45 per

b'cast

Personalis iiiu-k -and-poetry show, done

in an intimate, personal style

San Antonio,

Tei
KMAC

SOUTHERN TRAILS Adult N. A. 15-min 5 $151 Ralph Mclntyre weaves legends of the

South with a background of music
Jackson,

Tenn.
WTJS

STORK CLUB Women N. A. 15-min 1 $11.45 Announcement of new babies born,

with Mothers Club, etc.

Florence,

S.C.
W0LS

STORK PARADE W omen

Adult

N. A. 15-min 1 $17.50 "Mush announces births—names of

parents—details":

Pensacola,

Fla.

WBSR

SWAP SHOP N i 15-min 6 $7S.90 Carries listings of items to buy, sell, or

swap
Ashland,

Ky.
WCMI

VOICES OF THE COASTAL EMPIRE Won 9.4C 15-min 5 $7.50 Staff women's commentator with news
and city guests

Savannah, WT0C

WHEEL OF FORTUNE Family N i 30-min 1 $60 Top-rating local giveaway show. Over
4H.IHKI names entered

Pensacola,

Fla.

WBSR

WMFT TALENT SEARCH N \ 30-iini. 1 $30 ird amateur format with staff

emo. 1
t hi -Ta available

Florence,

Ala.

WMFT

WOMAN'S WORLD '. \ V [ $ii 50 "A new approach to sensible house-

1 keeping entcrtainn nl

Orlando,
Ha.

W0R2

•MIX I'lllH' (Balance of Juvenile shows n October issue)

BUGS BUNNY CLUB \ \ 1
- Local kid talent in downtown theater Mill'. WBIR

11 1 N CANTEEN 120 5 Late records; tie-in with school

etc..
'

Ho .-ton. KTHT

Time and talent unless otherwise indicated. N.A.-Not Available, H-Hooper, C-Conlan, P-Pulse, E-H - Elliott-Hayes, OR.-On Request
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IT S YOU
MOVE

Want The Famous Prize Winning WEATHER FORECAST JINGLES?

Want Custom Built Spots?

Musical Time Signals?

A "TOP" Mystery?

A Dramatic Show?

A Soap Opera?

A Musical?

If you need transcribed shows or spots, see us at

NAB CONVENTION BOOTHS 45, 50, 50A,

CONVENTION HALL

or

AMBASSADOR HOTEL, ATLANTIC CITY

IT'S

your
MOVE WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE AND WE'LL DO THE REST

-/rzxwuj S. Q^KrclrrLCtsZs
19 EAST 53rd STREET RADIO PRODUCTIONS NEW YORK, N. Y.



pot

I'iiiilir
mi iiiimiim vnn

Families. 5,074,000 Radio Families.- 4,766,000

Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Idaho, Utah, Arizona,

Nevada, Washington, Oregon, California

Disk Joi'kcv

TITLE

TIMES
APPEAL RATING LENGTH PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

AFTER HOURS Family N.A. 120-min 5 0. R. "Suds" Chaney's music and chatter;

best response from teen-age to 30
Eugene, KUGN

ALEXANDER'S WAX WORKS N 1 45-min 5 $122 5 1-min

$390 per 15-min

popular releases; local tales

leaders featured Friday; chatter

Salt Lake
ttah

KSLl

ANOr MANSFIELD Family N \ 60-min 6 $6 per

spot

Popular numbers, guest stars Pasadena, KWKW

BASS HARRIS HOUSE OF JOY Family \ 1 120-min 6 0. R. Each 15-min features one artist; com-
ments of old-time showmen

Seattle,

tt.v-i,

KING

I4S0 CLUB N i 30-min 6 0. R. Variety of dance music 9-9:30 pin La< Irande,

Ore.

KLBM

GLEN KING SHOWS \ \ 195-min 5 $10 per
spot

Two morning sessions with tuneful popu-
lar music; King-style chat

Oakland,
Calif.

KLX

H0TCAKE CLUB Family N a 60-min 5 $16 per

15-min

round mail and phone requests;
Hotcake Club buttons for youngsters

Santa Ana,
Calif.

KVOE

JACK GREGSON N i 210-min 5 0. R. Old and new releases, no jazz San Francisco,

Calif.

KSFO

JIMMY LYONS DISCAPADES Family N A 60-min 6 $172.80 6 15-min

per wk
Musical guest sters, Lyon's "relaxed
commentarv"

San Diego,
Calif.

KSOJ

LOVE THAT HOUSEWIFE \ i 45-min 5 $9.75 per
spot

Music format varus day to day; home-
making chatter; gu

Tacoma,
Wash.

KTBI

MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM Family \ A. 120-min 6 $30 per

15-min
Also participations at $10 per spot.

Records, jazz, guests

Portland.

Ore.
KWJJ

MAX UNPAX THE WAX Family N \ 30-min 3 $57 3 30-min
per wk

Brisk patter and records. Few request
tunes

Colorado Spgs.,

Colo.
KVOR

MORNING RECORD SHOW N 1 30-min 5 $70 Restful music for the housewives, plus
informal chatter

Logan, KVNU

MUSIC FOR THE PARTY Family N 1 90-min 6 $289.50, or

$5 per spot

PullsT big audience from party-going
celebs and local folk

Palm Springs,

Calif.

KCMJ

MUSIC HALL Women N \ 120-min 5 $228 plus 50%
5 15-min per wk

Household hints, music, and celeb

interviews

Los Angeles,

Calif.

KMPC

PLATTER PARTY LINE Family N \ 150-min 6 $24 per spot

15-min

lies of records, by request only.

Big response
Indio,

Calif.

KREO

RAFAEL MENDE2 PROGRAM Family \ i 15-min 6 $10 per spot Latin-American music by Spanish-speak-
ing disk jockey

Pasadena,
Calif.

KWKW

SAM ROWLAND'S WAXWORKS Family \ \ 15-min 6 $10 per spot Straight record show with visiting guest
stars, requests, etc.

Pasadena,
Calif.

KWKW

SATURDAY SPECIAL Family \ 1 210-min 1 $23 per 30-min
- r 15-min

Two-jockey show, slightly on the zany
side, with gags, en .

Brawlev, KROP

STOP THE PLATTER. DOC N \ nin 1 0. R. Identifying mystery tune by phone for

prizes, movie passes

Salem,

Ore.

KSLM

TEA AND TRUMPETS N \ 30-min 5 0. R. 1 . done in phoney
British accent by Keith Kngar

Lake KDYL

THIS IS YOUR FAVORITE

9

N i 60-min 6 Afternoon disk show, with mail requests
and chatter

La Orande,
Ore.

KLBM

TOM ROBISCHON SHOW N \ IS-min 3-5 $10 per
show

Request records and patter about
records and artists

Bozeman,
Utah

KXLQ

Time and talent unless otherwise indicated. N.A.
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77i/s is the

RALPH 0. WERBLO Family

of last Chicago

Indiana

£ Mr. and Mrs. Ralph O. Werblo met the housing shortage in Metropolitan Chicago

with true American ingenuity. They located a tiny, unused cottage at 4209 Wegg Avenue,

in East Chicago, Indiana — bought it — and went to work. Paint flowed generously— Ralph's

carpenter tools turned out built-in cabinets, bunk-beds for the youngsters. Mrs. Werblo's

needle responded to the need for cheery draperies and curtains. Now, the unused cottage

is a very comfortable home for the four Werblos.

Dennis is 7, Doris 12. They are radio fans like their parents — the WLS National Barn

Dance, with favorite "Little Genevieve"—Aunt Rita's Children's Hour on Sunday morn-

ing—the Breakfast Club, Dr. Holland's Morning Devotions, News, Happy Hank, Weather

. . . all the family radio fare on 890 kilocycles.

Mrs. Werblo has been a WLS listener since her parents bought their first radio

in 1926. "We have always had confidence in the ideals of WLS," she says. Both

Werblos were reared on farms, grew up reading Prairie Farmer and hearing

WLS — and every now and then, they consider buying a farm, so their young-

sters can have the fresh air and outdoor fun they had when growing up. The

family makes frequent visits to the grandparents' farms in Indiana.

It is on this home and this family . . . and the homes and families like them

throughout Midwest America — that the WLS microphones have been focused

for 23 years. It is our intimate interest in their problems, the service and enter-

tainment we give them, that have made them such loyal listeners to WLS . . .

and upon loyal listeners depend advertising results.

Lunch is a quick but cheery meal on school days. On

the table in front of Mrs. Werblo is a geranium,

Mother's Day gift from Doris and Dennis.

890 kilocycles, 50,000 watts, American affiliate. Represented by John Blair and Co

pany. Affiliated in management with KOY, Phoenix, and the ARIZONA NETWORK .

KOY, Phoenix . . . KTUC, Tucson . . . KSUN, Bisbee-Lowell-Douglas
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TITLE APPEAL RATINE LENGTH

TIMES
PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

uncle woody s RECORO SHOP . Ill) 3.8 25-imn 5 26-min Personality jockey show with a mythical
record shop format

Salt Ufa
Utah

KUTA

YOUR SINGING STARS u omen N i 15-min 5 tia m •

spot

Aimed at the local college crowd with
1 star*

Logan,
1 tai.

KVNU

Novelty
BRIDE S SHOWER Wo \ \. 1 $100 nref in

studio; ran ud i>
r

Kivt * KPR0

1170 CLUB Woi N \ •inn 5 $239 515
per wk

Listener and studio audience participa-

tion; stunts, contests, prizes

-.in Diego,

Calif

KSDj

GOOD MORNING LADIES ten N \. 15-min 5 $60 Household tips, news of women's world, Indio,

Calif.

KRE0

IF YOU ASK ME Women \ \ 15-in in 5 $119.50 Wire-recorded interviews with house-
wives at home; humorous

Yakima,
W HI

KIMA

OF WORDS AND VERSE lily \ \ 15-min 2 138 per

15-min

Montage of dramatic interpretations
;md mu Bottrth

Portland,

Ore.

K*jJ

PALMS TO PINES Family \ \ 2 $00 Travel, desert-lore commentary; inter-

views with desert rats

Palm Springs,

Calif.

KCMJ

STRICTLY FOR HOUSEWIVES 1 unity V \ 30-min 5 $:s Betty Scott shares experiences in house-
hold tul i,. etc.

Porterville,

Calit

KTIP

:
: .'.'.:

:::':«:-:•::^•?! :

:!|!!|j;|P"

Canada

:->:&

Families: 2,823,930 Radio Families: 2,214,290 mjL
llisk »lo<*kov

TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH
TIMES

PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

ANYTHING GOES Juvenile \ A 90-min 1 $80 Very informal teen-age disk-spinning

session. Telequiz
Moos1 Jaw,

Su-k.

CHAB

CLUB 1260 Women 3.4- '

7.6 E. H.
15-min 1-6 $20 to

$90
Like Make Believe Ballroom. Records
and ad-!ib chatter

Edmonton,
Alberta

CFRN

EVERYBODY'S HIT PARADE Hmiien 6 1

L. H.
55-min 5 $139.20 Old and new song favor

numbers, hit 1

Winnipeg,
Man.

CKRC

Novelty
HONEYMOON IN NIAGARA Women 12.9

E. H.

30-min 6 $180 Honeymooning couples are given gifts,

souvenir;, tour of Falls

-.i F.dls,

N V
CHVC

HOUSEWIVES HOLIDAY Women N V 60-min 5 O. R. Comedy participation show with live

housewife audience

ijn,

Quebec
CKUL

MAILBAG Family N. A. 90-min 6 $28.80
talent

nformal, anything gees. Mail,

requests. On ten years

Moose Jaw,
Bask

CHAB

NOONTIME NOVELTIES Women N 1 30-min 6 $16.20 for

6 spots

Variety and novelty music. Precedes
;tst

Port Alberni.

B. c.

CJAV

Folk
COWBOY'S HIT PARA0E 18.0 15-min 6 $1. SO per

spot
rn record* and spots. Morning

show for houv
Port Alberni,

B C
CJAV

RANGE ROUNDUP Juvenile 7.0 85-tnin 5 $139.20 Not a hillbilly show, but lamina*
em tunes, songs

peg. CKRC

SEVEN. THIRTY PROGRAM N i an 6 l: Hwnns, Western music, jol Charlottctown,

r. L. I.

CFCY

Time and talent unless otherwise indicated. N.A -Not Available, H-Hooper, C-Conlan, P-Pulse, E-H-EllioH-Hayes,
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NO MORE TORNADOS Forages, mankind has dreamed

of controlling the weather. And surprisingly enough, contrary to Mark Twain's famous

statement, we always have been able to do something about it, at least on a small scale.

And now one of the most eminent of scientists, Dr. Vladimir Zworykin of the Radio

Corporation of America, believes the day when we will be able to stamp out Tornados

right at their birth perhaps is close at hand. One method is to spray artificial fog over

the area. The sun's rays, reflected back from the fog, generates enough heat to create

the desired updraft.

And just as scientists are making America a safer and better land in which to live, so we

here at WSPD are looking ahead and seeking additional ways of serving our listeners even

more effectively so that we continue to be the most desirable medium of advertising in

N. W. Ohio.

Just ask. Katz

A QUARTER CENTURY • THE VOICE OF TOLEDO

WSPD T0LtD0,0HI0

5000 WATTS
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Mr. Sponsor Asks...

"\\ tthoul facilities (network or station) programs

lack audiences. Therefore, shouldn't time as well

as tah'iit COStS he figured when ascertaining the

relative 'cost-per-listener' of commercial vehicles?"

C, i ri L •
I

Director of Advertitinq and Salei Promotion
btanley Norsheim

\ A , Um . u v ,' Adam Hats, New York

The

I'ifkcil I'anH

answers

>lr. I lorslM'im

It is my opinion

that the combina-

tion of time and

talent costs in ar-

riving at a cost-

per-listener esti-

mate is preferable

to the use of talent

costs only when

comparing com-

mercial programs.

Talent is not the only factor which deter-

mines the extent of listening to a radio

program. There are, in addition, other

varying factors such as network, cover-

age, time of day, etc. Time costs, to a

large extent, are based upon these other

factors and should therefore be included

in any such measurement of a program's

efficient \

.

It must he recognized that using either

• it these methods is subject to a great deal

>t reservation since, from the standpoint

of pure research, we have no reliable

basis upon which to estimate cost-per-

listener. The tools we have are not yet

complete or accurate enough to warrant

the rating projections neccssar\ for a

measurement of this type.

In conclusion, it is also my opinion

that cosl pei listener comparisons on an)

present basis are dangerous, and should

be used only when all the limitations and

reservations are known.

C. \ Pooler
\'/> and Director oj R<

Benton ev Bowles

•c York

A great deal of

space is devoted

by trade publica-

tions to articles

which try to assay

the advertising

value of specific

radio programs as

well as of broad-

casting generally.

These values, at

best, are difficult to define. When some

of the cost elements are overlooked,

moreover, the effort to evaluate not only

becomes lost motion but the results tend

to mislead.

A talent agent and his clients can be

forgiven for calculating program-cost-per-

Hooper-point. And station or network

managements quite naturally work out

cost-per-thousand-radio-homes based on

facilities prices and coverage data. But

programs of different popularity change

the coverage of identical facilities just as

different facilities change the program-

cost-per-Hooper-point figures.

Such partial answers to questions asked

by merchandisers who buy radio, among

other advertising media, necessarily are

not of much help to agency personnel.

Unfortunately, a lot of time is lost in dis-

cussing published matter of this sort with

time and talent representatives.

No sponsor buys time without expect-

ing also to purchase a program and to pay

a commission for agency service. No
sponsor buys talent, or a program pack-

age, without expecting also to have to

purchase facilities to disseminate it.

Advertisers have to consider radio values

from a base of cost to them.

It should be apparent to network time

-ile-men that tin biggest item of the

client's broadcasting bill is not the price

of the 50,000-watt key stations, but

rather the program cost. And talent

agents and packagers are mistaken if they

think the biggest item of "program cost-''

to the sponsoi is not the facilities charge.

It would be fine to have disinterested

data showing the average rating earned

by programs heard at various times of

day on competing stations and networks,

separated into facility price categories, so

that day- and night-coverage data, sets-

in-use histories, varying program costs, as

well as varying time costs, could be re-

lated to estimates of program acceptance

in order to calculate the probable value of

a proposed radio advertising venture.

All right, that's visionary.

Could we settle for less vehement, time-

consuming selling of incomplete data?

You can see how much work there is to do.

Hal Rorke
Radio Manager

J. Walter Thompson Co.

Chicago

Hooperatings
are based on inter-

views made in 36

cities where all

four networks
have local outlets

and presumably

WF equal opportunity

|^^^^B^^__ attracting an

|^ audience. In de-

fining his ratings

Hooper has quite accurately termed them

"talent popularity indices." Therefore, it

seems reasonable to use only talent costs

if a cost per point of rating is desired.

The difference in facilities costs be-

tween one network of stations and

another primarily involves differences in

the relative ability of the networks used

to deliver an audience in the 3.020

counties of the U. S. not covered by

Hooperatings. A clear example of this is

the advertiser who doubles his line-up of

stations and his facilities costs without in

any way affecting his talent costs or

rating.

The great difficulty m obtaining "cost-

per-listcncr" figures is in arriving at a

reasonably accurate audience figure. No
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ratings in use today are strictly project-

able to all U. S. radio families. The only

projection system with which I am
familiar is one we have developed at NBC
—a system which enables us to approxi-

mate a true national rating. This national

rating can then be used to estimate actual

audience which in turn can be converted

to cost-per-listening-family using talent

and facilities costs. However, ratings

alone or ratings plus BMB cannot be used

to determine accurately size of audience,

and therefore cost-per-listener figures

based on projections of this type are un-

reliable and misleading.

H. M. Beville, Jr.

Director of Research

National Broadcasting Company
New York

The ideal "cosl-

per-listener" index

should be based

upon the total cost

of a particular

broadcast as com-

pared to the total

number of people

who heard that

broadcast. This

would include not

only talent and time costs, but many
others. Certainly large promotional bud-

gets are often created solely to increase

the number of listeners to a program.

From the standpoint of a sponsor, a radio

program is a vehicle to secure an audience

to which a sales message may be ad-

dressed. Any expenditure required to

secure those listeners should be considered

when counting the listeners.

Since correct talent costs on all pro-

grams are not readily available, "cost-per-

listener" indexes have been compiled from

various estimates of talent cost.

Inasmuch as the cost of a half-hour of

network time does not vary percentage-

wise as much as the talent cost of various

network programs, a "cost-per-listener"

index based on time-and-talent costs pro-

vides a better relative comparison of pro-

gram performances than time cost alone,

even though the estimated talent cost is

not absolutely correct.

Personally I have no desire to compare

cost-per-listening of specific programs

based on present available data which

include ratings that are not completely

projectable and talent costs which are

not accurate.

Jim Cornell
Radio Research Supervisor

Foote, Cone & Belding

Chicago

yyieAenting,

MRS. ROSE LEE FARRELL

SHE SELLS

GROCERIES
#^ the Ccvdaad!

Since 1934 when she made her

radio debut, Mrs. Farrell has become the radio

mentor of Hoosier homemakers—naive aiul

sophisticated alike.

Mrs. Farrell does not hide her light under

the well-known bushel. She sells groceries by

the carload. Her enthusiasm for her sponsors'

products is so contagious that food manufac-

turers and their agencies (with an ear to the

air) have kept her plugging for them for

twelve long years. Not because they like her,

and they certainly do: but because she sells

groceries in quantities that make inquisitive

members of the Board grin from ear to ear.

Have you a food account that needs Mrs.

Farrell? She has the same sparkling, irre-

sistible way with ketchup, lard, chocolates or

soap—or what have you? In these parts she's

known as the chain and independent grocery

buyers' greatest friend.

WFBM
BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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INSURANCE
\tinued from page 41

heads ol the agents foi whom all insurance

advertising must be .1 ti»<>l. It they don't

listen, the) won't use air advertising to

help tlu m m II-

1 [uitable discovered this fundamental

before the) boughl the program This Is

Yow FBI in April 1945. They're spend-

ing .ill theii advertising budget, $900,000,

in radio and directl) traced 10 per cent of

theii sales to their broadcasting in the

first hall oi 1947. This means that radio

assisted Equitable agents in closing

$53,429,800 worth oi policies. Total new
business lor this period was $5 54,298,000.

This was an increase of 13.8 over the first

hall ..I [946.

Equitable uses the program as an agent

selling-tool. Instead of expecting the pro-

gram to promote inquiries, Equitable uses

it to promote seven-week campaigns dur-

ing which agents send cards to prospects

inviting them to listen to the program. A
typical agent. Mrs. Verda Clay of Peoria,

III., reporting her results in the July 28,

1947, issue of Equitable Items, explained

how she sent out "radio cards" to 24

leads. At the same time she sent out 10

COMPANY

******

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

DETROIT

DALLAS

ATLANTA

CHARLOTTE

ST. LOUIS

MEMPHIS

KANSAS CITY

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

ur ;
—

•

KTHS *

mtcpo \;^*>-
I

wnox

KRIC ******

KAN* "'- «-.

m* ,;;'- *-

other cards to prospects. From the 34

leads she produced 26 sales for a total of

$40,500. At the time of her report she

stated that she had another $25,000 in

policies pending which she felt sure would

turn into contracts.

Said Mrs. Clay, "I use the radio pro-

gram for most of my approaches in homes
where I am not well known. 1 have found

it to be a sure door-opener, for the pro-

gram has a fine following in my com-

munity. 1 ask the prospects if they listen

to the program and then if they have any

questions. In this manner I break down
their reserve by getting them to talk."

Since Mrs. Clay sold over 60 per cent of

her insu.ance policies with the help of

Equitable's This Is Your FBI, as against

the national average of 10 per cent, she's

naturally the exception rather than the

rule. But Equitable's vp in charge of

agents states that Mrs. Clay's approach is

typical of the agents who use the program

as a door opener.

Equitable's air copy makes no attempt

to sell actual policies. Instead it explains

Equitable and the varied insurance plans

it has to offer. Actual selling is left to the

agent.

The most recent failure in national air

insurance selling isjohn Hancock's spon-

sorship of the Boston Symphony. It's

understood that this sponsorship was

without the blessing of the regular agency

handling the advertising for Hancock,

McCann-Erickson. This organization

had made surveys which indicated that

insurance must be sold with a mass-

appeal program. McC-E did not, how-

ever, actively oppose the client's final

choice of the Boston Symphony, which

was negotiated through BBD&O. It con-

tinued to handle all the other advertising

of the company.

The problem in the case of Hancock

was identical with most insurance failures

—a program choice that was based upon

executive preferences rather than those of

the prospective buyer of insurance. More-

over. Bostonians just can't understand

why everybody doesn't think the Boston

Symphony isn't the greatest thing on

earth. They can't understand how so

many people listen to other programs

when "their" symphony is on the radio.

After one season, during which Hancock

insurance agents didn't listen, the board

of directors decided that the program

"cost too much money." The account is

back 100 per cent in the McCann-

Erickson fold and is set to try the mass-

appeal program Point Sublime on 18 CBS

stations in California, Texas, and Louisi-

ana. How far removed this program is

from symphony can be seen in the fact
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that its two stars are the low comedians

Mel Blanc and Cliff Arquette. However,

the fact that they're testing it far from

Boston's Back Bay is some indication of

the fear and trepidation with which ad-

vertising men view Point Sublime as a

successor to the Boston Symphony in

John Hancock's home town.

Insurance companies, like department

stores, were early owners of radio sta-

tions. And like most of the stores they

have little respect for the medium they

owned. VVTIC, in Hartford, Conn., is

one of the most listened-to stations in

New England, yet until it was established

as a separate corporate entity and

divorced from insurance-committee type

of operation the station lost money.

Today it's a big money maker for the

Travelers Insurance Company. But TIC

can't forget the early radio days when

WTIC lost money and can't be con-

vinced that they should do a national

spot or network advertising job. Their

current annual budget covers $300,000

in magazines, $25,000 in newspapers, and

in radio.

WOW in Omaha, Nebraska, was for-

merly owned by the Woodmen of the

World, a fraternal order which, like many

others, has an insurance tie-up. It was a

radio pioneer but never impressed the

Woodmen with its insurance-selling

potential. There are a number of other

cases like these. Of late, however, insur-

ance owners of some outlets are becoming

conscious of the value of the stations they

own—as profit producers and as adver-

tising mediums. The National Life and

Accident Insurance Company, owner of

WSM, not only airs a program regularly

but makes certain that most station

breaks are announced as "This is WSM,
the broadcast service of the National Life

and Accident Insurance Company, Nash-

ville." National Life's own program is a

low-pressure vehicle designed merely to

keep the name of the company before the

area the station covers. Their advertis-

ing budget is only $100,000 yet they spend

30 per cent of it for radio despite the free

station breaks they receive on WSM.
The Farmers and Bankers Insurance

Company of Wichita, Kansas, owns and

operates KFBI in their home town. They

use as many "courtesy announcements"

as they can respectably schedule on the

station. They even have insurance com-

mercials in the middle of baseball games

—

doing, it's said, a top notch integrating

job. They promote their radio advertising

for everything that it's worth to their

agents and the local public.

One of the insurance companies which

entered the station ownership field re-

WE KNOW NEW JERSEY

We are part of a great New
Jersey institution, the Newark
News. As such we offer you
a program station of high cal-

ibre designed to serve the three

and a half million persons of

northern New Jersey.

WNJR
THE RADIO STATION OF THE NEWARK NEWS

5000 WATTS FULL TIME

ON THE AIR THIS FALL

STUDIOS & BUSINESS OFFICES

91-93 HALSEY ST.

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

THINGS

ARE

REALLY

ALCOA buildings are going up at Bet-

tendorf. Swift & Company is investing

in new plants at Clinton. Over 75 new

manufacturing plants have gone up in

Iowa since VJ-Day.

And Iowa farm crops are at all time

highs. Iowa still leads in U. S. per

capita income with the greatest farming

country on earth.

WMT — only CBS outlet in Eastern

Iowa — covers both these rich markets

for you.

Well, what are you waiting for?

See your Katz representative.

EASTERN IOWA

VSN^Wv- v "**ASS*i.

WMT
CEDAR RAPIDS

The Station Built By Loyal Listener-

ship . . . Now in its 25th Year!

BASIC COLUMBIA NETWORK

5000 watts 600 kilocycles Day and Night

Member: Mid-States Group
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centlj «.^ tin J< fferson Standard Life In-

surance Companj "! Greensboro, N. C.

I> i!, -..,11 Standard bought WBT from

t olumbia Broadcasting Sj stem when that

network was forc< d bj I ( ( r< gulation to

sell the Station \t the tune of purchase

the) were using WB1 foi local 45-second

spot annouru ements but they now restrict

sponsorship to the highly regarded

Southern How Sunday, 10 10:30 a.m.)

and station breaks which announce "This

is the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting

Company, WBT . , . Charlotte."

Jefferson Standard has been supplying

its agents with 45-second transcriptions

which it was using on WBT prior to buy-

ing the station. These are planned so that

the local agent gets his 15-second plug,

making them ideal for one-minute spot

announcements. Costs are shared 50-50

by the company and the agent. The idea,

suggested by Hal Marsh, advertising

manager, was worked out in detail with

the A. A. Freitag agency of Atlanta and

is doing a job for Jefferson Standard.

Jefferson Standard is really pioneering

in agent use of radio since at present less

than 1 per cent of the nation*s insurance

agents use the medium. ( )ne thing that's

holding back a faster growth in this field

is the fact that most agents don't stay

with the medium long enough to create a

t*
OVN

\N

WSBT Has Added

138,680 Radio Families

to its Primary Coverage
1 vv-n -

'
" -

• '-c \ * -

;

•

Estimated by counlici from BMB Report

PAUL H RAYMER CO NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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listening habit and thus feel they're not

getting the results that they should.

Broadcasting has never stressed itself as a

one-time advertising medium. Generally

it isn't.

Another southern insurance company,

albeit a small one in the insurance world,

that is finding that broadcasting pays is

the Shenandoah Life of Roanoke, Vir-

ginia. Its operations are restricted for the

most part to Virginia. The firm is rated

$20,000,000 in assets. Shenandoah has a

musical transcribed program on a Roanoke

station as well as a daily newscast. They

use the musical program for prestige and

the newscast as the selling vehicle.

The Mutual Benefit Health & Accident

Association has been successfully selling

accident and health policies on spot radio.

They also have Gabriel Heatter on the

Mutual Broadcasting System, although

the continuance of this program is in

doubt as this issue of sponsor goes to

press.

In California, Occidental Life has been

an on-and-off user of radio. Advertising

manager H. Dixon Trueblood, while not

using broadcasting at present—or any

other medium—is pro-radio. He states

that radio's failure generally to do the job

for insurance that it has for other com-

modities rray be traced to the fact that it

never should be given a selling assignment

but should instead be used as a door-

opener. Says Trueblood, "As long as

radio is expected to sell life insurance, or

any other kind of insurance, over the

counter it will be classed by insurance ex-

ecutives as a failure." He points to Occi-

dental's sponsorship of Winning the West

from 1933 to 1936 over the Pacific Coast

Network ofNBC as a case in point. If, he

says, the company had judged this effort

on the basis of direct sales it would have

been a disappointment, as was a one-

station effort of Occidental. This, how-

e\ er, was not the job assigned to it. The

program was created to acquaint Cali-

fornia and the areas covered by the NBC
Pacific Coast network with the Occidental

name. The executive thinking behind the

campaign was to enable the agent to sell

the policies of Occidental without having

to sell the company itself. The program

did just that.

In this they differed from the fourth

largest life insurancecompanJ in America.

New York Life, which is rated $4,000,-

000,000 in assets. They sponsored

Frazier Hunt in Great Personalities (NBC,

1931), received inquiries from what they

characterized as "too low a grade of pros-

pect" for their type of policies, and so

have never come back to broadcasting.

(Please turn to page 73)
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signed and unsigned

AdvetitUUuf Agency PeAAa+uud GUa*Uf&i
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NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Edward Aleshire
Louis J. Battistone

Ann Belsay
Myron J. Bennett

Paul Betz
Ben Bezoff
Arthur Booth
M. C. Borland
Stanley C. Bowdler
Richard C. Bradley
Bernice Brilmayer
Gerald H. Bruce

Gene Buck
Edward J. Burns
Robert Campbell
Milton Carlson
Clinton D. Can-

Ted Cate
L. H. Collins

James G. Cominos
E. J. Conlon
Fred Crawshaw

E. K. Crosson

Florence Cruzen
C. R. Cusick

Draper Daniels
James P. Derum
Eunice Dickson
Bob Dobbin
Perry Driggs

Joseph C. Eanes
Charles J. Eastman Jr.
Charles Easton
Horace J. Elias

Neil M. Elliott
Lois Engalls

Herman N. Farrand
Frank E. Fehlman
George M. Finley
Theodore Fischer
Floyd Flint
Harold Flint
James Fonda

John J. Foy
Russell Fradkin
Gene Franke

Robert L. Frederick
Vinton Freedly Jr.
Sam Fuller
James T. Gallagher
Martin L. Garvey

Robert T. Gidley
Harold Gingrich

Allen C. Gottschaldt

Elwood K. Grady

Harold Grainger

Harvey Gross
James Hausman
Adrian Head

Henry M. Hempstead

L. P. Hicks

Hal Hodge
Tom Holhrook
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Geyer, Cornell & Newell, Hollywood, manager
Madison, New York, art director

CBS, New York, executive secretary to president
Radio Station Des Moines Inc., Des Moines, presi-

dent

KMYR, Denver, assistant manager
Booth, Vickery & Schwinn, Baltimore, vp
Hannah, San Francisco, vp
J. J. Gibbons, Vancouver. B. C.
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago
Kenyon & Eckhardt. New York
Madison, New York, copy director

Saul Krleg, New York, account executive
University of San Francisco, publicity director

J. Walter Thompson, Toronto, vp
Western, Los Angeles, vp
Van Sant, Dugdale, Baltimore, vp, general man-
ager

Western Air Lines, advertising manager

BBD&O, New York
Burton Browne. Chicago, account executive
Owl Drug Co., San Francisco, advertising man-
ager

H. M. Gross. Chicago, media director

Young & Rubicam. New York
Brisacher, Van Norden, New York, manager
BBD&O. New York, timebuyer

J. Walter Thompson, New York, Ford Motor Co.
account field operations

Buchen Co., Chicago
S. C. Baer, Cincinnati, vp, account executive
Booth, Vickery & Schwinn, Baltimore, radio
director

McCarty. Los Angeles, copy writer
White House, San Francisco, advertising manager

Young & Rubicam, New York
Wade. Chicago, account executive
J. Walter Thompson, Seattle

Foote, Cone & Belding, Hollywood, associate
talent buyer

Craig E. Dennison, Chicago
Seidel. New York, account executive
Fuller & Smith & Ross. New York, account

executive
Romer, Washington. D. C. vp
American Tobacco Co., New York, sales dept.
Sherman & Marquette. Hollywood, radio head
Benjamin Eshleman. Philadelphia, copy chief
Advertising, Washington, D. C account execu-

tive
Southern Flight, Dallas, business manager
W. E. Long. Chicago, assistant manager radio

dept.
Chailes W. Hoyt, New York

J. Walter Thompson, Los Angeles, account
executive

California Wine Advisory Board

Navy
Morse International. New York, copy chief
J. Walter Thompson, Toronto, vp, general man-

ager
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New York, vp

Koppitz Brewery, Detroit, president, general
manager

Radio producer, Hollywood
WWL. New Orleans

Harry B. Cohen, New York, radio, copy director
Battistone & Bruce Advertising Agency (new). New York,
partner

Associated, Los Angeles, account executive
Bennett Advertising Agency (new), Des Moines, head
(addition to other duties)

Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland, account executive
Ben Bezoff and Company (new), Denver, head
St. Georges & Keyes, Baltimore (re-opened branch), head
J. Walter Thompson, Los Angeles, service representative
Canadian Advertising. Vancouver, account executive
William Kester, Hollywood, account executive
Franklin Bruck, New York, copy staff
Battistone & Bruce Advertising Agency (new), New^York,
partner

Same, radio director
John O'Rourke. San Francisco, account executive
Same, vp, assistant general manager
Same, vp, radio director
Justin Funkhouser, Baltimore, account executive, member
plans board

Own agency, Los Angeles
Collins-Cusick-Schwerke & Wild Advertising (new), San
Antonio, partner

LeVally, Chicago, vp, radio director
John W. Shaw, Chicago, account executive
Garfield & Guild, San Francisco, vp, senior account execu-

tive
Charles Crosson & Co., Houston, account executive, re-
search, survey director

John W. Shaw. Chicago, media director
Collins-Cusick-Schwerke & Wild Advertising (new), San
Antonio, partner

Same, Chicago, copy director
Hixson-O'Donnell, .New York, vp
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, timebuyer
Barney Lavin, Fargo. N. D., vp
Same. Chicago, Ford regional advertising

Cabell-Eanes (new). Richmond. Va.. head
Ralph Yambert Organization (new). Hollywood, partner
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Cincinnati, account executive
Frank L. Blumberg. Baltimore, associate, account executive

Barton A. Stebbins. Los Angeles, copy writer
Thalhimer's Department Store, Richmond, Va., """sales

manager
Fred M. Randall. Detroit, account executive
Street & Finney. New York, research director
William Esty, New York, media planning coordinator
Christiansen. Chicago, account executive
Same, manager
Barney Lavin, Fargo, N. D., vp
Same, Chicago, radio director

Landsheft, Buffalo, account executive
Posner-Zabil. New York, account executive
McCarty. Los Angeles, account executive

Same, head
Foote. Cone & Belding. New York, radio dept.
Young & Rubicam. New York, production staff

Dee. Philadelphia, vp
Same, radio production head

Marvin Winsett, Dallas, account executive
Same, manager radio dept.

Badger & Browning. Boston; Badger & BrowningJ&lHersey,
New York, merchandising director

Same. Seattle, account executive

Brisacher. Van Norden, San Francisco, merchandising
counselor, field representative

Greenfield-Lippman, Buffalo, account executive
Badger and Browning & Hersey. New York, copy staff
Same. New York, creative duties

Casler. Hempstead & Hanford Inc. (formerly Stewart.
Hanford & Casler Inc.). New York, partner

Livingstone Porter Hicks (new). Detroit

Ralph Yambert Organization (new). Hollywood, partner
Pitluk. San Antonio, clients' planning, public relations

director
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NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

RobM i i i lolman

Raj \i Hunts
Mum. . ii Hyde
i< (. Hunan

K u I h .l.ii < ii

Stephen H Josephs
K.i. n.lh II Joj
/*-iui Kaufman

Harold Kaye
( .1 ni(i' \ Knapp Jr.

George K. Koebel
v \ Koskincn
Ruth I.eHron
l ugenc I ess. it-

vim. i I Inxwellei
John I ii. .in

David G I yon
John s Manuel
li Harold Miller

H. .1 Moore
I enelng Moore

M.n k Napier
Prank II Newton
.la. g u. line < pulmel
I (. I'ctrik

II. K.isj. Potter
Henri K. Poulln

Rhoda I! Raider

M Relwltcfa
Myrtle \ Rodger
( Seorgfl Rocsli r

Man in Ira Rudw Ich
I Ilia Sard
\h in Sarra

Muriel I . Saul

Mm s. bJoeder
Kenneth Schuster

N I > s. Iiwerke

Miriam M. Semons

Jack C. Sharp Jr.
Harold w . Shepard
David K Showalter
Norman Slckel
Charlea E. Skinner
II. ins. II \\ . Smith
Marj Spaulding
Lev/la J. C. Spruance
David W. Stallard

George Welssman
G.J Wild

Harold II. Wright
Ralph \ ambert
John >. eargaln

II w Kaator, Chicago, research dlrectoi

Kenyon .N Bckhardt, New ^ork
I Hail iv Sons. San Jose, Calif., ad. mgr.
Financial advlaor, tai conaultant, Baj area

agencies. ( laUfornla
Joseph Katz, Benton & Bowles, New York
J Walter Thompson, New >ork
Briaacher. Van Norden, N. \ account executive
( alveri DlatUlera Corp.. New ^<>rk. merchandis-

ing manager
OHan, New York, radio director
Advertising Research Foundation, Ncm York.
Klau-Van Pieteraom-Dunlap, Milwaukee
National Petroleum News. Petroleum Pimiaalug.
Cecil «\ Preebrey, New ^.>rk. publicity director
\l Paul I. (ion. New \ ork
Thal'a, Dayton, <>.. advertising manngric
vBC. Hollywood, promotion drpt.
i .. ii .s Presbrey, New York, account executive
National Cltj Hank. Cleveland
American Cyanamld Co.. Lederie Laboratories

l>i v. . sales promotion manager
Oregonlan, Portland

J. Waiur Thompson, Toronto, vp
Young & Rubicam, Chicago, assistant copy chief

Hanly, Hicks & Montgomery, Nea York, account
executive

LaRoche & Kllis. \p, director, account supervisor
Time Magazine, Montreal, in charge

Kal, Khrllch & Merrick. Washington, I). C. radio
copy chief

Ito/eli iSc Jacobs, Chicago, account executive
Wm. II. Rankin (discontinued). New York.
Taylor- 1 loue-Snowden Radio Sales. Chicago

Edelbrew Brewery, New York
La Roche & Ellis. New York
Kemper-Thomas Co., Baltimore-Washington,
manager

Wm. H. Rankin (discontinued). New York.
partner

liHUMi, New York, assistant timebuyer
Scholl Mfg. Co. Inc.. Chicago, advertising, sales
promotion manager

Moselle & Eisen. New Y'ork, account executive

Leonard M. Sive. Cincinnati, radio continuity
Blow, New York, assistant account executive
Showalter A Singer (discontinued). Hollywood, vp
W1YEW, New York, continuity editor

Kirsch Co.. Sturgis. Mich., general sales manager
Brooke. Smith, trench & Dorrance, Detroit
John II. Riordan. Los Angeles, vp
H. B. LeQuatte. New York, secretary, account

exec ut i\c

LawTence Bcles Hicks, New Y'ork, general mgr.

Campbell-Ewald, New York

Jackson. New York, account executive

Dam er-l-'i(/geraid-Sample, New York, research, market
analysis coordinator

John A. Cairns, New York, media director
Benei Hanau, San Jose, partner (now Hanau-Hyde)
Ward. MacdonaldA Stagg.San Francisco, account executive

I lain cr- 1 it/gerald-Sample. New York, copy staff

Brad-Bern, van Di^cr k Carijrle, New York acco

•

execu

director in

a tor

Brad-Bern, van Diver A Carijrle, New York, account i

Hlxaon-O'Donnell, New \ ork. executive capacitj
Philip Morris & Co.. New ^ork. merchandising direct

Same, vp. radio director
knapp-Shepard Inc. (new). New York, partner
Duffy is Fabry, Milwaukee, account executive
Ki, hard I liraii.il. Cleveland, account executive
Same, account executive
Compton New York, radio copy writer
fTtamilln Margrwon Ofllornr. Dayton, account executive
Hunter. Los Angeles, public relations director
Same, vp
Fuller & Smith & Ross. Cleveland, account executive
Makelin. New York, manager

Acme Advertising Agency (new). Portland, head
Lawrence Holes Hicks (new), New York, creative
charge radio, copy, research dept.

Same. vp. general managt r

McCann-Krickson. Chicago, copy dept. manager
Walsh, Montreal, account executive, fashion coordin
H. B. LeQuatte, New York, account executive

Dancer-Fit/.gerald-Sample. New York, executive staff

MacLaren, Montreal, director F'rench language broadcast-
ing. Quebec Province

Alvin Epstein, Washington. D. C, radio director

Advertising Agency Assoc. Chicago, associate
Royer & Rodger (new). New York, partner
Henri. Hurst & McDonald. Chicago, chief timebuyer,
assistant to radio director

Kaplan & Bruck, New York, vp
Kenyi n & Eckhardt. New York, radio, television depts.
Henry J. Kaufman. Washington, D. C account executive

Royer & Rodger (new). New York, partner

Same, timebuyer
Swaney, Drake & Bement, Chicago, copy staff

Colilns-Cuslck-Schwerke & Wild Advertising (new), San
Antonio, partner

Brad-Bern, Van Diver & Carlyie, New York, fashion, pro-
motion div. head

Same, radio director
Knapp-Shepard Inc. (new). New York, partner
Klitten & Thomas. Hollywood, account executive
Jim Ward, Hollywood, radio director
Fiorez, Detroit, television director, consultant, producer
Western, Los Angeles, general manager
Ross Roy, Detroit, copy staff
Lindeke, Los Angeles, account executive
George P. Buente, New York, similai capacity

Same, media director
Collins-Cusick-Schwerke & Wild Advertising (new). San
Antonio, partner

Wendell P. Colton, New Y'ork
Ralph Yambert Organization (new), Hollywood, head
Same, general manager

£po*td4Vi PeMotutel GUatufeA. (Continued from page 10)

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Frit/ C. Hyde Jr.

W 1II1.1111 II. Jacobus
J. (,. Jordan
Donald IV Kennett

J. Warren Kinsman

Harrj < Lampman

Ralpb I' I .wis
w i Lowe

W II Miss,,
K J. Maxwell

I 1 Pal k. r M. ( ..mas
John l M. I . .in

I J. O'Brien

i ii. .,ii r Palmer
I I., r Pambrun

( K I'm. hard

Paul w K...I. i

Kenneth w Sli Icing i

I ugene w I raub

i .in . \\ ..ii. i.

.

M hi stir 1. W caver

Revere Copper and Brass Inc.. Detroit, sales
manager

George K. Stein Brewery Inc.. Buffalo
Shell Oil Co., San Francisco, sales manager
Montgomery-Ward. Chicago, merchandising
dept.

1 I .In Ponl de Nemours & Co.. Wilmington.
Del., general manager fabrics, finishes dept.,
board member

HI. ii/ Brewing Co.. Milwaukee, general sales
manager

Elizabeth Arden. New York, sales manager
Paradine Companies Inc.. San Francis... PabCO

Floor Covering Div.. advertising manager
Kej Brands inc.. Loa Angeles, president
Missouri Pacific lines. St. Louis, advertising
manager

Philip Mori is .\ < ,, | ,,| | IU New York
Mall Bros Inc., Kansas City, advertising manager
Franklin Life insurance Co., Springfield, ill..

sales promotion directorWm s Merrell Co.. Cincinnati
Stewart-Warner Corp.. Chicago, radio advert ising
manager

< lbs Pharmaceutical Products Inc.. Summit.
N .1

Oakes .N Co., Chicago, dept manager

Wm s, Merrell Co., Cincinnati, production co-
ordination head

IraC) Locke. Dawson Dallas, account executive

American Tobacco Co New \ork. advertising
manager

Goebel Brewing Co., Detroit, assistant general sales man-
ager

Same, general sales manager
Same. vp. marketing
Sterchl Bros. Stores Inc.. advertising, sales promotion

director
Same. vp. member executive committee

Same, vp in charge sales

Lever Bros.. Harriet Hubbard Yyerdiv.. New York, head
Paraffine Companies Inc.. general advertising manager

Ben-Hur Products Inc.. I.os Angeles, vp in charge sales
Same, advertising, publicity director

Same, executive vp
Vendo Co., Kansas City, advertising manager
Same. vp. sales promotion, advertising, public relations

director
Same, advertising
Majestic Radio ,N Television Corp.. Elgin. III., advertising.

sales promotion, public relations director
(.en era I I lee trie Co.. Bridgeport . Conn., appliance, market-

ing, merchandise dept. manager
Same, advertising manager

Stewart-Warner Corp.. Chicago. Radio Div. advertising
manager

Same, market research director

Prince Cardncr Co.. St. Louis, advertising, sales promotion
dlrectoi

Young & Rubicam. New York, vp in charge radio, television
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JlUjTICCmS • • • More than a century of Professional Experience

at your service. Here IMAGINATION guides and INTEGRITY governs.

Paul Godley Co.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Broadcasting • Electronics * Communications

Laboratory: Great Notch, N. J. Office: Upper Montdair, N. J. Phone: LITTLE FALLS 4-1000
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YOU MAY BE ABLE TO SPEAK

217 WORDS PER MINUTE*-

BUT— YOU'LL WASTE A LOT OF

BREATH IN WESTERN MICHIGAN

WITHOUT WKZO-WJEF!
For \<>iir message to be effective it fir.»«t must be heard. Broadcasts

originating outside the Western Michigan area suffer from a fading

condition that severely reduces reception here. That's one of the

Beveral good reasons whj a much higher per cent of listeners in this

area lime in on "home" stations.

Their first choice is the NX KZO and WJEF combination in Grand
Rapid— Kalamazoo. The mosl recent Hooper Report shows that this

combination attracts far more listeners than any other station, or,

for that matter, anj other netvoork combination. And that goes for

morning, afternoon and evening audiences (from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.).

We'll be glad to send yon the complete report, or if it's more con-

venient, just a>k \\ery-kiiodel. Inc.

/ ln\,l Gibbons, the famous reporter, was i /<»/.<</ at ilii^ talking speed.

f i

WJEF
£&*£ in KALAMAZOO £<hd? in GRAND RAPIDS
and GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN AND KENT COUNTY

(CIS)

**T*f« 1°IH °^NE0 AND 0PEB^t° &
M**
&

8|»0ADCASTINC ^
AVERY-KNODEL, INC., EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

! 40 West 52nd
{Continuedfrom page 4

brand in Greater Cincinnati, Wiede-

mann's Fine Beer.

John G. Malpin
Radio Director

Strauchen & McKim. Cincinnati

PETRY SPOT SURVEYS
In your June issue you mentioned the

fact that Edward Petry is completing

another spot broadcasting survey.

Unfortunately I missed the first report.

I would be much obliged if you could tell

me where I could obtain the first survey

and also the second one when it is

published.

James L. Tabor
Radio Director

Richard A. Foley Advg., Philadelphia

The Edward Petry organization has sent

Mr. Tabor a copy of the First survey. The

second is scheduled for release this month.

MORE ON "FALL FACTS" ISSUE

On my return from my vacation I found

a copy of the July issue Fall Facts) of

your magazine. You have put together

an issue full of facts and one that should

be most helpful to those who want to

know what is available, not only in the

way of network shows, but also co-ops.

Let me congratulate you on your effort.

However, your ambitious undertaking

of showing the BMB network maps has

been most disturbing to us. I realize that

you endeavor to show Mutual in its true

light as you did with the other networks.

In our case you put in stars where we've

added stations, but somehow many folks

who have seen the maps did not study the

stars in detail and lost the effect that you

were trying to get over in your effort to

be fair.

Edgar Kobak
President

MBS, Sou York

I would appreciate your sending us 24

copies of your July issue, and billing us

for same. We are curious toknow why you
omitted the circulation figure on the

Columbia map, as you have indicated on

the other three networks.

Joseph R. Spade

a

Man
CBS. Detroit

[Space prohibited listing figures in addition

to station and facilities changes. The latter,

believed to be more vital to sponsors and

agencies, could be accommodated in the

space available for copy below the CBS map.

This was impractical for the others.
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REPS AS MANAGEMENT AIDS

Your page on SPONSOR Reports, page

1 of the current (August) issue is of

special interest to me, particularly that

paragraph on Reps Turn Management

Aids. This is the very point that we've

been working on for some time. We feel

that in too many cases the station and its

national rep are strangers. Even though

the reps do sit in on management confer-

ences, very few of them have had ade-

quate background, or any background at

all in station management and operation.

We're sending out a new pamphlet to

all people in the industry, telling about

our service, and I'd like to attach your

SPONSOR Reports page to all those

letters which go to station reps, and I'm

going to mark that paragraph concerning

reps.

Fred A. Palmer
Fred A. Palmer Co.

Cincinnati

SAMPLES FOR THE AMERICAS
We would like to have you send us 22

copies of your magazine which we could

send out to our branch offices in Central

and South America.

This request is prompted by the re-

ceipt of a note from our Argentine office

requesting a subscription for this publi-

cation.

For your information we are the Export

Division of the Sterling Drug Company
and do a tremendous amount of local

radio advertising throughout Central and

South America and although your maga-

zine does not cover the foreign field it

helps our various radio departments to

keep abreast of what is going on in the

U. S. A.

G. J. Burke
Sydney Ross Company
Newark

FIVE-SHOW PRODUCER

I have read your article Radio's Idea

Man: Independent Producer in the August

issue with considerable interest because,

though your writer may not have realized

it, he was talking about us too.

I am sure you will forgive me if I tell

you that we are weeping in our beer a

little over not being included as among
independent producers. Frank Cooper

personally has been one of the top talent

agents for over 15 years. He set up his

own business four years ago and I, who
have been writer, producer and agency

executive for those same 15 years, joined

him 1^2 years ago to put the accent on

program production.

(Please turn to page 72)

JOSEPH HERSie nrGIUVRAJ
Associate Member National Assoc, of Broadcasters

ONE OF THE OLDEST STATION

REPRESENTATIVES INVITES

till TO THEIR HEADQUARTERS

DURING U.I!. CONVENTION

Hotel AMBASSADOR

FOR SALES, SERVICE AM) QUICK
results

e*«i*ct

McGILLVRA
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
366 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK CITY
Phone Ml 2-8755-56

Offices in all principal Advertising Cities

CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES . SAN FRANCISCO

yi/lote <z3ales . . . yi/lo'ce /Utailt

FOR PRODUCERS OF

TRANSCRIBED PROGRAMS

Since 1933 we have been acting as a clearing

house for tested and successful ideas. The national

salesforce of our Merchandising Division which

serves over 4000 radio stations, advertising agen-

cies, national and local advertisers, are now selling

top transcribed novelties and program ideas of

unusual merit. Our salesforce can carry a lim-

ited number of additional transcriptions.

ADDRESS:

F. P. KENDALL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

THE NATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU. INC.

4I5 NORTH DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO 10 ILLINOIS
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SELL
OUT OF

CITY FOLKS IN THE

SOUTHS No. 1 STATE

WITHIN OUR

Primary+ Area

WINSTON-SALEM

• GREENSBORO

• HIGH POINT

2.5 MV/M
MEASURED
SIGNAL

210,200 PERSONS

$179,469,000 in Retail Sales

$283,685,000 in Buying Income

We Lead Day and Night

in This Big Tri-City Market

Write for our BMB DATA FOLDER

NBC

40 ffesl 52nd

Today, in addition to successfully

representing some 18 or 20 oi the top

radio writers and a couple of top singers,

we control and produce: The Alan Young

Show, Al Pearce Show, Jim Backus Show,

Strike It Rich, which has just been sold to

Ludens, and Red Hook 31.

All these are currently on the air and,

within the normal fluctuations of radio,

all seem to be doing very well.

Woody Klose

Frank Cooper Associates,

New York

NO LIGHT PROMISES AT WFIL

Your review on television on page 51 of

the August issue says that
—"Although

promised for 'some time this fall' Phila-

delphia's WFIL-TV, Fort Worth's

KCPN-TV, Richmond's WTVR, Cleve-

land's WEWS will be lucky to be on

regular schedules by February 1948."

1 don't know what the situation may

be in the other stations but WFIL-TV
transmitted its first test-pattern at 9:02

pm on August 6 and will inaugurate a

regular daily television program schedule

on September 13.

We are just a little hurt that you would

dismiss a WFIL promise so lightly.

Better take us a little more seriously next

time.

James T. Quirk

Sales Promotion Manager

WFIL, Philadelphia

AFFILIATE

National Raprasantativ.

HEADLEY REED COMPANY

JORDAN MARSH:
PROMOTION EXCEPTION

The article on Promotion and Publicity:

A Look Ahead and Behind, which appeared

in your July edition of sponsor attracted

no little attention here at WBZ and

WBIA, as I assume it did at other sta-

tions throughout the country.

The lead paragraph especially hit

home, where it said:

"At least 90 per cent of all station

and network promotion fails to

achieve for the sponsor the job that

it sets out to do because of lack of

coordination between the agenc)

.

advertiser and broadcaster. Radio

can and usually does a job by itself.

When it's promoted it has been

proved that it can do many times its

normal job."

Favorite Story, the Ronald Colman dra-

matic production sponsored here in New
England by Jordan Marsh "New Eng-

"No, no, Stupid, when I said

KING I meant the 10,000

watt Seattle Radio Station."

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

The Pacific Coast's Greatest

Half-Hour Radio Show

Is Available

It's the Joe Hernandez Show

!

Currently under Sponsorship in

Los Angeles by

Marshall & Clampett

Plymouth & De Soto

1 . The Highest Hooper, six

nights weekly, or any

like show in radio!

2. Biggest mail pull in history

of lecal radio, 56,000

letteis in five weeks)

3. More than 1,000,000

listeners nightly, of which

68 f
/i are families, home-

makers, etc.

The entire Pacific Coast, with the

exception of the Los Angeles market,

is immediately available.

JOE HERNANDEZ AGENCY
954 So. La Brea St.

Los Angeles 36, Calif.
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land's largest store") through John C.

Dowd agency and carried by WBZ and

WBZA, is a brilliant example of complete

cooperation among advertiser, agency,

and broadcaster.

A bang-up publicity and promotional

campaign, utilizing all media of advertis-

ing, was employed to introduce the pro-

gram to its New England radio audience.

Furthermore, promotional activity con-

tinues—it didn't terminate with the pro-

gram's debut.

Lynn Morrow
Sales Promotion & Publicity Manager

WBZ-WBZA, Boston

SPONSOR: STATION SALES AID

I have had the opportunity of reading

two issues of sponsor and I am happy to

say that I rate it next to Broadcasting

Magazine.

There are few magazines that I have

time to read from the broadcast industry

standpoint, and I am sure that from what

I have read so far in sponsor, it will be a

good magazine for our entire sales staff to

read monthly. Find our subscription

enclosed.

Don C. Wirth
Vp & General Manager

WNAM, Neenah, Wisconsin

I want to congratulate you on that

issue (Fall Facts). It was a crackerjack!

Must have convinced even the most

skeptical that sponsor is important read-

ing that belongs on the top of the pile.

I know that you are not beaming to

station personnel. Nevertheless spon-

sor's articles and tabulations give me, a

station time salesman, more useful in-

formation than any other broadcasting

trade magazine.

Ted Maxwell
WNJR, Newark

INSURANCE

(Continued from page 66)

Since it's a known fact that responders to

any type of advertising are lower in in-

come than non-responders this i> no sur-

prise. Had broadcasting not been ex-

pected to payoff in direct inquiries the

program might have been judged a suc-

cess and New York Life might have con-

tinued to use it as the medium grew.

Until recently the National Board of

Fire Underwriters sponsored Crimes of

Carelessness on Mutual. The program

didn't rate badly for a low-budgeted

SEPTEMBER 1947

($8,000 for time and talent) Sunday after-

noon program, but it didn't satisfy the 200

members of the Board. Some members

contended that it didn't lend enough

prestige, others thought it didn't sell

enough, etc. The advertising budget has

been cut and what is left will go for maga-

zines. Even the fact that local agents

were permitted to spot chain breaks

before and after programs didn't sell the

show. The Board also states that large

fire losses have forced company retrench-

ments and this has cut the over-all adver-

tising budget. They hope to be back in

radio but not for another year, or

maybe two.

Only two of the big six (Metropolitan,

Prudential, Equitable, New York Life,

Northwestern, and John Hancock) haven't

used broadcasting within the past year.

That's a great change from a few years

ago when no insurance company of any

size was on the air, but it's still a long way

from ideal. What must be stressed is that

broadcasting is a unique advertising

medium—a program, no matter how fine,

can't be thrown on the air while sponsor,

agency, and the sales organization stand

around and wait for a radio miracle.

Broadcasting, like insurance, must be sold.

'THone . .

.

Chicago People

one tc&tmwy fo

w-a s>
(560 KC)

12 Noon *6PM

seven days a week

See Hooper for July
73:



tough-minded

examination

of 1947

radio values

shows that

CBS is the

most effective

network

in America,

today

Radio doesn't stand still. Vigorous new things

keep happening in it- solid maturity, as in the

days of its youth. Yet in all of the swift confu-

sions dt radio"- grow ill and changes -onic simple

ha-ic yard-tick- remain, with which to measure

radio network values.

\\ hat are these yardsticks?

I. Completeness off coverage

2. Balance of facilities

3. Balance off program schedules

These combine to give a sometimes-overlooked

(hut very basic) measure of network efficiency:

How many listeners delivered

at what cost?

We have applied all the>e yard-tick- to all the

networks in a new CBS study: a useful measure

of the coverage and economies of the networks.

The figures show, -imply ami clearly, that CBS

i- the most effective network in Vmerica, today.

To see the study—

and to get the utmost in radio values.

CBS . . .

THE COMPLETE NETWORK
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II Years of Growth thru Sales Service

1947

Offices Stations

Offices Stations

1944 ces Offices

\ Men Men
1945
/

HEADLEY-REED CO
NEW YORK

SEPTEMBER 1947

(Representing Radio Stations Exclusively)

CHICAGO DETROIT ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO
All offices company owned, staffed, operated.

LOS ANGELES
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NAR

DAVENPORT, ROCK ISLAND

MOLINE, EAST MOLINE

Only WOC delivers satisfactory
year-round NBC service to the
Quad-Cities . . . the largest

metropolitan area between C"hi-

and Omaha, and betw
Minneapolis and St. Louis.
Approximately 218,000 people
work and live here . . . make it

the 40ih retail market in the
nat ion.

5,000 Watts, 14J0 Kc.
Basic NBC Affiliate

B. J. Palmer, President
Buryl Lottrid9e, Manager

BROADCAST ADVERTISING
ntinued from page i5

It's virtually impossible for a network

to sell a national sponsor on spending his

money for advertising and at the same

time- serving as a case- history for competi-

tivc manufacturers. However, agencies

and many sponsors feel that an industry

organization like the NAB might interest

a corporation in running a test project.

Agency executives regard this as part of

the job of the NAB's bureau of broadcast

advertising. Said one agency vp, "In

its 25 years of existence the NAB has

conducted just one broadcast advertising

research project—Joske's. If it con-

tinues at that pace both television and

facsimile will be here before a second

study is completed and ready for evalua-

tion. Advertising is a fast-moving field."

While agencies agree that the Joske

experiment was successful, they also feel

that it hasn't been promoted directly

—

that it has been left to stations to carry

the news. They feel that the department

store advertis'ng managers themselves

should have been on a special NAB mail-

ing list and received blow-by-blow re-

ports. "If NAB has a department of

broadcast advertising," one sponsor asked,

"how is it that I, head of an organization

spending $3,000,000 a year in national

advertising, have never received a single

piece of mail from them."

Another Pellegrin assistant is Hugh
Higgins, under whose direction are issued

the reports on "radio results." Plagued

by budget considerations and no assist-

ance, Higgins is forced to conduct his

activities on a penny-ante basis. Many
agencies have never seen an NAB "result"

presentation. The NAB does little more

than make them available to stations.

Agencies feel that most stations and even

networks are not geared to do broadside

promotion to industries. They note that

a time salesman is judged on sales that he

closes—not those he opens. The long-

range prospect, the man who won't buy
today, is generally left to himself until he

makes up his mind—if he ever does—to

become a sponsor.

Evaluation of the work of J. Allan

Brown, another of Frank Pellegrin's as-

sistants, is included in the report on

NAB's small market operations rather

than in this sect on on analysis of broad-

cast advertising promotion.

In brief, most advertising agencies

—

and some sponsors—see in NAB's bureau

of broadcast advertising a department

that might help them sell more broadcast

advertising thai might supply them
with the tools with which to advocate the

• . . wanta
leap all over a

14,000 square mile

sales

area? w
i
pPHILADEtPHIA'S PIONEER VOICE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY RY
GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

SPEARHEADING ,

THE PROGRESS

1

FM d
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use of broadcasting. "Unfortunately, the

operation hasn't begun to make itself

felt." That's the way the new head of

one of the biggest billers of broadcast ad-

vertising in the agency field said it.

Quotes

:

"Broadcast advertising can be sold as

a field by the NAB and it should be.

Only an association can forget the indi-

vidual sale and approach the problem as

an industry one."—New businessman for a

small agency in Baltimore.

"Without broadcast advertising, Amer-
ican radio as we know it just wouldn't be.

Therefore it seems to me that the NAB's
first job is to sell broadcasting as an adver-

tising medium."—Timebuyer for an agency

with headquarters in St. Louis.

"It is impossible to get too far away
from the fact that no division of a trade

association can get very far beyond its

budget. NAB hasn't given its bureau of

broadcast advertising any real money to

spend. Actually it has squeezed the

maximum results out of every nickel it has

spent in this direction."—Radio director of

an important New Orleans agency.

"It takes money to get business. NAB
isn't spending it in that direction."

—Advertising manager of a radio set manu-

facturer.

BMB EVALUATIONS
(Continued from pige 35)

have forced us into other mediums, de-

spite the fact that broadcasting was doing

a job for us. Without a BMB or its

equivalent we would never have had the

answers to spot coverage that our sales

department was consistently requesting.

Without definite information on where

the stations we were using could be

heard, it would have been impossible for

the sales promotion department to place

point-of-sale material properly or to

arrange for distribution that would

parallel our air advertising.

"Before BMB, we placed a great deal

of broadcast advertising with a hope and

a prayer. If things started to get tough

a hope and a prayer wouldn't be sufficient

and we'd spend our advertising dollar

where we could see its results."

This advertising man pointed out that

figures which, like BMB's, are a year old

(it takes about eight months to process

the BMB ballot-type of survey), aren't

ideal. At the same time he agreed that

any coverage figures that were compara-

tive were good. He noted that even the

Audit Bureau of Circulation figures cover

periods that are more than six months old.

As to the type of figures and informa-

tion delivered by BMB, there is plenty of

hedging on the part of both agencies and

sponsors. Both groups want figures that

will tell them at a glance the average

audience expectancy that their programs

would have on each station or network.

Several agency research men report that

they have developed formulas enabling

them to ascertain listener-expectancy

figures from BMB data. These men
admit that their formulas need more

testing and question whether or not it

is within the scope of the BMB to pro-

ject figures. Other research men stress

the fact that few agencies or sponsors have

radio research departments large or

capable enough to handle the "higher

mathematics" required to convert the

"raw figures" of BMB into audience-

expectsncy figures for a program. These

latter men were of the opinion that the

Broadcast Measurement Bureau must de-

vise research methods so simple that the

"figure haters" will understand and use

them. . . .

. . . and that the sooner the NAB
becomes just one of the associations oper-

ating BMB the better.

Quotes:

"BMB has to live and grow. It must

be made financially strong enough to be

tough and independent."—Advertising man-

ager of sponsor spending next to the top

money for spot radio.

"BMB must not permit itself to be a

football of either Hooper or Nielsen.

Publicity linking the organization with

(Please turn to p.ige 85)
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Recenl program surveys reveal facts

television program nun generally know.

In New York NBC's latest survey placed

set owner interest in the following order:

Championship I iulus

Kr.il i I h. .11. r (hour <ira mas)
Nl"«S

Regular Fights

Baseball

Feature Length Motion Pictures

\\ hen NBC was broadcasting full-length

plays on Sunday nights this feature led

must surveys made. * * * WABD
(DuMont . which has the only program

service in New York on Tuesday nights.

made a 5,000 mailing to set owners and

received a better than 14 per cent reply.

All its four Tuesday programs had good

viewing, only the educational Serving

thru Science dropping below 50 per cent

ol the returns m the- "regular viewing"

category. The four programs rated in

this manner:

Regu- ()<..i-

Program lar slonal Seldom N.A.*
Small I

•'!•> -1 24 14

(ash * <arr> 53 2S 1-' 7

Western Mlm S3 26 13 *

Science <: u 211 9

\ 1 Voau ird§

* * * A West Coast survey is currently

being tabulated; advance indications

arc that sports lead on the Pacific as they

do on the Atlantic. WBKB, Chicago,

survey indicated that sometime ago. * * *

New York will have 50,000 receiving sets

in operation by October 1. This is based

upon fact that more than 800 receivers

are pouring into homes every week.

Other areas where television is in the

public news will rate in the following

"set" order by the October 1 date:

Philadelphia, 8,000

Chicago, 6,500

Los Angeles, 4,500

Detroit, 3,000

Washington, 2,500

St. Louis, 1,500

Schenectady, Albany, Troy, 1,000.

Station rates in the areas where there are

commercials will not change radically

between now and the October date. Both

DuMonts WABD and WBKB set new

rates during August. DuMont is now
charging the new rates which are based

upon $800 an hour. WBKB's new scale

is based upon an hourly rate of $375. * * *

CBS' latest selling appeal to sponsors is

the suggestion that they use their own
commercial films on WCBS-TV. Over

70 per cent of the nation's national adver-

tisers are said to have at least one film

which would make a passable air show.

* * * KTLA, which hopes to be the key

station of a Paramount Pictures TV net-

work, is expanding its staff which in the

past has consisted mostly of Klaus Lands-

berg. * * * Problem of checking a telecast

for a sponsor has been tackled by Benton

& Bowles for their client General Foods.

Two scannings of Author Meets the

Critics were recorded in sound and on

film for client checking recently.

While emphasis is being placed upon

FM stations receiving network program

service, one factor is being ignored.

I mil there is coaxial cable across the

nation, network programing over FM will

not have FM quality since there are no

facilities for full fidelity through any

present telephone lines. All that FM can

air for network programs is a static-free

signal. * * * Clever station operators in

the FM field are building audiences for

themselves without a network crutch.

They are viewing Stromberg-Carlson's

sponsorship of a 30-piece orchestra over

the Continental FM Network as being of

more importance than Petrillo's refusal

to permit duplication of AM programs on

FM stations. Stromberg's program will

present musical selections that emphasize

the basic difference between FM and AM.
The program will originate at WHFM,
Rochester, and will go, within a short

time, to 22 FM stations. * * * KRON, the

San Francisco Chronicle's FM station,

will restrict commercials to two minutes

in each daytime quarter-hour. The news-

paper publisher, George T. Cameron,

pointed out when announcing this that a

class broadcast service (high fidelity,

staticless) should have a high commercial

standard as well. * * * Washington (D. C.)

Post conducted a poll for WINX in June

1947 and came up with the amazing in-

formation that there appeared to be 66

per cent more FM radio receivers in

Washington homes (14,500) than any

figures dared to claim heretofore. WINX
will have a continuing check from now

on. * * * Lowest-priced FM convertor to

date is the Meek Convertor priced at

$19.95. Sponsor has not checked the

instrument yet. * * * Hugh Terry, man-

ager of KLZ-FM as well as KLZ, is

putting his promotional ability to work

on FM. As soon as he placed the station

on the air, one-sheet silk-screen posters

were sent to all radio dealers which em-

phasized the new FM station's six-hour

schedule and its regular broadcasts of the

Denver Bears home games, day and

night. Terry has plenty of plans that

should make Denver FM-conscious. * * *

KBUR's sister station KBUR-FM is

claimed to be the first FM station in the

state of Iowa. It's operating on an 11-

hour schedule, 12 noon to 11 p.m., carry-

ing all the non-musical programs of ABC.

Even before the station was on the air a

check-up revealed that there were a

number of FM-AM sets in the area

served by the Burlington station.

New facsimih patents developed by

Captain W. G. H. Finch will eliminate the

COStl} papei required b\ both the Finch

and other FAX systems to date. During

the last month Finch demonstrated four-

color FAX for the press, engineers of the

FCC, and a number of inventors. Paper

used, for either the new Finch black and

white or color transmission, can be any

typewriter, telegraph, or business machine

rolls. Tests shown to press and trade

compare favorably with any FAX seen

to date. * * * WFIL (Philadelphia) plans

for FAX will be in the form of limited

reception with receiving sets located at

strategic points in the Quaker City,

rather than in the home. Roger Clipp.

general manager of WFIL and WFIL-TV.

expects to establish a special deal whereby

pioneer sponsors of telecasts will also get

a bonus in the form of being able to buy

space in the FAX edition of The Evening

Bulletin, the newspaper owning the sta-

tions. Rate card naturally is a thing of

the future.
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readymade television

audiences on
Du Mont Station WABD
new york

J*V

. -
. ^\^^i^fS^

'

'

'

w

fan
The last games of the season—one of the most popular features on the Television

screen. Many of these will he the only games to be telecast on the days they are

played.

act it out
When you get 1119
audience letters from
the very first airing of

a television sustainer,

you know you have
a hit.

small fry

Uncle Bob Emery's winning
personality won the hearts

and loyalties of youngsters

in every television home.
Your own 15 minute segment—
1 day a week or 5 days a week.

If you are interested

in any of these proven programs
in Washington or New York,

phone or wire today.

WABD-DU MONT
515 Madison Avenue

New York 22, New York

Phone PLaza 3-9800

NEXT YEAR'S
BUDGET!
Don't forget television.

The audience is growing

like corn on a hot night.

Dy this time next year

it will be tremendous.

WABD Key station of the

NEW Y it K ^£VwoH*
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A GREAT

Southern Market

Population

Combined: 1,000,000

Urban only: 131,000

Johnson City 34,CCO

Kingsport

Bristol

Elizabethton

Greeneville

33,000

:o,cco

20,000

8,CC0

Erwin. 6,000

Industry

Plastics

Textiles

Bookbinding

Hardwood flooring

Hosiery

Rayon

Silkmills

Furniture

Foundries

And many others

jgpr Agriculture

Tobacco: 100,000,000
pounds sold annually

Beans: World's largest market

Dairy

Poultry

Livestock

tgg~ Tourists

Heart of TVA recreation

area. Gateway to Great

Smoky Mountains

Wealth
Highest income bracket

group in South

Richest and most thickly

settled rural communities

in South

WJHL it the only full time regional

station serving this area. Thirty-

two BMB counties with 85,020
BMB radio homes. WJHL is "most

listened to" in ten of its 32 BMB
counties

John E. Pearson Co.,—Re

910Kc WJHL

ps-

5000 Watts

Johnson City, Tenn.

ABC Full Time

Small Markets

LiflkV slnlious irrilalo agencies;
Sponsors would use I ho in. but—
More sponsors and agencies had ideas

about what NAB could do for small market

stations than had ideas about any other section

of this Evaluation. Contributing ideas were

63 sponsor and 39 agency executives. They

were from all departments, even including an

agency copy man.

Sponsor executives look upon small

market stations just as they look upon

small town weeklies. But they find small

market stations much more active in try-

ing to obtain their slice of national adver-

tising budgets. That makes them more

troublesome to national advertisers' sales

and advertising managers. It also pro-

vokes some pertinent observations on

small market station operations and the

NAB's small market station committees.

"I can't blame a local market station

for trying to get some of our spot advertis-

ing," said one food manufacturer's gen-

eral sales manager. "However, it is my
feeling that their association (NAB) ought

clear to figure out some way to enable me to

buy advertising at the same cost per

listener that I buy it for on regional and

channel stations.

One agency man who came to the ad-

vertising field from a 250-watt station

operation feels that no good can come

from current agitation for another broad-

cast ng association. He stated that mul-

tiple associations in the broadcast field

prevent the unity which must prevail if

broadcasting is to prevent the inroads of

other media on radio's share of the adver-

tising dollar. He understood why, but

didn't like the fact that there was now an

FMA (Frequency Modulation Associa-

tion), a TBA (Television Broadcasters

Association) and, in the work-, an FBA
(Facsimile Broadcasters Association).

There is a facsimile group in existence

now but it's not in the form of an associa-

tion, rather as an underwriter of certain

FAX experimentation. This agency ex-

ecutive said: "I know that it's hard for a

successful standard broadcasting station

to see a new type of broadcast service take

away part of its audience. But the entire

field would grow faster and healthier if

the NAB were big enough and honest

enough not to carry the ball for any type

di service but do the job for all."

Quotes:

"Small markets? There are no small

markets, just markets where it'- too ex-

pensive for u- to sell our product-. Make
iteas) and profitable to sell those markets

and we'll be using stations in them. Can
the NAB do that?"—Canned meat products

advertising manager.

"When small market stations deliver

sales, we'll be using them. Let the NAB
help them do that."—sales manager of na-

tional beauty product manufacturer.

"How can the NAB properly service

small market stations and regional as well

as clear channel broadcasters? When a

decision is to be made about a policy

matter which involves a number of small

market stations within the orbit of a

50,000 watt station no association can

serve the best interests of all."—small ad-

veitising agency radio director (he's the de-

partment).

"The BMB part of the NAB operation

has no doubt helped a number of small

market stations. It has also made it

impossible for a number of small market

broadcasters to sell what they have. It

might be interesting to have an executive

v.p. of the association for each type of

broadcast operation and let them fight for

their 'clients' within the association.

Then maybe radio would get somewhere."

—timebuyer of one of the top 10 agencies.

HOTELQ^TRANP

>4t/ant/c City's Hotel of Distinction

ATTENTION
DELEGATES

We invite all delegates to the

National Association of Broadcasters

Convention in Atlantic City, Sept.

13th to 18th to make this lovely

hotel "Your Headquarters."

Beautifully Furnished Rooms . . . Salt

Water Baths . . . Open and Inclosed

Sun Verandas . . . Sun Decks atop . . .

Cuisine Unsurpassed . . . Garage on
Premises . . . Every Facility . . .

Attractive Rates

All N. A. B. Delegates

Exclusive Pennsylvania

Avenue and Boardwalk
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NAB^

SELLING
POWER

in the Nation's

12th Market

CBS Network

5000 Wat+s

Day and Night

G. W. Grignon. Gen. Mj»r.

WISN
The Katz Agency, Inc.

Natl. Representatives

|
LABOR RELATIONS
{Continued from page > i

quately and are honest in stating that it

is their feeling that they won't be faced

at this convention either. One sponsor

summarized the feelings of most of the

advertisers who contributed to this NAB
Evaluation Issue, "It's almost certain that

any trade convention at this time will

reflect a sanguine attitude on unioniza-

tion. When management is in the

ascendency that's the time to fashion

a sound labor relations policy."

No advertising agencies had any labor

relations comments to make. The mere

question gave most account executives

the same shivers as losing a major account

and resulted in the same "No statement

to make" reply.

Quotes:

"Because only the networks and big

stations have been directly faced with

real labor problems (a few smaller ones

have also but these are the exceptions

rather than the rule), it's understandable

why most stations don't cooperate with

the NAB Labor Committee. Let them
all have a little taste of unpleasant

employee-employer relations and they'll

rush to their trade association for help."

—Personnel head of a carpet manufacturing

organization that has used radio.

"The biggest field for the NAB or any
other trade group is that of its members'
labor relations. Only when companies in

any field work together can an industry

achieve stability with unions."—Public re-

lations executive of a big steel fabricator.

"With trade associations, labor is like

weather, everyone talks about it but

practically no one does anything."—Vp of

a manufacturer who is also vp of the industry

association in his field.

BMT EVALUATION
{Continued from page 81)

either should be squelched for neither in

the trade nor sponsor mind should BMB
be allied with any other research organiza-

tion."—Business manager of the radio de-

partment of one of the top ten advertising

agencies.

"It's a shame that CBS that fathered

the formula on which BMB made its first

survey should not have been willing to go

along with the research organization in

using BMB figures. It just proves the

fact that the use of research figures must

be controlled at the source. That's an-

other NAB problem."—Advertising man-

ager of a sponsoi with two programs on NBC.

"Give NAB the credit that it deserves.

It forced BMB into being, brought the

four networks into line and got behind

the idea strongly enough to raise the

money that made the first survey possible.

The association cf broadcasters takes

plenty of raps—let it take a bow for

BMB."—Divisional sales manager for a na-

tional food manufacturer.

WMIX
1000
Watts AM
at 940

15,700
Watts FM
at 94.1

9

DOMINANT

COVERAGE

¥

THE RICH

D0WNSTATE

ILLINOIS

MARKET

WMIX
"Southern Illinois

1

Most Powerful

Radio Voice"

in

MT. VERNON, ILLINOIS

WMIX is the only station that

covers the entire Southern Illinois

Market with both AM and FM
at one single low rate.

No. 2 Radio Center, Mt. Vernon, III.

National Representative

John E. Pearson Company
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SPEAKS
Let's Sell Radio!

Printed here is a letter received from Raj
m, head <>i his own New York adver-

umii. ii merly a pn i{

director of station WOR. We can think of

no better follow-up to our August editorial,

Sinrt Selling Radio. We consider it

"inu>t" reading lor station executives as
t hi- N \li session > on\ enes.

"I can't, for the life of me, figure out

why the radio powers-that-be, heading up

a medium that's intangible from the word

go, continue to ignore the importance of

industry-wide promotion. 'Promotion' is

probably a badly chosen word—it's fre-

quently 'justification' we have to worry

about.

"A client is usually a hard-headed

business man who, naturally enough,

leans towards the tacts and figures school.

Competing media oiler him ABC circula-

tion statistics, result stories, and never-

ending promotion. Radio can show re-

sult stories, alright, but in place of

statistics it pitches ratings and coverage

figures, neither of which can possibly be

exact and neither of which has the

legitimate ting of a sworn statement of

circulation. So far as promotion is con-

cerned, even in the face of continuing

competitive pitches from other media,

radio offers blank, period.

"It seems to me high time stations

realized that time buying isn't the only

important facet of the agency's radio

activity- it's our time selling that puts

the works in motion. The broadcasters

seem to have lost sight of the fact that in

the final analysis they pay the advertising

agent's commission, on the theory that he

is directly instrumental in the sale of

time. I think that the sales ammunition

corollary to that is obvious.

"I've pounded away at the network

boys and independent station men and

network men alike, before, during, and

after the war. I can't say that I got

very far.

"Hope you light a bonfire t-h-i-s big."

It Didn't Happen, but

Several months ago when it seemed
apparent that Fred Waring would be

moved from his NBC half-hour 1 1 a.m.

spot to 10 a.m., the American Broadcast-

ing Company realized that while Waring
was no threat to its 1 1 a.m. Breakfast in

Hollywood his music might raise hob with

My True Story, on that network at 10.

Executives journeyed to Chicago and
sold morning sponsors on ABC on a co-

operative a.m. promotion for the entire

9 to 1 2 skein of programs. The cost was

to have been $65,000. At that time every

advertiser involved saw the need to fight

and build their audiences, an indication

that sponsors do realize that they have a

joint responsibility with the facilities they

use to build audiences.

It would have been a good fight. It

won't happen because one of the sponsors

involved cancelled his program due to a

disagreement with ABC's continuity ac-

ceptance department (bad taste, etc.) and

at the last moment another sponsor

realized that he'd be fighting himself if he

subscribed to the fund die's on other net-

works too) and changed his mind.

Promotion is a vital part of broadcast

advertising. Even if the ABC a.m. pro-

motion won't come off, what ABC execu-

tives discovered is that sponsors will

share promotion costs—if the idea is sold

properly.

Applause ~ •

Sponsor of the year

Paul Weeks Litchfield, Chairman of the

Board <>t the Goodyear Tire and Rubber

Company

—

sponsor's selection for spon-

-"i "i the yeai l°46-47).

V\ hen all business was switching to a

hard-hitting commercial philosophy, Paul

Litchfield invested $1,000,000 a year in

the future of America, in spreading a re-

flection of the words and deeds of the

greatest story t \ < 1 told.

When Jim Ellis, President of the Kud'

Agency, broughl a program to Akron

for his client and friend. Litchfield, to

hear he knew that so-cal'ed practical ad-

vertising nun would think him crazy.

The program he carried was not a straight

selling effort could not be made into a

straight advertising vehicle as broadcasl

ing had known commen ials down through

its 27 year history. I le knew that it was

fraught with dynamite, that it carried

within tlu halt hour engraved on the

audition i m< nts that could, ii

misused or misjudged, destroy the great

corporation of his client.

He put the transcription on a turn-

table—waited for a reaction from J. K.

Hough, Goodyear Advertising Director;

D. T. Buchanan, Advertising Manager;

most of the major executives of the firm

—

and Paul Litchfield. The management

group herrd the disk through to its com-

pletion. Then the Advertising Manager

said, "Here's something that we can't

overlook." Litchfield's answer was, "I leu

is something that we don't dare overlook."

A second recording was made at Good-

year's expense. It was as good as the

first. It brought the Story of the golden

rule of living to all who'd care to listen

Litchfield bought the program.

That still wasn't the end. There was

feeling that The Greatest Story Ever Told.

as the program is titled, wouldn't accom-

plish anything tor Goodyear without ad-

vertising contnuit) that tied up the

"Greatest Name in Rubber" with The

! StOI \ /'It I Told.

Once again Litchfield stepped into the

picture with an emphatic "NO."

It took no little courage to spend a

million a year for a program without

selling. But Litchfield felt he knew his

Goodyear customers— felt that this pro-

gram without advertising would sell tires.

Paul Weeks Litchfield has been selected

as sponsor's first Sponsor of the Yieai

because he recognized the vital need at

this time of spreading the doctrine of

"peace on earth to men of goodwill." He
was named Sponsor of the Year for this

reason and tor still another. An indus-

trial empire runs on profit. Although a

$1,000,000 a year broadcast program

might spread the guidance ot the greatest

teacher of all time, it still had to sell

Goodyear tires and rubber products.

It does.

So this publication is honored in placing

as number one among the sponsors of

1946 l'M7. Paul Weeks Litchfield, who

has proved that programs sans advertising

can sell.
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We POCked
- Picnic for

ROSEMARY DAVIS

Postmistress of the WLW Mailbaq Club

The WLW Mailbag Club held its annual

picnic in Cincinnati on July 19.

That in itself is not unusual. The picnics

have been held every year, except during the

war, since 1933. Neither is it unusual that

six states were represented by the nearly

3,000 members in attendance. Nor that many

drove all night to be on hand . . . that entire

chapters arrived by chartered bus. It happens

every year.

What is unusual is the very nature of the

club itself. Since its establishment by WLW
in 1928, the membership has grown to more

than 10,000 — with members in 43 states,

Canada, England, Holland, Belgium, Sweden,

Australia, New Zealand and India. Nearly

one-third of the members are shut-ins and

physically handicapped persons. The rest are

persons who, like WLW, are interested in

actively helping these shut-ins—to lend en-

couragement, create new interests, make new

friends . . . anything to combat what otherwise

might be a very dreary, neglected existence.

For its own part, WLW provides the Post-

mistress and two fulltime assistants, broad-

casts a weekly Mailbag Club program, pub-

lishes a monthly Club newspaper, and has

established a Craft Shop through which many

members have become self-supporting by the

sale of their handiwork.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the

only club of its kind in existence with scores

of chapters actively organized for the sole

purpose of bringing sunshine and cheer into

the lives of the less fortunate . . . which aids

materially in the maintenance and livelihood

of other unfortunates.

The history of the WLW Mailbag Club

and its activities is truly heartwarming and

real ... a humanitarian project which The

Nation's Station is indeed proud to have

established and encouraged.
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The passage of time has always Item one of the

most important factors in human existence.

Since his prehistoric realization that the sun

rises and Bets with eternal regularity, man has

demanded a method of measuring time. Prom

antiquity, the hour glass was considered a reli-

able way — and one whose trickling sand had

satisfied through centuries the need for a rough

approximation of an hour.

Hut time— in a busier world — has become a

commodity that rules life more closely. The need

for a finer more dependable measurement is ines-

capable. Today, controlled by the unwavering

accuracy of the stars, time signals are radiated

regularly from the U.S. Naval Observatory in

Washington. These dependable pulsations are the

precision standard by which a nation regulates

its clocks and its life.

\( curacy and dependability are essentials, too,

of the seven Fort Industry stations. Located in

seven leading markets, from Michigan to Florida,

they serve 20,000.000 people with a depend-

ability built all the surer by two decades of broad-

easting experience.

Listener or advertiser, you can depend on a

Fort Industry Station.

")<>ii can bank on a

J mi Industry Station"

THE FORT INDUSTRY COMPANY
WSPD. Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.

WI.OK.I.ima.O. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla.
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BEER'S 100 G'S

REFUSED FOR

WORLD SERIES

NBC'S NEW KEY

PROMOTION MEN

FOUR-MEDIUM

STATION

NEGRO

PROGRAMING

HALF

AMERICA ASLEEP

AT 10 P.M.

REASON FOR

Y&R RADIO

BILLING CUTS

BUSINESS GROUP

AVERAGES 2.2

HOURS LISTENING

PER DAY

Baseball Commissioner Chandler refused $100,000 for television
rights for World Series because prospective sponsor was a brewer,
Rheingold. Chandler stated that he would have refused a cigarette
sponsorship had one been offered. Final sale was to Gillette and

Ford at $65,000.

-SR-

Latest shifts at NBC put ex-promotion men in key executive posi-
tions, arguing more intensive activity on publicity and promotion
fronts. Ken Dyke is administrative vice-president in charge of pro-
grams and public service; Charles P. Hammond is new assistant to
executive vp Frank Mullen. Both Dyke and Hammond are basically

advertising and promotion men. Both see eye-to-eye on importance of

public service programing and its promotion.

-SR-

Philadelphia's WFIL is nation's first station to get all four broad-

cast services into operation. Outlet's TV and FM operations are

regular daily services. Its FAX transmissions are on an experi-
mental basis with regular service to be announced later this year.

-SR-

Stations in key negro population centers, Detroit, New York, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago, and Los Angeles, to mention five, are considering
adding broadcast sessions of news and music especially slanted for
this big segment of audience. Station WJBK, Detroit is one of the

few to add regular colored disk jockey, but number of others plan

to subscribe to negro news services. Field is wide open although
negro press doesn't look upon broadcasting competition with favor.

—SR-

Sponsors were warned at recent luncheon by George Gallup that
America is half-asleep at 10 p.m. and that it's half-awake by 6 a.m.

Gallup stressed tendency of advertisers and radio men to judge
America by its Hooper cities and telephone homes, which isn't, said
Gallup, the way even Hooper claims it is.

-SR-

Sigurd Larmon, president of Young and Rubicam, recently stated that

among his accounts advertisers had shifted their spending away from

radio, that radio billing had decreased at Y&R despite over-all

increase in business. Fact is that shift of accounts-using-radio to

other agencies is more responsible for downward trend at Y&R than

cutting of broadcasting by Y&R clients.

-SR-

Maximum radio listening among 9,500 employees of the General Aniline

and Film Corporation is seven hours a day, with 11 per cent listen-

ing one hour a day or less. This was uncovered in a company survey.

Average was 2.2 hours, with lowest average listening (1.8 hours)

indicated for New York employees of firm.
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"SELL TELE-

VISION"-

SARNOFF

IS RADIO

OVERBUILDING?

HOW NBC AFFIL-

IATES DECIDED

ON "NO CRIME

PROGRAMS"

COCA-COLA SET

FOR NEAR-MID-

NIGHT ON MBS

NET STATION

AND INDEPEND-

ENT STATION

REPS MAY

SEPARATE

BOB HOPE

DISK JOCKEY

PROMOTION

Television has RCA-NBC green light with promotional efforts of both

firms concentrated on obtaining quick acceptance for video. David
Sarnoff, RCA president, is said to have told staff that there must
be no competitive selling. "Sell television," is said to have

been order.
-SR-

Recognition that broadcasting business may be overbuilding was
indicated in FCC Commissioner Denny's talk before membership of NAB.

Denny, while stating that FCC would not protect any station from

competition, nevertheless warned prospective station operators to

have plenty of cash reserves and to stay away from markets that had
multiple station service.

-SR-

NBC affiliates sanction of "no crime programs" before 9:30 p.m. est
was not railroaded through, nor was it last-minute thought. Reso-

lution was in the hands of affiliates from two to three weeks before
Convention. Rump meeting of some 50 affiliates voted practically
100 per cent to go along with network thinking. Team of Niles

Trammell and Ken Dyke rallied impressive support for better broad-

casting and NAB code.

-SR-

One of few attempts to clear time for a network program after 11

p.m. est is in works at Mutual with plans for a three-a-week show
for Coca-Cola at 11:15 p.m. Morton Downey will head it. He was
scheduled to be mc on CBS program now called "Spotlight Review" but
didn't fit into final Spike Jones-Dorothy Shay hillbilly formula.
So Coke is setting Downey up in business again on MBS.

-SR-

Efforts to open key time segments for national spot business on

stations throughout nation will end, station representatives be-
lieve, in rep field's splitting up between network-station and

independent-station representatives

.

Latter hasn't been profitable

until recently, when due to block programing (page 15) outlets in

many areas have been winning audiences in excess of local network
outlets. This development, plus fact that transcription organiza-
tions are making available network-calibre programs with star names
(Tommy Dorsey, Guy Lombardo, Ronald Colman, Eddie Bracken, Jim
Ameche, Ted Lewis, George Raft, Nora Martin, Kenny Baker, Singin'
Sam, Wayne King, Barry Wood) gives independents' representatives top

time and top names to sell.

-SR-

Disk jockeys will receive heavy promotion in connection with latest
Bob Hope picture to be released in November. Hope's sponsor, agency,
and network are talking plans with Paramount Pictures. Top-flight

idea is in works that will pay off locally as well as nationally for

Paramount and Pepsodent. Fact that first motion picture promotion
(released by Universal) using disk jockeys (so-called national con-
vention of "jocks" in Chicago) laid egg isn't deterring those
interested in this three-way tie-up. They say, "The Universal

picture didn't have Hope." New picture is about a disk jockey

SPONSOR



f9 5000 Watts

AT

THIS BOX SCORE

WROW's 5000 Watts at 590 de-

livers a .5 MV/M Signal 95 miles

north, 80 miles south, 35 miles East

and West from its transmitter.

At 870 Kc, 24,700 watts

would be needed *

At 1 390 Kc, 32
1
,000 watts

would be needed *

At 1 530 Kc, 500,000 watts

would be needed *

Yes, it would take a mighty sock to equal the

coverage offered by WROW at 590. Trie-

figures given above are based upon compu-
tations by consulting engineers and prove

beyond question that WROW is FIRST in

home coverage— present or planned (ex-

cept WSY) in the GOLDEN TRIANGLE of
the Empire State.

590
MEANS

And SOCK Is What
You Get When You Use

j u^r

ALBANY. N. Y.

to cover

New York's 3
r

Market
The Albany-Schenectady-Rensselaer (Troy) Metropolitan

County Area comprises "THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE of

the EMPIRE STATE. This is New York's THIRD MARKET
—in population, in Retail Sales, in Effective Buying In-

come, in Income per Family. Tied for First Place in New
York State for Qualitv of Market.

HERE'S THE WROW MARKET
(Primary Coverage)

POPULATION 839,500
RADIO HOMES 266,140
RETAIL SALES $697,923,000

J

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

CxcltUioe Actional H§p*&&&iUaifci*&
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orint high ratings to

. ball did thi-. summer. It'll

ii too.

40 West 52nd j

COMPARAGRAPH REACTIONS

Congratulations on the COMPARA

-

GRAPH and thank you for sending me
an advance eopy.

It's a clean, ruru tional job that should

go fai tn serve youi readers.

Frank STANTON

President

CBS

Just received your new "compara-

graph" and want to tell you it fills a

long-standing need

Many thanks for this extra service.

Carl Mark
Radio Director

Al Paul Lejton Co., N. Y.

Thanks very much for sending me the

advance copy of your National Compara-

graph. I have asked my people to look

it over carefully and make any sugges-

tions for its improvement.

Meantime, I think it's a swell job and

thanks for letting me see it.

Charles P. Hammond
Director of Advertising & Promotion

NBC, N. Y.

WANTS SPONSOR SEMI-MONTHLY

May I extend our best wishes and con-

gratulations for your fine magazine and

saj that the staff of WKNA is looking

forward for the time when we will be

able to read sponsor at least every two

weeks. Or has that been suggested

before?

Frank E. Shaffer

Program Director

WKNA, Charleston, W. Va.

ANOTHER TOP INDEPENDENT

I notice in the recent write-up you
had regarding high Hooper Ratings of
independent stations around the coun-
ts that several were mentioned but not
WITH

I would like to point out that on the

last Hooper Report the over-all average

for all periods of the day and night for

the entire week showed the following

figures:

WFBR 25 8

WITH 22.4

WBAL 22.1

Please tut n page 6)

SELL
OUT OF

CITY FOLKS IN THE

SOUTH'S No. 1 STATE

WITHIN OUR

Primary+ Area

• WINSTON-SALEM

• GREENSBORO

• HIGH POINT

2.5 MV/M
MEASURED
SIGNAL

210.200 PERSONS

$179,469,000 in Retail Sales

$283,685,000 in Buying Income

We Lead Day and Night

in This Big Tri-City Market

Write for our BMB DATA FOLDER

NBC
AFFILIATE

National R.pr.santattv.

HEADLEY-REED COMPANY

SPONSOR



KCIAO is up to

50,000 watts!

NOW - UP TO 50,000* WATTS, at a

new frequency of 810 kc, KCMO blankets the

fast-growing industrial and agricultural

area of Mid-America. For complete and

economical coverage of this rich and

expanding Mid-America market,

center your selling with Mid-America's

most powerful radio station.

Represented by. John E. Pearson Co.

*50,000 WATTS DAY <

Kansas City, Mo. • Basic ABC for Mid -America

10,000 WATTS NIGHT-AT 810 KC

OCTOBER 1947



KRNT
PERSONALITIES
HOOPER- RATE
HIGHER THAH MOST
NETWORK SHOWS

VV'V°

a*

I

..* c< fQ?

• *"

4*

* •t

si*
*

^^ 411 Xbove Com-
porotive Ratings

Token from lotcit
Hooper Winfer-Spring Re-

port /or Des Moines.

"HIGHER THAN NETWORK"

RATINGS IN DES MOINES

'"RESULT-ASSURED PROGRAMS

AND ANNOUNCEMENTS IN DES MOINES

3NU
DES MOINES

7<& tiefOtn & Tw^W State*
KIN! IS AVAIlAill WIIH WN»«
AND WM1 AS IH1 WID-STATIi G«OU»

1„ M M pBALL PEN FINDS

WNAX has

PLENTY on

the ball

WCAO 17 9

WCBM 10.4

I would like also to point out that we

only carry baseball from 9:05 to 10:30

p.m., and we do not have it in the day-

time as some of these independents do

who have hijjh ratings, and we do not

have it on Sunday afternoons.

I frankly don't believe, if you will

check into it, that there is an inde-

pendent station in the United States that

has as good comparative ratings as we

do with the network outlets.

R. C. Embry
vp

WITH, Baltimore

A FULL SET OF SPONSOR
We recently subscribed to your maga-

zine and have found it to contain so

many down-to-earth articles that I

should like to secure a full set of the back

issues from 1 to 7. We would, of course,

be happy to pay for them.

Louis K. Wolff
General Manager

Kendall Mjg. Co.

Lawrence, Mass.

OUTSTANDING!
We have found that sponsor is of real

"dollars and cents" help to the station's

sales department.

We look forward to seeing you continue

the same sort of progressive trade journal-

ism that has marked your publication as

"outstanding."

Eugene D. Hill, Manager

WORZ, Orlando, Florida

ANSWERING MR. NELSON
May a non-sponsoi speak in leference

to September's "Sponsor Speaks"?

Mr. Ray Nelson takes broadcasters to

task, saying that "in place of statistics

(radio) pitches ratings and coverage

figures, neither of which can possibly be

exact and neither of which has the

legitimate ring of a sworn statement of

circulation" such as space media use.

Ratings and coverage figures are

statistics. True, they are not as exact as

Audit Bureau of Circulation figures. But

they are every bit as exact as any com-

parable figures provided by space media.

It must be borne in mind that ABC
figures represent the number of copies of

a publication sold, not the number read.

ABC figures derive from the publisher's

end of the line, not the reader's. In like

(Please turn to page 8)

10,607 ONE DOLLAR

ORDERS FROM SIXTEEN

15 -MINUTE PROGRAMS

On sixteen 15-minute pro-

grama \\ VVX received a

total of 10.607 orders at

91.00 each for Ball Point

Pen, or an average of 663

orders per each 15-minute

program. Cost per order

9
9

io cents.

Offer was on a staggered

schedule for a period of

five weeks using the "Billy

Dean Show." "Sunday Get-

to-Gether Show" and "Bo-
hemian Band."

Affiliated With
The American Broadcasting Company.

WNAX Is available with KRNT
and WMT as the Mid-States Group.

A:k the Katz Agency for rates.

*£
• > I

WNAX
A (fade* Station

SIOUX CITY* YANKTON

SPONSOR



.K. WHDH BECOMES

BOSTON'S BEST RADIO BUY!
"Share of Audience" up 459%

For the first time, an independent station has attained

overall leadership in Boston radio. With 100 r
/<r> loeal

programming, WHDH has swept into top spot for

sports, airing Red Sox and Braves baseball games;
Boston Yanks football, plus headline college games;
Boston Bruins hockey; numerous "sports roundups,"

THEN (June-July 1946)

HOOPER STATION LISTENING INDEX SHARE OF AUDIENCE

INDEX WHDH Network
Station A

Network
Station B

Network
Station C

Network
Station D

TOTAL RATED

TIME PERIODS 5.6 25.7 23.2 22.3 11.5

NOW (June-July 1947)

HOOPER STATION LISTENING INDEX SHARE OF AUDIENCE

INDEX WHDH Network
Station A

Network
Station B

Network
Station C

Network
Station D

TOTAL RATED

TIME PERIODS 25.7 21.9 19.6 12.6 10.0

CLASS "A" HOUR RATES*
WHDH $225.00

Network Station A 560.00

Network Station B 525.00

Network Station C 440.00

Network Station D 400.00

*from SR & DS, August 1947

BOSTON'S BEST BUY

and Herald-Traveler news every hour on the half
hour. Musically, too, WHDH offers easiest listening

with many popular participating features, including
the "Carnival of Music," and the new "Tommy
Dorsey Show."

HERE'S WHY
WHDH

IS BOSTON'S
BEST BUY

And if you're buying Boston,

you want the best. In one year,

WHDH has skyrocketed from a

poor 6th to leadership among

all Boston stations! Your John

Blair man has the whole story

— but here are two facts you

should know now:

1. ffllillu will deliver you lowest co.-t per thousand radio

time available in Boston.

2. VI I Will superior coverage will assure you of reaching

the maximum number of listeners for every dollar spent.

WHDH
HERALD-TRAVELER STATION- 5,000 WATTS • CP 50,000 WATTS

Represented Nationally by John Blair & Company

OCTOBER 1947



T//- Kostt/fy Sfefom<

WAUL
780 K C — 1000 WATTS

HCCPER
STATION LISTENING INDEX

METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON, D. C. AREA

AUGUST, 1947

SHARE OF AUDIENCE

WEEKDAY MORNING WEEKDAY AFTERNOON
STATIONS 8 A.M.-12 NOON 12 NOON-6 P.M.

WARL 8.7 8.6

STATION A 2.0 1.9

STATION B 7.3 6.2

STATION C 16.0 8.8

STATION D 6.5 7.5

STATION E 2.8 4.2

STATION F 1.6 16

STATION G 19.8 21.4

STATION H 25.5 23.2

STATION I 7.7 13.2

ALL OTHERS 2.1 3.4

TOTAL COINCIDENTAL CALLS

THESE PERIODS: 12,649

$?2
/

NOTE WARL'S RANKINGS

MORNING

4th

AFTERNOON

NATIONALLY
PRESENTED BY
BURN. SMITH CO.INC

*:*:
>•«»»*««« %A 5th

W.

£tsl

'ti

SERVING Cwi A MILLION LISTENERS

FROM ARLINGTON VIRGINIA

40 Hest 52nd
(Continued from page (•>

manner, broadcasters could easily issue

swom statements of coverage of the area

(and thus people) within their half milli-

volt contours.

The nearest space media equivalent to

program ratings are readership figures of

individual ads. Surely these are no more
exact than radio ratings. The nearest

space media equivalent to BMB audience

figures are publication readership figures.

Surely these are no more exact than BMB.
To say that ratings and coverage figures

lack the ring of legitimacy is to damn all

rating and coverage figures because some
are of admittedly doubtful legitimacy.

It was for the very purpose of providing

agencies and advertisers with legitimate,

uniform and comparable audience figures

that BMB was formed. It was to assure

freedom from bias and acceptance by
agencies and advertisers that BMB was

organized as a tripartite, cooperative

body, governed jointly by AAAA, ANA
and NAB, each of which is equally repre-

sented on its Board.

Not only has radio taken the lead in

media research, but much of it has been

from the listener's viewpoint. Such re-

search is seldom susceptible to exact

measurement but it serves advertisers and

agencies better than the measurement of

a medium's mere physical distribution,

ho vever accurately measured.

Such research must precede any worth-

while promotion, because it forms the raw

material of promotion. Far better that

radio should have sacrificed promotion in

its eagerness to provide its clients with

facts than that it should have failed to

provide the facts in its eagerness to pro-

mote itself.

Indeed, engaging in research is itself a

form of promotion. When a station,

questioning the value of subscribing to

BMB. wrote its station representative

that for the subscription fee it could pro-

duce several promotion pieces, the rep

replied, "Subscribing to BMB is the best

promotion you can do."

As to the assertion that agency com-

missions are paid on the theory that

agencies help sell time, that stems from

the era when agencies were essential ly

space sellers and only incidentally space

fillers. I think it is generally accepted

today that an agency's first allegiance is

to the client, not the media. But that's

another subject.

Philip Frank

Executhv Secretary

Broadcast Measurement Bureau



new and renew

Meat AcMg+uU Spot feuAi+t&U

SPONSOk PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, start, duration

merican C hide Co.

Associated Pui Coat and
Trimming Mfrs.

Petei Ballantine .N Sons

Consolidated Biscuit Co.
Ann Dale Products Co.

Ex-Lax Inc.

Garret i & Co.
Iroquois Brewing ( lo.

P. Lorillard Co.

Glenn I.. Martin ( lo.

Mont icello Drug < lo

Musterole Co.

Packard Motor Car
Park & Tilford Co.
Prcsi-O-l.itc Bat terj ( !o

Scot t tfc How tic

Seeck & Kadc
Alexander Smith & Sons

Tide Water Oil Co.

Topps Chewing Gum
Twent ieth < lenturj -Pox

Wilbur-Suchard Chocolate
Co.

( Ili-W illii gU 111 Badger & Browning
& Hersej

25-30

[nst it in ional Direct 15-20

Beei .1 . \\ alter Thompson 25

Biscuits
Candy

Lynn- Fieldhouse
15o Bernstein

12
15

l axal Ivc Joseph Kal/ 250-300

\ irtiinia Dare Wines
Beei

Embassy < ligarel tes

Hut lira off & Ryan
Baldwin, Bowers &
Strachan

( .ii er. Newell iN

Ganger

Kill- 125
17

2

Aircraft Van Saul, 1 luftib.il, 25-30

"titid" products Gahagan, Tucnbull 75-125

Medical ions I'.rwin. Wasej 150-200

< lars

Tintex
Mat t erics
S101 t's Emu Kioii
Pertussin
Carpets

(•as. oil. etc.

Young A Huhicani
( lharles Storm
Ruthraufl & Ryan
\i herton & Currier
Irw in, Wasey
Anderson. Da\ is &
Platte

Buchanan

75-150
50-100
50-100
75-125
75-100

150

98

Cum
Movies

Cecil & Presbrcy
Kayton-Splro

50-100
50-100

( lands Badger & Browniim
& Hersey

12

Expanding present campaign to selected major and
minor market8 with e.t. announcements, station
breaks; Sep 2'); 6-13 wks

Live announcements, participations; Oct 1-15; 10 wks

Transcribed announcements; Sep 15-22; 4 wks (maj
be extended)

15-min e.t. musical shows; Sep 2.5; 13 wks
Announcements, breaks; Sep 15-30; 13 wks in New
England markets

Transcribed announcements added to present cam-
paign; Sep 29; 13 wks

Transcribed announcements, breaks; Oct 15; 8 wks
"Favorite Story" e.t.'S in northeastern I S. markets;

Sep 29; 3 j eai s

Introductory transcribed announcements campaign
in Buffalo. Indianapolis (will expand later); Sep 22;
indefinite

Transcribed announcements in major airline cities;
Sep 29; 6-13 wks

transcribed announcements, 5-min newscasts; Sep
22; 26 wks *».

Transcribed announcements, breaks; Sep 20-Oct 1;

2d wks
Transcribed announcements; Oct 15; 3 wks
Transcribed announcements; Sep 29; 13 wks
Transcribed breaks; Sep 15; i> wks
Transcribed announcements; Oct 6; 2d wks
Various local programs; Oct l-Nov 1 ; 20 wks
Transcribed announcements; Sep 22; 13 wks

Rocky Mt. and Pacific region college football; Sep 19;
to end of season

Transcribed breaks; Oct 29; 1? wks
Transcribed announcements for "Forever Amber";
Sep 15-Oct 1 ;

2-1.5 wks
Transcribed announcements added to present cam-
paign ; Sep 15-30; 13 wks

Aeiu Oh. ftetwoxJu

SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

American Express Cc. J. M. Mat lies ABC
American Tobacco Co. Foote, Cone Si Belding ABC
America's Future Inc. Andrew Gahagan \BC 242
Beklns Van & Storage Co. Brooks N H(

;

9

Bosco Co. McCann-Erickson a H(

:

39
Chrysler Corp. BBD&O CBS I1.11

Coca-< lola Co. I)' \rcv CHS 160
General Electric < to BBD&O NBC 160
John Hancock Mutual Life McCann-Erickson \H<: 12
Insurance Co.

Miles Laboratories Inc. Wade CHS 139
Musterole Co. Erwin, Wasey MBS
Pharmaco Inc. Ruthrauff & Ryan MBS 82

238
137\

R. B. Semlel CO. Erwin, Wasey Mlts
Swift & Co. .1. Waller Thompson NH( 161
L. E. Waterman Co. Charles Dallas Reach \H( 198

Vox Pop; Wed 8:30-9 pm; Oct I; 52 wks
Jack Paar; Wed 9:30-10 pm; Oct 1 ; 52 wks
Sam I'et leilftill ; Sun 1-1:15 pm; Oct 5; 52 wks
Pred Waring; Sat 9:30-10 pm; Oct 4; 52 wks
Land of the Lost; Sat 11:30-12 n; Oct 11; 52 wks
Chiistopher Wells; Sun 10-10:30 pm; Sep 28; 52 wks

'i

Spotlight Revue; Iri 10:30-11 pin- Oct 3; 52 wks ^4
Fred Waring; Mon 10:30-11 am; Oct 6; 52 wks
l'< in t Sublime; Mon 7-7:30 pm; Oct 6; 13 wks

Lum 'a' Abner; MTWTF 5:45-6 pm; Sep 29; 52 wks
llill\ Rose: I Th 8:55-9 pm; Oct It; 2(, wks
Charlie Chan; Mon 8:30-9 pm; Sep 29; 52 wks
Jim Backus: Sun 9-9:30 pm; Sep ~; 52 wks
Song of the Stranger; MWF 3:30-3:45 pm; Sep 29; 52 wks
Billy Rose; MWF 8:55-9 |>m; Oct 13; 52 wks
Fred Waring; Sat 11-11:30 am; Nov S; 52 wks
Gangbusters; Sat 9-9:30 pm; Sep 13; 52 wks

(Fifty-two weeks generally meant a l.'t-week contract with options for 3 successive 13-week renewals. It's tubjert to cancellation at the end oj any 13-week period)

(lesteuAoli Oh MetuMvUu
SPONSOR AGENCY NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. Bert S. Glttins NH( li.u

American Home Products Corp. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample CBS 80

National Farm ScxHome Hour; Sat 2-2:30 pm; Sep 13;
52 wks

Helen Trent; Ml W I I 12:30-12:45 pm ; Sep 15; 52 wks
Our Gal Sunday

; MTWTF 11:45-1 nm; Sep 15; 52 wks

>t mr.i-R i"i:

*' 'Mmrn



SPONSOR AGENCV STATION PROGRAM, time, start, duration

( in i< Vlumlnum Prodi

i > i ,\ w <

(.ill.
i

Hall Bros lm

Helbroa » ati h I

International 1

1

Kill l I

Mil.

orp
Phllco Corp

Prudential Insui
l< I Reyn

\\ \ Sh< ii'

Skelb oh '

Standard OH ol I

Sterling Drug lm
swifi a

w lldn

Idlnit

ItltD

Sullivan Stauffi i i nlwell K

M.i. Mnnus, Johl
II I! 1 1 ii tti i>lir*->

\ Bemen

I

hum
Ruthraufl ft R
lliow
Benton ft Bowles

^ oung & Riihi.

M.IXOll
i ,„,i. < ,\ Beldli

William II Welntrauh
Mi i ann -I ri. k

Kenyon ft I i khai .1

'

Needham I ouU ft Brorbj
I \\ alter I hompaon
Wade

\\ iru 1. k ,\ I egler
< irdner
Hun bins
Mm ild-Sample

( lompton
Benton ,N Bow les

William 1

Russel M s

Henri. Ilursi ,\ Mi Donald

BBD&O
Dancei-F Itigeraid-Sample
1 w alter I hompaon
Buchanan
BBD&O

Sill 11,11

< Its I'.o

MBS 101
( BS
Mil

Mil

NIK
UK

\ll(

VBC

\IM
( Its 1 Ii.

Mils
\lt( 202
Mlts 'in

( Its 1 IS

< Its ISO
153

\lt( 211
1 Its

Mils
NIK
Mlts
NIK
( Its

Mt(

Mt( 1 16
( IIS

\lt( .•11

1 Its

Mt( 1 M
1 BSt

Mt( -1

NBC 23

Mil 19
NIK 1 12
\lt(

CBS 159
( Its

pin Sep 28; 1 I wks
rei .,1 1 • .1 12 I" pm; s, p 27; 52 wks

In si, I, of Sports; MTWTI " 15-8 pm; Sep 8; 52 wks
... .1 s.,i 12 tii-

1 pm Sep -'"
: 52 wks

I- It Pat 1 or I i. ii..n . Sun 12 "-1 pm; (>, i s
: 52 wks

Red sk. in, 11 1 11 10 10-1 1 pi 1 «ks
I . 1

'i 'i <n pm. s, p |9; S_> wks
Smllln' F-d McConnell; Sat II Mi- 12 n; \u-i (0; 5 2 wks
Jlmmle 1 Idler; Sui 10 10-10 is pm; Sep 7; 56 «ks

- Roll Call 10 pm; o. I 5; sj „ks
< In 1 1 \ lews the News 1 Ii 8 15-8 (0

pm win
( liih I Imi . I 11 III 15-11 1111 Oct M M wks

1 1 tn am; Sep 20; 52 wks
I he Shadow . Sun 5-5 10 pm Si p '

. 52 uk-
Henrj Morgan; Wed 10 10-11 pn _• wks
Juvenile 1

; pm . Sep
'

; 19 wks
Wend; Warren; MTWTI 12-12:15 pm; Sep 22; 52 «ks
lt:!l>\ Snool pm; o. 1 t. s_> wks

1 of the Thin Man; I ri fi
(ha ^ pm; Ocl t

;

S2 wks
Prl 10 pm .'wks

Read Radio Edition; rh 10-10:30 pm; Sep 11;
• ks

Olll< k :is .1 I lai I wks
I pm ; Oct 5; 52 vi ks

rman; M 1 u 1 1 pm; Sep 29; 52 »ks
pm; Sep 10 52 wks

..In, I In .11. r
;
M.,n 9-10 pn 2 wks

OuU Kills, sun 1-4 til pm wks
ol the World; M I \\ I I 7:15-7 tn pm; s,,, 29; 52 wks

l ddli I h I" 10-11 pm; s, p 25; 52 wks
Saturday Nigh) s.u 10-10 10 pm <), i I; 52 wks

il i.isi Club: MTWTI 8 15-9 am; Sep 1 . 52 wks
Myatery of the Week; MTWTI 7-7:15 pm; Vug 25 52 wka
Jack Smith; MTWTI pm; Vug 25; 52 wka
Lowell Thomas; MTWTI 11-11:15 pm; \ni 25; 44 wka
Jack Berch: MTWTI 1 1 10-11 15 am; Sep 29; 52 wka
s, i.-in Guild Players; Mon 10:30-11 pm; Oct 6; 52 wka

i <n-iii pm; o.i t: 52 wks
SheafferPai 1:30 pm; Sep 14; 52 wka t

Vlei Dr. i. r MTWTF—Lloyd Burllngham; Sat; 9-9:15 am
Sep 8; 52 wks

Standard Hour; Sun B:30-9 <» pm psi
; Sep -'I ; ^2 wks

Young Widder Brown; M I \\ I I 4:45-s pm; Sep 15; 52 wks
Breakfast < lub; Ml WTF 9:1 Ocl 27 -2 wks

Martin; Sun 9:30-10 pm; Sep 28; 52 wks
ipade; sun 8-8:30 i>m: Sep 28; 52 «ks

fieux and Retteuted o+t ^eteviteOH,

SPONSOR AGENCY STATION PROGRAM, fime, start, duration

Vmerli an roba

Worsted Mills

Broadwood Hotel

Brown & \\ llllamson
I i.i

idles In.

I lew.
n National Wati I

- lor.

Fischer Baking •

I U 1,1,1

ll llnlusli i

Keelej Brew In

Lektrollte '

r.ii.si Sale
Phllco K i lalon

ii p.

Powers In.

l<\ .m's \rinv -Nat \ Store'

Sup, I

News

\\ USD. New York
It, -i.iinii K II \ I ,,s Vngeles

\\ ItKlt. Chicago
Silberstein-Goldsmith WABD, New York

w ItKlt. Chicago
Deane. Klein and WPT2 Philadelphia
Davidson

Russel M Seeds UHKIS Chicago

Direct
Raj mon. I I Nelson
l \\ altei Thompson
Dan Mill
s, hei k
i \\ Ram
Dlrei i

Mali olm-Howard
Im-Howard

\ . \\ I i win
U irwi, k ,S I eiili i

Hir,-< l

\ W. 1 r« ill

I i -.Ionian

solis s. < Ian tor
Raj mon.

I

W MID. New York
WPTZ, Philadelphia
\\ ItKlt (In
\\ ItKlt ( I,,

\\ USD New \,uk
\\ USD. New York
K l l \ l ,,s Vngeles

\\ \ltl). N,
\\ ItKlt. (In
W ItKlt. ( lii

\\ \HD New >.,ik
\\ Nit I New V ork
K I I \ I os Mi-.

\\ Mil) .N.w \,,rk
Wl'l/ I'hil.i.l. Ipln ,

\\ MID New York
\\ PTZ, Philadelphia
H vim New >ork
K I I \ I os Villi. I, s

spois f,,t I in k\ snik. ; M I \\ I I 6:44 pm; s, p 29; 26 wks ,n)
Ml WTF; Sep 29; 13 wks (n)
MTWTF; Sep 29; 13 wks

Weather spots; sm, 2:00 pm; Sep 5; 13 wk-
Weather sp, 10 pm; tug 15; 13 wk
rime siijiials; Prl nights; Vug 8; 13 wl

College basketball : .is s. heduled ; De. I Jj season (n)

I pop a s,;ir : I ii 7:30-7:45 pm; Sep 30; 39 wk-
Time signals; Sun afternoons; Vug 10; 13 wka (n)
rime simiLiK; Sun nights; Vug 31; 13 wks
relechata; I r i 7:30-7; 15 pm; Sep 19; 13 wkf
small Fry club; I i< 7-7 10 pm; Sep 4; 26 w I

Spots; Th 9:00 pm; Sep i; 26 wk
\l .lar\is; M\\ 1 l-l-.MS pm; 2d wks (n)
Siar \ lews; I I l.s 7-7:15 pm: 2fi wks (n)
Home Economics; in 7:15-7:30 pm; 26 wks (n)
Tele-Beautj . rh 7:15-7 30 pm; 26 »l-
you'll Be Sorrj . Sal im; 26 wk-
I nele Phil; Ml »ID pm; 2d wk-
s.ii.,1 adventure Mm; M I '\\ lis; |0-8 pm; 25 wks
( o lleiie of Style and Swing; In nights; s.p 2; 26 »l-

tball Scoreboard; Sat afternoons; Ocl i s, ; is,,ii

Rockets home football - 0-10:30 pm; Mm 2*>:

season m)
Boxing andrw-restlinfl matches; MWI s 10-11 pm. Um 18;

I .« w k

edlng fool ha 1 1 g I 9:15 pm; Sep 7; 13 wks (n)
N > Giants football games; Sun afternoons; S ion (n)
Meel the Dons; I I, B-8:15 p
Los Angeles Doi p 12; 7 games (n)
Spots ;

\\ I niuli

'

rime signals; In niuhr s; Vug 19; 13 « ks

\ a nkei football games; sun afternoons; Sep 5: v »k-
Weathei signals; Wed nights; Vug 6; I < w k

Wrestling matches; Th 9:30-1 1 pm; Sep 1; 52 wk-
rime bulks; Sun; Sep ~

: 13 wks

A/eta /Icf&ncy Ap,p<ti4>U+n&ntL

SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

Vdmiratlon Vul
Vmech in Hand
Vmerican Home I o,.,is In im

Vmcrican Home Products Ini , New ^m

. tte

\ in.

.

Ilanili. raf i supplies

11 ...In, Is

Rolynos lo.nli Pasti Powder

Shower doors, tub i m losures

Pall Mill cigarettes

III barb
Davis-Hood, Los Vngi tlonal adi

Young iv Rublcam, Chicago
Duane Jones New >..rk (foi "I i,uu Page
Farrell")

i uckoff, 1 1 • 1 1 > wood

Sullivan. Siauffer. I ,,lw, II ,s 1 1 .
i
> I, s N, w ^ ,,rk
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Remember the

story about • .

.

Mr. Sponsor:

the rabbit...

and another rabbit...

mm
and what happened?

Geometric progression occurs in

many setups beside the rabbit

multiplicction table.

Take W-W-D-C. It has grown
by leaps end bounds. Today,
W-W-D-C has the 2nd most
loyal audience in this great
D. C. market.

If you want sales in Washington
...W-W-D-C is the way to do it!

WWDC-AM and WWDC-FM—
the dominant FM station in town!

Only one other station in

Washington has more
loyal listeners

WWDC
AM FM_ The D. C. Independent

Hon ltr> ;inf

Director of Advertising, Hudnut Sales Co.

By any comparative standard, 38-year-old Don Bryant is a new-

comer to the sometimes cut-throat business of selling cosmetics

to American women. He is a newcomer, too, in the business of network

airselling, but in the three years he has headed the advertising ventures of

Hudnut Sales, he has learned much in that field. Today, in a fluctuating

cosmetic market, his firm (a subsidiary of the long-established William

R. Warner Company) is one of the top moneymakers in its field, sell-

ing everything from mass-consumption items to ultra-expensive custom

perfumes. To the general field of advertising, Bryant is no Johnny-

come-lately. He started with a newspaper rep firm, worked for gravure

groups, and put in a hitch as a timebuyei at Federal Advertising.

Budgetwise, his firm spends an over-all $4,750,000 for advertising,

with some 45 per cent of that figure going into two network shows (Jean

Sablon on CBS for Hudnut hair preparations and Sammy Kaye on ABC
for Rayve Shampoo), plus spot campaigns for Rayve as well as Sheilah

Graham on Don Lee for Rayve and Bathasweet.

Don Bryant knows now that radio, properly handled and promoted

to the customers and the distributors, can sell a product. But he also

knows that radio must reach the right kind of audience to do the job.

That's why he cancelled the 26-week run of the NBC package Grand

Marquee when he realized that out of a network of 136 stations, 50 were

carrying the show as transcribed delayed broadcasts (it was in station-

option time), at times ranging up to midnight.

He is positive in his thinking and his actions, but still listens care-

fully to the opinions of radio veterans, and can take criticism gracefully.

He believes that the lifeblood of his business is change of pace, as well as

new ideas and new products. Despite the steadiness of Hudnut's sales

curve, perfectionist Bryant is still looking for the ideal format to sell his

cosmetics to even more members of the fair sex.
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Blowing its top
That's the 4,764-foot Mt. Hekla volcano,some 90 miles

uortheasl ol Reykjavik up in Iceland, erupting thou-

sands oi tons of lava, ioek and ashes high into the air.

It seems it started in March and was believed would

continue to pop off for some months to come.

It's .1 vicious looking thing. And that picture was

shot loin miles away and .it 6,000 feet!

[fyou think that's ugl) . . .wait until \<»u see the face

wn youi favorite client's sales manager ... when the

ng gets tough. Believe it! Sales! That's what he'll

• ' Sales .it .i low cost, too.

is a cinch. Simply put down the radio station tl

delivers more listeners-per-dollar-spent than any otl

station in this hig 5-station town.

That's W-I-T-H, of course, the successful indepen-

dent. And don't forget, Baltimore is the 6th larg t

city in the country

!

W I T
AM and FM
Baltimore 3, Md.

" (1 ° tht' ProPel M<1 '" j°b for him in Baltimore fom Tinsley, President • Represented Nationally by Headley-R
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Hottest trend
in radio

STATION CKEY TYPICAL DAYTIME SCHEDULE

I SETS IN |pROGRAMJ % OF
DAYS PROGRAM USE RATING LISTENERS

>.00 MTWTFS News 13.4 4.1 30.8
>05 MTWTFS All Time Hit Parade ^^^H ^^^»
M5 MTWTFS All Time Hit Parade ^KTjf.

>.30 MTWTFS All Time Hit Parade ^E±£
MS MTWTFS All Time Hit Parade KTJT

.00 MTWTFS News 15.3 4.8 31.6

.05 MTWTFS Make Believe Ballroom 15.5 4.8 30.9

.15 MWF Make Believe Ballroom 15.7 5.0 31.6

TTS Make Believe Ballroom 16.0 5.4 33.6

(.30 MTWTFS Make Believe Ballroom 15.5 5.1 32.9
i^S kATVt/TFS Make Relieve Ballroom 160 4.9 30.5
1 .00 MTWTFS News ^K£BL
1.05

1.15

MTWTFS
MTWTF

Make Believe Ballroom

Make Believe Ballroom

1.30 MTWTF Make Believe Ballroom ^k»X'
1.45 MTWTF Make Believe Ballroom 20.3 3.7 18.3

!.00 MTWTFS News 20.8 5.9 28.2

!.05 MTWTFS Pick the Hits 21.0 6.1 29.1

2.20 MTWTF Listen Ladies 20.9 6.2 29.8

1.30 MTWTFS Lome Greene 21.2 6.7 31.4

MTWTFS SinQJn' Sam 21.7 6.4 29.6
MTWTFS News
MTWTFS Tops in Pops

11.15 MTWTFS Tops in Pops
1.30 MTWTFS Tops in Pops

g
MTWTFS
MTWTFS
MTWTFS
MTWTFS
MTWTFS
MTWTFS
MTWTFS
MTWTFS
MTWTFS

News
Jerry Burke

Jerry Burke

Jerry Burke

Jerry Burke

News
Jerry Burke

Jerry Burke

Jerry Burke

Show
Show
Show
Show

Show
Show
Show

1 4.00 MTV.ro ixews

4.05 MTWTFS Club 580
4.15 MTWTFS Club 580
4.30 MTWTFS Club 580
4.45 MTWTFS Club 580

17.8

17.6

16.5

15.8

15.4

15.1

15.0

14.0

15.2

4.8

4.6

4.4

4.6

3.9

3.5

4.0

3.9

3.1

3.2

3.3

25.6

24.9

27.9

24.5

22.9

26.7

25.9

21.7

20.8

22.3

5.00 MTWTFS News 16.9 6.2 36.8

5.05 MTWTFS Studio Party 17.4 6.2 35.5

5.30 MTWTFS Make Believe Ballroom 19.2 6.2 32.4

5.45 MWF Make Believe Ballroom 20.5 6.8 33.4
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PROGRAMING

©Ninety per cent of the na-

tion's independent stations are

either block-programed or plan

to be before the first of the year.

On a local level this means that the

control of what goes on the air is being

returned gradually but certainly to the

broadcasters. The fear that advertising

agencies would not purchase time on sta-

tions on which they could not produce

special programs for their clients has

vanished. Clients and agencies both know

that block programing produces top-

grade audiences and sales.

Block programing makes listening easy

for the radio audience. It's geared to

give the dialer the type of entertainment

he wants when he wants it—and a lot

of it at the same time. It's giving agen-

cies and sponsors actual audience figures

instead of hypothetical facts about what

they might reach if the agency produced

a program that dialers wanted and per-

mitted that program to stay on long

enough to build a listening habit. With

block programing the audience is estab-

lished. As WOV, New York puts it-

block programing delivers "audited au-

diences."

,'*A.*ttJ..' '



WCKY'S jamboree mc, Nelson King (above),

spins a western block session.

He migk ease in with half a Bob Willis disk

Texas Jim Lewis (below) helps the western block along

Then Bob Atchen (below the type) in western cryboy tradition assists

Ted DafTan (center with assisting artist) always helps western strips

No Western block is worth its salt without a Sons of the Pioneers disk

Gene Autry, with or without Trigger, is top range

material—and it's often wise to sign off with the western

tunester who opened the block

—throughout the nation there's no more faithful listening audience than

the men, women, and children who dial a western block of programs

In Cincinnati, in Louisville, in Mem-
phis, in Fort Worth, in Worcester

(Mass.), in Toronto, in Boston, in New-

Haven (Conn.), to mention only a few

of the block programing pioneers, non-

network stations are coming up month
after month with top ratings and fre-

quently with number one audiences de-

spite heavy competition from all four

chains. Night baseball helped a number

of these stations (baseball is actually

block programing since it is one form of

entertainment broadcast over a period

oi from two to four hours) and night

football will further help a number of

these and other stations this fall.

Up to recently block programing on

local stations was restricted to a com-

bination of music and news, variety being

supplied by changing the tempo and

mood of the music. Today the entire

field of programing is being subjected to

a block-program test. Station WCKY,
Cincinnati, is trying to block-program

an hour-and-three-quarters skein of tele-

phone quizzes. WNEW, New York,

is trying, as indicated in the Fall

Facts edition of sponsor, a hori-

zontal skein of mysteries (nightly at 8

p.m.). Already this station, which was

one of the first to discover block pro-

graming, has increased its audiences at

this hour threefold and the "Mysteries

at Eight" idea is only four months old.

Station WHN, also in New York, has

not only picked up the music-block-

programing idea but it is the first in the

metropolis to block-program sports. For

years during the summer Red Barber's

broadcasts of the Brooklyn Dodger

games for Old Gold have been building

a sports • following for WHN, as have

professional hockey games WHN block
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programing has now reached the stage

where sports enthusiasts can dial the

station any night and find it airing sports

from an 8:45 p.m. warm-up to an 11

p.m. afterpiece. Monday, Gillette spon-

sors boxing. Tuesday, Thursday, Friday,

and Saturday Old Gold and Nedick's

sponsor basketball, both college and

professional games. Schaefer Brewing

sponsors amateur hockey on Wednesday

and pro games on Sunday. Thus through

both a horizontal block booking (every

night at 8:45 p.m.) and a vertical block

booking (from 8:45 to 11:15 p.m.) WHN
gathers the cream of the regular sports

fans.

Block programing of sports produces

wherever it's used and as long as it's

given time for dialers to develop the

habit. An almost perfect example of how

it collects audiences is the experience of

WHDH in Boston. Managed by Bill

McGrath (ex-WNEW) the station block-

programs music and news in the day-

time, sports at night and Saturday and

Sunday afternoons. With this com-

bination it has created a listening habit

that gave it, in the July-August City

Hooperatings, an over-all rating of 27.9

per cent of the available audience (sets

in use), with Boston's next station rat-

ing only a 19.8. Its Monday-through-

Friday daytime rating during the same

period was 27.7 of the sets in use, with

the second station having a 20.2.

Station WCPO in Cincinnati achieved

top position during the summer through

its baseball broadcasts and is seriously

considering plans to hold the audience

which it won through baseball by sports-

block-programing plans. For Sunday

afternoons during July-August (Hooper

City Ratings) WCPO had 42.8 of the

sets in use and its Saturday daytime

rating was almost as good, 42.1 of the

sets in use. Its evening audience during

July-August was 29.5 per cent of the

sets in use with the next station having

24 9. and that next station is the estab-

lished number one network station in the

Queen City.

Aside from WCPO, station WCKY in

Cincinnati with a straight block-pro-

gramed (sans baseball) schedule was

second in the mornings only to the NBC
outlet in the area, WLW, during the

July-August period. WCKY had 22.9

per cent of the sets in use, WLW 24.5.

In the afternoons it's the third station

in the area, WCPO being first with base-

ball, WLW second with the NBC block-

programed schedule of soap operas. Its

relative position in the evening is also

third with the share-of-audience stand-

ing like this:

WCKY WLW WCPO
Share of

Audience 17.3 24.9 29.5

Many timebuyers still refer disdain-

fully to block-programed independent

stations as "record .players." They feel

that these stations do little more than

toss on a few consumer disks and a

little assorted gab and let them ride.

Actually that's furthest from the truth.

Stations like CKEY, in Toronto, Cana-

da's foremost exponent of block pro-

graming (see page 15 for typical schedule),

has double the number of employees

of many other stations not only in Canada

but in the United States.

The Daily News, which supplies the

five-minute news continuities for

WNEW, spends a small fortune ($225,-

000) every year on its broadcast news

desk and it knows just who is listening

at each hour so that it can edit the news

for the exact audience tuned in. Proper

programing of disks for extended musi-

cal blocks is not routine; Muzak, the

wired music service, discovered that

years ago. Listeners do not want to

hear at 8 p.m. what they enjoyed at 8

a.m. It isn't easy to take the pulse of

an audience. How true this is is demon-

strated in the case of the New York

Times' "good" music station, WQXR,
and its FM affiliate, WQXQ. To all

intents and purposes WQXR is the only

station in the country which has caught

the mood of dialers who want good mu-

sic—and held that mood so that it pays

off in sales for advertisers. Periodically

another station tries a variation of the

WQXR block-programing formula but

up to now no other broadcaster has been

successful with it. How definitely this

station is mood-programed for its lis-

teners can be noted in a recent personal-

interview survey conducted by a record

retailer of good music. The survey indi-

cated that in certain sections of Man-
hattan more than one-third of the radio

dials in the homes surveyed were set for

1560, the WQXR spot on the dial.

While WQXR and WQXQ are suc-

cessful in New York and are perfect ex-

amples of block programing, the fact

that block programing in itself is not a

pat success formula has been proved by

stations trying to follow their lead.

Stations in Washington, D. C, Chicago,

and San Francisco have tried a "good

music" formula only to find that vir-

tually no one was listening. There's no

magic in the words "block programing."

Stations don't collect listeners simply by
following a CKEY, WNEW, WHN, or

WCKY program schedule. All of these



PERCENT OF PROGRAM AUDIENCES COMING FROM PRECEDING PROGRAMS
NBC SERIALS 2 - 6 PM (Based on One Minute or More of listening)

Today's Woman Masquerade light of life Ma Perkins Pepper tight To Backstage Stella Lorenzo Young When Portio

Children In White The World (on Be Young Happiness Wife Dallas Jones Widder A Girl

Beautiful Brown Marries

Block programing is not restricted to independent stations. Proof of its audience-holding is this NBC study based on Nielsen ratings

stations present concise object lessons on

how successful a block-programed sta-

tion can be. They are not molds into

which program material can be poured

and come out an automatic success.

Block programing is a big job, just as

any showmanship operation must be.

W( KY, for instance, abolished the post

of program director and hired instead a

number of project directors each charged

with producing a block segment. Each

block is built around a personality, a man
who knows the type of program he's

mc'ing, a man who knows the audience

he's after.

Typical is Nelson King, pictured in this

report with a skein cf western stars whom
lu might present in one evening of his

four-hour nighttime block, Jamboree.

Km<4 has fan clubs for many of the

western vocalists whose disks he spins and

the clubs visit him every so often while

he's or the air. (It's then that he trots

out his western outfit and looks read\ to

break out with "Git Along Little Dogy,

Git Along.") Each 1 5-minute segment

of his program has its own musical star

and a single mood. Though four hours

seems long foi a westem-folk-music block,

V\ ( K Y had ample precedent for devoting

the 240 minutes to mountain and range

tinier WSM'S Grand Ole 0/>ry frequently

runs more than three hours, as docs

WLS's Barn Dance. Both have tre-

mendous audiences. Even at New York's

WOV one of the more successful blocks

is an hour of western music mc'ed by

Rosalie Allen.

Frank Stanton of CBS was one of the

first to realize and stress the importance

of block programing. He called it mood
programing. With diary forms of re-

search he proved that once a mood is

broken by one station, audiences try to

recapture the mood on another station.

Recently Niles Trammell, NBC presi-

dent, proposed to restrict the so-called

soap operas to a maximum of three in a

row. He has dropped the proposal be-

cause figures have proved to him that

listeners in the daytime want their tear-

drops strip after strip and will drift away

from a station or network that interrupts

the mood of the daytime dramas. The
tremendous growth of NBC's Tuesday

night skein of comed\ programs—Milton

Berle, Date with Judy. Amos 'n' Andy,

Fibber McGee and Molly, Bob Hope, and

Red Skelton— is a perfect example of

the appeal of a single program type—

a

single mood. The CBS Monday night

hour and a half of Lux Theater and Screen

Guild is another example of block pro-

graming. What will happen this year

with the comedy program My Friend

Irma between Lux and Screen Guild will

depend upon how much situation com-

edy there is in Irma—in other words

how near this half hour approaches the

listener's conception of drama rather than

gag comedy.

Some timebuyers feel that baseball and

other sports blocks are not a good in-

dication of a station's pulling power.

However, astute buyers feel that to dis-

count a station's audience during the

20-week baseball season would be just

as illogical as to ignore the pull of a net-

work during the period that Bob Hope,

Fibber McGee and Molly, Edgar Bergen,

Jack Benny, or Bing Crosby is on the

air. Neither the baseball stations with-

out baseball nor the networks without

their star programs would have the pull-

ing power that sponsors want and buy.

Many stations this past baseball season

have found that through block-pro-

gramed night baseball they have reached

unprecedented heights in audiences.

They haven't stopped there but accept-

ing this achievement as a challenge have

block-programed with an eye to holding

that baseball audience. W'HDH in

Boston bought the Harvard football

games, which are sponsored by Atlantic

Refining Company and are one cf the

few series of games not controlled by

Atlantic itself. This oil company usually

(Please turn to page 43)
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Keeping Rates Down
and Sponsors' Sales Up

||/s«7 that the kind of a deal every advertiser wants? yt

.L/OCATED on, and bounded by Lake Erie, Lake

Huron and the Detroit River, CKLW beams its 5,000 watt clear channel

signal via the water route to a ten-million population area with a radio-

homes and buying-power percentage second to none in America. The

power of 5,000 watts day and night. A middle-of-the-dial frequency of

800 kc. That, coupled with the lowest rate of any major station in this

market, has made and continues to prove CKLW the Detroit Area's

Number One radio buy.

The high cost of selling concerns nearly everybody these days. If it's

that way with your product in this region, we, or our representatives

have facts you ought to know.

In the Detroit Area, it's . . .

CKLW
Union Guardian Bldg., Detroit 26

J. E. Campeau, Managing Director • Mutual System

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc., Natl. Rep. • Canadian Rep., H. N. Stovin & Co.
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"Yes" and "No" buttons
write radio research
stories for ad-agencies

ItcM'iirHi Ml ill used

10 win ;imi iiold business Imi agency

testing i* honest now

over-all

Research is no longer an

advertising agency back-

room operation. In the case

of most medium' and large-size agencies

research is a major operation and a costly

one. It's still suspect at many sponsors'

—suspect not as to the figures and facts

which ad-agency studies uncover but sus-

pect as to the conclusions which the

agency men derive from their reports. To
many a sponsor agency research is still in

the area of "having the answers and

spending time proving them." Even

these client skeptics admit, however, that

many agency research men are stepping

out of the guesswork field and depending

more and more on solid research founda-

tions.

The reasons that agency investigations

have been suspect are manifold. First, in

most cases the research is so secret that

not even the client for whom the project

is initiated is told the size of the sample

used for the study or the method em-

ployed to check the thinking and buying

habits in the sample. The client has to

accept the agency findings at their face

value—or disregard them entirely. Con-

sumer panels are featured in ad-agency ad-

vertising without the details of the panel

operations ever being made public to the

trade, or in many cases, even to the

client. (The latter is still true of one of

the biggest advertising-agency panel oper-

ations, but sponsor pressure is due to

force the wraps off it shortly—or else the

agency in question, one of the top three

in radio billing in the U. S. A., stands to

lose a number of clients.)

The trouble with advertising agency

research in the past is that too much of it

has been used for new-business purposes

by agency salesmen. A good deal of the

shifting of business from one agency to

another is traceable to presentations de-

veloped by advertising agency research

departments. Typical is the case of a

Chicago ad-agency research man who re-

signed to go with a program-rating organ-

ization. The head of the Windy City

operation discovered in a few months that

his new -business men weren't opening the

doors that they had previously. Check-

ing the reasons why, he finally arrived at

the information that previously they had
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jpent in agency fact-finding

been given selling tools by his ex-research

head, whom he has since brought back.

Most agency figure men admit that a

solid percentage of their time is spent on

analyzing programs and campaigns of

advertisers whose business is placed by

other agencies. Typically, one agency

studied for eight months what was wrong

with another agency's program which was

costing a sponsor $1,200,000 a year and

getting a Hooperating of only two. The

program had run a year [and was dropped

before the new-business man of the

agency checking the show was able to

reach the right man at the account to

show him just what was wrong with the

program. It later developed that four

other agencies were making presentations

to the same sponsor, all of them based

upon the fact that the agency of record

was broadcasting a program which was

costing the client a small fortune and pro-

ducing practically nothing.

It's estimated that 25 per cent of all

agency research, as well as the same per-

centage of the time of major agency

executives, is directed at getting new
accounts. This may seem like a very

great portion of executive and research

time to be spent in selling, but the life

of the average account at an advertising

agency is 43-^ years (AAAA records) and

so client turnover is a vital factor in the

life of an agency.

Most successful agency user of radio

research is McCann-Erickson, the only

agency licensed to use the Lazarsfeld-

Stanton program analyzer. Under the

direction of Marion Harper, Jr., Herta

Herzog is constantly analyzing each pro-

gram the agency handles for a client and

making reports to agency and advertiser

Agencies assemble panels to hear radio programs and advertising and to record their likes and dislikes, either electrically (top left) or manually

(top right). The critical meets are followed by oral sessions (bottom left). Results are frequently charted in the manner in which CBS presented

its report on "England" (bottom right). Producers and copywriters use charts and the comments to build better programs and commercials

PROFILE OF LISTENER REACTIONS

/
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Internal agency groups, like BBD&O's (left, "Brainstormers," right, "Senior Women's Council") do a closed circuit analytical research job regularly

executives and the agency radio staff.

The trouble with all qualitative radio re-

search is that it's research in a vacuum

unless the creative section of the agency's

radio operations uses the information de-

\ doped by the research department. In

a number of cases agency researchers have

had to spend weeks convincing show pro-

ducers that their conclusions about pro-

mans are fact and not research fancy.

Program research is actually fought by

most producers just as years ago copy

research in the black-and-white field was

fought by copy writers at agencies.

On a par with McCann-Erickson in

their use of radio research is Kenyon &
Eckhardt, which has both its own radio

research operation and Kenyon Research

Corporation, a separate organization

which does research for K & E and its

clients on general projects. Otis Allen

Kenyon, founder of the K & E agency and

chairman of its board, is an engineer-

trained advertising man and insisted from

the start on researching his clients' cam-

paigns. Kenyon Research is the out-

growth of this thinking and is to all

intents and purposes the research division

of K & E, the separate corporate entity

being an operational matter which per-

mits of special billing procedures and a

feeling of research independence. KRC
doesn't expect that other agencies will

employ it but it does do some, though not

very much, work for non-agency clients.

Rated third by radio researchers is the

Foote, Cone and Belding operation in

New York under Hal Webber. Webber
also set up the Chicago research division

of FC&B and that's ranked with the

Windy City's Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

office in its intelligent approach to radio

fact finding. On the other hand the

New York office of D-F-S isn't research-

minded.

The two agencies with top radio bill-

22

ings, J. Walter Thompson and Young &
Rubicam, are rated adequate in their

radio research but neither is said at this

time to be experimental-minded or de-

velopmental-minded. Y&R has over 100

people on its research staff and JWT has

around 90. Dr. Peter Langhoff heads

the Y&R operation since Dr. George

Gallup resigned to concentrate on his

individual projects, and Amo Johnson is

number one research man at JWT. The

comment is that since these agencies

already have the sponsors and the pro-

grams research isn't as necessary as it is

with agencies which are building their

radio business. Y&R's loss of a number

of accounts, however, and their (to all

intents and purposes) new radio depart-

ment, are expected to result in a sub-

stantial increase in research operations.

They still continue to use a group analyz-

ing device (variation of the CBS "Big

Annie") which Dr. Gallup now calls the

Hopkins Televote Machine, and feel that

qualitative program research is part of an

agency's job on programing.

One of the greatest criticisms which

client executives have in re advertising

agency research, and this applies to all

agency research, not just to the radio

phase, is that it is funneled to the adver-

tiser through the account executive rather

than through the research head of the

agency. Account men, state advertising

managers of a number of national adver-

tisers (18 were checked), have a natural

tendency to edit out material which they

feel may not reflect credit on the agency.

Since very few of them are research-

trained they frequently misinterpret

figures and the misinterpretations lead to

unhappy conclusions. To such a degree

is this true that man) great corporations,

like Swift, P. & G., General Foods, set the

formula for a research project and even

check the samples as well as the pro-

cedures used by the agency. Still others

obtain the raw figures from the agency

and do their own evaluation of the

findings.

A problem that research men face

consistently is the fact that major execu-

tives are proud of their crystal balls and

dislike facts and figures. If agency radio

producers and copy men fight research

findings, top client executives have been

known to fight twice as hard against re-

search findings that disprove their favor-

ite merchandising ideas.

For instance, despite valid research

conclusions that two-for-the-price-of-one

sales and "penny sales" do not materially

increase over-all business for a product

over an extended period, key merchandis-

ing men in great drug outfits still go

blithely along spending hundreds of

thousands of dollars on these annual

sales. A number of advertisers continue

to sponsor programs that research proves

are not reaching the audiences which buy

the products advertised. These are just

two examples of what research has to

combat.

Both independent and client research

men admit that today some of the best

research brains are employed by adver-

tising agencies. Men and women like

Marion Harper, Jr., Hans Zeisel, Herta

Herzog (McCann-Erickson), Hal Webber

(Foote, Cone and Belding), W. J. Main

(Ruthrauff & Ryan), Larry Deckinger

(Biow), Dr. Leon Arons (Weintraub),

Clement W. McKay (Kenyon Research),

P. Nahl (Needham, Louis & Brorby), and

Sam Gill (Sherman and Marquette)

have questioning minds and while they

sometimes go off on a tangent, the tangent

is the result of a probing intellect.

Researchwise that is all to the good.

Some of the biggest agencies, like N. W.
Aver, have yet to establish a radio re-

Please turn to page 46)
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QUESTIONS | TOWNSPEOPLE STUDENTS

"Where do you prefer to hear commercials?"

Beginning, middle, and end of program

% %
| 2.4

Beginning and end of program 37.6 29.5

Beginning and middle of program

Middle and end of program

0.0

0.0
1

0.0

|4.5

Beginning of program 20.3 run

Middle of program 0.0
i

1^
End of program 21.9 35.2

Part of program EBB !EB

"Is the present system of commercial _ Yes
radio broadcasting satisfactory?" 77.1 56.0

"Would you prefer a system of broad-
><; .

casting which would ban commercially-
sponsored broadcasts from the air?" 22.9 44.0

East Lansing residents and students of Michigan State College report on placement of commercials and how they feel about commercial radio

own vs Campus Listenin

over-all

Suburban residents

and cap and gowners

think there's too

much advertising

on the broadcast air

Survey after survey reveals

that the American radio

listener generally believes there are

too many commercials on radio pro-

grams. The latest survey to be con-

ducted, this one especially for sponsor,

indicates that over 90 per cent of both

townspeople and college students- in a

typical suburban town and nearby

campus are certain that there's too much

advertising on the air. The townspeople

are even more emphatic about it than the

cap-and-gowners. Here's the way they

voted in the survey conducted in the

homes of East Lansing, Michigan, and on

the campus of Michigan State College.

The question was "Are there too many
commercials on radio programs?"

Residents Students

Yes 98.6 % ' 87.5%
No 1.4% 12.5%

Sponsor's survey was conducted as a

OCTOBER 1947

postgraduate project of Michigan State

College by William G. Butt, under the

direction of Professor Joe A. Callaway of

the Department of Speech, Dramatics,

and Radio. The project was to discover

whether there was any difference between

the likes and dislikes of the residents of a

typical suburban town and a representa-

tive group of college students residing on

a campus. Today's student differs from

Joe College of a few years ago in that he's

more frequen ly than not an ex-G. I.,

married, and has one child. However, he

and the non-campus family man don't

think alike and the things they want from

broadcasting frequently are at opposite

mental poles.

One limiting factor about this survey is

that it was taken at a school that today is

predominantly male. Facts and figures

developed must therefore be viewed in

that light.
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Typical of East Lansing residents is Ed Vandervoort (above)

who likes his fishing and owns sporting goods stores in town
Lee Picketing is representative of today's college students.

He's 21 , a business administration junior, ex-Marine and married

The sample of both town and school

used in this survey was 10 per cent. Six

hundred and thirty-nine of the 7,000 resi-

dents of East Lansing answered the sur-

vey and 874 of Michigan State's 9,000

resident students returned their ques-

tionnaires.

All the returned questionnaires indi-

cated that the respondents owned radio

receivers, « hich is consistent with the fact

that according to the 1946 Broadcast

Measurement Bureau survey 98.3 of the

homes in the Lansing area have radio re-

ceivers. East Lansing being a relatively

wealth) suburban area, it was not un-

expected that listening was lower than it

was in the industrial town of Lansing

propel . Hours per day of radio usage in

Lansing, East Lansing, and on the Michi-

gan State campus, as developed by the

survey, are as follows:

Lansing East Lansing Campus

5.9 hours 3.3 hours 3.5 hours

unpus and town agree not only on

the "too many commerc ials" question but

also in their reaction to the length ot com-

mercials. Three out of four in each group

said "too long." The relative voting was:

Obviously broadcasting hasn't sold its

listeners on radio advertising's being a

service. Other advertising media have

done an effective anti-radio-advertising

promotional job both to consumers and to

national and local advertisers. Also, users

of radio advertising have permitted their

use of the medium to, like Topsy, just

grow. Only recently have advertisers and

their agencies begun to check the impact

of air advertising copy.

A great many radio program builders

feel that the ideal commercial is the

integrated one. The respondents in this

survey think otherwise. Miles Labora-

tories in a study some years back dis-

covered that integrated commercials did

not pay off for them, although more recent

studies made by Schwerin Research for

the Alka-Seltzer organization have indi-

cated that less blatant integrated copy

should sell better than the typical patent

medicine approach used in the past.

Townspeople want their commercials

separate from their programs by a vote of

three to one, the dormitory crowd two to

one. They voted in the following manner:

i <>« n ( impu
roo thon i 1

UmHM riiilll 15.4 M 1

loo Konf 7 1 (, 71.1

1 HM 1) Campua
Integrated M 6 31.5

Separate 75 i 68.5

Thev feel much the same way about

having newscasters do the commercials,

the campus reacting even more nega-

tively, with the voting in the following

fashion

:

Town Campus
Yes 23.7% 21.7%
No 76.3% 78.3%

Town and campus fell out on the sub-

ject of how they w-ould like commercials

handled. The college group want a laugh

with theirs, many home folk want theirs

straight. The questionnaires tallied like

this:

Town Campus
Straight 47. t, 29.2

Humorous 38.1% 61.8

Singing 14.

3

9 I

The normal expectancy is for youth,

even if beyond normal college age, to

enjoy a light approach and it's just as

normal to expect the adult listener,

settled and living in a suburban town, to

desire factual straight down-to-earth

handling.

While college and townspeople feel very

much alike about various aspects of ad-

vertising on the air. when it comes to

favorite programs they differ two out of

three times. They are bound together

only by a mutual love of baseball. Michi-

gan is a sports hotbed and baseball leads

all other sports in the Motor State. It is

*4 SPONSOR



not surprising therefore that the Goebel

baseball broadcasts are high in the dialing

habits of both East Lansing and Michigan

State College. These sportscasts of the

Detroit Tiger games won first place with

the collegians and second place with East

Lansing residents. The townspeople

rated their first three program, in this

sequence:

1. Lux Radio Theater

2. Goebel baseball broadcasts*

3. Newscasts

The college crew on their part want base-

ball first:

1

.

Goebel baseball broadcasts*

2. Henry Morgan

3. Hit Parade

Townsfolk voted for practically every

dramatic program on the air, although

there is no doubt but that Lux Theater

leads the air parade for them. The
questionnaires revealed that the war-

born habit of dialing news has not died

with home folk. The ex-G. I.'s, now
students, on the other hand, never de-

veloped the war-news habit. For them

the good humor of Henry Morgan and

music for Saturday night dancing, Lucky

Strike's Hit Parade, have more appeal

than news.

When it came to voting for their favor-

ite announcers the regular residents of

East Lansing and the Michigan Staters

reversed themselves. The townsfolk gave

the Goebel sports announcer first rating

while the students rated him second. Of
the total voting, the residents of the town

gave their favorite announcers the follow-

ing percentages of their votes:

1. Harry Heilemann (Goebel) 28.2%
2. Ross Mulholland (WJR) 14.1%
3. Don Wilson 10.3%

Milton Cross 10.3%
The students on the other hand voted for

their favorites in the following order:

1. Don Wilson 46.7%
2. Harry Heilemann (Goebel) 14.5%
3. Kenny Delmar 113%
The amazing lead that the students

give Don Wilson as well as the importance

given him by the regular residents of East

Lansing add up to something that many
advertisers haven't realized too well, that

a straight commercial announcer who is

made part of the program as Jack Benny

has made Wilson means nearly as much
as the program star. Advertisers also

must realize that announcers no longer

achieve importance because they an-

nounce any program, they become im-

portant only on commercial broadcasts.

Placement of commercials on programs

is still roulette for sponsors but both East

Lansing and Michigan State have definite

ideas about the matter—and they're not

iconoclastic. The reason why the greatest

number of cap-and-gowners want their

commercials at the end of the program is

simple. They say this permits them to

select their next program without losing

any of the entertainment—a very good

reason for a sponsor not to put his major

selling at the program's end—he loses too

many listeners in that process. A chart

showing just where both town residents

and students want their commercials is

printed with this report.

The very last question in the sponsor

survey conducted by William G. Butt has

perhaps the greatest meaning. Butt

asked "Is the present system of commer-
cial radio broadcasting satisfactory?"

The answers charted with this article

were three to one for radio as the U. S.

knows it, on the part of the townsfolk,

but almost even money with the students.

The latter voted heavily (44 per cent of

them) for "a system that would ban

commercially-sponsored broadcasts from

the air." East Lansingites are pro-

sustaining broadcasting only to the ex-

tent of 22.9 per cent and even this 22.9

is disturbed on how such a system

would be maintained. About 50 per cent

of the students who voted for a non-

commercial system of broadcasting sug-

gested an outright governmental subsidy.

Other students suggested taxes on receiv-

ing sets, tobacco, liquor, and luxury

items. There were even a couple of stu-

dents who suggested that radio set manu-
facturers pay the bills.

The townspeople who voted for a non-

commercial air at the same time feared

government control. A solid section of

the 22.9 per cent stated simply that they

liked the idea but didn't know how it

could be done.

Students are anti-commercial broad-

casting for a number of reasons. First,

(Please turn to page 44)

"The Goebel baseball broadcasts cover the games of the
Detroit Tigers on a special network of stations as well
as on WWJ-TV.

East Lansing is a rich subuib where Lansingites and college
profs live. Home below is typical of housing in area

Single students sleep in Quonset huts while married contingent live

"n giant trailer camp (in back of huts above). It's all very G. I.
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Over 12,000 Rexall stores

serve the nation's drug needs

follows through . .

.

over-all
Promotion is a salable prod-

uct with Rexall. Sixty-six

hundred independent druggists buy pack-

ages of promotion material 12 times a

year from the Rexall organization—pro-

motion material which in many cases is

tied into Rexall broadcast programs.

The balance of the Rexall outlets

(3,800) are promoted basically through

a house organ called Rexall Ad'Vantages,

which sells Rexall products and how to

advertise them. A typical issue of Ad-

vantages spotlighted: how radio was used

in connection with the opening of a re-

modeled Rexall store in Fort Wayne,

Ind., by the Meyer Brothers Drug Com-

pany; a center spread about the network

program; a half page about electrical

transcriptions on many of the Rexall

products; a page report on a successful

radio program in Texas; and an editorial

on the advertising slant of the network

program.

Rexall doesn't just use broadcasting

—

TEXAS RADIO SHOW

1 f
"Mm

Local radio shows rate full

pages in "Rexall Ad-Vantages"

lir inn in rl.li l|m"l

ui the

llt'Viill llimlrr

-i. ii riiiii

Network programs also are
accorded space in house organ

Broadcasts from remodeled stores

receive Rexall blessing and help
Shelf strips (above), counter and
window cards are standard items



it promotes it. Recently (September

15-18) Rexall opened its new giant

drugstore and building in Los Angeles.

During the four-day celebration there

were four special Rexall broadcasts from

KFWB and 12 Rexall broadcasts from

KMPC, all of them built on a special-

event basis. The Governor of California,

Earl Warren, broadcast a special wel-

come to the new building over each of

the stations. Rexall president, Justin

Dart, made a number of broadcast ap-

pearances and guest stars from industry

and radio including Ed. Williams, presi-

dent of Lambert Pharmacal Co., Mayor
Bowren of Los Angeles, Sheriff Biscailuz,

Horace Thomas, assistant sales manager

of Eastman Kodak, as well as the cast

of Bride and Groom, all paid salutes to

Dart and Rexall. One special broadcast

came in part from "the world's largest

drugstore" (the one newly opened) and

in part from "the world's smallest drug-

store," the latter located in Topanga

Canyon, California.

Both KFWB and KMPC have regular

commercial broadcasts for Rexall, the

former starring Jerry Lawrence in a disk

session daily at 4-4:15 p.m. and the

latter a nightly newscast from 9-9:15 p.m.

The national program is featured in

every promotional kit Rexall sends out.

There are usually one window card, sev-

eral counter cards, and innumerable

throw-aways, all of which say, "Listen,"

and follow it with plugs for the program

and its stars. Present material plays up

Jimmy Durante, who will this season be

without his sidekick of the past few

years, Garry Moore. Stressed also will

be the fact that the program will be

NBC this season whereas in the past it

has been CBS.

Justin Dart, Rexall's president, gets every

penny out of each drug promotional dollar

Now in its 35th year, the Rexall Maga*

zine with 1,000,000 circulation is a typi-

cal give-away pulp magazine with stories,

features, some news, and much Rexall

advertising. It's bought by druggists

imprinted with their names and used

both as a store give-away and as a mail-

ing piece. Every page carries an under-

line, which asks the reader to "Listen

to the Rexall program starring Jimmy
Durante, Friday nights, NBC network."

There is also at least a half-page adver-

tisement and editorial copy on the pro-

gram somewhere in each issue.

Radio is the final selling touch in many
of the Rexall monthly product promo-

tions and the program stars are always

included in name and picture on the

displays of the product leader for the

month. Tests of these displays sans the

radio touch have been made against the

same displays with the broadcast-plus.

The results have proved that while

they're selling radio they're doing even

a better job of selling the product which

is promoted on the displays. Actual fig-

ures on how much better a display with

Jimmy Durante on it does than one with

straight product exploitation haven't

been released but researchers who worked

on the project say, off the record, that

25 per cent would be a fair estimate.

Even small three-and-a-quarter by

five-and-a-quarter-inch four-page folders

have a tie-in cut on their lastpage, say-

ing"Listen! Listen! Listen!" to Durante.

When Rexall suggests new store de-

signs to druggists there's always a place

among the shelves of products for a

streamer selling the radio program

—

either the network program or the local

program of the individual druggist.

Despite all the promotion, pressure is

never placed upon the druggist to sell

the program. The idea which Rexall gets

across is that radio is part of the Rexall

product, that radio makes the Rexall

trade name just as big as Listerine, Lever

Brothers, Goodyear, Parker Pen, Alka-

Seltzer, or any other of the hosts of trade-

marked products that the average drug-

gist carries. And it's done by telling the

Rexall story, not by competitive selling

against the other brands. Rexall is too

clever to directly fight other brands that

independent druggists carry—and on

which they make a profit. It sells Rexall

all the way—and promotion is part of

the product that Rexall sells.

Its local programs throughout the

country run the gamut of show types

but news broadcasts are more frequent

than any other form of programing, and

the Editor's Page
,

SIMMER RUHII .SHOW
S/H'-Wnfinfi

REXALL THEATRE
CAST

THE DRUGGIST.... PAT O 8RIEN
THE NURSC LYNN BAR)

IN DRUGS...

if irs Rexall irs right

V»*
UM! l
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YOUR Rexaft DRUG RADIO SHOW
OUT FII01I »lt»T . 9 10 [St C01ST TO C01SI OK CIS

f House organ editorial helps and
all printed matter says "listen"
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Broadcasts are usually made something personal through two-page
spreads in "Ad-Vantages" which explain why the show's good business

The program star always says

"Rexall's best" in displays



THt DINVER POST: Tuf.d.'.Jio 7. 19<7

THE SCHKOZZ COHTBUUTSS TO THE CAUSE—Lone, nosed Jlmme Durante <lelt) ana nil short-

haired sidekick. Cam Mooi. (right), hilarious radio comedians, buy tickets to their two houl

| show in the city auditoilum Ian. 17 ttom Hugh Terry, manager ol station KLZ. Durante

and Moore will appeal In the infantile paralysis benefit performance, proceeds from which will

go to Deneers March of Dimes 1un<t Tickets can be obtained at the Denver March ol Dime, head-

quarters. 820 Midland Sarlngs building, and at the Denver Dry Goods company ticket olUce.

Ticket selling opens drive. Hugh Terry (KLZ) sells Durante and Moore

61 in* Boston to Hollywood, the old and

iku Rexall li« me towns, the Rexall news-

caster is a fixture.

Druggists perform a public service,

and the appellation "Doc" with which

so many are addressed is no accident.

They're a respected and vital part of the

average town. Rexall therefore realizes

that its broadcast activities must have a

public service as well as an entertainment

quality.

When an opportunity presents itself

for the Jimmy Durante program to help

along a worthy cause, Rexall works with

its local outlets and stations and does

everything in its power to carry the

public service ball. Typical was the visit

of Durante and Mcore to Denver in

January of this year. Colorado had been

badly hit by the polio epidemic last year

and it was chosen for the most active

crmpaign for the 1947 March of Dimes.

Every important name in the state was

on the a mmittee including the governor

and the governor-elect. From the arrival

of the Durante cast in Denver on Thurs-

day, January 16, until their train left at

7:50 p.m. Saturday, January 18, Durante

and cast were on a merry-go-round that

started with a parade and ended with

an hour show at the Denver Paramount
'1

1 eatre for 3,500 children Tickets for

tl . broadcast sold at $25, $10, and $5,

and over $5,CC0 was raised directly in

this manner.

Staion KLZ, under the direction of

Hugh Teny, it*- manager, made certain

that the Durante-Moore names were

everywhere. Not a single medium was

s GOT*
T -4.

JE!R\\\3KO

Star billing for Durante-Mocre on street car fronts

cofflM. m petson

missed to make the visit of the Rexall

program to Denver a triumph and the

Rexall and N. W. Ayer (Rexall agency)

staffs worked with Terry and the March

of Dimes local committee all the way.

Basic difference between what Rexall

does and what most other advertisers do

is fundamental to the Justin Dart in-

spired operation. Where most sponsors

expect their agency or network, or sta-

tions to go ?11 the way promoting a pro-

gram Rexall simply asks the netwoik or

stations how Rexall can improve promo-

tion. Seldom does Rexall permit a sta-

tion to take the ball away from them as

they did with KLZ in Denver. In this

case it was a charitable drive and the

thinking no doubt was that the fuithei

away Rexall kept from the March of

Dimes the better it would seem to every-

one concerned. That's typical of Rexall's

operations—knowing when to do and

when not to do something.

Rexall also may have decided to permit

Hugh Terry, KLZ station manager, to

carry promotional ball because he's

known not only in Denver but practi-

cally from coast-to-coast as a promoting

fool. Give him something to root about

and, as in this case, he does the rest.

The Denver personal appearance was

public service at its best but it was ail

part and parcel of the thinking of Rexall

executives, who don't look upon broad-

casting or promotion as something aside

In m their regular business operations.

They sell promotion and radio just as

they sell the name of Rexall and_all the

Rexall drug products.

DURANTE
AND

MOORE"

Broadcast on KLZ-CM >~-

e «...« ...i *.<•<••..»

730 KLZ
ntuAN.1T

"In person" cards in merchants' windows of Denver

Transit advertising stresses the "in person" broadcast

"DURANTE* w " n ** ' *- —uill broadcast horn Pen-

Sf PUI O O R E" ''f's municipal auditorium

Coming io Denver

in Person!

—to launch "March of

Dimes" campaign to fight

polio.

KLZ--CBS
7:30 P. M., Jan. II

TA. 1556 for ticket.

Newspaper advertising sells appearance of Rexall show

Record dealers tieup disks - March of Dimes - stars

118069

# t

98
Bumpers contribute to Durante-Moore appearance



This is the

HAROLD L. BANTA Family

of Muskegon Heights,

Michigan

Harold Banta gets to see more of his family than most

men, with office right at home. He likes it that way

and so does the family! Here they are: Mrs. and Mr

in the back row; 5-year-old Judy, and Terry Lee, 7

seated on floor of their modern, homey living room

*4

T T ARC)LP L. BANTA typifies thousands of Midwest business men— a city

*• * dweller with a strong farm interest. Harold and his family live in a re-

cently built bungalow. The address is 1801 Peck Street in Muskegon's resi-

dential suburb, Muskegon Heights, Michigan. Mr. Banta, using a converted

spare room at home for his office, is Secretary-Treasurer of the Muskegon

County Farm Bureau and district manager for the State Farm Insurance

Companies.

Since his business is with farm folk, Harold profits from WLS agricultural

services; they keep him well-posted on markets, crop conditions, weather and

farm legislation. But there's more to it than business. "I like WLS because

. . . the announcer seems to enjoy what he's saying and to be sincere in what

he says about the products."

Mrs. Banta likes our musical programs, spotted through the day — Judy and

Terry Lee have several favorites, including Lum and Abner. Harold hears

Pinner Bell Time, Farm Bulletin Board, and various market and weather

broadcasts. The family gets together on their radioing for the WLS National

Barn Pance.

This is the Harold L. Banta family of Muskegon Heights — one of the thou-

sands of fine young families in Midwest America. For 23 years, our micro-

phones have focused on such families — giving them service to fill genuine

needs — entertainment for the whole family's wants. As a result, we have their

confidence and listening loyalty — guarantors of sound advertising results.

Still on the phone at 730 p.m., Harold works long

hours, brightened by a radio in his "home-office."

He has been a regular WLS listener for ten years.

w&W$t«'$®

890 kilocycles, 50,000 watts, American affiliate. Represented by John Blair and Co

pany. Affiliated in management with KOY, Phoenix, and the ARIZONA NETWORK .

KOY, Phoenix . . . KTUC. Tucson . . . KSUN, Bisbee-Lowell-Douglas.
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AND THE

There has always been only one Singin' Sam. His
unforgettable songs, sung to a superb vocal and
instrumental accompaniment, have produced out-

standing sales successes. 15 minute programs with
universal appeal.

mms
A five-man novelty band different because it com-
bines a laugh riot with true musical talent. Each
member has a truly fine voice and is an accom-
plished musi ian. A "folksy" 15 minute program
with big-time appeal.

& &

me
The best loved melodies that linger in everyone's
heart . . . beautifully framed by poems of Ro-
mance. An outstanding 5 minute show featuring
Lawrence Salerno, Irene Verner and other top
ranking talent.

V

';

W£$ftfAUV HO/

Curley Bradley, a real cow poke with .i ID
voice, brings you his unmatched song JtOti

the West. 5 minute, tuneful tours thl

land of stampedes, sagebrush, and sourdouu

£ertdAozd& <u& orMOM



ows Ava

Here arc

six supc

grams,

able From T. S. I.

Each With

inctive Appeal

ix important sponsorship opportunities,

ly produced series of transcribed pro-

i shows with a record of outstanding

esses.

ire searching for something "different,"

r one of these programs. A variety of

and appeals are offered with at least one

tly suited to carry your promotion

is.

Each of these T. S. I. shows is skillfully and

professionally produced. Talent is not only

featured by top ranking vocalists and en-

tertainers, but announcers, arrangers, and

commentators are well known through-

out the radio world.

Information Available
You are urged to write for informa-

tion on the shows in which you are

interested. T. S. I. will be pleased to

send you full details including tech-

nical and descriptive facts, back-

grounds of the various artists, sales

records, etc.

Write or telephone today or, if

you prefer, fill out and mail the cou-

pon below.



Mr. Sponsor Asks...

"Should an advertiser have a radio

advertising manager of his own?
**

.... Radio Director
Don Paul Nathanson The Toni Company, St. Paul, Minn.

The
l»iek*»il I'sinel

answers
Mr. \alliaiison

A man who
J& ^^ knows radio thor-

^^^^ V oughly, and is a

member of the

J 4f^ ^* sponsor's organi-

zation, is a dis-

tinct help in the

^_ promoting of that

^V advertiser's pro-

j/k ,. grams. He doesn't

need to be a man
who is assigned 100 per cent to handling

the radio side of a campaign, as long as

he is fully cognizant of the possibilities

and characteristics of the broadcast me-

dium. Networks, stations and agencies

do everything possible to make a radio

program effective. However, the job of

turning commercial continuity into maxi'

mum sales rests upon the sales, sales-

promotion, and advertising divisions of

the advertiser.

Ideal cases of how radio-minded adver-

tising departments of sponsors deliver

sales, to mention only two, are the S. C.

Johnson Company and Rexall Drugs,

both of whom use their radio programs in

every facet of their selling. There are

several others.

It is virtually impossible for a net-

work or a station to do a complete job of

point-of-sale promotion. That is a vital

part of the operations of the advertiser's

own pi i inn a ion department. When a

sponsor has someone whose every con-

cern is to make broadcasting work for

him, the results are almost certain to be

better than when the job is handled by

someone whose responsibilities also in-
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elude the promotion of all the various

media used by his organization.

Audience promotion is an important

part T)f the operations of NBC's Adver-

tising and Promotion Departmer.c. How-
ever, there is no doubt but that the

effectiveness of these network activities

is greatly increased when there is some-

one in the sponsor's organization who

knows how to exploit radio consistently.

No, it is not essential that an adver-

tiser have a policy executive who de-

votes all of his time to handling broad-

cast advertising—but it does help. What
is essential is that the sponsor have a

man who knows how to use radio—how

to work with his agency and network (or

stations) to make radio a vital factor in

his daily promotion and sales operations.

Roy Porteous

Audience Pro>notion Manager

NBC, New York

Since radio has

emerged from the

mumbo-jumbo of

mystery that was

the rule in the

days of "blue sky"

selling, and has

become a re-

spected, full-

fledged advertis-

ing medium, it is

natural that the man who pays the bills

should wish to exercise the same super-

vision over radio that he does over other

important media. It also follows that

he will wish to get the most expert ad-

vice obtainable.

Personally, I feel that the more at-

tention radio can get in the "executive

echelons" of the client's organization, the

better it is for radio.

Also, the advantage of having an ex-

perienced radio man in the client's own

organization to interpret radio to the

client in terms of his own problem helps

the networks . the agencies . . . and

the entire industry.

I would therefore say, in answer to

your question, "Yes, a client should

have his own radio advertising director

if at all practical."

Warren Jennings

Eastern Sales Manager

Crosley Broadcasting Corp.

New York

The answer to

your question de-

pends largely on

the advertiser
since problems in

advertising in-

crease manyfold as

radio expenditures

increase. The ad-

vertising agency
functions smooth-

ly for average advertiser, but when an

agency spends $2,000,000 or more for a

client in radio it would seem advisable,

from the advertiser's standpoint, to have

a radio specialist to assist the advertising

manager in the interpretation of the ad-

vertiser's problems to the agency.

Many large advertisers have found a

radio director particularly effective in

the stimulation of promotion, and in

tying in the merchandising of radio pro-

grams with dealers, jobbers, and their

salesmen.

Radio directors prove extremely effec-

tive for adveitisers in achieving better

talent relations. A radio director is the

connecting link between the sponsor and

the performer, and brings greater under-

standing between them

The advertising manager should by

all means be the "officer-in-charge," but

the radio specialist is more than an ad-

visor. It would be unreasonable to expect

an advertising manager to have accumu-

lated the experience that a good radio

specialist has. Many of our present suc-

SPONSOR



cessful radio directors began their careers

as announcers and/or actors, went into

production, then got more experience in

stations, networks, and agencies. A back-

ground such as this brings the advertiser

a specialist capable of being of real value

to him.

Probably the strongest factor in favor

of a radio specialist is that he relieves the

over-all advertising director of a great

many radio details foreign to general ad-

vertising. Thus, he gives the advertising

manager the help of special skills while

leaving him free to manage the over-all

framework of all advertising media to

the best advantage of the client.

John M. Wyatt, Jr.

Radio Director

Cecil & Presbrey, New York

I would say that

having a radio ad-

vertising director

within the firm is

a sound idea pro-

vided the adver-

tiser has several

shows on the air

for a variety of

products, or has

his account serv-

iced by several agencies. In the case of

the smaller advertiser, who uses radio

infrequently or in no large amount, most

of the radio advertising problems can

be handled easily by the advertising

manager, and a specialist is not required.

A trained radio executive in his office

can be of immense help to a big-time

radio advertiser. He can coordinate all

radio operations (particularly if the client

shifts his shows around from product to

product, or agency to agency) seeing that

consistency is maintained in the adver-

tising and shows. He is the focal point

of all radio research and planning and

the man who translates radio ideas into

terms of the firm's operation for the

"boss." He is radio as far as the com-

pany's advertising goes, and runs the

campaign like a field commander.

However, just hiring someone trained

in radio is not enough. He must be given

real responsibility and authority to make
decisions, even if it means that product

advertising managers have to relinquish

some of theirs. Otherwise, the value of

such a trained man is lost. I'll admit

that it takes a good executive to fill the

job well. He must believe in radio,

understand it, and be able to sell it to

other officers within the firm (which an
agency can't always do). But I'll re-

(Please turn to page 56)

IT ISN'T
1

I V i

SN00TY-

• Distinguished Company— that's about

the best way to describe your fellow spon-

sors when you join the clients of WFBM.

WFBM is proud of the fact that the

city's best stores are on the station. The

three largest Indianapolis department

stores buy more time on WFBM than on

any other local station. Also, to WFBM
goes the lion's share of local Building

and Loan, tire dealer, furniture store and

theatre radio advertising.

Your messages will be heard by good

company, too. WFBM, the first station in

Indiana, has been recognized as the

"prestige station" for twenty-two years.

WFBM
BASIC AFFILIATE: Columbia Broadcasting System

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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spot
SPONSOR presents the second in a series of indices of locally-produced

programs available for sponsorship throughout the U. S. This issue lists represen-
tative breakfast, farm, and folk music programs. These indices make available for

the first time a yardstick on costs of local programs since stations of all sizes are
indexed. November issue will list participating, man on the street, juvenile,
music, drama, sports, news, and variety programs and Canadian programs

Local Programs Available For Sponsorship

lew England
Families: 2,353,000 Radio Families: 2,280,000

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

Connecticut

HroakfaKt Programs

t

TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH
TIMES

PER WEEK C0ST» DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

ALARM CLOCK CLUB General N. A. 40-min 6 $4 per spot Wake-up show that features pop tunes,

news, time sigDals

Portsmouth,

N H
WHEB

BEANT0WN VARIETIES i ienersJ 4.5 P 25-min 6 $108
3 spots a wk

Variety-musical type of morning show.
Live talent

Boston,
Mass.

WEEI

BREAKFASI IN THE SURREY ROOM Women 4.2P 15-min A $125 3x15
iniii a wk

Brtakfatl Club-type show with studio
audience, gifts, etc.

Boston,
Mass

WEEI

BREAKFAST TIMETABLE N. A. 55-min 6 0. R. Birthdays, mi'sic, local and national
news.

Greenfield,

Mass.
WHAI

BREAKFAST WITH BEN Family 5.OH 60-min 5 0. R. M »i,ro/ Clock-type with news, weather
report;

Hartford,

Conn.
WTHT

CENE JONES Family N. A. 15-min 3 0. R. Songs in Jones' romantic baritone, ac-

companied by piano, guitar, base

Boston,

Man
WBZ

JOT A LA CARTER Family IOC 15-min 6 0. R. Morning get-awake with live music and
records, news, weather, time

Burlington,
Vt

WJOY

JULIE -N JOHNNY N. A. 30-min S 0. R. Birthdays, anniversaries, local and
Hollywood news, interviews

Worcester,
Mass.

WTAG

TOP 0' THE MORNING Family N. A. 15-min 6 0. R. Musical Clock-type, live version, news,
weather reports

Burlington,
Vt.

WCAX

YAWN PATROL Family N. A. 15-min 6 $96 Jim Randolf with light early morning
patter and records

Waterbury,
Conn.

WWCO

Farm
DOIN' THE CHORES WITH STACEY I M. 11

COLE
N \ $144 - 15' Yankee humor and anecdotes sauce up Keen .

expert advice I N H

Folk >lnsi««
AL RAWLEY'S JAMBOREE Familj N L 30-nun l JliiUtal

plus time
Sagebrush songs, tunes; violin, guitar,

yodelling, features

WEEI
Man,

YOOELIN- SLIM 12 C 30-min 5 $181 + 15%
•-.,:

Slim Clark in guitar-accompanied songs,

chatter by mc Ozzie Wade
Keene,
N H.

WKNE

Kiddle Atlantic
Families: 9,653,000 Radio Families: 9,166,000

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Washing-
ton, D. C, West Virginia, Virginia

IBreak Inst Program*
TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH

TIMES
PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

ALARM CLOCK CLUB Family N. A. 15-min 6 $80 s and
Dick Gould's patter

Norfolk.

Va.

WLOW

DOROTHY A DICK 3.3 H 40-min 6 $700-
' ID

Mr A- Mrs format, chatter, gossip,

con: -

N, > York
C t;

WOR

* Time and talent unless otherwise indicated. N.A.-Not Available, H-Hooper, C-Conlan, P-Pulse, E-H-Elliott-Hayes, OR.-On Request
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No matter how you break it down

WRC is Washington's First Station

BMB measured six stations in Washington— the four

network outlets and two leading independent stations. No

matter how you break down these BMB figures—hy audi-

ence levels or geographical areas—WRC has a greater

audience day and night than any other Washington station.

By Audience Levels

WRC leads all other Washington stations in all audience

levels at night—and in 8 out of 9 audience levels in the

davtime.

_ 300,000

The above charl shows WRC leadership at the basic

BMB 10% level. Complete decile comparisons

available on request.

By Geographical Areas

WRC leads all other stations in the District of Columbia.

RADIO

„WO,QO0

BMB STATION CITY AUDIENCE

r rj n n
WRC Station B Station C Stction D Station £

In the Washington Metropolitan Area..

.300.000 ^_ BM8 METROPOUTAN DISTRICT AUDIENCE

_ 200,000

RADIO
FAMUtES

__ pmp wciKurv^iiMn fulfill A'jLMcrN^c

i r r r

.

WRC Station B Station C Station D Station t S*

And in the Total Station Audience Area...

Station B Station C Station D Station E Station F

FIRST IN WASHINGTON

980 KC.

Reproionted by NBC SPOT SALCS

THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
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spot

rim
TIMES

APPEAL RATING LENGTH PER WEEK COST- DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

hi: jinx N \ ,111

' wk
Mr. A it; doing and thinking

. just past; | .

Ni » York WNBC

HOUSEWARMERS S \. 12imhhi mrthdays, loal . use. WNDR

MILE Or SMILEI WITH WILES 15-imn $120.40 moo with Wilis Hallock;

timi Pa
WNAE

MORNING MUSIC HOUR 0. R. Classical recordings Philadelphia,

Pi

W0AS

PAUL COLEMAN 15-miii $110 union, WINR

SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET N. A- $82 Mutical Clu. i WARM

TERRY WASHBURN N \ 150-riiin $150
0xl5-miii

i am U iffalo. WKBW

THE MCCANNS AT HOME 2H min $400 •tie-table talk, 9:30-10 am York WOI

TIMEKEEPER N. A. 120-min 180
6xl5-min

music, "baby hour," time checks WKAL

UNCLE BILL AND SNOWBALL N. A. iii-iiiiu 6 0. R. Bill O'Toole and his "other voice"; Baltic WITH

Wl THREE N A 30-min 5 $12.50 oer
KfXlt

klavan ad lib over
coffee; newsy, humor

Baltm
Md.

WCBM

Farm
CHANTICLEER ! . N, A. 45-Tnin $25 per

spot

1 !:. .. u: ',:. I.,r: '. .v -. ' .-. . 1 !.

osophy, humor N. V.

wgy

WALL FARM JOURNAL Men N. A. 15-min 6 $04 per

6 spots

county agents give farm
news, prices, etc.

Middletown,
Y V

WALL

WHJB FARM NEWS Family N. A. 45-min 6 O. R. Farm u k reports, buy-and-
sell exchah.'

Greensburg.

Pa

WHJB

Folk >insi««
AL ROGERS '. N. A. 1 5-xnin 5 U. K. - sings western tunes,

Bonga Pa.

WJAS

CHUCKWA60N JAMBOREE Family N. A. 30-mi 11 7 $54 tternoon cowboy show, in against

kiddie segments
Wilkes-Barre,

Pa
win

COWBOY JACK Family N. A. 50-miu 6 $92.50 per
15-min

Singing hillbilly. Sold in minimum
three 15-min per wk

Beckley,

W. Va
WJU

EMERY DEUTSCH Family N. A. 30-min 1 0. R. Authentic gypsy music on records. New York
City

WQXR-
WQXQ

550 RANGERS Family N. A. 15-min 5 $> Toper
spot

Cowboy records with dialect remarks Buffalo,

y y.

W6R

POLKA TIME Family N. A. 30-min 6 $43.50
per broadcast

Slavic listeners in this area give large

foreign audience

Nanticoke,
Pa.

WHWL

RADIO PLAYBOYS Family N. A. 30-min 5 0. R. Live hillbilly combo with songs and
chatter

Frederick,

Md.
WFM0

SMILE FOR YOUR SUPPER Family N. A. 15-min 2 $70 Fred Chapman sings, accompanies him-
self on guitar

-Barre,

Pa.

WILK

TOM SCOTT. TROUBADOUR Family N. A. 15-min 3 $185 plus
ami fl

Folk ballads by Tom Scott and his

guitar

Ni.* York WQXR-
* U • Q

Middle Western
Families: 12,140,000 Radio Families: 11,387,000

Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, Oklahoma, Kansas, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska

ICr<-;ikl;isf l»ro«>r;illlS

TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH
TIMES

PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

ALARM CLOCK CLUB Family N. A. 5-10-15-min 5 O. R. Typical Mutical Clock with news,
records, chatter, time, etc.

U is Rapids, WFHR

BREAKFAST AT CORDON'S N. A. 30-min
15-min

5
5

$225
$130

Breakfast-interview show with gifts for

ladies, etc.

-<ph.
Mo.

KRES

BREAKFAST JAMBOREE \ 4 90-min 5 O. R. folk and western tunes, chatter,

time, a

Detroit,

Mich.
WJBK

COFFEE CUP REVIEW N \ 6 j: 50 15-min
$-' 1-

-

Early morning show of fun, music, gags,
1

> atcr,

T.v
KX0X

Time and'talent unless otherwise indicated. N.A.-Not Available, H-Hooper, C-Conlan, P-Pulse, E-H-Elliott-Hayes,- OR.-On Request
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f
NOW OPERATING ON 680 KILOCYCLES AND DELIVERING TEN TIMES MORE POWER.
\F F I LI AT ED WITH A B C . . . R E P R E S E N T E D BY TAYLORHOWE-SNOWDEN, RADIO SALES
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spot
^n ^Br"^^

TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH
TIMES

PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

OES MOINES DIARt U .mien N. A. 25-min I B L> Moines club news, women's news,
chatter, interviews

Des Moines,
Iowa

KSO

UUf BIRD PROGRAM N. A. 15-min R Folksy show with music, time, weather,
and so forth

t 'lui ago,

III.

WMAQ

EARLYWORM N. A. 90-min 8 113 per Flatter, obatter; 17 sponsors on six years
or more

Columbus,
Ohio

WINS

( (S SPECIAL Family N. A. 30-min 5 O.K. Light morning chatter, with weather
and time, music, news

Saginaw,
Mich.

WSAM

JACK HARRISON'S RUE AND
JHINE SHOW

N. A. 15-min 6 $160.80 WakeMippar of news and music, with

weather, hall scop
.

tiraml Rapids,
Mich.

WLAV

KOFFEE KORNER Family N. A. 20-min 5 0. R. Live morning show, five-piece baud,

emcee, comedy routines

Cleveland,

Ohio
Hi*

MORNING RECORD SHOP Women 1.7P 40-min 6 $11.05
$15.30 l-min

Morning show slanted to women listeners.

News, musio, time
^go,

IU.

WIND

MUSICAL CLOCK Family N. A. 45-11.111 6 0. R. NewB, farm info, sports, music, tune,

weather, etc.

Cntralia,
II!

WCNT

START WITH A WHISTLE IN THE
HORNING

N. A. 1 Sii-m in 6 0. R. Request tunes, time, and news. Gags,
dedications

vi lie,

III.

WEOA

Farm
FARM AND GARDEN Family N. A. 15-min l $100

talent

For ii'. -ilwi Hers with gardens as well as

nearby farm folk

Chicago,
111.

WLS

FARM BULLETIN BOARD Adult N. A. 15-min 3 ii K On station over 10 years. Has market
news, weather, farm info

Chicago,
ill.

WLS

FARM FRONT M. ii N. A. 25-min 6 $168 Mixture of wire-service farm news, local

news, weather, etc.

Ashtabula,
Ohio

WICA

FARMER'S VIEWPOINT N. A. 15-min 5 Sis 50

2 15-min
Late local and state news, farm news
and comment, weather, etc.

Stillwater,

Okla.

KJPI

•-F-D 1400 Family 11. OC 15-min 6 $80 Preceded by folk music show. Serves
up news, weather

Portsmouth,
Ohio

WPAY

WASHITA VALLEY EXCHAN6E Men N. A. 15-min 5 $81 Radio listing of items for sale or for

trade

Chickasha,

Okla.

KWCO

WFHR FARM AND HOME HOUR Family N. A. 60-min 5 0. R. Music with farm interest, with inter-

views, farm news, weather
Wis. Rapids,

Wis
WFHR

Folk >ln>i«-
HILLBILLY REQUEST Family N. A. 15-min 5 $sl Folk tunes and hillbilly music as per

listener requests

Chickasha,
Okla.

KWCO

IT'S TIME FOR JOHNNY Family 8.4 H 15-min 6 $366 Johnny Vanden Bosch sings ballads,

hymns, western tunes
Kalamazoo,

Mich.
WKZO

MELODY ACES Family N. A. 30-min 1 0. R. Live folk music group of three pieces Fergus Falls,

Minn.
KGOE

SAITER-MORGAN BARN DANCE Family N. A. 60-min 5 $100 Saiter-Morgan shindig with live talent,

from local theater

Vmcennes,
Ind.

WAOV

SALLY'S JITTIN' ROOM Family N. A. 15-min 1 $70 The salty humor and hillbilly songs of

Sally Flowers
Columbus,
Ohio

WBNS

TEX RANDALL Family- N. A. 15-min 5 $106.25 Tex sings favorite cowboy and folk

ballads

Shenandoah,
Iowa

KFNF

TIMBEROOJANS Family N. A. 30-min 5 $203.50
talent

Four hillbilly musicians and mc make
music and corned v

Sioux City, KSCJ

Southern
Families: 8,380,000 Radio Families: 6,399,000

Arkansas, Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,

Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas

Breakfast Programs
TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH

TIMES
PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

ALARM CLOCK CLUB Family N. A. 45-mJn 6 $51 per
pots

Time, weather, news, music W. Memphis,
Ark

KWEM

BREAKFAST CABARET Family N. A. 60-min 6 $75 6 15-min
r« r wk

Records and Hobart Hare: "Biggest

ip to it"

Alexandria,

La.

KPDR

UAKFAST PLATTERS Family N. A. 1 20-min 6 $195 6xl5-nnn
per wk

Records, background on the stars, radio

show n
rleans.

La.

WJBW

COFFEE TIME N. A. 10-min 6 $48 First ten to phone correct version of

scrambled woM win 1 lb. of coffee Fla.

WBSR

' Time and talent unless otherwise indicated. N.A.-Not Available, H-Hooper, C-Conlan, P-Pulse, E-H-Elliott-Hayes; O.R.-On Request
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Best individual record was scored neither by a network nor a

network affiliate, but by an independent—WOV, New York.

The only outfit to win two awards each year.

BILLBOARD—SEPTEMBER 20, 1947

Billboard again honors WOV
Accepting these distinguished citations with understandable

pride, WOV expresses its gratitude to the agency and

sponsor executives who selected us as winners for

the second consecutive year.

We declare our continued dedication to an even more

concerted effort toward our basic policy of radio

broadcasting, that in serving the public interest we best

serve listeners and sponsors alike.

Ralph N. Weil, Ceneral Manager

Arnold B. Hartley, Program Director

John E. Pearson Co. , National Representative

i
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Irving Kaufman

The originol Lozy Dan,

(coostlo-coosl), featured

player in "Street Scene,"

record star, Crazy Frenchman

for Chateau Martin Wine —

and now, Helpful Harry.

Helpful
Harry

Musical Household Hints

Ninety 30-second informative-entertaining transcribed

musical spots, allowing 30 seconds for live commercial.

<m

A Miniature Program

with a Gimmick
Helpful Harry, with household hints in rhyme and rhythm, sets

a new pattern for transcribed announcements. It combines

useful information, an irresistible tune and a unique booklet

giveaway that will "wow" the women. Harry S. Goodman's

"Weather Forecast Jingles" won CCNY's award as the "most

effective sponsored spot announcements produced in 1946."

Helpful Harry is his candidate for 1947. Exclusive rights in your

area may still be open. Wire, phone or use attached coupon.

A TYPICAL JINGLE

Harry: Mrj Houvewife, how

do you do'

Thii ii Helpful Horry with

another hint for you.

Anncr.: Coo you »oUe Ihit.

Horry, quick O* o wink,

What about o ihirt thot'v

stoined with ink?

Horry: Stains of ink con be

removed. Try this method

•t*i approved Though the

ihirt may look o sight, let

it iook in milk oil night.

Then you lounder it w.th

core, You'll never know the

ink wot there)

ft
WITH HIS

HflPfUL

HOUSEHOLD

HINTS

fO«

HOUSCWIVCS

$»•!•' I llW

Send Helpful Harry audition disc

and costs for my area.

Name

Firm

—frzz/t^S. (£ci>€fm€H>u»
Address Radio Productions
City Zone Stole

19 East 53rd Street New York, N. Y.
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spot
TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH

TIMES

PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

DISCORD AT DAYBREAK Family N. A. 60-min 6 0. R. Zanv early morning rouser; music, time,
weather with .lark Cummins

onville,

i

WPDQ

GOOD MORNING AUGUSTA I'.'uni!' N. A. 180-min 6 $22 <)2p<-fi

Spots T.i r , 1,

\> .*
. weather, music, styled for sin-

cerity, frieiidlin.

WB8Q

GOOD NEIGHBOR TIME Family N. A. 120-min 6 $2 per

ipol

Records by request, news boro,

\ C
WGWR

JIM SAUNDERS- THE OLD
TIMEKEEPER

Family N. A. 30-min 6 $50 l» r

6 spots
"Man <>f many voices" in hoi

routine

Houston,
Tex.

KTHT

MILKMAN Family N. A. 75-min 6 $57 6x5-min
$85 6x10-min

Top records of the day, chatter I lii'tanooga,

Tenn.
WAGC

910 SPECIAL Family N. A. 180-min 7 $11 .55 per 7

spots per wk
Weather, time, humorous chatter

1

KECK

O'COWELl'S CAPERS Family N. A. 10-min 6 $100 Comedy-variety and records Johnson City,

Tenn
WJHL

ONCE OVER BRIGHTLY Family N. A. 15-min 5 $30 per

15-min
Musical variety, modern, minstrel,

ballad; light comedy

1

: 1 1 onio,

Tex.

W0AI

RISE AND SHINE Family N. A. 15-min 6 $69.30 1 Helms spins 'em from symphony
to corn; "twist: tries nothing new"

Roanoke
Rapids, N. C.

WCBT

TIME TO RISE Family N. A. 15-min 6 $10 talent

per broadeast

Brisk wake-up with news, time, records,

by Honorary Mayor Jimmy Willson
Birmingham,

Ala.

WAPI

VERNON CARTER SHOW Family N. A. IS-min 6 $175 Carter spinning 'em by request Washington,
n C

WRRF

WAKE UP. S. A Family N. A. 30-min 6 $40. 70
per 30-min

Bud Whaley with records, comedy:
"which is pure com—but draws"

San Antonio,

Tex.

KMAC

WKWF BREAKFAST CLUB Family N. A. 105-min 6 0. R. Members request records; weekly sound
effects contest, news

Kev West,
Fla.

WKWF

YAWN CLUB Family N. A. 60-min 6 j8l per
fi snots

Time, weather, news, scores, chatter,
platters

Tarboro,
N C.

WCPS

Farm
FARM FAIR Family N. A. 15-min 6 $33 54 Farm news, market reports; 12:15 pm Florence,

Ala.

WMFT

THE FARMER'S PROGRAM Family 5.3 H 15-min 5 $340 Farm news, local and national guests,

market reports

Memphis,
Tenn.

WMC

Folk Mush*
ALABAMA HAYLOFT JAMBOREE I aiuih 7 li 60-min 6 $30

talent

Ralph Rogers mc's a western, hillbilly

session in folksy style

Birmingham,
Ala.

WAPI

ALL-REQUEST JAMBOREE Family N. A. 15-min 5 O. R. Top hillbilly, folk artist recordings Clarksdale,
Mi.-s

WROX

BARNYARD SWEETHEARTS Family N. A. 15-min 6 $105 Two sisters sing hillbilly songs M"iit(z,omerv,

Ala.

WMGY

CHUBBY AND THE BOYS Family N. A. 15-min 6 $200 Live hillbilly music, songs Honkinsville,

Ky.

WHOP

COWBOY ROUNDUP Family N. A. fiO-min 6 O. R. Western, hillbilly records, 4 pm Palestine,

Tex.

KNET

CROSS ROADS JAMBOREE Family N. A. 15-min 6

3

$205.20
$106.80

Live hillbilly show Lexington,

Ky.
WLAP

DIXIE JAMBOREE Family 11.2 60-min 1 $10 talent

per 15-min
Live hillbilly music, audience participa-

tion

Jacksonville,

Fla.

WPDQ

DONALD HOWARD & SMILING
HILLBILLIES

Family N. A. 15-min 6 $200 Old-time folic music, live Washington,
N. C.

WRRF

ED AND B0LENA Family N. A. 15-min 6 $152.50 Live folk and western music, four
musicians

Johnson City,

Tenn.
WJHL

HILLBILLY HIT PARADE Family N. A. 45-min 6 $182.40 Live and recorded Birmingham,
Ala.

WBRC

HILLBILLY ROUNDUP Family 8.7C 15-min 5 O. R. Vernon Tate with record-shop favorites

and latest releases

Greenville, WFBC

INDIAN RIVER RANCH Family N. A. 45-min 6 $24.30 per

6 spots

Stall stars recorded Ft, Pierce,

Fla.

WIRA

MAGIC VALLEY JAMBOREE Family- N. A. 55-min 6 $75 per

6x15 min
Requested hillbilly recordings Birmingham,

Ala.

WKAX

MAILBAG Family N. A. 30-min 5 O. R. Requests by mail for recorded folk tunes
of all types

Longview,
Tex.

KFRO

MUSICAL ROUNDUP Family N. A. 45-min 6 $75.60 per
6x15 min

Recorded hillbilly and novelty music,
requests

Paragould,
Ark.

KDRS

MOUNTAIN DiW BOYS Fatnily N. A. 30-min 1 $15 Eight-piece hillbilly band, live Florence,

Ala.

WMFT

OLD DOMINION BARN 0ANCE Family N. A. 60-min 6 O. R. Cast of 20; studio M-F; from stage Sat
night. Participation

Richmond,
Va.

WRVA

PURPLE SAGE BOYS Family N. A. 30-min 5 O. R. Live afternoon program of hillbilly

music and patter

Durham,
N. C.

WDNC

RED RIVER DAVE Family N. A. 15-min 5 S15 talent

per 15-min
Crooner-composer Dave and guitar in

new and old westerns

San Antonio,
Tex.

WOAI

SATURDAY JAMBOREE Family X. A. 60-min 1 $38 Best western and hillbilly recordings Hartsville,
P. C.

WHSC

* Time and talent unless otherwise indicated. N.A.-Not Available, H-Hooper, C-Conlan, P-Pulse, E-H-Elliott-Hayes,- O.R.-On Request
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spot
mil APPEAL BATING LENGTH

TIMIS

PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

SMOKY MOUNTAIN HILLBILLIES N. A. 15-min 6 $125 Typical hillbilly format Dilloo,

S. C.

WOSC

spirituals N. A. 15-min 1 SIT 1" spirituals sung by a colored folk-

nging gro ip

Florence,

8. C.

WOLS

traurioias N. A. 15-miii 1282 Live hillbilly unit. "Most popular in

this* '

Savannah,
(la.

*'.».

*ISTIRN CLASSICS N \ l.'j-n,iii 3 $35 per *k
$2 45 per spot

Old and aem favorite* of tin- romantic
WeK

Alexandria.

Li

KPDR

Pi|| jl j|
AND ROCKY IIIJITAII

Families. 5,074,000 Radio Families: 4,766,000

Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Idaho, Utah, Arizona,

Nevada, Washington, Oregon, California

lh'4'.ikk;is( 1* ro»rj IIIIS

TITLE APPEAL RATING LENGTH
TIMES

PER WEEK COST* DESCRIPTION CITY STATION

BREAKFAST EXPRESS Family N. A. 120-min 7 $40 7x 15-min
per wk

Commuter-train format, with change of

train as sponsors change; informal
Porterville,

Calif.

KTIP

BREAKFAST ON NOB HILL Family N. A. 30-min 5 0. R. Interviews, stunt?, contests, guest stars;

Fairmount Hotel dining room
-anciseo,

Calif.

KSF0

EARLY M0RNINE REQUEST Family N. A. 60-min 7 $45.40 7xl5-min
per wk

Built around mail and phone requests Brawlev,
Calif.

KB0P

MUSICAL CLOCK Family N. A. 15-min 5 $51 Typical Muncal Clock format, news,
weather, dedications, etc.

Colorado Spgs.,

Colo.

KV0B

BOOSTER REVEILLE Family N. A. 45-min 6 $25 6xl-min
per wk

Early morning (5:45-6:30) fun-frolic,

news, with Tom Decker
Portland,

Ore.

KALE

ROOSTER ROSTER Family N. A. 15-min 5 0. R. Mimical Clock format with Ted
Baughn

Seattle.

Wash.
KIBO

SUNRISE ALARM Family N. A. 45-min 6 $204 Designed for variety of music; requests,

birthdays, chatter

Wenatchee,
Wad

KPQ

TOP 0- THE MORNING Family N. A. 15-min 6 $72 per
2 sege

Spike Jones' music and morning exer-

cises

Salt Lake
City. Utah

KUTA

I ; i*iii

BUSINESS OF FARMING 1 . i i

2.7
15-min 6 $487.50 Pioblems dramatized, news, weather,

livestock reports, interviews
Ball take

Cilv, Utah
KSL

COACHELLA VALLEY FARM
JOURNAL

Men N. A. 15-min 5 $60 Local and national farm news, weather,

crop information
Indio,

Calif.

KBEO

CORTEZ HOUR Family- N. A. 45-min 6 0. R. All-around farm show, with news, music,

home hints, guest speakers

Durango,
Cola

UKPI

FARMING WITH KIRO N. A. 15-min 5 $S7.50 5xl5-min
per wk

Farm news, features, and talks. Weather
information

Seattle,

Wash.
KIBO

KTMS-KCOY FARM REPORTER Adult 12.5 15-min 6 $9-$18 per pgm Planned and edited farm news for the

Tri-County area

Santa Barbara,
Calif.

KTMS-
KCOY

PAY DINT Family 2.8
15-min

6

6

S7.i per 6
spots

Burton Mutton gives a varied farm-and-
home service show

Portland,

Ore.

KALE

PECOS VALLEY FARM AND
MARKET SERVICE

Men A. A. 15-min 2 0. R. A. P. farm news and local items, plus

market service

Vt.sia,

y m.
KIVP

VALLEY FARM REPORTER Men N. A. 30-min
'

$9S.50 Local, national faim market news, other Brawlev,
Calif.

KROP

Folk .>flusi<*

CLYDE AND SLIM 1 U .N A. 30-n ii
' $120 talent Hillbilly-type mu^ic by the Copeland

brothers

Bpokana, KXLY

LARRY BREHMER Family N. A.

%

60-nnn 6 $7 35 per
spot

Old-time traditional favorites, not cow-
boy swing; records; guests

Tacoma,
Wash.

KTBI

MAKE BELIEVE BARN DANCE N. A. 30-min 6 $4.75 per
spot

Recorded hillbilly stuff, with Sammy
Taylor imitating tbj

Portland,

Ore.

KWJJ

OLD C0RRA1L Family N. A. 90-min e 0. R. Request tunes, folksy commercials, 15-

ld world news
Salt Lake

City, I tan

KOYL

• lu\ «'iiitV

CAMPUS CARROUSEL
I

''Xl5-min I I..it< it I Barbara, KOB
,-spit I by George Hui . I

1 Time and talent unless otherwise indicated. N.A.-
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SYMPHONY PLAYS A JINGLE

UuU'i. n-e-w-±!
The Buffalo Philharmonic, at austere

Kleinhanz Hall, played Lanny &
Ginger's Jingle for Settler's (Buffalo's

largest store). The Boston Symphony,
at a popular concert, performed a

lengthy arrangement of Lanny &
Ginger's "Soapine" Jingle, and the

audience joined in on the Swing
Chorus, played as Lanny & Ginger
sing it.

More? There's the Radio Press

Award in Cleveland to Lanny &
Ginger's Rosen's Bakery Jingle.

You can't go wron? when you employ
the voices that sang J. Wilcher's

Adam Hat jingle, Beeman's Pepsin &
Adam's Clove Gum jingles right into

the heart of millions. They're also

Creators of the following jingles:

• Marlin Blades • Sattler's •

Rosen's Frozen Desserts • Seven-

teen Magazine * Cocilana Cough

Nips * Soapine • Mrs. Weiss'

Noodle Soup • Wilson's Leading

Jewelers • United Artists Pictures *

and many more . . .

So why not write for brochure
"Jingles that don't Jangle."

LANNY & GINGER GREY
Radio Productions and Jingles

1350 Madison Ave., New York 28
At 9-4020

BLOCK PROGRAMING
(Continued from page 18)

contracts with colleges directly and se-

lects the station over which the games

are presented. WHDH will also have

the Boston College games and is building

a real block of sporting events.

Many other stations, which have built

sizable audiences through baseball in the

past, have permitted that audience to

wander elsewhere once the World Series

was over. Now that block programing

has proved that independent stations can

and do hold their audiences by giving

dialers what they want, in large blocks,

their previous defeatist philosophy is

being replaced by a positive approach.

No longer do they feel that a station

cannot exist without a network line.

That doesn't mean that stations do not

continue to fight for network affiliation

but rather that when chey realize such

an affiliation is impossible due to prior

commitments they do not resign them-

selves to fleabite operations but go right

after a vital share of the audience through

block programing.

(Please turn to page 48)

[85 The Best Buy in

Centra/ lower
i ) i,

^r
HERE'S A REMINDER

(if you need one)

KSO is the only CBS station serving

central Iowa. . . one of the nation's

richest markets.

You get this top market in

one package over one station

KSO

MURPHY BROADCASTING COMPANY

5000 WATTS -BASIC CBS

Des Moines 9, Iowa

Kingsley ft. Murphy

PRESIDENT

George J. Higgint

GENERAL MANAGER

Headley-ltetd Co.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

KTUL—42 Program Sponsors

Station A—27 Program Sponsors

Station B—15 Program Sponsors

That overwhelming popularity of KTUL with

advertisers in the Tulsa Market is based on the

concrete results obtained for KTUL advertisers.

*A recent analysis of program schedules.

JOHN ESAU, Vice-President and General Manager* A very-Knodel, Inc., Radio Station Representative

KTUL
M30KC
T«t$A,m*H*AUI
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Hit Tunes for October

On Records)

A GIRL THAT I REMEMBER <bmo

Te« Beneke-Vic* . Victor Lombardo-Maj.- . Tommy Tucker—Col.»

CASTANETS AND LACE »-*w
Sammy Kaye—Vie. 20-2345 . Bob Houston—MGM|1 0074

COME TO THE MARDI GRAS (Peer)

v r ._r„l 17556 Freddy Martin—Vic. 20-2288

8E& I .T^o-Mai 7243 . Fernando Alva,es-Si 9 . 1 51 45
Victor Lombardo-Ma,. '^

y

-

Lombardo-Dec. 241 56

FORGIVING YOU -

(Marks)

Hariy James—Col. 37588 - Johnny Johnston-MGM 10076
Sammy Kaye—Vic*

HILLS OF COLORADO London)

Guy Lombardo—Dee. 241 79 . Robert Scott—Mercury 3069

I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW
PenyComo—Vic. 20-2315 . Ted Weems-Perry Como-Dec. 25078

Rav Noble—Col. 37544 . Dinning Sisters—Cap. 433

F^tt^^^^^ '"Urtesa-Sonor. 2012

ItS^^^^tS^^ -2
n.„ u ^.i.-D«t 24110 . Jerry Cooper—Diamond 2082DannyW^g^™.™^^

\ Ben]yost Singers-Sonora 1 084

JUST AN OLD LOVE OF MINE campbei Po 9 e)

^a^^^^'l : &fiZZ&0%+ Day-Co .37821

LOLITA LOPEZ *«)
Freddy Martin—Vic. 20-2288 . Dinning Sisters—Cap. *>*•

SMOKE! SMOKE! SMOXE! (That Cigarette) «w«
Tex Williams—Cap. 40001 . Phil Harris—Vie. 20-23701

Lawrenc» Welle—Dec. 241 1 3 . Deuce Spriggins—Coast 20J
Johnny Bond— Col. 37831

THE STORY OF SORRENTO ow.>

Buddy Clark-Xavie.JCugat-Col. 37507 . Bobby Doyle—Sig. 15079

TENNESSEE ®—

o

Blue Barron—MGM 10058 . Charlie Spivak—Vic. 20-2422

W

ml

Wait'll I Get My Sunshine in the Moonlight &•«*»«*>

—Sonora3014 . Jack McLean—Coast 8039 \

.Chuck—MGM 10048 . Foy Willing—Maj. 601 3
Ginny Simms-
Four Chicks &

Mel-Tones— B A W 852
*Soon In be released

BROADCAST MUSIC INC.
5 80 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TOWN VS COLLEGE
tinned from page 25)

man) of them have heard the cream of

American commercial programs overseas

on the Armed Forces Network without

commercials. Some of these same stu-

dents have listened to BBC and liked its

non-commercial aspect. Still another

group listen regularly to the Michigan

State non-commercial station on its own
campus (WKAR) and enjoy what they

hear.

Most students were more voluble about

broadcasting than were the folks at home.

That's because they have held forth on it

frequently during their freshman year

where broadcasting is a favorite subject

for group discussions.

College students are also still being

directed along an anti-commercial channel

by many college and university staffs.

Whether or not Michigan State is one

such institute of higher learning, its en-

rollment gives all the indications, with

respect to radio broadcasting at least, of

wanting to do what every group of under-

graduates has always wanted to do

—

remake the universe. But since thej re-

dder and wiser what they think is likely

to carry more weight and besides, radio-

wise the rich suburban town of East

Lansing doesn't think too differently from

the college that's just around its corner.

Speaking : f coverage, that reminds

me! KING, Seattle, overs all impor-

tant areas in the Pacific Northwest!
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Monthly Tabulation of Advertising by Categories

OCTOIEEIK: MEN'S TOILE1 Hli:s

SPONSOR AGENCY PRODUCT PROGRAMS SPOTS

Barbasol Co.,

Indianapolis

Erwin, Wasey,
New York

Brushless shave cream,

blades

1-hour record shows, MTWTFS,
WNEW (New York), WHOT (Indian-

apolis)

15-min record shows, MTWTFS,
WEVD (New York)

Bristol-Myers Co.,

New York
Young & Rubicdm

New York
Ingram Shaving Cream,

Ammen Powder
Tex & Jinx, Wed 9-9:30 pm, NBC,

1 34 stations

Tex & Jinx, Sun 8-8:20 pm, WNBT
(New York)

Party Line, Sun 8:20-8:50 pm, WNBT
(New York)

Doherty, Clifford

& Shenfield,

New York

Vitalis Mr. District Attorney, Wed 9:30-10
pm, NBC, 133 stations

Break the Bank, Fri 9-9:30 pm, ABC,
1 85 stations

Chesebrough Manufac-
turing Co., New York

McCann-Erickson,
New York

Vaseline Hair Tonic Dr. Christian, Wed 8:30-8:55 pm,
CBS, 156 stations

E.t. spots, breaks, sectional

markets

Colgate-Palmolive -

Peet Co., Jersey City

Sherman & Mar-
quette, New York

Colgate Shave, Brushless

Cream
Palmolive Brushless,

Lather Shave Cream

Sports Newsreel of the Air, Fri 10:30-
10:45 pm, NBC, 70 stations

Can You Top This?, Sat 9:30-10 pm,
NBC, 141 stations

Periodic national e.t. spot

campaigns

Consolidated Royal
Chemical Co., Chicago

Arthur Meyerhoff,
Chicago

Krank's ShaveKreem Bob Elson on the Century, MTWTF
6:15-6:30 pm, WOR (New York),-

7-7:15 pm, WHN (New York)
15-min live, e.t. quiz shows, MTWTF

nights, 4 stations

1-min live courtesy spots,

6 stations

Eversharp Co.,

New York

Biow,
New York

Eversharp Schick

Razors, Blades

Henry Morgan Show, Wed 10:30-11
pm, ABC, 202 stations

Take It or Leave It, Sun 10-10:30 pm,
NBC, 163 stations

F. W. Fitch Co.,

Des Moines
L. W. Ramsey,
Davenport, Iowa

Fitch Ideal Hair Tonic,

Brushless Shave Cream
Fitch Bandwagon, Sun 7:30-8 pm,

NBC, 157 stations

"42" Products, Ltd.,

Los Angeles
Brisacher, Van Norden,

Los Angeles
Hair oil tonic, King's

Men Toiletries

Spotlight on Hollywood, MTWTF
2:25-2:30 pm pst, ABC, 22 Pacific

stations

News—Bob Garred, TTS 5:45-5:55
pm, CBS, Columbia Pacific Network

E.t. spots, breaks, some
West Coast markets

Gillette Safety Razor
Co., New York

Maxon, Inc. Razors, blades Gillette Fights, Fri 10 pm-conclusion,
ABC, 255 stations

Gillette Cavalcade of Sports (Madison
Square Garden bouts), Fridays as

scheduled, WNBT (New York)

House of Hawick,
New York

Flint & Golding,
New York

Dab-On Shave Cream Sports Final, Mon 10:30-10:45 pm,
WHN (New York)

International Safety
Razor Corp.,

Bloomfield, N. J.

Badger & Browning
& Hersey,
New York

Speedway Razor Blades Limited national e.t. spot

campaign in major markets

Andrew Jergens Co.,

Cincinnati

Robert Orr,
New York

Jergen's Lotion Walter Winchell, Sun 9-9:15 pm,
ABC, 219 stations

Lever Bros. Co.

(Pepsodent div.),

Cambridge, Mass.

Foote, Cone &
Belding,

New York

Trim Hair Tonic Count of Monte Cristo, Tu 8-8:30 pm,
MBS, 50 Don Lee stations

Marlin Firearms Co.,

New Haven
Craven & Hedrick,

New York
Razor blades

*^^^~ Periodic national e.t. spot
campaigns

Mennen Co.,

Newark
Duane Jones,

New York
Shave products Mennen Shave Show, MTWTF 5-min

e.t., 125 stations

Bob Smith Show, MTWTF 7:45-8 am,
WNBC (New York)

Noxzema Chemical
Co., Baltimore

SSC&B,
New York

Medicated cream Gabriel Heatter, Fri 9-9:15 pm, MBS,
1 56 stations

Mayor of the Town, Wed 8-8:30 pm,
ABC, 200 stations

R. B. Semler, Inc.,

New Canaan, Conn.
Erwin, Wasey,
New York

Kreml Hair Tonic Date with Duchin, MWF 4:30-4:45
pm, ABC, 186 stations

John T. Stanley Co.,

New York
Kelly, Nason,
New York

Stanley Shave Cream Live participation in Sports Final, fol-

lowing Dodger games, WHN (New
York)

Live breaks in sectional

markets

Sterling Drug Co.,

New York
Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample, New York
Glostora Zeke Manners, MTWTF 7:30-7:45

am, ABC, 127 stations

Sterling Drug Co. (Cen-
taur Co. div.). New York

Young & Rubicam,
New York

Mode Shave Cream,
Double Danderine

Molle Mystery Theater, Fri 10-10:30
pm, NBC, 140 stations

Wildroot Co., Inc.,

Buffalo
BBD&O,
New York

Cream Oil Hair Tonic Sam Spade, Sun 8-8:30 pm, CBS,
157 stations

King Cole Trio Time, Sat 5:45-6 pm,
NBC, 1 59 stations

Live newscasts, sports, record shows,
some major markets

Live, e.t. spots, 230 sta-

tions,- 1-min e.t. spots,

Keystone Broadcasting
System



AGENCY RESEARCH
•.tinned from page 22)

h unit in their organizations. They

utsidi for each job, hiring either a

lance researcher or an independent

nization for each project. When
wanted to tt st commercials in giant

markets a wired musi( operation) they

hired Matt ChappeU for the purpose

embei 1946 sponsor). When Ayer

desired t<> clink the impact of television

i Ika hired C. E. Hooper, Psychological

mii. and Pulse of New York for

the job i March 1
()47 sponsor). The

Ayer Institute in Philadelphia does copy

testing but that's as far as the agency has

gone toward a continuing research opera-

tion. As a result their know-how on

getting the most out of Hooper, Nielsen,

and any other survey reports to which

they may subscribe is not rated highly in

Or outside their organization.

A number of agencies subscribe to all

the sources of program rating data. The
reports are stacked neatly on a radio

staffer's desk and referred to every once

in a while for information on the rating of

a program. The fact that these reports

NETTING

new
AUDIENCES

W SBT is bringing thousands of

/(oc listeners into its loyal audi-

ence. I hese newcomers are wel-

comed by friendly promotion in

their own communities. WSBT
was a good buy at lOOOwatts. Now,

at 5000 watts, it'.- unbeatable.

PAUL R A y M E R c o .

#OtVSOOOMI77S/

960 KC • CBS

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

are intricate mechanisms which have to

be studied, analyzed, and correlated with

other data just isn't appreciated by either

the radio men, the account executives, or

the policy executives of most agencies.

Probably less than 10 per cent of the

subscribers to rating services use the

latter efficiently despite the fact that

their possibilities are constantly called to

the attention of their subscribers.

It is true, of course, that the average

agency radio executive hasn't the time

adequately to digest or analyze rating

reports. The high ranking among spon-

sors (their own and others) of Foote, Cone

and Belding's Chicago radio research

operation isn't accidental. All rating

data is digested by someone specifically

assigned to this job by FC&B and re-

corded in a black book labeled Radio

Reference Data Book. This book isn't

placed on the library shelf and forgotten.

Every account man at the agency has a

copy for his own continuing use. Every

client receives the information from the

book that the account executive feels is

important to that client. The only flaw

in FC&B's operation is the one mentioned

previous'y, i.e., that the information is

funneled to clients through the account

men and therefore what reaches the ad-

vertisers depends upon each account

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

The Pacific Coast's Greatest

Half-Hour Radio Show

Is Available

It's the Joe Hernandez Shew!

Currently under Sponsorship in

Los Angeles by

Marshall & Clampett

Plymouth & De Soto

1 . The Highest Hooper, six

nights weekly, of any

like show in radio!

2. Biggest mail pull in history

of local radio, 56,000

letters in five weeks!

3. Mere than 1,C00,000

listeners nightly, of which

689< are families, home-

makers, etc.

77:e entire Pacific Coast, with the

exception cf the Los Angeles market,

is immediately available.

THE JOE HERNANDEZ AGENCY
954 So. La Brea St.

Los Angeles 36, Calif.
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man's belief or disbelief in research. How
this can be controlled, since account

executives are notoriously wary of per-

mitting client contacts other than their

own, is a matter that has to be settled

within each agency. In some cases it

never will be possible for research to have

direct access to the advertising, sales,

marketing, and research executives of the

advertiser- where the agency account

executive can and does restrict client con-

tact to himself.

A sizable problem in client-agency rela-

tions on the subject of radio research is

who should pay what. Not so long ago

Procter & Gamble decided that all charges

for rating services, even those ordered

directly by P&G, should be paid for by

its agencies. This dropped into the lap

of Compton and the other P&G agencies

a fixed fee that had to be deducted from

their earnings from the soap account.

Most agencies with research depart-

ments have arrived at a broad concept of

where the money that pays for research

will come from. If the research is being

used to enable the agency or any one of

its departments to function better as a

unit within the agency the bill is paid for

by them. If, on the other hand, the re-

search effort is being expended 100 per

rent for a specific client and the facts de-

ceived therefrom are to be the property of

the client then the latter is usually billed

for the project. In most cases it is clearly

understood in advance approximately

what the research effort will cost and the

amount is included in the advertising

budget.

Although this is the general approach

to who pays what in research this doesn't

mean that every case is handled on this

urle-of-thumb basis. Frequently a radio

campaign does not attain its objective,

and the agency, in order to hold the

account and/or justify its judgment, will

engage in an extensive survey project

which it not only initiates itself but

which it conducts without giving any

prior information to the account. In

these cases the full bill is absorbed by the

agency.

Agency research plays a big part not

only in getting new business but also in

holding it. McCann-Erickson recently

released a study of the cosmetic business

—a business which had been hit far more
drastically by the postwar readjustment

than other luxury items. Outwardly the

study was a service to business in general

and the beauty products field specifically.

However the trade-wise, knowing that

McC-E had at least five important manu-
facturers of beauty products "in the

(Please turn to page 60)

We Got 'fm.» HIGH in favor.

^TETM m
•America

foremost

Stasis
of

Western
Songs

"The Texas Rangers" transcrip-

tions of western tunes are tops in

quality of content. The price is

reasonable — scaled to the size of
the station and market. Available,

too, at cost is an attractive song
book for give-away or self-liqui-

dating offer.

Write or Wire for Complete Details

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION
Geo. E. Hatley, Mgr. Syndicated Featurei

PICKWICK HOTEL, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.

low on the dial

ITS MUTUAL
Represented nationally

by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

TELL IT

TO IOWA'S

Want to reach farmers? Then you'll

want WMT in Eastern Iowa—in the

heart of the greatest fanning country

on earth.

W ant to reach factory workers? Then

you'll want WMT in Eastern Iowa

—

where half of the richest U. S. state's

income derives from steady industries.

Whatever your story, you'll find a

prosperous, loval. listening audience

in WMTland!

Ask your Katz representative for details.

6U0 kilocycles 5,000 watts Day &

WITH WMT!
SELL IT WITH...

WMT
CEDAR RAPIDS

The Station Built By Loyal Listener-

ship . . . Now in its 25th Year!

BASIC COLUMBIA NETWORK

Night Member: Mid-States Group
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In I lie Cilics

(In the Farms
The voice of KMBC covers a

vast 78-county area, divided
into two almost equal parts

and termed the "Heart of
America". 51% of the popula-
tion is urban and 49% rural.

Both the industrial capital of

the Midwest and the nation's

agricultural center are located

within its boundaries. It in-

cludes Greater Kansas City's

booming factories and dis-

tributing organizations — plus

some 47,000 square miles of
busy and prosperous farm
country.

In its radio coverage of this

area KMBC supplies custom-
built programs for both the
rural and urban halves, thus
providing a complete broad-
cast service.

Make sure your selling effort

in the "Heart of America"
reaches both those in the cities

and those on the farms. You
need both halves for a whole-
Hearted selling job.

AVAILABILITY
KMBC Mid-afternoon News with

ERLE SMITH
Monday thru Saturday — 3:25 P. M.

WRITE FOR DETAILS

KMBC
of Kansas City

Free & Peten, Inc.

S.ici 1921-Tki lisle CSS Stitloi lor Kjisjs •< Miutirl

BLOCK PROGRAMING
Continued from / ..,< 4 \

A fundamental factor in horizontal

block programing i^ the- (act that the

listener can find what he wants tolheai

on tin- same frequency at the same time

every day. He knows that he'll
Thave

the news on the hour, or on the half hour.

"i live minutes before the hour, from

mom to midnight Since most block-

programed stations feature music and

news it's possible to adjust schedules to

the needs of their audiences quickly.

During the war when most factories

were working round the clock these sta-

tions geared their music to wartime liv-

ing, not a nine-to-five peacetime regime.

That meant that their daytime music

was not 100 per cent programed for the

housewife but for men who worked the

four-to-midnight or the midnight-to-

eight shift. Today these block-programed

stations may have "rise and shine,"

"clean the house," "lunchtime," "wom-
en's club time," "teen-age time," "din-

ner," and "slumber hour" sessions.

Such programing means, of course,

that the station controls its programing

100 per cent and the advertiser buys

advertising with the knowledge that he

can obtain only a limited identification

with any program. This is almost the

exact reverse of network advertising,

where the aim is to link the sponsor and

his program in the minds of the listener.

Programs such as Cavalcade of America,

Lux Radio Theater, Bob Hope, Bergen-

McCarthy, and Fibber McGee and Molly

do as much selling for du Pont, Lever

Brothers, Pepsodent, Chase and San-

bom, and Johnson Wax as the commer-

cial continuity on each airing. Adver-

tising copy on block-programed stations

has to carry the complete selling bur-

den. The programs deliver the audience,

the commercials deliver the sales.

Agencies frequently question the mail

pulls of block-programed stations. The
best relevant case history available is

that of WCKY which shifted on April

15, 1946, from a network affiliation to a

completely independent block operation.

Mail increased 70 per cent in the first

year of block operation. By June 1946

the monthly mail count had reached

33,894; for Januar> 1°47 the mail count

was 113.S09. From June through No-

vember 1946) WCKY secured more than

130,000 new subscriptions for the South-

ern Fanner, which according to the

editor of the publication, Aubrev Wil-

liams, is
" the most wonderful storv

in radio.''

WCKY'S Nelson King on his eight-

(Pkase tut ~ to page 59)

FORJOE
METROPOLITAN

MARKET

STATIONS

I

WKAP Allentown

KVET Austin

WORL Boston

WFAK Charleston, S. C.

WTIP Charleston, W. Va

WSBC Chicago

WJBK Detroit

KNUZ Houston

KWKW Los Angeles

WNEX Macon

WHHM Memphis

KARV Mesa -Phoenix

WMIN Minn. -St. Paul

WBNX New York

WLOW Norfolk

WDAS Philadelphia

WWSW Pittsburgh

KXLW St. Louis

KONO San Antonio

KUSN San Diego

KEEN San Jose

WWDC Wash., D. C.

WHWL \\ ilkes-Barre

WTUX Wilmington

• except in New York ** except in Chicago

Forjoe Offices

New York • Chicago • Philadelphia

Pittsburgh • Washington* Baltimore

Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Contests and Offers
ii SI'O.XMHt moiilhl.v labulnliun

AMERICAN OIL CO

BUTTE BREWING CO.

CLAIR'S ICE CREAM-
TOM COLLINS JR

COLGATE. PALMOLIVE-
PEET CO.

CONSOLIDATED ROYAL
CHEMICAL CORP

Gas, oil,

tires

PROGRAM

Professor

Quiz

Beer

Ire cream,
soft drinks

Colgate
Toothpaste

Krank's
Shave Kreem

Hospitality

House

Hi-teen

Club

Can You
Top This?

Bob Elson on
Century

Saturday
10-10:30 pm

MWF
0:15-9:30 pm

Saturday
2-4 pm

Saturday
8:30-9 pm

MTWTF
6:15-6:30 pm

Free rase of Butte Beer

Merchandise, theater tickets, flowers,

etc.

Cash prizes and Can You Top This"
gag book

Revere Ball Point Pen

Complete in up to 25 words sentence about

Amoco product (different weekly). Winner

gets $25 plus $25 if he included 5 acceptable

questions and answers for use on program

First-postmarked correct answers to six true-

false questions wins case in each of four areas

Local contestants draw during show; winning

numbers awarded gifts

If joke sent to program used, sender gets

pri zes

Send boxtop and 50c to program

AJBC

-/: Net,
Montana

\\\ I'.l;

Buffalo

NBC

WOR,
New York

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF

CHURCHES
Institutional Gems for

Thought
Friday

8:45-8:50 am
Booklet: "Use of the Scriptures in

Evangelism"
Free on request to program, c/o local station ABC

GENERAL FOODS CORP. La France
Bluing Flakes

Second
Mrs. Burton

MTWTF
2-2:15 pm

40 Laundromates, plus $1,000
cash to best entry

Complete sentence: "I like . . . etc." in 25
words, send to sponsor. Battle Creek

CBS

GENERAL MILLS

Bisquick,

Gold Medal
Flour,

Cheerios

Betty Crocker
Magazine of

the Air

MTWTF
10:25-10:45 am Jubilee Baking Recipes Request to sponsor, Minneapolis

ABC

Hymns of All

Churches
MTWTF

9:25-9:45 am
Booklet: "Ten Rules for Getting

Results"

Request to sponsor, Minneapolis

Light of

the World
MTWTF
2:45-3 pm

Ball-point pen with built-in key chain Send 25c and Cheerios boxtop to product,
Minneapolis

ILLINOIS MEAT CO.

Broadcast
Corned Beef

Hash
Ethel & Albert TTh

1:15-1:30 pm
Gem wall-type can opener Send 35c and label to sponsor, Chicago

NBC

ABC

JOHNS-MANVILLE CORP.

KERR CHICKERIES

Roofing, build-

ing products
Bill Henry and

the News
MTWTF
8:55-9 pm

Booklet: "Home Insulation" Request to sponsor, New York CBS

Baby chicks

LOS ANGELES SOAP CO.

White King
Granulated

Soap

MAIL POUCH TOBACCO Kentucky
Club tobacco

News of the

Farm
MTWTFS

5:45-6:25 am
Booklet: "Poultry Raiser's Guide"

Frank
Hemingway

MTWTF
5:45-6 pm pst

Fishing &
Hunting Club

Monday
10-10:30 pm

Complete postwar kitchen; also ABC
automatic ironers, dinette sets, electric

stoves, silverware, etc.

Fine pieces of hard-to-get hunting and
fishing equipment

Request to program WOR,
New York

Complete sentence "I like White King Soap
because." Send with boxtop to contest,

Hollywood
ABC

Pac. Coast

Gift for each unusual story, tip, or question to
program

MBS

MERCER PIE CO. Mercer's
Pies

Money Pie

Program
MTWTF

1:30-1:45 pm
Cash prizes Listeners phoned at random guess identity of

three Mystery Tunes
WDOD,

Chattanooga

METROPOLITAN LIFE

INSURANCE CO.

Insurance Eric Sevareid,

News
MTWTF
6-6:15 pm

Health booklets Request to program, c/o local station CBS

MILES LABORATORIES Alka-Seltzer,

other products
Quiz Kids Sunday

4-4:30 pm
Zenith Portable Radio, or Zenith Con-

sole Radio-Phonograph
Portable for suitable question to Quiz Kids, NBC
Chicago, if used. Console if kids miss question

NATIONAL AIRLINES Transportation Spot
Campaign

Various Vacation booklet listing Miami hotels

offering low vacation rates

Request to sponsor c/o station

QUAKER OATS
Aunt Jemima
Ready-Mix and

Pancake
Ready-Mix

Ladies Be
Seated

MTWTF
2-2:15 pm

Plastic salt, pepper set Send 25c and boxtop from either product to

program

17

stations

IBC

RALSTON. PURINA CO. Ry-Krisp,
Ralston

Checkerboard
Jamboree

MTWTF
12:15-12:30 pm

Wm. Rogers silver-plated cheese

spreader

Send label from any Kraft Cheese spread or

wrapper from Ry-Krisp, and 25c to Ralston,
Wallingford, Conn.

MBS

RONSON ART METAL
WORKS

Ronson
lighters

Twenty
Questions

Saturday
8-8:30 pm

Lighter to sender of subject used; if

studio contestants stumped, grand
prize of silver table lighter, matching

cigarette urn, tray

Send subject about which 20 questions may be
asked, to program

MBS

WILLIAMSON CANDY Oh Henry Detective
Mysteries

Sunday
4:30-5 pm

$100 reward from "True Detective

Mysteries' Magazine
Notify FBI and magazine of information lead-

ing to arrest of criminal named on broadcast
MBS
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No. 2*

in a series

tough-minde

examination

of 1947

radio values

shows that

CBS is the

most effective

network

in America,

here is one yardstick <>l radio effectiveness

the tough-minded advertiser looks at hardest

— the actual cosl ol audiences delivered to

his program. \n<l the figures -how that:

CBS leads all other networks

in delivering actual audiences

at lowest cost to advertisers

The facts on this have just heen summarized

in a new CBS study thai covers nol any one week

or month lint the entire period oJ standard time.

October l

(
> W>— \pril 1

( )I7. Vnd the facts shoM

that for the entire evening s< -hednle on all

network- seven night- a week:

The second-best network is only 96%

a> effective as (IBS— and the fourth-besl

network is only 66% as effective as CBS

— in delivering actual audiences for each

advertising dollar expended.

I!

lo -cc the complete stud}

and to get the utmost in Radio value-.

SEE CBS...

THE COMPLETE NETWORK
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VMMMSr HOOPERS
IN YOUNGSTOWN

34.4

X RADIO THEATRE

ISALY

ICE CREAM & MILK

19.0

kYNE KINGS ORCH

28.2

BIG TOWN

KATE SMIT

25.9

INNER SANCTUM

24.9
FANNY BRICE SHOW

BLONDIE

BOB HAWK

24.0

FBI IN PEACE & \ /ARIMAYOR OF THE TOWN

CRIME t\jL

PHOTOGRAPHER SUSPENSE

22.1
JACK CARSON SHOW

Adventures

OF SAM SPADE

27.5
)AN DAVIS SHOW

20.2

DINAH SHORE

INTERNATIONAL SILVER

20.9
JACK SMITH SHOW

21
Adventures of *-i,x

OZZIE AND HARRIET HIT PARADE
AMERICAN Iv.l

MELODY HR.

26.7
CRIME DOCTOR

mzzlb
oaucxs

BOSTON BLACKIE

20.7
DR. CHRISTIAN

1.3

DURANTE-MOORE
20.4

MEL BLANC SHOW
20.3

SAT. NIGHT SERENADE

Of the 3© highest Hooperated shows (and

what Hoopers!) in Youngstown, 27 are heard

over WKBN, 2 are heard over Station B and

1 over Station C. No wonder the Yomigstown

audienee has formed the hahit of tuning to

WKBN for its favorite programs. This is a

listening hahit that can serve to promote your

products in the greater Youngstown area . . .

one of America's 25 largest markets.

[Sourrc: Young$lou:n, Ohio, Fall-Winter Report, Oct. '46 thru

Feb. '47, C. B. Hooper, Inc.

WKBN
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
5000 WATTS • 570 K. C

if
Represented by

R AYMER



A GREAT

Southern Market

Population

Combined: 1,000,000

Urban only: 131,000

Johnson City 34,000

Kinssport 33,000

Bristol 30,000

Elizabethton 20,000

Greeneville 8,000

Erwin 6,000

Industry

Plastics

Textiles

Bookbinding

Hardwood flooring

Hosiery

Rayon

Silkmilli

Furniture

Foundries

And many others

Agriculture

Tobacco: 100,000,000
pounds sold annually

Beans: World's largest market

Dairy

Poultry

Livestock

Tourists

Heart of TVA recreation

area. Gateway to Great

Smoky Mountains

Wealth
Highest income bracket

group in South

Richest and most thickly

settled rural communities

in South

WJHL is the only full time regional

station serving this area. Thirty-

two BMB counties with 85,020
BMB radio homes. WJHL is "most
listened to" in ten of its 32 BMB
counties

John E. Pearson Co.,—Re

910 Kc WJHL

PS-

5000 Watts

Johnson City, Tenn.

ABC Full Time

MR. SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 33)

peal that such ;i man is really needed

only when the client has enough radio

to warrant it.

Tom Revere
Vp and Chairman Plans Board

Donahxu & Caj., New York

An advertising

director's job is

primarily one of

enunciating policy

and standards to

the advertiser's

agency. The
^[l agency may be

K%^ "^^F presumed to have

A^H the necessary
skills in all media

to carry out the advertiser's objectives.

Consequently, there would seem to be

no need for a radio advertising director

except possibly with those few clients

whose number of programs and expendi-

tures are so large that the agency's effi-

ciency of operation would be better

served by providing a specialized repre-

sentative of the client.

From the package producer's point of

view, which necessarily is concerned less

with policy and standards than the crea-

tive execution of programs week in and
week out, a client's radio advertising

director is likely to add confusion to the

operation. If this seems a non sequitur,

consider this analogy. A general decides

strategy, but the G. I. fights better under

lieutenants and sergeants who are part

of his outfit and understand immediate

and local problems as they arise. Let

us recognize that few radio advertising

directors will limit themselves exclu-

sively to the policy function. Being

ostensible specialists—the word "radio"

is appended to their titles—they will, I

suspect, have a tendency to participate

also on the program operation level.

Package producers as a group are ex-

tremely sensitive to the human equation

in broadcast operations. It is an axiom

among us that the fewer "expert" voices,

the fewer chances for losing the creative

and artistic values of a program, whether

it be a cheap mystery or an expensive

theatre of the air series.

Sherman H. Dryer
Independent Program Producer

:::<:::[::-

IRST

AGAIN NO OTHER HAS

MORE LISTENERS

AGAIN WCP0 RATES

1st IN LISTENERS

AUGUST 1947

HOOPER INDEX WCPfl
WTWOIK
itAtlOH

NFTWOWC
STATION

Ncrwot*
STATION STATION

*B" 'C 'D' •£'

TOTAL RATED

TIME PERIODS 30.6
12.2 15.2 22.8 18.2

ASK BRANHAM
FOR FIGURES

Affiliated with thi

CINCINNATI POST

56 SPONSOR
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signed and unsigned

Spxutd&i PesUxuutel GUatttfeA.

NAME

m

Adele Abel

Arthur G. Alter

Wayne B. Beaudette
Ray Brewster

Charles S. Bridges

Ralph S. Butler Jr.

Edward H. Calhoun
Thomas Emerson
Paul J. Geden

Robert G. Hazelton
Richard L. Hoffman

P. M. I In u In, is

Raymond H. Kasser

Charles W. Kaufman

Sydney D. Mahan

Michael McKone
Arthur R. Mertens

Charles A. Mooney

Leslie M. W. Neville
Eric G. Perry

Karl W. Plasterer
D. M. Purpus

Carl E. Rogers
Wilfred S. Rowe

R. D. Sutherland

Leo A. Terrill
Margaret Tullis
W. Murray Wilshire

FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Cohama Fabrics div Cohn-Hall-Marx Co., adv
mgr

Houbigant Sales Corp., New York, art, purchases
dlr

Haggard & Marcusson. Chicago, adv mgr
Frederick Stearns & Co. dlv Sterling Drug Co.,
Detroit

Llbby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago, vp in charge-
sales, merch, adv

Henry Souvalne, New York, head

Jaques Mfg. Co.. Chicago, adv, sales prom dir
Eversharp Inc., New York, vp, gen sales mgr
Revlon Products Corp., New York, adv head

Paris & Peart. New York, acct exec
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, research dept

ofc mgr
National Radiator Co., Johnstown, Pa., adv,

sales prom mgr
Kasser Distillers Products Corp., Philadelphia,
vp in charge adv, merch

General Foods Corp., New York, asst mgr re-

search, development
Crosley div, Avco Manufacturing Corp., sales,

adv head
I. Miller & Sons, New York, adv mgr
Household Products div S. C. Johnson & Son,
Racine, Wis., sales prom mgr

Elizabeth Arden Sales Corp., New York, vp, gen
mgr

Norm, New York, acct exec
Army

Oklahoma City Oklahoman and Times
Western Auto Supply Co., Kansas City, Mo.,
asst adv mgr

John F. Jelke Co.. Chicago
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, asst sales
prom mgr

Rogers Majestic Ltd. and De Forest Radio Ltd.,
Toronto, Eastern dist mgr

Kellogg Sales Co., in charge dog food, new prods
White House, San Francisco, asst adv mgr
Pre-Mix div, Pillsbury Mills, Minneapolis, gen

sales, adv mgr

Sapphire Hosiery Corp., New York, adv, publ dir

Apex Specialties Co., New York, sales prom, adv mgr

Queen Anne Candy Co., Hammond. Ind.. adv mgr
Lorraine Compounds Inc., New York, pres

Same, dir

Maxwell House Coffee div General Foods Corp., New York
sales, adv asst

American-Marietta Co., Chicago, adv dir
Same, vp, asst to pres
Cohama Fabrics women's wear div Cohn-Hall-Marx Co.,
adv mgr

Rubsam & Horrmann Brewing Co.. New York, adv mgr
Admiral Corp.. Chicago, asst adv dir

Jones & Brown. Pittsburgh, same

Same, bd of dirs

Same, research, development dir

Same, expanded adv, sales prom, publ rel dept head

Davison-Paxon Co., Atlanta, adv mgr
Same, sales mgr

Lentheric Inc., New York, vp, dir

Wilt Inc., New York, vp in charge sales, adv, prod
American Aerated Water Co., St. John's, Newfoundland,

adv. sales mgr
Walkers Inc., Dayton, Ohio, adv mgr
Same, adv mgr

Fred W. Amend Co.. Chicago, adv mgr
Neptune of New Rochelle, New York, adv mgr

Same, radio, appliance div, asst gen sales mgr

Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, Chicago, acct exec
Same, adv mgr
Same, div vp in charge sales, adv

Adv&UtiitUf A<jenc4f Pe/tixuutel GUa+Uf&i

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Carlton Adair

Fred D. Adams
Charles Alsup
Marie Andre
Ralph B. Austrian
Dorothy J. Ayres
Sheldon F. Berlow
LeRoy V. Bertin
Victor G. Bloede III
Thurston Bradshaw
Gordon C. Braine
Howard C. Caine
Fred Chapman
L. M. Clayberger
David A. Collins
John W. Corbett Jr.
Barton A. Cummings
Nancy Dabney
Dorothy Day
Charles Gibson
Wilmer E. Goodroad
Mitchel Grayson
John L. Gwynn
Clemens F. Hathaway

Henry H. Haupt
David Hlllman

OCTOBER 1947

Adair & Assocs.. Los Angeles, head

CKRC, Winnipeg, CFAC, Calgary
Packard-Bell Co., Los Angeles, adv mgr
M. Andre. Los Angeles, owner
RKO Television. New York, pres
Olian, St. Louis
Army

Harold C. Meyers & Co.
New York World-Telegram
Lever Bros., Market Research Div. Cambridge
Imperial Radio Productions, Toronto, prog mgr
Monterey Peninsula Assn.

Aetna, New York
U. S. Dept of Interior
Maxon, New York
R. H. Macy & Co., New York, copy dept
WJW, Cleveland, women's commentator

Free lance producer-writer. New York
Erwin, Wasey, Chicago, traffic mgr
J. Walter Thompson, New York, exec dir con-
sumer panel

BBD&O, Chicago, vp, dir
Hillman-Shane, Los Angeles, owner

George Wassells, Los Angeles (absorbed Adair & Assocs)
acct exec

Cockfield. Brown, Winnipeg, acct exec
Buchanan, Los Angeles, acct exec
Ernest N. George, Los Angeles (companies merged), vp
Foote, Cone and Belding, New York, vp in charge TV
Same, timebuyer
A. W. Lewin, New York, acct exec
Viking Advertising Inc. (new). New York, partner
French & Preston, Washington, acct exec
Seidel. New York, acct exec
N. W. Ayer, New York, radio research dir
E. W. Reynolds, Toronto, radio dir
Ad Fried, Oakland. Calif., acct exec
L. C. Cole, San Francisco, acct exec
Kurk & Brown, New York, acct exec
Kight, Columbus, O., acct exec
Compton, New York, acct exec
Hirshon-Garfield, New York, acct exec
Bon Marche, Spokane, radio dir
Sheldon RItter, New York, acct exec
National Advertisers Inc. (new), Eau Claire, Wis., partner
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, Superman dir-producer
Same, media dir
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New York, acct exec

Same, in charge office
Mayers. Los Angeles (absorbed Hillman-Shane), exec
capacity



NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

lam. s \\ Hull
Harrj m Ireland
Kuril Johnson
II P K.llv
\i i Inn I k. nip

I ,1 I ,1.1 IV, li

Paul I angford
w Mil.mi li Lewis Ji
ll, ward I ink, ,m

Evelyn I ynn
w illi.iin Mogle

ii . i 1 1. ii i Nelaon
i i lis w . Norswoi th>
i ,,iiimiv Re) nolda
lohn « Richmond
I,.. Km. I

Jerome Robini
I I.i, i.l Km l.'.k e

11.11 I. .11. 1 I Sinilli

Robi r i ii Stern
s\ i. i.i Stone
\ in. .in .1 Sweenej
Paul i > i <

)

I). I.. I horn
w it riscnendorl
Gerrj fodd
Gordon G Vanderwarker
Rosemar) Wakefield
< Seorgc J \y aJafa

Robert Weenolsen
J. .hii F. White
Sandj Wooll
i toward 1 . w urdcii

Hull a Henderaon, Dallas, partner
i Walter Thompeon, New York, acct exei
Raymond K Morgan, Hollywood, timebuyet

M, < .inn - 1 i i. k sun
. New Y urk

Dee Moines Register and Tribune, adi itafl
Rogers .\ Smith, Loi Angeles, radio dh
k.im.,1 Parrell, Chesle] ^ Clifford, New Ymk.

W.i In r I Rubens, Chicago, lash inn at. i exet
\ll(., \m York, script Writer

i iii.in si Louis, i Imebuyer

K\n< San Antonio, chief announcer

Sherman A Marquette, Hollywood, Jud} < anova
Show dir

\ 1 1, i.i 1 1 Mi, in in i > < lorn., Bur hank, Calif., pit I

Beaumont .\ Hohman, Omuha
Gabagan, Turnbull, New York, ilmebu>«r
Harrj J. Lazarus, Chicago
Greenfleld-Burstln, New Y urk, copy dir
Navj
Wade, Chicago

( urtiss-Wright Corp., Louisville, publ rel <lir

John A. I inner.in, New Y urk. acct exec
Young & Ruhicam. New York

Independent picture producer

.i.i in . s W. Huff, idvertlelng (new), Dallna, owner
< ,, nip inn. New Y urk. ip in charge drug prods
Western, Los Angeles, timebuyet
Russell I Kelly, Hamilton, Ont., radio dir
Sinn-. \p. group head, Columbia Records acct
K II. < larj . Dcs Muini s. acci exec
Irwln-Mcffugh, Hollywood, acct exec producer
Compton, New York, acct exec
\lll^^ & Arnold. New York, rp in charge an I de\elopment
w . it. Doner, Chicago, radio dir. act i exec
Rockmore, N« w Y urk, radin dir
Same, radio dir
Mi ( :arl> . Dallas, ai i I exec
Colllns-Cuslck-Schwerkt A Wild. San Antonio, radio dir

W . K. A J. Advertising (m w). fi u flu In. part in r

Same, radio dir

Booker-Cooper, I .<••> Angeles, acct exec
Kalclif'e Dallas, at i I c>c.
Young & Rublcam, New York, new business depl
Schram. Chicago, acct exec
Alfred-George, \i» York, media dir
Hunter Scott. Fresno, an I exec
Morgan, Adv. (new branch), Los Angelea, acci exec
National Advertisers Inc. (new). Eau Claire. Wis., partner
Zlmmer-McClaskey-Klntner, Louisville, acct exec
Rex. Detroit, radio continuity head
Benton *c Bowles, New Yurk. P&G group media coordinator
Swaney, Drake & Bement, Chicago, t Imebuyer
Gunn-Mears, New York, acct exec
Sherman & Marquette. New Y urk. radio supervisor
W. R. A J. Advertising (new). Buffalo, partner
S. James Rouse. Los Angeles, acct exec
Geyer, .Newell and Ganger, New York. Kelvinator acct exec

Sfxa+iAot PesiAo+utel Clta+Uf&L (Continued from page 10)

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Beverh Hills Ford Co., Beverlj Hills. Calif Ford dealer [rwin-McHngh, Los Angeles
BluhiU Foods Inc., Santa Ana. Calif Food products Glasser-Gailey. Los Angeles
Border Queen Foods, Los Angelea Liquid starch Jim Ward. Hollywood
Boston Consolidated Gas Co., Boston Public utility Cabot. Boston
Brusol, Larchmont, N. Y. Skin lotion. Deutach & shea. New York
It ii i in Co., Philadelphia Shampoo, hair medications Abner J. Gelula, Philadelphia
Burrougfa Urns Mfg. Co.. Baltimore Pharmaceuticals Roman. Baltimore
California Air College, Hollywood School Irwin-Mcllugh. Los Angeles
Caltone Corp., Anaheim, Calif. (Citrus juices Jim Ward. Hollywood
Campbell Soup Co.. Philadelphia Soups ... Robert Otto. New York, for exporr[adv
Case's Pork Roll. Trenton, N.J. Food product Abner J. Gelula. Philadelphia
Robert Charles Hat Co., Philadelphia Quality Club Hats Abner J. Gelula. Philadelphia
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Chicago Coca-Cola Christiansen, Chicago
( ,,, hran tN (elli. Oakland Chevrolet dealer Ad Fried, Oakland
( unsnlidateil Grocers Corp., Western Grocer div,

M.irshalltuwn. Iowa Jack Spratt products, Chocolate Cream
Coffee. Brown Beauty Beans L. W. Ramsey. Davenport. Iowa

Cosmo Electronics Corp., New York Repair-it-yourself radio Jules Lippit. New York
Creamette Co. of Canada Ltd., Winnipeg Prepared foods Stcwart-Lovick and Macpherson. Winnipeg
Dr. Pepper Buttling Co.. Los Angeles Soft drink . Buchanan. Los Angeles
Km ii a Id K. Duke Co.. Los Angeles Novelty mfr At her ton, Hollywood
Dummit Sales Yssociates, Francis H. Leggett & Co.

div. New York Premier Foods Brisaclur. Van Norden. New York
I agle-Lion Films. New Y urk Motion pictures Monroe Grecnthal. New York
Egan & Hauaman, Long Island City, N. Y Paint . Will Burgess. New York
I Mis Importing Co., Philadelphia Tastbest coffee J. M. Korn. Philadelphia
I W Fitch Co., Des Moines Hair preparations . H. H. Hayhurst, Toronto
Forest Air Products, Nutley, N. J Deodorizer II. Hayden Twiss. New York
General Bandages Inc.. Chicago Gauztex self-adhering gauze Earle Ludgin. Chicago
Guarantee Furniture Co.. Oakland Furniture Ad F'ritd. Oakland
Janus II an lev Co., New York Beer Hixson-O'Dunnell. New Ynrk
I Ilstorj Ituuk ( !lub, New York Books N. W . Ayer, New York
Hum- \ri Foods Inc. Chicago Baking mixes . .

.

Gordon Best, Chicago
Huns i mi Flight Service, Los Yngclcs Packaged instruction John F". Whitehead. Los Angeles
Howard Knitwear Co., New Y urk Knitted apparel Posner-Zabin. New Y ork
Judy Ann Blouse Co., New York Blouses Posner-Zabin. .New Y ork
kallahcr Coal Co. Inc. Paw tucket, R. I Coal Advertisers' Service. Paw tucket
kern Fund Products, Los Angeles Food products Lockwood-Shackelford. Los Angeles
Knox < mi. h tic Id. Lynwood, \ a. Old \ irginia W aiergrnund Corn Meal . . .Court land I). Ferguson. Washington, I). C.
kosher Food Products < n.. New Y urk Food products Adair & Director. Ni w York
I ane Clothes I in . New York Men's clothes Hanson, Gerber & Shaw . New York"
lis Vegas Chamber oi Commerce, Las Vegas, Nev. Travel West -Marquis. Los Angeles
I. ubel In Spring Water A Soda Co., Providence, R. I Snf I drinks, water de Same- Pine. Providence
I dward It Marks Musk Corp.. New York Music publishers Pnsner-Zahin. New York
Matey Co.. New York Soft drink Badger & Browning &; Hersej . New York
Molded Uri. k Products Co., Los Angeles Brick products RJltten ft Thomas, Los Angeles
Nahatia Products Co., Manchester. Mass. Claslu en window cleaner Ostn.fi & si pel. Boston
Nil imi.il t liiiupi.i, i i. \ssii.. Webster City. Iowa Public relations W. W. Mact, ruder. Denver
Nova-Kelp Marine Concentrates Ltd., Toronto Medicines Russell T. Kelley, Toronto
Parke, Davis & Co., New York Retail pharmacist campaign. Young & Rublcam, New Y.,rk
Par ni. 1 1 1,m, I i ni ml at inn llnspital. Oak la ml Hospitals Honig-Coopt r. San Francisco
Penny-Owslej Music Co., Los ingeles Music publishers ..

.

Bass-Luckofi, Hollywood
Pierce's Proprietaries Inc. Hull a in. N. Y . Golden Medical Discover] I avi riie Pre-

scripliun II. II. Ha) hurst . Toronto
Rudin Furniture Co., Los Vngelee Custom-built furniture Hunter, Los Angelea
s ,\ \\ Fine Foods In< , San Francisco Canned foods Foote. Cone iN Beldlng, San I ram isco
s.ui, ii Hosier] Mills in, , New \wk Hosiery J. Walter Thompson, r^ew Yurk
Joseph s, Mil/ Brewing Co., Milwaukee Schlltz beer Young A Rublcam, New y urk
Sll ton's Jewelers, Los Vngeles Jewelrj
SUverwood Western l >.iii u s l i.l \\ Innipeg Dairj produt ts

Standard Brewing I o., Scranton, Pa. Tru-AgeBeei
State • I Rhodi Island < Ivil sni, , nu
Superior Appliance Co. Providence, R. I. Household appliances
Superior Coal Co Providence, R. I. i ,,.ii

Sylvia Shoes, New \ urk Women's Shoes
l ii > Shoes, New Y ,,t k
transcontinental & Western Ur In. , Kansas Clt]
Mo

i s Panel .n Hardwart t • 1 ,.s Vngeles
Valle) Market rown, Van Nuys t alii

\ snderblc s. hool ol Photograph) .
I ,.s Sjigeles

Vestal Chemical Co St. Louis
Washington Statt I rull t ommission, Seattle
\\

. i ii.i -ware Co N > « ^ ,.ik

w omen's shoes

Sir travel
Mfrs. distributors
Shopping center
School
W a\-rilc Door wax
Instil ill imial
Women's rainwear

Zenlth-Godley Co New S..rk Boned chicken turkej

Baas-Luckoff, 1 1 < > 1 1 > wnmi
Stewart-Lovick and Macpherat
Hixaon-O'Donnell, New Ynrk
Bo Bernstein, Providence
lien Kaplan. Providence
Ben Kaplan. Providence
Julius J. Rowen, New v, urk
Julius j. Rowen, New Yurk

BBD&O, New \urk
Irwin-Mcllugh. I.us Yngeles
Jim Ward. Hollywood
Irwin-Mcllugh. Los Yngeles
Ollan, Si Funis
I'.i. ill. National, Seat tie
\ iking. New ^ urk
George P. Buente, New Yurk

W innipeg
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JOHN E. PEARSON COMPANY

BLOCK PROGRAMING
(Continued from ptf#c 48)

p.m.-to-midnight Jamboree offered a pic-

ture cf himself recently and received more

than 76,000 requests from 39 states and

Canada. The best indication of what

block programing has done to the Cin-

cinnati market is the fact that WKRC
went on a partial block basis on Septem-

ber 29 and WCPO takes the plunge in

this direction on October 13.

Practically all FM stations are being

programed on a block basis, while

most television stations have un-

covered sports as their only block-

program material.

While music and news are generally

tops there are times when it's wise to

forget the news side of the formula.

That's when other stationsin the area

have developed the news habit of listen-

ing for themselves. Then block program-

ers come up with other devices such as

WARL's schedule in Arlington, Virginia.

This independent outlet, which is fourth

in the a.m. among 13 stations in the

Washington, D. C, market and fifth in

the afternoon (it's daytime only), has a

telephone quiz three minutes every hour.

It also plays hillbilly music very heavy.

Evidence of how this combination of

music and phone quiz works is shown

not only in its rating but in the fact that

between September 3 and 24 it pulled

2,917 orders at $2.50 plus postage for

Protem, a reducing product.

Block scheduling is an indication of

local station programing coming of age.

In a clear-cut manner it's a variation of

what FCC chairman Charles R. Denny

asked for at the NAB convention—the

equivalent of press buttons on a radio

receiver reading "dance music," "fea-

tures," "news," "classical music." Actu-

ally block programing is the equivalent

ofmany more buttons than four. Even to-

day it also represents "drama," "audience

participation," "folk music," and "quiz,"

with any number of new forms of block

programing about to be tested.

And the listeners which an advertiser

will buy will, like the circulation of any

other medium, be a matter of record.

It won't make timebuying any easier

but it will make it a science, not crystal

gazing.^

Nor does it indicate the end of star-

studded network programs. There'll

always be an audience for first-run mo-

tion pictures, for the legitimate theater

on Broadway, and for all forms of live

sporting encounters. Block programing

doesn't replace anything. It adds a new

assurance for those who want to buy

circulation, not build it.

FOR THE FOURTH

STRAIGHT YEAR!

KMLB
• MONROE

LOUISIANA

Has more listeners

in Monroe and North-

eastern Louisiana than

ALL OTHER STATIONS

COMBINED*

1947 CONLAN SURVEY

listening Hon***

P*rc*ftt of Potential

*vd'.**ic»

Otftrtburion of Intoning hom*t among notions

KMLB
StotoonA 16t>\

7J\

and reaches a

$103,629,000 buy-

ing power!

For the fourth straight year, authenti-

cated listening surveys conclusively

prove that KMLB has more listeners in

Monroe and Northeastern Louisiana
THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS COMBINED!
In fact, KMLB is the ONLY radio facility

clearly heard in this rich area!

REPRESENTED BY

TAYLOR-HOWE-SNOWDEN

]^f\aah Sales, inc.

AFFILIATED WITH

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.

J. C. LINER, Jr., Gen. Mgr.
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BONUS RATES
FOR A

FULL YEAR
Our power will be in-

creased to 5000 watts --

day and night, Jan. 1st.

All orders received by
Dec. 31st 1947 will be
accepted for one year at

our present rates.

THE BEST RADIO BUY IN

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

®R
"San Diego's Community Station"

SAN DIEGO HOTEL SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

National representative w. s. grant

**•*

I JOHN
BLAIR 8
L COMPANY

IfBtSf NTiNG LIAOiNC RADIO STATIONS

Offices in Chicago

New Vorti • Detroit

Si. Louit * Lot Angetej

PIONEERING SINCE

1942

•

CLn e&taHidlied claim

on the

JCan&aA City. Matket

•

for availabilities write

O. R. Wright, Sales Manager

Porter Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

•

E. U. DILLARD, GENERAL MANAGER
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AGENCY RESEARCH
(Continued from page 47)

house"—Daggett & Ramsdell, Lehn and

Fink, Pharma'Craft (Ting), Revlon, and

Chesebrough—appreciated that the re-

search study was made as guidance for the

agency and these five manufacturers in

handling future advertising. The same is

true of this agency's study of insurance

which was made at approximately the

time its account, John Hancock, had de-

cided to buy the Boston Symphony
through BBD&O against the recommen-

dations of McC-E executives (sponsor

September).

A number of small agencies feel, as does

Stanley Keyes, Jr., of St. Georges and

Keyes, that agencies shouldn't have full

time research staffs or departments.

There is, according to Mr. Keyes, a

tendency to keep the research staff busy

whether or not there's a real reason for it,

since they're on the payroll. Keyes, who

was at one time with the research depart-

ment of Erwin, Wasey, contends that it's

wiser to farm out research projects to

qualified research organizations, the

agency retaining the right to approve the

means and methods of each project.

As a matter of record, there are very

few agencies or clients who do not farm

out a sizable portion of their researching.

More and more agencies are working

with colleges having research courses.

BBD&O, for instance, works closely with

Syracuse University's Dr. Harry Hepner,

who heads up what is known as the

Onondaga Panel. They call upon the

panel of 1 ,000 families for special project

studies but no continuing qualitative

studies are being made. There are "listen-

ing groups" like the O. P. all over the U.S.

One thing is certain, research in some

form or other is employed by every agency

in the U. S. which has a single account

with a billing of over $500,000. It is also

true that agency research has won con-

siderable respect from independent re-

searchers and those engaged in "pure

research" (i.e., research initiated for the

purpose of establishing some economic or

sociological truths without regard to the

relationship of the end product to sales).

Research units at agencies today have

two immediate major objectives—first, to

sell their own organizations on the

efficacy of research, and, second, to re-

move the onus of existing solely to justify

what the agency is doing.

After these two objectives are achieved

there is research's entire job to do. In

radio this includes removing, as far as is

humanly possible, guesswork in broadcast

programing and broadcast advertising.

SPONSOR



Television will be commercially com-

petitive with other advertising media

within 17 months. That conclusion must

be reached on the basis of David Sarnoff's

speech before the NBC Convention in

Atlantic City (September 13) and later

addresses by Frank Mullen, NBC vp.

Sarnoff stressed the fast-growing size of

the medium and warned broadcasters not

to join the talking machine companies

and silent motion picture producers in

the business discard.

His figures of 150,000 to 175,000 tele-

vision receivers in use by the end of

1947 mean a potential audience by that

time of over 1,000,000. His figure of

750,000 sets by the end of 1948 should

mean an available audience of 5,000,000

by that time. This potential makes TV
an advertising medium now and one of

the biggest by the end of next year.

His talk, being addressed to station

men and not advertisers, did not touch

upon the cost of producing commercial

television programs, but he did stress to

station men that local station operation

need not be expensive and that there

were hundreds of local television pro-

grams waiting to be scanned by inde-

pendent station operators without fan-

tastic costs.

Practical Frank Mullen brought into

the light the fact that NBC was prepar-

ing to syndicate television programs on

film and stated that they would be, in

part, photographed direct from the face

of the kinescope (the receiving tube).

Both the press and station men present

to hear Mullen's talk saw demonstrations

of the off-the-kinescope recording and

had it explained by Nick Kersta, NBC's

television manager While problems of

unions have not yet been settled they

can be and no doubt will be licked

shortly and thus enable a sponsor to

create a show in New York or Hollywood

and ship it to stations all over the coun-

try for re-telecast. Already NBC is ship-

ping film (not photographed from the

face of the tube but regular NBC feature

and newsreel film) to a limited number

of stations and the syndicated formula is

rapidly being developed. Through syn-

dication, network coverage is being ap-

proximated, with the idea that when

coaxial cable and relay stations are in

operation the shift from film networking

to live networking can be accomplished

with a minimum of trouble and disloca-

tion of station operations.

Coverage is still a vital "if" in com-

mercial television. Here it was FCC
chairman, Charles Denny, who brought

a touch of new thinking to the field.

Denny in his talk before the NAB Con-

vention itself (September 17) projected

a brand-new idea, a TV operation that

would require only a transmitter and an

antenna and would be served by radio

relay from a central studio. In other

words he indicated for the first time that

the FCC might liberalize its policy on

stations originating a minimum number

of programs and that the idea of satellite

stations was no longer abhorrent to the

Commission. He called upon broad-

casters to let the FCC know what they

thought about the idea. Through this

formula it would be possible, Denny
pointed out, for a broadcaster to get into

television without mortgaging his busi-

ness, to develop television with his AM
(standard broadcasting) earnings. One

of the needs for this is the tremend-

ously increased cost of getting into TV
under present conditions.

To the sponsor this means that it's

possible that national TV coverage is

not a thing of the far-away future.

Denny underlined what Mullen had

hinted at, that shortly it would not re-

quire millions to be a telecaster. The

result was that about 15 broadcasters a

day talked to NBC and about 30 to

FCC men about entering the field.

When WWJ-TV telecast the Silver

Cup Regatta under the sponsorship of

the Detroit Edison Company it used

landmarks of Detroit for its commercial

story. A camera was located on the top

of the 15-story Whittier Hotel at the

river's edge and when it came time for a

commercial the camera focused on dif-

ferent plants of the Detroit Edison and

told the story of what the plants meant

to the Motor City . . . the cost just the

writing of the continuity by the Camp-
bell-Ewald advertising agency. * * * At
WFIL-TV's opening last month (Sep-

tember) it had 10 sponsors. They were

Judson C. Burns, Marcus Printing Com-
pany, U. S. Rubber, Bartel's, the Drake

and Brighton Hotels, Del-Mont Motors,

Dewees, Mort Farr, and Ballantine's

Beer . . . and WFIL stated that many
more were ready to be signed when pro-

grams were ready. Jerry Fairbanks, first

Hollywood film organization to produce

films especially for TV, announced dur-

ing September his interim (small num-
ber of viewers available) price schedule

for the first television motion picture

mystery series, Public Prosecutor. Rights

for New York will cost $1,500, for Chi-

cago and Los Angeles the fee is $750 each,

and for Philadelphia and Detroit the fee

is $500 each. Washington will cost $400,

St. Louis $400, and Schenectady $300.

Rights include two repeat showings of the

film in the same market. There are disr

counts for a sponsor buying a multiple

market * * * First test of WBKB's sell-

ing power brought in direct sales of an

item retailing at $2.19 from one out of

every 38 set owners viewing the telecast.

The figures were computed by Morton

K. Tuller, market researcher for the

station, on the basis of the average num-

ber of viewers on Tuesdays at 8:30 p.m.

when the program was presented. * * *

Pabst's presentation of the professional

football games over WNBT in New York

is said to have produced the greatest

sale of Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer in the

history of the distribution of that prod-

uct in metropolitan New York.

Officially, as of September 17 there

were 978 FM stations authorized by the

FCC, of which 278 were operating. The

Commission is just as pro-FM as it was

a year ago when the chairman reported

that there were only 66 stations trans-

mitting. It is still their feeling that FM
must eventually replace AM as the stand-

ard broadcast service. * * * The Petrillo

(AFM) situation is still no better on FM
as sponsor goes to press. Live music

over the Continental Network, the FM
web that operates for the most part with-

out network lines, has been stopped for

the time being but there is some expecta-

tion that the music problem involved

will be overcome. Back of the ban is

Petrillo's feeling that the stations ser-

viced must have live orchestras. Petrillo

is committed to a future of music in

radio in which no station that doesn't

employ musicians will have network ser-

vice.

In the case of FM and TV he believes

that there is no legal piecedent, that he is,

as far as these two arts go, back in the

pre-radio and pre-sound picture days.
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SPEAKS
The New Code

Broadcasting has a new code, after

several years of operating on a quasi-code

basis. For the sponsor of a network pro-

gram the changes from the present rules

which govern the actions of network con-

tinuity acceptance departments are neg-

ligible. To the national spot advertiser

and participating-program user the code

presents a challenge, since copy will have

to be tighter and no doubt in some cases

costs will rise since stations will be re-

Btricted in the number of commercials

the) may carry in any 15-minute peiiod.

Three minutes in any 15, which is the

new code maximum, can't possibly be

stretched to carry more than three ad-

vertisers effectively.

Cowcatchers, hitchikes, and opening

billboards are not prohibited by the code,

they just have to be better handled and

must be part of a program, not an ap-

pendage framed by a few musical notes.

Practically am
i
roduct is acceptable

if its handling is in good taste.

With respect to the question of time

allotted forcommt r< ialson musical clocks,

there is every indication that because of

the rapid tumovi ol audience between

six and eight a.m. the three-minute re-

striction will be relaxed for that time.

The NAB Board of Directors at their

November meeting will consider all the

objections of independent station opera-

tors and adjust the rules of the code as

passed at the convention where they

think it is in the interest of the industry

and the public to do so.

As Justin Miller pointed out, it is the

intention of the industry that the code be

a living thing—a live yardstick by which

the industry may judge its performance.

Generally the NAB Code is not as

tough as network rules and regulations.

It's good in a very broad way. How the

broadcasting stations of the nation use it

will be what counts. The FCC stated at

the convention, through its chairman,

Charles Denny, that the burden con-

tinues to be on the licensee himself and

he cannot pass that burden to the NAB
or any other organization. He also said,

however, that a station's not living up

to the industry's minimum code would

be taken into consideration in determin-

ing operation "in the public interest."

The long trip up the road to a better

airway has been begun. That's good for

the public, the advertiser, and the indus-

try, too.

Radio Must Be Sold

Sponsors are still without a central

source to which they can turn when they

desire facts and figures about the use of

broadcast advertising. It was hoped that

something to promote the use of broad-

cast advertising would be formulated at

the recent National Association of Broad-

casters Convention. Nothing of that

kind happened. When the subcommittee

on the subject made its report the latter

was accepted and the committee dis-

missed with a new one to be appointed

to implement the report. The report was

inadequate. It suggested, for the pro-

motion of the medium, a 40-minute

motion picture filmed to reach industry

at its highest level. The picture idea is

good but broadcasting needs something

besides a film to sell it. It needs a well-

integrated campaign.

"Broadcast advertising pays." It may
be recalled that sponsor ran the first of

a series of full page ads on that subject

in its March issue. The remainder of the

ad series was postponed because sponsor

decided that the job of devising an over-

all campaign to sell radio should fall to

the NAB. We will continue to campaign

for consistent industry promotion—by
the NAB, by the networks, by stations,

in fact by all who work in and live by

broadcast advertising . . . and until

such a campaign is bom we will do every-

thing in our power to spread the good

words
—

"Broadcast advertising pays."

L Applause
An Association for Spot Broadcasting?

The health of the radio industry depends upon the solid

financial condition of its stations. This in turn depends upon

the spot business, local and national, that each station does.

That's because the greatest part of a station's income comes

not from its network commercials but from its own com-

mercials. There can be no truly healthy broadcasting with-

out a vigorous spot business.

For years tin- industry has talked about the good that

would mine hoin an association of station representatives,

tlu nun who contribute so much to the business of the

nation's stations. Paul Raymer now has the ball rolling. He
us<-d two pages in a trade publication recently to tell the

industry of spot radio's importance and why those who sell

it must get together to forma lighting, progressive, trade asso-

i iation

Almost immediate!) Edward Petty announced in another

two-page advertisement that Ik- was 100 per cent for such an

association as he and Raymer had talked about previously.

With Petry and Raymer both for such an association there

is better than an even chance that one will come about; and

that spot radio, through a joint effort, will gain in many

directions.

Station representatives have come a long way when men

like Raymer and Petry talk of a joint spot promotional group

—augmenting the almost solo spot promotion effort of John

Blair who has devoted page after page of advertising space

for several years to sell not the stations he represents but the

segment of the industry he serves—spot broadcast adver-

tising. From such a joint effort only good can come—in

stature for the field itself, in increased use of the medium, in

better understanding of spot advertising, in increased respect

for spot advertising from both the stations who carry it and

the advertisers who use it.
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ELDON A. PARK
VICE-PRESIDENT

,he "nl '8 yeors Wj wtmfat
Radio is barely past its twenty-fifth

birthday. Relatively few can claim 18

years' experience in the broadcasting

industry . . . and darned tew can boast

of 18 years with the same station.

But that's the history of Eldon A.

Park, whose only full-time employer

during his 38 years has been WLW.
He's in a rut, you say? Then con-

sider: In his 18 years with The Nation's

Station, Eldon has come up from part-

time orhce boy to Vice-President in

Charge of Programs . . . with adminis-

trative responsibility for the million

dollars a year WLW spends on pro-

gramming.

As everyone who knows him will

testify, there's no secret behind the

success of this "Horatio Alger of Cros-

ley Square" other than conscientious

hard work and vigorous enthusiasm

for the job.

One tenet Park lives by, however,

has served, him well . . . "encourage

new talent never give newcomers the

brushotf." Because as he looks back

over the long roster of radio stars who

began their careers at WLW, he's con-

vinced there's plenty more where they

came from.

Under Park's supervision, and with

the able assistance of Chet Herman and

Milton Wiener, the WLW Program

Department is a smoothly-functioning

organization comprised of scores ot

writers, producers, directors, musicians,

announcers, and talent of all types. It

is more than adequately equipped to

turn out anything from a spot an-

nouncement to a full hour ot musical-

variety . . . and do it in the professional

manner which has won the station many

top national awards for program ex-

cellence — has built and retained one

of the largest, most-loyal audiences in

the world.

BROADCASTING CORPORA:
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a bigBUCK ™« ™™DOLLAR '

• To pound more /ales out of/Northern Ohio's

billion dollar market and pound 100 ce^ts

back into your dollar . . . cjioose WJW,
Cleveland's Chief Station.

At WJW we still maintain your dollar's worth

in advertising value. Through better local pro-

gramming, a higher listener acceptance, WJW
gi\es you the opportunity to create more and

more sales per dollar.

BASIC

ABC Network CLEVELAND 850 KC

5000 Watts
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY B Y HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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